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PREFATORY HOI®

The private war journal of former Generaloberst (Four
Star General) Pranz Haider, who was Chief of the General
Staff of the Supreme Command of the German Army (OKH) from
1September 1938 to 24 September 1942, comprises seven vol-
umes and covers the period from 14 August 1939 to 24 Septem-
ber 1942, the date of Haider 1 s dismissal by Hitler.

The journal was kepi by Haider personally in his own
shorthand notes jotted down in connection with conferences,
memoranda, staff talks, lectures, reports, etc., as they oc-
curred during the discharge of his functions as Chief of
'Staff. They are not to be confused with the official War
Diaries kept by the Supreme Command of the German Army, but
are rather to be considered the personal notes, views, and
impressions of Haider contemporaneously recorded.

The entire journal was introduced by the Prosecution as
a documentary exhibit (ibo 1359) in the re.cord of the case
.entitled the United States of America vs f Wilhelm yon Lecb et
al (Case # 12) brought before Military Tribunal V. Bxco-rpta
from the journal which either the Prosecution or the "Defense
wished particularly to bring to the Court' s attention wero
translated in the record during the course of the trial.

The journal was reduced to t
typewritten form from the

original notes written in the Gabelsberger system of German
shorthand under the guidance of Mr. Phillip Winner, Chief of
the Court Reporting Branch (German) of the Office of Chief of
Counsel, for War Crimes (OMGUS), In order to prepare an auth-
oritative text, the entire journal was reviewed with Haider
by Mr. Arnold Lissance, Interrogator and Editorial Analyst,
Evidence Division, Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crimes
'(OMGUS). A very few words, mostly cut of context, could not
be reconstructed, or, allowing more than one interpretation,
remained doubtful. They are so indicated in the text. The
work of assembling the final mimeographed version was complet-
ed tinder the supervision of Mr. Ludwig R.:Borinski, Language
Division, Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crimes ( OMGUS) .
The entire project was carried out under the supervision of
Mr. Walter H. Rapp, Director, Evidence Division, Office of
Chief of Counsel for War Crimes (OMGUS).



EDITOR'S ROKSi/VOHD 

The seven volumes of shorthand notes which have 
become known as the Diary do not technic
ally represent a personal diary. G-en. *Vanz Hai-
der has always insisted that they were mere note
books for matters reported to him and which he In-
turn had to take up with Field Marshal yon Brau
chitsch, the Commander-in~ Chief of the Ground
Forces, and the., interested Chiefs of the various
OKH Sections* '^hls description Xs an accurate 
one for the earlier entries, but in the later 
volumes the notebooks change into something more 
rounded out and personal. 

As such records go, the Haider Diary is unique in 
scope and continuity, and probably has few equals
in importance among individual contributions to 
the records of this war. Their value to the mint-* 
ary student requires no emphasis. The interest for 
the general reader will be in the drama of the 
war as seen on the highest military level, in the 
picture of the functions and activities of the
Chief of Staff of a huge army, and in the better
comprehension it will afford of the position of 
the G-erman General Staff in the G-erman State in 
the recent past. 

Like any diary, this one is fragmentary in that 
the author noted only the striking details and 
omitted the contemporaneous setting which often 
alone gives them significance J it was unneces
sary for him to put down what was common, know
ledge for him and for others. As a result, the 
reader will often need some further information 
to understand the entries. The footnotes, based 
on Gen. Haider's explanations, will serve this 
purpose &nd will help to reconstruct the settings
for iDersonallties and events. 

Intended to serve as a notebook, the Diary does 
not furnish a complete record of all activities 
during the war yeare they oover. There was no 
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\u25a0need, for Instance, to put down, as • an 
aid to memory all tho se matters that were discussed 
daily or hourly, for everyone would be expected to 
have them fresh in his mind, '^'hus Xv sometimes hap
pens that a secondary issue receives more attention
than one of first-rank importance* A case in point
is the almost total lack of notes on the planning
for the breakthrough at Sedan, in 1940, while that 
for the subsidiary effort ocff j&vmy Group 0, to the
south, appears in.great prominence, The ree.eon for 
this is that in preparing for the thrust through 
the Ardennes, the author was in continuous con
tact with his planning staffs and needed no notes 
to refresh his memory, the other hand, the con
ferences for the operation tfGelb lf ond. its train of 
secondary operations on the southern part of the 
offensive front were so widely spaced that notation 
of important wasdetails essential* 

\u25a0^s the war went an>, the entries began to lose their 
original character of mere memo notes, the pres
sure of campaigns when, late at night, the members 
of the planning staffs were not available for con
sultations and the quiet after a day of high-pitched 
tenseness favored such an activity, Gen. would 
find it very helpful to do his thinking on paper, 
when working out the fateful decisiens he had to 
make or suggest, in the notes, which were not clestin 
ed for any readers (except perhaps in later years 
a select few German military historians), and cer
tainly not for the eyes of non-Germans, we find a 
day-by-day and phase-by-phase account of the develop' 
ment of the French campaign that, incidentally, 
throws an interesting light on some controversial 
aspects of it. The record becomes even more com
plete and revealing throughout the preparations for, 
and execution of, the campaign in Bussia, Looking 
backward, it is possible to fix the date almost to 
the day in the earliest p^s.e of the invasion, when 
the foundation was laid for the eventual defeat of 
the German Armies by the Russian. 

A decisive change in the character of the Diary 
comes at the end of 1941, when yon Brauchitsch re
signed o It now became Gen, Haider's, function to pre
sent the daily situation report to the Fuehrer. 
The entries in the Diary generally diminish. The 
notes' for the situation report were now made on 
slips of paper destroyed after the conferences; 
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it.would have been unwise to use the book. in the 
presence of the Fuehrer, who had taken a sharp
dislike to Gen. nalder 's notebooks on previous
occasions, At the same time the personal, entries 
increase. Often these meetings with the fuehrer 
ended in clashes of opinion and personality, and 
the Diary became the only outlet for the author's 
exasperation in the winterbleak of 1941/2 when 
many of his old associates had left General Head
quarters. 

The Diary closes with the removal of Gen»H aia,er 
from Ills post, after a period of racking strain, 
on September 24, 1942, just '

Gen.Paulus 1as s Sixth 
Army was battling its way into the gigantic man
trap that was to be Stalingrad, 

It was recognized vpry early that an adequate
translation of the i>iary required amplification. 
Explanatory annotations would have to indicate 
significant connections and supply essential 
information which did not appear in the original
entries; because it was part of everyone's know
ledge at General Headquarters. Plentiful though 
they nay seem, it became increasingly evident as 
the editing progressed that there are actually 
not enough footnotes for best understanding. This 
deficiency is due to several factors, some of 
which could not be controlled. 

Chief among these factors was the time limitation 
set on the availibility for consultation of Gen, 
Haider, which could not be offset by his cooper— 
ativeness* !i'he mere reading of the 1,200 pages of 
German text to verify the correctness -of the trans
cript from the shorthand notes, took up nearly 
one half of the aggregate 400 hours spent with him. 

Next among these factors is that Gen. Haider ob
viously could not answer questions that were, not 

\u25a0asked. Sometimes the need for an explanation be
came apparentlonly long after the period of con
sultation; iricgaGn ©rfssfi • bn'-'^/as- ibfetteirieaL 
by letter. But there may be other instances where 
the meaning seemed plain and clarification ap
peared unnecessary; some notations, therefore, 
may have been unwittingly misconstrued in the 
translating. Xn a very few instances, neither 
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G-en. Haider, who had to rely solely on his extra-*
ordinary memory, nor any of his associates, could
furnish the desired explanation in the absence of 
the original OKU records* And finally, there is 
also one category * rtse-*e
certain blockage to answering %he questions may
have played a part. 

£y the time the working relationship had developed 
to the point where questions were more freely asked 
and answered, the limitation of time prohibited re
viewing the volumes already gone over* It is thus 
fully realized that the body of footnotes obtained 

areg.s T-heleaves many uncovered. rich material 
would justify considerably more intensive consul
tation with Gen. Haider .to fillin all the spaces 
of the mere skeleton that is the -^iary. Conceivably
it might be found desirable after obtaining ad
ditional information, to make its contents more 
accessible by rewriting it on a topical basis. 

Another unavoidable omission in the translated 
version of the Diary, due to the fact that time 
grew short toward the end, is the absence of at 
least diagrammatic situation maps for a score of 
key dates. %my of the developments can be fully
appreciated only against such a background. Indeed, 
but for the fact that a number of the original 
situation maps were available for checking the 
translation of the part of the Diary that covers 
the period winter.,l94l, through summer, 1942, it 
would often have been impossible to render the true 
meaning of the entries* *he reader will be saved 
some confusion hy a few editorial footnotes which, 
for instance, -clear up the seeming contradiction 
when the Diary, In the iuusslan Campaign, refers 
to an eastern and a western front in addition to 
the main front, 

necessary it was toe,exercise the greatest care 
In- translating the highly condensed telegram style 
of the Diary, and continually to check with the 
context, may be illustrated by the following two 
examples. The sentence n&s fehlt noch Royal Oak" 
could easily be interpreted, e.g., that the Royal 
Oak was still unaccounted foro It was so trans
lated until/ it was found out in some other connec
tion that the Royal had been sunk some time 
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before; accordingly^ |n the context of the entry,
the cdrrect rendering was |q fae effect that the
British Navy had not yet replaced that capital
ship. Or, "Verhalten der 4, 'Amee" had nothing
to do with the ponduct or action of the Fourth 
Army, but referred to to hold back, 
which checked with the plan for that- of attack 
Army. 

An effort was made in translating the terse 
entries of the Diary to keep on the linsame 
guistic level as the original, that is, neither 
over-formal nor altogether colloquial, lapses
into colloquialisms follow the author's in ex
pressing some pent-up feeling* Eschewing the more 
colorful language which a war correspondent can 
and must use, the translation may sometimes seem 
repetitious or pedestrian; it could not, after 
all, depart too freely from the text, i'he author 
himself is frank in acknowledging the stylistic 
deficiencies of his i^iary. 

Apart from lacking a motivation for choice writ
ing, he rarely had the time to organize subject 
matter and sentence structure or to ponder over 
better words for those that came into his head " 

first*. Many -of the notations were made at the 
telephone or while visitors talked to him, when 
all that .mattered was to catch the gist correctly.
(During the Fuehrer's speeches at the full-dress 
meetings before or after major events, G-en e Haider 
would keep the 8

v 

x 12 ledger-type bao&i&eOHn&is 
feniesakadnm&ke ,noteek, tou&hetanfchgraanßosygnfc&eof
fiiehlhapjirer, who could not bear divided atten
tion, and held the notebooks in abomination; G-eri. 
%lder continued to make notes at such meetings 
but he had to do so behind some6ne's back.) The 
telescoped sentences and the endless periods 
which often resulted from this type of writing 
were unscrambled in consistency with the context, 
with the .aid of the author s explanation of what 
he had wanted to say at the time* 

A peculiarity of the text is the seemingly repet
itious and redundant use of the words "apparently^
(anscheinend) and ''reported", "alleged", ''believed 
to be", etc, (angeblich)* 'l'lie former is applied 
to any occurence not observed at first hand or 
lacking confirmation; the latter is reserved for 
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frontline reports pending verification, and 
mentally discounts the professional over-optim
ism to which field commanders are prone in an
nouncing successes. 

& note would appear to "be indicated on the mean
ing of 'the word "political" in the Diary, which 
varies with the context. Used in connection with 
the fuehrer % 

and the foreign Office (yon rteizsaec&er, 
yon ) the term refers to international 
relations; -"political channels" means ''Foreign
Office" channels. In connection with yon Brau— 
chitsch or other General s and with civilian 
visitors, the term refers to the domestic polit
ical situation, is interesting to note here 
that D.r0 whose name is prominently 
associated with the events of the 20th July,
1944, appears in the uiary twice* the first time 
referred to as "Dr.", in longhand (17 March,l94o),March,1940), 
and the second time with his full name written 
out in shorthand (2 Oct, , 1941), and thus almost 
as invisible as if written with sympathetic ink. 

Very eloquent use is made of exclamation points 
in the Diary. ?hey may indicate speechless 
amazement, perplexed or amused incredulity, or 
forthright indignation,, "i'he intensity of the 
feeling can be gauged in the original "by the size, 
"boldness or duplication of the raark; only the 
latter method could "be reproduced by the type
writer. 

A change in handwriting often indicated a time 
lapse between two notations within an 'entry, or 
a comment on the first notation. The inflexibility 
of the typewriter precludes rendering of such in
flections, as it were, longer horizontal spacing
(six spaces) or dropping to the end of the" follow
ing line was resorted to in order to indicate 
these differences, '^he notations ObdH, Org. Sec. , 

,Op 0 Sec., etc., set off from the text, indicate 
that the subject referred to had to be taken up
with the person or Section in question. Strik
ing out an entry is another means to indicate 
fchat the maccer has-been attended to. Markings. 
on the notes that could not 'be repa?<pciucecL on the 
typewriter were translated into words placed be-
tween brackets tc indicate' that they ware not part 
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of the original text. 

Some of the military terms in the Diary were coined 
by Qtm* Haider and found, general acceptance through
out the German Army. Their translation is based on 
the author r's explanations. The other military terms 
used are based on Handbook of G-erman Military Forces 
(War Dept, Tech, Man, TM-E, 30-45) and Dictionary of 
United States Army Terms (War Dept* Tech. Man. TH 
20-205, Jan, 1944), German terms and abbreviations 
used in the translation are listed in a glossary 
following this foreword. 

The foregoing notes which, it is hoped, may give. some 
guidance to the reader, must be concluded with the 

of-. Mr. \u25a0acknowledgment of the untiring cooperation 
Ludwig R, Borinski who did the first draft translation 
of six of the seven volumes of the Diary, attended to 
all details of production supervision, checked proof
read material, organized the footnotes and, with his 
unusual memory, made possible that measure of coordina
tion that the translation may show, .Credit is due to 
Mr. Fred. L. pera for his competent proofreading. And 
finally, to the G-erman typists, Fraeulein Annemarie 
Joeckel, Frau Annemarie yon Kleist, Fraeulein Ingeborg 
Schulten and Frau Else Stich, goes sincere appreciation 
faiK.the.ir.. unflagging interest in the . work which was a 
sustaining factor throughout the arduous production 
of the difficult English text. 

Arnold Lissance 

NOTE! . The asterisks found throughout the text were 
the subjectsinserted to mark for which footnotes 

were prepared, . Owing to the shortage of time, these 
footnotes could not be included in the body of the 
Diary and must be supplied in a separate volume. 
They willbe arranged to facilitate clipping and 
pasting on the bottom of the pages to which the^r 
refer. 

s 
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FREQUEIIT GERMAN ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS, 

Abwehr .	 Intelligence and Counter—lntelli
\u25a0gence Section of OKW. ; 

BdE	 Bef ehlshaber dea. Ersatzheeres 
C in C of the Replacement Army, i.e. 
the home organization of the Field 
Army, inducting and training replace
ments, activating new Divs., etc* 

BvTO	 Bevollmaechtigter Transportof fizier 
RTO at Corps or Army level. 

Central Branch	 Zentralabteilunsc (GZ), Personnel 
Office of the Gen. Staff. 

General (German	 In order to avoid confusion, the 
ranks)	 German designations for general 

officers were used* (in a number 
of instances equivalent U.S. ranks 
were used by oversight* No' one, 
however, willmistake, e.g., Lt. 
Gen* for Gen, Lt.) 

U.S. equivalent 
Gen. Maj Brig, Gen. 
Gen. Lt.. Maj, Gen, 
Gen. (der Inf., Arty., etc. ) Lt. Gen. 
Gen. Obst,	 Gen. (full) 

Gen Q,u	 Chief Supply and Administration 
Officer in the General Staff, with 
two main Sections: 
a) Supply; • . . 
b) Military Administration of 

Occupied Territories* 

Gen, Stb*San.	 Medical Corps Officer of rank of 
Major General* 

Gen. Stb, Vet.	 Veterinary Corps Officer of rank 
of Major General. 

Gen. Vet*	 Veterinary Corps Officer of Brigadier 
rank.. 
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IX

G-esc liwa.de r Largest mobile, homogeneous form-
ation in! the Air Force, normally',
consisting of about 100 aircraft,
organized into three Gruppen (q.v.).

Basic combat unit of the Air Force/
mostly with a T/Q strength of 27.airy
craft,, in the case of single-engine
Fighter G-ruppen with 36 aircraft*

G-ruppe

Operations Officer (roughly corres-
ponding to G- 3).la

Supply Officer, mostly referred to
as OQ,u or Qu (roughly corresponding
to G 4).

Ib

Intelligence Officer (corresponding
to &2}«)-. .

Io

personnel Officer (Officers) ,Ha

Consists of three' aircraft.Kette

Consistently translated as ."Regional
lefense un|ts^ % They are' local 8^

security units, normally composed of
infantry men drawn from the Landwehr
(q.v,) and Landsturm (trained and
untrained men between 45 and 55) or
younger men unfit for service.

li£^£s:£ s s2£H£i^££

Two categories of Reserve Troops
are covered by this designation:

Landwehr

l)Landwehr I: Trained men between-
35 and 45,

2) Landwehr 111 Untrained men be-
tween 35 and 45 '(-usually identical
with Third Draft, q»v # ).

Oberbef ehlshaber dcs Heeres r-QbdH
0 in C of the Army (yon Brauchitsch) ,

OB



OKH
 

OKW
 

Oberkommando dcs Heer-es Army High 
Command* 

Its main components were: 

I,army General Staff (Chief G-en, 
Obst. Haider). 

ll*Army personnel Diy,
' * . (for qffiper

\u25a0 Llreplacements)", " " 

111. Chief of Army Equipment (Chef der 
~Heeresruestung Gh H Ruest) and 

Commander of the Replacement Army\u25a0 

~(Bef ehlshaber dcs Ersatzheeres 
BdJE), comprizing among others: 
General Army Office (Allgemeihes~ Heeresamt AHA), in charge of NCO 
and. EM replacements; -Army Ordnance Office (Waff enamt 

The components of the Army General' 
Staff were: OQu I, Il7~lTl, IV,"v, 
"Sen £ju and Central Branch (q,v.). 

Attached to the Army General Staff 
were the Arms Chiefs (Waffengerieraele), 
who represented the respective arras 
and services and included the Generals 
on special assignment (zbV), e.g. for 
legal matters, . 

-Obe.rkommando der Wehrmacht Armed 
Forces High Command. 

Chiefs Gen. Obst., later Field Mar
shal Keltel, directly under Hitler, 
(Appears in Diary as t!Keitel OKW", to 
distinguish him from his brother 
lrKeitel (Personnel Div.)11 , head of 
OKH Personnel. Div.) 

Its operational Section thewas 
Armed Forces Operations (Wehr-- Staff 
macht sfuehrungsstab WFSt), which 
constituted the main advisory body' 
to Hitler on strategy and planning,
and was headed by Gen. Obst. Jodl. 
Other Sections included the Armed •Forces Central Office (Wehrmacht-
zentralamt WZA), and the General 
Armed Forces. Office (Allgemeines 
Wehrmachtamt 

- AWA), etc.'; all PW 
matters were handled through these 
two Sections. 

political matters were the exclusive 
domain of OKW. 
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OQ,u I 

-OQu _111,
\u25a0 

— - -OQu IV 
\u25a0— \u25a0\u25a0

OQuJT 

Relohsbahn. 

Sofortfall 

Staffel 

z*b,V. 

Oberquartiermeister I
- First 

Senior Gen. Staff Officer: Opera
tions, including the Operations 
s Sec. ),Sectipn (Qp. 

-
Ol^erquart iermeister, SecondJ.% 

StaffM^ior' gen. QfJtQer/: figlft 
iArmy Training, including the Train
iing Section (Tng. Sec,)* 

-
C 111 ThirdOberquartiermeister 
c Gen,Senior Staff Officer: Organ
ization,j including the Organization 
cSection (Org, Sec,)* 

-
C IV FourthOberquartiermeister 
(
 
i
Senior Gen* Staff Officer: Opera

tional Intelligence, with Sections
 
] and Foreign
Foreign Armies East 

West,jArmies 

-<Oberquartiermeister V Fifth-
Senior Gen. Staff Officer: Milit
ary History/ 

German State Railroad system. 

Operation "Emergency", i.e. if 
enemy attacks first, all restric

in thetions on offensive action 
automatically removed.West are 

Smallest Air Force operational 
unit,' T/O strength 9 aircraft. 

Table, ofFor all tasks where the 
no per- ;-~Organization provided 

manent agencies, Officers z.b.V. 
(on special assignment) were ap
pointed* 
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"Draft11 is a translation of the G-erman term "Welle 11 

First Draft : Active Divs..
 
Second Draft: Reserve Divs.
 
Third Draft ;. limited Employment Diys.» con~sisted pf" age-grqupi *L9Qu 1913 

with short-term 
'

training. 
Fourth Draft! Di'^.s. "with active cadre and per

sonnel with short-Oter.m 'graining. 
Fif£h and. 3ixth Draft (only in winter 1929^1940), 

had Czech"" equipment. 

The other abbreviations follow the standard. U.S. 
terminology (Ren. Bn,, Btry. etc.)* 
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MILITARY DISTRICTS.
 

(NoGe: In order? to avoid; ognfusion with Corps combat 
£he convent;iqnal designation, "oif GoKps Area/ wassectors	 J vd|?opp>ed for,. M^li^a^y pi-]3tr4;jp£. ] 

' 

. 

IEasi: Prussia r>Koenlgsberg* >KoenIgsberg*r 

-~ IIMecklenburg and Pomerania Stettin, 

~ 111	 Brandenburg Berlin, 

-IV Saxony, Eastern Thuringia. Dresden^ 

V Baden,. Wuerttemberg, Alsace - Stuttgart.' 

VI Northern Rhineland, Westfalia *- Muenster. 

VII Southern Bavaria Munich* 
- Breslau",VIII Silesia 

-IX Hesse, Western Thuringia Kassel» 

X Schleswig-Holstein, Hamburg, Oldenburg,-
Bremen Hamburg * 

-XI Hannover, Braunschweig, Anhalt Hannover. 

XII Palatinate, Southern Rhin.eland, Lorraine 
— Wiesbaden. 

XIII Northern Bavaria Nuernberg. 

~ XIV Non-territorial Magdeburg, for mot. Divs.# 

~ XV Non-territorial Jena, for light Divs. . 
XVI - Berlin., for Armd. Divs. 

XVII Upper and Lower Austria - Vienna,-
XVIIIRest of Austria Salzburg. 

-
XIX Non-territorial Vienna, for Austrian Armd,—	 and light Divs, 
XX West Prussia Danzig*- posen,XXI	 Wartheland
 

Bohemia and Moravia.
 

G-overnment-G-eneraX.
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Hot©S on flyleaf opposite page is 

"Weserae'bung ll j£ According to Gen. Haider, this was the 
designation of a yearly Eng, Corps field 
exorcise, usually named after .river whoro 
held* ±J, ) 

\ 

/, 1!!ae quesiion was, whether Party Bally wou3d 
\u25a0be held* \J 

( 

Advanoe notice Hoichs"bahn 16}£ August J 12P0 # . 

' 

/ 

\ 
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-v. o x v m c ii-. 

the polish campaign^ part ii* 

The Chief of the Army General Staffs 

11 September 1939 -» 6 December 1939 • 

x *- \u25a0)(- -x

11 September 1939, 

ObdH: 1#) Bydgosacz: Hinunler^s special mission. 

2*) Lo^sJ^	 reported on the south wing** 

3• ) Qrder regarding arms J *# 

— a)	 Area behind the front "Non-combat zone"* Nar.ew . 
Vistula— San line, effective 12 Sept # Matter 
for legal expert! 

b)	 Disposition by -ummary Court—Martial, 

c)	 Report by Jaenicke, (Tomorrow morning Fuehrer)* 

d) Directive for Military Government	 Agencies* 
Wagner ,Gen Qiu 

O OQa IV: 

J)	 Political indoctrination and- cultural activities in. 
Army* Suggestions^ demands and requests to OKW 
(approach indirectly).. etc*' Central Branch.

k)	 Organization* 

105®V Soden&tera on phone; Todt projects now in progress 

In Fifth Army sector: In the front line..
 
In First Army sector: Construction work_, construction material
' 
and machinery in air defense zone. Some sections now being
 
shipped to BBateh frontier.
 
Seventh Army: Bs.ack Forest position on edge of range.
 

QC'u IV:	 Enemy propaganda campaign' on German atrocities in Poland* ' 
How can- we counter it? (Wedel?) Reply:; 1..) We must get 
details of the accusations, then dispatch an officer by 
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plane to investigate the facts. 2.) Put 
Propaganda Companies to work. 

Organized Polish units have begun crossing 
the "border into Tomania. 

OQu IV; Telegram: a)	 Molotov cannot keep what ho 
promised. Russia wants to help 
the Ukrainians. 

b)	 Hungarians will not allow use 
of their railroads by our troops. 
Is being worked on. 

So den stern: 

a)	 Trucks requisitioned only for 1462 construction 
projects, all in r.qar positions,
itir defense zone, fruem, Holland, Black Forest 
positions sites surveyed, can start at 
once. 
Truck columns from evacuation organization 
and Armies.
droops must help. 

b)	 Todt organisation cannot do the artillery 
emplacements. 700,000 tons of construction 
material. Report in writing to" Op. Sec. 

u-iossenl Central °ranch. 

12 September 1939. 

Notes for ObdH: 

a) Leave Eighth Army in Lodz. 

b) Lecb's report on situation. Operations in the 
~".Vest very great depth! 

c) Decoration for Bock. 

Development of the situation in Eighth Army, 

Order to place 111 Gorps under Eighth Army. 

Reallocation of thdi area of Army Hq. 4.
 

Hungary •* Railroads,
 

Lithuania t Hesitating.
 

Mt. Div. for Leeb; 62nd Div.
 

Propaganda Organization^ Radke?
 

G-rosscurth: Gradually expand organization.
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1115*	 Leeb calls up# 

1530* Count Brockdorf (Report on Warsaw) V 

16OCU General Becker. (On Mines^- Mdjot Voss)* 

ObdH	 comes from Fuehrer! Russians probably do not want to start 
anything* Wants to try to form a Ukrainian State (to keep 
out the French)*
 
Thinks it likely that Poles want peace*
 

IIEuce is forming block of Neutrals* (ObdH: W«,rk fasti)
 
Oslo Conference* Romania does not want to offer Polish
 
Government asylumj close frontier « He is thinking of limit-*
 
ing his demands to Upper Silesia and Corridor, if the West
 
stays out. Clearing up of war damage * Executive Power ll
\u2666— 

Fuehrer willlet us know his ideas 
on the subject* 

September13	 1939* 

Notes	 for ObdH: 

a) Part of Bock's ©astern wing must drive on Luck, the other 
on Bialystok-Slonim.

b) Stop movement of ,2^Sth Inf.Div* Area must not be com
pletely denuded of troops* 

c) Eighth Army: Push ahead 111 Corps.

d) Take out Third Mt0 Div*, 62nd Inf*'Div. 1 —
 
c) Hs§!L* Continue construction workj. Upper Rhine* 30 %n
\u25ba 

line* 15 in reserve. -
List of available forces Calculation of forces in the West #
 
OQuln
 
Report on reorganization of West ~-» Buhle*
 

Training instructions for new informations.. 

Fortress manual; form Staff to work out revision*
 
Build mock position system on troop training grounds* Dis~
 
cussed with Training Section.
 
Uniformity of instructions*
 

General Army Office-, Activation of one Cavalry Division* 

Gar eke: Narrow gauge railway West* Adjutant,. 

Or&ft Sec»* Recruit depots behind the front* 

Gen Qu-; Decontamination behind the front in position warfare* 
Adjutant* 

Heiflmerichi Map printing on Army level* Adjutant* 
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Discuss with	 AA defense for Seventh 

in G-Hq: artillery, Engineers, infantry?? 

1230. nierl on phone: 

a) Supply auxiliaries: Identification by arm band. 
gradesb) Use device as Special Missions

(East).specialists	 Prepare list* G-en Qu 

1400.	 on phone. 

1700. Wagner • ideas on setup for Eastern territory \u2666 

Pappenheim. 

(Receive iron 
gecond 

Class through 
ObdH). 

Conference with Leeb on 13 September; 

a) Leeb's impression: G-ood divisions at )
eke n.lighter protection for 

i^og^SQflreconnaissance planes. Sir Reconnaissance	 
forganization.	 ) . 

b) ObdH: 1.) Additional forces. 

2.)	 Recommendation "on Command setup 
forthcoming seen. 

3.)	 XXX Corps inserted in front. 

4, )	 '^actical disposition of two-thirds of 
22nd on the Luxembourg frontier. 
Reserves to the front. 

5. 5 Wianden corner, Reconnaissance units . 
and advance combat enterteams^willLuxembourg territory. if march 
into Luxembourg , 

6,) He approves —plans for line of .rear 
positions* iMew positions in First 
Army sector, Type of positions. 
Throughout skeleton. of permanent 
type, remainder field type. 

7, ) discipline* 

8.)	 Maps for the front must not be sent 
forward of specified lines. 

9.)	 Demolition of Rhine bridges. Order 
to Leeb, 

10. ) Reinforcements for the Staff of Army 
G-roup^ Engineers not necessary, only 
junior personnel. No Senior artillery 
officer of G-eneral rank necessary. 
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but we need a Staff Officer for the allocation 
and moving up of artillery* Corps Hq* static 
in position no artillery specialists!warfare^ 'ftave 
(CbdH promises artillery staffs from Fourth Dr^ft)» 
Engineers^ Construction Staffs* Maps/ 

11.)	 Organizational Questions: Reorientation to position 
warfare. Recruit depots in West* 

12*)	 Directives* 

Notes for ObdH:	 1*) Gdynia, 
2«)	 Fourteenth Army; XXIICorps is moving too far 

northward* One Division must be directed 
to the Sast» 

3.) Transfer of Gen* Staff tc the -Ifest* 
A#) Pacification in the last. 

Giessen; Operations Staff: What is the minimum? Bulk here. 
Central Branch* 

Trains: How many? Terminus^ select station. 

Bogatsch: a) Between Basel and Lauterburg, 15 Btrys*; some of these 
: are in operations in the East* Necessary number will~— be moved up toward the Rhine, One Medium Bn» arriving 

now* . 
b) Preparations to keep Air Reconnaissance in the West up 

to required strength. 

Notes for QbdH:	 Cracow jinterim occupation* 
Plonsk* 
Army Hq» 1, yon Pfeffer, Civil Affairs Officer* 

Buhlet Thirtieth Inf. Div. 

the whole no changes necessary.ObdH: Directives: on 

We need more riflemen^ more men carrying the service riflel#* 

Marksmanship is good* 

Highly satisfied	 with mortar. 

Combat reconnaissance deficient.. Training for combat recon*

nalssance, safeguarding measures when troops are tired. 

Get	 rid of "defense in place"* 

Reconnaissance units for Corps* Cyclist s # 

Labor Service: Labor Service	 units —-	 Officers low caliber^ 
doir'.t get anything done* Todt Labor troops excellent* 

Traffic control: Police ineffective. Staffs etc* for WestJ 
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Camouflage	 against air attack very bad (infantry bunches up*). 

Trouble with MG 34> Easily dirtied by dust and mudj workamnship 
too dCLicate* Pro.teet.ioru OrdnanceOrdnance OfficeOffice (ObdH}»(ObdH}» 

Gommanders;? XIIICorps excellent-, X Corps not aggressive 
enoughs ..his la not so hot either, 24th Inf.Div> very good, 
Covhenhausen very good. 
XI Corps slow# Central Branch* 

Exaggerations in the description of combat impressions and in 
the reports* • 

\u25a0 

Medium Inf* gun gets much praise.. 

Observation Bn«. proved its worth. Polish artillery with 
light' guns '"highly mobile* 

Lessons of Eastern Campaign for .West,; Polish positions have 
fox-holes with lids* Soldiers come out after the first enemy 
wave has passed over them* 

Infantry needs the best 'obtainable as replacements* The good 
officer material is tied up in the SS: Buhle* 

plane.s* not	 "plainly marked,, are shot at byFieseler-'St^oh7 " 
\u25a0own Infantry ,̂.. . Bogatsch».#Bogatsch 

Gen Qut a)	 Tremendous stream of returning refugees* 

Food situation: Agriculture mu£t be restarted at once,
Food shortage in the towns* to OKI'1 Co mandersReport !? 
of rear areas* First, refugees must be given food, 
after that registered by the police* Keep in small groups* 

Restart Lodz, industry* Food* Work*'- Special commissioner 
for Lodz* . Send a/ Special Commissioner, 

Must be appointed as soon as pos sible under Reich Commissar , 

h)	 AllGerman workers behind the front must be armed, Also 
those of civilian contractors, . 

°) RQport to OKW; 'If we want to secure this year's crop and 
organize sowing' for' the next year, we cannot take away the 
people,. If the towns are to be fed, people in the country 
must have a chance to work*... Ifouiet cannot be restored mn' 
the countryside, labor -camps I. 

d) Provisions for shipping- out and feeding prisoners (also 
captured horses)^.Kutno,.... Horses might go to farms*. \u25a0 

c)	 Divisions should soon be freed*. 

Sixteenth Regt*.. has arrived in good shape*' 
Qp» Sec*,:	 No field kitchens*.,. Service Elements must be moved 

up behind units*. . 

— 
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Ls_S £piLeBibjS.r_l2j32.. 

0915. 

1.) Leaflets will "be dropped this afternoon "between 1400 and 
1500. Deadline 12 hours. Civilian population (not liable 
to military service, women and children). 12 hours after 
dropping of leaflets.
 
Direction Siedlce and G-ar"bolin. Tomorrow morning massed
 
air attack.
 

2.)	 Enemy radio message* -Enemy at Wyzogrod must "break through 
to the north. Intercepted. 

Enemy movements from Kutno to Plock, this morning. Air o"b
servation Air Fleet 4. 

1245:	 Departure "by air for Lodz, Hq. Eighth Army. 

S_itua.tipn_*	 a) Eront firm. Left wing is "being reinforced. 
"b) Communications with 111 Corps and Third Army 

only "by radio. 
c) Troops very tired 
d) Situation map. 
c) Ruffled that Army Group and Army Hq_. 10 are 

now also on. their front. 
•\u25a0Ini.en.tlpn.: Will attack north on' l6'-September.. 

Left shoulder in the leadj link up with 111 Corps. 

Jjnamy_:	 Situation map. Enemy plan to "break through to the East 
and then push on across the Harew river. 

\Quajri.er_masi.er_ £.er_vjLcs.: Allright. Interim government at Lodz 
takes care of feeding of the population., field offices 

' 
are taking charge of distribution of refugees over the 
countryside. Ethnic G-ermans could "be used to advantage 
"by this organization. 

My_il2P£es_sip;o,sjL Exchange of information "between, us and Eighth 
Army regarding situation on the left wing was not always 
perfect. Also communications "between Eighth and fourth 
Armies evidently were not always sufficient to give a 
clear picture of the enemy. 

200.0^	 Phone talk with Salmuth: Iinstruct him to. prep ere agaissst 
an attempt "by the enemy to "break- through in northern direction 
at Modlin. Order to AGp. South through OQpJ.to clean up the 
area "between Warsaw and. Modlin. 

20J£U Jodl Calls up: We must now come to a decision as to what
 
to do a"bout the Polish capital. Asks for an appraisal of the
 

\u25a0ground situation. Heply: Complete encirclement of Warsaw
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in the West is in process... Iam against an attack into the 
city, Must be starved into capitulation! We are in no hurry 
and don*t need the forces now outside Warsaw anywhere alse« 

16 September, 1939., 

8800	 Phone talk between yon Brauchitsch' 'and* yon Bock: Modlin, Praga, 
XIX Corps.. • 

\u25a0 . 

12$©'; Report that Warsaw parlementaire was not accepted.* Phone talk 
\u25a0with Salmuthi Nr; attack on	 . 

Afternoon Baron yon Funck (Spain) calls-Q'Aggests change of Attache 
now* Frontline soldier] ' ~ 

. 

;Becker (Slovakia) r*:x>rts on participation of i»he .lovak &rwy," " 
and on relations between Slovakia and- Hungary* 

Yon Ilsemann (Switzerland) reports* 

Krebs-t Reorganization of the Training Section (BdE ,*nri General 
Staff)* -«- Tr,,inin^ Manual for position warfare, . 

2$00. Order of AGp. South: Now forces must be coiMiitted to mop up 
the forest area north of Lezno and to block the Bzura river 
where it flows into the Vistula*" 

2030*	 60l-f Gen, yon hSockfi 23rd Div, has been released for AGp North, 

2130.,	 Gerckei Railroad situation. 

2i£©G,,	 The Fuehrer has ordered to cancel the ground and air attack 
on Warsaw scheduled for 17 September, 
Planes will attack enemy group at Kutno*. 

17 September 193 9. 
0200* Report that Russia has started moving forces across the 

frontier,. 

®703,	 Cur- troops mast halt on the line Skole-Lwow-Wfl-odzimierz 
" 

\u25a0 Brest Litowsk-Bialystok. 

Morning; Exchange of views with'CKW on future demarcation line* 

Buhle -y Krebsi.- Basic data on the organization of troops for 
West,*	 vDosition warfare in the 
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Wagner^ data for position warfare; current matters., 

I2lL^^L2^Z^AtA^.: Transfer of GHq. to the 

Warsaw asks us to receive a parlementaire to makeN£oni 
arrangements for evacuation of the population.
Reply by Deutschlandsender Radio Station. Soon after, 
"arsaw asks us to receive parlementaire to make 
arrangements for evacuation of Diplomatic Corps* 

1530j_	 From Fuehrer's train: Reject evacuation request, 
:time limit has expired. Procedure: Radio message, 

Deutschlandsender, willingness to receive parlemenfc
.aire.	 . 

Parlementaires from Warsaw. 

18 September"
": 1939.\u25a0i.-, 

Instruction to Fourteenth Army.-- Request report from Hq. 
AGp, North concerning bridge. 

0800:	 Phone talk with Sodenstern: Move up reserves in the
 
Pf aelzer Wald.
 

ObdH	 :Stop-56th Div, for reshipment.~ 
Stop VII Corps.
 
23rd (later Third) to Corps Hq. 11l
 
30th.
 

iKe-jnpf -Conversion of Div. to Armd. Div. 

Report of Sixteenth Inf. Regt, on experiences 
with equipment. Buhle, 00,u I,\u25a0

WWagnerj_ -Buerkel. Executive Power. To Fuehrer's 
train. / 

Jocli:	 1550.; Fuehrer will speak at Danzig tomorrow. Wants .:~~ 
statistics on military successes. "Prisoners: numbers, 
officers, generals, guns, tanks, planes, etc. by 
2200. OQu IV with &en Qu and Op. Sec.--

yon	 Ondarza Hasse Lewies. 16th Inf. Regt. 

From Fuehrer's train: 

1.)	 Warsaw. -Warsaw breadcasts indicate conflicting 
political parties, reason: Communist— 
government in "arsaw already reflected in . 1 
Polish reports, fuehrer wguld not ,like to 
negotiate with Russia am "Warsaw. Sacrifice no 
more lives than absolutely necessary. Leaflets 
over War saw and over the 'Radio Stations, 
Result of...&utno battle willmake an impression* 

would Russian advance. °pen up with artillery 
fire. • 
So	 " ' 

y.,y., 
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ObdH: Preparation for eastern bank*. If there is an 
opportunity^ have Infantry make assault on the eastern 
part of the city* First off systematic artillery 
barrage j ifpossible blast electric power stations and , 
water works out of existence*! We must find out where 
we can effect a surprise penetration from. the north 
after the Lezo corner has been dealt with,. 
Day after tomorrow} Eastern part*. Kinzel,- Brockdorf 

to Fuehrer*. 
No battle for center of city,, ifavoidable*. 

2 #) ObdH wants a few days in the present line? only question 
of days r marches to demarcation line* 

Erfurth: War history OKW*. 

19	 September 1939

Morning reports? No unnecessary movements to"the East nowi 
Regrouping toward Warsaw! Free Kinzel for Warsaw!.* 

ObdHf	 Unauthorized actirations ("Senior artillery Commander", 
interference with organization of replacements!* 
Change in the top figures* 

Heydrich (Wagner 

a) Missions must be known to the iirmy. Liaison Officers* 
Hitnmler/ObdH*

b)	 House cleaning: Jews, intelligentsia, clergy,- nobility,
c)	 Army insists that "house cleaning" be deferred until 

Army has withdrawn and the country has been turned over 
to civil administration. Early December » 

Stapf » Bomber groups must be ' from 30 to 45, by 15,increased	 that 
•is, 50$.	 / 

— 
ObdH	 (West) :Mortars — — Artillery Commanders. —for the West* 

Observation Bns* Petzel Grouping of Artillery, Very 
much rolling stock on the lines* 

20 September 1939* 

Frictions with Russia! Lwow» 

(Tctlk	 with Col, Gen» yon Brauchitsch) Jointly witk Russians,Jvdl	 s 
Joint settlement of Question on the spot! 3Cf Russians insist 
on their territorial claims, we evacuate* 
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—
 
Decision* Russians "Liberators of Lwow"* German troops— 
withdraw from Lwow, Definitive demarcation line; points 
of dispute left for later settlement* No political tension 
must develope n San line final"« Keep distance of 10 kilo
meters* yon Br« 

Russians do not
J- advance .(^eitelt) o evacuation' Step by—' • 

\u25a0step* ;'\u25a0\u25a0 '\u25a0".	 ". . ',
; 

..\u25a0' 1» . 
\u25a0k(1 

-
J.aroslaw Przemysl to the south— Turka -Four nations corner , 

A day of disgrace for German politicalleadership l 

yon Vprmann*	 Upon urging s :bf VoroshlloVj the fuehrer has decided
 
on the following final demarcation line, which is
- — 
to be officially announced today: Narew -	 Pisia 
Vistula San(Przemysl)— ? Railroad line from Chyrow
 
up to the Pass not clear*
 
Wish of Fuehrer that "we must not. lose another man
 
east of this line»
 

yon Weizsaecker: 'What' is now the final line? 

•yog Boeki Russian leaflets dropped on Bialystok* Warsaw counter 
•thrust to the southeast, 

*Ton Weizsaecker : Procedure through military channels* "Does ;\u25a0 

not want to break hid wdrd"_, "Wot a Soldier must be sacrificedi^ 

iflGs Krebsf Negotiations concluded on amicable note* Obdfe^ 

Russian movements wilistart toriight,. Demar©ation line will
 
not be reached before 23 September^, morning,. It is not known
 
whether this line willbe reached at all points*
 
Order to advance cautiously*
 

Also? re willbe no fixed special zones of evacuation, 

Movements must be carried 
" 

out at 25 km. distance* 3© September 
has been agreed on as the date when the Russian troops will 
reach the line; this date will serve as reference date for 
regulating our troop movement s« On 3 October _, .evening/, the 
final demarcation line must be cleared by the German troops* 
The political negotiations on the exact line are still in 
progress,* 

Great emphasis is put on handing over of all important' objects 
directly by the German to the Russian units (airdromes^ large, 
cities^, RR stations^ all objects of economic value^ to pre-* 

vent destruction by bandits) * Agreement by Liaison Offleers 
who will settle details depending on the size of the object* 
Russians have offered, armed help against local Polish resistance 
Final text now being drafted,, Liaison Officers between Corps ; 

" ' w-	 ' ' 
\u25a0	 \u25a0Hqs. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0 ,	 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 

,
:: 

: 

Colc Aschenbrenner : Inform Je.schonneck* 

Text for 0M and OKHI 
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\u25a0/. 

\u25a0yon^orMjan ;:(:£rom /O,bd;H) i/^tet1Sreceivi^ ,repoirp^j- 'Oj^H, j|^:::>:\u25a0[.. ,i,. 
-.;'\u25a0 -V:K.'VF^	 ."v '\u25a0":; ;- \u25a0\u25a0' \u25a0?: 

' 

•:'-:.-';. ;/;•,	 ;-„. V-; 
'	

/
'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0;\u25a0.\u25a0_ ': Abe"h|Jnd; ;-tl^:.;d:ema^ea% :;: ;\u25a0;\u25a0 :

-
;\i;-'V.'^^''^-?^ 

'. . . •; ;\u25a0\u25a0' .Time.; needed ;;;t^9VweeJcs;j'-.sinc9 ;actions partly/ still\rin :\u25a0 t; \..-; 
; 

\u25a0/	 ;v :
:;,"progress ;niiist:;t)e broken. ;-;.^if:'^p;;Q-arf'i6d:':Vinr-ai%K/'tb concl:usio|i. 

Rus.si>ails^ vcan mb^e: into.^German: forward.; 3.ine;s:v (Black Mriej 
includlng^he tdwns of Bialystok^ :-Brest y,^helm:^:'i®-Ion: Twest ? -	 :

of Lwo^^'^r^hofey^zy^BDrislaW •:\u25a0 '\u25a0';\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 -- :̂.;'"-"'.v ;\u25a0:\u25a0;. :;,:.. j;/ :̂-ft 
Fiirttlief;^.q§feYrar'd :''moy^e^;&s' TroitL. this-,lihQ;^n6t ,Unti3.:.25 Sept-einw 
ber_, ;©l&Qi;h; hrs ,.r"and;in;:stages :marke c| ori. ma:pvs \u25a0;. tor .. trarisniisbtfe|;; 

Withdrawal :;6f;a! troops; behinci the Ad:e^^a
:feiQn:\l'ifae';wi!tJ: ;: fe/\u25a0 . completed by\u25a0.^\u25a0/^.ctober*; ::There,; must aljyays :%c half' .a day 1 s'';,:

'' ' 

march "between German and Has sianrtroops; v V ;::
: 

;r.;r. ", \u25a0.'\u25a0.; '-,'\u25a0\u25a0 ;:-% 
:J.p.dl:J.p.dI vWhat: needs •to. be

; 

dorie.?. .;;:
; 

Stiptilat^\':~%s Sep'teniSer „ 
:-:;.vf 

ObdH I>)Agreement- wii£hRussians \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0dii wit-hdrawal^ 
2«)	 Warsaw* Sight days'o softening-up attack^ then air 

attacks j. (water system., 
' l'b*fwA.r-fcil'lery; 'aaAsmashing
 

out of a«3tion fr ) >
 
\ 

3*)	 Executive Power 

\u25a0I*'a) Fuehrer willinform ObdH on,:all "decisions. i

\u25a0,_ ::;b):;^i	 do :the.same»- ,: 
: : v^y..: 
:;\u25a0;;'\u25a0 c) ;\u25a0\u25a0&& will::Ghief- of the :Security; 'Pcxlice \ ; ;: 

\u25a0:;d); Police; Commander 
Military Comraander^i 

1I«;Large- scale resettlement » Former 'German territory.
';'.\u25a0: ;\'-tj^-^ar^d/^:f;--^h6s;e I,.i«!hQ '^ved^n; afterVl9lS^, 

two111*\u25a0\u25a0.-.Fo- eyery .German. moYirig intp these:^territories^/ 
;:, •'' peofiLe;will:;be ex-pelied' to Poland v \u25a0\u25a0;\u25a0:"• .:; : .-\u25a0* .'. ]\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"\u25a0 \':\u25a0• 

/ 

IVO a)	 Ghetto plan exists in broad -outline^ details are 
not jet settled} economic needs are prime considera

' ' "' 
•tion, 

b)	 While operations are still in progress^ which in
cludes redeployment of

' 
bulk of troops _, there will 

be no major movement s and resettlement of populations,. 
c) could be done at present is a survey and study '"\u25a0\u25a0 

as to whaf population^groups must be resettled and *\
where » 

d) Nothing must occur which would afford 'foreign 
countries an opportunity to launch any sort of \u25a0 

atfocity propaganda' based on such incidents* 
Catholic clergyt Impractical at this time* 

/ 
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;/\u25a0 

Action to be taken r Army Hqs c must, be informed on 
the special instructions which will be issued to the ; 
Armies,, The instructions willbe officially announced* 
Local Commanders willreport- before anytl^ing is done* ; 
Summary Polios, Court s 0 Reviewing authority is Reichsn 
fuehrer-SSo 
3ee"Himrr.".er 23 September,, 

— 
soon,*Ye High Command East Central agency for. the 

"House cleaning",, Draft of organizational ,se,t-up 
willbe submitted to £s for scrutiny « 

— Fortifications, in the West ,—, Organization* 

\ 

21 Sept ember ;1539 » 

Rrebsy OBOli 

la)l a) Negotiations were resumed y ih Russian, on 21 September/ 
\u25a00260 hra« . 

£*) Russian text of 'agreement fixed at 0400vhts* 
' 

Idea,. of 
provisional intermediate line has been dropped, since the 
Russians attach overriding importance to' reaching the 
demarcation line, if in any way possible, at an even 
earlier date. 

' 3») Dates fixed for the withdrawal of German troops behind' 
the demarcation line -2 Pisia^ 27 September, evening*
 
Narew at Ostrolenka, 29 September,, evening*"
 
Narew at Pultusk/1 October, evening*
 
Vistu&a at Tar saw^ '3 October, evening*. I: 

Vistula at 
'Deblin, 2 October,' evening.
 

San at Frzemysl, 26 September, evening,
 
San at Sanck and to the South, 28 September, evening-*
 

— (Southern frontier Compensation at Suwalkij). 

Russians willreach the cited sectors 2/+ hours later* 
§erman text willbe announced this afternoon after 
signing at 1600, Russian time* 

Weizsaeckers information on the political situation." 
Compensation on the southern wing (Ukraine) and on the norther: 
wing (Suwalki)* . 

' 

\ 

ObdH: is still going to talk to Krebs* 
— 

Notes for QbdH; Computation—of strength in the West* Exchange for 
Reserve ivisions* Artillery allocation* 
Artillery position warfare. Training of Staffs, 
Divisional Artillery Commanders to the itfest. Talk over with 
Busse, 22 September, 

— —
 ~T3mm J^J 
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.( 

o bdH: Personnel matters iArtillery Brand? Infantry *•— OtWf 
Engineers c AT:, Scheil? / 

Ever hard; Brigade turned ovs;r to Police** VBuhle* 

22 September 1939* (Iron Gross First d-g^s). 

Gen put -T£lfc with Hhomass InPosse's office
1

i 

in the	 moreIndustrial manpower: -No\ difficulties^ even 
distant future ,	 , >\u0084 

Raw materials question; vlron from Sweden up to now 
\u25a09 million/ will drop to 6 \u25a0million* Thomas steel I*3 

million instead of I*9million how. 
Peace— time consumption "X»9 jt -additional wartime required- le^'ta 

\u25a0OoA; total 2*3 million tons o 
' 

Definite figures in 3 \u25a0- h days^ then we shall d ecid.e on 
priorities,. 

' 

. / \u25a0. : 
/ 

Gercke* Railroad situation^ Confusion In the civilian economy j 
'80% of railroad capacity for,civilian

' 
economy # 

\ 

Lwow taken tf 

2j September 1939* 

QbdHi	 ,Cent tfaL Branchy *»- 3@. CQrp3 Artillery-Gommanders ; 
17 available* Thd good ones must go to difficult—~ sectors. General Staff Officers,, Central vßranch* 

S.ehell: , Directive on AT-defense! together with Puttkairarrj who 
.' l must be trained for the jobB .. 

QQ.il XVr Talk with Weizsaecker, Foreign news. 
\u25a0	 '\u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0;	 < \u25a0-\u25a0 \ \u25a0\u25a0•\u25a0 \u25a0)\u25a0 

\u25a0/•	 . . . 
-Bogatsch; ,Western, fronts ,	 . v ; 

\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 

\u25a0 
* , 

 . . . . .\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 

' 2i; September 1939 ft 

' ' — • :Morning! yon.Bock: .	 ! . 

1«) Worries: about Brigade Eberh.ard* Visband? (nol), 

\ 

v 

IV
 



2„) .Should -Corps Wodrig*- be given Table of Organization? 
No_, must \u25a0\u25a0.,be incorporated in some other, unit)* .. . 

3>)	 "Had to nc;dif7: his -impressions' afterllong conferences 
with 6pmmanders: Infantry is far below 1914 caliber » 

\u25a0The impetus given by the first line^ of ..attackers is i
( lacking, :all depends on the. initiative of the .Gcunmanderf?. 

hence high 'officer casualties. The light machine gun', 
1in the advanced lines are silent for fea Of giving

' 
\u25a0.themselves away, . ;	 ;\u25a0\u25a0 

ObdH /Brand: Main points on position -warfare*	 first,
-

inform of instructional, pamphlet*	 : ; .\	 . 
• \u25a0• ,Schall: AT defense* /'	 .\ 

yon Manstein: Masses of refugees streaming westward toward- our 
lines* Order to 'shoot has been, given for the night* If. \u25a0\u25a0 : 

the refugees are allowed to leave ? it would be impossible : 
to, starve out the ccitsy s Moreover _, the citjf^ garrison ) 

\u25a0'would be enabled to, take full advantage of the opport ;uniti^s 
.for street, fightings^ with all its uncalcuLable complicatipnf 
A decision must be made, y . . ;v

25 September 1939* 

©715: Leave plane for. the^airdrome of AGp<, >*outh# 
Meet, the Fuehrer on his way to the. battlefield on'the 
Bzura river «, Conferences in Army Hq« 8 Corps Hq6 XIII^ 

\u25a0'"31st Div,. C.-rps Hq,, X4X4 Nineteenth Div«. Subsequently 
by air' over the Bzura battlefield j. return 2®15 to

' 
Rangs

".;•\u25a0\u25a0dorf^" \u25a0'.'.-•\u25a0	 '.\u25a0-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 
* 

yon Stuelpnagelt Warlimont brought word on Fuehrer s plan of the 
attack in tihe- West c Notes;' Racial Germans must fee dis-' '! 

-charged! over up regimental Insignia? Org*- Sec. 
Kewis.ch.^" Central -^rancho 
Collect tactical, experiences, from the front* O^u !•\u25a0 
Training Sec* 

24 September 1939 a 

Becker** tMuna' East"***-(l©0)#»- 605 tons per month^ starting 
•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 1October 194® * Trials on' spreading from alrK' \"" 

\u25a0 ;Effect over .large -areas? . N 
.	 . 

Gel-an harmful to lungs, I'n.staritarieuous effect^ horrible 
convulsions* Fa.ctory under construction (capacity 2^ooo 

\u25a0tons monthly), 

/ 

/ 

-\u25a015 -I' 
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Animal tests have Large-scale employmentbeen made^
possible as of October l^AQ* L 

— 
Peenemuande. long-range- rocket iiq. 3 Zj. years,. One ton 
explosive charge, Maximum rar^ge/ as/ £ar as London * Inter
mediate garget 350 km0 

,60 cm gun as of May,19.40* 6 pieces (one piece every two
months); 6 pieces tillMay 19/-1, gun for use '\inmassed concen-*'' -trations*"* , 

Research? (Research Council) people from the closed 
universities, . 

Smoke on 5® km. front; daily 1mill,-Field How c projectile so
under most favorable conditions. 2^700 light Field Howitzers^, 

Radio direction beans in fog^ possible; 
~S) Bottleneck: Pro jectors</6' m ra^Lge (electronic). 

b) Wltra-red (does not penetrate natural fog), ' 

c) Decimeter Mave sets a Experiments in,progress. Passes 
through fog, 

•^Larm instriunent. s : -Electric alarm instruments completed. 
Accessories (bottleneck) will take at least another year* 

Gen a Grlien's Training of artillery for-position warfare o Artillery 
Cqmmanders in thrqe waves: Westj new activations^ East, 

G-rosscurth: Lithuania and the. other Baltic States willbe sold 
\u25a0 

\u25a0\u25a0.. down to Rusaia (Finland not yet clear). « , 

\ 

Yon Bock f. lß4©s Parlementaire Warsaw* Letter from Rommel© .: 
. Twenty-four hour truce to spare population- turned down*.-

Officer for surrender negotiations promised* Shelling 
be stepped ,continues^ willeven up» .. 

Army .Hq o .B.» .Felber ;Leaflets, with text agreed on. yesterday dropped at 
' 

!. ©93® hrs 9 Men will be discharged h6me. Officers willkeep 
' 

\u25a0their swords* (Fuehrer agrees)* 
( 

Order: Step up firei Air attack will start tomorrow ©630 hrs, 

yon Bock, 2®15: Makes a vow about alleged discrimination against 
:\u25a0 Third Army, Settled by telephone to Third and Eighth Armies 

and to Army' Group* '.' . 

27 September 1939* 

0900: Surrender of Warsaw. Also- of Modlin. 

Rommel with Third Army; Eighth Army turns over operations* 
Talk with Felber* 
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V 

Jeschpnneclt? Reports ©n Warsaw 0 

Oonferenee;I70©? Fuehrer £No entries in space left for the-
purpose* 

' Edj, 

\ 

m September 193,90 

Schell; Must find out promptly within what time mot*, forces will 
v 

, be ready again for operations „ Reply SativSM^a^a^r^iAgc ; 
. . Tank production to be stepped up .Hbb maximum 0 

Demotorization must be stopped imtil further notice* 
:Fuel problem reported solved a (Fgr Diesel engines? gasoline 

js&x'ed with qi\p\ 

Jacob reports or^ fortifications on the Uvper Rhine o vSt feel situation.* 

13?O i Conference of Chief sd 

—— 
yon

' 
Weizsaecker s Evening? Role of the neutral powe r<s 44 Distrust . of Bussia*! —Fuehrer sidesteps Italian pea^re efforts, \ 

yon Brauchitsen: Evening,, talk regarding our stand on the subject 
set forth at the Fuehrer Conference of 27 September* 

\ 

29 September 'l939. 

Thomas* Demands of the three services by far exceed our productive 
capacity* QbdH must make clear cut "demands in the economic fielc 
Nut onl3r military and political demands^ also economic demand s,," 
Air Force in the Eel.stE cl.st has used up fuel equivalent to production 
'of. one—half months Major increase of powder production not 

• \u25a0.' before 19A1». ... , \
; 

Germany has monthly steel deficit of 600^000 -tons. 
Clearly defined apriorities within the military demands! 

Ordnance Offices must make full use of existing fact ories> 
-Within the Army quotas ammunition production would be difficult 

to increase, even if we had the steel » If we start an offen- :j 
\u25a0production for |the. Air would have t£> be cut —down#sive^

Iraprovement may be expected within six to nine months*
 
Supply ef fuel.and iron' depend 3. on decision regarding the West*
 

QbclH: Conference with Keitel ,on offensive in the West* 
j> 

Stapf : Conference on offensive in the West, and instruction to infoff. 
JodX on our plans and ideas* 

17
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Afternoon: QbdH ; Conference on report for Fuehrer: 

IoI o	 We must explain to him. oar ideas? 

a).. Protection of ihe &uhr's 
b)	 Preparations in the event ;of a French offensive,, 

Ground forees :available » 
Air forces.-to attack enemy road movement s d 

c)	 French and British -will reinforce their defenses against-air 'and tank at tacksa Counterargument o 

d) "Techniques of Polish campaign no recipe for the West* 
Nt.) good against a. well-knit Army« 

v*'* Me^'arms: Grass. 100 etc 
>0 .mm tank** Z^/42« '

/ 

, . 
, 

taiikSa 
\u25a0yhemical warfare, projectors,, -Delivery, of 

the first hundred six barrelled projectors 
\u25a0j%1940* (range 1 6,500) «. ./

version of rocket in1942. j , ._ 

) 

c)	 Season of the year. Days in November vey sho'rtj fog, 
_ 

v,air support- cannot be depended .oil* • 

\u0084 

Xla a) Recommendaition on how we 'can stay by behind Dutch and 
;\u25a0 Belgian fortifications-^*- ready/ to go out to meet the 
, enemy» We must resign- ourselves to the existence of 

the fortifications « Declaration to Belgium! In the 
meantime joint-—naval and

' 
air action against ritish 

.\u25a0.naval forces* India* , . 

%iefiy situation. -—.- Mdw can the enemy react? Effect on balance of 
forces and ammunition stocks* i, , ~ , 

Ifwe want to make a really valuable gain on the political chessboard 
;we	 must risk a daring move,/ , , , 

Our aim is to make
/ 

the Army an instrument of maximum suppleness* 

Keitel.(OKl'o: History three times<,# 

Political pressu.. a on France by means of a demonstration* 

"Belgians are facing the wrong way. We shall surprise thefiLflo 

We	 must start out from having the Army
1 stand by against the 

event of a violation of neutrality^ and remain flexible to 
meet possible political developments: 'What could possibly 
happen in the next few weeks? Possible developments resulting' 

Ifrom our "preparedness assembly" <\u25ba 

' 

\ 
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3® September 1939? 

Mualler/Wagner i Logistic preparations for the operation^ \ 

ObdH;	 Condition reports of BlvJßions. Tabulation by General Army 
Office for Fuehrer* . \u25a0,;,'. ***•

\u0084 

Take all dispositions for preparedness assembly*
 
Schell* s recommendation must be talked over once more wit-h
 

•ObdH, \u25a0'\u25a0 -....•.\u25a0\u25a0;	 S , 

Army Hq# 4 not to be usetl Army Hq* iO administration* 
Army Hq numbers must be changed on transfer. Op. 

1600: Fuehrer conference, (Thanks for our achievements) He is 
prepared for> peace. Utmost determination. 

Evening ? - Prolonged conference with ObdH on how "we stand on the 
Fuehrer ls plans in the West* 

\ 

,1 October 193% 
\ 

Afternoon Ochsner with Quartermaster General. 

Otherwise only 'current -reports throughout, the day. 

Talk with Stuelpnagel on the situation created »y low estimation 
•of General' Staff work, o|ti top level* 

Draft	 of a letter to ;ObdH on position of the Chief of the General 
Staff. 

\ 

2 October 1939* 

Jeschonneckt AAADivisio|ii -^- Delimitation of Air Force Admini— 
strative districts "in the -^ast # Freesse AAA -ammunition**-— 

\u25a0 Protection for Reconnaissance,- Long-range reconnaissance*, r' 
.:Sodonatern •*- \u25a0AcMitidnal $ 9 -short-rang^ :re,sonnaissanc^' Steffi1 

• \u25a0si4!fcl..sOUiJt.i3ns, , ..
 
Lqst: Preparafcions for use wouUd take 'four months*
 

Buhle: Arrnd* troops for training purposes under mot. Corps Hqs* idE? 
One Corps 'Hq« to control one Armd* Div*^ one Light Div» and"
one /mot* Div* — Obd^,:	 Sod ens tern's report on^hcw pillboxes stand up under fire# Also 

his talk on Koppelberg's program (Training Bn)^ Giessen-* 
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B Qct^bep Yl93f» 

High Command Bast (Run£tst.edt,) takes, over- eQmma.nd of the entire 
Eastern front, . AGp* North ."will be withdrawn,,
 
Artillery;- Commanders-,
 

Afternoon yon Leeb (Frankfurt) : Third Draft suitable for position"" 
warfare §nly under quiet conditions » 
Fourth Draft suited for position warfare only after further 
training in defensive warfare* 

-Appraisal of Hammerstein (Artilleryl)9 

Breaking up of concentration must be put off as long as 
\u25a0'\u25a0possible*.	 ' 

. -. \.. ; '. 

Complaints:	 a) Handling of dependents' care (by the Party! )»
b) Construction Bn» (wages mark) versus Todt\u25a0 

Organization workers (highest paid workers). 
This applies to drivers (Construction Bhs.), 

Sodenst-ern wants to know soon what artillery he is going to keep* 
Whether he can manage; with 25 Divs* willdepend on what '. 
he can keep 0 

French Artillery excellent-. Own Artillery greatly inferior* 
Own Infantry better* 
':''Qkserra£ion Bns o. 

Mortars? 

Mines: First Army 12 killed _, 26 wounded in 24 -30 Septembe
 
periods Enemy had 1/+ killed^ /+6 wounded.
 
kines must be prohibited in areas where offensives are
 
planned , Marking of lanes „
 

lforale_ of the troops good^ but rests on reliance on forti—" 
ficationso "%ere 'Will be no further operations^ Peace 
will,come soon o "It is the Generals that push the war." 

Field.post:	 Relaxation, of rigid number system* 

Notes for Op,,Sec a J 

a) Iviines must be prohibited where attacks are intended,, 

b) AGp, C wants to -know what artillery they will keep. 
,Observation	 Bns,, Senior Artillery Commanders 

c) After fixing of order of battle; 

Plan of local distribution of forces* 
' 

plano; 
Time schedule; Filling in- of Fire plan* Overlapping 
to First Army« . .- ( 

Factors ie be remembered in this connections Readiness 
for jumpr-off" in the event of an enemy advance must be 
constantly improved c Keep cent inousljinformed on state 
of preparedness of Armd« units, so that Jlrmd* elements 
could be swiftly brought up when needed,,— (Gt§rcke) Bluff. 

'2D--r 
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Central	 Branch:- yon Gebsattel* 

Genj^u£	 a) Field Post*, 
b) Evacuation* 
c) Handling of dependents lcare. 
d) Wage scale differential l!Construction Troops/Todt Organ

ization (One worker gets 1M, the other one maximum wages) . 
Todt Construction Organization must be militarized 
(construction workers and drivers)* 

yon Etzdorf :German -help for Belgium and Holland.* 
Turkey Russia* 

Buhle:	 Iwant to be kept informed on improvements in the tank 
position., (A job for Schelll) Fuehrer demands increase in 
the number of divisions* 
Inmthe East binary Divisions of the Third Draft; 30 Regional 
Defense	 Divisions*-

ObdHr Belgium Holland • Bluff? (as part of the peace offensive). 

4 October 1939 » 

ObdH: Leaflets for the East: "Peace on earth"* Arms must be laid 
down* (Whoever is found carrying arms willbe put before a 
Court -martial) • 

Radio :	 Same line» 

Bock and	 Leeb. Establish contact* (He has all the material. )'JHf- ' Bock Satur day/Sunday*
 
Will take over on Monday^ as agreed with Leeb.
 

Army HHrq
 r 10 and	 4« 
New man	 for Liebmann. 
New man	 for Bockelberg* 

Equipment of the "oounteroffensive wave" with medium artillery,
 
AT guns, aviation.
 
Draw up directives for cooperation with air, (Action against
 
roads «•) Mot, Advance Combat Team,:
 

yon Stuelpnagel ; ObdL has ordered activation of AA divisions » These 
two AA divisions will be at the qualified disposal of AGp»B, 
Allocation to the Armies to suit the Army Group. Our- wishes 
concerning AAA for the troops have been met* 

Stapf j	 ObdL states that attack couli not be launched now. Reasons: 
Time unfavorable because of the weather. Tanks are not 
ready for operations. Political repercussions. Other date: 
next spring (not 1941 or 1942)* 
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yon Etzdorf : 1.) No undue importance,* Italy at the moment still 
noncommittal. Price offered not yet high enough. 

2») France ready to negotiate. Conditions, Political? 
Subject of discussion.


3») Fate of Poland,
 
O Belgium*
 

Schniewiad?	 Increase in number of submarines cannot be materialized 
before 1941* Aditional 3© submarines per month, start
ing early in-1941* summer 3-941* there will 
fee 100 submarines at the front (enough for decisive 
effect) (100	 en route, 100 in port). 

Fappenhejir calls. 

Jodlt	 Very severe crisis is in the making \u2666 

Report has been submitted to the Fuehrer on status of 
armament s* Schell (He willnot receive him). Recommen
dations Fromm, Jointly for Navy,, Army, -r- No confidence— 
in. the Czech 42 cm gun,
 
Bitter because soldiers do not obejf .-fedm. ObdH.
 

5 October 1939, 

Notes for ObdH;	 Order on Training: Covering letter -*- Experiences
Courses, Troop Training Centers under BdE» 

C;happ;iisr Findings on inspection: 

ta)	 Shortcomings in the intermediate and -lower ranks of officers 
\u2666sorps. Lethargy, 

" ' 

b)	 'Infantry does not attack vigorously enough. Preparations 
for fire cover too elaborate. Good opportunities are being 
missed. Heavy Inf. weapons are often not used. Instead, 
Inf. keeps clamoring for artillery. Utilization of AT 
Artillery, 

cj	 Camouflage against air attack very poor. 

d) Motorized	 forces: 1,.) In traffic jams, everybody just 
settles down and waits. Officers sit around instead of 
doing something to clear the jam, 
2») Everything not needed In battle should stay at least 
8 km behind the front, otherwise unnecessary congestion 
behind the combat line. 

— c) Jewish massacres, discipline J 
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6 October 1939. 

QbdH: Divisional Arty Gommanders. 15© Admin. Divisional Staffs. 

Buhle: Three Divisional Arty Coramanders. 

Central Branch. Personnel Field Officers, 

Buhle, 'Gen Qu: Admin. Divisional Staffs for Regional Defense Divs, 
No 300 up. 

Temporary duty of frontline Commanders -with replacement units* 

7 October	 1939. 

Wagner : Hey(-drich) has seen the Fuehrer. Complaint about Mlawa* 
Treatment of Jews* Prueter comes here by air* 

Order	 to Bock on assumption oosf s Command* 

1500: Report to on northwestern operation* Keeps material 
submitted. 

Fuehrer emphasizes: 

a)	 The Belgians will call the French to come to their aid* 
We must not v^ait for that* France willdo that in the 
period of the autumn fogs* 

b)	 We must forestall this with an operation designed to 
gain a decision, even if we fall short of the original 
objectives and attain -only a line which would afford 
better protection for the Ruhr* 

c)	 Deception on fronts where we do not attack. 

8 October	 1939. 

Gen Qu:	 Ajftm^jkjo^ We have enough for an operation with about 
one third of our Divisions, for fourteen combat days; 
then we shall have left a reserve of fourteen more combat 
days 0 Current production of ammunition lone combat day 
for one—third of our ivs*. 

— 
4-^4-^State	 Secretary: Discussion of situation* Neurath* King 

Albert* 

-




9 October 1939. 

ObdH.: Mine,war fare in the West* 

a) Order on mine detectors through regular chain of 
command**"-— Jacob, 

b) Attention must be drawn to possible application also 
to combat outposts. 

Conference with yon Bock 110©«, Operational intentions* 

Fromm, 1430 s. 

1.)	 Dispatch Schell and G-otsche to find out by what means 
mot, units could be readied for operations at an 
earlier date* 

2») Ifwhat	 Keitel says is true, viz, that tank repairs 
\u25a0 are	 to be given priority (priority number f etc) and 

if 29th mot, and Fourth Light Inf,Diva* are stripped,,
 
then we can_ send to the front by 10 November :
 
Five Armd. ivs.
 
Two Light Divs*
 
Three Mot. Divs, 

Schell, 16055 Discussion of possibilities for improving 
facilities for mot. units* 

Ready by 10	 Novembers Not ready: 

FirstjSecondjThirdjFourtl*, Tenth- (2-3 weeks later) 
Fifth Armd, Divs*>ea6h' rein- Third.Fourth Light (2-3 

•forced by one Rifle Bn, weeks), 29th met, must 
First (Armd»)_, Second Light perhaps be stripped to 
Seeond/ThirteenthjTwentieth refit other 
(two Reigts, each) Divs, mot» 

Artillery inLeeb's AGp: Prime movers must be freed. Get 
good prime movers for worn-out ones* 

Buhle: Bridge columns must be changed from Corps troops to 
GHq. troops* 

yon	 Stuelpnagel/OTarlimont : 

1»)	 Date 25 November,for offensive: 
2,) Must be put off in case of bad flying weather » 
3,) Must under no circumstances bog down. 
Urn) Memorandum for approval* 
s*) Points to stress: Establish contact— between Fuehrer 

and Army leaders of proved worth.. Goinbat value of 
the individual Divs* varies. 

Oth Sec,:*	 Maps available for 4© Bivs, 

Rest of maps by 25 ©ctober, willbe sent to AGp. B 
for distribution* 
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Air Force ready for operations in10 days, at the expense of replace
ments.* 

ObdH : Show ObdH list of Regimental Numbers of permanent occupation 
units in the East* 

10 October 1939 , 

ObdH : Blaskowitz ) 
yon Rundstedt) Looting general pardon* 

"Das Front schwe.in Ist da, 

Wo bleibt die' SS and die SA?»«* 

Brand: Discipline behind the front* divisional commanders* 

Bock has inaugurated his "reign"* 

Experiences by Hoeppncr and Reinhardt* 

1100. fuehrer Conference: 

•1») He reads us a Memorandum giving the reasons for his decision 
to strike a swift and shattering blow in the West in case 
he is compelled to continue hostilities. 

2»)	 The possibility must be preserved to extend the safety zone 
of the Ruhr to the West, in the event of an enemy movement 
into Belgium* 

3.)	 "Directive"willbe issued still today* 

4*) Mobilize .everything to the last and as quickljr as possible! 
Transfer from the East. 
Fortress Divs* must be taken out and brought up to full 
Divisional strength. Captured gntJay material must at once 
be utilized for the Forces in the -^asti 

5»)	 Aims of the operation: We must make the French and British 
give battle and beat- them* Only in this way can our super
iority in leadership^ training and materiel be applied to 
full advantage. 
Itis unlikely that the French would stop at their northern 
frontier* But if they do so it does not matter; we shall 
then have an air base against England, 

6.)	 He is convinced that Belgium will collapse "in doublequick 
time" o 

7,)	 Attack on such a wide front that the French and British would 
not be in a position to build up a solid front. 
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V: '•* 
We must not forra a massive front.
 
Split up the .enemy- front. Concentrated attacks against
 
single sectors by a continuous flow of troops from the rear.

This enables us to bring to bear our superiority in general
ship.
 

8.) Even if we do not gain a decisive victory, we have still 
ah opportunity to gain ground .r In this event there would 
be little danger that we fritter away our strength in def
ensive warfare. 

9.)	 We must free all units suited for attack^ including Fortress 
Brigades* The French Fortress Brigades willbe of no use to 
them if they take the offensive* 

ia.)	 He is convinced that we can force a decision ifwe are 
determined to bring to bear all our strength. (Compares , 

our situation with the much greater difficulties faced by 
Frederick the Great,) 

11.)	 \u25a0^Ast, No change in the Russian attitude need be anticipated 
in the near future. Later on perhaps doubtful* In. any 

event^ Russia needs Germany's friendship to achieve her aims-, 

15 Divs* in the instead of 2©? 

12.)	 No deluge of new activations* Number of Divisions must 
remain Mmited so that we cam keep them replenished • 

13.)	 Dgite of the offensive: Through delajrs in the transfer of 
units and in the build-up of the Western front> the Army 
may cause the political leadership to miss the best date 
of the offensive* 

14.)	 No offensive with inadequate forces* We cannot be too 
strong for the offensive » Any unit capable of moving is 
better than nothing. Fortress feys # must be brought up 
to full strength! 

15.)	 Improvement of frontier must be omitted in case of previous 
enemy advance* 

16*) We can start the offensive only with sufficient armor and 
mot, elements, and *ir FFOpoe (I,? {)•*\u25a0 Our aim must be to 
advance the date as far as possible. 

17.)	 In case the cannqt strike at all> we shall not 
launch an offensive > must make preparations 
for launching coordinated counter-off ensive» 

18-0	 The operation will ftave been planned right if from the 
outset it aims at a wide front* 
In the North we must' interrup_t_as_ soon as possible the 
communication between Antwerp and_ the_ British 
Corps, British landing at Antwerp unlikely.
 
Attack on Antwerp from the West makes fall of the city a
 
foregone conclusion.
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19.) jJUPak. c3 \u0084,f1.9. .difference to us jwhether a besieged city-
holds out a month or two» Injfjbhe East political rea son& 
compelled us to reduce	 swiftly; but such reasonsfortresses' 
do not apply here, in the |est our actio.s n. Ast exclusively 
be guided ty entirely mattejf-of-fact calculations. Second 
and third rate troops are oolite suitable for siege operations. 
"Every rifleman in an encircling front is a loss." 

20.) It is particularly important that our Air Force should harass "" 
the French counter hupvement s and _count er-offensive. 

21.)	 Save ammunition! No medium calibers, where light calibers 
can do the .joblMust be thought through and borne inmind 
in drafting: orders. 

22.)	 ArmcU. units must not be used against cities. They attain their 
maximum effect in the open field, in massive surprise attacks. 
He fears they may be scattered hopelessly in Belgian cities, 
above	 all in the mazes of the industrial areas. 

230	 Of paramount importance is the- •will to beat the enemy , 
Enemy forces are limited. The French cannot replace losses 
after reTerses, It is easier for them to replace their 
losses inmateriel, but manpower losses pose a difficult 
problem for them. 

24.)	 Hey expects manifestations of defeatism in France. Question 
of blame for new blood sacrifices* Pacifist opposition. 
The French people can be expected to suffer irreparable losses* 

250	 An offensive is the only way to sweep Italy into action on 
our side. Italy now no longer interested in peace. IIDuce 
is eagerly waiting for the suitable moment to take the plunge, 
That is why he is not now. making any offers of mediation. His 
armaments are increasing; very serious efforts » There is no
 
reason to' doubt the sincerity of his statement to Macken
sen, . 165.»90© men inLibya; more reinforcements are going "there.
 
Fuel situation has improved.
 
Oil consumption controlled #
 

Various measures indicate that war production is getting' under
 
way* As long as we are sitting idle behind the Westwall, Italy
 
willnot enter the war*
 

260	 .at the moment there is no need to fear any unrest on the 
Balkans , 

Fromm a) Allocation of steel (in accordance with Buhle's recommen
dation) • 

Ts) Replacements Bns» from the West to the East. Buhle* 
In their place ? larger units willgo to the West* 

211th, 212th, 217th, 225th Inf.-Divs. stopped in the West, (AGp.B), 
ObdH, 
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—	 —
ObdHs	 Reorganization of the Infantry sqca4*- ..Issuance of the 
additional MGg» .Sixth Draft till1 January 1940>, 
Re, equipment of Divst for Poland*, 

Fromm? Transfer of Eeplaoeffl^^t- units to -the Ea^b* 

Bqhle |or report t,o ObdH:; What our Arir^t,P^s.:^ook like?-. 
Re coniiavßa,.. not *. 

~ Reichenau -r Hotfr. -HoeppnEr ) Kkuge Guderi^n? 
Schmidt .) Gcye-rvon Sehweppejg&urg with 
Reinhar'dt), Guderi&n worifr do #\u0084.. 

First Light Inf.*.Dxt*..KjeMpt* Tenth ivrmd* Div»,_ 

s ignal	 Officer for OKHi"' 

Demand	 c*;Sir Fcrcei Navyt protection^. 

<t	 IX oetofeerl93s* 

Op« 3ac r: 

G-in^G East reports that he cannpt do without, 29th (mo4 # ) 
; and Fourth Li^htInf# (Envisaged as next wave, are: 

XI? Corps, 29th mot* Fourth Light).
 
Missiont Pdcificatiofi and security of lines of conmiunicatios
 
Heusinger to the East? ©bdH #
 

2*)	 Direct reporting by the Arjnies.. Mornin^.^ noon^, evening* 
We need a picture of developments by -15 hrs. to be able 
to issue orders for the following day, Hours to be- fixed f 

ObdH* 
3#) Planning work for West must be wound up so as to- be complete^ 

by S November, and troops could be assembled by; 15 $ovember«" 

4.) Goi.oiiand setup East, a) Kaupisch for Heitz* Heitz CG of 
\u25a0•\u25a0*•\u25a0 Corps (reduced) as relief of a regular Corps. 

b) B',ickelberg does not wait to relinquish. Executive. Power • 
\u25a0c) 1November* .	 . 

' 

? 

s• )	 Fvehrer Memo rand urn•*~ 
ObdH; a)	 Camouflage of troops in the West. Maintain* 

Hoserve DiTisions ia^the East released* Yes. *• 

!•) yon Bock %6 Berlin for several days* ;Part ,a) ready. Part k) 
?dll be decayed* , 

c) Corps Artillery Officers*, Leeb 4, free. 2.6. All*-pate to- Corps* 
Brand,,. 
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d)	 Newly arriving Divs> in'B,ck T s Group at the disposal of 
OKH? ; ?.

" 

c)	 Map trouble* 

f) 100 B*S em AA ) i Czech have 17 km range
 
2$ 9 6rtl AA ) 2®oo rounds per piece.
 

g)	 fe^inifl^ directives,* 

Plan of fire for* 6bdH. 

12	 October 1939* 

QbdH	 must get to' the fuehrer to let him know what we are doing. 
Activations, etc*?- Manpower for the Fifth and Drafts, 
Utilization of captured Polish materi-el^ etc. 
L3sb s Memo rand urn• 

Heitz. 

ObdH:	 Not pacified vet* Sabotage attempt* Uprising possible. 
(Prisoners from Warsaw) • 
Home Defense (-^lvensleben)^" is not duly authorized, 
Gauleiter knows about it. 

Dr» Waltmann: Medical service at the front, in the inPoW camps£•!#> 
Organization^ Statistics* 

Conference with State Secretary on 13 October. 

13	 October 1939* 

ObdH; New G of S for Kuechler 
'(Stapf) • -— 

Boeckmann willget a 
Division (Eleventh), — 

Corps Petzel 
-

Olbricht, -~ Raschik 
Schmidt (.?). 

lirmy Cs of S; — — 
Model or Stapf	 Konrad, —(?)—for Boeckmann*	 Marcks, 
possibly Felber> For Mans tein possibly Felber, — -—	 Schmidt 

•younger than Manstein, Vietinghoff,-<- Obstf elder,— 
Schubert, ObdH, 

ObdH	 (in reply to inquiry by AGp, Cm daily report^ 12 October,) 
Enemy fire must not be drawn unnecessarily by our own fire. 
Retaliation fire as far as necessary. 
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Armored Divisions: 

First jSecond, Third, Sixth (First Light) Armd« ivs* have: 
one Rifle Brigade Staff, one Rifle Regfc* of three 3ns.,one 
motorcycle Rifle Bru 

Fourth, Fifth, Seventh (Second Light) Tenth Armd* Divs. have: 
two Rifle Regts. of two Bns», no Brigade Staff • 

Fourth Light has: two Rifle Regts, of two Bns,, no Brigade Staff 

Third Light Inf• /^±v» has: one Rifle Regt. of three Bns., one 
motorcycle Rifle Bn# 

14 October 1939. 

Prolonged conference with ObdH_ on overall situation: GbdH: Three 
possibilities: Attack: wait and see, fundamental changes.*
None of these three possibilities offers prospects of decisive 
success, least of all the last, since it is essentially negative 
and tends to render us vulnerable. Quite apart of all this it is 
our duty to set forth military prospects soberly and to prom
ote, every possibility to make peace. 

Stapf. Travel report. 
Instructions for assembly of troops ready. 

15 October 1939. 

ObdH: a) Date for Fuehrer report? Dependent on completion of 
program "Panzer" #*~*" 

fe) Map maneuvers. 
c) Tours to the Front* 
d) yon is telling ObdH has asked him to talk the 

out of his plans*Fuehrer 
c) Steel allocation for ammunitioni factor^r construction out 

of our 80,000 ton ammunition quota* 

ObdH: Materials for Fuehrer report: Map and distribution of forces— 
on front*— Distribution of all forces c Computation of 
forces and distribution, French, British, Belgians, Dutch. 
Earliest date (Schell) , 
Alerting period before X-Oay is seven days. When is deadline 
for last stopping of movements i 

Try a peaceful settlement wi^h.Holland. Arme-e abtcIXung H.*#* 
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More artillery reserves from Wit£leben rs Group* 

ObdH / Bock; Training of Army Group reserves* GHq Reserves won't start 
coming in before 5 October,,"**" ;,: 

Exchange of the frontline ivisi.cns temporarily stopped, can 
:now be resumed,, since assembly plans have been decided on. 

JodJ! a) Motorized forces not where there are many lines., but at 
junctions of lines. 

front; Mt,Div#b) Defensive ~—c) Holland: Letter to the Prince Reserve for us. 
d) Enemy \u2666 ObdH. 

French P efeati.sm is nothing but propaganda to have a respite until 
spring»5 pring» I 

Norway^ 

Air Force: Must husband Ju £8 resources. 
x> 

Jacob: 1A bridge trains for 70 Divisions* 

/No entry on 16 October 1939. Ec,/ 

17 October 1939. 

QbdHs Preparation for Fue hrer report. 

Ganarisi /No entry -~ Ed «2 
-

Raeder, 

Summary of Conference ObdH Fuehrer: Hopeless, ?he British will 
be ready to talk only after a beating. We must get at them as 
quickly as possible. No use swinging out too far. He does 
not believe. that the French can get there fast enough, French 
Infantry not as hard as ours; use divebombers against artillery. 
Date: Between 15 and 20 November at the earliest. Exact date 
cannot yet be fixed, Preliminary notice seven days* 

18 October 1939. 

Wagner : Points in Conference with Fuehrer on Poland: 

We have no intention of- rebuilding Poland, Precautions against
•^mission, .fid./

Assembly area for future German operations. 
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Poland	 is to have its own admini strati tin* Is not to be turned 
into a model State by German standards , Polish intelligentsia 
must be prevented fron establishing itself as a nor/ governing class. 
Low standard of living must be conserved. Cheap slaves; 
All undesirable elements must be thro\pirout of German territory. 

The administration inPoland will hays complete authority except 
on military matters, , if'.A'
Only one supreme authority! Governors-General • 
Total disorganization must be created} No cooperation of Reich 
Government Agencies! I 
The Reich willgive the Governor-General the means to carry out 
this devilish plan. 

—	 * flMilitary demands Roads Railroads* Garrisons as ftOrdehsburgen 
on the security line or forward of it* 

West Prussia and Province of Posen are to built up an internal 
administration under Military Government, 

1200:	 Conference with all departments concerned on new set-up of 
High Command East* 

17©©:	 Dankwerts, Gause etc. 
**
 Evening: Foreign Office „ -r~	 calls on me. 

19 October 193.9 » 

— 
ObdH: a) Talk with Foreign Office* (Belgium* Reporting of the war in 

,French	 Press. Defeatism* Reports from France) 
— b)	 Army Hq* 3 High Command Northeastern sector* Corps Hq # 

of its own under BdE, Executive Power* 

c)	 Organization of the East: posts ofContinuous tank-ditch^ 
platoon strength*
 

d) (Stapf) Model quiet la# *"*#
 

c) 25 October 2400 hrs. transfer High Command East*-.
 

Strictly military appraisal of the situation* #
 

Blaskowitz will take over on 23 October,
 

Zjehlberg: Organization of the Staffs,
 

Rundstedt: New Staff O-in^G East, 

-
Quartermaster Staff for Blaskowitz* Motor vehicles for L.andwehru , 
Divisions §§ for communication with advanced outposts* Wood supply _, 
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light, water, motor sledges. Rail-trollies, ski Bns. 

Becker: 1«) Mine detection and mine clearance in enemy territory 
and noman' s landt 

a) Detector will be tried out on S-mines.*
b) Development in box-frame mine detector. ##• 

g) Portable mine detector. (Divining red.) 
d) Remote— controlled mine demolition vehicle of con-

Crete, driven across minefields to cause detonation 
of the mines* "Fire-rafts" against positions, #*& 

Remote control device on underside of tanks « 
c) Hammer vehicles* § 

2*,)	 Bridge -laying vehicle s; production must be started » 
Chassis of tank ITJL; 50 have been ordered* 

org„ Sec. : Schell reports that First through Eighth Armd. Divs,, 
Tenth Armd,. Div#,Second, Thirteenth, Twentieth Divs, mot, 

ready for operations as of 10 November, 

20 October 1939* 

Bockelberg commendation. Letter of thanks through Personnel Division* 
Iron Cross* 

He'itz* 

Danzig Bock* 

Posen Petzel, 

Blaskowitz sees.ObdH and myself, Briefing* Willrelieve Rundstedt 
on 23 October, 

Hoeppner calls on me* 

Jodl sees OQu I 

21 October 1939. 

Notes for ObdH: 

1«) Transfer of GHq. 
Possibly only with assault groups.2t ) .Fuehrer's ideas: 

" 

Reichenau, . Eben Emael 50 gliders*' 

30 Fuehrer report, Jodl f s inquirer, . 
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4v) Leeb ~-;:^u% 

5«,). G-rossdeutschland: Mot* Regt. or airborne* Decisions 
mot*. •]•.% Sec* 

\u25a0Must I*@ done aa qviclc as po s silile forder willbe forthcoming 
\u25a0for %vis|ons .©f the Third PPrat*f t*, .
 

Org» Se^, .Wait for order, • Bd|s- -ansl field army will,not be d^ne
 
-In the'tfrM Wf^ U^tJi ordei? i§ g|.yen,# . 

Tour to the front as soon as' possible*.... Itinerary*- Inquiries. 
\u25a0.Termination 5 Nov« 

Rhine pilHtoxes? F^d ou^ what can be done against French 
pillboxes* BuhleBuhle tt ...'...' ' 

Position an the flo^d dam must be reconnoitered, op# Sec*. 
Re;ort and move up. before onset of winter, ) 

Seventh Section.** 
3.35 Batteries,. —£;£ cm; I#*s guns. Urgent. Set 

Prepare, AA guns from rear/ positions „ deadline (5 November) 
$.3 Czech} crews to be trained. 9p*. Se;c>, 

ii?[ Jueterbog &,B cm AA ***-'are with Kluge and Reichenau». Gp+Sec 

0 -*Q-Qu. IV:# Krebs What is1' the Commission doing? ### 'It is very 
important to us that work should be completed at an aerly date. 

•Qu IV. 

Ifdate is cancelled,., troops willbe dispersed. 
How: much time, must we stipulate for restarting of machinery? 

®p. Sec, Greiffenbergv 

Flaip© throwers^ talk over- with ISng, %tu 

Telescopic sight (snipers) Ott« training Sec* 

AT Rifles^ ©rg» Sec* 

Equipment with antitank mines., %scuss with Off\u2666 . 

Allocation of divisional Artillery Commanders and O-b-servation Bns« -*— 

Brand, 

distribution of maps showing enemy dispositions. Lisa,. 

Preparation, of plans through map maneuvers* OQu. I> 

Smoke, ammunition and special \u25a0Wagner ,.ammunition^. 

Recommendations on defense of East Prussia* 

Ite commendation on organization of High .Command East^. 

Leel*is deception plan*. 
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Buhle; Signal Sec. ,Stapf • 
* a) lOi Watt armored reconnaissance car for Air 

Liaison Officer, 
b) Twelve 12 ton prime movers for £.8 AA guns reported 

available. 
Fourty 8 ton prime movers (trailers) for 8.8 cm AT guns 
reported in factories for dismantling* 

22 October 1939* 

Keitel: seem to be new difficulties about assembly order* 
Jodl. 

Blaskowitz:	 Rundstedt should leave altogether. One man too many, 
Blaskowitz tomorrow noon. -

''"hen Transportation Officer has left Teilacker Passed on 
Telegram? to Central' Branch* Eng a Off, 

Liebmann Radom. 

Memo: Trip to the West Tuesday morning.— — Buerkner, Mann for Belgium. Papen. East Prussia. 

Che vailerie (after talk with : Blumentritt still there; 
hands over business to Gerlach. Langhaeuser (Ie) is trans
ferred to Staff West. Also Jaehnicke. Teilacker stopped 
in Berlin on his way to the West. Not fault of x-irmy Groupi ! 
Three Officers jtrhere* 
Request willbe made for Eng, Off. 
Burkhardt, Chief of Signal Communications, is there.
 
Subordinate personnel still lacking. (BdE announces arrival 2k)
 
Rundstedt 1 s Staff apparently has not taken with anything
 
unnecessary.
 

Col# Gen» Keitel, with Jodls 

1.) a) Conference with ObdH© 

b) Conference with Bock, Kluge, Reichenau Wednesday. It 
willbe left up to him to decide whether he wants it 
on Wednesday before the general conference, or on Tues~ 
day; and whether he wants it alone or together with 
the Generals; perhaps also same time. (Decision:-
1200 1400.) 

2«) Re: Directive for assembly: 
Armeeabteilung North: IJssel inundation area willbe 
first obstacle. Attempt not worthwhile. Troops will 
be cut off! (Objections denied,) Group too strong (two 
Divs). 
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Second Army; one more division, Antwerp must be cat off from the 
nor the Navy cannot cut off communications to Vlissingen. Second 
Army is given mission to encircle the fortress from the north, north
east and easto 

Sixth Army: 

a) From which does OKH expect greater things 9 Sixth or fourth? 
A tangle. 

b) After breakthrough the ratio of motorized 1 forces must be enlarged. 
Sixth Army must look after its flanks. 

c) Army Groups Heserve. 

Twelfth and	 Sixteenth Armies; no comments* 

AAA: [^ No entry in space allotted* «- Ed./ 
Main effort: InSixth or fourth -^rmy. Army Group Reserve within reach 

Gould we infer the following development from these intentions? 

a)	 Infantry divisions are apparently depend ednon to force the 
breakthrough* (Five crossings, two siege operations) » 

b)	 Has itbeen taken into account that Sixth Army must be divided after 
the obstacles have been overcome? Independent "GHq* Cavalry Group", 

Details: a)	 45 Gliders (Task force Udet), total of 40® men. Junker.- planes 
willbe made available for this purpose. — 
Airborne operation against bridges (from an altitude of 7+ooo-
500© wi, 50 100) *« Combined with coups de main. 

b) Eben Emael. Groups with flame throwers* Railway guns: 28 cnu 
Smoke? 

c) Airborne operation- against Ghent* (Where is 22nd Div«?)
d) Fuehrer wants to attack on 12 November (Sunday) \u2666 Twelfth 

Army to the	 West* 

Fuhrer wants to leave at the end of the week. Saarbruecken* 

23 October 1939* 

Note for ObdH :\u25a0 Strategic analysis of Polish Campaign, by 

2k October 1939. 

Op* Sec, (Schellb 

a) Wheeled vehicles not before 7 Nov,r evening, Tanks not before 
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—
 
7 Nov, evening, Fourth Light (needs three days.) 
Ready 16 Nov,- eveningy -.- 29th Div% (needs five days.)*' 
S3	 Adolf Hitler? ! 

ObdH * 
Bring up what is needed at the front in three days (by road 
and rail)}\u25a0 on 12 Nov, during day. 

Kunzen (Third Light and Geyer (Third Armd* Div») must 
changer Geyer to Reichenatu . 

b)	 Personnel replacements said to be feasible. Last Div« due 
what date? Probably not all AA guns willbe ready in time* 
(Three one-third Bns*) 

c)	 Signa]_ Regt,j Sixteenth Army, not yet ready* 

Officers* Not Twelfth* Replacements., 

Fellgiebel: a)	 Three telephone and twelve teletype lines behind 
each Army. (Eight wires), from the rear to Army Hqs., 
not exceeding 200 km* 

b)	 Ready by 12- November to connect with postal and air 
network*	 — 

c)	 Army and Navy systems safe*. Air Force radio commun 
ications not protected against interception*-

ObdHy	 Observations on his tour in the West? 

Witzleben wants us to tell Fuehrer about troubles with mines* 

First ,i.rmy has had its 10 cm Btrys taken away. Distress calls! 

Gercke:	 Should materials for Eng* Corps be shipped under regular bills 
of lading! 

ObdHt a) Goering feels insulted by our "demands", and by Rundstedt's 
letter* Op* Sec* must find out how Goering got to it» 

Answer; Was turned over at request of Air Force Gen.Staf. 

b) Swastika marking for air -ground identification (Order of 
the Fuehrer)* (Bogatsch). Op*Sec* 

c) Tanks must be marked on top* Signal flares*	 (Bogatsch)* 
Op, Sec*** Leave painted markings. Hoods of tar.^s* Bust! 

Memo for QbdH:	 Ambassador Ritter (Negotiations with Moscow on 
economic questions).
 
Ready to submit report this week (Foreign Office)*
 
Reports on frontline observations for Fuehrer, in order of the
 
Armies visited (Fourth, Tenth, FF urtefin.t,h, . Warlimont*
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25 -October 1939« 

—
 
Salmuthi We have not enough bridge columns* Bock Tresckow. 

Buhle.i	 Machine guns etc, willbe all right. 
Truck situation willriot be straight out*) Obstructionstraightened 
Corps Signal Bus, for "Corps impossible* ) by Schell.impossib 
Divisional Columns* ) ObdH, 

Troop movement s$ 

Albert Canal,air reconnaissance of slopes of southern bank 
(Liss) » Minos • 

Fuehrer	 Conference. 25 October 1200 
~ 1800; 

a) Stillmore from the East,*
 
b) 10 ivisions from AGp, C»
 
c) No more movements after start of offensive,
 
d) Offensive will be broadened later on*
 
c) attack move to front AT Companies of other divisions,
 

medium and light AAA, No need to tie ourselves rigidly 
to the order of battle* 

Army North? By what means are inundation^ produced, .by locks 
or by dams? Would blowing up of locks serve anjr purpose? 

ObdH;	 Aree north of the Meuse not needed? Islands* 
Kluge on Charleroi, Reichenau on 
Inbetween, a new Army which must be able to withstand heavy 
blows o 

Govering of southern flank.. Ifpo^sibl,, .List -ehctold 
also .-,;...-, participate in the offensive, Groujß on both wings 

very strong* Catastrophe similar to that on the Vistula bend # 

Plan' of operation: Wants main effort south of Liege, to the 
Westi? but still unwilling to stake all on one card* 
Mountain Arty, for airborne operation, 

26 October 1939* 

Memo for ObdH; 

10)1 ) a)	 Tour in the West? Cancel.0

b) Let preparations in the field tun on for time being* 
Signal communications? 
Gen Qu? 
Railroad no change, o^u I« 
Air etc#, no notifications yet. 

Fuehrer	 tomorrow evening, 27 October* Op. See* 

2,) Notes for report* 
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3.)	 Report pn Albert Canal* 

4#)	 Fuehrer should be given reports on experiences of the 
ca&paign (our wlshep)^Reports < based on Polish Campaign, 
Whiejr show .per formatter qf ln;£antry.y i&portance of Officers 
Cfsrp^, training^ changeqvef from the West to the East* 

OQii.l/Org* -Bs®t 

BeforeJ.Bt>Q? 

Krebs 
Kuechler inplace o,;f fei<?hs ;.t 0p# £c.c,f 

\u25a0.-**> Maroksr. Central Branch* 
Heitz VIIICorps*

Fuehrer, 26 Oct*,. Training, lighting*. 

New Army H>&*, Central Branch and	 thro,ugh 2iehlberg« 
;op^ Sec»,/ Org« Sec, 
GeA# Qu*
 

Take our central sector t BlaskoiA/itz with -Fuehrer,
 
Kuechler Bockelb©rg# «.
\u2666*\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0 

Jodl?	 Fuehrer want s report^1 

Important changevfrom original plansj Attempt' to break 
through everywhere* 

Hollldt? v	 Himroler oalls up inWarsaw* 
Negotiations with.Moscow on exchange of Germans in1/olhyni§ 
\Galieia /.. , for settlement inGerman territories,
 
against Ukrainians and Jews.
 
40© German officialso fficials willgo to Russi-a^ Russian /


;Officials willcome to 'the' area -of High "ommahd Basfe« 
Will. -Stay-in countrj?' for four weeks, willbe watched 
by Himmler 1 s men (.espionage),. Inquiry whether we have 
any-" objections* None, ObdH*\u25a0 

27 Q ctober 1939. * Knight f s Cross of the Iron Cross* 

1245». Meeting at the Fuehrer's, Award "of decorations, 
.Subsequently Lunch. „ 
Afterwards, Fuehrer Conference: formation of two mot*, assault 
groups (Ghent and southwest of Nrjnur) » Date 12 November. 
Final order on operation tomorrow! 

% 

After return? Reports by Central Branchy Buhle, 4iief of Trans*
portation* 

\ 

In the evening, conference with ObdH alone (he is tired and dejected )| 

Activation of new Army Hq*? Tfo signal troops. Only in two months , 
when itwillperhaps possible to form a Signal Regfc# 

Merger of organizations in the East* High East and Sector T : 

Command Center, Must; be postponed until .final decision on the We:s| 
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Hierl wants to revive the Labor Service now during the wwatrt 

Three months' service, wants to take Labor Service Officers 
out of Army, young people from industry. 

28 October 1939 \u2666 

0900j	 Conference with o°uIand Op* Sec* Recommendation on operation
 
south of Li|ge»
 

IOOOj	 Fuehrer Conference, 

Outline of the dissimilar conditions obtaining north and 
south of Liege© North of Lilge the difficulty is to overcome 
the first obstacles, south of Li&ge the problems are those 
of distance and the barrier of the Meuse river* 
Conclusions \u25a0% We must do the one thing without excluding the 
other t InReichenau's sector the mot. Group must be held up 
until we can see whether crossing of the river can be made* 

1400,	 Conference with O^uIand Op, Sec* on outcome of Fuehrer 
Conference, 

1400,	 Buhle? 10 cm guns instead of medium Field Howitzers, Ik Bns #? 
ObdH's wish* 

1400,	 Roehrichts Talk on artillery Instruction pamphlets by Wand el• 

Notes for ObdH: 1,) 10 cxq Batteries must be ready to move on 5 Nov* 
Two Bns* can be converted for sure (by 3 November) 
Ask for numbers? 

2©) Protectorate Division stopped. 
3«) Artillery sCs> ready, Remainder will be completed 

in time with the exception of two heavy Bns, 
(604th and 605th) 9 (Heavy Huwitzers and 15 cm guns)* 

B# 

29 October 1939* 

-
Conference Buhle Brand., Greiffenberg, 

Report	 to ObdH on new assembly order » 

1600,	 Stapf iAirborne troops, Intentior£? 
** Memo for ObdHt Front tour 00'u I? Rundstedt and Leeb, orientation 

on reasons for the change, Talk to Commanding General s| orient
 
on intentions,
 
Reiehenau « Stuelpna^el,
 
Transfer to H/*#*
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3.0 Pgto^er im* 

ObdH,:- Camouflage preparations so that to.c program can start running 
as of 5 November. — ~~ Friday* Saturday to the" Fuehrer Trip on, 2 and 3 November,, 
Going out one half, returning three-ouarters* 

y 
).	 Armd* troops must ax. all events be ready to SQIlfr 

Has	 got our reports on campaign experiences?the. fuehrer Check 
points for stopping of movement** Last signals eight hours 

\u25a0'before jump-off % after that there is no stopping 0 

Buttlart	 a) Preparations for trip on 2 and 3.Novein.ber !6 
b) Preparations for^ transfer of GHq, to Ha 

Jacob: a) Railroad gup emplacement for the. Fuehrer (Request of AGp* p)>
fb) Control of iron allocations^, ;"; 

c) Use of Engineer troops for deception .maneuvers on the Saar 
and Moselle river's* 

\u25a0Army Hq$ IS .5" November Cologne A 

,31 October 1939 1

ObdH: Mechanical equipment for position construction© 
Officer appointments in Rear Services^**
 
Haseloff^-^ BdE0
 

Representative of the Personnel Divd..... 
• . Pappenheim» .	 t 

1November 1939 o 

Note for ObdHj 

a)	 Railroad accidents; railroads are taxed" to breaking point 
(damaged late -trains-, ..nervousness)- • New fronts imcars^
possible! Railroad maps showing critical points for ObdH.« 

b) Difficulties in supply by rail© 
c) Deterioration of ordinary, good manners observable in furlough 

traffic c , 

d) Recommendations to Fuehrers 256th Div3/ 255th Diva (Protectorat 
Staff Brand should be attached to XXXIIICorps*
 

c) Ahr Valley Railroad©
 
f) Pressure of time 0 Logistic preparations*
 

Program: For Commanding Generals of Army Groups onlyj 
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R,epprt frgm AGp« A» Lacks positive, a^pepts* Reductiop of 
forces* 3urprise attack in sprang. Southeast Europe^ 
Should initiative, fee left to the enemy? (General popular mood*) 
QCu IV ca at ion in reporting to QK?f, 

1*':)	 First talk with Bock: Only operational- snd tactical 
questions^ Salmuth, Greifferibergo 

Z%) Next^ Reichenauo 

Time schedule for the three hourss 

Trip- to front set for 2 and 3 Nov* 

2No member , AGp» B tt Morning, Sixth xirmy (Dues seldorf) afternpon^ 
Fourth Army and Second Army (Cologne )o Overnight at Nieder' 

•mendig-* ':	 . \u25a0..\u25a0.;..\u25a0. 

3 November, AGpV A» Morning^ Twelfth Army (Mayen)^ afternoon 
Sixteenth Army (Bad Bertrich) * 

The points of di/scussion are detailed in the prepared program for 
©bdH and in the protocols of 0p« Sec;,^ Org A Sec« ;Gen Qu«.
-Other, participants? Artillery Officer, Engineer Corps 
Officer, Air Officer, Chief of Transportation. 

Salient points $ 

I*)'-At the moment we ganno t launch an offensive with a 
distant objective o 

a) Personnel replacements have oh the whole been received^ 
but	 they have not yet been integrated into real teams «. 
Xn	 some cases we are short of some officer s« 

b)	 Level of training^ Among the Western Diysff^ even Jfegu].ar, 
Army troops have! suffered fron the long period of defen
sive warfare* The Eastern Divisions must get at least 
two weeke. r Intensive training to prepare them for the 
wholly different situation in the We must have 
these two uninterrupted weeks before the assembling movers 
ments are started* 

Cl):Materiel <, Some of the divisions are obliged to pick up 
1their deficiencies directly' at the. depots in, the ZI 

(willtake 10 days) d 

Much of the damage cannot be repaired^ ,e«g« broken axles 
of AT guns. Trucks of the supply services also show 
faulty materiel,- Sp are .parts for MG 34 and _trucks 

0 

Horse replacenie'nts willnot arrive in time. Ammunitioni 
,( rations > fuel sufficient on hamd including current con?

sumption* '\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0[\u25a0'. 

4 
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d) Some G|^i§ions -yd-11 fc>e absent- from |_he JLine-up dfor 
\u25a0\u25a0the tipe being* E.»g*y Second &&& third Mtf Divsc 
and in 34th and 72nd Inf* Divs» are still one-third 

;	 \u25a0under-str ongthe 

2*,)	 None of the Higher Hqs* think thai/ the offensive ordered 
by OKW. has any prospect of success,, No decisive success 
can tie expected on ground operations* . 

3.)	 On the whole appraisal of enemy parallels that of OKH« 
Naturally,, every Army Group feels Itwill have to bear 
the brunt of enemy counterHoaeasures.* Ido not share AGp»A?s 
anticipation that the anemy willbecome active outside 
the Magihot line soon, staging a strong counter-offensive, 
with distant objectives (right wing on the Moselle river )»

( 

Details : 

-a) Notify OKW that Todt must temporarily suspend operation| f 
0p» Sec»;i^ 

b)	 Border Control Service can remain» Customs questions 
must receive more attention* Drg* Sec 4 Geri, Qu# 

c)	 Army Hqs* IB and as planned by OKH#2 wHIremain^ 
d)	 Another- job for Prager, Central Branch* 

c)	 Fixed schedule for reporting, new "procedure for OJv Sec* 
reports (neon reports)! Op* See* 

f)	 Armd tt Divs^ from AGp. B to^right wing of T^A/elfth Army 
\u25a0as	 far as Bastogne, ...\u25a0..\u25a0'.\u25a0 : 

<\u25a0Grossdeutschland to Twelfth Army* 
SS	 Adolf Hitler to Eighteenth Army. Op* Sec,. \ 

g) Chart showing distribution of traffic control Bns, 
Gen Qu, 

' 
h)	 Distribution of Com Zone units? Gen Qu, 

i)Replacements iGen Qu«BdE # 
" Sources of mistakes and 

delays* Proposals for changes (in major shifts of 
troops^ in mino!* shifts)^ Gen Qu*\u25a0 

/' 
;k) P-4)a^"\ system must be clarified by order* Op* Sec* 

Road movements when there is no: danger af air attacks*' 
By order of. the Armies also during the day* 1 Order | 

op# Sec* 

1) Ch#el;Ti*Ikat '\u25a0oaa-atill bo'.apTOd'up to AGp-., iv übserrati 
Hl* (JCXIII GoTpiJ'i^dljaaJL^tilleiy^ iuG^ BNc ;Op. 

n) Airborne Division nonsencel Better to junp on bridges 

in Belgiun (fourth, 'Twelfth,. Sixteenth Amies) • 
Op, rec. and Air Officer o 
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4 November 193 4* 

Notes for g^g.£ 

Strategic analysis of fhe PolishiECampaigß* Ihterference 
•Fuehrer* r / 

" 
\u25a0"\u25a0\u25a0. . \u25a0\u0084\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0..\u25a0-'.\u25a0.. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 •. \ 

b) Transfer of GHq^ possible in 24 hours, (Signal Center 4# hou* 
c) Fuehrer wants airborne troops* Two more in addition to Six

teenth Regtoi Details must be settled between Sixth Army-H
and Student* 

d)	 In the event of-an offensive, Gercke willnot be able for 
a considerable time to move any civilian goods* 

c)	 Todt has been given orders for a new West Wall, Hannecken 
has to allocate steel for the new West Wall* 

f) Work completed on road movements of mot w units* (laps of 
.7 Nov*> time schedule 9/lO)« 

I 

1100, col«col« Gen* yon Bock; 

I*}Reichenau again back in Berlind In the course of today 
(Savoy Hotel)* 

2<>) Goebbels willinspect the West Wall on) 7 and 8 November P 
then go to the offensive wing# 

Talk witfr ObdH on future measures* 

153i,Thomas ((Keitel not notified)! 

a) Effects of a violation of neutrality on sources of supply; 
Repercussions in Sweden ore) j UOS.^U 0S.^ wants to get itj in 
Romania i( fuel> food^ Yugoslavia t . (copper) » 

b)	 If we hold the gland ers coast, there willbe continuous 
fighting in that sector » \u25a0.'\u25a0"\u25a0 
Win absorb large proportion of our supply« Cannot be 
done by Force and NNay3Vy3y3y 3 

c) Belgium.? Needs 50^ food imports* Will be very short on 
:food- next yrear (sdwing)^i,	 \u25a0\u25a0)\u25a0\u25a0'"' 

5 November 1939a(Report to the Fuehrer by ObdH ?'J 

0pa Sec; Warlimont outlines the ideas of the/ Fuehrer! 
\ 

l-o") Armdj units in Twelfth Army (Schell'-s recommendation)* 
\ 

2c) How can tanks be \camouflaged in transit? (Change 
with tarpaulins o fieeded forsilhouette^ cover 

loading! 

/ i 

i 
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/ 3«j Radio deception in connection with operation "Student" % 
\u25a0 .	 (Throw wnemy command into confusionl. 1But care must be 

taken that; this deception does not cause disorganization 
of our 10?%\u25a0o%8&54tiiQwsbJ) 

Lonp,HPan^e reconnaissance authorized over France* 

22n<3 Div«« 7 and 8 November j,Muensfcer* 

Bork	 (on JlaltelJLs inquiry) j Once transport movements have been stopped,; 
they cannot' be restarted before 4S hours % Ifunloading points } 
are changed, resumption of movement 

r 

would take evon 72 hours. : 

Obdßfc-s report to the. Fuehrer? 
Condition of the troops* 
Memorandum- Gountiermembrandum*** 
Stand taken: Questions can be solved only by military measures* 
Impossible in bad, weather* (Yes, but also the enemy suffers 
under	 bad weather*) 

goes into a rags when told that front shows the same symptoms : ' 

as in 1917/1918* Wants datat In what units have there been any 
cases of, indisciplineS, What happened? Wants to flythere himself 

rtomorrow *#•*& V' 
As regards the level of training^ what is argued now wooj.d stil^ 

(hold good four weeks from now* —- { 

Weather unfavorable also in springs -^ny other method to pro
tect the Ruhr *ft^Ul4^^el?|e.# .
 
Any sober discussion of these things is impossible with him,.
 
Army did r&t want to fight^ and so build-up" of armament was 

' 
.
-

Slow and lagging* .. 
"Instance of insubordination ©:ccurredj, suoh as we knew in1917/
1918PV What troops? What action has been taken?— (Death 
sentence ? West, East»)## Gen Qu. has ful^ data*. Railroads^ ### 

Refer to G-en Qu, of Transportation, BdS^ Personnel 
division* 

6 November 1939 » 

Mote for ObdH: a) Talk with Keitel* 
b) Transfer of Gen*. Staff Tuesday night* ObdH 

Wednesday night • Bulk WWednesdayy y during the day* 

-Kejtel (Personnel Division): Prager laeger* 

Bockt: Personnel and materi©.! replacements!;, Two Divisions in Poland 
(Eighth and Twenty-eighth Divs..) wanting replacements had :, 

their requisitions returned after several days because the~ wrong forms' had been used. Two weeks have now gone^ by* .. 
rArmy^Hq, 14> VIIICorps Hq;	 .•\u25a0\u25a0..-. 

Army Clothing Depots and Ai*my Ordnance Depots are issuing supplies-
\u25a0; normally*.	 . . ,' ;^ "-\u25a0 

\u0084 

,\u25a0*\u25a0 
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# 

" 
Reichenau only "acknowledged an orientation received o Stated his views. 

Time willbe set by top levelc 
•	 ; 

Fellp.iebels a) Air landing at Ghent & Spread radio rumors of landings at 
Antwerp jBrussels, Ghent, Brugge* 

b) Embargo or. border traffic Belgium-Holland, Order willbe 
forthcoming (oKtf)» Check with Gen Qu, ObdH. 

? November 1939 » 

ObdH;	 a) Student ~ Zero Hour 0715* 
b) Ghent* One-third of 22nd Div. Two-thirds of Div. at Kuenster* 
c) Wishes concerning equipment have been met B No wishes received 

• \u25a0. concerning trains.ng # 22nd Divd 

d) Fuehrer Hq willbe transferred to Nauheim within the next few 
days* 

c) Proclamation to Belgian and-Dutch population: Signed? The 
High Command of the Army"* Yes* . . New version* \,~
 

N0 Army Order of the Day* Fuehrer must give 'the word o (is being
 
worked on) « Text of the proclamation must be submitted to
 
the Fuehrer* Gen Qu»


f) Cause? "French march into Belgium"*
 
g) Equipment t Normally Gen Qu« In special cases Bdß (ib)l,
 

Gen Qu;	 Ammunitions build-up willbe completed in time {(including special;
ammunitioh) « Engineer ;ec|utipmeh't^ Shortage s in bridge equipment j-vehicles and prime movers* V	 V t 

j. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0Rich-tor I 
Notes for ObdH:	 Erfurth,, Yes* 

Sandbags 0 Gen Qu» 
Execution of the .offensive) how far should it go? 

Must be thought over* Op* Sec « 
Formi a reserve out of Bock^s units^ 

'130^'- « OKW order to stop, the mot* movements is received. 

Jodl't a) Re start in any event not before	 evening*1600	 } 9 November^b) Transfer of GHq undesirable now # 

Fuehrer willnot be in tomorrow and.jthe following dayj afterwards ;-'con
ference with ObdH* 

Transfer of GHq cancelled	 at the request of ObdH, 

Gercke back from Fuehrer;	 Start of offensive not before 15 November 
(iflater, 19)* 

7 
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8 November 1939. 

Warner:	 
r

Note <Sn Geib report for ObdH» 
Currency for Belgium: Reich treasury notes* 

Blaskowitz ~ Hollidt: Probable distribution of troops as of 1December 
U^apU* Remounts -*-Improvement and training of Reserve Divs* 
Divisions willbe called up in the sequence! 213th, 223rd (each 
has	 one .Arty"* BBo),n o), 228th (full strength)* 

Etzdorf; Demarche treated with sarcasm and sneering** They must be 
crushed l Instruction to Dietrich is; Give news a very 
inconspicuous spot (second page) c He #* is leaving on a trip, 
willnot be in for anyone „ 
Instruction for Ribbentrop on line to be taken on inquiries: 

1>)	 Any steps the sovereigns may wish to take have already 
been answered by Britain through Halifax* 
Speech held last night: (War aims are :Building of a new 
world that knows no armed rivalry; collaboration with all 
nations on the basis of mutual tolerance; ways must be 
found to prevent the use of force, damage done by Germany 
must be repaired as far as possible)* 

2*) Fuehrer away* 
Foreign Minister's instruction: Material to prove dis
criminatory pro—French attitude of Belgium now and also 
in past* ("Give free rein to your imagination") • 

Belgian Ambassador saw Weizsaecker; Expressed his indignation at the 
treatment accorded the King*s journejr in our press* Asks 
whether we want to pick a quarrel^ Weizsaecker has been*** instructed to tell the Belga correspondent, who made a 
comment on aggressive intentions: Blaskowitz still in Warsaw, 
No armor on the Belgian border » 

Buelow-Schwante/Spaak? Spaak: The way in which we are treating the 
Kingf s journey is arousing great anxiety© In Belgian public 
opinion, the King*s journey Is sign of imminent danger* 

Air reconnaissance Northern France, 

Wagner ; AGp© B reported to motorize its Border Guards, and to occupy 
national frontier with Regional Defense units. 

Hasse; AGp* has issued orders on 28 October with a view to motorize 
the Border Guard* Later order: On transfer of Border Guard, 
function willbe taken over by Regional Defense units # 

On receipt of order of ObdH: Decision deferred* 

S^chell (through Greiffenberg) : 29th Div, ready 16 November. Willmove 
19 November o Fourth Light Div# (Officer on way) probably one 
Armd* Bn»: two light (Vienna), one heavy Co* (Putlos). Number of 
complete Btrys? Schell will report 9 November, 1000* 
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9 November 1939 o 

Grfeiffeakegg (SQlte-lrJoal) t 

a) Intention not, to start off before 19 pqvem^eK 

b) Air Force must participate ,even if only in the; first threedayEf 

c) 29th mot* vDiv« and Fourth Xt» Inf.Biv, must be corlipleted 
vaccording to plan (formerly -IS) « ObdH ; ; 

d); Fuehrer insists that Armd* Divs*- must under all circumstances. 
strike in the direction Arlon Tintigny. ObdH wants to 
speak to BuschJ 

c) Reinhardt^ Fourth Armdo Div*; Kempf^ sixth Armd* Div«, XV Corps 

f) Possible tour io the Western frontl 

ObdL? 

(Telegram to Fuehrer $ 

Study defense line in Sixteenth Army sector* Rellections on operation^*
 

S'ofaell 8 Heavy Armd* Go» . . 
"
 

Reply ito AGp» A»
 

ObdH; a) The existing AfmcU units are all' we have* No:more reserves
 
\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0". on hand* - . : •• 

As soon as Fourth Light Div#' is ready for operations^ the 
units must be combined under higher Hqeu1 Fourth Light ®i.v# 
and 29th mot c Div» under XIXr Corps Hq^ wni<eh, would then have 
to be taken away from other missions* 

against stretchingsFuehrer stresses concentration^ as
 

, It takes two days to move up Sixth or -^ourth* ...
 
Reserved road l^ to Twelfth Army sector!
 

»—b) AGp» A Follow, up Sedan*^^ 

Wagner g Jaehnicke's report « 

/ 

4 

/\u25a0' 
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Schell: 29th Div*- An elements ready to leave on 15. Nov», morning 
(Erfurt). In fiei^on 19* 

Fourth Lt* %v. will|iot be ready before the end of the 
month,, 

Armd. Bn, ready 16 Nov» * morning, at St. Poelten: 
2 Lt« Cos* (St. Poelten) 
1Hv. Co. (Putlos) 

)
) 

25 Tanks 
33 Tanks 

I 
II 

4 Tanks 111 
A Tanks IV 
6 Armd. CollirnaC01Iirnand Cars* 

Cannot be in field before 20a 

On 15 Nor9> evening^ 1800s Armd* Bn» 33 with Bn* Hq^ one 
Amid* Ben« troop* 

One Bnv, of Tenth Armd a Divft> Regtl» Hq Landgraf. 

Armd o Regt, Landgraf c ) ) 
SS Adolf Hitler. ) Hq, Fourth )
 
Armd, Ren 0 Troop, ) Lt« Div*. ) for Guderian
 

En^c Co, ) )
 
Signal Co,,
 
Artillery of Fourth Lt» Div.
 
Add 29th mot*^Div, Op. Sec.
 

On 15 November. Armd. Regt» of Tenth Armd. Div. •— Twentieth 
Diva 
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ObdH-;	 Directive to AGp,* Take advantage of movement*, if after 15 
November (19) V Troops must get as much rest and training time-as possibles , Op* See*
 
Grouping too near the enemy (lets the. enemy draw his own con
clusions! )«
 

OndH:	 Closing of frontier. Movement of goods* 

Stapf t Report on accusations levelled against the army and General Staff * 

ObdH:	 Not before 19 November. 

Guderian gets one mot# Div*, one Armd# Div. Schell willremain* 

10 November. 1939. 

Wagner: Police behind the front. 

ObdH:	 Report Schwetz*** 

Stapf s Reconnaissance* 

Jacob :Bridge Column AGp» B*) 
thrower ) Will be straightened out.Flame 

6 Columns B***(materiel is ready). 

Mueller, la Army Hq 1, Leeb: Readiness, 

— 
Leeb	 Witzleben. 

ObdH;	 Exchange Raschik (XXXVII)/Gienanth (XXXVI)• Free IX. OQu !• 
Reserved roads* 
Reserves. 
Wagner notes on rehabilitation of Field Army.
 
Southern front of Eighteenth Army,
 
Keitels Bui^d up has no depth*
 
Wagner: BdE has big stocks. 

Date of offensive 0 Discussed with ObdH 11 November. £ Subsequent- entr 
Ed. 

11 November 1939. 

-Note for ObdH: ATgmn'on selfwpropelled jsountsswlllnztot go with Regt* 
Grossdeutschland* — 
Shelling of Rhine pillboxes: No reconnaissance reports yet* <• 

Engel* 
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QbdH r waiits to speak to Bgck* 

ObdHj After talk with Keitel OWt 0p.f remains as Ml Bcu,»Bn,. mot> 
, to Guderian*. Brand for X Corps* Oudea^ian |s moving, > Staff is' 

on the move^ Guderian in fEontJ ! 
Ged -from\u25a0\u25a0.,"One "Cojsps H^ f' (j&)must be freed and' " '"re||La :

' 
'\u25a0'\u25a0 ;- ' ' '- ' 

be 
' ' ' 

\u25a0 
\u25a0 

\u25a0the ;Bast # ." '\u25a0'. .-'\u25a0 
' 

rf

"\u25a0- -.
 

Exchanges Report
XLI/XH.I Corps;XXII/XCorps^ X/XXXIIICorps, 
on compliance IIXnet fof the time being* 

Give -Rasohlk possibly assignment behind the Western front, Tfsi 
east of the Rhine, , 

* "Sponeck"* Action taken! 

V 

12 November 1939+ 

Sundayt French; operational study communicated to Group W^st>
 

Talk with SWp£»
 

Warner iBuild-up of a Gen Ou supply base for Corps*
 

ObdH: Erfurth*
 

3^ November,; 193?.*\ 

ObdH:' OQU IV# Roatta picture* —*-.Fortifications. ;~- Desertion "case 
(flyer •.- motorcyclist)*^^- . 

' ' 

\u0084 

Chief of Transportation? Operational accident ratet in peace--
\u25a0time in war* 

' ' 

. 

Own mine casualties in the past 10 da3rsj $$ men» \ Adjutant* 

Jodlt Holland, Directive willfollow,. 

Paper wart OKH inspectors to the front > have spot checks made/J
' 

Evening farewell to Roatta at Guards Cavalry Offleers Club/ 
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1U November 1939* 

Memo for ObdH; Change in the directive on border assembly*. 
Witzleben wants to talk to me,

B—Postponement to 22 November* Itinerary for OKH9 

Roatta sends his greetings, < Talk with Seifferts Men on 
leave, own circles** 

Wahle (Bucharest) a 

Chevallerie '-Roehricht: Study courses on -Sedan*** 

Jodl regarding new "directive"* 

a)	 "Dutch islands" hot yet clear, (Texel?) 

b)	 No preformed ideas on how mission should be accomplished. 

c)	 What can be done to bring up more troops 3^et? 
Units available? 1. Cay, ®iv» SS Deathhead "as of 20 November, 

Police Diva* 1December* 

d)	 What do we have to rush reinforcements to Guderian in case 
of a breakthrough? (World War Ishows that many opportunities 
for success remained unexploited because of lack of forces 
to consolidate initial success) • 

ObdHp Conference 1730? One Division from Hi.^h Command East. 
0KW0 If we understand them correctly _, tile plan provides for
 
occupation by the Navy and Air Force, Paratroops,
 
Fuehrers A job for Air Force and Navy,
 

15	 November 1939, 

Memo for ObdH: 

1.) Preliminary order issued to AGp» B, (For preliminary work 
they can call on personnel of Army Hq 18,), 

2a)	 Order can be issued as soon as we have a definition of what 
the term "Fortress Holland" comprises, (Jodl) 

3a)	 Stdpf: Request to Air Force to make its intentions clear^ 
as regards manpower commitment and zone of action # 

4*) Navy? Intimated that order came as a complete surprise to 
them« 
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s*) Gen Qu, Air Force Officer, En^* Corps Off, have been put —
on the job*\u0084 

Buhler Defense 
for G«n Qu*. 

units*. Orientation policy inHolland 

6,) Report OKI, 

7») Transfer of OKH in event of attack now perhaps best on A-l or 
A-Oay;. Gen» Staff on A-Day; ObdH A-Dc*y morning* Then remain 
at the front. 

B*,)	 Rnine pillboxes* 
Reconnaissance in all directions necessary far pillboxes. 
Dispatch officers* C&ech 3*35 cm gun not before January 1940, 

9»)	 List of Artillery available(in excess of Ist Bn#) : 
Three Regimental Staffs* Six Light Bns*. Two medium Bns* 
High Command East, Polish materiel* Six gun Batteries* 
Training of crews * -—	 -— 

AAA Bn* Short-range Reconnaissance Staffel* Individual 
long-range reconnaissance planes for Signal Co* (field long-distanc
cable) « 

Op: ObdH concerned lest Bock starts attacking also south of the
 
Waal river without order**
 
Can Guderian read also our signals?* Fellgiebel.
 

Conference of .army A-*in«Csc 

Guderian, F# (ellgiebel)» 

Stapf :Air Force not satisfied with half-way solution; wants to include 
ftolland* Ifonly half-way solution, then the most important 
targets are south of the Meuse up to the river mouths* 

ObdH:	 Giessen: Decision on what must remain behind to have an effective 
working Staff • OQu I> Central Branch* 

Intelligence Officers to Armies (must come along to the confer
ence with ObdH)* CentralCentral Branch*Branch*. OpOp,#Sec*Sec* 

Bock:	 Mot* Dj.v» Mixed Regt, -^ngel* Op* Sec* 

Frommg a) XX and XXI Corps area goodj 
•b) New activations? 14 Brigades, 15 December. Org, Sec*.

c) Youngest age group not yet taken out of Construction Bns* 
Org # Sec, 

Gen	 Qut Horses in Poland, 

Notes	 for ObdH: 

a) Twentieth mot*. Div*. for Bock (X Corps and reinforced 207th and 
(20£ th Divs, Arty* fingM bridges 1 

Airborne troops* Report on compliance* 

— — 
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b) Frommi 14 Brigades, SS Beathhead mot. Problem of colomns # 

o) State Secretary, 

16 November 1939. 

Bock:	 Matter initiated two weeks ago* 

ObdH;	 Starting second half of December, about 10 Divisions of rein
forced Brigade strength for occupation duty, sieges, etc. 
Doubtful whether strength can be maintained for a long time. 
Report to Fuehrer of action taken* 

20 November, 1500* Reich Chancellery: Reichenau and Rein-
hard and local Air Force Commanders (Reich Chancellery)* 

Get	 statements of Air Force and AGp, B on best time for start* 

(Evening new graduates from Gen» Staff Course) 

17 November 1939 « 

Guderian: Two questions on his mind: 

1*) "On both sides" of Arlon*
 
2*) Suggests Zero Hour at midnight.
 

Jodl: a)	 Hope has been given up to capture the bridges across the
 
Albert Canal in surprise attacks. Attempts to prevent
 
blowing up by destroying cables. Dive bombers attack
 
(Monday) j followed up by parachutists* 

Plan to use gliders against bridges dropped, but Eben Emael 
project CbdH,CbdH,remains* 

Ifwe fail t<9 get across the Albert Canal, withdraw mot* 
forces* Chances better on southern wing» (Enemy expects 
attack on Holland, bulk of his operational forces in the 
North, Make ail necessary preparations^) • 

b)	 Utilize** 

c)	 Under no circumstances without Air Force* An organization 
should therefore be set up that would enable us to hold 
off start of operation until receipt of a last*-minute code-
word (2300 at OKH). 
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Conference;	 Goering (?)., Student, Richthofen, -Monday (20th), 1500, 
Reichenau, Reinhard, ObdH* 

Fourth	 Light Div* lacking only one Rifle Regt#, one Artillery Bn. 

Allpoints taken up with ObdH, 

QOu I:	 How many Construction Troops, materials, Surveying Staffs for 
rear lines* — 

Jodlr	 Deadline for stopping attacking units; zero hour for attack*— 
Naval .Liaison. Staff.——* Fortress Holland* Coast protection 
a job for the Navy* Coast defense area. 

Liaison Officers; Fourth Army, Gehlen* Sixth Army, Kinzel» Twelfth 
Army, Sixti Sixteenth Army, Maier-Ricks (Foreign Armies West)* 
XIX Corps, Krebs ;» 

13 November 1939. 

Dankwerts; Internal administration* Evacuation* 

ObdH;	 a) Conference, Koblenz, Tuesday, 21 November, 120®, All Cs-in~C« 
b) Deadline for calling off offensive; 2400 hrs, at unit level,* 

19 November 1939 « (Sunda3r), 

Conference' with Salmuth on Holland* -
Reports	 by Wagner (Holland) and Mueller (Replacement situation Sodensterr 

20 November 1939* 

Mem© for ObdH: 

1«) AGp* B, Plan of attack Holland, distribution of forces» 
2.) AGp, A* Plan of attack for Guderian. 
3>) Reserved roade/
4») Air and AAA map. 
5,#) Deadline for stop: Armies see no difficulties if "check points" 

are used. Rundstedt wants to talk about it on Tuesday* Bock 
on return. 

6.) Report of Gen Qu»

7.) "Broken word",*
 

* 
« 
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8.) OKW Liaison Officer at High Command East (Glaise yon Horstenau) 
Foreign Office Liaison Officer at Army Groups Hqs, 
Bader !s letter* 

Will leave for Koblenz in the evening \u2666-
1500 1900 } Fuehrer 

myself 
Conference 
Reichenau^ 

(Goering,
Reinhard)) 

Jeschonneck, Student^ ObdHj 

Air operations in the sector of Sixth Army, and Sixth 
Army intentions are discussed in detail* 

Notes* 1*) Next issue of orders 27 November* 
2») Conduct tests with gliders in the units (op*Sec*)« 
3#) Blasting tests on Canal emplacements (Eng*)» 
k*) Holland and 
5«) Armd« units 

Belgium 
must be 

as one operation* • 

moved closer to the front* 
Ifpossible 
operations 

all stagings should be so arranged that 
could be started on three days 1 notice (weather 

report) • 

Evening leave for Koblenz, 

21 November 1939 * (Koblenz) . 
Conference with Cs~*in~C of the Army Groups and Armies, and Guderian* 

Summary: Sixth Army? a) Takes out First Armd* Divt; forms 
combat team in Third Arrnd* for surprise thrusts against 
Meuse bridges and Tournhout Canal* b) Should Corps He XVI 
be kept as reserve?? (Disapproved*) 

Fourth Army: a) Two river barrages? OQu IV* b) Claims 
not to have enough bridge-building equipment to cross the Meuse 
at both Huy and Givet. 

Guderian: Fortifications at Martelange? Arlon? 
Cooperation with Sixteenth Army and Luxemburg still being 
studied. 

Twelfth Army: No comments* 

Sixteenth Army* ?2nd and 3Ath Divisions want to get their 
third Regiments as soon as possible* 

22 November 193% 

Morni. Arrival at Berlin* 
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0900 

Notes 

1200*. 

1430 1 

1800 s 

ObdH* 

Phone talk with OKW/Keifcel-g What is shortest possible period of 
preparation? For Inf« not under five days, since otherwise troops 
would have to be billeted in villages and towns* (OKW order to 
this effect will arrive during the day.) 
Conferences on moving of Armd* Divs* closer to the fronts By period 
27 November/3 December only two Armd* Divs* and two mot. Divs. 
can be moved. 

for ObdHj 

a)	 Moving up of two Armd* Divs. and of two Mot* Divs. For the 
present the others remain where they are until the next change 
of date # 

b) Either fillup Cav # Div> or send Rcn« Bn, (Senne)^- to the 
Div, Form Regiment si 

c)	 Hossbach wants S2nd Regt, (perhaps also 59th and 72nd) • 

d)	 Field Regiments, 72 and 34* can join their Divisions by the 
beginning of December (5 December)* Must be moved up as 
soon as possible. Should Regiments be taken from other 

(Nol)Divisions? (No;) 

c)	 Request to OKI that Zero Hour be advanced to pre-dawn# 

23	 November 1939* 

Fuehrer's address to Commanding Generals, Army Cs in C etc,
 
(including General Staff) s Appraisal of the situation,,
 
necessity for taking the offensive ,*#
 

Fuehrer r s address to Division Commanders on the planned
 
operation. Again the purpose is to rouse enthusiasm for
 
the offensive „
 

ObdH and myself "Spirit of Zossen""; (Day of crisis.I)***"1 )***" 

Preparations must allow launching of offensive with a three
 
days' alert...
 

—•Operations- Objectives, -~ Possible enemjr reaction*
 
Further plans (cooperation of Italy)*. French frontiers of
 

%k	 November 1939* 

Officers 1 should erst raps for administrative officials for
 
duration of the war* Staffs must be reduced,.. Talk over with
 
Section Chiefs*,
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Air Force wants no glider exercise.
 
Afternoon Schniewind.
 
Administration of justice in the entire Army*
 

0p6 Sec a i	 Order issued to Army Hqs to submit new reports on what 
GHq reserves are east of the Rhine, 

Buhle reports on organization 

Schniewinc 1 discussion of intentions* 

Etzdorf i Italy5 Naval blockade,, "We fully understand the political 
implications of the problems \u25a0% Population exodus from southern* Italy* DifficultiesJ Military reinforcements Bastianini 
(London) two weeks ago? Every possibility still open^ evacuation 
of Poland no prerequisite „ ObdH* 

Gercke reports to Keitel on moving. up of Armd* units to staging and 
jump-off areas. 

25 November 1939* 

Grouping of reserves east of the Rhine under XXXVIICorps. Hq*
 

Arrange for talk with ObdH,
 

Had a serious talk; with ObdH about his wishes for drafts on operations
 
in all corners of the world » 

26 November 1939» (Sunday) 

# 
Picked out a thoroughbred at Mariendorf for myself. 

Operational studies for Turkey and Persia* Nonsense 1 

I 

27 November 1939* 

Notes for ObdH: 

a) Remainders of 72nd and 34th Regts, willleave for their 
Divs* on 2£ November* 

b) Guderiaru For Paulusi W^frch right wing* 
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c) Field Marsr&aLhas stopped all individual air reconnaissance 
missiono* (Frontwide reconnaissance occasionally*) 

Paulusi Air* 

d)	 XVII Corps! 44th, '46th, 256th Divs# )) 
XXXIIICorpss 10th, 57th (MT), 45th Divst )) Training 
Fißst,Arjn^s 73rd, 52nd, 71st, 36th, 25th Divs, S 
XIV Corps* 13th, 26th, 7th Armd0

,Bth. taid* Divs*) 

c)	 High Command East has alerted 213th Div* 72 hours. 

Inspect SS Deathhead, Waff en SS*— 
Buhle-S Cay© Div* Horses from Eastern Divs. BdE cannot give 
any. 

Krebse 

Memorandum. Balkans (9th Branbh), maps. 

OQu IjFourth Section*? Artillery range practice ) 
) ObdH 

PopitZj Schachtj Thomas* ) 

Reder,	 out of itj#*Thurner, Dankwarts» Talk them 

23 November 1939# 

Osterkampt 

a) Uniform of the Special Missions Officers in Higher Admin
istration, Reder » Thurner » 

b) c^l^iuGj-itolland, prepare ration coupons system. Food, 
Clothing, Work, 

29 November 1939* 

Msino for ObdH: 

a)	 255th Inf.Div* 

b)	 Seventh Air Div« 
-c)	 in Belgrade j theTous saint Bodenschatz* Rumors — matter 

willnot be followed up any further* .. • Goering: short 
talk to Generals before Fuehrer address. 
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d) Defeatism in i*ir Fotfcel \ Curtis versus Messersohmitt.* 
Training in blind flyingi 

c) Goering*s order on Use of AA troops against ground targets. 

f) Conference :with Begierungs-praesidents** Reder 
~ Thurner. 

I*:) Basic principles^ food, currency*

2*l Expansion of Staffs preparing occupation administration.
 
3*3 Directive to troops to practice economy. Gen Qui
 

g) Goebbels wants to visit AGp0 BeBc on 6,7j and £ December » 

h) Police Division and 50th Div0 not ready before 15 December; 
60th Div* 1December. 

Evening t Ghevallerie says good-bye* 

Training Section? Submit program! Training in one or two waves 0 

Armor exercises: Take out of fronts camouflage movements. -*\u25a0* 

Fieldpost. 

Irak: Consul Otto WWolf (Dahlem). 
OQu IVo Put men at his disposal. Schickfussi 

30 November 1939»	 Start of the Russo-Finnish 
Conflict. 

Memo for ObdH: 

1»)	 Problems of the right wing (5) 

a) Li4ge-Antwerp # 

b) Arrangements with Air Force and AAA for attack on 
Maastricht* 

c) Advance indirection of Tournhout *- right wing;254th Div«^ 
on the Meuse'i (Prepare data.) 

d) X Corps must tackle their job more energetically* 

c) Army Gp and GHq reserves/
All items ho be discussed on trip* Ifnoty call inBock 
and Reichenau for conference. 

2e) Road movements on schedules some trains late (large areas 
flooded} First Armd, Div# was stranded for a night)* 

3»)	 French mcza, Div* at Sedan* --4v)	 255th Div, Dresden Bautzen Hoyerswerda (optional,, no 
bridge) \u2666- ZI» Departure 1December, Arrival by 8 December^ 
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5»)	 Training and regrouping. program .in the event of a prolonged 
waiting period is being prepared* 

-6>)	 Own- reserves, /jSor&e\u25a0•&*?«' otefcck outv Ed*7 Goebbels* visit* 

Buhlef	 Reich Labor service* Directive for C in C East*—-	 — 
Lisst	 Floods in the Ma^inot line, Mcz» Div» at Sedan* Belgian 

rolling stock standing on southern Belgian border*— —
 
yon Stzdorf : Balkans situation* Italy* Russia/Finland* *-~ France \u2666 

1 December 1939, 

(ObdH is visiting Seventh Army* ) 

yon	 Greiffj Schreiber report as COs of Area Hos (Oberfeldko,.omandanten)» 

St'dpf t	 New directive on air support of ground operations is in pre
paration*- Substantial increase in air support^ AAA against 
ground targets, but not on very large scale. 

2 Doc ember 1939* 

FellffiebeliVarna radio monitoring post** 

Salmuth, after 1 .conference with ObdH: 

1»)	 Richthofen- Air Corps is up tc things out of line with what 
Army Hq wants him to do* (Draft prepared by Army Group, 
now' at Air Force He,) 

2.) CoKifiiitmsnt of AaA at Dessloch, aA Corps stays with Sixth 
Army. 

Remains in Sixth Army 
illfourth Army sector* 

sector (objectives specified by AGp) » Some elements 

Monday morning at Goering's office* 

3l») Xt is necessary to have dive bomber missions against Canal 
bridges clarified* (Reported change of former plans by OPu) 

Absolutely* 

4*)	 Mission of Special Detachment X (Police) must also be clarified, 
\u25a0 H< Sixth Army protests against earlier frontier crossing* 

Will be cleared by Jodl with Reiche&au* 
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Memo for ObdH: 
~ — — 1.)	 Christmas furloughs: 5 IQs> replacement troops 50$. 

Reduction of frontline strength* Training General 
inspectorate of Fortifications* Tour of the Gen, Staff 
to the front* 

2.)	 AGp* A: Operational question* 

3*) Busch,	 Gen Qu,Two drafts submitted* .
 

4.) OKW directive on operations of AGp* C.
 

s#) Personal remarks by Bock (on Fuehrer speech).
 

(Allpoints taken up with ObdH,) 

3 December 1939* (Sunday,, Berlin,) 

4 December 1939 \u2666 

yon Tippelskirch: yon Leeb protests against SS decree.*
 

Mueller; 19)1 ) GHq reserves, etc. do not receive our instructions and orders.
9 

2»)	 Standard forms for requisitions needed. Different forms 
for Bd.E- and Field Army* Gen Qu* 

3«) a) Security Regts. mot* or bicycle mounted) Must be sent to 
) the front for 

b) Guards Bn* (Bicjrcle mounted) . ) allocation* Gen Qu
(0p*Se c» fTraining
Sec»,org»Sec#)4 I 

4*) Officers 1 wives in rear areas. 

Schmundt: Todt can be recalled from "Eifel"* Op, Sec. Land 
Fortification! 

Wagner, Dankwarts report on Holland/Belgium s What has been done by the 
Reich Ministry of Food about setting up food stores? Gen Qu* 

Iwant to see the tables submitted to ObdH* Adjutant* 

Leaves (Roehricht) * 

Evening. Celebration of the Feast of St. Barbara*** 
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5 December 1939 • 

Y-^Day postponed by two days* (Field Marshal) 

Notes for ObdHj a) Lettes Busch. Gen Qu# 

b) Operational report AGp# A, No. 

c) Denmark* 

d)	 Sixth Arjiys 1») Group Koop straightened out* 
Reichenau withdraws objections© 
2«) Ruling on AAA question willcome today* 

~~
 c)	 Talk with Army Cs of Si Troops strong enough* 
Progress in training* Jump^-off : No trouble expected* 

a)	 Trucks for Cay* Corps. OQu I for Navy element s-*-* 

b)	 aA protection and air warning service) in X Corps all is clear* 

Phone	 talks with all Army Cs of S or Cs in $ on weather and ground 
conditions in the Wests Even if the weather should improve, 
it willtake 8 to 10 days for the ground to dry* 

6 December 1939 « 

Mackensen 1s	 90th 'Birthday* 

Paulus: Short report on possibilities for attack.	 Talked over 
with Jodl # 

Ziehlberg; Medal	 of Merit awards* 

Hemmerlch:	 Maps of Military Geographic Center for future planning* 
Order: Balkans, Denmark,, England > Anatolia, 

Notes	 for ObdHt Fuehrer has summoned the two AAA Generals _, because he 
wants to brief them himself (no details known)* Fuehrer is un
certain whether it should be Ghest or Diiaant or —	 (Walcheren 
Garignan)# » Ground and flood difficulties talked over with 
Jodl (Paulus; Me use 300 m wide instead of 150) » 

Xylander; Report on impression at the front* 

Next decision on 12 December (earliest date of attack 17)*, 
Effects on Organization* - — 
Q n draining: Troops training center.*.— * Question of leaves*— •Gas training courses© 
Gen*. -Staff Trains_ng course*. 
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VOLUME III. 

Winter :,,)39/1940 

The	 Chief of th.e Army General Staff. 

First entry: 7 December 1939. 

• Last entry: <; 1fay 1940• 

• 

7 December 1939. 

Notes	 for ObdH: 

1.)	 Fuehrer has summoned both 1\.A.~ Corps COI!lrlianders to his 
Mq, in order t brief them hilnself (details unknown). 

2.)	 Fuehrer is undecided bet'ieen Ghent and Dinant; ~{alcheren 

and Carignan h~v~ been dropped. 

A.G~. A. reiterates proposal to apply main effort on the southern 
wing from the st'.'.I't o 

S Decey.ber 1939. 

0900	 Demonstration arranged by General ott. New Inf~try squad. 
semi-automatic rifle. i~fantry cart.* Close cooperation-
BdE ~nd Gen Qu. Car.:J.oufla:s b~,.- Fieldpost number. 

S!ufting of troops. Report by Gen Qu. 

Fieldpr ';t difficulties: 

There are still some double numbers. And the whole Number

systeml L_ck of supervisory peTsonnel at collecting center~.
 

Shorten process of sortin8.
 
Speed up tbansit frOD collecting centers to sorting centers.
 

Troop Qovements! Have Gan Qu reportl 

• Proposed Ghr-nges: 

a)	 Collecting centers might be increased to speed col1ectio' 
of letters. Railroad facilitios ample. 
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b)	 Bunlmail_t~ains:~s~sp~cial_tr~ough-tr.ain6.:~nil lQading 
facilities must be developed. 

c)	 Mail to be loaded in freight yards, not in passenger 
stations .. 

d)	 Reduce total of Fieldpost ruzrrbersl End of January~ 

Blaskowitz: 

a)	 Hoefl very good, 2~SO Schaede (521 Border Guard Bn.). 
Both North••	 Courbie-re Center.,
 
239th Div• Neuling, Pflugbeil.


•	 Not so good: Corps Hq Buex (reduced) must go. Replace 
with Boelli~Tcttclb~ch 1Ulit~ry idministration Hq 581. 
Stengel 209 Saxon o * (Could be replaced vdth Sch~6de.) 
U1exL 

b)	 T:vo functions h",ld by one man impossible in the long run. 

Exchange Rupp against Dohna? 

Hi~h Con~mand Center at Radom (cood accom~odation). 

c)	 Help Hollidt! Gerlach not so good. Langhaeuser very 
excitable, 

d)	 Decent Junker plane for Blaskowitz. 

9 December 1939. 

Notes for ObdH: Q) Ammunition Qsked by Sixteenth Army: 10 Division
al issues. 

b) Sponcck. 
c)	 Christmas leave. 

10 December 1939. 

Sunday (Berlin). lUI quiet everywhere. 

•	 11 December 1939. 

Kinzel: Report on Romanian operation from the north•.,H~ 
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i 

Note for ObdH: 

a)	 Hare soldiersl New activations (Expand Brigades to 
Divisions l)o 

Officer replace~2nts. Captured Polish material. 
Traini!"1C; of staff officers, etc. - Expansion of 
Replacement Army. Report by Cr~ef arg. Sec. 

b)	 Inf. TrRining M~1ual - Still in need of revisionl 

•
 c) No decision today/)
 

12	 December 1939. 

Roehricb"!:': Heasures to be taken ~n event of "- prolonged wait 
ing period o I~~~~~ctions by Chief L~f. Officer concern
ing defense in [laceo Attack against fortified fronts: 
Use of s~oksJ La~ge-scale d~~onstration. Instructional 
Pamphlet for sCQbornc transports. - J~phibious Engineers. 

Buhle:	 Report to ObdH on expansion of the Replacement .nrmy. 
New activations o 

Notes for ObdH: 

Salmuth, 164.0; 

13	 Dcccmh€r 1939. 

1.)	 Ghent. 
2.)	 AppointITDnts in the Gen. Army Office 

(Sodenstcrn ~ Buhle). 
Corps Hq (February): 1funstein - Stuelp
nagel .. 

3.) Tr:.ining directive. 
4.) Tr~sport situation (OKiV order). 
5.) Anonymous letters.* 

a) Withdra;y 263t'd Divo across the Rhine, to the south of 
Twelfth,. Extend sectors of 87th and 62nd Div. This 
puts 62nd Div. int9 assembly area. 

t b) 267th lliv. must be exchanged against 28th. In this way 
the latter will come into the assembly area. 

• c) Exchange V Corps for II Corps (remains in the 
"offensive). 

case of 

d) Remove GHq f..rtillery from Wahnl'h< (Waldbroell ) • 
for AGp. B. 

VJahn 
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14 D~c6mb~r 1939. 

" i . nlJ)U ~ H' f.oi . Ge1000	 weet .. ng In 'S o_~ ceo no Amy Offi ce, 
?ersonnel Div. ~~no Staff. 

From~: ~rained men~ 170,000 by end of January, plus 
250.000 - 420,000. 
1 l\~~rc h 620) 000 •	 1 ~pril 150,000 half-trained 

• 770,000 445/320)000
Anticipated 1)S80'8 150, OOQ, /1 month" less r.eturnoes 
frog ,h.ospi tqls·llo)ooO.,-i: r.lOnth. 
100,000 available to relieve older ag~=groupso 

\~e must e..sk for 1,000, (J(J(J. That would take an 
endless t1.me o 

Right av.TaY~ l1.ge.• group 12/11 for the front • 
..~.g6-:-r,roup 06/07 for Regional Detknse 

units etc. 
For fall: hge-groups 19 and 20. 

Conclusion: Combat casualties can be replaced. 
0~d ag~~;r0u~s' cQn~be exchanged only 
at very siow rRte. 
New ac~iv~tion3 impossible without 
further slowing down	 tempo of exchnnge. 

Length of training p	 rjod: ~s long ~s possible. 

Organization: l'.Lore vos. in 'Ghe .ans., e.g.,6. Each for 
Qefinite ~rou~s, i~e. two-weeks·,four weeks', 
eight W60KS t soldiers,e~c. 

Keitel (?ersonnel vivo ): 
Old officers: 50,000	 Reserve officers (less those 

unfit for service) usca u~. 
vulk in Replacement Army,· 
1000 p6rha~s to be had still. 

Young	 officers: 5,000 ~rained yoqng r~placements. 
5,000 in officers1training. 
~OG_three years' enlistuents. 
12,000 

•
 
1,500 to 2,060 nen rendy for promotion each ~onth.
 
Difficulty to activate Eqs. (rteplacement Armyl)
 

Training of_Bn. 00s.	 in rteplaoe~ent Transfer ) Tng• 
Divisions (If )ossible one for e~ch Army Gp). )S@c ••	 ~any of them are hes6rve Officers. ) Qnd 

) ?ersonncl 
) Di v. 
) 

, 
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Officer~ICorps, per..retine s·trength 3,700 (1934),
7 .w~s e~)Anded to 99,uOO (beginning of 1939). 

Refer to Tng.S0c~ 

Training period for Reserve Officer cQndldqtes 
must not be shortened. nefer to Tng. Sec. 

Hgs must be combed out • gentrC11 Branch. 

.1.•	 Progran: 

Ij\)rteactivaticn of ~he Repl~cement units used 
,	 m D•	 up for neDl~cement lransfer ivs ftl by end
 
of December 1939" without- -artillery. .dlso
 
available ~Qr that purpose some Ens. in
 
IVlil.·. Distrlcts XvII and XVIII.
 
Ac~ivation ~~th own c~dres.
 

Trai~~ng ~f the newly ac~iv~ted units to
 
begin on 1 JCLi.
 

2	 Idcs1 ain= ~ replacement reserve of at 
lea3t 50io should be activa ted for each Btry. 
and Co.~Replace~ent ~rnnsfer units) which 
would take in those with advanced training. 

3.)	 ~estion~ At wh~t dates ~nd rAte cqn we 
activate ~ield hecruit ~epotsl Into these 
will be taken ei,snt-weeID-:·men of the Replace
men t .1.rny" 

4. ) Mensure introduced by digh Gonmand East for 
uni ts w:b..1ch cannot be regarded as first-line 
Cocbat Divisions: One rtecruit Bn. per Regt. 
Renew~l from within. 

5.)	 t'ield Recruit l.iepots must be acti v£1.ted w1t.h 
field troops. 

Rel)lace...cnt 'fransfer .LJivs:Fcmrteenth mot. 
Div. must be made ready for operations as 
soon as possible. tn'-.ile of january.-
l!,;quipraent with .n.r·Gillery. Org. Sec. 

•
 

7.) Renainder of the Replacenent Transfer Brigs.
 
must be cr~nged to Inf~ntry ~gts. Field
 
.drmy must ralp out.
 
Oan we t~ke out ii~ld Replacement Bns~
 
(?ield Army replaces its own losses. )
 
Infantry guns~-- ~T guns. (Field .drny nus.~
 
heli) out. )',. Bi ..,nal tr()()ps .. ·--.c.;n{~ineers.--
drtil1ery from GHq ~rtiJ]ery.
 

8.)	 E'ourteenth Landwehr ,l)iv• .c;xtend sectors" 
Fourth Dns. must be taken out. Org.jOp. 
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9.)	 Re~)lacements for depleted artillery in the 
East. 

10.)	 E~)~nsion of rlepl~ceDent Transfer Divsoto 
fllJ. .u1 VS o ~'!eust).re s in detail. -- Question 
of F'di-e:J2. Rei)1J'tcem0n t nns .. 

:1.)	 Sur~lus of Ot':'icers :i.:1 rteplacer1ent for:.la
tions. Personnel uiv• 

•	 12.) Coobing out of Hqs. Gehtral Erancho 

13.) Training C01)rses for Inf. and Arty. En. 
~ Re	 m•	 Cos • lake one placement lransfer 

.L.3rl':;tLa.e c, Instructors from the front. 
r 

'rno· 7 Sec • 

14.)	 Industry can produce 25p of the trucks 
der.landeci "t'y .d,rmed lorce 8 and by the oiv
ilian economy. ~estion of tires. Steps 
mUGt be taken to aaf~uRrd drmy require
oents" 

.d.ctj va'Gion of Gorgs rtqs. iiow i:1e.ny Corps Hqs 
can be ac liiva <ued, and rtJhen '( ?roblem of 
officers (Ge~lo Staff Ufficers) and Corps 
'rroo)s (6ignr.l',.:1s.) 6entral Brancn. 

Check-up of Div. SUj)ply Serv.: Cut down'? 
R'ltio of lJ1 v. ()lms. to ."'!.rr-ly Olr.!s.- 
Repl~cements. neport by Gen ~u. 
~~lDinistrative hqs which are still hanging 
around in .,' ~~ich. 

17.) C a Mil. District acting as ?ost C 0.* 
Org. Sec. 

O'~u	 - i: 

a) \RreVenvLv.ecactto~:t~eicn0hancellery**) 
'~estion of.-i~oI'~";·'3.Y;_ Public sentiment; 
lending 'persona:ities in Berlin.-
Oombined o~cration ~avy - Army. 
Simultaneousiwith operation against De~~a~k. 
Inform~tion file ~enoark and Norway) 

~Iiaps th..rough rteLliTIerich "**O'~u IV 

~ussia is viewed calmly. 

• 
Finnisl1 'vvar pus' ~es n.ussia into the anti 
:Cri tish front • 

Balkans. hussia is supposed to have no 
intentions in this quarter" .1·Pl)D.rently 
certain Russian .I.)romises concer·ning Ro
mania have been received. 
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Fuehrer thinks he hA,s a free baok in the East 
and	 30u.thensc. 

ItalY: Ley in Reme: II ~uoe would like to .. 
strlk~ soon, His ~olicy meets opposition, also 
in the :: -"Tal Family.. Slow pace of armament. 
"£ciortified ll that he cannot make his country 
keep p~ce with Ge~l~ny 

Bfllgian q~d:.~.:?tlcn~ II Duce disinterested. 
CiF.l.r~o: I taJ..y \vill not change her policy, on

t' Belgium1s a0count, even though the Royal 
Families are related e They are surprised that 
we are not yet in Dolland•.. 
vve are now supposed to have sO much Oil, that 
we supply !t~ly~ 

b)	 SS Lue~zow sold to Russia (Said to be f~ulty 
design~ ) 

c)	 Spain will send ships in convoys, if Italy 
d~es the se~e1 similar as Japan e 

• 
i'~emo for ObdH; 

1) )"Jrge all Hqs 1;0 .i..d'actice strictest economy~ 
(wagner saJs, some brty.Btrys. have 5 MGs. )* 

2. ) JodI: a) Boaa construction, road bloc~s, 
pr8parations for moto units, good. 

b) Tra~flQ on uutc~ border, 
cJ Draft plan of ~GpcB regarding Air 

ForceD 

1.)	 Talk with Siewert on deficient cooperation with 
BdE. ( ?roDpted by conference on 14 Dec. ) 

2.)	 Talk witl~ ~ercke on complaint by Keitel OKW that 
contact between OK,{ and .drmy is not close enough. 

3.)	 vVi tzleben reports in. OODi:1andant i'Jar Acarlemy 
T~nining Course, 

• 
4. ) MateriF.l.l for ma~ Daneuver given to OQu I. 

ObdH:	 Training directive also for ~d~. 
Courses: Give t"em tho latest (order on signals 
for attack~ ).--- ~achinegun belt8~** 
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Ciryher codes at thu front (officer cannidates 
i1· Signal Corp,:;)o Li'riesnc:;-r' in' chr.t-rJ"!;G· Tn..~. Sec. 
Officer' .;anc1.16.aiies TNllo have not yet 

o
thrown 

hflU.dgronades" Ing. Sec. 

,
 16 December 1939.
 

BU1Q~ a~d \Vr.tgnerl Care of service component in the ZI.
•	 "Uur ~~ar-time.t ~~r!ny~1 

JQcob: Steel only for amcunition, not for fortificn
tions. l!\lehrer nOVY wan ts only: It'ischb8.c.o. Valley, 
nemich, Spicllerer .t1eit?;hts "l't, gun eoplacenentsj 
~.7 ~T guns (100); 8.35 AT guns (80). 

JodI:	 Fuehrer 1s taking an interest in the shifting'
of our reserves. (O'~ I)~ 

~··jote for Obdrl; .'}' T ..• ' +- '.: : :-,	 _...... ' . .... \.'.~ 
••	 ~.::!.. 

I ,T" ~~: ... ~ •• ," - ;... • 

a) Fuehrer'-na-st;akenan .!_.~te-rest· in thTdisposi
tion 0 f- ~ou..l' ·.J:'..0-S(rr7e s. 

b) It zG.o rf. 

1.)	 3ritish -~;p.lpire: a) Ibn Saud. b) Iran o 

c) _~fghanistan. d) Ti bet-Hepal, e) SOl..1.th 
'::':-dna. 

2.)	 nalknns: Reply to RoMania: Should COMe 
to some arrange~ent with Russi~. To Bul
garia: ~vasivee 
Apyrehensions: 1.) iugoslavials attitude. 
2.) hungary cannot be trusted. 

3.)	 Our attitude toward De~~ark ~nd NO~Nay 
siailar to rtussials attitude tow~rd Fin
land. 

c) My ~vvr~isal of ~ne ~8.lkenJ situation. 

d) Our 1· aj) Llaneuver. 

, 6) Val" pay .. 

• 
17 Uec880er 1939. (Sunday, Berlin). 
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0930	 Confer8Y1ce T-~_ th the -:.rms Chiefs on the new plan 
01' oh'lins or ccmIr.E;Xld ... 

• 
Evenj 19: Ohristeas Qelebration .... n office of TransD. 

Ch:i.ef, afte!"·wa:~.'ds in Central Brancho 

19	 Dec-sober 193g e 

Bub-Ie; brings idiotic proposal by .~Gp. A. 

Weizs~;cker: ~ortho 

Southeast,-- ~p~raisRl of Italy's wait and see 
policy... 

20	 Der,eober 1939. 

ObdE: a)	 K 12* (120) km) ready after Christmas (Will 
go to AG1). C). 120 rounds (tubes will l~st 
30 -. ~O rounds). 

b)	 Conference Fueh~er/ftund8tedt: Strength must 
be cons'::T'ved for l:1ain effert in AGp • .d.. II Has 
.d.Gpo d. a double mission'?11 
II RundstedtII Friday he e, l)ossibly Thursday.
0en tral cranch. 

Conference: Operational intention, diverg
encies ... Guderiar._ at Sedan will not be strong 
enough for ~Qjor opera~ion~ Arrangeoents 
must be maae to assure follow-up of troops 
on ~oads, (wietersheim's map) ... 

c)	 nave several ~en. Staff Officers tour the 
front to fine out what the ~avis~ons really 
are doing. 

d) Combat experiences of Firs~ 4rmy with French? 
O~u IV. (Ar~i11ery, Infantry, no over

rating! ) 
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21 J.lecc;:".1ber 1939. 

1030 rtsception of the hussian Military httache,
G- - Ie,,., , - ~ L:r 1 ) '. ,'jo

•
 
ene raJ. \ om,TIc.ncLlIlo en~ rFl, •••
~u.~ 

i10tes for Obd.H: 

1 ..-)	 Dec- =...)tiOH (men on 1eavo te haich). a) GHq. 
troops. b~ ben on leave in Reich. c) East 
of trle nhine. 

2.) Five new Uor~s hqs (Stue1pnab e1, M~nstein), 
15 new Di vs. 

Fifth ~raft: 5 Jivs. 
On 1 Foro: Sixt~ ~raft: 4 Divs. 

13 Rep1. 1ransf.Divs. 
On 1 ~~rch:	 One Not. Div.( 14th TrRnsf.Divs." 

Police .!.Jiv. 
SS 
~ ~ivs. (55th and 60t~) 

'I'o t£l.l	 29 
Ho hqs. 
Jo Glms (for 25~ of wartime 

~r!!1Y) Gen Qu. 

"Net'1 chemical wnrfare ~3entll. 100** sprayed 
fro~ ~ircrnft. In production not before 
fall 1940. Ready fQr use not until the spring
19,11. 

0hep.!icll1 smoke exerc '-see 

5.	 ) ~irectlves for Ghief of Army Equipment. 
(:Back to Ubdn). 

6. ) Perio<ilcnls, Inf., .L~rty. 

7. ). Telegr!3.ms	 from AGp.,.:j on nir,.uJler( s plans 
for .;jcl~iur.:l. 

8.) Officer strensth, Chief ~rty Offo,etc. 

•	 23 ~ecehb6r 1939• 

Rni1ro~d accln0nt ~t Genthin. 

Letter from Col. Gen. von Leeb. 



1.	 IJro)os~l ro~arding shortening of period for 
D.ss0nblYQ 

2.)	 ?lan of o~e;atio~~ Full and licited objectives. 
von Rundst eeL: o~.ains thl t tha bulk of Fourth 

• 
brr.J.y is ained n.t nll~r, only a small fraction 
at G-i vet • 
~i.tt;flck on Hetl1el U) to keep ene!C1.y from .'-t I-;:'l:::~':.lr. 
attacking	 fron the south. nn entirel~ 

different c~ern.tion~ 

O.... ·L. •

II l . 1. )~-1o"v dOGS I~f. h':tndle S min0s~~ 

2.) ./hen will tra:ning Ganuals be reac1.y'( 

von Bock.: Sr.lfilUth 'v-;i~l briD6 a letter on the conduct 
'of the oJ€~~tionl Contents of this let~er 
ir:. ·L:s:;"eefi1.o.t1t wi th .Dock IS v'iews, but he 
eli::. not W~tllt to throw the weight of his 
:?e:;·,Jc21c.tli t;:/ 8.6'ainst Obdn l s d.ecision. 

23 l)ecBDi?::;r 1939.Lsic,,_ Edj. 

Buhlc: Definition o~ jurisdictions as between Chief 
of ,d.I'.r.:.y .i!:;quiJ.)men t ".lnd G-:m" Staff" 

von Ti'');)elskl:"''c1t?von Loe:'oll: Directives for 
...:,ucl1J3.ro s t. 

24 vec9cber 1939. Sunday. 

holiday" 

Notes: D.)	 .l.'ole of tanks in 'ehe opening ~ ) ... 
battle. ;::' j'" r .. ) .. _UB;P 
,.estern direction of the centr.'.ll )Naneuver• 
wed~e.	 ) 
hir sup)ort (tieing and targets» 

b)	 ~ro~~~and[ ~~ong the population of occu~
ied territories in their native languR~e 
(Russian pat"Gern)~ O'~IV - Gan .~~ 
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norn.1g: At ~osseno othing of consequence. Only 
----CUrrent mail" 

.i~fternoon: ~1.t hOMe" 

?7	 JJeeember 1939. 

0900	 MaP mnneuver conducted by von StuelpnRgel. The 
three po '3s:l1)~!..J. l-Ues ,of the offensive in the 
I'est are l..l0·~-:::.ed. out .. 

Foll~iebel: Q~oun~-air i~dntification. Panels will
 
be trieQe· Otdn.
 

will be <:;ested sterting nidclleSonnd loca-Gors 
vbd rt•of	 J anuar~r. 

"i:ext decision 9 Jf3,nuary, 1800 hrs. at the 
Intest II. CPerr!1)s a few days earlier). 

Gorcl~e: IV1aterlal nee-:..t.ed for !!Irl1nedi9.te offensive 
ll 

-* 
relen:.: 3~L. 

1-iei:lO for Obd.E: 

a)	 Horse-drawn transport units" (Young ag~
grouJs Must be taken out~ out not all 
active officers. (60~)~ Officer candidates 
~et peRce time training; dan;ers of the 

eo.r ..;~rea~ 

b)	 Bockls propos~l on re-disposition of the 
troops asse8bled at frontier. 

oatGlec)	 fiansteinls plan of operations. 
of Kutno. Obd rl" 

d)	 ?ro)osal of ~Gp.B: hegrouping on the bas~
line. (i'.l.~p Op" Sac.) 

c)	 Stnelpnagel 9.nd von hanstein to Gonnanding 
Generals. 

f)	 Aeport of a First Ar~y order- prohibiting 
fire" 
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28 .lJ'3cember J.939. 

General Kei'!ieJ., (Personnel Jiv.) Report on persnnel 
situntlon in ~eneralo 

ObdH: First ~r~y~ 

a )Fi:::,e only if the b'rench attack. Own patrol 
effort hind8~edo~c atteQpt Dust be made by out
posts to ffr~N fire o 

)OiJdH does not vmnt train~nG; to bc pushed entire
ly into the back;~round" borne elements !!lust 
continu.e trnining acti vi ties even 1n the terrain 
forward of f~H'ti:f.ication lines" No matter if 
pror:ress is eJ.oW81'o 

85th JJ:j ~~~ sJS?il. Austrian~ Assir.;n a ~enf) Staff 
fficer- to off--set the Austrian ( ...'1elmdach)" 

Notes for	 ObdH~ 

a \	 Cav. nr·i:s., :l.c~1 V::t tion' cOl'1[Jleted 6 Jan. 

b)	 '.['nnks for Fourt~ -Li 7~lt ..:;rL_:. ~li~l· ne·t bii reftdy 
:Jefore ? J Rn. 

c)	 ~ests with i;round--air identification f>~nela."':'
SOUl1rl. l':ci:.l.'uo:..... ;3 in fO~; ·trials. 

Buhlo:qd)	 Activation ordered of Inf& ~n~.Platoons in 
GEq Reserves (60 sen). 

b)	 8 Jan~ epartu~e of Tenth armd.Regt. (Czech) 
to ~i~hth ~r~d. vivo 

c)	 Cav ~ Dri -s. recrly 6 J an o , evenin·~. Goes to First 
Oav,Div.,leaves 7 Jan., will join Div.before 
9 Jan.. 

j Central rlranch: OQu I -- Felber --Steyer (1) Army Hq 
(not. ) _. 3ponebLt. l'!anstein -- Nackensen --Hil
pert --Kewisch" * 
Fourth Li&;ht Div. converted to'Ninth ...~rr-;d •. Div. 
Trc..cked vehicles will arrive in the LiI'1tur~ 
area on do	 -3. 

" ! I -.	 , "' 
.'	 . 

-.	 "r"j 

~ t..: • ". • ..	 ! • 
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30 becscber 1939. 

Rupp calls: C of S, CO~pG Hq.XXXII ~rcduced), Lublin. 

Gerf)_{e~ i-lakes prcposa2. aboutge-tting Jl-State llecrecaryll"A

31.	 DeceEfoer.. Sunday} ~er11n~ 

Talk w'1 th Gercke on r:h'?' nSto.te Secretaryll ideao The 
dan,,;er 18 that U"_e Transp., Chief mi:::;ht ne~lect 
work of lus orl~inal department in the new jobo 

Memo fC't' tour; 

0.)	 Fourth and S.; xt:t~A~"'mi e s. Prepare shiftinp; of 
DG~.Artille~y within Army Jroup. Sh1ftin~ of 
bric1,:;e Clos" 

b)	 Sixtj} .:l.rrJY;.. 6~2ncl }FT Her;to.(JHq ) h'..ls been alloca
tecl fa;" supply I:iJOVemf;nts" hust therefore be free 
for t~e job ~s soon as supply routes star~ 
lenrzt.h@'11ng Use for other assignments only with 
the: npprov!11 of OK.d" 

c) dGp. B~ Sh1ft1n~ of ~~A. rlock to a conference~ 

d) First Aroy;l.) Proposal on Spicherer Heights. 

2~ ) lJ e ceptiol1l. 

3 v Use of rlrmd n and mot. units for) 

sl;,-",rise Ii11ssions. 

e) Status of preparations for winter? 

f) Tr~ining. ~arksmanship~J- farget ranges 

f ~) Fuel? of total issue 
Aoout one-hQlf~uotA w~s consumed in three days 

(500 ko)*"'~ Hastri.ot consuf.ptio.o. Cll':'iDP dO'ivn on 
private tr.:i.psl Road checks! 

..L)	 Undesirable practice of havint-:; fa':lilic s near 
front. 

i)	 A~P. E. Senfft von Pilsnch. OQu Ii Capt. von 
KesseL 
S'llouth: JodI IIdecrees II. 

-l-i 
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1 J 8:.. :uary 19 ~:o . 

1000 Conferenc~ wIth ~9~t€: OKW: 

1 0 ) Reasons for tensions. Annoyance caused by 
obi tuary t'cr !.1-~:!§..ch. Tc...l level distrusts 
everybody J including Navy and FouJt- Year Plan. 

I Doint out the difficulties in the conduct 
of·operationso Interference in cOI7lwand a ~rave 
c1anr;er. 
Pronise that ~here will be no interference in 
such ~attersn book to come to AAA conference~ 
(OQ,u I. Send for JodI to discuss wi th him our 
objective. Di~ant~) 

3.) u)	 IVr.18.t happslls'if the offensive is postponed 
tor a pro~cn~ed period, say ~oto 8 weeks, 
i . e", m:!..'' j _.d1 e 0 f 1Vlarcn• '?
 

Directives are prepared for Nary (steppin~
 
UP of sinl\:inss) and a.ir Force uttack on
 
tn~lan6.) .,
 

A:rmy~~repn.redneAs Qust be maintained: 
Movin~ uP,O_ Armor. (Op. Sec.) 
I'rainin:, \ Tn~;. Sec.) 
Activations~ (~very postponement raises 
the ~estion,how the loss can be mnde 
up~ ) Replncer:1ent"~rmy now hus fully 
trA.ined ..en; 1088es can already be cover
ed by ~en now in training. 
Oldest Arty: piece9 nust be brou~ht in
to use: Heavy Artillery must be manned 
by o~d men. Potential must be increased, 
(OrQ;. Sec.) (Check all points 
relatin~ to Army with O~u I.) 

Airborne operations on a lar~e 

scale" Airborne troops (paratroop
ers attached to Ground ~'orces as 
A s saul t ..::>n so) • 

b)	 armd. Div. to the outpost area in 
First A_~y sector. Divs. crf First 
Ar..,y back for training. 
Motorcycle riitle, nn.to the outpost 
area (Reht. Grossdeutschland). 
SS units to the outpost area. 

c) ~eception movements also with tanks, 
e.j. practise adv~nce movements, 
shiftin~, etc. within Army sectors. 

, 

(3j) b) Scandinavia: R~ssia will limit herself to 
Finland (1914 frontier);a~reement 
Ribbentrop - MOlotov.• ,. '. 
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Sw~den nnd N0r~ay strictly neutral. General 
Qui81i~rs, N01'l~laY, (ere oot Rosenber

CJ 
IS acquislG 

t.Lor·~: ha.s no followers. It is i-n our lnte
restj to keep Nor,,;ay ne'..l.tral. In case Eng;land 
threaten_~ lYo-""Jay 1 s ney.tr~llty, our pOli~TjlTill 
Gl:e.n,~e., Nem02aEdur:1 CK,v o £;uehrt>r has stopped 
the memorc.Ed-.;.m (J'odl)o OQ,u I must ~et 
it! 

b~"	 ~amelcJ	 ~ ~C" n"'1~O~O"s'. J. ''?' •.oessa:rn .!JeLLr.:, ..... 

Tt is-fn OU1' 1.J.ltercst tl1at the Balkans remain 
~uiet under nIl circumstances. 
I·Mill tary dlve~sionII would be most emba~:r'assing 
for uS o we a~G tryin~ to arran~e a compromise 
between Hussict a, .:. Homania (1914 frontier) 
(Ribbentrcp rumself has been put on the job 
for this); we have also ~ot in to~ch with the 
Itctl10ns tc.' :.....~ach a comDon formula. It is 
our -a:,_r.l-t.O eliver'G the Russians from the 
Bosp():r'1.~S t,) .~ftShanistan and India. Stalin 
reportedly not ~verseo-. 

P:i.....O~"i:'7:SS of trade tH~§b.tations wi th R~ssia has 
inprc -lea. -1).e to our a;-;ressiveness .. TRussian 
demands very fa~reaching.)Rornania satisfact
ory	 p:i..·o~resso 

Ita1Jli.. IviussoJ.~ni has sent word that he will 
approach the ~uehrer with proposals by middle 
of Januaryo 
use of I tCl2:1.. r. ~s in u-e"'can operationa in the" 
West· T"he ?;"iehre:i:...- is 'chil1..1{ing of lnclependent 
miss:ons; Sm.:.thern France, through Savoy, to 
the sO'J.thwest o .c::ven our promise to Switzer
land would be no real obstacleo OQu I. 

Decision based on weather situation possibly 
will be made as early as 3 Jano;this would 
nean start of offensive as early as 11 or 
12 Jun. Op .. Sec., TrClnsp. Chief, OQ,u I. 

1130 ObdH: 

a)	 Spicherer Heibhte '1,) we oust hear the views 
of First Arf.1Y~ -- Check with Land Fortifica
tions Sec.-- No tank obstacles o "Advance 
Groupll will be the solution. No tank obstacles. 
Recommendation to OK,"i. 

b)	 Gercke: 1,) Solution must be prepared along 
lines of Schell's propos~l (special mission 
dictatorial pmve1"'s ff"Jr Transp. lJ h1ef). Must 
start ri~ht after 5 Jan. 
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2.. )	 The~ we Dust reorganize our T~anspo 
Sec~ lIJr:.tnElP.. Chief 
Dcrk as deputy to Gercke. 
'a:'ser D1 lst be ehan.;ed, if necessary' 

(to new l'vrps Hq'?). Central Branch.. 
c) 
c)	 Persor-uel cha~~es in key Staff posts only in the 

event of a prolonged waiti~period. Central 
Ecanch" 

",'	 January 1940. 

Reports and preparations for the trip. 

~ntters to be attended to: 

a)	 Vietinghoff - ::leist new mot. Corps Hqs. 

b)	 TeoporaT'y Cieputy for Helmich in rtq . .ri.Gp. B. (Senfft 
von Pilsach, O~u 1 Kessel). 

c)	 Reply froD FroQrl re'?;ardinr:; signature*. 

(1)	 SS and Police in the vest. -- Gen ~. 

G)	 Or'4Fmization of suppli from central depots .. 

Down·~ ·;radinr; of horsc"::::drawn transport; units 
take their active officers\actlve soldiers, 
no officer candida-3§ atc. J. Talk over with 
,.u ers. D1 v••I ' 

g)	 OQu IV. Intelli~ence on ene~y forces: Britlsh.-
200k for bruck8ann~ 

h)	 Oper.ntlonal study Romania. 

(Turn over ~teDs c) throubh g) to O~uI) 

3 January to 6 January 19~0• 

• Tour of the western froDt. See travel orders and travel 
notes. 
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7 January 1940 (Sunday). 

0710	 Return to Berlin (0harlottenburb ). 

1000	 Keitel OKiv: l.~ Jump-off c.ate known to eneoy. 

2. )	 Preparations of the Gestapo and 
:Police. 

3.)	 Spicherer height s. 

1100 von Salmuth: a) Seys it makes no ~ifference; period 
for closing up to border ni~ht as 
well be set at two days.

b) ~rmbr .must be placed under Army 
G'f? Ope Sec. 

1130	 von StuelpnageJ. (at oy home): Summarizes business 
&ul~ns OJ a~sence. 

1630	 ObdH: Report on tour and review of pendin~ questions. 

1820 Keitel OK~if: a)	 Fuehrer is aware that the jump-off 
d2te is known to the enemy. 

b)	 Q,uestioil of. Gestapo and Po:J.ice for 
t:te .Iest not yet discussed wi th 
the ~uehrero An understanding will 
be arranGed with the Minister of 
the Interior'o 

c)	 Data on Spicherer Hei~hts wanted 
soon. Land Fortifica tions Sec. 

d)	 Concerning offensive everything is 
still in the balance. . 

8 January 1940. 

Cen	 Qu ~ap exercise: Coonents: 

1 0 ) Build-up for "3attle of the l-.ieuse II. Problems 
of or~nnization and of ro~d cooffiunic2tions. 
Very 0ifficult. Could be eased by cutting out 
return trafflc.--Advancing of rai·lheads.-
Maxlmun utilization of railroads. 

2.)	 Traffic control basic21ly a com~and function. 
It does not make any difference who is in charge
of the mechanics of control. 
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7, )~uel SUpply and Truck s' tuation must be handled 
by a central a~0ncy. ~x~han~e of horses (heavy 
and lir-;ht hOi..'ses). 

" Opo Se J ~ 1" ) X-hQur~ t!1ree hours before jump-off. 

2. ) T:ne necded by mot. troops in AGpA etfU..qls 
t:'_.:l8 needu"l by foot troops ( to rel3.ch ArIon) ! 

3 " wai tir =i-period could best be put to use.) now 
,	 0 

Speidel and Sponeck state that tactical air 
support will nG~ be available for several days 
(f'curth day;. Zlements with ,'reat striking p01Ner, 
effectivaness of a~~i~n. 

von Etzdorf~ 

a)	 France emd E![~1_ancl; b.sSisl;ance to Finland 
under T;~ei~'-L8ague of Nations obli~ations. Lend 
route via lJa:-c-.rilc. Agreement of i.~orway and Sweden. 
~,:i.·e we C?:cinp: 'l;O be informed'? 
PrereoL'.i sJ. -~e would be nri ti sh promi se of aid 
to NOJ~'il,.aJT and Sweden in the event of a war 
~Jith R1:i.Ssia" 
Iron ceposits in Northern Lapland. 
No indi cations th,n,t the Fuehrer is demn.ndiniS 
bases o 

rt.
1:') Csa.1{y - vlano" 

c) Kcrkhove!s 'tele~rar.l (...Jel~ium)" 

d) Caucasus 3ritish objectivc o 

e) Debatc in the ?rench Chamber. Gamelin attacked. 

f)	 Trade 'talks wi th Russia are not· :,,;e tting to 
any start. 

?~wania~Very rruch in arrears with oil deliveries.- 
Railroad cars o 

C~) BuI:saro--J3u:8sJan 'lr'lde,.Tre.'.lty.......
 

h) Peace questio~s. Dutch Premier Colijn not re
ceived by II Duce.-- rtoosevelt1 

i) Visit to the Pope 

k) Today meeting at Fuehrer Hq. 

Thiele: Fortress signal communications net. --Training 
-------of radio operators,,-- Messenger dogs. 
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OQu IV: Review of material accuDulated during my absence.-
Gro s scurtll" - Confidential information on Goering I s 
pc~ce fee1el"'11 

1n.:s< :.Or7 ..£ =-...0.:..P.i. Joint report on \'l/i thdrawal of troops etc o 

to tr&ining centers in the event of prolonged post
pa .1ement" 

9 u anu·3.ry 1940. 

J acob- Gc~len·~ ---'-0 
Sche:I_~. : 
;·.c ...:~ 1)eliveries ,in' the immediate future will not allow 

any improvements c 

Euhle: OrGani ZL c:..onal mat ·Gers. 

Gercke~ Railroad situation very difficult. ~acklog of 
657 trc:.ins Perscnnal reduced by s1 ckne SSe Vfe are0 

hflving trGL'.ble 'wi th coal supply. For shiftinrs of 
tr'oops ir.. eic;ht-1-'leekbperiod we need 520 fwd 570 
trains" Readied abcut 335 trains (in addition to 
over 100 trains 5..n t~'rdlsi t). .c.;nou ~h trains are 
read.iecl for tanks E'or Info Divs" -Ttle need 370o 

trains over and above trie 335 trains standins by•. 
Feasible if passe~;er traffic is restricted. 

,ve won I t find cut abo1 1 t 'Lhe effects on the economy 
before conference \·/i t_l Goerint; on 10 Jan. (Gercke) 

Conference with ObdH (at his home), present also Fro~~ 
and Bunle, 1700 to 2030. 

1,Va;ner: Coal problem.--
BUilding up of truck reserve can not start before 
1 Mar~h. GHq Reserve will h~ve to be formed by 
druwin3 on resources of Armies. 

Ope Sec . ..:.. "Museum" Leeb - also SL-rt;eenth Army. * . 
Or~. Sac.: Balance tank types. ** Se~tle question of Brig. 

and Restl. COso 

Ott: lJ1 e<1. Inf" ~un SPi·d Self-propelled or wi th tracrtion'? 
Tria.ls. 

Or~. Sec.: Airborne troops. Should striking power be in
II	 ~~ease~~ Rock1t.::.:.fi~in!~'·Glns·? (Sponec!~;s 1!lishe~) 

Set- aslae oqulp~r;nt for two additional Divs: 
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OQ,u IV (Gl'C SECU::..~t.:t>.) ; 

1.)	 :1 Duee. ~a~~s a;ainst Russia. Continuation of 
pre8t-~~,.c cou.::,·se means separation from us. Asks, not to attack.
 
Peace suarQr.ties (Polish buffer ~tate).
 
Italy ce.!1!lot enter the war now (Armed Forces
 
no~ ~ea~yJ); ~1]1 join us only at the vory last
 
illor,ien"G (lIDo not believe in my victory. ")
o 

2.)	 Instruction/to call meeting of the Ic Officers 
in t:18 11}e2 t ~ ·~o warn them af?ainst representat
ives of th3 ForeiGn OfficeJ. 

3.) SS D3G:::'ee" 

OQu 1V.i- ~ri tiS:1., 

1500 - 1730: FUG~rer GonferGnce: 

[1.) ~arget c.ate: \~edn~su.ay, 17 Jan is .a-Day.. 
tA 4~ baturdaY,13 Jan. 
~ 3: Dunday, 14 Jan. 
A 2: Monday, 15 Jan. 
rl 1; Tuesday,16 Jan. ) 

Ze~o-Hour: 15 ~inut5s b,fore sunrise at Aachen 
((;816 firs on 17 Jan ..'1 ... ,(h.'crons· for selecting' ·'tJ·hts 
date: A hi,);h of ~are-· in tensl tY I;lncA nerT:lar anc':J' 
310uds from the ~f1.st ysrne.ps on-it;:; Ene.. 13 ' 

anUary, then asain clear winter weather with 
10 t~ 15 degr~es bblow freezing in Belgium 
2.D.cl .HoI2.and for 12 to 14 days. Op. Sec. 
Get information en thi0kness of ice. 

Eubar~o on flyin~: Air Force specifications. 

OKi order tocorrow~ Should the weather 
deteriorate in the reantirne, date will be put 
u~ • 

b)	 13 Jan. perhaps even 12 Jan. bi6 boobing at 
tack by ~ir Force a~ainst airfields along the 
entire northern border. Also air attacks a;ainst 
~)ilot schools ( 70~o of enemy fighter strength 
in the zone of atuack)olhen own Air Force will 
be with~rawn; duru~i~s,on airfields.(r~ve OQu 
IV ascertei~ effectiveness~) Pounce a~ain 
just before jUQP-off. 
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Ope Sec.: 8rmy Gps. Dust now establisflGclose contact
 
with their air f0rmations a ~ir defense a~ainst
 

enemy retaliationo
 

Chief air Ufficer calls on ObdH. 

c)	 Dinant -- ~nent -- ansterdaQ. New supplement
ary instruct:'ons of OK"I{ for Ground ~rQies are 
cOQing. 

Op~Sec& Study fump~ications! Make most of 
opportunities. Notes for report. 

d)	 Original preparations for Eben E~ael stnnd.-
O~J. Sec. ,.AGpo B. 

Keitel(on phone)~ 

a)	 Meoorandum on Nor~ay. Planning staff at OKW. 
Throu,~h Dc,. marIe. I~in ter'? One Divi sion.-o -p.	 li1ec. 

b) Special ~irectives on Givil ~Dinistration. 
IISioultaneously Fuehrer decree will order 
closin~ of the frontier~ New version.-
Gen Qu. 

c)	 Wagner prOClal!lation redraftedj now iv. Fueh
rer's desk. Gen~u. 

d)	 Our directives for Military Government ap
proved by ObdH. Soon to OKI'J. 

e)	 Conference of Ic officers. Foreign Office 
representatives.-- Propn~anda. O~u IV. 

f)	 Set-up for last-minute stoppage of attacking 
forces must be mainta~ned.: PrBpa~e: Fe~dlB-
persal. Up. Sec. 

Conference with OadH: 

a)	 Ort~anizational measures: wr..at can we do until 
start of the offensive '? argo Sec. 

b)	 Trainil1~. CheI:lical s~oke exercise, etc. 

c) Mine clearin~. R3JTIote-controlled roller 
Detonation by flamethrowers. • 

•	 Dropping of 5 K~ bombs. 

<-1)	 TrMsfer of OKH must be pr.f3par:eed for any time 
after 15 Jan., eveniOg (Monday). 
Recommendations. ventral Branch. 
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O~l IV: Etzdorf Q Target date~ 

QR" 880.: fcsoJbilities for stopping troops before 
&tart of attack, day by day. 
Info~mayior on thickness of ice to troops. 

I 

Gehlen - Jecob~ Saarbruecken. 

Jp. Gee.: Notify Bo~atsch., 

~l points discusseQ with Sec. Chiefs at 2200.) 

11 0"anuary 1940,. 

Gehlen: Orient['.t.~.cn on Fuehrer conference (Se.arbruek
k~n)~-- R~po~t on completion of defense position 
in AGp. C. 

Piekenbrock. wlnte book. 

Fellgiebel: Target date for offensive and transfer.of 
G Hq. 

Bogatsch~ ~arget date for offensive, transfer. Air 
attaak before start of offensive and its effects. 

Buhle: Possjbilities for organization in case of the 
offenHi ve" 

Gercke: Road~building program in Reich and East~ 
Expansion of railroad construction progr~~ 1940. 

Stapfl Arr landing in Holland. 

0Q,u	 r.,: II Duce I s letter;, 

1. ) ?roposal to seek ways to reach a peace. 
Restoration of POland. Question of frontie~s 
left open" 

2.)	 Warna ar;;ainst offensive in the est. Military 
successes are possible, but all the greater 
then the dan~er that the war may spread. 
U. S.A. 

3.)	 Go slow with pro-Dolshevist policy" As 
recently as six months aso Public Enemy No.1. 
Now,a friend. 
n As an old revolutionary I know that it is 
impossible to change ideologies to suit the 
exigencies of day-to-day politiC Sll. 
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~Gks us to revert to strugGle against Bolshevism~
 
Convj.ctlon tr....lt fight against'the liestern
 
P0wers is pcesible only after oolshevism l~s
 
been GDaS~ao ~~De~ber COR~on gravesl*
 
Great symp8..~~hieB .)r the Finns, although Fin

lard steod. :1n '~hg e!lemy camp when sanctions
 
were :mpooed, Possibilities of military part 

icipation are being studied by experts.
 
Similar as j,n Spain.
 

"If you go on step farther in your present
 
Russian policy, a terrible situation may arise,
 
which would co~~el Italy to make her position
 
clear" n
 

A,fghani stan ~ Nothing p' Jssible without Russian
 
support ..
 

Report on Military Attaohes who came in while
 
I was on tr.UT in the west.
 

Grei~""'p.nberr; - Heusinger~ Order has been issued
 
for ._ ( Ja.:l-.-bK~J. Order for Se,arbl"Uecken. OK-f.
 

J.2 J anU-9.ry 1940. 

GreiffenberR:~Ca6e of the flyers landed in Bel~;;ium (on 
11 January). 

It must be assumed t:Bt at least part of the
 
documents is in the hands of the belgians. ~fuat
 
material did they get? Fuehrer has reserved
 
decision.
 
Should location of Hqs be changed?
 
What has been divulged; L?cation of rtqs; no armd.
 
units; Hq of Seventh ~ir Div.; airfields of Air
 
Gp.2.
 

Report of ~ir Force to Fuehrer; ObdL wants to do
 
~he air attack on 15. (Offsqts danber. )
 

. Fuehrer himself will give signal for attack. 

Wa~ner: Fifth Armd.Div. reports about damages suffered 
en route. Must ~et helpL 

Gen. Student (~hrist); Air landinb Bolland. 

OQu V: Obkircher. Wri tin,.:> of books by Army personnel 
on the Polish 0~ilpaig~. 
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Afu~iral Scbp.lewind: GBner&l review of the situation. 

GSI'cke: T'.'9.:1sport drder cOffiounicatecl to Railroad offices. 
--"-KleinD3,nn claiD3 he will sTJ>!inb it. 

13	 J anue.!":! 1940 (Saturday) • 

Gercke~ Meeting at the Reich ~ini3try of Transportation. 

E~lseer:Report on border protection in the South:30rder 
tIuard now set upo l)an be doubled oy sUIllmer, 1940, 

quadrupled by 8~r.1Qer, 194ill. Special defense detach
r.1ent~'il· are integr'1.ted with border G-uard.. Training 
in pr'ogress,. 

Mt. Div. out of replacf~ent units, activation in pro
gress. 

Col Oliva -- CeL ./agner. 

Jo~l c~lls 13~5: Stop ~ovement~fo~tPon~mentprobably 
two days. Cbief O~.Sec. and Deputy Transp. Chief 
to Ch~nc611ery nov later than 1430 hrs. 

Greiffenber~ 1545: ~ir attack, 14 Jan. Ground offen
sive, 20 Jan. Confererce at Fuehrer office. 

ObclH: 3ra~ner - Hilpert. 

Co~ps ac ti vations, _.1 ?eb. Signal cOI1lponents 
complete~ 15 Feb o rtqs Dust be activated by 10 
Feb. 

Soc-:"enstern for General .cl.rI1lY Office'? 

Mittelberger: Operational study Southeast. 

..".14	 .:January 1940 (Sunday, Berlin) • 

Conference with Obah, 1130 ,to 1315. 

T~{e up with OKW: 
a) The repeated extension of the date for 

the offen 8ive 1s unc.ernining confidence. 
b)	 ~ffects of the last cancellation. (Some of 

the troops were alrea~y entrained and en 
route to front. 
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2.	 )~~~_~:0tl K 5~ Becl-:er clalms the l~esponsible 
fE~ctCl'2 a:~e ',,[,he cold 'i;emperature and the 
steel E',amJ.f8J;t1.p:'ing process. (Only high-class 
refin0d ste91 02n be used! t Art.Sec o 

3 0 ) O,}1).Y!t;8r.-~w8a81,lres ~-:io_ 1 an<L Eelgium: Time inter
val-~1.c:cspc-ed of" reaction" OQu IV. e, 
a)	 In the event or an offensive~ So&enstern 

to rly S'(;aff, l111pert to Leeb I s Staff, as 
t8mpora~y assigments• 
.lf no offl£'ns.ive: !'lanstein and Stuelpnagel, 
Commana.:ng '}enerals o 01bricht, General 
.r.).r.ny G:[·::t'ice~ Central Branch. 
~;)densi,8j"'n to mv Staff as O~,'l;l I; }'elber 
~o~s tv ACp.~c ln what way does it affect 
o"~her::;"{ 

v)	 Mi~L61b-rg8r possib!y C in 0 Upper Rhine. 
S ..;hlndle r '7~' 

c) O'~jrcher case must be taken up. OQ,u V. 

d)	 On principle no objections to Draunero 

Kewisch's ~fficiency rating must be sub
mit~edd Centrel Dranch. 

e)	 Should rlollidt be relie~ed in the East? 
",'iho in l1J~, p2.ace':? (Soneone very sterno) 

5 ) ,Propa;::;anc1a among l'lorrocan and African troops 
in Southern .t"rance across Spanish border(?) 

O~u IV. 

von Salmuth (2000): 0 in 0 ~gP. B wants to talk to me 
and ObdH on Tuesday 1000 hrs~ 

Ziehlberg (OQu I): 

a)	 Sodenstern -- Nieth -- Konrad -- Lanz (0 of S. 
for BorJe lil o iQistro V'?) 

':J)	 Assif;nnent of hilpe::'t (1;1. 39) might be 
arran-ed despite ~iethls seniority (1.3. 38), 
by calling i"t temporary duty. 

c)	 A~9o A: F~;ber.-- Dehind Felber, Hi1gert, ~rmy 
Hq 2 (possibly rlollidt). 

_)	 5er-Lind .dollic1 t Hansen (6p.Sec.) Keep an eye 
on Jaehnicke o 

Buhle: .vhen operati ons start: One Rep~ac(;)ment Transfer 
Bn. must be activated for ea~h Divis:on of the 
First, Second, Tr~rd, Fourth and Fifth Drafts; 

• 
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three Inf. Cos; '~ifles for signal, ertillery and 
cnbinaer cornpcnents. ~otivation to be initiated 
on issuance of orf~r for attack. 

18JO, Fup.~rer 0opfe~ence~1245 

a)	 \~eath8r ul1.certaln because of pen8tration of a 
center of 10w nr"essure. Impossible to forecast 
weather for ti 8 to 10 day period. 

b) Minimurn nee<.' e<ii; e1 -:ht days; battle at the :Meuse 
t on the f01iT'th day at the earliest. 

) air landing inside Fort:ess Holland. New orders ~ 
t

• 
Rechberg1s letter.* 

16	 January 19/10. 

Col. Gen. von Dock. Von ~ Kess1ring instead of 30ck.** 

Decision not at Maastricht, but on the Meuse 
river. ~on 5r~ eY?6cts that the Fuehrer will 
leave us freedom to decide. 
Clear ~icture ·not before late afternoon of 
first day ~t the earliest. 

2.)	 Opera~ion a~ains islands. Kesselring wants 
to help. 

3.)	 Supply of materiel: Spare parts. Sixth ~rmy: 
1 recuperator spring,*** 1 L one word ille@jible 
EdoJ 

4.)	 SS Decree (~8tia:b in the back II ). 
Officers I CorDs 1.n a II nas t y ll mood. 

\'1ooen	 are II shirkers II. 'it 

Article in IISchwarzes KOrpSll.## 

von Br. we stick to our stand.-- A1verse 
effect of the p3riod of inactivity. 

Obd::I:	 Brid~e In..'.mchers on Tank IV chassis: 9 m long, 
for watt;r depth of 2 D, End of March: two units • 
2 Krupp, 10 t-agirus" Tank brigges. 
Four Divs. will Get 3 units each. 

Footbridge for Infantry:two ready in Feb. 
!ank IV chassis needed. 
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50-ten tanks in 1943: Two types, with 80 ~m 
all-:I'ound a::-nlor~ 

, ."'l ., .- " u. . ... ,,-_. •Conference with Th03ao. 

Conference with Eoch. 

Gro ssr rth: Conferenl;e in Uanari d I office: a) OKI~ orc:'er 
on measures to insu~e secrecy.-- b) SS Decree.-
c) Report from the East. , 

17 J anl?ary 1940. 

Op.Sec. et al" ~ ~i8~~sltion of battle ferces on the 
iiestGrn bo:-der,,- Need to make the most of any 
wai tin2>'-period" 

Roehricht: TraJ.~ing courses for 00 and atry Cos on 
Arny leve2: etc? Trainin3 ammunition.-
i-liscellaneous questions .. 

Be:i.gians .qlert tr90ps around Eben Emael a.istric t 
and west of Uaa8tr~chto 
Deoolitions beinb prepared by Dutch in Maastricht. 

Talk with 8almuth on repe~cussions of these Bel~ian 
measures; also on E'ortress Holland. 
Passed on to Chief OpoSec. for transmittal to 
Air Force. OKW. 

, lJan(~haeuser:_ 8i tuation in the l!.iast. 

lvIuell.r: a) Sa~d sprinkling and other preparations for 
ic'Y roads.. . 

b) von 30ck: ~ateriel casualties must be 
replaced now! 

c) Reduction of fuel consumption:(50~)o 
d) Instruction on Field Post. 

von oock: a)	 Inquires whet~er S~oneckls proposal is 
kno~m her:,,, 

~)	 }lan of a0tack IV Corps (~aastrlcht?) 
Rei)ly: OK,i and Air Force have been in
forned of belbian measures; I shall 
repl¥ to him mys€lf. 

Gercke: Repercussions of the pa~a~ysis of railroads 
in c~nsequence of short alert notices: AsseDbly 
of trains mi~ht easily giv~ clues to target 
date. Concentration and direction of offensive 
oi~ht be recognized several days before the 
attack. 
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To COLlnte.'I.:' theBe hazards: II Flying start ". * This, 
ho~ever, puts the rail~o js under a continuous 
hi~t;h s"GI'aino 

Greiffenberg~(JcQI): 

Decision; ,Jur-···,p-off wi th troops echelonr.ed in
 
great dep1;~!. lJo surprise(neither operational,
 
nor ~~utical,) ~eather uncertain.
 
Troops must be poIsed to strike instantaneously~
 
No previous r~tlfication of Zero-Bour.
 
,&i.t any moment~
t· Complete rea1iness must be assured at all times. 
(24 haurs}n Inf. and ~rr.lor west of the Rhine. 
During these 24 hours ~o railroad movements, 
no re-Gurn l1-:ovements etc.; resumption only 
after fron~ier has been crossed. Missions 
~nd object~v68 reoain the same. Possible slight 
variation (main effort 'south of Liege prefer
able) 0 

Holland in its entirety. 

Not tied to a fixed time schedule: Seventh ~ir 
D1. v. 

~ime needed for grouping. (Easter?). 

2.)	 In future the F~ehrer will divulge his plans 
only to a very fewo 

.)	 Deception measure 8; 02.1_ deception plan, tanks, 
staff exercises, etc. Plan of operations - 
nattle only against 3ritish~ 
a) Closure of' frontiers with Holland and Belgium. 

b)	 GHq '1 (1 Fe 0. ) 

18 January 19 L10;o 

ObdH;	 (1200): 10 fixed dateJ Fat 24~hOurs. 

Vellicles must not be left standing in the openo # ~ 

Orders oust be submitted after issue. 

neport to Fuehrer: Assembly.-- Visposition - 
r.l	 J.:lrninins -- nrbet daYep~ 

Abwehr: von Blaskowitz.-- Of~icers too weak; do not stand 
up for unjustly persecuted o 
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Reineclr.a -- Grosc2.urth _.- Ulex -- OQ,u IV. 
Pickenb. Be~tivel·m... 

a)	 Olbricht., Gan" ArQ.Y Office. 
:r.' e1be l'/I<lan H t ein 
Sodenstern/Stuelpnagel. 

Heinrici/Stun;:;1e/~~i.nhard/.t3rockdorffetc. 
Conmandin~ Generai3. 

c)	 Leeb. (ffrau von Leeb's pessimistic remarks~) 
WeElk spots in the vlest v~all.. 
Groppe 's pX'.:;notion to lVlaj or General (Landwehr 
Div. in von iJi tzlp.ben I s li'roup). 

d)	 Hir::rrJler de(,.~·ee .. ~}~. Mobilize Personnel Di v. 

OKW: ,0 surprise. 1:1 contrast to 18 • '* 
Ohanr::ed r.;·~thod~ Keep ther.J. on edge.-- Abandonment 
of plan HllBt not be openly stated. Fiction .IiJust 
be preserved tnat we may start off any day:~No 
massive build-up, a flowing assembly. Start of 
attack se~s flovling aaeembly in motion. Preceded 
by Air Force action o Strategic surprise as in 
invasion of Ozecho-Slovakia. 
Air Forcen 
SGootr.J.y runnin~ on third day. Assembly of units 
i3 the rear must be teleecoped. 
Ra.ilroada viII remain at the disposal of the Army 
until further notice (Fuehrer). 

Conference with Chiefs Op. J Org., ~ra.nspo Sees. and GenQ,u: 

1. ) In view of the fact that the enemy in the 
past reacted dre..."'t;ically and 1Ni th promptness 
to our succeslve attack alaroa, the Fuehrer 
hns come to the conclusion that the ori·inal 
systeo of assembly no longer affords surprise. 
Our policy must be changed: 

2.)	 The new method will be characterized by the 
following features: 

a)	 lI_t thE) frcntier and directly behind it, 
only the forces necessary to attain the 
first objectives, T"~t is,Info Divs. as 
far as required for initial jump-off; 
en.;sineers and roadblock clear:.ng organiza
tion, to clear the path for Armor. (Air 
cover and ~~ for potential road bottle
necks. ) 
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build.·-up such that op'3ration~ could be started 
at shortcst noti~e (84 hours). 

b)~ll battlGsfcrces and supply destined for the 
follcw'-' ...p, oust be ech "lonned in the rear in 
a mann,;:;r "'~:::..at. enablesl:;hem to catch up during 
the inevitable steps due to roads jams, border 
battles etc o • a~d so have closed up when the 
ini tial of:'ensive wave has reached the first 
object1 ve" 

c)Rail~cad shipments, large-scale road moveoents, 
transfer of Hqs will be initiated only after 
the frontier l~s been crossed. 

3. ~	 Our jO:J now :'8; 

a) .~o d.ecide on II first objectives II ) 

To allocate forces needed ) Ope Sec. 
Spec~fy missions for Air Foree o 

b) It 18 necessary to tlunK out carefully, what 
effects all th1e will have on the work of 
other Staff Sections;' . · 
~ransport non affected! I 

SUP91y. ~rains acheduled to run on 
the firsT; day must stand by. '. ; 
Tomorrow I e':18.ll be at the disposaL of.,tl1e 
Section Gbiefs to talk over their ideas. 

4.	 ) In workins out our plans we must bear in 
mind: 

a) Holland.
 
b) Deception"
 
e) headiness to strike any tiDe in response to
 

enemy	 offensive. 

5.)	 There will be no "let-up period II. Readiness 
to initiate c?erations in conformity with 
the present plan must be maintained until 
the '~8W plan has eI,1tered into force. (Opo Sec. 

. ~	 -- Reply to Bock.) 

6.)	 Or~~~izational program will go on during 
regrouping. 

7.) Training program will go on. 

8. ) Transfar of OKH HOn Vamouflage and security. 

Wa~n8r:	 Reor~anization of Columns: Three 30-ton MT 
Clos and three horse-drawn Glms for every Div. 
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a)	 we are insuff".c:'.ently informed on political 
mELtter~J -- tJle:{ decree. -- Eastern questions. 

b)	 Close check to prevent leaks in OKH. 

Roehricht~ a) TraininG program: Five Divisi0ns to be 
sent to Training Centers. Tank Demonstra

\ t:1JII1 unit to ·Vue!1sdorf. 
b) Staff M.:ll11.~al for Staffs of SS and Police 

Di. -"8 t 

c)	 Ccemicul awoke e~eriment~l exercise. 

Rersonnel matte~"8: 

a)	 In ne~ CoYps Hg : 0eyor, Manstein o For Geyer, 
StueljJ':.lagsla (j.X Corps will soon be relieved). 

b)	 OQu I: von Sodenstern o 

c)	 AGp. 89 of S: VQ:l Salmuth, AG1). B; Felber, 
AGp. A; Mieth) dGpo C; Hansen AC~. East o ,. 

d)	 ~·~!IlY Cs of S ~ Paulue, SIxth Army; .brennecke, 
Fourth d.l'"'m~l; Hilpert; 1 Secor..d ~l'my; Marcks, 
Ei~htee~lt:b.. r\·....my; Flsch-"", Seventh Army; 
.1:ackcnsen, Twelfth ~rm;y, :iY1odel, Sixteenth 
~rmy; Konrad, First ~rmy. 

e)	 CO~)s Cs of S: Siewert.l Nc others n8med.-Ed~ 

von E>tzc1orf: Italv: CAll .. -- ~}ar materials.-- Public 
senti T'" .-;;tincrcasingly succumbing to Allied 
p!'opaganda (G:r:aJ:' Spee) i~ 
Ciano-C3a.~.y: rlllncSary w'ill make no territorial 
:lenands lf F.~T'llC'.nia 81.;,ccessf'ully I'esists any 
attack by a third pa:c·ty a..'1d makes nJ terri 
torial concession.s to third parties (Dobru
dana, Bessurabia). 
Russia: 

Negotiations turning sour. Ritter still in 
Barlin. Fuehrer annoyed. (Naval gun turrets, 
oachine tools j alrplane models .. ) 
Fuehrer wants to underta~e nothing in the 
Russo-Fi~nish conf- ~ct& 

finnish sug~eBtion that we take action before 
League of_Nation intervenes o 

Molotov; ~ime very late~ Schulenburg has not 
;heft in consequence of Tanner's offer•.~* 
~~ehrer wants no mediation. 
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Sweji3h-Germ~n Friendship Banquet. 

COIJJ1er~j.al "'-':-Baty ,"1i th dungary: Open part 
S8()rct parti ~ 

, 
on 'iJar economy 

\ 
I~ 

38 s sara.~)2.ao 

~T aDem: l~el"! CD•.Ji-net is believed not "to be favol"
&b18	 to 1.18 0 Interilll Cabinet. J8.pa:!1 pol i tlcally 
di8united~ No~ yet comIJitted to new course (Jend
in~	 liquj~atlG; of the Ohinese question, 
restoration of good relations with UeS.) • 

• 
1'/880 :for ObdH: Tafk ~1Tit;h OK-ilJ, 18 Jan., afternoon (see 

ye~terday's no~es). 

1,)	 Er8a~-d01'rn of confidence in East: Personnel 
change (..r.~ns6n for Hollidt). Tour to the 
East to lu()k after troops. 

Siewert n personal liability. 

In.::·t;~'l:!Jtion on OrGanization set in operation. 
(lVli~'?t; take it I"; th De .. ) Order issued on 
re~ cga.nj. z.ation cf NG Bns., Cavo Div., Inf, 
En~., Pl:;tts. 

Training;: Dl~Tis2.ons must be wl thdrmvn for 
trainin r;. ~raini!li:S course and Demonstrate 
unit for T0 nk COIJDanders at Wuensdorf. 
Chenical smoke exer8ise, 28 Jan. 

5.) Persor.n81 matters (see anove). 

6.)	 Recon~endation for rc.orgRnization in the 
West (Greiffenbero)o-- Conference as soon 
as possible" 

7.) Reorganizatio:!1 of columns (Wagner). 

8. ) Protest by Ott. 

9.) Et~c.lorf 

10.0	 60,000 arm&~ents workers froD the Army 
(release in several staE;;8s) ive hear that0 

replac60ents for them are assured before 
they are relieved. T8~k it over wi~h ObdH 

von	 Greiffenberg~ 

• 
1.) Fi!'st obtecti~,e; Holland in its entirety 

·.~whlch vlLl.l recluire at the least all forces 
so far assigne{'J 
South of Na~ur-Meuse. 
In centrel sector: ~et across Canal, then 
Antwerp and Namur•. 
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motal time lost Ql~e to increased depth. of assembly: 
one day's marcho 

Armor strenGth 8.S bef'Jre, "'.Jut allocations changed.
No reir..f'orcenie~t of Fourth .rl.rmy. 

pis\inr-tiYQ b[L;:-~:L_on cUI'f for Armd. Troops, 

Six D;_yis~.9j,:,8e 0j,1 i-~ plus 1, morning, if material 
is ready., 

Gercke~ Stipulat:ons bv State Railroads, if they have 
to tr&"'.sj?(' :,"; f~L ve Divs. which were withdrawn to

•.	 (" .TraJ.nlng .(:;n"'Cer8'
\ 

r'" I 

a) Furlou;;h traffic oust be reduced 5070 (for about 
tW0 Vle6h:s) 0 

::)	 Restriction of passenger traffic to skeleton 
schedule. 

Obc....H	 approves. neductir:'n of fu.r].ough traffic must not 
extend to shor~~~~ s.t.l';l,,,~CI~ !-,d.8SeS o -;- .OIGol approves•• 

nUhle: ArtiJl~- +'pro~~; 

a) Present progrnn in force until end of February. 

b)	 StartinG end of January there will be available 
for allocatio!l; 

Fu!:l.Y......9.0bj.le ~J:J.ot ,'.) ;
 
4 Dns. 21 co H~o How.= 10 Btrys.
 
3 Bns" 15 co £.tied" 1"'::'0 Howo (Czech) ± 9 Btrys.
 

(~ of these to be converted to Lt~Fd.How.motJ) 
2 Bns. 15 cm Guns = 5 Btrys. 

:'.n fixed em.2J.El.ceoent s :
 
7 ~n6. 8.3 co Ozech Ad Artillery in ~Gp.C(includ

in' ing 2 Ens. of limited mobility)= 21 3trys.
, 

c) ,as of 1\1[1:;:,ch.: 

60 Btryso of 4 rOlish Field Guns each-2~0 guns, 
Of these 2~ ~tryseof 6 guns eacb~ 144 guns, 

bO to ~rmy Hq 7 (~t&tic). 
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ReI:1l"'.ining 95 guns :.:,12 .:Jns~ (left 'It,,ing of 
F'j 'Y'.-,~.Cv AI'rrLv)u. •.	 0_ ... 

~~·~.1:.-£~9.QJ.e~.E2.1t of ~ rtil1ery (horse-dra.wn) 
1'0:[' 10 :ik\"i 1):1. VS, ~ 

30 Dns u L<.;, .l:Id? He.w~ 18 
10 :Snso Ewi~ i:i'd" tim"" (polish) 

Fo~ ~1m8 beinB third btrysowill be 
eqi.l:"~)pt:d with Fd o Gun 16; 

As of Iviarch~ 

Mot$ ~ed~ ~rtillery: (Qateriel only;~uestion 
of traction still unsol v, 
unsolved) : 

8 ~ns. (Cztah) Med.Fd.How.mot~30on 1 March 
3 II 1 ~Jlay 
2 II 1 July

1 =try~30~5 (Czech) Hv.How.not. 1 March 
1 =try~2~ em Gun (Czech) mot~ 1 March 
4 3try"s~ 21 cn Gun (Turkish Skoda) 1 ~pri1 

1 May 
1 ,Tune 
1 July. 

eaoh month, 2 Bns,,- 6 BtrysoHv.
1row:i8 {3 per i3t l'y-=-). 

§eginntng -"'·idd.le c f v.tay:	 each mont~! 1 i3try" 
~3~F~eces 15 cm Guns 18~ 
10. 

Encl of £.J.ay: 3 Dtrys" (3 pieces each) 22 cm Pol
 
~olish (only once).
 

1 June )
 
1 JuJ·.Y-): 4 J3tryso (2 pieces each) 24 cm
 

(Turkish) ~OW~ Skoda (mot.)
 

1 June~	 6 B1~rys; (4 pieces each) 10 cm Gun
 
(C z3c11) moto
 

1 July:	 1 3t~y. K 12 Gun*. 

15 July:	 8 Bns. (2 ntrJs each) Med.Fd.How. 
15 cm (Polish) horse-drawno(Constitute 
neplacenent Transfer Div.for 8 Divs.) 

15 Ju1y~	 14 3trys~fued.FdoHow. (Czech)o Of these, 
4 3ns o (2 ~tryso each) as Replacement 
Transfer Vivo for Seventh Draft; 2 
Bns. (2 ~trys.each) for GHq Artillery. 

1 Aug.:	 1 42 CEl How. (Czech). 

20 Btrys. 10 cm Fd.Howo (Czech),horse
drawn; (allocation open). 
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ITev.r """"ehrer o:r'der on weapon s :lVied. ...j.;' -Cl."He w., 
naval ~uns atc" buhle. 

2,,)	 Or!;," O:r-der 7/4-0 "'K, of 18 Jan. Ivho gave it to 
Er.p.:el'( -- lJ.~ite 41Ust wi thdraiv i to ,gPo Sec o 

3 0 ) G·erc.~e·~ Cut in long-distance traffic; Front 
-5~---- j."o "'- ~, ,.,;.., +/° 111 .!. .. , (:: ""lJ. J . .,j .. _ :,.l.:J 

Repla~emen.t rl:rmy er:fbari?o for two. vJ~eks. ~~ t 
:"J I·r·~"t t1r.TO v.reeks. * Short-dlstance 
traffic as ~efore.0eginning 22 January. 

C' ~	 .-' -f' fj1
-..:.iL e -!.-...Q~_t2n SP .. 

, 
New Corps Hg?~iust be talked· over 

(L:iuhle). 

5.) Who looks &fter Divisions taken out of line? 
O"'i ,r8 L .Roeh!'icht .. 
1·3 li8W D~ "'i:J~, 10 Di vS o scheduled for activation 
a.nd D8Cll0l101,ration Div .. have no bridt::>ing equip
ment" Tn~D8ec. 

I).) bl"'and.~;o southern wing of Seventh Army. 
3u1).lee 

Kuntzen must be freed once field operations 
have started,,-- Geyer XXIV Corps. 

Fuehrer directi vei. filneJq)edient II 0 1f0~era tional objectiv
es'r:-~ew mE. ..;hod of attack I. 36 hours. 

Reich Chancel~6ry 1500 hrs o 

20 Je.n.uary 19~0. 

Euble: Or~anizational matters. 

GehlGn~ Construction Dns" 

Grosscur~h: Maintenance of security. 

F'uehrer conference 1500 hrs: 

Situation com~els us to acopt new methods. Reasons: 

l~) Eneny has n fair idea of our plans,,-- 
2.) That pl"ne acclc"'..ent has made everything very 

clear to the enemy~ 

. 
4. ,. 
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~~~_~~~ -tt:.Q g~"L'!:'5.-L':y':-e't'l:. Is convinced that \'le shall
 
"t'Ti.i1 the \r.ll~r·r DW) B.T'E: bound to lose it iJ.nless we
 
~J&rn to mainta~n secrecy. Carelessness may lose
 
us th::; war"
 
'vVe must have the fan~.t:.1 (lal determination to keep
 
ope:;:? ticna.l ~3.t t Oi~S absolut :::ly secret and. to act
 
swittly in the (;E.5e of an alert. (1l0ffensive t::r
 
through Sedan", date known. )
 

Careless talk, fault~ organization or keen obser

va~icn of many separate facts (unusual occurrencesJ~
 
[,leans must be fon.d to eliminate all these factors.
 
Number of those initiated into operational plans
 
must be kept t.o an a0301ute minimum. And within
 
this grou~, e~cb i~dividual must be told only
 
what is essent'l.;..<.1 ,:'or his function; no over-all
 
picture"

Infol"j11atiun l:lUSt be given out at the latest pos

sible moment g
 

....n giving instructions pU1..Jose must not be reveal

'ed. 
An order need not give away the underlying 
inten tio!l, Execution requires a large number of 
'lfTOrkers; lntentions must be known only b§1 a very 
small groups
(departure dates, girl typists). 

No one must be told th.::t we have abandoned system 
0of four-~day aler:" E,ver;,-thing will be done out 

of h~nd, (Wants report on measures taken to 
i'nplement 11e"J system~) t.;neny must not beoome 
aware of cha~ge in procedure. 

Air effort to destroy enemy aviation is of prime 
lmportance~ Pres8nt clear weather spell is not 
long efio~gh. Det~er cha~ces not before March. 

1.)	 lienee: Air Force ~ust deliver first blow; 
orders not until chs night before e 

2.)	 Other missions~ Enemy command organization 
must be s~ash8du d~;a~quarters~ All must be 
attacked at the same minute, and with heaviest 
bombs o Other points of st~tegic importance. 

Maastricht bridges rrust be captured intact: 
Occu'Oatio!l C'f Holland. Offensive must attain 
saximum penetr~tion cf. ene:rlY terri "l.nor:f:J~ .8~* 
f:"ngland thus wlll not De :.,~tac:kled lrom u.(le all' 
in the first c.'..aysg F.i"om tilird day onward, small 
groups of Ju 88 can attack England. 
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Order 

Target for the first days: Inmediate action on 
limited number of especially important objectives. 
More may be expected from a attack with small 
forces, using maximum surprise, tl~n with larger 
:orces, but against an enemy poised for defense. 

Clearing of road bloc~s~ Fieseler Storch planes 
to drop Commandos and trans90rt ammunition and 
men. 

Orders will be issued in the afternoon. Movement 
durir.g night o Attack in the r.lOrni:lg. IILeap from 
stand. II 

Our change of rr.ethod must not becone known to 
troops. Enemy mUf~ be left in belief that we still 
follow original method. 
Essentip.l pr~ ,-squisi te of' success.- ,vants list 
of offmcers who have to be in the know. 

Secret ffill.st ~ 3 guarded in issuing orders" Divide 
orders~ DO:i1' t say anything' about intentions, just 
pass down the order; 

Total ~f t1immediate" actions. Leap from stand! 
:Jesirable to include in "iIilmediate ti actions: 
Holland on full scale.* 

Operation Maastricht. Passage through the Ardenn 
ArC_ennes o Prevent denolitions. Figure out in 
advance at what points we might have to repair 
demolition damabe. 

Timing: October would have been best. Enemy cannot 
do much construction work during period of frost. 
Frozen Holland affords great advantages. 

weather always keeps one guessing. ~ven now we 
must take advantage of any period of good weather. 
Making the most of opportunities offered is bet
ter than "mi ting fo!' the ttperfect II weather. 
Accordingly, every o.tJportuni ty must be seized. i:ot 
Not likely before clarch. e must stand by prepar
ed at all hours~ 

Transfer of GHq by plane. 

Idea that we keer alert period must be fostered 
also on the railroads. Block telephones! 

Fel!giebel. Spread rumors. (Marras*) 

to all participants at th. conference on observ
ing secrecy. 
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Crde~	 to first attack ech3lon~ Start off with two
thix'·~.g; lI"lproV1sFJ,tlonS e rJiake arrangements for 
elerru:.mta left b'3hin'l o 

2 '	 ,T ...•1' R ,....y 1940 
~ :..~-:c.-..:...J._~:::o..:;...-=_ 

1200	 : wi th 01)dH) H t Fu.ehrer conference: ~"e submi t the 
recc-r.menr:'atio:i13 of the Army. He wants maintenance 
of instar.t re~d~r.ess 80 as to be able to take 
advantage of any favorable weather periodo < 

vo!.!. Grp~~¥en'I)~~~:1530 .. J_ F, Securi ty at OKE. Sealing against-,"._:_ ....... 

o ..... ~~.:c:~. ol;"side. 
POotponement to end of January. 
ArlliY Hq. 18 - 2 * 
Leave out Regt. Grossdeutsch
land. 

1800	 Fuehrer (with Obdd): 

a)	 Disposition of troops generally approved. 
Vianto arr'.L '[al of Di v·s. from the rear planned 
so thE':c they can be iQf'ediately commi tted. 

b)	 ~o be carried out f~rat off: Original plan 
c~lled for £mashing of eneny air foroe; Ghent; 
£'iaastricht. Now, l/laastricht, Ghent (and DinantO) 
have been dropped, leaving only smashing of 
eneny air fOlce (on which, as a result, all 
weight can be thrown)~ 

c)	 Holland Il nmv in firs·c line. The whole cOt.<:"1tr;y.·" 
coun'~ry -I•.. iliploynen t of sUfficie~tly stronga 

forces to preclude any setback. rte ·\JIJants a 
build-up that ensures full secces. 

d)	 Naas~richt not yet conoletely ruled out (no 
air lec~~)~- Strong fOrCeR would beneeded to 
exploit succes~; tanks on rtasselt and 
Maastricht o If action impracticable, tanks 
can be witbdra't'l}'n fron sector. 

d) {sig/ Fourth Ar~~ Cooperation of Air Force 
to blast obstacles. No tanks in the lead 
(mines). At the l:ead of colnrnn~ InL and Eng.. 
with assault guns o Tanks will be held up at 
Meuse (Givet). In t~~s sec~or, therefore, tanks 

·are not the primary weapon; co~e in second 
lineo 
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Gliders for assault detachments against tank 
o'bsta~leSo 

e)	 AC'D., A¢ Th1.np;s wi] J be much easier because now 
they will have Du e~e~y opposition in cu~ting 
thro .....gh Ll:1.Xe~ilt(H.:rgo'* Held by camparati vely 
IVeak fOl'ces v::':. ttl large gaps. Cargo gliders to 
5as togne, etc. 
Sowing of mines by planes in southern 
LuxeI:lbourg~~;."'.
 

Diff~cultles to be coped with in a battle on
 
the lJI,;use o
 

Assenbly of Artillery will ta~e 5 to 6 days.
 

f)	 Inportance of Ar);]or: Hr"'lland (including ~':~la 
iV1aastrich1:; ...:::.ornljr·): Arr",y Hq one b.rmd. Di v. 
with ~ot. il~v. \o.lso tanks). 
A0. T7• ,lJ"p. n 
~aas~~1cht still open. Initially, keep back 
Armor'; using only some elements l."i th others 
stancU.. ng by~ i"ourth Army impossible. Blast/ 
road -, lJlccl~s wi th }llled. Inf. guns etc. 
Armor, whose streng~ is in the attack must 
be closely followed by Inf. 

g)	 Start so that Armor is available at all 
critical points from the start. 

h)	 Disposition of batt~e forces about as 
originally planned. 

i) Air Force for rmlland.
 
Air Force (on a small scale~) in AGp. A for
 
mine sowing.
 
J:;'ieseler Storch.
 

2200:	 Conference with vo~ GreiffGnberg on developments 
of the day. 

22 J&nuary 1940. 

... Meeting of Sec. Chiefs: Security. Internal, in charge 
of Central Branch, Special Security Officer. 
External: Special Aissions Staff. 
Red tape, excesFive paper work, distribution 
lists. 

0900:	 Meeting of the Ia Officers of Army Gp. and 
Armies, on ne~ plans. 
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1500:
 

1630:, 
1700; 

1800 

2100 

! otes 

*	 a) 

b) 

J~cob. Noise controJ in fortifications:
 
c~rrugated slag plates can be used; cost, 3 M
 
per square meter~ marcaps, 5 M a pair.
 
bearc~~ights for fortifications: 1875 on hand.
 
Lpopho1e searchlights: 50 ordered for trials;
 
commercial prcdnct at 150 - 200 1'4 I't ple-ce.
 
Put Ordnance Office also on the job.
 
New ventilation system in B-tJ~e fortifications.
 
Ventilating hoods over cooking stoves.
 

O~Sec.Outcome of the morning .conference - 
Draft orders. 

Training Secj Training in Replacement Army ~gai'n 
suspendet for eifht weeks. 

argo Sec: Tru :",k s'l - Save trucks by de-motori za

tiona
 
Organiz~uion of Divisions in the East.
 

OQ}.l IV:	 1.) Cas3 Groppe/rtimnler.
2,) Report on tour. 
3.) Security ~long troops -- at Hqs.
4.) Enemv Headquarters. 

for ObdH: 

1.) Operational plan~ing. 

2.) Conference with AGp.and Army Hqs Questions. 

3 a	 ) Truck problew ( 400 instaed of 4,000). 

E.d Rundstedt I s letter.
 
b) i~agner.
 

, 
~ ; 

a) fuans tein1 We muse get Rundstedt's c;i~~on 
opinion. 

b) Stuelpnage1. Siewert, Corps C of 81 
c) nilpert and ~~llidt to weichs, Army Hq 2 

F0r Halliet - Konrad;) 
d)	 belection of Gen. Staff Officers for 

new Div. and Corps Hqs on 5 Feb. 
: . . . Fersonnel Di v. -5 Feb. 

e)	 2 C~rps Hqs (mot.) 
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g) 7.) nor.ference wi th Himmler:--_._---
a) Q,1.;!.e s tio:l of Corps troops etc. for S8 

CO!:,ps. 
b) \' i th6.rawal of all SS men from Ground 

Forces. (AGp .. B) .. 

8.)	 Breakdow~ of conftdence in the East. Tour 
in the ~ast Visit of units necessary. 

F:Lfu11 ArmeL D5.v. Deficient preparrations 
and exeautiono 

I 10~) Do oY':;I , 

I 11.) Re8For;.sj,'b~~~ity for training: 

a) of th~ Divisions in Training centers; 
b) o~ the Demonstration iliv. (Inspection

going easy). 

12. ) S8 T'l \'ieioD leaves 24 Jan. Arrives 26 Jan.I	 --_.._-
at liluenster. 

13. I Bogatsch: LJeeuri ty. General effects of the 
II standing start II. 

14. ) Order issued regarding reorganization ofI 'rruck ClES" 

/-15.)	 Tank Spare Parts Depot Cologne, 29 Jan. 
Another one at Koblenz. 

c) I6!) Fuel quota s~stem. 

.t- I 17.) Representative to Chemical Smoke exercise• 

e )18. ) Staffs and Aides.
 
I Special points.
 

23 January 1940A 

Liege, Antwerp, Meuse2 

Gro8scurth (OQu IV): Dispute with rlimmler. 

Chief, Ope Sec.: Go over 'Tith him the points discussed 
't':i th ObdH. 
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'~nn Dran:iL Artillery preparation for the offensive. 
FOTI evely liuesJ:" km of front, 10 light Btrys. 
<":l,nd 10 med. Bt:r'ys for close support; 8 - 10 
rltrys.!or counter-battery fire, as against 
about 30 Btrys. pAr ke n * , . 
Li~ge ~ Meuse -- Artll]ery,of the static front. 

Gen. Ott; Med. Info gun. 

Gen Qu: a) Question of detqchment of 250 Veterinary 
Officers. 

b) Directive for Service Ghiefs in Gen Qu 
Sec" 

c) Truck 81 tuation disastrous. -- Tank treads. 
-- Rubber ~locks~ 

c) Lst.cj Ai;;mU'1.i -::ion and 'VJ'eapons si tuation 
slightly :Lmproved, ne serves increasing. 

d) Fl.lf.I quc~.:d. sysrem. OKi/'l order. 
e) Tanktr"\"'cJs o Honthly production 3,000. We 

are	 22,vOO short. 

ObdR 1~) Liebe~ COffi;.1and S3et-up. Ope Sec. 

2.) Border guar1 ~ast Prussia must 'be taken out. 
Possibly one Div. less in south. Org.Sec~ 

Ope Sec.' 
\ 

3~) 50;6 'lU thori zed. Gen Q,u o 

4~)	 Gen. S~aff asslglli1cnts, 5 Feb. (Central 
Branch and ~ersonnel Div. ).-  Central 
Branch. 

5.)	 Doorn. Write let~er to Keitel or call up 
JodI. Chiefw* 

6.)	 Responsibility for training Of Divisions 
in l'rnin:l,ng 6.E:nters. -- lJer.1Onstration Div. 
, .. ..	 ':rng 0 S6 c • 

7 0 )	 ~hom for ~rossc~rth1 Central .dranch. 

Calender Org. Ope 

24 J nnuary 1940. 

Cent- ,).1 Branch: 'l'nlk on likely .Jandidates for assign
----- . ments.-- Possibly Speidel for Grosscurth. . 
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Gerc ,;:e t a) 69th Div o has left; four more Div~ left late.I, 

~n:in schedule has dm pped from 36 to 24 ' 
trains per day. 

b)	 Dc:.;y bE-fore yesterday (22 Jan. )fieich Railroads 
p}·.,'ed a general embargo on all freight move
ments (exc~. coal, but incl~ ire ores). 

Ziehlberg ; In 'ol8.ce or G'rosscurth: Speidel. -- Steffler, 
First 1iv.-- (ner.~e) 
l?fuhlstein. 

'. 

g5 j'....'1:':1lJ,2.ry 1940. (Koblenz-Bonn, in 
acco JZdance..'H''l& iEhl,ri t3J.ne17anurtry 

Conferen'JG at H'q AG-D. 8.. Sources of inforoatio!1? Should 
allocatiJ!1 of' be decentralized trucks'?? 
(II-fans tein). 

Sixteenth Army will need six days for regrouping: 

~hursday 25. 
_. 

~ 

'.J Friday 
< 

26. "],. 
P ~l';:- ~~~.~I ~ . 

Gaturde.y 27. 2. 

Sunday 28. 3. 

l,ionday 29 0 4. 

7uesdaY 30• 5. 

.JednGsday 

A~~do Div o can arrive on the morning o~ the fourth
 
day (Borning of the fifth~ )
 
'1ants a Corps rlq,
 
Rei)lacement for Training ~iv. turned over by
 
Sixteenth Army.
 

Twelfth Ar>L.y. Dispos:i tion of Infantry Divs.,will
 
be completed within ~rITee days.
 
Detraining of tanks as of Monday morning p One
 
<iay I s march. 

- 

Tenth Div. not before third day of offensive
 
(Pruem- Gerolstein).
 
Desirable, tVdrd day of offensive, Qvening •
 
Question of XIV Corps next to XIX Corps~
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~rl!l~.es w1J.l have tllei:r. orderi4 at: 1300 
~---_._~._.._.-------_.- "---.--- . 

1l"H"ne" 
-s'rElY 1.:c:nt st·) key B.l.l preparartlons to 11 B!TIGrgenc y ,,-~

.L.Jl ....'Y'g;:-.n"'y"
oJ - II) 

~x· 
...~ 

No difference r;et'lJ'een "EQergency" and "Attack" o ** 
Al..so XIX Corps to the front if technically 
possible o 

Air Force: Large8~ proportion ~f Air Force will be 
cOQmitted in tactical support. Air units for 
ArJ1.1d. Corps~ 
~raft missions and discuss them with units. 
More to forward fields A-Day.

•	 AJ:,.A. 

Ninth Arnd_ --D.tv .. Can be introduced Tuesday 30 
Jan" 

Narrow-~~u~~ r~ilwaysi
"'	 ....... :.,: 
., ~. 

Busche: ~,,".;(o Submi t Defamation Decree#draft once more 

AQp. B wants a nO~9s (Regular Army) behind its right 
wing, because of Holland. 

26 Janu-"Y'Y 1940. (Arrive Berlin about 
0800 ) 

von Ziehlberg: Ranstein, Com~anding General • 
.B'elber to Leeb? (Letter). 
hilnert to Weichs • .. 

Grosscurth affair.
 
'1'i s ~ho"vi t z.
 
Enemy situationo French Secong Army
 
r~Dorted reinforc~d. 

InstructlontJ for ·,:,appenheim,]:f (French
Belg13n ag~eem8ntso Do French and British 
plans embrace Dutch territory?). 

COlo Krueger, la, Police Division, reports. Difficult 
ies in combin6-..t arms training (Artillery 'IIi th 
Infant:::-:") • 
~quine pneumonia epidemic in one Artillery Bn. 

Gen Bogatsch: hole of Air heconn~iasance in rGQrg~nlza
tion of destern front. 

ObdH: 1.)	 Air, 10 Feb. Formation of a fleet of trans
port planes. 

2.)	 Order on former Ruling Houses. Need not be 
circulated (since we make all appointments 
to key posts connected with operations4##). 
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3.)	 N~~row g~U~g railway material is said to 
be t:sE!_ilal~~e in He':'ch:--180 km in Reich 
LQ;-)or Be::·v..i.ce" 300 km l'n~rodtGo_rgan1±a~. 
tiona Can ~e gotten at only through 
Fuehrer~ 
N." i "_'ovr i{Gtl.w;e raih'1ay lines: 300 km under 
con'str:U:~-,1j-iGn in" sector of::Eirst Army. 
Civilian eC0nomy now has no more than 300
-400 km left" 

4.)	 Fa1lrca~s 26 Jan. 
Backlog: 915 trains, 49,400 Cars. 
Shipmc\li; s fur tn:.Lining will be completed 
on 27 Juno, Hoon. 
Tan..'k. shhjL18nts as of 28 Jan. as scheduled. 

P~?_?;i:!~~Y> traffic: New curtailments. 
Dcliverl8s to £~ssia. 

50 )	 Order on farner Ruling douses. 

6.)	 GX'os8curth: Soeidel'l heim'? Zeitzler1 
YOunger Pl"'O.sf.:~cts: Schwa tlo-lJest erding. 
Schniewir.d. - tlo2 

7. ) lVlieth'? 

8~) Report by Claus. 

Conference with Obd~_ Tirpitzufer:* Par.t I 

P.a~v rna ter:l_al o.em.:mrls of Obd H: 

Steel: Annual requirements 6,800, 000 tons 
Allotted 3,600, 000 tons 
Deficit 3,200, 000 tons 

.QQpper: .4.nnual requiremen t s 97,000 tons 
Deficit 46,000 tons 

Alumin~m~' Annual requirements 110,000 tons 
Deficit 66,000 tons. 

l'.'iachinery and oanpQi,!er. i~e need 35,000 machines. 
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NGn~2Bee~~fua~ fuctories are still running; and 
iN8 are	 ."Ll.pposec'.. to d.ischarge skilled workers 
-fr"o;';') b.r""V I 

••aa .. u" g 

1'l1e situ-9.tion r8lating 110 raw, machines and 
,/	 

nanpower ought ~o be straightened out before 
UKW gives orders o 

Tho~as; Steel for 1 to 2 quarter-year periods. 
Non-ferrous metalls for one quarter-year period. 

RecolJI:lendatio;1 ~ Deter all projects which would 
not ,rod~se results before 1941. , 
Non-ferrous ~9ta}s ure the bottlenecks. 
1La 0io of il'.d'L:i3trie.l requi remen ts for machine 
tools,etc. to deliveries is 4 : 1. 

Ob5.H decl.gres be 1/ITi11 accept no more orders, 
which Gtre n01J matlched wi th allocations. 
In tutt:.~~'2 he alone will draw up the progra. 

Be(;!cer~, Sec ,~d quar'cer = firs t quarter, but 
till s purely on a li1a thel71atical basi s. Unce rtain. 
'W'e must hfClve proper bRJ.anae of workers, machinery 
and ra,r ma'Gerials, 14 hour workdays'?; 

Thomas	 thinks he can deliver in the second 
quar~er 30,000 tons of steel over~and above 
'~he first qua,r'tero In the third quarter 50,000 
~ons r.:ore~ -;:. l~on·,ferrous metals no clear picture. 
n eavy (1~):;,J already in the se cond quarter, Dore 
severe	 in third quarterc bolybdenum from Fin
10,nd-o 

Becker:. ~e need 70,000 machines. 

ObQn demands tb£t deliveries be stepped up to 
maxL1UITI to assure utl1ization of our full 
capaci tyo 

~homas: between 600,000 and 700,000 tons. 

Becl{er, Tho:'1as: 'liarL )liJer question. Thomas want s 
tJ kill all projects which wculd not produce 
for 1940~ 

ObdH: hO\ilT many workers do we need' at full 
capacity, if we can get the maximulli of raw 
materials that ca.n practically, be expected'? 

Thomas: We do not Leve a sufficient number of 
skilled \,Jol":,:c;rs. Retraining program short of 
requireuents. 
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ii' t ""I)')~am' 19"1*~.'1 S prvl:;> , _ ":t" 

F'romrr:! R.1bb0J: .is current bottleneck... Monthly 
pl~ducticn has dropped to 1,000 t. 

Sene).l describ..... s organization of truck producing 
... indust~y, 1,700 trucks ~or.civiliqn 8ccnomy per

I quart Gr----year ~ 

FIlling 01' £'ieJ.d aud .tI.eplacement Armies requires 
16,000 nevi ~'-r'l,;,cks (not counting recondi tioning 
of old ores). 
Believes that cur~ent stort deliveries, due to 
lack of non-f~rrous natals, could eventually 
be L.'1o.e up (c:,,:'r;er tile first quarter) 0 

Sch811 propG"es to have a. separate steel quota 
set as1.de fo:' trucl\" s. 

Fromn~ ctGq~lr0ments 5,200 trucks .. Order of 
p!'iori-".'l~ Sr;:\Tei1 th lJraft, Eighth Draft, (Rear 
Bns c ), aj,1~1 or:.ly then Sixth .l.iraft (four Divs.). 
IvIonthiy 6.eli ve_.'1.es 1,000" Lip to 1 .c-~pril, 3,000 
froo Sc~ell. Jeficit 1,000 in ArtillerY;]~200 
in the Div1.s1c~18_, "Pe could economize 1,000 
trucks, if amounition carried by GHq ~rtillery 

is reduced.. 

0'J)1 IV: Reoort on cU:'I'ent foreign relations and on 
conference PbwehrjOQu IV on 26 Jan. 

Woehler. Chemical Sooke demonstrationo -- Liege. 

28 ,JanURry 1940. 

Boeppner, 1030 - 1200 : lJiscussion on situation. 

1210,	 von .drauchi·csch, yon PU1;tkamer: Four German 
Officers, Capt. von Kara one ?irst Lt. 2 
Second Lts. crossed the frontier at Eomerich, 
while drunk, AGp. B is trying to straighten 
ou t the matter. 

1220,	 SalElUth. Ic officer of .Army G-p requests to 
set matters right with the Border Guard. Result 
will bp reported ~Report to Obdri. ) 

I 

1230:	 Gen Staff Officer of 207th Div. has been dis
patched~ Automobile has been returned to 
German territory .. Officers in .derrenberg 
customs station. 
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Report from AGp~ E~ Officers have arrived on 
G-ernr:.)l tc~:ri torYn (:tt':i:'·1.erlch); 8,re being intor
rogQ~Gd by J~~~ Staff OffiCer of 207th Div. 
(Otd~ has been jnform6d~ ) 

1000	 lJ er.lOnst rrl,tion of Hv o Inf. Gun Daunted on chassis 
rof TEl.nk I, e.ccoGpanieo. by a I-ton aJ:1Duni tion c ::'ri 

carrier, Good tech~ical solution, but tncticaly•	 only a cODpro~ise solution. 

Roehric~t: PreliDina~Y ~eport on chenical sDoke deDonstra
tion: The thi~g has possibilities for develop
Dent. D6~aity ~nd b1an%eting effect still in 
.need of ir:lprov- Jnent.' Orien~ation in blanketed 
area by i~1eans of signal flares did not ~"1ork; 

radio direction beQws Dade out well A 

Iv.iirow.	 Linison Off. to Insp"ctor General of Todt Road 
Construction Org~n~zntion. 

OQu IV:~isposition of French forces, Arod. Division. 
Current natters. 

Transpn Chief: rt"'1.,ilroad 8i tU8.tion a -- Bridges in the Enst. 
Narrow-gauge and field railroad equipnent. 

Sec.: .Jraft	 orC:_:rs~ Operations "Gelb" and "Ener-'°PA 
e;ency."	 Ope:r'atio~ SoutheasJ' o ~n~tern questions~ 
~Draft	 by nigh LioITlI:1and ~a .tv. Current mntters. 

GehlGn: Border fortifications in the East~ Cheoical 
snok.e deoonstration. Srroke effect 1Nas thin. 

30 January 1940. 

Conference with Obdrt (10000: 

Production:	 1 Feb. 1,300 
1 July 2)060 
1 Oct. 3,700 
1 pl'. lS41 7,400, if steeloquota 

is cut, 13,000 with full steel quota.. * 
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FilliUg installations: Just barely adequate. 
Present ca~ac~ty 200 tons a month. Nill be ex
pa1jd.ed l'y 1 l\;.:,.'ch; 1940, to a capacity of 400 
tons a Elonth; 'c~T fa.._l 400 more in Sagen<lorf, 
giving a total f 800 tons a month. 700 tons 
a ~on~h ~an be worked ~) in spralf.-containers; 
will bal±n~PBasdd to 1,400 tons a month (spring, 
1940) ~ 

What quantities of chemical warfare agents can 
be supplied.
Gen, Staff: .(hat quanti ties of' arnmuni tion do 1.re 
neecl: Jurren't requirement, first reserve. Filling 
machines. hOW many are needed to handle the 
monthly outputJ ~2ta will be supplied by the end 
of the comin~ week. 
in view of th6 expansion of the ammunition pro
duction p~ogrsm, th~ Gen. Staff ought to have 
t3..l~en up thi8 ~l'·J.est.l.on earl~er. Ope Org. 

Arty: 

Notes for Ob0 E~ 

ReDo~t on Bv. Inf. Gun on"Tank chassis I; . 
( .	 (triRls under war conditions necessary Inf. 
Schl'ol)" A:i.locr tion to Infan try. -- Observer 

;;l d l _·SStafL 'J"urpeovert;.to ~n:fl;' chool, allocation 
to Inf., Arty. (Assault guns) 

2.) Chemical smoke demonstration~ 

3.) Vperational orders; operation II Gelb" 
(Assembly orders)OJperation ilEmergency". 

0l) •. SeQ. 

4.)	 St~~y by Eigh Command East o -- Personnel 
change in nigh Uommand Zast? Ope Sec. 

5.) Study Roma~ia /entry crossed out.-~~A/ 
0"... Sec. 

6.	 border fortifications in area of High 
voml!;and ,t;ast. Land Fort. Inspect. 

7.	 Gen ~u. .Jefamation Becree. - ,,:)usch.-

8.	 ) .LJeachhealc DiVision does not 1tJant to go 
to Huensingen. 
SS units must be ins)ected af~er their 

1 '. 

f~~~rn from th ....,{-\st.L~ntry c'rosRed.'out./ 

9.) Reported new activations of SS units.; .l.mplicacions for arms production SS men 
program arE pulled out of Army units. 
LettEr to ~eite11 
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10.)	 Talk with r~eppner. ~orale~ - Trips~ 

11 0	 Vvage scaJeL in the East (Recommendation by) 

B2.acko~vit z) 0 

120 ) AGpo C: Dre~t P:3n for attack on Maginot 
line. 

~ • 1 . 

~~~))Brand for Army Hq 1.-- Raschik for IX Corps 
on left wing of First Army.

Pers. Divre~sk~~hiefkG~'St~f$~ , 14. ) Cassmann back frore the £ast.-- Report. 

15. )	 Tabulation uf transport data. 

16.	 ) Truck _si t!;~.1;~_cn.-- Only radical remedies$ 
i-111 be fl~~"Ther clarified wi th Chief of 
Army Equ1.l.)JTItm t. 

I?)	 rlimm:er decree -- Groppe. 

Preparations for construction of fortifications Southi 
. 

~aterials requirements.- iransport requirements.

rteconnaissance fartie.
 
Talk with J.·odt
 
~Vhere will thG stu:'i' come from (i-intvlerp) in
 
enemy country'?"";'* (Steel, cement, gravel.)
 

Org. 

Gelan; ,l!'atal wi thin a few minutes. lliask affords
 
protection.
 

Eschenbach smudge producing agent*** Test.
 
Allog€n.

Production capacity now 150 tons per month.
 
Mask affords no protectlon o
 

Evening: It~~ian Generals varboni and garras. 

31 ,j "lnuary 1940• 
• 

,	 0930 - 1100 : Conference with the Chief of Air Force 
9:en. Staff at ,I'ildpark.
 
!~lland: Cooperation with Seventh Air Division.
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Concentration of weight in the different pr~ses 
of ~h0 oP:~nsive~
 
gistrlbution of ~i~ Force and Air objectives.
 
ODe:::,ation II Emer'g:e:'l.CY il.
 
plming (Asse~blY completed on 2 Feb~ ).
 
Identification of frIendly planes. Identification
 
of friendly marching columns.
 

Fello'iebel can at an;}' time supply personnel( wi thout 
n trucks) for two CO=pB Hqs on special assignment by 

mru{ing use of GHq rteserves. . 
~lso Hq IX Corpso 

Zi~blberg: Filling of vacanGles in tho new ten Divs. (Ia). 

von GreiffenberK£ Current questions.-- ~eception.--
¥4ap maneuvers in AGp. A" 

Notos: / All underli~~1 entries under'this heading were 
added by-lTen e ;~tlder on 1 Feb., after his confercnc 
once wlth Oodrt~ 
1.) Himm16r dec~eee handling of the Groppe case. 

Unres'" ir. ~rmy about the decJ:ee considerably 
antedates the ~roppe incident. 

So)	 OQu IY's draft reports on a) points at issue 
with the S8, and b) spreading of r~~or6. 

3.	 ) Reported new activa~ions and re-equipment of 
SS. -- !·!aterir.l to Keitel'? Grosscurth. 

4.)	 i'Jhar '1:"s becone of the question "Wage scales 
in the East 11,( Fromm. 

5.)	 Defamation Decree.-- Busch: What has' become 
of it1 Sign~ 

6.)	 ?ersonnel matters: 

a)	 AGp. A, Sodenstern. l'~ust p;O there at 
once o 

AGpo C l-iie'ch -- Firs t Army, Konrad.-
XVIII Corps, L~nz. Felber at th~ disposal
of OKH (later O~u I)~--
~ilperto-- Can be s'ta,rted, except: 
Konrad, becond Army, and hilpert, First 
ArmYn 

b)	 For Grosscurth: Heim, C of S, ,XYI Corps (to 
be replaced by be8ulieux). Does Hoeppner
agree'? 
Buschenhag3n, C of S, XXI Corps? Ia just 
changed ,I §peu.a€l. 
Ia IX Corps. lvhen is this to COr.1e off'? 
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',i,~if}on T,,"I i;h ,,·q.rty a~encies not any more through 
O,C:iI1 Put on ,f!,b~.vehr Officer" 

I 

Dec6Dtion. (Effs0t of the Landraete conference 
call~d at th.i.s ';;i;ne" ) l'l1,lst be done on big scale 
(compla te 8w·:i..~cb in plans, announcement on 
extensive J:raf'flc control preparations, inten
tion of all-out atta0k on Maginot Line~)* . 

.J. )'**Air defenee e.nd cooperation vii th Air Force. 
Make pTepara~ions for railroad movements. 
F'uehrer inquires hi=lve been ansv18red in writing. 
what has thr Fuehrer been told reg.qrding the 
prospects of <he attac~s p~anned in the several 
zone s of a:'; tar;ld Goe ring: iVlain effort at Sedar.· 
batt:;.,,:; at 3::'ussels.- \~e must be prepareGl.. to' 
handle Bel~:':"_:1:::l as a fortress. 

Bock m~st have sufficient forces to feel sure 
that i!Te aetd not wai to It does not matter too 
much ~hen they arrive e 

9.) Talk with Jeschonnec~: 
a) Proteotion of our own planes against fire 

froo fricn~ly ground troops. 
b) FriGnc:.ly t.:."oops must display distinctive 

identificaGionp 21so behind the front. 

10.) List, of Operatons coe.es will be suboi ttedj 
must be requested also from Air Force,

Sie bert·;~*·* 

11.) RcichenFlu again is a good deal in Berlin. 

12.) rtnilroad troops. 

Personnel Div. l:lUst travel around more. 

1 Februay,y 1940. 

ege5	 Duhle: r'aiJ road engineers and other Gatt ers of 
his Sec. 

1030 - 1330 Oonference with Ohdd: Political situation.
Operations.-- Organization.-- Personnel matters. 
Notes on the subject. 

von Zie~llberg L no entry-! 
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von Groi "ffenber.K; Deceptic .. -- 3order,··.traffic ~nd border 
co":trol~---Movement l~rgely completed. 

warlimant: 1.)	 Holland. 11 armed. protection of Dutch 
neutrali ty ". Kiewit z. 

2 0	 Supervision after surrender of) 

arms. 

c. ) Doorn."Courtesy visit must be paid 
to the Emperor; he is to beinformed 
that nothir 6 will cI'.l8.nge 11. 

4.)	 RemoTal of GHq to H*. ObdH is to 
inform Fuehrer when he is going to 
move (Fuehrer wants to conforo his 
C' -n move to that of Army 's). 
I-erhaps not expedient on first da1r 

Obdrl. 

5.)	 P~-equipnent of tanks with 4.7, 
em \AUns. 

VassnaLn: Observ~tiono in poland. 

Wagner: Organization of Supply bervices for Eighteenth
 
Xrmyo-- vurrent ~atters.--


OQu	 IV: Ourrent matters. 

2 February 1940 D 

von wontigny la, qS Deathhead Div. Makes a 
decent i~pression. Coobined arms operations
will be difficult for this Division~ 

Gehler-.J acob: PreDarations for r Jnstruction of fort 

ifications in conque~ed ttrritory; in conjunc

tion with Organization Todt.
 

Buhle: Hooogenous m~teriel ~ in ~rtl11ery.units.**-

. :Labor Service ar~-:i Construction Ens. and other 
current ~~tters~ 

Gercke: Transport situation. 

Grciffenberg: Build-·up of front. 
/ 

Keitel (Personnel Div.) Personnel situation. 
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~vening, at Cavalry Club. Minister von Bluecher, Fin
18nd • (Se e Geor"'o'e of Saxony *). 

3 february 1940. 

von Ziehlberg: ?erso·};1el ma.t cers. (vall up CG First 
~~rmy. ) 

von Greiffenberg: rlanning material for conference 
"\lI]i th l~anstein. -- SS Di v. in .d.Gp. B too far in 

.J. 
the re'lr. 

von iVlanstein: l~in"l:;h drmd. Div. Role 'lssigned 
to kmor €ln 'chc; iV1 uuse. heavy otlrtilJery. Che
mical s~oke. ~ine defense. Strengthening of 
fighter protection. 

von Schell: In s tructlonal Pa.mphle t on CHre of A.uto
moti ve ';1';hic1es. -- ...iubcer is the bot Gleneck. _. 
Wnrtim~ pvograo hqs been in operation since 1 
Jan. -- nrmy uc8ds 18,000 tons of steel q month, 
5% nonferrous ~dtals. 

16,000 trucks ~obilized in the civili~n economy. 
3,200 to supply short~ges in Army. 
5,000 to rc )l!lce 'crucks in re,).')J.r. 
5,000 for n0~ activations. 
2,800 trucks for ri'91~cement Army ~nd inorJ 

nG"'J <:).cti vo,.tions. 
i~o re S\:lrve. 

i\!ow production: wi t!l total cap.'lci ty being 
12,000 crucl,-s per quar'Ger year, 4,000 per I:1onth 
could go to entire ...~med Forces, including 
2,500 - 2,600 for Ground lorcts. 

~ctually Jround Forc~s get 1,000 trucks per 
nonth. (This is not even l~ of its entire park,
whicD Deans Ghat we are not ~eplqcing normal 
losses throuon we~r, let alone keep anything 
to cover losses in operanions and combat. ) 

1'Jl,'J.intenance bbrviccs: Ir:oprove by 2ssigning 8.d
di t ional tr:J.ined personnel in the 21 ll,'iotor I'r.qns_ 
port Districts ~~ (2,000 mechanics), ~nd on unit 
level (1,080.mechanics), ~s ~tll as ccch~nical 
equipment. .l'ra:1sfer of civili:'..n workshoJs to the 
west (has not worked out). Tr~nsfer of new mili
tary wor'~shops to the ~"es t. 

Scheduled delivery: 85 ~~nk III chassis. 
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:31..1ll1e: ConfeT'ence 0::1 de:::oto ri ZEl. cion. -- Fore s·t Guard 
~ t Iheg ". 

:h'.g:~cr~ Truck situation•. Kewisch. 

Confer8nc~ ~Lth ~~nstein.
 
m ~b' - ~ 88 Dl'Vl' sl'on l'n ...~Gp. B too fc~.. r
1 ",{JO- LJ ...lr·QS c.,: .~ _. 
to the rcnr. 

Tour to ~r=y rtq 18. Go to Koblenz, le~ve 
Tuesd~y. .- Back fridaY Dorning. 

OrganlzQtion~l mat~erf; 

1,,)	 SingJ.e-f..lOdel Art.y. B.ns.: 10 cm Gun ,2nd 
~ei. F~~ new. rtv. now. -- 15 c~ guns. 

2. ) t'0res"L- G-~~rds and Incl.ustri?l GU'lrds. 
(S98 8.dCLitionD.l notes. )-l~ 

3.) ~~7 CD Jun on TQn~ I ch~ssis: Grtq Troopb. 
4,,) .Inf" nezt? mot. (See addi tion'"!.l notes. ) 
5.) Condition rel)ort. (Sce additional notes.)) 

<..)	 Truck si tuc.tlon. Reorg::tnization 3.1so ..fter 
regrouping. 

e) Cover ~duresses by iieldpost ~ucbers. 

f) Construction of re ,r vositions. 

g) Deception. 

h) ~ilitary police patrols. -- Air Force. *** 

4 Febru2ry 1940 

1.) Conference wi~h Schel : 

,Ve ht:'..ve nC~'T 3.Dout 120,000 trucks. 
l·-onthly neTtl ~)roduction for _-i.riJ.Y not Dore 
l,h:l.n 1,000, i. eo less than I/o. :;0 reserve. 

~hortqges re~orted by t~oops 2,668 (truc~s), 
l."e. J";Ore 't;-?-~ 270 ; actue-llly, if trucks in., rvp'llr are ~ncluded, the true figure is ~bout 
5,000, or 4.%. ' 1Jiaterial in the units is 
gui te old. (~hat wc-y "1e C~ll1not I)U 11 through
2n e<.ny operatlon. )	 
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If we allow a 2~ for the norm2 i Donthly loss 
(not countiI:.g cODbat casu,2l ties), \lI!hich is 
the normnl rute, new pro&lction will cover 
only bf.lf th~t ~ SSe The consequence 1s ~ 
continuous drain on our truck strength, im
pairing the operational efficiency of our 
forces. 

3.	 F.e~ed~T f l>JoLld be to increase )roduction. 
Rubber bot :;lenGcl~ (von Schell) restricts nev-J 
~roduction to a naximur:l of 4,000 ;;>er r~onth 
~ovar-Qll ccpacity for production for the 
Ar!Jed FJ"Y>ce s) l 
Prereouisites for an increase in the Arry ~l
lot~drit ~re a) l~rger steel 2110cation froD 
. rcy quota (1. hich can be done only by either 
restrict:'ng other l)rojects or ir"cre"lsing the 
tot.'ll q,uat!]); or b) curt9.iling of neTT produc
'G ion for o'Gher brlll1cil8 s of ,arr:led Servi ce s. 
(At the ol'+;~":'."'eak of 'ehe VJ':'..r' ~ir J!'orces hR.d 
80~ peace~iue vehicles, we at most 40%. ) 

Any change \'1ould. require 'J. ruling by the 1: ~ .L~

Fu jJ::l':"cr, for which \v;;; L:USt l)rep'lre accur.nte 
Q 1. tCl. c 

~. )	 Re,~eqy- 2~ Requisition of 16,000 trucks from 
do~estic ~C0110~y now uhder consider'ltioI:.. 

5.)	 rteredy 3: This is one we can ~~ply oursel
V6S. Tt2t is, drastic and ruthless reetric
t:,on of T::,o'cor ve;:icles in existing J.nd nelJlJly 
,'1I}tiv"1.ted i..wits. T~lis iIIIould reduce the to
t '.1 nur.lber of 'G~, ;.ckS in use and so the 10 sses 
d'le to W6'1r, so th~t, viewed in terns of to
tql strength, Ghe ~roportion of t~lcks aV1.il 
able on ~rie present level of production would 
increase *. For the various possibilities 
s,~e G:1.blA.l'lciol1 sup.)lic,d by Org. bec. 

The ~)rerequisite is sufficient repl::l.cer::ent by 
horse-dra~n veh~cles 2nd horses. This, in 
turn, r.-iscs the Cjuestion of r.'lW D!J.teri'lls 
(steel, lUDber, le~ther) and forRge. (Amy 
horses neGd Gore o~te ~nd fodder th~n civi
li~n horses.' S~e Org. Sec. t~bulQtion: 
33,000 vehicles, 67,000 ~orses. 

TherG is ).10 doubt 'C.::1"1Jj by dipping once (ind 
only th~t tina) into the resources of the do
2Gstic Gconesy, WG c~n sup;ly the oresent 

•	 shor-l'J..ge 2nd l,)ernal)S even set aside '1 small 
reserve, but tl1is bac.:;.log would be !l:osorbed 
wi thin sev r: ruon ths b:~' the norIJ3.1 we.9.r of n.t 
l~_ast 2,%2 __onth (Gxcludi!}.g combo.t losses'. 
(How f2st it woul~ go with combn~ 10ss6s is 
beyond our power to esti~ate.' 
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After deducting 5,000 ~rucks to supply the 
uni t shor't,o"ge of rtbout 5,000, 1tJe would have 
11,000 lef'[j, not coun'cing ne'tJ production. 
If we assUDe tae loss of 1,500 trucks per 
nonth, w:--',ioh cF.tnnot be su~plied by new pro
duc ti on, the ne,w [lddi tion <to our p8.rk \hTould 
be exh".usted, if there. is no o')er!J.tion, in 
about half 2 Y0~r (seven ~onths). 

These Lie'.18UreS, 'Ghen, would not solve our 
problen. ~~ey would hnve to be sup~leDented 
by a concurrent decotorizntion progr.m on u 
big scn.le, which ent~ils the procure~ent of 
horc3s, veI"licles :lnd f'-'<1.rnesses. Tba'c deci~' r: 
sion J",ust be t·).ken in'edi'1'cely to J 'ike sure 
'cr~':1. tit would 'c'l,ke effect in tine to c!lrry 
us on when the ~r~sunt single ~ddition to 
our ~~r-k will hlve be~n e~1'1usted. 

7'he best t;J~ng would be to 8.ppoint J. soeci1.1 
C01T'l'r,'G6e (Ch.:n. bc:,ff wd Chief of _-i.roy 
£qui1)i1ont) GO deal wi th dc·c'.1il·s of the der:lO
tortz'1tion progr'LD and to deterr,ine its scope 
by OX.Jloring 'J.ll 'che v:J.rious )ossibilities 
in consult'1tion wiGh re~r6sent~tive bodies 
of f1.r~inb, Bmal~ business, etc. 

"'" 

J:'hc rlOst Llport'l.nt thing, however, is to 
st '~.rt '30 t once ',.;i th yrocuring vehi clee, hll.r 
ness etc., witDoUt w1.sting ~ long tine for 
coo)utntions ~nd conferences. 

Reoedy 4: Equ~lization of truc~ strength 
( su;nly tr{lins) be tWOLn _~rr:y r>.nd rlir Force. 
_1. s1!gge Etion to t~:,is eft ect 11'18 been r.'lcle 
to Ba..c.;. 'rhe decision lies in h'1nds of the 
Fuehrer. 

rf.)	 Her-Gdy 5: ILprovcr-;ent of truc~c ;-:'l,ii1ten 'lnce. 
Possible ~ethods : 

D.) 'Vorl:snop ,)crsonnel r:ust b8 /lssigned to the 
Fi eId ...~:;~LiY!
 
T~lis T"'.Qve is 9.1re·...dy on. See Re~ort Gen
 
Qu (,,~l'cogether About 1,800 r-:en).
 

b)	 Sl)eci21Gr1.ins fran b:l.se !:lotor iJ'lrks of 
'GnG .drr-:.ies to the ZI industri:ll- centers 
e.g. Cologne - S.'.1xony (shi,iJr1Gnts nO'~T t'li{,e 
four W80ks1). Pl~n is und0r study. 

•	 c) Trucks in n~ed of rG~Qir D'lj be turned ~~~ 
OVer to the civili~ econo~y in Gxch~nge 
for good ones. ~n0 new owners ~ould look 
~ft8r h2ving thon repn.ired in s8~11 shops. 
Propos".1 is t ing 0X::tI.:inGd by Schell. 
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ThG developr-.ent 0:' GLliS si tUqti on h'l.s the 
following eonsequenCds for the conduct of 
ground op0~ntions: 

At the ~resdnt high level of cotorizRtion, 
stiC1.rtinO' of '-_. oj!0r8. t lon· Wl. t 111 

f' d·lS t QnlJ.... 
objec"Gi~e is ".dvis'1ble only if q :-::.iniDU[1 
cruck reSGrve is available or the 90ssi
oili ty 0: .;.)ro:.'-pt reol)l'1cencnt by horse
drqwTl ve.t.Licles is Etssured. 

List: "7he positive !).dv'1.nt'1ge over 
Lthe enerlY, due to our superior ge
n6r'llsllip, would be obliterfl.ted". 

tl\jl19~ opcr2tiops h''''ve continuGd f0r "'. Ct.. r 
]'1].n '[;,."19, ~ 'GolJE; la:gtJ:l of WhlCh 1'Jould 
v!J.ry vJl~ll r02u. condltlons, sup,Jly "'.nd 
co:-\ba.t ]08S8S,) it woulc1 be necess,~,ry to 
clll ."'., f':luse in 0gerations in Vieit\T of t~1e 
i~~os:~bility to obtain replacement for 
'lIt :TJo.teriel losses. '1'115 i)quse 'lfter the 
i oli eh (L,.:r~[1.ign lasted 'l.bout four v.Jee!>;.s. 
~~ found that it w"'.,s not long ~nough. Af 
c~r 0 new o)er~tion, the p~use would h~v
to be eonsider~bly extended, in ~roportion 
to the lcss~n0d oper~tion'll v'llue of our 
t rucl>;.s. 

The.prece~~ng.2n~lvsis qoes n9~ include our 
)Osltlon l~ s)eclal vchlcles ~t~nks, tr~c~cd 
vchicles of thv .~r;__ iJ..IGry, c te. ). b~p'lr'1te 
J:c,:"sures :lust be cO!:1sidered to de"l ~'Ji t~ 
thn,G si tu~.cion. 

5 i'ebruDry 1940. 

Obc1H: p.) 1 : 1,000. OUO n ')S (':.lso .w·:-.s'C) for st:l'3e~ed 
lJi vi sior s. 

b)	 ~~t;:'blishment of neN Cor~s nqs. l~eTtJ 10c.~
'Glons for Cor~Js ~"lqs. 0 ). Sec.1

c)	 Roehricht: ~r2ining D~ ~~ VolJ.:mn.nn toOodrI.
 
P~rsonnel dnd D'lteriel.
 Tng. Sec. 

d)	 ~2stGrn frontier Qt Ostrolenka. .8.ttendeO.	 to. 

e)	 Field)ost cover ~ddresses. See th.~ t thsyuse SO~d COLTon sdnSG. Gen ·~u 
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Runnlrtg-tiDs of let~ars - statistics: 
:20 23 oUGgolng 
29 ~ 3 ~vaning incoDing 

J.m Q,1I. 

f) Obdri 'J"l.nTSCO w...,it for ex·:.ct findings on GX
ccnsion of r~ngu of oed. Fd. how. bafore 01"
dt;ring ;-',j:ilf'i c;:\.-ci on 'l.l)~.Jlied evcrY\llhere. 

. . . . - ....
1\3 ·fur -,"''---=!l0ce 8 8.!1r:y pow £.slngle 

g)	 4.7 C1 \.T;.lns co \.:TrIq. 'l'roops or _"l.rr.1d. m~~.-tr~: ?-
Let us firsc Sec tl'~c d~si:sn of ~lOunt. - 
First ds!:ol1str".cion 10 or 14 ii'eb. ..ss'.mlt 
suns.'.. 

h) iOreR'G G-w.T'ds Inc1ustri"'.l J-u':1.rds: Ofi'icero 

ecC--~J:i/ ssT '16~'OOO in ?ol1.nd, Rur,-,l Polict., S", 
Secret Li'il..Jc.... .201ice. l.Ie'c'1.i1s '1,re A"[;i11 be
ing 1ilorked r;ut. Org. SGc. 

i)	 Co .)OiWiEG of ,.rL:d. Divs.: '"1.r:-:d. units 
'11',..<' [~-=:- ~"- Ii -nc" .'ot "l'vs

J. ~l :.. a J. l,.t"".... 0 l' S e .l., L:! • J..I • Eo chn.n
gss for ti'ia tiik being. 

k)	 SO} ution of 'Cr.lCL ) 1"0'01 tj-:-.. i·r..rc,(; r:.ct~lOds: 
~oGestic Gconrn.y. -- Incrensed ~ro~uction.--
i.orsE;-drn.1rJl1 v0;iicl~ s. 0rg. Sec. 

1)	 iii!'", L.1 o)crn.cl'J.1 cqu~.ls 'Ci:,'.0 necGss'1ry f·:)r 
rc.condi tio:1in:;. ~'n':'..'G "re "l::'-f"J,round conse
quences? ~eG in ~ouch n.~'1in with 
gc~e11 ~1cer confcr~~c~ wich ObdH. rle~rou)

ing of 1..oc181s, S_) ,.re )'I.rts situ"1.cion. 
Ope 

n) ~tc~ck to deceive cnesy. O~. Sec. 

n)	 Gonferer:ce wi 'cl1 -dlT:: '161" on 2 Feb., 1600 to 
1900. u~u IV. 

DGCr0~ on birt~ r~~G: dgreenent obt~in
ed. heicl:sfue:nrer :i.ir-:self is goinbco 
~ublis~ the decree, with eX91~n.!1tory 
cor:! 'en'c ·1ry. 

Gro)~e c"..se. 1'1i)-, leI' i'etJls insulted 
~f no'c c1is!~.iseec.l, Gro ',Je cus't get 0.• 

"puniti vc II tr'~l1sfer. 

3.) L;:;,-, b ·l.ffai r. 

4. ) 1)0crse on ch'1.DrlGlling of cOT:,)l"ints
ItS-'ft.tj- v'~lve" CJuestion *.... • 

5.)	 ..:.ij-~:.ler c1e~1i e s th ':'.. t S3 : ':sn ').:I'e _'lc~c.ged 
to 1 n f 0 rr:; 0 n .."rJ:~ Y • . L 
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6.)	 ~il. Hq rra~ .e. OooDer~tion 7ith Fride
r~ci difficult. ~ustri~n officer who 
has re~ations with Czechs. 

7.)	 High GOL··-·r;ti1d ~ast. Force of 16,000. 
£.iission is to C'lrry ou t ethnical policy. 
d difficult r::ission. ~'ist~{es br..'1.ve been 
nad.e ,3ns learnt of five cnses froD re
lort of ~dgl Gono~nd ~~st, ~nd asks for 
lnfv"::1atio:1 on ~ll other C''1.ses. His in
tention is to cStrry out his cOT'lplex tn.sk 
in as consider~te manner as possible n.nd 

J	 wi th a pln~Elum of ploodsbed" HA ~v'l.nts 

o 

good rel'l.tlons witn the Aroy. Denies 
p,.ny illte~tion wh~tever to set U~) '1n .n.rny 
beside tbe 4J.rmy. 

T~fik dt~ch ~long the frontier is work 
1 TojeC1j for two !J.nd ':l h'21f Gillion Jews, 
ubdH ):~"OI1isGS to look into the )In.n. 

niDm18~ cl':lio~d th'l.t our troops get ~d
eU tion.-;.l food by slaughtering cn.ttle. 
LbdH ~sked for details on inst'1.nces • 

.diJ:EJler !:llso!:l.sserted th:1'C sor:1e offic3rs 
took their ot-el.ls wi 'ch Poli sh lidldowncrs 
every d'lY, ObdH ~sked for det~ils. 

1500	 Buhle: Org~niz~tion~l o2tters, incl. Question 
whether ~rny Judges Qhould be qccorded disci
plinqry ~ower of off~cers. 

1630 .dr".nd: =rtillery bUild-up ~1.Gp. 3. 

nntwer0 E'lst: 4 r:ec'l. _P11S. nnd 3' Divs. * 
Antwc:i"'~) N'1r'ur:lO Divs. 2nd ~O ned. Bns. qnd 

5)ecio.l Btrys.
Liega: 2 It. n.nd 2 oed. Bns., in 'ld

dition to 5 - 6 Divs. ** 

! 

Len.ves for 
Neuse fron":: 15 nixed Dcd. Bns. 

5 Hv o How. '1nd 15 c~ Gun 3ns. 
20 :dns. 

GHg Reserve: 10 Bns. (4 ~ed. Fd~ ~0~1 nn~ p
;LO 0_": \.Tun) by 1 n:)ri ; . 

_	 ~_Cogether with 1 ned. 
Fd. hO~ll• qnd 

2 10 co Gun fror. BdE. 
8 :ans. (6 Qed. Fd. hOW. ~nd 2 

10 cr:; Guns) from ~~Gl:'). . C

Tr.1]:{.ing 'che 194 .3trys,. of Gtiq rlrtillery, ('ond as~,-:-. 
s~~ing dGy • B con: i~s eVerything '1nd ~Gp. A 
keeQs whqt it ~ns, we get ~ density of 15 Btrys. 
(incl. 6 from Div. ) ~er kiloQeter on a 16 kn 
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front, and of 12 or l3 Btrys. (incl. 6 froM Div. ) 
on an qc1d.itio:·~l 20 kii1 front. 'rhere tr{ould be Cl. 

total of 25 Divs. * on this 36 kQ frontage. 

~~unition for 9rep~r~tion of ~ttRck: 1.33 issues. 

CQu IV~	 liurrent :-:P.,G tars o -- Orient8.tion for Et zdorf.- 
gStJ.fety VQl va II decree. -- Phbliclltion of the 
incidents in he E~st. 

Gon Qu:	 Till:Li.s of fields in tho eV9.cu:.tion zone. - 
Current Gen Qu matters •• 

6 F'ebru~ry 1940. 

i3rrtnd	 - Buhle ~ Re-ecjl 1 1J.)L en t of o'i.rty. Bns. ttli th sin:;le
nodel Guns o L~t~ for the confer nce with the Ar
ny Hqs. 

von Greiffenb8~g: wap Daneuver to develop )12nning d~t~ 
for-our-·e-'cr:.tegy on the lvieuse. 

J:.oob: For construction of 350 kD of fortific~tions 
he needs: 
30,000 tons of ste~l ~ Donth, beginning next 

Hay. 
3,000 trucks (2,500 froo Tod t **), beginning

JulJ -, 

40 r:.ilr02d tr:.ins, d~ily, beginning JUl v • 
120,000 wor._ers,k	 II It " 

7 February 1940. 

Through the night on trQin to Kob1enz. Arrival 0900. 

-:lap 1'1:.neuver ,:.t Hq .clGjJ. ~~ .·oto. Ie .Joints: 

F3d ~roy: Jortnern wing does not o.dvrtnce beyonQ 
line Antwerp - ~~~ur. bouthern wing ryroceedin~ 

:1 T:1	 J.; (:)

fron the o.re'l of !iI-8nch .t'irst '1nd Second Ar:-ies 
enters 2elgiu~ in th nrdenn s with r.ech~nized l 

forces and advances to the Se~ols river with _~. 
-Groo)s; ncn. eler:en t s fron((French) AG.l.)' .d. enter• 
Luxecbourg for reconnQiss'lnce (Sto~ ~t the Al
zette riv<:;r). Pl-J.ns ~o at-G-2c!~ on A ,)lus 7 (or 
8) wit. 'lbou t 40 .lJi vs. on front J.)iedEmhofen _ 
Sedan, striking in direction of ~:'18edy-Li8~e. 

Blue .d.rIJY follows out our ide.ets. lvinth .dr'r::d. 
Div. not urder its cODn~nd. XIV Corps not yet 
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set in 'not: on. 

~u(te:.n~.!).n lnsis~Gs on fintl1. nrDd. Div! _Ion the rigttt 
,'ling i'or "tanl\. o~.~tle forw'lrd of the Heuse river • 
(NB~ Thio is i~po8sible for reQsons of c~'oufl~ge, 
p'ssibili ty- of tr::nsfer'ring of ~Jinth "~rmd. Di v. to 
tJ.le left wing is being studied by .AGp. ) 

.hundstedt: "~iillth "~I·J!1d. Div. on the wrong wing" • 

Direction of 0~0~2Gion (very good~) Opcr~tion is 
deve::" ped' so ch·-:.t XIV (;or~s re1ches the bn.nl1: of 
tha U~use at Cl ~rleville-Sedan on ~ plus 2; XIV 
Cor)s follows clos~lJ behind XIX Corps (two DivsJ~ 

Guderian w!:1.nts to forca crossino' of the i'lI,m8e 
~10n0 with XIX ~nd XIV vor~s on A ~lus 4. 

~1.Gp~ COj~lI,:;tnrl (Blw::entritt) dis'l,)lJroves. (Suggests 
to htwe XiV 0or.... s 8trilt8 nort;i1'·1:J.rd o ) 

Red '!flInt q to l:l.unch its -·rr,'jd. Ji v. on the C l.storn 
o'lnk of t~e Hvase for ~n ~tt~ck frOB ~he north on 
<  .I.)lU8 4~ 

.rlGp ... Con-·,::tnd w.nts co 'l.t·tack Stcross the ill1.:,use .'].c
co~ling to ~l~n on A .Jlus 8 (15.). ~sks for seven 
ned.....rtillarJ .jns. -"'1i th requisi te riqs. 

Results: 

rltta~ki1},g force.: :.L'l.ri'~?r 'll?s '-".u1 t echelon LjUS t 
oere:t.nrorced by ,"lntn l"i.rmd. lJiv., '!fJhich in 
nny avent could not be cOJ7.:.:1.itted in tine nny_ 
wher~ ~lse! ~a1ind it, Second mo~. Div. nnd 
mot. rt0giDent~1 ~rou~s, followed by XIV Corps, 
vb. ich nust st'lrt off on A-DflY 2nd closely..... 1
follow behind the Dot. forD2tion8. 

Info ~ss .ult echelon is h-·mdic·.) Jed by its 
c1.::.)th. The folloT'J-up 1i10venent, 1.8 origln"'.lly 
1)1 .nned, worl,:ed bet Gar. T:1ere is d!lnger th'l.t 
st;eq~y flow ."igh' be disru~Y::;ed on ~:i)l)rO'1.ch1ng 
th.e J.:l3USE)o S ,ac_-"'.l. S'G~l)S to 9.vert this 'J,re 
necess~ry, such ~s n~vlng Inf. Divs le~ve 
behind their tr~ins lnd coving UJ the cOMb~t 
troops on side rO!lds.	 . 

Tinin€:: 

a)	 XIV 00r)s Dust st~rt ~t once. 

D)	 I thir_,: G::ere is no se-nse in 'thE:. ~~rnd. 
vorl.)s !J.tG'lcking alone across ·ehe l-l-:-use 
0l}_.~ .1)lus 4. .l~ot; 1 .ter than .A L)lus 2 
OK4 Dust be able to decide whether it' 
w~nts to launch ~ concerted att~ck across 
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the !Jieu8t' or let the ~-I.r:l:r 0-9S. slug' it out 
0:1	 thci!- .01NTI~ 

c)	 ci concerted ~ttnck across the ~8use wou1~ 
be ir~03~ltle before the ninth or tenth 
d.<=ty of t;1.19 off ensi ve o 

d)	 Red DQy at the s~~e time start a heavY Rt
t~~k 0gqinst the left flqnk. It would r~n 
into 2 dei\ms V0 fron'c of nertrly suffi 
cient st~€ngth (L21f that of the ~ttack). 

e)	 GHq Reserves nust be brought Ul,) in very 
close succession. 

f)	 .<1..ir force 'c;binl~s it 1t<Jil1 be 9.b1e to fly 
CtC~OE:S 'the frontier not aq,r118r thw 70 
Minutes :lfter the rlmy h·.... s st;'rted off 
(st,qte 0'( t:raining). (Rundstedt 8X,)ects 

Ltbat ~ 1: Jill tClke a.t least 90 ninutes for 
t:1.l3 8.~1 :J,ro to ge t through to the eneny Air 
i\)l'ce o ) 

Conference D t :rIa .c~ )" .A, 1800: 

nritish crt0abilities< C~n nove u~ four not. 
co) ~~:n s ,:,.ga.:r.st the D'l.ssel t-'I'ilburg line as 
a flrst e6101cn, with ~ second echelon fol
lowing cliref?Tily bep.:.nd. jjelgian left wing 
c .... n swing over to 'El1burg o OQu IV. 

Antwer) Tl~:' .el ~ arc: there Q the'r bridges or 
.Drs'0""r~t~ons for 8~ch? 

Tir-,e t 'l.blG :
 
~he B~itlsh Cqn nove four colunns into the
 
'1rea IV'l.~ll - 3e16i ftn frontier on 4~ 1.11us 1.
 

~ighte~nth .~rr.:y C'1,n coo):i'[; eight -"3.rmd.
 
~i~~~ we"'.. two--'cl1ird.s of SS Div. 1.~:;.inst this
 
fbrbB on ~ Jlus 2, ~nd 254th Div. on A ~lus
 
3. 1 

?sD.:ul..:'l.r .i.ri.y D~,~!.s. for ,r:.;ifate8nth .i.r!Jy Dust 
Tbe i:1o ed u.) via '·.i.uenster 208th Div then 

r8Dilins Gliq }{es .... l've). ...-lJJiJroved: 00. 
S~c. ' 

wissions ~or 22nd and Seventh ~ir Div. * 
still in need of cl~rlficQtion. Air 
Foree o 

6.	 ) FolloV'l~Of .~Q:.)A .KesE.r'lE83l1n the present ,"., 
disposi r.t011 is ve ry slow ( eSl)eciqlly Sixth 
4-1.rmy) • 
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7.	 ) ProclaD~tlon for air lqnding in Eol1~nd: 
Air Force. 

Air	 Force is re~orted to have given order 
to bonb eva~ything not ~ositively identi 
fi'1ble '1.S Garn,J,n forces. 

'i'r:.nf'fer of offic'ors is otJlieved li"'.ble to 
C'luse 8cC'f0US-~illcations. 

SS is ra;.Jortod to h....V6 s~ :.rted 1~r6e-8C'71E; 

reerui tinb<:r:;i V6 I including q.e;G grou j) 23 
TS3ver'l1 :tgo ,;rou:Js 'l.hb.'ld of us ). Pfl.rty 
circulrtes recruiting le~flet8 Jro~ising

• 8".r} J rV6istr'lnts ex~n~)tion fron Arny ser
vi ce p,nd ~~s sigm:,ent s in PoliJ.nd. (Froce is 
§'1ic. to h':,~le hf'.d the::l '3. wee~{ ':1.60.) 
~f this is 'lllow~d to ~o on, age grou~s 20, 
21, 22 W(J1~l_d be besl)oken ,qnd stri:J)ed of 
their be3t Daterial before WB ~qd '1 chance 
at u:J.em" .cqlegedly no defernent 'lp,)lica
tiOllS for SS. ,vei t zel * b08.sts of recrui t
iD7 ~r!ve for 100,000 nen for the SSo 
Fr';':,·""/Or.;, Sec_~. -, O. G 

11. ) d))lic~tiors for def.~rr.ents: Use ~cthod 
c:ao)ted in Fr".nce• .,....* Fronr./Org. Sec. 

1 <"'> ). *-r""*,, P d 1G.	 ~esse • ro~agqn a ex~o ling the ethi
cql i~e .1s of the Gero0n soldier. 
O~u IV. 

8 li"ebru.'l.ry 19<-1:0. 

(Si)end night qt, Vierscl1,").fter rrivtll py tr~.in. )r 

Thi'r'c.	 ..lr' d D'.... 1J. 1 v. ..Uso Os of S, XI, XVI Oor)s ".nd 
Sixt~1	 .n.ri"Y.
 

8.)
 Third A~Dd. Div. h'ls difficulties setting 
~veryt _lng tJgether, es~ccially its Brid~e 
GIns.., : 2ft0,~ i'~ s 'Ow:! bridi;e Cln.s. Wf1.S tiJ.l{e~ 
away	 for ~lghveenth rlrr~y. 

b) ?arsonnel cL~nges in Third rlrr~d. D 
Gen, St'lff Officer. iv. 

, 
e) rrl~~ ForcE ~rd~r on sw".stika fl~gs qnd .l.)~

..nc..lois. 

-lrEiored C:lr for Division Con' n.nder. 
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Fuel ~llocat&ons for trqininb exercises. 
Radio enbEtI'go "'.Jj" fuel shortage in odrmd. 
units. 

H5L Eig;lteeDth_...:.n:m~'L.-l~:1 XlvI COrQELL: 

a.) .9:1,.);)(' J.'U2.Y_~:~..~__!'O ree ,nd o",ni).ri s I organi za
1j:~Oii. in Gl'.:':',Y':'::. ·St.') '1 tt.'lcl~s to c.'1.tJture brld
~G s,,-- ---·lJf·:--i~e (; .. 
Ti,.1etab;.G ~ li'irsYJ d~y as fQr '1S Peel L)osi
t10l1. l:..~;~ond d:lY to southern HilhelDina 
, -, .Lh" -, d t b7'id'" it\jSl.n,~.i... lra '::.y ~ .. 50 S eo 

c) !3rJ-_db..t:)'E.._aiPJ_tJ~~.r:ent ::md i:1edo Artillery of 
2~rld Dl';,r 0_ ;-;;1).,3 t ;:;0 to Eighteenth ~rDY? 

l\lorthi'J''1!'U 0xtens.r.on of zone of '1.t tl1ck. 

254th Div-: T""l.:r. l,'lfltb. Ia iJroduces nothing new. TheJ5I"v.. sep;;-i8 i~o b'2 w:tking good Vrogress in its 
tr"in111t" ;.):::'og:~"C...D" 
Trucl~ ,):"-l~ blar::. not DoCU teo ...~I)thin.s special con
cerning qge or tyve of equipwent. 

Ei;hth Arnd. Div n On the loVhole, ·good. Only rJ.inor o)e
r".tion ",I c'1su::tltidoS. ru-Lve 60t through ID.test r'o
vef..1ents in 'sood sh'lpeu 
The o·.)ir.t911_$§.i2.!';l~L·Go_Q~::.e__'['lil th'l t thE; )reeen t 
'llert fur 5.. n.=. t:.1:Jt Fit "11: ··C)"'.£?; ~'Jill 1 'lS t four 1)IJe eks. 
ObdH. 

Hg X C~r(:2~ (20?th 'lnd 227th Div". SS De:J.thheqd Div. ) 

a)	 Prepar~tions of the Uor~s_thorough to lqst 
det~ilA Loes of drivc~ nre~king up of 
COr-fis into 11 nuober of ....d.vdnce COlilb$).t 'fe'"l.r.::s 
seees to be snfe, Much use is nqde of bicyc
les '1nd wh'"'t al).j.Je·lr to be requisi tioned ve
icleso 

~'irst day: .-i.rnJ.1ein - Ijssel. .ntteI:11)t will b~ 
D'lde to br~.'J.k through \.Tr boe Line. with .-idv'1n-e 
ce COf.lbat 'l'eD)ilSlnd .>orcd. i1r....in. 
Second d~ y: 7.f suriJrisc qttnck .hns f':l.iled, 
Dain body will be noved u~ to LTrebbe Line 
with Weight concentr~ted on right win1. ' 
Third dny: vortinu0 ~OV0nent to Grebbe Line. 
Fourt.l d9.Y: .i.1.. t'1ck, with n~ii1 effort in di
rection of Utrecht. 
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2l~~~Obd~; Don't we ~u~ ~oo Duch into the Gronin
gen	 .!1rCB by CC::l;;ji tting tne whole Cav. Div.7 

c)	 Persc~~el matters; 
r:;ick'JlToJ_f (2~7th VivO') does not look very 
f~e5h, is said to have diabetes. Will hnvc 
to te' re ,';lac ed. o Personnel Div• 
.orand. (20 ._h J)i Ii 0 '2 ).. Gen tral °r::mch. 
Ic dOGS net s~eG to be qUite to the liking 
of vorps. 

~affen SS seens to have difficulties finding
 
sui t,:tble reLJlaceLlcnts for COssgg':tng to new

ly ~ctivatGQ units.
 
rlqdio CflI'S e In-cking for "-.l.rnd. i16 n. Bn.
I'l, ... 

Evenin~, bctok via Iviu8nster-llR.f.1lJ-l'i"l11nover in special C'1 
att9..ched to eXl):i....ess tl"lin. 

Gen Q,u:	 Ra'l)ort on current ::lO,tters. 
Obdrl is annoyaa over the D~nner in which the 
T1'J.tter of '"oel'j n§,~I, letter (Raichen.!:'1.u) W'1.S 

h3.ndled by L'l"ttr.iQ.rm. ' 
Concentr~ted for~6e for horses. 

~)	 4, 7 c~ ~uns~ 132 ~qnk destroyers (4.7 
Skoda); of Gncse 120 to ~rnd. Divs., leav
ing 12 for GHq 'Iroo.l.)s} This gi ves c'lch ..:.I.nti
t'1nk Bn. in rlrod. Divs. on~ Co. of sPM; rc
mainder into Dcteriel rcservc. ObdHj 

J) Ar~illery:	 ~hre~ nv. ~ow. Bns., tot~ling 8 
Btrys. 
On 15 CD Gun ~n. of 2 Btrys. 
r~'J.dy for o~er~tion qS of 25 Feb. 
To n~ty. rtes0rva. 
-wo l~. Fd. rtow. Bns. Qot. beconc 
r::ed o Fd. rtO\'lI. Bns. r:ot. effectiv:' 
20 t'eb. 

c)	 Chanical w~r~~re units: 

....s of 1 .>.)ril we sh!11l hr:tve 0.9.
eeriel for 3 - 4 r.lOre CheM. Eor
tar Bns., for which we need 
cadre fro~ hG~vy 2nd Fiald ~r
tillery. 
~otoriz~tion would t~ke Qbout 
one	 month. 
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Ch,mica~ mortar ammunition: 
l10,000 filled shells, on hand 

in front 
107,000 in the 21 Ordnance ~e

pots. 
180,000 empty shells. 

60,000 rounds coming from pro
duction each ~onth. 

Beginning 1 Nay new materi~l for 
Oile Dn. will be delivered each
 
n:onth.
 
First deliv·e'rie.s . of Do P roj ec

tors * as of JulYG
 
500 till fall: ~o order for
 
sm-l~e ammunition yet **. ObclH.
 

Order on Reich Labor Service. 

~ilitary h~ilway Police instead of Civilian 
Rail Y-oad Po:::"ice. Change-over 1Nill take six 
1,,,eek3~ 

f)	 St:::-engt:lening of the Reinforced Border Guard 
Service against Denmark. (~bout I Mar.; re
info:cce \:Jnt will be effecti ve~l o-1.pr. after 
3.bolition of the customs border wi th Czecho~~.: 
slovakia. ) 

g) Re"~y for ~ssignrnent 25 Feb	 XXXVIII and 
XXXX Corps 
X.XXIX, XXXXI, 
vvv-,'TI C 
~ orps. 

h)	 Iviovlng up of Lountain Corps. Org. Se c. 

i) G-as Defense Ufficers for Corps Hq• Org.. 
Sec. 

OQu IV: a) Russia - Rom~niq - Carol Line. 

b)	 Scandinl.vian countrie s. 

c)	 II Safety valve II ques"Gion put aside for 
time being o ' Personnel Divisions will 
continue to study the matter in conjunc
tion 1111i ch 0 ~u IV. 

~ransport Jhief: Reich Railroad makes official admis
sion that they would not be in a position at the 
present to see us through in any l~rge-sc~le of
fensive operation. 

Signals Chief: 

a) IIFesta" cable *** is '),vailable in sufficient 
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qu~ntity for new fortress front; 6,500 km on 
hand. 1,000 m~ltiple (20~ twin cables. 

b)	 Artillery pa~k radio sets will be supplied to 
Divs Q of First to Sixth Drafts by middle of 
March, thereafter Seventh to Eighth Drafts. 

10 FebruQry	 1940. 

Roehricht:	 Chemic:::lJ. smcke demonstr8.tion at Grafenwoehr. 
Briefing 01 cooperntion with ~ir Force in 
reg~rd to identification. 

Volttmann:	 Commander of rr~ining Div. ~t Koenigsbruec~. 
GODes ~~ :~r t2lk on tasks of his Div. 

Witzle~en:	 w.r- ~c~demy Courses. 

1230 - 1400: Ji'neh::'~r inspected 4 .. 7 cm Czech Skod::l. gun 
on Tank 0hass~8 I; h~d good im~ression.. Gun for 
close Infan~ry su))ort, not for ~rmd. Divs. 

Talk about one-ton, three-ton, five-ton prime 
mov~rs. Prefers tne t~~ee-ton trucks. 

Stqrt of air operations during night. ObdH. 

~conomize rubber by ~educing driving speeds. 
Gen~u. 

Todt vrgnnization reported to have run out of 
steel (30,000), Eng. Chiof. 

~r~y Veterinary Office: Cont~gious nemine 
Obclho 

Turnover and repl~cement uf horses o 

Detachment of Veterina~y Officers for duty in 
21. Obdrt. 

W,3.gner - V1einknecht: Supply organi Z-9. tion for fort i 

fied front on U~~er Rhine.
 

~ippelskirch 11* reports on transfer to Supply Sec. 
at OKJ. Is ~o work only with Ope Sec. 

OQu IV and N~jor rl~dke are deeply distress3d because
 
ObaH is not shown in the Polish Campaign film.
 
Is to be remedlcd by addition of suitable shots.
 
Le'c cer to OKiV', ObdH.
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von Etzdorf 2100: It~ly - 3ritain, question of co~l. 
GOal-shor~age. ObdH. 
Q,uescioYl 1{ihe'cb.,3r he should Gake over Section Al
,,::.<;ice-Lorraine in the .foreign Office. 

11 February 1940. 

Hermann* comes GO take photographs for the Leipziger 
Illus~rierte Zeitung. 

Gercke:	 Conference "t'li 'ch Kei tel on 10 lebo 
OKW does not Han~ to put the railroad problem 
before the I~ebrer. ~veryone tries to hide 
'behind, "Ghe i'ie::;'d I"!.arshal ,*i~. OKW yesterday 
sent htm a :etcer on the situation drawn up 
'§y G'ereKe ';"ith documentation on the truck 8i
tuatiJ0 supflied by JodI. Keitel warns 
again3t put"tjing the qUE Hion directly to the 
Fueh~~r~ But he is also afraid of handling 
the II1c"tter himself. ObdH. 
F1ielCi !'Jarshal in Berlin on 12 Feb., will 
probably visit the Fuehrer. 

1.) 'lap manev ve r ~.I.Gp ,. A .. 
2. ) Conference wich von Bock. 
3. )	 ~ighteenth Army. 
4.	 ) Smok.e~ l'.or(i) \..:hemical 'Yarfare Bns. (3 - 4)

(see 9 Feb. 1940 *~*). 
5. )	 Fuehrer conference. 
6.	 ) Stra~egy for presentation of facts to Fuel~ 

rer. 
7. )	 1'.i11 tary demands on Holland. 
8. ) ~y trip to ma~ maneuver at List's Hq. 
9 .. ) Transfer of OKH Hq. (vhat about Fuehrer:) 

1 2 lebruary 1940. 

ObdH: Actiop to be ..taken when time is up. Re
port. rtolland'?• 
Report of ~(J..Gwitz to ObdR. Ope Sec. 

4.7 em guns: Six pieces :or each Armd. Div., or
 
perhaps to new Divs.
 
Organize eight Oompanies with 72nd as GHq
 
Troops.
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20 

Delivery in May~ 
E~~st be ectrmarked for XIX Corps.' Next for 
Fourth Army; chen for Sixth Army. Six per 
Com.i.Jany in GHq ~T ~..;!1Sc ; equivalent elements 
may be taken out for new Divs. 

BoehlEr *~ In GHq AT Bns. How many? 
each month. Production of 5 cm uuns should be 
~tarted in the meantime. 

Veterinary Service: "Auxiliary Veterinary'Of
ficers fl. Put them only on furlough status. 
Gen. Q,u. 

rleport on chemical smoke to ObdH~ 

Instructional Pam;hlet on employment of, and.
training of s~ews for, 4.7 cm (also Boehler!). 
Zmployment ~11:.l assault guns. lng. Sec. 

Plani.~':: for D..')lland: Railroads and transport[
tien. O~. Sec. 

Buhle: Trucks and Dorses. Todt and Speer: 
9 ~ 000 'Grucks (Organi zed as Column!). P:coduc
tion 1,000 - ~,,200 per month. (Reserve of . 
3,000 by March)r Later 2,500 - 3,000. Ca
sual ty rate a!H:l.cipatjed during operations about 
6,000 a monTlho 

180,000 horsEls'? 65,000 for new activations. 
90,000 for operation. 30,000 to replace cur
rent losses. 

Trucks .must be pulled out of the units~ 
#e shall meet at ObdH for decision end of the 
week. Orgo Sec. 

About	 Stapf. Central Br~1cho 

Wedel. (atte~j to it myself,) 

1300	 Roehricht: briefing on rf oort to ObdH reg:.u'ding 
'smoke screen laying, and l:.rafting of Instruction
al Pamphlet re~arding smoke. 

Air Force (Repo~t by Lt. 001. Vorwald, Chief, Air Force 
Org. Sec.): Reconnaissance, 30 Staffeln. Henschel 

126~ (Me 109). Me 110? 1941 Me 210. 

Planes: Long-range reconnaissance 10 Staffeln, 
Do 17 P *4\'. Ju 88, one chain **.il- per month. 

Fighters: 26 ~ru~pen. 1 April, 29 Gruppen 
·(42 ';-ruf)~)eri!) 28 are Me 109 E! Endul"'ance one hour. 
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One Nlgh~-FighterG-r:,qpe (Arado 68); coast protec
tion., 

Long-range figh'cerG ~ 8 llirup~)'en Me 110. More thB,n
 
doubled '. ;·~l G:~o~pg ~ ) 0 2 ·J.ruppen Me 109 will be 1 

equipped with Me 110.
 
Monthly rate of 103ses: 20%. Wider range as of
 
April.
 

:ombers~ 44 ~~OUpB. By 1 April, 3 more.
 
TNo change~)
 

Of these, 13 G-ruLJ1Jen 8.re He 111 (longer range). 
Bombs up to 500 kg. 

11 GruPP(:Jrf' P (range 500 km les8). 
Dombs up to 500 kg. 

2 G::c UP3 . or Bowing air mine s. 
12 Groups Do l7/Z (good for ground 

support ). 
8 (at present 3) Ju 88, partly suit 

able for sowing mines; also 
1,000 Kg bombs" 

1 CondorGruppe**: heavy cargos, big 
mines. 

Dive bora'b_er§.. lOG-ru!Jpen, Ju 87. No change.
 
In 1941 this type 1.r:.11 be sup)lanted by lYle 210.
 
Range of craft L1 (;'IllO G-rtlJ.)en extended by j etti 
sonable 'tving tanks. SCJ'8Elming attachment.
 
Close-support ;jri}.ppa~ 1 (123) former dive-bombers.
 

Air transr-art: 6 J.ruppen, Ju 52; available at !3.ny
 
time, bU1; must 1:e brought toge'Cher from schools.
 

(In adeU tion two ~ruppen are." available on short ' .-

advance notice)~
 
Increase possible only at the expense of bombers.
 
Total in existence 1,100, in fransport Staffeln
 
of Corps and in Flying Schools.
 

Navy: 20 Staffeln (six also suitable for over~ ~.
 
lana flying).
 

Adk.: 1 12.8 em .:jtr;r~ (trial .dtry.). .viII not
 
go into lJroduction before fall. 1941, IJIuzzle
 
velocity 905 m, caiJing 14,000 m, horizontp} rqnge
 

21,000 m. 
19 10~5 em Btrys. and 2 neplacements otrys. By 
1 ~~pr. J S more, by 1 Oct .. 21 more J3trys. 
622 8) 8 oo:''?try~ ).(.h~.c.Iu<fttng '?17 Z:I<l'ze-9hy~wfll' ~be 
discarded 1 .clp:ro.) ~ .de-c·ii'leen .npril and October 
mo~e ritryso will be delivered. 1 October 662 
Btrys. and 15 neplacement 1.['r!3.l1sfer Dtrys. 
94 3~7 em 3trys., later 9 more (1 ~pro), plus 
20 Btrys. by 1 Oct. 
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391 2 em * ~~rys., plus 14 single-barrel Btrys, 
11 more on 1 ·~9r., .fJlus 20 more by 1 Oct. 
150 em 8earcbllgh~: 181 Btrys., plus 4 more on 1 
;;p ~;.-a:nci 21 more by i vct • 

.dar:;:·age .8allo~,n ~trys.: 9, J?lus 3 by 1 dl?r., ,)lus 
12 more by 1 Uct. 

a) lOG Bns~ from .'-1.Gp. C for A (12), from B 
for ,i'. 18. 

b)	 25(+~ Div. to AGp. B. 217th Div. from 
the ~:ast 8.8 Gilq Reserve. 256th Div. 
ObC!.H.. 

A8se~tle at ~uenster on A-I, ~fternoon: 
4 iia:1. 1:':) ad 'l'ransport Groups for 2211(L Div. 
3 Ba~.~I_;,·oad 'I'rD.ns~)ort Groups for Seventh 
A::r l"'::.'/ , and 
&t nhg6~OW: 2 Railroad Trans00rt Groups 
:01" Seventh dir Div. 

One Par~chute rin. in 22nd Div. 3 Para
chute .6ns. in Seventh Div. 

Fue~~er hAs authorized launching of at 
tack on F~encn Air installatio11s.45 mi
nutes b8fsre X-I~ur. (One-third of en
tire cperational ~ir Force, Waldau.) 

-	 OM~ 

Foreign Office **.. 
1. ) Sumner Welles. Rome, ~erlin, Pqris, London. 

kission: a) Information. b) Ground'work for 
mediation proposal. 

Restoration of a Polish State. J:i.estoration of 
Czec~oslovakia on ~he lines of the liunich 
Agr e6ment. 1~0 interference in the internqI 
affairs c·!' GermanYr i~o limitless reparations. 
rlm3rica~ contribution~ ~old backing for 
Luropean currencies, ',J rehqbilit"'tte Euro")8o.n 
economy. 

Reasons: a) Surprlse ~nd confusion about
 
the course of the wnr to date.
 
b) It is nnticipe.-ced that the U.. S" 1'10uld not
 
be able to keep out of the conflict. -- Col

lap;.;e of Finland. -- hili tary o.ction on the
 
Balkans and in the ~ear ~ast. Repercussion~
 
on the U. So
 
c) Domestic politics: ~lections! Angel of
 
Peace!
 
Perhaps ~ngli6h initiative to draw in Roose

vel t.
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2.)	 dull: ?eace proposals -GO neutr:otl p01,oJers. 
?ormation of a front of neutrals. Peaceful 
restor~cion of international trade. World
wide dis&rm rUlI6nt. Popels hel) is sought! 

Our reaC Gion cannot yet be predicted~ ,vel
les will arrive in Italy on I Nar~ 

Italy.	 Increasing strain between Italv and rn ~.	 v 

~ngland.	 !ightening up of Navycert system. 
/ Time of I-Galy I s entry into the WA.r must not 

be allowed ~o hinge on any accidental cl~sh 

over exercise of sea control. 

Prince of hesse: II Uuce wants to 6nter ~he 
war at any time when doing so helps, and 
adds no burden on Germany. ~he nritish are 
convinced that II Duce is still following 
his old line. ~ew phase of British-Italian 
ral~tions. rlny further deterioration of . 
the situation would result in open rupture. 

4.)	 Russo-German agreement will be signed to
night. 

OQu IV: a)	 Demolition of bridges in 3elgium probably 
only loc~l oe~sures (after completion of 
civilian evacuation). Ope Sec. 

b) Si tua-cion map for i'iepenbrock. . Ope 
~Sec. 

Gan Qu: a) Fieldpost. b) General St2ff Tr~ining 
Courses. c) Computatlo~ of the gas .qJIlmuni
tion requirements. d) ~ruck situation. 
e) Feeding of ~elgium and Holland. 

13 february 1940 0 

wandel:	 we need 22 more Div. rlrty. Commanders, 8 More 
."rty. Reg-t. COr.1n1,:.nders. Ope Soc. ObdH. 

Buhle:	 Arnmuni tion posi'tjion s0Gisfactory. No IlITlll1uni
tion crisis is to be anticipated this year. 
Arns 00risi8 'l:t the end of throe months. 

",-,Truck ros:t::.on.'	 ,~ 

Canaris:	 Grosscurth. -- Pessimism. -- Oster. 
Liss. 

- Gercl{e:	 Suspension of ~ll military shi~ments (Co
lumns, Labon Service, Bns. ).* 150 trains 
per day• 

• 
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---------~ 

Gen Qu	 (Mueller): Conversion of Supply Clms. - Traffic 
control. -. Truck 1)08i tion. - Organi ze 2I 11l0tor 
Transpbrt Districts; * 

" 

Geblen:	 Data on construction of for~ifications in the 
East. -- Plan for trip to the west. -- Ques
tions of tank obs tiacle materials. 

Evening:	 Leave for Mayen, map maneuvers at Hq Twelfth 
Armyo 

14 February 1940. 

6900 to 1500: Map maneuver, Hq Twelfth Army~ 

host vulnerable spots of Red: Carignan nnd 
on both sides of Sedan (especiRlly to the 
W~st). hezi~r~s bridgehead is being held. 

Blue's using of XIX vorps in line at the 
outset of operations indicates that theM 
did not have efl9ugh Inf. Divs. up yet. 
This em~:oyment of large Armd. units in a 
coordin~teQ ofie~sive must be org~nized in 
different fashiGn~ ~.) d tacttcal echelon 
distributed through ~he first w~ve of the 
assault force without regard to order of 
battle, and behinj it 2.) an operational 
echelon, to be formed during the assembly 
of "Cr001)S, which hEls the mission to fol
low up in exploiting the breaRthrough. 
Details of disposition of units, see ~pp. ~ 

XIX Corps strikes for Sednn with Second 
mot. Div. (Second ~rBd. Div. in Corps re
serve) and. for l<~ouzon, wi'ch hegt. Gross
deutscblar.d (Tenth ~lnd. Div. in 90FpS 
reserve ).. 

c)	 A plus 8 is the earliest possible date for 
the front-~ide attack. Technically it will 
not be possible before A plus 9 0 

Transport for ammunition: two Truck Bns! 

d) The	 wheeling movement of Twelfth Army, which •is feeling pinned down on its left wing, W ~ 

would cause a S91i tting of the .d.rmy when the 
northern wing continues to advance to the 
1I11eS'G. On the at er hand, if the .ti.rmy keeps 
contact with the left while swinging the en
tire ~rny southward, our entire front would 
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be split onGhe ..~G-p. boundary line. 

e)	 Tha gap in our air defense system, in the 
Luxembourg area, must be closed by moving 
in ~ from the Home Air Districts. 

f)	 Shortage in bridging equipment. 

Conference with List: tie is endeavoring to find new 
patterns for teaffi1pJork between ,;-1.rmor, ~ir Force, 
and the conventional arms. 

Guderian and Wietersheim plainly show lack of confi
dence in success. 
Guderian: Has lost confidence. -- The whole 
tank operation is planned wrong~ 
XIV Corps thinks it need not be alerted before 
the morning of A-Day. 

Conference wi"th .lAGp. A (1500 - 1600): 

a)	 we review the resources for rapid closing up 
of Inf. Divs. from the depth. 

b)	 It \1Tould be l)ossible to bring Ninth Armd. 
Div~ to the left Tdng of XIX Corps. Best to 
commi t the Di v ~ in the Second echelon, 

Leave for Bad ~reuznach. 

Conference wi th C in C Flrst ...""l.:L'ffiyP 

a)	 Poli tical matters. ...\.tti tude ~owt=trd the SSe 
his own ideas on ~he subject. Directions 
from a central point. * 

b)	 Groppe case has gone wrong. 

c)	 v~i tzleben thinks that Raschik hus not been 
much good since his accident. Does not w~nt 

him in First rlrmy. ObdH. 

d)	 Heavy ..~rtillery will be kept in readiness 
for concentration on right wing. 

e)	 AGp. A will have to determine the sector for 
riinth Armd. DiVe 

2145: Return to Darlin. 

LAII matters of the day subsequently taken up iIITi tIl. 
ObdH.J 
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______ :.....aL.-. •15 Februar: 1940 

Arrival Grunewald 0930. 
4..:. I 

'ralk wtth Jacob on role of ~ngineer trQops +n removal 
ef ~he ohs"tacles on Luxembourg bridges. 

a)	 Revision of the naw Inf. Training Ins~ruc
tions: Delete diagram showing only one Co; 
in line. 

Assault detachments for attacks on pi11box8s. 

Purpose underlying reorganization of Infnntry 
uni ts .. 

~raining	 of Inf. in tea~work with tanks. 

Inf. hand-car~s *. I would rather allocate 
15,000 "cons of stee~ for them than for wea
pons. 

Winter':	 rlesu1ts of Kluge m~p maneuver. Immedip;c e ef
fec~s of mission of ~rmy Gp~ a.t CElck On Buy. 
Cha~ces are poor on the ~0use sOUt~1 of !\Jqmur, 
but good a"Co nuy, IVlission lion bo~h sides of 
l'ljaI:1ur II • OKH wl':'l hell) out at the crossing of 
the Ourthe. Secor~g.__~rmy. 

Point~ of CQn00rn~ virec~ion rtuy~ -- Keeping 
closed up to tue front! ObdH. 

Bullle: Truck 'position: ....etrenchments in the units 
would yield about 2,000 tr~cks. further pro
posals cannot be cade until we know the re
sultaof the Goerlng's conferences with von 
Schell. 
If we use 4:500 horses and 2,000 vehicles in
stead of "GI"J.cks in the.Div. bu9Pl:,<OJ:.ms. and 
Oombat ~rains, we are sure to have a severe 
shortage in horses by 1941 at the latest. p~

rallel measu:;."es to ecor.owize horses in the 
units must be initiated~ 

Gercl~e:	 Field ~nrshal is forming a compact committee 
headed by nimself. rie has ~ull authority from 
the Fuehrer to issue orders:" 

Technical reporter: someone of the Ministry 
of 'l'ranspo"rt (Kleinmann). New State Secretary 
for Shipplng, Krieg, also new State Secretary.. for hotor Transport, Brandenburg. New blood 
in other Sections~ 
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Memb~~s: Gercke (Railroads and Waterways). 
Schell (lviotor 'i:'ransport). :£conomic experts 
in ar ~dvisory function: Thomas, hannecken, 
Todt, rluehnlein (execucive member for the 
civilian economy). aepresentative of the 
!'linis Ger of Post whenever needed. Koerner 
representingche ]'our ¥ear Plan. Gercke 
permanent represen'Gative with fuLL p01fler. 
1tefcommendaGions for organization and opera
t~on. All work must be completed within a 
fevl weeks. 

Decisions cannot be retold even by top le
vel. 1 ObdH. 

16 February 1940. 

Talk with Salmuth: Substantially the same as tne let 
ter to Obdft. Danger of splitting of the front. 

Ziehlberg: Rp,schik for Up9cr Rhine front. lueller 
(Lnndwe]:l..r) will De replaced by Kr'ischer middle 
of riareh and in turn will take F~etter-Picols 
place (JOCIV Corps;. To Field ~arshal in ~lace 
of Stapf: DUe\lTert) Iveiss'l '!V1 atzlty (Kinzel), 
Hauffe. 

von Etzdort, 1145: Medal for Ka'"'abe '*. fleeting wi th.. 
Scate Secretary. 

~GreiffenberE: Operation, situation map. 

Roehricht: Gen. Staff Training Gourse (visit).
Training 00urse for re-·o.cti vated Gen. Staff Of
ficers -- Tanks ar!d Infantry. -- Standard de:u 

signations for battles 'l(o~A-. (Op. Sec.). 

OQu IV: Viai t to 58th '01v. ~*-l(,. Rifle barrel liners 
for training ~~ilunition, Rations (rather R 
little less for the front) #. Gen Qu. 

Rumors about oaldur H#~ has volunteered for 
servi ce in 'Ghe A.!-I_~. , . 

Memo for ObclH: 

1.)	 Written report on change of assembly ?lan. 
Change in .."dis)ositi9n of forces: ~uestions• askea by ruehrer. Have report returned. 

2.)	 Report on Lis'C ~ maneuver. (Talk voJi th 
Guderian, ~~iet ersheim) , 
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3.	 ) yon Kluge ~laJ mQn~uver. - Talked over with
 
bc.lmuth.
 

4.)	 l!..esul t of t!i.e ·two maneuvers: 

a)	 ~roblem complex of tank operations. 
b)	 Disadvantages a.eriving from starting the 

operations before ~rocess of closing u) 
is coml:>leted. 

c)	 inner doubts on pros~ects of ulGimBt~ 
success. 

5.)	 Abwehr report on plane landing. 

6.)	 Air Force materiel. 

a) Ju 88 are coming off the line very slowly.
b) Transport planes only at the expense of 

bombers. 
c) Monthly rate of losses computed at 20~. 

7. ) Air operations; rltt~ck on enemy Air Force; 
attaoking force will cross the border 45 mi
nutes before X-Hour (one~third of entire Air 
:B'o l"C e ) • 

8. ) Div. Artillery Conm~nders. Artillery Chief 
wants 22 new l)iv. rlrtillery Commanders and 8 
Regimental Gom~ander8 (one for every four 
Bns. ). 15 are enough1 

9. ) Ammunitions :)08i tion: a) .2resent stodcs \<Till 
last six months. oJ Drop next January~ 

10.) Forecast for organization and materiel. 

11.) Truck posi tiona 

12.) ~tscellaneous: 

a)	 hascrnk (Rating given by C.in C. First 
1rmy)o To Uppor Rhine as of 25 February, 
Drand for IX Corps. C of SIX, 'Hho should 
have gone to Training, in )lace of R'1schik. 

b) Gercke: rleorganization.

c) Visit to Gen. Staff iraining Course in
 

Dresden, Thursday. 
d) irieldpost.
e) Decisions on &\XVIII ~nd XXXX mot. Oorps

Hq. 25 ire? XXXIX, XXAXII, XXYJCI (mot.); 
middle of ~Qrch. 
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17 _~ebrLJ.9.ry 1940. 

vleinknecht: Reor6nniza tion of Divi sion Glms. * 
lJivs. of First, Second, -:..nd iourth Draf'~ have 
given up thcir truck 6lms. for horse-drawn 
Clms e Conversion still in progress, will be 
completed by 20 .v'eb. T1i\TO collecting ::1.re'1s: 
HaQm - Schweinfurt: 81 30-ton Glms. and five 
60-ton Glms. 

A total of 136 30-ton and five 50-ton Clms. 
have been withdrawn. Replenishing of othcr 
Divs. 1J11;tS a.ccomplished ~oI]i th the '~rucks of 
about 30-ton Glms. Surprisingly good. 

c)	 By way of compensation, ten 30-ton Clms. will 
be left in ee.ch ,d.rmy (four more in Eighteenth 
rlrmy :: 54 Glm s. ). 

I 

Five 50-ton Ulms. :lnd wi thdralo1]E).ls from Seventh 
Army make up a new MT Bn. 

e)	 ~v1 th ti1.e firs'(; instalment filled, we can pro
ceed to Teplenishing of the Clms. now at the 
front e 

ObdH:	 ~a8t: Troop training centers in area South. 
(Air?)** Gehlen, Tng o Sec. Blaskowitz 
wants to set up the Indu.strial ,g.nd Forest ' 
Guard himself, using Re6ion~1 Defense units. 
Rimmler wan'c s to take over the Forest Guard 
after four weeks. Glaims he has not yet got 
his 40,000 men; wants to use his men only to 
fill ga9s. filso wants to activRte Artillery 
of the ?olice Division with his own men. 

2.)	 1200 Report ~o Fuehrer. 

Changed 8itu'ltiono -- Armor in Eighteenth 
Armyo -- vlosing up wit~in a d~y. -- Ooer8..
tion "~Qergency". -- Tr~nsfer of Hqo 

Leave memQ~andum~~a~~t~is~ i: 
Call ~rmy Commanders for 
conference. Map maneuvers. 

drmd. Divp~ must be overhauled once more 
(M,'lrch) • 
,d.t cend to rlimnler business at the same time. 
(Army Uormanders including those in the East.L 

3~)	 .deinrici. 

4.	 ) fissignmen'~ of vorvs Hq'? ··~8 soon as cadre is 
completed, transfer XXX)( to the 'v~es·t, to Imve 
it at bando 
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5.)	 Goering. 16,OO~ ~rucks. Refused. 

6 0	 l'r}lcks:) 

Withdrawn from ex)ort 4,000 new by 20 Ac?rch.
 
From Protectora~e 1,500 ne~l.
 

From Skoda (exports) 1,000 (eouiD. units. com
~ 

plctcly vlith this, 
type. )

Production to ~i.pril 3,000	 (but then we l~~ve 
nothing in reser
ve. ) 

9,500 instead of 16,OOO! 

Nust get under wayJ See what we CRn get out 
of Todt (Bd~, Schell). 

7.)	 .H.aschik remains uncil further notice - 8.s]c 
Chief of Staff *. 
Brand to Seven'ch .~rl:1Y. 

8.)	 Fieldpost: ivork up backlog, str-trting from 
the rear. Gen ~. 

9.)	 footway bridgas, not yet. Armd. Divs. at 
present 3, later 4 trestle bridges *';!:; even
tually perhaps completion as roadway brid
ges. - 
nllocation? (Prepare timber	 for aubsequent
decking) +.ii'*. Org. Sec.	 

10.) Smoke: If possible not by sectors~ Instruc
tional .t'amphlet o 'ranks. , Tng.

Sec. 

Night exercises as a substitute for exercis
es in blanketin~ fog. Recruits must get used 
to night operations from t he firs t da~T. 

Roehricht, l3dE. 

18 February 1940. 

Fuehrer conference, 1200: 

Introductory: Original pliln was to brcl'l.k through 
the enemy front between Liege ~nd the ~Rginot Line. 
Drawback 1rJas constriction between "Fortress Bel
gium,l C1,nd aaginoT; Line. ..:;xtension of the attack 
northward of the Li0ge area was considered so as 
to·obtFin wider fron~age. The central fe~ture of 
tha t plan 1,1ms to concent ra te the l!l8in weight in 
the south ;lIld to use ....l11twerl) instead of Liege as 
the pivot of the great wheeling Dovement. 
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NO'\,lJ	 1.roJe :1.;::tve rev8r·~eCc to ·the original scheme. 

Discussion: 

Surprise may now be regarded as assured.
 
It took the eneillY ten to fourteen days to
 
learn abou·c 801:1e of our regrouping movement s,
 
which proves that the earlier leaks were in
 
Berlin. ~nemy will find 1:1eans to w~tch the
 
border area more closely.
 

2.	 ) ~nemy o~fensive: We have no definite idea 
as to 

a)	 whether the enemy will udvanc0 automaCl
cally in reaction to our crossing of the 
fron1iierj 

b)	 1tJhether the :.french high C01!lnand will givo 
the starting signal for the offensive which 
assuredly has been carefully prepared; or 

c)	 whether this signal 1Mill be:-gtvcn by ·the 
lrench uovernment. 

I'G may be tak13n for granted th-qt the opera-:",.l.
tional details of the oftensi ve hD.ve been for
mul~ted and drafted, but that the COmManders 
in the field have no liberty of Rction. ~ost 
likely the ?rench nigh Oom~and or the Cabinet 
will Jake the decision. ihis means tl~t the 
French will lose at least 12 hours. 

Some people beli0ve that the French plan is 
for the Germans ·GO spc:nd their strength in 
ilelgium, and then have theo ru.n head-on 
against the strong French northern front. 

3.)	 Our Rlan, ·therefore, must aiIi1 at getting be

hind the fortifications line in Northern
 
France at the very start o ~his calls for:
 

4. ) Sixteenth .<.~rmy to get 'to the border in
 
southern LUXenbourg with the utmost speed.
 
rldvance 00mbat Teams; Mot. elements. Ob

stacle ReI:loval Detachments.. Planes 'sowing
land mines, etc. Purpose: To seize the 
terrain needed for the defense as quickly as 
possible, and organize it for sustaine~ de
fensive w~rfare. 

The enemy would be able to launch a strong 
counterattack in this sector after three to 
four days, covered by his fortress system 
(C~p of Ch~lons, etc.). 
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It 1110uld Ghus be fi VI3 or six days, before the 
main bcdy 01 Si.~cteenth Army arrives R.no. takes 
up ~J()si tions} ani ·the critical stege is over
corns. S1 ~t;tJen:;h _1.!,I.'my will then be placeo. un
" 'G C0.81"	 J.... -Pc.. 0 

AGpo 0 must closely watch t~is operation in 
the meantiitl8. '~Juestion of rear posi tions. 
Que aticn 'Jf i"'-I't· ,lery reinforcement s. Supply 
rout e 11e t~vo.rk (including field r3.ilroao.s) ai1d 
signal .eorr:muni cati 011S network. Ope Sec. 
ri th G-en Q,u, :Cransp. and Signal Cblefs. Think 

thrcugh iEl)J.ications. 

5.)	 Tw§l~~h~r.~ will become ~n offensive exten
sien cf th3 defensive front o 

6.)	 :ii'0~:t·1.~~~"!-1,Y:~ Is nOTN ...)oised for at'cack l'Ti th 
whoJ..13 i'Ve1.&-;.:(; in '\'lestern direction. This will 
not do, ~I.i the more :0, as it is still doubt
ful thu t ,2'ourt 11 ·~rmy will be able to make 8. 
frontal breaKthrough on the I\1euse. 

7.) iVe n8ed one more.~rmy. 'l'l1.l3·we±lc'll,nk in trw· .... 
enti.ni 'opei' 's10n is the mom,~nG when List is. 
lock?d wi~h the en~my and Klug~ reqchcs ~h,~ 
~cu~0.fhi8 w0~kne83 c~n bG r0ctrfiad only 

a) by stre~gthening the assault wadge, or 

b) by having another Anny ready wher needed. 

8. )	 Allo~aLion of Armor in detail: 

We mus~ not adhere too closely to the 
order of battle., It'orm mixed commr.,ncLs. 

b)	 Tqnks allocated to any sector must be of 
tue type b6GC adapted for the specific 
tasks. 

c)	 rtolland will oppose our .tirmor only 1Nith 
anti-tank defenses (4.7 cm Boehler), not 
with ~anks; therefore, all we need on tl1at 
front ar~ about 14 Tanks IV and 30 Tanks 
III) with the rest Tanks I and II, for 
anti-tank defense ~t ~ntwerp. (Eighteenth 
.	 ,
Army i 0 

-
In Belgium we sLall have to expect enemy 
tanks porth of the Meuse-S~lbre lin~; ac
cordin~ly Ghere will be no change in ori 
ginal allocations. Guns on SPl<ls B.re a 
good weapon~(Sixth .~my). 
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e)	 I} Ee1~~1~~, so~r.~ of the Meuse-Sambre line, 
we 1"le6:l only a fi!w TanIcs III and IV (7" 5 em) 
but aJ.l.:~ibe "lore Infantry and Engineer 
~roolJ8 (Four'~h .Army).. Bulk of T8.nks IV 
and III, tcgether ith some II, should be 
~_n tbe ...·tss<lult iJroup ('.i:welfth Army). -rL::;h 
it go ..,;,1' units, heavY Inf. guns mot., E;lC. 

9.) Gene1"o.l ey3.1u.§t tion of tank types. 

Tank I can be emyloyed only against a week an4 
demoralized enemy., 

\	 
Tank II is but little stronger; not good against 
tanks" 
Tank III effective against enemy tanks. Rela
tively in8~fective against Infantry (Czech 
III) • 
Truk IV e:·"'fec ti', oJ against enemy tanks. Good 
effecG al~J against enemy Infantry.
 
Sixtih anCl. ,C;ighth ·.hrmd. Divs., which hq,ve Czech
 
tad:B: are considered out standing.
 

a)	 r'..gains'C r.achen fqr~~11 older rnilroad guns 
will ciao 

b)	 K 0 '1un i~' -Jnd good 28 cm Gun at the e'1rli 
est to the dssault Group or Defense Group 
in Luxembou:rg o 

c) 38 CI'1 a.nd 4.0" 6 cm Gun. ikvailable l~Then? 
d) lew n~val guns? Emplacements? OKW will 

let us know" 

Points to be taken up' 

1.)	 .dss.l.gnmenG of new missions and asscmbly or
ders. Urgent. 

2.) .rl.llocation of tanks and other fortles. 
Urgent. 

ObdH hqs halted shifting of tanks 

3.)	 Preliminary Ia conference (7). 

4.)	 Conference with C in Cs and Cs of S on Satur
day? 

5»)	 Timetable for s~ifting and equalization of 
forces. 

6.)	 l'~onday, 0930, conference with Buhle and Uoreif
fenberg Cl.t ObdH. 

1930 Conference with Uoreiffenberg, Winter, Sixt, Mieth, 
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2145 ~{e could set up: 

Tuxembourg frontier: jour K 5 Guns 
Five Bruno 28 
(36 km) **. 

(56 km) 
em Guns 

~. 

Eben EmaeJ:~ Five .druno. 
Up to now 
in Fourth rlrmy: Four 24 em Theodor; mobile 

reserve for Luxembourg.
(Still under con6ider~tion ) 

Five 36 em li'uns. 
Three 40,6 em Guns. 

(Fixed eml)lacements, one 
year. Question of mov
ing in divided loads not 
yet solved.) , 

K 12 Gun (20 rounds, r~nge 120 km). V{hat 
<l('*,,~against'] 

Chief Opo Sec,. ~ 0hanges called for by the new plans~ 

fourth and 27th viv D to AGp. A. Hq for second 
Armd o echelon 1~cinhard XX)~ Corps) must be ready 
by 1 l"iarch,. 

vonference with ~Gp. 3, if possible to be held by 
ObdH, v~ednesdayo Su'osec.,uently .~Gp. A. 

19 iebruary 1940. 

0930 ObdH: 

a)	 Shif~ing of ranks III and IV stopped. 
First, Second, and fenth Divs. will be rein
forced with fanks III. 
Czech tanlts for Seventh .!Jiv. (T[\nJ.ts III lr-!ill 
be tnken ou~ instead). 
To Sixth and ~ighth Bivs., Tanks IV. 
Demonstra~ion bn. remains at disposal of GHq #. 

b)	 'I'ank dest~royers by 1V1ay (seven Bns. ). First 
conversions in ~~rch, one Co. in each Bn. 

c)	 Doehl€-r: vonversion to 5 cm guns not feasible. 
Bns o on both wings must be reorganized~ 1 Mar~~ 
70 pieces. 'vVhere is the Co. of 12 Tank Destroy
ers (First ~rmy)1 . 
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1.) Objective:	 fwo ~oehler, one 3.7 cm 
('chr\3- DDS.). 

2,) Obj ec'ci v,~ ~	 h6C ,II all Boellier from _~P. 
G so tha.'G we can r31nforce e.D 
J-Hq ..1.T .;ns. ,11i ch one Doehler. 
iiill be D1Pcd c up from current 
production. 

c)	 LsiCJ ~i,.§.8Et~J.Ll:i'U:1S: ))eli v,3ries sl01.v.· t;1:, 
6: 10 ~"o -,~cuivc?:.ca uni'cs! vonbat ·3.Ssgn;F1ents 
undecid6d~. U8e mild s~eel. ** One ra~dy. 
To ~rRinin~ Div. ior ~raining in bsventh 
"':>,try., .''':i,' cillery .l\""lining \.Troup. 

0.)	 llied.. Int'. Gun. !'.id&le 0 f i4·~rch, six 00 s. of 
6 81lCh. 

E'1'1l7l..8 t ~1rO'V,k':~ s : From end of March until June 
incl., on8 \.'0. of 3 ~latoons, e~ch with four 
fl '1).lle'tnrohc:;:'3, eVery month. 

f)	 -.. I'mc~~8d ;)t;;rsonnel carriEJr: ,ti"i ve ~lY' Gos 
0:1'::; -j;';l" (,.8.0':'1 11.ifl.::. ,rt'gt;. of G-ro~p ~1.':'(five". 

g)	 Eleventil, _~riq:. mot. 'f 

~ctivacion of Ghemtcal ~orter Bn8. ~U8t b~ 
s,)deo.ed ;11..... :Wig~:.t 'Grucks or primo Dovers? 

FromE: 1.) l4 s 000 r~01ucements to ~il. 
j)istrict, :XII. 'I\'~~'*. 2. r rteplncer'1ents for sevcm 
Divs" SGil1 in t~10 rIOln-:; jJis'cricts. 

Situ~cian in the North. Vi~ws ~0di~tion )ro)08~1 
tho Slm0 ~s we do. V~ry cautious in ~8sess~3nt of 
:orr'1egin.n l-'O ssibili 'Gi GS. 

DolJ2:iura: rl..;, sees no lik\:.lillood of closor'volu11
I 

:a8.~6: ·'0 si6ns of ::tny dis Gurc'lnc e. 

I kJ.y: 'Jnc,-,r'cn.L1~ '.L 11,-,Y '!/lIould r'3''!..1Iy prefer c1oi11:-:; 
busin08s wicl us, ~u· t~6 ran~in willinz to do 
busin~s8 wi~~ t~e otaer sid8, too. -

1330' Lunc11con 
Kry.T,·lab G. 

B.t 'c11e J "......,iJ.ik St:; ...:.raol2ssy. i"r-:;l.. r31}. 'GO 

1230 G0rclt:.~: B~ ,Jort 
uperr'.tionl.ll '1l1d 

o~ revi sed 1)1.. nninb 
re j"irs l)osi tion. 

for r~.ilro ':'..CI.8. 
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20 to'ebruary 1940. 

Col. deim re~orts ~8 G~i8f on 8~eci~1 ~seign~6nt (zbV). 

Guderi ..;Jl : 

.Hnth _..rn:c1. Div. 400 c:t.rs '* in repAir. l~ill 
be finished coc~. ~ra for the first to r~M~in 

~t Jresent stations. • tGended to. 

4.7 cm gun on Tank Ib c~2ssis o~n o)arqtc o~ly 
L:1 units wi t:1 or6''1.nic 'c2Jlk replJ,ir-o snop? If 
de~ache4, it would need 8peci~1 r3p~ir faoili 
·ties. This iJa!;:es it n00ess.'lr~r GO DOU!lt the 
4 

0 
7 om c,ssigneCL 'GO Inf. units on orCl.inax'jr gun 

cnrri~ges. Urge Seo. 

Keep vva.hn ~"'(, free for units of ...·~rDd. 1"rec10:e. 
0)'. S '=;0. , 'T'l-1 .~. - S<3C. 

Chie~ of Ins)dotor~te 6.*** In pl~ce of 
.2::tL3'?:: ~·~';,Ojl1'.1.., ll..onze, lTo·tsche. Org. Sec. ~c,ick 

,,/Quid be a,))ointed .-~r:rld. Foroes Chief i~1 OKH: 
Obdn, Pers. Div. 

Gen Q,u:	 Ailit~ry Ori8inal Juetioa. 
iJisoiplin.'J.ry .10 vcr of offioers for .~r.r·1Y Juc..ges. 
DisQJ9rovdc for G~is ~~ol~te~ c~tegory; ~ue8tion 

r:w.st ba set Gled for •·...r·)'Jy officials ::l.S ':1. ;,I::....01e. 
00nfirmiOttio:l of incli vi c1uA.l sentences. 

C.::mtr".l .drCC1.nch i:.1forJ:ls us G~lJ~.t t' d E'uehrer ;.'!'"'1.n'd3 to~p,lk
 
to \..h::ncr!l.l von i'->,ll'i:c nr10re G, {'.f: -.n exp0rt on ?in
land ft.
 

Felber: L: e:b Nant s .or'?l.nd. Rlschilc 18 C'l.se t'Till be ·G2._,.:"

:d OVGr once nor0 on 5aGuraqy.
 

R03l:.ri Ol-lt ~ 01"'6_01'" on sUJ,)ervi sion of ':i'r:1.ining ,"1.cti vi '~ic s 
'uy newly 20ti v"'..t eQ 00r..)s rtqs. i'iight 1'1"'').1 nin,; '"'.s 
~ 9rellDin3ry to Graining in smoke bl~n~Gtad _r~as. 

,'¥iOt:;z:n~r: .I.i.0~)Ort on 'Gour. ~ruok )osition of T~elf~~ and
 
bixteGnt:1 ....rmie s. Gen ~u rna? eX3roises.
 
5uJ~ly )osition of L'irs 'G -.rl':1Y. -- DGCG9ti on nis s1
on fo I' ii 1"S 'G .....rI:ly 0
 

~f:i.ec·G8 of 'Gi13 s{lif(,.l.ng of G·.~(; bou.ncl'i.ry bet~,'T0,:;n
 
.- d i'j1 1 1 • 0 S 

.1.G',)8. D:J.~l .•1.. ...£1.. X oV'Jr \ 1• t_ p. ·so. 

b) !l..C\.S XVI Cor~'G rlq still o.ny useful funo'~ion 
up north1 ~ho 00~~and8 the 5800n& EC~ulon? 

XXXXIV Gorps ## ' 
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c)	 Bl'..u~entr~ ct: If pro jected cou-rse of opera
t~.oni!. 

I! $tudy on prospects of Ghe ope-

e) Dece~tion measures must be intensified" 

f)	 Sixteei1T..l.l.-.!'Dy: .2rojected course of oqo
rations (nap study) covering lJeriod. fron 
the start until 'tne crisis is over. 

g) IJ1.~lP man0uver in ...iG-p. B'? 

h)	 ..ifh!3.t 1'0 servo s have been earoarl\.ed '( ) 
Wr~t r~8erVeg Qre re~lly free? ) 
rtOlpJ li1.US;; ·they be grouped? ) 
!1.0·W move tner,1 u;/? ) Cn. * 
Reservss for ~orwayl ) 

i)	 ~,~.aiso~ Officers to 04i.GpS. B, rio, Clnd Fourtn, 
l'1;"el::.th, and Sixteenth ..i.rmiesj later ·::tlso 
fer .,.':"'J. C. (Six in r.l..ll.) 

Centre"' Branc'l~	 ~Jhen do we rele... se Grosscurth'? 
.l.Jia:'scn Officers. 

"I	 .:i' • 9G ':ebr1J~:CY 1 40. 

l~orning: :r-J{ ®wn 'lilork or' ne"TtJ assel. bly orders and on or
der for feint at·tack by ..-i.G.tJ. C. 

Gen. 6b~t?Kel!el sends diree~ive of Fuehrer concern
ing Heavy rlrtillery. 

Vlin'~er: Reply to Leeb on at'caeks (IFalke II, IIGei8r", "He.'l.
bi cht II. it~Ao 

Bluoentrit~; Review of chs new intentions. 
Org~niz~tion of the r ~rst ~nd Second ~rmd. Eche
lo~s under Guderian. Tnird ~chelon will follow 
up under =rmy Gpo 
Oonclusion of the regrouping Elovements about 8 
lVla:i....ch. 
C in C 041.Gpo rl belitv6s tn.:.t SlJ8R.rheading of offen
sive by rlrmor is no longer justified under present 
circums 'GAne es o , 

Sixt: a)	 Stef'IJing '1;> of striking !JO"l.v6r of .-I.rrnd. Divs. 
Allocation or armored personnel carriers. 
rlrmd. ~ng. Co .. 
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?irst off, t;wo BoehJ,er 'J:fl.nk Destroyert-Bns 
(two Dtrys. f 12 each, ~nd one of 12) ~nd 
2 Bns. 4 0 7 cm Skcda (three Btrys. of 6 eqch). 

b)	 Corps, etc• .-l.r'cillery Hqs. -- Pers. Div. has 
no one. Cen iral Branch must help. 

c)	 Replacement uni ts for For'cress Troops in .-iGp. 
C. 

d)	 Post cf -i.rmd. Force s Cilief. 

a) I! Safety val"v'e I question. ObdR. 
b) Stflff cf officvrs with writing ex~erience 

fot' ?re8£ Sec. 5 *. 
c) ?I'E-nch fr)rti fi cations on the northern bar.k 

}o' -, \	 ' of th~e ~G~8v and a'v wezieres. 
d) Si ':lg.l~:r'it). idea of II securi te" in Fr9.nce **. 

.~ o.ndeJ.:	 ~illplcYillent ~f ~5 ~nd, 5ieifried Guns ~~* in com
plian~.e wi cn ene lfuenrer s wishe s. 

Heu8in~er; O~er~tion "~eseru0bung~: 

£'alkonnorst SD.1rl cne iuehrL,r. Fuehrer ,l)ut him in 
charge of prel.)s:'.r'l"Gions for 'che l~orwaJ' 0l)ern Gion. 

Hq XXI liOrl)S will be )laced under OK v, in order 'to 
avert troutle wi'Gil ,(i11e Air i'orce. . 

Plannin[ ~roup will 800n go to berlin (Corps Hq 
to Luebeck'? ). 

Reinforce Falkennorstls Hq. 

~roops:	 Seven'ch .tir Di v., 22nd Div. 
One rlegt. of First kt. Div. 
Two Divs. with ~s8ault ~quipment (Seventh 
Draft)o Eelection of ~ommanders. 
~ighteenth nifle bri6ude, reinforced with 
tanJ~s. 

roF I£..1 aps. 

DenMark.	 ~ir t'orce 1rlan ts Denmq,rk #. Tro ops must 
be readied. 

Timing:	 Shortly after substanti~l conclusion of 
of:t:ensi ve in th~ IVest. Then 8.S quickly 
~8 possible~ (All points taken up 
wi th Obdri. ) 

{Marginal en'(~ry, presumably 2 1·1.qrch: J Not a single ~Torcl 
h'18 £) .ssed between the j;t"uel1.rer end 0bdH on this matter; 
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-
this mus·c be .r?ut on record for the history of the w-;.r. 
I shall make a poi~1"C of noting down the first time the 
subject is broached. Nothing to date (2 !11arch). 

~vening, 2245. Leave for Dresden. 

22 £ebruary 19400 

..-1.rrive at Dresden in special car at 0400 • 
.. 

0830 Classes s·cart in the lec·cure rooms. 

0830 1030: Lecture room B, Lt. Col. Hermann 
(The IIlire Brigade II Divi sion) *. 

1045 1240: Lecture room C, 1Viajor ~J.qgener 
(The mot. Div.). 

1245· CalIon Commanding General Mil. District IV: 
Populn.tion exhausted; -- Spring sOlfling! - 
Ra:"'lroad movements somecimes unnecessq"ry. ** 
.L:.arly thaw. ObdH. 

1400 - 1700:	 Lecture rOOD A, Lt. Col. rt~sp (~ap ma
neuver: ~eeting engage~ent). 

1930 - 2300:	 Party at the ufficcrs I Club (,<;1.fterwards 
back to Berlin in s)Bcial ·cqr). 

Iiil.9ression of i118tructors; Vsry good. Courses ~re bu
sinesslike. ObdH. 

Inpression of the lJarticipanc s~ ~ni te grq"tifying. Some 
outstanding o:fficers, such !1S I'rotDfJ., Philip)i,
Steinsdorff, Grewenitz, uebelhQck. 

23 february 1940~ 

0724	 Arrival at dnhalter Station. On to Zossen. 

0930	 von Greiffenberg. Exchange XXXX c.orps for XXI 
Corps. Order~ Obdrl" 

Nieth; ~lleged com~laint by Todt on lack of cooperation 
by Felberls troops on the Spicherer rleights. 
Thirty-three em lJIIlCer.1ents:.._are now under construc
tion. Casualti8s. 900 shellhits! ObdH. 
Containing attack by C (Cadenbronn). 
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:V 9.gner:	 Tank wedge. 18,000 vehicles. 
4 total of 45,000 vehicles in the sectors Qf 
'twelfth e..nd ·S.tx'teenth ..rmie s~ 

'tVinter: rl.pJ.)rovc?l oftdraft plane for fl'ttack "Falkel/ 
(Leeb) and for individu8.1 missions. ObdH. 

hemo for	 ObdH: 

1. ) 

2. ) Po~-nts for conference 24 ~1eb. 
, 
~ 3. ) Corps rig Falkenhorst (XXI Corps) will leqve 

( 25 Feb .• ) • 
.In his l)lace Stumme ()C\.XX Corps) (!3.S of 25 
Feb~). Orders issued. 

4.)	 Falkenhorst I s mission (Operation I/~veserue
bung") • 

5.) Leeb	 does no·t want Rasch1.k. 

Ins GCGors u-0neral and Troo,) Ins )8ctors 
ollmann, .K.aschik ).. Hot yet. 

7.)	 rl.rmd. Forces uhlef Gt OKH~ Not yet. 
No'c Dalck at ~eneral rlrmy Office *. 

. 8. ) fwo letters from~eitel. a) Finding mission 
for K5 \..o"un on 8cu'thern wlng. b) Oonstruc
tion on 81egfI'ied Line, ~Tacob I 8 rel)Ort. 

9 0 ) Todt is said to be again at stirring up the 
Fuehrer against us~ this Gime over S~~r
bruecken. Fuehrer is repcrted to wish con
tinuation of work on extp.nsior.. of the front! 
(Steel is sU9~osed to be av~ilable again. ) 
~e shall have to wait for confirm~tlon. For 
the time 'being S.svtrbruecken is under Ar'ci11G
ry fire. 

10 .. )	 ..~Gp" O. ,uraft plans for opera.tions "F,':l.lke ll 
etc. -- Rel)ly. 

11 0 )	 BUQming ue of observ~tions at Gen. St~ff . 
Training ourse, Dresden~ Dresden Corps Hq. 

12.)	 "S~fety valve" question .. 

13~)	 Xote for conference with Gehlen. 

14.)	 Intensification of the "Containing attack" 
by AGp. O. 

15. ) Progress in construction of border fortifica
tiOhs in terri tory of J.'iigh Commflnd Bas't .• 
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•
 

Chemical smoke demonstr~~ion, under Kuntze.
 

iViuens"terei fel * e
 

Keitel.
 

neport to Obdrt; ObdH~ -- ~ank ditch. Jews in terl"i 
tory of nigh vommand East. Gehlen. 
we must hear .ulaskowi t z on the subject. Reply 
~o Himmlerc 

High Comna,nd .l:!~D.,3't vivs, !1S of May~ Should they
 
be re~leni8he1 at once or one after the other?
 
J)Op. Sec,,!). Buhle.
 
Sequence in which 'chl2JY arE1 to be re1el1sed by
 
High COITlJI:Rn(l ..c;:.c u.
 

Industri.21 Guards will be organized by nish Com~
 
mani ~Rst itself.
 

1100: Conference with the &l,GO" and Army Cs in 0 (sirlu1
'~neously conference ot la officers), Tlrpitz
ufer. 

~ew assenbly ordl2Jr ~o me0t the ch~nged situqtion. 
Regroupinb nnd dis1)0 si'Gion of force s. Dn.te ·for 
the coml)le'Cion of re ...J.rouping (7 l'ln.r. ).
 
'11.r8i'nlng programs.
 
Truck ..)osi'cioll.
 
Subj ect'S rela cing 'GO roli'tical Lil1ison Soc'tion.
 

C in C ~Gp. A is skeptical ~bout the effectiveness 
of the ohrll,u. o ~'h::dgeo Is afr f 1.id th'lt the Second stnet 

.• ']1lird EchElons vl10uld nOG be able 'GO CD. tch up. 

Bal1ticlil.lars~ 

.:..)	 Coon'1nd of the .u-md. ',edge: t'orm Group i:;ian

stein witL SDAII OQu 8~affo
 
rot. Signal units for ,'l.sSFlul t l~ledge'?
 

2•.' l'iew Hq "i.G-p. B l)rol)ubly at Duesseldorf.
 
Ope Sec.
 

3.)	 PrClxl.ro.tions must be made for construction C', 

bridges. Jacob, Gercke. 
Busch thinks the bridges a't Luxembourg border 
will be blown up. Military bridges with Con
struction elms. Dust be readied. 
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,vB ,t	 is needed for Gw3S8 ;.Jrzp::trqtions'] Check 
assembly. 0p. Sec. 

4.) liniforif, IE:; we rcgLl.J.:.Hions for spring sowing. 
~ng. S~c. with BdE. - 

5.)	 norses in Hqs. * Org. Sec. Centr~l 
Branch, Hq Comm. 

6.	 ) Leeb: Draft plan for "containing attack" h~s 
been requested. Perhaps two Divs. needed. 
Artillary1 Ope Sec. 

7.)	 Fuel insufficient for training program. Kuech
ler wants 400 cubic meter. ** Gen ~u. Tng. 
Sec. 

Student: Coopc;,ration, in the pre1)arotion of 
tha	 offenei ve not ye'C ':loS it should be. 

OPe Sec. 
Kuechler has not yet been able to-get hold of 
the man. *** 
Divisions: Dusch wants 58th again. , 
lill	 in return send 72nd to fraining Center. 

Op. Sec. Tng. Sec. 
~eichs wants to leave 87th in the irqinins 
Senter a littlE:; longer (four weeks). 

10.	 ) rersonnel Div.: Siebert (Weichs~ c~nnot set 
~long witn Austrians. ~ust be given a diffe
rent Di vision. ~eichs must get some German 
Officers for his Austrian Div. (Reserve 0ffi 

c-oors). # Pcrsolmel lJiv. 

ll~) 44th Div. is behind in i -G S 'Graining progr.gj'!l. 
'I'ng. Sec. 

12. )	 ~ir Su~~ort. ~. must specify our requ~rements 

to	 .t-\.ir l'orce1 (Get wishes of rtrmy Gpso). ' 
Ope Sec. 

New	 OKri rig Fellgiebel: 

a)	 J;l'uehrer needs five lines for his Stllff, .ri.ir 
Force also needs five. In ~ll only 15 lines 
can be handled at Muenstereifel. It is 
si,r..:.)ly il!l90ssible for OKH to direct operQ
tions with only five lines. 

b)	 It TrJould take eight weeks to prel!~re swi tch
over to a betGer signals network. 

c)	 Our recommendation: ,ddvance A.long the ,cable 
of Pruem. Initi~l operations might be direct
ed froIT, Gie ss en. Lini son Staff to l'vluenster
eifel. 
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1. ) 0). Sec.: ~heck togecher with Signals Sec. on wh,t 
we need for operacions, ~nd for Trans). Chief, ~nd 

Gen '~. 

2.) Talk with Aeitel. 

3.) Give OhdR documentacion for talk l,d'ch Fuehrer. 

Soicherer ~ei3hcs: Re~u~ed wishes of ~he fuehrer? ~B
terials ~nd manpo~~r re~uirements. Jacob - Geh
;len.. ,'£o.ll{ l.'1itil Kei tel~ -.:.. Oonference Obo.I-I/FuG~l.

,	 rer., 
• ir-Ground identificatL:m'( .?rogresp made. Tng.. Sec. 

Hesult of the conference Roehricht/Keitel. liate
rial for Conference vbdrt/Fuehrer. 

Tng. Section: vrga~ization of_supervision of trainin~ 

programs. -- ~u.estio1>l of lnspectorace General still 
open. 
'~"ahn - Senne '*. lVlUSt be se-c cled~ 

m ' Chemical smoke de~onstration by Kuntze.	 lng. 
Sec. 

Political Liaison Sec.: a. .odE order on church atten
dance is s~id to have been issued 10 days ago. 
"Sa.fety valv:;t1 qucstion no-c yet discussed. 

O·~u IV. 

Org. Sec.: ~uestion of .creation of rank of "General e1.er 
-":;:~'---P~a":"nzertrUl)l)e II -lhl- not yet decided. Org. Sec. 

25 iebruary 19400 

1015	 fTolte calls u.)· Engel :bas told Siebert: Todt 
will fly to ~uskirchen tomorrow, to look over the 
sit~. . 

1030, A9~oin~ment with ~_Hermann (painter), rierlin w35, 
Elsholzstrasse 16. ~djutant (Central Br~nch). 
Very good Jortrait of Luaendorff for ~eneral St~ff. 
wark 350. ?ortrai~ of holtke (fo~ Gcn.ObBt. Beck) 
not yet finished. 

1130 Gen.Obst. ~bitel; ~uskirchen dunting Lodge will 
serve as H.~ForTfl;1_rd, eliminating the drawbacks of 
the kAin hq, whioh was organized on too large a 
scale (and moreover was not completed in time). 
Todt and S~hmundt went to £elsennest *** the day 
before yes-cerday, to hear fuehrer I swishes. }ir;ht 
before last 'rod t rece-i ved orders in Hunicn to L

speed u.:.J "t:rJork at; riunting Lodge so as to get the 
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house randy ~O~ G~e ~·uaiITer ~nd his entourage 
{v;ithout .doril1A.nn, r-'oreL,;n binis-GeI' ~cc.). 
The ~ain heuse is to be su)plemented by wooden 
barracks j.n Ghe woods co Obdrl's sp@cif1catione. 
Todt will go there tomorrew tQ 1ns)eqt the 91Hce. 
I-V!lnts an OKH rel)resentative to coma along. OKH 

. representative should svec~fy number, kind ~nd 
size of the accommodations (also vihat is needed_ 
for visicors, C8.rs, telelJhones). Ce;1tral 
.Branch. 

von Bock~ 1230, at his home. Worr1es:. 
\ L)	 Reichenau I s Army is TiOO ,.,reak to -c,lOl.ke HcLvn.n-ce_ge 

of its oJ)ortunities. In particulHr it neacs 
more ~rmd·o Divs. so as to be able Co ex;}loi'G 
a success at ~'ia_1.stricht or ha:o-_seik. 

Reply: CannoG be done. ~ivin6 R. the ~rmor 
would break u) -che concenGra-cion of the -1.rmd. 
Echelon, as now ~lanned; Armor would then have 
to be committed -GeBJ'TIed up wi t:1 Infantry. 

Training: vombined ~xercises of InfanGry ~nd 
Armoro 

...~ v'allable imm~~:':.ately for close su J)ort, T~ren
-Gie-Ch Div. (mc;i)) and Ghose elements for which 
Ku~chl~r has no ~oom at his front. 

2.)	 ~ngine~rs d~~ ~~t~llery can~ot be released 
\1]'i thout je')l)P.:r-,i.~.z.::.rlg .l.'eic!lenau' s mission. 
~Yp.Sec. mU8t che~k wlether and when new for
ces become av~ilable. 

Jacob: ~ore needs to be done for construction 
of imp~Qvised bridgea~) 

3.)	 Re)lacements nGcess~ry for cn.ncaled two Divs. 
Bock now also wants to close u~ more com0ac-c
~.y to the ~ront And so meke room in the ~0ar 
for hro addi ·Cional Divs. 

(QP~tCo_ The8e tw~ Divs. must be brought 
r	 -c;::-;;. --,1 -l· Wl- t1.- '1'1) -. SIt·UJ.-'.. v.".:;\A. .... u J.l ./S- ec. on oct:\. lons. 

DivisioD8 rn~y rem~in JHq Res~rvG. ) 

von orauchitsch 130J: 

.:.i(1 t."'orwe.:r'1~ rur,)ose: i'o provide tem )(:)r 0. rv 
~~cm~·~()j.~t~o~s f?r Obirls -idjutant ~nd Chief of 
lihe \j·en. E'Gl'l.r-f 'v'll th requisi-Ge st8.ffs, (of 
about the strength ~lanned for our FO~Nqrd 
Eche:_on i~ two railroad tr8.ins), together with 
moto~ veQicles, and servicing facilities. 
Jeeded also suc 1 landing fa.a:ili-Gies ,q,nd signal 
cOffiil1Unictl. tions., tlla-C would ensure de.~end,qbie 
liaison becw~6n dq lorward and fr~nsp. Chief, 
through Giessen. Central Branch. 
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2.)	 Prepar~~ions must be made for ~ Hq in the ~ruem 
area, since Muenstereifel will be useful only 
for a short time. 

3.. ) Sodenstern: 

a) K'::'<::l) a tight rein on Kluge! He 1.I18.n·c s to be 
1I 0ut of reach" for l1is .~rmy Gp. 

b) Locatio~ of next GHqo 
c) l~ho is co command the Armor wedge: i~~anstein, 

Kleist, l/eichs'11 011..I 

. . 4~ ) Li'uel: .Je must be a Ii ttle less stringent now. 
Gen '~u. 

Armd. Divs. have been reassigned and must be 
broken in. 1~6i" Di v. 00mmF.1nders! Hoeppner 
F',nd Guderi":.n musti make sure thflt Div. Oomj--"ln
ders conduct exercises on Div. level. 

,	 Tng. Sec. 

Som~thing must be done about reconnaissnnce on 
'chi:; ...~G,). bound'lries. It must not occur A.g8.in 
-chat the &l.Gps. lACk a unified Vie\ll of the si 
tuation. Ope Sec. O~u I. 

6.)	 Viebalm - iYitzleben. 257Gh Inf. Div. (III 
Cov~s) ~g~ins-C 263rd (Kuer~e) or 2l6th (Boett 
cher) or 2ll'Gh (.rlcnner). 011.. 

1530	 Lt. 001. von Zichlberg, briefing on his scouting 
job nt ~uGnster~ifel. 

26 ,tl'ebrue:.ry 1940. 

I 

Roehricht: ~raining questions. 

Greif!enberg: 

350 to 400 men -re st'lnding by in two 
groups ~lt Crq.ilsheim *. ·~ill go tio ":>itt 
burg on a-I Day. their mission is to 
open the way for XIX 00rps west of Dastogne. 

Fieeeler bcorch ** p~anes ***1 Tnlk 
wi th ·#ald:l.u. ObdH. 

b)	 Sixteenth ...1.rmy want s 'GO tnke c qre of its 
flank. cover i'Gself, wi'cll .ddvance 0oI:lbllt 
'rellffi, bu'c Ghe t'uehrer wqn'c s Storch p18.ne s 
to be eI:l~loyed also in th~t 88ctor. 
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X-nour - 20 to X-¥~ur over enemy air force t~r
gets (o~era~ional airfidlds). 
O1l6-thil'd of our entire Force 1,.,ri1l be com;-ji tted 
as pr'eviously announced. From X-Hour to X ;!~',us' 
120 mi:1'..l.t63, u-erman rl.dA will hold fire (return-: 
lr.:g plane;;)" 
X-Hour plus 180 minutes, n second large-scQle 
effort ~08si~le, in direct sUJPort of ground 
opar::-.tions C-~gainst Bri tisb.! ). 
Group R1;.chi:.-0f5Il1 cool)ernting ~'Tith Sixth .i·:..rP1Y, 
will not b8 i~cluded in this plan. 
X-rIour t<J x: J.?lp.9 60 minutes, all GerGan fig:1.ter 
planes over Luxembourg. to provide escort for 
the returnir-·.g first "!(.lD.Je of bombers !?nd ·to 
repel a"C tac:ks on Guderian. 

rBuhle: a ) )l'ralni!1g l._:-:'gram in 'che ..::j;-s·t h::,.s been sC'''.rted; 
date soT. for termination much too Inte. ~~umber 
of !AD~ults -00 small co justify such p long , 
tra:',L.' i ng schedule. ubdrl want s t err'1inqtion en". 
of .:.1.' ~'il. ild.,t; M.S been informed. 

b)	 rleorg9.ul zaGir:n of tile L:'lndwehr Di V8. * on the 
wholE;. cOrl1)lsced o 

c)	 ':rransfers 0... ehe .negionl3.l Defense Div. ~ITill 
last into ~~ril. 

d) ,,~ustrlJ.n .r'-0i6ional lJef ensa uni ts! Officers 
must be switched. 

e)	 ~egional Defenxe negts. ~ust be grouped nccord
ir.g to the vorps rlqs which activ~te them. 

f)	 Polish Peasant 08.rt Olms. - Local f1.ssignnents~ 
·to Land\vehr 1)i vs. 

g)	 Offensive front: Officers )osition b~d, save 
in F~rst Draft Divs~ ~e\ new officeroc~ndi
dates o Ufficel' Q!lndidl1tes for Infantry n.nCl. 
~~r'Gille!'J' oK-;:. I Obdci.. 

General fuieth~ ~) Bridges acrOf~ Our and Saur rivers. 
b) F'or"lJlnrd shif'li to Msyen, 
c) Order to revise ~lans for Southeast 

and Caucasus. 

F.'),lkenhors'c (:Ouschenhagen)~ lie~)or'cs on mission (.ope1?a
tion 1\ ~cs8ruebunstl/. .de; W'lnes l>it. 'I'rcops. 

• ObdH• 
I request early s~ecifications on a) Strengtu, 
b) assembly ~rea, c) uime when the troo~s ~re 
n8eded. 
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One	 re;).O.~_t._is the:c the troops should be readied 
il1}rg._G-..:'1JD.'~~l--Y.o ('rhnG is dift erent; from whA.t Greif
fenberg told me .. ) Ope Sec. 

p!larginal note ,. )re:s1JJ;1ably entered 1 ~'larch~ J 
?rom1se to ge'C iT' touch 1-11'1;1'1 us before drawing up of re
quisition was not kept. 1 dQrch. 

1.)	 15' Corps ..~rtillery GOE1manders, 8 rlegimental 
Stafts. 

8.)	 ~rmd. Forces Chief. Thoma. Keitel: 
Yes. 

"InSIJ8Ccor,g1! ~haschik, Schwandner, KOCh, 
biegeleben )" 

4.)	 nnschtk.. t'or Raschilc: Boehm-Tettelbach. 

5.)	 SDer-.ial trn.~ning 1) rogrnE1 for offic3rs replacG
ment~ (men with three years' service). - 
1'J e1M l:J chool. 

6.) Dridges ~cross uur river (Mieth, drawin~). 
Pictures~ 

7.)	 Deliveries of equi,;)I:1ent to foreign countries 
(56 )Hck r.qd.io tr.<:ti181T!1 tters). £.lUst be ·taken 
froD frontline trco;a. 

8 ~)	 l~ 81,J OKH ~iq. 

9.)	 40 cm and 38 CIi1 \June between Saar and Ijiosellc. 

10.)	 SUP1)llf organi za'Gion for at cached ..~ir Force 
uni 'C s. 

11.)	 Com7lander of &irmd. ,,'ledge. 

12.)	 Spicherer d8ights o 

l.qp of Divisions. ehe ck l::i.. st of Divi sions. 

Southe8.st study. 

Fellgiebel: 

1.)	 ObdB, {wlb.h Lin.i son S'Ge.fT', must be near the 
Fuehrer. Fuehrer's desision. 

flPromotes ll '·.i.g"yen for OQ,u I, OQ,u IV, Signals, 
Central Dr.qnch. (Wittlich for rlGB. ~: Bad 
5ertrich for Second l":\.ir Fleet. ) 'la1ms it 
could be done in two weeks. 
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S~ys he hus: 4 ~slephon8 and 2 teletype li 
nes, -co each ..n.Gp. 
4 tele9hone and 2 telety?e 11
nes,to each drmy. 
12 telephone and 6 teletype li 
nes, to the rear. 
4 telephone and 2 teletype li 
n6", 'GO x.iuenst ereifel. 

3.) ?ruem. 

4.) nq Forward: 5 trunk. lines 'GO Giessen for us, 
several connections with local network. 

5.)	 Italy was given ireneh cipher code by C~nari8; 
in I'eturn we ffiU.St demand intelligence m'Stteriol 
from the iV18l:~j.'ceI'ranean. 

von G!'eiffenberg~ F~~':;-up of :~ .~md. Contl'"1.nd nq coull: ',:::(', 
be consi'::-G'u ted '" 3 follows: 

One OOl".l.-,r.:; iiq (-tli th Sign3.1 .on. ): b1)ecie,1 R9.dio Cos.
 
:.: rOD sevdral lTaq units, for radio ~nd field trunk
 
cable.
 
XXII COrl-:s (Klels t )? Behind it only I Oor:)s. - 

Roinh~rd (XXAX Cor)s) maih Echelon, Schmidt (XXXIX
 
Corps). l.iud.er.i~ in--9.or::l!:land. '* ObdH.
 

Goettke: iVIetz} \Vho has ul'.'ked for '~hat'{ 
2~ 500 workers must rl~!rJ be )ut to work in our 01[111 

Ge!'ri tory, which w"."s evacu "-tied at the request of 
AG:). .A" 

Goet'cke - J'1cob - 'rohol te - Gah~en: 

-10 CD and 38 cm U"uns beGwaen 'Ghe Sa<:l.r Flnc1 
Loselle (i,Letz). 38 cm Gui1S northeStst of Saar
brutcken. ~'or .qction in centrn.l sector of our 
fron t. 

2. ) UonsGruction work for t~6 Gi~a 0eing only on 
D)!lffiunition stor3.6c .g,nd 6un pl.J:ttforms. 60 cm 
tl;1icl{, 8 I:1 lon.so 

Firs'G ~;un el'L)1a.c6ment re~.dy by r:;iddle of Au
gust, then c.1a nora 6G.ch half i"lonth. 

Jacob: 1.) b~~rbruecken - S~icherer neights. 

2.)	 Dridges OV0r vur river. ~ilitary bridges. ~ 
I:nprovised bridges. (rl;J.ve th-em checked u': 
front) • 

.'~ 3.)	 J:\endying of .oridge Olms.: three horse-dr!1wn, 
six no tr~ctlon, three more c0ming. 
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Keitel OK~ en ~hone: Con-'\lsiOl1 about S)icherer Heights,
----c;:ttE-;;-d b~:- 1-i:;';ne talk JodI with rlGp. C. Bad 

business "Ito., 

Gehlr~:	 Spieherer .t1eight s. -- ...nti-·Gctnk di tch in the 
~ast, -- ~~llocatJ.on of the '';onstruction Bns. 

OQu IV:	 ',ielles yv.lln"G8 to form a block of neutr.o.ls if 
his peace rriElsion fails. 

Papef' ,	 !I'rance ll11an'Gs to rel:Leve Finland by ,2r 
a tG£:.ck on .d'lku ("!) 'I'url\: s will no-~ 
agree .. 

riruns~	 S~~nisn reJort on alleged low ~orale 
~n "·Prance. 

Question of the exchange of codes l~Ti·th Its.ly. 

Exchc.;~ge of r.:El.terial on Yugoslavia with Hun
gary '':~isaP.i.n·cved. 

:airc:~,.'S:' -- ;CylandL. '0 lh~rmq,n - SyiTi ss doc tors 
on ou~ Western front. 

Noees: 

Gen -~u:	 If I'.1is8icD of Sixth ,dj,"l"1y is altered, 
could ~hei do without S008 of their 
Su.p>:.. y lilms.? 

Sec.	 L( Corps .&:I.rtillery l..'or.l!lR.nders, 8 Re"?;tl. 
..."i.rtillery Gomr.l".nders. ."i.t wha.t time 
intervals"' 

Officer candidate ~)chools for three 
year NCOs. 

Org, Sec~:	 XXX,Tl1 Corps Hq (reduced) (R~schlk) 
will get new CG, will relieve IX 
·l.iorps. ObdR. 

Schw~ndner and rascluk, ~enerals on s)ecial ~s
8i~nment, for irQining. ~et Gherr. an Adjutant 
and a	 cl~rk each! 

27 L"ebruary 19L.l:O. 

Chief of Tng. Sec.: L ~o dntry.-! 

Fr.>,.lkenhorst.
 
'I'lmetable OKiV.
 
rlq li'orward IVluens tereifel.
 
Lsic-! ,,"rtilJ..ery: StA.rt 'lOG once lrd th "Blau",
 
collect nel'" da·ta for "Rot II. **
 

ObdH: 
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4., )	 Air Reconnai's sence., Not for Fuehrer report. 
5. ) von Rundstedt., Guderian or Kleist? 

Schmidt must get reedy soon. 
6. ) Air-ground identification. ' 

1.,) Zone where Air Force will fire )
 
on anything., . ) Tng. 
Zone where ) Sec.2.)
 identifytroops must 
themselves. )
 

7. ) Raschik/30ehrn-Tettelbach.. IX Corps must e 
freed for othe~ duties. 

8., )
 Raschik free for Training. )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 

Fixed loca
'*tionsl 

Schwandner for Training. 

Heinrici for Training. 

Ask Fromm 
whether he 
wants to give 
us Divisions 
now in ")rof'v c:::_ 

cess of,acti 
vB.tion. 

) Tng. Sec. 
9. )COff~cer replacements: StArt program in 

Seventh Army. /Two words illegihle / ** 
High Command East. Personnel Div. has oo"'c\.o:::'s. 

Tng. Sec. 
10.) Sketch of the Feuse position. 
11.) Zossen Troop Tra~ning Center? Tng. Sec. 

BdE. 
12.)	 Decree on horses. H88 no implementation 

annex, 

Gc:"'c~~e : a)	 Moving of recruits from I~il. D~stricts VI, 
V, and XII to the Protectorete, Gau ·.Tartl1e
land, etc. ~?ste motion. E~en Protectora
te *iH~. All right. ObdE has been in
formed. 

b)	 Divisions which gave lXD 3ns. heve received 
no replacements yet. 

c) Over-all	 railroad situation. 

d)	 Speeding of bridge construction. PrcDa
ration of transport for ass~Dbly of forces. 

Buhle: Olbricht. 

1.)	 XXXXI and XXXX Corps mus t get ready as (l'Lliclc
ly as possible. Original seouence: XXXVIII, 
XXXX, XXXXI. 
Now XXXXI, XXXX, XXXVIII. 
New XXXXI, XX}aX, XXXX, XXXVIII. 

2.)	 Difficulties of maintanRnce of secrecy. (In
formation Centers #.) 

3. ) Activation of Chern. Mortal!"' Bns. Will g'at 100 
trucks from the Field Army. By 1 ~~ay three 

, ,
I 
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more Chern. ~ortar Bns.; one more by 1 June. 
In their place we must defer the two Deconta
mination Bns., which will-not be ready before 
August,	 unless they also become Chern. ~~ort2.r 

Bns. 

4.)	 Mt. Artillery. Recommendation of XVIII Oo:r:.)s. 
Two It. Fd. Ho~. for each Mt. Arty. En. 

Sodenstern:	 Hq with many Signal,Bns. and large OQu Sec
tion (Specialist for Kleist). 

Greiffenberg: Armd. ~edge. -- FollOw up Echelon (2CCO
modations). -- Demends on Air Force. 

S&lmuth (Mieth): 

a) Difficul ties about Li'ge.' 
XVII Corps Hq unde:r Army Gp.? 

No change~ 
Nol 

b) Map maneuvers, With observers from the A:rnies. 

Sodenstern:	 Solution for Kleist (Zeitzler). OhdH. 

J~cob:	 Todt has been boasting about 500 tons of steel. 
Fuehrer "100% behind him". 
JodI will speak to the Fuehrer agHin ano. eXDlain 
the situation. Should the Fuehrer persist, JodI 
will consult us before anything is done. 

ObdH. 

Hq for Armd. Wedge. 
Allocation of supply units for the Assault For
ceSe 
Reduction of Clms., and other current matters. 

SmokeJ 

Li~ge XVII Cor-is?
 
Engineer Siege Park.
 

Disposition of French Forces.' -- Position north 
of the Meuse. -- French invite SWiss for an 
inspection tour of the ~aginot Line. 

Matschinsky: Golden service anniversary. 

KRhlden: Consultation with Jauer brings out that Bcti 
vating the 15 Corps Artillery Hqs will be no 
trouble at all, if some personnel is transfer~ 

red from the Dresden Training COttrses. ' 
Org. Sec. 
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Re)ort from AGps. B and A that Goering has recuested 
the two Cs in C to see him in his special tr~in 
at Koblenz on Wednesday night. 
ObdH is getting in touch with the Adj utan tis Offi 
ce of ObdL about this matter. ;:..-

Greiffenberg, Roehricht, Buhle: Air - ~round identifica
tion. -SUpervision of training outside the Arm~r 
area. Chemical smoke exercise. -- Porses and truck 
problems~ -- Industrial Guards East. 

von	 Ziehlberg: Current Gen. Staff Dersonnel matte~s. 

29 February 1940. 

Ke i tel (pers. Div.) on phone: Regard.ing Commande:.." of 
the Armd.- ,Vedge. 

Konrad:	 Length of training periods. -- 46th Div./Sie
bert. Hq XVII Corps opposes Weichs' viewpoint. 

Siewert: A) Fuehrer agrees to Kleist. Are we going to 
be ready by 7 March? 

b) Felber has callBd up JodI about SpicheI'er 
Heights. 

Salmuth	 wants two Divs. and one Co~ps Ho behind his 
front on the second day at the latest for the 
thrust to Breda. 

Notes for ObdH: 

1.)	 Felsennest. Godesberg insteed of Mayen. 

2.)	 Projected disposition of forces; m~terial 
Op. See. 

AGp. B.	 To DuessGldorf. 

Orders: Twentieth mot. Div. in place of Fi.~st 

Armd. Div. (4 r~E1rch). 
225th Div. (Senne) into area of Twen
tietht~ot~~Di~c~.Dottmund {4(M~~ch)~ 

Two Di 'Is. of GHq "ResE'rve around Lt.IG
denscheid, Hagen and to the east. (~a5th 
Div., Bautzen, 223rd Div., Posen.) 
inth Armd. Div. for Eighth Div. 7 ~~r..rch 

noon. 
SS Regt. Adolf Hitler goes to SS D~v. 

AGp. A: First	 Armd. Div. in to a.rea of Second ;'ot. : 
First Echelon, 4 March, evening. 
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Sixth Armd. Div. into area of Thirteenth 
mot.: Second Echelon. 3 LC'..l"ch 

Second mot. Div. into area of 29th mot. : 
Second Echelon. 3 FE'.l"ch 

Thirteenth mot. Div. an~ 29th mot. Div. = _ 
Tl ird Echelon. RI3ad9'~;l I\:erch 

Swap Ninth Armd. Div. for Eighth Armd. Div~ 

Completed 7 ERrch 
noon. 

30)	 What are the subjects of the Koblenz tRlks?
 
Sodenstern Dlans ffiep maneuver. (Advence
 
movement e ) A 

Subsequently Mieth (Heuse crossing). 

4.)	 Beyer~s letter. -- Coordination of studies on 
means of attack 2gainst permanent fortifica
tions. Is anxious- to tell us about his o~ser
vat ions on troops in the Westerwald. Inform 
~eichs! 

5.)	 New man in place of Siebert, 46th Div. Krie
bel recommended by Pers. Div., is bette~! 

6.)	 Report that FieldmarshBl has ordered the
 
Custom GuardS-on the Lux6mbour~ frontier to
 
remove the rOE',d blocks. --,~ ,

7.)	 Raschik - Geyer - 'I~(,ist. See Anpendix ~H~
 
Will be signed--before 5-re.rch, noon.
 

Gripe s aboJu_t
 
a) Liege and XV:I Corps.
 
b) the two Divs. (are alrendy t~cre)
 

and Corps Hq. 

Gripes about 
a) Armd. Wedge .. 
b) XVIII Corps c.~oe 8 not ,~ran t to go 

up front. 

9.)	 Railroad position has imrroved: Train back

log less lthan 200. Cc1r lii"olcIog.
 

10.)	 Spicherer Heights - Todt (OKH mill be consult 
ed before Fuehrer issues order). Ge~len. 

11.)	 Tng. Course for Btry. and OQ. COs. Submit t~
bulation. See Appendix *** 

12.)	 Hq for Klc is t . Kretschmer, Ol-j.l fqr r. _(' :'st '. 
Sticcesscir -{or Pe.mb8rg (repleced h'" Bpi t zc:.~, 
Ib,33rdDiv.). 

13.)~Glaise-Horstenau? 
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14.) Liaison Officers. 

15.) Operation "~eseruebung". 

Osterkamp, 1 March, 1300 at off~ce, Luetzowuefer 7. 
1 - It h0urs. 

1 l'larch 1940. 

von	 Greiffenberg: Received from OK~: Order to contri 
bute for Operation ltWeseruebung ll : One Corps Hq 
~reduced), oneMt. Div. (of two Regts.), four 
Divs., two AA Bns •. (mot), 10 med. Btrys., etc. 

Go to Berlin: 

C2naris: a) Radke SD? * 
b) /Entry in longhAnd (two names1)renclerec1 

th~rough1y illegible. - Ed._/ 

Jo.cob: 0.)	 :~o ody is interested flny more in heBvy A.r
tillery ernnlacement constructions. 
Construction tEikes 2,'t months, Elounting of 
guns also 2 ~ months. 

b) Spicherer Heights. 

Rabenau: Danzig: 80 carloads. ** 
ObClB: 1.)	 Suggest Felsennest to Gode sberg and Gocle s~)e::,g 

to Felsennest. *** 
Pruern quite apart. 

2.)	 Scandinavia. 

3.)	 Request SS for Arnheim, unless there are 
reasons which preclude inclusion in line-up. 

4 .. ) Wants re":Jort from Army Gps. why his orders 
are not eB~ried out. 

5.)	 Goering. No action taksn. 

6.)	 Voelklingen. 

7.)	 Kretschrner o 

..	 8.) Glaise -- Take him over from O~" --A 

9.)	 Roving inspectors (combing out of horse~: 
Job for Bn. Commanders not needed elsewhere. 
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Order	 to Zieger: Order on trRining courses conducted 
by Div. Vet. Officers. 
Courses in the Divisions: ~et. Officers, on feed
ing of horses: all the rest, by officers. Tlc 
same in Replacement Army. 

a)	 OQ,u cEl.nnot issue any training orders. 

b)	 Vet. Officers would be put in cha~ge of mat
ters which were always kept. out of their hands. 

Greiffenberg: uWeseruebu!}g1l . 

Proposed: Kaupisch with ~art of the Ha. (Re
placemonts must be found.) . 
SS Deathhead DiVision (instead of Pol. Div., Dlus 
2 AA Bns. mot. Elnd one Eng. mot. p.nd MT Regt. '). 

No; Fuehrer wants ordinary DiVision. 
Three Czech Armd. Trains. 
Eleventh mot. Brig. (ready 5 March). 
Divisions: Third Mt. Div., two-thirds of 22nd Div., 
69th Div., 212th Div., 196th Di'lr. (Danzig) nill 1)e 
r~Qdy Inter. ; ". 
MessRge from FuehrGr Chancellery: Fuehrer docs not 
want~to t~~e 22nd Div. away from the Dutch front. 
Does not went the Deathhead Div. in Hollpnd. * 

-Iueller - Weinknecht: Order on trninin~ of horses. 
(Zieg"tp-V. Talk with OlJdH on the eUbject. 

2 1.arch 1940. 

Ott:	 Reports on his promotion to Gen. Lt o 

Submits Training Instruction: IIMpnual for Tr~in
ing in Permanent Combat Installnti~nslln 
Ammunition carriers for heavy Inf. Gun SPM. 

Wuostefeld: Ruling on demarcotion and jurisdiction of 
---l'Hq-Lower Rhine l1 in operntion r·Gelb n • 

von	 Etzdorf~ Scandinavian questions. 

Buhlc	 / Schell: 

a)	 By end of Me-rch, trucks for all newly p,ctivat
ed units. (How about Eighth Draft? Y 

b)	 By end of April, 10,000 - 12,000 trucks for 
the Army, so that in April about 2,000 c~n be 
turned over to the Field Army. 
Subseauent development cnnnot be cn1culated. 
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Stat1;.IS r~orts: 

a) Complaints about truc:':~8 are groming les8,. 
b) AGp. C is complaining about gaps in ~er

sonnel replacements. 
c) High Command East will org~nize Industr~Ql 

Guards in the East. 
d) First bridge launchers * for First Armd. 

Div. 
e) Two GHq 4.7 cm AT ** have received no tra

velling trolleu.s~ *** 
f) Static troops for the Upper Rhine cannot 

arrive before e,fid of ~:~arch. 

Personnel of OKH Sections: 
-Sixt~-:- Buhle-w8,nts to become C of S #. -- Hans, 
Corps Ia? -- Foertsch, II Corps? -- Petzold, sub
stitute 4 - 6 weeks. Central Branch. 

R;).c"lke. 

Gcn Qu: a)	 AGp. A. Everything reH(ly as regards stoc'c
piles and transport. 
Ammunition, fuel, traffic control, food, 
medi cal service, ~~T service: will be con
trolled by the Armie~ themselves. 

b)	 Operation llWeseruebung ll : ~,::ountain equip
ment. -- Supply. -- 

c)	 At present not fit for movement: 207th Div., 
two-lt. Artillery Bns. (Osnabrueck), stro.ng
les (Substitute ~~pared for movement). 
One med~ Artillery Bn., Senne, also str"ng
les (but apparently will he 811 right soon). 

d)	 Fieldpost Collectil\lg Centers. 

QQ,u IV:	 a) Wahle. Frictions with Envoy. 
b) Surnn3r Welles: Economic peace. 
c) Roessing in need of a resi. 

Oanaris: 1800, today or tomorrow. 

von Brauchitsch - Keitel: Keitel wents good troops. 
Has doubts about SS Deathhead. von Brauchitsch 
does not 1]Irant to release SS Hegt. ## Points out 
that 20% of our GHq Reserves are tied down, 8.S 

. I 
'-oJ	 

it is. ### 

Decision by	 ObdH:-----,---- 
a)	 D.enmark: KauPisch and one RadiO Co. Hamb'lE'g. 

170th Div. (now in Muenster) Jutland. I\~uen
ster. 
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Transportation for one Regt. ~~uen8ter. T-!ot. 
MG, Bn. 

Eleventh mot. Brig. Fuenen (now in Altengra
bow) ?nd 1 MG Bn. ~eady to start from Alten
grabow 5 March. 

Mixed Armd. Group (one Co. of Ninth Armd. Div., 
one	 Co. of Seventh ...t\rmd. Div., one Co. of A.i~_ 

mor	 Training School, School Hq). 

163rd Div. (Doeberitz) Zealand. Remains at 
Doeberitz. 

Three (new) Armd. 1~ains. Railroad District
 
Hamburg.
 
Field-i::lign8.1 Hq.
 

Naval Hq, Weserm~ende.
 
Kaupisch, Hamburg.
 
Falkenhorst, Luebeck.
 
Air Hq, Hamburg.
 

b)	 Norway. Third I\~t. Div. must move into Nauen 
area-,-Hq at Doeberitz. 

69th Div. (Oslo) Gross-Born. Remains at Gross

Born.
 

196th Reserve Div. remAins 8t DRrizig. Danzig.
 

Six med. Btrys., 10 em Czech. (729th Rnd 730th
 
Bns., Asch, will become ready this month) for
 
coast defense.
 

Field Signal Commander.
 
Radio Co.
 
Supply Services.
 

Rcn. Staffel. No decision yet.
 

Ground.-air identification: Fuehrer makes positive air 
identification of ground troops mandatory at all 
times. 
30undaries of Ilidentification Zone" must he defin
ed by OKH in consultation with Air Force. 

Kriebel reports impressions on his tour in golland. 

\ 
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i'V** 

\u2666

9 May 1940> 160$: Leaving •Zos.serr by special train- for Godesberg»: 
Accompanied by Greiffenberg, Heusinger, LlsSj, Thiele^ Nolte, and 
the advance party*. 

2215 Nordhaasen: Telephone signal"Danzig".-^ ¥othing. :e1^ g' ha^ejis/ 

10 May, about 0500: Arrived at God esberp;|. about 0600,, at Felsennest| 
. overtook mar chisg good marching discipline*. "... .v colunins^ 

About 0700: First reports t 

a)	 "Trojan Horse" did not .succeed |Nijmegen bridge destroyed -^** 
Geiinep bridge \u25a0 undamaged « 

b)	 .Roermond and Maasijk bridges destroyed a Bridges at Ianaeken \
and Canne (north and south of Maastricht) destroyed. States 
of "bridges at Veldwezelt and Vrcenhoven still uncertain* 

c)	 XXVir Corps reports: Belgians were alerted, around 0300 j 
telephone warning net in operation .shortly' after 0500* Dutch 
apparently were taken by surprise # 

;d)	 Sixteenth Army reports: Border bridges were captured by .053*5^
according to plan a Only slight resistance* Detonations can 
be heard from further inland « 

About CSOO' M^erdi^^t bridge reported in our. hands. 

About 10C0 Report that Luxembourg RR station was seized at 0615 j line 
serviceable on two tracks* Group Kleist apparently continues 
advance according to plan* 
Fourth Army advancing according to plan, Road blocks numerous^ 
but unmanned* 

siscthsi5cth Army toMaastricht^ all bridges blown up, 
' 

Order to force 
crossing* Attacks against our paratroops' at canal bridges* Air~ 
borne' \u25a0landings'-' inFortress Holland seem to proceed according to ; 1 

plan* 
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About. 110O J Message from Sperrlef: Guderian, with advance elements, 
reported near Bast ogne, No;:troop movements have been observed 
inBelgium, "

neither in northern nor eastern direction* 

1300	 Roehrioht instructed to ascertain whereabouts of First Mt» Div# 

1403	 Qood progress of Eighteenth Army, satisfactory progress of 
Sixth and Fourth Armies. Group Kleist seems to be getting 
on well. 

1800 OQU IV confirms earlier reports. Some Belgian units along 
raising 

' 
Meuse white flags* ,<Meuse reported crossed south of 
EbenHEmael* \u25a0 

1830	 ObdH* Iask him to see the. Fuehrer to get Air Force support. 

1845	 Talk with Waldau: AGp.B has contacted Kesselring requesting 
night air iatcrd letions of ! enemy motorized movements* Not 
the business of OKI! Night reconnaissance has been provided 

leadingover roads to front* 
AGp« Aj. Sperrle ha S' moved most of his fighters to forwardv 
fields enabling him to operate beyond Meuse* Intention to 
pound	 the roads leading from Chalons area westward toward 
Meuse	 river tomorrow, . ; 

• : 

Airborne landing in Holland; Center of operation Rotterdam-
MoerdijK p two regiments landed* 

Dijon as well as Lyon purely Air Force targets. 

1900	 Roehrlchts First Mb. Div, resting near Pruem during after-*' 
no onj continues movement in direction of Houffallze at 2000^ 
scheduled to arrive at right wing of 111 Corps by tomorrow. 
In continuous contact with Corps to insure uninterrupted flow 

\u25a0 ,of movements	 
' 

2000	 OQU IVreports (Op,Off* and ObdH present) : OQu IV must find 
out what enemy Is moving into Belgium . Rave any troop move-v
ments started? , , 

Reports of Op. Sec, show that all Corps of AGp# A have fairly 
well,closed to Kleist, Excellent inarching \ 2-69 th Div« has 
crossed Meuse and Canal south of .Eben-Emael^ Success of Sixth 
Army thus gains satisfactory width at. decisive point* 

Important: Keep pushing left wing of Sixth Armyi Enemy 
retreating from Liege must be cut off* Get on with right 
wing of s our th Army, Donr t wheel on Liege too \u25a0 soon» 

Decisions iEleventh Mo to Brig, into area west of Dillenburg* 

32nd Div. to proceed westward after arrival near Franlcfurt* 

No decision yet? . Attacks "Scharnhorst"' and "Gneisenau ll^*; 
probably A plus 2* 

Fuehrer (through ObdH) 1 IIDuce reacted very warmly to news of 
attack* Promises intensified step^up of. mobilization and 

.\u25a0arms- production-. Navy willmove. -by the end of this month. 
Everything else to be speeded up« 
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2000 Bogatsoh; Digest of air observations: Enemy massing motorized 
\u25a0forces between Valenciennes and Hirson on both sides of-Sambre 

,	 river* This may be interpreted as preparation for a drive on' 
both sides of Sambre. Particularly strong concentration near 
Maubeugej tanks* 

intelligence;.nemr.nemr	 intelligence; Only,Only,DutchDutch FifthFifth andand SixthSixth Divs»Divs» andand Brig.Brig. B.B.
 
inin reportedreported areas.areas. InIn thethe evening,evening, mot*mot* movementmovement ofof enemyenemy fromfrom
 
Douai toward- Brussels.
 

11 May 1940. 

Evening and morning reports on the whole corroborate satisfactory 
picture developing yesterday. 

Moot points;	 Eighteenth Army; Why have tanks not been coAimitted? 
Why has SS 'Deathhead been kept so far in rear? Vi/hy 
is Army Hq way back in Wee el? 

Kleist: Behavior of left wing of Tenth jO-md, Div. 
Probably due to anxieties about left flank. 

Gratifying:	 Forward surge of Inf., in particular marching and 
fighting of 111 Corps. Sixteenth Army moving fast 
into line; offensive intentions against enemy 

•forward of Maginot Line* 

Unclear:	 Situation of 22nd Airborne Divt 

Conference ,with ObdH ; Want's to put. steam behind AGp oA»; ( AGp* reports s. 
advance very difficult on account of numerous road demolitions*,J ,; 
Iam prodding .Eighteenth Army<, \u25a0\u25a0' (Army reports that Peel Line was- .; 

breached ; at OS3Oj Ninth Armd«. Divc is heading for Breda after- : 
crossing Gennep bridge at 0800$ SS Div, following behind.) . .-,.: 

Chief Air Officer again requested to get us clear picture of situa^ 
tlon.'bf' '22rid Div. . Allwe; know is that two reinf* 'Bhs,\of 22nd Dlv+| 

are encircled by,enemy* Have radio ;^|put down north of Rotterdam^ 
contact* Ammunition and reinforcements are being dropped continu^a 
ailslyo -Mo clear picture of

' situation.: south of<-'-Sotterd ;am c '•\u25a0-, . --:r. 

Chief Eng,, Officer is , instructed to relieve tight bridge situation 
in AGp« B sector at the earliest and to give all possible help> 

--About 1100 Enemy moving toward line Llbramont chateau Tintigny-
QDpcsite our	 XIX Corps, also in direction of Ypres Tou'rnai 
(apparently Second Wave). 

Wilke;Situation of airborne troops: On landing grounds Katwvk Kijk
duin and leppenburg the following units have landed in,first eche. 

Ion: 
47th InfiRegt^; Hqs 13th/ I4th .Cos.-, 11l Bn* (less one Co.)* 
65th Inf. Regt.f Hos Ist,. Ath Cos, (parts), il-Bn. (without 7th' (46th Inf* Div.) ?2hd- Inf, Regt* :.2' Cos*. ' Co.)* 
2L Art..Regt.S: Hq, .. . : 
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22 Eng. Bnf: 1 Platoon.	 ,> 
•22nd Sig, Bn-.t Hq#
 

22nd Ren. Bn., 2 Troops.
 

In addition: 2nd Bn., 2nd Parachute Regt., and 1 Co. of Ist Bn. 

Have radio contact. Second Air Fleet assisted by Putzier (s»b # V#)» 
\u25a0<\u25a0)."Dispatching of additional elements is under consideration". ;

(Condition of landing fields?) 

1500	 Sizable British troop movement .'through Antwerp reported in direction 
of Breda and Tilburg. 

1545	 yon Salinuth talked to ObdHf Enemy -columns' at Breda and Tilburg, 
and easfr of \ Turnhout , at, 1400* 

Eighteenth Army; 

Ninth Armd. Div. at Vechel (on Canal), Marcks hopes to get through*
SS at Gcnnep* 
XXVICorps drives on to Wilhelmina Canal; eleven bridges across 
Mouse i 

Sixth	 Army: 

Fourth Armdy Div. at Tongeren, '1200 «\u25a0\u25a0 

Third Armd* t)'iv. crossing at Maastricht, 1600. 
IV Corps, witti 35th, Eighteenth, SeVcnth Divs. will attack across-Canal	 1600 1700. 

~	 /

XI Corps advancing toward Hassclt Hechtel Highway^ No bridging
 
equipment!
 
IX Corps, right wing at Asten, left wing has passed through Weert,


' Air Force in action against British. 

1600	 Corpg Schmidt -placed under: Eighteenth Army.. 

1630 a)	 Reports of British movements in direction Fortress Holland 
have not been confirmed. Positive reports on columns moving 
toward Roosendaal. Which were attacked frora, the air. 

b)\Bogatsch (through Mieth) : Concentration north of Moerdij^:' 
:dispersed by air action o IMoe.rdivjk. securely in our hands » 

, Situation stabilized, with exception of direction Antwerp; 

'
' 

.protected by Canal position, . ; . 
c)	 22nd -Div.^'-.in dunes west of Leiden, southwest of The Hague, west 

and southwest of Delft. Area Delft> Rotterdam: attempt will:' 
be made to put down additional troops this afternoon. 

1740- Fuehrer visit at GHqv Review of situation until 2000. Pleased '\u25a0. 
with success, expects attack from south., 

2230	 Gen Qui reports ggod. development. Losses .slight. 
' 

Supply \u25a0.\u25a0situation 
good» Luxembourg and Alzette Valley railroads in operfeition with: \u0084 

eighteen trains. Luxembourg taken ovor by German Administration,\u25a0>\u25a0;; 
Expenditure of aiiimunition low, fuel consumption normal. \ / 

2300	 Gehlon reports on aixtecnth Army. 
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£330 Reports of British landings in Schelde estuary and at Den Helder. 
(At Den Helder apparently evacuation of refugees.) 

.12 May ;i94O*,- (Whitsunday) 

Morning reports show further extension of objectives attained. Picture 
of enemy movements: Enemy moving troops out of Holland in dircc

\u25a0 tion of Breda, apparently on account of damage in Antwerp lunnel, 
cast of Antwerp. Since Tilburg is already in our hands these- ? 
forces willnot accomplish a great deal* 

East of French border we assume .presence, of between 3>2 and 15 
British and French Divs. ,, which are probably :approaching VJX& 
and Mouse positions, ..\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0-.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 / ':.;"'. 

No major railroad movements have been observed. Enemy Air Force 
shows surprising lack of activity. 

Orders: S^ Deathhead forward to Cologne. Allavailable Corps 
Hqs* closer to the front. 

HOG Talk with Jodlr Movements of AA Corps must come' under 'control 
of AGp.: Hqs, .\u25a0;.\u25a0• ';:'.\u25a0 : . : : 

* 
I^oo Gcreke : Railroad plan discussed* Speeding up of movement wZigarrey 

Felber: Which Corps Hq can AGp,goffer for ;relief? Folber: 
states:; XXX Corps. 

Wagner: Supply situation, in'Sixth Army,,. Irelease' MT. Bn, (GHq 
!Reserve) ifor Sixth i^-rfnyc . , .. , : 

vce GFldenf eldt:Reports that. Tenth Armd. Div,_, contrary to orders : .. 
• by Group. Kleist, has swerved northward ,possibly shying awa.y .. 

'
 
•
 from enemy tanks reported to the south. Present location behind 

First and Second Armd. Diva, interferes with their movements* -V 

Group Kleist .believes that. tanks could have advanced faster if 
they had not 'had to wait for Inf^. to close up,. Attacks should 
have been accompanied by Armd„ Inf, Brigs-* . 

Buhle; 'Order.. regarding' activation, of new Para chuteirßegt, for Ai.r ;Force* 

Six Btrys.' of 163rd Div. (.equipment only), willbe released, from:; 
Norway, Willbe allocated- to 197th and' l6Bth (Seventh .' , 

rDraft) in order to bring Bn. strength, up to three ßtrys> . (2.5 May) 

Light Inf. Columns and Arty^ /immo. \u25a0Columns .to BdE for neyr activ
ations. Supply. Service willbe left to Gen

',Qu«.
 
Twenty-five .Regional. Defense Bns. willbe ready, qn 25 May,
 

Fellgiebel: Report on signal communications. 

1740 Jakob; Bridge po-sition in AGp, B: 

\u25a0 

; Mgn^eentn Army ac cording to plan..\u25a0 
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Sixth Army is .across ;Albert Canal, Each Corps has several 
bridges: IV Corps, 3 bridges^ XI Corps, two bridges J IX 
Corps, all they need* i 

M 

Waeger has lost much bridging equipment. Scheduled to proceed 
toward Namur; has only two ferries left; willget help from 
Bonn Equipment Reserve Depot, (Can keep until Friday, then 
returns equipment.) 

Improvised bridges across willbe ready by Monday evening.Meus.e 
Beginning Tuesday, Amy Hq, bridging equipment will again be if 

\u25a0\available for reassignment, i 

Maastricht; Heavy damage by enemy air action* Large ponton 
bridge but Vis*,not at Maastricht 

\u25a0Sj— — - — *-*Evening Conference with ObdH; Situation, Moving up of reserves* 
~

H)[Railroads Bridge position at Lleuse. Thoma*s mission, 
Brand*s mission. 

yon
'

Salmuth (through OQu IV): Reports that contact has been establishecj. ;'-
,' at Libramont, at 1904* Movements from Metz and northwest tovrard \ "'? 

. Charleville. Seventh Amid, Div, reached Dinantj Bioul on west 
•side of Meuse, western bridge in Godinne reported in our hands, rM 

Fourth Armd, Div, reported to have reached Andenne, 
* #># 

yon Salmuth 2130: & 

->a) No decision yet on direction of new drive of Ninth Arm4, Div, 
MDepends on situation estimate of CGo Eighteenth •army,
 

yon Bock contemplates ordering Ninth Amid, Div, to turn and ::
'

-:..
 
drive in direction Antwerp, etc,, witli flank covered by SS -\{
 
Div, This would enable three Divs, to follow penetration of -v
 

'"'\u25a0Armd* Div, into Fortress Holland, Three Divs*, SS included,' 
could move toward the Schelde estuary and cover flank against /_

' "~ kAntwerp, . . . 

fe) -Noofdwijk reached at 1825; Armd, Biia sent as reinforcement. 
§ 

c) Unconfirmed reports of landing of nr,-vnl vessels at -Noordjwijk, '-\u25a0\u25a0% 

d) Reichenau has clashed with French tanks (First Me z«, Div.) 
'\u0084;..\u25a0; near Hannut 5 intends driving on Gembloux tomorrow. 

c) Four thousand prisoners 3 taken* 

Wagner: Supplies moving smoothly. Not worried either about t*anks 
aXVI Corps has received 30 tons of fuel by air. 

Casualties: 7 officers and 74 men killed, 419 wounded, 1^ 
missing. '-"..;' 

Expenditure of ammunition: Light", Consumption of fuel: 1 fuel 
Quu&ta, 

(I 

Prisoners: About 4.? 000* 
\ ."f'X 

Military Admin3.stration; Establishment of Liil» (rpvermn-ent : \*, ,".-! 
Regional Groningen area; five Regional Defense Bns., :J:JHq Schreiber^ 

j'-"j'-" 
\u25a0 

\u25a0 "r> 
\u25a014 May, . . •

'

.\u0084 

Regional Hq v, Qlaer, South Holland, 14 May; 



Attitude of population varies .«;' I|ost mayors accept situation. 

15 May '-Military Government Luxembourg; Regional Hq, Commandant 
Guthmann. \u25a0Secretary "General Wehrer (formerly envoy to Berlin) 

'has taken over civil administration, 

v, Brauchitsch -v. .bock: Decision has been taken to attack Fortress 
Holland from the 

'

south. Attacking force: Ninth Armd, Div, plus two 
Inf.. Divs.j flank cover against Antwerp: SS Div, plus two Inf. Divs. 

AGp, C has scored gains in attacks near Saarbruecken and southwest of 
Zweibruecken^ but suffered about £00 casualties/ About 600 prisoners 

. taken from three different Divs. . . '.'\u25a0 . '\u25a0 

13 May-1940* 

Morning report s; Most important: Elements of the Seventh French Army/
identified northeast of Antwerp, are reported to have mission of 
keeping areas open for slowl;^" arriving bulk of army. Itmay be 
assumed that Seventh Army includes also the. British elements around 

\u25a0Antwerp* . - ' ' 

4 

Reports of railroad— movements from. the direction of Gharleroi 
toward the Wavre lions G;ap seem to confirm reported nearing of- ' 

French First Army, .\u25a0 

That would indicate that French Ninth Army has the mission of.hold? 
ing Meuse south of Nainur 5 between First and Second Annies \u2666 

Our movements are' developing as planned * It remains to be clarified 
how Fourth Army Will carry out its mission to reduce Fortress, 
Holland, First, they would have to enter Rotterdam, and. then best,-
follow up 'with 'Amsterdam Utrecht, » 

There is .nothing to worry about from direction Antwerp*. Here 
Eighteenth Div, has enough depth against the unlikely contingency 
of a. counter-offensive at this tinie c. Right wing of Sixth Army 
can be safely stretched a littleby extending it southward, toward 

\u25a0left wing, 
' 

.."••. 

Report of crossing, at Yvoir_, south of\u25a0\u25a0Namur, has not been confirmed* 
On the other hand ? Seventh Army has got across near Dinant, Bri4g©^ 

13destroyed* . Left wing of Fourth Army still weak (32nd Div.).- \ 

Right flank of Twelfth Army somewhat dangling in the air, Gap to
 
Fourth Army still open, XVIIICorps has not yet moved in. Group
 
KLeist bunched together near- Sedan, intends attacking at l6Q(~),
 
Plan of attack rather complicated, .
 
Sixteenth Army has made very good advance y right wing is already
 
at .Meuse river with sufficient depths .
 

\u25a0Of. our' reserves, Eleventh Mot* Brig, and 94"th Div. are being moved 
more closely behind AGp» A c ; . 

German flag reported, to be flying over Liege citadel. 
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GQu TV	 Allied pressure on Ankara to induce Turkey to break off 
relations with us. Allied Fleet put out from Alexandria 

\u25a0on 10 May, with northern course, British Government demands 
cession of Spanish territory in order to be able to close 
Mediterranean (20 km on Mediterranean, 10 km on Atlantic side). 

i 

Gen Qu:	 Expenditure of ammunition moderate; fuel; one quota per day* : 
Combat casualties light, but large number of march casualties.; 

Animal, diseases; 2l6th Div, fit to move; 96th Div, same; 
7.Bth Div, (equine influenza) immobilized until 3L& May© 

'	 "
Transport Colms *: Weingart Coluraus. :.. . 3$;->wi11 "b©ready^ "by. 2&-May.7. 
Send ready portions ahead* (Order j) Additional formations by . 
end of month, V. 

Administration in Holland and Luxembourg beginning to function. 
So. guerrilla--activities." 

yon Brauchit sch calling from AGp. A Exchange of information; nothing 
. of importance.. 

AG£i__A^:.	 Patrol activities have had little success, British very tough* 
We have impression that French denuded Maginot Line of most of; 
artillery, now firing, from line /far to the rear* 

reports: First French l/[cz<, Div, south of Turnhout,1330 Pau^us ~ In Diest Tirlemont area several British !artillery groups, 
...\u25a0Heavy flooding* Orders: concentrate XICorps at Diest; 

Thirty-first Diy» joins drive of IV Corps on Tirlemont; XVI 
Corps (Third Armd. I)iv.,Fourth Arrad* • Diy^, 35.th Inf. Div» and\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0 

1 

3'Qth .m.ot 0 Di'v«)'to the south of IV Corps as directed^ and 269th 
"\u25a0

\u0084; Diy,	 to the south of XV1O 

/ Liege: situation fine. 223rd Div. is already fighting within outer 
' •defense belt*, ,	 . . 

yon GrreM-ffenberg; Situation of Eighteenth Army developing according 
to plan* Parts of Army moving to the' -west, south of Waal river> 

\u25a0others j.to the -north, through Rotterdam,.' 

CQu IV: Air reports, received throughout day_, some delayed A. show 
\u25a0 

\u25a0	 \u25a0 \u25a0, • •	 \u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.. 

a) Prearranged troop
\ 

and supply niovenients of the Seventh \u25a0, French 
Army and at least parts of the British Army in the. Brussels .— 
Antwerp area started Friday night ., continued through Saturday . 
and SSundaey c 

' 
Upon arrival of the bulk of these 'armies,' estimated 

to have strength of about sixteen mot. Divs,,Mcz. Divs # will. ? -
\u25a0 "\u25a0be .moved	 forward- on the Antwerp Namur line* Identified: 

three French Mcz« Divs. and one British group, the latter east .-
\u25a0 

\u25a0of Louvain. .	 . . 

-b)	 First. French Div, has been moving toward line Namur £russets^ 
since Saturday. ~.Sunday^ this movement for the most part will 
be completed, by today,, 

c)	 Toward line Namur-Sedaa^Carignan pnly local closing movements 
reported; they may represent -build-up of some, reserves behind 
Meuse. 

d)	 In area. Dijon—Troyes«~Nan.cy, preparations, reported, allow various, 
interpretations. -Rolling stock for two to three divisions. \u25a0" 

/ 
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-My estimate 'of 'the situation: In the area north of Ncuair-we are now 
" 

cori*» 
fronted with a completed build-up, comprising approximately 24 * 
British and French, and about 15 Belgian Divs. Against these 
forces we can put up 15 Divs. in line and six Divs. in reserve, a 
total of 21 (which, ifnecessary, can be reinforced from the 
.depth of Eighteenth _ Array). Mplus 31 
We are strong enough to fight off any enemy attack* No need to 
bring up any more forces, > 

:s; 

An offensive mounted by us now would not produce anything apart 
\u25a0from gaining ground for Hoe^-pncri 

\u25a0South	 of Na*viur we are faced with a weaker enemy, about half our 
strength. Outcome of Meuse drive willdecide, if, when, and where, 

%we would be able to take advantage of this superiority. The enemy , 
has no substantial mobile forcos in the rear of this front, no 
more than three Armd. Divs. at best, but he does have a very well"* 
integrated railroad -system,. 

Goth	 (Liaison Off>, Fourth krtAy) • reports on Fourth Arujy situation. 
Moving up of 111 and IICorps to Meuse is the only development 
to be expected.Lon- 14 .Mayj resumption of drive west of Meuse 
not before 15 May. 

Evening situation! Left wing of AGp. A nuJccs only slow headway against 
\u25a0partly mcz» French forces north of Namur, VIIICorp* of AGp. A 
-hcis reached Meuse -south of .Namur 3 XV Corps has secured lodgement 

ba,nkon west of river near Yvoir and Givet > XXXXICorps has crossed 
Meuse near Montheme j XVI Corps has passed to west bank north and 
south of Sedan. 
Later in the evening Second Arud, Div, also reports to have pushed 
across .Meuse. 

14 May 1940,. 

'^ Computation of cn&£y strength ci.co.rly shoves that the area between Ant— - * werp Dyle Line Nc^ur contains" aboub 25 Britiah «nd French 
Divs», mostly not, .or rncz. Outposts of advance ulements were 
holding Turnhout Can^l Ghoel- Line until this morning; as 

sa result of gains by Third and Fourth Amd, Divs. they are now 
falling back to the main line,. 

French Ninth Army, opposing our breakthrough wedge which now has 
gained a small bridgehead across Meuse, is weak. 

\ 
-Nor have Second and Third French Armies any reel strength. Second 

Army apparently cannot stand up to our onslaught. This is evident 
from northward movements from Metz and Verdun, .which have been 
going	 on since 14 May, morning. 

The important thing how is to have AGp. B liquidate* Holland ''./' 
speedily. Here, following our capture of Rotterdam, enemy seems 
to be giving up the Grebbe Line and retreating in direction of .'',\u25a0'• 
Fortress Antwerp.* It is also imperative that AGp. 'A should throw * to left wing everything not needed elsewhere in order to push or\ 

"H 
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V _ to the south of Brussels and contain enemy strength,

The breakthrough wedge of AGp, B*must be aimed in such a way 
; '\u25a0 " 

\u25a0 \u25a0;that: \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u0084\u25a0\u25a0..- .' ; ;\u25a0 
'

: .'.'.' \u25a0.. . .".-\u25a0 
Fourth;Army :willpush on westward along the boundary line-Charleroi Mons ~ Peruwelz -* Tournai on either side of the 

/French Border Defense Line, which it will roll up;
 
will
 ~ Second Army(newly committed) advance to the south of line Cambrai 

Arras, in general direction of Amio-hs; \u25a0 

will 
Twelfth Army pushing through Signy~le~Petit ~ 'Signy H!Abbaye gain-
line La Fere Rethel; 

Sixteenth Army must turn out ,right wing into line MontmedyHtethel*

At the same time, Group Kleist in massive formation, must drive 
\u25a0"toward the sea, at .St.. Gmer along the bouridary line of Fourth and 

Second Armies, The important point for AGp# B*in this is to con-* 

centrate strong forces on southern wing soon, which should not 
be The moving updifficult once Holland has been eliminated* , 

of troops behind AGp* A has already "been organized, partly by 
railroad (one Div0 with Truck Trans p. Regt'.)^ partly by foot 
marches;,' through Sixteenth Army sector (coming from First Army 
sector)* , . 

obdL: Reports dense motorized movements from Verdun and Metz, in northern
 
direction, since 0700* Air Fleet has already b&en briefed for
 
,-mission; Probably reserves of AGp. 2 (French) moving up behind
 

Second and Third Armies. 

Fellgiebel; Conference on forward move of G-Hq. ' area,
"" to philippeville

"\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 . \u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0. \u25a0. .\u25a0 . / 

v« Salmuth (on phone): Discuss advance of Sixth Army with strong left 
wing. Intentions of AGp,. are in accord with our ideas. 

Railroad .mobilization of French GHq.* Reserves seems to have started* 
Heavy movements from area around and west of Paris to Belgium," 
and from direction Soissons and Metz toward Sedan, . \u25a0£ 

' I^oo- voll Salmuth (AGp, B) Long columns of mixed arms/ including tanks, 
.reported moving southwest from Brussels., between 1300 and 1400« , 

•Withdrawals from area northwest of Cnarleroi in western and south— 
western direction*
 
Own troops; Advance elements of IV Corps enter Wavre without
 
oppositions, Spearhead of XVI Corps reached' Sambrelle river
 
at 1540. .'
 

First Indications of change in enemy's- plan of operation. Will 
they give _up Belgium entirely or in part? Regrouping in order 
to stop us or perhaps counter—attack on French soil* 

Buhle; Available troops: 

a) sfßegional Defense Regtl. Hqs«" 
25 n" ' Bns« (including three already in*Denmark) 

by 20 May, 
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b) 9 Regional Defense- Divs.	 High Command East, static, by 1 June, 
partly mobile by 1 July> 
fully mobile (two Arty Bns # ) 

by 15 July, 
As occupation troops without service .units, available as of June 

c) 5 Divs* of Third Draft (High ,Command East)	 206th, 213rd, 216th
221st, 239th, 1 Jun^, 

d) 4 Divs, of Third Draft (High Command East)	 209th, 226th, 231st \ 
311th, 15 June, 

Corps Hqs XXVIIIand XXIX 15 June, 
Corps Hqs XXXXVT and XXXXtfll 15 July, ' 
Corps Hqs XSOOTIII and XXJQOX	 15 August, 

c)	 10 Replacement Divs,* (mcl, one Mt. Div.) ready for activation. 
Activation requires 10 days 20 June* 

Gen, Brandt Reports favorably on defense position of Sixteenth Army* 
Wo Army Arty. Officer required. 

•yon	 Brauchits ch/von Bock: 

1.) Fighting in Holland has ceased (except in Zeeland province).
 
2,) Pull out mot* forces at earliest.
 
3c) Eighteenth Army could possibly be reassigned to right wing.
 
4* ) Third Armd, Div, not yet pushed through. Enemy still holding \
-

line Wavre Namur» 
50	 Lilge: three forts in eastern sector holding out and still 

firmg5 likewise some forts in southern and northern sectors 
on western bank. Allbridges destroyed. Military Admin* Hq 
set up at Liege. 

\u25a0yon Salmuth; Takes back his report of this afternoon, on withdrawal 
of enemy around Brussels and Dyle Line.
Sharp discussion over order to all ground forces issued this 
afternoon. AGp, has not taken the trouble 6f trying to .under
stand it. 

v. Kahlden; Reports on operations of Eighteenth Army and situation in 
Holland, 

Afternoon; Final orders for continuance of operation by AGpa»A and B> 
dictated by myself, go out on teletype*, ' 

15 May 19"4O» 

-
Morning 

" 
reports bring no confirmation of enemy withdrawal from Dyle 

Namur Line; instead, they indicate that enemy is still holding 
this position. Success near Charleville gaining in width and depth. 
The enemy defense position on the Meuse can now be considered 
definitely breached. This bears out the premises on which Order 
Ho, 234, 0f 14 May, is based. 
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AGp. A, contrary to our orders, wants to insert Second Army 
between Twelfth and Sixteenth Armies, Disapproved.Disapproved. 

AGp, B in a. huff again, because no special mention was nn.de 
in my order of 14 May. ; 

Gen Qu prepares' a base for airborne supply at Charleville. 

AGp* C. expects withdrawal of enemy lines opposite 93rd, 268th, 262nd, 
and 246th Di-vs. 
Enemy apparently pulls out field troops, relying on Fortress 
Brigs, Blasting of Kehl bridge would point in same direction. 
Consequence for us: can reduce strength of AGp. C. 

OQu IV: Tension between England and Italy increasing, British 
.	 residents leave Italy, Italians, Egypt. Allied Embassies 

in Switzerland sending families' home, British troops, in 
Egypt at Libyan frontier. Ambassadors are called to Rome 
'by Mussolini for meeting.. . y 

England: Beaverbrook is Minister for Aircraft Production* 

Tokyo; England willnot intervene in Dutch EJast Indies, 
where independence movements have developed. 

L'Oeuvre^j Possibility of defeat must be faced. Concern 
about Italy, . -.:,.\u25a0 •	 ;' 

Vatican:' Italy!s entry into war imminent, (24- May, a historic 
date,) ** 

yon Rundstedt: "Cannot accept responsibility" if Twelfth Army should 
now be ordered to move south, after initially pointing west;T Hope
less chaos would result. 

s-

XSSQ. QbdH; Gives his approval to Rundstedt ls recommendation. 

Wagner: Supply running smoothly j temporary fuel shortage in Hoeppner's' 
\u25a0	 \u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0 jGroup* ;"	 . 

Railroads i As far as Bastogne^ 15. Mayj Libraraont, 17 May, 

Kleist: Arraugments for fuel supply? 

a) by air,
t>) t>X road transport: one Transp, Bn, (1,800 tons) today at 

Bastogne , 

Ammunition;	 SupplyExpenditure low to date. of ammunition- seems 
assured,. Collecting of dumps at border should be responsibility 
of Admin, Hqs Lower Rhine and Eifel, (Iagree,)

MT-gegtgas: Available/for CKH, about 2,000 tons. Additional, 
beginning 22 May, 49 30*-ton .Transport -..Columns ;,10 more later. 

Military Government; Holland,.later Belgium, Problems, -of' 
organization, •	 

, 
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CQu J: a) Conference, with;Bingaria,n Military Attach^i 
nßraun Braun Mi: Freeb)	 Operation bridges for Braun. Experiences, 

yon Bock: 

a) Airborne troops willbe relieved soon; freeing of Waffen SS 
/ and SS Adolf Hitler willbe speeded J Everything possible 

willbe done to make Armd* formations available again for 
O.KH at earliest* 

b)	 Fortress Holland: Two Divs„ considered necessary. On 
northern front of Antwerp: 

' 

Two Divs,, inline, one in reserve-. 
Can free one Div,' 

c)	 Kuec hier will take over zone of action of ixCorps, Two 
' Landwehr Divs, could be employed here. 

d) Hoeppner (XVI-Corps) should be relieved by Waeger, 

c) Reports on withdrawal from Dyle -Line require, checking. 

Tel, gall from 'OKW; British agents in civilian clothes are setting 
fires to British ; w&r-ehouses in Amsterdam, Want' us to prevent 'i.% 

*\u25a0 

16	 May I$4Q, 

Our breakthrough wedge is developing in a positively classic 'manner, 
\u25a0Wes-t of the Meuse our advance i=s sweeping on, smashing \u25a0;tank .•\u25a0. 

counterattacks in its pat ho Supeib marching performance of 
the Inf, (Fifth piv,^ First .-Mt,"DAv*)* 

It is now essenticil to organize a feeder .line' through Vise 
or Maastricht so that, we can move reinforcements to the right 
wing of the wedge through Sixth Arn^r sector; to the left 

Army sect',* 1; and at, thewing, through Sixteenth same time get 
reinforcements to the central sector from our prepared unload*-? 
ing points directly be hind© . Three ? Drps Hqd have been added . ' 
-to breakthrough w^dgej one additio/ii.lu Army HE[ and three more ,* Corps Hqs wi^.l stand by, 

The French seem to rnov© reinforcements from their reserves in 
the Dijon and Belfort areas toward the left flank of our wedge*. 
Reinforcements moving up from the .Chartered, area toward the 
right flank have been cut off, The large general Reserve has 
not yet been drawn upon, nor are there ary indications that 
thdy willbe committed now* New reserves are apparently being 
formed from elements assigned to the fortified front of the 
Second French AGp, 

Ifthe French accept the decisive battle new, they would be 
able to move about 30 Divs, against our breakthrough wedge. 

We can free additional reserves from AGp, C for the left wing 
of AGp, A, The overall picture of the situation and the balancq 
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of strength consequently appears to be quite in our fa¥or.
(. 

During the morning, the reports coming in for yesterday and today make 
it evident that the French are moving up an Army cf about three 
Corps against the southern flanjc of our breakthrough wedge, 
partly from the direction of their fortified front (western edge 
of the Vosges Mountains ),partly from their reserve pool around 
Dijon'- At the sane time they are concentrating opposite our 
breakthrough front with troops moved in through Laon and st» 
Quentin, in all probability from GHq, Reserve, 

The front facing Yon Bock it; reported softening south of Louvain 
since this morning. 

/ 

1540 Talk with yon Bock (on phone) 

a) proclamation of the Commanding -General in Holland; 

b) Keitel visited Bock: Communicated Fuehrer's urgent wish that 
mot. forces be moved, to the front, 

7 
"yon Bock accepts personal responsibility that mot. units will 
be in line at the earliest." Following withdrawal of anemy 
before Sixth Army, XVI Corps has again been committed on Bockfs 
direct orders » "XV and XVI Corps form a single operational 
movement." Twentieth mot, Div. willbe used only in extreme-

need ? 
yon Waldau / Gen Stnpf: Discussion on air-ground cooperation, ldevelop' 

my view of the general situation and request blocking of roads 
on which oneny reinforce;. lent s are moving against southern flank, 
and destruction of that enemy. Particular attention should be 
given to enemy attempts to build up a defensive front at the- - — 

•breakthrough gap, Blockade cf line Laon Ia Fere Chaulnes— 
Amiens Abbeville, Watch enemy regrouping from Belgium to 
Northern France, 

2200 Evening report to Fuehrer aftevr phone talk with Brauchitscity who 
\u25a0 is at AGpa Ao Enemy is holding out nt Antwerp r.nd Louvain, while 

giving way at Wavrc and to the south, toward Brussels, Spearheads! -
of AGp, B have reached Franco-Belgian frontier near Boauuont 
Hirson; Rcthel ,on the Aisne, reached. 1 On southern flank counter
attack has been beaten off, and contact has been established with' 
fortified line at Cari&nan* In sector of t-.ils ABp., VIII,11, . 
XVIII, tJid IV Corps are standing with two divisions each on south-

\u25a0ern ,~nd western banks cf Meuse 0 Regrouping for -continuance of 
drive -westward offers no difficulties. The 'follow-up Divs, are-
following closely. 

2030 Talk -with Mueller and Wagner, on supply situation 

Supply for Fourth and Twelfth' Armies and Group Klcist flowing 
smoothly. Transport Colms* have been, brought into use to the 
last truck. 

Traffic control and repair
' 

of the severely damaged roads develop 
satisfactorily* , 

Continuous flow of ammunition and rations. 
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Wagner will set up fuel dump .for Kielst on Meuse with 150 '"'** planes tomorrow. Establishment of repaid shop base Namur 
Charleville has been initiated. Two~thousand skilled.'workers
willbe brought in by plane* . :.'. 

I:release OKH MT. Reserve (Truck TransO. Re^t,)' for building lip 
of Meuse supply base. Additionally, thousand; trucks are being | \' 

requisitioned in Holland and taken to Wesel for assisting in. 
buildup of base. : . ; • .\u25a0• 

Transportation Chief hopes to get through thirty supply trains per* 
day to Libramont., by. 22 May, ~nd to Givet, by 23 May, 

Transloading to watercraft at Liege is being prepared, AdmtH 
ion office for MilitaryRailroatis in Belgium instituted 

' 
\u25a0 

\u25a0under Mittermaier. '\u25a0 . "\u25a0'\u25a0.- : 

Other de cisions : 

a) Send officers to Eighteenth iarn^/ to collect experiences made 
in operation* 

b) Establishment of Military Government in Holland (yon Falkcn~ 
hausen).. 

\u25a0c) Preparations for forward move of Hq to Avesoes* 
d) Shift of boundar-y line between C caid A by width of one 

Division sector* Three ..Divs, and one Corps' Hq willbe taken 
T out of First Army. 

6 

17 May X940, 

The ££r^iing^picture clearly indicates that enemy has not taken any 
' 

serious steps to close the breakthrough ,gap. North of the sanibre 
river he is bending back, his southern wing,,

'
giving up Brussels \u25a0 

and Ch-rleroi_, while holding on to Antwerp, /\u25a0 .- . . 

South of the Sombre, where we.hive reached Avesnes, Guise, and 
Rethelj the enemy may at best succeed in holding the canal 

\u25a0 c;xtensionline Valenciennes— Cambrai-St* \u25a0Quentin-C hay nf, with an-

to!the Aisne along the Aisne Oise Canal. Sporadic movement's^.,-, 
disrupted by our air activities, -are, .pointing in this direct ion. 

On the southern flank of our breakthrough, the enemy has moved up 
at least six clivision.S: and triesv to bolster his front* We have 
no intention of attacking in this area, and enemy is not strong, : 
enough to attack us «, . 

" 

; ..\u25a0 

The overall situation has : reached a stage where we, can now turn 
Our. minds to continuing our operation in'a; southwestern -direction,. 

Final reduction of the Seventh French, the British and the 1First 
French Armies, may be left to AGp.y which is 'following up in : . -
staggered \u25a0formation.; and' 'will,pivot toward the coast at Lille*'•'\u25a0\u25a0' -.;':; 
In carrying out this maneuver, AGp, B.will have to take over Fourth 
Army.. Since the; enemy is not likely to attack from Antwerp, AGp,B,-: 
willbe able to put its weight . on the left wing^ .accepting the . .\u25a0-' 

risk of having its.flank attacked by the enemy from>his Canal ,<V: 
positions. That would be quite, desirable* . . .::'';'.:':> 

t 
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Continuance of oar drive in.southwestern 'direction is bafeeC-v^A 
on the condition that. AGp» rA does not tie up any of its strength 

\u25a0on the southern, flank, but keeps '.pushing westward in echelon \u25a0/\u25a0"?
fermatioh. : This involves no risk,- as the enemy here is t<po : 

\u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0weak to attack at this time.,	 ... ; .' 

The main effort of the 
;	 

drive would have to besi^hwestern 
aimed	 at Gompi|gne^ with,the '.possibility of subsequently 
wheeling the right

'

wing in southeastern	 past Parisdirection ' 
left open ». ; 

'' -. . ';\u25a0 

A great decision must be. taken nowi 

113®	 Talk with AGp* A (Sodenstern) : No halt Oise. Push ahead- — on 
in direction Valenciennes Cambrai St.. Quehtin* .Seize, 

canal crossings, Secure southern flank 'only with echelonned 
forces* . ."-\u25a0.\u25a0... . 

' . ; .. - -. 

1150	 Talk with AGp«, B: . Brief reference to plans sket eked alsove. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0;/". \u25a0;\u25a0;;/§§ 
Transfer XVIiorps to .Fourth Army through lionsl No -change in, 

,AQp»s boundary yety depends on major decision now being on*- ,„
\u0084c

templated,? Keep open reserved road for SS Deathhead to Fourth-
\u25a0Army through Huy, ..	 . -. : 

\u25a0Noon Meeting- Fuehrer with Apparently little mutual .under-^ \u25a0: :g 
-standing« The Fuehrer insists that main threat is from the ; ;:V 

s&uth, (I(Isee no threat at all at present!) For that reason^ '\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0 ::^::^t 

Inf. Mvs* should be moved up at the earliest for protectiog ;:;:\u25a0:;? 

of south flank;; the Armd* Divs« by-themselves would be sufficient-v;| 
to extend breakthrough in northwestern direction* . .. •>;;s^ 
QhiE discusses matter with Rundstedt, whom Fuehrer intends-
visiting in afternoon,' and they, agree on turning off XVIIIj 111 
and VII Corps in southwestern direction. 

1440 Talk with.Sodenstern on same .subject.. Teletype orders on t-rans^-; x:'m 
;-	 Fourth Amd/Div,, Twen...	 fer' of XVI Corps (Third Armd. .Siv.^ \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0...;,;.. '-'-£^ 

tieth mot. Div.) to area west arid' of JJXUi Corps
' 

of Chr.rlerol^ 
together with Waff en SS Div,, Ninth Armd. Div,/and SS Adolf 
Hitler to AGp. A!s Fourth Ariiiy sector^ through Hiiy. 

I^3o	 Conference with G-efa, ton, Falkenhausen, Cam* Qen, of German . 
"Forces in-Holland, Others .present.:.- Col, yon Bock^ Regierungs— 
praesident Reeder, Vizepraesident v, Kr^ushaar^, Legation V

'	 ' Ceuncillor Yverkmeister	 .B . 

a) Kraushaar details his impressions^ .Butch officials cooperc:,tiy£*: 
/It w©uld. be desirable, to, put a generally respected Dutchman Ay; 

at- the head of the Dutch adminlstrati©n (van Vlissingen)," ,;VT 

' 
Trust in German Army, Emphasises, need to assure permanency :-?;:;

.. ' of ..the established .Military Adrrj.inist.rat ion, \ . 

"b) Brief -discussion ©n. tasks of iG-lltary Government. Demofeili-za-— —-	 
-\u25a0tion, Keep economy going.: Restore • ..c©mmtan.i catlons. :\u25a0

' 
\u25a0.o© operation with Viavy and Air Force,	 .\u25a0\u25a0'. \u25a0'. . 

Jacob \	 Bridge situation; 

Fourth Amy, .available : 
Bridge Columns (including 2 fr©m Reserve ), 

5 Columns willbe freed ai"ter 23/24 May by replacement of 
pre-fabric ated bridges. . 'v ...\u25a0 

:/ 
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twelfth Arirs> available; 
None (3 from Reserve*-) •-
10 12 Columns willbecome available by 20 May* 

Sixteenth Armys Available none, .', 
3 wil4;be come available by 20 May, 

Lost; 'Only- X-Bridge Column (A T-type Briige Column}* 
-Engineers have done excellently, 

Col* Wagner; Report on supply situation, Land and air transport
 
facilities taxed to m<aximunu Using AGp. Aas a -link supply
 
willmake it. Build-up of supply ba se on Meuse developing
 

•well.	 .\u25a0:.' 

von Zlehlherg; Current Gen /Staff assignments. 

20C5	 Gen a ofis£ e von Bock calls up: A telephone conference between
 
Gen^Obs'h, Keitel and Reichensu has caused some confusion* K.
 
mentioned that the Fuehrer did not want XVI Corps to expend
 
itself* Reichenau has our orders to shift this Corps to Fourth
 
Army^ through Mons^ which could be accomplished only by an
 

•attack. Now he does not know what to do, 

21@3 l£2L: Stop XVI Corps and move it to Fourth Army by shortesti££l
route	 y indirection Beaumont. 

2200 .	 Talk ObdH / Rundstedt (on phone.),: Seize Le (Dateau ~ St• Queht in
 
with strong Advance Combat Teams. Protect left flank*
 

2130	 Talk ObdH with Keitel* Set-up in Holland to be the same as in 
Norway* No elaborate administrative machinery of our own^ as 
Seyss-Inouart? Bwillbe put in charge, Yfe are to furnish personnel 
and ecuipmento ObdH insists on ibrthnlght definition of juris
dictions for military and civilian chiefs 6 

/ 

Rather unpleasant day. The Fuehrer is terribly nervous. Frightened
 
by his own success, he is afraid to take ; any chance and. so
 
' 

would- rather pull the reins on usv Pivbs forward the excuse' 

that.it is. all because of his concern for,the left flankI . 
Keitel ? s telephone calls to AGps 5 on behalf of Fuehrer^ and 
Fuehrers- personal visit to AGp9 B have caused only bewilder

;	 ,ment .and doubts c	 . 

Action in the question of Military.Administration in Holland 
(i 

has demonstrated once more the utter" dishonesty of our. top ' 

' 
leaders in relation to OKH. 

,18 May I%0« 
>s 

The morning situats.on shows the enemy making an orderly withdrawal
 
aprth of Sambre river 'while apparently shifting major forces
 
from/Belgium to the western front of our breakthrough. At the
 

,Is building up strength for a defensive -Aisne river^ the enemy	 
' front., with troops brought 'from the Paris area and ? for line 

• •\u25a0	 •.\u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0between Aisne and Meuse _, from his AGp » B« . . 
' 

; ' 

No concentrations foreshadowing a counter drive can, be dis<jerned^ 
nor would' one be practicable In the time and with the railroad 

'capacity available,	 "v ... 
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':\u2666' 

French GHq Reserves have been committed only on a small scale 
todite. 

The fact that the Allies are evacuating Belgium by degrees 
(The German flag is flying from the city^allof Antwerp) 9 

and that they are frantically trying to- improviss a front to 
bl,pck our advance } proves that Iwas correct in yesterday's 
conclusion that the operation must be continued in a south
western direction (with the main effort south of the Sorpine) 
without the least delay. Every hour is precious \u2666 

- ' 

Fuehrer Hox sees it difierentlyc The Fuehrer unaccountably 
keeps worrying about the south flank. He rages and screams that' 
we are on the best way to ruin the whole campaign and that we 
are leading up to a defeat. He won J t have any part of con
tinuing the operation in westward direction^ let alone ,t«*. the 
southwest _, and still clings to the plan of a northwestern drive* 

This is the subject of a most unpleasant discussion at Fuehrer 
Hq. between the Fuehrer on the one side, and ObdH and myself on 
the other ,(1000), 

ViFhile there.* we are handed a directive soon followed by the 
written summary of the conference,* 

ObdH, talks with- CforuObst. Ton Rundgtedt,; and Iwith Salmuth to 
\u25a0 communicate the Fuehrer's concept |. Turn spearhead -Divs* _ 
hard" to southwest to protect the south flank) while'. holding 
Bulk of mot o' forces in 'readiness for a drive to the west*. 

Teletype order, to AGp, A and B regarding groupings boundaries-.!,'' 
;and follow—up- of reinforcements,, , 

Boon: Antwerp has fallen, Cambrai reached 1130 9 St.. Quentih C^Oft. 

It.. is becoming increasingly evident that the enemy is taking/\u25a0 
back the Belgian fro'ntj apparently establishing an- intermediate' 
line somewhere north/of the French border _, and trying to cover 

-this, movement against- the advancing Fourth Army by tenacious : '/— 
<•opposition ih the Maubeuge Valenciennes area. Apart from this,, 

he is attempting^ with elements from "Belgium .and from the\u25a0 South^ 
\u25a0to organize a line of resistance facing roughly the line ; ; .; 

~- - 
Valenciennes Cambrai St. Quentin La F^re c 

We must punch through this new line before ithas a chance to con
;§«v3ilcLcri3G Additonally^ we must keep open the possibility of 
crossing the Somme. at Peronne and Ham later on, . '\u25a0\u25a0•'.\u25a0\u25a0 .. 
Accordingiy an order is issued at 1530 directing main armd, 
force to advance ©n line Cambrai St, Quentin,, while .securing\u25a0— 

the south flank*. Advance, elements are to take Ham, and \Per onne . 
Armd. formations still,hanging back must be brought up speedily*

" - ;Minimum of forces against Maubeuge and Valenciennes,* , 

Afternocn: Picture of enemy withdrawing before AGp* B is confirmed*: . 
Antwerp and Brussels in. our hands. The measures instituted, 

by \u25a0•AGps*. A and B pursuant to our orders are showing results; 
southern front of AGp... Ais beginning to consolidate. Our tanks 
are now in line and ready':to attack* 

:V 
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\u25a0v'<-it 

1300 Report to Fuehrer: Ioutline situation and request permission. 
.	 to start- drive, which is granted, . So the right thing is being 

done after all, but in an atmosphere of bad feeling and in a / 
form calculated to give !the outside world the impression that 

\u25a0 it is a plan, conceived by QKW. . The logistical program is re
viewed and approved as adequate. , 

Personal reports during afternoon and evening: 

Thorny: Pictures the tante battle of XIX Corps, His description 
of the lack -of fighting ,h,heart in the French is very striking. 

Gercke-: Progress achieved in? and plans for> operation of-Tail
roads in: occupied territories,, 

Mieth: Organizational matters #:, 

19	 May 1940, 

The bre2tkthrough wedge is developing in a satisfactory manner. Follow-up 
proceeds as planned* Bulk of enemy forces lately operating in 
Belgium probably straddle Bci-^ian. border. Our big tank drive in 
direction Arras (starting 0700) consequently willsquarely hit 
the bulk of the retreating enemy. It will be a big battle lasting 
several days, in which we have the advrntn.ge of the initiative, 
while the enemy has that of heavy concentration. But since all 
psychological factors work in our favor and we have the benefit-of a superior and tremendously effective air foree y % mv> certain 

of success* Perhaps itwill become necessary in the course of. 
the battle to shift the main effort to the south of .ArrasV 

1100 T^lk' Bock / QbdH: Nothing of special importance. Difficulties .. 
in passing Wl Corps across Sanbre arose partly from failure of 
Fourth Army to take over the Cor^s immediately^ partly in method 

.. of. command in re~routing it. Problem of a direct- supply line 
to Fourth Army through Sixth Army sector, . . 

1Reports received at noon bear- out the conclusion that" we still- have before 
us sizable enemy forces, which supposedly are withdrawing south 

. across the Soninie to the shelter of a hastily prepared defense line-v"- •'\u25a0'Some enemy elements are vigorously attacking the line Ivlons \u25a0;. 

while others, which have been drawn together fromYalcaciennes^. 
Belgium,'a.nd France, are .attempting to organize a holding line -— — 
."Valenciennes Caiubr-ii Per.o-nne . .Noyou, behind which' the with—, 

drawal from Belgium is to be completed,:. :. . \u25a0. 

Opposite the gap in our front near Laon, French forces are cautious
ly feeling their way from Soissons^ Further east, on the Aisne, 
all is quiet. It is possible that the enemy may a,ttempt a counter" 

'
drive over a narrow front close to the still intact Maginot Line,. : 
i.c', between Le Che sne and Montmldy, -
The reports of enemy attacks in direction of Mons_ jTalencienzxes 
are worrying. QKW, ; The Air Force has been ordered to concentrate 
its effort against this attack. Fortunately, Jeschonneck first 
asks our opinion, Itell him that as a matter of fact Iwelcome 
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\u25a0these attacks , since north of %hem, the left wing of the ' 

Sixth Army is already driving into the rear of.the attack
ing force*. Iask him to adhere to our previous arrangement 
to. concentrate air strength against the enemy ls north-south 
movements .toward the lower together with providingSomnie^ 
cover for the left flank /at Laon*. . . 

\Afternoon: Report -by Stuelpnagel:. Preparations- for operation 
"Braun"* His conference with Leeb ?. .AGpw C, and negotiations 
with Italy, /illgoes as anticipated* 

' 
'\u25a0• .\u0084 

yon Etgdorf reports to me on political situation* Of real import
ance are only Italy and USA,. Italy is not expected to. enter-
war at a very early date* "It is not a matter of days" 
(Ciano) ; although eventual entry into war is a foregone con
clusion j perhaps within a few weeks* It is. hoped that Italy 
willchoose a method rtf warfare on the sea and in the air 
which' willallow the Balkans to' remain quiet # Yugoslavia 
probably is a weighty-factor in the shaping of policy. 
Occupation Of Greek islands, including Crete, is a -growing 
possibility. .\u25a0 

Attitude of USA. toward Italy,is considered mere bluffing, 
a view that is shared by usv, ..Attitude of President dic^ 
tated by. domestic political considerations. 

F.ellgiebel reports on observations at Eighteenth and Sixth Armies, x 

Holland very friendly toward us-, little fighting; fighting 
in eastern part of Belgium .apparently. heavy,. Enemy severely

' 
\u25a0beaten i. . . .
 

Trunk cables? are being extended -past Lie*ge and Valenciennes
 ~ 
to Amiens- and through St. Vith' Jemelle Kirson to St. 

Further north a line11 must be put-, through Brussels 
\u25a0 •

\u25a0: to Amiens* . 
" . > 

fegner: Gen Qu reports smooth flow of supplies \u25a0'today and -promises
 
same for tomorrow, '
 

\u25a0

Plans to build up a large supply base around. Brussels or 
Valenciennes with long-distance truck hauls from Krefeld; 
the. whole is to be operated by Chief o£ Arr'iament. — Agreed! 

Evening news: France puts Weygand, incommand of Armies 
Our tiank ..drive has overwhelmed the obstacle of the Canal — 
dv Mordfl' • . ' 
Unconfirmed. report that French plan' attack: along Ham
 

.. Chateau Pore ien, let them cornel. We are st(
rong enough and
 

have- sufficient depth» •
 

20. May I94P* 

a 

of left wing of Bock northMorning situation shows rapid advance
 
of the armored wedge Inhis sector* Between this strong left
 
wing,of Bock and the right shoulder of Fourth Army, French
 
forces iiave.' apparently been pinched in and are attacking, des
perately in a southwestern direction. In view of the pros
.imity of the two wedges pushing on side by side _, we are 

likely to see" similar situations develop from time to :time. 
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The question now to be decided is whether Kleist^ who must 
move closer to the Scmme and may even have to swing out 
southward across the Somuie", willstillbe able to effect a 
large envelopment movement from the south on Bock*s flank, 
or whether Bock is not already driving t^e game away, as it 

pastwere, Kleist* In view cf Bock*s ambition to dash out 
in front such a development seems eritir-eiv possible. As a 
result, our attempt to force the enemy to accept a battle 
with inverted front north of the Somme, is likely to even
tuate in a conventional envelopment, in which Bock would 
turn up at the extreme vdng' next to Rundstedt. With this 
development taking shape, Arrad., Corps Kleist is bound to 
be compelled to turn increasingly in a southwestern' direct 
tion* 

Analysis of the operational drafts of, AGp* C for an offensive on 
the Upper Rhine front plainly shows that yon Leeb is unable 
to free himself from the concepts of position warfare in 
1918. Accordingly, Stuelpnagel is given instructions to 
see to it that Leeb and the men around him assimilate the 
lessons of the drive across the Mouse. (Visits to Hqs 

AGP* B and Sixth.A rmy..) 
.Instructions to Mieth; Ascertain minimum strength required 
for First Army front* .Make Hq First Army .avaii&ble for 
Upper Rhine front* The Diva,, taken out from rear of First 
Army must be acquainted with experiences gained, at the 
Meuse, the same should be done forßusse's Division*.' which. 
wilXibe ready by 15 June* Discuss with Buhle release of 
Hq First. Army- and replacement by Kaupisch*. 

Moon;	 Air Force reports that our armd, and mot. forces have reach-
ed St. Pol and Amiens' c ; / . 

Afternoon: Final Conference with ObdH on continuance of operation 
after coast has been reached,* .What Ihave been preaching / 
for the past three days, has finally been adopted., The opera
tion in southwestern direction will be conducted in the 
following order: 

.=*».Under AGp. "A (from left to right):
 
Twelf t-h Army., attacking west o£ the Argonnes in direction
 
of St« jDizier* ' ,
 

•Se cond Armyjclosing to the west, . striking from area west 
-of Laon, in direction Brienne~le^Chateau». . 

Ninth Army, to the west of Second, pushing from the area 
between Ham andMor.euil in direction of Forest d'Qth, 
with right wing- bypassing Paris tov the east* . 

Under	 AGp« B; 

Bulk of Armor,under Reichenau, followed by Fourth ArJcy, . 
under	 AGp. B, willoperate across the lower ,S§ine, bypassing 
Paris. to the west* It is unnecessary to decide now whether 
this force, after crossing the Seiney should provide .flank 
cover ,for the envelopment maneuver of AGp. A, or else be 
giyen special .mission to drive along the coast to the Bay

' 
• 

\u25a0of. Biscay, . .	 . 
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Coordinated with the drive of AGp. A> an offensive with 
fifteen Divs. willbe initiated from the Upper Rhine in 
direction Langres, with perhaps a concurrent drive, of \ 

eight Divs. from the Saarbruecken area toward Sarrebourg^ 
This would leave us with sufficient reserves to see the 
operation through. . 

' 

Following this in the evening, conferences with OQ'II^" and Op. 
See. on execution of this operation and. regrouping of 
Armies for the new offensive • 

\u25a0Afternoon": Planning conference: with Gen Q\x at .OBdH, .who. concurs 
with my proposals,- Establishment of large supply base for \u0084 -
our field forces in the area, Brussels Toufnai *- Charleroi, 
calling for development -of a large-scale motor truck hauling 
system from the Ruhr to this area pending restoration o£ 
tailroads. This plan requires forming transport groups 
comprising several- thousand civilian trucks in 
Belgium and Holland.. With this organization to be set up 
in cooperation with BdE, who willlater take over, supply / 
bases must be built up for Twelfth Army in Charleville area,, 
for Second Army around Avesnes *- Le C'ateau, for Ninth Army 

/ 

\u25a0 

«\u25a0*in Cambrai Arras area^ and for Armd, Gp. |leichenau and 
Fourth Army north of line ilmiens ; Abbeville,
 
Army can' be directly, supplied from main- (rround Forces Base*
 

Other eubjects discussed: Prisoner-of-war problems and 
drafting of laws needed for Administration institued by 
Hq Falkenhausen, ; \u0084 

Wuestefeldi Regulation of allocation- of Construction Bus* and 
construction orders for preparation of positions' ~ in sectors 
of Sixteenth and Twelfth Armies as well as in areas 

' 
of Hqs 

• 
\u25a0Lower Rhine and Sifel, . . . 

' 

Fellgiebel and Bogatsch are briefed on new plans. : Several AA 
Bns. willbe released to ObdL* 

Buhle: Current organizational :problems _, including activation of 
\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0•\u25a0;\u25a0\u25a0new Mt> Div* . 

' 

— 
Eupen Malm^dy German againT 

21 May 1940^ 

Day begins in a: rather tense atmosphere. Incoming reports in' 
dicate serious pressure on north flank of Fourth Army, 
'No deta,ile'd reports yet on advance of our armd. and mot,

' ' ' ' ' 
\u25a0.forces*", :,\u25a0.-\u25a0.' . ;\u25a0 

1100 Re port to Fue hrer: Plans worked out yesterday are approved. 
With regard to timing^, ithas been decided- that drive against 
Lower Seine will start as soon as possible, .independent 
of progress in build-up of offensive front* Start of south
eastern drive, east oi* Paris, is -contingent on outcome of;- 1

' 
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1830	 yon Etzdorf 

a)	 Italy: 'No concrete commitments -of military or political 
character. Recent exchange of letters contained ooastful 
reports of successes by E-uehrer. and applause' by IIDuce* 
Last letter of IIDucerhints that §tate of non-belliger
ency willnot last much" longer.	 

* 

, 

Inquiry, regarding military aid, expected from IIDuce was 
answered: We are not going to give any. He has been in
formed of the view held- by us now that .no Italian soldier, 

would be needed in German theaters. 

Greece may remain passive in face of Italian strong— arm 
methods. Earlier assumption that Greece would immediately 
react by entry into war evenis	 no longer fully maintained^ 
if Gulf of Patras and Crete should be affected. 'Key to 

/ Greece's attitude is inBritainls hand. 

Turkey has changed her tune. Inclination to remain passive 
is increasing. . . 

Itis quite probable that Italy would occupy Adriatic 
coast. Political structure of Yugoslavia rotten and Cabinet 
probably" incapable of decision to- make war. This is how 
jDbaly views the situation. Itremains to be seen if.it/ 
proves to 'be correct. 

In the over—all picture, some minor differanees begin to 
stand out- between Italy and ourselves. Italy's chief 
enemy now is Britain, y\rhereas Enemy. No. 1 for us is France. 
We are seeking to arrive at an understanding with Britain 
on the basis of a division of the- world. 

Internal Italian resistance against war is dwindling, 
Crown Prince reported to be enthusiastically pro-war. 
Mussolini has a free hand* He is also becoming active 
against the Vatican* 

b):Hungary: Letter to Teleki. Italy;and ;Gerinany^d6^o"ts -^Ws§ 
the peace and harmony on "the Balkans disturbed, Russians 
interest is the same. Germany desires good relations with 
all Balkan States. Hungary's "interest ought to be the 
same: peace. A Three Power Conference undesirable now. 
Would excite public, Csakits visit would be welcome. 
My talk with- Hungarian Military Attache has caused un
necessary stir. 

1930	 Heim: Recognition for units without mentioning of names. 
Morale boosters for battle— worn troops. 

2100	 Wagner has called on Todt Organization for reconstruction-
of	 roads arid bridges on Meuse (Naraur Me*zieres). Todt 
has- set up field" office on Mouse, 20 km north of Mezieres. 
Icall- attention to necessity for cooperation between Todt 
s.n& OQu 2. 

'	 " 
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*24C>^ Telephone call by yon Bock regarding our teletype order* 
indieat ing. "ObdH s emphasis on need for.pushing on with left 

jwing of -Fourth Army. He complains that my Liaison Off*.had 
talked about "holding back". In" the end he gets the idea why 
left wing of Sixth- Army must not get stalled and promises to 

' "' 
take action accordingly,	 . . 

Over-all picture of the day, which has b.een substantiated by visit " 

of ObdH to Rundstedt and by his talks with Kleist and List, 
shows, that the big battle is in. full swing* Constant . pressure 
willbe necessary to keep the Infantry .moving close behind 
Armor. .'Only. when we have seized the high ground of Arras 
shall we have won Jbhe battle. % 

0030 yon Bock calls again; Situation on KLuge !s right wing cannot -be	 so serious. Only local actions. Reiehcnau has taken 
prisoners, from four -different Divs. . 

y 
iron Beck ho?/ adds 269th Div. of the SHq Reserve to his left 
wing.	 . . 

£2;;May :l94iQ,; 

Morning situation indicates that the probably unnecessary delay of 
>#*	 VIIIand perhaps also XVI Corps, around Kaubeuge, and the . 

southwestern dctouring of rear Corps might jeopardize an 
\u25a0early advance, of Inf. Divs.- into the 

' 
Arras area, where our 

Armor, fighting south of Arras, has met a strong enemy ' 
Nwho is pushing south. The Armor drive on Calais, ordered" 

by us, -has been temporarily halted by AGp,& on the line— 
St. Pol Etaples, . and willnet be resumed until the situation 
at Arras is .clear, , . . 

.This GGtimat-t of the situation sets off the following reae.pn.ing: 

AGp. A 

a)	 The det curing of ICorps to the south as well as the delay 
of VIIIand IICorps are incomprehensible, t 

\u25a0 -b) IICorps must -advance on Beauraing Bapaums. V Corps on-Albert,'- XXXX Corps on St. Quentin Ham. 
c) Tanks west of Arras must be started off as soon as situa

tion at Arras has been .consolidated* 
Above all itis important for Infantry to get to Arras and west
ward/ - as quickly as possible. •\u25a0 

\u25a0< 

>AGp.":B: 

Eighteenth Army must -secure its north flank and not attack 
into the water line,"* 

Left wing of Sixth Army must push on; transfer 227th Div. 
from Holland. 

In order to translate these ideas into action, ObdH flies 
to Hq Fourth Army, Italk them over with Sodenstern (1045) • 
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1230 

1100	 Conference OQu Ij.Chief Arty Offi (Wand el), Chief Eng-w Qff»j, 
Op, Sec.: 

Orientation on intentions for next phase of operations* 
Data needed for strength estimate, and troop disposition are 
requested* 

Heusinger: 

a)	 Today no decision on resumption of halted railroad movements* 

b)	 Sc.t-xpof daily reports must- be changed. Intentions must 
be 'specified. 

c)	 Jcdl*s call: Fuehrer is worried about following points:. 

1») Main effort' of Sixth Army is directed notnearly enough 
\ to the south, (We have been plugging this line -for the 

last 24 hours',) 

2.) Sixteenth ..Array has too many casualties and is attacking 
needlessly; also troops may be held back in.this area {

(Pater ncsterl)* 

3«) ICorps has not closed up yet. (That is the fault of 
the interference from the top.) 

1300	 Talk with von .Rundstedt: Has moved IICorps toward Bapaume, 
on its right- Eighth Div»,west of Valenciennes, V Corps moved 
into Peronne area, since everything further north is congested 
with mot. troops.' One Div» of XXXX Corps directed toward 
St. Quentin. Nothing alse can be gotten through, J. Corps 
slated to go to 'Le Cateau (willtake time, as all roads are 
taken up by Twentieth mot* Piv,). 

Heasinger; Air Force "activities: Sperrle was to attack enemy move
ments near Paris, but could .not do so on account of bad weather* 
Kesselring is attacking Calais and Boulogne; afterwards will 
give close support to our Armor at and west cf Arras. -It is 
most important that planes no longer needed over Paris area 
should boope rate with Armd. Corps. Kesselring is to support 
drive of cJixth Army, 

"T 

Over-all. situation around noon indicates a let-up of tension: 
The enemy is giving way at Arras, and west of Arras our tanks 
face only a comparatively weak enemy; area south of Lower 
S online apparently cleared of enemy as far as Bresle river* 

AGp» A is vigorously pushing Inf. in westward direction. 

1345- AGpa B states that AGp and Sixteenth Army consider capture of 
high ground of Stonne an absolute necessity. 

1435 Ton Salmuth reports on situation in VIIICorps sector* I 
talk with' him about -the need to hold down to minimum employ-

J ment of troops on northern wing, 225th Div, willbe moved in, 
perhaps Jay water transport. 

.0 
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1530. Goth (Liaison Off* Fourth Aray) brings report on situation. 
' \u0084/•

Situation is much -better than we thought, . 

\u25a0On right wing, 28th Div."is stillbusy cleaning up around 
Fortress Maubeuge, where fortress troops reinforced' by 
remnants of field units apparently put up a gallant defense. 
They must be gliminated before" we can use- the roads.. Eighth 

this pocketDiv* now moving toward Valenciennes' should close 
west,, of Valenciennes by passing through Denain. IICorps, 
with 12th and 32nd Divs.,^,is already east of Arra's, 

Hoth is attacking with Fifth Armd. Div. east, with Seventh 
Armd. Div. west of Arras-, and is in frontal attack from the 
south with Eleventh Rifle Brig, and Waffen SS Div. since 1200. 

Pt 

\u25a0\u25a0Also since 1200, KLei^t is attacking west of the line- M 

Avesnes-le-Comte Hcudain Ath St. oner> pushing with 
XXXXI-Corps on the right and XIX Corps on the left wing 
northward between St.-sPol and the sea. 

At the Lower Somrne, Second and Thirteenth mot, Divs. are 
providing cover for the operation and hold open, the bridge* 
.heads, which are not 'seriously threatened.- "'ln the event 
of increasing pressure, only the bridgeheads of Amiens and 

_Abbeville willbe defended. 

Directly east of Thirteenth met. Div. is 29th mot Div# To 
relieve them yV Corps is being moved from Pe'ronne, and' portions 
of XXXX Corps from St. Quentin.- ... 

1700 Koerncr; Railroad situation is 
"

developing satisfactorily. 

Forty-eight trains willget through to Antwerp via Gennep 
today. Waterways must be utilized niore -extensively* \u25a0 

From Maastricht, cargoes are transferred to Gemblouji*-
Liege Namur totally unusable «
 
To Dinant and northward, 24 trains are now running daily.
 
Are on trucks for transfer across Meuse^ and then
" 
by rail to Hirson* • 

At Bertrix reloading on trucks for' Charleville and thence 
by rail in direction Cambrai # 

Luxembourg supplies Sixteenth Army* 

* Translation's- : ;
 
a) Letter from Churchill to IIDuce
 

Having taken over the of the Prime Minister Ifeel 
strongly impelled to send you,- the leader cf the Italian 
Nation, a message of good willacross that- gap' which-
seems to' be widening -so rapidly. . -
Us it too late to prevent the shedding of blood hetween 
the" British and Italian peoples? Of course, we could 
anoihiilate each other and redden the Mediterranean" with 
pur blood. If this should be your will, then,. itmust be. 
But Iwish to say. that^l have-never been an enemy or 'the 
Italian people, nor have Iin my heart ever been opposed 
to the man who rules Italy. . . 



V 

M 

gar 

It-is' futile to. predict- the course of the great battles 
which are now being, .joined in.Europe, yet Iam certain that 
no matter what may happen on the continent, .Britain- will 
hold out to the last, even if she should stand alone, as' 

\u25a0she has done in- the past* * 

Ibelieve with" qomq -degre.e .of assurance that the United. 
States, nay^the whole o$ the American continent will come 
to ou^aid 6n an eve}? increasing scale* 
% beg you to believe mq'-that it-is' hot out of a spirit of 
weakness or fear that 1 am addressing to you -this solemn 
appeal which. willbe entered upon the. annals of history.

W-

It is above all imperative that, the heirs of Latin, and 
Christian civilization should not enter into a deadly 
conflict with each other. In the name of hcncr^l implore 
you to heed my' words .before the fearful signal is sounded* 
Never will itbe sounded by us. 

-/: 

b) Answer of IIDuce to Churchill: 

.1 reply to the message which you .sent- me to say to you 
-that you must certainly be aware of the moment oua and 

grave considerations of historical and compelling nature, 
which have forced our two countries into oppositihg camps, 
Without gcing back too far, let me remind- you of the initiative 
which was taken by your Government in Geneva in 1935 in . *"\u25a0 
organizing the sanctions against Italy, when we were' about .-secure for ourselves a small portion of African soil, 
without causing .the slightest injury to:your or any other 
interests or territories, Ifurthermore remind you of 
the actual and 'virtual state of slavery in which Italy is 
finding herself in her own native sea* 

1As/^©jir;\G^ oil.-/ Germany in/ order; to '.^"- / 
'X

/i^
: 

\u25a0^\u25a0vhorier^ and .;\u25a0 resp/3ct*::;for 'the. ." obligations alcen/ under 
the, jterjaC. si-{ii3ae-;.;G^r^n;;.^-It.aii;a;h^ /will:today; .-arid >. \u25a0 

inJ:;"t|:e; 

l^e^y/d^ 

mes;sage:

|^"Jia^|;';;Ol-f^ 
$(ypL^£n&'';.sf&&^ 
:nighest.;;:^e;s^e/fc^
•;qJ^I;S^ 

a¥]aQme/n^\u25a0at :/ ;

I:;tftire/f 

poXic;^ of Italy/in the /face;/ : 
V-\ 

:oiH33./ .Duce: : to;?he: :-Pre sx<dent : of 'the 
\u25a0 

, \u0084-":': -.:s:-:\u25a0/\u25a0 \u25a0.-."".. /--:\u25a0\u25a0 .
:

' 

\u25a0\ :."•'\u25a0\u25a0' •':-\u25a0\u25a0;\u25a0;\u25a0. \u25a0\u25a0-]\u25a0.\u25a0'\u25a0.\u25a0;: 

haiide.d :me;; at 7 midnighti^/of 
the, motives that; \u25a0 have prompted 

'honorable and: worthy ;i?f tiie ; 
v 

;;of the; present prosit ion 
\u25a0 

JnS /inteht ioxh of ,italy to: an;,;ally ; 
stajici aloof ,/•\u25a0 

' 
inrthe'balanQe/r // 

'' 

'\u25a0:reaffirm -what Ihave said ih/ciy :first .-
* 

' 
messa^^/JQ^/^a^/lJ^ ;///:% \ //;/ .; /\u25a0\u25a0/;: : 

19©G Gene ral^or^^'f;^^J)^t^\ ;:^<a:dti-ivdfcio'.li3: 

a) Hi;gh/:}C:: Qngaa'hd./Ea^ w|ll'^e. ;readjr" :byVftvJtija4> 
:-w*i 
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b) Police Div, willgive. up 2 Arty Bns. in favor of 

s 228th Reserve Div./Replacement on 1 July,, 

c) Regional. Defense. Divs. inEastern theater: 
3 Ejivs., ready by 10 Jun, without Arty, but with transport, 

\u25a0for occupation duty,	 
' '

. 
h Divs. by 20 June; 

d)	 526th Div, goes from Mil. District Vl_ to Belgium for PW guard 
duty. Take away their AT guns I 

c)	 Fortress Divs. willhave transport by 15 June. 

f) Activation of new Mb, Div, (6th) will-be'' completed by 
6 June, at Heuberg. .\u25a0 

g)	 Special equipment for operations in hillcountry (for 4 x 
2 Regt's.) willbe ready by 10 June, 

h) Mobile Replacement Divs? ready by I.July (perhaps 20 June),
(9 Inf. Divs, and 1Mt. Div.) 

i) Ready for shipment: 42 Bns „.iiumediately, 100 Bns. by 1 June. 

This	 would be sufficieht -.£o cover .current losses, but not 
for establishing field recruit, depots* 

j)	 Herriiann-Goering-Y/orks have hoarded much river tonnage in 
Ruhr, where itis now lying idle. 

k) Replacement units have. been garrisoner in Denmark. Iagree 
to BdE assuming control of them. 

1)	 Ifnecessary, 14 Repi, Bns. could be transferred to High 
Command East from various Mil* Districts' on withdrawal of 
Regional Defense formations* The question has political' 
implications- and should be put before the Fuehrer, 

m)	 Regional Defense Bns. reeidy. 

n)	 6 mcd. Fd. How. Bns. (model 03), with harness", etc., 
captured in Holland, Will be allocated to Seventh Draft. 

"\, 

o)	 SteKL available for production program: Increase of 
ammunition production by l£j%9 arms production on lesser 
scale, at small sacrifice of light and- mcd. Fd. How. 
and siege guns, Iconcur. 

p)	 Hoover 1s relief project for Belgium, Why don't we 
buy in Belgium? Changes in our -dispositions. 

q)	 Demobilization matters. 

ObdH	 returns during evening, satisfied with results. According to 
Greiffenberg (who went with him) and his own account, .Goth's 
report is. substantially correct. At Conference in Fuehrer 
-Hq, QbdH raised the question of Russian attitude. Fuehrer 
believes that Russia, following his advice., willlimit claims 
to Bessarabia. (2300) 

http:b)PoliceDiv,willgive.up
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Issuance of orders to Armies m the field on neict intentions 
wheeling northward with protection of south flank). 

2330 Wagner, (Gen Qu 

a) 2,000 tons of river shipping sepured inRuhr* 

b)- Tank Spare Parts Depot Mons-Maubeuge ready 27 May, 0000 .. 
oh 27 May.Motor Transport District Brussels -operational 

tt ii I1I1 Charleville v « "22 May. 

A second- Tank Base willbe established around Armentieres
Lille, as soon as area is in our. hands. Personnel, is now 

\u25a0 lbeing sent to Mons» ,
 

Spare Barts Depot Duisburg willbe transferred to Antwerp
 
by" rail and thence by road.
 

c) Fuel problems.- Little' has been found in the country.
 
stocks were deliberately spoiled; Brussels
Tremendous 

Antwerp* 
\u25a0H 

d) Container shortage. OKH order needed. 

'S 

/' ,23 May 1940. 
v 

Morning situation: The situation continues to develop in a satis
factory manner. The left .wing of our armored forces is apr 
proaching Calais. In the central sector, west of Arras, strong 
.armored forces are pushing toward Bethune.. 

The j/.situation at the AGp; boundary line still.is somewhat 
uncomfortable. The right wing of Fourth Army in the area 
of Valenciennes is--still a little thin. The gap between 
Valenciennes and Cambrai is being "secured" 'by Eighth Div., 
which, has"' not even .arrived in full strength. Very incon
veniently, 28th" Div. is

'

still engaged in mopping-up operations 
way back at Maubeuge; By directing First Div." on Bavay in
stead of Valenciennes, more time has been lost for .our west

'ward, drive. . ' 

In fehe Conde' area Waeger T s Corps, on the left wing of Sixth .# 
Army, is advancing too slowly. Instead of the whole of 
217th Div», as was promised, only the -Arty,of the Div, has 
been' committed inNthe~ sector of 269th Div, On the other 
hand, Reichenap; is still-fighting his private battle in the 
area of, Audenarde, which probably willcause bloody losses 

A	 without a return of operational advantage. The attacks
 
of XXVICorps north of Ghent likewise-, serve no operational,
 
purpose.' Moving of troops through Second Army sector seems
 
to be well under way, but it willbe days before a strong
 
Inf* force is assembled in the Arras area*
 

~x 
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The developments .of the past few days- show that. AGp. A^is 
indeed experiencing considerable difficulties in managing 

this unwieldly mass of 71 Divs. Ihave a good idea its 
staf f{ has not been energe.tic and active enough* OKH must 
take the' organization of-liais,on with the several Armies ,. 

\u25a0in hand in order to insure execution of its orders up 
for them, and establish-front* (More Liaison officers^ Aides 

ment of Forward Message Center at Ghimay # ) 

Course; Reports on second1109	 yon Htzieben, Gen. Staff ..Off. Tng. 
course (only- three flunked) and suggests moving school. 
to	 the West* 

' . 

Tng. See ; .Field Grade Officers School' willbe suspended on, 

conclusion of current courses. l64th Div. willbe released 
for other duties. 

'Qrg« Sec-. (Schmidt) 

a)	 Artillery for 288th- Div. will be drawn from Police Div. 
or Artilleryresources in Norway. 

b)	 526th Div, to be released from duty .on Dutch frontier. 
AT Artilleryand ether complements will be assigned 

elsewhere " (BdJE) . 
-

\u25a0c) ;Preparatibhs ;for;cleaning-ilp" operation In;the ,large 
ofvthe; :

\u25a0 
: ..'\u25a0 .pocket ;iAjfaich re
 

45 enemy Divs.
 

d)	 Move up ZjQ Regional Defense Bhs. during present trans
-portation lull. 

yon CZiehlbexg. 

a) Exchange J,oehricht/Busse, Liaison Officer Twelfth Army. 

b) Our Liaison Officers, must get Aides* 
, c) Liaison Officers for Second and -Ninth -.Armies." . 

d) Officer Aides for Liaison Officers A(p. A to facilitate 
\u25a0 

\u25a0liaison between AGp. Ilq and Annies, 
-:'geirtteir^at: Jhimay^eJ^Forwarci ::MQ;sss.gQ

Sj-:Zerbe^ahd; |lic:hert : ;:av^ilable;:\u0084from I).^ngrv. .tSso:
;

that enemy is giving,123^	 -^on Salmuth (on phone )t Has impression
 
-up or a£ least decreases resistance "bn^the-Escaut river*
 

'Si^^__^^-reoo^s -t^s,tcX|^ Corps; :is^making headway;; in:direction;J

•iy:\jC6rps r;is gaining \u25a0ground south ;of\u25a0\u25a0 k.
:
j:^f,of/G^r^ai:anj-|hat 

:;pa^^ed.-;:;pa^^ed.}I•C )i:CDur;fer^i:s;	 ;oh.;.b^ radio rto :Hqs :\u25a0;.\u25a0:.; '^.\'\u25a0 |:Sie i"i©p^rts;:i:arß

13OJ: Resumption of phone talk: 269th Div.9 en" loft wing 

of .XXVIICorps, has -reached Escautpont^ south of Conde^ 
and is advancing in direction of "St. Amand, lit Thulins, 
a Bn. beaten back a- breakout attempt ofof	 26.9 t-Div. has — 
the enemy and taken many prisoners. Complaints abcut

\u25a0slow .rate of advance of VIIICorps , txheir neighbor; on" 
- -the	 left.* . . 

~i 
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v, Greiffenberg: Aides £or our Liaison. Offiqers, Liaison 

Officers to Army Hq 9# CP Chimay will"be, operational\u25a0 Forward 
within two days. .	 -\u25a0.-.'". 

1300 yon Sodenstern: QW. thinks it desirable to commit Army Hq 9 
. neast t§ 'Twelfth Army, Its sector will extend only to\u25a0 

Pergnne, so as not to crowd area needed for movement of 
armed forces. Army Hq 9 assigned to AGp. 

1400 yon Salimith claims that SS Adolf Hitler,and First MS- Bn. 
had to go over to the defensive southeast of Valenciennes , 
and complains about failure of, Fourth Army to attack with 
its right wing. 

ii	 AGp.lA .contbnfls that the unit referred .to cotild^npt7 possibly 
SS Adolf Hitler, but perhaps is the Advance team of 

'	 ; 
Combat-	 • First	 Div.-. 

1600 Maj» Gea.- Brand reports on his visit to Twelfth Army sector* 
Conditions for initiating a drive would be favorable around 
Laon and Rethel, less favorable in between these points. 

IsorI5or a _ defensive— offexrsiye opsraii^ , -caridititms * s&so are 
favorable* Surveying has been well prepared. Method of 
employment of Observation Bns, still in need of improvement. 

yon Ziehlherg-; Organization of improved signal -coiiimunications— — 
for OJGiu forward" Message Center at" Chimay, Current 
Gen. Staff personnel matters. 

\u25a01730	 yon Gyldenfeldt communicates KLeist's anxieties. He feels 
he cannot tackle his task as long as the crisis at Arras 
remains unresolved. Tank losses are as high as 50%, •— 

Ipoint out to him that crisis willbe ever within 48 hours. 
Iam aware of the magnitude c*f his task* He will have to 
ftold on until then. No danger on the Somme. 

»\u25a0Notre	 Dame de Lorette "— the destiny of France -is in our hands 

1800	 Blaskowitz offers for immediate employment: 

Regional Defense Div. yon Flotho (386th)" « Tr !! v.ri.T.qnnP. (372nd)y»d.L±ppe- ?^79nd^-
n . ti n puz (358th) 

Corps Hq XXXV (reduced) yon Schenksndorff , 

Eimannsberger^ CO Arty.Ren. Staff, suitable as Army Arty. 
Officer, should stay where he is for the time being* 

To make up for them: Two made up of Replacement Bns, 

under	 Keyser and .Leyen (the latter would at the same time get 
hi s training) , The 15$ overstrength of the 'transferred units 
will stay behind for lpcal assignments. Later, 14 Replace
ment Bns, from BdE, if and when needed » . 

1	 — -—	 „1900	 Keitel (Personnel Div.): Iron Cross awards Corps and 
Div, ..assignments. Transfer of Personnel Div. to Aachen, 

Political Motel The Fuehrer has become more sceptical about 
. Italy's policy toward Yugoslavia, but believes that he still 

has the' situation under control * 

be 

-
\u25a0 
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-W^	 GeA* Hieth dispatched to Fourth Array to conimunieate the 
following ideas } 

a) Straighten out situation at B^thune, Once high ground is 
se cured, continuation -of tank drive should be considered 
across line Estaires. Cassel, on Ypres, with a viev<r to 
linking up with the wedge pushed by Sixth Army across 
the Lya river in direction of Roulers* 

b)	 Bring up long-range Arty.for defense of Coast against naval 
shelling or any landing attempts by the British. 

c) Use motor transport of Thirteenth mot» Div. to bring in 
Sixth Div. for its reliefs 

Zerbel;	 Demonstration Div. (164th) will wind up its course by
 
8 June and be ready to move as of 10 June > Experiences
 
are to be compiled in a manner permitting continuation
 

\u25a0where	 they left off, at some future' date* 

Hemmerichi Substitution of good French 1: 20C,00© maps for our 
1: 30©,00© maps of the area' south of Seine* Organise map 
distribution center which willbe attached to new Supply Base 
in Brussels- area. 

153©	 The Fuehrer arrived at Rundstedt^s Hq this morning. 

a)	 He orders that new boundary line is not to go into effect 
today, Wants to talk to ObdH* /\u25a0

b)	 ObdH summoned to Fuehrer* 

140©	 Talk this over on. phone with. ObdH,, who is at Hq. Sixth Army, 
Orders to' comply with Fuehrer !s wishes 'are issued to AGp* A 
by myself _,to AGp, B by ObdH, 

3-^o®'	 yon Salmuth reports- on counterattcacks by mcz. enemy forces 
\u25a0 in Abbeville and Miens which a.re especially vigorousarea^ 

Corbie, and \u25a0\u25a0thinksat	 Peronne) it is a British Tank Corps » 

163®	 Order issued to 164 th Div. to stop Field Grade Officer 
training courses by S June* Div, must be ready for nevf 
assignment on 10 June* ..: \u25a0 

.\u25a0. 

1720	 yon, Stuelpnagel: Experiences with pillboxes have been 
effectively applied by the officers briefed on them. 

20® assault boats ready for operation "Braun" (6 boats 
for crossing points of 8 Divs.) 0/s,ic^_/
 
24 Hv. mortars from Doeberit2«
 
Jacob thinks he would be able' to get together for "Braun";
 

23	 Columns Bridge Equipment B\u25a0«B \u25a0« " 
Light Austrian Bridge Equipment _, 

9 ,'" Bridge Equipment C 
Total: 5 prefabricated bridges that 18^2 heavy,- 3 light? 

bridges and a small reserve 4/
1,000 large pneumatic floats (600 issued, 400 in reserve), 
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-3k :Bng* 5ns •./' incliidingrthGL^orQanic'- Biv»..Eag i.Bns*-- {SLTnew, 
Bns.~)j with 2j Bns. set aside fcr Operation "Tiger"."' 

Improvised bridge equipment than "military bridged' better 
for "Tiger", 
logistical preparations .willbe completed for -15 "July* \u2666 

frpbably no more than 12 mcd, ArtjiBns* willbe required 
' for Operation "Braun IJ « 

' 

. . 
' 

„ 
' 

2Q&<§	 ObdH returns from OKW; Apparently, again a very unpleasant 
interview with,Fuehrer s At^2o2o a new order is issued, 
cancelling 'yesterdays order and directing encirclement- to 
be effected in area Dunkirk-Estaires-Lille-4loubaix-ostend'. 
The left wing, consisting of Armor.and mot', forces, which 

-.	 has no enemy before it,, .will so be stopped dead in its 
tracks upon direct. orders of the Fuehrer! Finishing off the 
encircled enemy amy is to be left to Air Force i-Ii -I --\u25a0 

i 

.^ 25	 May 1940» 

-The 'day starts off with :6ne of those painful •wrangles "between 
•ObdH and the Fuehrer on the next moves in the encircling 

-battle.. The battle plan. Ihad drafted called for AGp. Ar 
"by heavy frontal attacks, merely to hold the enemy, who is' 

. making a planned \u25a0withdrawal, while AGp. B, dealing with an 
. 

" 

enemy already whipped, cuts into his rear and "delivers the 
, .. '	 decisive ,blow<.. This was to be accomplished by our Armor. 

Now political .command has formed the fixed idea that the 
battle of decision' must not be fought on Flemish soil, but 
rather in Northern France* To camouflage this political move > 
the assertion is made that Flanders, criss-crossed by a 
multitude of waterways, is unsuited for tank warfare./ 
Accordingly, all;tanks and mot, troops will have to be 
brought up short on reaching the line St. Qmer"— 

* Be'thune. 

This is a complete reversal of the elements of the plan, 
I'wanted to make AGp» A the hammer and AGp, B the anvil in 
this operation," Nov. B willbe the hammer and A the. anvil. 
As AGp, B is confronted with a consolidated front, progress 
willbe slow and. casualties high.' The Air Force, en which 
all hopes arc pinned, is dependent on >the weather. 

This divergence mf views results in a tug—of-rwar which costs 
more nerves them does the actual- conduct of the. operations. 
However, the battle willbe won, this way or that, ' 

-
For the rest of the morning Iam not in for'anyone* Ionly see 

yon Sponeck fcr a minute to congratulate him on receiving 
the Knight!s Cr.os s, and work on 'the regrouping of .our 
forces for the next phase of the campaign. 

In the afternoon, conference with yon Brauchitsch who approves 
my recommendations without comment. 



m0S

m 

1830 Conference at. Fuehrer Hg; 'As -usual, He receives, me- -in a cool,. 
'almost hostile manner* No'raajor changes in my' plans- for -' 

"*' 
regrouping, -in which stress the objectives of the' armored 
forces and the terrain problems "involved. The following points 
stand -out from his,- at times agitated-, analysis* 

"^>" 
a) The group -forming the western wing must be made strong"' 

(about 12 -15 Di;s a ) Infantry must attack vigorously .0	 . - \u25a0from the east on the line Peronne -La Fere r A strong-
tank force willassist this attack by. a fl"\nk" thrust 
from the direction cf Amiens, Immediately following, some -. 

\u25a0portions of this group willdrive directly on Le Havre,-
-

Rouen arid establish, a bridgehead across the lower Seine.,' -while others will join the main dri^re further, to the east* 
The objectives selected for this- first phase of the operation 

\u25a0are approved.	 '\u25a0•...-\u25a0 . ;-\u25a0 

b)	 Decisions, on continuance of drive ;by the Seine Group west 
\u25a0of	 Paris must be deferred* Longwinded recapitulation of 

all the dangers presented by a city'like Paris, from which— 
'400 500,000 soldiers could. burst out at any time* 
(if the ene, .jhas any leftj) 

Continuance of the drive west of Paris can.be considered 
only after the niain drive on both sides of Reims has made 
substantial ground gains. 

c)' Drive east of Paris must be carried through with strong 
right wing. A strong armored force must be held in readi
ness for a quick thrust into Paris in the event of internal 
disorder* 
Left.Tiring of main' attacking force .must "capture Verdun, 

d)	 Speed is- of the essence. The main thing is to seize the 
various -key positions within the shortest time* This is 
as important on the right wing as it.is on the left. 

c) Preparations' for -"Tiger" should be advanced to the point 
/where the operation could start on 2k hours 1 notice. 

f) Diversion of the drive west of Paris toward Eay of Biscay 
-	 ' is	 left open* 

' ' 

g)	 Timetable: Submit as soon as possible 1 
>i	

' 
y	 \u25a0 

Evening report: Resistance continues strong in front of AGp, A and 
inDouai. pocket. Transport movemenits of enen^c to lower Somme 
seen to continue. Now" we have built,up such strength that- we 
have nothing to fear. However-, in our next moves we must 
reckon with stiff opposition there «

v\ 



v"-: 

No significant change in situation, yon Bock, suffering losses, is 
pushing slowly ahead between inner wings of Eighteenth and 
Sixth Armies j Kluge's IICorps gains some ground around La, 
Bassee, Our armored and mot,, forces have stopped as if par'al
." ized on the high ground between Be'thune and St. Oner in 
compliance with top level orders, and must not attack, InJ \u25a0; 
this way, cleaning out _ the pocket nay take weeks, very much to 
the detriment of our prestige and our future plans. 

Allthrough the morning, ObdH is very nervous, Ican fully 
sympathize with him, for these orders from the top just make 
no sense.. In one area they call for a head-on attack against 
a front retiring in orderly fashion and still possessing its 
striking power, and elsewhere they freeze the trcops to the 
spot when the enemy rear could be cut into an/time you 
wanted to attack* yon Rundstedt, too,' apparently could not 
stand it any longer and went up front to Hoth and KLeist, 
to get the lay of the land for the -next moves of his armor* 

Around noon,, a telephone call notifies us that the Fuehrer has 
authorized the 3 eft wing to be moved.' within Arty, firing' 
range of Dunkirk in order to cut 6ff, from the landside, 
the continuous flow of transport (evacuations and arrivals). 

>>•\u25a0 

1330 ObdK summoned to Fuehrer* Returns .beaming at 1430 » At last 
the Fuehrer- has giv. v permission to move on Dunkirk in order 
to prevent further evacuations. Farther south, Inf. will 
advance to a point where the road Bailleul-Cassel-Bergues can 
be taken under Arty0 fire, .another drive, with 2or 3 Arind. 

1Pivs. and the requisite number of moto Divs. aiming at Ypres' • 

\u25a0is, to be put on between Bailleul and Armentilres, in ovder to 
link- up with AGp. B. After effecting junction, this group 
comes under control of AGp. B and then pushes on to Ostend," 
to prevent evacuations from that port)' and encircle the Belgian 
Army wing, Another force of about tyro Armd. Divs» will-
attack on the axis Seclin Tournai in order to pinch off 
the enemy forces south of Lille and link up with AGp» B# 
Orders to this effect are issued at 1510. 

In afternoon, talk with Heusinger on drafting of regrouping direct' 
ives. -

1700 Wagner 
.south. 

(Gen Qu): Setting up of Supply Base for drive to the— 
Railroad difficulties in Luxembourg 

—
Evacuation— 

' 

. ' 

of prisoners o Military Administration in Belgium and Northern 
France. \u25a0 .! 

Evening; A report on foreign situation---. The political developments 
on Balkans are of particular interest. Hungary begins to 
get cocky. Our political command is confident ithas Russia 

'on a short enough rein to keep her from reaching out beyond 
Bessarabia. IfHungary does not fall in line she willbe : 
turned into a protectorate. 
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The attitude of the political co.trr..-..uid toward Holland is 
also interesting* The policy is to prevent formation of 
a responsible government 3 so as to avoid the issue of the 
Dutch	 East Indies * 

Any	 revolutionary change in France would be undesirable. -
It could only result in creation of a Popule..? Front _, and 
peace offers from such a source would be difficult to reject, 
A refusal would bring about a fusion of the Popular Front •; 
with Nationalist elements * . ( 

Transport difficulties in Twelfth Army and apparently 
* 

also in 
: 

\u25a0)	 Sixteenth Army* : „ . ... 
~ 

:\u25a0 : 

Later	 in the evening, -final- formulation of the plans for. the next 
phase of the campaign., which is to fellow conclusion of"
 
fighting in Flanders 0 _. .; '."-.
 \u25a0

; 

27 May 1940. 

Early	 morning reports only confirm start of attack against encircled 
\u25a0'enemy c On left wing^ Kleist seems to encounter stronger •xx

resistance thnjci oxpectodc 

By noon, the attack has made very slow progress in the 
pocket at Douai_, done somewhat better in the area of 
Bd'thune, while considerably more Headway seems to have 
been made between Bailleul and the coast,,' 
Sixth Army_, too^ seems to. be getting ahead in the direction 

The enemy is beginning but it is a slow,of Y^res<>	 to break^ 
process,, .We must bear in mind that a total r.f four onemjr 

armies are packed- into this pocket and that is nothing
\u25a0left for the-Li but to fight back as long as Lhere is any 

ammunition; itmust give out eventually. 

0930	 After morning conference with QbdH: Drive to Euskirchen air
field* "From there in our 'Ju** to Mezieres-'Charleville for 
conference at Hq.AGp a A xvith the la and CQu officers, regard \u25a0 

ing	 continuance of operation ("Rot"),, 
— 

ilfter this conference, trhich takes about an hour and a 
quarter,, Greiffenberg speaks on operational and -,details^ 
\u25a0Wagaer discusses re direction of supplies* Following" a 
quick luncheon : C Agp» A and a short drive to the;witn-£ in
Mouse } Istart for the return flight over the Meuse Yalley^ 
Namiir^ Lieige^ Maastricht".	 ... \ . \u25a0-.

Outstanding points of the conference.; 

!\u2666)	 AQp, wants a different alignment of Armies from that 
specified /by us.. They would like to have the.nl in the 
following order,beginning from the right wing: Fourth, 
Sixth, Ninth and Second Armies. 
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2-o) Concern about, possibly \u25a0enemy offensive in, the Somme Oise 

sector> Blaskowitz anticipates an attack by 12 eriemy Divs» 
and' is worried,, .^uch an. attack is most unlikely, also; 
in Rundstedt'g opiriiOrU . ;\u25a0\u25a0• 

3 ts-)	 Certain difficulties 'in replenishing/ ammunition* Fourth 
Army has used up a great deal and had. to draw on the re
sources of newly arrived Divs, of Second Army, As a result, 
some Divs* are arriving in the front line without their 
full ammunition issue This is awkward, but it is aB 

temporary situation and willsoon remedy itself* 

After	 return at 1630, conference with ObdK about my findings.. 

Mieth; Current matters accumulated in my absence. 

v* Zichlberg: Current personnel matters. 
— 

Centra]. Brandy •— Communications Chief CQu II: GHq willbe 
transferred not "to- Chimayy but to the wooded area to the 
south. Danger of air attacks » 

2045	 Report from AGp.» B that a Belgian general has come to Sixth 
Army Hq on...behalf ..of his King to ask for Surrender terms 
for the .Belgian iirmyo Inquiry to Fuehrer, Answer: Uncon
ditional surrender. No ether stipulations! (2055) 

More 'reports are coming in on landings of paratroop detachments in 
Rear Area around Charleville. during night, Countermeasures 
are time-consuming aad a nuisance -but willhave to be attended 

- - ' .	 \u25a0to,	 . •-.'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 . ', \u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0. 
\u25a0 Capt, Gaedke reports on his tour to the Somme and the .bridge
head at ilmiens and perofine* 

Kossmann: Administration of Holland turned over to Seyss-Inquart* 
Fuehrer orders 28 May. Reason: Mussert** 

28 Ma- 1940. 

The surrender negotiations of the Belgian Army initiated last night 
have been concluded* At 1045/ .CrejQ..OT>s(t,,von Bock informs 
ObdH that the surrender document has been signed. According. 
to the Belgians, the surrender willaffect about half a 

' ' 
•million men,. - : .	 / 

0930 *- 1100: Lengthy conference with ObdH, who is rather restless 
for want of something to keep- him busy, and can hardly wait 
until the detailed regrouping orders have been worked out. 
He. wants regrouping of AGp, A planned in such a way that 
Divs*, which. willbe freed in the St. iiinand area could be 

. shifted to the northern wing' at the earliest, to relieve the 
\u25a0 Armd.	 Divs, which then could be taken back immediately for 
refitting. 
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Ibring up the subject of Belgium/ which in the. impending 
operations must be treated, differently from' Holland, The 
Fuehrer must be advised of this. 

ObdH sees Fuehrer	 ' returns 
'

during. iiior^iing and with the" following' 
results at 1300s. " 

a)	 The proposed change in alignment of Armies has been approved. 
Blaskowitz willbe replaced by Strauss., the latter' by yon 

\u0084 

Stuelpnagel*	 .... 
b) Guderian willbe given command of an Armd, Group. This 

. can best be accomplished by transferring Hoth to Fourth 
Army, KLeist tc AGp, B (with XIV Corps going with Mm),-

\u25a0 
\u25a0and Guderian to AGp. A. 

'	 

.• . 

c) Six Regional Defense Divs.* are to remain in the East (in 
addition to 2 Replacement Divs. under Oven and Kayser^

'
\u25a0\u25a0plus 14 Regional Defense Bns. from Fromm), 

d)	 Liquidation of Belgian Campaign; 

Step 1: Disarming; feeding; prisoners from pocket, to be ' —
 
dispersed in direction Antwerp Brussels, leaving industrial 
areas free for time being. Status of King not yet decided » 

Step 2: Separate Flemings from Walloons, Release Flemings f 
Walloons willprobably be evacuated to Rei..;h as labor forcei 

c)" Coast: Demands on Navy, They must take charge of coastal:
defense. Crews for fortress guns, willbe drawn from AGp*C. 

; 

f)	 Operations! 

\u25a01* ) At.long last my idea has penetrated that for this 
operation we must concentrate our Armor in front of 
our left wing., with direction on Bar—le— Due (A) ~ 

St« Dizier (B).With .tills,base, we can establish a 
; strong grouping in front of the more slowly following 
Inf. Divs,, which willdrive to the eastern bank of"— 

. the Moselle on the axis St. Mihiel Pon^a^lousson, 
to form an inner ring and through the area south of / 

Nancy, to form an outer ring.; an inward thrust from 
the inner ring willaim at Verdun from the rear. 

2.*)	 Operation "T^ger" is deferred until such time when 
effect of operations from the northwest makes itself 
felt on eastern bank of Moselle* 

3*) Draw a ring around Paris, then go in with Infantry, 
not with Armor* Accordingly, yon Bock's right wing 
must have great depth; MG and AT* 

g)	 Projected peacetime. Army: 

24 Armd, Divs«,
 
12 -mot.. Diirsv
 
3J 40 other Divs.
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of greater mobility of tanks hay be solved by puttingProblem 
dollies powe red by tank engines under them on railroad tracks,;:* 

—
 
h) Airboriie troops: Marne_, Moselle^ in front of First Army* Not 

available at time. being* 

1500	 Talk with Warner (Gen Qu): Impression. that setting up of Brussels 
Base needed some energetic prodding. Seems to be under way now,. 

Orientation on indentions regarding Belgian prisoners of war. 

yon Hasse on phone (for Vc-Salmuth) % Orientation on intentions, of Fuehrer
\u25a0concerning Belgian FWs c	 . .^.. 

Buhle	 reports on replacement matters. Measures to assure prompt arrival: 
of the most urgently needed replacements. 

Future occupation force in the East (see above, under c). 

\u25a0 \u25a0(Projected peacetime organization of Army (see above _, under g) » 

OQu I;Upper Rhine: 

Offers no problems to &n&. Corps, 

arty*can be supplied from June allocation (10 June) 

How, Bn,1mcd Fd«
 
2 10 cm gun Bns,
 

3 Czech mcd, Fd, How. Ens,
 
1 Hv. How, Bn, ;Z
 

Total-. 21 Btrys c
 

Engineers: 2 Eng. Bns«, for each Div, 

" "	 —
Operation Ti^er : Reinforcements of Arty.: 23 Bns, AGp»' C 
must' study new' offensive tactics. . 

Memorandum on "Leitervorschrlften"^ -200 copies b;, 10 June, 

at Agenda — Evening conference ObdH: for conference in Charleville on 
•29 May: Regrouping for new operation, Film and Propaganda 

' 

. -— 
matters, Demobilization:. Must, be handled by a special Commissar, 

"-Gercke reports on railroads: The great picture is nothing sspectacular, 
but will do, Hard to get personnel for civilian railroad admini
stration as Reich railroads had to send personnel also to the East:' 
Operation of lines satisfactory*, Ample rolling stock captured in 

:	 \u25a0Belgium,	 , . . '?_. 

29 May 1940... 

The enemy. pocket has again shrunk. It willindeed be interesting to see 
how. much of the enemy did get caught in this pocket , .45 km in length 
and 30 km in width. Even novf, with Lille,Roubrix, Tourcoing in our 
hands, the enemy is still fighting desperately against our troops \u25a0':.\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0 
pressing on his flanks* . 

' 

. v . 

QbdH	 receives Bluskowitz and informs him about the- Fuehrer's decision 
to relieve him of his command. 
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Go^^^eiico^jri^h^j^bip'. repjirding agenda- fp^'^it^e^ehce^w^^h^he-^CICIs. 
: J-

\u25a0 
\u25a0~~iM.:I}narleviiie this afternoon^ . :\ -\u25a0\u25a0' ,'' \"

Jeschonne.ck ,wahtij return- o£ AAA«: Asks for :\u25a0 4, million liters of 
'. aviation gasoline } captured by^us at Chievre, ,southeast of 

\u25a0, Laonc. 
' .'\u25a0\u25a0;\u25a0 '\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0; 

\u25a0 

-
1400 1600 Conference in Charlevil.le. Present ObdH, myself}, 

accompanying staff officers, Csiin'C of AGps# and Armies 
((without AGp. G and First- and Seventh Annies) I 

Supplementary to the la conference of 2? May, the basic idea§ 
underlying the operation are reviewed and the details of 
execution discussed,, (For particulars see agenda notes on 
conference,) No .queries of any importance, no fundamental 
dis agreement s. 
Afterwards., Wagner speaks briefly onrsjrpply, and Fellgiebel 

\u25a0\u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0on signal 

-
communications a . . " 

.*	 
c 

I^oo	 Return. flight, on which we take several wounded soldiers witji 
us. Arrival Euskirchen at 1630^ back at Hq, 1800 • 

« 

'1830	 Stapf * Proposals for expansion of the Airborne Forces of 
the Air Marshal. We are asked to release Sixteenth Inf. 
Regt* Ihave no objections. 

— 
2100	 Fellgiebel: Communications network — Services,for Quartermaster 

Assignment of Signal troops to Armd. Div§, New GHq» 

2200	 Bogatsch; Long-range reconnaissance. Proposals « Air Force 
is intriguing again to get long-range Staffeln away from 
OKH and AGps« They say they would organize a "Joint Recon
naissance Service" for the entire Armd. Forces, 

Dissension over missions assigned to Ground Forces AA units* 
They were the ones that wanted to- be committed in the front
line. Now Air Force AA wants to be up front, and would 
like to leave aA defense in the Rear Areas to the Ground* 
Forces AA Bns» 

30 May 1940* 

Disintegration of the bottled-up enemy forces is continuing, gome 
\u25a0 of British units in there are still fighting- stubbornly and 

\u25a0 

:with detemiinat ion? others are streaming back to the coast , 

, and. try to get across the sea in anything that floats.- Le
DibaVLe,**-., ; . ;,'\u25a0\u25a0 '". .:; :,: 

On the southern front, the French are making local attacks, to 
eliminate our bridgehfead across the Somme, and so put the 
river between us and themselves a This would be an indication 
that they are bent on defense only, which neod not surprise us* 

With the balance of\ strength being what it \S) they could 
not even dream of s,taging a coordinated d^ive calculated to . 
*turn	 the outcome of the campaign, but must do everything posfeibl'	 ' 
to stretch their forces*	 \[ 

\ 
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';:	 We jiave^da|siiiireclArt^ti^'^he:	 ;F^qneH' elements  -;another, /Coni^	 , --.V -^ \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"\u25a0\u25a0 

Morning c;on|| fence;^lAilth ObdH: He is
' 

aiigry, .'. and the reason is.that , 

: '. the \u25a0\u25a0effe/cts of the blunders J^geti \upon ;us by OKW (4^tour: ;. 
r in\dxre6tiori Laon :arid holding Sp he tanks, at Sty Omer )' \ ".. . 

' 

. ;:are' :beginnlng to'/.be .felt now^ .ifost ;tinß: and;- so 'the pocket 
: iAdtk.the :French;and British-^ 

: 

\u25a0 

Could have bee;n* Worse , the pocket .would' have been, crosed/ ; 

.at :the coaat-^f only..our' Armo^;:had- not toe.en 'held back* A&;it;is 
v 

\u0084 the bad weather has grdUAded;our \u25a0. lii*'For e;e rariGl: n6w we iiaas t 
\u25a0' stan^ ::bv;and watch.how &6uhtle^s: thousands of the enemy are ,/ 

: ;:getting to England 
;right \inder- our;noses, \' . 

Gercke reports ;. .;on::railroads :in,occupied, territories t Brussels will 
\u25a0\ '. be ;:operati6nal :by :1June>. ; Ath by 5 June^ ;etc;» -.:.;..\u25a0; \u25a0;. }\u25a0' :: \ 

Railroad situation in.'ZI satisfactory. .. ; 

Preparations.; for Extension of> railroad "lines t Sin6e .existing . 
railroad lines,. on; the -right wing;of our \u25a0 hew ::drive all converge 
on Paris and do not run-in the ."direction .of our rnovenients^ '-.\u25a0;\u25a0•• f 
AGp.i :B willhave to be supplied hjrail;mainly through sector-, 
of iiGp* A. '(On either side of Reinis\,. then spur vl:ine in dirQC^;.; 

\u25a0tion -Paris for supplies to;
:Armies of AGp. ;Af )^. '.. V.. 

Morning Conference-: Forces -available for regrouping. 
\ 

' OKH .Reserve '$$ .Divs^ 

Western pocket; around Lille, 8 ;;Diys, plus 1 Armd., Div» (SS 
Eastern pockety e:round Jiirson &Divs. 

"' 
.'.. 

' 
\ Deathhead|(\u25a0 

• Deathhea 
Ih;:rtraining, 5 Divs,centers in 21 

** 'Total	 2© Divs, 

Talk wit^ Wagner on reorganization of: supply system for 
\u25a0\u25a0' switch of driye to souths Preparations -can be. cempleted 

'	 ' ' 
: ./..,*.\u25a0 :J , /.;\u25a0\u25a0'htf 3 June^	 } '\u25a0'\u25a0. \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0:. 

Conference with yon Greiffenberg and., Stieff on.disposition of 
forces for the regrouping,^ orders j .and drafting of the torders> 

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 '- ' \u25a0 \u25a0	 \u25a0 •\u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0	 \u25a0• .. .'. \u25a0>\u25a0 .	 . ' . \u25a0\u25a0.-"•.... --.:	 . . \u25a0.'. '.-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0..' 

' 
'i	 ' 

*\u25a0\u25a0Evening : Regroupin '; order "Rot" goes .cut, .. V; ;	 ''/ 

31. May;1940* 

The	 morning reports ,; do not;;give ;a;\ substantially changed, picture 'of 
\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0' the situation.. The ring around jjunkirk has 'further contracted* 

•.	 . ;How©yer.j, the British" who 'are continuing, the evacuation under 
the most difficult conditions , are still fighting desperately*; 

•\u25a0 . . ,The .situation "must 'be-jattacked with;,all:the -resources: .of; a. /' ' '' 
:;;'	 '^ '\u25a0• - ; : 

\u25a0 
\u25a0."'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0	 operation* \u25a0; '-. '..-.'\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0;".- : ;"; 

:': 

.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\ . .\u25a0 
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The	 Lille.pocket ;Seenis' to; contain; substa^i^enem^, forces; 

On the- southern front, the eneiiiy £s making, forceful, attempts" ; 
to wipe out ,our bridgeheads/ :%t has iifede onisf;trifling local 
gains todate^,. Meanwhile ,. o'tii* position there; -has /been materia|_-

\u25a0 

;ly improved by the ar rival &^f4hf> DlVs-.	 'V \u25a0\u25a0''\u25a0! 
' 

Regrouping of our forces has started, AHq 18 has formally 
taken	 over command^ but appg^ently^has not yet been able to 

\u25a0reach	 all units now unter its .control. 

Later in the .morning y.-drl^e to AGp. G in Bad Scnwalbach. EnJ 
route I

'
stop . for an hour on.Reich Motor Highway near near, Llr% 

burg, where Wagner (Gen Qu) submits his order for the reorganl
'\u25a0';:Ization of rear .coiiimunicatlons ,In the impending drive. The :

logistical arrangements willbe completed .by:3 June, and. first 
\u25a0issues can be made on' 4' June # . • 

p \. \u25a0\u25a0' \u25a0".; 

\u25a0Conference \at AGpc. G" -QbdH,. reviews' .our plan in broad outline*:' 
\ C in C AAgopo and CGs of Armies state their intentions c \ •\u25a0„.'./

' 
ObdH emphasizes that efforts to achieve breakthrough, must . 

\ . npt be by preoccupation for flanks, •,\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0/; ; ',restrained	 
' 

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'	 The conference produces no new viewpoints, but holding it wa§..' 
necessary, to give an e*xtra.lift to the commanders of this / !?; 

;\u25a0'•\u25a0.'\u25a0;
/	 

front, which has been, left more., or le-ss untouched by the ':\u25a0 
event s of the last wee,ks« 

-
Return via Bad Ems ,— Bhine \ralley Ahr valley. Back at 190©,, 

The	 reports received -during, the day confirm the picture given by.; V 
1the morning reports. Lacking unified leadership (Army Hq/18; 

could not get through to- all Hqs ,in time), our attack resolved 
itself into individual actions against an enemy stubbornly • : 

•	 defending himself behind the canals, and so achieved only .• , 

slight local successes. An intercepted radio signal would :: 

indicate that the' enemy is going to resume evacuation operations 
.	 during the night. It.willbe difficult to stop him. We- a.r&*: 

s	 \u25a0\u25a0.now	 paying for our failure, due to interference from above, 
; \u25a0"" \u25a0••\u25a0	 .to cut" r>ff the coast «\u25a0•.	 . •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 .\u25a0\u25a0 '\u25a0\u25a0'.•'\u25a0\u25a0' 

Effectiveness of our Artillery against the enemy is greatly 
reduced in the sand dunes, where neither ricochets nor impact 
fuzes produce the desired effect* (Fuehrer suggests use- of ! 

AA explosive train fuzes c ) 

Regrouping is making good strides, ..Fourth, Sixth, 'Ninth and. 
Second Armies will take over their sectors by noon tomorrow, \ 

/next to Twelfth and Sixteenth Armies-, which were there, before f 
:AGp« B will then as.sume command on 2 June, 1200, completing 

the	 build-up of our front. 

A number. of long-distance calls are made during the evening /' 
to make . sure ttet our new offensive front, is set. up as planned 
and	 that 5 June willbe ; adhered to as target : data for*..the. ;' 
attack, \u25a0\u25a0-\u0084' : \u0084 . . ':.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0. . V .."' '. . ... ; 
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Goth- (liaison Mf«y Fourth: 4iW^gi^es. an acpouht of the; situation^ 
\u25a0 

\u25a0 . - (	 on the Spmrae, The enemy tank sat tadkd turn out to' have been, :i' 
quite dej?ious -He reports, also on the condition of our Armd*0 

units, The latest :;breiigth reports are cheering.. They- show , 
that 5Q% of \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 our tanks are ready for immediate commitment^-; . 

;within' a few days (abput five) required for minor, repairs^ .
•fighting, strength willbe^upto 7©s# /The tanks which have. : * . 

be" en brought vp yas loss, replacements are ready for.issue .„;, Jt : 
\u25a0 

\u25a0\u25a0is wßllto remember however^, hat. the useful life of a- tank 
is limited.... We may except a. substantial number to be put 
of the. running after about another 30® km* This would do. -. '\u25a0'.;' 

" ' 
nicely for pur purposes. Beside s_, we could. make use of some. \u25a0 

;'. of the many tanks captured from the enemy.	 ,

1 June 194® • 

Operations 'have produced no significant developments. The small . 
coastal strip .still held by the enemy has .agr.ln been narrowed, 
but our attac.,:s are: making only slow progress* The remnants "of 
the enemy are fighting \u25a0\u25a0gall antly, but .demoralization is beginr ..\u25a0 

' ning to: show in some places*. .We must, reckon with another , I 
evacuation attempt during the' night.. Apart from this^ the :? 

•; operation, started on 10 May is now concluded* 

This fact willhave its outward expression also- by the Fuehrer ?-s 
visit to Hqs AGp»-...8-i today and AGp. A^- tomoiDrow^ to express^ 
hi's thanks and \u25a0appreciation* It will further be marked by the. . ' decoration of OKH and Gen. ,Staff Officers o	 :. 

The efforts of all Commands and OKH now are bent on assuring X 
the opening of the new drive on 5 June* Regrouping by'AGps. V, 
A and B must be effected substantially along' the lines of our;:. ; 
orders.: The Army Hqs willtake over their sectors on the. new 

\u25a0

/ front today in the following order: Fourth j-. Sixth, . Ninthy . 
•Second) Twelfth 'and. .Sixteenth Armies willladjoin, them in their 

\u25a0 

\u25a0.old sectors*. . . •	 
.\u25a0 .' .* \u25a0 •: 

Roehrloht: Instructions regarding compilation of campaign experiences 
.\u25a0.;' Staff for especial tasks:. —Furlough matters. '*'.'\u25a0\u25a0 : . :/\u25a0{ 

' Mueller Gen Qu reports on progress In setting up of Supply .;; 

Base Belgium. Qn, the whole satisfactory. \u25a0', Trans port 'situation 
shows, marked Improvements a 3^> trains are running via Antwerp^."" 

\u25a0 ,	 \u25a0'24 via Genibloux, . 
'	 

.' >-

Gpl< Thomas returns -after- some delay* Reports on condition of 'armdfV. 
. troops,. Overfall, picture very satisfactory. Fighting strengfh: 

r 
,'still-at' 7o%* Further improvement by arrival: of new tanks* . r 

Order is issued. on allocation of overhauled tanks* %X\u25a0• 

Grabbe „ MH.Att. Budapest-, brings, congratulations of Werth, Iexplain 
.to. him what should be understood by the term "concerted action'!! 

\u25a0which apparently is misinterpreted by Homlock. '.' 
" ,If . 
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Ggru Qtt (Chief Inf. OffQ' reports on assault Btrys. ,Med.

Inf„./ouris:. -~ tlant^ front NmMit^ieht; for Inf.. T4g« ''\u25a0\u25a0 
(cari be done- irt.Op^r^tiipji-.^Tig6^f3-i-';.^i.Wants. -to..ha ve \u25a0com* 

ma'nd of an. Infi^iViin the field, (Cannot be done*) 

\u25a0Jacob reports ' dti feocdming dhief Eng.. Off. Points, discussed 
. with him: Bridges in sector of AGp»';B- (improvised equip

ment) 'and. reassignment .of.,available Bng> Hqs v 

QbdH has been informed by -the Fuehrer that Italy, willenter 
\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0''' the ;?far within coming weeks,- Fuehrer does 'not went 

s "'June so as not to compromise secrecy of *rur~plans. , , 

On 4 June_, a large-scale .attack willbe launched against , 

enemy (French) air Force, . In other- respects Fuehrer_\u0084 

conference with Cs in;C and Cs.-of S of .Armies did not 
produce' anything of importance. \u25a0'\u25a0 ' 

The following liaison Offs.«". have, been, assigned: 
' 

' 
\u25a0 

\u25a0\u25a0 GothGoth . \u25a0.;\u25a0 
' 

\u25a0.. .
'
Fourth Army. (in<sl. Armd% Gp.Hoth),

;iit# Col.. Tschirdewahn 'Sixth t&my, , /. 
Lt, Col. Busse Armd.:\u25a0Gp o Kleist ? 

. Ma j* Lleyer-Ricks Ninth i-i.rmy,_ . ,
 

Maj. Ge.hlen. '."\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 Arrnd. Gp. Guderia'n.
 

Evening: . Buhle on peacetime organization. Specifications of 
! 

• 
; ' 

\u25a0'..\u25a0. Gen. Staff. .. 
yt Ziehlberg: Removal to Chimay. 

2 June 1940* 

The over-all situation is unchanged. It is quite obvious that 
~ 

\u25a0 the enemy is getting a little nervous. He cannot but real
ize: that we have considerable forces available "for new : o'per

' \u25a0ationsj but he willnot have a clear picture of our new 
offensive plans. He is probably, considering these three . 

\u25a0• 
\u25a0. •.. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0... possibilities: . -, '; : ' 

. S~. 
\ 

a) Rolling up of the Magino.t Line,
 

b) Thrust on Paris via Reims }
 

c) Drive against the Lower Seine with a strong right wing*
 

Accordingly he . willgroup his reserves around Paris and 
, will reinforce the corner buttress ,, the Maginot ,Line• . 

'An estimate of enemy losses at the' end o£- t'-.iQ first phase 
of the campaign indicat-es that the enemy has lost about 
1.,5 million men and equipment equivalent to that of about 

'\u25a0 \u25a0?0 Divs, .: '"\u25a0\u25a0 . 

GbdH •\u25a0 flics to:Berlin, 
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Ifrph.Crosses/, After presenting the Iron Cross, First Glass, 
• to Grciffcnberg and Thiclc yesterday, Ishall decorate 

a considerable 5 number of officers in the three Head-* 
quarter Sections with Iron '. Grosses today. > To; do this\u25a0 

Ihave to L.i'ive to Godesberg and take a- pl,uie to Giessen« 

valuable intelligence extracted from Gap

tured enemy transport orders is received. It appears 
that we still have to reckon with a strong group south 
of the Somme,- comprising 15 to 18 Divs,, including several 
Divs. of GHq Reserve. 

The great picture accordingly presents a front between 
the sea and the Mouse river, for the must part held only 
by moderately strong forces, and, behind it, a reserve 
divided into two groups, north and 1 northeast of Paris, 
respectively, .another reserve group probably is inside 
the fortress triangle. 

* Paris in all likelihood is guarded by Third Draft Divs, 

Regrouping and shifting of our, -forces is. making; progress,.
 
Naturally this result is not -brought 'about without some
 

\u25a0\u25a0''\u25a0
\u25a0 frictions c Iwould not be surprised if tomorrow and the 

day after tomorrow .we see; some people try to get us to 
extend the target date (5 June), /\u25a0 

3 ilune 19400 -Move to Forges 

lo material chang -s in the situation. .Everything is on the move 
\u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0.. for regrouping, . . : ; 

In working out our plans x special stress must be laid on the seed
 
for making ;the :right wing strong; and keep our reserves
 

. close up to; the line*
 
'<» 

As far as numbers are concerned we hav# all that would bq 
needed for,a strong right \u25a0wing.,; The difficulty will fee to 
moire our forces up quickly enough to obviate drawing, oh 
Army troops for covering the ,flank facing Paris, /. 

We -must let today and tomorrow go by without interfering in 
current movements « . Afterwards itmay become necessary to-vrevise the grouping of the reserves, ,' 

'

. . . . \u25a0 

QbdH briags nothing of consequence from Berlin, Inf. Tng, Regt, 
.is not yet ready, ,-, . .• . 

Canarls. tells me about activities and 'achievements of his organiza'* 
tion, Ithank,.him. Wahle,, Attache. Bucarest. 

1230 Departure for Hangelar, via Godesberg. ' (Call on Baroness ~ Dyker^'-^to thank her for her' hos pita].ity*) By pl.;-.ne to new' 
GHq. Arrival 1630, 

-
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the iay^iitof th^ newGHq; ; is.badljy..arranged* pp. Sec,; %s:•\u25a0'\u25a0 ' 

>;£f:minutes away i'roiri m^dfi'iOe* , ! pi the otHe^ fiand^: QbdH 'is. a 

wallet o4wall ,with.dp « Sec * Tile :interrlal telephone, sysiem 
still,functions very" spottil^ THe dutside lines seem to :;•\u25a0 

lie workirig fairly.wdll. Facilities i'6ildirecting major 
' 

operation:, are not nearly as good as those in our1 former GHq. \u25a0) 

yonl?00	 CcxU Garu Br&uchitsch ££_pfaps e 

\u25a0a) . AGp. Bpck has. shown 'him that they cannot move up their 
'\u25a0"\u25a0 especially Eighteenth and 6lst Divs._, which, ar^'reserves^' 
still engaged in heavy fighting at Dunkirk. X> Corps also 

~is still tied up in that sector^ but IV Corps is now free. 

b).. Airiens brj igehead seems to be :too narrov for tank jurap
off. 

'Accordingly xyICorps willstart drive via peronne 
and link up, with XI?-Corps of Montdldier,indirection 

vc)	 He says that only parts of the GHq. Arty, and Engs. have 
.	 arrived 'so far, and he: is also worried that Ninth Armd»-

Biv, might not come up in time. Nor have replacements' ;, 
reached the-Divs. ' 

Allthio adds up to a request for post^ 
ponement of our offensive. . . . r 

Now this is what Ithink:: 
I 

Re a) Switching AGp* Reserves for OKH Reserves is a mere 
,. bookkeeping matter. For all we care_, the Divs. 

can> follow up as OKH Reserves. IV Corps can.be sub
•\u25a0 =siituted for X -Corps, \u25a0.• . . 

" 

Re	 b)- Is an operational matter of AGp. 

Re c)	 A "one—day postponement won't do much. good^ and to 
get away from improvisations itLiwould be necessary 
to -allow several days. 

120© yon Salmuth also brings up question of. Eighteenth and 6lst 
Divs. Wants IV Cerps released to take. place of X* 

Approved* 

2200	 Gen Qu- reports on hospitals: 

Fourth Army hospitals willbe evacuated Vy end of 'this--week* . '\u25a0'" ...\u25a0•:.\u25a0 -\u25a0 •\u25a0 \u25a0-': ; \ . . . 

Twelfth Army hospitals., ,50$ evacuated,, rest- willbe 
\u25a0' 

\u25a0cleared -by -end of week.	 . 

Sixteenth Arrny^, 75/b o-f beds still occupied. 

\ Sixth' Army hospitals have, been evacuated; patients were 
transferred- to Eiohteenth Army- installations. : 

Second and Ninth Army hospitals still entirely free.. 

230C	 Evening conference with QbdH: Reviews his findings,. The 
movements cf foot troops -and moty elements are •crisscrossing 
pretty lkdlyr

- and road jams and delays are unavoidable. 
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Another factqr- Is that the^troops ;are in need of rest. It 
will'be vdiff^eult to;-keSp "t'he- \u25a0sV':^t&6'':deiteiirie >;

>- : '-..' Ho mey 
\u25a0 on the Contrary^ it seetfiS ,both' necessary and important to" 

:•stick to that date* . 
' 

." 
r 

\u0084.' 

Fourth ABoy has reported £rltish units at their fr|ont» 

The 

\ 

4 June 1940. 

enemy situation. at the front has not changed- materially, . 
•Stilly the continual rejpoxr&s about enemy concentrations
 
\u25a0around Paris and the appearance in Fourth Army sector 1
 

/
some-w,of British troops^, believed to be newly landed, are 

thing- to think about-. . , . .; 

The strength of. the enemy is limited, 1/fe con continue . ; 
operating on "pur assumptign that the Allies have about;;

\u25a060DlvSo in,France, , This would be enough for a weakly 
held front and some reserve groups* The disposition ,of ' 

these 'reserve groups will.be dictated by our threat to • 

Paris/ We may* assume that the enemy is expecting our .at
tack to come from the direction of Laon and that he. reckons 
witha strong German right wing^ from both the clues furnished 
by the development of the campaign and our obvious aim to *'; 

threaten. England from the air« For this .reason ..he wil|, 
'•\u25a0 and "lower s;keep substantial forces also between lower '•S.binme 

Seine, Behind the concentrations' around Yillers-Catterets ;? 

and Beauvais we 'may reckon with a group ground^ Paris* Froi| 
behind this triangle the' enemy, could take his dispositions:^ 

:against the grouping,: of German forces as it is -actually ;\

developing now. 
Such a policy necessarily weakens the French eastern' front, 
The enemy willtry to mask this weakness/.. 0r mitigate its. ,!. 

consequences^ by heavily reinforcing the^ northern wing of J 
the Maginot Linei /ill this/ however_, would not affect, 

massing of large forces in the wider "Paris area_, which_, in; -the course of the developing German attack and perhaps also 
of an "Italian, :?Irive, might become the pivroal point of a ;:
strategy backing- against the sea. Such a solution cert aj.h-4' 
lymust be ,seriously considered by a military command whlc|| 
would have only the Atlantic .route left to get to its man- i 
power reserves in North Africa if an. Italian drive should f? 
cut it. off from the Mediterranean $ and } an even weightier ;

, 

reason is" that it'must ultimately .loqk to America for aid.
« 

Another factor In favor of such a solution is that for a 
France r deprived ofher. industrial North and depending' \ 
largely on overseas imports to maintain: her production^ 
holding her seaports and the lines of communications -to 
then is a matter of life and death. 

If these conclusions prove correct, cur: drive willat first . 
gain ground -in the Somme and Aisne sector (owing to the 
tactical' weakness of ..the French forces strung, out over a 
sprawling front) y but eventually come up against 
stronger forces north and northeast of ,pc.ris* 
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: Accordingly^ pui4 Grgariizati©n. ificlepth must be so ;as -toy ;. '; 

;enable". us to sMiift;vtfe<;maln effort to\AGp» A arid wheel this 
group: in the Champagne toward tiae,west,< passing of Armor 

-on this -wing must be prepared now, ..' It-still,has to be de- / : 

dided whether or riot to shift some of, the Armor to .the Mosellt; 
in. order to .assist the jump-off of,operation. "Tiger"• In... 
any event, "Tiger" .must not be lacking in punchy far if the. i 
contemplated wheeling movement 'is .-carried out, the "Tiger" 

\u25a0\u25a0Group, as wing echelon following.AGp. A in southwest erri 
directiqn, may yet play a decisive part., . \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0	 : 

At the morning conferencey these schemes of thought are put. to 
' 

\u25a0 
\u25a0discussion,	 . . . .\u25a0\u25a0 

goes to AGp.	 .Twelfth, Second,01:dH out A, and Sixteenth, "' and Ninth 
\u25a0	 \u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0'.' '\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0 Armies^- . , . 
' '

: . ; ;' .\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0 J 
'

, . * 

Gen, Mieth flies to1 Eighteenth Army in order to initiate withdrawal 
: and transfer of the Reserves, how.committed with the Dunkirk"V 

\u25a0' 
\u0084... '\u25a0 . Group. \u0084'\u25a0\u25a0..'\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0.;. .-.••. '\u25a0.._' .;.•."\u25a0 ... 0 ;-. .
 

Op. Sec, issues orders -on' .regrouping, of GHq Reserves,
 

Wilke is put on the .of restoring liaison with' Air Force,
 
\u25a0 slackened by removal of GHq,	 '. .' . / 

Gen. Qu is prodded to 
'
speed movement of Regional Defense Divs, in 

\u25a0 

'• '\u25a0 Belgium to the coast :,dn; order to insure .earliest possible
 
-\u25a0 release ,of line "units still tied up in the area*
 

1200 . yon Salmuth: 

a) Dunkirk takeni. Coast has been' reached, French are gone. 

b) Bayer,. XVIIICorps, sick. Replaced by Boehme, 32nd Divk 

•	 32nd l)iv, willbe taken \over by Gen, Bchnstedt, of the -\u0084 

Eighteenth Div, 

c} Attack set for^sf or^ 5 June, 0500 hrs» 

yon Greiffenberg :	 © 

'a) Jo.dl rings ,up^: Pu-hrerj wants to send Mt, DiT, to Italy,. 

b) Seventh and 67th Divs.a willbe transferred from AGp* A 
Reserves' to western GHc( reserve pool. In their place 
AGp. A wilLget three other Divs. to be combe,d out, of 
Sixteenth . Army* 

Liss; French and British have begun attack of bridgehhad Abbeville 
\u25a0with t?Jiks at 0445. One heavy tank put oiSt of action, Our 

position sub stantially intact, British $lst Div", identified. 

Fclber: a)	 Attacks in First Army sector were in violation of 
Leeb's instructions. After discussion of matter 
clear-cat orders are issued to keep quj_et and push 
reconnaissance only. 

® 
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• • 

b)	 Seventh Army believes that training •of &ig*troops has not 
yet reached requisite level, and as c result willnot 
be" able attach before :19 /<June , :

'
:Postponement 

dannoti.be Jr'antedy but Ipromise ..to send Jacob out 
"	 \u25a0 

\u25a0thesii .'\u25a0'.. .\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0'• . : . ; \u25a0. .' \u25a0"'• . \ 

1500 yon Salmuth; .; Two French "Divisional Commanders (25th arid 
68th) havebeen captured at Dunkirk* -Several other generals 
are claimed together with1 40^.000 men and immense quantities 

\u25a0of materiel,. . . .. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0. 
' 

...'"\u25a0\u25a0 

Liss ; Air coverage .of area	 Seine*\u00841745	 v south of Somme^to 
and Marne shows absence of enemy movements* : AA defense at/

. Rouen; especially heavy AA between Soissons .and Fismes.
 

1Radio intelligence locates an Army Hq. at Beauvais, This.,:, 
means that we have to count with.two Armies between the Oise 

'	 '' 
\u25a0 

\u25a0 
\u25a0river and the sea.	 , . ". 

Koerner: 

a) -Enemy bombing attacks on Neuss railroad station and Rotter*
:dam o Service interrupted -only for 24. hours-. Neuss rail*'«

road, station a tet.al loss. 

~b)	 At present j. 4^ trains are running online Gennep Roosen-r^ 
daal Brussels^ 24 trains on line Venlo Hasselt Qttigr* 
nies. 

As	 long a§ only line Mons Valenciennes is.available from 
\u25a0OttignieSj we cannot make -fulluse of—the 72 incoming ; /. 

trains c Line Ottignies Charier oi Fourmies is uiidei* . •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 

-reconstruction and will soon relieve sitivi.tion8 ". . . 

Sixteen trains are now coming into Dinant where freight .'.': 
is taken, to western bank of Meuse by truck* On the other 
side we have only five trains » Iinsist on a sixteen trairf
sciiedui^e pending completiorl of Binant bridge. The addi- ,'i 

tional sixteen trains arriving via .Luxembourg are being 
transloaded on trucks and routed to Rethel area by way of-' 

\u25a0 '\u25a0\u25a0'
\u25a0	 \u25a0Sedaii.- \u25a0.*\u25a0\u25a0. 

' 

. .	 } 
' 

'	 '•  \u25a0 

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0-.\u25a0.\u25a0 
Irregular	 St.,runs to Etaples., -Peronne, Quentin^ Laon.^ 
Ret hel« Water r. -ate' to Antwerp via Rotterdam, Iwant
also Ghent included # -.'. . • . .- i 

-
In,'fehe evening Ijoin QbdH £or a,glass £>f wine at ,his -country 

estate billet. Wonderful eventide, peace. Harmonious 
\u25a0	 \u25a0 \u25a0 

\u25a0atmosphere*.	 . A \ 
' 

-. 

Gen reports all logistical arrangements.Qu that 
' 

are 'co.nspls'tcol for 
operation,. '.'. . . . '( \. 

Signal. -Chief '-reports.. that communications net is all set for operation* 

Reports, are received- that . our Air Force has' apparently made a. very 
\u25a0• .. successful attack against the enemy fighter base at Paris . 

on 4 Juney Defense was weak, A big success, of the 

"	 
Qae 

men states : fllt was like formation flying at the 
Nuernberg 'party Rally, . , 

' . 
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:1940.:5 Jui^- l940. 

Our offensive has started at' O£OO,; Early1reports seem t? Indicate 
. that .'the ..enemy In the. opbn gcunt ry south pf the Somme has-

made things, easy for us on the first.forward bound* ; . / 

The days to conic will show if the enemy is really accepting 
Aisne.., It is harda battle of decision. at the Somme and to 

sr,y what would be the best course of action for him. With-
north ofd3awal to his fortifications belt along the Seine 

Pvris and Marnc would enable him to maintain contact with 
his frontier fortifications in the east* Yet doing so would 

front, and he be strongcverextend' his would no longer in 
any place. He willbe beaten on this line which willbe 

perhaps simultaneouslybreached probably east of Reins and 
also in the direction of the lower.Seine » It remains to be 
seen whether thit will lead, to an encirclement of the remain-
ing enemy in the sector as envisaged and ordersnortheastern-
ed by us or to an encirclement in the wider Paris area* 

It is important for us so to dispose our reserves as 'to ha\^e 
them available for either contingency. 

Morning conference with ObdH is unproductive of any important view
points. Steps must" be "initiated for Blaskowitzt assignment 
to an administrative post in Northern France., 

Wagner: Each of our Armies has more than 1basic rmimunition issue, 

4®,000 tons cf ammunition have reached the theater—up to— 
4 June, afternoon, Fuel supply on hand, ample „ Bread— 
and oats are arriving pn. sufficient quantities, We are 

nnow running ltrains via Brussels and 12 vi^ Hasselt. 
Waterways are being utilized with a schedule of 8 ships of 
400 tons each* 

£1 

Thoma reports on his tour to Group Guderlan, As expected^ every
\" 

' 
thing is mi good s'hapej only a few motor casualties In the 
course of the regrouping movement. A mobile spare part depots 1 

'has . beenceactivated far the Group, 'V . 
Apart from the usual difficulties with rubber track blocks , 
everything Is in best order*; 

Conference with QbdH about new phase of campaign: We must bear 
in mind that the enemy, on the one hand,cannot afford to give 
up his communication lines with the coast, but, on the other, 
cannot afford to lose contact with his fortified northeastern 

•front, and that if for no other reason than 
'
national morale,

The Maginot Line represents everything that stands for security 
\u25a0in the French people's mind. The Line cannot be given up 

without risking the moral collapse of France., These consider-, 
ations will compel the enemy so to group the bulk of his forces 

\u25a0in the region protected by the Maginot Line and the fortresses 
on the one. side and the sea on the other, as to have a defen
sive front facing the frontal attack of the German Army from 
the north* This means we shall find up to 20 Divs. of the 
GHq reserves under AGp. 1generally along the ChSlons Paris 
line; -a smaller group perhaps in the fortress triangle, and 
a third one as a r?\sc-rv.B , , group south of St. Dizier, 
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If these assumptions are correct , itwould be against every 
concept of generalship to uire^t the striking power of our 

'.Armies against empty or nearly empty fortifications. It is 
the liring", fighting forces of the enemy that we must aim at 
in the ope ration0 

tin \u25a0foll.owiaagL'T li'i^.a:zrnara airing- cri it willbe necessary to 
exploit the gimma- gsicK'-' at the inner wings of AGps. A 
ar.d B so as to effect a large-scale wheeling movement to 
t'.ie right. This maneuver would move the boundary line of 
J;he two AGps* from the area west of Reims toward the con
fluence of Yonne and Seine, and carry the left wing of 
AGp* A;which would give up Sixteenth Army to AGp* C, 
toward Auxerre, The Armd. Divs* would 'have to be massed 
in front of left wing of AAGop o at the earliest and placed 
under Kleist, whose sßq has been organized for such a task 
from the first. 

As Group Guderian is sweeping forward it is desirable to 
detach a reinforced Armd, Div, for a surprise attack on 
Verdun from .the souths This would follow Guderian a3 

soon as it is relieved by arrival of the right wing of Busch, 

the 
Accordingly, Leeb would have to advance date of start of 
First Army drive to 9 June, /take over Sixteenth Army, already 
committed, and have Dollmann start \his drive on 11 June. 
It would be his mission to reduce the French forces east 
of the Meuse and, as soon as possible, follow with every
thing he can spare in echelon formation behind Rundstedt's 
left wing in the general direction of Dijon* 

QOu IVs Iimpress upon the Sec. the need f^r h&ving
• . a clear 

\u25a0\u25a0 |. "picture of the disposition of enemy strength fey 7 June, noon* 

Etzdorf will be oriented on our estimate of the situation, 
the possibilities of a new political reorgan .zation of 
Holland and i.<3lgium, and on the impending entrance of Italy 
into the war. 

yon "Greiffenberg; Outline of operational intentions* Current 
: matters 0 

Wagner: a)	 Employment of Regional Defense Units in Belgium and 
Holland, Ihave to bear down a little to get them 
released for coastal" defense. 

b) Future, administration of Northern France. 

~—Mjethr ; S ixteenth Inf\u2666 Hegt ,. Air.reconnaissance. 

Late into the night at work on uLane. for wheeling of offensive tov/ard 
southwest. 

.Liss rings	 up informing us he has reliable information that the-
Army of 10 12 Divs» strength, which had been standing in 
Dijon area, has been shifted to area of, Montme'dy - Reims, 

t 

\
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•6;., June-1540,, 

Morning conf erehce ; Ioutline to ObdH «iy conception of the next 
moves ""in the- campaign, as well as proposals regarding Milit

ary Administration in Northern Franc'e^and the former Reich 
territories 3 which will soon be^occupied by us. 

Gen. Brand (Arty): reports -on Fourth Arrjy and its Arty, support. 
Concentration is in right place, Isend him off to Ninth 
and Sixth Armies » 

/ 

1130	 Wagner: Discussion on ammunition situation and supply of 
horses (transfer from the north to southern wing)« 

1200	 ObdHji^rees to activation of two Divs. of Tenth Draft in , 
order to release Regional Defense- Divs, They are to be used— 
for coastal defense c Gen Qu is informed, 0r.;.,.' Sec. 
willreceive instructions© 

Bogatsch '..report's oh air reconnaissance f Personnel losses of "Air 
Staffeln are. 305,.. plane losses \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0' * 

. ;2%+. .. 
Up to	 noon/ the developing offensive give,s ;the following picture: 

Fourth Army has made relatively good progress;, It hais.v 
apparently broken through the enemy defense aone, reached 
the- lower Brcsle and taken the area north of PMxf 

.Sixth ., Array has split into three widely separated offensive 
' ' wedges* ,'.. ;. : 

' 

;-' 
' 

"\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'"\u25a0 "\u25a0 

•XIV Corps, south of Amiens. ( 
Organized opposition support 

Ed by Arty* is expected, on road Conty-Moreuil^ and the 
intention is to take out XIV-Corps and put VIIICorps ,inx
its place. 

\u25a0i XVICdrps, south of p^ronne, where the armored spearhead 
is approaching RoyeV XXXXCorps, to the west, is battle*
wornj V Corps, to the east^, seems to have spread' itself 

1 

\u25a0 \u25a0•.\u25a0too^.far* . ; ' -.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'. ,- ;\u25a0 \u25a0'\u25a0' -
.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 >; \u25a0'. ;\u25a0 

South of "bhe Oise, where one Ro fjt, of 26>3rd Div, apparent 
ly hit upon an unprotected boundary line, 2.63rd Div., 
together with 98th- Div,, took advantage of this opening 
and quickly gained ground; counterattacks were repelled. 

Immediately to the east, XHXIVCorps, which is making 
slow but \u25a0r'zea.a.y headway toward the Aisne, 

Ninth	 Army is moving' steadily toward the Aisne* 
'

\u25a015$Q.	 ObdH at Fuehrer H.q: The :interview-.^ as we may gather from 
his rather weary account oh returning, developed as follows; 
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The Fuehrer thinks that, changing the direction of the offen
sive _, as proposed by me'jj is still too hazardous at this time© 
He wants to play absolutely safe* First he would. like to 
have a sure hold of the; Lorraine iron ore basin, so as to 
deprive France of her armament resources. After that he 
believes itwould be tisie to consider a drive in. westerly 
direction, probably having in mind a strong wing at the coast 
(Fourth Army) • >; 

There	 we have the same old story again. On top, there just 
isn't	 a spark of the spirit that would dare putting high 
stakes on a single throw. Instead, everything is done in 
cheap piecemeal fashion, but with the air that we don't 
have to rush at all* However, we can be pretty sure that 
before 3& or 1$ hours are over, the ideas proposed by us 
today willbe served right back to us in the form of a 
top-level directive. 

The following points of his argumentation should be noted: 
The present campaign is calculated to deny the enemy posses
sion of his iron ore resources in Lorraine, With them gone, 
it's all over with his armament industry, meanwhile 
our political command is in no hurry* We can take cur time 
cleaning out the Northeast, and when this is done turn 
either south or southwest ;with a strong western win: (' 

\u25a0"\u25a0'(Fourth Army) pi ying an. important p. in the opera c;Lon» 

For the +i:ne being we should watch hv. " _he current operation 
develops and in a day or two decide what we should do after 
Kleist has forced the Oise* 

Air power is to be concentrated in front of Fourth and 
Sixth Annies. 

With regard to Norway we learn that a new operation has been 
planned, for which additional forces willhave to be fur

' nished by OKH. Detailed directives may be expected soon. 

1800	 yon Salmuth; yon Bock wants to take out XIV Corps and com
bine itwith XVIin the latter' s offensive sector under 
Kleist, Movements to this effect have been initiated, but 
it is not expected that Group Kleist willbe complete be— 
fore 8 June, 

In addition to AGp* Reserves, VIIICorps willbe committed 
between Amiens and XXXX Corps sector. Jump-off 8 June, 

The success of XIV Corps, according to AGp«, represents a 
major victory c The enemy fronting XVI Corps has been smashed. 
Now there is a holel 

We have no objections against taking XIV Corps out of 
sector where the enemy is putting up strong resistance, 
and committing it in sector of offensive wedge of XVI 
Corps. This fits into the situation and promises sv.--;ess, 

Evening.. Talk '»Ith ObdH turns mainly about _,cck's decision to~~ 
withdraw XTV Corps and transfer it to sector of XVI Corps, 
instead of concentrating Group Kleist more forward. 
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2.L00	 Inquiry at AGpi B shows that situation has developed .much more 
favorably than w s expected in "the afternoon. 

In .iact_, ;Durth Army has made good Glides and reached the-
Aunale Paix ~ Conty road o Signs of demoralization are 
reported in this sector. To the rights in XIV Corps sector, 
the situation has also ease din such a degree that a determined-
stand of the enemy along the Moreuil Conty road may well be 
discounted. The plan to shift XIV Corps has been dropped, 
and Thirteenth mot, Div. has been brought up as reinforcement. 

XVI Corps also has gained ground and is now around Royer 

South of the Oise, First Mt, Div, has reached the Aisne and 
has put across advance elements. Similar reports from 25th 
Div,, east of Soissons,

Instructions are issued for the reserves to follow, sothat 
they willbe directly behind AGp. B, 

Lt. Col, Speidelj- assigned to AGp. B'for special functions in Paris, 
reports in. 

yon Ziehlberg:. .Current personnel matte rs,. 

2400	 Trans p. Chief reports en rail situation. 

-\u25a0.?\u25a0 June 1940 > 

The mornix.Lg rej .:ts round out last night's pasture: Several power
ful wedges of AGp, B have broken through the enemy defense 
line just west of the Cisc, We are now confronted with two 
important questions s 

1,) When should AGp. A start its drive? 

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a02.) ;Would itnot be advisable already now to gear 'everything 
/.to 'the/southwestern driveV We'll, have to make this. : 
: shift as. surely as /-night.:: follows :day, even if the Fuehrer 

•has vetoed the' plan for /the moment just- because it. was. 
'	 ' "" ' \u25a0'\u25a0; :..--;-\u25a0' 

\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0 
\u25a0.. -. our' idea, '. . '. '\u25a0\u25a0 -.<\u25a0; \u25a0\u25a0.'\u25a0'.' ';\u25a0: '\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 . .' .. 

As to !„)Kluge's force's must have beaten an .-, enemy of superior 
strength^ or else he .could: not be dominating the country 

\u0084 

" ' lbetween the Bresle and the .Aumals ~-"\u25a0 Conty road. There are , - now: two alternatives: Either, a) .the enemy will throw against 
him- the: forces: which we surmise, to be concentrated north: of ... 

..\u25a0Paris'/.' or,: b) Kluge willkeep' a free hand-..'..!. Some signs are . 
pointing to the \u25a0/former, alternative. In that' case./' there; will 
be fighting' today in the BrGteuil ~ Montdidier area, which - ; 

-willopen: the way toward, Creilo . . !: 

On this basis we can: expect that Bock' s.right wing willhave 
.pushed to :Creil by^9 June^. and -.tlief:Kluge willbe able to 
open his drive to the Louver Seine from the. Forme rie -Mar

:seille area on the .same day,. :. .' . : : . 
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In that way, the fronts-wide drive would got under way on 
10 Juno, that is, Rundstedt would join in the offensive 
on	 that date. When Ninth Army. and left wing of Sixtv' army 
have crossed the \lsne, thc'y willhaw to be temporal" uj 

halted until that time 0 

As to	 2,), Following out the thoughts developed under a.) 3 
we need not orient ourselves in accordance with ray proposed. 
turning movement toward the southwest before 9 June,, and 
orders to this effect need not be issued before 10 June s i* 
c.., the day Rundstedt _, with Gp^ Gutierian, will have gained 
freedom of movement in the Champagne. 

On 10	 June Operation "Tigerll also can be started* This, 
however, depends an the. timely arrival of the eleven mcd» 
Arty, Bns» which are' needed as mobile reserve for the jump-
off. Right now they are still with AGps»A and B, and it 
willtake three days to shift them* It is all right if 
"Kleiner Baer"*- can be set in operation a few days later. 
A day more or less won't make any difference here. 

These	 ideas arc discussed with ObdH at the morning con' ference. , 

1030	 QQu IV reports that the schools in Paris have been ordered 
closed and that preparations are being made for defending 
Paris in case of an attack. 

1100	 Report from AGp. C (through Op, Sec); "Tiger" can start 
as soon as Arty, and mot, Engs, elements, which were pro
mised for the operation, have arrived. Depending on their 
arrival the attack could start even before 10 June, 

Tv'K^-ty-fp-ir hours warning requested. , 
" 

wewe arear< hard pressed, 
1receipt c,: order not- later than 1400 would dol 

nßae_r».n Bae_r».Operation Earliest date 13 June, Orders must be 
issued hB hours in advance „ 

AGp. A: Orders for jump-off must rea^hr.AGp, Hq by .1600 or, 
on	 the outside, 1800 hrs. 

1230	 Phone talk with Feiber, AGp* C: Our inquiry seems to have 
made those people nervous Ho calms down when I'explain that, 
our inquiry regarding earliest possible date for attacks was 
only by way of general information. Dollmann grumbles 
again that the Dijr, sent to him would have to be trained yet. 

ft 

Heusingerl phone talk with AGp, A* They are worried that Twelfth 
Army is working too methodically and therefore willbe too 

. late in sending off its tanks. 

150© ~ 1400 Buhle s 

a)	 Norway; We must first ascertain what stuff could be moved > 
then take what is needed from. Sixth Mt. Div, 
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k) Future peacetime-,. Army: 22 armd. and IImot. Divs., 
% Mt»

'

-Divs « j 24 Inf0 Divs. (some as skeleton units )3 
Including 6 Inf, amd 3 Mto Divs, equipped for airborne 
operations » 

c) Two Replacement' Divs, willnot be ready, before *,: June. 
Iwant one. cv two more Divs. act .-tod, provided, it can 
be clc ne without -reducing- cadres I.::a.ow activation require
mentsi 

Combing out of ZI for traffic control o^nd police per
sonnel (Paris).	 ' 

. 

c)	 Coastal defense; Five Btrys, willbe activated' with 
captured materiel and vehicles. Personnel willbe 
drawn from static Btrys 6 of AGp* C. 

f) Col, Cranz (AGp. A) and Col, Dietfurt (AGp. B) (special 
assignments) report in. Will be in charge of moving up 
replacements. 

.g). g) 900 AT guns from West Wall,, all new deliveries ,etc* 
have been earmarked, for replacements. 

Count Brockdorf and Vormann report on condition of their Divs* 

yon Trotha reports on SS Deathhead Div. 

Ziehlberg: On personnel assignments for Paris and Blaskowitz* 
\u25a0Staff.	 ". 

Jodl a) Wants to know what, we think about jump-off date for 
. . AGp. A» 

Answer: If present operational plans stand we need 
' s not hurry _, but if.new plans recommended by us ax . 

accepted,, at \u25a0.\u25a0,', ok should commence . ~>on, . (it's to^... late 
now /:-f anything before 8 June.)
 
There, are rumors of an agreement to consider our plan }
 

but vdth the modification of having. AGp. B attack in 
southwestern and AGp. A in southeastern direction. 
Very dangerous I 

h) There willbe no now Divs., from ZI. Apparently the idea 
. j.3- to X'.,3.ve iiure manpower for the economy. 

Iinform Jodl' of the activation of two Replacement 
Divs» and also emphasiz e the requirements for con
trolling large areas. We don't want to increase num.-* 
ber of Divs* • 

c)	 Background stories with the names of higher Commanders., 
to supplement the Wehrmacht Communiques^ are not wanted, 
but reports on individual feats, which give no. clue to 
the operations involved, are acceptable. 
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Evening conference with QbdH; , He tells me .what he found at XVI 
and XIV Corps. Their attacks make slow progress. At times 
they seem to be short o.n -ammunition. In XVI Corps 30% . of 
the tanks are reported total -losses* Rifle and Motorcycle 
Rifle elements of the arad. Divs, seem to be much weakened 

. by combat losses* /illare .begging . for replacements, 
(Arrival of replacements seems to have been delayed by 
regrouping movements and railroad difficulties!) 
Drinking water is a problem in combat area* Danger of-epidemics I.(Put prisoners to workij	 , 

' Wagner (Gen Q,u) report u on r Ifxiculties :... lelivering ammunition 
and rations owing to fcailroad accidie (derailment) and 
congestions caused by troop transports (replacements) „ 

2200	 An interesting situation. G-eiuOlbst. yon Bock,, calls up 
to develop the following three points: 

a)	 Hoth has reached Forges-les-Eaux and. Saumont. . He has 
no before rear IICorpsenemy him,' Mis in— the area", _ 

A 

behind him is still fighting at Bresle' and Leger rivers. 
v	 

„ —^ 

It is still a question whether 'XVI and XIV Corps can 
quickly effect planned junction through St. Just and 
Mery. Possibly the .enemy may not make a stand,but 
we cannot be sure* 

As right wing of Sixth Army continues to advance on 
Creil' and Fourth Army, as ordered, drives toward Lower 
Seine, (left wing on Vcrnon) a gap begins to show up 
at Beauvais/ This is precisely where the enemy is . 
bringing in forces from Paris* The question now arises 
whether Hoth should not be turned on Gisors. 

Iexpres-s my doubts on the advisability of departing 
from the basic plan set out in the operational orders 
and stress the effect that a surprise seizure of Rouen 
would have, but yet Imust admit' that ObdH^in cur con
ference earlier this evening, expressed rnisgivin;-? about 
a preraature burning of Hoth's fo^es toward the .. ./.ver 
Seine, . .	 ' 

Book al'jo r-'..ta.*s,to disembarkments at Le Havre and 
.mention;- reports of British movements in northeast
ern direction., Le Ha"7r'e is said to be fullof enemy 
warshipa. That is the first thing Ihear about it. 
But there is no hurry' about Le Havre and, besides, we 
cannot attack before Rouen is securely in our- hands. 

-b)	 The ridge Lus? arches Darmartin dominates the country 
to the- oouth^Tay beyohd J'-aris, as well as to the north* 
Bock must have control of...this ridge. For this pur
pose he wants to moire strong reserves behind the right 
wing.of Reichenau and requests, us to get Eighteenth 
Army Hq ready for immediate commitment in that area. 
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c) Everything is being done to effect the link-up, .of 
Group Kleist^ but completion may still ta)ce some time, 

s 
—\u25a0Junction is planned on line St. Just Mery.

Immediately afterwards Iconsult with _obdH, He is worried that 
Hoth might make a raid, away from the main battle field; 
that he is not moving up. his supplies and that he does 
not have sufficient Inf. strength© For the present he 
is. mainly interested in seeing right wing of Sixth Army 
get .ahead* The push toward the L.ower Seine willhave 
to be shelved until then. 

\u25a0Right	 after conference' Icall yon Bock: He ".nt.ends to instruct 
; -Hoth. to seize Rouen with strong force : and organize, recon

naissance in strength against the line Beauvais Gisors, 
By doing so he thinks he willbe in a position to hold 
Rouen	 and turn south at the same time* 

Second mot. Div, has moved close to armd. Div. Bock will 
try to move up more mot 0 forces (SS Adolf Hitler). 

ObdH is being informed of this decision. 

B\u25a0June8 \u25a0June 1940, 

This is another day of nervous tension, which. is the usual thing 
when decisions are in.the making in which top level also 
wants to have its say, 

Hoth apparently closed up at the front of Fourth .army andj, 
after getting the necessary fuel, has struck out for, Rouen. 
North of h:Lui_. the British are still hanging on behind the 
Bresle river, south of him the French. It is one of those 
typical breakthrough situations which first look quite -
critical but after a "while turn into a picture cf complete 
success. The preoariousmess of such a situation dominates -the morninc coni rence with GbdH. 

HO® .	 C_ /".Clo? Br,':-K on p^-rie: Informs that he has decided 
to issue Liie following orders: 

Fourth Army will take Rouen, cover its flanks on both 
sides of Rouen and drive with strong eastern wing across— 
line G-ournay Crehrecoeur in direction of Lower. Oise, 

Sixth Army willcontain the en.emy north of the Oise. Left 
wing Tpivot) will advance to the general line \u25a0Qre'py-'-en-
Valois ¥illers-Cotterots and wooded terrain to the east, 

Ninth Army, with weight chiefly on right wing and with left 
flank covered_, willseize ground toward the Gurcq river. 
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The bovmdary line between Fourth an> -,ixth.Annies is 
being caanged, XI? Corps (without Ninth Div.) will 
be	 transferred, to Fourth Army, Fourth moreover 
willhave at its disposal ICorps with First, Eleventh, 
and	 217th Divs,_, and Brig, Senger. 

These measures are taken onathe strength of reports that 
the	 enemy west of the Oise has been reinforced and— 
apparently wants to accept; the battle here, Frontal 
attack against a strong enemy is pure waste of Armor 
without, any prospect of success. 

as	 to 
The	 question when this regrouping willmake itself felt 
cannot be answered. with any certainty now. 

Aftervtbat, some rush v/ork to compile material on enemy dis-
position, etc. for Fuehrer conference. . 

1430 Report to Fuehrer: 

1.)	 First, Ioutline the principles of employment of Armor, 

Tanks are 'operational assets only where they have open 
country to maneuver in* In slow-moving battles they 
only burn themselves out. Such fighting is the depart
ment of the Infant ry, with, which we are amply' supplied. 
Armd. Divs, which have gained a free field of movement 
must.be. followed up by mot* Divs., (shaft of the spear
head) * 

2,)	 Critical review of development. c_' situation in area 
nor jh of • Beauvais • The tanks have been in frontal 
attacks too long, but since yon Bock has just committed 
them again^ nothing can be done about it now. 
It -would have been more desirable to launch the armd. 

Oise,forces in the aroc of Laon east of the 

3»)	 For the time being, operations will continue in the 
original direction set out in our operational orders* 
until the Marne has been crossed* The Fuehrer still 
counts en the possibility of delivering a decisive blow 
against strong enemy forces in the fortified area of 
northeastern- France. The following moves are consider-
Ed necessary; 

a)	 Gp 0 Hocppner (XVT Corps) must be brought to bear 
east, of the Oise in direction Chateau Thierry;, at 
the earliest* 

b) Reserves must be introcftic-p& so as to sustain the 
advance of Ninth Army, which has now. become the 
right-wing of our offensive front, with a continuous 
flow of forces. Sixth Army, at variance with our 
original plan, "will thus be echelonnedoff this new 
right wing of our attacking front. 

c 
c) Our efforts to extend and expand bridgehfeadnof Ninth 

south of Aisne must be keot up.. 
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d)	 AGp. A willlaunch drive on 9 June, morning. 

c)	 Grouping of forces in drive of AGp* A willbe 
such' that the armd, 

'

wedge willbe -driven forward 
not at the inner wing, but as close as possible 
in direction of Reims* 

-f) After crossing the Vitry-le-Francois St. Mene
hould road, an armd o Div. and a mot. Div, will 
make a thrust against Verdun from the south and 
so break into the fortress by surprise. 

After	 return from Fuehrer Hq? Orders are issued for re-dis
posing Gp« Hoeppner and: moving up reserves. 

QbdH to Rundstedt* s Hq to go over with h^"i plans for tomorrow's 
offensive once more, : 

During afternoon: 

a)	 Thoma is sent to Gp. Hoeppner to assist in regrouping 
and arranging for supplies* 

b) Service Chiefs (Veterinary, Rations, Fieldpost, Admin~ 
istration) come in to report. Overfall picture of 
situation quite satisfactory* 

c)	 Gen, yon Bockelberg reports as prospective Military 
Commander of Paris. . 

d)	 Gen Qu complains about clogging of all roads by our 
troop movements and about irregular service of rail
roads . 

2000	 yon Bock calls up; Hoth has not advanced as far as was 
expected,, Around Beauvais, the enemy is falling back . 
and calls in his outlying troops which had been fighting 
Hoeppner stubbornly* 

-
XV Corps which, driving south, reached the Breteuil
 
St. Just. road is now standing in the rear of this enemy.
 

His intention is to launch Fourth Army against original 
objectives cp'-.e^fied in operational orders, but pir: off 
Le	 Havre for t'Vae being c. Sixth Arrr willdrive in 
direction Creia..^ as i- :r'c- forth in cv \u25a0"\u25a0rders. Approved! 

yon Ziehlberg: Decorations and other current personnel matters. 

Successes scored by our Navy in the !North» 
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9 June .l94o, 

Luring the night we received report that King Haakon of Norway-
has left the country, directing one of his generals to 
enter negotiations with the German Army, 

The drive of AGp. A. has started according to plan. Allalong 
the front our troops have crossed the Aisne in the first 
bound. A superb achievement, in which the exemplary work 
of the Gen. Staff officers in this Group has a substantial 
share* Naturally, enemy resistance willstiffen after we . 
have reached the southern bank of the Aisne, and we shall 
especially feel the effect of the enemy's artillery before 
long* But by then our tanks willbe coining. 

In AGp. B3B 3 developments have moved at great speed.. Hoth keeps 
on pushing westward. At nooa a report comes in that he 
has battered hin way into Rouen* ilr! bridges in Rcu. n are 
dcwn, as are also some bridges furti ... west. However, the 
bridges, at Vernon and Les Andelys are still intact. , Moves 
have been initiated to secure them. 

\u25a0Yon Wietersheim is pressing on behind the rapidly withdraw-
ing enemy and has reached the Clermont Compieigne road 
during the morning.. In front, of center of Sixth Army, 
where enemy forces from Montdidier area are streaming back 
in disorder, a major disaster is in the making. It would 
be good ifXV Corps cculd thrust quickly across the Oise 
at Verberie and link up with the elements, of left wing^ 
Sixth Army, which have advanced as far as, Villers-Cotterets 
from, the north. Then the Forest of CompiSgne, into which 
also the famous French Eleventh Div. (iron Div.) has feeen 
driven, would become a large pocket where half a dossen 

' 
end, \u25a0French Divs* would meet their ,	 , 

Morning rather quiet* Talk with Felber who is not sure he will 
have First' Array ready for 12 June ,and is very doubtful 
that he> could be ready on the Upper Rhine on 13 June_,- owing 
to the difficulties experienced there. He would like:a 
postponement of several days, Imake itvery clear to him 
that he willhave to be ready on time. : . 

1530	 Talk with r°n_J:'i?'si.^?£-' w ôm show that a few Btrys. 
more or less won f t make much of a difference and titiat in 
the light, of recent experience an attack against fortifica

;- a mat-,tions	i r of surprise and efficient Combat -ng. 
work,	 rather t. of massed artille^ . 
Schroth, who has come back again, is not to take over 
command now from Heinrici*. 

Talk with Olbricht (General Army Office): He. willendeavor to.
 
scrape together a few more mobile units from his schools
 
and get them ready for 15 June: Two armd. Ren. Plats.,
 
one Motorcycle Rifle Co», one Co. light and one Co. mcd.
 

•Tanks, one Flamethrower Co., one Bn. from Training Regt. 
(two Rifle Cos., one ICt Co., one Plat, of Inf, Guns), one . 
AT Co,, one Bn. of light Fd. How.^ mot.j one Signal Co., 0 

one Eng k Co., 
\u0084 
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Istipulate that nothing more is to be sent to Norway, 
Sixth Mt, Div, must be .made ready for Dollmannl 

Replacement Divs.: Two willbe ready by 22 June, two 
more by 25 June, 

Gen, v. Rocques 3former Inf. Commander of Sixth Divf, reports in. 
Special assignment as CG of OKH Reserves. 

In the afternoon Ihave an hour out for some private letters 

Talk with yon Witzleben: Get ready for 12 June! He need not 
wait for the rest of the Arty. No mass attacks l 
v«Wj> claims he needs more troops! Will get them! 
Schroth is not to take over command now. 

-\u25a0Mueller (AGpo C): Ig:'ve him the gist of talk with yon 
YQtzleben (also as regards Schroth) 

Meyer-Ricks comes from Ninth Army and reports on situation* 
"In some places fighting has been very heavy _, Now every

\u25a0 thing is on the move* Performance of 50th Divy on the 
poor side. 

OQu IV: Reports on transport movements. About three Divs, were—-

moved from the area Epinal Belfort Vesoul in direction 
Paris yesterday and today (destination undetermined; possibly 

Seine y or area .northeast, of Paris).Paris ,L-ower 

r
\u25a0 'en. Mieth brings reports on situation from Group KLeist and 

AGp. A. He discussed with them our ideas, namely to avoid 
any unnecessary build-up of forces on the Oise, near Creil 
and Verberie, and to concentrate Gp» KLeist in front of . 
left wing,Sixth Army, at. the earliest. 
These	 views have penetrated,' 

AGp. B has intention to put whole left wing of Sixth Army 
under KLeist 5 s command and to set it off in such direction 
as to a) enable XVICorps, which seems to have been a 
little weakenedjto cross the Seine in the morning of 11 June, 
with its western wing via La Ferte Milon, and its eastern-
wing along the road Scissons Chateau-rliiierry,aiid b) get 
XIV Corps to the Oxse at the earliest, ?d.thout fighting. 

Fourth kiuj liq considers leadership of IICorpS net -^ry 
distinguished, ;'\u25a0 G~in-G AGp did nc' want to inter,.'... ::e in 
ca:imand '-f iirmyft Le Havre, , , ./ reconnaissance 
activit.i.3s for the present. 

2400	 Gercke reports on railroad situation in area of OQu Belgium 
which needs a strong hand to get it straightened out. 
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10 June 1940. 

The morning picture (situation map) shows some very cheering develop
ments in Fourth Army sector* Under very good leadership jit 
has established itself firmly in the part of Rouen north of 
the Seine (bridges were destroyed by the enemy) , has seized 
Les Andelys'with forces under Manstein's command (bridgehead)',, 
and is covering its left wing with First Cay, Div, Its right 
wing, pressing on in direction of Dieppe is attacking from the 
rear the British group which is still holding out on the 
coast. The bulk of its arnxL forces is pushing on Le Havre. 

In Sixth Army sector, the enemy, apparently under efficient 
leadership, has been extricated from the pocket which was 
developing yesterday. On right wing of Sixth- Army, XIV 
and XXXX Corps are crowded together northwest of the Oise 
between Creil and^Verberie and apparently are still con
fronted with units covering the enemy's withdrawal across 
the oise s IV Corps from the north is pushing toward the 

' 

western bank of '-he Oise, 

Progress aas. been made- .east of the Oise, It is becoming 
doubtful that the enemy willmake a stand in the Forest 
of Compi^gne • 

Left wing of Sixth Army, east of Villers-Cotterets, is ad
vancing south, and further to the east, Ninth Army has already 
reached the Marne east of Chateau-Thierry, 

Second and Twelfth Armies, are also advancing. In Twelfth 
Army sector, Group Guderian came into line this morning and 
has already reacjged the area of Joinville» (2 armd. Divs,, 
First and Second Div, in front c ) Sixteenth reports 
that, enemy seems to be softening. 

At morning conference with QBdH decision was taken to issue order 
to have XIV Corps moved ahead of left wing of Sixth Army, 
through Noyon or possibly Compiegne, since it would be point
less to have them make a frontal assault against the Oise 
between Creil and Verberie* (ObdH telephones this decision 
as an order to yon Bock.) 

The insertion. of AHq 18 in the front is also discussed. By 
doing this we v/ant to make it possible to push left wing 
of.Sixth Army, which willalso include Gp, Kleist, to the 
Marne without having to worry about the northern front of 
Paris 8 It is yet to be ,decided whether AHq 1$ will take 

command of the r:. ;:ht wing or of the left wing of Sixth Army. 

Afterwards, conference with Cnie-f Op, Sec»: ,3end la of Bignteenth 
ilrmy immediately to Agp. B to establish liaison and to make 
preparations for. commitment. 

\u25a0 , Concentrate reserves behind left wing of Sixth Army and 
right half of AGp, Pd , 

Wagner (Gen Qu): Study logistical problems arising from transfer 
of Eighteenth Army and make necessary preparations. 
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1050 

1100 

1200 

12-^5 

3-330 

yon Bock (on phone): Transfer of XIV Corps has been initiated* 
—-Galls attention to difficulties caused by road conditions 
in V and XXXXTV Corps areas* Complains that V Corps, now 
all bunched together^ willfirst have to be disentangled by 
detouring it through Villers-Cotte rets- before it can be put 
on the move in southern direction. Stresses his endeavors 
to push left wing of Sixth Army to the Marne. Is unenthusias
tic about commitment of Eighteenth Army," claiming he does 
not need them* 

QbdH talked to Fuehrer on the phone-; Has not yet got ap—~ proval for commitment '

of AHq. 18. Goes to see Fuehrer. 
Iinform yon Bock* 

The over-all picture shows that the entire enemy front,is now 
moving backwards. The fact that the- enemy has lost little 
artillery proves that he is- now effecting an orderly and well-
planned withdrawal. Itis 'still an open question whether the 
enemy is merely going behind the'Marne, or whether he is at 
the end of his resources. Itis also uncertain whether he 
is giving up contact 'with the Fortress Zone in the Northeast. 

Ibelieve the time has come for going back to my plan to 
\u25a0push south through the Champagne and continue westward south 

of Paris. As a \u25a0••\u25a0jsult, the Fortress '\u25a0 ac will have t-. be 
reduced '^ron the aepth of Twelfth Art;,., ..nd by operation 
"Tiger" .. nd "Baer", 

Bogatsch: Air reconnaissance shows that railroad movements 
from the Belfort-Vesoul-Langres area to Paris have been go
ing Sn for the past two days and three nights. (There is 
also some traffic in the opposite directi?"!, but we can 
probably dismiss, the theory that this \u25a0represents a movement 
toward Vesoulo) Detraining areas unknown ( Paris? Marne?)-, 
Minor transport movements in direction Sarrebourg: are per
haps in reaction to Witzleben* 

ObdH returns from Fuehrer, "Cue cquld cry ifit were not 
such a farce*" What Irecommended a few days ago is now 
being dispensed piecemeal and haltingly as. the products 
of his supreme generalship. For results of conference _, see 
the following telephone, conversations. / 

Telephone talk with, yon Salmuth: 

1. ) Eighteenth Army is made available to AG-p* for commitment; 
written- order follows. .' 

2-, ) ObdH thinks of employing Eighteenth Army between Fourth 
and Sixth Armies for the purpose of safeguarding inner 
wings of the Armies (which willbe by-passing Paris) 
and of moving up reinforcements behind Army, as 
they are becoming available. 

Brive by Army across L.ower . in general direc
tion of Alencon must be prepared. ICorps and Cay* Div. 
¥«/ill be kept ready for this purpose, . Ifpossible prepare 
base for Fourth Army on Lower Seine (Mantes), 
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3«) Left wing of Sixth Armyx east of the and NinthOise> 
Army will continue in direction laid down by operational 
orders. Gp. Kleist, whose .concentration in front of 
inner wings of rourth and °ixth Armies is of overriding 
importance _, will have to drive /in direction Sezanne and, 
later } Troyes, 

1345 Phone talk with Blumentritt: 

Ioutline our plans as developed in talk with Salmuth.-
Guderian must push into area Vitry-le-Francois St. Di'zier 
Bar-~Le-Duc. 

— 
A "Battle of Cannae" is in the making, One Armd. and one 
mot, DiVt willmove on Verdum as originally ordered. Bulk 
of Gp» Guderian williacontinue drive i& direction of Troyes, 
his right win^ oh Arcis-sur-Aube for junction with Kleist, 
Agp, C is set for operation ''Tiger" on 12 June* Exact time 
of jump-off still open, 

During af tern-,. 0n order is issued to AGp. B on insertion of AHq 18, 
together with orders to Supply Service on same subject,, 
Difficulties in maintaining supply of Czech ammunition a 

A lot of friction developed in the railroad organization 
servicing Supply Base. Belgium in the past week* Through 
intervention of Gercke and the continuous efforts of Gen 
QUj things are new beginning to straighten out. 

3-545 A radio signal from Guderian to Air Force claims he has 
\u2666reached Mourmelon-le-Grand Confirmation has yet to come. 

(/ Later entryj/ Not confirmed!) 

Reports received during the evening indicate that western wing 
(Fourth Army) has reached St. Valery on the Channel Coast 
with Seventh Armdo Divv / and that' Fifth Arind* Div. and 
Second mot o Di^., are driving into the rear of the British 
forces which are still holding out in front of IICorps, 
Manstein's Corps is said to have gained ground "west of the 
L.owejr Seine between. Louwiers and Bortmieres without meeting 
any strong resistance on the southern bank of the river* 

It ig beccmi'ig increasingly evident that the successes of 
the Army on. the .lower Oise constitute a major defeat 
of the enemy, 

' 

The enemy is fleeing in disorder toward 
Paris » Not clear is the situation of I\F and V.ISorps in the 
Forest seuth of Oompiegne* To the east, >the Marne has been 
reached at Chat --Thierry, Further A

'o the east_, ar . imd 
Rnims, the onem^ s fi .nting back de "-rately. Here we 
ai"s opp. jed by good French regular array Divs» South of 
Rethel* °orps .Schmidt (Gp» Guderian) has pushed into the 
wooded country northeast of Reims ; Corps" Reinhardt will 

\u25a0move through Chateau Poreien and be committed to the east 
of Corps Schmidt tomorrow. Sixteenth Army has gained its 
limited objectives. 

The great picture shows that the enemy is fighting desperately 
along the entire front a Nor are there any indications of 
a voluntary withdrawal by the enemy in front of Twelfth 
Army, The enemy Info keeps on fighting after our tanks 
have broken through. their lines. Again and again the 
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enemy	 launches counter-attacks supported by tanks. 

Under	 these circumstances we must, for the time being, at 
least, dismiss the thought that the enemy might give up his 
Fortress Zone without a. fight. Operation "Tiger" had better 
be postponed until Twelfth Army has smashed the enemy front
ing it. Operation "Baer" could then follow at a few days' 
interval. 

2400	 yon Bock (on phone)? Gly&j his pictui uf the situation as 
of this evening: Concentration of rolling stock at Le Mans, ' 

•Tours, Orleans, Transport 'movements from Rennes to the east, 
and from Tours toward Orleans « New British radio station 
located at Granville. Air fields at Caen, Tours, Saumur, 
Oucques 3 435 planes counted SW of Paris, Heavy AA defenses 
at Paris, Dleux, Evreux* 

\u25a0Yesterday's and- today's ship movements to Le Havre and Cherbourg,, 
together with the railroad movements of the past two days 
from the general to Paris, seem to pointdirection o£ Vesoul 
to the build-up of a ma |or grouping of forces southwest of 
Paris* We .cannot make out yet whether this move is in reac
tion to Kluge's drive across the lower Seine or to our threat 
to Paris, or finally, whether it represents a last attempt 
of the enemy to mount an offensive. Under these circumstan
ces we shall have to be careful about pushing Kluge!s drive 
across the Lower Seine, continuation of which in any case is 
not in our plans for the time, being,, and' betior" look after. •.. . . 
gnote.btinG the .right "wing Qf- thc'GTou^ (V- curd }ijQGO?7 Gorpsi-in,.' 
advanefng'-cast of the Oisc.' 

Accordingly, Ihave Sixth Army reminded to bring up 255th 
Div, and; for myself _, do some prodding about moving our 
GH<3 Reserves to the front* 

'	 )11 June 1940, ( It, enters tho Tiax 

xhe morning situation indicates that the enemy _, who previously 
offered stiff resistance to the. west wing of Sixteenth Army, 
now is falling- back* The fact that, to the west } the enemy 
is still holding out on the left wing front of .Twelfth Army

v
has only local significance* Our/ ivs« are advancing on 
both, sides of Reims in the directidn ordered. Chide rian can 
start	 his drive on Vitry-r-le-^Frr.ncois today at noon.. ... So, 'toward 
evening, the question will become acute as to whether final 
orders should be issued to Guderian to continue his drive in 
the direction of Troyes. , 

QbdH has gone to AGp, A and Twelfth Army. 

AG-p» C stands by to strike on 13 June, 

Moving the reserves willbe organized in such manner that some 
Divs, could follow 'Fourth Army across the So+nme, while the 
bulk would be moved along both sides of the AGp* boundary. 
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lsoo	 Meyer-Ricks (Liaison Off*, Twelfth Army) reports successful 
crossing of Marne east of Chateau-Thierry. Difficulties 
are encountered in channeling Wietersheim through Ninth Army, 

160©	 Warlimont comes to talk over some points causing concern at 
OKI-: 

a)	 Fourth .army is to establish a bridgehfead across Lower 
Seine of sufficient depth to allow staging of a large 
assault force south of the river. OKW is afraid that 
Fourth Army might not be strong enough for their sub
sequent missions. 

b| It is essential that the Amid. Divs. of XVI Corps, newly 
committed on the AGp* boundary, in cooperation with Gp. 
Guderian, should destroy the enemy around Reims on and 
close to the Marne, 

c)	 Target date for offensive in Saarbruc-cken area; Nc'- before 
•\u25a0 strong forces are stan/llng south of 'ie Argonnes. 

d)	 GHq Reberves behind Sixth and Ninth Armies still seem to 
be too far off for prompt commitment in the breakthrough 
to the south when we wheel on Paris. 

1700	 Thoma reports on condition of -Arrnd. troops. At least 60% of 
the tanks are operational in the Regts. of Corps Koeppner. 
Resupply of tools and spare parts is functioning. The repair 
shops are working fine. Not one of the Armd. Civ. has 
dropped,, below -60$ in tank strength. 

1800.	 yon Btzdorf: Political situation. Foreign Office is per
turbed by the idea that a situation might arise where France 
would be -without a Government in:a position to negotiate • : 

ObdH	 returns from AGp. A, . Twelfth and Second Armies.. Everything 
moving v 

smoothly. No supply difficulties. . Gp. Guderian 
'

had\u25a0 

some delay at the .Suippe river. Heavy losses in.bridging 
equipment. In some places enemy is putting up a vigorous 
defense* In one instance, the enemy launched a counter -attack 
with as; ma.ny as 50, tanks, half of which were knocked out, 

Idiscuss questions put by Warlimont with ObdH, who then 
settles these matters in a telephone talk with Fuehrer, .; 

2030	 Leeb reports that AGp. Cis ready for action... We agree on 
1500 hrs, of 'day preceding attack as deadline for final 
attack sigrsl* Ifpossible, operation "Baer" should follow 
three days later , allow time for transfer of Eng. tr/~ps\u25a0 

" and. Arty* It wou, .:-e de-^i^able to le. : choice of date to 
AGp& Co 

\u25a0?oo 2300 Reports by various officers), who .were, "sent to the front: 

General Mieth, on sectors of Ninth Army and XXXXIV Corps 
(Chateau-Thierry area) , 

Col, v, Greiffenberg, on Second and Twelfth Armies (Reims area), 

Lt. Gol« Heusinger, Marne, on sector of Ninth Army, 

Lt. Col. Stieff, on XIV Corps (withdrawn to area north of 
Noyon). 
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AliL reports agree that the enemy is fighting tehadiously all 
along the front, but that his strength is already beginning' 
to give out, 

Some of the troops are corglome rates of the most diverse 
units, The enemy Arty ha.s lost a great number of its guns 
and makes itself felt only sporadically, Grateful acknow
ledgment of Air Force: support, which the enemy apparently 
cannot counter with anything even approaching in strength. 

Special mention is made 01 the battle «_rformance of 25th 
DiwV;, which has been weakened, however, by heavy losses ,as 
well as of the inspiration given his troops by yon Speck, 
CG XXXXIIICorps, who is constantly in the front line. 

The terrain is extremely difficult in some places* In the 
extensive woods, snipers firing from trees (especially 
colored troops) are a great nuisance. The bridge situation 
is not always easy, though generally bridging equipment 
seems to arrive in time. Traffic discipline on the roads 
appears to be good,, except in AA units, which are pushing 
themselves into moving columns everywhere. 

Reports from XIV Corps state that it now is down to only 
35% of its' tank strength on 10 May, Worst off is Ninth 
Armd, Civ., which has 'suffered heavily through mines \u2666 The 
tank situation is better in Tenth Armd. Div,, for which 
there is much praise (100 tanks). 

The troops are said to have reached the limits of physical 
endurance. They are fit now only for pursuit fighting, but 
not for heavy attacks (battle fatigue). Striking power of 
the rifle units of the Divs. is down to 50%. The losses in 
Ninth Armd, Div. could be made up by two Repl, Transfer 
Bns.. <> which are on hand; those in Tenth Armd. Div. (1600) 
from overstrength of Thirteenth mot, Div, .; . . Corps-l_ Corps No,- is missing,, willnot reach staging areaEd^J 
north of "woyon before 

' 
\u25a012 June* 

reports Armd,,2300 GeKl.en on Gp, Gudorian* \u0084.i.fficulties en right 
wing at the Suippe riverc Its left wing (Corps Reinhardt) 
has been atracked .from the Argonnes by French Third mcz» 
and Third "ArracL Diva. During afternoon Gfp* Guderian has 
apparently resumed advance on free roads. 

lsqD,12 June 

The view that the enemy front before Guderian is just about to 
break, is not borne out by developments. A teletype message 
from Guderian received during the night again stresses that 
he is up against several 'enemy Divs* (though three of them 
are Divs. 'which he yesterday reported destroyed), and states 
that Armor is tangled up with Inf. and has not yet gained 
an open road to move ahead* Perhaps the situation of the 
Armd. Forces ?dll change for the better during the day. 
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The over-all picture based on reports received during the 
night- shows that the enemy has not yet consolidated his 
front on the L.owe r Seine and so cannot do anything to keep 
us from expanding our bridgehead. elements- wereThe which 
thrown back on Paris seem to be badly crowded together in . 
the nParis defense position" 3 the ring around. this area 
has been closed in the norths the left wing of the Sixth 
Army is closing it on the east } only temporarily slowed 
by mopping-up operations in the Forest of Gompi^gne, The 
western sector of Sixth Army has now been taken over by 
AHq 18,-. The soft spot in the enemy ls. position is txhe 
sector on both sides of Chateau-Thierry. Here we are hold
ing the southern bank as far as Dormans. Further, to the 
east the enemy is retreating on both sides of Reims under 
cover of rear guard action* Frontal resistance in the 
Champagne has not yet been broken. The enemy still has. 
contact 'with the forces" falling back step by step in the. 
Argonnes* 

1As to the continuation of the operation^ the situation / 

would indicate that it is still too early to divide the 
front ana swing to the eiast..-and.,the; w-e'sfc,, First we must-
press on southwr^d from the line Cha+vau-Thierry Su\ppes 
eE3t of Paris urn,11 the stretched ba.' ... of the enemy front 
snaps 5 Ciiiy then willitbe possible to fan out, as planned. 

113®	 Felber repeats yesterday' s agreement between ObdH and yon 

Leebo Would like to start drive on 13 June,, and not before. 
Enemy fire-has decreased since yesterday. Today's weather 
very bad,, improvement expected tomorrow afternoon. 

ObdH has talked to AGp. B: Fourth Army is expanding and deepening 
its sector on left bank oiv Seine between Rouen and Mantes 
for the coming drive. Eleventh Rifle Brig* is to take Le 
Havre (probably 13 June). ICorps will remain AGp* 
Reserve but stand by to follow up behind Fourth 

VIII orps is .to attack the defense block south of Creil in-
order -to get a^ the line Luzarches Dammartin, In sector' 
of IV and V Corps _, the enemy is still resisting stubbornly* 
Apparently it has not yet been possible to effect the link
up sou.th of the. Forest of Compifegne. The gap between IV 
and V Corps . seems to be closed.^ 

KLeist has taken over command and willstart out withnXVl 
Corps as soon as the bridges at Chateau- Thierry are completed 
(two 16 ton bridges). The SS units then follow automatically. 

Idiscuss with him my plans for reserves to AGp. Bto be 
moved,dn such a way that two Divs. will come behind Ninth 
and Sixth armies _, and three Divs. behind -Fourth Army., This 
leaves,, our western Reserve Group wit", only three Div :«/
and so additional forces mist be move Trom the eastern 
Reserve uroup toward the AGp. boundary. 
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1200 Buhle 

1230 

1300 

1330 

1345 

1400 

a]	 Discussion on strategy in presenting our "demands'* to BdE. 

b)	 Replacements: Repl* Transfer Bns« for AGp. A all 
arrived. ;for \AGp*. B partly received., the remainder still 
being detrained at Aachen*- Whether channeling down to 
Divs. is functioning properly is hard to say, but is in 
process, 20 Bns.. for AGp« B are being shipped to Ant
werp..' On the whole,Corps and Armies are arranging 
replacement of losses among themselves by drawing on 
!£ransfer Bns. 

c)	 Arms production generally satisfactory.. MGs and AT 
position is tight 9 but requisitions can stillbe filled* 
Production has fallen off in light -d. mcd« Field 

1ij±t willbe impossible to meet requi /Dions for horse-

drawn Light Fd, How. 18 in the long run^J production
 
willnot be resumed before late summer.
 

d) Method to be employed in- reducing Army from 160 to 12C> 
Divs., when manpower is~tc be poured back into the civil
ian economy after victory in France* ,3? propose: Deactiv
ation of Regional Defense Divs,> Third Draft Divs»,and 
Divs» equipped with Czech materiel* , Cider men throughout 
Army willbe discharged and replaced by men from deactiv
ated Divs. 

Report th^t Guderian did break through and is n^w advancing-
on	 axis Chalons~s -M, Vitry-lc^Fran^cis ,;ith Second Armd.o

Divse^ 29th not,, Div9>
, and First ..rrv.i. Div. XXXXIccrps 

sti.l,l held up by fighting in Somi'ac-Fy area. 

Chalons— sur -Marne h^s been reached* , 

Decision that operation "Tiger" -(offensive cf First Army) is-to	 start on 14 June} i^sue <_f orders, 

Stapf comes with complaints cf Air Marshal abcut a report 
circulated by Busse to vprious Hqs^ in which the undigested 
experiences cf Div,. Sponcclc& are presented tcrethcr with 
comments en the Feree o 

Warlimont; corrMundicat^s lwislies:^of^the^Euelirer :\u25a0-
-•!\u2666)'	 Drive -rri L r:Havi'e.-(fxj-led-wa'r^h6Mtst 

2.)	 •Bridgehead desirable west ofißouen^' 

3«)	 Is Paris ,>in tc be cut off from the west? If the enemy 
has no 

o 
forces left behind the Seine , wesubstantial must 

look into whether we are strong enough there for that 
purpose. 

4« )	 It would be a great advantage if we could push the enemy-
out of his defense positions north cf Paris past the 
wooded areas to the south^ in order to have these woods 
in our back*** 
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5.) Coast between Staples and. Le Havre oust be protected. 

6.) SS Adolf Hitler Is to take part in Hoeppner's operations. 

Reports received during the afternoon show advances in our drive 
across the Marne in Ninth Army sector' the exti roe 
le.?t wing of .Sixth Arjity,. and progress f Gp,. Guderlan in 
directic.._ Chalons~sur-Marne »/ The bridge which we succeeded 
to secure intact unfortunately was. demolished by a delayed 
action charge later on. Inithe course of the evening, 
French forces breaking out- of the Argonnes, apparently in

' 
a southwestern direction, .have been attacking the left 

shoulder of List. Guderian, who had already reached Challons
sur-Marne with Corps Schmidt, while Reinhard was still 
standing eehelonfle'd out to Suippes,has now been compelled 

•	 to turn his front toward the east and southeast l 
The Inf..Divs. are now moving Into line -between' the iirmor, 
especially in Reinhard' s sector. The battle has taken an 
interesting turn which offers a good chance of success against 
an enemy, who seems to be withdrawing in a southwestern 

'Zone,direction from the Fortress Inasmuch as Sixteenth' 
Army, east of the Argonnes, reports finding deserted pill
boxes in the Maginot Line, it would appear that the attack 
from the Argonnes is not a coordinated assault on List's 
left shoulder by troops especially assembled for such an 
operation, but rather a break-out attempt by these forces 
from an area which they have been ordered to evacuate* 
There are signs of slackening of the enemy also in the 

•sector of First Army* 

1700	 Report received that IX French Corps, which was cut off on 
the coast near St.Va.lery, has surrendered after heavy 

r,fighting Together with their troops were captured the CG of
 
IK Corps and the Gommande.rs of the French 40th, 31st -it*,
 
Second and -^iftb T'\u25a0 ght Diva. as well '\s a British g.: serai.
 
Bloody crpo.jXties of th.;; enemy are v\.- , high, 20,000
 
prisoner..; have been counted up to noon; immense booty.
 

2230	 Talk with yon Bock: He thinks he has evidence that eneiry
 
withdrawing in front of Second, Ninth, and Twelfth Armies
 

~is trying to escape in southwestern direction* ? AGp. has 
ordered Fourth '^rmy to start assault of Le Havre, \u25a0 

Discussion about direction to be given to Kleist !s drive-(Suzanne Troyes) » 

During evenings. Report of yon galimith on Fourth rirmy. He thinks 
that enemy fronting the Army is not capable of putting up 
any serious resistance, and therefore presses for attack 
(14 June)* Wants instructions on direction of drive. 

Chevallerie } s son killed in action* 
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13 June 1940. 

A clay	 of restlessness. The tension, that can always- be felt when 
portentous decisions are maturing, is beginning to tell». 

The morning situation report brings nothing of importance. A 
satisfying development is that IICorps of Fourth Army-
has gained a bridgehead west of Rouen, while its bulk 
has closed up to Rouen* Another pleasant note is the 
report from VIIICorps that the enemy at Beaumont-sur-
Oise is softening. 

1100	 Liaison Off. to' Guderian comes to complain about the . 
muddle in Twelfth Army sector where the closely packed 
Inf* Divs. have got tangled up with Armor. Guderian wants 
the Inf, to stay put and let him through, but Inf. is 
pushing ahead on the road. 

The whole situation illustrates the sort of tensions which 
the 'development, of events has long resolved before one 
comes to hear about them* A subsequent call to Blumen
tritt brines out that Sixth and Eighth Armd, Divs. have-reached, Menehould, 

, 
meanwhile the road Chalons St.	 and 
the question -o." road priority thus i-.--.s- been, settlec' 

QbdH goes to the Fuehrer for a conference on the situation. 
The result is again pathetic. Gracious consent has 
been given to start offensive of First .army (Operation 
"Tiger") on 14 June, Seventh Army is to follow up at 
the earliest date (wish of ObdH, apparently no date fixed 
with Fuehrer). 'The rest of the interview seems, to have 
dealt exclusively with details of local situations, such 
as encirclement of some minor enemy groups.. It is impos
sible to form a broad operational picture from that sort 
of talk* So I'llhave to figure things out for myself 
and see how'Ican get on« 

\u25a0Radio	 intelligence 'fortunately clarifies the situation* By 
noon ithas become evident that French AHqs have been 
taken back toward the south; the farthest now is French 
Second Arrcys which has withdrawn toward Ghaumcnt* The' lcommand organization of the French rmy is thus shown to 
be in fronbwide retreat before our troops. Itremains 
to be seem whether the Hqs still can fully control their 
troops. 

In addition we learn through diplomatic channels, via the 
•American Ambassador /that the French Government has declared 
Paris an open city. All troops are being withdrawn from 
the mcinity of the city, and only, the Coiiuiiandant of Paris 
is left behind with the Police and the Fire Dept. 

This now gives us a c>eai? idea
' 

of what w© 
' 

we to do: Pik ... 
Fourth Army as quickly ac possible I :;en the French Army 
retreat' ag south-southwest, and the coasts The remainder 
of AGp. B must pursue that enemy by passing through and east 
of Paris. AGp. A, together with AGp« G, willhave the 
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mission of liquidating the enemy still in the northeast erh 
Fortress Zone. What is yet to be decided is -whether" Second 
Army is needed by AGp. A for this purpose, or may be trans
ferred to Bock, 

\u25a0Movements from, the northeastern Fortress Zone -in southwest ~-n 
direction can now be made out distinc They indicate that 
at least all mobile commands are to be taken out of the For
tress Zone by the withdrawing French Army\u2666 Blocking their 
path willbe a rewarding mission for Gp» Guderian* 

.All through the afternoon there is a great deal of telephoning to 
have these ideas approved by OKW and accepted by AGp. B. 

yon Bock, on his own initiative, has ordered Eighteenth Army to 
send the first available complete Div. into Paris at the 
earliest possible moment,, By doing so he is accommodating 
the Fuehrer who, for political reasons (Turkey's attitude), 
wants;, as soon as possible, concrete tokens to demonstrate 
to the whole world.that France's power of resistance has 
been broken. 

My efforts to have the two SS Divs, follow behind Kluge for quick 
reinforcement of this now so very important wing have failed. 
The Fuehrer wants them to follow up behind Kleist's tanks 
instead. On the other hand, the Fuehrer did not get Ninth 
and Tenth Armd, Divs«>, which he so v^anted in Paris, because 
they qre already on the Marne, 

Fuehrer Hq now is slowly seeing the point of the recommendation 
made by me as early as 5 June, to the effect that the swing 
to the southwest should be made in the area east of Paris, 

Now we are going to get a "directive JI to this end* One 
would lB:ngh about all this if that system did not always 
obstruct efficient work* 

Fourth Army is pressing forward and intends L,o push beyond the 
Seine tomorrow. After having made sure that this willnot 
be opposed by OKW, Iissue instructions for the left wing 
to move in direction Chart re o_, and arrange with Salmuth 
that the Seine bridgehead willbe expanded tra such an 

i	 extent on 14 June that .Fourth can start a full-scale
 
drive on 15 « Aa a matter of fact, this is the beginning of
 
our_ offensive, in camouflage •
 

._^ 

Behind Fourth Army/Imove three more GHq Reserve Divs,, 
together with a Corps Hq, from the area of Pe'ronne. 

2QOO	 Reception of Marras, Italian Attach^. Exchange of general
ities » The only interesting point is his frank statement 
that Italy intends starting operations on the Alpine front 
only if we open it up from the rear. 

Evening* Return of QbdH, who went to see the Fuehrer upon my 
request He obtained authority for me to start off Fourth\u2666 

Army at. last, Paris is to be. kept under control by five 
Divs 0 South of Paris lam now allowed to move in the direc
tion of the Loire and direct Twelfth" and Sixteenth, co
operating with First and Seventh Armies, against the enemy
withdrawing from the Fortress Zone* 
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y Eighteenth -"ltaly is by;sy with Paris fcodayi* X hope they won't be 
delayed too long, as Nthe enemy on their f*ront is now on the 
run. Kleist, spearheading Ninth.and Second Amies, has 
likewise pushed into empty space* The enemy here is trying 
to evade him by going southwest, We are capturing only 
rear guard elements* Kleist Is now crossing the Seine in 
direction of Troyes, 

/\u25a0 In the Northeast , the enemy received orders to withdraw apparently 
three days ago. Also in that area we are capturing now \ 

mainly rear guard elements. It is therefore necessary to 
•.. ' 

order Guderi'an to make a swing ydeep to -.the South from south 
of Nancy through Joinville' and Meufchateau and to direct 
Kleist to strike for Di4on, in order to bj.o,ck ,the route 
between. the Plateau de 'Lahgres and the Swiss border* \u25a0'-\u25a0In 

\u25a0doing	 this, we would dispose of what enemy troops are left . 
/	 in the, Northeast and then could, concentrate on the liOmre* 

Our Armor committed In northeastern France would then form 
a comfortably strong left wing, which- could seize 'the French 
.armament center .of Le Creuzot .and, after crossing the Upper 
Loire, crack the' last French; redoubt* 

ikaong	 the several interviews during the' day, stainc! out* a) Report 
by Thoma§ :iwhlch presents quite a favorable picture of both 
striking, and -.presumptive staying powers of ArmcU forces in. 
the present theaters of operations, b) Report by Jacob on 
bridge situation. Naturally it is tight but need not at 
present- cause any concern, .- Manpower now becoming free on 

in 
DlxteBnthiirmyDposition construction, projects Ixte8nthiirmy sector, can 

be reassigned to reinforce the road and >bridge building ; 

organizations,- bridge construction at Amiens and Lacn 
. . we; could use a few trainloads of materiel from Brussels, ~. 

but owing to the tight railroad situation Itis not possible
'to deliver any -substantial quantities by rail, v 

The problem .of highway traffic control is stilla little troubles 
\u25a0some, especially .in,those areas through which }several Armd. . are moving to the front. The importance of traffic 

/	 control evidently 'has not yet been fully recognized every^ 

where as' a command function, Something willhave to be done 
about that. . • 

Drive of Fjrst (pperation, "Tiger"1) has started wj.th some delay 
\u25a0owing to bad weather; Air Force, apparently ha.s given effective 

1 support, enemy artillery defense has not been very 
strong, it willprobably take quite *some time to overv^helm , 

\u25a0the resistance in the prepared	 zone offered, byfortification 
\u25a0 

..\u25a0 the garrisons / now probably only the rear , guards of t^ie
fortress Brigs, In some places the drive has penetrated to 
the terrain	 under direct fire of the fortress guns. 

' 
\u25a0 

\u25a0	 \u25a0. ,	 %. , 
The offensive on the Upper Rhine' has been ordered to start oh 15'	 • • . .\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0 

\u25a0. . :-June.* . ,	 . 

\ 

/
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15^Uhe :i94O< 

Another important dajr^in military history. Verdun, scene of the' 
heroic;' struggle in World War I, is in our hands, '. 

* 
;Yesterday s drive against the French northeastern corner- pushed 

by Ti^elfth Army and GorpsGuderian from the west $ and by 
First Army from the east_, is completing the collapse^^of the 
French northeastern front. Seventh %*my, which started its , 

drive across the Upper this /morning t and' has thrown ; 
three Divs. across the jriver in the first wave _, has surprised 
•the	 enemy asleep in some bunkers. My effort , to get the, 

attack launched ?dthout preparation has paid off .handsomely* 

The situation presents, in broad outline the picture of a running 
fight all aipng the : front y with the enemy offering local , 
resistance on : the western wing (Fourth Army) > while signs 
of demoralization are becoming apparent on the front south 
and east- of Paris, Once the fighting forces of the enemy in 

; . .	 the Northeast will/have- been' disgpoaed of i>y the drives of 
Armd* Gp, Guderian on YeSoul, and of ArmdiiGp. "Kleist on ; 

Pont ailie^ through Pijon) the enemy will.no longer be in a 
position'^ to: build up any systematic defensive front on the' 

\u25a0t,oire> •\u25a0\u25a0.;. \u0084,/.. - . , .> .. ...;:-;\u25a0'\u25a0 ''\u25a0•\u25a0.*'• 

1*:1In the morning' a- Fuehrer "directive'11 comes in*: It directs immediate 
X
' 

initiation of measures to lay the foundations for a reduce 
\u25a0 tion of Ground orce^ to 120 ,>, > including '20 of km.ov 

]	 and 10 of mot,x 
Inf* The directive is based an the assumption 

tha,t with the now imminent final, collapse of'the enemy, the 
Army would have fulfilled its mission. and^so^ while still 
in ere my count ry_, could comfortably start on work to prepare 
the projected peacetime organization. Air Force and Navy 
alone -would be 'carrying-on -the war .against Britain,. 

Later	 in the morning, reports are presented by Wagner and Buhle 
on subordinatioja of OQu Selgiufi^'*- under v'bn Falltenhausen^'f .# 

This btep has proveji^ necessary owing to the highhandedness. 
' and independence abundantly displayed by Jaehnicke* '..../. 

' '	 ' ' 
\u25a0• 

\u25a0 
\u25a0 

- \u25a0; .' \ ;	 i \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.'\u25a0\u25a0 
•\u25a0 Phone .tallc with Iam dissatisfied with the way the rail

roads are being run in Belgium*, although restoration of 
tracks and bridges is proceeding at a good rate _, resumption 
of operation by Reichsbahn- personnel is lagging* 

v 

yon Greiffenberg;. Organization of coastal defense and re-dispos
' 

y	 ,ition of our reserves, • '.''\u25a0• . . 

Gen» Ott reports on his tour to the front* 

1900 'Report that; Hermann yon Speck (CG SXXXIIICorps , CG 
. in. VJIlt Corps) has beeja killed in action. 

/ 
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1

Evening reports indicate no important .changes in the situation* 
/	 The collapse of the enemy lin the .central sector of the 

front appears to be a positive fact-. The eastern wing 
of the enemy willcave inunder the relentless pressure 
by First and Seventh Armies, 

/ 

16 June 194XX 

The development of,the situation prompts the; following con^"-; elusions,: 

'^ For our right wing,' t~he important thing mall be to reach 
the Lower Loire rapidly with the bulk of Fourth Army; 
capture of the coastal town of Cherbourg, Avranches, Brest, 
Jjorient, St. Nazaire will then follow automatically. ; Ido 

' not think the British willrisk' any major, fighting once 
we: are approaching the |,ower Loire., They will evacuate v \.. \u25a0 

their precious manpower and make every effort to "secure 
for themselves the French Navy and French merchant shipping. 
.The \u25a0symptoms of enemy collapse, are most marked in the 
central sector of our front..: Here we shall be able to . 
push to and across'' the Loire bend at Orleans without much' '	 ' 

\u25a0\u25a0 v\u25a0\u25a0 •\u25a0trouble,	 , 
r 

On the left wing, the encirclement; of the enemy" forces 
withdrawing from the Northeast is proceeding- speedily 
and smoothly*' .Guderian -.who has at., last . freed and moved 
up Corps Reinhardt (which had been frontally,impacted in 

, 

' 
the Argonn.es)' is now heading full speed for Be sane on^ and\u25a0 

1	 willget to the Swiss frontier still^today. List^ drivdng 
from St, Dizier, ancL Busch> ..coming from Barbie-Due, are 
overtaking the pursued enemy, while Witzleben has punched

* through the Maginot '^in'e in direbtion of LuneVille, and 
Dollrriann has crossed the Rhine in direction of Colmar* 
Developments willhave to be watched "for the right moment 
to turn List in a southwestern direction and coordinate-

\u25a0~-~~ Sixteenth, .Seventh, Firis't Armies, .and Gp, Guderian under 
Le.eb in order to liquidate the large enemy pocttot .< 

f 
in 

Lorraine, and Alsace* '"\u25a0'.-\u25a0. 

Kleist has departed from his instructions in that he has 
/ straightaway. pushed some of his forces to tho/Loire, above 

-Gien, in order to secure bridgeheads inthis'.areaj other
\u25a0wise he is striking for -Dijon and Chalon-sur^Sasne in. ;. , 

order to be ready; if he should be needed to, drive in' souths 
crn direction. Once he is no longer required as a second 
line,behind. Guderian, he willhave to be directed toward 
the-Lyon area for a, drive either down the Rh^ne Valley • \ 
or across the headwaters "of 'the Loire., in southwestern 

\u25a0direction, ..to "match Koth's drive advancing to the Lower 
Loire, In either case, Kleist willhaire the mission of ' - :capturing;^he French armament center of Le Creuzot, 

v. 

\ 
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After	 morning conference -with QbdH, at which armistice and demobil
ization problems also; were discussed, Gen. Mieth comes for a 

. conference on the basic conditions of an armistice; Entire 
coast line must be occupied by us; French Army willsurren
der arms, and be concentrated in the hillcountry between 

\u25a0 Rhone and Bay of Biscay (excluding Biscay); industrial areas; 
schedules for movements of disarmed troops; demobilization 
in "reservation" , beginning with farmers, followed by .other' categories* Inventory and surrender of all arms, stocks, 
ammunition dumps, and armament factories; roads, railroads, 
waterways, and transport materiel, . 

Organize defenses of coast with nobile reserves* Fifteen 
Divs, to the East, fivu Inf. Divs, to Norway, in addition 
to the seven Divs. already there,plus two or three Annd* < 

Diirs* (in order tc facilitate negotiations with .Sweden about 
Narvik road, and railroad), Denmark one Div. Of the 
120 Divs. (including Armor) which 'are to be formed by con
traction of 160 Divs,, about 85, mcl. . 65 of Inf., would be 
left in France, In additions to the '120 immediately 
available, equipment for additional 45 Divs, is"'to be stodked 
at troop training centers to assure spoedy activation of j 

that number of 

1045	 ffele1phone talk with yon Bock, 8.0 does not want to direct his 
Armd, Gp. (Hcth) against coastal points; he wants it to operate 

•against the Lower Loire in order to settle accounts with the 
enemy Ground Army first. Complains about increasing enemy

" 
air act-iiity, 

\u25a01500	 Conference with Gereke and Wagner about advancing railheads- ~/"into Somme- Aisne area;; Railroad line Amiens Laon Reims 
willbe^, operating as of IB June, morning. .; 

' 

\u25a0—->•^700..	 Wagners /Rearward'i boundary line ;of- zone -.of operations.' 
",v Situation in Paris:; stocks, also fuel, --,Return, ofLar^e 
i \u25a0population in .Saar up to the main battle area. ' /2200 \u25a0\u25a0	 ObdH returns, ;Brings substantially new from First
 

Army, XXX and XII .._••'\u25a0...' :
 

Guderian has reached, Besahcoia;Advance Teams of 33rd 'Div, 
,• ', have pushed to, Orleans,* .French Government has resigned* 

-Formation of new Government under petain1;Minister of War,' 
\u25a0ColZOB,' . . . . :\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"'\u25a0 ; -'. .v .-" : -.'- , , 

c17 June 1940 » 

The picture of the enemy situation- is stillthe same, from'
 , \ apparently slight resistance encountered by right wing of .
 ' 
-\u25a0. ,'. Fourth Army, possibly by British troops covering their 

. "'.. '. retreat rather than new cone entr qttions^the, enemy is retreat^;
: 

ing along the entire front in a state of complete disorgan~ : 

ization and,' under constant, "bombing "by our Air Force , 'Enemy 
-AA defense is alniost completely absent, perhaps because of 

\u0084 1the > withdrawal of the French Force, now undqr way # ,' 

\ 
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Guderian is at the Swiss frontier and ICLeist, south o-f
* 

him, 
has arrived at the Upper Loire and in the Dijon area, 

L 
We are now faced with? two major decisions: 

a)	 To continue without delay operations against the remnants 
of the enoiny in_ the Loire area, so as to keep them on" 

the move. 
b) bring operations against the enemy forces encircled 

in northeastern France to the earliest possible conclu
"sion ffl 

iis to aj Fourth Army must get a little more active, and take the 
ports of Cherbourg and Brest, and generally advance ,at 

greatest possible speed k°wor Loire. Second and 
Ninth armies, together with Gp, KLeist, willhave to 

—_ — — — — — — — — ~ to-- enveloppush on to the upper Lcire in order — the French 
LL vl x	 A 

mountain redoubt east of the .Rhone 
.--

with & strong 
left wing. Twelfth will follow in/ same direction-(toward line Dijon Desancon) as soon as it has been 
squeezed out of the tightening ring in the Northeast . 
Boundary line between the two AGps, must be extended from 
Oien through Issoudun and Ruffec to the Bay cf Biscay, 

As	 to b) baaorian must swing his right wing northward to join 
Sixteenth, First, and Seyenth Armies in closing the »ingv 
To this end f he must bring his right wing to Mulhouse and, 
on securely sealing the ring, immediately make a thrust 
on Epinal, Sixteenth iirmy r.nd Gp, Guderian (the latter 

, only tactically) will for this purpose como under \ the 
1	 

'
Control of AGp* C. Twelfth i^rmy will follow dp. KLeist 
in southern direction (toward line Dijon Besancon) as 
soon as it is freed by the link-up between the inner, 
wings of Sixteenth -urmy nnd Guderian* 

Orders tc this effect willbe issued in the course of the day* 
Assumption" of ccntrol of Sixteenth Army and tactical control 
of Gp.' Guderian by AGp. effective as of 18 June,

' C willbe 
\u25a00000 hrs. 

The major work cf the day is concerned with armistice problems, 
which" are taken ever by Hicth, Work on this subject matter, 
which is a -little unfamiliar to Us soldiers, is going rather 
slow, Irecommend a demarcation line which would include 
the mountain area of °cuthern France and so would give us the 
RhSne Valley and j.he Coast all the way to Spain. AllFrench 
Army units stillin existence thon, would have tc be transr^ 
ferred to- the" zone bexhind the demarcation line for demobil*? 
ization. OKH puts these proposals before OKW» 

During the'iday Ihave several talks with Ziohlberg on current 
personnel matters and the prospective of GHq.« Reims 
has been abandoned 

'
*.s a new location, and Fontainebleau is' 

\u25a0 being -considered in it-s place* 

Wagner receives -instructions regarding evacuation to Sarir and,. 
Baden of tho *;._r?roxLnately 200,000 Ms which we expect 
take in northeastern France • 

\u25a0s 

/ 
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Idiscuss with ßuttLe program -for.reduction.. of Ground. Forces to'	 ' ,120 Bivs, .\u25a0;. \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u0084;\u25a0\u25a0 ; 

Political, command- announces at noon that the Fre.nch Government, • 

through the good services of the Spanish overnment,. has ' 
•approached Germany for armistice 

'.terms, . . .'' 
. ... The Fuehrer is now. going to.Munich.' to' meet Mussolini* Reply 

willbe withheld until then^. Nothing is known, as yet about 
Britain's reaction* 

18. June 1940. 

The Fuehrer has left for consultation mat h. Muss oliniv For a day 
and a half we will so be our, own masters". We are going to . 
make the most of this time and push cur drives in the pre— \u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0 

arranged directions, so -as 'to establish a basis for armistice 
negotiations The morning picture shows nothing specifically
nevrj. just the gradual evolution of the situation* 

\u2666• 

t 

1100	 Conference with Fromm; and Olbricht in Qb.dH* s office, The 
basic features of the s;&KLnking"process by,. which the Army 
willbe reduced from 165 to 120 Divs., and distribution in 
ZI are discussed. Plans produced s 

1,) Activation of ne w \u25a0' Armd.,, Divs *: 

1in Mil,District 1/ 
v!t!t nv n xv.,xv.,
 

ii1111 ii
 

Htrtr \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0VI,H \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0VI,
 
vii,-!»nn tl!» tl vii,
VIII,II!l!l !!II !! VIII,
 

11
 11MM ri11 ri 

>U22 nilU	 nil >XIIXII

\u25a0> 10 MG Bns. > l/3of 60th PiVi^ \u25a08	 and element^ of
'

Security 
RegtsV must be used- for the purpose. Where, light mot, 
Arty, is, not available , mcd, Arty, must be taken for 
the time being* Difficult,problem of Motorcycle Rifle 
unit 8» These activations would give us a total of 13 
Armd 9 Divs* of 3 Tank Bns. each, and 7 •"•raid. Divs, of 2 
Tank Bns * each, as basis for a subsequent build-up. 

Nine existing Armd* Divs* halved and filled up with • 

First Draft Divs9 make a total of IB Divs., the Ninfe-' 
teanth can then be formed by expansion •of Rifle Briga,, 
the Twentieth from' Arad» Troops Training Schools^ The 
Divs« thus obtained by a process of "cell division" 
willthen have to be grouped under a Corps Hq» -Reorgan
ization willbe effected under responsibility of Corps 
Hqs (mot o )e Officer fillers will be assigned to them a 
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2.)	 Reorganization of Inf, Divs,,: 

First Draft Divs* will get Arty, Commander,, mcd, Arty. 
Reg-U (mot«)j and med 0 Inf. guns to full,authorized 
strength*, and so on, 

2nd,,	 3rd, 4th, 7th, .Bth Draft Divs* willbe brought 
up to	 strength within present ToO, 

3.)	 Shrinking process! 159 Divs, must be reduced to 120; 
by de activation of 39 Divs. 

4 Divs, of 10th Draft,'
 
9 Regional Defense V±vs, r! Ninth » ,
 
4 Fortress Divs,
 

4 Divso with Czech equipment •» Sixth « ;
 
»	 it itit »5 Divs. « Fifth i 

13 Divs. » Third « \ 
Total	 of 39 Alvs. 

40	 Procedure:. In case of early demobilization, these 39 
Divs. willbe moved from East and to the ZI in the 
first wave. 

Otherwise we should aim to get home.: first1 thei-EiTrs, 
formed in Mile Districts I,VIII,XXI and XXIIc Re
deployment trains arriving from the East should imme
diately be used to transport troops back from the West,, 

To Government- General mostly Reserve Divs, from eastern 
Milo Districts>, Occupation of eastern territories must 
be reorganized prior to demobilization of Ninth Draft „ 

5J	 Denmark? Put in one regular Div6 and take out Re
placement troops (Reserve Divs o of X Corps)* 

6.)	 In demobilization greatest possible number of GHq 
troops must be released in deactivating ijinth Drafto-
Older age group. 

7.)	 Demobilization: If,as' is to be expected, demobil 
ization is ordered soon, send home peacetime. Divs, 

first* 

Age group 1920 should not be taken over into .Replace
ment units, which willbe de activated o Instead give 
the young age groups normal training in peacetime 
garrisons „ 

Replacement Army must be deactivated by the time 
Front	 Divs., return. Two weeks needed for deactivation. 

" 
1400	 _Thoma presents report on Fifth and Seventh Armd, Divs, 

Seventh Armd<, Divo has a total of 90 operational tanks ft 

Fifth- Armdo Div, has 90 in 31st Regt. and. 9o in Fifteenth 
Regt 0, a total of 180 operational tanks, which is quite a 
good showing., Re supply of .spare parts and repair— shops 
are running smoothly. Fuel is taken from stocks in the 
country. 
Replacement transports have arrived with the assistance' of 
Orgo Todt* . \u25a0\u25a0
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y.Thoma relates Sppalliixg .details of the effect of dive-
bomber attacks on refugee \u25a0columns, on the Lower

' '
Seine "* 

between* Les Andelys and Pont oise B . .. : \u0084 

l6o°	 Fromm and 'his Chief of Staff come in. First step willbe \u25a0• 

redeploying of Replacement units in the East, '-'He. -.wants \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'-\u25a0\u25a0 
more Gen. Staff Officers for General army Office and '\u25a0Military

'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"\u25a0"District Hqs (Ib)*-. 
"	 - " 

His :story on the pplicital situation, shows', the extent .to . 
which the rule of the Gestapo controls life at home* 
Gauleiter and SA seem to. seek closer • contact with Army.
The Deputy 

'
of' the' Fuehrer, is- as colorless as is t.he Chief of 

\u25a0OKW.	 .' ! 

1700	 Completion of my draft plan for our future military bouadat-r 
\u25a0 

\u25a0in the West. 

Evening.. ,tal)^ with Warner on future organization, of Military:Admi
nistration,in'France.: .Things have not yet ripened

'	 ' to the. 'dis' -eussign stage,	 . .'.."

After	 supper Consultation . with- Gehlen on future Gorman fortifica
tion system., Basic policy; Only the minimum!' Everything 
we have should bo used for offensive action, 

Defense: 

a). A system :of tank obstacles laid, out along riyer. lines a .. 
b) Organization permitting instant employment of all forces, 
c) First-class net of roads and railroads to move these-

forces,

d) Strategic placing of. special defense groups which would 
canalize enemy . invasion operationally (not tactically^), 

c) Maximum use of minefields. 

Reports on our \u25a0advances, received during the evening are incomplete, 
\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0 : . The lively rate of tlie offensive makes itself felt.. 

,19 June 1940. ) 

The advance, continues, according to plan, New victories are: reported: 
The German flag is flying from the Cat hredal of Strasbourg* 

\u25a0Toul is in sur hands 9 . Belfort was taken yesterday. On the 
' 

, 

\u25a0Channel Coast we have reached Cherbourg* The front of our
.. Armies* has almost everywhere reached the Loire and in some 

•places, even .passed across it* . . 

Notwithstanding this continous succession of victories . 
following one another with extraordinary speed, ObdH seems 
to have been called dowi quite -roughly by the Fuehrer :on 
'.his return from the talks in Munich, and all that just 
because there are stilla few French soldiers left fighting 
us, in the Northeast,, .•\u25a0'.. . . 
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Various	 talks and,, reports during the days 

With ©bdH; Projected peacetime organization of the Army and the 
transitional leading to it: 

\u25a0Future Army: \ . V ; '
 
20 Armd. Divs, ) '.', . \ ) ." .
 
10 mb&v. Divs. )''.. 10 Corps 

•
Hqs/ ) 4 Qpt :Hqs.


6vMt, Divs. . \u25a0)'• -• , )
 
26 Inf. Divs.- ) ,13 Corps Hqs, '} 6 Gp, Hqs.
 

10- Gp, Hqs»
 

Holland	 and Belgium as \u25a0\u25a0well' as Norway: *occupation" in 
rotation. Government- Generals, stillundecided. 

The Hqs of Mil,Districts should only control the.lnf, Corps > 
not. also the other Branches- of Armed Forces in their territ
ories* Groupings should be so that mot,. Di^s. would be 
"stationed all over the country behind a ring of Inf. Divs* 
gp_ong the border. 

Colonial troops* 

Cavalry; willnot be abolished, . Question of how to utilize 
the horses* 

Bufole: Over-all proposal -on future strength and geographical : 

:distribution of our forces* Schedule for reduction of Army
:	 : ' ' 

\u25a0 .	 .from 165 to 120 Divs."	 ...... 
Wagner t	 Refugee problems c (Order- issued*) New boundary line for 

AGp. Rear Areas » (Order issued*) 

During	 the evening ,we receive an GKW "directive" setting forth a 
boundary line which must not be crossed by us (in the 

'
main 

~ it 
1	 ;• •follows the Cher river) as well as a line east of the 

Atlantic Coast » .It also directs that we push parts of 
-\u25a0.Gp», Kleist across the lower -Loire in Agp* B.sector^ to 

' 

occupy the Atlantic while other parts of the Gp. areCoast >\u25a0 
*.' to	 drive" on Lyon to get into the rear of the Italian front, • 

The- iatter move has already been prepared and willbe 
' 

, 

effected,, The former requires a movement .across the' entire 
width of the front and so willnot become effective :at the 
desired time, Some days ago Itried desperately hard to 
get permission to commit the Armor and mot* Divs. on Kleist f s 
right wing. At that time %he plan was directly vetoed oa 
top level, ©Now, after these, forces have been racing of.f in 
southeastern- direction for several days and hot meeting any 
organized' resistance, they have to be reversed and QTcterbd: 

' 

.in northwestern direction. 

Xt is indeed ah effort to keep calm, in the face of such A,„ 

amateurish tinkering with the business of directing military
' " 

;operations.	 . ... 
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We learn that 'the Italians are' going to 3 tart their offensive on 
the ..'Alpine, front in.two or'.t-hree days. 'By that time we are 

• expected to have gotten through the Rhone Valley; into the 
of the French, front »•.rear Ibelieve it'probably cannot be 

.done within that time* 

The orders necessitated .by,«.these	 completed"directives" are at 
1

mid
\u25a0	 \u25a0 \u25a0 

\u25a0 
\u25a0 

\u25a0<,- .\u25a0. night. > , . ... : -\u0084 . \u25a0.'\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0 : . .. ;. . .. . . . 

Among' today* s callers was 
'

Col> yon Witzleben. who reported, con
\u25a0clusion, of the Second/War Academy 'Course* \ •„''\u25a0' 

20 June 1940.. \u25a0 /' 
x 

The day starts with a rather' sharp*~worded telephone conversation 
with ObdH« Yesterday's meddling- by the .Great Master has \u25a0\u25a0'.\u25a0

' '	 thrown him off balance. ObdH now wants right wing Twelfth;
 
'*. \u25a0 Army. (Wll,'Corps _, including 86th Div«) to.be
 transferred 

to AGp. C to assist in completing the \u25a0encirclement^ .Iob
\u25a0ject to. this entirely illogical order _j but in the end I; 

. yield because it doesn't really matter where these' four. 
•. 

v 

Divs,; are« They are- no longer needed in Twelfth Army sector, 
\u25a0where the enemy has been smashed* In another two days at 

the latest they will be redundant also In AGp. C and then 
\u25a0can be employed as OKH Reserve in the "Rear Area. 

The. morning reports^, in .the way of important news the 
capture of Lyo.n-'a'npL of Hanives on the Loire 3stuary-{ .toft.th' 

, bridges intact) » Ijust cannot comprehend^ what more the 
political coiiimancl- could want of us, and which of its 

•.•	 wishes have remained unfulfilled. But as an. underling,
 
one has to bear with the frayed nerves of those in high
-

•
\u25a0 

\u0084position,, . . \u25a0..:\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.'\u25a0	 :; \ 
: 

i-Following the. morning conference-:.: with ObdH > orders are issued 
.regarding organization ©fa Group .for Lyon_, under C in C" 

: , Twelfth Army^ for a special mission" in the Chambery and 
• Grenoble: areas Xn addition to XVICorps it is to compriset 

fearns, made up of all improvised mot, commands inCombat 
:'.\u25a0\u25a0 AGp»"A and as large a portion as possible of First Mt„ Divfti 
..'; ' 

\u25a0on trucks-^ furnished.. by AGp. B. . 
-

Inmy esitimatej-.. such Advance Combat Teams would be ready, to 
start from the Lyon area on 21 June ; if teamed with foot Inf*, 
not before 25 June Corps Hoeppner^ of course, could start.,

D 

'\u25a0right awayy ifrequired, ,\	 : 

By 21 Junej evening^ likewise, the elements of Gp. Kleist^, 
which, were moved .to AGp* El -sector, willbe ready on the 
Lower Loire to start the drive on .Bordeaux^' Iwould say fthey 

\u25a0 conld reach that city on 25 June., 

/ 

/ 
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1(125 We Receive wqrd from Fuehrer Hq. that French, armistice. . 
.' % e^epted to reac^ Tours from Poitiers; at 

\u25a0i-^Q?*. \u25a0?'. s fß4-@® ri; ¥9£ Tippplsklrch to meet the French 
representatives at out* front line and accompany them to.
Tours/, where. ,OKW apparently .-will take ever. The armistice 

\u25a0' them, at a formal agrremoiiy !; r- at- .' :terms^wili be handed	 
O.ompiegne tomorrow morning- (21. June) 0 ; Subsequently an
 

! . Armistice Commission is ; to;be formed, . which, willhavo its
 
seat at Wiesbaden*, Specific CEW instructions on this 

\u25a0matter willbe forthcoming* . 

Afternoons .^olgb_(C.,.of Sy 
'Blaskowitz) reports on refugee move

ments «'; He estimates 1 that between seven and eight milliori 
people are on the move and asks us to help out bjassign
ing to the	 -"-Hq of Military Commander France more staff 
personnel, transport columns, traffic control detachments 
and technical units* .. 

The	 following policy,is established; % 

a)	 Refugee care concerns not only us:but, mainly,, is the. 
business of the French Government 5. contact to that end 
must be -established*-. (Fuehrer rules that this willnot 
be done until the armistice document has been signed*) 

b)'	 First of"all, we must halt the flow of refugees,, This 
is to.be effected by the Armies in their respective 
sectors and by Blaskowitz V organization in the Rear Areas. 
It would, be advisable to set up several stopping lines* 

c.)	 The best why to stop the . movement would be to establish 
feeding points in certain collecting. • areas , There the 
refugees could be screened., by home districts. Repatria
tion would follow only after roads have been assigned and 
transit billets prepared^ 

d) In the final relocation of refugees, the: areas, which we 
are to take over, must te- kept free from returning ; 
refugees. 3 These refugees could be. -settled in the 
relatively unaffected areas, e.g, the coriaunicati'on-,. 

2one s of Four th. and Twelfth. Armies^ 

17©@ Stapf, upon instruction of ObdL, asks that AA Bns», long-, 
-range 'Ren j Staff eln and Air Force signal, units be returned 
after conclusion of ground operations,, 

There is no 'objection to releasing these elements in view of 
the new .missions, of".air Force* 

' 

. . 

With yon Greiffenhe rg: Irafting of,orders: for Gp, List (drive
-

\u25a0from area of.Lyon on Grenoble and Chambery in rear of
 
. 

"

. French ~J_pine front) 9 . P3.anning of allocation of troops
-
to .coastq.l defense and Rear Areas, 

\u25a0\ 
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V 

French Armistice- Delegation, which left on schedule, had not got 
\u25a0•\u25a0 through to our lines yet } apparently, on account of their' 

1 

'\u25a0 railroad system*;) 
r 

totally'ccaoksft 
:	 

By 2200 they had not 
• 

\u25a0..yet	 arrived in |our.S4. , ; '. .• V 

Formal presentation of the . Armistice terns, which is to 
take place at C.ompie'gne tomorrow. (21 June) at 1100, probab
ly\u25a0•will' have to- be postponed, for that reason, ; 

Evening: A very, disagreeable telephone talk . with Cre&i-CXbgt.-. yon • 

Rundstcdt, who regards OKH orders of 20 June an interference 
in his

'" 
comraand functions*' He uses. a language which me. 

. . vrould. no,t think possible between German generals iObjects
'	 ' 

"	 ively, his anger- has been roused by Obdftt's continual \ 
meddling in little details, against which 1have been . 
fighting alllalong. 

21 June 1940.

The French Afraistice Delegation did hot cross -our lines.until 
- .	 late last night, .'Without stopping for sleep, they could
 

reach Oompiegne by 1130Y presentation of armistice terms
 
\u25a0' has therefore been postponed to l^OQ», 

The Italians claim they would start their offensive at and south' 
' 

of the Little $t 
# Bernard today ,; The weather is so bad 

,that the -air :^orce -cannot take part „ It is therefore safe . 
to asstime that these attacks willbe limited to some patrol ! 

activities * Starting our drive from the; Lycn area is out 
of the question before the Italian drive. has seriously , 

gotten under way/ i«e fr not before '22 June. 
' 

."Whether we shall 
start this drive at all can be" decided only after conclusion 
of- the .armistice negotiations, From a .purely practical view

•point, 23 June would be the earliest date ,0 

Our troop movements are proceeding according . to .plan^
 
Wherever the .Demarcation Line has been reached^ the troops .
 
close up and the. Armies; regroup* -Kleistis G-p,», ordered to
 
the Lower Loire, is;now on its way*. Hoth, with his Armor
 

' 

now no longer needed at the coast, is moving toward the 
Lower Loire*. In' sector of AGp* C, sizeable 1 enemy groups,, 
-though tightly surrounded, are still putting: up a stout 
fightj• there seem to be some aggressive leaders. left in.these 
troops, which have suffered less in the recent' fighting' than 

' 
\u25a0those in- the Champagne, The 

"'
ortress Troops in

' 
the Maginot 

Line	 too, are holding out 8 . '> 
\ 

\ 

Air reconnaissance and. the_ picture of the enemy, situation 
confirm my views expressed a long time ago^ The enemy , 

fronting our right wing, after the battle with Fourth 
between Sofflme and Seine,. -was never again able to regroup. 

'for effective action* Operations in
' 

Nor^ndy and Brittany 
now. amount merely to a cleaning~up 'job. On .ighteenth i-irmy;' 
front, south of Paris, too, the enemy has not been able to..• 

\u25a0organise any opposition. Sixth and Ninth armies, have only 

!/ 
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sporadic: engagements- with.rear guards .. . Second &rmy' has . 
. lost.	 contact with the "enemy altogether, Group Kleist has 

\ \u25a0no longer any enemy before it near Lyon«, This ,shows that 
the broken remnants of the beaten French Army are stream
.ing back across the Loire bond in a southwestern direction* 
East of the line Troyes -Moulins .a wide gap is left open. 
We- may assume that it was the intention of the French 
Command to _close this gap with forces^ shifted from.the 

"" 

Northeast.. This plan.was" frustrated by our armored thrust 
to the Swiss -border..'.. As, a result ? the right wing of the 
enemy in the' Clermont-Ferrand area now is dangling in the 

\	 air and has no contact with the "ftLpine front built up 
against. Italy*. The French Army as a: whole has only one 
intact front } the- Alpine . fronts but the road into its rear 
is already open to- us-r/ . ! . . \u25a0 

Gen.* Bogatsch reports on his force and the. work of his command* 
He bemoans the ambiguous position of his Staff and per
sonnel between Air Force and Army^ not being accepted as- " 

\u25a0. belonging to either.	 . !. 

Wagner, and Koasraann: Confer ebce on refugee problems. 

Afternoon: Showing of-,news reci?.at Chimay Castle,. . Visits by Gen, 
\u25a0Yon Stuelpnagel and .Baentsch., .	 . .. 

20&0	 -ObdH returns from Compiegne. .He is deeply stirred,, The 
French (the most likeable, of. whom was the. Army.represent-. 
ative) had no warning that they would be handed the!terms 

'\u25a0" at the very site of the negotiations in 191B,» They were 
..apparently shaken, by this arrangement and at first in
clined :to be sullen. 

V 

The Fuehrer and ObdH were present only at the reading of 
the preamble,, 'In the following negotiations^ presided . 
over by Keitel_, there seems to have been. a great deal -, of 
wrangling ~ and ObdH is worried' that the French might not'
 
accepto ' \u25a0\u25a0.';'..
\u25a0 

Idon't understand his apprehension^. \u25a0' -^he French must. . 
accept with Petain at the helm;, will'do 50,.. Moreover,, 
our. terms are so moderate that sheer common sense ought 
timake them accepts

\u0084 

with'-those, .ofFrench attempts to- have our terms bracketed 
the Italians and to -make acceptance of our terms contin- ..
gent-on what the Italians demand , has of course been . 
rejected by. .us. They have been given until tomorrow noon 
to accept, Aerial assault' of Bordeaux has been authorized* 

The Italians have asked us to set 22 /June as date for the start 
of our drive in support of their attack across the Little 
St, Bernard pass \u25a0*' We are not going to do this^ List's 
.Group willnot be ready -before 23 June, .^part from.this / 
we must first see. whether this so-called attack- of the ; 

-. Italians willbe anything more than a patrol skirmish* 

vori Stuelpnagel for suppe r* We had a very pleasant chat. 
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> 

22 /.June 19AQ> 

dominant event of the day is the conclusion of the Armistice 
\u25a0with the French* 

' 

The Armistice instalment willbe signed at Compie*gne, \u0084at
1850, Throughout -the day; exchange" -of- telegrams- with .. . \u25a0. 

\u25a0 

Italian Gen, £>taff urging us to push from Lyon bn Grenoble 
\u25a0 

\u25a0a,nd Chambeiy to open the way through the Alps for them., , * 
\u25a0Tliese -requests are since j-given dilatory treatments Gp; List

Would not: be ready to start, before 23 June, Moreover^ ; 

the Fuehrer has' made.it known that the word- -for.the :start- of 
this, operation would be given by> him. Orders to this effect 
for List are being drafted, \ 

No out . Gercke reports on railroad situation*' General Directorate 
of Belgian Railroads at last shows willingness to cooperate 
in restoration and operation of 'railroads,, Some pressure 

\u25a0\u25a0:'\u25a0\u25a0• . had to be applied* Railroad . capacity will'be, considerably
 
increased by end of this month; so that we can then start
 
with troop . movements by rail,' The railroad line in Lorraine
 
will,thereby be linked with"the. German railrpad network
 

. within a relatively short time. We discuss modifications
 
of

'

plans 4or impending regrouping of troops in the light o£
 
''. the railroad situation* 

' 

\u25a0.-.'... 
" 

:
 

\
 

Afternoons Conference '
With Buhle .„ .Wagner _, .and yon "Greiffenberg 

\u25a0 on regrouping program, from standpoint . of operational re-
' 

quirementS' (coastal preparations against England),defense^ 
\u25a0 the reduction in nuiiiber of Divs, and the reorganization of 

\u25a0 

\u25a0 
\u25a0: the iirmy set—up» , , 

' 

The difficult question in.this connection is how to .insure 
the 'unified administration' of France without 'impairing the 
authority of Military Command*, .\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0' ./ 

A formula must be found, for establishing CKH as the central 
without burdeningauthority also on,administrative matters^ 

us directly with the whole governmental' •machinery* 

One way of doing.this would be' to leave, AGp. Hqs continue-
in their command functions and to set up under QKH super
vision a Military Administration which would be exclusively, 
concerned with establishing uniform administration- policies, 
making use to the greatest extent of the existing French : . 

\u25a0ciid.l administ ration 0. . . • 

This is a political matter and decision must therefore be 
left.to the Fuehrer* 

" 
\u25a0 

Iput the matter before 'ObdH*
\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0/\u25a0.,'.\u25a0 

After return from ObdHIfind at my office Freiherr von-Enzberg, 
my former aide in the East in1917^ who has come to eair9. 

' " 
\u25a0\u25a0•Soon afterwards, Rohowsky drops in, >, \ 
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In the evening, the decision is announced that List..will attack 
on.23 June, but must, not advance beyond Grenoble-Chambery, 
In the .drive along the coast toward the: south,. AGp«: B 
must not advance beyond the line going through Cognac « 

The	 raids of the .British Force at home are becoming bothersome,. 
. Now they are extending' their, attacks to Berlin, and ObdL 

therefore wants us to transfer' Army AA"units «.- Lengthy 
discussion of the subject over the phone. There is nothing. 
to be said against the principle request .,of>he 

The near future willshow whether Britain willdo. the reasonable 
thing in the light of our victories, or willtry to carry 
:on the war . singlehandede. In the latter case, the, war will 
lead to Britiah*s destruction, and may last, a long time 0 

23 June 1940. 

Today's operations are confined to further advances. of the right 
wing (Fourth and Eighteenth Armies) and the drive, of Group 

.•List," The latter started on s'che-dule and at noon, was report
jiortheast \u25a0ed to have reached the area ofx Valence /northwest

of Grenoble and and _.northeast of Aix-les -Bains <> 

They have before 'them defense positions equipped with AT \u25a0 

guns and manned by Mt« troops,; In reply to an inquiry 
during the evening., AGp* A is told that any increase in 

. pressure involving -major German casualties would not be in. . 
•line ;with intentions of • OKHo 

' 

. . 

The	 whole, day is filled with conferences withv org # Sec*, and Gen Qu, 

Gen -problem of organizing the administration • in France is 
causing quite a headache;, Iobject to the term "Military 
Commander" and ask for a "(>hief of .Military Administration", 
;who would act on behalf and under the responsibility of 

ObdHa. In these circumstances the incumbent would not be 
Commander of a fighting Army,, as proposed,:. Blaskowitz and 
Bockelberg must either be employed elsewhere or' step out. 
of the .picture. «' The. matter willbe put before, the. Fuehrer 

' 
\u25a0 

\u25a0for \u25a0.-decision*' '* 
. -

-\u25a0 •. ; 

Orgn	 ,SeCa^ Problem of -^rmy reorganization has been essentially 
.\u25a0;	 clarified,,. The question of the future 'Military district
 

Organization- stillneeds to be studied* . One thing is 
'
 

certain: The -Fuehrer does not want any change in the'
 
\u25a0present set-up of Militarydistricts pending clarification 

\u25a0•\u25a0 
\u25a0frontiers, .\u25a0.of the new national	 . 

Greiffenberg reports, on arrangements for Paris Victory Parade* 

Afternoons Fuehrer Conference. The following points were dealt 
\u25a0 

\u25a0with: , 

N 

\u25a0 
.\u25a0. 
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'' '' .. \u25a0\u25a0 
\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0ifif \u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0.••

PW.s)) PW.s :_:_ BreakBreak upup HfHf Coloredconcentrations,,concentrations,, Colored PWsPWs toareare to bb 
put in special •\u25a0 Bnso ? receive t 

good treatment _, and 'will / 
not be taken to Geraiany o Separate labor; detachments will 
be formed for farming and industry,- PWs, of German ancestry 
to be out o -*• PWs >;illbe shipped to Germanyscreened	 .as 
needed, 'Parre^ willbe consulted on matters of .interest 
to	 agriculture* 

b) Repatriation' o£ refugee^; In addition to the boundary 
line previously announced^ on which returning refugees 
are to be halted^ it would be, desirable to throw cordons 
around Strasbourg and other German towns in order to 
prevent return of the French elements of the population* 

c)
'

Setting; up of.Military Administration France --.has been .' 
recognized as necessa.ry eSinp.lariy as in Belgium^ it 
should make most extensive use of the existing civil 
administration, (Proposals, to- this end \ should be awaited 
from French quarters,). Whether French Government will 
be allowed to return to Paris later on. is stilluncertain $ 
certainly not now.

Mission for Ninth army: -Wants- us .to think, it. through, 
. List with Kuebler j Bergmannj Fahrnbach&r,' Schoe.rner* 

c)	 Captured, enemy materiel; AA Guns for Home Air Defense 1 
Release everything that can be used for this purpose,. 
Take Czech guns out

/ 

of Rhine "%Heyft French 7=5 cm 
guns taken to and offeredwill be ZI, with ammunition^ 
to	 Air Force ft Naval guns for coastal defense vfr-onx Vfest -Wall and booty) o French long-barre'H e d. guns 0 

-Preparations for protecting flank of Ninth Army* Fuehrer 
has reserved decision on what may be given to others* \u0084 

f)	 coluiuns for X 5 and L 12 guns to be 'employed 
\u25a0'	 : 

\u25a0against~^ lngland 0	 

' 

. ' 

g)	 jankers are. wanted to .keep fuel stocks at home mobile^ as 
a precaution against air attacks »> . ...\u25a0-.

24 June 1940. 

Morning reports show a piquant note,-, The. Italians have been stalled 
by "the- French fortifications and cannot make ] any headway, /But 

" 
as they want ito present themselves at the Armistice negotia-. 
tions with as large a. chunk of French territory' as they. could 
occupy in a hurry? they have 'approached us with a scheme to 
transport Italian Bns 0 behind List *s front j'partly by a,ir via 
Munich;partly, directly to. the Lyon area_, so as to get them 
to the points which include the area on which .they want to 
make occupation -claims. The whole . thing is the cheapest 
kind of. a fraud. -•\u25a0Ihave made it plain Iwillnot have my 
name connected with, that sort of trick&ry. . 
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In the end Ithe whole, thing turns- out. to' have been a plan 
hatched out, by Rc-atta /and disapproved by Marshal Badoglio* 
The' people in OKW willhave to swallow it that they 

( allowed -themselves- to be hooked by a scheme proposed by 
a subordinate^ which the responsible Italian Marshal (who ,' 
seems to.be the -Oi^Ly.respectable 

' soldier in the lot) has;'' ' 
\u25a0' 

\u25a0rejected as dishonorable^	 i , \ 

-ObdH	 flies to -.Seventh Arjioy, His anxieties .move him to make some'
preparations against the contingency of a failure' of-the- ; 
Italian armis6ice negotiations,, In that event it would be 

to launch, anecessary major drive.. into the rear of the 
French Alpine\fortificat ions y with a thrust to the Mediter
ranean Goast. as a secondary effort 0 v. ; . 

: 
\u0084 

Such an operations requires coordination; aM, employment of 
Mt*

1 troops, and. must be properly prepared* It...cannot be 
improvised- out with hurriedly introducedof hand	 Mt. Bns» 

;~i is again the same frustrating game that we had in making 
ijohtact with, the Russians in the Polish \u25a0Gimpaign* The 

\u25a0 

\u25a0.politic-al-.command wants the direct connection, between 
and France severed, and would- like to have ' 

•vhis political expediency dressed up as a military- neces- -.: 
\u25a0jity'o , This is sure to have some unpleasant; consequences «, 

1020 (AGp., 'A)'; Isketch out 'for him the polit
'ica'j. background and the resulting fluctuate ons in military .'• -. 

requirements AGp» A should, draw up a timetable for prep0 

\u25a0of a major operation against the Savoie front ,ara^io-P-S 
ar./ continuance of operations against' the French Army, with 
strong	 left wing, 

' ' 

1100	 Coir- ,\lcir'llraont__(_pM^. Iexplain my ideas, about establishing
the" post of "a "Chief of.Military Administration of France™ 

t hima He thinks that such an arrangement would be agree
able to the Fuehrer* The only problem is whom to put into 
t-he ,job o Posse and Sarow are raled out.« Burand is considered 
suitable,, but only as an assistant,, ..not as chief,. A.chief \. 
has still to be found, (Consult with Goering and Keitelf) f . 

QQk^VJ reports, on British efforts to continue war by en-
' 

listing -. support of the French Colonies and Frenchmen abroad* 
1200 

Situation report on Baltic countries etc a 

yon Greiffenbergt, Drafting of preliminary orders relative to -re
organization after armistice,,'. 

Wagner: Organization of Military.Administration France* 
• Personnel matters Mew supply base-.0 

\ 
Fellgiebel; Release of nrmy Signal units for Air and Naval 

"operations in connection with change-over to war against 
Britain,, 
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Bogatsch: Report on activities of idr Force units attached to 
Army, Release of AA, Reconnaissance, and Air Signal unrbs. 

-BufflLe	 and Roehricht: , Future set-up of Militarydistricts 
Reorganization of training program* \u25a0--* Organization of OKH# 

yon Ifeufville drops- in, • He tells me of the disappointment of 
his organization, the-' 7Bth Div*, which did not get into 
the fighting* .. .. 

yon Greiffenberg; Par/ dc plans* 

21©0	 Word received .that Armistice between Italy and France, has 
been concluded* OKW issues cease-fire -order', effective 
25 June, $135 hrs«, Advances and withdrawals are to be 
stopped.- Will.be settled by Arinistice 'Commission, 

In the evening, ObdH returns from Seventh Aimy, much impressed by 
the effect produced, by our great victory, Dollmann ,\u25a0 

\u25a0-' Witzleben, and Leeb have, received the Knight's Cross, 

25 June 1940

©135	 The fighting has ceased,- now the paper -work begins* 
8 

-
Morning,, disagreement -with ObdH; The 'political', command wanted 

\u25a0to have railroad^ connection, severed between. Switzerland 
and France* To this end List had bc-en given orders to.do -

. a thoroughgoing wrecking gob on the railroad line La Roche 
;fvnn.£(}y* Owing to the- course taken by.events, this order was 
not executed, any more, Now ObdH i-;ants that, with -u.rmisti.ee. \u25a0 

'. . in- force, destruction of the -line sjaould be carried out by. 
\u25a0\u25a0.patrol action, Iobject. Once a truce has been declared , 

any such military undertaking is ruled out 0.. If at all, , , 

this could be ,done only by Canr.ris,-.' ; 
- , .;. 

consultation "with- Keltel, Iissue instructions to 
this effect to CanarisV . . \u25a0 

Otherwise, the day is filled with sometimes strenuous confer^'' 
now, >ences	 about matters that have to be arranged 

Wagner ; Food situation in France ,\u25a0 Structure of Military Admin
istration France*	 ...... 

Eogstsch; Army can depend on protection of important instrllations— 
*\u25a0 > . also after transfer of. -A units. defense tasks, of ! .— 1

the. 'Air Force Districts Hqda Leaned AA Bns, willremain 
intact and willbe available to Army if,needed for new \ \— 
ope rations a —/Captured materiel/, Long-range Reconnais sand c 

Staffcln except. Staffel "for Long-range Arty.. Calais, will 
' 

be, returned,, Of the Glosel -range Staffeln, 20 Staffeln remain 
the disposal rest ;.with Amid, Bivs^and ,5 more at	 —of OKHj. the 

rem,iih intact,reverts to CbdL, but would 

/ 
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'AllAir Force Signal troops' attached^ to Army will"tier. 
assigned .^s units to various -H-i'r *orce organizations. 
Corps Air Officer :, staffs willnot be broken up, :, 

\ / 

yon Ziehlberg expresses in a very charming way the satisfaction 
and aqlmirat ion inspired 

'ini
hin:-by the conduct of the .

" r 
\u25a0campaign,,, i . \u25a0'\u25a0.\u25a0'\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0 

Move, to Fontainebleau 2 «July. 

ypeacetime organization of General Staff, 

vto "Greiffenbe rg,Buhle , tyob.hric ht.«,. We irikne,cht;.. Organization 
• \u25a0and reorganization orders -are being discussed* . New. .con— • 

sideration: Striking' power, in the East (15 Inf., 6 AriacUj' -

\u25a03 mot, Divs») s ' 

> I 
A-fter.wards conference .with' QbdH in which, these plans a^e talked 

over and approved* ' ',' , .'\u25a0\u25a0. 

Review of peacetime organization: . Military Districts etc, f 
Control of Inf. and 'Ariid, units willbe 

v 

exercised by Corps;; 
HOjS of the sane branch of service _, with expediency deter—

:'mining' which of the Corps Commanders ,willhead the :• ~ '•\u25a0 
Military'District « 

Eight Gp. Hqs willbe established' as top 'echelofi's.. The 

'
result willbe. that any one front would be made up of 
;several AGps (AKqs)» a way has therefore to be found to 
insure coordination in theaters^ for instance East } West, 

1or. South* From a personnel pomt of view itis impossible 
to establish a higher command echelon above the AHqs/ and . 
so theater AHqs 'willhave to be ''established to coordinate 

k work on. matters affecting a larger front, \\ 
V 

CQu IV; Russia wants Bessarabia* .: Vv'e .are \u25a0\u25a0 not interested, in'". \' 
Bessarabia... The issue of the Bukov/ina raised by Russia. 
is new and goes beyond our agreements with the Russians, 

; \ln any event _, it is imperative for our .-interests that
' :there should be no war on the Balkans „ 

1In the evening^ ObdH gives a very uuccessful -party in his quarters^ 
In warm words he pays tribute to his staff and to my v^ork..' 

26 June 1940c / 

Front reports of course, have lost all importance* Movements, for 
occupation of the coast willnow" be carried out with in— . creased speedy while the' withdrawal from places inside the 
Green Boundary. Xane will not start:, until later on; orders 
to this effect are issued^' ...... 
i: 

3 

\u25a0 \ 

*
 

\u25a01
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\ 
In the, foreign:, field, Russia rß\r B\altitude stands ±&rthe fbrSgr'ound.

\u25a0\u25a0, -y -f, \u0084 L,i, |, ' 
The -opinion prevails that it willbe possible to solve the 
Bessarabian question without war* 

Kossmarm: issue of orders" on refugee matters and establishment of 
Military" Administration, .. \u25a0, 

Minister Schmidt s who is to take . over Administration France -was 
'among the callers of the. day,: . 

\u25a0 . \u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0. . . . V
Orders for reorganization are being worked . on 

Gen ,Qu (Gen. Mueller) reports after consultation math AGp. C and 
'." AHqs 1 and 7* that the difficulties in connection with the:, 

movements of. refugees and the provisioning of,v;PWs are on the 
/ decline* . As usual the crisis has 7already been passed when. 

\u25a0 

, , \u25a0the' commotion reaches its peak* , 
' 

.\u25a0, . 
\ ) 

In the. evening" 'l have a long talk with' yon Salmuth which at times
' 

becomes very warm. He is* apparently the troublemaker in 
AGp« B«.. It!" was just like him to tell Bock that our regroup

, ing plans were an insult to him as G in' Cj and that he had • 

better go on furlough and let the AGp. veterinary take over . 
• \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"•\u25a0 •\u25a0 \u25a0his job,. , . 

This sort of touchiness is ..becoming a bother. He has no 
rational ...arguments to offer against our arrangement s^ but . 
from sheer ego wants a strip of the Channel Coast \u25a0. The. 
contention that the new dispositions _, as would notordered^ 
form a sufficient threat against England is childish* 
The threat to "England is in the. number of Divs 9 drawn up 
opposite /her. coast,: and not in the boundary line, between 

' " 
\u25a0 •

\u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0AGps:. '. _ " _ . '\u25a0•••\u25a0 

27 June 1940. Conference at Versailles., 

\u25a0<\u25a0Greif fenberg: Reorganization orders • 

Hemmerich: Maps. Future "organisation of -his sect ion« 

I'agne r and Kossmann : Changes to be effected in impending reorganize 
. tion.**'. \u25a0\u25a0.'"\u25a0 '\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0•' 

1230'- 2100 By. plane to Lyon, 
' 

©rive to XVI Corps and Third^Armd, 

.Div« in area north of Grenoble (Voreppe). 

During ©vening issuance of orders on reorganization. 

Russia is marching into Bessarabia without' opposition! 

\ 

\ 
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•\ 28 Jtt£eJl94o< 

Morning conference -with ObdH: 

1») • Interim phase between "Military Commander France" and 
n'•Military Administration France o
 

Jaehnecke approved, -for Paris ? now 'Military AdMn:Lstra~
 
tion, later City /
 

2,) Refugees'* Pfef fer does not seem* to have impressed
ObdH ,as a very forceful \u25a0\u25a0executive* 

\ 

3.) Draft telphone and telegraph system of French railroad-
\u25a0\u25a0for. our nse* Armistice1 Commission,,- • ;. . 

.; r kr ) evacuation of Lyori tip*
 

5») Coastal defense *
 

1945 Leave for Versailles via Paris: Conference with- la Officers
 
/\u25a0and OQus of AGps c and Annies 0
 

After opening with a general review of events*!*
 
\u25a0/ . . ..'\u25a0.'\u25a0\u25a0 

lo.) Expression of thanks 
' 

to
; 

officers of Gen. Staff and my 
close associates o 

2,) New tasks arising from. new situation^ 

3») Regrouping, in West and East* 
, Deactivations and new strujcture of armye. Chiefs Op, 

and Org^Secs, speak briefly on the subject 

Afterwards -talks of Chief Op. Sec with la Officers, and 
Gen Qu with OQus • : -, . 

After return^ report -by OQu IV on European situation and by 
-iyon Etzdorf, on views of foreign Office 0 . 

with ObdH on problems 
He has nothing tq keep him busy and so seems .uhhappy G 

> 

Before, retiring^a lengthy, conf erfinpe current 
' 

» 

\ '%? June, 1,940* 
' 

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0, \u25a0V . -
\u25a0:>'l

' 
: 

In the morning conf-erenc e with ObdH 9 Greiffenberg* 

/ 

Ziehlberg^ Kienzel and Roehricht receive Iron Qross^ First Class,
 

1430 Leave by plane for Tempe.lhof o, Uneventful trip*

" ' 

: After landing, to^ dentist, then home Berlin 

\ 

y 
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30 June 1940.	 / 

\ 

My birthday. Many affecting congratulations. From' ObdH, a photo
; .with cordialldedication. \u0084 

1100 Conference with Weizsaeckert 
:	 '•\u25a0\u25a0-•••'\u25a0 :	 ' 4 

\u25a0

a)	 We can preserw the victories of this campaign only with 
the means with which they .were. 'achieved, that -is, with 
military power* 

b)	 No concrete. basis for any peace treaty yet. 

c)	 We shall keep a steady eye on the &ast. 

d)	 Britain probably stillneeds one more demonstration of 
our military might before she gives, in and leaves us a 
free hand in the East» 

On	 the aboutirthe . self-restraint shown bywhole^satisfaction 
Russia and the' surrender of military units in French colonies* 
The problems are. not lying in our present situation, but in 
future developments^ for in seeking to 'preserve; the gains .of :. 
pur victories with military power we shall eventually over-^ 
strain ourselves. 

Gradual elimination of "old School" diplomats by the political 
command . (Foreign Minister) has begun in the posts in'Eastern: 

•countries » , . ; "	 
,. ... 

1 July 1940. 

Sohnie wind (Naval Operations Staff) * Discussion, of basis., for 
warfare against England, 

a) Prerequisite is air superiority, . (Then perhaps we. can— 
dispense .with land- warfare*) Smooth sailingi 

b)	 Fog after middle of October* 

c)	 Line, of departure for invasion:
' 

coast from Ostend to 
\u25a0 \u25a0Le Havre, . .	 '...'-. 

d)	 A .large, number of small steamers (1,800) could be assem
bled* Camouflage, air- protection! 1,000,000' men in one
?irave , Only small . coastal craft "suitable « 

c)	 Arty* cover for second half of stretch 'across water and 
on beaches must be furnished by Air Force* 
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f) Underwater threats" can be, neutralized by net. barrages* 
Surface threats <?an- be rniniiiiized by mines and submarines:

supplementing land-based Arty©and planes© 

g) Cliffs are at Dover,,- Dungeness^ Beac.hy Head, Rest of 
; coast suitable for beach 1 assault, Fi-nn bottom* 

h); Dr» .Fedeii; type concrete barges are now being tested* 
Production in sufficient numbers held possible in-. July« 
In addition to these we want, railroad ferries (Todt rs 
proposal) for transporting tanks , 

Leeb (Ordnance Office); He was told all along that invasion of X 
\u25a0 England was not being considered* . Itell' him

'

that --pos sibil 
ities have to' be examined, for, if political .command demands 
a xlanding, they willwant everything done at top speed. 

Ordnance enumerates the following capabilities. 

1.)	 About 100 tanks 111 and 20 Tanks IV can be fitted for-
<\u25a0amphibious, operations. .	 . ; 

\u25a02»)	 As many as 40 tanks can be carried by one railrcad £erry^
Unloading' on _special landing tracks «. 

3. ) Persistent smoke screens can be produced by new smoke 
/ bombs. 

Itis .necessary to set up special' experimental teams soon 
.) 

' 

in order to get .Tank, Engineer, and Naval experts, together 
for practical tests- on a broad basis 0 Problem of direction 
of such teams and part to fee played *by. each Branch of 
Armed Forces in it must be clarified soon* 

Erfurth; Discussion of the following subjects: 

a)- Collecting of war records of the now terminated campaign* 

b) 'Prosing and bringing up-to-date of records of units slated>£or	 deactivation^ . 

q)	 "Mllita£r-lfochehblatt»* 

d)	 propaganda. Underscore contribution' ©f.^riiiyin relation 
to dir orce and Wavy, and .of conventional weapons in 
relation to tanks Part played by QGs and Gen v, Staff ,##\u25a0\u2666 

c) 'CM must be given space in future, writing of history of' 
the war) to show its contribution,^ including- \u25a0propaganda.^. 
economic y\rarifiare, etc«J o Generally, however, _ separate 
accounts by the individual Branches of Armed 
Commission!. (StuelpnageX jun.?) 

f).,Anay Library systems Creation of a. Chief of Libraries'- -
\u25a0 

\u25a0nece^sarys, \u25a0-' \u0084 

g)	 RUv^so-Polish War (191.9/20) s Inquiry to be made at OKI'/ 
ifbook can be released for publication, . 

N 
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Fromms; 'Gori£&ten.Qe on pending matters,, Mo major difficulties 
' " -

\u25a0seem to develop,,. Specific items;:; : *, V. ,: : 
/ 

« \u25a0 \u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0\\u25a0 ?	 " 

a)	 Activation of new* Arrnd, iinits,requires so many nobox1 

vehicles :that^Mot.Transpo Clms* of-Inf, Divs* will 
\u25a0 have\to' be cut down further*, (if that is done Army

\ 

Mot* Transp* Clms? must be retained*) 

b). Commanding Generals willnot be needed for Home . 
MilitaryDistricts at first© Deputy CGs willdo for 
time beingo 

-c)	 Wants as much time as possible, for completion of ; 
1	 demobilization and deactivation* . Thinks that 

ations ia/111 not- give any large boost to7 production* 
He is apparently reluctant, to have Eastern units

\u25a0deactivated^ .; \u25a0-,-\u25a0•"
(•\u25a0 \u25a0 

d.) Control of eastern and western Fortified Zones in 
- '\u25a0ZI willbe taken over by BdE» . 

Buerkner*' : Order for destruction of railroads, has meanwhile ..
 
been cancelled by Olio Will be carried out nevertheless o
 

\1630 Return by plane from Tempelhofe Arrive at 1900^ 
\ 

210Q with Mueller, Wagner^ Kossmann on: necessity
 
to define jurisdiction of Armistice Commission*
 

;	 keep cropping up which are far beyond the. scope of the 
Armistice Commission and will probably require setting 
up <aja authority under direct Reich .(jurisdiction for their'' ' 
solutiona*-* At the beginning we discussed administrative 
matters pertaining to Refugee problem© . .-,-\u25a0 

2 July 1940. (Move to Fontaine bleau.^) 

Mornings Conference with ObdH-;- > 

a)	 Current 0p« Sec fl matters o 

b) Results of my trip to Berlin*, Basis' for campaign against' 
\u25a0England* . ,\u0084 

c) .(-With Wagner and Kossmann) Basis of cooperation with 
\u25a0French Government on reconstrudtion, , 

Afterwards journey via Laon, Soissons^,. ComiDi^gne, St., Denis,';
 
Paris ,to new GHqat Fontaineble-Ut, Everything is.very"
' 

\u25a0'well prepared,, Friendly welcome at ioy billets 0 , 

ObdH. has flown to Berlin-A-x-X-o 
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3, July. 1.94® 

yon Greiffenberg :• Matters di)sens sedj	 / 

a)	 .Operational questions'.- Britain^ which, must be 'dealt 
with, separately, and the East are the primary problems 
now* The' latter must be viewed chiefly with reference 
to the requirements of a military intervention which 
willcompel Russia 1 to recognize Germany's, dominant 

(position in.Europe* Special issues^ such as the Baltic 
and Balkan countries may introduce some variants. 

b) Organization of OKH Staff, breiffenberg must take over 
OQu I*. •\u25a0 

' 

\ 

Wagner: 

\ a) Wolff-Metternich^, art historian*-*v, 

b) Respective jurisdictions of Civil Administration and 
•Military Command in France	 :9 

c)	 Paris Military Headquarters, 

d)	 Cuts in Staff* 

c)	 Build-up of supply base France, Railroad difficulties! 
Setting-up of separate supply base for England unneces
sary; is already taken -care of by base set-up for 
southward drive of"right wing#*#6 

yon der Chevalier, is reports, on his 0ivo. Problems of officer 
and Gen, Staff training « 

yon Gre'lffenbe.rg -. Buhle; Operations, against England c 

1.) Paramount factors: Weather superiority. 

\ 
2,) Method: Similar to large-scale river crossing^, on line-Ostend Le Havre » 

3<») Potential beachheads s Cliffs at Dover_, Diingoness> and* 
Beachy Head* Elsewhere many good landing spots y even 
ifbeaches rise at steep angles. 

?i^st wave; six D.ivs 0 (picked units reinforced by 
, . four Armd, Bns.. ) 

5« ) Technical means; amphibious tanks, flamethrowingrafts^-— 
tanks^ assault boats from the jßhine« —Six-barreled 
rocket projectors not before, —october o Use of chemical 

-— 
smoke* Airborne landings a Amphibious Engineers. 

$,) \u25a0Pr cpar ations ; 

/ 
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a) Special Staff Reinhard, (Must be replaced
'	 '' in his 

\u25a0' 
\u25a0	 \u25a0\u25a0•. \u25a0\u25a0unit,), .. >' ; . :\u25a0• . ( 

trials; atb) Joint exercises and Putlos	 onor,	 better/
North Sea Coast,- , '\u25a0.\u25a0.\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0 ... : . , /

c) Selection of units^ strength requirements, reinforce' 
\u25a0'ments, .	 \for them* 

d) Air phonographs of fortifications and defense prep
;. arations (Urgent! ). 

c) Canaris, 
f) Signal communications.c ations. 
g) In our Hq: .planning staff under. G-reiffenberg, in 

addition Buhle and a representative of vNavy; also 
Thoma, Jacobs Brand, Thiele, Liss^ Ziehlberg, Roeh
richt. 

?•)	 Deception; Diversion by spreading of rumors. Mask 
a.ctual. width of jump-off frontage by ;propaganda and 
actual preparations . 

\u25a0^••)--	 Training must be geared- to the special tasks ahe'aid & 

~9») Appointed
i
time; August. Fog from' middle of (October--^ 

\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0; , \u25a0. onwards. . 
'	 

: 

r 1© 6 )'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 Drtaft operational plans; At the e arlle st \u25a0* 

yon Greiffenberg (on conference with Loyke): Wavy pr.epar ations 
for coastal defense: Coastal -ar£y c willarrive very late 
\u25a0.(tsilcfea- three months) , Org. Todt should be called in to 

\u25a0—do their construction work, . Liaison necessary with— 
Admiral France (Schuster).. Plans to be drawn up will 
embrace coast only as far as Le Havre!} further south 
everything willbe improvisation. 

Air build-up against England: AA precautions in area of 
AGps, B and" C are. insufficient v , 

Buhle: Some of the specifications of the OKW directive on demobil
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0"\u25a0 ization are utterly impracticable^ Continued availability

' .	 of discharged men assured only on furlough basis,, not if 
demobilized. . 

Report of British-French naval/action at Qran> 

Final OKW communique on campaign does not mention Gen. Staff with 
a single word. Signifleant i 

h July 1940, 

Orhe reports of a sea battle between the French and the British at 
Qran are confirmed. The British fried to prevent the French 

\u25a0ships from leaving port,, Battleship "Strasbourg" and one-, 

submarine did get through* The remainder of the ships were, 

put out of action at their .anchorages-, , . ;,. 
7 
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The Fuehrer has. ordered that armistice clauses relating
to decommissioning of French Navy .are to be suspended/
Personnel; of French Navy Ministry interned ngar Boche- \u25a0

\u25a0 \u25a0fort kill•be..- released,,.	 . 

°930	 Kuechler and Marcks#s: Orient ation on mission of AHq 18 
with regard to control, of- troops.. •fortifications and 

. administration in the East* Kirizel reviews disposition v 

forces, \u25a0\u25a0' ,	 vof Russian	 . 

Wuestefeldi Transfer of fortifications in West to contrshl of—' BdE. Administration of .Western", fo't bifications «'\u25a0 Dis- *	 ' 
!mantling of obstacles.	 /. . . 

Stapf: 

a) Air plans , Primary objective: destruction of enemy 
\u25a0Air Force and oJf\supportihg installations- end means., 
of prod^-ction* The two targets cannot be sharply 
separated from each other* . Secondary objective: Enemy-
Wavy* Every opportunity must, be used to attack the 

"•: enemy in the air and on the ground- . But a prime 
consideration is to preserve own .strength -for the long-

range execution of these "tasks,
 
Enemy air warning and signal networks seem. to be good.
 
Enemy apparently received \u25a0several successive warnings .
 
prior to our attacks,* ; Our -planes must vary routes to
 
and from, targets. Cover by long-range fighters and.
- \u25a0'\u25a0fighters, .	 : \ 

Plans for -interim period:' Hit-and-run attacks similar 
to those by the British, '. Disruption of production and 
attacks on airfields • 

Ready to; change over to large-scale attacks by end 
of this -we ek^ when air build-up willbe completed, ¥\Fill 
have four issues . of ammunition, and four fuel quotas* 

b) Air Force now has total strength of 

45 Bomber Gruppen,	 
.s» 

'
" 

12 Divebomber
 
10 Long-range Fighter Gruppen,
 
19 Fighter Gruppen.in Fleet,
 

Districts,13 Fighter Gruppen in Air Force 

At beginning of war we bombers. Presenthad 1.^200 
strength: Crews ,l_,loo planes $ 900~ machines .. British 
strength Is about (one—half ours, ; " 

c) Force requests release bf the following number of 
\u25a0short-range Ren* Staf£eln; . . '.. . . 

To Second fleet 3 Staf feln 
To Third Air Fleet 9. Staf feln 
For coast guard and.AAA air training . 4 Staf feln 
For Navy coastal . 3.patrols _. -3. sstaftaffelnfeln 

Total: 21 Staffeln 
Since we have 35, this would leave us with;14 StaffeTn. 
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V 

d)	 Staffeln which; previously worked -with individual Corps 
willremain :on call for Army* ; . 

c), Goering wants to keep Army'Liaison Officer in any. qasej 
if.Stapf should be needed elsewhere^ ,-a substitute must be 
assigned,. 

.£) ;Fuehrer said to have issued: order directing Army to 
assign its AA formations to. defense of airfields (in 
support of ground organization)* 

1230 yon Stuelpnagel ; 

a)	 Fuehrer has ordered, that, with armistice in foree f 
requisitions in areas that willnot remain occupied 
must not exceed day~to~day requirements of troops* 

b)	 Armistice Commission does not ..want to exercise- any-. 
• control over -Military Administrati on o, 
'. 
' vGoerihg demands/setting up of an Economic Commission, 

paralleling-- Armistice Commission, to deal with all 
. phases of French' economic life (coal, foreign exchange, 

r 
\u25a0confiscations etc.)*,	 ;\u25a0 

yon:Stuelpnagel 'willbe- representative of GvW. in the 
\u25a0Commission* • //	 . 

We must also get representatives "of.'the Military Ad-^
.ministration France into that Commission, Ministry 
Councillor yon Maas, Chairmant Privy Councillor 

*Hemmen,. from.: the Foreign Office, Composition: repres
. entatives of Foreign -Office., Four Year Plan, Reich 
•\u25a0- Government, Transport Ministry^ 

•In this manner we" attain what I.recommended to ObdH 
right from the . start.: Separation of economic policy*-, 
making from its practical' implementation* The latter 
willbe in hands of Military_ Administrati ono 

Ruof f. aftefwards 
"

Weise 3 personal calls a 

Gercke;1300 

a) Progress report • on French railroads « Difficulties in 
operation of Belgian 'railroads with.our personnel. 
Clear distinction drawn between military and civilian 
railroads in Belgium, 

b) Transportation schedules | Armor starts movements to the 
' 

\u25a0East as of 18 July 0 , , . , 
' 

. 

c.)	 Road network France: Draft of regulations for long-
distance hauls.* . , .-'.-., 

d)- Waterways a Canal, sys tem: stillmuch . in arrears .owing to 
. demolition of bridges and disruption 'of water supply 
systein* 

rail.ro.3ds,c)	 Intensification of expansion program on. eastern 

V 
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1100 yon Bock (on -phone)': 

;	 a) Crops ;, Holding up return of refugees impede s completion 
\u25a0of	 crop collection^ At least farming population should 

be allowed;. to- return*
';M- labor would arrive too late o 

This view is shared by the Individual Army. Commanders* 
Wants lifting? of restrictions for.return of farmers at 
least at. Cher-Loire line* 

Bockelberg is worried about return of refugees to Paris * 

b)	 Grops at home: Leaves must be granted for farm labor,, 
tractor drivers, etc. so that. leave,No	 fuel reduction^ 
personnel could be taken to railroad stations « 

\u25a0 \u25a0 

\u25a0 
\u25a0 

\u25a0I . \ 
Ziehlberg; Current.. Gen .Staff personnel matters. Internal Gen,~ 

Staff routine* .. 

Wagner (Weinknecht) on future organization of Supply Service,, For 
time ;be ing no supply collecting districts'^ but through-
routing .right from shipping point, Within ten days through' . « shipmeni? willbe possible as far as Paris, The practicability 

. of this system willhave to be* tested; but it seems question
able that it can be kept up in the long run,, 

Fieldpost service for Armies on-. Atlantic Coast is not 
running well. Mail takes twelve days. 

In the' evening return of ObdH* Lengthy talk' on .political and cur*
\u25a0 

\u25a0rent matters o , .	 . .' 

5 July 19400 

Morning Conference 
'

with ObdH: 

1») Reinhard: -Will have Hq in Berlin for time .being y.later . 
r. Putlos"]; main body of -his Staff goes toPutlos ahead bfhim. 

First part of his assignment will'be to establish team 
work with-BdE," Navy and 0rgo •i'odt, and develop all 

o	 The larger set-upresources within his limited scope 
\u25a0 

\u25a0must be organized by vs o	 . . 

oGet down to practical work as soon as ;; possible 

• Leeb, Jacob and others must .sendSchniewind^ . Fromm, 
Liaison Officers to Reinhard ; also Thcma. 

2.)	 England: 

a)	 Locations for seaborne landings,, (.j^p-'^f also -fro 
Cherbourg) 5 for airborne landings?. 

' 
;' 
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b) What is available for airborne landings? (stapf) 

c)	 Size bf
'

units tt.c be especially equipped for- airborne 
landings willbe adapted accordingly*. (Buhle rs job, 
nay have to arrange itwith -Air Force..) 

d)	 Jump-off; Put across Armor- (seaborne) initially from, 

both sides of Calais j another echelon later also from 
Cherbourg,- Transport of airborne forces to follow at 
the earliest to give then mobility,

c)	 Amphibious tanks available on 1 Aug 1945: 

90	 Tanks cm guns,.. "' 111 with 3,7 
tr	 » ,1> " 111 5 cm 
»28 IV y
 

12 mcd.- t-nk destroyers, SPM
 

ObdH wants 180 amphibious tanks \u2666 

Present bottom,, maximum 7 m (we need X5m)j speed
 
between Interference of buoyancy
 \u26665	 a^d 7 kra^ 

f)	 transport plan by Todt: Coinimmlcate tc Roinhard,-

S)	 Thoma and. Reinhard; Suction effect at low tidef tests 
at Sylt/ 

\u25a0^)	 Amnment, equijoment; 3dE has been instructed to make 
all suitable arms available, to give maximum striking 
power to air and seaborne forces of first assault wave. 

\u25a0(Mi*-howitzers, Cav» . guns, etc.). Speed production, 
Has also been directed to make every effort to help 
along production of sixr-barreled rocket projectors. 

i) Smoke laying tests by 4r Force? How far progressed? 
for application?Possibilities 

k )	 Target date: 15 Aug 

I)Resources for gas warfare; Status on 1Aug* Have 
Wagner look into it. What about type 100 gas? Have 

warfare,Liss find out about British resources for gas 

m)	 Jacob:. Speed boats, assault boats, outboard- motors "for 
lighters. 

n)	 Artyyr How much Arty, will be' available? Assembly of 
Arty* and AA defense for assembly.. Ammunition supplies. 

)	 What is;maximum distance for detection of sound of 
moving surface craft and underwater movements of tanks? 
(Check with' Navy on British sound location devices.) 

pj- Draw up list of Div> and Corps Hqs for assault. Must be 
picked t -.'•'.' 
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q)	 Establish training facilities/ Ground training centers 
in area north of Somme under Stra/tiss (AKq 

r) Demands on Navy and Air Force, Hew much tiiiie does Navy 
need? 

s)	 perception :measure sfr5 fr 

3»)	 Colonial, Troops: ObdH has given order's in Berlin for' 
activation of Colonial Regt,,^ of two Bns,_,_cf four Cos., 

\u25a0eachi Post: Bergen* Personnel willbe drawn from Divs, 
slated for deactivation and from Rgplacement Dept 0 

for colonial questions willbe organized at Goner 1 Army 
Office. Canvas automotive firms to collect data on type 
of automobiles best adapted to use in colonies (effect 
of sand?) -ft. 

4.)	 ObdH wants OKH in Berlin, 

5.) Guarding of Fife in ZI; 25 Bns. will be formed with 
personnel from deactivated Divs, 

Troop 
6.)	 Reichstag Session in berlin: Ctat standing/Commanders (decor

ated with Knight's Cross) up to rank of Corps Commanders. 
willattend. Corps Commanders retained by urgent business 
must send deputies (only General Officers), Afterwards 
they can go on leave for several days. 

7.)	 Meeting in Berlin must be anticipated after Reichstag 
Session 5 prepare for it, . 

8,)	 Reorganization of OKH: Fromm has been instructed to prepare 
transfer of Inspectorate of Schooling and Education to ' 
Inspector of Trainingjand of Political Liaison Section from 
Gen, Staff to General Amy Office under a now head. 

Liss : Intelligence report on England* 

OQu	 IV: Romania : Situation in relation to Russia ;calm; in relation 
to Hungary, tense: Trc op movements on both sides of border,
 
Estonia; New Russian demands?
 
Mediterrane an The ater : Italian offensive into Egypt is prep-*
 

area for second half of July*
 

— 
Jacob: Fortifications in East, West, and South* <- England, 

yon Ziehl.be'fig: Gen. Staff personnel matters, 

Brand;	 Invasion of Britain. Arty, build-up (X 12 down to 15 cm gun.) 
Effect on enemy coast and inland, Arty, cover for flanks 
of crossing lane before and after landing on English coast* 
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6 July 1940. 

Helm: Creation [;<>£\u25a0 a Political Sec, in projected peacetime 
set-up of^OKH. 

Callers:	 Hauser .-(VJaf fen SS) andSepp Dietrich (both have Knifeht»s 
Cross) ,';! 

1030	 Wagner, etc. on refugee matters. Report by Kossmann, 

1100	 Canaris : Presents information en Spain j employment cf 
Intelligence Service* 

Conference with' Gen, Streccius ;Minister Schmidt and their 
Aides, Report .on objectives and plans of Military iidministr? 
tion*' (Afterwards lunch with both.) Hqs have been 
set up, establishment of Sub-Area .Hqs -will take until middle 
of next week. This willsubstantially complete the setting 
up of Military administration* Difficulties in obtaining 
personnel* . 

1130	 ' 

Other reports are on coastal defense and re-grouping of 
troops. 

Refugee matters (pertinent instructions have been issued 
today). 

Demands willbe presented to French at initial session of 
'Commission this afternoon with regard to refugees^ admin
istration_, labor recruitment _, transport, and coal and food 
supplies. (Franco is tc fued her population with own 
resources!) Electric power supply is good. 

Transport	 matters „ 

Currency and credit system. 

It has been agreed that problems affecting the entire French 
economy( Massif Central included) especially food and 
currency matters, can only be settled on an interim basis . 
so as not to -hinder the work of the Economic Commission 
whichj we hear, is going to be transferred tc Paris, • 

1600	 Conference with General Reinhard (in presence of Greiffen
berg) about" his tasks. Returns to Wuerzburg tonight. 

1700	 Gen « yon Bockelberg ; Paris needs strong personality because 
many high-ranking representatives of government . agencies 
are setting up shop there (Sperrle^ branches of Reich Govern
ment agencies _, etc.). 
Only very	 best Divs, needed for Paris, 

'(Regional Defense 
Troops are said tc have been seen drunk in public) 

Workers in suburbs out and cut Communists, 
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1745 Kabenau- reports- on his activities in Holland _, Belgium, 
and France i, Status cf .Military Archives in these countries* 

on personnel 4Various recioHiriendation^	 The problem is whether 
to	 employ military; or gjivilan personnel in Archives, 

1800	 Thcma reports en -a-BSpi^bious tanks and other preparations 
for invasion of Engl?4d. Ordinance Dept*;, Sec* VI-*, 
coordinates Tests in Hamburg, • water-proofingactivities.^ 

,"'\u25a0.'.'trials in Aachen*
 
Intensive trials in.North Sea required. To date' only
 
isolated tests, no"la;rge scale trial", as reported by
 
Tcdt "to Fuehrer, '
 

\u25a0 

Conference with yon Greiffenberg ,Buhle, and Thoma; Method 
of a landing 'in England and resulting requirements in 
organization, equipment and grouping of troops are 
discussed. 

yon Greiffenberg' and Buhle; Organization of Paris Headquarters* 

¥on	 Greiffenberg; 

a)	 Military-political data bearing on future tasks of 
Gen* Staff must be compiled now* Special study 
group is to be set up for this purpose in Op. Sec* 

b)	 Briefing of Mieth on reporting on work of Armistice 
Commission, Demobilization of French is to be 
concluded by 1nug. Also disarming and establishing 
of arms depots, . System of controls, 

7 July 1940. 

0930	 Buhle reports on: 

a)	 Fuel requirements for new motorization program. 

b)	 French tanks probably cannot be brought into use at an 
early date, (At best three- or four Ens. willbe avail
able in three months.) 

c)	 Demobilization, 

d)	 Furlough questions,, 

c)	 Armament and ammunitions program* 

1130	 yon Greiffenberg: Current matters. Occupation of Channel 
Islands , 

1200	 Roehricht: 
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a) French Army Training Centers.
 
b) Application .of combat experiences.
 
c) Request for reports on individual actions.
 
d) Orientation on intended operations against Britain,.
 

13C0	 Bogatsch: Distribution of Air units attached to Army on 
completion of all current transfers: 

2 Long-range Ren. Staff eln (lallocated' to Arty, Calais, 
1 to AHq18). 

14 Short-range Ren, Staff eln: 

7 with Armies 
5 with armored in area of AHq 2 (parts can be sent 

to ZI later en) <, 

2 in ZI for training and rehabilitation. 

Corps Air Officers will be withdrawn from Corps Hq, Skeleton 
Staffs remain consisting of representatives of Sees* la, Ib, 
Ie under Staff Officer, and Staff Photo Sec. Special group 
under Col, Gnam willremain at Second Army Hq to compile 
experiences on Inf\u2666 /Armor teamwork. 

yon	 Ziehlberg: Future Staff appointments.1900 

8 July 1940. 

1100	 yon Stuelpnagelt 

1.)	 Postponement of Reichstag Session because of probable 
reshuffle of British Cabinet,, 

2«)	 C in Cs of the three Branches of Service appear to 
have received verbal instructions on further plans 
for the' war _, yesterday-*. 

3.)	 Stuelpnagel has instructions to approach French on 
granting air bases in North Africa.* 

4.)	 French Commission intimates its desire to move to Paris 
soon* 
Irecommend dilatory treatment. of this request c At 
present it would be better to have merely a branch of the 
French Government in Paris 0 'If the Commission shows 
understanding for' our wishes, the Government might be 
allowed to return, but not to Paris, only to Versailles, 

$*) French government wants to appoint a Chief to head its 
Paris branch. 

6,)	 Brittany: Leitielsen reports on alleged separatist 
movement. 

7»)	 Wagner must get a representative on the Armistice Commision 
soon. 
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\u25a0Visit by yon Manstein* 

ObdH returns, Long talk on ope rations- against England, 

In the evening; G££^£2£ik££S submits .plan on re-allocation 
of GHq Reserves'; approved* Operation againsjj Britain* 

Wagner; Current matters of Military Administrat ion. 
Area Hqs: Poitiers _, Rouen, Troves, 

9 July 19 4@« 

yon Wietersheim; Talk on part to be played by XIV Corps, 
Personal matters » 

CQu IV; a)	 Italian war: Offensive in Libya qn 15 July, 

b)	 Southeast; Delicate situation in Romania. Attitude of 
Russia obscure,. Might have designs on Danube Delta, 
Repercussions on Bulgaria and Hungary* 

Romania is trying to get chummy with us on the military 
enclj with a vievy to creating the impression on the out
side that she is being taken under German wings. 

Caution! 
Reports on evacuation of Southern- Dobrudsha by Romania, 
Iron Guard has become active againI 

c)	 Northeast: Development in- Baltic countries; Finland's 
position appears to be reassuring * 

d)	 Russia. -* Britain. 

Lt. Col, Winter (Armistice Commission) reports on general atmosphere 
at Armistice Commission meetings* France obliging _* almosjs 
pleading for moral support c Dependence on changing Govern
ment policies necessitates almost daily reporting to Fuehrer, 

for determination, of course;;. of Commission* 

Detailed report on work of the several Sections of the 
.. .Commission*	 

• 

Gen* Maj« Foltznann (164th Div.) drops in. 

Buhle^, a)	 Reorganization of Armd, Divs. willtake four weeks; 
will then be- ready for commit ment within 72 hours *\u25a0 

b)	 Mt. Divs*; One new Div, willbe activated immediately 
by taking one Regt c each from 10th and 25th Divs, 
(are being motorized) «, 

c)	 Of the pre-war activated Corps Hqs^Xl and XVIIwill 
not be needed in peacetime organization; eliminated 
Inf. Corps become surplus. 
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cl)	 Basic features of the mot, and the non~mot» AGp. 

c)	 Organizational matters regarding assault troops for 
invasion of Britain*

' 

f) Relation between Town Commandants and Post Troop-Commanders,*- : 

g)	 Furlough transports start 20 July (within five months 
all troops Armies will,have hapl 21 days ofof	 western 
furlough) » 

h)	 Secret Field Police: System of allocations of Field 
Police units* 

i) Future set-up of Org. Sec. 

During afternoon: "ork on draft operational plans for invasion 
of Britain, 

Evening,*- Wagner : Problem of close liaison between Economic 
Commission and Military Administration* Specific problems 
of Military Administration. 

10	 July $940 « 

0930	 yon Greifforiberg: Operation against England, Methods of 
attack) strength estimate: demands on other Branches of 
Armed 

-
I©CO 1100 yon Zjehlberg; appointments in 'Gen* 'Staff after war. 

Peacetime organization of Gen. Staff. 
-

1130 1230 Fellgiebel: Demands .by Force and Navy. ue have 
transferred tb date; 

To Navy: 5 Telephone Cos 4 
>To Air Force j 15 Telephone Cos, Now Air orce asks for 

additional 15 Telephone Cos* 

X insist that- mot, units destined for the East and for 
England must not be. affected by these withdrawals. Other
wise Iagree to transfers _, inasmuch as units will remain 
under control of Signal Chief* 

Supervision of French telecommunications new and in ease 
of transfer of French overmen t to Paris * 

Ott":	 Order of battle of Inf.: 

a)	 Utilization of vehicles (unloaded combat trains) to carry 
Infantry, Idisapprove the plan to have remainder of Inf. 
ride on bicycles in order to speed-up movement. That 
'could be done with individual Bns,_, but not with whole 
Divs, 
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4 

b)	 Assault Badge t The fact that badges cannot be awarded 
retroactively?; causes discrimination* 

c)	 Teaching Staff for Inf. School, 

Confer with yon Grciffenberg during . afternoon, .afterwards 
report to ObdH on plan for operation. against England* 

Following- this,report by Gen 0 Mueller on slow progress in setting 
up Military Administrati on and steps contemplated to speed 
itup; also on refugee matters. 

In the evening Italk over the sane subject with Wagner,, 

Also in the evening we- receive a, letter from Navy requesting 
various data on cross-Channel transports of troops. 

handling;,	 will. This is not the way to.dp it. Centralized
 
delay everything, We must decentralize*
 

11 July 1940> 

Morning Conference with ObdH: He approves operational draft, 
A number of the usual minor modifications are settled* 

Wagner;	 Report on refugee organization (Kossmann)_j economic 
reconst ruction in France , collecting of captured 
materiel, coordination between Military Command 
and Civil Administration with a view to restoring 
orderly conditions in France at the earliest (definition— 
of jurisdiction) « « Definition of jurisdiction 
in Paris, . . 

Crerc'ke : Railroads: Current capacity of lines between Germany 
and occupied territories willapproach peacetime level* 

20	 Aug* 

East: Preparations for improving the detraining net,, 
which Ihave stipulated, willbe completed by end of 
July; we can then begin to move Construction Troops 
to	 the East, 

In	 Zlj work on current improvements is in progress. 

Roads t , Putting up of -Gentian road? signs has been 
completed in Belgium,; France will take another three 
or four weeks a 

Canals;,	 Repairs are progressing slowly; first Belgian-
canals and connection Lille Paris. 
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Peacetime organization : Railroad Construction Troops : 

6 Regts, of 2 Bnsy in )
 
3 (initially 2); Brigs,. ) under Railroad
 

!Training Bn* ;: ) Troop Commanders
 
Railroad Troops, School )
 

Operating Groups ; Railroad Operating Regt. (6 Cos,) with 
railroad ops ration training lines. 

Section in OKH; CQ,u, toA Transport cad Planning Depts. 

Sfrapf : 

a)	 Air Force once more requests change in control of Army units 
supporting Air Force defenses of air fields. Iobject to 
changing anything in the, established set-up j besides, the 
matter has already been settled^ and can be laid down in written 
orders , 

b)	 Invasion of England: 

airborne Troops willbe ready by 15 **ug;
 
ISO transport planes carrying 20' men a total of 8,000
each^	 men, 
110 cargo gliders in Gruppen of 12 each. 

Air transport only within.limits of above mentioned numbers. 

c') General orientation on line \u25a0of our policy for invasion of 
\u25a0 

\u25a0England,,	 
' 

d)	 Britain has now about 600 bombers _, we have also 600, 

British operational procedure to move bombers from dispersal 
areas to take-off areas and back ag.-,in makes itdifficult to 
bring, our air superiority, to bear in concentrated attacks. 
It will take between a fortnight and a month to smash enemy 

f Air Force. 

yon Greiffenberg brings in maps for report to Fuehrer. 
'. Discussion of operational disposition of forces for assault of-— 

England, . Organizational measures for the two-thirds-* of the— 
13	 Divs,-*& of first wave prepared -Organizationmust be —- (Buhle). 
of the Arty, fire plan for the coast* dispositions regarding 
coastal defense _, safe guarding of Green Boundary _, air defense. 

yon Etzdorf ; Internal situation of Britian: between Churchill\u0084Discord 
and Halifax* \u25a0 Churchill has prevailed: War to. the finish",. 

r> 

Bffitain and Russia, are both seeking a rapprochement. . Possibility 
of an understanding on Iran is not out of question and could 
provide, basis for an over-all understanding between tithe bear and

' the whale" as in 1908. .	 
' 

Balkans ; Dobrudsha is apparently being evacuated for the. Bulgarians* 
Hungary has been advised to mind its own business. Hew long this 
policy can be maintained remains to be seen* 
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The danger that Rumania and in her train the whole Balkans 
willbe convulsed: by- domestic crisis cannot be discounted. 
Such a development 'would 'serve British interests* 

America by and large is held under the spell of coining 
elect-ions. It appears thr.t Roosevelt's position j.s no 
longer .undisputed ; } 

East Asia; Japan seems to get busy in French inde— China* 
Naval demonstration* Commission in Annam, Additional 
Japanese advances in this area are not particularly desirable 
for vs ft Settlement of Chinese question does not make any 
progress*. 

12 July 194Q. 

CQu IViBorder, traffic at Spanish frontier* Estimate of foreign 
political 'situation. 

reports briefly on
 
Div. :
 

1100	 yon Stumme " his Divs,, particularly 4&th 

1130	 Reception of' Commanders of -area Hqs } Neumann-Neurode , 
I» vcn Rejss 3 -ron Rothberg, 

Buring morning and afternoon, work on report for Fuehrer on 
invasion of Britain,* 

Buhle and Stieff: Disposition cf GHq troops as of 15 
'
July. Some 

' deactivations. Discussion of questions regarding future 
set-up, of Ml.Districts, 

~ Greiffenberg (Cpt. Loyke, Navy): Report on crossing and landing 
conditions from Navy viewpoint, 

Maps for report to Fuehrer. 

Dispositions regarding coastal defense and safeguarding. of 
Demarcation Line. 

13 July 1940 (Berghof) 

C730	 Departure from Fontainebleau, 0800 Take off from air field. 
Travelling with strong arrive in Salzburgtail wind^ we	 at 1015 > 
drive	 to Berghof, 1100, 

120©	 Report to Fuehrer en invasion of Britain, 

Introductory remarks on ever-all objective of Armed orces. 
Initialmission "of Army, General basis for their attainment. 
Prerequisite conditions, time factors, strength. 
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Execution of attack: 

I) Enemy: Land army, coastal defense s,, disposition of 
forces' and -probable defense tactics. 

;.P-) o^^ development Gonfig&r/a^ions pf poast, .terrain 
in England!;, 

' 

J^pip-olf base] disposition and strength 
requirements °'|!pr ju%>-Q:ff; sip) sequent "phases of 
operations. 

III)Qur organization and technical preparations. 

- — 
"River crossing" Landing. stepsIV) Our,met hod tl —	 - Next— 

in operation, < Strength requirements, Order of 
battle. 

V)	 Summing up of proposals and demands on other services * 

VI) Time Schedule 
'

and preparations to date. 

Recommendations are approved as basis for practical prepar
ations. Order hr.s been issued for immediate start of invasion 
preparations* 

The following suggestions are made in this connection: 

a)	 Separate raids on Isle of. Wight and Cornwall in order 
to impair morale and undermine willof resistance. 

b)	 Artillery cover of water lanes under .unified coxnmand of 
Navy, For this purpose all available guns (also railroad 
guns) willbe concentrated, first on our coast, later on 
enemy coast in order to protect our water lanes against 
enemy surface action. Under witer protection willbe 
provided by Navy through submarines and mines. 

Subsequently, review of political situation from military angle. 

a)	 Itwould be desirable net tc deactivate 20 of the 35 
tM for 

' 

Reactivation In the 2X* Instead, the personnel 
of these be discharged on a furloughUivs» 'should merely 
basis, thus maintaining prompt availability of the Divs. 

(Must tell Buhle to study possible effect of this plan 
and to submit list of %vs, to be definitely deactivated,) 

b)	 Political analysis. 

!•). The FFUehrer wants to draw Spain into the game in order 
to build up a front against Britain extending from the 
North Cap to Morocco, Ribbentrop willgotto Spain, 

-Rus 8^-3 1 s Interest not to let us grow too big is 
recognized, Russian aspirations to Bosporus are 
inconvenient for Italy, 
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3.) Romania willhave to foot the bill. Hungary has fo 
get	 a slice, jJulgarf.fr is taking the Bobrudsha anyhow 
and looks for Vissegs, %o the Mediterranean at the ex
pense ef (4pepee,i Jtfc- difficulty is seen in that direc
tion. fjie KiJig .of- 'Romania has addressed a letter to: 

the Fuehrer, quasi "putting himself under his protection. 
Answer: He can afford to cede some territory to Hun-
Gary and Bulgaria c 

4*.)	 Italy seems, to want some Greek islands in t]ie lonian Sea,' 
The attempts of the Fuehrer cat iritcresting Italy in 
Crete and Cyprus have not been successful- Italy's 
aspirations moreover are directed toward obtaining a 
corridor from her North-African possessions to Abyssinia, 

5.)	 In Africa we are claiming the coast {apparently together 
with Spain) ,Italy wants the hinterland,- We also 
claim French and Belgian Congo for us. 

The	 Fuehrer is greatly puzzled by Britain*s persisting, un
willingness to make, peace, He sees the answer (as we do) 
in Britain's hope on Russia, and therefore counts on 
having to aoitrpel her by main force to agree to peace. 
Actually that is much against his grain. The reason is 
that- a military defeat 'of Britain willbring about, the dis
integration of the British Empire. This would not be of 
any benefit to Germany. German blood would be shed to 
accomplish something that mould benefit only Japan, the 
United States and others* 

1900	 Return. Left Berghof 1300, took off by plane from Salzburg 

1345* Later: Instructions to org. Sec, regarding reduc
tion of number of Divs 0 slated for deactivation. Discussion 
withr.Op. Sec, on results of conference. Preparations for 
conference with Chiefs on Sunday, 1100. 

14 July 1940. 

1100	 Conference with representatives of fillSections on planning 
data for operation against on proposed, method ofBritsi% 

\u25a0execution.,, and the assignments for the individual sections 
in the preparation for it. 

Buhle:a) Divs, to be deactivated: 

4 Divs, of Third Draft: 209th, 228th, 231st, 211th. 
9 Regional Defense Divs* 

_4 Fortress Divs 0: 554th through 557th. 
17 Bivs. 

This leaves 

9 Divs-o Fifth and Sixth Draft (all Czech equipment) 
9 Divs, of Third Draft. 

18 Divs. 
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b)	 projected ''rejuvenation"-* unpracti cable. 

c)	 Filling up Arty* of civs* of Third, Seventh and Eighth 
Draft to authorized strcn. ;th only partly feasible. 

x Activations of more Artyo units necessary* 

d)	 Preparations for invasion of Britain\ tanks » 

c)	 Norway \u2666 

f) 20 Armcl. Divs, can. be re-equipped every four years 
without straining national economy _, according to Schell, 
Motor transport budget? Cost of equipment • for Army alone 
would- then run to one-half billion.** 

g)	 Liaison between projected "Chief of Training Dept," with 
General Army Office« 

Ton Ziehlberg; Paris Parade* Current Staff personnel 
\u25a0matters/	 .. 

Wagner (Gen Qu) :Report on. discussions with Armistice Commission.~ Hemmen (Special Commission for Economic Affairs)«
 
Report on rumored threat to German. Parade by British Air
 

-«\u25a0Force, Various subjects relating' to agenda of .Armistice 
Commission* 

15 July 1940. 

1030	 yon Greiffenberg: Disposition of Livs o for build-up against 
England, Organization of cor.naa.nd set-up «. New boundary 
line between AGps» B and A» 

Minister Hemmen (Head of Economic Commission in the Armistice 
Commission) : Discussion on tasks—of Economic Commission 
and of Military.Administration, -Policy basis; of activ
ities	 of Economic Commission* 

Afterwards we have luncheon together, Present: Ministry 
Councillor Sarnow, of Military Administration France, Herr 
yon Maltzahn* 

Afternoon: Maier^ a friend of Artillery School days^ now CO of 
a Foot Arty, En. } drops in» 

IVOO	 Buhle r, Grei'ffenberg^ Roettigers Conference on progress in 
work of Staff Rqinhard,. Organization of first assault 'wave 
for Channel crossing* 
Subsequently* at ObdH T s office 0 

23-0®	 Gefl» Brand: Employment of our 
' 

Heavy ;irty. for coastal 
defense, .\u25a0 

2200	 Ziehlberg: Current Gen. Staff personnel matters. 
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16 July 194Q,. 

0900	 Conference _jvljjq. gjkdg ? Various problems relating to prep
arations for mmsip'n of England 0 

Buhle : 

a)	 Shipment equipment to Divs. begins July*of	 additional 29 
'Will..arrive beginning 7 Aug. 

b)	 ZI Divs ft.s BdE is instructed to make arrangements to have 

to	 march within 6 days6 Divs. ready	 " 
5	 it n11 «1! "»it . 38 n 

» it it 105	 ". 

c)	 C in C East. Divs, Hqs to be reorganized as Sub— Area 
Hqs. (Gen QuO* 

d)	 Sixty ffliem^ JSortafSs viith 8,000 rounds of HE ammuni
tion willbe fctsrnad over to Air Force, 

c)	 Fuehrer's suggestion regarding Assault Guns (for Inf.l). 

f) Guderian r s experiences on organization and armament of 
Arnd* Divs« 

g)	 Basic data on transitional organization and mobilization 
in conversion to final peacetime organization of Army 
(not before 1-941) * 

yon Greiffenberg brings in drafts of first orders for regrouping 
against Britain. Must be redrafted in several. points. 

The decision on the Paris Parade is stillhanging fire. 
This situation os growing intolerable* 

yon Thoma reports on amphibious, tank trials and progress in 
rehabilitation of Armd* Divs? Most convenient period 
for refitting goes to waste because nearly	 all type 111 
and IV £ahks were sent to Paris for the parade. 

yon Greiffenberg ; Consultation on command	 organization for 
data,invasion of England, Igive him the on which map 

exercise for clarification of organizational questions is 
to be based. . . 

According to Air Force 'we have available: 
IjOOO	 transport planes _, 1% operational;. 
150 cargo gliders., 

According to Navy we have available:
 
2,000 river barges (but not before end of 2 months).
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VOLUME VBV B 

31, October 1940. 

Morning 1030 hrs. Arrival at Zossen* Staff ready for work. 
Accommodations very well prepared » 

yon Stuelpnagel (Armistice Commission) : 

''\u25a0a)	 Conference tal Lav 1 Huntzir 'in Abets' of/ \u0084cc this 
afternoon. French proposals > bas* 

" 

..n the Fuehrer/Pe'taiki
conference* Speidel willbe there* Abetz willimmediately 
take the French proposals to Berlin. 

b)	 Greece: Progress seems t- be very slow*, 

c) warfare documents: The matter is getting under 
Col,way* Lt8 yon Horn has been detached to the French 

Laboratory at Bourges, .according to the French specialists, 
they have no new gas, nor have the British, 

yon Zjehlberg: Progress report on construction work on Ghq. East. 
Baurat Henne*' waits trucks from us.i (Have not got any!) yon 

Ziehlberg will go there himself s 

Heusinger: 

a)	 Fuehrer wants to talk to yon Th^ma, 

—	 — l>)	 Organizations requested- by us for Spain: At the<-> .	 i. moment.\u25a0 o 

the Reichsmarschall.. won1 t.'Tet us have the Reconnaissance 
Staffs] -aid AA Bnd<? which were to participate in our 
exerciser;; he wants to speak t<~' the Fuehrer first. 

c)	 Army HHoq 1^ Fontainebleau oo 

d)	 Cap.t* Koch (Navy) willbs in charge of loading operations 

at Napj.es: !!?>? German ships available in the MecL. : rranean^ 
21 of 'thorn he..." bee-, -ut in dock the Navy," On, ship 
ready oq-10 November. 

c)	 greek tion; Littl orogressj, 

f) Preparations for "pain: Iwadying of the reconnaissance 
parties in civilian clothes with camouflaged (French) 
cars and a truck column f-rr supplies and fuel* Assembly 
at Ebrde.mx is being prepared* Application of ngas ex— 
plosion" 'still-requires further study on :the spot* 

Wagner (Gen Qu) : HuntzigG^r at the Paris conference submitted a 
\u25a0\u25a0'. Memorandum containing demands concerning the 'Army/ Air Force 

and Navy. Huntzinger is pressing* -'•he French seem to be 
genuinely anxious to fight England and Ec Gaulle, At this 
conference the following questions were raised: Poll's, Demar
cation, line, question of the Northern Departments, '^hese 
questions cannot be handled by the Armistice Commission and 
the %Kn alone _, the -army must be called in. In the following 
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phone talk with Jod1.;I nH:': it clear t ':, an Army representative 
\u25a0musi; part 

" 
j_pate in negotiations dealix.,,, -vith questions and 

demands affecting Army interests,, The Armistice Commission 
is not in a position to understand all implications, (ObdH 
has been informed «) 

QOu IV: 10- -15 November l Conference with Italy inInnsbruck with 
the Military Attache's of 'both countries present. (Not the 
Milit.3xy ommanders)* 
Question of sending an Armd, DIvc to Libya will be deferred 
tillthen* Badoglio suggest? we should send larger forces 
to s;omania_ o (Nonsense I He probably wants to have us ready 
for "Bulgaria") » Greece expects from England only material 
aid for the time being* Bulgaria is quiet f 

o bdH:a) Florence Conference went off smoothly* Mussolini is not 
opposed t>o our relationship to France, Greek question was 
not even touched 

'

upon j only mention was made of the ''Note",, 
which has been sent to Greece(l) # Extension of the war on the 
Balkans is to be avoided. 

b)
' 
Talk on future assignment for yon Stuelpnagel » ObdH wants to 
keep IICorps open only till1December* If by that time 
yon Stuelpnagel has hot been released from the Armistice 
Commission, he willget IX Corps* should peace be concluded, 
he becomes Chief of Equipment. 

1 November 1940* 

Talk with von_S^uel.pr>a£el. (.armistice Commission) on OKH participation* 
In st udjivig Hunt zi.g':-er s pr opo sal s » 

Radke : Party Propaganda speakers to the troops during winter,-— 
Langemark celebration* Current matters* 

Capt, Buerkner (Navy) : Information on situation in Adds 
nothing new o.£ any imDcrtancs, Our impressions on the conver
sations with franco and retain ire confirmed, pparently our 
views oh- what is &rA is not possible inEgypt seem to be 
new to CXW6 Admiral Canaris wants to be the go-between is. 
initiating negotiations -with Spain* (Gathering of inforna.yjqn) • 

Buhle: a)	 Czech-eo nipped -^-visioii, Exchange of trucks already 
order ed c drawbacks of any changes introduced now outweigh 
benefits.-. 

b)	 Allocation of tanks to Armd. %v«, Tanks from Fourth- iirmd.
Div» to fourteenth Armd, Div, Amphibian tanks: Four 
weak Bns, to Eighteenth i-irmd. Div«* 
Conversion of mot, Inf, Civ, to Armd* f 

Personnel Replacement Transfer 3ns » 

c) Reports	 back from leave. 
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He vsinger* Oriel* regarding Gibraltar reconnaissance is being 
prepared , 

QOu. IV: 'Buzzlngs from the Reich Chancellery (Engel),,* 

a)	 Conference with Laval was a success.,. The fuehrer wanted 
the French to. state officially that England is the trouble 
maker. The sooner this Power is remove^ the quicker will 
peace be restored in Europe* 

"^b) Conferences with Franco did not satisfy, "Jesuit swine 
"misplaced Spanish pride"* 
Fuehrer's line; of argument : Joining the Tripartite Pact 
is not primarily adhesion to the Pact_, but 
joining" a combination to overthrow Britain's preponderance. 
Germany wanto base on the Canary 

" . lands and the 
the i.-voter shouW be arranged ieix. jrbugal by Spain, 
This demand apparently has severely disillusioned the 
Spaniards^ who are out only to gain their own ends without 
making any sacrifices... Spanish desire for active participa
tion ... is very weak* -^gaining Gibraltar is one of their 
national aspirations _, but the material chances to do so 
are slight • They arc still carrying on a brisk trade 
with -England j e agc o.ro against fuel. If we want Spain to 
come over to our side^ we would have to' supply her with 
all her needs. Navy (Doenits) demands Spanish ports for 
submarine warfare,, 
In consideration of Sp anish participation in the war the 
following stipulation has fee en made: Gibraltar willbe 
captured by us and turned over to Spain^ together with 
a part of French Morocco "provided France can be compen
sated elsewhere*" 
Vile have not succeeded in inducing Franco to enter the war 
right away. 

c) P&tairu The pers nality of the old Marshal has made a 
stTfohg impression on the Fuehrer, Both Petain and Laval 
are trusted by himc The Fuehrer has handed Petain a 
Memorandum defining Germany's claims „ It is very moderate 
as far as colonial and economic demands are concerned, 

France willretain her Colonial -Empire „ itfe need France 
in the fight against England, Petain needs time for re-adjustment . 3von the cooperation of the French Fleet 
agai;- : Sn.gl-.-nd appeals possible eventually*-L

Fie;.ich attl: -3 towar t Italian de- nds: . Their ar;. repared"' 
to	 cs'jr Tonit);, .......a still opp j Nice was not discussed.
 

d) Conference	 on Obersalzberg scheduled for thevylth L^^old**future..,near 

c ) hac accepted the invitation for conversations in 
Berlin* (This is still not definite!) Fuehrer hopes he 
can bring Russia into the anti-British front. 

f) 11 -^ucej After the conferences with the French, II 
wrote excited letter In which he ex-an	 to the Fuehrer^ 
pressed alarm over a premature recovery of France (Dis
trusts military measures ,in her C^lonios^ etc.). The 
result was the Florence onforence* where IIDuce became 
fully convinced that the Fuehrer is following the right 
policy toward France, 
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XI Italian Monarchy is playing a double game (keeps 
up its sleeve the possibility of going over to the other 
side) ;Italy has no outstanding Generals! 

g)	 Fuehrer very much annoyed at Italian maneuvers in Greece. 
Right now he is in a mood not to send anything to Libya 
and to Albania. -Let the Italians do it by themselves! 
Diplomatic relations between JLtaly and Greece have not yet 
been broken off » A rupture of diplomatic relations between 
Greece and Germany is out of the Question, 

•Evening to Berlin. (Air raid alarm), 

2 November 1940. (Berlin). 

Several talks with Admiral Ganaris> Apparently he feels hurt that 
we thought he wanted to meddle in th business of the OKH. 
At my recuest he recalled Iviajor Kautbuhke from Algecir-as. 
Icall a joint conference with Op, Sec. Arty. Off, and 
Abwehr. 

l6so.	 confsrance at CKH (Berlin) with Ganaris, Heusinger, Ehlfeldt 
and Kautschke, 'Aie following arrangements were made: 

1»)	 Kautschke turns over to Op. Sec. and Arty, Off, his 
material on Gibraltar (on Jionday) and then goes to 
Kuebler^ where he willreceive additional detailed 
instructions, (Steinbauer) *"* 

2,)	 Ganaris willbe at our disposal to get the necessary 
intelligence work under way and to make arrangements with 
Vigon and Franco for .the shipment of our troops. His organ
ization willalso provide cover for our reconnaissance 
work against British intelligence, Overall impression on 
Spain; Their are afraid of a conflict with England^ and 
so are vsry much worried about a possible British landing 
in pain or Portugal and an occupation of the Canary 
Islands by the British. 
The internal administrative machinery has completely 
broken down: They are wholly dependent on England for 
food and fuel and deliver ore in return* P'ranco's position 
difficult, as he has nothing left to bolstor him up and 
so cannot afford to take risks, His position is weakened 
rathor than strengthened by Suner who Is easily the best-
hated man -in Spain, Mutual understanding Is handicapped 
by unwarranted, hauteur and their morbid sensitiveness. 
To this must bo ad 'led Franco 1 s sL/nass, Oanaris 1 conference 
with the Reichsmarschall: has an impression of absolute 
lack of planning in the air operations against England, 

— —
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3 November 1940. (Berlin, °unday) » 

Yon saw the Fuehrer. Described his impressions inLibya*:puehrer stated that he has "written off" the Libyan affair* 

Max, Gerti and Rath for noon dinner** 

Reports are coming in from Paris on Huntzijffger* s demands which are 
calculated to prepare France for defense against England* 
(Conference of 31 October) \u25ba The demands are grouped under 
the headings "Army" "Navy" "Air Force", Demands relating 
to the Army are quite moderate: Permission to carry on re~** 
cruiting for the transitional Army also in the Occupied 
Zone*' Increase in the strength of the North African Army 
fey 20,800 men, to 120,000, Release of Officers and Noo*s 
with North Africa experience from PoW .camps. Permission 
to activate one reinforced Inf. Regt. with MG unit, .^rbillery,
-Engineers and Transport-. 

h November 1940* (Monday, Berlin) * 

1415 • Meet ObdH -at the -Reich 'Chancellery* Ioutline Whin ny ideas 
on Spain, The Rock alone won't do it. The following questions 
present themselves; 

Spain is exposed to a British attack and therefore relies 
on constant support, Economically she is on the verge of 
collapse and therefore also needs continuous economic assistance, 
Internally she is racked by the gravest tensions, A'e might 
as a result be forced to take sides in internal disputes » 

Portugal: Military and economic dependence the same as Spain's, 

North vilest Africa: Tangier, Morocco together with the Canary 
Islands may become British objectives(later perhaps in con
junction with U«S») ( Northwest Africa together with .Equatorial 
Africa may become the object of a great struggle between 
the European and Anglo-Saxon Powers, 

142©, Fuehrer (present Keitel, Jodl, Deyle, Schmundt, Engel, ObdH 
and myself) ; 

!•) Li^Zii: fuehrer has formed for himself the following picture; 

a;	 More time is needed than was thought at first, We can 
no longer count on the Italians to start their thrust 
on Mersa Matruh before the end of December, This will 
be again followed by a delay for preparing the water 
supply, road building, etc, (Three months) . Then comes 
the hot season. Nothing can be done before fall 1941* 

V^ Italy has informed us that she needs Tripolis herself 
as a supply' base and would like us to take Tunis. as our 
supply base. 
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I) He has little confidence in Italian Generals, Italy 
wants us only "to save the blo<~;i. of her own sr.'l -liersH* 

d)	 From the operational standpoint itis dangerous to use 
German troops in operations across seas which we do not 
control _, and with an Ally who does not put in his last 
ounce to keep these seas open» 

2.)	 Spams Franco has promised in a letter to the Fuehrer that 
he would faithfully uphold the verbal agreement s_, viz, 

\u25a0s that he would enter the war on our side«
 
Fuehrer now wants to hasten Spain' s entry into the war.
 

Possible British reactions: The British might establish 
a foothold on the West African coastj or make landings in 
Morocco or on the panlsh or Portuguese Islands, 

France has the will and the power to defend her territories 
unaided. 

Ifnecessary _, Spain willhave to be supported in defending 
her	 Islands,, 

3.)- Que stion of the Isiand s % At present OKW is still weighing 
the ouestiori which Islands are to be occupied and with 
what forces this should be clone* OKH representative must 
be called mi (^e usinger )# 

4.)	 Gibraltar. 

a) At the san:o moment as we cross :he Spanish frv.."Mei'j 
planes must be attacking \ ..-. British Fleet In 

Gioraltar* air base must be prepared in advance*, 

b)	 Troops must be kept standing by to march into Portugal,, 

c)	 Artillery must be shipped over to the southern shore 
of the Strait as soon as feasible* 

5.)	 Greece : 

a) British attempts to establish air bases at Lemnos and"* Saloniki* Air defense serxd.ce has been advanced to 
the southern border of Bulgaria, Turkey 1 s attitude 
probably noncommittal. (Attempt to mobilize Russia 
against Turkey/-) «. 

fe) German Army; must make preparations to support a swift 
march Into Thrace,*"* Recoi'iraendations to CM 
Strength^ time required) » 

c) Ajr_Force must make preparations for smashing the bases 
Greek Islands,on 

6.) Turkey: This brings up the problem of Russia, The question 
eliminated,,cannot be tackled before Russia has been With 

Bulgaria pressing in the South^ Turkey can be kept quiet 
with the help of Russia* 
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7»)	 Russia remains the great problem of -^urope, '^'c must do 
our utmost to be prepared when the great showdown comes. 

£•)>	 li§JL lfat allJ not before 1942. 

9«)	 nSeeloe?i/e"n Seeloe?i/e" \u2666 Not before next spring* Preparedness must be 
maintained, (^re sqdze this opportunity to stress the "im— 
prov.ementrs "achieved .) 

1®»)	 France :Willbe helped to the extent of her contribution. 
Details of the new agreements which the Minister 
Is going to conclude with Laval, First off the internees 
in Switzerland will be -xre^.urnec 5 t

Engel 1.)	 French 7»5 cm guns. Air Force must get only as many of 
them as they can actually use, Org. Sec, What can we 
use them for? Several hundred are reported still un
allocated « 

2,)	 Population transfers in the East;-Danzig-West Prussia 50,000 60,000 Bessarabia Germans. 
District of IZichenau' 40^000 Lithuania Germans, 

*-Warthegau Posen v0,:"00 Bessaral.'^ Germans, 

Additional 150,000 -'I6O,QC© Poles and Jews from the 
liberated Eastern territories nd.ll be transferred to the 
Government- Gencral, 
Our troops should have nothing to do with these move
ment s_, but should know what Is going on. Nor must they 
be used for evacuations. Offleers should be made aware 
that these movements have to be completed before the end 
of the war. Chief of Transportation* 

1430 Conference with ObdH on the results of Fuehrer Conferences 

a) Preparations in the East continue* 

li) Preparations for "Seeloewe" continue. 

c) Preparations tor Spain? 

1.) Heusinger must get In touch with Jodl for a conference 
regarding the Islands^ 

2,) Against Portugal: Corps Schmidt, consisting of Fourth 
Armd, Division and S3 Deathhead*. , 

Staff Reiqhenau.3») Over Schmidt and Kuebler: Command 
A.) Find cut whethsr the Spaniards themselves will take 

of coastal defense?, (OKW/Op,, Sec.).care 
5») Ifadditional forces are needed for Northwest Africa? 

Third Armd. ©Iv. and SS Adolf Hitler, 

d) Bulgaria/Greece. 

la) Ascertain what forces are needeo. « Two Armd, Divs, 
(Second, Ninth) under XXXX Corps* 

2,) Mt# or Inf, Divs* under another Corps, plus Engineer s^
Artillery^Signal troops. 

3») Over these two Corps: Group Kleist (Org, Sec. make 
arrangements) „ 
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c)	 Sponecks Must get ready for air transport by the beginning 
of December * 

f) Artillery: Captured enemy guns with personnel batteries 
from 13th Draft for 'Spanish and North African ccoastt t 

Spain* Get ready 15 am and 10 ®ra guns; initially we may lend 
Ore:,them some mobile batteries* Ore, Sea*Sea* 

Islands? Some captured anemy guns_, with crews. 

g) Explore methods for crossing of the	 Strait of Gibraltar. 
*" h) 0-neration.s in tha Eat-V ObdH wants vb'f^ p^Cfecntinn; 

until71 18/20 iMaveraber, ("ould tn.it leave enough time?) 

-i.SOO	 Conference with General yon Salmuthi 

1.) Information on situation and movements in the East, 
2.) Hasse to Kuechler, Ires&kow for Hasse, CentralCentral Branch* 

5 November 19A® (Zossen) r 

Took Ruth*to the station. 

0930 at Zossen* 

11$©. onference with ©Qu IV, Bogatsch^ Gercke_, Buhle_, Heusinger^ 
Baentsoh and Kahlden, 

Orientation on the Fuehrer Conference, Assign;;,ents (see notes 
of 4 November,) 

12'0§	 Heusinger : 

a) Makes report on his conference with Abwehr and Kautschke 
oa. A November. 

1b) Facilities for Lahouoen in Gibraltar must still be created* 
• 

\u25a0 \u25a0c) Mieth's report on French demands, 
"
 

d) Various current matters.
 

130®	 jLeritseh: Readying).of rear services for special mission* 
Guards needed for Air installations in the West (AGp,A) # 

Various current matter s»' 

Reports from Bucharest: 

a.)	 Russian Odessa Fleet has sailed for Batum, Russian officers 
in Istambul, 

\) British troops have landed at three points in the Gulf of 
Saloniki* 

QOu Ireports back from Fontainebleau* Informs me on how the situa
tion;. Is viewed in Paris. 
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Buhle: a) Third "?\u25a0 AirrndiDivi also made available for use in colonial 
theaters* %.5% of tracks are released for other uses a 

Release of 250 tracks for drinking water supply will be 
decided onljr after talk with Got.sche-, 

b)	 Supply organization? Examination of supply, columns 
personnel for fitness for tropical service will be dis
pensed with, 

c)	 Readying of ArmcL units for Portugal: Sixteenth Arjmd
f

Div,*, Sixteenth mot, iv« not yet ready* Investigate. 

d) Coastal artillery for -Spain: 40 Btrys needed <,

' 
1c)	 Heavy mortars, allocated for operation Seeloewe above 

T/0 requirements., willnow be taken away for training 
of the Eastern divisions (66 platoons) 

f) Fifth and Sixth Drafts must be eoulpped with. German 
Field How * 18, instead of Czech guns! 

OQu. 17; Appointment	 of n Military Attache to Portugal \u2666 

Current inform? \Aoni It seems that ussolin® Is now prodding 
Grazianl into action (better i) * 

Data about Bulgaria	 (Can at first only tee done through-— Romania)* Transportation situation difficult: Backlog 
of 6.5® trains. The trouble is mainly in the East, especially—
In the Government-General* (State within the Statei)* 
Troable with French materiel taken cvet" by us (Locomotives), 
Only 35 

- h5% of the cars ordered— for coal, potatoes and 
turnips can be furnished. « The 3,000 locomotives and 
l?>t,ooo cars, turned over by us to the State Railroads, cannot 
be re turned o 

6 November 1%0. 

yon Bernuth: discussion of the Genarcil Staff Training program during
winfer, A training Manual -for Mountain warfare" must^be compiled* 
Current training Questions. (Subjects for lectures during winter" 

Heusingcr: 

a)	 Next week conference Fuehrer/Mussolini^ 
k) sik^l.tiLil.:^rePara tions for Lahousen 1s mission have been 

Initiated* Twent2^second Div« fit for operations- (also 
signal communic itions) ,. Furlough re "frictions in tii-j units 

armarked for Gibraltar, 

Units for Portugal:	 X.XXXLX Corps Ho ) 
Sixteenth Armd, Dlv*) Complementary 
Sixtoeroh Div. mot. ) units still to 
S3 D.eathhead Div, ) be allocated. 

Army Coirjnand Roichenau (C of S Funk). 
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o)_Libya^ Third Armd. Div. must be notified. No 
"cancellation of Air Force .Shipping space to 
Italy* 

d) Balkans: XXXX Corps Hq. : Second Arrnd. Div., 
Ninth Armd. Div.6oth 
Div, (must start mo
ving! ) 
SS Adolf Hitler 
Sixth Mt. Div,(can -
g* vc up its caclr c,re 
c,'- ,ts can be trained 
somewhere else) 
164th Div. (Fol.tmann) 
and 100th Inf,fre|fls*
(Reinforced) of Fifth 
Mt. Div.(in. place of 7 
78th Div*, &ollenkamp) 
will be temporarily 
converted into Light— 
Dibs. 

XXX Corps Hs. (must be talked over 
with AG-p. B}". 

c)	 G-eneral questions: Cut in activation of. close 
range reconnaissance Staff eln (l(j) less) . Cpmp* 

\u25a0 lications in long-range reconnaissance,— 

Units ready to move 20 December or sooner. 
Apart from Armd f units only Furlough divisions 
or	 "Light division". 

withOb&H: a) For Spain Reiohenau (with as 

representative of the Armed Forces. yon 

nagel gets Army Hq. 12, -"b) 10 ton flatbed trailers: 86 

a>	 -^rmy Hq. 7, reports I'or^brle^Afternoon:Lt^ P-&£P* l.
ing on ope ration Spain. 

12.^1—?12r-- Bilberg 

Report on East Prussia.
 
Question of papers of the late G-en. G-roener final
ly settled.
 

(Tresckow,Personnel matters — Hasse; Hasse to- Kemmerich Schoch) . 
Library, etc. Organization in the future peace
time &rmy. 
Result of talk with OQu V. 
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7 November 1940 

LOGO Ulex; Fortifications Section: 
at Has" a force of 2*B, boo laborers* also &uard %s. 

(from deactivated %vi.sions) and Engineers' worv*
' 

king* In addition, 50 feabor Service Bns. 
— — — —— — — — — — b)	 ..fcrew bridgehead: 

"i/ loca2~ ,	 defences.\u0084..-\u25a0— 

o) Tank
_.. 

ditch continuous Ostro. ".ika, Narew, Pisa, 
Suwr|ki.
 
"Chord" positionf to Ostfluss river, but ex
cluding Suwalki salient position.
 

d)	 120 completed pillboxes; Majority pillboxes
(3 and 6 loopholes) over casemates .lnternal 
furnishings still lacking; also arms. 

fteme_l: iMaval fortress. -7- Submarine port. - Direct 
inquiry from OKW about defenses against land at-* 
tack. 

' 

. , 

C'r°P only 42>; horses badly fed, 

Col. Oohsne_rj_ Army-*^as Defense Training Dchools are now 
running. (Sixteenth Sixth Hermes). 
Two classes of 40 men one week* 

on Army G-as defense Depots, (All 
right!) 

Report on French Chemical Warfare Center at 
Bourges (Stop experiments ). 

Mortar fired Adamsitc shells l^*-^eady in sprin 
Our gasmask gives full protection.. 

Use of smoke against Gibraltar. ( AA battorios 
\u25a0'...,and fire direction centers will bo blinded 

outset.)the Air Force at 

plan-- of operations againstc^iß££^-L 52^i£H presents 
Northeastern G-reece from Bulgaria. Time rcotii
red for preparations: lovsmsnt oftroops'.:to\.th© 
ihe^ter 'and'- asdsmblyvlJ;' railroads through Jugo

\u25a0slavia (Nish) available, six weeks. If railroad 
through xugaslavla not available, ten weeks, 

XXX Corps Hq. can be freed in AG-rp..B. 

Demands__on__Air _Forc_e|_ will 
"sec""th3"~"Fuehro'r "on Tuesday to discuss our demands, 

'"c have asked the Sir i'orce to see to it that -Obdri at the least gets -a reply from the RoidS-
Marshal: 

&ibraltar« si£ht_hof cn L Two divebomber wings, . each 
of~Three"Staffeln, total six Staffcln. One fighter 
wing of three Staffeln, total three Staffeln, 
XXXIX Corps- will get two close-range 

AAA 3ns,sance Staff eln, one medium and two Light 

1J
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Eighth— and 28th~^iv/ must not be taken away 
now. Bulgaria Rowehl, long-range reconnais-. 
sance.-*- German ships in Italy must bo . set 
aside for crossing of the Strait of Gibraltar 1* 

Hauser:We discuss the manner in which* the work of the 
General Staff, in preparation -:id conduct of this 
war, should be presented. Sta ;.. to lunoh.t 

~1500 1650 Fromm^ Chief of Army Equipment (with dcpu
ty) and Personnel Branch. Orientation on 

plans.situation and 

Buhle;1700 

a)	 For Spai.nj_ Sixteenth Armd B Div. Ready 25 No
vember,, Sixteenth mot. Div. Ready 5 December, 

b)	 For Southeasjt: Signal Regt. for &leist ready
' 

5 Pocember. . 
Sixth Mt. immediately .
 
164th Div. (Foltmann) immediately, (Dctac,hod
 
elements must be stop-oed. )
 
Reinforced Mt. Inf. Regt. 100 (from fifthT.t.
 
Div.) immediately, but this precludes detaching
 
of Rifle Bn. for Romania,
 

Fifth Mt. Div. willbe ready late in December,
 
Might be sent after the other units, 

c)	 Final designation :"Amid. Group 1,2,3". 

d)	 First, Decond, Fourth and Eighth could' 
be equipped with medium Field, 

riow.lB. Will be standard equipment for Elev
enth an d twelfth Draf ts.
 

D
For six Divs. of Seventh of-t we also ...ve 
medium Fd 0 How. 18, ' 

For four Divs. of Seventh i^raft we must take 
How,Czech 

I^£H^s.^L^G can, dispense with "fitness for desert scr~ " 

vice" in thp rear services earmarked for Libya, 
Drinking water—columns will at first be limit
ed to four. Southeast - questions. (lien who 
served on the BalkP^-s in v"orld War Ishould be 
canvassed on their experiences.) 

*7§EH£LL 5fLs!i- c avG stocked one-half of a First ammuai
.tied .-•. issue for the combat elements of the 
build-up in the Bast, To stockpile an entire 
issue', we require additional 46 ammunition t.ralne 
stockpiling of a second issue would take 170 
trains. 
In addition we nee&-68 trains to set up fuel 
depots, and 600 trains for the supply build
up. 
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Fuel dumps cannot be set up now (shortage of 
drums); so trains can run now to set \up ration 
dumps .
 

*
 
"Directive No.18", digest of uehr-er 'Conference m 

vo_n_Thoma reports on tarnk__si_t_u.a^i 1o:n._ <&t present he have 
""3',"000 tanks, by Spring~~ they will

'
have increased 

to- 5, 000. 
.Amphibian tanks: 

at Jfr.utin, Putlps, Bremen, Hamburg.
Bulk to Eighteenth Armd, #iv. 
borne amphibian tanks .will remain %n each Bn* To 
convert a tank for amphibious u;se^ up.tell2-14 m 
depth, takes four weeks.. If a depth of only 6 m 
is required, which Is sufficient for river cros
sing, waterproofing takes only a few days. 
Experiments are in progress. It will be possible 
to convert tanks Irftq;(£ield workshops.:. 
Ruling on arm, to which the Riflemen of the Armd. 
Dlvg. belong. (G-ro'en color patch).* 

iiihlfeldt^ The	 3na* willbe divided -intoObservation 
ILight detachments and wire detachments* In the 
Campaign in the West Observation Bns.. located 
3,528 enemy batteries and adjusted 1,235 artil
lery barrages, 

Divl.^rtillery dor 1.31 (Mueller, Angclo) will 
make a tour of inspection to all Observation *hs. 

Report on results of trials with R-pro.jcctilcs*'^
fired from medium Field How-. Recoil trouble, limit-

base 
' 

ed', burst effect of the projectile dr-'-'js out; 
dispersion pattern satisf acto \u25a0 

8 November 1940 

Jacob: a;- Beal_location cf Eng.^-^eglmental Commanders: 
One &ng* Regimental Commander willbe left 
for.each Hq. and C orpS of AG-p» A. 
Elsewhere, one for each Hq. 

b)	 Organise Auxiliary Eng. Bns. and 30 bridge-
construction .Bns. from existing, 

c^	 S3, Herbert and LZ brid-r c equipment.* 

d)	 Questions of organization and armament. 
—-V/agn erj_a^ Army doctqrs. or/ganization of the rrcclical_ 

Officers borps a 

b/	 lap^exeroiscs^on supply for operations: llidcl.lo 
of ember theoretical}' phas?;, "-1 anuary 
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practical phase. 

c)	 Supplies for the Spanish operation in the 
event that we must provide for flank protec
tion against Portugal. 
Jaehnicke willbe detailed to Staff. 

d)	 Field police i Requirements, replacements from 
the Police Force." 

c)	 Don't get entangled in Military Government 
France! 

OOu i;Long -range air reconnaissance. 
Work program for the Eastern project: Definite 
objectives* 

lla jor	 011168 n an^- s "ta ys f°r lunch 

Hc usinggr; Talk with _^odl[ 

1) "Seeloewe" :V/e must draw on earmarked units 

for other projects. Deadline is bee ing put— 
off. Navy does not take "Seeioe^e" serious
ly. 

2)	 Twenty-eighth and Eighth Div. must not taken 
away now, . 

o) . G-ibralter: Fue hrcr wants to meet Franco once 
more before the order is issue*?. 
Protection for -run during assembly, for the 
Spanish operation. 

4^	 Bulgaria: German Sigh Command.— An -"-rind, 

willbe sent to Romania as a preparatory mea— 
sure* Air reconaissance over . Bulgaria now 
authorized. 

5) Ajp jr'orce proposals on long-range reconnaissan 

6) Conference P^doglio-feeitel 14 November (Third 
snatohe'd away"agair^

war); pressure on Eg-ypt; must not let up .12 
November, Kclotov in Berlin, afterwards holo.
tov willhave a meeting with the aapaneso. 

4V 
phone: Tangier-^euta not a possible alt027. _ 

na tive base for if Gibraltar is lost. 
British Fleet will probably want to use the 
Atlantic Islands as base. 
Coastal defense^: ;-£3a/cuery Uneisenau, together

v"'''
\u25a0with sone -array catteries.	 . 

Seeloewe: Navy thinks conditions win "•. be unfavorable, 
spring,--
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20.0 new flat-bottom barges (45 m long, 3 en
gines, 12 km per hour) are now under construe 
tion. 

General ke_l 

a) Roadbuil cling- section of program not fully' assured. Stockpiling of roadbuilding mater
iel compromised by constructions for Aska
nia.* 

b)	 Train backlog (East).— Overall transporta
tion situation difficult, tasks are enormous. 

o)	 Romania! development on the whole satisfao 
tory. "50 troop trains can be run da^ly for 
buildup of troops on the Romanian border 
against Russia. 

d)	 Extension of the ian £::\u25a0)\u25a0\u25a0! Romanian rail
road networks. 

c )	 Chris tmas traf fie aye traffic will not 
be changed. 

f) Meuso Valley Rail! iterrupted by bridge 
washout* , 

—Flood] sw bridge willbe built 
two ?;eoks after subsj f floods. 

g)	 Gut in trains staftax* y for "Seeloewe", 

h)	 Tra j_n8 with captured enemy materiel cannot 
go to the Z.l.** 

i)	 ASASS embly of troops In Bulgaria (If. Nish rail
road not available, it wTIT take gne__day_ long-
qtj_ since troops must be unloaded on -the Danube;- this 
means a very long marcfoj*** 

k)	 Technical questions: New Henschel locomotives, 
road-rail trucks, locomotives, with adjustable 
gauge for armored trains (six now under con
struction for the Baltic States, would suffice 
for our six Armored trains). 

yon 

a)	 Order on training of General Staff °ffic 

b'	 Training manual for Mt. troops; order to Dietl 
to compile draft. 

c^	 Miscellaneous current questions (reconnaissance 
fliers without missions) Participation of Roplace,

\u25a0m,ent ftrmy in Training Courses for -Company C;.s, 

on Field Army,, etc. 
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9 November 1940 

Bruokmann (Attach^ at S&fia); on Bulgarian 
Sriny, terrain, railroads and road and weather 
conditions i On the whole confirmation of the 
picture we have: Important points: Narrov/ :.\oac~Ls 
which make traffic control Indispensable, v,:rn~ 

outs. 

:p_Qu_lV_^ Antonescu f s situation not easy. Danger pros
\u25a0 ented by Legionaire movement. Food shortages, 
high prices. 
Internal dissensions wthin the Embassy :\u25a0 Fabri 
ziu_s hostile to tho Iron Guard, Neubacher is 
democrat, Hansen gets along with everybody. 

X2D_?i£^i'?? oiLSI. Helm's letter on the Knight's Gross 
question. -^Attache Portugal,
Appointments in the Thirteenth and

' 
Fourteenth 

draft. 

Thi£l_ej Signal rlegt. for fuebler is ready, tha.t for 
Kielst willbe by 1December. 
Women Signal auxiliaries done a good

'
Corps have " 

job in and teast,— Organization. 

£^2B±_i^i^__]^ss:_2.s.^sii Approves disposition of troops In-
Southeast" "and South.— orientation 

' 

on current 
business.— Model and Third Armd> Div. 

10	 November 1940 ( Sunday, ) 

of	 consequence. Current -ss.bus.r Corres * 
pondence. -Roh and Baron yon H-ffelting call. 

11	 November 1940 (Monday, Zossen) 

He us inger J 

a)	 Recommendation of AG-p. B on reorganization 
to meet the .increase in number of Divisions 
main, lines approved. 

b)	 Comments on "Directive No.18" 
( 

c)	 Glbralter: OKW notified that three weeks* 
alert notice willbe needed. 
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\u25a0}

Air Force is again bailing _ and does not ivnt
to place its organization (including short-
range reconnaissance and AAA) under Army Com
mand. 
When should take over? 
Additional 'Artillery and Signal units willbe 
assigned t.p the Artillery Groups, 
Order for Reconnaissance (Assembly, cam

ouflage etc* ) » 
Eleventh Armd,, Div. will come under AGp.B
(Sohwoianitz),* 

K_inze_l: Trip to Romania and Bulgaria, Missions for 
ffansen and for Bulgaria** (in Romania in partis 
ular" he has to arrange for exchange of infor

mation on Russia), 

Gapt^Kooh (Navy), formerly assigned to Op, Sec, 

Cjinari.^ with Pieponbrock and Buerkner, Discusses 'his 
impending trip to Spain, 
Nothing new. (Heusinger present?)* 

Obdg on phone: Model (Third Armd, Dlv. ), in his place 
Wuthmann by 15 November,
 
Stumpf twentieth Div.
 
yon Greiff will be Haase r s deputy. Army Hq,l
 
will select his deputy in his section.
 
Exchange of 26th against Sixth Div, is not ap
proved*
 

Conference rrlth Z^hlbcrg on these i rsonnol matters,, 

Col. G-en, Strauss 206tb/Sixth Div* Keep an eye' on 
" 

"repTacemen't in 206th Div, 
Something must be done to cover Foerster.*** 

—
 
No further progressZP-^-^lH^iP^M^-lPersonalities. 

in our" relations with France; the Italians are
 
making difficulties.
 
Gauleiter of Lorraine evacuates 2,000 Lorrai-n~
 
ers to France dally.
 

12 November 1940 

reportsSchulze-Hinriohs out. 
—
 _ Guard Bns.< Rundstedt^s request* Third.s?H£i!lE££i

S'rmd. Divt under AG-p. G (Vietinghof f ). 
New Flame-thrower .Tr»nk Bn. to XVI.Cor,ps«. 
Kuebler will get 6U concrete mine detonating
 
wagons (in the Assault Sng. Bns.).
 
Romania ; Fuehrer reported planning to alloc
ate up to 10 Divs.
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This raises difficult question for anon-mo
izod 

' 
\u25a0 unitsunits,,, 

Fonrad reports as Officer with ObdH. Brio
fing on general situation and on his mission. 

Gen Q,u presents statistics on supply organization 
"for the event of a campaign in the (Lt. 
Col. Wagner), 
Organization of "Supply-Districts" for 2 Hil^ 
lion men, 300,000 horses, 500,000 trucks.Est
ablishing of quantities; setting up of dumps. 
Maintenance of motor vehicles, fuel supply for -

700 800 km. 
Ammunition: Two issues per Division. (Three for 
Srmd. Bivs.') ; enough for ten days on the bag-

is of an expenditure of one-fifth, and in 
\u25a0^rmd. Divs. for 10 more days, on the basis of 
an expenditure of one third. 
In addition a GfHq. reserve for 20' Divs, -Part 
of the ammunition willbe in' static*. 
Rations: 

'
2o day s, 

Trains needed: aiishipments.: 960 trains. 
So far dispatched: 180 trains. 
To reach the intermediate i'arpect

\u25a0\u25a0-_.> 

additional 330 trains must be run.
To reach the final target addition
al \u25a0• 748 trains must be 

Motor vehicle supply; equlpmer. . parks. 

G-en_Qu will start on an inspection tour of the 
East on 24 November to check up on' dumps. 

?£E^2.tl^l?ii. Ott-Jiolm. 

Personnel policy in the Army^^edical Officers 
Corps. . 

Constructions in "Military Administration", 
reduction of personnel on the intermediate 
level. 

OQu_lVj_ Reports latest news from the talo 
"Greek theater, of operations. 

Evening (Kaiserhof): Banquet In honor of iviolotqv. 
'XTalk with Ritter, Dohnurre, Wolzsa^cker) , 

Overnight in Berlin. 

13 November 1940 

In the morning return to Zossen. 
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2S!l_Xi Ke submits the draft on "The General Staff 
of the Army in the British "War" * 
Publication of studies on the Polish-Russian 
war. 
Relea.no of war documents for processing copies. 
Archive for Captured Document^, (^annovcr); 

Ambassador yon Papon^ Review of the situation in the
IIedit"err an eon and strategic objectives 

of our arwearw c policy* 

• eye r-Ricks Spain : 

Army-: 27 Divisions of 9,000} peacetime strength >
 

each.
 
War strength of 500, 000; armament on hand-

Lacking AAA.~- Armor consists of a great var\u25a0— 

iety of models, as does aviation* 
Armaments industry: Meets only peacetime require 

nents; coastal artillery. 
-\u25a0^mmuniticn stocks very low.

Officers Corps severely depleted: 50,% wore 
massacred, 
Morocco : 

Border has only field for%ifications; Ocut^ 
obsolete harbor fortifications: 2-3 24cm 
Tangier open roadstead.* 
jgan ary Is1and s 

25,000 men. Little is known about 
artillery defenses. N.o air defense. 
Rio do Ore : Only police .force . 
Army not free from political tensions. The men 
to be locked to as leader personalities are:
Franco, Varola, Mart lnos~C amp ns (deaf), ¥,: a 
(Undersecretary of State in t. :o farvigon (Minister of Aviation, former -Chief of 

Assentio (Morocco). 
Morocco: 

\u25a0 Divisions (including five crack Divs., ) 
with full oompletment of divisional •^rtillery" 
Regiments, plus three Corps Artillery 
,ents of six Bns. (10,,5(Cja" and 15.5 cm.) 

Portugal : 

Five very weak Divisions in the home country,-Azores: 3 o -» 3* and a few 15 cm guns.
Madeira* One Bn., one Btry.

Verde Islands: One Company (oomple toly
insufficient.) 

XX 

Paper strength of vYartime Army is 100,000. 
needed for mobilization cannot be estiv

ted. 
Army deliberately neglected. 

N 
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Coastline j The iirpiy is not in a position- to 
defend the homo country, the islands and the 
colonies \u2666• Intention to defend them against
Britain at least doubtful. 

and Lisbon are fortified* Obsolete in
stallations, projected modernization has not 
been carried out. 

No Officers Corps in our sense of. the word. 
Officers have -part-time civilian jobs* Arma
ment being modernized, but process interrup
ted by the war, ( Our deliveries, too, were 
stopped, ) , 
Armament	 industry practically non-e .. stem 

J *^_s.°ljL_>?iP-^e-^ : rograra for fuehrer tour: 

14, "^vening, arrival on the Obersalzberg. 
15, deception of King of Bulgaria. 
16, -18, Serrano Suner, 
19, King of the Belgians , -
19, evening, Vienna* Teleki ''@saky,' 
21, noon, return to Berlin. (Perhaps

Spjpoaptufiity for presenting report) 

22/23. -".ntonescu, (Place undetermined* )
 
24, Tuka,
 
25* Bulgarians,.
 

OQulj_	 Basic data for operation; notes for 
fuehrer report. 
Planed objectives in the operation. 

.a) OKV/ reply on activation of SS divisions; 
trucks'	 could be obtained by cutting down 
on	 ammunition vehicles. 

b)	 AGp, A,: 10,500 men are now detailed for 
guard duty, 

;10,000 men can bo freed by Guard bns/ i;- ?lud 
ing 6,00 0 in AG-p.A. 

0) 250,000 men with two months training 
set out in the G-ener^l Army Office 
stimate o.otually do not exist, 

(170,000 men have been inducted, X and ill 
Mil. districts have not called up enough 
recruits, ) 

d) deadline for completion of training of rec
ruits must be postponed to 15 March. . 

tlert groups,* (onc-thlrd) Op •-Sec, 

c)	 Section ltDtudy of fortifications in foreign
Officer,under the Eng.Qountries"

ideal 
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f) Release for,.// Omission.

' " juridio.nl prcb
lems'y" e»~g«' of "sen/fences which must bo con

firmed by tho FF UQhrer, olemency appeals, 
Mueller will go on a tour to look into 
tho guard situation (requests of AG-ps A and, 
D.) On way back he will visit XXXIXCorps* 
to check on progress of the training program. 

S£ILL_??B9i2-2 rL ?Pi.-?l§£iE aD.?LL arious 

14 November 1940 

V/ork on the draft submitted by GQu V and
 
for radio broadcast on tho military science
 
work of the Army during the war.
 

OQu V's paper once again shows up the gulf between 
the formal academic point of view and the hard 
facts of practical military leadership*-— 

(G-ehlcn) : Operation Doutheast Basic 
Tata. 

* 
Birective No, 18" is now in our hand. Third Armd*
 

E>iv. will""continue to stand by for Libya.
 
About 10 Divisions are se.t down for South
east, Preliminary phase: Herman troops in
 
Romania will be reinforced.
 

Hoeppner* unites: . 60th Div, has tu.rno/1 in 
irrmd t is all right, First6 

Arm!. Div» willbe complete^, later » 

Difficulties• of spo.ro parts too 
slow.—- Maintenance NCO's and technicians 
lacking.— No tire replacements.— troops 
are overburdened with construction of lean
tos and shelters, (Will not be ready before 
1 December.) Moving to now quarters makes 
much work. 

• 

envisaged against&' -"-ir Force declines mission 
bape er^e, the slants an.'! -ibho 
ros, (Goering.) —*uchrcr.riha stum c r\ own . 
G-oering's demand to .^ivo full oon 
trol of the entire Spamish operation. 
G"oering ls proposal to the Fuehrer regard-

Ing an airborne Corps. 
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b) Gehlen Romania. 

yon Bernuth! 
*° 

a) Letter of AG-^.B.lte-ay the inquiry con
cerning Division for Company GO Training 
Course (yon Salmuth) 

b) Winter refresher program for sections of 
arms Chiefs.

o) Lessons of the campaign in the V/est, 

Coal runs smoothly*— &ast very high — makes 
on construction workers and railroads.

Coal shipments in the West are on the whole 
running well,— Difficulties in the 
West.- Deliveries of raw materials are not 
coming in right: reasons not yet clear,— 
Shipments of industrial materials must be 
treated as military shipments. 

OQu IV? No binding agreement. Fuehrer not 
cTis'saflsFied, Tripartite Pact: Statement of 
concurrence is not equivalent to joining,
inclusion of Italy and ihrorm in the discussions 
for the present "opposed.
 
Molotnv: What is the Greater Area?
 
Molotov; What is Germany's attitude on a
 
Russian guarantee of Bulgaria? (Romania 
called us In). 
New statute offered for the Straits- Privil 
egos, but no bases. No such offer '^as made on 
our part. 
Evasive answer to suggestion of a Norwigrcssion 

with Japan.Pact 
Heavy Russian demands for machinery.
San ie met « 

f fuehrer* .apparently has talked the Russiansout of inland. 

P£ogram£ 18 November, Ribbentrop with Ciano and Sunor,
""Sometime around 18 November, Leopold,

20 November, usaky (Vienna),
 
22/23.^State visit Antonesou to

25/26 Boris on Obersalzbcrg*
 

? Tuka (Tiso?)
 

£^s^^i£B^_.s.SL-i^£_.i :rliP£!:r.s^lL -^5i Romania, Hungary 
certain^ "Bulgaria' uncertain,' 

are looking for the culprit In Italy
and Grermany # # 
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15 November 1940 

252 (2_~z _is2s_J. Presentation of report Qur 
by &en ' 

on supply organization for the opera
\u25a0\u25a0"•tion . (^alutsch, Rueckert): 

The operation will be, dire ot eel by the Armygroups. they must also control
the supply services, ihe question remains,
to what extent this control shoulci be de
limited. The alternatives are limiting the

Army Groupsrole of^thß to the issuing nfIrcters for supply, 0r,., limiting tflem in 
letting themthis way but determine the allo-ea 

tion of transportation in the daily mo-ve~ 
ments or in overall planning, which, inturn,

would mean that take over Army 
functions. 
Another question to be cleared- is whether 
the Armd. should be made independent, 
like Armies, —or whether they should be tied 
to the latter would be the desirable 
alternative, Getting, the utmost out of en
gine capacity by using trucks only for long
hauls, while keeping storage on immobilized 
trucks to a minimum, is a sound idea, 
Basic consideration? The organization must be 
supple and should not attempt to deal by 
rigid rules with situations' which call for 
broad policy decisions*
£he problems willbe worked out in a Map
Exercise conducted by Qu, to start on 
15 December. 

Supply of the occupation troops in France 
will be taken over by static organizations* . 

Gol^^^utihinann : reports as oof B. Sixteenth 

Buhle:_ Priority scale for the activation of C-Ha. 
""troops in three stages, is needed in view" 

of fact that activation by 1 April is im
possible due to shortage of trucks in con
sequence of activation of a new SS Division. 
Current matters. 

Hauser: We review the work assignments for the 
history of General of ' 

Army"The Staff the in 
IPreparation and Conduct of the Wnr 1 .\ 

w?
X£Il_^M^li^£r£l Ngw man "k° replace ut.hmann ( 0 of S, 

Sixteenth Army) in Army Hq t 4, and other 
current matters. 

on general political situa
tion and' progress of work. 
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Will come here on 19 November to hear re-p

to	 OKW on Spain and Bulgaria,S£^£iH^£l!* Report
"to give the political leadership the— 
overall timetable,. Also various current 
matters. 

16 November 1940 

Keitel (Personnel Div. ) : 
a) Appointments in Divisions and Corps 

coming out next (Twelfth Draft).,
b) IICorps, XXVIIICorps, Vik~ 

torin; LI Gorps, Keinhardt L-.li Corps, 

c) An	 """rmy Officer as Personnel Chief for 
the SS. 

d)	 Out -of~turn seniority promotion also for 
caDtains,. — 

c) Medical f—fleer Young medical 
officers s Promotion of outstanding civ
ilian physicians. ~~
 f)	 EJ^f fleers Corps*1 Promotions. 

yon fetzdorf : 

a^	 M°i2s°Z --Fuehrer j conversation 
with"the 
No new shipments scheduled. Finland must 
not, however^become the subject of a con
flict. Danger of British air operations, 

war,new theater of V/e maintain a hands- ' 
off attitude, economic interests only, Roa
c.ins. within the Russian sphere of. interest. 

Molotov, third phase? Repercussions of German 
successes in the lest on Germany has8 

given no reply to various questions, Mariam
pol,(We shall presumably let the Russians 
have Mariampol for 14 millions*) 

Fuehrer: Wants peace in the Baltic area! 
"The Baltic Sea is the" last area left where 
we can move freely, 
We are engaged in a life-and-death struggle
and exp§.ot Russian understanding for our situa
tion. . A war in the Baltic is "ruled out.
We must come to a decision, whether we want 
to stand back to back or breast against breast, 
Historic decision] Concepts on the big soalei 

/ 
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Molotov:-. Complains about provcca-Finnish 
tion and about relations*. 

Fuehrer: A war- to conquer Finland would put 
a severe strain on German-Russian relations. 

Molotov:. Russia demands the same freedom in 
her dealings with Finland as in her dealings'
with the Baltic states. ( Moscow Agreements). 

Fuehrer; Britain must be crushed,* divide up
the left-over pieces. 

Anything that distracts from the crushing of
the British Empire is undesirable. This in
cludes question of salonlki.~~ Powers intested 
in division: Italy, Russia, Japan, Germany. 

Molotov J- German-Russian relations in the first 
place,* Japan and Italy after that. 

-Fuehrer: - Russian relations. Creator 
Asiatic Area purely territory. 

Molotov/ Russian dissatisfaction about our 
Romanian guaranty. "It is in fact directed 
only against us«"^- Revocation! 
Strfiits: England has twice succeeded in pen
etrating into the Black $ca 

f Now the situa
tion is more menacing. -Suggest a to give the 
Bulgarians a Russian guaranty . 
Fuehrer: Projected revision of the 
Agreement concerning the 

Molotov: In giving a guaranty to Bulgaria, 
wg would not alter the internal order of the 
country by one hair's breadth, !rTangit3le guar
antics for our key position on the Dtraits." 

Russia will come to a direct understanding 
with Turkey c Requests provisional reply:
vv'ould you let us put Bulgaria under our pro t
eetion? 

\u25a0^uehrerJ sidesteps with reference to 
IIDuce. "If we ever want any frictions, we won'11 have 

\u25a0to bring up the ..issue -of• the- Straits !I 
0!I0 

iViolotov: delations between Russia and apan 
have improved. Quicker pace possible. Concern 
about Ought to be shared by 

Fuehrer: Settlement of .the Sino-Japanes con
flict. 

Molotov \u2666 Not averse.. Peace with honor neces
sary for Ghina» Japan is reaching out for 

Indonesia, and so might be willing, 
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note;Result* Constructive Russia has no 
Indention of "breaking with us. Impression 
on	 the rest of the world. 

Finland: Any further Russian action' easy {3 

belli. Accent' on economic interests* _%he 
Russians will dot the alone." '^hey 
are pursuing a policy of their own toward 
Turkey. Keadiness to come to an understand
ing with Japan. 

\u25a0"•s regards the tripartite Pact it is clear 
that Russia wants to be a partner, not its 
object. Pact must be	 reframedi 

fe^^traits_ques_tiqnj_ British efforts to supp
ort"Russian claims. 

°)	 Thailand raises claims on Indochina. ix'ot 
until after the war* 

entry into the war? 

e^ talk with the Axis partners postponed. 

f) Csaky willbe requested to grant transit 
for 8 to 10 divisions (20 Nqv)'. 

_ ajrtonme n^ fL_^-ILJi-^.£_^ s±® • (Intend an t ) y1•9^£lL-9B 
pref abrica.tpd "s tables . for 54.000 plus

12, 000 ready for shipmen-t— i-n—training centers. 
Cannot be set up before 1 February; at the ear
liest. 
Cantonments for men are less difficult. 

* Wagner~ Promotion for Dankwerts. '"&r uorvioo C ro3S— 
for Military..Government personnel «- Simplifica

:tion \u25a0. of Mi1itar y G-o vcrnment set -vp• 
(jrTransfer of PoVfs from Franco to ermany. 

yonEvenings Conference with Stcte Secret 
Weizßaecker. Mo important new points. 
Notewerthy: 

1.) appraisal of the 
'

effect^ of our opera
tions^ against the -^sles is not n 

very optimistic, yon Weizsaocker was evidtat-
'.ly.. ".. • surprised by information on our Pro'duc" losses and the presumable productiontion 
losses on enemy side; he had not been aware 
of	 these facts before. 

2.) His views on the prospects of an operation 
in are similar to ours* implica
tions of an extension of operations to 
Africa were likewise new to him. 
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3.
;lJ?1 the Balkan? he expects to main*

tain neutrality, even in the event of G-crv 
man intervention against 

4, )	 -H is hoped that an understanding with Bel-? 
gium wi^lbe achieved which insures her in~ 
elusion in a German dominated Central Europ? 

3an Union, 
policy toward Holland willbe equally cm-< 
oumspect because of her colonies/ which are 
moreover believed to be reasonably safe because 

of the mutual distrust of the powers
interested in them (U,S. ,Japan) \u2666 

17 November 1940 •(sunday r Ber1In)1In) 

NO official conferences, osk work* erti comes with 
the Children. 

18 November 1940. 
on his talk with OKW (Saturday, 16S®Mi^.?£L.: Report 

:•November) .	 \u25a0; 

1,1 Portugal willbe included in operation Fe-. 
\u25a0iix-njniTT if absolutely nepessai'y. 

2» )	 '^ho islands must be taken in hand by the 
Navy. hope that would be able 
to do that, since the Air has declin
ed 

# _»1c are mainly Interested in the Spa-n
.ish But the fuehrer ia also oyp*? 
ing the Portuguese Islands* 

3.) Shipping for the crossing of the Strait has 
been set aside.
 
Coastal prepared:
 
One Htry each" of 28 cm and 15 cm guns for
 
the European shore.
 
One Btry each of 24 cm and 15 cm guns for
 
the African sshorte
 t 

4« ) w'g have notified OKW of the times J^estrioJions 
imposed on the Spanish and Bulgarian""pro"pets 

.by the operation. 

s*)	 HHGstricti.ons reported imposed on General Han** 
sen by a""diroot Fuehrer order willbe clar-^ 
iflod, 

* 
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6. ) Innsbruck Conference tWas evidently in an
atmosphere og great frankness, attack on Ep-ypt
is.ruled out entirely at this time. The "plan
is to take Mersa Matruh and later %o	 attach
Alexandria and the Suez Qanal with the Alp/
Force* For this purpose they have ask ed. us 
for Ju 88s and Ju 87a. The Italian High Com*. 
mand expects to attack Mersa Matruh early
in Dec ember. 

7. ) Albania*. There had been two opposing con
ceptions. Badoglio wanted to wait until he 
had	 20 divisions in Albania. The Governor 
of Albania on the other hand, expected with 
certainty a political movement favoring

-Italian-, aims partin	 the of Greece inhabited 
by	 Albanians. Ciano forced through the latter 
view, which turned out to be wrong. Badoglio
is vex*y incensed. 
Now they will commit a total of 20	 divisions.
Beginning of the offensive set for latter 
half of February. 

8. ) The Italians would like us to attack from 
Bulgaria. Could the two offensives be syn
chronized? 

9#9 # 
)	 Italy was informed of our_jInt^ntion)s_ in Gib

raltar; Also of the fact, that they will be 
carried out without Italy's cooperation.
Badoglio does not seem;-:? to be interested to 
join, in any event* 

10. ) France^. BBarloglio keeps emphasising that we 
must be very careful in our dealings with
France, if we want to_avoicl serious trouble 
in North Africa, J- talian s veryare sus
picious of and Rogues.ltaly^promis
ed that no demands will be made on France 
without prior consultation with vs c However, 
they are interested in a speedy demobiliza
tion in Tunis iao arly clear-cut agreements 
with Laval are necessary* (Can not be expected 
before 10 days. ) 

!!• ) slavia '•> Germany is asked to exert pressure 
to relieve Italy. (Scared rabbi tsi ) 
The OKW has not yet considered the question 
of getting Jugoslavia interested in Saloniki. 

12. ) The HqS slated for Bulgaria willnot yet be 
briefed, OKW has no objections against" trans 
fer of the earmarked divisions to start 
training. 

yon	 Stuelpnarcel ( tfleabaden) i 

a)	 Originally the Fuehrer had an idea to negotia
te an understanding with England at "che expense— 
of	 France, 
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Did not corns offl 

without"k)	 t^^^Jl-^^oinlc eJ!?JE^!L °_n France 
our knowle dge7~ 5 '0% "b'fffie""raw'lna'&i'rial 
shipped from North Africa. A 250 mill. Francs 
credit for Italy. 

c)	 Realization that the situation is not yet 
ripe for the final defeat of England produced 
a new European conception.
ThTs"^e"3nip~fo~TEe~"'confe"re"nce with Mussolini, 
which was interpreted very differently on the 
German and on the Italian side. The report 
that Mussolini concurred with the Fuehrer 1s 
ideas is prabably only a subjective Impression 
on our part.
 
Conferences with &pain (Serrano Suner) did
 
not go well..
 

d)	 ,The Brenner Conferences resulted in a welt or 
of	 confusion in the two foreign Offioes.ReDort
of the Forschungs-Institut .* Italy wants to 
keep France as weak as possible, especially 
in North Africa. Italy is annoyed at our 
measures in Romania. They are looking for 
ways to demonstrate that they still retain 
full freedom of decision. Hence the Greek 
adventure. 

c)	 Italy's attitude gave a new turn to the
 
Fuehrer' s thinking. The result was the order
ub	 go slow on trance. 

f) Eventually, the conviction that Italy is an 
unreliable partner became the determining 
factor in the decision to continue in our 
orginal policy toward France. 
W§ will continue our efforts to coax Spain 
into the Axis orbit. Up to now she has been 
treated rather coolly, but with this objective 
in mind we shall have to be more friendly. 
Result is anyone's guess* 

in. anyo)	 lilllÎ!^^ 9R? or^J9:9^ Q s no^ result 
bTn"drng""~agFe~e"me nts"'. "Abyssinian situation 
apparently less difficult than expected*
(import of rubber from the Dutch East Indies, 
fuel stocks will last tillspring).— 
Offensive against Greece will not be resumed 
before the end of three months. 

h)	 Italy has no interest in preserving France_|_s 
economy, a contraction would not be unwcTcome. 

worked.,i) Partial military solutions must be out 
with France (base in Northwest Africa), before 
the conferences with -^aval on the bigger 
issues can be continued. 
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Raed©r also wants bases. QbdH! 

3c)	 Fuehrer is handicapped in	 his policy towardFrance by	 the attitude of the Party. 

l) The expulsions of Lorrainers by Buerkel had 
in the end to be swallowed by the French."** 

m)	 Documents on gas warfare willbe surrendered 
to us. ObdHl 

n^	 ?£^ s_S!Hl®.i-J!i^:ii£^£L M'ieth must be released, 
yon" stuelpnagel willbe free in late December.
Hermann as la for &tuelpnagcl. 
If Hermann goes, Boehme must stay.
tfarllmont wants to go to the front. (Boehme 
cannot be considered as replacement).

Central Branch. 

Radke a) Langemark Celebration, Report. 

b) Lectures at the Infantry Training Division 
(71st). 

c)	 Ideological training in the Rosenberg
indoctrination course. Has been given the 
assigment by the Fuehrer, 

d)	 Satisfactory result of an inspection tour 
in the^ East, (Coal supply to the units air right > 

Field works well; newspapers; films; ; 
Strength through Joy theater troups are doing ; 

good work; (genaral cleanliness,, good) ,. 

c) Question of officers' food rations. (Reports
that Officers get better food than* men}'. 

f) Question-. of rural resettlement. Finding
civilian jobs for veterans (Campaign toc 

counteract movement of rural populations to 
cities). 

OQu IV a)	 Situation Italy « Greece British reinforce
ments in Greece. Italy* s difficult situation. 

b)	 General gloominess in Italy about the military 
reverses. 

c)	 Spainj_ As sent io: Sunor is opposed by^ray, . 
police and officials, u-eneral Murios '^rande. 
also against Suneri
 
The new is a carricature of the old!
 
Is Suner 1 s main support.
 
War unpopular among the people; also among
Generals! 

d)	 U.S. ambassadors and Navy are imperialist. 
Career diplomats and the General Dtaff are 
against war. 
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c)	 Fuehrer is opposed to any sort of special 
courtesies for the U,S, and Switzerland; 
"but approves accommodating treatment of 
Finland, Bulgaria, Romania. 

Or(3-ers to Military Commander Belgium regarding55 a£B°Hl~ ~"	 

of Belgian gold to the Rei^hsbanktransfer	 for
Belgium's account. ( A disguised extortion 
which is difficult for a soldier to cover with 
his signature). 

Paulu_s|_(OQu I);Report on the Russian operation.--*,_ 

Q.enera^ d-^aff Training during winter 1940/41. 

~	 to act for Cs.Z2£L?i^l™£S' 
:—Xa. offleers as —deputies 

of	 oo 
# 
.EffiCienc y ratings. Disciplinary 

matters,— Matters	 official— concerning
 
correspondence. Future organization of 01CH.
 

talked to once more. (Instructions55 eH^i:!lE2£i. kas 
from the Berghof). 
-<c	 are to send another tend. Div. to Romania,

;ivi \u25a0•\u25a0which willnot be used against acedonia, e 
have to keep 12 divisions ready for Macedonia. 
(Apparently the Russian operation has been
 
pushed in the background).
 
Bulgarians assert that the terrain prohibits
 
any action before the end of February.
 

BacklogG-erckei Railroad situation^still tight a. of 
547 trains in the East and in 
Goal: Running well in the West. (Lorraine 
mines damaged during war not yet back In 
production). In the East, output is still 
lagging. 

19. M&ypmber 1940 

ob<3H : Zosseru 
-

0900 1200 :Report on Russian operation. Aftorv/ards
 
review of ciirrent matters. Nothing important to
 
note.
 

yon BernuthJ 

a)	 Reports on training difficulties in AG-ps, A 
and D relatlAfe to future unit training. (Too 
heavy strain on the troops; lack of training
centers). These difficulties can be overcome 
If we equalize the areas of A and D for train 
ing purposes. 
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b) v arlations between divisions in the allocation 
of	 recruits (trained and untrained). 

Buhlei Conference with QbdH, 

a) GHq troops before the last five Divs. of 
the trw^irtK jDraft.^'The last five Divisions .•-' t
 
of tine Twelfth will have to get horse-

drawn trains.
 
(Ocuppation troops in the East).
 
Report of Chief of Army Equipment to OK.7.
 

b^	 Coast Defense Artillery for Sgain.
Available Imme&ately: 10 Btrys 10 cm guns, 

'

polish 
9 Btrys 10,5cm guns, Gzeeh 

Material available' by 15 January: 500 rounds 
\u25a0p£r pig08." ;-• ' 

.. 
* 

Also 21 15 cm guns, French, willbe coming in.
 
«&s an interim measure we could take 10 cm gun
 
18 in the required Exucfo'&£x.
 
Personnel* For every three one 3 try will
 
be released from the Divs. of the Third Draft**
 

o)	 Divisions which have received trained replacements 
and willbe ready earlier; 

50th Div. (Hollidt) 1 Jan. ) 
7End Div. (Paris, M&ttenklott) ) for South.. 

(Must be promptly ) 
relieved! ) 1 Jan. 

75rd Div. (Biehler) ) 
294th Div.(Eighth J^aft.) (yon C-abke)) 15 Jan. 

(Must be Relieved l) )i 
56th past) (yon Oven) )

'\u25a0(demarcation line) 
198th Div. (Seventh Draft) (Roettig) Have no 

(demarcation line) 
' 

) nortq.rg 
-*183rd Div. 

(Protectorate).
(Seventh Draft) (Diepold)" us

'c "be.oon-, 
) l%vt^- toJ-^ 

76th Div. (East) (Angelis) by 1 ) 
"^* nojt.lB. : 

February ) 
46th Div. (South) (iCriebel) by 15 Januarj% ; 

OQu_lVj_~ Serrano Suhsr,.l7 and 18 November. Confcrence . 
a^ to gOnG well. — K-ing of the Belgians, 19 November. Telolii and 

Csaki 20 November. 

?£iL§iHE££l Conference on "FeliX" with ObdH; Infantry 
cover —for Artillery4?-- Flatbed trailers for 
Sixteenth Armd. Div* Shortening of transit? 
Balkans: Approves recommendations. 

No transfer of Divisions tillthe 
situation is clearer. 

£'ellgiebei; 
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\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 </.'\u25a0a) Armd., :c.n' Bns. 18 and 20 have activation 
troubles. 35% must be replaced by recruits. 

b)	 Radio equipment program willbe completed 
by spring; cable program willgo on into 
summer. 

c)	 Return to their units of personnel f.urloughed 
to industry may run into snags because of 
continuing shortage in skilled workers. 

20 November 1940 

Modelj_ (Ex G of g Sixteenth Army) reports as Commander 
of Third Armd. DiV. 

'?Z£?^ ?L- report transferred to uhief?2£^Jl*2£:Ll
~Y~~ran gportat ion* 

Deyle, Zimmerrnann: Stockpiling of chemical 
warfir;:. agents and projectiles. First stock 1.3 
mill. Lt F& How and mcd F& How will be completed 
1 April, 
Three months after start of gas warf ar?* a now 
supply of the equal volume could be ready
(including filling). xhereaf ter ;; same cuantity 
every three months. 

Total capacity of chemical warfare depots' 
10.000 tn.ns..of these 3,000 are for us, 7,000 
for Air Force. 
Batio of -attack- Lost to defense Lost 4:1 should 
be kept. T9 Uplost odorless makes up 10% 
of the total production. 

Z^HiHEil^E^i^&i.Re P^-y ir statement on long
range'reconnaissance, V/e reply with an inquiry 
designed to clarify the situation once for all. 

e :L'_ Coastal Arty (personnel and matei&iol 
~a)~By 15 January, 19 Btrys Czech and -'olish 

10 cm guns. 
15 February, 10 Btrys French 15 cm guns. 

b).Shipping in the Mediterranean ready by 15 
December (about 20 ships, we need about 14 
to cross over to 

"^angler).. 

q)	 Expulsion of Lorrainers stopped. 40,000 have 
been expelled, 200,000 remain. 

reports assembly forces dispositionsG-chlem^	 on of and 
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OQu IV:	 a) Situation report. Morale in Italy was good
till28	 October (Florence). Since that°time 
marked depression. 

b) Report on conversation with Marras. Italy wants
from us 3,000 trucks. via Jugoslavia.

c) Conference with Bulgaria In on 25 and 
26 November, intone scu 22 Nov. 

Baenfrsoh: OKw demands 5, 000-,, later perhaps additional 
10,000 tons of truck capacity for air shelter 
construction in Berlin. (s, 000 immediately, lo,000 

\u25a0perhaps	 by 1Dec. ) 

yon 3ernuthl We discuss the draft of the manual on 
deployment and operational control of the Armd
Div, 

21 November 1940. Trip to Munich to visit my mother. 
21 November leave from Zossen, 0700, arrival Berlin 

0830. , Munich 1700. 

22 November 1940. Spend day in Munich. 

23 November 1940 Return. Leave 0030. , arrival 1630.
(Stop over at Pottenst. ) 

24 November 1940 ( Sunday ,33erlin ). 
Work on	 the more important papers accumlated 

during m;y absence. Interesting points: 

1, )	 Again liaison between Olfrt and us is
 
deficient,
 this time relative to the 
Balkan question, The matter seems to be 
developing further, i.e o in the direction 
of a possible German attack on Turkey.
This of course changes radically the" 
picture. yev c must not lose eight- of the 
fact, that our chances against Russia 
diminish if we commit forces against 
Turkey, -at the last conference 4 was told 
by the Fuehrer: "we can do the Straits 
only after Russia has been beaten "„ This 
idea necessarily implies another one: We 
must avoid war against Turkey as long as 
Russia is not beaten. For this reason we 
have based all our planning on the assumption 
that our political leadership' ls doing its 
utmost to avoid a conflict with Turkey at 
this time. If this viewpoint shas now been 
abandoned for another, namely, that we 
can afford the risks of an attack on Turkey,
and that we would throw her out of Europe
if she does— not keep still while we attack 
Greece then we must postpone the Russian 
project*1 
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2.)	 An intercepted British radio signal 'Speaks 
of a transfer of "Headquarters" to Ireland 
on 22 November. It is doubtful' whether this 
means that the British High Command agencies 
are pulling out,, For my party Ido not 
believe it. 1t probably refers to a Saltish 
Expeditionary Corps which will use Ulster 
as a base for the occupation of the whole 
of Ireland, in order to open :c:io ports on 
the West Coast of to the British 
Fleet. In any case the report warrants our 
attention. 

3.) A report by the ?rench General fetaff on 
conduct of the campaign of the *rench 
from the beginning of the war through to 
the conclusion of our vVestern operation*
The absence of any big conception is striking.
Total inability to get away from the concepts 
Of position warfare, which on the one hand 
led them to allocate enormous forces to the 
fortress front, and on the other hand confined 
their operational thinking within purely 
defensive— lines after entering Belgium (first 
middle course of Scheldt river, later line 
Antwerp Namur). 

25 November 1940 

Berlin; 1000: Conference with Ambassador &botz: 

Review of the political situation in France.—	 -Laval, Weygand Situation In Africa.—0 — Conference with Laval end of this week.— demarcation Line. Northern provinces.
 

•
1100 Conference with Admiral Canaris 

He reports on the outcome of his trip to $pain 
and	 of his conference with V'igon. Vv'arns about 
Etscheit , who seems to have been talking nonsense 
again in Switzerland (Richthof en) , 

Return to Zossen.' 

Question of guard personnel in the -Test,
~ 

Division of responsibility between Military 
Government and Army HHoq o 

"Tourist parties". Complaint by the Military
Governor, 

Baentschi 

1...)	 BdE!s report to Fuehrer. 
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2. ) a) 600 Italian. 3enz trucks with Italian 
drivers to Vnxaoh, whore we put on 
G-erman drivers and take them to iku&ari.

b) V/Q must furnish also additional 800 
more trucks with drivers, to go to, 
Skutari via Bulgaria, One-third 5 ton, 
two-thirds 3 ton, total 3,000 tons, 

Army °ff from makin S an^con^rfbu^iSn 11 

3,) Cuts in transportation furnished for routine 
business. (Order). 

4») Turn in vehicles to OK 

5. ) Spain* 

Draft of assembly plan for the Southeastern
operation, This draft mustbfc revised, because 
the political command will demand stronger 
security against Greece, n is based on the 
assumption that we detrain in Romania and .group 
for operations after that.
 

Preparation:- V~ 25 December. January. 
Start of March: 16 u anuary.
Mot, unit on the southern border: 23 January.
Two Inf. and two ivit, Divs, on the southern border: 
4 
Start of offensive: 11 February. (Bear in mind 
Eastern operation 1) 

First echelon i 26 December 15 T 

He us ingor : 

a) 72nd and 73rd will be assembled in the 
Vosges Mountains by 29 November, 164th piv» 
can arrive in the Vosges Mountain by 3 December, 
bixthMt. Div, on the Semmering by 7 December. 

b) If rcDlacement is needdd for XXX Corps Kq-in 
the East, we could take XXXXIIICorps i'-cy 
(Henrici ). 

c) graining Divisions, for.Romania: -n^ixtU -"xrmcL.. , possibly Sixteenth Armd. in c:conange ;
Div<,for Third ArmcL 

d) Gibraltar: }_5 German ships are being readied 
in Venice, Trieste, Livorno; this means ''chat 
the larger part of them must first sail, round 
Italy (^trait of Otrantoi ). Scheduled to 
assemble at by middle of 

Jeoembor, 

c)	 Coastal artillery in the area to pro^r 
the assembly of troops for "Felix". oect 
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f)	 Flatbed trailers available: 28 20-ton, 

86 10=ton (distributed among all *irm&.Dlvs, ) 
For Sixteenth <irmd; d)iv, we need 67 20-ton,, 
4 10-ton trailers, \u25a0f'rime movers are more 
critical and are harder to replace than tracks 
(exept for the rubber). 
The flatbed trailers are organic equipment of 
the repair columns of the Armd.DivsJ 

g)	 22nd Div. will be converted into an Airborne 
Corps of the xiir Force , 

h)	 Miscellaneous i Substitute for 44th Eng.Bn. in— 
"Felix" disapproved.. irun bridge,—no decision 

•yet*.Our personnel Is standing by.< 
Construction Bns. for Todt? (No.1 ).— 
waffen SS Div. detaches one-third for new SS Div 

Sarnowi G-auleiter Wagner's telegram to ObdH about two 
trainl©ads of house furnishings from France pro
mised to him by ObdH. Obviously this promise 
cannot be kept, since the allocation of these 
articles is subject to the regulations of the 
Four Year <Lan # 

Taken as a whole this day shows again the vast amount 
of unnecessary work imposed on the Gr©JS££lklS-S&;&ff 
in consequence of the failure of OKy to furnish 
any positive leadership, i\ro directives have been 
forthcoming on what they really want in Bulgaria, 
but there is endless calk about troop:., strength, 
even about individual units. 
Any way we look at this Bulgarian business, it is 
nothing that would really hurt Britain. But that 
after all is the only tiling that should count. 

In this connection it is heartening to see that the 
Fuehrer is again taking an Interest in . "Seeloewe". 
That is the surest way to hit England, But then 
again, the Spanish question does not seem to be 
getting anywhere,, Neither Bulgaria nor Spain are 
to let themselves be dragged into the war o They
kn<g>w that they would have to pay the piper even— 

>after G-erman victories. 
England's plans against Ireland seem to be near 
realization. 

26 November 1940. 

G-en cral Buhie i 

&) Qav. Piv. Horses for aT guns (two requested for 
each Reg.t. ) 
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—
Have we got any tanks? Light Inf. guns available 
only for two R-egts, motorized. 
Other requests fulfilled. 

b)	 Hq for Armd. Groups* Command authority; judicial 
powers. 

c) Estimates of m,otc>r _..tr a.n sjDorJt _ej£P e rtjgj^ Cap aab e of 
operations wlt"Srdistant" objectives if good care 
is taken during this winter. 

d) 150,000 PWs, plus and Construction Bns, 
requisitioned for air shelter construction work. 

Divisional Engineers are out of the question* 
"c have a total of 31 G-Hq. Engineers Bns, Of these, 
8 are detailed for special projects. Of the 23 
remaining/ 12 must furnish cadres for —six new Bns. 
That— leaves seven mot. and four horse drawn -^ns-. 

Of the C ons truction Bns, 28 are working for 
Air Fproe, 20 for Navy. Altogether we have 115. 

c) Mountain equipment for °ulgaria willnot be 
possible* 

f)	 "Chief of **rmy Library", as of 5 December. 
h)	 Military-«G-eographica3- Institute willbe activated 

in Warsaw during of .Uecerber* 

Kinzcl Bulgaria. 

Troubles : 

a) Are afraid Hirkey will attack) 
) Their demands— areb)	 Fear ait? raids ) put aside. AAAi"** 

o'	 Russian landings at Burgas and Varna; say they 
have reports; want heavy artillery, 

&)	 Country is poor. Could not stand a prolonged watf» 

the';\u25a0^\u25a0££!LJl^ W^^l FiviVpracticable roads across 
Inlk&n i^duntnins leading to the ;outh, one-wn.? 
roads ;.narrow j nany-ourves, Brid^^s partly very 
weak. Only wide enough: for one vehicle, sharp curves 
at bridges. 

father: From-- 1.5	 to tho v middle of"4pril,
•snuwirtf ts. No snowp 1ough r,l 
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Frontier?Frontier? %is on foothills. East of the Struma 
Fiver ""May "be compared with 

* For tificj.itions Reported to have some pillboxes, 
TlgliTTlG^empTaoGments, otherwise field fortifications 

foodj_ For oaoh they would feed 100,000 men for four 
weeks. No gasoline, no repair facilities. 

' 

cry diffic It, Staffs can be accommodated, 
Tsu :cT not "troops, 

"~ ~"
: Ponderous, an tigvated,Jf^£l5JraL5JL&?1

unimaginative c

" 

Romania nansen, propaganda, Size of his Staff. 
far ty ag e noio s with women ( Par ty,S S ) have macle an 
embarrassing impression. Officers Corps partly in 
opposition^ neral Staff makes good impression. 

Ju£tt.; ;r•* a) fe'tart of postwar t? lining only on approval' by 

"^ \u25a0b) Want's us to stress to OKW importance of 
|^rel^i3:l- ârJf r?:^ nillSj. raining Sec. ObdH f 

\u25a0\u25a0"such as""radio operators, etc.
c)	 Knight's Oross SA. (Mantey) 

v ObdH? 
d)	 Service in jj'eldhorrnhalle*^ to "be credited— 

.c.3 military scrvicoi Buhl'e yon Bcrnuth. 
c) s£cognitiqn for 3A. Knight's ": 

Service G^oss for SA leaders. ObdH. 

•^ " 2Sy_±.Z ; • Or ll'LS Q.n(itrails in the Conclusion 2 

large-scale operation impossible, at worst harassing 
raids, by a few Bns. ,striking *in northern direction, 
from Central Africa, against rench and Italian 
North Africa. 

Tip-oelskiroh» a)yon	 Albania: So far Italians have at 
Divs,I most ".5 

b)	 °ur Foreign °ffice is now ?trii<:ing 
.a very friendly note in dealing with 
Jugoslavia. 
Apparently they are playing with the 
idea of selling the Yugoslavs on 

in return keeping their 
handr off the Adriatic (Vienna) • 

c^ Hungary is receiving very friendl 
treatment t the moment. 

d)	 Moiotov: with Bulgarian envoy. 
Offers guaranty provided the Axis— 
does the same. 
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:Help in extension of the frontiers] 

c)	 At the moment, Bulgaria declines guaranties 
from any side. Joining of the Axis is under 

consideration. 

f)	 Leopold: Friendly mood toward The 
possibility is left open that the country 
would retain its sovereignty. 

g)	 Antonescu has served notice that he will demand 
revision of the Vienna Decisions, 

h)	 England's difficult situation is becoming 
increasingly apparent. Roosevelt reported to 
have stated that England willbe finished 
within six months and that there is no Sense 
in dragging the U.S. into the war for England* 

i)	 Spain___ under heavy German pressure to join us 
against England; Fuehrer thinks the military 
problem is simple and expects complications 
only in the CJanary Islands. Economic difficulties. 
V'ar unpopular*' English propaganda, is strong! 
Morocco question is left open. 
¥\o decision yet on Spain 1 s participation. 
Decisions up to On the economic side 
they want 60,000 tons of grain. 

Ik)	 Reported landing of Canadians in &£ee.ce__ L doubt 
that. Probably only Air 

on tour to AG-p. A55£L2Z'^™^£ii®-Cl Report 

a) G-d has resigned itself to strength rcduc** .. tions.'" 
b) Coast Defense is a greater burden than is the 

Demarcation Line, The bulk of the troops are . 
assigned to Coast Defense, fteeruils are being
trained in the dunes unit training above Bn-, 
level not possible while troops are in Coast 
Defense assigments. 

6 

c) In some Divs* no replacements can be found for 
armament workers.^Occasionally the assertion 
is voiced that armament workers willnot return 
even next spring, 

d)	 Replacements for detached cadres have not yet
arrived; every delay in their arrival postpones 
completion of recruit training. 
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c)	 "."eeloe^e" !?r-3- rrar.- is pursued wit/ toat 
energy, as though operations might start any 
time.' ' 

f )	 Training program is overdone inthe Regional
Defense Bns as many as one~third of men 
engaged in training 

g)	 Personnel, detached for guard duty: Complaints 
..by High Command West are true only for a few 
Divisions, in the others the situation is much 
better. Much nonsensol ( e.g.. lines of sentries 
round coastal towns; guards outside soldiers 1 

clubs) . Continually changing demands make things 
more difficult. Blocking off of big cities 
cannot be kept up. Busch has rescinded the order. 

?££2r^_ 9IL 8 ?S ?uebler:_ Satisfied with training.
facilities, complaints or suggestions, need 
a Liaison Officer for Air Force and the Spanish 
High Command. 

G-crckc: a)	 Report on meeting of advisory board at the 
office of the Director General. of the State 
Hailroads, 26 November. Minister of transport
ation admits that the State Railroads will 
in future be unable to meet our requirements 
on the level of present demands. 

b)	 bridge _Hen dayo_'- Matter" Is under 
con'sTdora't ion by Madrid foreign 

Office. 

c)	 Mining of railroad bridges in Franco,* 

d)	 2419 m of niilitaryjbridgos tied up in 
bridge s , 2990 "in "available "for use. New 
production to 1 January: 207 re, to 1 666 in 

so that .we would have 3,850 non hand, plus 
built-in bridges, total is about 5000 m. 
15,800 m steel girders for temporary bridges
(bridge launcher?). 9, 500 bridge piles. 

c) Officer Corps of Railway Troops willbe built 
up by bringing in university-trained men; 

for out-of-turn seniority promotion;Provision 
Corpswill be taken into the active Officers 

during war. 

f^ii^^l"bridges~~ u.n ;.le_r_cq^structj lo_ri1o_rij" L Progress
made," 

ow basis f°r the negotiations on the question 
of Belgian gold: G-old ™ill bo placed into a 

deposit thecustodial at 
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Rpedor is to continue negaiihVi'one. on this basis 
(acceptable I Neumann farnow will go,)* Penmen, and
 
to Brussels.
 
'or \u25a0 

. ,	 irmation of a number of 
___^___^	 )f"fcleatii sentences 
Desrtion, against the occupying power,
Dtatistics of military offenses during October. 

27	 November 1940 

(Thomas deputy) reports, Mission to inspectCol^^BreJL^fch^ . Divs. earmarked for early commitment. 

yon 

:-': -' a'	 of recruits. 

manuals, Manualsb) Revision of training	 for 
•^•egiments must be issued before those for Divs#* 

c)	 Officer candidates: fhere are still 20,000 
peacetime candidates who have not yet been 
commissioned* Ono training course turns out 
over 4,000 a It is therefore useless to start 
new training courses, since the Personnel 

could not process their nraduates. 
matters alone at present is that the remain

:ing trained candidates in the units get their 
commission* 

d.) Miscellaneous.' Tour by the "ar	 - Visit 
Training Divs cto	 the 

General Ott: a	 "Lessons of the Infantry in the ''tc stern 
Campaign" (Must be put into the hands\u2666 

of	 troops )„ —•b)	 Doeberitz Training "kesults 
must be put on maps for mass distributions 
to troops, — 

o/ Koenigsbrueck Div. Too much 
theory!

d) Rifle negts, in «rm&. Diva, must be led 
by Inf0 -trained officers.

c) Organization of the Infantry squad. 

: 

a) .(G-ehlen) Result of the map exercise on the 
tfulgar ian opcra	llon : 
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Fror. the st^.rt the weight must be on the 
western wing. The central group Is of no 
inpoyttacc Tne eastern group Is important, 
but will not be effective operationally. 

b)	 About six nay be used as a defence 
screen fo.r, the march to the South, -As against 
our original plans, the movement will take 
no more than four days longer. Additional 
forces for current requirements may follow 
behind, at a rate of one Division every two 
days* 

c)	 Effects of possible operations in Spain and 
on the Balkans on the Russian problem* The 
diversion of strength to these operations 
would compel us to give up "Seeloewe" and to 
confine ourselves to reaching the first 
objectives in""the Russian offensive. They would 
certainly give us a jump-off base for a pincer 
operation, but such an operation does not look 
promising in these Immense spaces c 

Hhodeia) Increased anxiety In Turkey. 
rejection"£>/ Demonstrative	 of a break with i-ingland 

- and of transit for our troops through Anatolia,— c) State of siege in Thrace. Condition of the 
troops in Thrace — 0 — 

d) Turkish **rmy and Force. Defense, ;vrms.~— 
"ar industry.Morale. 

yon Zlehlberg* a) iteport of tour in thu iJast, Heartening 
impressions of the General Staff work, 

b) Current General Staff Personnel matters. 

23	 November 1940. 

Sarnowy toe agree that there are two ways la) through 
Brussels, or b) through France, 
a)' Alternative is' possible only if we make 

concessions (Restrict scope of order and 
negotiate on an equal basis. ) 

b)	 Alternative, to talk to Hemnen and the Governor 
of the Bank of France, which would put t&e -cold 
of the Belgian National at our disposal. 
(Same evening): Heinnen will see Laval. Power 
to dispose of will be vested in Becker by 
an order of G-ov-rnreent Belgium. It is 
thought that Laval must honor such a signature 
as le^al and turn o?t r thu gold. 

c)	 The whole affair, of course, is nothing but a 
legal form of extortion. Still the form is 
tolerably acceptable 
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The Governor of the Belgian National Bank 
will probably resign, This we can put up with, 
unless also- the Belgian &eneral-- Decretary of 
Finances resigns; he is really irreplaceable* 
Moreover,; France seeing what happened to Belgium le 
gold will of course draw her conclusions on 
what she may expect gold.for her. own 

C of S XVIII.Corps, reports, Wants our help in 
"getting replacements for officers with mountain 
experience. 

Q)?--L£'L J^onjie^piyis_ion :_ New man for	 (Trauch ? 
"GutzeitT)", 
Medical Officer Corps • Two-thirds of civilian 
doctors and one -fourth of hospital doctors are
 
still in the
 
Representative of ObdH to *'rank (Governor-General)?

Officer roplaq omen t s ?
 
The following CG-s have experience? yon 

(Armistice Commission), Manstein 
(XXXVIIICorps), Kionitz (I XVIICorps), Lindomann 

(L C Orps)^ Hartmann (XXXX Corps), Brand (XXXIII 
Corps), 'b ahrmbacher (VIICorps), XK Ortzfleisch 
(Xl Corps), Kuntze (XXXXII Corps), 
Divs. available for assigmenti 46 th^ 56th, 183rd, 
198th, 294th (15 January), 76th (lFebruary). 

Replacements	 toBuhlola' are now being speeded the 
Divisions; in the"Seeloewe" other Divisions 

alreadythey have arrived* 

b)	 Impossible to use recruits to replace the 
armament workers on furlough.^ as doing so 
would preclude forming Field Replacement Bns. 

o' up of armament workers takes 20 days. 
(10 days to get them out of the factories, 10 
days to return them to their units). 

d)	 C Catsr ts and horses for Infantry (Five for each
Company) . 

c)	 To g3t Amphibian tanks Armd, Divs. ) 
ready for amphibious operations takesSto 10 
weeks. 

f) Report on truck situation, Qos of First and 
Eighth 1 s-^rmd. brigade fairly satisfactory. 

)	 O^dH wants to supply only the trucks for the 
20 short-range Ren Staffeln. 

"eusingcr : 

a)	 Guard troops problem in AGp.A. 

*™* \u2666*\u25a0** 



b)	 More Divisions -for Romania, 

o)	 Two-thirds of the ships in the Mediterranean 
(lO) will get 50 ton loading cranes, one-third 
(5) 12 ton cranes. 

yon Stzdorf : 
a)	 Conferences of the Reich Foreign Minister 

with the Jugoslav Foreign Minister (Berghof 
and Fuschl). Mussolini approves. No results 
so far. Prince Paul must be called, in. 
Yugoslavia to get Saloniki and a guaranty of 
her frontiers* demilitarization of the 

coast. 

b)	 y,cily!_ Anxiety whether Albania can be held. 
"SEiff"blame on the Army.* 

c)	 Codreanu-Day. Anniversary of assassination 
(Morossow), Romania. 

d)	 Papen to the Turkijsh Foreign Minister! Axis 
is willing to respect the territory and the
 
sovereignty of Turkey and to offer guaranties,
 
provided Turkey is willing to cooperate in the
 
Mew Order of Europe,
 
"Formation of a British front on the
 
would be intolerable for Germany",
 

c ) is becoming the center of interest. 
Hussia has asked Bulgaria about her attitude 
toward a guaranty pact; !!If it is accepted, 

would draw closer to the Tripartite
Pact." 

f)	 Russia: for joining a QuadripartiteConditionsPact :"' Finland Russian sphere of interest ", but 
willnot be invaded. G-uaranty of Bulgaria; 
interest in the Straits. Bulgaria is 
evasive, 

g)	 Ireland: Show of will to- resist. Our Minister will 
talk" with De Valera. 

h)	 Spainj_ Reported agreement among the leading 
Generals that Surier must be fired, 

i) Japan I wew ambassador in Washington, one-time 
head of a friendship mission, Gutting back of 
political objectives! 
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29 November 1940 

Mornj.ng^' Part Iof Paulus' map maneuver (Study of the~~ 
"Eastern operation)* 

£^f tornoon.J_ comes in on completion of his work 
•with Hauser» 

Oohsncr! Reports on his tours in the westj 

a)	 XKUebler f s Smoke battalion is oontinuin 
training in the Jura Kountains. 

b)	 Development in the oil flame process. 

o) Must get some publicity for the Smoke Troops, 

d) Service Manual for officers \u2666 

Phone talk with Sodejis tern__ about_rv;ported plan 
of transferring ;cne' French Paris. 

% 

talk VVgli voH^DM•\u25a0 Phone	 >xliirl:lL-l__; -U Is correct 
that the \u25a0\u25a0^rencn tiov -rniaent Wjuld like 'to '\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0rove to 
Paris. So far t:iw has not auth" vrizv;d' such 
a p )ve. :.r:.issi m his orders to defer 
the natter urdjLl -after the 'Rib'b^ntr yp-Laval' confer
ences. £ u^.hrer will decide then. 
Conference Huntain.^o'r/«varlimont. French plans in 
Africa outlined. 

30 November 1940. 

Phone talk with ObdH on progress on current matters. 

1 Preparation of the conference with Os1.9H 0:!*?!'
"of "S o"f'"Armies, etc,
 

Visit to the ,(9Deo ember)
— 
Corresponddnoe routine. Current personnel matters, 

Schmidt;~Alt^3Rstddtj Abefz 1 position as "Ambassador 11.* become Independent of the Military G-overnment, 
ar-reaching implications for the position of 

ObdH and of Military G-overnment France. 
Jewish question in France, 
Propaganda in France. Disbanding of the Propaganda
Section, 

5l£rlilML.lZ22 h™SLSL?J^ ceZQJ}Re _wit^ 9M£?» X report on 
important mattera'TEat oame~"up" during his leave..<y e have heard that the political leadership wants 
to drop its plans for the Spanish and Portuguese
Islands, Instead, an effort is to be made to bring
Portugal into the camp* 

G-uest at supper in Sorlinf Boehm-Tettelbach. 
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1 UiidcmhQr 1940. (Sunday, Berlin). 

No now official business, Work pn current matters. 

2 Dec ember 1940. 

Major	 Dingler reports out. 

°apt.	 Simon (ib, 246th Divf ) transferred to Seo. Foreign

Armies WestV"
 

on his tour in the East.
'* questionsCurrent in Gen Section Dihm to replace

Vveingart? Traffic control. 

France: New set-up following the change in Abetz' position 
? 

Noon:	 Lunch with the Danish Mission headed by ofChief
Gen. Staff, aenoral Gqcrtz, which will"tour tho
Maginot Line (Guards uavalry Club). 

J^- ng:Q }-01. report SoQol± 
•^\u25a0eusinp:er • 

a) Report on OIC7 Conference on liFelix" 
3L.)Friday arrival of "Small Reconnaissance 

at Bordeaux: Lanz, Grosse, Roschmann,
*nf., Luoht, "rtillery; &ei;:er, Sng.,—Stahmer, Sip:...,. 

2, ;18 
? 

trains willbe prepared before__tbn st^rtof operations, but otherwise the French 
Administration must be kept out of 

the preparations. 

b^ calk with 

12ia/
<^
r-ee^§i uoe in ow spirit s c No leading 

"^enaral¥T "-^relun of fimpire is dreamed out. 
Guaranty to Jugoslavia, transit of troops, but 

will be taken by us and then turned 
over to 
Turkey has been informed, and is netting soft 
in consequence. 
(< e shall be in Leningrad in three weeks! I 

; heinkel -planes wanted for four 

Gibraltar! Siege guns, 'as explosion,** 
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rc)	 5£E^r??^l A ncr" rwl* 14 cumber.. Will bo 
preceded by advance Party. *or 16 eccmberl 

?i^^_P?«^? £ccArl.rlai.sslc^£_e_.?i:£iZ for Bulgaria, 
3es't in "two"suode'ssTve" groups . 

9.) Ss2*Si2S._P£ §_S£s. .S^lS^ 4 ?E2uE (Hqeppner) : That 
me-afts/ wg""rhu^t:"r©Qal'f"2§ns_£§ "from Romania to 
have him' fqr \u25a0Eastern opor atio^'. 

G-en BrancU, (Arty): 

a' "Felix" : Biarritz coast defense: Two batteries— from Channel.' Coast defense. Navy preparations
for Spain Eight 17 cm s;uns to close the Strait 
of	 Gibraltar ol(o

l( be shipped by sea;), 
together with light batteries. 1t takes eight 

for action,1weeks from arrival to get them ready 
Our contribution for coast defense for Spain: 
To supplement the supposedly existing 29 Spanish 
Btrysawith 150 guns (excluding Ceuta and the 
Islands), which may be in dubious condition, the 

Operations Staff wants from us: 'i > 

Two ;10. cm Birys^. ono .©ach. £ of*-Malaga and Cadiz. 
Must be taken from our flank.1 

Two Bns 8 ,z_ six one 3n. of three Btrys for 
(Must beVigo and for Barcelona. U taken from 

coast defense against ) 

Two Bnso ,~ clx BnD of three Btrys »for 
Por-to and for Lisbon,, (^an for the time be taken 
out of the artillery earmarked for Portugal*1 ) 

Four Btrys o for the defense of the Canary Islands* 
(Must	 deionses,be	 taken from the -^rench coast? 
they temporarily replaced by mobilewhere will be 

batteries; laterJ.ater by newly activated 
artillery units) 0 

batteries: oy	 coastal 

b)	 Firing efficiency of Artillery pretty poor. 

c)	 Surveying. _in__tiic_ East (difference of vie'.-rs 
botwean" the "Chief -^rGillery Officer and Ninth** 
Section regarding assigment of surveying missionc). 

iv;OQu : over to thea'	 Cinkar 
AxTs""nowi"^"n three, months conditions will be 
leas favor able <, 

b) Romania* Nothing nuw # Romanian will be ready 
by spring. Nothing promised. 
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o)	 Leopold: .The closer -Belgium's ties with Germa-**^ 
the grea Wr tlie:

' 

amount b'f internal independence 
she will retain,- wo objections against tno
 

continued rule: o£ the dynasty,
 
different -from and Norway.
 

\u25a0d) Aissianf haye backed with the .Ailgarians, Sf. 
Bulgaria accepts f an Assistance £act, 

"

?dfsia, 
will support her revision claims. nfn 'Ussia 

Tripartite ."^ct.. upen pact,will also Join •fDp^ulltatlon of trie-two sec"^	 ~ 
nV

\u0084^cje of interest^ ne three powers must
Jrant a. .privileged position in the Straits 
according to a formula still to be. arrived at, ) 

conditions :. ; 

No	 more troops to (peaceful
settlement.') Bulgaria concludes *act of Su'hual -> 

Assistance with =lussia; must join the Tripartite
Pact. 

Russia will lease bases on the 'Straits. , 

Turkey is not agreeable, satisfaction of claims 
will be forced by Italian .and Russian 
military action against Turkey. ) 

Japan must renounce her claims to Northern 
'Sakhalin. . 

Russians are . interested, in the region south of 
\u25a0 

e^	 Qpaln lias said that two months sire too short 
for preparation;, accept no deadline. 

'f•) 5n5nt zIg*;er-^ar1imont » Against Nlgarla, through
' 

•.	 . 

QQu li. distribution of.Russian forces; fortifications on 
the Husrian eide» He view of operational 
possibilities aftur the first objectives have 
been 'gained, • 

3 December IS4O 

OQu 1 map. .maneuver (Eastern operation ). Part II 
\u25a0of the operation, bringing us to the line Minsk'  \u25a0 

\u25a0 
\u25a0 . 

QQu IV: Rorania: internal situation still very tense 
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AritonesouJ- illegal movement was armed by Germany
(stated In the presence of Ghe Gen oralsi. Number 

•of	 political assassinations exceeds £00. 

%mcp with	 giina i^llX $qt fuj!t)he^ . disturbances 
-' '	 

\u25a0•	 :\u25a0iirmy.. .. :	 . 

Romania^. Romanian &en. &taff states In daily situatioh 
report: Russians have. moved four Divisions nearer 
to ,the Romanian border near Cernauti, \u25a0 

Heusinffey,;	 Jodiy* Rasp, Sorki 

Report on schedule of movements in "Felix"; Our 
Reconnaissance Party (15 strong) goes to s pain 
on 6 -^ec ember, I'hey willbe followed by a group 
of Reconnaissance planes, then SS then 
J1rtillery etc. An Interval 32- 38 days will 
elapse between the crossing -of the frontier by
the planes' and the start of the operation. 
This is plenty long and anything but a lightning 
faar # But the need for rigorous camouflage 
necessitate this long delay. 

: ~1800 
i(
Qonf erence with ObdH;^ On political situation,
Felix11, TrMarita ir and Eastern' operations, iNJ o new 

\u25a0 •viewpoint s»	 . 

G-eroke' Steel quotas allocated to State Railroads and 
O'hief of Field transportation approximately meet 
our demands. 

-
"Otto progro.m 51 w can be carried out in full. 

ivagner ;. a)	 Fuehrer directive on "ambassador in France"."Military Governor" will remain for the time 
being. 

b) 800 trucks for Italy.
Suggests? instalment: 250, by 1 Januarys 

Second Instalment: perhaps 100 by 
. . 1;%rch,

i-hix»di-hix»d instalment: remainder by 1 l%y,
\u25a0^rivers from Furlough L»ivs/ 

c)	 'i'ruck situation. Spare parts quota must be 
increased. New workshop platoons. (l6will beready). & "fourth Echelon- Maintenance
Workshop" for each 0 

One^half of new truck production will go to
the Field (1,600 by 1 February), 
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d) Fuel 'situation "bad, Tire situation very bad # 

von__£tzdorf : Report on re cent conferences: 

28 November;a) Fuehrer/^ink^.Jia^.ojdJobj.
Yugoslavia's exintence important for us, for 

reasons, vVe want a strong Yugoslavia*economic 
"e.hayo no interest in the 

pue-iir-jrJ_ uNothi|ig has ever changed between us. It is 
.our. partner who w?iter|&§. . typical example 
of how a big State can underrate the power 
of resistance of a small State, folly". 

Unique; opportunity for Yugoslavia, 

"c shall drive England out of Greece with 20 
divisions,, but willing to usi 180 Jivisione," 
ifvneid bs. in connection with th*s operation, 
frontier readjustments possible ii.-. ..avor of 
Bulgaria.
 
Hungary » boa constrictor, Indigestion.
 

Russians have offered assistance to Bulgaria 
and have premised treaty revisions also with 
respect to xugoslavia c 

If Yugoslavia joins the .^"erman combination she 
would obtain a guaranty for her existence, plus 
Saloniki* In return she would only have to 
demilitarize .^alnatia*\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0' r
Jl Buce too/ would be glad to confront Ms 
hotheads with accomplished facts/
"Events permit us to bring influence to bear 

11.in the Italian -sphere 
l!2hree months from now /the situation might be 
less favoratele for Yugoslavia" s 

Bulgaria nor Jugoslavia need take part 
in any military action s, Naturally, will 
use its discretion in distributing what is 
conquered by arris r 

Stalin wants to do business along the lines of 
-traditional Russian policy. Ifhe finds no field 
for his activities --on the he will turn 
elsewhere, , 

Germany willbuy Yugoslavia's production over 
a long period and at fixed.prices* 

"b )Jt&v^er/^JLjmo^ end o f. ftoveniber: 

A -campaign against is a liability, 
fuehrer will attack only with sufficient forces. 
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In pursuing his pqlicles,, he willdeal
 
also with cgunjries £p;r which he lvas_lit;tle
 
syinpa^hy |fugG!s|£i?ia) t Insists £hatf Italian


Fg^Pe gperafe: over t;he Mediterranean' day
v 

\u25a0\u25a0and n|§Ht."; "'}\u25a0 v 

Program for next sprang*	 Mersa' 
iJiatruh, Greece. ; ".'
 
Program for fall .1941:
 

c)	 *'ranoo more unpredictable than ever, no 
date for his entry into the war. "Completion 
of preparations cannot yet be predicted 11 * 
Wants experts- also, for economic organization 
of country, 
Franco demands that operation in 
Mediterranean coincide with the western 

\u25a0operation, , 

&) Russians want to send us 
one million tons of grain.. ( "From reserve-
stocks") '^'hey expect bigger counter-deliveries* 
Aalance must be settled.' 

veTy suspicious about "Personnel policyc)	 su£^P 
in	 the' Kremlin "o" 

o 

f ) _Jiuat_zi'S i^Tj i^betz ?
".fight -De "waull-e" through Algeria)" nbTt "before
 

November, l94l, Requires careful preparations;
 
there must -be no reverses. want fewer restric
tibns for their i>! avy, .
 

%}	 Qur proposal to Molptoyj' open and two 
secret agreements, to v\m for ten years,
A
us6ia would join the tripartite Pact if 

five secret protocols are accepted • 

1. ) Concerning with whom they want
 
. to come to -terms without force of arms*
 

2. ')\u25a0 Concerning '"'ulgaria,- with whom Bussia 
wants to conclude an assistance 
In. re ~curn Bulgaria would be allowed 'to 

. join, the tripartite Pact.
 
3, ) Lease of bases on the Bosporus.
 

j

4. ) x'ur.key must be requested to join the Tri
n partite Pact; then give a guaranty. In 

the event of a refusal "diplomatic' and 
military enforcements by Germany /Italy" 
and %ssia.
 
J apan must renounce her Sakhalin concession.
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5. ) Hucai^n p^u^r^ q£ interest south of the 

v3c	 have noc yt,t replied bo -chese proposals, 

fr)	 jjaejirir/K1np: Lva pqlclIHcpt.pt ion friendly . 
intbrnal indGp^nclcnot of Belgium will fc© 
greater the closer she ties herself to Germany.

ri&ermany will do^ nothing against the oyal
..royal. 

as -contrasted with the policy taward Holland 
-and Norway* 
We	 shall not let. starve. 'individual 
treatment" promised, "Statement" refused. 

fjntone scu« Instead of 45 Divisions he wants to s 
activate only 29, including 10 with double cadre. 

* 
Antone s cu/ fe'u ehre r *intone sou serves notice of
 
a demand for revision after. the war.
 
Romanian ready in.spring.
 — 

k^ fuehrer/ '£e lekij Ife rau st no t trus t 'the RRus sian s.
"^ngXana aireacly beatcn* — $e rman y s sup eriority. 

4 •December 1940. 

Morning* Preparation for the Conference. 
(Conference is then called off and postponed to 
5 ember). 

•\63Eh	 _ (iirmis %icc . oominiss ion): 

bJ	 of the G-overnment to 'VereallleSj,,transferfuehrer has ruled, that for the time being
this question should be given dilatory treatment. 
\u25a0Probably 'it'will be nsome time, before they are 
allowed to (return# *'i.rst we must .wait for the 
outcome of the conferences with perhaps 
also, whether any practical results will follow 
from them. . xiG-p a ratified*. 

b) 'Fuehrer views favorably prospects for cooperation
with the French. Xias a positive attitude in this 
auestio.ru rench'_ will. . need

M_ 
time,

II 
_ _

/i-	 . . however*'_ ./--\
\u25a0(foreign Office directive on"line" is different). 

o) iirmistice Commission has been, instructed to 
work on the Italian s to mak e the m to, ..ac cept 
the French requests! 120,000 men in 
Africa, easing of restrictions : an the .^avy. 

-- & 
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d)	 Troubles'* -^xpuAeiori of Lorrainers. (Himinier 
is"behind that 1, and 'in Bordeaux* 
267 ews -from Luxembourg * 

Chief Signal Qffleer

a}	 Signal communications fqr f'-ir force in. "Felix", 
vigo, padiz, walaga for NNaval Operations fetaff, 

b)	 Saw materials for Signal Communiqations. **ir 
force- demands four times more from us.1 J will 
have to learn to manage things differently. 

rio) Signal communications through uhgary and" 
\u25a0•*'	 for t<JttoRomania o authorized by OKW. 

d)	 Once %rita is getting under way, signal officers
;?to Belgrade and. Sofia* , . 

c)	 -Direct communications with Ireland, -^ir Attache, 

f)	 Japanese Attache wants .to exchange with us 
Russian cryptographic material* 

g) Foreign Office,	 and we are 
doing radio intelligence. Fellgiebel was 
supposed to coordinate these activities, but 
has not got cen, anywhere. 

Jocll'! a) conference on 5 December. l) Camouflage 
must not be overdone* The matter must be— 
speeded up, 2) Too little Artillery. 

b)	 Fuehrer report on 7 December, afternoon: XKUebler
with Artillery specialist (1500 -hrsj. 
Rlchthofen, Representative of OKH. 
Subject*, details of the -operation. 

» 

5 December 1940 

G-ercke? Assigments for
 
ObdH's- '"reply to \u25a0recommendation concerning Strobl.
 

Buhle : a J	 Trucks for trucks,^ 250 in 
January, 200 in March, -^rivers from 
Furlough Divisions.

bervice,-^b ervice,-^b) Reich	 50 Bns. for the i2ast 
-in March6 
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c) Field Replacement J3ns. (70 co begin with), 
a) New Armdi &roupi Signal units from the 

Divisions of tht J-'hird 
v refit etc* (February )*Sixth 

yon £&ntelen; a) Progress in the	 H@ specially
11-~*	 Ifn^ian war. 

-*\u25a0	 stresses the passivity of the -^talian*vavy. 
b) Possible developments and prospects* 

Ambassador %tter: Cooperation between Foreign Office 
•\u25a0 vepts. and the Army, \	 • 

~ 1900	 (ObdH and myself; part1500 Fuehrer^ :of	 the time," General ): 
l)Se .outlines the political situation and his 

plans. Details see ljiote on the conference. 
Summary }"FeJLIx 11 as soon as possible. Latest 
date for F-day, 10 January, 1941. He want. 8 
shortest possible interval between the first 
air attack and the start of the artillery 
bombardment, '^'he decision to do "Felix" is 
final. 
''Marital Preparations must be carried out to 
the full in accordance with the" recommendation, 
and in such a manner that we can march into 
enemy territory early in MMarch. The decision 
whether ¥arlta will be done is still left open. 

"OttV^*Preparations must get fully under way 
in"accordance with our basic plans. Proposed 

of 1<aay«date: 

"Seeloewe ";j_ Can be left out of our considerations* 

Libya? tip longer contemplated, 

2).	 Details on "Felix": 
a.)	 I'actics* inch of English territory must be 

pulverized,, i'o do this we need much siege 
gun ammunition. Unlimited expenditure of 
ammunition; 20. -30 ammunition trains through
France*, or by sea to Malaga. Negotiations 
with French authorities on transit of these 
shipments not before X-Day. workers through
Spain o 

b) Insure installation of Coastal Artillery in 
T'arlfa and Ceuta through a sales arrangement 
with Spain, be set up in time to prevent 
escape of British ships. 
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c) Prepfcrstipkii	 completed for ferrying-	 m^stl be 
troo^.:.- HoripopQi 

k 
\u25a0&/ Heaviest tank?sj new heaviest type carrying 

27	 rounds of |p.mmunition.;
3j3 j	 details m '!'.9sMli 

a)	 What matters ;most is to prevent the enemy 
from falling iback before our onslaught. 

b) Maximum objective; Occupation of an area 
which will render the Z 3 safe from air 
attacks. After attainment of this objective 
combined operations to destroy the sources 
of enemy war potential (Armaments industries, 
mines, oil fields). 

c)	 Aim of the campaign? of Russian 
manpower.; no groups capable of recuperation 
must be allowed to escape-. 

d)	 Allies* Finns, Romanians, but not Hungarians, 

c )	 One Division will be brought up from Narvik 
by train through Sweden and will strike on 
the northern wing together with two 
Mtc Divs. Objective! Polar Sea. 

f) MMake the Southern strong,1 '^he Russians 
must be-, beaten this side the Dwiepor Gonoentra^ 

:Air Force against Dnieper crossingsi All
 
Russian forces tliis side the Dwiepar must be ;
 

destroyed^
 

g) off Baltic area. 1 The rest can be done 
"by Landwehr c 

h)	 By striking with strong wings north and 
south of the Pripet Marshes we must split 
the nussian front and encircle the enemy 
in separate pockets* (Similar to Poland). 
These two outer wings must be fast and 
strongj 

i) Moscow of no great importance. 

After return in the evening, review of the outcome of 
the conference with rieusinger. 

Resume of the conference put to paper, 
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6 December 1940. 

yon Stuelpnagel calls up* Negotiations regarding the 
demarcation Lines which were at the point of 
conclusion have suddenly, reached a deadlock, 
because the French now |irik tlxj/s gues.t ion with 
the question of the " - - - frontier. 

\u25a0•\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0StJlfen^tng altitude,1 

sh^y !'iie|aarid easing of restrictions 1^ Occupied
2ph<3V December instalment of occupation costs 
has not been paidj 

x Inform Stuelpnagel of the outcome of yesterday's 
conference. 

Q-ene ral Paulus ;Review of operational problems in "Otto", 
"in the light of yesterday's fuehrer conference. 

yon Ziehlbergy~ Filling of posts (Fourteenth Draft), and 
current matters. ; 

ObdH (1700 r- 1900 )i 

a.* M 60^ (He suit of today's trial firing at—-^Ulersleben)**: 4, EOO m Self-
propelled mount,— weight of projectile: 2,100 kg;
explosive charge 280 kg; nuzzle velocity 220 m. 
•Blast and flash slight.— Penetrates 150 cm— 
concrete. Gen be shipped by rail, On roads in 
divided, loads. Assembly by crane. Shops- finished 
by 10 January, in time to be shipped by rail. 
%ad speed 4 km per hour*— —;15 x 15 nu effective range: 2700 

.-4100 m, iimmuni'Gion forth vd'ihi 30 rounds; 
impact fuze. 

b) Koechling projectile for 15 cm guns and 21 cm— 
heavy -howitzers. Penetrates 3 m concrete. Test 
firing in the Jura fountains. Let us hope that 
ammunition will be ready in time, 

c) "Felix": 
ord~r of movement: send .Artillery ahead at the 
earliest to give a flat-trajectory fire against— 
British Fleet, infantry security* 
Remainder of First ..Mt. Div, will follow* 
.^igh explosives for blasting the Hock; by sea 
from .Genoa, Small craft. 
Loading crews at &en must not be shipped 
on same vessels with ammunition, 
Assault tanks l Thoma, latest model with rein
forced front armor, ~
 

Replacements for assault troops must be readied..
 
\u25a0Rehabilitation after completion of operations,
 
in Paris, 
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$hird ArmcU ¥9 ghafigej'
" 

d )Hgt/t q l tii&iwiijgamjaan^Jfte right wing. In 
|hat gage- he £an aisg do Marita. Review of the
§.i£ip.Qpificms and missions of tjhe gevg^al Army
ftqs. 

IjMianpe1c ) jMianpe £arty %o prepare aq§Q.mmQ<ia^iQns 
in Romania. 

General Konrad (Liaison Officer in G-oering's Hq ), 

a) Strategy of aerial warfare:. 

b) Details. 

cl Operations against England: Britain did not~ 
sacrifice her fighter strength over London; is 
sacrificing London instead. Our fighters have , 

only limited range over extending 
not muo^ "beyond London, '^his enabled Britain 
to conserve and increase her fighter planes. 
We 'were forced to change over to night attack. 

\u25a0Selection of targets l emphasis on armanents 
industry (especially aviation). 
Next in order, critical port installations. 
London is under constant, day and night attack 
in order to destroy the oity. Defense organization 
is tied down the re • . to 

Special missions* destruction of specified 
plants of critical industrial importance (Also 
by day, through clouds). . ":'\u25a0 

Attack on selected night airdromes (Night attacks),
Targe'cs«of opportunity: individual c ships^and .:\u25a0 

convoys. 

At present , we do not emphasize attack on supply.
movements, -^'hese operations willbe concentrated 
on only when the main task( destruction of 
armaments Industry) is nea.ring completion* The 
attack on supplies willbe launched in Spring, 
in conjunction with submarine warfare. 

Determining factors in the selection of targets 
for daylight sortie sJ "Weather, effectiveness of 
direction beams, taking~off facilities,, 
In dark nights only flying by instruments 
possible. (direction beams, direction finding). 
This precludes extension of operations beyond 

.fthe parallel of Birmlngliam or at most Liverpool, 
Farther objectives, e.g/ Glasgow, where the 
British are taking all their valuable stuff 
for safekeeping, can be reached only on bright 
nights* 
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d'l^Og^r^JlMsi^oo^MSli^; '• Centralized;' ObdL selects 
the targets for the following night and decides 
what has to be done the day after*-

c)	 Strength* At present 3,000 4,000 planes in 
operation, including l? 800 bombers, 
can go out on missions every fourth night* 

f)	 •\u25a0 -of	 overall situations Personnel 
show occasional signs""of fatigue '[-lie cause no 
conclusive results have as yet been achieved, \
Ifoperations are carried on consistently and 
with sufficient weight, our blows will one 
day pass the limits of human endurance. At 
present we have only few positive indications 
of cracking morale, "One day the bow will break I! 

Fighter opposition is weakening already* 

g)	 Organizations new units willbe activated, 
but existing units willbe reinforced to 15 
planes each, 

He vs lingers 

a^	 Preparations-.- for'1"Felix!1. 
b)	 Preparations for %ari-Da". 
c)	 Navy will furnish four coastal Btrys 6 of three 

15 cm guns each, for &ran Canaria and Tene~ 
riffe. In rr'.d.ition, they wa*nt from us 4 mot*.. 
10 cm gun -Btryso (NoJ ) 

d)	 Preparations must be made now for the relief 
of troops in Portugal and Spain after the 
conclusion of operation, "Felix", 

c)	 Preparations must now be made for the 
rehabilitation of the Armd, units returning 
from "Felix 11; also of mot* medium Artillery. 

BuhleJ_a) Preparations for • "Felix" and llMarita tf ". Recall 
men on fiirlougiij

t>^ Current activation questions. (AGp. E will 
not "be needed J ) 

7 December 1940 

'Morning,* Part 111 of Paulus map maneuver. 
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dren. yon ffu.lkenhor s_t_ calls: Reports onNooffl' Oqla 
Norwayl 

X.) Preparation for offensive with 
four from Norway through Finland; 

163rd; .iiingelbreoht} 199th, &empsky (tnree 
Regts. ); Second Mt. Feuerstein;\u0084 

Kreysing.Third Mt, Div. \u0084 
iCime required for assembly in Finland or 
on the Finnish border; 6-8 weeks, _ One 
Mt. .iur wi2i go by road to Pe**-aoo lAsoond
Mt. Div# ).
 
One Mt.. Div# willmov« up by rail from
 
Narvik (Third Mt. "iv,)#) 

#
 

One Div# from Central Norway by rail throuph

Sweden (l63rd .). .
 
One from the coast of Central Norway

by rail through Sweden (l99th Dlv0 ).

Movements possible as of 1 April.
 

2. ) Waff en SS on coast of -Polar Sea and in
'Southern Norway (Oslo) under a Brigade
Commander. Cooperation good. 

Evening Gehlen : assembly order for "Marita" (Berlin) 

8 December 194-0, ( Sunday, Berlin ) 

Afternoon 1800: 1 see Keitel (OKtf) at his home. 
&} Albania* Last night; Alfieflinformed' Rintelen

later the -fuehrer, of critical situation in r 
Albania, The Italian Army has again fallen 
back 30 km. Fuehrer holds that this time it 
is not a matter of poor leadership, but rather
of bad troop. morale. 

k) gpainV Caudillo told Canards point blank 
that entry into the war at the time proposed
by us is impossible, since no preparations
have been made. The reasons are mainly of an
economic nature J food etc a The transportation
problem defies solution,— Canary Islands 
and Spanish overseas possessions would be 
lost (also the Portuguese felands 'would be 
occupied 'by the enemy). The islands would 
simply starve to death. 
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Nevertheless Spain will carry on with her 
•preparations. . Camouflage mu|t be fully

maintained, .OKW has telegraphed Canaris, 
instructing him to find out "ihe 

'
earliest 

possible date, , ). 

c) fuehrer is mow examining the \ extreme con
sequences: IfGaudillo refuses to cooperate, 
we. could not get into Morocco; disaffection 
would spread in i^orth Africa;

; 
Weygand would 

set up counter-go vernment* 
Conclusion; anything happens in North 
Africa; we must at once occupy the remainder 
of France* 

Trip	 to see IIPuce planned for tomorrow noon. 
a.)	 x outline a tentative operational plan (Atti

la)* and stipulate a ten-day alert period. 

2200	 (Zossenh Keltel (OKW) on phone? 

a)	 Trip put off for several -days, IIDuce does 
not view situation as particularly dangerous.

•, wants to await developments. 

b) Fuehrer approves.. my operational plan.**
'Thinks, that not many troops would be needed.
Waffen SS. and SS Admlf Hitler will be available 
for this purpose, as will be all unites
destined for "Felix% 
Preparations for llMarit.a 11 will go on o The 
troops assigned to that operation must not 
be used for l!Attilan 

0 S'his conversation was
preceded by conference with 0p c Q&c, (Pis to
rius) and Sec, Foreign Armies*** on uapdUilttie^ 
for assembly of troops, and situation in 
Albania. :. . . 

Midnight: Conference with Pistorius, Stauf fen-
berg, etc. on "Attila", 

9 December 1940.- (Monday ). 
-

1000	 Heuslnger-^istorius raft of plan for operation
"TFttlla11?" 

My estimate that ten days willbe needed to get 
the troops ready to strike is concurred In.- if 
transportation is firmly planned and, the Divisions 
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set up ran 6-rganlzatibn which will allow Instant 
departure of all available forces, the interval 
between issuance of orders and start of opera
tions can be cut to six dayso Should this inter*
val be too long for the political Oanaaad V-\u25a0:.,;•..• 

we mus t irnnedl at ely s tart sending the troop s to-
the : jump-off areas. It is doubtful whether 
these .movements could be' successfully disguised. 

At..noon report to Fuehrer: 

The Fuehrer approves the proposed plan of opera-* 
tion. political Command w&4%s;;&/^brbes~hov'' :.<;V. 
assembly period than six days, '^his willmake 
it necessary to send the troops to the staging 

now,areas
 
Detailed review of the political situation:
 
Spain has finally declined, xhe Fuehrer is now 
weighing the possibility of' regarding existing 
agreements voided by Spain s. withdrawal; this 
would give him greater freedom of action in 
his dealings with the French, with a view to 
winning their support for his policy by promis
ing to keep their -African possessions intact, 
Italy need not be considered overmuch in all i> 
this. 

Itook the opportunity to draw the Fuehrer's 
attention to "two point sir) The necessity to 
continue the attack on, the British Isles with 
every means. 2) threat' from British re
inforcements in the Eastern Mediterranean in 
view of existing Italian capabilities in 
•^ibya, and the possibility of a British front 
on the Balkan s* Fuehrer concurs, He will 
advise the Italians not to advance beyond 
Sidi Barrani, and to limit themselves to 
defensive operations in Libya, (Luncheon with 
the F^ehreF*) 

1700 ! singer receives instructions ba.sed on 
conference" with fuehrer, current matters. 

evening* HHauDtamtslelter Dr8 reads a 
paper on racial . policy^ 
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10	 December 1940 9; (Tuesday) 

OQu IV: a) Interpreters for Russia, 

To) England* Heport on strength, Five new 
\u25a0Reorganization* Artillery reduced 

to spread ever more, Dlvs* 
a 

c)	 fuehrer's letter to lj.Duo.e.~~ )M.lch 
in Rome., (Dive-bomber aj* 

d)	 nintelen has been given three missions 
by the fuehrers l)Go immediately to 
\u25a0Albania* £* ) Bring

e 

military influence 
to "bear on operations in Albania. 3e3 e ) 
Study qu^tion. of transport, to see if 
effective help could be furnished. 

"c ) Bulgaria's reply to Russia* Jhey want 
peaceful revision, Any other method 
would lead to. complications with 

is not 
o 

Bulgaria interested in the Straits.
Acceptance of an Assistance Pact with 

'Russia would necessarily be interpreted' 
as insincerity toward Germany „ In their 
reply, the Russians offer to guarantee 
the Bulgarian frontiers, Bulgarian reply 
still'outstanding. 

f )	 Pfipen has offered Turkey a German 
guaranty of her frontiers if Turkey 
joins the Tripartite Pact* 

g)	 Jugoslavia is evasive, but would conclude 
a Non-agression Pact with us* No reply 
on Prince Paul. 

h) In Hungary, Italy's military prestige
has touched zero, There is a great deal 
of talk about the necessity for 
Gibraltar*— German forces needed in 
the -Southeast^ ar*Jugoslav Pact 
was concluded upon instigation of the
Fuehrer, " "Zone of .coromunl cationg Hungary. 

s©"^ral_von	 0 1, Hauffe,n. ' &UBblerj_ Briefi-ng 
on	 flMari-ca" c 
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Buhle « Timetable for if&a.A\&*+Jtet^ili M.Men an 
furlough at specified intervals* Current 
questions of organization* 

Party will be by-passed in'notifying next 

c f kin of deaths, of relatives in «*<rmy # Other 
current quest ions. 

Jacob* a) Air shelter construction. ~~' Manpower,
db)	 nSeeloewe improvements. Speeding of 

unloading,,
°) Grossing of -i-anube in Romania* Construction 

of bridges and ferries will take two weeks 
from arrival of troops. 
bridge construct 3d with Danube barges will 
take eve:; three weeks*. 
70 -100 trainloads of bridge-building 

. equipment necessary. — 
d ) G-ibral tar ilenolitions > purpo se? 
c) iieporb from the iiiast on construction of 

roads 5 housing and border fortifications* 

Heu singers,- Orders for "-tittila"..-•* Dispatch of 
.\u25a0\u25a0'.reconnaissance teams for "Marita", 

yon	 Stuelpnage ll(on phone ): 

1, )	 Differences between Military Governor France 
and nailroad Chief* ~»' 

2, ) Demarcation Line1Quite suddenly the French 
consider the proposed control of the national 

intolerable,,frontiers 

Wapcn cr*~Handlo scr; 

a) Conference with .%'-idloser on the question
11."Chief **rmy Surgeon 

b)	 Preparations for "Harita".^

11 December 1940. 

Visit War iicademy in Berlin.. 
Morning: Attend— classes conducted by Doerr and &ein~ 

hard* 
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l»un ohe on with the Instructova , Aftcmoon:
 
Attend class by. Hax, 

'
 

Afterwards ad3.ress to the officer participants.
 
Short conference with the instructors.
 

~ 1700 1830 Conference with Schnlewlnd (Naval Opera-
tions- Staff) : 

a)	 Personnel difficulties make, it'impossible 
to meet our wishes for Liaison Officers* 

b)	 Review of the entire war situation.. Our views 
are largely in agreement. 

c)	 War in. the Atlantic very effective; SS Scheer 
in Southern Atlantic, SS Hipper in Northern 
Atlantic. Numerous 

'

auxi1iary orvis-e rs also 
In Asiatic waters and in. the South Sea* 

d)	 Two new capital ships, (Bismarck) willbe . -' 

commissioned in April and May. 
. England has nothing to match them. In 
addition two heavy cruisers are going to x 
be returned to active service; as a result, 
Britain's situation will become increasingly' 
difficult beginning next.May -at the latest. 

c) Plans for the submarine campaign call for 
~ construction of 18 20 submarines each month 

next year/ starting about June. It Is still 
uncertain whether this goal can be reached, 

f)	 Constant improvement in mine warfare by 
new t^rpes. Acoustic mines. 

2200 C-en eral Bogatseh:.'-.Repo rt on activation of new 
short-range reconnaissance 

'S.taf feln, 20 new &£.&££
feljaewillbe added to the existing 36 1 20.. for 
Armd. Divs., 10 for mot 0 Corps ; one for Cay. Dlv., 

.two for:Mountain Corps, 23 for Inf..- Corps*, brings
:ing	 the total to 56/ 

Those earmarked for special missions are not In
cluded In- the activation plan, viz,: 

Four for Attila
 
Two for Romania
 
Eight for Macedonia
 
Five for Armd, Div. in Africa.
 

Timetable: Organizational preparations run until 15
 
January; activation to 15 March; .assignment to
 

\u25a0\u25a0Ground Force Hqs to 15 May, . . 
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Distributed at present in three Groups* AGps fX,	 3) (strongest with 15 St affeln ), and B, 

Training with Tenth Armd/ -Uiv.— Retraining 
on Focke^-wulf. planes, -*- Night.' flight training 
at 

Material*. -Plane strength just sufficient* By 
May, each Staff el will have 7or 8 planes*
Truck situation. 

General G-ercke fegovts on lohonel 
a)	 Fuel supply of -&ast Prussia, iieloh Marshal 

intervenes, iiiverything else will have to 
wait, including Askania* 

b)	 Shipping priorities: Goal to -Haly, coal 
to	 ttussia, coal supply for the isastern program, 

e^	 Pistribution liffieultles in 4*ast Prussia* 
%lief "by seaborne 

12 December 1940 

yon Ziehlber^» Next —War academy class will have— -agenda,roll of 110.* for the 0 of-S Confer^ 
ence ft Current matters*-

OQu IV; Oestermann l^-- Conferences held by \u25a0Warrimont 
in Release of colonial expertaf—
Fuel q^uestion^ Existing orders are to"be 
modified as not to apply to i\lorth -iifrioa, 
Syria reassuring statements for the benefit 
of	 Turkey* 

German Military Mission to visit Russian 
armaments industry* Article for the American 
Press? "Campaign— Experiences witir Cavalry 
and banks' 1* 

\u25a0Japan apparently willing to renounce her 
Sakhalin concession ( condition for the tri
partite Pact). 

Chief Op, Sec: 

a)	 Start of troop movements to HomaniaJ Four 
iCng t Bns« t five Bridge Construction Bns. , 
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two Construction additional to the 
two already provided. 

b) Heconnaissanee *'cam Bulgaria* 
Vienna, lo December, Bucharest, Will enter 
Bulgaria . across Danube* 
Cross-country motor vehicles willbe pro
vided by' us. Camouflaged as automobile-outfit,sales	 . . 

c),Co rpg Commanders for XaXX and XIVc 

Corps.	 , 

d) Activation of >irmy Hq 17? forking Stafft
Mackensen in Vienna as of 21 

c )	 1941 program for border fortifications 
in Jtiiast, *arget for 1940 willnot be 
reached. 
Inquiry about targets for 1941*-- Heply:
£ast Prussia, light permanent fortifications, 
rest field fortifications. 

Oren Q,u; a) Baentsch (with %nstein): Organization 
11,of Boraanlan supply base tor 

Supply services during the operation. 

b)	 Build-up of supply basis for-
Campaign iSend more stocks to dumps in 
the construction questions. 

c)	 Preparations for \u25a0 "attila". 
d)	 Negro PW r s will be concentrated in

France,Southern 
~~ G-e ncral %c11er'*oourt—tor£iii1, qu e ct'ion s, He view 

of the points to be discussed with the \u25a0 

Ga	 of-S. 

Heu6inp:e.£ >:	 via)	 Operation r'el±x" cancelled.b) Order to Hq 17 to take over' 
troop? of Twelfth by 1 January,

c) Preparations for the C of S Conference, 

'•yon Stuelpnaß'el ( on phone): 

a)	 Petain willvisit Paris to' attend the re-burial 
of the Duke of Heichst&dt '; (5 
This journey has no bearing on the decision 
regarding transfer of the French Government, 
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• • 

b)	 Conference Fuehrer/^uce* 
c) Italians suddenly are very accommodating 

about French military wishes in.North 
. . 

' ikeder willgo to Italy
. 

to look after 
ftayal operations there. 

d) Conference Huntzi ger/^arlimont. New pro
posals indicate intention to ..start 
operations against in Africa "by
spring. 

c)	 Laval conferences, which originally were 
not to take place tillafter Christmas, 
will be held now* 

f J	 Udet ls promise that the targets of the 
aircraft production program will,be reached, 
was based on utilization of the entire 
French armaments industry, including 
plants in the unoccupied zone, We have not 
got so far y&i* 

Grerokei a) Howriow willwill%ex"ing' ss demandsdemands forfor £act Prussiat rr 
affect the H Qttorprogram? ....(.At least two 
weeks )•* 
Jodl. states that even four weeks would 
not matter. 

rb), Hoad constructions Plans of the rran sport
ation Chief must, be coordinated with 
plans of the armies* Conference. 1 

)c	 «Fritz n!OKi/rf will issue a new directive* 

15 December, 1940 r 

Conference with Cs of 8 of Groups and armies. 
Morning! Conference on '^astern operation held by

Paulus. 
Luncheon,Nooni

— 
Afternoon iMilitary political situation,- Heports 

by 0p # . Sec. ,' Org, &cc. Conrad, I^oyke, Tng. beeb ec 
Central Branch, 
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\u25a0\u25a0^: 

«. 

14 December 1940 

Conclusion of the uonference with Gs of S of urmy. 
Groups and xirmies. 

Reports by Qhief **irdffieer L^hief of transportation, 
Chief Signal. Officer, . foreign -Armies west, 
Foreign armies 

Buschenhagenj.1300 

a)	 Report on situation in Norway; Political 
structure; finances; Quisling. 
Executive Power for all practical purposes, 
is exercised, by the Military Hqs; formally 
it is in che hands of '^erboven, 
We have very big debts in Norway (several 
billion Kroner), 

b)^uild-up against nussia

1. ) In the northernmost sector li;Mt, Divsc 
(Part of the other Mte Div. must remain 
for border projection duty), 

two Inf. Di*vs9 plus 
one SS brigade mot. , with some additions a 

makes, something more than four 
divisions. 

2, )	 '^he bwedes can concentrate north of the 
Gulf of 3othnia s i'hree Divs s (Douglas ), 

393 9 
)	 H would take our Divisions at least six 

weeks to become operationally effective. 

OQu	 IV Change Laval/Flandin, — 
ifeujslMe-I!! &) Roman! a s Btaff I Training

btaff 11. 
Id) "Marita". 
c) A for XXX Corps.
d) Maps for Romania* &ap center attached 

to Military Mission. 

1800 isee £bdii_ his home! 

Concise report on "Che decisions and orders 
issued during the past eight days (especially
"Attila", Jl^arita") 

# GbdH %B% B tense, Evidently 
tired out by the tour and hard-pressed 
for time b. cause of the impending family 
celebration (his son's engagement). 
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xis a result our conversation is somewhat on 
edge at times* No technical objections*
Overall impression in the 5 Housing fair,—
Trainings in arrears, because troops, were restin— 
until a short while ags. morale good , troops 
cage ip to _ go,,
 
Requests from the mainly concern allocation
 
of "labor.
 

15	 i)e.deiiiber 19-xQ. ( Sunday ,Berlin ) 

! 
yon Tippelsklrohs Petain has assumed now also the— Vice-pre sidency 0 *ibetz goes to Vichy, 

demands that Laval be taken back into the 
Government* *'landin acceptable as foreign
Minister, Peyrouton rejected as Minister 
of the Interior* — 

in protective custody 8 Brinon was 
arrested, but later released, **betz demands 
that General de retsign. 

Spelclel (Earls,.) • — 
2tnxieti.es about 'Littila"* transfer of the 
remains of Duke of to Paris passed 
without incident* -he gesture had no echo in 
the *rench public,—-
Weygand willbe" recalled

, 

to France. 
Extract from Hunt zlges* s report on intentions 

\u25a0against England: . 

1. ) wants additional reinforcements of veteran 
colonial soldiers. 

E. ) thinks that attacks against the British 
are possible at the following points 5 

a) (Nigeria)', by air # 

b) by direct assault. 
c)	 Freetown (of particular importance for 

Britain,1 ), Plan' will be submitted. 
Preparations completed by the end of 

. February. (^y that time SS Provence will 
also be ready).
 

d) Gibraltar.
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3. ) Complains about; petty and contradictory 
demands by the Italians, 

4/')	 Britain lias informed France that action 
against De Gaulle "almost inevitably 11 'must 
lead to a conflict,,*France, however, would 
reconquer her colonies even at" the cost of 
a war with Britain, 

5,	 He wants a 'German statement disclaiming .any 
intention to take French colonial possessions. 
That would take- the wind out of De Gaulle's 
sails, 
De 'Ugent of Britain to protect the 
British route to iigypt.	 ,

i 

16	 December 1940 (Monday,Be rlin,
later in day,

). 

Finnish General Talvela with attache 
— 'Outlines the political situation in Ms country OO 

Finland threatened by Communist propaganda.-
Summary of the military situation: aaland Petsamo- Salla; no long-range guns and planes. 

Sweden's attitude depends on that of Germany o 
Swe_den_ can make available five Divs.to aid 
Finland.	 
Personal union Sweden Finland* we are 
asked to help. 

want to know • how much time would be needed V 

to make quiet preparations for an offensive 
to	 the 'Southeast,,* 

General SchickfussJ, a different assignment 
'for himself" and Mlt.telber^er, 

Staff1230 
- 1430, von^^iehlbeiHi. Current 
personnel matters. 

Heusin£er ; a) GHq troops for 'Littila11. 
b)	 *^rmy Hq 17 to replace **rmy Hq 12; 

Kluge will temporarily take yon 

•tfock 1 s place. 
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c) Alerting of first echelon of 4lMarlta"l>ivs* 
d) Third Armd. £>lv. will be transferred to 

the area of 50th Divc (Posen) 

yon Rabenau brings me Part IIof Seeckt's "^us 
meinem Leben" with personal# dedication. 

Conference with ObdH: G-eneral situation,- — 
Policy\u25a0 — 

toward France,— "Attila11. "Marita". 
authority of the iirmy Hqs in the JtjJaet with 
respect to the Commanders of Mil. districts,, 
Eastern studies prepared by .army Cs of S, 

Wagner, yon Altenatadt: 

a) Questions of Military Administration in 
connection with "At.tlla",

b) Queetioas of Military Adminis%ra.tion in 
connection with "Harita". (^uild-up in 
Romania, )
 

c) Review of Eastern questions.
 

yon armistice Commission (on phone) 

Petain's letter to the Fuehrer stating that 
Laval is unpopular, his methods questionable. 
Great excit.eme.nt &% -che Berghof^ xibetz has 
left for Vichy» we are ready to work with 
you, but be taken back into the 
Government, in one form or the other, Iftills 
demand is not met, we are through with the 
policy of collaboration 0 , 
Huntzigex, . on his own acc6rd, officially 
assurea yon Stuelpnagel that no change is 
intended in the plans for a collaboration 
between France and Germany. He also wants 
us to realize that one of the reasons for 
Laval *s downfe.ll was the fact that as a 
result of our own vacillating attitude, 

was unable to show any tangible 
results. 

17 December 1940 # 

Buhie ia ) Curre nt mal16rs„ 
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b) "Marlta"; 125 rubber-tired and 75 regular 
m ountain carts for 50th, 164th, 72nd and 
73rd Divs. (First echelon "Marita", ) 
100 MG- carts, with horses. 
100 pair skis.* 
20	 cross-country passenger cars. 

c) A T Cos. (Inf. ) of Eleventh and Twelfth 
Drafts will get Chenillettes** (700 of the 
existing 1,200. ) 

d)	 Activation of short-range reconnaissance 
Staffeln. We help out with motor transport 
(450 trucks, etc. ) 

c)	 Trucks for cancelled. 

f)-Administrative control of 22nd i>iv. Judicial 
authority? (Woi )***.Motorization?.
(No.1 ) 

g) By next March oO Bridge Columns 3 willbe
 
on' hand for new 3ng. (^iv.troops)
 
and *irmdv Corps (Corps troops ) Exchange
 
in	 AGp. C (First -^r.aft). 

Keitel? Personnel » 

a) "aldmann resigns, (hospital, Munich). 
b) Question of -'."fine .• ".Chief Army Surgeon".
c) Rase hik c. function will be abolished, 
d) 3-of fleers willbe taken over in several 

stages* First troops, then staffs; 
tillthe end of the war (Fueh

rer directive ). 
c ) Conferment of titular officer ranks willbe 

stopped," (Fuehrer directive). 
Ho	 order in writing. 

G-erckei a) Complaints of the Armistice Commission,. 
b) Work on the Irun bridge must be discontin

ued, 
c)	 Railway troops for Romania. (Some troops 

for the main supply lines with first 
echelon; attached to draining Div, ) 

d) Strengthening of bridges in Romania 
and Bulgaria.

c) Ships for Danube crossings (120 barges 
and 10 towing vessels). 

•f)	 During November 1940' 300 troop trains 
plus 15/000 carloads, daily. 
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1400 to 1800 Map exercise (iiast) In Gen Qu's 
office. (Worked out for zone of action of 
Fourth Army; theoretical considerations. ) 

yon Stzdorfs 

a)	 The Laval affair is viewed by Foreign 
Office as a dangerous embarrassing incid
ent* 

b)	 Turkey-Bulgaria- 'Talks on Issuance of 
declaration of non~aggr§§sion -and with
drawal of troops from both sides of 
frontier. 

c)	 Italy* Humors about °iano ls resignation 
denied, "ll-^uce is still strong enough" 
to be able to afford Clano. between 
army and political eoEuaand; The situation 
in Gyrenaica' "is really aoz tne. fault 

' of	 the political boam&fi&i ; 

d)	 Friendship tact Jugoslavia-Hungary. 

c)	 111 feeling as a result of tardy presentation 
of credentials by the new r>-usslan Ambassador, 

f )	 Orientation on talks with Talvela, orientation 
on plans in the iias-t« 

fHeus infers a)	 Captured enemy "tanks are ready for 
action in 0 

b^ armored trains for "ivfctila"'? 
c) Eastern questions* Armored trains* 

32/6 of nussian armaments Industry in 
l/olthe Ukraine; 28/o (especially aircraft 

industry) in the Moecow~Gorkl-areaj! 
16;o in the Leningrad area; remainder 
in. the Ural and the Far 

i§^^^il^er_l94o* 

Hadke '» Current matters, which have already been 
ruled on by ObdH. 

Wagner, G-en i;iu i Reports from Jt'arls! 
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Laurencie supplanted "by Brinon. 
Laval, Minister of the Interior, on condition 
that he can clear himself of the charge 
that he was planning a coup d'etat. 
Directorate: tfuntsiger,- Laval, 
Flandin. 
Additional confirmation that Huntfciger's 
statements on the preparations for the war 
against England were made with the full 
approval or the °abinet c 

G-ehlen '• Request by the Armed Plenipotentiary 
in Romania to notify the Romanian Government-

delay on forthcoming troopwithout	 arrivals. 

yon Stuelpnapcel (on phone): 

a).	 Confirms reports about The accusations 
against Laval "evidently refer to attempts 
to	 squeeze out detain* 

b)	 Ribbentro|) not yet satisfied. He wants 
every means of pressure applied until Laval 
is again in the saddle;; (no French Minister 
is allowed to go to Paris .)•' 

c)	 At the moment Laval has taken over Lauren
cie !s! s job in Paris (as Liaison to Abetz)« 
Final composition of Cabinet still 
uncertain*, 

d)	 Fuehrer no^T has doubts whether he still 
needs France* He is always thinking of 
making peace with England at the expense. 
of	 France, 

c) In the armistice Commission everything is 
at ,a standstill,, No progress in the question 
of the Demarcation Line. 

f) Darlan, straightforward, honest old tar, has 
much influence on Petain 0 Wo politician. 

g)	 Reich Marshal's demands to France (stock 
majority .of the entire aircraft industry )0 

G-erckei a)	 Communications problems in the £ast and 
road construction. Uniform regulation 
necessary # Report on conference in Posen, 

b) "Marita'1, Maximum railroad schedule 
necessary when our shipments start, QKW

preparationshas made no	 for that.
(Romanians to be informed through diplo
matic- channels* ) 
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19 December 1940 » 

Hemmerioh* Military G-eo graphical Institute. ;— 
Organization of surveying. service* 
Subordination of the War and Surveying 
Section* Business procedure. 

Heusinger, Buhle, s tiffj 

a J Program for replacement .of the Western-
Divisions and assembly in the Ofa 

the furlough Divs., a few will be called 
up before 1 February, 1941P the majority 
only later* 
Railroad schedules are kept extremely low 
as a precaution* the start of the 
movement 12 trains; later £4 trains, 
eventually 36 trains* More cannot be 
expected from the railroads today* 
Of course, such a slow assembly affords 
all sorts of opportunities to the enemy o 

b -̂ All responsibility for road construction 
will be placed in the hatids of the Chief of 
Transportation, Problem J w "would facilitate 
concentration of effort in any given area 
and promote uniformity* 

c) Sefense Position 'Tilsit-*-Memel;
Fortress Memel. 

\u25a0Noons' Luncheon with the Officers of the 
Quartermaster Service, who have come to a

Q,u'sConference in G-en Office. 

sMM_e_i a)	 OMH wants to have granting of leaves to
France stopped. 

b) Five Light -«oad Construction Bns. from the
\u25a0"\u25a0eich \u25a0Labor Service will be formed by 1 
\u25a0April, 1941,. each # with three Companies,

c) "Lightweight guns,,!l, 
!l i.e. -reooilless" guns,

for tanks and for artillery,
d) 35,000 men in our Furlough Divisions are 

armaments worker s c.c) Map depots. Trucks for map depots, not 
for home map depot s c The map depots
will become part of the supply depots and 
will be moved as far forward as possible/ 

f) Recall of men on furlough (armaments workers); Second echelon of "Marita" necessary
early in January, unless further prepara
tions for Marita ir are expressly cancelled. 
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Thomgi a)yon	 truck: three-axle truck for road 
transport of medium tanks.b) '^roubles in production of 5 cm aT guns-
will be ironed out. — 

c)	 4,7* cm Bkoda *>T gun ofof 
a sixth Bn, 

-d)	 import on ,physical condition 
and lack of material (rubber, snow cleats) 

Evening; Christmas celebration at Central' .branch. 

20 December 1940. 

yon Ziehlbarg* a) Complaint about paymaster Hoffmann 
and -oante en girls.*

b) Heorganizatlon of OKH9 — 
c)	 22 **pril1941 75th birthday of 

yon Seeokt. 
&) Current reassigments c 

Hadke : a)	 Hesse !s*^ relation to ObdH0 'i'his personal 
propaganda and promotion department of ObdH 
is "having an increasingly disruptive effect 
on cooperation in the OKH, 

* b) Leaves to ranee must be stopped. Formula-* 
tion of the order? however* must give due 

fact,consideration to' the that it is the 
soldier who conquered France, and 

consequently is entitled to at least the 
to tarty people.treatment.. accorded 

c)	 Propaganda naps on "the victorious campaign" 
of the individual divisions are . contrary » 

to our orders oh war reporting. 

Heu singers a) Current minor questions, 
. b) Timetable "Marita-V »Ye have five days 1 

delay so far. B'irsc echelon will start 
on 5 January] will cross Danube not 
before 30 January, and frontier 
on 6 March. 

c) Housing problems in connection with 
assembly in the East* 

OQju IV: a)	 Yugoslavia, 

b)	 Petain's letter to the Fuehrer. 
c)	 Nogues in Vichy, reported to have brought 

material against weygand. 
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1630 , Conference in OMH1 s office (with Heusinger): 

a) "Marita" (Mackensen's assembly map).(Tine
tables, ships for bridge constructions )>

b) Hecall of lough Divisions, assembly in 
the iiasfr. 

c) Allocation 'of staging areas and preparation 
of quarters for build-up in the %ist,-d)	 2£nd Dlv. put under control of ObdL. 

G-eru Fellgiebel: 

a) kMking with our lines requested by the Frenc i 
b) Plenipotentiary Signal Officer Sofia will 

later be attached to Sist. 
c) Current questions of signal communications 

(also material). 

fLOMeOLbeP. 12.40, 

£erck_ej Technical developments* 

a) Light 2. bridge,* Can be extended to 52.5 m« 
for rivers,iM'oii enough	 difficulties with 

vipier . foUn^atiQns no"Cyye'i;^oa)lva^.. 

b) Experiments on re-spiking -.of railroad trucks 
to standard gauge are making good, progress. 

c) One moo. can re-lay 25 km of intact 
track a day. 

G-enJ^x} (with and Wagner):* 

a)	 orders for the execution andadministrative " 
n preparation of iaarita". 

b^ (with G-ercke^) Standardisation of road con-
program in the Creation ofstruction 

a central control agency for the utilization 
of railroads by Forces, civilian 
economy, eetcc c 

c)	 Current supply questions* 
nubber blocks and tracks givi no trouble 
at the moment., ,~~ to O&W on truck 
situation, replacements and stockpiling of— 
tires, • Other current questions. 
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Radke f Current matters of his section. 

A^tielegram is received from yon stating 
that four Italian divisions are encircled at 
tfardia; this means that the Italian Tenth iirmy 
is virtually wiped out. Only two to three Italian 
Divisions are left, distress calls for German 
tanks J 
In Albania there is greatest concern for the 
southern wing, in view of &reek regrouping from 
the right to the left wing. 

22 December 1940. (Sunday, at Berlin). 

Nothing of importance. Work at home* Visit by the 
Leyherrs.* 

25 December 1940. 

;Communication from 
At the moment Petain does not see his way to 
receive back into his Uabinet o 

The projected Directorate would accordingly 
\u25a0consist of three persons oimly: HuntzigerT Par

ian, Flandin. 
'Xhe Foreign Minister claims to have learned 
from a secret source that Petain had remarked 
he would hold out until he could be sure, whether 
Germany was genuinely willing to continue the 
policy of cooperation. 

with Fromm (0930 to 1130)Conference 

Supply situation? Horses are available in suf
ficient numbers; new age- class still unalloca
ted. 

Steel quota for the army has been drastically 
reduced. Present production figures can be kept 
up tillbeginning or middle of then will 
drop. 

T N T is mainly used for the a-lr Force. A portion 
of Arty, projectile production must be stocked 
as empty shells. 
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\u25a0* 

Non-ferrous metals* Stocks seized in occupied terri
tories will carry us to about the end of 1941. 

Rubber: difficult, New Buna factories. Absorbs
steel^ 
Food; Reasonably assured for 194.1, but not 
beyond' that, "We'll swindle ourselves through
1941". 
Manpower situation" fuehrer order: Allpersonnel 
measures must be subordinated to the operational 
requirements of Air Force and Navy. No drafting
of, armament workers before 30 June, -^ates for 
recall of men on furlough,,,,! February and 1 Aprilt
Furlough Divisions as of 1 February.., 
Men furloughed to industry must be left at their 
jobs until 31 March, 
OKlv must be notified four weeks in advance of any 
plans for earlier recall of men. 0:6?. Sec. 
The age group which normally would be called up 
in fall, willbe called up already next spring. 

G-Kq troops: Negotiations between 0rg Sec, anda 

G-eneral Army Office are still in progress* 
' 

-
Field Heplacement Bns. .Claims he has not got 
the men to form any} perhaps set up Field "\ 
Hecruit Depots, 
What Chief of Army xiiquipment* seems to "becalming 
at v

is an arrangement whereby 15/t* would be 
attached to field units. Qrg0 Sec. 

of QKK;Peacetime organization Would like to 
have my draft plan*' soon, i-tecommendation regard

\u25a0 ~~ing Inspector of raining also desired* SH5> 
*

\u25a0°entral branch. 

Personnel matters : i^aachik, Ulex, Mitterrneier, 
Olbricht wants &uehne (older 

than 
ObdH !s decision: Xi<oehler and rteinhard for 3&E 

Traffic C ontrol Detachment s^ In peacetime that 
was the function of the National Socialist Mo
tor uorps. Now :it has been taken over by the
Police, Police must get their motor trans
port from us, wherß^P* the National Socialist 
f'^otor Corps had their own* uanger' that new 
Police units are formed, uhief of '\u25a0L'rans
portation 0 

Italy wants raw materials and arms for 10 -^ivs.
(uap'cured enemy weapons ). 

* Replacement units from Mil, District VIII^^ 
not yet in Axsace. Not before Christmas.
Op. Sec. 
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§tuelpnagel._,(^rmigtice Commission) : i'renchmen
describe Laval crisis as a purely internal af
fair* xhere are probably also some political 
reasons behind* that* 
Laval played with the idea of increasing his 
personal power* Setain ls visit to Paris for the 
re-burial ceremony was to furnish the stage* 
Abetz all of a sudden asserts that tSaval is 
representative of the French public- sentiment 
and that opposition comes only from certain 
circles. (This is incorrect*') For that reason we 
ought to bring strong influence to bear on the 
internal affairs of France. Police force for ha.-* 
val. 

yon 

lfeu.singe_r:_ a) in Vienna. 
b) O£W apparently wants List to act in an 

entirely official capacity in	 Homania.c) Reconnaissance Team Bulgaria, 
will return to Vienna on 28 or 29 De
cember.

d)	 "I.wo out of 15 G-erman steamers' cancelled; 
13 G-erman Steamers in Italy (G-enoa)o 

yon ZlehTbergi °urrent Staff personnel matters, 

yon Thoma : 

a) Scanty information on Russian tanks. Inferior 
to ours in armor and speed. Maximum thickness 

»of	 armor 30 mm. . 
4.5 cm gun penetrates our tanks at 
range of 300 in; effective range 500 m; safe 
at over 800 m. Optical sights very bad; dim, 
limited range of vision, control equip
ment bad. 

b) Total of captured enemy tanks: 4,930, includ
ing ammunition carriers, 20th Regiment will 

get captured enemy tanks (are now at &in*),
The entire number will have been taken over 
by	 the end of January, driving instruct
ors, classes in progress all the time. 
Another %giment will be activated in February. 

c) Spare parts depot* G-erman- spare parts depot 
in Paris; 

French in £in 
Magdeburg. 

Southeast: New depot to Ro
mania. Location un
decided. 

d) 4. ? cm AT gun on Hen&a&UrJ 35 instead of our 
tank lchassis (Boo units). 
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24 December 1940. 

G--eroke« transportation situation in womania 0 2?he maxi m-* 

railroad schedule provides for 52 trains.*
German freight trains are included. 
The Romanians aro left with one train daily on 
each line for civilian economy needs* That sounds 
very little, but the essential needs of the po
pulation are assured . . 
Thc weather situation

o 

is a gravely dubious factor 
(abnormally heavy snowstorms, which may jeopardize 
maintenance Of the maximum railroad schedule. 1 ),as 
is the possible adverse effect of restrictions on 
the morale of the population (which may affect 
Antonesou's political position at home] ) 

Col. Ochsner: 

1. ) He turns with good impression from inspection 
tour in the £ast c Training °n heavy howitzer 
M*"*completed by Christmas* 

2. ) As for January, new rocket projectors (range
(6,000 m instead of 3,000) 

8 

3.	 ) Organizational difficulties due to fact that 
Rocket Projector Troops have grown to ten 
times their peace-time strength. 

4» ) G-as defense School -rtembertow and 
former could serve as model). 

5. ) G-as defense iCquix^ment Parks at Warsaw and 
Cracow (the former excellent)". 

6.) Training questions,, 
nual on inspection 

(Issue of 
procedures 

a training ma
in G-as defense 

bervice.) 

General Paulusi 

a)	 Report on Tank xraining division. (G-ood per
formance; mediocre instructors )o 

b)	 Ten Arrnd. £>ivg o had 10^? operational losses 
due to tire and truck failure. On an average
10/c> in repair,, (Average of unserviceable ye
hicles is 20/&). 

c)	 Turn over $££. business to him before going 
on leave. "#\u25a0 
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QQ.U IV* a^ Insane -Italian demands for arms, 
b) v°n Rintelen's report; criticizes IIDuce.
o). Just's situation report from Romania, 

•difficulties between Movement and Party?
d) Uthmann's^report.
 
c) Situation report from Slovakia,
 

Buhle* a) Replacements in Replacement Bns. must 
be supplied out of the February draft of 
recruits* Here is where General Army Office 
fell down on the jobj 

b)	 Alleged order specifying materiel, 
(including capturdd enemy materiel) for^ 
10 i^ivs. turned over to Italy, 

c) strati oil on from personnel 
carriers was	 (Hoeppner ).mj^cessfui. .
Still a quest! an whether ammunition can 
be	 carried. 

d)	 We shall not be able to complete truck 
exchange program, £t willprobably be / 
necessary to equip third Braft divisions 

(from the and four divisions of the 
Seventh with *'rench trucks, 

transportation difficulties in Romania*GehlenJ. 
railroad schedule impracticableMaximum
 

according to Antonescu* .
 
Conference of the transportation departments 
on	 2? J-'eo. Outcome willdetermine*- whether 
shipments must be delayed.
 
Such a measure may have far-reaching conse
quences, for the entire course of operation
'^farita^, as well as grave repercussions, on 
"^arbarossa ll^ 

25	 December 1940 to 15 January 1941 away on leave. 

16. January 1941, 

OQu I' fuehrer conference 8 and. 9.January at the 
jjerghofi. 

Appraisal of the^situation based on industrial 
capacities* 'i'he British are trying unconvin.c
ingly to show a good industrial picture, Germany 
is the biggest industrial nation of the world. 
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fepe-pean situation* -Norway Is now safe. English
ramonsifra"fcion, However, not unlikely. 

Wests France* Only danger from the air. Occupied
ione peaceminded.— Some circles in the Unoccupied
Zone are dreaming of a possible change, definitely
hostile elements in the Colonies, i'here is a 
difference in the attitude toward us and towardItalyi Weygand is a &erman-hater. Laval's over
throw engineered toy hlmj France as a whole ob
serves a wait and see attitude. !!jVe are nno longer 
bound by any obligations toward France* 

Bpain must be written off as a potential ally. 

Russia is making; demands,— which did—not occur 
to them before J Balkans Mariampol. 

Balkans » Hornania is on our side (.Ant one ecu in 
15 , 1941. ) 

Hungary makes no difficulties. 

Jugoslavia leaves everything open P 

Bulgaria very cautious, &ing intelligent, but 
very cautiousj not want to risk the dynasty. 

ecific points j what is Britain's war aim? 
Britain wants' to dominate the Continent"" 
achieve this she would have to defeat us on the 
Continent, means that X must be so strong 
on the Continent' that this aim willnever be 
"attained. — 
British hopes : U.S. 
we cannot knock out with a landing opera?
tion (Air Force, Navy). Accordingly our position 
on the Continent must be so consolidated by 1941 
that we may with confidence face continued war 
with England "(and U.S.). 
(iSden^is advocate of collaboration with Russia. ) 

Russia 1 Stalin* intelligent and shrewd} his de
mands will become bigger and bigger. German vic
tory incompatible with Russian ideology,
decision* must be smashed as soon as-""JusFia
possible. %c might easily have 40 Divi
sions within two years. I'his might induce Russia 
to side with Britain and U.S. 

japan* ready lor serious cooperation. By tackling 
the Russian problem, we give Japan a fx"ee hand 
against Britain in the £ast, 

Decision « a radical settlement of the Conti-* 
nental issue as soon as possible. 
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Russian Armaments » Obsolete materiel; what is 
new, is copied from foreign nations. Command 
mechanicalj Lack intellectual caliber. 

Operations* 

'Jhe war in Africa need not bother us very much. 
Even as it is, the Military situation is still 
better than a year ago, but we must not risk the 

Italy1 taly mustinternal collapse of Italy,,	 be savedfrom that. it will be necessary to send some help. 
are_ due to lack of modern materiel inReverses 

decision; A force must be sent embracing tha 
lacking arms, we must shake them out of their

1 tank 
scare. Protection*1 (Xhe force must combine mobil
ity with a certain amount of offensive strength, ) 

Libya * difficulties about armored Hon. cars, &s 
soon as possible. ( will not be ready before 10
February. ) 

Albania* A Corps for the left wing. Question still 
gending o First in. o . ready as of 20 January,
fourth Mt. i>>ivc ready as of 10 Feb. 

"&arita">°ne Div, on the ground on 26 Jan.$lien order will'be given to cross over to Btflgar-'
ria. 

1200 to 1430 Conference with QbdH: 

.1.	 ) -Review of the general situation. 

2. ) ObdH's conference with %lkenhorst. He has 
been directed to submit, report on: 
a) coas tal Btrys.on Norwegian coast.b) Strategic points in the coastal defense 

system and their .artillery*
c) kvfcat can he man witlihis own troops if 

he gets more materiel?-d)	 ?e.t same -Murmansk* (Mosquito nuisance in 

ne	 must draw up an operational plan for a 
joint Finnish- German thrust Lake Ladoga/
Lake Onega, (neutralization of Sangoe* ) 

c)	 Supply problems in "Chis operatio-n. Estab
lish dumps in the Rovanjemi area. (Propo-^^ 
j.es three months. Order i one month. ) 

t> Can the Mt. -Div.be relieved and another
X^iv, take its pierce in Norway'?

g) Question of Command in a 
war against %ling by High Com
mand in wqrway o 
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OQu Xi a)	 Regulations concerning financial operations 
in Romania. 'Ihe soldier must not be 
a,ble to spend any money, 

economic reasons it is impossible to 
give soldiers more than a decade's pay;*" 
balance will be credited. 
Parallel order has not yet been issued for 
demonstration Div. Purchases made by troops 
must be paid in cash, . 

b;JggL at	 prede,al/** 

c) Long-range reconnaissance ; QbdH allocates 
four long-range reconnaissance Staff eln to 
the \u25a0army and 'OKH, and nine to Armies 
and Armd. Groups; total 13 

Organic Q-round Forces &A& Ins: 2otal 40. 
Specialists yet "to be trained o impractical 
before fall, from G-Hq. Artillery. 

c) Ht. i)iv, in Norway, °rg. Sec, Op o Sec. 

f ) Gut out six i>4vs» in west in favor of "Bar-* 
11.barossa Op.
 

*
 
Op. Sec.-, i "Seeloewe improvement projects and planning 

in OKH will be suspended 0 

"Attila":—Fifth inf. #iv. , will replace
Mt. ?^ 

Assignment of Waval experts to the 
forces also if gliders are used against

Toulon-Marseille l 
Ifnumber of Divs. is increased, 15 Western £>ivs. 
must be left mobile. 
"Marita";	 Extraordinary **^contingencies discussed 
with Obdl	 (Russian invasion, > ,^tc, ) 

Mediterranean » Tripoli harbor has facilities for unload
ing four ships in four days (six German, six 
Italian vessels), most three ships at 

(including Italian vessels). ':>*.;•\u25a0 :a time A

Shipping Second by sea will take at least 
40 days. Unloaded middle of HarohJ J v alona" "holly uncertain. 

Barbarosaa* on assembly orders in progress. 
a 

yon ZlehTberg 1 Current en. personnel matters, 

17 January 1941. 

* 
yon 3ernuth« a) raining Manuals. 
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b)	 Restriction of fuel consumption to 2052 0 5 
quotas per month, (Adjustments in indi
vidual casesj ) 

c) yon theories* IJ-'est firing*
 
under Utt. 

d)	 °urrent minor matters of his Section. 

Touss-aint : Report on Jugoslavia. 

Blntelen* rreport on Albania and ißibya. 

OQ,u IV: a^	 intensification of reconnaissance effort 
in Russia and the %ar feast. 

b)	 Heinrichs,'** late January or early February.* c )	 uurren"G matters. 
— •Qrg. Sec> urganization of the peacetime 

Organization of light division (Libya),— 
Motor — for Schell'?transport for them. Replacement 
Norway- divisions.1 Condition replacement, 

of the special Engineer organisation 
for "Seeloewe". 
Various other current matters. 

Op. Sec. : &)	 Ooas-t protection for a 

b) List authorized to open negotiations with 
Bulgaria. 

Evening i. Lecture on the effects of military events on 
G-erman war economy, given by Ministerial Director 
Sarnow as part of the^en Staff draining Program, 
(^en Qu Officers 'Viub)-

January 1941;18 

yon Aitenstadt^ 

a)	 Reorganization of Military Administration 
£'ranee.» Elimination of intermediate level.

b) transfer of and in Poland (at 
least 569,000 as of 1 February 19.41*•**)\u25a0. 

c) %is. in Belgium enough for needs. (Have. 10 i 

3 of them for "-MaritaV) 

Warner*- '	 
a) draining bourse for Army Supply Officers,
 
b) 4u manpower requirements for "Marita".

c) Additional 20,000 required in order to
 

reach 15,000 strength estimated for 
operation o 10,000 Have been promised by 
General Office. 
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d) Ho ads are a matter coricerh4rig''not:Tanly; 
the bupply Chiefs. . 

c) *uelallocation (2*7 quotas). 

yon &tzdorf: Orientation on the political situation,, 
Interesting points l 

1. ) Conversations on Spain and Gibraltar are 
coming up again, his means that operation
"Felix" may one, of these days become again 
acute. 

2. ) The Foreign uffice is talking about the 
possibility that Russia may react to our 
march into Bulgaria by attacking Finland,, 

3. ) Visit of the Japanese. Foreign Minister: 
Apparently the of Indochina andQuestion
the Sast Indies is going to. come up 
for discussion. 

Af we want J apan to take an 
active part __on our side wejnust throw the 
Dutch j£aBt indies to them* For my person % 
consider such a decision justified, for we 
have no means for holding -that territory 
and only would complicate our policy in 
Holland if we attempted to keep these — 
possessions a part of the	 .Dutch State. 

4, i'France i Cooperation at the moment improv
ing and more promising for the future,, 

p* 1Hadke a' Tondok case (in Uovernment-'3 eneral')-,( 
tions with Capt,, Krull. ) 

b) Army Chaplains.-- liaison' Officers. 
c/ Rosenberg in charge of ideological in

doctrination] 

General	 a) Coast protection' Norway.
b^ Campaign lessens in Artillery., 
c ii^ew Inventions in the field of 

artillery surveying. 

yon ZlehTbergj	 Presentation of* books on the birthday 
1

of ifrede rick the
 
Current personnel matters.
 

January19 1941. 

"^ork on assembly order for (l^arbaro3sa v*u* 

Doering assassinated in Bucharest."** 
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20 January 1941 

Bogatsch* Short- range Hen Staffeln obtained Tdj divid
ing existing organizations i -•uMarita" -. 8
 
Kuebler 1
 
Fuhck I', : 
Earmarked for "Aftilav ' 

3\u25a0 

Romanian Mission 
\u25a0 

\u25a0is .. . .	 
' 

Long-range Hen Staf teln : 

Arty 2
 
*Not ye t_transferred
 

\u25a0 •\u25a0"by Air *brce	 
" 

; . 5 
(Gome by ena of month) 

Still in VIIIAir.Corps 
10 plus 4 new Staf

feln to "be formed (in £J* ) from, organizations-marked?'	 . .\u25a0' 

-flyinpc; separate '(Do I7)fc 

a raining at Prieg c 

' 

directed radio network ( telephone ). Arty'? 

Konrad reports and asks ,for orientation on "Attila. 
Heuglnger* a)	 discussion of assembly order for "©ar~

baroseaf 
b) Crossing on frozen Danube. 

Minister for H.q" Twelfth Army,
o) ¥avy» special squadrons for "Attila"(Marseille^ 

Paulus	 ; (Preliminary orientation )'* liiack^4^ as soon 
as possible,, 10 February" #. Supplies in advance. 

Albania,'. transport, the present it is Intended 
to send only a smaller unit (%lseer# #, ) without 
med»Arty. to' be readied; final decision 'early 
in March. LLan2 and Kuebler will—remain o.n their 
present assignments ("Felix11 ). Ho decision yeti

" 
"Marita Diplomat io steps	 °heck back;	 by %ssia^ T^ 
before starting bridge construction^ #c

' Defense 
preparations for vonstanza. 
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Shipping £a© bier to Albania would take 30 days*-*-
Funck to Lybia, 45 days* 

Evening: * Farewell pgrty for yon Tippeiskirch,* 

21 January 1941. 

Fellgiebei:' 
'

. 

a) 'Report by Chief &rmy Signal_Off 0 on signal 
\u25a0 oomrriuni cations for the Mr force. Air *-orce 
needs for its program additional 8,470 ton§ of 

CsMs- could perhaps be. managed).raw -materials . 
Also needs 4,950 motor vehicles of all kindf(When we,, are 6,000 short in the Signal Corps)!* Manpower requirements ?hree to four Signal 
Regiments* 

b)	 Signal network along Coast in the West must 
be simplified,1 

c)	 Italian cryptographic system. 

d)	 Signal Corps is 6000 motor vehicles short of 
authorised strength. 

c)	 Various current matters (Homania, peacetime 
organization ,etc, ) 

Grercfc.e J 

a.)	 traffic volume of the, State fbilroads (at 
present they have still over 125,000 French 
cars). Three-hundred military trains a day. 

b).'Effects, of extension of railroad operations 
to the Saet( fßarbarossa 1? ) 

c)	 "Otto11 construction program on the whole 
satisfactory. Construction, mat ©rial... is procured 
in the country. 

d)	 Railroad assembly plan for "-Barbarossa" can 
be met. Curtailments elsewhere in the last 
three weeks to ensure maximum railroad time 
table for '.military needs is under study. 

e^	 First echelon "Marita" is running as schedul-
Ed, Increase in civilian, freight- v^lume^f^m 
6 to 9 possible only after first echelon has 
run off. 
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Special order willbe for the 'forthcoming* 

t) Italy (Libya )M2 trains are going to Naples 
via Brenner, daily (Could be increased to 
l& daily;.\u25a0
Navy in cannot handle more than six 
trains a day (,') which makes it 45 days;*" 
110 trains are required,, 

g)	 The Bulgarians are asking for military bridge 
equipment or construction materials to extend 
their railroad lines (in connection with 
"Marita"). 

h) /Unsatisfactory progress in development of 
sectional bridge-building Equipment for rail-* 
roads. 

i)	 Sod condition of the Spanish railroads (?Q$ 
of cars are half-rotten ). 

k)	 Armored trains against Russia. 

Evenings Report of internal disturbences in Bucharest 
and throughout Romania,
Military Mission Romania has been instructed to 
hold aloof from all intenial disputes,, but support
Antonescu with force of arms ifnecessary (on 
request*1 ) 

:#*\u25a0\u25a0' 2£	 January 1941, 

Buhle 
trailers;a)-,	 flatbed £rime mover and trailer 

228
,5 :in, weight 32 tons (witout prime mover) 

or	 50 tons (with prime mover )6) 6

(Bridges 20 tons possible***. ) 

k) '^ruck exchange program^ furlough Pivs, will 
get captmred .materiel, "^arltia" .I>ivs, and 13 
more can be replenished with standard 
trucks from the furlough e (l8) 

c)	 Fj.eld Replacement Bns,, 

d)	 507 cm 4.7 cm Czech and French, scm AT guns 
in Inf. AT and Div. AT GQS. 

c)	 Furloughs for f,::rnmork in the Reich from 
February to middle of April (15 February to 
20 April 

~ Conference with CbdH .( 120Q 1430): 
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a) Review of situation in the theaters of opera
tions* 

b) Brief report on planning data for the assembly 
orders for "Barbarossa", 

c) Preparations for the conference with the CG-s 
of the Army Groups on 30 January,

d) Future^position of the "Army Surgeon 0, 
c ) G-ercke*. . 

OQu IV; a)	 Oil deposits and their importance for the 

]b)	 Bokit?no** mars he s 0 -c)	 95 Husslan interpreters from Field -.
X6O from Bepl &rmy.c 

Inspectorate 7 alone needs 400 interpret ers"fd) Submits report on Japan. 

Q-en Qu° a)	 Strength requirements in the Nine' 
uivs9 for Bear Area l)j u&ing three Divs, 
of the 

; Sfhird to 

"to) Suppl y dlstriots , supply sectors as jump'
' off basis for^Barbarossa" # 

c) Rehabilitation of Columns. 
d) Command, 'and employment of Xdght Columns. 

25 January 1941,, 

Op.	 SSec B 
!„) %ip exercise of A(Jps» A,B,and 0^ 

2O2 O -) Preparatory program for "Barbar'ossa".
tactics. 

$° )	 Romania' Ferry at Oiurgiu will be ready
end of Feb. ; six trains daily, bridge 
at Cernavodai i^ot usable for crossing
of troops* Could perhaps be xiaed -in "Bar
iparOssa 1. 

dire.ctive on stopping all prepara
tions on the Danube (OKW). List will 
get one Co. of Brandenburg ##
(300 men). 

###
4.)	 transport preparation for "Sonnenblume" 
5.) status and possibilities of 

revival cr° i!.Felix l!. 
6,)	 Exchange of Divsc in West for Furiough 

Vlvs and shifting of Western Divs. too 

the	 Eiast has started.,, 

?„ ) Preparations for Conference of ObdH 
with the CC-s of Army Gps. 
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w 
24 January 1941. 

1000	 ; On the occasion of the birthday of Frederick 
the Great, Ipresent copies of the book "'^he 
picture of fc'rederick the Great 11' to °fficers of 
my btaff. Present: yon yon He.llenthin, 
JHadke, Soltmann, &ehlen, yon Kahlden, yon -^eth
ieffsen, i^eichsner, %nsen, yon 
mer, Las smatt n. 

1030	 tuQsiiferenoe with QbdH: "Marita". List's report 
on &en. Staff conference has arrived/ Bulgaria
ijrillingypbut timid. 
A1i.,.0f a sudden idst will need only two days to 
construct bridges, *^M defense for bridges will 
be -r-eady by 7 February* Bulgarians must rein
force their border guard through concealed mob
ilibation. 

We banp t:feenn start off early in February, when' 
we iaaVBIiher^rmdl ' in the I^obrudsha and 
some AiiA .in Sofia etc. (which must yet be put 
across the Danube ). the same time we can 
.starts building, the bridges, so that the forces 
which depend on them can follow up beginning 7 

February. 

Recommendation to uiiis effect to the fuehrer, 
emphasizing that early action in this theater 

pressure inwould	 relieve orth Africa. 

•Bulgarian 3 want to join the tripartite Pact 
only after we..have marched in* 
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'•Oap't. (Wavy) Atlantic forces SS Hipper in 
put.Scharnhorst and	 to sea 

day before yesterday. . 

Submarines i &b of April, the number of craft in 
the operational area will be doubled (l2);twio© 
that number in .three to four months. End of Sept., 
100 submarines, Mediterranean,— Baltic ( "Barba~\u25a0 

rossa"). 
(.—-Op. Sec; \u25a0Discussion of List's report* Heport to OKW.~.Reply to Liat o~o	 . — .\u25a0 / 

G-ehlen' boundaries in "Barbarossa\ follow-up of 
reserves. 

Paulus* $c discuss details, including Liaison Officers 
and transport control organization for— the East, 

\u25a0 >yon Ziehlbergv Current personnel questions. Unpleas
ant occurrences at G-Hq. 

25 Janu ary 1941, 

1000	 IThe. new Officers report on assignment to G-Hq
after graduation from the G-en. Staff Tng. bourse. 

yon Etzdorft Conference IIDuce just 
sat by a bland smile". 

c 

Spain: fuehrer wanted to^get'll Puce to make use 
of his -Latin" connections,
 
tfussia* "Bulgaria and the" S-craits belong to
 
Hussia's security zone.
 

Op. , Sec' a j Fuehrer's instructions ,for Oonstanza,, 
b> First measures in the accelerated program 

for Libya* 

Badke«' Vurrent matters of the Political Liaison Section. 

86 January 1941., 

for Uj=itfork in Berlin on allocaoion of G-Hq troops ar~
 
barossa". instructions for traffic control,fur
lough traffic, etc,
 

Funck sends a report, stating that the forces
 
allocated for Libya are insufficient.
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27 January 1941« 

1000	 : (I'irpiGzufer): deception for the Generals of 
the Japanese Study iviIssion w 

1200	 Phone talk with ObdH on report by *unck/Rintelen, 
We cannot send to -i-dbya anything more than 
originally planned, both because time is short 
and because we cannot cut any further into 

11.resources for "Sarbarossa 
*or the time being the initiated measures must 

:suffice.	 ; 

1230	 Assignments of Hen in "Barbarossa" : 
"\u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 

<\u25a0 

iNiight	 Ketten*Long- range &6n Staff eln i^ight &etten* 

South: Armd. Gp. 1 s 1 
Army Hq. 12 • 1

)
) 4	 4 

• : 2 )AGp.fiq 

venter!u enter! Gp.2- )Armd. 1 
Armd. Gp,3 1 ) 

AGp. Hq c ) 4	 3 

Northi Armd.Gp, 4 l) 
Army Hq 18 1) 3 2 

AGp.Hq . 1) 

ObdH o
<£ 

.13. Xf another Long-range 
\u25a0"on becomes available, it must go to 
Bouth. 

Close-range Bon Norway; 1 
Armd, i)ivs.:2o 
Mot.uorpst 10 

In G-Hq HeserT^f.or QorpeJ;!
l*or frontline Hqs 
in AG-p. South 9 

Center 8 
i^forth 6 

55 
plus 1 Staf

fel in Libya 
lotai: 56 

Q-en Qu!a) Conference with Hanstein in Vienna (.25 Jan. ) 
b) for Conference on 28 January, 
c) Organisation in the west and freeing of . 

officers for Supply Services in the 
(^'oppe, faehndrich, »veinknecht, Hauser, 
etc;, ) 
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OQuX 

a)	 Review of the situation in %ria and estimate 
of time-re quired for possible developments on 
the friendly and the hostile side/ Speed up 
our troop shipments'^ 

b)	 Conference of O^u Iwith on coordination 
of timetable, for "&aritan an^ Libya, and for 
"Felix", and "^arbarossa". ( Conference held in 
the morning). 

ffoestrlngs* 
— a)	 600,000 800,000 boys from workers 1 families 

in trade, railroad and industrial schools. 
(Beginning at age of 14). Corps similar, 
•four years 1 practical work. Strengthening of 
authority (in Army ant Industry), 

— b) Operational questions. Russian supply 
potential* 

c )	 \u25a0^e'csamo. 

d)	 '^ran. 
Boesslng:** a^ and economic difficulties in Fin

land; famine; rising ppries*e s* 
b) Petsamo. 
c*	 Uncertainty in Finnish political circles 

about attitude. 

Bruckmarin*** 
a)	 Question of Mr defense when we march in. 

Dispatch an air defense formation in advamce'^ 
as raining Troops. 

b)	 Question of additional supplies from Bulga
rian stocks. 

c.)	 Mobilization- -and build-up of Border &uard 
would now take three weeks, instead of the 
17 days, previously stated. 

d)	 Preparations or telecommunications, road 
construction, railroads, supply services,, 

c) anti-sabotage measure a special 
unit lias already arrived* '">" 

G-en, Brand? 

a)	 -Sight B'Gpys, Uriateriel ) and two personnel 
units for Norway.. 
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b) Distribution to trooios of literature on 
campaign lessons. 

c) An"Advanced Artillery School" will be organ
ized with courses for instructors, Hegtlo 

Cos and Special Officers. 

Baentsch* a) Material for Conference on 28 January,
('l'rucks, Transport Glms. , tires, fuel),

b) Supply of ammunition for Romania* At 
start of operations, middle of February,
•^nf. will have only one issue, -Armor, two 
issues. 

26 January 1941. 

1030 Conference with ffromm/i'homas, Eanriecken,'-Leeb
(Ord. ) yon *'orce ) eetcc c on prepara-"" 
tions for "^arbarossa" » 

Transport Clms? Our requests for additional
21,000" tons willprobably be met from French(which goes

?	 
•^rmy materiel into the civilian 
economy, where it will free German materiel for
us) and from Switzerland,, tails by G-otsche 
before middle of February. 

Trucks as previously* decision probably before 
middle of February, 

Spare parts > Situation improved * In general, 
spare parts will be on hand in time, and supply 
of tank spare parts willbe assured, provided 
they are upgraded from S to S.S in the" priority 

.scale, iiven so.. Fromm thinks that he can get 
everything ready, in time. 

—
 
Tire_sj_ Very serious: all leads for obtaining 
more from the civilian economy are being followed 
up. Question of rubber capping,! &y the end of 
February our reserves will be exhausted, -&fter 
that our only hope will be the 18,000 tons ex
pected from Indochina and the blockade runners 
from South America. Another 25,000 tons have 
been bought from the French;, right now the 
Japanese won't let them out of the country*

To positive figures can be stated beyond April. 
Beginning with we will be wholly dependent 
on the uncertain imports, -^11 has been staked on 
overseas shipments. 
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Substitute steel tires only .practicable on trucks 
under three tons,, i?br passenger- cars we can use 
the tires of laid~up civilian cars, (would give 
us a supply for three months. ) 

Fuel situation: Serious, Gasoline assured for the 
first; three months of the operation; on the whole 
no cause for anxiety. Beginning with -April, our 
requirements will increase. 

oil assured for one month only,. Cut. in quo
tas for the building trade and the rest of the 
civilian sector and for the occupied countries 
willyield a small reserve of 200,000 tons for the 
next six. months. 
we can assume that our requirements for the "build
up and two months of operations will"be covered 0 

Ample storage facilities willbe made available* 

1500 Conference with QbdH: 

a)'Marita i> » List's latest reports give a new 
picture* In view of the risk involved, the 

tendency to postpone the start of the opera
tion is increasing noticeably* 
Sending of AM by way of Yugoslavia is urged
Proposal to OKw i we should start 'operations 
on. 15 B"ebruary. we must accept the risk, 

can be given reassurance s o 

"b^ r'^arbarossa' r > Purpose is not clear, "^e do 
not hit the British that way. Our economic 

potential willnow be substantially improved..
"Risk in the West must not be underestimated. 
It is possible that Italy might collapse 
after the loss of her Colonies, and we. get a 
Southern front in Spain, Italy and Greece* If 
we are then tied up in Russia, a bad situation 
will be made worse* 

c) Abetz' report: ( &aw ObdK yesterday) fuehrer 
has made up his mind that he does not want 

" rreLavaiin the French .Government, is to stay 
in for possible use as a rival for P&tain. 
IJ?he policy of cooperation is at the moment 
held in abeyance. Fuehrer wants to notify 
Petain \u25a0\u25a0to;..this effect and fall back on the 
Armistice terms, wants to keep Laval, in 
reserve for a future French Government, in- case Weygand goes over to the British and Pc 

\u25a0 

is the "dauphin now. #c is certainly 
not 'pro-British, and moreover is flattered by 
his present role. 
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*% must be supported. For this reason we won't 
raise too many objection^ about leave© to the 

:ioccupied 2>one .for French sailors returning. 

froVEngland »-. Vlt is interesting to note that 
out of 18,000 French sailors in England, only 
600	 stayed. 

- * 
1700	 Heuslnger Btleff 

a) Allocation of G-iiq troop s in operation "Barba
11 *rossa 

b) allocation and activation of AA& units for 
the Ground Forces. 

c) Over-all survey of the European situation in 
relation to %rman strategy,, Bisks of opera
tion nj3arbaroasa"« 

(Chief	 Inf. Off.-)Ott	 ? 

&J& 
J Training Manuals and amendments, 

b) Results ©f the Briesen exercise,,* 
c' Organizational questions. 

yon Bernuth; a)	 Report tfrom Holland,, Political move
ments, JiiQonoaio* situation, droops and 

. their training*
b) Heport on exercise* 

S9 January 1941, 

OQu I-i Preparations for the GG- Conference on .30
 
January. lnstructions and requests for Konrad
 

Op,, Sec. (Heusinger, uehlen, yon Natzmer): plan 
for !£)arba;rossa" transport, (Very good work.1 ) 

Conference with QbdHs -a) "^arbarossa 11 Assembly order, allocation of 
&Hq troops, transport plan,. Are accepted by
ObdH without any changes. 

b) WestJ we must not have less than 37 Divsi 

c) General military policy J -Possible political 
developments and risks of the opera' 
tions 

1..)	 Our entire strength willbe engaged 
at a time when 

c

Britain willhave Increas
ing forces available for asslgment any-

X

where v 
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2. ) Economic risk. 

3, ) Possible political developments in 
Spain, Italy and role of ?urkey o 

d) Conference with AGp CG-g on 30 January. 
c) Position of the Liaison Officer at Reich 

Marshal Hq. 

Buhle»a?- AaA %rys transferred from Air to the
*orces (30). 

b) Replacement situation 
" c^jArnulv Bn. for Norway 

:
from forces for Alpen

vellohen"* (3'vJos. ) in Maroh. 

d^	 discussion on organizational questions pre-s
ented in the progress report of the Chief 
Artillery Officer. 

c)' 2"ruck exchange program.
 

f) Platted trailers,, 
«n><
 

g)	 Measures for mobilization of trucks in 
*ranee. 

h) Armament of Inf. in the i)iva mot., (one or 
two MG- per ©quad). 

i)Construction Bns. After allocations to rail
roads, bridge construction and supply ser
vices, Chief Officer will have 100 Bns. 
left. 

k) Organisation of road. building service* 

1) Fourth Mt0 J^iv. for Vlpenveilchen". 'Trains 
must be readied. 

Heusinscer* a) Issue of orders for "Sonnenblume 11. 
b) Fuehrer- does not want to give SS 

Adolf iitler for "toarita"; wants to* 
leave mot. units in ranee as a means 
of -pressure. IfList needs additional 
forces for the march into Bulgaria, 
we must help ourselves by substituting
Sixteenth for SS Adolf Hitler. 

rust also turn to use the motor trans*
\u25a0port no longer needed for SS
 
Xiitler* for supply and for Air Force „
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50 January 1941. 

0930 .presentation of decorations at Zeppelin. 

1200	 Cfierliri) Conrad IReport on outcome of his 
Conference with fteich Marshal. 1t will be 
necessary to assign a Konrad now
 
understands tliat himself. He wants redeslgna

. ; tion to "Chief Ground
"	 Officer at Air 
Force Then his old request for early 
briefing.. 

1300:
:	 

Ijuripheon.' wi:fch General neinrichs, Chief of
Finnish "G-eriV" Staff. 

1440	 Presentation of war decorations in Berlin 
(OQu V.Staff). . 

1500 Relcom eaddr ess for the incoming new G-en. Btaff 
Officers, 

1630	 Conference with General -^einrichs' Army, in war 
strength, on the border on ninth day. Mobiliza
tion will be quiets but cannot go unnoticed.

;Thrust on both sides of Lake Ladoga; five Divso 
south, three Divs. north of Lake Ladoga. 

1930	 Evening with-the new ::Cren v: Staff Officers in 
the Officers! Mess of the Academy, 

Overnight in Berlin. 

'&&.January 1941^. ; 

\u25a01000	 Conference on- the siuuation in.Libya, at ObdH 1 s 
home . 

-
1030 1300 Conference wiuh the A( #̂ 

CG-s,- same place. 

1630 First showing of the film "Victory in the West" 

2130	 Return to Zeppelin. 

Pistorius on report from Tripolitania 

£ehlen* -^alk on new OK'i* directive concerning "Marita" 
:'\u25a0^\u25a0\u25a0^\u25a0	 Ta-wiid .junulei )\u25a0' \u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0\u25a0.-. .-

' ".,.' , :..::\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0-.:, 
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1 February 1941. 

' £>vs chenhagen 

a)	 Relief of the Mt, Corps* 4f completely by 
sea, will take two months. (Cannot be 
done.1 ) 
Combined sea and land transport : three months
Transport; not available „ 
With transportation available now movement 
will take five months. But we have to get 
the &t-. troops,1 

b) SS Brigade ((which Qb&H did not wan"6, Buschen
hagen does not want to do without. 
Advance force to protect assembly at Kemi
jaervi.v will take seven days, if they start 
from Trondhjem, 

c)	 Supplies! ammunition, and rations for one 
month. 

d)	 Army Kg holds that four divisions are in
sufficient for defense of coast (Spitsber
gen,! Russians &n& British),,: 
Units, that can be freed* with 1-J- Sivs »-two I>ivsa from Southern Norway; Si3brigade. 

c) Murmansk: 500 Russian fishing craft assembled(30 men each,^ 15,000). 

f) Russian preventive attack? 
Second Mt. ''Renntier". Must be automatic

(fuehrerally released. 1	 order 

g)	 Time required by the forces in Southern Nor
way, weeks to get ready for operations
(not counting time needed to cross Sweden),
(XXXVI Corps Hq -reduced). 

1230 1430 fuehrer conference, (Ob&H,Funck):
Tripoli tania» inspection report, Rather 
slight opinion of the x"Dalian determination 
and capabalities to resist °an be remediedo 

by sending a unit with real striking power, 
capable of smashing the British mot. elements(which undoubtedly are weakened by their long
advance).
 
"whether or not we would be able to get such a
 
unit to '^-'ripolitania depends on whether it is
 
pos^ifcle^to sloxj" the' iiri^ish-advance in '.North .
 
Africa. Fuehrer directs thattthis question be 
clarified by obtaining pertinent information: 

a^ inquiries in Italy. 
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Id)	 By studying the capabilities of our Air 
Force against British Armor and sea commun
ications from its base in xri£>olitania 3 

Troop shipments of FFUnck !s division will be 
stopped, supply shipments can for the time 
being proceed to -Naples. 

Heusinger* Outcome of Fuehrer Conference (Troop ship
ments will be stopped; -Armd... JJivs. must be 
checked for possible use in Tripolitania), 
Result of the Conference for "^arita", with 
Jodl o •"	 11.Preparation of fuehrer report on x%rbaros6a 

vaseu aseHqdke: Claer/Stefani.
Impending conference of ObdH with the Deputy 
of the Fuehrer. 

2 February 1941. ( Sunday, Berlin ). 

Afternoon back at work on report to Fuehrer. 

3 February 1941. 

-1215 1800 Presentation of report on "^arbarossa" 
to fuehrer. 

— a) Mission salance of strength"" 3uild-up. 
Political demands on our neighbors, 
transfer of forces from West to Sast and its 
consequences in. the political, economic 
and military fields „ 
Final line-up of forces at ths start of 

operation,,•^astern 

b) Review of the situation in Libya and in the 
Mediterranean (together with «Jeschonneck) : 
Sir *'orce effort to slow the British advance— — 
in Libya. %lta. 
Coranltment of light 'Div., reinforced 
by Armor, to enable it to carry out its 
offensive mission. 

c)	 Air Force demands concerning signal commun
ications fire discussed. Their demand for 
eight-wire overhead line* is physically 
impossible to meet. 
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1800 1900 Conference with Qb&H on the outcome of 

the preceding conference*
 

a) Brelth (with %user) ~*'ifth Lt.. Div.
— Rommel (with new Chief of Staff) "Command
er of the German Ground' forces In 

b^ Give FifthLt. Div, another Regt,, and 
one Artillery , but one AT	 #n. less*

shipments 
o 

Naplesto can be resumed. 

Conference with GGehlen» Missions for Romania* 
Ziehlfrergi Current personnel matters,,— 
Gen Qu; Assembly in the	 deplorable antagonism— within Military •Administration. '?raining of 

Supply specialists for Gen. Staff. 

Evening • Leave for Germain. ( 0100 ) 

4 February 1941. 

En route to St. Germain. 

Buhl'e « a) -uture organization of reconnaissance in 
Inf. Di.vs.~- Cyole Bn,, Cay. formations. 

b) Questions of armament and organization of 
Infantry. Comments on the proposal of 3dS 
Arms uommission. 

c) Utilization of motor vehicles in Holland. 
d) re otive for Chief of Army Library, 

c) Deinan&s submitted hy for the 
equipment of J-nf. and Supplytf 

Services. 

f )	 demands submitted by yon Salmuth for 
bridging equipment for Divs. cannot 
be fulfilled. 

Heu singer* a)	 Report of B on allocation of 
accommodations. 

b) Operational exercise AGp.A
c) Movement of GHq 

Evening and night in tr.:.in to St. 
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* 
5 February .1941, (at Hq AGp.A, 

St. Germain), 

Discussion of operation in the Ukraine viewed as an 
operational study, with. yon Sodenstern in 
charge. Very well thought out; good discussion.
It shows the difficulty of accomplishing an 

enveloping operation west of the Dniepr, with 
the northern wing alone, particulary in view of 
the possibility that this wing might be threaten
ed or at least slowed in its advance by enemy 
attacking from the -^ripet area. The plan of the 
initial attack, which provided also for an 
eastward advance of a sizaable;:group in.the North
ern Carpathians, south of Lwow, eventually lea to 
a bunching in the center (direction 'i'arnopol), 
which then had to be broken up again, A con
tributory factor was the fact that the forces 
coming from the advanced hard to the 
north instead of eastnortheast. 

Afternoon! Conference with Military Administration 
-Paris on the local situation* 
Afterwards conference with the Chiefs of Staff 
taking part in the operations of AGp. South, on 
operational plans and the truck situation,(Buh
le). 

6 February 1941. 

Return from St. Germain. 

interrupt journey at Saarbruecken_( report by 
Rohr). Inspect the sector of the -Uivision 
which carried out the main thrust when First 
Army broke through the Maginot Line in direc
tion of 

7 February 1941. 

Conference with Rommel in QbdH' s office: Orientation
 
on ObdH's view of the situation. &am task is
 
to see to it that "^raziani willnot retreat on
— 
Tripoli without a fight. Form a staff. 
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•before taking the plane,., he should give us a 
picture of the ideas he had formed on the subject. 
Report again from Home before taking off for 
Africa.-- Finally. he is to report on arriving 
in Africa. 

Conference with Qbdxi: billing up of Third Armd 

Norway Coastal Artillery* 

Finland; iissigment of SS to 

Proposal on AA defense, A%ke an estimate 
of requirements. lnstructions on traffic control 
COs of roving army police patrols must not be 
burdened with this job.

"	 " 
General Paulus' Sonnenblume s Order of battle of Fifth—	 — 

Light 2iv c—formatione formation of Staff for Rommel.— 
Signal to strike in Africa by end 
of March. 

yon Leeb's report to Armor should be assembledQbdH^
for attack in the German strip east of Kernel. 

Plenlpotentlary~&eneral for transport movements in 
the &ast. 

Q"en. Leeb* departments for Military technology at 
Universities. .(Memorandum ),Officers, on tempo
rary duty at diversities. 
Pennants for automobiles."*
 
Spare parts situation,, The £>ivs. are reported
 
"t° be short in supply.
 

yon Zlehlberg* G-en, Staff personnel matters. 

G-eroke» a) transport—difficulties in Hungary and
 
Romania* Again 30 locomotives to Hun
gary. Second echelon now will not start
 
before 11 March,
 

b)	 Difficulties in assembly for "^arbarossa" : 
Air Force demands 1,000 trains in the 
last transport echelon* 

'	
*Train schedule 12 trains daily 15/16

March..•	 24 trains daily until 10 April. Starting 
10 April we need the maximum railroad 
schedule c be set in operation when 
we cross the C-reek frontier, Withholding 
of leaves,, 48 trains daily as of 10 April.
Probably we shall not be able to complete 
assembly on original plan. 
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c)	 Preparations of measures for the event of 
a French railroad strike. First take out
German personnel and nave them stand by; 

10 day alert perioda	 will be needed* 

8 February 1941. — 
3uerker» traffic control. Instead of using the

Officers of roving military police patrols in 
the •k-rmy Rear areas, the already existing
traffic control organization will have to be 
somewhat expanded. 

•Buhles	 a) Traffic uontrol Staff -for the Army in the 
East. 

ilb) BaB8 8 cm AAA on SPM for M^arbarossa ::Re intro
duction of First Go., *i? Hegt. 

a 

c) Equipment with hand carts: Sour Lt.Divs. 
and 24 combat i^ivs. by 1 &ay. 
Afternoon about 5-6 more by 15 May.fc 

. Fourth Mt. brigade/ No date given - Ed.__/
This will leave for Norway 250 Instead of 
the requested 450. (-frightJ ) 

d; Polish peasant carts: procure 15,000, with 
horses and drivers from Poland. xhis giv,e,s
about three carts per unit. Report by tjeginn-r
ing of April, then distribution. 

Bogatsch.: 

a)	 Estimated «&Aa requirements for "%rbarossa n i 
52 mixed, 28 light A*iA 3ns. 
ObdL now has a total of 58 mixed and 24 

\u25a0light	 Bns. .^-n "Harita" alone 7 mixed 
and 6 light AAA Bns c To this must be added 
:newly activated Reserve 3ns. (slight mo
bility) as of 1March. 

b) Long-range Ren Staff eln will be activated 
in time. 

c)	 Replacement of observation planes difficult. 
Strength, of Staff eln at the start of ot>era~ 

7-8 planes (insteadtions	 of 9 plus 3,-12). 

d)	 Air Force Tactical Circular NNt33:o 33: Rapid
fire met iiodo 

t 
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Brand* a)	 Allocation of Polish or German hv. How. 
for Norwegian coast defense. (Polish hv. 
How. fires	 one round every two minutes. ) 

b)	 Very good results in test firing on dug-in
Russian tanks. 

c)	 Corps artillery Commanders must leave now 
for the Corps Hqs with which they will 
work* 21 are with their Corps now; 8 are 
with Army Croups, 13 will join their organ
izations later* 15 are OKH Heserve Orderr § r co 

reassignment of Corps Artillery Commanders 
willbe issued. 

d) iaanual for	 Artillery of iirmd. Commands
(Provisional directives). 

c)	 Conduct of fire and method of applying fire 
in. areas without good maps. 

OQu I: Preliminary consultation for conference with 
the Bulgarians* Question of -Supreme Command. 
\u25a0"einforcementF for Turkish border.— ' Op, Sec. ,Qrg. Sec, , Qu«-.-Norway . s 
requests, Total Supply Column requirements for 
proposed forces: 2,000 tons (excluding Div.Cims. ) 
Army Hq^. Norway thinks it can furnish 500 out 
of own resources*

"	 " 
Sonnenblume » Four ( instead of originally two) 

MT Bus,- 1,440 tons. Additional. 720" tons needed 
for mobile warfare, .I.e. twelve 60-ton truck 
columns, in two additional Bns a 

Op. Sec* a)	 x1eld riospit al, Tire detachment;- two 30
ton truck columns; advance party of Fifth 
Lt. -iv.; Unloading Organization Tripoli 
left 8 Feb. , 0830 

b)	 Field Bepl. Bn. for Fifth Lt.Div. 

c^	 Transport situation "^arita"^ 
d)	 Projected general map maneuver 

List of participants. 

c) Assemblyi C-Hq Troops 1,000 trains 
1,000 trains 

ricar Services 300 trains 
buoply 700 trains 

Total 3,000 trains 
plus transports.

iiust be divided in three groups c 
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f) work on orders for* the change-over from 

9 "ebruary 1941 (Sunday. .-.Berlin.), 

•"A1tend_- to c Q.rre sponden cc. 
1600-1800 OQu I:- We discuss the Bulgarian demands. 

1900 Dr* Kloerine* 

10 February 1941. 

G-en. yon reports on? 

a) Possibilities of a. Turkish operation in ths 
ndirection of Plovdiv.* e holds that the 

Turks could attack on a 10 front north 
of the river,_ and on a

o

5 Diy. front 
south of the river* '^'lieir advance would have 
to be covered by a Aerepr •eciielon .oil'tho

'

vlpftit
flank o The movements must follow mountain 
paths throughout. Since their supply service 
uses mainly pack-animals, the Turkish 
would find the terrain no obstacle, both 
the higher and the intermediate command 
echelons probably- would not measure Sip to the 
task. Moreover, supply would prove a major
difficulty in any operations over larger 
distances. 

b) T^pkigh defense capabilities in Thrace in 
the face of a German-Bulgarian attack; 
The forcifiecl camp -of &irk~Mlisse commands 
the road to which the main thrust 
would have to follow, it is supplemented by 
border fortifications in the north, and strong
*fortifications round facing west. 

' 

art her to the rear the' existence of a posi
tion has been established west of the Chatal
dsha position, the line -* Sregli. Then 
comes the Chataldsha position, which lies 
very close to the Bosporus, landing possibil
ities on the -^lack coast exist near %dia, 
on the Aegean Coast east of 
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c)	 An operation against Turkey in Thrace should 
be conducted with armored, forces along the
\u25a0Istanbul read, and muse aim at splitting the 
front in order to prevent a retreat of the 

forces to the	 An-^osborus^
spearhead breaking to	 wouldthrough Istanbul 
find sufficient •shipping to cross over to 
the eastern shore in the intial confusion.
For a crossing of "Che Sea of to the 
\u25a0^andirma railhead, the few vessels in the 
small ports would be insufficient. 

d) operation through Anatolia 1 

Must follow two main roads and main railroads 
accordingly would be very slow. Unless

Turkish morale suffers a complete collapse, 
we	 must expect tough resistance also by is
olated groups* difficulties presented by the
Taurus fountains. South of it we must get 
across another important obstacle before we 
reach	 the better developed communications 
network leading to Syria. 

c)	 Ammunition is one of the main problems of 
tfre Turks. 

QQu J.V; .Computation of British strength,,•Rintelen reports . iio crisis in Albania, but it 
will take a. long time before everything -is 
straightened out, a (3-erman High Command of the 

.	 Italo-G-erman forc-es must be established: 
difficulties of such an arrangement.— 
13* £uce r s directive on operations—in con

\u25a0 .	 form with the Fuehrer ls remands. >.
 
Japan and the possibilities of her joining in
 
the war against England.-

\u25a0Spain, Gibraltar.— 
Position of the Attaches and other current 
questions, , 

OQu IV:. Ohief Op. Seoi 

a)	 with Naval liaison Officer;Protection of 
our convoys to Libya appears to be inadequate. 

b)	 with liaison Officer of the Transp.^hief : 
insertion of &Hq troops, Air and . 
supply shipmeniJ in the First and Third 
echelon ordered as of 14 February. 

c) Assembly area and unloading facilities for 
G-Hq nne serves* 

d^	 Tasks of Hq. AGp.D in the West in the event- of	 an operation. 

c)	 Russian operational capabilities a 
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Paulus; ( on phone )| Bulgarian demand for fullmobiliza
tionc decision must -be taken soon. 

Schniewind> (on phone h^rotectipii of our convoys to 
•LiSya

0 
we ask him to get; arrangements Under' the 

way through- Liaison Officer Rome. 

Buhle» a)	 Condition cf newly activated i)ivs, of AAGep c
Leeb on the whole quiva satisfactory. 

1b)	 AvtIvat lon of three Corps Hq and seven 
Security Divs. for -the -%st from three 
Reserve for &en %i# . .'\u25a0 

c)	 Replacement Bn. for Light £iv. for -
\u25a0Li"b5ra o '.'	 . ..-\u25a0."\u25a0*\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 ...'\u25a0..\u25a0 . 

:d), Activation .of LiV Oorgs Hq.;. out of Armed 
forces' i<i'ia sion in Romania (nansen) Dispatcho 

Kobilizacl.cn orders c 

\; 

c) Comment on inspection report of the Signal 
. Troops Coirnission. .. 

Padke » a)	 Claer/Stefani Alleged comment on differ
ences of opinion among the G-enerals of the 

(in afuehrer talk in- April), 
— 

b ), ObdH/i)eputy of the fuehrer. Showdown over 
compla.lnts by soldiers through Party, 
Church attendance. 

c) Ban on	 dancing in occupied territories* 

Paul us :a ) recommendation on command set- up in 
Bulgaria and on Bulgarian mobilization, 
discussion on procedure. 

b)	 progress of road-builcang in the .East.
Report by yon Salmuth o -» 

11	 February 1941,. 

Meeting with OQu X, OP#0 P# Sec. , OQu I^, ?ransp. Chief, 

F'ellgiebeli 

a)	 '^he Reich has allocated 15,000 tons 
of copper for Mr Signal 
without consulting anyone. —-

b )	 £talian cvyptogran hic service » The .italian s 
have as. yet no cryptographic specialists for
&reek ff %ye to be trained by us. 
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c) J-fJ -f kibya is t6 be reinforded with an 
Regtj. , we must also send a Signal Go, (Badlo
Gol 

d)	 Signal units in !lMarita" and effect of their 
assignment; on ."^arbarossa". 
Question whether political reports from P^*
. is should be. prepared by. Ie, 'AGp. '.s*. or 

lMilitary ficlininistration,
b) Economic situation in Romania, reserve— 

stocks "built up ye to Fuel storage depots
still under construction, Canister situa
tion difficult*'' 

c ) .^alkans supply problems.

d) Betting up of Military administration for
ulij:5arbarosBa o 

SArendts*	 ';L'alk on cond.'i sions 
'
Xn Military"Govex?iiment

France,, imendation .to remedy duplication 
in and Military Organizations 
by merging them under a joint Chief and to' 
appoint economists and administrators as 

"advisers" for special fields* 

'^he question of vulgarian mobilization is 
again thrown into confusion by interference 

•of	 OKW. . .
' 

Buerfoers.	 a) Special pointers on training for ifche&last \u2666 

b) ..onti-.ox regulation.— Activation 
of movement con'crol staffs at Army .Hqs*\u25a0 

12 February 1941. 

0930 Horning conference .-— transport questions. 

Ruedt yon OollnberK reports as uhief of Army
libraries, xall£ on progrs-iL for periodical 
literature «, 

OQu V: a^ feport on Eighth Army in Poland. % 
b) Dispute with Ministry of the Interior 

over Vienna \u25a0^rQhives,,, 
c) OIGv plans for writing the history of this

•	 ' 
\u25a0	 \u25a0war. , . . , 

d) V&rious current matters. 
-He.v singer G-ehleh- ~, Stleff « 

a^ reports on observations on to;ur.:in 
Romania, important points J wants deploy' 
ment of his forces completed, before the 
start of operations, which, if possible, 
should not come off before 28 February. 
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last would like the Bulgarians to mobilise 
his \u25a0before jump-off| , . 

\u25a0Romanian itnny cannot. be looked uson a£ an 
Army at all. 
Our troox3s have -supply, difficulties due to* 
foreign currency restrictions. 

b) %uffe must be informed as soon as possible 
of our stipulations to tile Romanian Army and 
on requirements for "Barbaras, sa".. 
St the moment nothing has to be done as re
gards LLJist r 

c) difficulties'- with Russian map s. 
the tact ical maps (l : 100, Q00) are very 
pooi\. Jjo-wer echelons must be warned on how 
Staff work willbe affected by such bad maps. 

luncheon with 

Lfr'.G-eruPlhm reports as *'iel& Supply Qhief*** 
OQ,u IV; a) Bcliildkneoht reports on &bestring's.' study 

on -ran and -Russian operational capabil
ities. Ko.estring holds that fourteen Inf. , seven '^av^'ivs. and four mot.-mcz,. 
Brigades, could be committed on that front, 
partly east of Caspian Bea, 

b) Miaoellaneouss 'feateriel deliveries to %n~« 
Gary, temi^orary assignments of Swiss 
Officers, etc o 

Lta Cpl.G-oth (OQu 17): -Report on supply situation 
in his -^rmy. iJiffaculties resulting from 
departure of Twelfth are gradually being 

•staralgliteiied ";atit 0 . 
' 

: 
— * G-en,,yon 7 \u0084eh lbe yeyg nt S-caTf questions,— 

wish to elevate the states*** 
of the J-a in the 'division. 

15.February 194la 

Mornin'-o: conference^ No important news; .shipments are 
running normal. 

Col. Streich; promoted to General and appointed 
Commander of fifthLt. Ply.-, reports for 
his briefing.lstress the offensive and urgent 

. character of his mission* 
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Qchsner» g) schdols aAd.'.^as defense depots> in the 
;^e.st. are .gbpd^ rai;lng too mechanical* 

\u25a0 \u25a0-A. 

b )	 Productlon 6f Cheni gal M6rt&r,~-40wi11 
"be delayed^ \ . .. . ...-. 
%id of -^archltwb 4s, '. ..' . ; 
End of 

- •End of &a;y»	 two Brie. . 
two., j^ns* . 

' 
•Enu of /June*'

a new Do Hegt.* could be formed, "but would 
necessitate drawing on existing

' Chemical'•'	 '"'"\u25a0Mortar"	 XJns » .• 

c)	 will beon	 %. .^Chemical Mortar 
completed by	 22 February. 

Matgkyr Diplomatic developments; British Minister will 
. leave \u25a0Jioman.la on 15 because 

no l^p-g:er^ has, status df-a neutral. 
Bulgaria wants to give her promise to join 
the tripartite ?act at present only in the 
form of a secret agreement j announcement 

\u25a0 , 
' 

aft-er we have marched in. 
Turkish- Bulgarian pact of non-agression is 

•making- no	 headway. 

Position, of the Military Attache and of the 
Liaison Officer after entry of List's troops 
in Bulgaria must be clarified,, 

Points to be	 cleared up about -status of the 
Propaganda Company, 

-~Buhle » a)	 Request for guard forces in,.Romania. 
Halease one" -^gtl, Hq. and three Bns.J 

b)	 Twelve to fifteen Occupation -Irigs. could 
now be activated by reducing the Heplace
men o (now 600, 000) ; Ten could.be 
formed from Replacement remainder 
from- Regional units (.20 Bns. I 

c)	 Shifting of i)lv. trains 'to the rear in 
charge of -Kb**(Separate instructions for 
mot. and non-mot. Divs. ) 

d)	 301st Armdo- ®nc (captured tanks) ready 
for Norway in early	 . 

Conference with ObdHs 1 .inform -him' on latest devel
°.»pnients here; he gives me impressions from 

his tour In France. 

HeusingeriL We discuss Sng* equip-Q-en. 
ment, for the impending tasks in "^arbarossai 1 
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Bringing- equipment willon the whole meet-all requirements through the Dniepr Dvina 
crossings. S3- ferries* will have to be moved 
Into the river mout iis from the Baltic Sea 
and. the kea. Must be prepared organiza
tionally and by special training.' Additional 
Bridge Glms o must be requested from BdE.-
&ng» Bns'o and noad Oonstr. B'ns. will be 
sufficient if placed strategically. Plan of 
disposition must be checked by the Armies 
befor-3 start of operations. 

14 February 1941. 

Mqrning^Qpnfereaoe [ Shipments are running normal 0 

intention' Begin bridge- building and 'march 
into the on 21 *'eTD» ; cross 
on 24 Feb.-

Altenstadt; Police requirements for "^arbarossa"; 
activation of new units and transfers from 
the West. . 

%gner« OKW draft on Executive £'ower_ln. ll<darbarossa". 
Organize Military Government Russia, 1-—1 -— 
Current matters. 

yon So heII returns, -Report on truck, rubber, and fuel 
\u25a0situation. I'rucks willprobably be freed in 

the number^demanded by us. Rubber* From Indo
china and. we can expect about 7,000 
tons by springy enough to cover three —months' 
requirements, Indigenous rubber- plant, 

\u25a0 Fuel shortage apparently worse on paper than 
in fact ? 

wust see how things develop 
0 

•Suhle-^oerner^ Leaves willbe reduced to maximum of 
two weeks' starting 27 for:-\tranaport 
reasons Shortly before -faster It will-beo 
necessary to ban all leave traffic, because 
leave trains must be cancelled after introduc
tion of the maximum railroad schedule.
™he start of the maximum railroad schedule 
must be so timed as not to Interfere with 
our plans C'^arita 11 ) and strike the public
just in the last days before Saster, (That 
means about 4,5, or 7 April. ) 

Heusjngeri 

a) Aid for Finnish operations for seizure of 
and closure af the l«/hite -Sea Canal. 
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The only thing we can do for the Finns is 
isehdihg heavy >rl;y (heavy howitzer); We would 
have M'ship them at an early, date, so that 
the Finnish crews could be- Irained *""OKW will 
have to decide whether this is politically
feasible,, Support for the attack on Hangoe
willbe mainly an Air Force mission i*eQ

, 
keeping ene'ny planes away from the Finnish 
artillery ufelnrich 1s request), air Force 

operatewould...have to from bases on the Aa~ 
land lglands, which in turn calls for German 
occupation of these	 .islands. 

'b) '-^he Viiiiite Sea Canal is exclusively ja 
• jo'bb 

for Air Force or Lahousen's organization, 

yon 3ernutht Training courses for divisional Command
ers -in. •"\u25a0r-md,, Gp s 3 
Map formaneuver junior'Gen, Staff Officers.
Traffic control regulations* 

15 February 1941/ 

Morning: conference* Second convoy* has safely arrived 
in	 Tripoli,, 

Col. G-eru Haase reports as v in v fifteenth *irray. 

G-en. reports out and iintrocLuc©s "-his . suec e s sep 

Keu singer* a) instructions to -^ist on action to be 
. taken in the event 'o~f Tur]iish n

*'hossilit3r.b)	 Preparation for conference with %uffe"(Tuesday), 
c) Instructions to Hq 12 on reporting 

after crossing of Danube.-
OQu IV; Franco Caudillo, /Sic-Ed/ 

a)	 'Convinced that the willwin the 
war. 

b)	 demands i Economic and military aid, 
precise definition of "legitimate inter
ests",, 

c)	 IlDuce! The only possible course is 
to "keep Spain in the political line
up of the iix"'s v. 

Japanese Foreign Minister will be here middle of March. 
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encn	 operation "MaicitJa", ihterrela'^Il£ ĴMMiis^-&i^-
Gion between Greece and 'i'urkey. 

16	 February' 1941. ( Sunday, Berlin ), 

Work at home*. Offensive 'against. . Turkey-.---* British c&i>—	 
sabilities* Francs after transfer of troops to 

the £ast.~~ Norway, 

17 February .l94l, 

Berlin * Presentation of Military Attaches, China General 
£wei, Brazil' Lto^ol, Roll. Romania: Col. Giieorghe. 

yon Haas© reports. Commander of Berlin Garrison, pro
moted to rank og- Maj. G-eh. 

Count Luckner» farewell presents for Attaches. 

er	 yon Wurmb J . \u25a0Ri	ll Personal matters. 

Return to 

yon Etzdorf s 

a)	 Conference wit3a Jugoslavs in Obersalzberg. 
fuehrer is pressing the Jugoslavs to Join 
the tripartite ?act # but they defer all 
decisions to the Prince Hegent. are not 
interested in annexation- of Saloniki.-

a counterproposal! Jugoslav Bulgari-an- 'i'urkish block against any foreign landing 
attempt, ""re ready to act as mediators in 

conflict., fuehrerthe I'talo~&reek.	 refers 
them to Roira; thinks that the proposal might 
be acceptede 

b) Fuehrer's remark about Russia » He is stunned 
by the reports on the Russian Air #'orce. A 
conflict is inevitable* Once England is fin
ished, he would not be able to rouse the 
German people to a fight against Russia; 
consequently Russia would have to be dispos-
Ed of first. 
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HeUstoffery a)	 ."Ma-rita" .will "be 'delayed by weather: 
difficulties of the Air^Foroe, .Build
up of supplies for Air Force operations 
from Bulgaria cannot be completed-
before 2 toarch. 

b) Bridge-building can start within two days; 
preparations have been made. 

c)	 Suggestions .Highway* not before. 28 \u25a0' 
February/ then Danube crossing on 2 March. 

Kon_rad_ presents digest of his reports
'•to the Reich Marshal Future economic 

problems,, structure of the Army, assembly 
of the '^rmy, cooperation Army/Air Force. ; 

Report	 and demonstration 
~ 

on tanks before 
'^eioh Marshal,the	 . 

G-eneral Ja§&nxeke_ reports en route* He view of prepared
ness preparations in France* Would, like 
to get a vision. 

a)	 (Schidlausky,Radke: Ciaer/Stefani affair	 Ober
kriegsverwalturigsrat**).. 

b) Listening to foreign radio.— Repeat 
notice on prohibition. 

c) Joints at issue with of the Fuehrer:~~ Church attendance 0~~o 
Oomplaint procedure. 

d) SoIdlers l ;Jlub sin iMorway.•— Bupc rvision. 
Heuai'-'igexL .(with &ehlen); •i-'raff plan of attack against 

Turkey. . ..'.\u25a0. 
Alternative a) Immediate executlo'n, with 

limitation of	 objectives in 
o 

X>)Alternative	 Execution after attainment 
of extended objective Salo
niki. 

tfa^ner: ( G-en Qu)» depots near the frontaier in the
 
sector of Fourth -Army. Protest of the CG-

Fourth Jb'uehrer ruling on transport

Olms. conforms to our' specifications. 
Interference by State Secretary Stuckart 
in the administrative functions of Military

France,Administration 
Transportation difficulties affecting food 
supply and economic activities in the oc
cupied 

18 February 1941, 

Buhlei a)	 Lightweight guns; 10.5 cm, 8,000 m
 
available 70 Krupp, 70 Rheinmetall, for
 
Airborne Division;
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oAh battery, for bicycle Company of- Gav.Div 
"k) Armored personnel carrier wit.h rocket 

. laungher racoon 'trailer**— Six.ln each -Eng.
Co. of Amid* -^ivs* 

c) A? Ammunition for .-Armd. Command e? ...5 cm AP 
40 shell penetrates 120 mm. (plan is to lnr~ 
elude 10/^ in ammunition issue ). 
-Hollow charge projectiles very effective l 

d) Renault chassis with 4.7 Czech 'gun: 90 or
dered for.delivery t?y"J%y for G-Hq AT units.
Renault prime mover for 21 cm heavy How* : 
250 available, after reconditioning. 

c) Extension. of range of L$ Fd, How. and mcd.fc 

Fd. -Ho.//, by muzzle brakes. 

f ) Med. Irifa gun cannot be used on 'lank il(con 
fined space.' ) vehicles in four months; 
mass production in one year. 

g) New 28 ton "bridge-* launcher, its superstruc** 
tiara can be subdivided into three truck 
loads s moves at speed of TTank ill,1 i^very car
10m, ?our will be completed; assigned to 

Armd. -^iv. 

h)' Request by .s'lfth".light ±>Iv.; we must help 
out 0 

i) Reich Labor bervice Bns. for the East. 

Yon ZiehTberg* Current &en. Staff reassignments. 

Sauffe, G-rolmann* . &ehlen are my 
luncheon guests. 

Kinze1.- a) Russian language courses for NCQ'g. 
b) Air reconnaissance units willnot have 

finished their missions by 1 MMarch( 

c) Pripet s 

19 fl'ebruary 1941. — — Morning conference' Situation. transport questions.'
Proposal by G-rolmann. — 

-\u25a0Chief Personnel Dlv.:Officers' situation.- Awarding 
of decorations,,— -awarding of Staff 
uniform for Ib officers of the home Mil.Districts. 
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Prbmofidris and titular promotions.— Reassign^ 
raents	 in West and -%st. 

&cn0 Brand » New method of observation.— 
Artillery proc'uot ion program 41/42 (17 cm guns, 
21 cm guns, 

.M. 

M l"*)0 

Artillery strength on the Atlantic Qoast* After 
completion of the transfers to the East, GHq
Artillery on the coast willbe two Bns c less. 
Artillery for -^lack Sea Roasts G-Hq Artillery 
will be ready by end of £'erbruary Navy by middle

\u25a0 

.	 of %reh r
o 

Prolonged tal3<._wl t:h_QbdH_ concerning operational cap
abilities against Turkey. British capabilities 
next spring and summer.— Current matters. 

\u25a0Noon a	 Luncheon with Stuelp:iag-el (-army Hq 17), yon 
Thoma,	 Radke. 

G-ercke	 « Heceesary extensions of road network in 
Hungary;, — Progress of work in PolandSlovakia,, 
satisfactory, supplies for the State 
Railroads have reached the lowest level 
compatible with operation.— Passenger traf— 
fic will be curtailed. 
15,000 trains needed for the entire build-up;
in addition, 96 trains daily for current 

\u25a0supplies, (excluding Libya. and'.'Marita 11 ); 
.	 160,000 railroad cars*. 

Sight, trains of emptier required. -Sight differ
ent types of trains. 
Assembly plan, transport echelons 111 and IV. 
\u25a0^reparations for railroad extensions behind 
the "^arbarossa" fronts One line in each Army
GpJ "In all, !six possible. 

£0 February 1941. 

Morning: conferences Recapitulation- .of the individual 
points of Ground forces cooperation with Ab~ 

wehr^ Navy and Air force* 
"G-erman Africa Oorps 11--* ?lans must be made for 
another full Arrod* o 

Paulus* Heusln^er, G-rolmann,- Q-ehleni Discussion of 
the individual drafts for" operations of the 
•&riny	 Gps. in 

(i

Barbar o s s a , 
AG-jp.,	 South: Sound. Our conference has- produced 

excellent results. 
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\u25a0J^irjJi&uM^l Not a happy solution; Launching of 
Annor1 oti tne two wings without If-hf, must result 
indang^rbus gaps, She proposed move s, moreover]
would lead to a battle at Bialystok, instead of 
at where we want- It,

' 

AGp.. JJart.hl_ t;he whole* good, i^ore i-nf,. apart 
from Army Gp. Reserves must and can be packed 
in behind the Corps,0 

Gren-c Jodl iAlarmist report on bridge construction on 
the Danube received from 

BuhleS a) Results of work during. winter; Third, Seventh 
Thirteenth, and Fourteenth Drafts fairly 

} 

satisfactory. 

b)	 An Armd. an a -oan.be activated from Arrad 
Demonstration bn« for "Barbarossa" (early 
May) o 

c) Fifteen Occupation Brigs, from. Replacement 
-two Regts,

' 
, sii.Bns,,of four Rifle 

Oos? 'eanh, one Artillery -^no> 
beven Bpigs o 

are needed for Mil.,Districts VIII, XX,XXI 
and I,and for the Protectorate. Ready 'as 
of	 1 June. 400, 000 men in the Reich for 
loss replacements, in 

\u25a0d) Establishment of a Section's Chief Armored 
Troops ,Officer,*	 . 

' 

c) Bridge columns' if we are to get 8 to 10 new 
Bridge 

'Clms,-'. each month, they will have, to 
be	 given a higher priority. 

Col» 'Homlok (Hungarian attache) relates impressions 
of the Hungarian attache in London, who came-home to report, 

Telling effects of our air attacks, produc
tion drop 30/o, but not yet decisive. Effect 
of our Navy s be felt, "but also not yet 
decisive. Effect on morale considerable at 
the end of November;, renewed stiffening since 
that time, in the homeland, 30 Divs. 
as of end of January; 5,000- 6,000 planes. 
De' position is no longer taken 
seriously in England. 

Ma.ior -forster, la, Military Cfovernme'nt** reports brief
\u25a0 -'\u25a0\u25a0 

\u25a0\u25a0 ly	 on situation in the Government- General.. 

Q-onera! '^a^n er( &en Qu): Fuel situation confused and—
difficult. Supply questions—Libya,— 
Transportation requirements. i -letting up 
of supply dumps in the J^ast proceeding 

1 satisfactorily,, 

concluded 20 February 1941. 
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VOLUME VI, 

CAMPAIGN INRUSSIA.. PART I, 

The Chief of the Army General Staff* 

First entry; 21 Februar3r 1941 

»Last entry 31 August 1941 

•fc \u25a0& -X- -)f 4f 7^

21 February 1941 

Morning Conference; No special news. Things in Libya are proceeding 
satisfactorily * In the Eastern Mediterranean no clues to Bri^

;tis&jme^uros . 
. Points, discussed;Admiral Canaris? 

a) The general situation*, Allbriefing of the Wehrmacht (also 
on naval and air matters) must be centralized in our hands, 

b) British capabilities at the outset of the operation in the 
East* 

c) Preparatory measures in the Ukraine and the Baltic States, 

d) Safeguarding of security > top secret matters* 

c) Personnel matters (Change of Section Chiefs).* 

Lt« Col t Radices a) Soldiers' Memorial.. Day: Decoration of graves^ 
celebrations in- Berlin and in units. 

b) Army Art Exhibition opening on 16 March. 

c) Organization of Propaganda (Hesse). 

Conference with ObdHt (Heusinger present) iReports from the Army— 
Groups., Operational objectives for Barbarossa* Full agree
ment Is reached or all proposals*, 

oru0 ru IV: Current matters,. 

% 
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British Air Strength, 15 February 1941 

Bomber and Fighter Close Recon- Long- Total S&uffcln. 
Transport naissance & range 

multiple recon

° 
purpo se naissance	 . 

\u25a0L*	 50 Class I' - 55 X 00 including 300 Land 180 tounn	 7n» 
\u25a0ti	 \u25a0\u25a0(350 v ut (150 h Transport and 70 Sea 4U2600 192 

Seaplanes 

-3d'jterranean
 
Jgypt, Libya,
 

\u25a0-vadan 30©	 I^s 70 35 5&5 h5%0p0 
-~ Crete 120 60	 ISO 10t612''Greece^ 

Malta, Gibral
tar 20 30 10 60 5 

Irak, Palestine A535 A55 130 10 

-Aden, Kenya 8G 60	 5 H5 11 

India, Far East 60	 20 75 5 160 12 

In the Eastern Mediterranean 20 % Second-GLass.
 
InEast Africa, Irak, India, Far East: 60 % Second-Class.
 
To these mast be added the South African and Australian Air
 
Acress in Egypt, Eastern Mediterranean, Kenya and Far East
 
(Singapore')
 

100 South African aircraft (6 Staffeln) in Kenya (6£ % Second Class) 
50 Australian aircraft (4 Staffeln) in Eg^rpt and Eastern Mediterran^. 
5© Australian aircraft (4 Stafflen) in the Far East (Singapore), 

Naval Aircraft 

Shipborne (not including aircraft carriers) 150 ) Of these about 
On aircraft carriers 350 ) 200 are in the 

Mediterranean* 
©n land, for new aircraft carriers, etc* 150 
On land, for other purposes 100 

22 February 19Al. 

Morning Conference? No important new developments. 

Russian Air Force „ (Ge.ru '. -j.r^d) 

a)	 Air Force is an independent part of the armed forces 
(Org:inlkp.tion).-. 
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b) Ground facilities and strength; 

1100 airfields, 200 serviceable. Equipment inferior to 
ours, Estimated, strength 4,000 -. 5,000 bomber and fighter
 
aircraft. Horth of Pripet:
 
Reconnaissance and "bombers 1530, fighters 2200
 
South of Pripet:
 
Reconnaissance and bombers 675, H 1250 

north of Pripet.Main concentration
 
Our Air Force this the final Russian disposition .«
considers 
for their concentration in the Vest. (Hew Russia pamphlet) .-r-

Transport aircraft and parachutists: "based on Kiev. 
By next summer, it is estimated, 60$ of the above strength 
will"be ready for commitment. 

c)	 Types?.. Reconnaissance craft obsolete, range around 300 km 
(a few new ones haYs- range up to 640 km); speed 150 to 250 km 

Clpse- support, craft; Majority old types; cooperate with 
Armd, troops. Between 100 and 200 are modern (speed: 380 
km, range up to 700 km) „ Armament:, only machine guns 
(4 fixed forwardf iring MG). 
fighters: Rata -J 16 is good; 4 machine guns, or 2 machine 
guns and 2 cannon. Inferior to the G-erman fighter (Spain);' 
is slightly slower. Craft, now under construction probably 
not ready for 1941. 

Bombers: Two-thirds good? SB 1- 3 and 1© 3, make up twc~
 
thirds of total. SB 1 -3, range 600 km, night and bad-,
 
weather craft.
 
Fair game (TB 3. Range 1,000 km (bomb load 2,000 kg),
 
for German (BB 3. Range 1,500 km (bomb load 800 kg),
 

\u25a0 •fighters	 . 

Transport craft: Hot much is expected* 

Paratroops : Same 

<3.) "-Traliiing, leadership and tactics:, 
Fighters and bombers good while in formation; depend heavily 
on lead pilot. Blind and bad-weather flying deficient. 
Fighters are especially trained for action against ground 
targets, but their foremost mission is to fight enemy air 
force in the air and. on the ground. Between Fighter and . 
bomber teamwork poor. 
Leadership: Hard and "brutal, tut without training in modern 
tactics; mechanical, lacking adaptability. 

Q) .Ground organization. Air Force Signal troops: Air force 
signal troops, as we know them, are non-existent. Only radio 
communications'. Transmit- in clear in emergencies. G-round \u25a0 

organization scanty. Large parts attached to flying organiza
tions. Supply stocks apparently low. 

f) Probable dispositions: See b). 
Deployment will take considerable time; is being watched*. 
Fighters work in close sup-port of their own and against enemy 
ground troops. Close-support craft against enemy armor. ' 
Bombers have targets in the enemy rear area. Clear nights 
essential c Targets: East Prussian supply base, Silesian> 
industries, Romanian oil fields, Baltic ports, Berlin. 
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to haveg) Ovn air strength: Our Air Force expects. Russians 
<4,00© (probably. more) plus 60§ new craft.. 

Friendly— *Russian	 i ~r "•\u25a0 • 
Barbarossa s:~d Z It West 

\(m bombers ) Ratio .1:2 
' I 900fighters)	 )405© 

0If vie assume 6® % operational .1,ICO to 1,73© (sic) bombers 
2,650 to	 fighters*4^os® 

Barbarossa: AQp North 38») ' 

Center 916) Planned strength. 

South 51©) 

Russia^, AM: 3^o medium, 200. light and AA MG batteries. 
Own total: A a batteries.798798 medium)medium) AA batteries, 

827 light ) 

vgn	 Treskow (la ASp S) : 

Discussion of our broad viewpoints regarding conduct of operation 
of. Army Group:Barbarossa in theater 

1») No battle at Bialystok, but at Minsk, 

2.) Watch against gap between his Armj Group and Leebl 
as3,) Press with all means available behind	 southern wing, so 

details of build-up.to obviate threat frcf flank, Technical 

Gen* Jacob ne ports o££ on leave. 

Heusinge.r; Current matters*. •— Transmissions to List of our study on 
attack .on Turkey, 

ObdH (on phone): 

1.)	 SOBS O8 cm AA guns to be used as "concrete crackers" for Barbaros 
a) they needed against Russian fortifications? . sa 
b) Can we count on having Ground Forces *A available for 

ground combat? 
c) Can distribute~~ 1© cm guns- so as to have them on hand in 

. oime as {concrete crackers 11? 

2*) Ground forces AA units must be activated: are to fee committed 
on motor highway* have to train there ? not in 2«I» 

* 3«) 11© Renault on hand: %ough for three mobile Siege Gun Bns., 

Col.- Mlerainsky (Foreign /irmies East): Jviission to collect most complet 
data on enemy (Russian) fortifications A 

/ 

23 February 1941 Sunday^ Berlin^ 

-y^ork on draft of Tactical Manual for Motorised	 Battalion* Talk— 
with f|bc--Crown Pr-inceJ'" George of Saxony*, Lecher family.l^* 

4 
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2h February 1941* 

Schuchard (Liaison Officer to Abetz) : Situation report* Confidence 
in Vichy apparently is on the rise since the Cabinet reshuffle 
and' there is a desire to win our Government over to a policy of 
trusting collaboration* 

Yogi . (.Armistice Commission): 

a)	 13^000 trucks from Occupied Zone on the waya ifficulties 
in moving them out. 

b)	 Beginning March we join in control of Marocco and Algiers c 

Concurrence of Rome not yet received. 1 emphasize our 
interest in Algiers© 

Gen* yon Kirchheim reports before leaving for Africa* 

Gerio Tiemann and Lemelsen (CG XXXXVIICorps) report. 

HeuBlngerg	 Aerial and naval operations: 

— a) Dardanelles cannot be blocked with aerial mines, — Lejanos* 
We have no naval force there. Airborne landing! In peacetime 
some shipping available on Thracian coast a Can be chartered, 
Importance Greek Nothing be expectedof the — Aegean coast. can — 
of Italian Navy* Rumanian oil for Italian Navy, Protec
tion of coastal shipping route, to Odessao 

b)	 Operations in the Baltics Navy sees no possibilities for 
active support* No protection for our coastal supply route,: 

c) Hangoe: -Navy does not consider it a practical base for the 
Russian fleet* Aalands Islands afford no naval bases* 

Buhle: a)	 Ready for Fifteenth i\rmd* Div.,: 
20 March s 1Rifle Bn» and 1 AT Bnc 

1 April t 1Rifle Regt* and light Fd» How, Bn0 

15 iLpril: Remainder,, 

b) Tank complements 5 1 Mays in Hi general complete (inter-? 
change of Tank 111, IV, and IIandInecessary). 
Between 1May and 15 about 3-4 Divs. come off the line, 
i»e* about 5 % of the entire tank forces in the East* 
15 May to 15 June one Div» comes off the line., iiac* re- . 
placements would drop out for four weeks* Isuggest that 
the pro tern Armd* Divs, be not activated before 1 June and 
meanwhile see to it that the Armd 0 %vs o get their tank 
replacements* 

c) French tanks not much good in Norway •> Try to use old 
Czech tanks instead c 

d) 15 Brigs* (mixed Brigs*) as of 1 June (7 for East!). 
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25	 February 1941* 

Morning Conference ? Nothing of importance o Uncertainty persists as
 
to British intenbiciT^in the Mediterranean, ,bo'bh
 in the Malta 
area and in the .S.ibborn Mediterranean* 

Conference with Ob&H; 

a) Personnels. la,Rommel j Rrfurth for Bulgaria* Wachenfeldr 

for Fhmania. X:/lander?
 

b) Operation against Afghanistan,
 

c) Items for discussion with,Navy and Air Force.
 

d) Charge of duties for Konrad*
 

c) Tactical training for Russian campaigns
 

f) Tank replacements ;Whatever becomes available before start 
of operations, goes to the front* What comes after _, willbe 
held for new units * Location: Warsaw, 

g)	 Supply trains for -Libya. Combine Italian and German supply 
trains* Take, trucks from Italian Divs.t 

h) Preparation for continuation of iifrican operation^ Production 
for itmust be under way by summer « 

Heusinger ; 

a) Barbarossa: Briefing of the Divsv arriving at the front in 
the last transport waves (also discussed with Training Sec.,). 

— te)	 Afghanistan Persia* 

c)	 Gibraltar i'-alta North Africa (here attack on Egypt with 
two Armd, Corps besides Italian units)* 

d)	 For event that the British land in Thrace _, something must be 
done to forestall them] List must be prepared for that, 

c)	 Various inquiries from List on the execution of Operation 
Marita* 

o chsner : Current matters of Chemical Warfare and Decontamination Service 

yon	 Thomas Current problems of motorization of Army* Replacement of 
maintenance NCO's* Training manual for Rifle Regts«> and Rifle 
Bns« In Armd* Divs, 
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26 February 1941* 

Berlin War Academy? 

Visit to courses conducted 1
, by Ifeyeraben.JU Bluimke, Siaedke. Impression 

on the whole good* Afterwards, address to the participants and 
conference with the instructors. I 

— 
1715 1830 hrs 6 Conference with Adm<» Schniewind on common problem '̂ 

°£	 Operation 3arba:rossa P — (Baltics Coastal protection and Finland,, Difficulties 1 of 
organizing coastal shipping for supply purposes along the 
Baltic coast* . 
Aaiand, Hangoe, BljS&kSea* Questions of Russian naval forces and — "possibility of supply routes along the coasto) -
South-East;	 jibe with ours,Lemnos. Th^ir Ideas	 Dardanelles.' 
Shipment of oil to Italy (through Canal of Corinth). 

Mediterranean % Gibraltar, coastal shippings Africa,, Malta* 

West: A unified Coastal Defense, 

Evening* yon	 Current matters* t Liaison Officers, 

27 February 1%1 

Morning Conference.; Possibilities for speeding up shipment of troop f. 
\u25a0to Libya. Withdrawal of study on Italian Generals by Foreign 

West,Armies 

Bogatsch 

a)	 Questions regarding Air Support Hq Staff* and signal communi 
cOifetasu^ settled to conform to our wishes. Air Staff somewhat 
small. 

b) Liaison between AGps and Air Force willbe handled by Suppoi 
Commander. 

c)	 Allocation of airfields for reconnaissance planes. 

d)	 AA: AA Corps are to stay,, also ground missions (Fuehrer crd 
It would be out of the question to leave them with the. Air 
Fleets and use them as reserves. 

8) Ground Forces MA? 
Thirty batteries i.c» 10 battalions^ are supposed to be/ct 

hand for us on 1May w	 '\u25a0.'.'•\u25a0 ' 
Beginning May. additional 30 batteries, i.e fc 1® Bns Ci will 
added as organic AA of the Ground Forces. ;\u25a0;. . 
We have specified: 50 Bns» } including 30 mixed; (mixed I-jns 
make up 60 to SO % of total recuested) plus 11 light Bns a 

quested: 22-24, i.e., 50 \u25a0$).**	 !'; ; 
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Air Defense Commanders for rear area (24 Reserve Bns.)« 
East of the Reich frontier* 

Heusinger: Current matters. One additional Corps or third wave—
 
of J%rita ( L Army Corps Hq)« Corps Hq (reduced.) Boehrn in 
Holland to be released. 

— Big&r-Lbu'clcn of the Reinforced Brigs*
(15) which willbe ready in the Z~ beginning middle of March* 
Liaison Officers for Bulgaria* . 

Jodl	 inquires officially, "whether we have any reason for wishing to 
have approach inarch in Bulgaria stopped iwhich would still be 
feasible today,, Tb 3 answer is in the negative. 

Radke:	 Friction between the Deputy of the Fuehrer and ObdH (regarding 
Mieth, Week- and. other incidents), \u25a0 

Buhle:	 Ground Forces AM: Materiel; So far nothing has been delivered 
by the Air Force* Promise to send bulk of equipment second half 
of April, so that everything would be on hand 1May* Provisional 
fire control instruments for Batteries, Hope to get fire control 
instruments also for Bns» :: 

Training; Courses in progress. Specialists ready 1May. After
:;wards unit trainingo Personnel apparently not bad. Battery 

training a minimum of three weeks. Cannot be in action before : 
1 June, . .; 

Traction equipment lacking: Tests now in progress to determine 
serviceability of French traction equipment* Only limited 
mobility* Will have supply vehicle s., but tactical mobility 
cannot be achieved* (No ammunition columns). Two batteries 
are put en self-propelled mounts, to serve as heavy' tank destroy
ers*

'	 ' 

"Traction Bns», motorized" could be formed, but chain of command 
and control would be very difficult in practice* 

Fellgiebel : 
Finland « Senior Sig. Corps Officer to Finland for operational 
communications (through Sweden postal network)* 
Marita : Three river cables; tele-communications via Belgrade,

niir 1 J	 W\u0084 

Barbarossa: -Bach Armd« Group 2 dem lines* Three large direct 
transversal 

"" 
decimeter lines* Supply service network East: 

Gc-r: r —"t -General^ trunk lines to the advancing armies » 

* Monitoring of cryptograph traffic; Seehausdienst
 

-

Conference with Gen c	 r

(present Major Christ, Col, Heusinger)Jeschonrie^	 t 

North: Reconnaissance off Murmansk (based on central Norway).-
Hangoe Aall--4 :no facilities* 

Barbarossa:. Fighters 6:1 (3:l); training and material said to be 
considerably inferior* 
Bombers 2:1 (l:l)o TBaining inferior^ 
Fighters: -Only AOO- modern, total 3^000; for close-support effort* 
Bombers 1,600 to 2_,oCo^ mostly older types* 4 
Air Force expects concentrated attacks against our .spearheads, \>s%
thinks they will collapse owing to out superior technique and t;|: 

experience* Targets for long-range fighters© 
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Russian ground organizations, "being organic to operational 
flying units, arc clumsy and, once disrupted, cannot be readily 
restored. Distribution of forces? 1 Air fleet for each AGp. ; 

\u25a0Further details later.	 ; 

M§4iiJ;fe.£Q§^_ I'-'iiiiiOt;possible, but pu^po-Je mus b be clearly 
defined. Malt7i/-Ch:>et3 in preparation (airborne landing) c I 
call attention to possibilities for airborne operations in 

Cerr'-a,., sfaill "being studied",,'Tangier and Corsica 

Franc a RclaL . vo"\.y 3.ro:ig fighter and long-range fighter 
forces under Spe-.r6.0-.-— In Holland, Belgium and Northern France, 
excluding Brittany., Figiro fighters. Fight for control of •; 

air for reconnaissance over the sea* . XI airborne Corps probab
ly to go to France (deception) . Attila still on active list. : 

AAA ample. ' ' 

* — 
ZI: Woise. Fighters and night fighters in the Ruhr and ; 

Northwest Germany, AA defense will "be slightly weakened (20$) 
in favor of Barbarossa. ' 

\u25a0 

Air"borne troops: XI Corps. Either use right off the start 
or not at all. Discussion of possible airborne operations in 
the Mediterranean and in Barbarossa. 

AAA: Fuehrer wants no serviceable piece to remain inactive. 
Personnel for 30 Batteries. AA Corps, of 6 Bns,, for Sixth 
Army (Armd.G-roup l) and for Armd. Group 2. 

Norway: Unchanged, under Stunmff. 

-Liaison Air Force Ground Forces: Konrad' s position 

— 
Buhle: Tanks for JMorway. > 800th Regt. as "fire brigade" against 

uprisings'. Use of tanks in Barbarossa. Roechling projectile 
for Armor in X'ibya. 

yon Ziohrberg:; Current personnel matters (Liaison Officers, person
nel assignments on the Balkans), 

28 Fobrnary 1941 . 
Twelfth Army has started building of bridges „ Covering force of 

fighters and AA has crossed into Bulgaria. 

Morning conference.* 
Hp special reports. Still no clear picture of British inten
tions . . 

— 
yon Ziehl'berg: Current Gen. Staff personnel matters, * (With Bulile 

present) Peacetime organization of OKH. 

Gonf Grenco with OMB; 

a)	 ITavy1 s evaluation of the situation. Situation and intentions 
of Air Force agree with information in yesterday's conference; 

with Jeschonneck. 
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b) Norway; Disposition of forces and operational staffs for 
Barbarossa. 

c) Hangoe, Only Luftwaffe can do it* 

d) Briefing of the CGs of Armd, Groups and Corps on technical 
innovations by the Ordnance Office* 

c) nSuedwind%* Comments on Hilpert's study* 

f) Exchange of views on operation in Libya, We must beware of 
unduly interfering there, 

Brig* Geno Dr. Grosse 
call. 

(Mcd, Corps) and Brig. Gen« Dr« Binder (Med*Ct>'rp 
'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0. 

Maj. Gen* Paulus: 

a)	 Report on trip to Guderian's map maneuvers Very satisfactory* 
The leaders arrived at conclusion that the Pripet line would 
be reached in Eleven days» 

h)	 Result of consultations with AGp, B on the conduct of operation 
;Barbarossa. General agreement of views!	 
' 

-

Gen* Bogatscht Result of conference with Jeschonmeck* AA problems* 

Col,	 Matzkyg 

1*) Foreign Office sent cabled instructions to Ambassador Ott 
to see to it that Japan should rush attack of Singapore. 

Isuppose that it is not as simple 
as all that for Japan. A coordinated war pi.an is probably 
naeded as a basis. 

2.)	 Turkey; .Leading Turks are reported to have expressed 
misgivings to Papen to the effect tha;fc Germany's Balkan 
policy is moving to a point where Turkey would be forced 
to go to war against her* Papen has been instructed to 
make the following statement to the Turkish government.} 
Germany is fighting England only, but otherwise wants 
only peace and order on the Balkans* But if the Turks 
were trying to find faulty 'he would be ready at any time 
to pack his trunks. 

3»)	 Russia? Isolated reports on Russians unfriendly attitude 
towards us received lately, are of no importance, Russia 
has made no protest against our measures, nor against Bul
garia 1 s attitude* 

km) 1March 1941, is the date when Bulgaria will sign the Tripar
tite. Pact by Bulgaria* Russia, Turkey and Yugoslavia are 
feeing informed of our march into Bulgaria* 

fivening*	 Message is received that two of the three Danube bridges are 
finished,* Bad weather ? bottomless roads. 
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March 1941. 

Mora-inff	 Conference: Construction of "bridges on; the Danube makes 
*good progress (last "bridge finished' lOO6 nrs. Tested for 

fcjf 26loads tons) .	 : 

and MisingerfConference wiiliffaulus 

ll)SituMph inLibya* Rommel's irejbafatibns for forthcoming 
\u25a0attadkt	 •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.• .\u25a0'\u25a0.. . ; 

2.) "Suk&lnd": Expression of b|)inibn^ .Hil^&rfc^a studyj &?>re 
stalling action,	 : 

3.) Norway: Organization of Command agencies for Operaiioii 
"Silberfuchs". 

OQn IV (with Liss); Situation in England (homeland): How 4-0 Divs., 
including one new Armd.Biv. 
ScLuabble between Hq.. Second Army and Ninth Armd.Div. ae to 
who is to have credit for capturing the French war archives.. 

Heusinger:, Current business of Operational Sec. 

Ehlert.,:,	 ( la, Africa Corps) reports in; Is briefed on our ideas 
concerning coming offensive operations. 

ObdH (o:on phone) ; Liaison instructions for Konrad. Imake quite 
plain mv annoyance at X,'s working methods. 

G-en* Wagner (G-en Q,u) i 

a)	 Eesult of conference in Paris. Bather unsatisfactory. 
The personalities involved willnot be able to avoid 
friction for long, 

b) Provisioning of forces in France from local sources will 
"be feasible . 

c) There will be difficulties in obtaining enough, trucks for 
motorization of troor>s in France. Wood generator gas etc. 

d)	 Feeding of industrial workers is getting difficult. Belg
ium, e.g. wants emergency train Bayern with one million : 

rations. Industrial canteens. 

c) Barbarossa: GP of Gen Q,u operational as of 10 April
Administrative orders on SO March. 

f) Libya: Shipping space. 

-
.3 March 1941. (Sunday Zossen). 

Twelfth Army (List) marches into Bulgaria. 
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Crossing was effected at 0600 hrs, a* per schedule, on the' 
two eastern "bridges; 1000 fcrs on the western bridge. Belay 
was due to "bridge damage $ugtfeigf®& when opening for passage 
of oil "barge train. 

Reports from Eintelen on alleged Italian plans for offensive in 
Albania, Attack is to start within a few days on the supposi
tion that the Greeks willwithdraw trcops from the Albanian 
front in reaction to our advance into Bulgaria, 

The mere fact that Italy believes to be able to launch such 
a drive on a few days notice shows that no more than local 
attacks are to be expected, They do not in any way affect 
our	 plans. 

Iveiiing in BerXia* 

S. I%rch 194: 

1,.)- AssQinTDiy. of trdops is. proceeding according to plazi.G-erekftt 
&overnment~G'eneral now falls in iihs*.. .W© shall be 
ready on time* 

2.)	 Water transport problems viewed in the light of future 
developments. 

3.) Railway Construction Troops needed for additional lines 
serving not only current requirements but also stock- ; 

piling of new base.. In contrast to the West, also 
station installations willhave to be moved forward and 
operation	 must be organized on military lines* Con-

Troopsstruction must advance right behind the Armor." 
\u25a0Yfhere&s 'in -Fi^ice T.re h&\<s.:rt*\ridg-:frcm&ire"^ t.;... .. 

which the-	 railroads were pushed forward, the base line 
of departure in the East willbe narrow. One Railroad 
3n.	 changes tracks from Russian to German gaugo at 
rate of 20 km a day. 

of Railway Troops, .In the4#).	 distribution West four Cos, 
\u25a0in lorway three (including two operating units )i two 

in Bulgaria* All others set aside for Operation Bar~ 
b&xossa. 

6.) Boad construction to follow behind advancing troops ,*«

Main supply routes. 

6,)	 Railway accidents * 

Conference with .CbdH;, 

1.) Military-political situation on the Balkans. Coordination 
with political leadership' again very tenuous. 

2.) Operational possibilities in Libya new and later, when 
troopsadditional could be 'released from Barbarossa. 
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3.)	 Continuous intrigues "by various non^military' agencies 
against us, to undermine the position of the military. 

Jodl ,QECW (op. phone): Liaisoa with political canr.ajrf. . • is too 
loose. We must have a clear knowledge of what is going on. 

a)	 Is the political :.xrcnaEjasj&" interested inhaving German 
advance elements appear at the Greek frontier to impress 
on the Greeks that we are faster than Mr. Bden r s troops * 
who is just now in Athensl 

b). What are Turkey's reactions:. Must we expect interference 
from that quarter? 

q)	 Are the Italians, "being made to understand that piecemeal 
attacks in Albania are only disrupting t)lana? 

Reply:
 
Concerning a) : , GKW welcomes everything calculated to further
 
an early appearance of German troops on the Greek frontier.
 
However, the question is still Toeing discussed with the Fueh
rer. Definite instructions soon* 
Concerning Id); 'Turkish question If settled",. 
Concerning c)i Wholly in agreement with OKH. 

vonJStsdorf; 

a)	 Effect of note informing the Russian Government of our 
march into Bulgaria. General reaction: Obvious concern* 
Molotov replied to the German Ambassador in writing, as 
follows: 

1.) Events have not developed on the line recommended "by 
Russia, It is a matter of regret that contrary to the 
Russian proposal of 25 November, the German Government 
has deemed itdesirable to take a course infringing on 
Russian security interests. The march into Bulgaria 
is in opposition to the Russian conception of security 
zones, which include that country* 

2.)	 The Heich Government, cannot exoect Russia to give any 
support of its action in Bulgaria. (This probably 
refers to diplomatic support) . 

b) Effect of the information on the Turkish Government; 
Friendly in tone, no direct reference to the matter.- Eden 
had shown understanding for 'Turkey1 s situation. Nothing 
tangible has come out of Sden 1s visit. Turkey has not 
been maneuvered into any new commitments, because Turkey 
is not yet sufficiently armed at the moment. Eden had 
pointed to the Italian collapse. Turkish foreign Minister 
and Yugoslav Env#y cooperate to keep Yugoslavia from tying
herself to Germany. 

c) A similar announcement of the German march into Bulgaria, 
by the Bulgarian Government,, met with an unfriendly re
ception, without a^y comments, in Yugoslavia, 

d) Letter of the fuehrer to the Turkish State President: 
"Ho further intentions".. . 
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c) Meeting 'Aiitonescu-G-ee ring arranged for 5 March in Vienna. 

-
f) Conversation Oshima Ribbentrop. Ribbentrop urges early 
attack on Singapore (from the land side). Leave 
Philippines alone-. Cover requirements in Netherlands lasij-

Indies. Oshima refers to raw materials shortages. Wants 
end of war with China. 

— g)	 Letter Fuehrer IIDuce: Cannot get anywhere with Spain 
The impending' arrival of our Armd.Diva* in Africa sets off 
new trains of ideas, which ho hopes he will "be able to 
talk to him about-. Anxiety about Dodecanese. We need 
Ehodes for operations against Suez. 

Heusinger-r 
' 

a)	 Current "business of. the Operations Sec 

Id')	 Hans en at one; time, was instructed to help List with trans
portation on : condition that the material would "be returned 
"by 20 -March, sft as to "be reconditioned "by 1-April. How 
350 trucks have "been turned over. Sixteenth Armd.Div. is 
spread over too large an area and ought, to recall one of 
its Rifle Regts, AT troops have "been detached for service 
at Gonstanza and tfhe Danube Delta, 

c) • Havy has earmarked six 1? cm guns and six 15 cm guns for 
the Thracian coast. 

.G-en. Jodl: -^a)lllhe^question as to whether armor should soon "be sent 
up to the Greek frontier, will not "be decided "before 
fcom6rr6wy:--sitice ;we must first clear up the situation 
with the Yugoslavs , 

b)- ;For the" time "being the willnot use his 
influence^ with -XIDuce in the question of the Italian 
attack in Albania. Let them scorch their nosesi 
On :the :whole ;the ••Fuehrer shares our view. 

'	 * c)	 Great "excitement :on the "Mountain" caused "by re
\u25a0 

\u25a0 .	 ceiiDt 'of a-picture' of an British tank with 80 mm 
armorY— What can we put up against it in Africa, and 
what, else could we do? 

Buhle^t a) Protection of our tanks against British 80 mm tank 
:\u25a0"\u25a0) rtn::lorth Africa. \u25a0':\u25a0:'\u25a0 -"\u25a0\u25a0 . 

;"b)	 lufloug^is* ;Allmust terminate on 11 April. 

c)"-Coast artillery: Activate 5 new Bus. 

d) 'fraction problems of . the partly motorized Siege Gun Bns 

e)<	 Requisitioning -of trucks in France 

f)	 C&nvO-rs ion of conventional tanks to amphibian tanks takes 
\u25a0 

•-12	 weeks-. 
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4 March 1941, 

•0900 1100 hrs. Attend conference 'held in G-en Qu office dealing 
with supply service for AG-p. South* We must not underrate 
the difficulties connected with switching the fuel supply 
"base of the entire Army Group to the Romanian oil "basj. The 
idea of the Advanced Supply Points must not "be overdone. 
With all its advantages, the system has the drawback of 
rigidity which we must not take upon us until the develop
ment of the operations can "be made out clearly. As long as 
we dont know exactly where we stand we must "be content with 
improvised installations, which later on can "be reorganized 
into such supply points. . 

(Armistice Commission): 

a)	 Control services in all French western ports. will "be taken 
over in the near future. General Eichhorn, assigned to 
this mission, is standing "by with his economic staff and 
other agencies. In Oran, Tunis and Algiers, German liaison 
agencies ( with 8 airplanes) will "be integrated with the 
Italian organization. 

"b)	 JueX will"be very short In suDply in France and Forth 
Africa till the middle of April. A 14,000 ton tanker is 
on its way from America.. Doubtful whether the British 
will let it through „' 

c)	 Seizure of French merchant shipping "by the British. 
French want easing of regulations to strengthen convoy 
system, for vessels sailing in French convoys have so far 

British,not "been attacked "by the 

d)	 Important points in tlie exchange of notes: French demand 
on permission to recruit soldiers in the Occupied Zone. 
Demand release of white Colonial officers from PW camps, 
for service inNorth. Africa. 

c) 13,000 trucks "bought "by us. First instalment has arrived 
at the Demarcation Line. Transfer will "be completed after 
15 March. 

f) Eub"ber crop in Indochina: 25,000 ton for us, 18,000 ton 
for France (partly for our purposes). 25,000 ton for 
America. This portion is now claimed "by Japan. 

Gen. Scherer. the new Headquarters Commandant, successor of Colonel 
Schmelzer who died today, reports „ 

Ma.i,G-en. Mueller; 

a) Claer^Stefanie affair.- Psychiatric observation of Stefanie 
necessary. 

"b)	 Studies on International Law with a view to a' reform of 
Internationa,! Law. Must "be turned over to a Commission 
under Bdß after the war. 
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c)	 Measures against the .De-Gaulle movement in Prance. 
\u25a0Question of death sentences. 

d)	 Cooperation of. Replacement Army and Field Army. Inter
change of 3SfCO f s and Officers. 

c)	 Findings on hospital inspection. Social service care can 
stand improvement (vocational guidance, vocational trai
ning, psychological care). Use of Field Hospitals. 
Medical service not a problem of transportation, "but one 
of supplies. 

5 March 1941. 

Moming Goriferone c: March into Bulgaria proceeding according to 
plan. Subsequently conference with OQ,u Iand Operations 
©fficer on current matters. 

OQai IT- Krafrfre: 

a)	 Hungarian intrigues against our military attache', who has—~ "become irksome for them (Krabbe) * Our demands regarding 
road 'building and railway preparations » 

b) Negotiations Buschenhagen in Sweden ( take in a lot of 
ground.1 ). 

c)	 Current matters. 

yon Bernuth:	 Directives for training of Divs. under Generals who 
will "be their leaders in the Eastern campaign. 
Current business of the Training Section. 

Ma-p Exercise Gen Q.i. on problems in the theater of AG-p South. 
Question of Supply Points Advanced Supply Bases, CPs\u0084 

of	 G-en Qu is discussed. 

— 
yon Ziehlberg: Death of Col. Schmelzer Hq_ Commandant. 

Efficiency ratings and other current Gen. Staff personnel 

matters. 

Wagner Gen Q,u : Draft of an OKW directive on organization and 
administration of the occupied areas in the East. Behind 
the advancing troops, Government Commissars willbe 
established, ,who willhave Armed Forces Comrranders attached, 
to them. The stipulations of the ObdH are to be observed, 
but otherwise the Army must not be burdened with 
administrative tasks. Special missions of the Re ichsfuehrer 
SS. 

-ObdH Keitel; 

a)	 The Fuehrer will not advise Jjk. Duce against an offensive 
in Albania, $ he will-merely tell him that we shall .come '. 
in later. 
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b)	 Yugoslavia: Conference with Regent Paul produces no 
positive results. Uo intention to join the Tripartite 
Pact, Ho transportation facilities across Yugoslavia. 

It is hoped to settle the Greek question without the 
use of force. However, so far Ican see no signs 'that 
such- a solution has a chance. 

c)	 G-reat excitement over Lofoten raid.* 

S March 1941. 

— 
Quiet day. Advance into Bulgaria proceeding according, to plan. 

day;Otherwise \u25a0, only telephone consultations throughout the . 
no important conferences-, except one on AAA problems (Bogatsch) 
and current operational masters. Desk work on neglected 
larger studies. 

7 March 1941. 

Morning Conference* Advance in Bulgaria continues according to 
plan. Uncertainty on the situation in the Aegean persists.
French canal system seeifrs to "be largely serviceable again; 
only the Ehine-Ehone Canal and the canal connections with 
the English Channel, paralleling^ the Seine, have not yet 
"been restored* 

OQ,u IV with Chiefs Foreign Armies East and West: Situation re
ports. England, no important new information. Hussia: 
We are getting a clearer picture of disposition of forces. 

Gen 833rand: 

a)	 lu.-eh.rer order regarding 160 Batteries for Eforway. 
This number will include 38 'batteries already sent to 
Norway (10-28 em). The Batteries still unas signed are 
to be accompanied each by one officer, 3 I\FCOs and 15 EM* 
also, there willbe one Battalion Staff for every 6 
batteries, and two telephone sections with IS km wire each 
for each Battery.. Immediately available: 33 batteries. 
The main thing is that there must be no reductions in 
the allocations for coastal defenses in the Black Sea 
and the Baltic. . ' 

* b)	 X Battery can be used against Brest-Li towsk (citadel) . 
c)	 Besults of the large Observation Bn^ exercise. Attempt 

to centralize the heavy sections in the Army Corps was 
a failure* The solution. lies in keeping the old method 
and reducing the number.. of heavy sections. 

/ 
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*
 
d) Triajs with E projectile for 15 cm How, satisfactory. 

5,000 projectiles a month; larger output \u25a0 not "before fall. 

c)	 Missions for railway artillery in the East not yet final* 
Probably we shall have use for the following:-
1- X 12; 5-15; 1 Bruno I; 2 short Broiio (in AG-p 
Horth) • 

— 
1500 hrs: Funeral ceremony for Col. Schmelzer Hq_ Commandant 

Chief Personnel Division: Consultation on officer, replacements, 

(Renault) 

etc. 

O"bdH (on phono): 
West Coast 

Operational intentions in Libya.-— Defenses 
(artillery, tanks) .—- Air missions in the E

on 
ast. 

G-en.Buhle? 

a) Uorway, Soastal defenses: artillery, captured enemy tanks 
and 1 Bn (2 Cos) of.2olst Arm! Ecgt. 

t>)	 Organization of the still unallocated 250 3cm AA 
into groundforces antiaircraft force? horsedrawn? 

c)	 GHq. troops for Barbarossa 

20	 out of 28 Sng. Bns: ) can get small truck 
all Railway Bng. Bns: ) column as of 1May* 

Rear services' and signal components willbe ready in 
time. • . 

d)	 Two medium Id.How. Bus and four 10 cm Gun Bus "become 
new GHq. Artillery reserve as of 1 June. 

c)	 liaison Staff "ITorth" and "South". 

f)	 Improvement of Thirteenth Armd.Div. 

Oapt. yon Both reports on results of his inspection trip to lajnja.i. 
Rommel's operational intentions need a sound basis and 
should "be reviewed in the light of practical possibilities* 
Supply .services in Libya must be centralized; supply route 
to	 Libya, still leaves room for improvement. (Naples, Rome), 

8 March 1941. 

Morning Conference: Yugoslavia apparently veering round to the 
Tripartite Pact. Three possibilities for the British,, 
Report of British efforts to trade capitalships for 
destroyers, 
7th convoy arrived in Libya; Bth convoy Palermo; 9th still 
in Haplos of British Cruisers,on	 account 

Lt.Coloßeinhard reports as Chief of Staff General Army Office. 
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H^eus.l.iigpr-: lv) Rdweiu lies for Richthof c- -\nd List' 
2*) Liaison Officers for Eastern Campaign ASp 

South: One older Officer with, two or three younger 
-assistants form a Liaison Detachment. 
AGp Center: 1Liaison -Officer each for AG-p., 
Gu&eriah and Afiq. 9 (Hoth) (total 3)-, 
•Hprth:	 1-Liaison Officer for AEq_ 16 (Hoeppner) 
(1). 

3.)	 Disposition of Russian forces at the. front and in 
the rear. 

j 4«)	 Demands on Luftwaffe for demolition and disruption 
missions. 

5.)	 Defenses in the West

6.)	 Operation in Libya* 

— 
G-en,,ott (inf): Tactical Manual for Antitank Co. in'lnf.Regt. 

General training problems (utilization of terrain., knee'laaag* 
position for etc.) ' 

Bnew intelligence from Turkey reveals that apart from air-aS.TSbpo&t 
England is preparing to support Greece with two to three 
Divs., now standing "by on islands between Lemnos and Crete, 
so	 as to be moved into Greece" via -Tolas, or also into 

; 

Turkey, if necessary. 
G-v^ek intentions, At ::'art ,. defense .-" Struma or Variar, 
as the c s?o may be. In case of an ac ich: on Vardar ¥-alley 
a defense is planned, with the right wing based on Mt« 
Olympus, and the left wing extending Over Mt. G-ramosi (op. 
the Greek Albanian border) to the present left wing in 
Albania. 

Paulus: 

— a)	 Organization of road improvement work.- A new map of 
Russia showing road conditions (good work). 

b)	 Military-political data for G-rohlmann 1 s study. 

Beport on Yuffoqlav'ia t s Revly* Regent Paul thinks ho can induce 
his Cabinet to accept the Tripartite Pact, on thrpo 

\u25a0\u25a0conditions: 
.a) Ho transit for C-orman troops. Discussion possible on 

transportation of materiel "by rail'and "by Danube." 

Taj	 Ho commitment to active participation in this war. 

c)	 Access to the Aegean for Yugoslavia. 

9 March' 1941. (Sunday - Berlin..)* 

Work at Home: .Organization of the West diir. o the 3ar"b&rossa
 
Campaign .,
 

j 
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—
 -
Questions—relating to Operation !ISonnenblume !r. Attache

*3 

service. Efficiency ratings. 

10 March 1941. 

Conference on situation; Italian drive in Albania 9 March— 
Aegean. Bth and 9th convoys due at Tripolis.
 
Advance of Twelfth Army difficult.
 

Conference with Q"bdH; 

a)	 Clarification necessary about instructions for defenses 
inKorway. 
West Coast, Baltic, Slack Sea, Aegean Islands 

b)	 Clear— cut statements wanted from Havy on 
What are the capabilities of the Russian Havy inBaltic 
and in Black Sea? 
What can our Havy do, and what are its limitations? 
(Canaris) . 

Bcusinger; 

a)	 Current business. 

Td)	 Bommel is instructed not to advance his front too far 
ahead before arrival of Fifth%b.*Div # an & sufficient Italian 
forces . 

c)	 Coasts, defense problems in the West and in tho Baltic. 
(Ruegen) .. 

d)	 Our troops must start building field fortifications on the 
Russian border early and on a - scale.sufficient* Handle 
rear line more as a propaganda show .1

Raflke — 
a)	 Case Hesse. Fired from the Press Section "by the OEM 

"because 'of clumsy handling of motion picture matters. 

b) Inquiry to G-on.Mieth on alleged political indiscretions 
at a conference in December, 1939. 

c)	 Recruiting for SSj no danger? cannot filltheir ranks. 

d)	 Participation of Party members in Church activities 
permissible only ifParty membership Is held in the back
ground. 

X.t. Col. Koohlcr reports as Chief- of Staff of the B&S. Problems 
of coordination discussed. 

OQ,u IT; a) Yugoslavia. Belgrade Cabinet meets today. Yugoslavia's 
three conditions for joining the Tripartite Pact have 
been accepted by Germany and Italy. 
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"b)	 Greece: Up to 4 March, only 7j,000 British in Greece 
(Air Force), 'in Athens area* In the last few days 
additional 5,.000 arrived in Athens area (claimed mission? 
protection el' airfields) , Reports state that evr nation 
of liiiraee is being prepared* (ire- said to be gutting 
read;; for war* Change can *be hopeu. for only ifYugo
slavia changes her attitude. 

c)	 Turkey1s reply to fuehrer's letter still outstanding. 

d)	 Conference Goering-Antonescu: Increase in oil deliveries* 
German production aids accepted. Sparing of Iron Guard 
refused.. Wants to form new Party from reliable elements . 

c ) .Franco : Darlan anounces convoy protection against Eng
land for French shipping? will use arms if necessary* 
Proposal to appoint Laval Minister-President. 

f) Spain: Franco's letter stating reasons preventing his 
entry into the war now demands clearcut statement on 
colonial promises. 

g)	 fuehrer's demands on Japan* iTJapEnecs* capabilities.. 

11. March .1941. 

Morning conference: Report of Russian movements from Moscow 
Military district toward Smolensk and Minsk. Intelligence 
on. new :voads in Icnssia v which would indicate existed "\u25a0 

' 
jof	 "better rr'adnet. xhan ore.tofere as.- d» 

Encroach .at on command fraction of Cti.i "by OElv, which orders' 
that Forarth Mtn.Div. must join ""Marita" in place, of some 
other Div* 

— 
Warner (Q-^n Q,u): Li"byai Shipping space.- Separate supply" organi

' 
zation for li"bya.—	 ,

! 

\u25a0Moldavia: Health conditions. Officers mess pro"blems(too 
'iuaYiy iiae up toe much food)-. 

Col\u2666Gren.. Hoeppner; Missions for Ai*md*&r» 4in Operation 
Barbarossa d-iscuss-ed. 

yo:Tl, (ArmisticQ Commission) : 

a)	 French shipments to iNorth Africa stopped. 

Td)	 Mediterranean ports now under our control: West of 
Mars eilleg 5 German Control Officers; east of Marseilles, 
"by Italian Officers, with Qerman representatives , 

c)	 French report on progress of disarmament in Horth 
Africa expected soon. 

d) Food situation in France has deteriorated* Grain report
ed sufficient only for 1 to ijmore months. 

\. 
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c)	 Protest against British materiel shipments on Bagdad rail
road to Greece or Turkey* 

f) DJibuti. Italians release weapons for 7 French Bns, 
for defence against British. 

g)	 13,000 trucks "bought in France. 

yon Uthmann:	 Eeport on Sweden. Only the use of railways will "be 
open to us. Roads to the Forth not practicable "be
fore middle or end of June; moreover interrupted 
"by water "bodies crossed "by ferries. 

(02¥);Lunch	 with Uthmann. Jodl Showdown over direct interference 
with the command function of OKB. (Substitution of Fourth 
Mt.Div. for 183rd Div.). 

— 
yon ZiehTberg;. (Central Branch) Current reassignments. Style 

of	 living of officers in Eq_. Procurement of additional 
food directly	 from France for their Sections. 

Heusjnger: a) Another AA Bn, for Bommel (ObdL). 

b) Bth and 9th convoys have in Libya.arrived 
Marada freed. 

' 

.:' 

c) Movement order for Fifteenth Armd.Div. 

,12 March 1941. 

Morning conference; 

a)	 Question regarding relation "between Liaison Officer 
Albania and AHtj 12

"b)	 Yugoslavia: 3 Divs. mobilized. Strength 70,000. 

c)	 Intensive convoy activity in Mediterranean. 

d)	 Eommel i Bulk of Fifth Armd.Regt. now on land. Movement 
to the front will "be completed in about 7 days (including 
one day of rest) . Enemy reconnaissance from Ageda"bia to 
the south. 

y~c)	 Transport -congestions in Bulgaria. Boulogne railroad 
station bombed out. 

Bogatsch:Gen. 

a)	 Magnesium: flare photographs for night reconnaissance. 

b)	 Instructions on missions of AA. in Operation Ba,rbarossa 

c)	 Organization of home air defense 



¥agner .( Sen Qu ) (Baen tsch~3T inkh) t 

a) Libya* Apart from remaining on the defensive, two 
courses of action are open to 1181 

Mounting a major offensive from Agedabia with main thrust 
: \u25a0against Tobruk, 

Starting several minor1 offensives in sectors along the 
coast v 

,Por t}he first -.alternative we woulc1 .. 3ed four Supply 
Column Bns. in addition to the fou. Column 3ns al*
ready shipped to Libya* 
For. second alternative,, a total of four Supply Column 
Bus,, would do, "but the drawbacks of plan are loss of 
time and lessened striking power* Send Memorandum to 
OICW. . 

b) Coastal shipping Tunis~-Libya* 

of G-en Q,u.,c) List of functions for "Command Posts 1f 

d) Fael problem » 

Adm. Schuster, Cap t.He ye (lysjvj) with Heusinger and Loyke: 
ITavy—Army pro"blems in the Aegean (Samothrake, Shasos,and-Lemnos) . 
Common problems in Black Sea (inshore coastal supply line to 
Odessa and points east).. 

Lunch with Adm.Schuster, Capt.Heye,. Capt.Loyke, and Col.Heusinger. 

Col* S-palke (Chief, War Economy Mission, Romania) report on 
situation of Komanian war economy. Picture of armament-
economy fairly satisfactory; agricultural production could-

"be* increased s 

- Unpleasant s b:r:i/s ahout G-erstenberg. 

,!Kadke: Directive,, -~Hew OEM .Propaganda Morale "building in 
hospitals. 

15 March 1941c 

Morning conference? Report from Japan; Shipment of British troops 
to G-reeco from iforth Africa are said to have "been in progress 
since 1 March* 
Boetticher reports ,that appearance of German troops in lorth. 
Africa had sobering effect on Weygand. 
Libya; Fifth Armd.Regt. at the front on 20 March.1
Marada free. 
Mstrita; Bridge at Bechetu dismantled. Perry in operation. 
Second Armd.Div. crosses over bridge at Turun Magurolo. 

Hommorlchr-Mueller: 

a) Sup-ply of maps for Barbarossa (four to -six sets for 
\u25a0Biv.). . . 
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•b) Future organization of Surveying Service* An Air Force 
memorandum; idea not acceptable. 

Wagner G-en Qu) : 

a.)	 Conference at Ministry of Economics 
Russians are getting cagey. Flow of oil down to a 
dribble; a 40% price increase demanded for grain. ¥c* 
stop coal deliveries and delivery of the cruiser. 
Bomanian production completely in our hands . Annual 
oil output will "be increased from 1.5 to 5.9 million 
tons. 

b) Juel. Aviation gasoline on hand sufficient for one year 
(last year 200 000 tons were turned over to us). Motor 
and Diesel fuel very tight. 
Without Russian deliveries we shall "be able to sustain 
a large-scale offensive on existing cgfesfaks for a period 
of 2 to'2ir months. After that we shall have to depend 
on our own production and on Romania. 

c)	 Supply Columns, 0c,3ac03- "believes he can let us have 
additional 4,000 tons for Id"bya. 

d)	 Oil drum factories inRomania meet production schedules. 

c)	 Supply problems Norway. 

f)	 Charge of duties for Military Commander France. 

g)	 Conference Wagner-Beydrich; Police matters. Border 
control service. 

14 March, l94l, 

Morning conference: 

!«,)	 Albania: The Greeks are attacking, instead of the 
Italians. 
Yugoslavia: Slovenia Is being evacuated, 
First, Third and Fifth Divs. are setting up Rear 
Services. 
G-reece: Flight of population In Thrace; no Englishman
 
In Salonika up to 10 March.
 
England: Br^ii-aiß.. requests, 1 cruiser, 119 submarine
 
chasers, 115 patrol vessels, 2,5 million tons from U.S.
 

2.)	 OiCW: Movement of third wave (Marita) must wait on order 
of GKM. 

— 3.)	 Libya: Graziani difficulties. 

4.)	 Barbarossa: 2,500 trains of first echelon have been 
dispatched. 
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—•OQxl I: Deception maneuvers in the ¥est More friction with. 
Konrad over delivery of materiel. 

Operations -Sec: Heusinger,, Grolmann, Gehlen report on plans of
 
tlae Armies in Operation Barbarossa.
 
Twelfth Army? Operation against Cernanti with only one
 
Div. of the left wing is wrong. Willhave to. use also 
Romanian Mt. Brig. (4) on this wing.
 
Seventeenth Army: Hungarians and Slovaks must "be mobilized
 
a"bout two days before the operation starts and follow, "behind.*
 
Jake commotion on the front "between Tarnow and the Mountains
 
(Security Div., etc.).
 
Sixth Array? On the whole in agreement with the very heavy 
concentration of forces; should point left wing further to 
north (Xowel) t 
Fourth Army: Its southern portion still rather weak; its 
central portion is getting too close to Bialystok. Concur 
on all other points.. 
Hinth. Army: Disposition with objective Lornza. is waste of 
effort. On the northern wing coordination "between Armd. 
Gp. 3 and Army not yet perfect. Feel for operational, require

ments lacking here. Army Hq evidently cannot assert it
self over the CG cf Armd.Gp. and is reluctant to place 
Infantry units under the command cf Armd Qv. 
Eighteenth Afrtffi.i Our suggestions have not "been paid much— 
attention to. Teamwork Hoeppner Inf. Corps must still 
"be "brought into line with our ideas,, 

Sixteenth Army: Front still too wide. In any event 
striking power willhe greater when reserves close up. 

OQ,u IV, with Chiefs of Sub-Sections: Report on situation; Libya 

and Sgypt: 
Fifteen British Divs. ( including two of Armor) . In Libya . 
itself "between four and. eight (including Armd.Divs .). 
England: Activation of 5 Divs. has started. Total of 45 
Divs. now in the homeland, including 4 Armd.Divs. (two new). 
Of the 41 Inf. Divs., a"bout 21 are ready for assignment. 
Flow of materiel permits fitting of one to two Inf.Divs. 
per month. 
France must reduce her troops inNorth Africa to 120,000 
by 1April. 
Russia: Reported mobilization of four age groups probably-
only replacements, as the specialists are already in the 
services. Intensified concentration <3>n the borders of the 
Baltic provinces. Reported road movements from direction 
Moscow toward the frontier via Minsk. 

— Conference with ObdH: Situation and intentions Libya Situation—	 — 
in Bulgaria.- Personnel matters. -Heusinger reports on 
Armies for Operation Barbarossa. 

— 
Ifegner Gen Q,u: Fuel situation ( stocks for only three months). 

Preparations in Romania: Fuel preparations adequate, ammuni~ 
tion varying, Definition of command powers of Gen Q,u.— 
Command Posts. \u25a0"' Administrative Orders" for Barbarossa. 

3^oon:	 Demonstration of pyrotechnics and signal devices. 
Inspection of Zepp elin*signal center. 
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1$ March 19hl. 
~~	 in our SwapMorning conference: Marada hands. of naval craft— (Britain) U.S. (H.M.S . King George V). . 
Gen. Btihle: a)	 Inspection ObdH. of Training Divs, 101st Diy. 

Sectional railroad "bridges. 

b) Artillery and 2 cm AA for Norway. 

c) Antiparatroop defense* 

d) Organization	 of Liaison Detachment Romania. 

Gen. Brand: Questions regarding us,e of artillery on coasts of $"or— 

way7 Denmark, Holland, western France. Bailway artillery?- on— 
the Barbarossa front. ObdH reserves allocation for him— 
self. Unfortunately ObdH emphasizes security of French 
Vest -?oast to such an extent. that his specifications can be 
met only by sacrificing striking power in Barbaroesa. Of 
course , when you ask the Eavy and everybody else, whether 
they could carry out their missions 100% or whether they 
would need some aid from the Army., everybody wants some
thing from the Ermy» The point, however, Is..not to be lOOfo 
sure everywhere, but rather to make sure of the necessary 
minimum of safety, and then put everything behind Operation 
Barbarossa. 

— Heusinger: Current business , Preparations for report to Fuehrer. 

16 March 1941. (Sunday Berlin) \u2666 

iMameday celebration. Preparations for Report to Fuehrer, 
current business. 

17 Inarch 1941. 

Wagner ( Ho entries) 

Conference on situation; Albania: Operation without conclusive 
results. 

Greece; British troops 18-20,000 strong 
(including Air Force). 2To higher 
command ,s taf f. 
Attache"" tour cancelled. 

— 
Bus chenhagen: Solvaer .* Fuehrer insists: ITorway must be render

ed absolutely safe against any suprise attack. British now 
are in position where they must take the offensive. West is 
impregnable j. perhaps Syria; "best chance Norway. Our Air 
Force largely centralized; Savy weak, shipping lacking for 
large-scale Sand operations. If the British secure a lodg
inont ,dS»SS#«^^j?%ith Bissia willbecome possible. Construc
tion of continuous defense system impractical and, moreover, 
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\u25a0unnecessary . Objective of. defense-: ''The English must., not "bo 
allowed to gain a foothold, not even for two weeks. Safe
guarding of our traffic along' the coast, "both "by sea and "by 
land.. Allcenters of economic and military importance must 
"be secured against surprise raids.. (Air raid, warning posts,
etc.). To insure accomplishment of this task; Set up 160-— Batteries, (eehelbnhed in depth, with Inf. and AA cover), . 
Transfer all replacement .organizations of Norway units to 
Norway, as well as one or two of the Occupation Divs. earmark
ed for France, -r- Increase strength of Construction Troops, 

Barbarossa; 50$ *—cannot "be taken out of Norway.* Sweden is— 
not likely to let us use their facilities. » Dietl will strike 
Via Pet same. Two Divs. to Narvik to relieve Dietl„ 

Strengthening of defenses; 1 For Mur-Falkenhorst s proposal: 
mansk only 2 Mt. Divs, Third. Mt. Div. cannot be managed. One 

;Occupation Div. for Norway; one-third to northern Norway, 
two- thirds to southern Norway. 54 Batteries with reinforced 
I/O can arrive in northern Norway "by sea on 15 Aprilj five -
or six large steamers.** Personnel will proceed to Narvik. as 
"furlough personnel 11 . This plus one- third of the Occupa
tion Div. and two MO- Bns. for northern Norway willmake up 
for Second Mt. Div. "by 15 May, 
Central Norway.* Batteries by 25 April. 50 Batteries in 
ports (lower T/O; reinforced by Inf.).
 
Southern Norway: 50 Batteries amd two-thirds of one Occupa
tion Div. will sail from Stettin on May.l,
 

Operation Sjlberfuchs: 2nd Mt.Diy. will strike toward Polarno
jo,l Finnish Div. (l2th Brig.) and 1 German Div. from Kenii
jaervi in eastern direction. Seaborne movements: Allow 6 

\: 
days for unloading at Kemijaervi and Uleaborg. 

1500 2030 hrs. fuehrer conference (with Col. Heusinger); 

lo) Marjta; The operation must be carried to the objectives 
that will assure us a base for air domination of the 
Eastern Mediterranean. This requires control: of Attica, 
perhaps even of the Peloponnese. Operation must be car
ried out with maximum speed. Occupation of Thasos and, 
Samothrake ifpossible should be simultaneous with occupa
tion of. the coast. To accomplish this we must try to— 
obtain shipping from Romania and Bulgaria. Lemnos will 
be seized by paratroops as soon as possible, thereafter. 

Turkey: Satisfactory letter from the Turkish Chief of 
State would suggest that Turkey is desirous to keep out 
of a conflict with G-ermany. Forces assigned to watch 
Turkey may be withdrawn after we have reached the Aegean 
coast. 
Conclusion: The forces allocated for Marita must be writ
ten off from build-up for Barbarossa. 

2.) Bar "barosea? 

a) We must score successes from the very start. There
' must 

be no reverses. , . 
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b)	 Itwould be pointless to &ase oar operational plans on 
forces which cannot be counted on with certainty,. As 
far as actual fighting troops are concerned we can 
depend only on German forces* , 

rie Finnish forces can only be counted on to attack 
Hangoe and prevent a Russian withdrawal into the Baltic*
area* 
On.Romania we cannot rely»at .-all* their divisions have no 
offensive power. 
From Sweden we can expect nothing^ for we have nothing 
to offer, . 
Hungary is unreliable.*, She has no reason for turning on 
Russia. Her political aims lie in Yugoslavia,, where, they 
see something for thems elves «. 

Slovaks are Slavs. May perhaps be used for occupation 
purposes later. 

c) Rokitno Marshes would not restrict movements.-, (l) It Is a 
terrain in which. Armies could maneuver freely 3 (l) 

d)	 AGp North and Center willpush as far as the Dniepr> } 
theft, 

-taking advantage of the protection afforded by the river,, 
mass forces' for a thrust to the north* Moscow is of no 
Importance whatsoever* 

c)	 AGp South; "It would be fundamentally wrong to attack 
everywhere „n Pruth and . nio^tr are rivers^, which will 
block any offensive* The Dniestr Is much more impreg
nable as a defense line than the Rhine 9 Hen.cc* no attack 
across the Pruth 0 "Here we would only drive the Russian" away from a spot where we should beg him to stay put c 

f) Conclusion: 
In the Romanian sector, employ only the forces necessary 
for the protection of Romania, Allother available forces 
will be used for frontal attack north of the Carpathians^ 
with greatest weight on the northern wing^ where additional 
armor will be brought to bear,, Armd* units must be pulled 
out of Romania at the earliest X 

3*	Finland -Swed en—Norway t 

a)	 No plans can be based, on the assumption that Swedes will 
tolerate transit of combat troops, 

b) Present defense of Norway not jet strong enough. The 
. British willmake diversionary attacks „ Norwajr vulnerable 
Fjord Sj roads, . 

c) No threat in the West; Air incursions impossible In day 
light. Landings in the tfest out of the question,,. Some 
troops in the area can be released for Norway o (Two or 

Divs,)three 

T;d) Proposal t^ Emeden. fe want to relieve two Mto Divs» in 
nCithern l; rvvay;and request right of transit for two 

v.;ri3l by sea).Eivs*
 
Ifarrangements cannt be made^ exchange must be made by sea
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c)	 One Mtc Div« is to be released in this manners An attempt 
willhave to be made to ship another Div* into the Gulf : 

-of Bothnia shortly before beginning of operations© These 
two Divso will have the doable mission of keeping the 
British from establishing a foothold in Murmansk, and 
of closing the White- Sea Canals 

fien * Wagner presents the great picture of supply© No comment's o 

5« Rear Areas: No difficulties in Northern Russia, which will be
:

taken over hy Finland, Baltic States will be taken over to- : 
gether with their administrative machinery, Ruthenians will-
welcome us with open arms (Frank)* Ukraine uncertain, Don 
Cossacks uncertain*, We must create Republics isolated against 
Stalin1 s influence* 'The intelligentsia put in by Stalin must

' 

be exterminate d.o The controlling machinery of the Russian 
Empire must be smashed.* 
In Great Russia force must be..used .in its jagst brutal form^ 
The ideological ties holding together the Russian people are> 
not yet strong enough and the nation would break up once the 
functionaries are -eliminated* Caucasia eventually willbe 
ceded to Turkey, but first must be exploited by vs 0 

6, Lybia: Agrees to the forward shift of the defensive front* 
Current preparations must enable us to pass over to the offen
sive as soon as a favorable balance of. strength is attained «

; 

Sending of additional troops now impractical© Landing operation 
in Tunisia is rejected; plan to purchase ships in Tunisia must 
be studied© 

223© hrs, Gen» Paolus is given outline of the results of Fuehrer 
conference. 

18	 March 1%1 

Morning er ence : 

Albania! The Italians are relieving their frontline Divs« 
British in the .Peloponnes'fe ?nihat use can be made of Rhodes? 
Yugoslavia: Report of preparations to join the Tripartite' 

\u25a0Pact*	 ' 

Four Battleships must be laid up for repairs \u25a0(Hipper, Scheer, 
Scharnhorst, Gneisenau)* 

Gpeidel (Parls)i(Par Is)i 

a) Balance of securit.y assignments between Belgium and France \u2666 

b)	 103.000 prisoners of war must be evacuated ifOperation 
Attila comes off© Would, guard units become available? 

c) Political situation C^eygandl).
d) SD and SS are spreading themselves all over* 
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• • 

Vooi (Armistlee'	 i *"» 

a) Surrender of arms and mate rids Surprisingly good progress* 
. 3AI trairf-loads of. material.* 

b) aircraft -construction program is running into snag^s* France 
wants concessions (prisoners of war^, coal). 

c) 7*5 cm Field guns (700) cannot be shipped off* Alternative 
Have panoramic ;-^lescopes turned in© 

d) Trucks (l3.,000) are going out at very- good rate*. Tires
'
 

<_:.; firsts-class©." 
* 

. .-\u25a0 
•
 

\u25a0 

c) Altmeyer case not yet settled* 
f) Material depots in Africai willnot be 'shipped out until 

later r . 
g) Casablanca Commission had difficulties owing to vastness 

of area and Italian passive resistance. 

0 ehsner ?. 

a)	 AGp D has assigned ChcituMorta?- Regt, (Dora) to the Armd, 

GrouDo 
b) Improvised vehicles for terrain de contamination Will be 

stored in the chemical defense depot, 12 truck columns 
for chemical defense depot. Training with operating units. 
Sprinkling from trucks no problems 

c)	 Chom.lMbr&ar-v: 40 is coming off production too slowlyc 
d)	 Briefing of chemical warfare officers by Ochsner* 

\u2666 

—-	 —-Radke ; Hess' letter. Bco.hler T s letter. Files on. Incidents in— 
Poland closed by SS, Case Tondorf settled. (Government--C^ :|i«t:^j(' 

Wagner ;: a) Moldavia base must be maintained despite change o.£ 
\u25a0condition s0 . . 

b) Maritas Strength requirements for rear services^ 
c) Directives en policies for OKW rear area Issued, 

Heusinger: Discussion of possibilities In view of the changed 
situation on Barbarossa and Marita* . 

' 

Sixteenth Armd 0 Div. can be pulled rut' as of 25 March* 
By 15 May all armed units with the exception-f AGp S mth^ 
of SS Viking Div..,- can be assembled' north of the Carpathians. 
KLeist then willhave 5 and SSArmd. Divs*^ 3 mot, 

Adolf Hitler. 
9 j-'ivs, GHq reserves willbe coming in behind. AGp A, between 

\u25a016	 May and 5 June* 

Conference with ObdH ; Change of plans to conform to new situation.. 
Mission for List In view of new situation*. Norway^ orders 
requested from 0KWfl Personnel questions. 

jron. Ziehlberg; Out of turn /seniority advancements and other current 
business,, •* \u25a0 
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19 March 1941 

' ~"**-v 

-—
 Conference; 
' 

Yugoslavia will join Tripartite Pact.. British in 
Greece 18^000 tc 20,000 strong* 

. Port Said-Alexandria? British troops ready for .embar cation* 
Twelfth Army reports information interpreted to indicate 

of Thrace,evacuation 

Heusinger; Discussion on disposition of forces in Greece, Romania 
and Norway* r -̂fiUq- reserve s»..-

Foertsch (Colonel) reports completion of the War Academy course* 
Remains at my disposal*. 

TQppe, late O^u France (Gen Qul);reports as CO of Gen 0u CP North,, 
for Barbarossa*, 

Krebs	 (Chief of Staff VII) reports off to Moscow as substit vte for 
Kb e.string (during the latter' s illness) » Detailed review 

•	 of the military situation and its impending alteration 
resulting from assembly of our troops on Russian border «* 

Summation of points to which he should give particular atten
tion* General, questions of line to be followed in talks. 

Winter (la, AGp A): Review of revised missions for AGp South, 1 

Depth of disposition and concentration of tanks in Sixth Army,— 
•Hold Seventeenth Army close toward the northern wing* i 

Possibilities of subsequent attack from the Moldavian front, 
\u25a0 

\u25a0meanwhile deception and sham movements* 

Hermann (la, AGp C): Missions for AGp North reviewed? 
jump off together with Infantry.Armd»	 Gr« k must 

Strong infantry forces on both <3ides of road to Siauliai.*
Shift, one or two Divs, to MemeSi area* 
Problem; of bridges for Memel crossing at jump-off „ 

~ 
Buhler AP shells for 5 cm' gun on tanks Xsf' of total ammunition «-
Flamethrowers for Rommel,* Combat with engineers with flame--~~ throwers on tank I9I 9 Development program for Infantry ». 

Norway; Replace construction troops with' Reich Labor Service, 
Reorganize Corps Hq 111 as a dorps (mot*) Hq* 

Pa Plus: Points brought out at conference of ObdH with Armdo Dlvc-
Commanders? Close control of ivs» by Corps* Air situation. 

*~Protection of rear communications o.f armd 0 units, Close 
.teamwork with Inf9 

arch 1941 

— — Heusinger^ Current matters: Norway* Romania* Greece,*\u25a0 

Enemy	 Intelligence* Greece 0 Landing of British troops seems to 
have starts do Movements, also motorized elements, from Attica 
northward*. 
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Geru Rommel: Beport on Lybia. Overall impression: British passive
 
and apparently thinking in terms of defense only, British armd;
 
units apparently being concentrated in direction of Bengasi*
 
The area to the south, around Agsdabia and Selum, seems to lee
 
treated as a no-man's land. This would vindicate British in*
tention§ to defend the Djebel area, which offers favorable
 
health and tactical conditions*
 *We shall not be able to attack on the "has© line of the arc 
in the direction of Tobruk before the enemy in the Djebel is 
beaten. But the Africa Corps is &ot strong enough at the present 
to do this* Nevertheless We could weigh the possibility of 
occupying the no-man 1 s land around Agedabia and m&keKkisg 
preparations for a drive in direction Tobruk next fall. 

Afternoon? OQ.u 1 and Gen °v confer on details with Gtefi. Rommel, who 
then willpresent an estimate of what he ©ould achieve with 
available forces before onset of the hot $eason> 

Ministerial Director Sarnow: 

a) Whale oil? 10,-000 plus 15,000 tons, a total of 25,000 tons, 
b) Dutch geld: 35 millions*. 
c) Rubber: stocks on hand 4,000 tons* monthly withdrawals 

800 tons. ~~' 
~ Belgian gold 235 tons 536 million gold ma^ks


d) German war finance systeji.
 

Gen, Paulas t a) Results of conference with Rommel* Ifiline with 
morning discussion* 

fe) Results of conference with Guderian oil disposition 
of forces on right wing of AGp Cente;?» 

c) Appraisal of possibilities of operate ona in northern 
Norway • 

21 March 1941. 

Situation:	 The British seem to be diiembarking also at Salopiki. 
Perhaps their are making preparations for a stand east 
of the Yardar line,, We willhave- to reckon with a total 
of no mors than 4 British Divs.,. brought over in two 
crossings (six days each). 

Conference	 with ObdH and Rommel: In line with yesterday's conf erences, ~t—
Also current matters., Assignment for army Hq 11. <-~ ObdH '\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0— 
trip to Bulgaria, Edirne corner;	 ' 

;: 

Matzky: Current matters of his Section, including questions of protocol. 

Gen, Otto (Slovakia):	 actualT/O
Officers: 119 6 &*5
 
General Staff Officers 37 16.
 
Generals 7 -3
 

• 
\u25a0• N00!s	 

' 
5093 2378 
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Vogl (Armistice Commission) Otto (Slovakia) ancV aides.Lunoho	 ? 

Heusingeri a)	 Dispositions of AGb Center (Armdo Gr. Hoth) for jump 

off not yet perfect. Reluctance still shown to team 
\u25a0 up Inf.. with Armd. units at the jump-off. 

by OKW.b) Group Falkenhorst willbe directed 
c) Police Div. to be put under Himmler and. sent to East 
d) GH q troops must be. taken from List and. allocated to 

List willkeenly feel lossAGPs South and	 Center. 
of medium artillery? assault batteries, light AA Bns. 5 

Engineers, bridge columns etc. 

(Scultetus and MajorEvening^	 Demonstration of visual training aids 
Wratschko, Chief of Army Film Center) . 

22jaa3tthJL3£U 

\u25a0Situations No important news .	 x 

He.using.er	 "_yo.n _,Grolmann ? Discussion of disposition for List's drive.. —\u0084, 

Liaison Officers. Romania. *~ Protection of border in the East. 

The question of protecting . the Eastern border in event of 
Russian preventive action is becoming acute, HoYiever ? we must 
hot allow ourselves to be scared into premature measures. Ido 
not believe that Russia would take the -initiative. Itsurprises 
in.List's plan that no measures are taken to -protect his eastern 
wing (apparently Bulgarians!), and that taid. Corps is set to 
strike in direction of Yeria and Katerini? instead of Edessa. 
Instructions to Grolmann for his conference with list. 

1Noonj, Lunch guest of State Secretary of the Foreign Office*, with 
Oshima, and Alfieri. Discussion of our rleniands to Japan and 
Italy (Libya).** 

Evening ;George calls, in Berlin on official l)usi;aoss. 

-2} March 1%1. (Sunday Berlin) 

George visiting. Max drops in on his way from Jarsav to the .West-. 

Had words with ObdH over his signing of an operational order— for List. 
At homes Future organization of the General ..staff,— General Staff personnel, Efficiency ratings and minor 'desk 
jobs. 

'
, . 

/ 

/ 
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24 March 19A1/4 

Nj	 signs yet of any change in Thrace, Easii of tfre MestaSituation*~" 

river there are still-only.o ne Div, and the border guards,
West of- the Mesta 4 to 5 Divs«; British in line Katerini. 
Veria Edessao 
British reinforcements apparently also on Crete* 
Jugoslavia will join Balkans pact tomorrow* 
Turkey1s attitude unchanged. No cause for anxiety* 
England seems to be under heavy pressure, 

- Heusqnger 
-Beck;Paulus 

a)	 Shipment of light*.troops to Romania must be speeded up 
after departure of XIVAC and Thirteenth and Sixteenth 
Armd, Divs» The danger of having only weak light troops 
in Romania must not be overlooked. 

b)	 Instructions to Rintelen on our intentions in North; Africa* 

c) Romania must soon be informed on the need for strong 
defense measures on the Pruth border.. 

d)	 5 Coastal -Arty Bns-. are leaving, for Romania beginning 5 

yon Zjehlberg: Reassignment s in_	 and current1941*	 matters. 
Buhle; a) AT defense in Greece. 

b) Corps Hq Hansen and liaison officers*
c) Air Signal Bn# ;allocation of trucks<» 
d) Militarypolice patrols checking trains through Hungary, 

\u25a0c) Bridge columns: March and April 2©j beginning May, eight
to ten each month; target -Problem of traction, how
ever, remains unsolved*

f) pecial wishes of the Air Force for 22nd Airborneg) 15,00® Polish peasant carts with drivers willbe made
ready for Barbarossa by beginning of May, 

25 March 1941. (Yugoslavia joins 
Tripartite Pact)* 

Situation; a)	 In Greece, one Australian Div. from Palestine, one
New Zealand Div. from Tobruk* Troops from Palestine are being replaced, apparently from Mesopotamia. • 

Concentration of British Eastern Mediterranean fleet
off Crete, purpose" unknown » Possibly Crete -gs staging
area for movement s» 
British are disembarking In Creece:troops	 Attica, Voles.Scattered British detachments reported on Katerini ~ 
Edessa line. Greek islands rff-Turkish coast said to be-
still.free from British troops, as are Thasos, Mytilene.
Kephalonia and Lemnos* 

b)	 Roatta/ Chief of Italian General Staff* 
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c)	 Alleged trouble between Twelfth Army and Romanian 
authorities over: supplies,* on account of demands 
by Twelfth Army not previously discussed. 

:Wagner Qu) s 

a) Report -on stocks of gas ammunition? Available on 1 June? 
2 mill* for Lt* Field How#, J millfor Mcd» Fie.ld How*
 
G-as of several types willbe fired at the same time,
 
shells on hand in sufficient quantities, need only to be filled;
-

\u25a0:has been ordered a f 

The munitions depots can lead: 
Prior to 1 June: 6 trains —daily 
after 1 June :10 trains daily. 
To speed delivery_, three gas trains willkfeand by behind 
each AGpj . 
The assembly of gas trains in the 2#1.,2 

#I., willdepend on 
availability of sidings to Chief of Transportation. 

b)	 Decontamination: Static decontamination station on the—border* 19 Field decontamination Companies (one for 
r

' 
each Army; Norway and Romania 2; Gen 'u reserve 7)« 
Assignment to Armd». Groups is declined. 

i' 
c) Friction with Schell, who interferes in the business of the 

then Gen Qu* Huff between ObdH and Gen ru, who feels offended, 

that he was not told about some alleged divergence of opinion 
between them # 

<0	 Lybia: Mil, Com* for Bear Area.

c) Bulgaria? Establishment of a supply base Bulgaria, after 
List has started drive to the south,, 

f) Care of wounded for East: 50.000 beds to form hospital 
pool for East (base hospital); under BdE* . 

g)	 3$ hospital trains are readied for evacuation. of the base 
hospitals to the ZI..

Greece;•^)	 Mil.i.tary administration Question open. 

Siewert: Missions of Liaison Detachment Bulgaria « 

Heusinger: 

a)	 Changes in the instructions on assembly of troops for 
Barbarossa in view of the new situation on the southern 
wings. Changes in the demands on Force_© 

b)	 Comparison of Russian and German strength ready for commit
ment o We are extremely weak compared with the Russians 
up to 20 -kpril* iiftsir that the .^ivs, arrived- in" such numbers 
as to eliminate all danger* ' Meanwhile of course, our supply 
base is under a threat y but Ibelieve that we must avoid 
any unusual forward concent rations at this time. 

« 
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c) New instructions for AGp, South, 
Various possibilities o£ operational disposition in AGp 

(Ninth Army).Center 

d) Mission q$ Army Hq 11 inRomania , Also various minor current 
matters*. 

Wagner (Gen Qu) : 

a) Agenda for conference of Finance Minister with OKH. 
Reinforced Border Control Service, 

b) Item for discussion, for conference with Heydrich on. 
impending Eastern —matters.
 

c) Conference Altenstadt Thomas*
 
yon. Bernuth; a)	 Motion pictures; Activation of eight new motion
 

picture unit% (two for' tropics) brings total to
 
16 (including 2 inZF.j 2 inLibya),
 

b) Program for peacetime officer training 
c) Experiences of the Training Divs* 

Evening' Lecture by Prof* Mende before the officers' of General 
Staffs Currents* in' the intellectual life of present-day Russia, 

Gen8 Paulus; 

a) Progress of deception maneuvers in the Review of orders 
issued* , 

b) Reflections. on -British capabilities: Shipping space 
available at any one. time could, take care of only four 

That would severely limit their capabilities for 
anything outside their operations in the Eastern Mediter

' 

ranean* .	 < 

5 

26 March l?kl* 

Situation: No important' news, British strength in- Greece is hardly 
more than 3®,000 at the moment a This number.^ however, is 
reported to include Air Force r.nd supply services } which 
means that they would not even have two complete ®±vs* as yet. 

1030 Paulus: British capabilities* For my part s 1 don ft think it 
very likely9 at least for the present , that the .British would 
send to Kirkenes any of the 20 homeland Divso they may have 
gotten up by now, ' 

uch a move would be more likely later .on, 
after getting in touch with &ussia following the start of our 
attack* But even then the mutual distrust of the British and 
Russians in this .area is so strong that we can expect more 
benefit than trouble from such a move, England' s foremost 
concern is the Eastern Mediterranean and the land route to 
India, Here they are building up strength, but only with 
defensive intentions for. the time being « 

110© Conference with Heusinger in ObdH 1 s Office; 

Discussions in preparation of tomorrow 5 s conference of OGs, 
No. new ideas,' 
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Gen, Otto (Gen -of Inf.) report? as substitute for the CG XIX AC 
who is sick.
 
Talk about tactical manuals: MG Co and Inf Regt. willnot
 
be ready for begin of the offensive.
 

Konrad; targets in England: Seaborne supplies, shipping,har
bour installations* Mines owing. Training against ship targets,—-	 ~~ . e tc # Weather questions, Weather reports, British food 

\u25a0situation* 

Waldau: Outcome, of map maneuver Bogatsch (AA), -— difficulties— 
of airborne operations in Barbarossa. Review of Air.Force 
missions 

Fellgiebel: a) Hungary. Some signal operating troops must be —set 
.up in Hungary* ommunication lines AGp South 

Army H q 11, 
&) Marita: Very difficult without telephone line-Belgrad Nish -> Solution by using civil

ian facilities. 
c) Sweden. Same solution,
 
d) Finland: Senior sig» Corps Officer*
 
c) Radio communications questions. Dummy traffic in


Romania, and other current matters. 

Noon:	 Japanese Officers my guests at lunch: Chief of the Japanese 
military mission, a general of the mission, Military Attache 
Bansai. 

From 0930 Conference of ObdH with the CGs of the AGps, armies and 
Armdff Gps,« 

AGp, Center: No significantly new viewpoints, O'nlyJ Ninth 
Army and. Hoth willneed direct orders to get them to team 
up Inf,Civs, with Armd, Gp 4 in the jump-off * 

AGp,' North: Plan to strike with one Div. (S3 Div. Reich) in 
the direction of Kowno is criticized; is changed by AGp. At 
Kowno we must do as best as ?\?e can with improvisations and 
keep Armda Grpo together,, In this case, too, cooperation of 
Inf, in the attacking sector of the Armd, Group is dis
cussed and accepted by AGp c 

1200 hrs« Called to the Reich Chancellory on account of Yugoslav 
,coup d'e'tat.	 . 

-
1300 1430: Fuehrer demands earliest possible march into Yugoslavia, 

Four invasion thrusts: 

a)	 On Lists' s right wing, reaching Axios river via Novo Selo, 
to give' quick support to advance of List's right wing*

b)	 Detached from the right wing, but still under Listr s command: 
Strike from the area around SS ofia towards Skoplje, to join 
up with the Italians and to prevent linking up with Greece,* 

c)	 M'ith a' separate group from the ofia area, in direction of 
\u25a0Belgrade, to- seize enemy capital and open up the Danube,' 

d) From Germany, in the "jrorth, perhaps even from Hungary, with 
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• • 

1606:	 After return* ObdH contifmes conference with the C(jg of 
the AGps., etc, (AGd South) ,General discussion* Present? ' O^u I«,	 Idiscuss with Operations Section the operational. 

against Yugoslavia and., the^r:ultimate, effects 
oh Barbarossa. Subsequently: conferences with Opejratiioas, 
Officer, Transportation Officer. Gen Qu and ObdH on.t&me 
needed for assembly and grouping of forces for lugqs|,avia # , 

28 March 1941* 

Leeb	 (Ordnance Office), Increase of effectiveness and range: 
Rocket projectiles for Lt. Fd* How. . To begin with, only 
a few. thousands rounds* Bore tapers from Med* Fd. How* 
caliber to Lt# Fd, How* caliber, Tapered-bore tubes are 
ground	 down, e.g» from 5 cm at breech to 3.7» cm at muzzle* 

Antitank weapons? Tapered-bore tubes and B*B cm, 10 cm gun 
on self-propelled mount (as of May)..

Hollow-charge projectile: Equal section hollow-charge pro
'jectiles for largej? calibers, 7*5 to 10* Fitted with impact 

fuse, can be used also by Lt, Field How», against Infantry. 

"D" Siege guns 80 cm caliber > maximum range 40,000 m, 
available for Spain after March 1942} Railway gun on Spanish 

•railways*'	 . 

123CReich .Chancellery; (Myself,Paulas, Heusinger) : 
Fuehrer reviews the courses of operations open to us: Thinks 
that group against Nish. must be made as strong as possible, 
because strongest resistance may be expected: in

' 
this sector

" 
\u25a0(armament center, capital)* \u25a0 

Q&-&head given for negotiations with Hungary* ' Accordingly I 
instruct Paulus to proceed to. Budapest immediately. Negotia
tions with Bulgaria must refer only t-o preparative/ measures* \u25a0 

Italy_: Fuehrer's letter to IIDu.ce* Speaks of situation which 
is serious but not disastrous,, and of determination" to crush 
Yugoslavia B Demands suspension of drive in Albania,, covering 
of northern flank of Albanian front, and readiness for attaok 
inIstria, 

' 

IIDuee 1 s letter to the Fuehrer: Promises to call off drive <\u25a0 

in Albania, to cover three, northern approaches to his wing and 
to add six •Piv^s* to the seven stationed in northeastern 

*Italy (in addition to the 15,000 frontier guards) Also 
pledges support of. Croat separatist movement. 

Turkeys List must report djnmediatel^T. if Turks march the 
Edirne corner; such a move is not very likely. The -^uehrer^s. 
appraisal of Turkish attitude is highly optimistic* He has 
told the Turkish ambassador that Russia did not join the Tri
partite Pact, because the fuehrer -would net agree to Russian, 
bases in. the Straits. 
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Other matters put before the Fuehrer: 

a) List-	 should not be confined to Mt« Olympus line. 
\u25a0b) Timing: List is to strike_iat the earliest; the drive toward 

'Skoplje should coincide with List's' attack, if possible, 
c) AirDefense ,i£ri©a« Fuehrer .thinkvS Romjnel should try to 

make the best -Titirteil^feogets..
d) Airborne operation* Fuehrer suggests an airborne landing at 

Krusevac siavia!s arsenal) » Regt. Goerilng to Vietinghoff, 

Buhle*	 k) Orders for .Corps Hq Hanserw 
b) Light ?Road Construction Bns: Five activated by the Reich 

Labor Service, 
c) Tactical control of 22nd Div» (under XI Air Corps)* 

\u25a0d) 10.5 cm ATAT Gun, SPMa 

' 

. 
c) of Maintenance NCO T s during the war*' 
f) Make preparations for reconditioning of tanks, etc after 

Greek and Yugoslav, campaigns. 
g) Make best use of postponement of Barbarossa which gives 

us at least Zj, weeks* 

Lt« tbl.. Spaeth (Liaison Officer in Albania) : 
Orientation on situation for his personal information, with 
instruction to 

1 

talk to the Italians only on matters regarding 
Twelfth Army* 

Paulus-Heasin^er: Composition Second :Army 

carried	 by Truck Transportation arrivingIst Mt. Dxv»^ 
\u25a0fey il-Spril. XXXHX Corps (fullymotorized) Kuebler, 
LICorps^ Briessen LIICorps, Reinhardt XXXXVl

'

Corps, yon 
' 

Vietinghoff Temesvars	 XXXXE Corps (mot/)., plus SSReihhardt^
Reich, One Artiller^r Regt* Staff, one medium 

HoWo and one 10 cm Bn« One Eng* Bn^^ Bridge 8olumn; •Div© 
Grossdeutschland? k Artillery Commanders, A Artil3.ery Regt. 
Staffs, -g Medium How. Bnsa . 2 Siege Gun- Bns 6. 2 15 cm 

\u25a0Gun Bns«_j 2 Observation Bns*_, 2 Assault Bns* [from the 
East), 3 Sng. Regt* Staffs, s.6' Bridge Columns, 3 Eng. Bns., 
mot*;3 Bridge Construction Ens*, 3 Mi^o&Cos._, 2 Medium and 
2 Ltft aA Bnso 

Army Hq Schobert willbe sent to Romania sometime later* 

Capto. Qjess, Capto Obermayer report in* assigned to Operations Sec, 

Gen*. Konrad: Briefing ,ou operational	 of.OKH against' intentions
 
Yugoslavia*
 

Gen* Jodl OKlf calls \up: Hungary agrees to everything and accepts
' proposals* 
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29 March 1941, 

Kinzel(report s from Finland ) r 

a) European Russia's 15v"Bivs* more than previously estimated*
b) Russian ArjncU Corps Pskov with two Armd* : 2 Tank Regts., 

1 filgle Regt* Stc, 
c) Paratroops: 10 Brigs, of 3 Bns.» each* 

Situation:	 Q.Qu IV:Italian defense measures against Yugoslavia in the 
jjiorthiji and preparations for attack in Albania (contrary 
to promise to Fuehrer) » \u25a0 

3 Divs.j including Armd, Centauro to Libradz_, Kukes' ' '<
\u25a0Scutari,and .
 

Italian Fleet: Motor torpedo boats to Suda Bay (Crete) »
 
3 British Divs. left Alexandria for Crete

'
on 9 March (re

•; 
\u25a0ported by Japanese Gen Staff) . 

0p» Offo v 2 ships of the 15th convoy- to li%!a (supply) 
torpedoed* #th MG Bn» arrived at ED. ,-agheila* Operational 
order for Yugoslavia issued* 

Tva Off«>
;	 Two movements shifted from Bar-bar ossa willnot 

get through .. 
OQu IV: Requests of foreign governments to accredit officer observers.— 

Tours of Romanian Gen Staff officers on Western front* «* 
• } 

Werth (Hungary) wants us to recall Krabbe* 

'Fellgiebel	 reports on possible Signal Coirununi cation lines between Army;— 
Hq 2-Ek^aysjp-«- Italians^ Temesvar krnw Hq 12ft Tunnel shelter-: 

\u25a0for Fuehrer train south of	 to 

Wagner (Gen Qu.) :Basic factors of supply operation against Yugoslavia^
Instruction for rear services to,detrain along railroad line f-
Linz Vienna whenever practical and keep line to Graz open for..; 

\u25a0 
\u25a0troops* .	 :"*' 

Group Temesvar must be based for supplies on Merk 1 s organization 
in Have everything- ready to use Danube below Viennal 
Army Hq 12 needs more trucks*, 

yon Etzdorf:, Conversations with Mat\u25a0^ska -apparently successful. 
Attack "on Singapore seems to be contemplated* Noncommital on 
dates, Mats-^oka •; was informed that we are not interested in a 
Russo '— Japanese non-agression pact; agreement on fishing* right s_, 
etc, would	 be enough©
St,ate Secretary is.being informed on dates for attack on 
Yugoslavia	 and for Barbarossa* Watch Belgrade diplomatic corps! 

Bogatsch:	 Army Hq* 2, -*±t Commander (7) * 1Long-range recon 
•	 Staff el, 1 Courier Staffel, 1light Sig* Bn.
 
LICorpS; 1 Close-range reccn -Staffel') q^ type

LIICorps: 1 Close-range recon Staffel )
 

XXXXVI (mot#) J 1 i4ir ommanderj 1 Close~range recon
 
Staffel;plus 2 recon Staffeln for iirmd, 1tir
 
Signal Net- Operation's Co,
 
XXXHX Corps mus t be helped out by XXXXVIHorps.
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Army H.Q».12: 8 Close-range re con Staffeln (including 4 for 
Armd, ivs*) Long-range reconnaissance (2 Staff eln to be lent 
by VIII orps), (Silent reserves: 2 Close—range re con 
Stafflen it Bucharest}. 

Wagner (Gen Qu), Baentsch, Krumpelt (Supply Officer, Army Hq 2)4' 
of Administrative, Orders attached to Operational 

Orders* "Operation 25" * 
Some difficulties,willdevelop in Romania and Bulgaria owing 
to scarcity of transport* Nevertheless, despite unloading 
points far to the rear and with the remainder of the frontward 
movement having to depend on trucks, they will squeeze through 
with getting the supply troops going and just manage to complete 

•stockpiling before start of the operation, 

Paulus	 phoning from Vienna i 

a) Reports unexpected delays in arrival of Infantry units* 
b) List wants to put Kleist in command of the entire Western 

drive, n>t only o£ Group Nish, 
c) List d:es not want to strike against Greece until way is 

open for attack toward Ueskub* 

These wishes have as basis the' desire to7 assure success of the 
Greek campaign, whereas my considerations aim at speedy con
clusion of the lugoslav operation*' Ithink that Group-Ueskub 
willbe ready to strike on 5 and believe itis sound to 
postpone List*s Greek drive until then* 

210© ObdH, (on phone) .: 3V>rt :vt.;. y %aXk .ulua^'^id. my view 
l\-# f^uk^.—^,,._v;' .divergent idoa| we must watch out!)\u0084t_ 

2200 Geiilen ;Fm&sh drafting of asserably. orders for "Operation 25" # 

30..March 19A1» (Sunday) 

0830.	 To Berlin, Phone talk with ObdH on List's proposal and my
criticisms » 

110@.	 General meeting at Fuehrer Office, Address lasting almost 
2 % hours. Situation since 30 J'uime, Mistake of British not 
to take advantage of chances for peace. Account of subse
quent events c Italy's conduct of war and policies sharply

criticized* Advantages for England resulting from Italian
 
reverses^
 
England puts her hope in the U«S,
 and Russia. Detailed review 
of U*S, capabilities , Maximum output not before end of four 
years;	 problem Russia 11 s .role andof shipping, capabilities.
Reasons for necessity to settle the Russian situation, Only
the final and drastic: solution of all.land problems will 

usenable to. accomplish within two years our tasks is. the air
and .on	 the oceans, with the manpcwer.rand material resources 

. at our disposal*. — Our goals inRussia: Crush armed Forces, break up State.Comments on tanks; redoubtable; 4.7 cm gun (at) a goodOQu IV medium weapon; bulk of tanks obsolete. Numerically Russia's
tank strength is superior to that of any other butnation* 
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Mines { 

Colonial 
Tasks! 

they have only a small number of new giant types with long 
1© cm guns (mammoth models, 42 £46 tons). Air Force very 
large in number, but mostly eutmodei. ;only small number of 
modern models. 

Problems of Russia* s vastness: Enormous expanse requires 
1concentration on critical points. Massed planes and tanfcs 

must be brought to bear on strategic paints. Our Air Force 
cannot cover this entire huge area at one time;at the start 
of the campaign it willbe. able to dominate orily parts of 
the enormous front » Hence, air operations must be closely 
coordinated with ground operations* The Russians will crumple 
under the massive impact of our tanks and planes.* 

No illusions about our Allies! Finns willfight bravely, but 
they are small in number and have ~not yet recovered from their 
recent defeat. Romanians are no good at all* Perhaps they 
could be used as a security force In quiet sectors behind very 
BtrQSg natural obstacles, (rivers). Antone sen has enlarged his 
Army instead of- reducing and improving it. The fortunes of 
large German units must n^t be tied to the uncertain. staying 
power of the Romanian forces. 

Questions regarding Pripet Marshes: Flank protection, defenses, 
mines© Problems arising ifRussians should make strategic with
drawals Net likely, since th@y are anchored on both the Baltic 
and the Ukraine* If the Russians want to pull out, they must 
do so at an early stage; otherwise they cannot get away in g6odt
 
order*
 
With our 'goals in the East achieved we shall need no more than
 
50-60 2ivs c (a£S£>%). One part of the Ground Forces willbe dis-*
 
charged into armament production for Air Force and Navy; the 
others will be reaulred for other missions, e«,g, Spain* 

Clash of two ideologies. Crushing denunciation, of Bolshevism, 
identified withasocial criminality,. Communism is an enormous 
danger for our must forget the concept of comrade-*future* 
ship between soldiers* A Communist is no comrade before nor 
after the battle. This Is a war of extermination a If we do 
not grasp- this, we shall still beat the enemy-, but 3© years: 
later we shall again have to fight the Communist foe. We do 
not wage war to preserve the enemy* 

Future political .g&jffiF of Russia? Northern Russia goes' to 
Finland. Protectorates: Baltic States, Ukraine, White Russia. 

War against Russia? of the Bolshevist Commissars 
and of the Intelligentsia© The new states must be 
Socialist, but without intellectual classes of their own* . 
%rsi# of a new intelleo-Jsfcsflii GxLass must be prevented, A 
primitive Socialist intelligentsia Is all that Is needed* 
We must fight against the poison of disintegration. This 
Is no job for Military Courts* The Individual troop comnanders 
must know the issues at stake... They must be leaders in this 
fight. The troops must fight back with the methods with which 
they are attacked. Commissars and GPU men are criminal^ and 
must be dealt vdth as such. This need not mean that the troops 
should get out of hand. Rather, the commander must give 
orders which -express the common feelings of his men* 
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Embody in 'This war willbe very different from the war in the West,
 
ObdH Order In the East,, harshness today means lenience in the future.
 

Commanders must &ake :the sacrifice of overcoming theip 

persons!	 scruples* 

\u25a0Noon: Allinvited to lunch. 

Afternoon: Fuehrer Conference: 

a ) Yugoslav Question* Decision in conformity with my ideas. 
List willattack with X. Corps and on- his Marita -front on 
5: April. SS Adolf Hitler attached to Corps. 
Kleist willattack with 3 Armd.- and 2 Inf. and 1
 
Bulgarian Div, mn 8 -^pril*
 
Group' Temesrar on 12
 
Weicbs likewise on 12 April©
 

' S£§i2L is no help as a partner* In-Albania they are paralysed 
with fear. On the&i&Lia Frontier they claim they cannot attack 
before 22 April, No need to define a boundary for them against 
sector of Second Army since they willnot attack anyway. ;— 
Details?	 Airborne landing Krusevac. Assignment of Regt.
Bering.	 -Location of. GHq... 

Op. Sec-esShip 22nd Div. to Hungary* 

k) Barbaros.sas Reports of AGp leaders and of Several subordinate 
commanders (Guderian)© Nothing new^ except a clever plea by 
Rundstedt for assigning the Carpathian sector to the Hungarians 
and making the. Pruth line an offensive front. 

31 March	 1941. 

Reporting- in or out; Several Gen* .Staff officers, leaving (Uatzmer, 
v.d.Heyde) or joining us (Nippold) o 

Situation iYugoslav movement to south (Skutari-, Skoplje); British 
movement toward the Jugoslav northern border c Yugoslav mobili— 

. zation continues. 

Faulus?	 Returning, reports on conferences with List and with-Weichs and 
Hungarian High Command, 
List,, as was evident from his cabled report^ wants to give 
precedence to the drive into Southern Yugoslavia and conse-' 
quently would like to cut Group Nish down to two^ Armd o %vs f 
Wants to keep back 60th mot* .as reinforcement for the 
Ueskueb Group. Morecver^gie insists that he is too weak with 
respect to the Yugoslav concentrations in the gouth« 

Weichs accepts mission assigned to him. tillbe informed en 
Hungarian intentions. 

Hungary readily acceeds to our demands concerning Kg 2» 
7fents to attack along Lake Balaton and Tissa. river, and with 
smaller force.s east of the Tisza. Hungarians will^.fight under 

\u25a0German High omraancU . . 
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1Gen# Thomas. reports on organization - of the war economy with regard to 
Operation Barbarossa* 

Conference with ObdH; 

a) Transfer of GHq to Wiener Ncmstadt or Baden near Vienna* 
b) Problem of protective measures for Iron -Gate.* 
c) List sends message that he must have 60th mot* for 

Ueskueb under all circumstances* 

Heusingerls Availability of new Pivs. for "'Operation 25 '• 
•,101* Lto Div. (as of 9 **pril> Brody) 

100, Lt. Div. (as of 15* April^ Doellersheim) * -
18 April (i*e,l2 Apr). 

Perhaps bring over fourth -^ruid^ Div* (Bordeaux) \u2666 •<. 
. Twelfth Armd. Div* perhaps ready before	 

' 

Teletype talk with &ist; Need of strong &Q-%s^^£egs i i:tfN&&^sW&W<?.r-±vQ 
emphasized* Pleads again for 60th Div. Request declined. 
Bulgarians do not want to ,take active part in campaign against 
Yugoslavia, Are afraid of Turkey. 

;vo.ft Zjehlbergi Organization of a" !iq» 

lj^rilj^l. 

Situation; in Belgrade. New Balkans alliance: England ~ Greece *» 

lugoslavia". 'Movsraents to S-outhorn Serbia continue. Increasing 
signs of disintegration of the Yugoslav State, 

— 
\u25a0yon ziehlberg? Transfer of GHqs* to Vienna area,. . GGonference with 

"j-hiele and Pellgiobel on signal facilities. Target date 8 April 
000© hrs» 

ObdHls	 discussion of offensive possibilities against southern Serbia. 
Yon Brauchitsch plays with the idea of having Second Armd, 
Divft strike toward- Veles instead of against Greece;, in order 
to be stronger in.Southern Serbia* Ioppose this disposition^ 
which would allow the entire Greek Second to get away from 

• 
vs a (We must steel our nerves to believe in the devastating 
effect of the attack of Ninth Armd. Div<> and SS Div. Adolf 
Hitler on Skoplje* 
Must yet talk over missions of Hq 2 in Operation. 25 with 
Witzleben, 

yon C/Sj, temy Hq 2« Discussion of dispositions for drive 
of Second Array» 

' 

Main effort on left 7 wing; first objective: 
Hills north of Zagreb* 

Gen ,Jodl (OMft"): Fuehrer wants maximum railroad schedule set in 
operation at latest possible date. 

Wagner (G-en Q.u) : 

with,a)	 Currency arrangements for Romania are now coordinated 
those in effect in Bulgaria* 
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* 
Is). Flnkhls report* Rommel shows total lack of interest 

in supply organization* .Transportation lying idle in 
Naples \u2666 Staff Welder (Komg) very good* 

c) Preparations	 for Military overnment in Operation 25• 
Gen» Brand: a)	 Artillery commander for Hq km Temporary

* incumbent Gfen*. Berlin with Staff drawn from 
Artillery School* 

b) Set-ting up of heavy artillery on the Channel 
(fcoast* Turn over to Navy four 34 cm French 
railway guns (range 4© km)« 

c) "Fortress gun emplacements !l» Trials with X 3ugun 
tube reouestedv Must be put off» 

yon Bernuth: a)	 Reorganization of training supervision after
 
departure of Army Hq 2. , . .


"b) Tactical employment of di©n; Mortsaa? I' tunits. 
c) Regulation and coordination of military training 

projects of Labor Service and Hitler Youth* 

Qen. Paulus* a)	 Fuehrer willleave for Hq South on •? April at the, 
earliest, but more likely on. $ or«9JU'tpril. 

b) Discussion of outcome of visit to Hungary. 

Gehlen comes with report that Army Hq 12 cannot launch operations 
\u25a0 before 6 April (7 better)* Reply: OKH demands specific' ' 

\u25a0reasons. 

2 J^pril..l?41 a 

Situation? Tartar reports from Bulgaria about Yugoslavia. 
Claim. 3 Divs» and 9 Brigs,, and very much .Artillery and—~Engineers in Southern Serbia* Must be seeing thingsl 

Reports from (Free ce speak of four British including 
one of Armor,' as well as 2 D.ivs« disembarking at Piraeus, 
Considering the time factor alone , this is quite impossible.' Turkey is said to have changed sides' Suddenly* Popular 
sentiment is in favor of war with Germanjr, Military attache 
in;Ankara reports the opposite* 

Colt G-reiner reports out (was in charge of training manuals in 
Section of Chief Inf. Off.) j takes over command of an Inf.R-egt. 

1300 *~ 1400. fuehrer Conference on over-all situation in Yugoslavia
(fieusinger with me) • Nownew viewpoints* JSmph'asis again on Nish. 
Mission of Twelfth Army discussed*- JPian regarding Croat auto
nomy. Strong language about Italians, who should use their 

' 

riAir Force on front of Twelfth rmy> instead of on their 
Albanian front. 

Gen. Heiner is briefed on his duties. Suggestion is made to set up 
a German Administrative Hq in Budapest© 
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Buhle; a) Refitting of ipot. units after Operation 25• 
b) Ban on furloughs lifted. 5 %' for farmers. 
c) An units in Operation 25. have their field replacement 

Bns.,	 except 164 Div* • , 

d) Brigade 90©> assignment possible as of 15 Majr, while 
training go-os on» Components t N 

1 Hegt. (two Bns.) 
1Lt. Arty. Bn«, plus A.ssault Bn» 
1Eng* Bn# / two 
1Sig0

. Bn«, two Gos« 
1 -AT'Bn., of three Cos' (lGo 4*7 cm) 
&ear Services (far upply Columns)/ 

i — — — —	 —c)•	 Use of Tank 
r^-

j
Training' Bn. (mot.)..raining Bn. and Reconnaissance\u25a0 

f) Use of French medium B 2
" 

gun in Barbarossa (Seventeenth 
g) Tank 111 with long 5 cm gun«, '-^übe too long. 'f
h)	 Waterproofing of Tank 111 .and IV t Wording depth increased? 

to 2*2© m. (Work must be intensified to attain depth of 4m);! 
Waterproofing must be accomplished throughout Third and 
Eighteenth Divs.,'fourth, Tenths	 Seven- Ifourteenths 
teenth iirmd. Divs* In all other E>ivs, for 2-3 tanks. 

i) Greater carrying capacity for ammunition and fuel in tanks. 
Gasoline in outside steelhooped drums; as yet no solution 

\u25a0for ammunition* 
"	 

j 

Foertsch reports as Liaison officer OKH to -^rmy Hq.l2, Receives 
briefing on situation. List of duties* 

Heusinger: business: authorization of forward shift of Divs.— 
in the East© "Reporting schedule fcr Uq» £ # -Employment 
'of Airborne (Mc^vemeinnt"' takes 12 daysl) Take Jarachute 
Regt. instead. 

Field	 Marshal yon Bock on phone: Gienanth is at the end of his 
tether trying: to check SS in. the Government-General. Reouests 
action by OKH_, tp back him up in the question of evacuation of 
billets. ' 

\ 

Wagner (Gen Qu) : -Transfer of Executive 
'

Po^er from iirmy Goinmanders to 
\u25a0 

>. .	 Corps Commanders in Operation 250 Definition' of jurisdiction 
of the Special Detachments etc.- of the SS and Secret Field 
Police* 

3 April!9hU 

Situation: Agedabia taken by German Africa ? Corps (which reports 
heavy British losses), -^nemy in hasty retreat to the .-lorth.. 
Turkey estimates British strength inGreece at 3 Divs. ? as we do. 

Heusingerii a) Airborne Div.'needs 5 trips to get to Nish« Air route { 

' 
via Bucharest. 15 days (starting 7 April). Better 
to transfer Parachute Regt. to Bucharest, which is then \u25a0/-, 

.available for missions anywhere. (Yugoslavia,, Greece). 
b) Date for jump-off of Operation 25 willbe set by OKW. 

V 
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Oru IV:a)
/ 

Reports	 Attempts'""" from Finland! to recruit men for SS Regt. 
, Nord are viewed with disfavor; linns would rather have 

revival of jaeger- %# 27 idea.*
b) Italian-Portuguese arms deals are purely financial trans-* 

actions; no	 raw materials involved.
o) Bireher, Danniker* *- visit of schools etc* in Germany,, 
d) Material turned over to Oshlma (situation maps) and Marras*** 

(secrete regulations); other current matters..	 •— 
'o chsher s Conference on preparations for Barbarossa Gas protection—
-

for horses* tactical problems in use of smoke. Preparations 
for smoke- laying exercise* 

OQ.u IV reports that the Fuehrer wants to tak© control of the Hungarians 
out of hands of OKH, and give orders to them directly* 

Too bad l 

Col* Homlock brings letter from Werth, Hungarian Chief of Gen. Staff, 
reoue sting recall of Krabbe* Reports Yugoslav mobilization' com
pleted; 1.2 million men* Matschek has founded a Croat National 
Unity Party. 

Keitel (Personnel ftlv.): 

a) Officers situation generally satisfactory* Allquotas filled* 
(%w training classJunior officers situation good 15 May). 

b) Bn, Commanders: bad shortage. 
c) Officer pools for Romania lArmy Hq 12), Vienna, and all Army 

Groups ; 300 each* 
d) Out of turn seniority advancements 255 &Qn* Staff officers, r 
c) Promotions of E~of.fi cers f -to General rank. 
f) Results of Mieth, 

Heusirigert a) Control of Hungarian -irmy by the Fuehrer, not by OKH, 
is due* 

b) 22nd Div. all of a sudden is supposed to gc to Ploesti, 
taking the place of Regt* Gnering* Cannot be moved by rail* 

c) Fuehrer Order to. Africa Corps* Recognition of accom- : 

plishments and reminder not to be reckless, as Air Force 
\u25a0units are being withdrawn, and arrival of Fifteenth 

Armds will be delayed 5 moreover s the Italians now 
need all their strength against Yugoslavia and so have 
nothing left for North Africa» Under these circumstan
ces there is danger of -English counter-attacks on flanks, 
further advance authorized only, when sure, that British 
Armd* elements have been taken out of area. 

d)	 Army He 12 wants to start operations on iApril, at dawn. 
Mr Force. first against Eupel Pass* 

Paulusi a)	 Tartar reports from Hungary: ,Teleki has committed suicide; 
his death is supposed to have political reasons, Korthy 
will not mobilize the entire Hungarian Army, but only border 
guard and one mc*t* Corps. Reported resignation of Hungarian 
Government. 

b)	 Study for '^uedwind". 
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Buhle-JleinhardJ 

a) Truck situation makes it necessary to equip -^pricjr urn. $,$- "^ \u25a0with French material.. ,	 . 
\u25a0Units affected: 20th 'Ariad/.^iv,,- 1^,1^,25^36^ met. 

Divs, Last Inf. Divs. not to be fitted out before SJQ Maj, 
to preclude necessity to reequip an additional -mot* Div> \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•—\u2666 

One small! Spare Parts Golurnn for each. reequi'pped Div« 
and 3 large Gen Qu Spatfe Farts Depots for French material 
are being organized. 

b)	 State Railroads near breakdown* They cannot take. over any 
further jobs in the Southeast unless we -help them; out* lant 
release of 35,000 officials and employees of age groups' 
18 and over for.operation and workshops. , 

• WqDecision^ give them a-ge groups IB and -over in all 
troops except Bailwayy Armd» troops and , rJJX -u-rte ;^yiro ,\\ 
Operation 25* To what extent this should apply also to 
officers must be examined in consultation with 'Personnel 
Div,	 

" 

. 

Paulus J	 Reports of Telekifc suicide are confirmed. Apparently there 
have been serious disagreements in the Cabinet concerning 
participation in the campaign against Yugoslavia^ which 
overtaxed the strength of the ailing Prime Minister* The 
current Foreign! Minister- is his probably successor* 
Mobilization willbe limited to I? and V Corps, mot. 
War Minister yon Bartha is on his way with a letter from 
Horthy to the Fuehrer,
 
Fuehrer 1 s decision on start, of Operation 25' 6 as*
 
was recommended by us after receipt of List's report.
 

A April. 3.9/0. « 

Situation; British reported to be evacuating Bengasi, setting fires. 
In -it^rthern G-reece, the 'presence of 3 British Bivs» is con— :: 

firmed*. -.Now, after all, the Bulgarians make their 6th and 11th 
available for Operation 25* . 

' ' • 
1 / 

F-auJiigt -r~\u25a0Study for "Suedwind"* Raulus,too, has got the impression 
at conference in Vienna, that supply officer, -Twelfth Army, is 

• 
\u25a0not equal to his job. , 

Borki a) Listing of roads which must be restored- in Serbia* 
1») Use Railway troops, for construction and, for the first 

time, operation of railroads in'Serbia* 
c) technical crews (of &eich Ministry of Transportation) 

for reopening of Danube shipping lane will stand by in 
Vienna* . 

d) Activation of three (later four) Field Railway Directorates. 
(294 civ* officials) and 18 Field* Railway Operatinn Centers 
(1,000 civ# -officials) •' 

c)	 Liaison Detachments of Chief of Transportation at .Arinefc. 
Groups, for emergency restorations of railroad operation 
in their sectors. With them,, , one Railway -%g# Co, (^Lot.) each, 

\u25a0*for construction .and operation. Also for Kleist. 
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f) Urged stepping up of shipment of products from Romania, 
not passible before: middle of June, 

g)	 Fourth assembly echelon fop Barbarosaa (26 days) will 
parobably be run from abcufc 20 May to 20 June, •Maximum 
railroad schedule* At that time it wo&!t unbalance 
railroads,- economic experts hold, since the -spring 
bottlenecks will have been dealt with by that time# 

-
Radke* a) < Case Mieth: ...Wording contested iDy "witnesses. YOnly 

Gapti; Maybe fcg, ajrt>orfeey^ linslsta.- on* the wording, 
of the Army interrogated by .a Gauleiter! 

b) Case Claer cleared up with Bouhler* '-* !tArmy Yearbook" 
affair settled by talk with Bouhler* 

c) Order concerning separation of d^nurch function from 
troop celebrations. Ban on speeches by Chaplains on . 
subjects other than purely religious ones» (OKW Order), 

d) Old complaints about S$ incidents in Poland* Investiga
tions must ;be continued with participation of Army 
representatives, Final disposition must be deferred 

, until all facts are known* 
c) Memorial -cemeteries in the East. 

Dgerr: Briefing of Liaison Officer for Uiine. 

yon Salmuth- reports back from leave.. .Review of situation in the East* 

Col, Kinael t Situation report on Yugoslavia: Reports on dispositioui. 
• of 'enemy forces show that border troops are being reinforced 

by Divs* from the interior of the country. This will result 
but later on, when this 'hasin stronger' initial resistance^ 

been brokenp^A speedy collapse© No central reserves willbe 
available after that,, In the gouth of the country (mountains) 
the Divs* of the *hird Army are being split, up into 9 Brigs, . 
strung' cut .along the border* Against .tlorthorn ifi-bania^ comp*

aratively strong forces have been brought -upj in Scutari area 
at. least 3 Brigs »->obi the northeastern border 3 BrigSo^ and or> 
the border north of Lake ©chrida three more Brigs 9i making a.' 
total of a maximum, of nine Brigs* The direction In which they 

in view of the lack, ofare pointed is a little,awkward for us
 
Italian preparedness for defense in Albania* We- must expect
 
Serbian penetration into Albanian territory and some very
 
costly fighting there* ;
 

There is no evidence. of a weakening of enemy defense measures
 
in their northern border area*
 

Situation report Russia* Armies -^ast now admits that 
strength ofi Russian inEuropean. Russia must be set 
higher than estimated originally* (The Finns and the Jap
p.^eGo- stressed that all along.©)' The total figure is now 
put at 171 Inf.

'
Divs*, 36 Cav # Divs # and 40 moto^-^jpsjasaaadaised 

Brigades*
 
The newly activated Armd*. Corps of 3 apparently is
-
stationed around Leningrad, . . 

Warier. (Gen Qu) 

a) Part 0 of Administrative Orders for Barbarossa* 
b). Transfer of 4xe.cuti.ve Power to Armd, Groups and Corps 

Commanders disapproved* 
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c)	 OKW order on administration, of justice in occupied terrif* 
tories. irf-iitary Government set--up contemplated for 01d~ 
Serbia only* 

d) Fuel requirements for Serbia equal 1/+ days' requirements 
£or BBar.barossa« 

c)	 Supply situation-, Generally speaking all preparations for 
Operation 25 are completed.' l©>oo9 tons of fuel for- -Vienna ,'

\u25a0 

(barge train) still to come* 

Apart from that,Second Army is fully taken care of. 
Temesvar willbe cpmpletely stocked by 8 

Twelfth Army: For the time being mo crisis « Shipping for 
Marita made available in. First, 3 (ro,OOa
tons)* On 3)hiand 6 April, one^ for. Aege&&. Daily, loading

-~ capacity 40® /tons, loading time 5 7 days.; crossing will 
take Z\, days*. Additional vessels are being assembled*, Army 
Hq 12 specifies needs to Admiral Balkans. Supply Officer 
Romania supervises loading operations. . '\u25a0•\u25a0;. 

Danube 'basin: Barge train Belgrade", 10,000 tons plus one 
tanker, already in Vienna* 
"Barge/train II Is being formed between Regensburg 
and Vienna* 16,000. tons, provisions and ammunition to 
Romania, for regrouping after conclusion of Marita* One 
trip "will carry supplies for Moldavian base. 

f) -Field Post problems 'which will result from cancellation 
of Army Leave trains. . . 

Legation ;--OoimciIlo:r yon Schmieder (in place of Etzdorf ): 
Review of Hungarian situation© Diplomatic, procedure at the 
beginning of hostilities against Yugoslavia and Greece, 

Conference with ObdH: Gives me his account of tour to the Balkans. 
Conversation with King Boris and Antonescu, List and Weichs. 
No news about Listo Apparently a good deal of friction be
tween .Kielst and List, kecause List regards his drive as the 
main thing' and wants to cut down on Kleist;• 

Weichs does not want to give any Infantry to Corps Vietinghoff/ 
disregarding ObdH !s suggestion^ 

Boris Is mobilizing 6 Bulgarian %vs 9^ but will not allow them to 
cross into Yugoslav territory _, on account of Balkans 'Pact* 

Antonescu knew nothing at all of our impending offensive against 
Yugoslavia. .Requests that Hungarians should not operate east 
of the Tisza river. By 20 April, Romanian willhave 15 
and 'two-thirds, of one -mot# ®\v* in the Russian border region. 
Of our German ivs. one will go to the. Bukowima border, one 

• to	 the Pruth river knee; Armd« Div. to the approaches to Pioesti^ 
Kinzej: New intelligence 

.. . different pictur
Nish have moved, 
gentral- Serbia. 
withdrawn behind 
change* , 

from Yugoslavia, which gives 'an entirely 
e! the forces stationed near and north of. 
south and are being replaced by units from 
Report that 2 Divs. in the Banat have been : 

the Danube. On the northern border no 

<- O. 
\ 
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Liss. a)	 Australian feorps has disappeared from Cirenaica. Still 
in area'? Seventh ArmcU 1 Australian %v,;Sixth 
British, Ninth Indian, I'he bul& of the fore 36 gent in 
Greece come front Cirenaica, ;After the victory pyer the 

• Italians, strong forces seem to have been transferred . 
to Abyssinia* . 

fe) Greece: No British on Serbian soil, Wilson in command? 
c) French West Africa's No change. De Gaulle has not. made 

, any progress* . 

Heusinger : a) friendly airplanes willbe painted yellow,
fe)- British Mediterranean Squadron reported in direction 

Gibraltar,. Azores apparently without importance for 
Dakar,but in merican sphere of interest*-

\u25a0c)	 Operation Orso, va* . , 
d)	 Second Para chute Regt* inPlovdiv area with 2 Bns.; 

1 Bn, still due (date uncertain). 
c)	 Situation Libya* Bengasi talc en. Reconnaissance units. 

push on in the direction of Derna» 
f) Air -i?'orce in Operation. 25* Strength and disposition. 

Ampleof	 forces. \u2666 

g)	 Effect of Operation 25 on Barbarossa, which lost: 
6 Inf\u2666 ivs, and 2 Corps Has from second' and third assem; 

s \u25a0bly echelon, and 3 Inf. Divs, from GHq reserve* 
..Of these the 6 former can be replaced from GHq 
reserve (third assembly echelon) J 2 Hqu#,
(ZJXXIX and LIl)^ (third assembly echelon) can be 
replaced by XX.XXEI and IN frop.k GHq reserve. 
Of 23 Divs» in GHq -reserve, 12 remain available, 
including 5 mobile Divs8 frcnj the 

-^^g *V '-\u25a0:• Campaign in Yugoslavia.; 3 Corps Hqisau^
 
9 Arnid^ (7~Arnid,, 2 mot») plus. SS Regt. Adolf
 
Hitler without Greece*. • . ..
 
Tuning.* IfPrescv available, 17 Inf. .^ivs, and 13 Corps.
 
Hq-.^ could be on the' ground by 2C May| then 9 Inf• iv-s*
 
'of the fourth assembly echelor, (maximum railroad 
timetable); subsequently 2k Ar'Td*,- and mot^.^ivs* and . ': 
5 Corps Hqgr,<j -by 23 June- O 

Arrnd., .^ivs,., in serbia would 
' 

have to be refitted in reh.abili.t a tion^districtfe.V.(Vienna,
\u25a0etc.») bj1 June^ consequently nust be. out of the : 

fighting by 3© Aprils 10 days for movement to the 
rehabilitation district, refitting willlast 3 weeks* 

Paul us took my place at conference this afternoon with the Hungarian 
, \u25a0 

(War Minister yon Bartha*	 
" 

Bartha told him that Teleki ocmmi.tted suicide because he felt 
he could not take the responsibility for this policy after 
having himself signed friendship pacts with Yugoslavia* Left 
letter to Regent, urging on hint a policy of loyal observance 
of 

'
pacts* This has made. the Regent waver inhis original\u25a0 

decision*	 He sends the Minister to the fuehrer, to appeal 
for sympathetic understanding and submit new proposals*- Mobilized:* Border Guard y .IV, V, mot* Corps '(so he says). 
Promised additional mobilization ofIand Vl*IIand VII 
(and III) still outstanding from original commitment. Promises 
that all"Corps willbe ready by 15 -^oril (?), Armd, Corps by* 

\u25a012	 April, ..	 . . 
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Paul us had been instructed by the Fuehrer before the
 
;to.,,>?toat.
 iconference as a^u®Qnt.s !j^--!i7feifee<t zhi&&Q£^&a&t^G£tlttf*

Apparently Bartha was extremely e22fea3n^S!^ife^ rl^|aCSSGr^aa?^u«^-^ 
and after the reference to the agreements concluded In 
Budapest* We must wait and see what comes of this. 

19a,5 

Morning Conference: 

a)	 Reports are confirmed that Yugoslavia is shifting her 
main forces to the area, south' of.Nish. The informations *-
often grossly overdrawn differ a good deal. One source 
places .12 Inf.Divs, and one Cay. Div. in southern .Serbia 
along Bulgarian border; another reports 10 Inf."Divs., 
1 Cav 6 Div*, 8 Inf. %igs 9 : .\u25a0 

Reports on Greece generally portray an unchanged situation.
 
Estimates -of British strength in Greece vary between
 
45,0(J0 (which may be correct) and 12®>000;
 
%c report that the Yugoslav High in case of war,,
 
would seek to join up with the British and Greek forces,
 
probably is correct*
 

Is)	 North Africa: Bengasi taken; equipment of- one Italian 
medium artillery &egt» and one Armd# Bn» recaptured. 
Reconnaissance in direction of Derna in progress©' 

ObdHiP. Outcome of Fuehrer Conference on the evening of 4 Aprila 

a)	 Situation Hungary* The fuehrer seems to be soft inhis 
dealings with Horthy and "appears to be impressed by the 
Teleki business* Hungary is not going to strike right 
away; it wants to wait until the Croats have declared"' 
their independence* vith that, the State 5 with whom it 
concluded a Friendship Pact^ willhave ceased to exist* 

b)	 Fuehrer is greatly concerned over the Italians, particular
ly in Albania, as also over the possibility that the Serbs 
might fall back before the "ltalians in southward direction 
into the Serbian Mountains, 

c) Lines of action: 
l) Seize Agram. quicklyo Have Vietinghoff with one Armd, 

Div, (Bth), move on Agram, 
2) Provide against developments south of Sava riirer 

Vietinghoff !s tanks must push further on toward Sarajevo,, 
3)	 Serbia is assembling very strong forces in southern 

part of country* This increases the likelihood that 
Kleist would! have to be shifted south from Nish» 

4) Move Reinhard and Vietinghoff closer to border* 
5) Airborne operations! Nish 22nd (Airborne Div#), Ueskueb 

(paratroops)* 
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d)	 Overall, .picture: The conduct of tne <Sampaig.n. once more' 

comes .under the dictate ot political considerations and., 
what is more^ donsider'ations of Durely transitory charac
ter* This precludes any planning with clear goals and 
harbors the danger (of dissipating our strength in a series 
of isolated operations© Always the same story* Good 
nerves are the only antidote*. 

Heusinger_: •"• 

1,) 1 shall talk with .^itzleben? Hungary 1 s attitude rs.ay make 
it necessary to effect a quick seizure of A'gr.am.*' 
-Think over and report: Possibilities in"following the,, 
original plan of operation against Agram (Eighth teid.Biv"^Advance Combat Team, and remainder of Vletinghoff js Corps J 
pushing only as far as the mouth of Drave river). What are :' 
possibilities^ if parts of ietinghoff's Corps have to 
strike earlier, (( Foorth Armd, Div. already in place, 
Eighth Armd« -ready to strike on 1© . . 

, 

2,) Op. See will prepare orders: Tie together List with 
20nd Airborne Div, and Parachute Regt» at Blovdiv. 
Prepare for operation against Ueskueb and Nish# Reinhard 
willhave 3S Div* Reich available on 10 and 11 April; 
ltGrossdeutschland" not before 12 -Examine possibi
lityof striking before these dates, List authorized to 
start operations. 

3»)	 GHq Reserve si a) Troops: 101st Div, already assigned*. 
100th Div* arriving by 13 (Vienna)© Fourth Armd. 
Division -in Vienna as of 15 April* Twelfth Arrnd^, Div. 
as of IS Warthe Lagpr and Olmuetz. Nineteenth 
Armd^ ivc as of 20 Sennelager*
b) Truck transport units available r One group (for 

"Ist Mta.Div*) as of 10 xipril« 
One	 group (for 101st and 100th Divsa) as of 23 April. 
One	 group (for 22nd Airborne Div# )_, still uncertain c 

/+»)	 Arrange mo.ving of G-Hq^ so that vie can start work at 
Wiener Neustadt on morning, of 9 April,. 

Buhle: 1.) Development program for Chan,, .Mortar troops*.\u25a0 

2J	 Norway*. In addition to 160 Batteries:' 7 Arty Regt # 

Staffs (small T/o); and 3 Construction Bns* We give 
them. 1Fortress Constr a Bn, 'and 2 Reich Labor Service 

\u25a0Bns. Regional Defense Bns o _, nothing available. -~ — 
One Security Brig0 

• MG Bn* can be taken out. 
3.9 

) Set up Administrative Hqff Budapest by 15 April• (?). 
/i«) Lib3ra_, dust protection for tanks (muzzles and turret base), 
5.) Rehabilitation of Armd* Divs. after Operation 25. i 

Witzleben (Army Hqcs,2^j on phone: Gets 3.. assignment si 

1.) Draft plans for auick seizure of agram by &gs&liArind,Div. 
reinforced by Mvance Combat Team* 

2«) Split up ;i; KthArjnd* Div* for missions south of J\gram andi	
' 

make arrangements for arrival of Fourth Armd• Div», 15 
3.) Advance starting date for Vietinghoff* 
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S chuchard (Paris) i Rivalry between Embassy and Military Commander :: 
more sharply marked* is inBerlin to see the Foreign Minister 
Embassy is overstepping its jurisdiction in all fields and :i 

tries to squeeze out the Military Commander, Proed that Embassy : 
is -working against us* Da- Brinon said to be afraid that Abetz 
might leave his post, on the allegation, that "he could not work 
any longer with the generals and Wiesbaden**- Kommerzienrat Lehrer 
has mentioned, a similar Remark 'indicating Abei^s attitude 

" '""' " """ ' " "" 

toward	 :us* 
Reasons: Pressure from Ribbentrop. making every effort 
to score successes against us before his Minister. . Arrest of 
Americans, which yon Stuelpnagel refused t leads' to disputes,,
"If higher authorities intervene the fight might become unending- «3 

yon Ziehlberg; a) Current Gen, Staff business* 
b) Studies on revision of Rules of Land Warfare (Krie^s

recht)^ 

Heasingeri-.IU)	 Second Army: Advance Combat Team of LICorps 
1 Bicjrcle Bn,', 1Eng, Bn. mot., 1Med. A-rtyi» Bn« 
Ready for operations: Fourteenth iirmd. Div*, S 

Eighth Armd* Eiv,m 10 
2.) Sixteenth Eegt,**and AA Bn^ plus AT Co of 22nd Air

borne Div^ in Bucharest tonight. 
Entire Div« in Bucharest ready for operation by 13 April 

(?)\u2666 Air Transportation available for two-thirds* 
Commitment only on authorization by OKW*. 

3.) Parachute Regt, in Plovdiv by 7 Aprils 

-
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6 April,l9Al. 

ri.§tI \̂u25a0ss ai

MsL^^ 

Morning reports.; Operation Iron Gate successful,* Against Southern
 
Serbia, surprise apparently complete© Resistance on Rupel
 

o	 Pass.* Ninth Armd, Div., 73rd Inf.. Div./ and Second Armd, Div0

' 

have crossed border* Second .army Sector: seizure of points 
of tactical importance on Yugoslav territory; demolitions in 
the interior* — 

Conference with ObdH: Situation; Gorps Rejnhard: Date fixed for
 
\u25a0start of operations* Report from' von Witzleben (Army Hq 2),
 
that. a- strong Advance GGOmbat Team of iirmd. Corps of
— 
hoff willbe. reads?- to strike on 10 April, Preparations for 
bridge construction at Belgrade, Hungarians willhelp with 
bridging equipment) German Eng, troops (under-water -cutting 
and welding, and demolition detachments) stand by in Bucharest
 
and Vienna* . .
 
Hungary: In addition to mot* sferps and IV a.id V Corps,Iand V|l
 
Corps have been mobilized since 5 April* Still-outstanding ;:
 
from original commitment; 111, XI, VI Corps*
 

Disposition, of Russian Forces: Strong, concentrations in the Ukraine 
are; noteworthy* . Would be right for an offensive against 
Hungary and the Bukowina* but Ifeel sure this possibility can 
be discounted.. 

Paulus-He uginger ; 

a)	 OKvV inquires about possibility of shifting Arrnd* Di.vs, 
to Romania: Possible dates of arrival? Fourth ArmcL Bivc 
on 22 if wheeled vehicles go by road; on 25 April, 
if everything goes by rail. 
Twentieth mot, Divo on 2/+ April, ifwheeled vehicles go by-
road ; on 5 Ifeverything is shipped by rail* This 
would mean cutting across shipment of 239th -Div^ which 
then would not' be ready until 29 April, and 170th Div9 -
Would arrive in Romania not on 2B Aprils but on 6 Kaya

k) l Plovdiv 2 Bns, of Parachute Regt., 
.third on way* 

ilrrived near Bucharest: Sixteenth Inf. Regt. 
Remainder of the Diva can be down by 13 '^pril. Commitment 
only authorisation by OKW^ 

Force reports it believes to have scored a decisive success against 
enemy force, and that itnow will turn to the targets requested" 
by Ground Forces (railroads, highways). 

Evening Report; Air Force has made three attacks on Belgrade (Palace,,
Citadel, Ponton Bridge)
 
Destroyed 44 aircraft the ground, 20 shot iown; own
 
losses 2 twin-engine fighters, A/L Defense thin.
 

Sofia reports "bombing attack by planeiflying at high altitude, 
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•Twelth•Twelth ArmyArmy. ITinth Armd.Div. in action against retreating 
enemy west of Yetunica at 1400, hrs. 

73rd Inf.Dlv, Advance Oonbai Teas reached Kodane in. the 
evening. 

Second Armd. Biv. fighting a^ p^ruaiicq-* |o drive 
southward . *•'\u25a0\u25a0'" Intends 

\u25a0 

:, . 

Sixth lit,Biy, reported n^ar, Kalo Horjo,on railroad 3-ine, 

Mt. Dlv. and 12ith Regt. in heavy fighting on Rupol-
'\u25a0Pass. , \u25a0'\u25a0.'. 

72nd Div. at Ohiron, pushing on -toward Sate Vondru. 

164th Div. advancing on Xanthi, 

50th Diw-still fighting in lymphea a.rea. 

Enony columns noving from Stip on Strumica, 

Heusinger: 

a) Plans worked out for changeover from Operation 25 to 
Barbarossa and. for resulting modifications in 3ar"Darossa 
plan. 

Td) Twentieth mot. Div. will move close "behind. Fourth Amd»Div. 

c) Befitting facilities 
'

for Atttkl. units can "be set up in the 
following areas j , 

Bucharest for 2 Divs, ( without need of shipping new
 
materiel) .
 
Vienna 3 Divs.
 * 
Mil.Distr, VIII 3 Divs.
 
Protectorate 2 Divs.
 
Berlin 1Div.
 
Mil.Distr. IV*^iDiv.
 

d) Hezt successes of Eommel in Horth Africa. 

7 April 1941. 

Morning: Reports; Progress over the evening situation only in 
ITinth Armd» Div. Sector. They have taken the mountain pass / 

\u25a0on their front. In the Greek "border area fighting is rather 
heavy. • 

Li"bya: Beac'ting to the first surprise advances, the British 
seem to take energetic countermeasures to escape encirclement. 
Fuel difficulties* 
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Abyssinia: 'After abandonning of A&&ia Abeba, the Italians 
concentrate resistance in some districts of the Interior, in 
which they could hope to hold out until the rainy season . 
Movements progressing satisfactorily. Twentieth mot. Div., 
if ordered entrained now, would arrive from Auxerre area 

* 

on 19 AprilJ hrs. .	 
' 

PJj3posJjy._on_^ gives food for thought. If^ one 
discounts the much-advertised idea that the Russians want 
peace and would not attack on their own account, one cannot 
help admitting that their troop dispositions are such as to 
enable them to pass to the offensive on shortest notice. 
Ihis might become extremely unpleasant for us. 

~ Biihle Wagner: 

1.)	 Refitting* 

a)	 Schell needs three weeks. Hungry impractical, Jio.mania 
for minor jobs. 

* b)	 Military District XVII i 3.Armd, Divs 
Military District VIII**-: 3 Armd. Divs. 
Protectorate: 2 Armd. Divs, (including 

jiSlvAthArmd.Div,) 
Military District IV*** : 1 Armd, Div. 
Military District 111 f : 1 Armd. Div. 
E-Qjnania 2 Armd. Divs. (Thirteenth 

and Sixteenth 
Armd. Divs.) Supply Column Sn Vienna, or rather 
Chemnitz, wh6re there are better facilities for 
-refitting* .. 

c)	 GHq_ Troops and ?oltimns distributed:' (Protectorate and 
Milit.Distr. IV)* . / 

* d)	 Infantry Divss -3 each in Milit.Districts XVII and 
XVIII #; 4. inMilit.district I##. About 2in 
Buchare s t. 

c)	 BdE most be ready for MT units "oj SO April, for Armd. 
Divs, hj1May. 

\u25a0f).	 Current tank production; 80 German tanks 111 and 4CT 
Czech tanks a month* 

2.)	 AdministratiI?©'<Bfnt^p'for1?© '<Bfnt^p'for Southeast: "Military Government 
for- Serbia. and, at first, also for Croatia, Preliminary 
orientation for Thurner, G-ive him temporary Staff 
Southeast* 

3.)	 Tension Abetz/Stuelpnagel is really not directed against 
Stuelpnagel, but against Armis tic-3 Commission. The 
latter has instructions from the Fuehrer to be hard on 
the- French* Abstz wants to take the collaboration line 
in conformity with RiVbentrop 1 s policies ¥ With.foreign 
Office and Armistice Commission receiving diverging 
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directives • from above* contradictions . and conflicts on 
the lower level are unavoidable. Futile for us to 
try. to do' anything against Ahetz from here. 

4.) Waffen SS «~ Poland! Be ichs fuehrer (Himmler) sends 
representative to Government General, to straighten 
out the matter, 

Jodl (OKW) on. /phone: Russians uncertain attitude* Shall rail** 
\u25a0roads 'be put on maximum schedule? On Fuehrer's decision, 
the reply is* Ho ? "but defensive measures now can "be taken 
openly, ; 

Houslnger; Marching orders to Twentieth Div. mot* Move SS troops 
to more central lo&atico/ . in Franae for convenience of' 
entraining.	 . 

Org., Sec. *, Requirements for future organization, of Ground Forces* 

24 Armd. Divs., including 10 for tropical service ("Light 
Divs.w). 

12 mot. Dive., including 5 Lt. Divs. for tropical service . 
66 Inf. Divs., normal T/O, including 6 for airborne operations 
and 10 with tropical equipment. 

10 Mt. Divs. 

24 Motile Divs., 8 with tropical equipment. 

6 M3? Kegts. for operational assignments. 

2 -Air Transport Staff eln, each with carrying capacity of 
1 Div. 

Estinated leeds 

Theaters:	 Armd. Mobile MT. Inf. MT Regt. 

\u2666-\u2666West	 6 24 1 
i^orth 2 6 
SaBl &• 6 2 20 2 

tr-t *-»	 *rtSoutheast	 6 

Operational 'Groups : 

Spain Morocco 3 2	 2 1 
Uorth Afr.^Egypt 6 2	 1 
Anatolia- 6	 44. 

Afghanistan 3 4. 6 A 1 

Afternoon to	 Berlin (tailor) 1630 1930. 

yon Salow::	 OTDdH willhave control of Army Hq. 11, Armd. Gp. 2 and 
3 during training in Z I(in conformity with my wishes). 

Evening Reports : Skoplje and Stip taken „ Movement of XVIIICorps 
in Rupel Pass has gottai /«nd(3.r.' isay. 
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Kleie't	 starts operations on 8 Apr11*0520 hrs. ' 
Bridge at Bares 'taken (Second Army), which means, 'that with 
the "bridge at ICoprivnioa for $XXXVI Corps we can now 
positively count on two "bridges across the Drava. 

Jes clipnne ck calls vp f and hints sort of vaguely, that the Heich, 

Marshal has dropped remarks to : the JHiehrer on IJunsatis<
factory" progress of' XVIIICorps :*t This damned teck

\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0i}bitingis starting again. 
Fortunately, in this case, the Fuehrer already had the nextfS 
that meanwhile the XVIIICorps Hfis broken through the moun*-* 
tains after, hard fighting, :;;
 
Irequest preparations be completed for paratroop operation
 
against Saloniki.
 

Housinger;_ Can Second Army "be given a free hand for drive on 
Maribort Yes I 
Air Force reinforces VIIIAir Corps "by 2 Fighter G-roups, 1* 
Divebomber Group, 1Bo 17 Group, with two more coming 
later. 

Himor	 reports mobilization of Hungarian 1,1V, V,V11, Corps and the-
Armd* Corps, comprising 12 Inf. Brigs., 2 mot. Brigs., 
2 Cay. Brigs. Eighteenth Brig, not mobilized (area flooded)*-* 
Nineteenth Brig, remains west of Tisza river. 

£Jkß£il_l94l«	 Kleist starts offensive 
in direction of I\fish. 

Situation Conference.: lew -advances. .Skoiolje taken. Second Armd. 
D'iv. on way to Saloniki. Overall picture shows comple-te 
disintegration of the enemy operating in Southern Serbia.. 

Paulus	 ! Discussion of instructions**on deception maneuvro on tlie 
Western Front ( "Haifisch") .

— 
yon Ziehlbcrg; Current Gen* Staff personnel matters. With Ma,tzkyy 

•Attache matters.	 . 

Conference with ObdH; ,He is still concerned about Albania, and
 
wants to urge List to move even closer to the Albanian border.
 
Doing this would serve no good purpose, for we are no longer
 
threatened from Albania. Any. forces detached in this
 
direction are a was be of troops which now are needed for
 
building up swiftly the front facing south.
 

*** Airborne landing at Ueskueb desirable. 

Afternoon. Leave on special train ,at 1500. 

2130.	 Breslau: List wants to get Fifth Armd,. Div9 to the south
 
as reinforcement for Ninth Armd. Div. as quickly as possible,
 
so as to be able to break through to Fiorina. Can't have
 

it. *
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KleiSt has not yet pushed, beyond Pirot. The battle round 
Hish is still to dome i\u25a0; Fifth'Armd* Div. id needed thero 
nbwj but, after completion of its mission it can be released 
for the South. The request to have Sixteenth Armd. Div. 
brought up is justified* . 

In the evening, ObdH talks with the, fuehrer from his train. Ho 
decision on Sixteenth Armd, Div, Fuehrer suggests thai, 
if road trouble impedes closing up of Fifth Armd. Div. bo^
hind Eleventh Armd, Div* toward Pirot, Fifth Armd. Div. night 
strike toward Kumanovo. (Wrong I In that event the Div. would 
be lost for the Uish operation) <, It would be better to have 

\u25a0Fifth Armd. Div. attack .Les'kovacvia Pirot. 

9	 April \u25a01941. ( Wiener Jtfeustadt) 

0800, ( train one hour late):: Arrival at Wiener-Ileus tadt.- Our 
-Academy.*office is in the Maria- Theresia 

Situation Conference: Our troops have entered Saloniki (Second 
Armd. Div.).. Local Army Commander has offered capi tula, tion. 

.In Southern Serbia, apparently only remnants, of the enemy 
forces left. Italians report slackening of enemy pressure 
in Albania. At Skutari too, nothing has happened, lorth 
of the Danube, enemy seems to be 'evacuating. Uo report yet 
as to when Ecinharl could start- operations,, In Second 
Army sector troops on the border are approaching the Drava, 

Maribor taken Drava crossing near Bares in hands of0 

Fourteenth Armd. Div. 

Kuebler reports entry of Second Armd * Div. into Saloniki at 0700 Jars 

List	 protests against yesterday 1 s Wehrmachts communique, which 
fails to do full justice to the achievments of the Ground 
Forces and the honor of^the attacking troops. 

1130: OKW. disapproves release of Sixteenth Armd. Div. 

By noon it is -clear, that the Nish front also is collapsing. 
.	 Hence, Fifth Armd, Div? is1 moVed ud via JHsh in order to 

be brought to bear against Leskovae. The Greek Army between 
Turkish border and the Vardar river has capitulated. 
So far 20,000 prisoners are reported, (not counting the 
G-reoks), including 5 Generals and a complete Divisional 
Staff; ,100 guns; 28 AA guns, 25 AT gunsj several hundred MG-; 
131 new Dornier aircraft engines, (on two fields), aircraft 
spare part depots; 4 Bridge . Columns; 1,5 mill, liter or 
1500 tons of gasoline; several rations depots and rations 
trains, and spare part depots* 
Skoplje radio- -transmitter intact in. our hands. 

Evidence of demoralization: Only the Serbians want to continue 
fighting* Macedonians and Groats throw their weapons away. 
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Heusinger: 

a)	 Eeinhard is still facing garrisoned borders and antitank 
obsta&les. Unless enemy withdraws,, he will not start 
"before 11 April, 

b) fogsible reinfqrGfimant; 52nd Bo Projector Regt • * 
firQpkot projectiles) fang© 6,QO@ m. 
Sj^i^li Qhp,n,Mo:rtar. ." Bn. Ihe^yf ince.^difj-ry oil rockets), 

-	 ; 
\u25a0range, |,BQf> t	 . . 

and E&th Engine q5 Bias;. 
p),	 @Mff, wish ipkeh-rej:: .jpuj.sh.rgE 

'

HUJfo Aismd. Div. 
wants if in any way possible, junction with Italians along-
line Albanian border G-iulia border. 

From Libya report of capture of 2,000 British including 6 G-eriorals 
near El Mechili. It is claimed (a^ent rei)ort) that throo-
Australian Divisions are moving up from Egypt-. 

Wrw^ncr: 

a)	 Greek Army should receive every possible consideration; 
Serbian Officers are to be treated in the worst possible 
manner (OEW order) . 

b)	 Supply for Second Army: Allright. Base of XXOTI Corps 
is taken over by Staff G-rote-Vienna, Field Hospitals for 
Second. Army arrive late, Emergency improvisations i 
Send them hospital trains I 

c)	 Barge train Constanza (fuel, ammunition, rations, in ratio 
3 to 2 to 1, total 10,000 tons), To be dispatched in 
groups of 4 ships. Transit 2j days. 

Heavy British air 'raids on Kiel I 

Evening reports; Kleist has driven through KTish and Is advancing 
northward. 

This evening's order to Twelfth Army, by special order of the 
ObdH, includes the instruction to move Fifth Armd* Div,. to 
vicinity of XXXX Corps via Pristina, and have XXXX Corps 
make junction with the Italians ".on both sides of Debar *', 
completion of mission to be reported at once. To no, this 
order seems wrong. For it delays XXXX Corps with the trivial 
business of joining up with the Italians, whon there is per*
haps still a chance to push ahead, via, Bitolj, to Fiorina, 
without serious resistance in the next few days. Probably 
this step, which Idenounced when talking with the. ObdH in 
the forenoon, is motivated by political considerations on 
top level. 

The evening report brings a puzzling observation by Air Force 
that, from 1.630 to 1700,, no traffic was observed between-Kozani *-. Fiorina Sdessa and Veria, -Either the British 
are beginning to pull out or they have not/ advanced farther 
north than Lari&sa« 



Request Air Ji'orce -to strike ag-finst Volbs and Piraeus. 

Report from Attache in Ankara that not only Britain, Greece and 
Yugoslavia, "but also Turkish Army circles are exerting strong 
pressure to induce tlie Turkish political and military leader-
ship to enter tlio war^ enthusiasm probably will quickly-
cool when they have lieajfd announcement of the German 

;successes on thei^-adip, 

jQ.April 1941 (Second Army starts 
operations with XXXXVI Corps 

Morning situation; Ibthing substantially new. Fifth Armd, Div. 
apparently is still on the move to close on Pirot and probaiv
ly will take two to three days to join MIX Corps because 
of the detour over Pristina they had to take. Eleventh 
Armd. Div. is pursuing the enemy retreating .toward Belgrade. 
InS-outhern Serbia an. Advance Combat Team has "broken through 
to Florins, via Bitolj, and- has made contact with the enemy. 
Let's hope that the eagerly desired junction with the 
Italians in Albania will come off- soon, with XX.XX Corps 
having taken not only Bitolj, Kicevo and Tetovo, "but also 
Prizren, and the Italians having proclaimed their intention 
to meet us by .advancing 11truga,"-and t^'Kl'-covot6t.81t013-"'via rlltruga,"-andr

and Tetovo via ;D©bar (Aipinis). . 

-
Reports indicating disintegration of the Serbian Army continue to 

come, in* InMorthern Yugoslavia Croats seem to have refused 
to obey orders in some instances. . Concerning the liquidation 
of	 Thr&c® we .fctavs \u25a0}&&\u25a0 \u25a0 $&koi^l&&r¥&sQrb<fr.tas yet. 

The Greek Government' has resigned. Political situation obscure. 
Unrest in Turkey arid apparently also in Psmania. Hungarians ;: 
(inresponse to the letter of the Fuehrer) have now promised \u25a0 

to strike on 12 April, in the direction of Osijek^perhaps al
ready on 11 April. 

Roinhard, who still thinks he has major forces in front of 
him, now wants to start out on 11 April. We think he will 
encounter onlyBorder Guards and Cavalry. 

1230. Call up Grolroan ( who will report to Greiffenberg) 

a)	 Why was plan of attack of Second Armd. Div. changed? 
At what tactical juncture do they intend to attack Veria? 

b)	 Liquidation of Thrace. 

c)	 geo-urins of -ootesfe^l- bowa,&-:.'tiy-- :\u25a0<&&& Corns. 

Replies : 

a)	 Twelfth Army Hq_, depending on the rate of progress of 
drive southward from Fiorina,is considering bringing up 
Second Arird. Div, over Edessa or Veria, as soon as the 
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pressure from ih© north begins to be- come effootive* 
Only as a last resort:; will the Div. lie "brought up "by 
detouiring thorn tcM-thp;N.orth, through Yugoslav territory. 

"b)	 Capitulation negotiation concluded and report on way* In 
thg Sector, of 23CX''0o|:ps, as, ajso in.'the mountains around 
Hupel Pass, the> orjler;.' tp lay down"arms apparently has not 
yet reaphed all	 elements 

c)	 Communication with. XXX Corps extremely difficult. Ad*
vance Combat Teams' are occupying coastal towns. iMaval 
detachments are being called. 

I^3o, Conference ,OMB with Fuehrer I 

1.) Few offensives against Greece. Boundary line against 
the Italian itione: From eastern "bank of Lake Pre spa 
to Pindus Mountains, 

2c) Has agreed to continuation of drive on Larissa. Per* 
mission is obtained to transfer 60th Div. 

3.)	 Italians: Second Army must start operations with parts 
of Fourteenth Armd. Div. (from Zagreb) in the direction 
of Fiume at earliest date. The "bulk of the Army may move 
in general direction Sarajevo. 

4.) Russia: Mo reasons for anxiety. 
Turkey: Attitude not quite clear yet; it would seem, 
that British money again has "been greasing palms. The 
Fuehrer does not want to let the Bulgarians march into 
Thrace as long as the Turkish a.ttitude is not clarified. 

G-en. Konrad; 

a)Bad w.eather for the next few days. Snow expected in the 
Serbian Mountains, Weather will "be slow in clearing up. 

"b)	 Distribution of G-erman and Yugoslav air forces, and of 
German AA forces . 

c)	 Progress of operations against England. ObdH has likewise 
no clear picture on the distribution of British Air 
strength in the Eastern Mediterranean 

1745 Message that Fourteenth Armd. Div. has entered Zagreb, received 
by cheering population. Evening reports show steady ad
vances by Eleventh Armd. Div. toward Belgrade, as also by 
Eighth Armd* Div., moving from Bares on Slatina, and in the 
south by SS Div. Adolf Hitler from Fiorina toward Vevi. 
Elsewhere the reports are that the units following in the 
rear are closing up on .all fronts. We have not yet been 
able' to get the Italians going in Albania, On the G-iulia 
border they are sup-nosed to start on 11 April. Idon't 
believe they will. 

Hungarian.. Liaison Detachment re-ports on arrival: Brig. Gen. yon 

Beldy,Lt.Col,(Gen.S taff) yon Makray, Lt. Col. ( Gen.S taff) 
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yon Sziklay., Oapt. Krasznay, Capt. Furgach. 

11 April 1941.	 G-ood Friday (Operational 
Group XXXXI Corps starts 
operations) «' 

During the night the Fuehrer had us on the phone again* trying ho 
make us change the plans for Fourteenth Armd, Div*. which is 
poised to drive west, and for Eighth Armd. Div., which will 
push'' southeast. Apparently Heusinger was able to contain 
this outbreak of. jitters. Eighth Armd. Div.wdSl s.t^iill\u25a0 

drive toward Osijek, Fourteenth Armd. Div. is already 
moving on Karlovac and will "be pushed on toward Deinice, 

Morning conference; Yesterday 1 s picture confirmed: Fourteenth 
Armd. Div* roaming the country almost without enemy opposi
tion. Eighth Armd. Div. has come up against some resistance 
near Siatina and will attack again today* The remainder of 
Second Army finds little opposition in its southward ad<
vance, "but has difficult terrain and poor roads. 

Nothing substantially new from Twelfth Army. The Italians on the 
Albanian front have not really got going yet and it looks as 
if we shall actually have to go up to the border to effect 
the junction* In the south our troops are still in contact 
with the British southeast of Florina» No positive measures 
which would indicate that British front is being taken back* 

Talk with pbdlD' Iexpress resentment over interference with the
 
conduct of operations. This timorousness shying away from
 
every risk while continously clamoring for victories, may
 
be acceptable politically but from the military standpoint
 
it is intolerable. We have our job cut out in the S outh 9
 
against Greece* Every unnecessary step in another ':• rection
 
is a sin against success o
 

Wagner:' 

a)	 Laoor pains In,- trie s^tbin- up 'of a Military-Govefnman
Serbia,. Air Force wants to furnish the General," and 
Consul—General Ixi'eubauer, in his capacity of representative 
of	 the Four Year Plan, already seems to be fap to liijs ;:;£ir.i3 
of blocking any	 constructive work. 

* Td) Oonstanzal One ship can sail. Await orders for further** 
sailings. List	 Heads nothing for Kavala, 

c) Rommel makes preposterous demands „ His wishes can be satis
fied only insofar as preparation for Barbarossa permit. 

Himer reports that Hungarians are set to start off on both sides 
of the Danube today, at 1400, Divebambers of our Second 
Army will give ground support. Talk on future missions south 
of the Danube* 
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yon" Greiffenberg re-ports, l3oor Saloniki hart)or taken over empty.*— 
SS Adolf Hitler is in action against the British southeast 

.of Fiorina,, "between the lakes (British still have artillery* 
--\u25a0in area I.) Eloists. This morning? s action still in ~ progress o Impel Pass open for vehicles since last, night* 

72nd Biv* will reach Seres tonight. 

Reports coming in the course of the, day ,and evening show quickening 
disintegration of the northern Yugoslav front. Units are 
laying down arms or surrender to our planes flying overhead. 
One Bicyle Cq o captures: on entire Brigade,, complete with 
staff. An enemy Division Commander radios to his higher Hq 
that ''\u25a0his m©n are throwing away their weapons and leave for home 
The only fighting still going on is. south of Belgrade, in 
the sector of Eleventh Armd. Div., "but here, too, enemy 
resistance was "broken t>y evening. XXXXVI-Corps is with its 
right wing at Karlovac, where they are to wait for the Italians 
who have at last come out via Flume, which has surrendered 
to them. With its left wing, XXXXVICorps is in the area 
south of Hovi Sad. In Southern Serbia a junction with the 
Italians. has at last "been effected on the northern shore of 
Lake Ochrida (Struga), On the Greek-British front, west 
and southeast of Fiorina., no new progress. Here we must 
wait for our forces to close up, which should take another 
day or two. In the Saloniki area, XVIIICorps is advancing 
westward. The Hungarians are reported to have started 
operations.' Effect is not noticeable as yet. 

Keinhard has started off,, "but his progress has "been slowed 
"by "bottomless roads. 

12 April 1941. (Bardia, Itforth. 
Africa, taken) • 

The situation is developing according to -plan, Yugoslav resistance 
' in the north has completely collapsed. Croatia wants to 

declare her .independence. 

ITorth of the Danube, Reinhard, south of the Danube, Cruewell, 
and from the southwest, Eighth Armd- Div, are closing in on 
Belgrade. The fall of the city is imminent,, 

In Northern Greece the British are making a stand and fight 
"back at Vevi, supported "by Arty; apparently rear guard units. 

After conference with OMHj_ Hew operational order directing 
_	 assignment of First Armd. Group (Kleist) to Second Army as 
of 13 April, 1941, 0600, Divisions previously earmarked 
for GHq.: reserves have teen stopped on route. We need no 
additional troops for Serbia. 

Gen... Streccius and Col, Zoellner .call.. BTothigg of importan §o 

Streccius, Zoellner, Beldy, Maklay, Siklay are my guests at luncheon; 
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present also Ecus' inger pjid-.Ziohlberg-, 

Evening no more desk wo^fci but "tisit with Irmingatd, until mi&~ 
' *\u25a0 •night,	 . '. 

A 

13 April 1941, (Easier "Sunday) . 
Belgrade taken* 

Morning' reports; In Yugoslavia things are developing according 
to plan. Second Army moves in general direction of Sarajevo; 
in Croatia a Croat National Government is "being formed. 
Ho news from yon Vietinghoff CXXXXVI). The orders to turn 
south reached him yesterday noon. Since then we have had 
no signals from him. This must "be investigated. 

Klcist entered Belgrade with Eleventh Armd. Div. this morning at 
0632, after an officers' patrol of Regt. Grossdeutschland 
had crossed the Danube and occupied the Ministry of War 
during the night. 

Bore signs of demoralization in the Yugoslav Army are rep-
WfcecL,- The Croats have stopped fighting altogether. Only 
on the Adriatic coast, some energetic commanders still.seem 
to be trying to keep their troops together. 

Greece. The Heights "barring the approach to Vevi were taken after 
bringing to bear.' a concentration of medium artillery. 

" ... 
Enemy situation shows the British with about one Corps 
(three Divs.) in the Kozani area, whereas the Mount Olympos 
front (facing Saloniki), which previously seemed to have been 
held by the British, has been taken over by the Greeks (with 
British Artillery)„ The plan of attack of Twelfth Army is• 

to launch a double enveloppdng: Dovemos^ 1,-ith t^rta of its 
forces pushing on west of the Aliakmon river and with the 
XVIIICorps striking from Saloniki in the direction of Mount 
Olyrapic§,arL& thereby to crack the British out of the Greek 
Pront« This plan is completely inline with our ideas." 

'	 Casualty reports so far are grutifYingX^lcv.-:<4£}o MA'hQ.9 I*9oo 
wounded). Ammunition expenditure very small. 

Morning Conference with ObdH produces no new developments. 

Wagner (Gen Qu) 

a) Supply base must be set up in Belgrade 

b) Plan of returning some units by boat, via Italy. 

c) Assignments for 602nd, 605th, 616th MT Eegts 
602nd (moved the Mt.Div.) willbe free as of 15 April. To 
be refitted in Chemnitz and Plauen. 

605th (inmov.cd-'l@lst'Biy.^ ndll bo ut&il&blo.m 2©?AprJ.lj 
probably around Vienna, At the moment, its Third Bn# is 
with XX2ZVI .Corps, the other Ens. with lOlst Div. 
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6l6th (in moved the Airborne; Div.) is the most severely strained 
of the Hhree* Second Bn. willbe overhauled at Znaiin. 
First 3n. is transport -unit "under Second Army 5 stays -until 
20 April. Third Bn,. is in Romania, and willbe for some time 

\u25a0 :to come » 

d) Military Governments : Trans -Mur area goes to Hungary-. Shift 
southern border of Styria across the. Sava. Italy will take over 
Dalmatian Bosnia anc[ Hqrcegpvina. Croatia is to become an 
independent State under German protection. 3?Qr pre-1918 Serbia 
(including Montenegro) , a centralized MilitaryGovernment, which 
willcontrol also the Banat area east of the Tisza river. Of 
the former, the region between the Danube and the Morava river, 
together 'with the Banat area, east of the Tisza river is1 to be 
placed under special (Jornan, protection", with military,safeguards 
siM-:a ,spocial -"peginc;! \u25a0 S<sithe-r-ii Qfug(Jslavia, 

" 

a-8 far as it is •\u25a0• 

inhabited- "by Bulgarian Macedonians, will go to Bulgaria.
c) The following arrangements are to be mades In the theaters of

Second and Twelfth Armies , the -Rear Area Commanders will take 
over administration of these regions for the time being? while 
making all

'

preparations for subsequently turning them over to the 
permanent authorities yet to be set up. Since these regions form 
a single economic whole, it would be advisable to have the two 
Commanders be assisted by one advisor, that is State Counciller 
Thurner . . \u25a0 

General yon Beldy (Hungary) ; 

a) Reports Hungarians have entered Novi-Sad. 

b) We reach "an agreement with him to the effect that the motorized 
and bicycle-mounted units of the Hungarian Army mil cross the 
Danube and willbe further employed in the sector of Armd. Group 1 
Hungary ? s consent to this measure willbe secured.. 

c) Iinform him pf oxar decision regarding eventual transfer on
 
Trans -Mur area to Hungary, at a date yet to be set.
' d) Hungary's yitishes regarding Nagykikinda and Agave' areas. 

l£^.2alls_ixe_(for_Keitel 

1.).Belgrade.. On 12 April, 1700., Capt. Klingenberg of the SS Div.
Reich hoisted the German flag on our Belgrade Legation. At 1&45,
the Mayer of Belgrade handed over the city to the representative
of the Foreign Office and to Klingenberg, Great excitement in
Fuehrer Hq over fact that this report did not reach top level 
through the OKH. 

2.) Protection of the Bor mining district. 

3.) SS Reich and Regt. Gross deutschland should , ifpossible, not
 move southward across the Danube, but rather stand by for other
 
missions. . 
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4.) Projected letter to Horthy on continued Hungarian 
participation* Parallep. agreements "between both Army 
Corii;;ands . 

ObdH (hear from '^ngcl): considers sending one no t.,Inf.Re gt • 
to North-Africa* ObdH had previously refused. «ar tho {-foiiOiing 
grounds: r 

a)	 letter was under consideration for a long time here. 

Id)	 We don't see, our way to spare troop§ for, Horth-^^frica 
in view of the impending great tasks . 

c)	 Shipping not available until Fifteenth ArmcL. ,I>iv. has 
reached Africa, 

d)	 Impracticable owing to lack of motor transport, and fuel. 

c)	 "Without strongest air support it would certainly bo' unwise 
to enter upon operations with ambitious objectives. 

f)	 As we approach Egypt, British resistance will stiffen. 

yon Ziehlljergt Current G-en. Staff personnel matters- preparation 
of motorized CP caravan for Eastern Campaign, 

Talk with Obdß on,, stopping .movement of reserves. In Second Array 
the units affected are 79th and 125th Inf, Divs., and 60th 
mot.\u25a0 Div», in Twelfth Army, 46th, 76th and 198th Inf.Divs. 

Talk with Gen. Paulus; 

a) ..Assign Police Divo to G-Hq reserves in West. Send 169th 
Div# to ITorway. 

"b)	 Divs. of the fifteenth araft ready by 1 May: 2 Divs., ' 
by 15 May: all others,, One will go to Norway to relieve 
163rd Div., one to reinforce the occupation forces. 

c) Control of Divs.,- inZl 'for training purposes can, in 
cases,individual still be settled to suit wishes of the 

Armd. Groups. 

d) Liaison Detachment Rome hands in colossal requests for 
Homnel. As far as we are concerned Bar"bare ssa has 
precedence . 

c) Eepair Centers;Tank S^iesia and Berlin will "be ready 
first, Vienna later. -Berlin may be reserved for SS Div. 
Reich. 

Heusingor 3300.: Issuance of current orders -Danube bridge prob-^ 
lems. Latest reports enemy resistance on front of XXXSVI 
Gcrps. 

Wagnor (G-en Q,u) : Organization of Military G-overnment Serbia and 
procedure for transfer territories to Hungary and Italy;-
also basic outline of structure of CroatStato,. irjeuanco • 
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of orders. and telograms to the agene iie s concerned. 

14 April1941. (Easter Monday) . 
Horning reports »' Continuing advance of Second Army toward Serbian 

mountain area from the N orthwest . 
Resistance on the southern "bank of the Save against -elements 

wheeling northwar-i,of the 3QOCCVI Corps which are Resistance 
also in the area of Cacak, in the Morava Valley west of 
Krusevac . 
On the Greek front: Advance of the ilinthArm*. Div., which 
has taken Ptoleraais . SS Adolf Hitler pushes westward in 
order to reach the Aliakmon Valley south of Lake Kastoria, 
and XVIIICorps strikes out eastward, along the coast, via 

\u25a0Kastoria. 

' 
Orders are issued to stop movements of: XXX&I Corps north of 

Danube ( elements which have entered Belgrade will remain 
there) ; 

Second Army	 ( Ist Mt, Div* and Corps 
( 125th Div.. and 79th Div. under LI Corps 
( lOlst Div., which willbe ship-ped "back "by 602nd 
( MS Kegt. 

Twelfth Army	 ( 76th .Div,
 
( 198th Div
 

Rommel wants to drive toward Suez from Sollura via Marsa Matruk 
Eeich Marshal willing to furnish air support. 

Talk it over with Jodl (OltW) ; This operation can "be staged only 
as a raid. To hold Suez,, we have neither the troops nor. the 
supply facilities ,

OICW directive on c ont inuaiieo of tho Gi'oolr- ..g^p__j.y^io;.i- cca'i^ns^lfothinff .ncu» Qriky sono ratHoi?' awk-.:ard <fcraulations. . 
"*" 

fuehrer letter received here sharply declines out-of-turn promo-tions 
G-en,	 This, is anyill'the Staff. too 9 willpans. If there 

place, where a,chievemeht should "be the standard for promotion, 
it is. our organization* 

— bn~aggression Pact Russia Japan for five years I 

Albania: Since 13 Av)ri]_ 
j the G-rceks have "been quite open about 

pulling back their northern wing. The Italians are following 
cautiously through Ochrida and Pogradec. 

140 0,\ <-- 1930. ;By plane to Hq Second Army at Zagreb. _ 
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.\u25a0^view of the Situation -produces no significantly new 
information for OKE» The instructions issued "by us have not 
yet reached Army Ec[ owing to "bad signal communications,-
future political set-up discussed*. Stopping of rear DivSi
flight "back over Bar^s,. Lake Balaton; Lake leusiedl^ 

QpclK at' Eg.. Twe;i Cth Army, Sofia and fiq_. Armd. Group 1, Belgrade*. 
Apart from reports indicating desirable development of 
situation, nothing 01 significance* Casualties low.. 

Armistice request "by Yugoslav Government is answered with demand 
for unconditional surrender of arms. Destructions of any 
kind must cease, German operations are continuing* 

Fuehrer's decision' on Rommel. 1c; requests: Our prime ob jec11ve is 
"building up a front of ample width in 'the Solum area (in
cluding Shlwa Oasis). Apart from this, only raids. 

* "Sjlfcerfuchs" » .Sub mission of QK¥ directive on Operation 

Decision on organisation of command in XT Air Corps '(22nd Airborne 
Div.): Contrary' to our demand, Air Force gets full control. 

15 April 1941. 

Wagner .-Jen Qu) : Military Government. . in Serbia is arranged so that 
v\?e are only in charge of military safeguards and retain 
supervision of a general nature over the. civil administration 
(Thurner) . In all other respects, we'll let the Police 
and the agencies of the Four Tear Plan fight it out "between 
themselves I 

S jtua tion conferenc e:, Mopping—up operations in Serbia continue, 
with our forces converging from west, north, and east. 

In. Greece, Armd. Div. has secured a "bridgehead across 
the Aliakmon river, south of Eozani, "but terrain south of 
the river Is very difficult. The westward drive of SS Adolf 
-^itler and 73rd Div. through Eastoria' still encounters 
strong resistance. XVIII Corps is advancing through the 
Olyrrroos area (lioile Petras) and south of. Katerini. 

Reconstruction of Croatia will "be in hands of G'laise-Horstenau. 

Gen. dimmer is slated to head Military Government for SerMa, when 
\u25a0 it is established. 

Conference with ObcLK produces no new viewpoints. He is casting 
about for Ways tc sioeed the build-up of a base for Pommel, 
ans wants submarines and the Airborne Div. for this purpose. 
Ithink both methods are wrong. The Airborne Div. is non '** 
motorized and therefore useless, onco it is landed In Africa,. 
Furnishing submarines is the business of the Italian ¥avy, 
for Ithink It would be a mistake to withdraw any of our 
c-.b marines stationed round Englc id and In Freetown. 
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G-en,.,,. Marras pays a call. 'A rather unproductive interview, during 
\u25a0which lijried to rouss his i^ere^st in new tasks for the 
Italian's in Bosnia, a.nd to draw his. attention to their lack 
of information on Greek withdrawals on the Albanian— front* 

:.	 Idoubt that he understood what Itold him. The possibility
 
of Italian help in using sea route in transferring our troops
 
from Balkan is mentioned..
 

Pol. Tous saint (lately Mil.Attache in Belgrade) gives a dramatic 
account of his experiences previous to entry of German 
troops in Belgrade., There have "been heavy civilian casualties 
and much material damage in the city; water and electric supply 
is disrupted. Ke shares my views concerning our further i 
military action, which is no longer of the nature of a 
campaign, but rather a sort of liquidation in which there 

. must be no let-up for even a moment, until the entire country, 
has been combed through., Anyone refusing ta surrender should 

left to starve. 

Cap t.,	 Loyke ( iTavy); .Eeviow of naval warfare Droblems: He doubts — 
the reported closing of the Dardanelles by British submarines,. > 

Coastal shipping route to Solum can be only partly protected :; 
by. submarines. In any event, using submarines that way 

:offers fewer opportunities for hitting the British, than does 
leaving them where they are now. Employment of Italian sub
marines would be desirable. 

' 

. 

Gives	 a summary of submarine warfare todate: The peak will 
not reached before next August; 

\u25a0\u25a0£&-i2ev-ut !.s \u25a0n":in-3liriinp-
i

:Greenland- in' t/1" .V st-^-n hsi?tS;-s'	 r-h r\u25a0 , i-gr man -.uv.-r- -ta J mak- it- aai \r". f^.sr'.fiis 'British''t;o tpro toe, t 
their convoys. So far only Iceland was included in the. blockaded 
zone; now perhaps we shall have to extend it.to include 
Greenland as well. 

SS. Bismarck, Tirpits and Prins Eugen are to go into the 
Atlantic shortly. SS.. Scharnhorst and Gneisenau (the 
latter hit by.an aerial toroedo and bombs) willnot return 
before- 'July. 

G-en. Fellgj.ebel reports on TvLan to insta.ll a Senior Signal Officer 
in Belgrade, who will at first be under his command, and 

\u25a0later serve under Military Government. Discussion of the 
new signal communication lines needed for continuance..- of 
campaign i, Agram-Belgrade—Skopl je-Lari.ssa and Sofia— 
S loniki—Larissa— At'hens) . . 

Rommel reports meeting stubborn resistance at Tobruk, which 
blocks his advance; apparently a strong garrison, supported 
by bT .val units from the sea. He has to use the two Italian 
Divs. to £.1ght en the line of encirclement. Moreover, he is 
being attacked on the lands ide from Egypt. Few at last lie 
is constrained to state that his forces are not sufficiently 
strong to allow him to take full advantage of the "unique 
opportunities" affoi*dr:£by the overall situation. That is 
the impression we have had for quite some time over here. 
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&-en» Z.otai. , (CC-, Twentieth mot. IHv.) reports out. 

Hexj.sjr.Lger-: Bejjjtegration Int6 Barbarossa of units employed in 
Ope ratlon 25 . . 

yon Altens tacit ( G-en Q,u) i 

a) Collection and .screening of prisoners of war. Collecting 
points at "bridges* Classification "by nationalities and 
"by following categories; War economy and armaments 
workers^ agricultural laborers from the rich, farming 
districts of SeiMa; auxilir-y services for cur troops; 

remainder will "be shipped home. 

Order .to this effect to Army Hqs 2 and 12 and letter, to OKWV 

Id)	 Croat Legion (Nonsense I) and G-laise- Horstenau 1 s jo"b. 

c)	 Reorganisation of the Reinforced Border Guard at the 
Styrian and Gariabhian "border sectors, and activation of 
new Regional Defense Bns „ 

Evening, reports; The Armistice Commission sent Iby the Yugoslavs 
consisted of some G-ene rals of the Fifth' and Second Armies, who 
could not "be recognized as plenipotentiaries and so were 

~ sent "back. G-roup Eleist, coming from the north, cannot 
make any headway against the countless hordes of prisoners 

\u25a0 entangling his columns in the narrow mountain valleys b A 
spearhead of Sixteenth mot. Div. , led "by the Divy Commander 
and pushing its way through the masses of surrendering enemy , 

units, has reached Saraje o, where he has taken control of 
military and other authorities,,	 . 

The Yugoslav Government has issued a proclamation to lay 
down arms . 
The movements of Eleventh Armd. Biv, and 60th mot. Div. 
continue, "but are hampered "by Ser"bs who want to surrender. 

In Greece only dight gains on the coast and in the area of 
Mt. Olympos are reported. The enemy is still holding the 

liakmon Valley. Little shippi g traffic in the Aegean, 

In Albania, .the G-reeks are falling "back slowly. 

16Aprill941. 

i-lorHin£ rep o r-1s _ show ns significant developments- since last night. 
\u25a0I-'o progress in Twelfth Army sector. 

' 
, . 

Progress of the surrender negotiations: Weichs 1 formulation of 
the conditions is good and leaves no loopholes .\u25a0 The 
negotiators are not empowered to sign. Formal conclusion 
of the negotiations therefore cannot "be expected before 
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tonight or tomorrow. In the meantime, fighting is practically 
\u25a0over. .. ' 

yon Ziehlber-g; Current G-en. Staff personnel natters 

yon Ihoma: Gets assignment to ins-pec t the Armd. Divs . in Second 
Army. Condition of materiel, tracks; experiences. 

-Bogatschl' 

a)	 Report on reconnaissance work. Cooperation apparently 
good; reconnaissance units have done a good jot). 

b)	 Reconnaissance behind G-reek front in Albania has not yet 
yielded any conclusive results. 

c)	 Difficulties in equipping Reconnaissance Staf-feln with. 
motor vehicles. Completion of assembly of these units 
for Barbarossa jeopardized. The Staffeln now ready in 
France and in tht, Reich for shipment to the East. are in 
part unable to move to their entraining -points owing to 

the lack of motor vehicles of every description 

G-eiq.	 units. Reply;
\u25a0

yon 3eld:/ request..:, .orders for Hungarian 
We	 only wane them to keep the mot, units on a stand— "by 
•r ooting. Hungary can dispose of all other units in the way 
vihe considers best.. Reports of Serbian treachery in the 
occupied territory* Losses per Brigade: 20 killed, 200 
wounded. . . . . 

Reports coming in during tl3__day_ contain nothing new, only the 
shocking los« "by torpedoing of Convoy Ho. 20 en route to 
Libya. (Last- elements of Fifth Lt. Div. and first group of 
Fifteenth Armd. Div., including the divisional staff and one 
regimental staff). 

17	 A-nril 1941. (Capi tula tion). 
Morning reports; Fo thing of importance from Second Army sector. 

The movement toward the D~'"matian coast continues. In the 
sector of Twelfth" Army, it is still a moot question as to what 
has become of the G-reek forces west of the Pindus Mountains. 
Iam quite sure that the opposition- still met south of Servia 
is sustained only I>j weak forces taking advantage of the 

' 

exceedingly favorable terrain. But what may be the enemy's 
operational intentions remains obscure, A drive by our 
forces west of the Aliakmon river is the only way to prevent 

the enemy from building up. a. front. But such a drive would 
end at Irikalla °nd take us in front of the range rising-
north of lia'mia, which must be regarded as the probable next 
drfense position in the line fror. Gulf of Vol©s to Gulf- of 
i- .'ta. Other possibilities are afforded by the line Thermopylae'-

Lepanto southern; shore of Gulf of Patras. This position 

would require the transfer of G-reek forces from the area 
west of the Pindus Mountains across the Gulf of Patras to the 
northwestern part of the Pelopaonose. 
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.Conf eience with,O/bdH prod-iioes in no. new viewpoints.. One upshot 
is r^eJA^st to Air JWce Officer to intensify- reconnaissance 
and aerial action a.gainst the rear of the Greek 'front in 
Arbania, and order to Eq_ Twelfth Army along Same lines. 

The, fact that, commmi cat ions- between Hq_ Second Army and XK2X?I 
Corps and their Armd,. Pits, are quite poor, is "blamed "by 
OMH on the General Staff Service (Xc) *. Ishall have the 
\u25a0natter investigated. 

Gen, vq-h (rials'e-Horstenau gives an account oft. his report to the 
Fuehrer, He emphasized the necessity to include Dalmatia 
in the Croat State now in process of formation, "because 
without this territory, inhabited T>y Croats, the "basic concept 

of the new State ? namely unification of all Croats in one '; 
independent State, would lack vitality. 

The impression gained "by yon Glaise- Horstenau at the 
conference is rather discouraging. Cut of consideration for 
Mussolini, the Juah^er does not want to risk curbing Italian 
claims. As a result Serbs and Croats will again make common 
cause against the Germans . 
yon Glais e~Horsterj.au has "been assigned the mission "by the 
Fuehrer to carry on the drive, initiated' "by .tfeichs, to raise 
Croat troop units of Bn. .strength, which will,"be the nucleus 
of a Police Amy to "be organized with 2 to 3 Pivs . now, 
and eventually 6 Bivo a j it will receive, on the quiet, support 
:''."OE Germany; efforts should "be made to keep out Italian** 

\u25a0j.nstrue tors .	 . .;. 

On the political side SA- General Kasche goes to Croatia 
as German Minister, with Legation Councillor yon Tro'tt—O"ber— 
gsell as his aide, to do the real. work. 

Wagner (Gen Q,u) • o\immary of Zagre"b conference with Krumpelt and 
Sclimidt-Logant 

a) Supplying of Second 
"be possible 

"b) Experiencoa 

Army from the 
within the. week. 

with tfflying start". 

Belg

*** 

rade 

Some 

"base will 

difficulties 
developed in keeping up the sequence of transports and 
in regard to equipment... 

c)	 Organization of Belgrade, base: Disband base at Graz and. 
Lake Balaton. Break up supply concentration "by sending 
some to ZI and B-> mania . 

\u25a0d) Order for setting up Military Government 

c)	 Conference with Himmler: 

Sach Security .Div. will have attached: cne Police' Bn.mot. >
 
one lational Socialist Motor Corps Co., and one Technical
 
Emergency Service Co.. -Release of Police Bns . to the Corps
 
Hqs of the Security Divs. not feasable.. Instead one mot.
 
Police Eegt ., under a Senior Police .Chief, will be
 
stationed in a.rea of each Security Corps Hq_.
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Heusinger; Conditions governing shipment of troops to Barbaroesa 
aivai' .Stpr render conditions for Yugoslav Army. 

yon ZieLlberg; Current C-en. Staff personnel matters; 

Bogatsrh:	 reports on conference with ObdL along lines of my 
requests Also telephone conversation with Sonrad.4 

In the evening; report comes in Jiat Bor copper mines were destroyed.-
Will -iave to "be checked. Report that capitulation of -Yugoslav { 
Ar-my has "been signed. . .\u25a0 

18 A-gr.il 1941. 

Morning situation' Confirmation of report that large "bodies of 
C 3ek troops have oesn captured ~.n Orevena Valley ( 20, 000) , 

io \u25a0ad that the way Trikalla is now open for our Armor 
advancing in this region. It would appear that the road 
from G-revena to Trikala can be used also "by motor vehicles. 

This and the advance ,f Second Armd. jDiv, and XVIIICorps 
through the Tempe Valley and across the surrounding mountains 

of Larissa,precludes &.u.y further resistance north The enemy 
willnot ha-ve any .trouble escaping, for the forces committed 
on the Aliakmon river pro"ba"bly consist only of very weak 
rearguards, who can take advantage of extremely favorable 
terrain. 

The G-reeks, in conjunction with the British ..probably first 
tried to build up a defense line running from Mt. Oljnnpos along 
the Aliakmon Valley and the . G-rammose Mountains to the 
southern border of Albania.' It seems that elements from 
Thrace and the British between Mt.Olympos and the Aliakmon 
river had this mission, while troops brought up via Kastorisr 
were to take over the central portion of this line. With this 
portion nottf cracked out of the defense position, the enemy has 
to take back his line of resistance. To effect this movement, 
he appears to have sent back the Greek forces to build up 
defense iDOSitions .in the rear, the first of which must be 

assumed to lie on the high ground north of Lamia, wher-eas the 
second, and. probably the mainGJiief'., may be expected along the-
line Thermopylae Lepantc , The mot. British troops seem to 
be forming the rearguard east of the Hindus Mountains and will; 
soon d-isapp ear under pressure from us. 

T>' st of the Pindus Mountains withdrawal willbe more difficult 
for the enemy. Eere the retreating enemy cannot help being 
crowded together and forced into a bottleneck, where our 
massed Air Force will have opportunity for effective action. 

Ma.jor	 G-en. I'oerster to' the Air Force, designated as Military 
Commander f^r Serbia, calls. I.briefly outline to him our 
interests: Hffective military policing, restoration and 
safeguarding of lines of communications, keeping Industries 
and croy collection going; protecting the Danube shipping 
route . 

i 
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¥F.ip-ner--Altong taiLt ê^singeri.

Future military set-up in tlie Southeast . The "bessst way will 
"be to sreat-e a Commander- in--Chief Southeast, similar to the 
one we have in the Under his eontrpl should he:- th©

Greece,Military Commanders and Sprbia,, Liaison Command Bulgaria 
and Military Mi.;:ion Romania, along, with some Divs, ( controlled 
"by Corps Hc[_s :) This Commander- in-Chief Balkans would carrj ;

' 

\u25a0 

t§i all	 the' 'business of tl*e O"bdH,, and so free us for operations 
\u25a0in	 the East. . 

'

. 
' 

;'; 

— -~Radke: Current "business : Mail censorship, Clieek patrols in the 
occupied Balkan territories. Conferences with SS— G-en. W'ol-ff ~ On	 Poland incidents in 1939 and Tiedeinann case Morale reports. 

— 
Gen. Paulus.; Current "business. Deception order. . Agreement has f.' 

now "been reached with Favy and Air Force. 

ICinzel: 

a.)	 Details of encaiy situation. The assumption that the 
Greeks started early to move troops from Albania to the 
Olympos area has "been proired correct. The Italians saw 
nothing and reported nothing 

"b)	 A radio "brodcast of the Greek Government has teen reported, 
to the effect that war was lb'st and that population should 

:keep calm. This reporo, which OKV wants passed on to all
commande-rs in the field, is most certainly an OEM invention.— 

Planes have dropped leaflets with purported proclamation 
of	 departing British Commander-in-Chief . 

Fellgieijel Communication difficulties in Second Army, The reason 3 
.	 seem to lie partly in trouble with improvised equipment, part
ly in lack of initiative and skill of radio service in Second 
Army. 

G-en.	 .ignejr 'Organization of refugee control and materiel collection 
in. the occupied Balkans territories. 

—	 — 
yon Ziehl'bergJ?, Fuehrer's "birthday Reassignments Organization: 

of training in G-en. Staff and question of out-of-turn— 
seniority promotions . I"blow fsj top over tactless inter-*, 

\u25a0ference of OME in my command function, . 

\u25a0 19 April1941. 

The Morning: Conference produces nothing significant in news or 
viewpoints. Among the intentions of Twelfth Army there is 
a plan to push XVIII.Cores or at least Sixth Kt. Div, from 
area east of Larissa across the Ordris Mourtaics- to Lamia, 

. That would "be a mistake, for such a move gebs the Div. into
 
terrain on the Thermopylae front, where it could not make
 
use of its special training and equipment (frontal attack
 

plain).across a 
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PW interrogations are beginning to indicate a crumbling of the
 
Greeks'; will to .resist on the front west of Pihdus Mountains. .
 

-\u25a0Larissa taken this morning* \u25a0 . • . 

Dr. Ha-.uloe3r*reDorts his observation on visits to the front. Apart 
from the usual troubles incidental to the "flying S3tart", every
thing seems to "be all right. 

Sadke : Current matters of j.is. Section, including dealings with the ; 
•Party and cha.plain questions. 

G-en. yon Beldv "brings a letter of the Hungarian 0 of S, Report on 
minor frictions on transfer of the district "between the Sava 

\u25a0and DraVa rivers. . 

Paulus and Wagner report on visit to Belgrade, 

30 April-1941. (Fuehrer* s Birthday). 

104b : Awarding of decorations 

1100:: Review of Staff. 

1300 : Luncheon with Staff 

Situation: British seem to "be pulling out. South of Larissa 
our advancing trc-rvps are nearirg the northern outskirts of 
Lamia. In the Thermopylae Pass, no evidence of enemy 
resistance. Roads clear as far ar Athens. West of the Pindus 
Mountains the G-reek withdrawal movement after all appears to 
"be slower than was assumed; the "bulk of their forces seems to 
"be still north of Yoannina. 

Metsovon Pass reported taken "by SS Adolf-Hitler 

Humors -of formation of new Government and capitulation of 
Greece. 

In the evening, talk with O'bdH who feels there is some tension 
"between us. Well meant, "but nothing will "be changed "by it. 

31 A-pril 1941. 

0800: Leave with Keusinger, \Mue~ler~-Hille "brand and Senior Aide 
inHeinkel plane of OKW Staff el ( my TDersonal plane had a 
crack—up in Belgrade) . -

1400,: Visit to Hq. Twelfth Army. Itinerary Belgrade Sofia 
(stop-over )-, Saloniki. Plan to continue to Larissa was 
cancelled when we learned in Saloniki that C in C of Twelfth 
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Army was already flying "back to Salonikij and his* C of S had 
flown on to to conclude the armisiice negotiations 

\u25a0with the Greek %)i#u-s Array. . 

\u25a0

1600. : Talk with Field Marshal List: The CG of the Greek Epirus 
/ 

' 
my has surrendered to the Gerr^n High Gommand with the 

.iCplicit understandings that he was not surrendering to the 
Italians, who had "been defeated "by him. 

Of German troops, SS Adolf Hitler has entered Ycannina after 
crossing the Metsovor Pass. Truce already. in effect. Ithas 
turned out that the entire Greek Epirus Army is.still north. 
of Yoannin,?, , List has given orders 
a)	 for SS Adolf Hitler to advance to the Greek frontier in 

. Albania, and occupy the roads leading into Greece, and 
"b)	 for the Greeks to evacuate Albanian territory, then lay 

down their anna and march to PW collecting points, in. 
compliance with the instructions of Twelfth Army Hq. 
Details will "be worked out "by Gen. Bieler, CG, 73rd Div., 
as	 deputy for .-C in C Twelfth Army. 

-1800 2000,. Flight round Mt. Olympas and tour of Saloniki. 

Evening at Hq Twelfth Army.' iMew orders from the OEW are received.. 
It would appear that- at the time when the OXW" gave the order 
to conclude the capitulation negotiations', the Fuehrer 
thought he might manage to confront Mussolini with the 
accomplished fact. That fell through,, Mussolini telephoned 
directly to the Fuehrer and demanded Italy's -participation. 
So the Fuehrer prdered that the capitulation concluded by 
Twelfth Army should not become effective sending hiff approval.
This was to give the Italians an opening for appearing as-
partners in conclusion of the capitulation. Such apolitical 
maneuver makes tiio- German Field Marshal and C in G Twelfth 
Army look foolish in the eyes of the Greek Army, and, further*?' 

\u25a0r -re, lays the foundation for a systematic falsification of 
history, designed to create the fiction that it was the 
Italians who forced the Greeks to capitulate.' : 

As a matter of fact, there was no contact "between the Greeks 
and the Italians at trie moment of. capitulation, as stated 
explicitly "by the Greek CG. Capitulation "became necessary 
solely for yhe reason that German troops had -appeared athwart . 
the Greek line of retreat. This falsification of his tory, , 
evidently now in the making, is indignantly protested "by C in C 
Twelfth Army, who. insists that the German Wehrmacht communique 
must, give an- accurate. account of the actual situation in' order 
that German troops would receive the credit due to tlien-'-for tlieir 
achievement, ; ? 

• 

Idiscuss with List the inaccuracies in yon Eichthof en 1 s 
reports to the OMH, which "belittles the achievements of the 
Ground Forces . 

Overnight (21/ 22) at Saloniki Hq. Twelfth Army. 
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0300 

1000 

1700 

1800 

In the mornings talk wibh List. He again emphasizes that he 
concluded the capitulation negotiations on the direct order 
of and on the lines laid down by OKW/and bitterly speaks out \u25a0, 

.against the C'KW r s- Subsequent action in repudiating the- completed 

surrender. On the whole., reiteration of last night's arguments. 

Departure for Larissa. Thrilling flight over the Tempo Valley »• 
Larissa airfield gives the impression of a fairground. There 
is a constant coming and going of bomber formations . and trans
ports. Thousands of men are waiting, working or resting. No 
enemy far and wide. 

Side trip to Second Armd. Div. Talk with Veiel 
'(CG) and Quast

(ie). The Div. is closing up toward Larissa. Materiel is in 
good shape, casualties grabifyingiy low. 

Back to the Airfields Talk with Greifferiberg, Bieler (CG,
r^rd Div.). The Ita/ iun Armistice Commission, for whom Jodl 
had been waiting and now will accompany him to Yoannina, has 
arrived. Talk with Speth, Liaison Officer to the Italian Army 
in Albania i lie says that the Italians had lost contact with 
the Greeks yesterday, and that they probably started off 
torr ght following reports of armistice negotiations. (Heavy 

\u25a0Italian losses . ) ' ' " 

Start of return flights Larissa Kozani upper Aliakmon-Valley Lake Kastoria Lake Ochrida Debar Skutari-Adriatic .coast as far as \u25a0month of Marenda. River then in-
clouds over. Mestar Sarajevo Brod Lake Balaton to 
Wiener Neustadt. Arrived 14-30 c 

News that transfer of GHq postponed because of the negotiations 
in Toannina. So back to the old place. 

Tallc_with__ ob_dH_2_ who describes the agonizing seesaw during my
absence. My suspicion that the Fuehrer, against our warnings,
tried to get around the Italians in the negotiations from the 
start, is confirmed. Apparently he hoped to doublecross his 
"friend". 'When, the scheme misfired, the muddle started. 
Incidentally, it is reported the Fuehrer had Field Marshal 
List expressly informed that ne would have acted the same in 
List's, place. Such pats on the back behind the scenes do List 
no good, as long as . he remains publicly disavowed. 

The question of an airborne operation against Corinth to prevent
destruction of the Canal is once more raised by the QKW with 
fretful nervousness . 
Exchange of views on the Peloponnese. Ido not believe that 
the British are going to defend it. They would have no ports,
that are needed as bases. 

Report^ stating that QMJ23£-2£dg£MJ&Lj[°£o3 to prepare
VIIIAir Corps for.an immediate airborne operation against
Corinth. Fuehrer word ¥irhenwillgive to start. 
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ttlat^ of course , implied .the risk of missing the critical 
* moment 

Quite	 interesting are the Hungarian demands for compensation of all 
war costs and their claims to the Yugoslav "booty, which would 
"be a credit to a Jew. ? . . , ; 

2000, telephone Talk Keitel (OK¥) /QfbCli. The Fuehrer does not give 
up the idea of letting the Greeks and .Italians settle their ; 

~ ' 

war "between themselves west of ;fche line Pindus Mountains.
 
Acheloos Valley, and to seal this line "by German troops.
 
He will not make his decision contingent on Jodl* s return,
 

The SS Adolf Hitler -mst "be taken hack . to the Metsovon Pass.
 

2100.	 Gen.: G-reifienberg Hq Twelfth. Army ( on -phone): 

1.)	 Orientation on impending directive along lines of 
conversation with Iveitel. 

2.)	 Hq_ Twelfth Army reports: 

a) The Greeks agree to sending a par^ementaire to the 
-Italian front.	 . 

"b.) 'Greeks and Italians agree to a demarcation line 
running west along the Kalamas river from a *QCint s.:km:km 
north of Yoannina» 

c)	 SS Adolf Hitler has "been ordered to withdraw "behind 
this demarcation line. 

d)	 Greek CG or a plenipotentiary will arrive for final 
signing in Army Hq_, Salonika, tomorrow noon. Gen. 
Jod'l will remain in Saloniki until that time. 

c)	 (in response to my question). Hostilities "between 
Greeks and Italians have iot yet ceased everywhere. 

23 April 194-1., (Departure from 
tad t.). 

Negotiations with the Italians and Greeks dragged on tillnoon. In 
the afternoon at last the capitulation was signed. Earlier, 
however, the Italian Radio "blared out reports of the capitula-? 
t-on as an accomplished fact, causing annoyance in the ol{¥. 

.Our- troops push close to the Thermopylae Pass via Lamia, and 
strike at Eubooa from the Yolos area. In the Thermopylae Pass',, 
the enemy is still holding, "but apparently only with weak 
rec^rguard elements. Tanks abandoned in the Lamia area were 
"burned out "by the British. 

Up	 '.;to noontime, there is a continuous seesaw as to whether or not 
we should move GBq,. A decision is finally reached when Ideclare 

• . that Iwfruld go, .	 ':.; 
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The -reason for my insistence is the I\Torth African situation,. 

It is worrying me, an! the /pert ineht information is available* Ir;mmel hasonly ats#ppelin<, not sent us a single clear-cut 
report all these daya 'but Ihave a feeling that things are in5 

a- iaes3 o Reports from' officers coming from his theater as well; 
as- a personal letter show that Rommel is in no way up to his 
operational ta.sk. An day long he .rushes about "between the •
widely scattered unite , and' stages j*seo&nai*sanoe .raids i » 
in which he -fritters away his forces«Flf One has a clear picture, 
of their disposition and striking power. Certain is only that' 

:his troops are widely dispersed and that their striking . 
efficiency has considerably deter* i.crra.te-&i,, The piecemeal 

thrusts of weak armored forces have been costly. Apart from 
that, his motor vehicles are in poor condition from the action 
of desert sand. Many of his tank engines "need replacing. : 
Air transport cannot meet Rommel's senseless demands, primarily 
"because of lack of fuel;' aircraft landing in Horth Africa 
find no fuel there for the return flight. In view of all this, 
it is essential to have the situation in North Africa cleared", 
up without delay., A-I'ter giving thought to the matter, I ' 
decline flying down myself «, It would not do for me to go 
there, merely for fact "finding purposes.. IfIgo, Iwant to 
have authority to give orders . ObdH has his private objections 

c\. that score and pretends difficulties with the Italian High : 
Command* The real reasons of course are others, but perhaps 
it is better to, dispatch Kaj. G-en, Paulus. He has good 
personal relations with Rommel from way back when they served 
together, and he is -perhaps the only man with enough personal 
influence to head off this soldier gone stark mad. Represent
atives of Opor. Sec, Org. Sec, G-en. Qu., as well as Capts . 
Loyke and Soltmann, of the Kavy, would accompany him. 

Say godd~»byo- to Irirrj.ngardlr-.~- 1600-,- Return flight to Berlin, 
above the 'clouds ( up to 5,000 in altitude; very cold) in 
Heinkelmachine of the oK¥' courier Staff el. 

Evening at home. G-eo rg Seiderer** happens to have dro-Dped in. 

24 .April I^4l.	 50th, anniversary .- of Moltke r s 
death o Seturn to Zossen. 

0330..	 Leave Berlin. 

0930	 : Arrive at Sossen, Guard lined up for review; honor company 
of Guard Bn. Double sentry in front ©f my house; all flags 
out; flowers. 

0950.: Conference with OQ;o. I. 

Following our phone talk from ty ie .er^Teustadt ,. OQ,u Ihas made 
t'"-G following preparations for sending aid to Rommel: 

1.) Alerted: 

a)	 3Pive Bns. from several Divs. in the ZI issued special 
equipment for desert service and additional carts and 
some motor vehicles. 
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b).%ig. Training. En. specially equipped as Assault Eng. 
$n.l and fitted for desert service* 

c)	 Two Coastal Artillery Bus. (533rd and 523rd) with 15 cm 
guns c 

Timetable for fitting these units	 for desert service 

2 May? Eng-. Training En. and 533rd Coastal Artillery Bn. . 
7 May; 111 Bn., 347th Inf.Eegt., and 523rd Coastal Arty.Bn 

12 May? Two Inf. Bns 
17 Mays One Info Bn. 
20 Mays One- Inf. Bn. 

2.) Maj» G-en.-Pau.lus will "be accompanied "by Staff Officers.
" 

Departure 25 April3 evening, via Rome. Duration of 
a~bsen.ee estimated at 8-10 days 

Outcome of conference: Preparations are approved. Railroad 
movements for getting Fifteenth Arind. Div. to Haples must "bo 
speeded up, ao that Hommel's most urgent requirements would 
be	 actually on hand at Naples, when needed. Itmay "become 
necessary t-o establish a Hq_ at Naples, to supervise these 
troops. 

Liss	 reports en enemy situation inEastern Mediterranean. 
Distribution of forces; 

r-C;,.. \u0084\u25a0\u25a0•.. &roecei 4 Inf. Div^v .. .|-Armd. Dlv.- Elements of (firut)
 
fe%v«Bivi (meoz.-.) (some
 
shipped out) .
 

/ 

Tobruk: 1 Inf. Div. Elements of -5- Armd. Div. 

Solum:	 • ) 3 Inf. Divs. Elements of \ Armd. Div. 
Mersa ) 
Matrah: ) 

l"ile Plain-*1 Inf. Div. plus one Inf. Div. "being activated and 
two Egyptian Divs 

Palestine; 1 Inf. Div. Elements of (First)	 Cay. Div. (mecz.) 

Irak: 3 Inf., Divs. 
.i-e te : 1 Inf. Div. 

A"byssinia: 6. Inf. Divs. 
21 Inf. Ki-f-s. 2 Armd. Divs,	 1 Cay. Div-. plus 

" 

three Divs. not 
available for Immed
iate commitment. 

OQu I: Appraisal 1 of situation 

¥0 have reached a crisis, not at Tobruk, but rather at Solum. 
Enemy in Tobruk at the least matches Eommel's strength and Is 
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even superior in'ar^.i&eryt \u25a0\u25a0put .We may hope, to contain him. 
A .decisive attack is 6'iit of question at the'time. 

IfKomirtel at Solum, which is quite T)C3s£bleis	 "beaten in view 
o	 the mounting reinforcements "brought in "by the British, he 
willprobably have to raise the siege of Tobruk, That would 
be highly undesirable ;particularly for tiropaganda reasons. 
How, the only way to help him effectively would "be "by commit tT 
ing the Air ?orce. Bonding- more ground troops has little ':B 

value, for they would only encumber operations of the 
Africa CorDS, which are lor^dicated on high mobility. Air 
Force, however,, is severe!/ haimoered "by the low state of 

\u25a0fuel stores in Africa, . 

Up	 until 5 May we are unfortunately quite helpless, ? n^ can-
only sit. tight .and hove that Rommel 'will manage to Dull throughi 
After that date, the Fifteenth Armd. Div., moving on schedule, 
will "begin to	 come in. : 

Sending airborne to Africa seems pointless, for they 
would "be immobilized there *. Better keets them for Crete; 
such an operation would, relieve- "Rommel very effectively. 

v nst met ions for pq:ulus: 

a)	 Get a clear Dicture of the situation: Disposition of 
forces, striking -oo wer, terrain conditions, ammunition 
situation, supply , care of. wounded. What are the 
\u25a0possibilities for defensive ot>er Qtions if Solum should, "be 
lost ? 

b) Make P.omme.l under Jt^nd th^t our resources for sending 
aid to him are very slender. "Find out his intentions in 

light ofthe	 circumstances 

' a)	 Teletype to OKIl, transmitting tele^rair from Kormel. (si,?nific 
ly addressed to OK?), in which he reports increasing pressure 

round Bar dip.1 and for the first time hints at -oossibility 
of serious reverses. 

t>)	 Teletype to Rommel spelling out to him th^t he cannot 
count on any help »nd so moist sha*oe his decisions 
accordingly. 

c) Distribution of forces in Yugoslavia: new G-ermsn-Italian 
demarcation line. 

d)	 Jurisdictions! eusstions the new Militaryrs^ardin^ 
Commander.: Executive Power must remain vested in PG-, Second 
A.rmy. 

Durin.; the -my several jelg^Qg^^asTiltations with Q'bdH on the 
situation in Forth Africa, ki first he frantically, cast about 
for a workable -t)l.an, but finally resigned himself to' 
acceptance of the fact that we could not do more than 
what has already been done.. 
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X 

,25 April1941, 

Thermoioyl£:,a Pasg lias been taken. The British are fighting apparent
lyvitliportions wf two Divs B, of a total strength of aboilt 
three regimental combat groups „ Our Mt. troops (sth and 6th
Mt. Biv.) play a decisive part in the advance. The Thermopylae 
road is. demolished in several places. Ho reports available 
on previously claimed crossing to Euboea.	 ;', 

Putting into effect surrender of the Greek forces seems to. ''. 

have run into a unag north of the demarcation line. In that 
•-'..rea there is still a full Division, which seems to be dis~ 
oanding itself to escape the Italians. South of the 
demarcation line, collecting and disarming of prisoners seems 
to -"be proceeding in good order. How, of course, SS Adolf \u25a0: 

Hitler- cannot strike .south (Gulf of Patras) except with 
reconnaissance forces, Lemnos occupied. .	 :. 

The	 paraah'.i';Q operation against Corinth is scheduled for to
morrow. 

At our request, OKM has released to. us, as of today, two air 
transport groups, which will "be ready inHapless 

'

tomorrow 
aTid can be- used to ferry oveT. the Engineers of Fifteenth Armd. 
3iv., to "be- followed "by Rifle units of the Dir, They will 
fly to Derna s via Tiipoli, 

Buhle;G-en. 

1.)	 Activation of new smaller units (independent Bns., etc.) 
for l\!orth Africa. 

3.)	 Preparations for Barbarossa are proceeding according to 
plan. Motorization of units not yet entirely assured. 
Uniformity of armament (MG- 34, Lt. Powy 18),' will 
be accomplished by Mayo 

3.)' Old—type 21 cm How, for Crude rian; they are "better for 
Armd,. Groups than the new type which takes longer to. 
get ready for action. 

) Replacements for the element of Fifteenth Araid. lost 
.by torped.o:Mfg will be ready around middle of May. 

5.) Partial motorization and fillingmp of 32nd airborne 
Blv. will perhaps "be .completed ."by next fall. 

6.)	 Uo more, furloughs after 5 May, when maximum railroad 
sched'ulo goes into effect. 

" '* ~7.)	 900th Brigade very weak as yet, only 2 Bns.,with 
complements I . 

"^ s8.)	 special/ : Field Bns : .Belong under BdE, not the 
Field Army. 

*** 9*,)	 Technical Emergency Service willbe integrated in 
Army after start of Barbarossa. . 
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von, JflhpniEi.': Report on Inspection of Armd* Divs.. .In Second Army. 
On the wM|e, good impression; Little wear 'and tear of vehicles 
low fezrpliiiitiire of. ammunition c 3%intenancs^ and. state of \ 

:;repair .good,, 'but rubber track blocks badl^ Worn "by mountain . 
( ;:roads 1 Div.« 1900 rubber track blocks). Three, weeks will 

be sufficient for rehabilitation of all unite* Resupply of V 
spare parts was difficult due to the speed of operations. 
Commanders want supply by air ( 3 Junker transports for each 
Armd. Group).. He inspected Fourteenth, Eighth and Eleventh 
Armd. Divs. } and 60th and Sixteenth mot.; 60th mot. made a 

". •irticularly good showing. 

yon Bermith; Report, on chemical smoke demonstration. Results seem 
\u25a0 . to be quite,ipromi£iagif,or both river crossings and area. ; 

blanketing. :\u25a0 

Training film program Motion-picture units for Africa. 

G-ercke ; a) Lagging performance of railroads. *- Coal shortage. 
t>) 03£W request ft.i* rail transportation for Seventh Air 

Div, and 22nd airborne Div. turned' down. 
c) Sarbarossai On the whole progress, is- good. 
d) Bailroad situation in. the Southeast. Bridge across 

Sava River at Belgrade willbe restored by middle of 
June. 

c) Railroad program "Otto" completed? Improvised, but 
geared to full capacity.

f) Road program for "Otto" completed 

26 April1941. 

Morning situation: In North Africa situation seems somewhat' eased, 

by beating back of British tank attacks at Solum. At Tobruk' 
enemy continues sorties. 'Our Air Force seems, to have scored 
sue' i3J=£:s32j3 . Italian submarines, capable of operating only 
during night time, however, cut into supplies for Tobruk. 

In Greece, our advances continue. Thebes taken. Advance to
ward Corinth ( Fifth Armd.Div*), Parachute operation In
 
progress. Bridge blown up.
 
Offer of Greek Commander- in—Chief to form, a new Government*
 

Kjnzel: Russia; 1April.Overall situation unchanged since Since " 
that date strength in the West has increased by 10-. 
Sivs. Expanded peacetime Army (about 170 Divs.) may now 
be regarded as being up to war strength. It is doubtful, 

whether supply units have been activated. Trains are 
constantly moving up additional materiel (e.g. 250 
trains to the.Vilna area), to all evidence to bring 
equipment up to war strength; up to now many Divs. were 
still short, especially in artillery. Krebs reports that 
many units still have very large shortages in equipment* \u25a0 

As to personnel, complaints are heard on lack of commanding 
officers. Regiments a^e being commanded by young Majors, \u25a0 
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Divisions' "by Colonels, Strengthening of the Western Front 
(by arrival of 10 new Divisions) is noticeable above all round 
Bialystok and. Lwow* Behind the • frontiwhicli' is very clo so 
to the western "border, are stationed Jottf Afmd. ..Groups

' 
of vary

ing strengths . .	 :; 

Bessarabia
 
Hear and to the west of Zhitomir
 
Yilna.
 
Pskov.
 

CQ.u ID-;; IfU.S. A, entered the war now, we- would have to reckon 
' 

only with the peacetime Army, i.e. at most five, Inf.Divs*, 
two A'nnd. Divs,, one Para traop Bn, one or two Marines 
DivSe; 30 Bomber Squadrons., 10 Beconnaissance Squadrons, 
20 3'ighter Squadrons.. 

"Wagner, (G-en Q,u) with Finkhs 

a)	 Ro-adying and a\lo nation of, truck colu&ns for Barbaras sa. 
As result of activation of new MT. Eegts., drawn from 
resources of Industry and Fat. Soc. Motor Corps, .. our -re-. 
quiremerrbs &eem to have been amply met.. Of the old MT Rogts. 
twOji.e,-., 605th and 616th, are at present in the Vienna 
area, and one (60Snd) in Saxony, for overhauling. Tho 
distribution plan -provides for allocation of tra^s-nort 
to Artnd. Units., Armies and forward G-en Q,u Hq

>s. *. 

Allocation of transport; 

Bafbarossa:	 AG-p. South 15,830 tons ) including 
AGp. Center 25,020 tons ) forward G-en Qu '\u25a0 

AGp. lorth 12^750 tons ) Hq_s. 
G-en Q,u Reserve 13,590 tons ) ) 

Libya	 2,190 tons 

S outheas t	 480 tans 

West	 2,970 tons 

To be made available
 
from various sources
 
(Chicf .of Ordnance,
 
Construction Program Bast,
 
Snow Clearing Southeast) 3,040 tons,
 

74,920 tons 

** b)	 Fuel situation. Bequest additional 10,000 cubic meter 
for training purpose from OKW. 

c) Lack of truck replacements. Gen Qu has nothing. All goes 
to the newly activated units. . 

d)	 Biture organization of the Southeast under C in 0 Balkans, 
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Hood, re :ort.? Greek Commander--in~Chi3f r s offer to form Government 
is supported "by all Commanding. Generals of the Greek Army* 

\u25a0Corinth, has offered surrender.—
 — \u25a0Heusingerg Last daily reports,, Transfer of units fromrtliG 
Balkans* "Jtfotes for report to.]Puehrer. 

2? April 1941. - (Sunday, Berlin). 
Athens taken. 

Morning reports indicate- new advances of Fifth Armd. Div. against 
enemy rearguards on two roads leading to Athens. 

* 
G-reece; Hkfbarkatio-n of enemy troops on the east coast of .. ; 
Attica, at Piraeus and on the Pjloponnese continues. 

Highly effective attacks "by our Air Force on enemy transports 
at sea., . The parachute operation has T3een successful and , ': 
Corinth is taken. West of Pindus Mountains, SS Adolf Hitler. 

-is advancing southward through Arta. Consultations "between 
Italy and C-ermary 0" the formation of a new Government under 

,Greek Commander~in--Chief 

-< 'Libya; Arrived "by 'air? 1 
'
Biwa 2 Rifle Cos of Fifteenth Aj-md. 

\u25a0Divc ( 46 airplanes) » .-< 

Scheduled for today:. Remainder of Eifle Bn., 2 3ng Cos .- , 

of Fifteenth Armd, Div. ( 50 airplanes) . o f 

; : 
Another' Rifle -Bn. find Oasis' Assault Cos to" follow later. 
Afterwards replacements for lost portions of MG- Bn., "before 
6 May. 

otliorior reports during the day ; 

Athens, occupied "by Motorcycle Rifle Bn f of Second Armd,Div.
 
Enemy retreating to Peloponnese. 3S Adolf Hitler crossed
 
Gulf of Corinth and took Patras after short fighting. An
 
eight-ton "bridge has "been struck across Canal of Corinth.
 

. 28 iHril1941. 

Horain \u25a0" situation: Capture of Athens Corinth, Patras confirmed* 
\u25a0 JICW directives on occupation of Grete. Argument with OKW 

oyor transfer of 22nd .airborne Div, to Greece "by trucks. 
Using our road transport for this purpose would ro"b us. 
of 60 2nd MT Eegt. for Bar"baros-sa, where it.has' "been 
apportioned among the Armd. G-roups . 

Operation "Merkar": Y*O"bdl' willhavu operational control, of air
borne troops and air transport units operating already 
in the Mediterranean theater, .-Army only willhave- to hold 
in readiness reinforcements including a Mixed Tank Bn. 
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ITavy makes all preparations . for sea communications. 
Protection of communi cations etc, jointly with Italian 

\u25a0 

\u25a0 

\u25a0]>lavy.	 
' 

Ls^yaj_ The first reinforcements ferried over in planes have 
a Jived. A situation estimate "by Rommel describes the 
situation as tense, "but despite the alleged inefficiency of 
the Italian-, troops he has- decided to -.attack Tobruk. He will 
concentrate all.German forces for this, task, leaving 
defensive operations around Solum to the Italians, In my 
opinion this is, all wrong. 

Gen. Jacob: 

a)	 Experiences on G-resk fortifications. Investigate and 
submit report on Greek and Yugoslav fortifications, 

b) Russian land mines. The Russians are said to have only 
old mines, in wooden "boxes,, That Idon 1 1 "believer-
Plastic mines render mine detectors ineffective. 

c)	 SS-ferries: Distribution and Diane for use inBarbarossa. 
Very little seems to have teen done In this respect. 
Assault Distribution and use in Barbarossa."boats; 

Ochsner;
 

8 April.- Review of -progress made in equipment and training
 
of troops. Use of gas by Russians, and count ermeasures.
 

Col.. Report on chemical smoke demonstration on 7 and 

G-en. rell^i.e'bel;: 

a) Liaison "between advancing spearheads and OKH through 
Liaison Officers equip-oed with shortwave sets, •* assigned 
to these elements. Monitoring companies as relays.** 

— 
"b Tele-communications through Hungary. Tasks in the.-


Eastern Mediterranean- Barbarossa. 
— 

G-en.Buhle: 15,000 Polish peasant* carts as of 10 May. 10 GrHq.*** 
in. Bns.~ 7.000 foreign legionnairs for Africa. 

Gen.- Brand:	 Distribution of coastal artillery on the various 
fronts. 

29 avtll 1941. 

Morning reoort: Tripolis-in-Peloponnese taken. The Italians 
now hold the islands of Korfu and Preveza. In Cyrenaika, 
the situations seems to have "been relieved "by the German 
thrust at Solum. Whether this has improved prospects for 
sucees of- the attack on Tobruk remains to be seen. Air
borne landing on Crete- set. for 17 May, ". 
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G-en* Byennecke; (O of S AGp. Horth). Brief discussion on the 
mission- of Ixis Army Group* Mb lateral diversion IPush* 
straight ahead into the country.
 
Heporb on progress cf Gen. Staff work* Satisfactory.
 

lognev (Gen Q,u): Organisation of Southeast after the end of the 
Balkans .Campaign* High Ooramand in Balkans to "be assumed "by 
Army Hc[. 12. Under Army Hq_. 12: Military Government Serbia, 
for administrative tasks ? a new Corps Headquarters (reduced**) 
for control of troops (s Divs.)* Corps Hq_ XVIIIfor control 
of troops (3 Divs,) in Greece. Civil administration of 
Greece "by Italy. rienipotentisW3p German General in Bulgaria 

to take care of German inter?3f&s (transportation, transit f 
of troops, Quartermaster Service). 

\u25a0Soincii.i.a will "be 'olaced under 0 in C Balkans, as soon as 
:operations "based on Eomania have started.	 

" . . 

~Major Deyble (OKW)j Report on tour to Army Hq_s. 2 and 12. 
Danube shipping lane will be reopened early in -May. •—
Croatia wants to activate 37 Bns* (800 rifles and 16 MJ 
each) , as a "be ginning. 

Heusin'ger; 

v)	 Sew orders -to "be issued, to Army Hq_.l22 

a)	 Minth Armct^Div, (Lamia) j tracked elements to depart 
from Florlna-Saloniki as of 5 May* Land march*** 
elements will entrain at Belgrade. Arrive in 
Military -Uistrlct XVII-# 27 May (joins Group Kleist 
inplace of Fifth Amid. Div.) • 

Td).	 Second Armd, Div. will follow Ninth Armd. Div. in 
similar manner early in June. Arrive in Military 
District # 111 "by 21 June (1). Will try to speed 
up movement "by using sea route . 

c)	 Fifth Armd. Div*: Eedeployment uncertain now* Later 
to GHq_ Seserve. 

d) Fifth and Sixth Mt.Divs., 164th Inf.Div. will stay "be
hind in Greece for time lieing. 

c)	 50th Inf.DjLv. (Saloniki) and 72nd Inf.Div. (Eaterini) 
to Gentral Moldavia, via Sofia, By rail, as far as 
possible; movement completed middle of Juno. 125th 
Inf.Eegt. willremain for the moment* 46th Inf.Div. 
to	 "be relieved "by Bulgarians (report!) and shipped to 
Belgrade. 

f) Withdrawal of Qorj.s Hq.s . created no difficulties. To 
stay behind: XVIIICorps Hq_. and one other Corps Hq_.

} 

for Serbia, 

g)	 &B4 troops "begin to run off 4 May. 'Sbill some troublq 
with.Army Hq .12 over one Sng .Bn. and two GHq. Arty. : 

Bns. 
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h)	 AAA in Greece is assigned to AGp. Souths Must not 
get stuck' ln operation "Merkur"; 

Liaison Officejß vrith.2,)	 Liaisott .^ervibe for.Barbarossa* 
sLortv,i.:,vQ sets to the Armdo Groups \ Liaison Detachments* 
for the Amy Groups » "Use OKH Monitoring Cos. 

3.)	 Eighth Armd* Div. now can revert to its original organiza^ 
tion under Hoeivpner (Czech equipment)'. Tenth Armd* Biv. ;. 

goes to Gudoricno 

Luncheon with GO and Officers of Guard Bn. 

OQ.u	 iy; 

a)	 Formation of G-overnment in Greece: Duce asseiPWte, Demands 
territorial safeguards needed "by Axis against later j3 

territorial surprises. Benzler-and Italian negotiators. 
Is	 to "be conclucled today. 

Id) Yugoslav shipping in ports goes to Italy, elsewhere to 
"\u25a0 Germany » 

c)	 Kumored meeting Euehrer/Darlan at Munich, middle of May, 

d)	 Current "business, including methods of Air Force reporting~~ and relations with Intelligence -Officers. Movements \ 
of members of Attache groups 

yon	 ZlehlTperg: 

a.) Boutine Gen, Staff personnel matters. Switch Salnrath/** GreiffenTDorg/Poei ischo 

Id)	 Reorganization of projected Liaison Staff Ic-rth as a new 
Corps Hq^ (reduced) , to serve as Hq for troops in Serbia.. 

c)	 Liaison Officers for Operation Bartarossa, 

d)	 Awarding of Iron Crosses and out*-of-turn seniority 
promotions of G-en. Staff Officers. 

gQ A-p-ii 1941. 

Morning situation: Jjlbj^-reports lessened tension. Softening up . 
operation for assault of Tobruk will start tonight, with 
main forces to atta,ck on 1 May. In Greece evacuation of# 
the	 Peloponnese completed. 5,000 British captured. Mytilene 
planned for 4 May, Brief conference with ObdHi Question 
of switch Saimuth/ G-reiffenlDerg/lloertsc1oertsch # 

1500 \u2666 Report to Fuehrer; 

'\u25a0- •) 

Trans-port Echelon 111, peacetime railroad schedule., 
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8 April -20 May: 17 Divs., GHq. troops from ZI and West, 

Transport	 Echelon IV A, maximum railroad schedule, 23 fey-
2 Junes 9 Divs. and SSq. troops from West. 

Trans-port Echelon IV B, maximum railroad schedule, 
3 June -23 June: 12 Armd. Divs. and 12 mot* Divs. from 
ZI, West and Southeast. 

Greater speed impossible "because of transportation 
difficulties and time need.cd for refitting of units. Fo 
possibility to shift in time: Two Armd. Divs. (Second 
and Fifth), one mot. Div, (60th). 

2.)	 GHq. Reserves; 

30 Divs,, including 5 Divs» from West and Police Div. Of 
this total, 11 Divs. are at present still i>n the Balkans. 

3.)	 Comparison of Russian and German strength? 

Discussion of the expected "border "battles, especially in 
sector of AGp, South. Opportunities for Hungarian troops. 
Opportunities afforded "by Pruth front, if we have enough 
troops. 
Fuehrer: 

a)	 Formula for talks with Hungary ? Finland and Romania; 
"Major developments possible in the West. Hence 
protection of the East essential, Russia has treated 
us unfriendly on several occasions, and we had "better 
provide against surprises 11. Talks may start pro"bably 
around 23 May. 

"b)	 Hoed for safeguarding Ploestif Oernevodta •** 

c)	 Schol)ert will take over command six weeks "before the 
start of operations, i.e. on 15 May at the latest. 

4.)	 GHq. t;roops: Review of need to have all forces'. on hand 
for Barbarossa. The 10 cm guns and siege guns sent to 
Libya will "be "badly missed* Only one 10 cm Battery 
is to leave, while developments are watched,, 
In case To"bruk falls, remainder will not "be needed. 
Temporary shift of railway Etrys. from West to East ( 7 
out of 17 Btrys.). Approved t 

"5.0	 JklZiejLJlfJULiQ^ Fuehrer 
informed of activation of 15 Replacement Brigades. 
Recommendation to send to Holland only one Div. of the 
reserves of 0 in 0 West, as second occupation Div. 
(OKW order I) is approved. Replacement units must not 
"be	 used for guard duty! (Holland). Improvement of 
82nd	 Div. iirtpos s i"blc (Keitel). 

Usehrori	 Aopraisal of British -possibilities for landings in Portugal 
and Spain (JForthern coast and from Gibraltar), perhaps 
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also	 Spanish Morocco. 
6• )	 Miscellaneous; 

a)	 Final policy for occupation of Aegean Islands • 
Italians willdo the Oyclades. We do Mytllene, 

Chios and Samoe* 

b)	 Divs. to stay "behind in Greece, 

Fuehrer* Captured guns for coastal defenses ( British 
9. cm).
 
Fuehrer hopes that less than 3 Divs, willdo. Mt.
 
Bivs, must "be freed for other missions*
 

c) Plans for reorganization of Balkans High Command* 
Military Government Serbia will "be subordinate to it. 
(fuehrer)* 

&)	 Outfit additonal Armd. Corps fot Libya 4 Required 
materiel "by ME, 

In tho < ovofting Gen. Paulujß reports from Li"bya: 

1.)	 In the event that Tobruk falls, he will instruct Africa 
Corps t Secure Oyrenaioa -. along general line Siwa—SoruK— 
Bardia with echelonned south wing to guard against 
enveloping attempts. Uo advance "beyond line Siwa~Solum, 
except for reconnaissance forays, even if the enemy with
draws further eastward. Forces must "be regrouped .and 
filled up. Watch coast. 

2.) In the event that Tobruk holds out, he wants to instruct
 
Africa Corps to prepare a position along the eastern
 
border of Cyrenaica, with left wing at Am El Gazala
 

.and deep echolonning on right flank j line is to "be 
manned, with newly arriving '

reinf ore ements Inves tment\u2666 

of To"brufe will"be upheld until onset of hot season or 
until the tactical situation at Tobrute or Solum make 
necessary the planned withdrawal to Am El Gazala position^ 

1. May 194-1, ( All-out attack on Tofcruk)
( miscarried I) 

Morning situation; 

a) Mopping up' '.operation- -in Serbia, round Propaatica set for~~ 3 May.. Occupation of Mytilene set for 4 May, ~r- Parade 
in Athens (with Italians) set for 4 May, 

b)	 23rd Gonvoy has sailed. "So air shipments possible yesterday*
Bemain&or of"2nd Bn. of Rifle Eegt. willbe shipped only 
today. 

Brief	 conference with ObajT .about Crete ( he wants to have some say 
about it and will talk to I\iehrer *) and Libya; my travel 

~ 9S \u25a0'\u2666*-. 
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plans to the Prutii front* 

Heusinger; 

a) Basic military-political data of an operation against 
\u25a0Spain, Portugal* 

b)	 Movement of G-Hq. reserves to "be scheduled so that units in 
West Will be drawn upon as late as possible. 

o) Wishes of AGp North concerning shifting of Divs* Ho 
objections # 

* d)	 Preparations in the West for "Seeloewe". 
** 

Order to Paulus: 

1»)	 X concur with proposed line Siwa^Solum, but possibilities 
of line Siinra-Mersa Matruh also should "be studied. Under 
no circumstance should Rommel advance "beyond Siwa~Solum 
line without order \u2666 

2.)	 Preparation of defense line on the eastern "border of 
Cyrenaica is all right and, if necessary, could "be hold by 
skeleton garrison consisting of Italian Forces moved up 
for that purpose. Uewly arriving German forces should 
not "be immobilized in this line as long as there is a chance 
of using them for a new attack on Tobruk, protected by a. 
covering force at Solum, Use only Armor at Solunu 

Luncheon at Kopp's, afternoon at home inBerlin, 

jO&2Li9£L*_. (Outbreak of hostilities between 
Irak and Britain). 

Morning reports, -bring nothing new except from Tobruk* .The attack of 
1 May has no d,oubt resulted in considerable gains at the 
important southwest corner and has breached the fortified 
lines against stiff resistance, especially by Australian 
troops o But for the time being it is doubtful that our forces 
a.re sufficiently strong to exploit this success and. capture 
Eobruko 
She 23rd Gonvoy with its precious cargo of tanks has reached 
Cripolis. . 

\u25a0Operations on the Peloponnese are concluded , The
'

take -of 
British prisoners has risen to a gratifying figure, 
British losses in materiel seem to be have been especially 
high. 

QMS on phone: Re -Ploesti, Oefnavoda, Constanza and protective 
measures to "be taken in connection with Barbarosea. 

Marshal yon Bock calls up concerning the switch Salmuth/von
 
. G-reiffenberg* It is, agreed that yon Salmuth takes over XXX
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Corps. Foertsch takes Greiffenberg' s place. 

Yogi (Armistice Commission) calls up: 

~ a) We get 3,000 4,000 trucks from Trench lorth Africa. 
has In return, thePurchase Commission left for Tunis.'
 

French want us to unfreeze the remaining trucks and release
 
one Brig* General (Souhaln) from prison camp.
 

*b)	 Coiribi&ing transfer of the trucks with shipping vegetables 
to Tripoli is silly and would only delay the whole 
operation. It is essential for us to complete ifwith 
greatest dispatch* 

Gen. Buhle : 

a)	 Organization of and directives' for High Command Balkans 
and "German General at the Bulgarian Army High Command". 

Id)	 Statement of policy "by Gen. Staff regarding future develop
ment of the Engineer Corps,, 

c)	 Allocation of the Polish peasants 1 carts from the Govern^ 
meni/ General, Al>oiit 2,000 for each Div^ 

* 
Badkej_ Final disposition of the affair Tiedemann*-SS concerning 

Gre"b"be line—and of the unsettled issue —of the SS incidents \u25a0...** 
in Poland. Soldier mail censorship*. Case Mieth, \u25a0—.***
 Heuerberg— Wichung incident. 

OQ.U IV; Situation in Spain: Former disinclination of the generals 
to Spain's entering the war seems to "be waning. —British 
pressure must have let up. Monarchist tendencies, Attache 
tour to Eupel Pass. Russians, lurks, and Danes will "be included. 
Hoturn of Japanese Commission willnot coincide with date of 
our #attack,, 

Sans en? Hew disposition of Turkish forces, Large elements in~ Thrace are "being taken "back to the -Chataldsha Line* 
Troops in the Straits reinforced. Reinforcement of garrisons-— on	 the -western coast not yet confirmed. Some troop movements 
from the interior to the southern coast. 

yon Etzdorf ILatest plan for the territorial division of the
 
Balkans provides for:
 
1.) An autonomous Slovenia under Italian protection, The.
 

German language enclave of the Gottschee is to Ibo li^uida-tr
©i\by exchanging the German inhabitants for Slovenes from 
the territory taken over "by us. ' 

2*) An autonomous Croatia under a Prince of the House of Savoy, 
with a coastal strip from Spalato to Oattero. 

5.) Montenegro as well as an enlarged Albania, in personal 
union with Italy, 

4.) A severely truncated Serbia, .with .a capital as yet undecl&ed-ferns evac, lish or Belgrade) . 
5.) ±tor district iHf under German rule. We 'also acquire mining 

concessions for non-ferrous metals in Croatia and in the 
territory annexed "by- Bulgaria. 
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6.) Bacska goes to Hungary, which also wants access to--the 
sea in Croatia (free port) in return for relinquishing 
the triangle "between the Dray.a and Mur rivers to Croatia* 

rule,7.) Bana.t| for the time "being, remains under G-erman May 
"be turned over to Hungary later on, if Romania could be 
compensated by the r,eturn of Bessarabia, (t) 

8.)	 Saloniki is to "become a free City (the Danzig of the 
Mcditerranean.. ) 

Lisa submits intelligence digest on British Army in Greece. 
'V 

Apparently Seventh Australian Div* had not yet arrived in 
the theater^, ( Only advance detachments were present, with the 
remainder in Tobruk and Egypt.) 

Positively identified! 

Sixth Australian Ityv. ) with complete Arty, and
 
Second Hew Zealand Piv. ) three Regts . each
 
30th Brig. (Homeland), probably independent, plus 1 Arrnd.
 
Regt. (Sac ond Armd. Regt»)
 

Prisoner take to date; 2,000 British from the IKK. (including 
many construction workers),, 1,300 and Hew Zealanders, 
1,200 Cypriote,' 1,350 Jews and Arabs , 150 Indians, 2,000 

\u25a0 
\u25a0Yugoslavs,	 . . . 

G-en. ffellgleb-ell Instructions r^^-rding radio training 'and. 
maintenance of radio discipline during the waiting period in 
the Bast. 

g May 1941. 

Ho^n-iJSg... J^Q&ort inclioat 9s : 

1.)	 The mopping—up operation in Serbia near Propastica 
turns out to be a minor matter, which seems to be running 
itself. 

2.)	 Our troops operating from Attica, have occupied the island 
of Skythos, 

3.) Pa.ulus radios that the To-brute operation must be regarded 
terminated, bringing only inconclusive local gains . 
Troops in bad shape. He has instructed Rommel not to 
resume the attack unless it offers chances of a quick 
success without major expenditure of forces, i.e. if the 
enemy leaves 'of his own accord. .For the rest, pursuant 
to our directives' he has instructed Rommel io regard tho 
holding of Gyrenaika his primary mission, regardless of 
whether or not he had Tobruk, Bardia and S-olunu' To this 
end he was to reinforce the line G-iala-r-Solum with mobile 
forces forthwith., regroup and dispose his troops in 
depth around Tobruk, and prepare a defense line along 

• the	 eastern edge of the Djebel (llGasala and southward)* 
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Whether the arrival of Fifteenth Armd, Div. willpermit 
resumption of the attack on Tobruk, is contingent on 
developments in the near future. 

Talk with ObdH: He approves Paulus 1 instructions, Telegram is 
sent to \u25a0Eommol, confirming Paulus? instructions as an* — 
official order. of ObdH, Prepare for sending to LibyaS 
Two heavy Bns. requisitioned from CKW, 5 independent Ens. and~ replacements. Speed up transfer of trucks from Hhinis to 
Tripoli; send captured British motor vehicles from Greece to 
Libya, 

"
 
Wagner (GenQu): Query regarding Haifisch^^SftciloQife"* \u25a0\u25a0•'Answer: 

Must, be geared to what is available on the spot* «-
Bordeaux Supply Base for Spain and Portugal* Projected 

~administrative set-up in Greece. Advance supply "bases 
probably willhave to be established at Salonifci and Athens. 

Heusinsers 

!•) flfctvyfr We have 12 destroyers: Z in the Channel, 5 in the 
Baltic, 4 laid up for repairs. 30. Motor Torpedo Boats; 

in the Baltic, Use in Easternbulk round Britain^ rest 
Mediterranean too complicated because of need of setting 
up refuelling stations . For Crete* Italy will furnish 
ljMotor Torpedo Boat flotillas. 

2.)	 A-riqy* Group B, Eussian airplanes reported over German 
territory.. 

3.)	 "Haifischn-"Seeloewe", 

4.)	 Army Eg. 11 to Romania middle of May.. At the same time 
OG, Second Army with skeleton Staff to Munich, to look 
after the Divs, in South Germany ( which are being 
refitted after the Balkans campaign) * Staff of Army Hq_ 
can carry on present duties under Corps Commander 
ponding List1 s arrival* Army Hq. 12 willnot be installed 
as High Command Balkans until after conclusion of 
ope ra tiono n 5IHerkurH• 

s*)	 Redeployment from the Southeast; 

-SS Adolf Hitler, 25 29 Sfc,y> from Saloniki, 

Will have completed refitting by 21 June., and so com© \u25a0in 
time for jump -off of Group Ilyist. , 
Second Armd. Div, sails 14 aiid 15 Mays Tracked components 
from Patras, wheeled components from Spalato* Refitting 
in Munich, beginning 33 Mayj ready to move from Munich 
as of 20 June; accordingly willbe in time for the start, 
if needed, Fifth Armd-, Div, will depart with tracked 
components from Saloniki,- on 31 May, with wheeled ooirponents 
from Belgrade, on 6 June.. Arrives InMil*District I'll 
for rehabilitation on 25 June* Too Lite for jump-off. 

6») Imposition of Reserves! 
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allocated allocated 
AG-p. 

2 roads -1 2 North 
16 Divs. un~* AGp. 
silocated 2 roads 2 3 Center 

2 roads 2x2** AGp. 
3 South 

16.DIvs. as of 10 July	 7 Divs. prior to 7 Divs. prior 
10 July toto 11 JulyJuly 

Spot must "be found yet for Second Armd* Div. I 
Goes to AGp. South at early date. 

.AJa2Lli£U- (Sunday,	 Berlin) 

Beichstag: Serbian Campaign. 
Tribute to work of Gem. Staff* 

OKW direct iv.es.* 

a)	 Occupy the islands of Chios and Melos "before start of 
"Morkur", 

b)	 Directive on preparations for a military operation on 
Iberian Peninsula in the event of British moves against 
Portugal and Spain (or Spanish Morocco). Our iimplementa***
 
tion orders were ready(	 e*g* Bordeaux Supply Base). 

c) Directive on conversations with Finland, Hungary, and Eomania. 

Finland-, with whom conversations are to start very soon, 
a program has "been drafted, providing for OKW to initiate 
the talks, which then are carried on "by the Several branches 
of the Armed Forces,, OKH's responsibility for talks 
concerning Finnmarken and Southeast #'inland is still un
defined.
 
By the end of May Hungary will.be warned of the possibility
 
of a Bus sian threat and told of our readiness for defense; 
this willbe coupled with the request for .getting sot to 
step up her defense measures. 

Romania will be informed only at the last possible moment, 
and even then we must speak	 only"of defensive warfare. 

It id apparent from various	 indications that both Horthy 
and Antonescu had hints of the plans directly from the 
fuehrer, which these two gentlemen interpreted as pointing 
\u25a0to an imminent German attack -on Bussia, 

Paulus remains in Africa,in compliance with my teletype me s, sage \u2666 

1 am glad he is there to act as a guardian of our ideas, 
which have also the blessing of the Fuehrer. 
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5 May 1941. 

0900 Rabenau, yon Ziehlbergf Proposals on developmentErfurth> 
of -the Reich Archives into a "Mecca" of German, military 
historians, : 

Two plans are" submitted: 
1.) Cows table" ground plan, i.e. closed quadrangles 

with plfinexterior, and 
2.) Castle type, with more elaborate ground plan, especially 

a portico to and a finely proportionedthe Souths 
inner courtyard* The latter solution is more desirable 
in principle. 

Questions of motion picture archives. 

of centra,!Questions information service. 

Erfurth, Ziehlberg; Objective of military history research 
after the fall of 1941, when our job in Europe is completed. 

Situation conferences 

* 
Wes t; British react to our movements to the West and 
anticipate imminent invasion. 

-
w-r;;rilw-r;;rilLibya: 

'

German casualties 30 3 May : 

8 Officers, 102 100*3 and EM killed
 
16 Officers, 267 UCO's and EM wounded
 
1 Officer , 64 100 's and EM mtesing.
 

24th Convoy has sailed with remaining tanks and vehicles of 
the units transported by air* 

Southeast: Second Army; Mopping-up operation proceeding- with** 
out losses. -*- Misconduct of Hungarians in the. Banato ->
 

Desertion to us of Romanian soldiers of Racial German
 
extraction must be discouraged '.
 
Twelfth Army occupied Mytilene and Chios, meeting only light
 
resistance o 50th and 72nd Inf.Divs, have started redeployment.
 

Italy? The remainder of the islands, ETaxos , Oyclades etc* 
willbe occupied by the Italians » Proposal on demarcation 
line between the Italians ani ourselves' on the mainland 
forthcoming* 

fien^ yon Salmath ». 

a) Claims there is not enough photographic reconnaissance in 
East,the
 

b^ BorcLopvßtill guarded Border
by Reinforced Guard Service* 
Are they to 

'
stay? Russians are getting cocky* Reply*Yes* 

c ) Opera tional details . 
d) Personal matters: Handing over of functions and taking*** 

over of XXX Corps. 
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Gen, kuhle; 

a)	 Motor transport situation still tight, tut "better than a 
year ago ( "before campaign in the West), 

t)	 Outfitting of Supply Troops for Barbarossa completed. 

c)	 Combat Troops: Artillery.' Ready except for 10 Arty* Bus., 
which are only partly motile,. 
Hot yet ready: Pour 10 cm Gun Bns. ;) Activation not yet 

) ordered "because of 
Two me&.JTd-How.Bns.;	 ) lack of towing 

) vehicles.* 
>AA. and Siege Gun units, partially mobile ready. 

.Engineers;, Activations, as specified ty Gen \u2666Staff, completed. 
Of the 34 30-ton Truck Columns demanded for Engineer and-
Hallway Troops, 2o are ready. Timber trailers for Engineers 
are still lacking. Equipment of 'Signal Troops, with trucks 
and motor vehicles still deficient.special 

&) Bdß thinks activation of units earmarked, for Barbarossa 
would te completed ty "beginning of June* Whatever/ comes 
later is to. "be usecl as filler and loss replacements. 

c)	 Two- Me d. Arty. Bns. for Rommel not "before 20.May, 

f) Directive for C in C Balkans* 

oapt» Loyke, Cm&yy)l Report on tour to Libya. 

a)	 Overall impression not tad. Morale good. Food situa.ti.on 
good, health good; troops suffer from night cold} 
ammunition situation tight* 

t) Italians atsolutely unreliatle ( shooting of two officers 
demanded, others ought to te put, tefore a court-martial ). 

c)	 Coastal shipping all right as far as Bengasi* past that 
point only Hn drittles M

t tut, in any event > possible. 
Atsolutely safe and dependatle is. only the overland route, 
tut it is continually harassed ty enemy aircraft at night* 
As long as we have no AA a,nd fighter protection for**Bengasi^ 
we cannot take a direct sea course to that port o 

A present Bengasi waterfront dairaged ty ensmy air action, 
and unloading impossible? unloading at Tripoli hampered*** 
as	 result of waterfront explosions, 

d)	 As long as the British have Malta, Rommel cannot stage an 
offensive to the East* 

3Eru.mpe.lt t (OQ,u 2) # reports on his experiences in the Sertian 
campaign. Armd. troops show enormous rapacity i^f, Good 
results attained with ticycle~mounted. Regional Defense 
troops, which act as collecting organization right tehind 
Armd, troops relieving them of prisoners and securing 
captured materiel* 
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Ihlfeld .. reports on plan for districting coastal artillery? We 
must economize on the Balkans In order to be strong enough, 
in the Baltic and the Black Sea, and have reserves for Spain, 
Transfer of Railway Artilleryfrom the West to the Bast * (Barbarossa) will weaken the West for about three weeks', 

~ Evening, 2000. 3100. Conference with QMS; 

a)	 Open questions Greece: 7roop requirements and coastal 
artillery. 

"b) Unsettled, questions in Barbarossai Talks with Bock, 
Eeichenau, Kleist, 

c)	 Assignment for Army Hq 11. directive. 

ct)	 Army Hq_ 11 will "be relieved "by Army Hq 2 from all duties. 
relating to the Mission in Romania, until such time when 
List will "bo available to assume his duties as 0 in G 
Balkans* 

c)	 Completion of "building- for Potsdam Military Archives must 
get priority. 

f) Loyke's report on Libya and Malta* 

g)- OKW directive on Finland. Many obscure points. 

* Colt Krebs returns from Moscow, riere he substituted, for Eoestring, 
He found the Russians very conciliatory. Russia will do any
thing to avoid war and yield on every is slue short of making 
territorial concessions, Russian Higher Officers Corps 
decidedly bad (depressing impression) . -Compared with 1933, 
picture is strikingly negative. Itwill take Russia 20 years 
to reach her old level* Rearmament is in progress* Hew 
fighter planes, new long-range bombers, but pilot performance 
and ability is poor. Long-range bombers apparently -concentrat
ed closfc to German border* Shipments of construction material 
for fortifications are kept rolling to the border. However, 
there is no evidence of troop concentrations. 

Wagner ( Gen Q,u) : 

a)	 Truck situation for Barbarossa.. Least satisfactory in 
Seventeenth Army. 

"b)	 Truck situation in Libya! Of French, mater:'. el we can 
expects 250 serviceable trucks in about 3 weeks 

1500 serviceable trucks in about 12 weeks.: 
Fifteenth Armd. Div, willhave difficulties in getting 
spare .parts for its numerous vehicle types. 
Repair facilities in Libya too limited. An MT pool for 
desert service willbe activated by end of June, and can 
be	 in operation in Bengasi early in July* 

c')-	 OKW has at last released 10,000 liter of fuel for training 
purposes . 
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* d) Bordeaux Supply Base' for "Isabella". 

6 May 1941 < 

Morning conference.; ..Ho significant news: 

Eeports from Horth Africa indicate that the British Heet Air 
Arm hag "become remarkably active again. Hie story is- that 
they were short of "bombs for a few days, r 

Beginning 13 May,, only X Air Corps, with 50 flights a week, '.will 
"be available for ferrying troops to Libya, The value of these 
shipments is in any ease problematic, for the troops arrive 
without any equipment. 

Italians want to have the use of Tunis, Memorandum by Guzzoni. 
They maintain, that- with the shipping situation being what it 
is,- they could not hold Libya, let alone prepare an offensive, 
without that ports Itbecomes increasingly evident th.at with-* 
out Malta we'll never have a safe supply t";-^ to lorth Africa. 
But the Italiens hold that Malta cannot be attacked and so want 
us to mount a drive on £>uez ( via Turkey, / 

' 
; 

' 

Question of tho Attache foi* Irak: is discussed. . Two officers 
are to proceed to Mosul by different routes* . 

&on,Wagner (with Lt» Col, Wagner): Report on impression inLibya, 

There was apparently serious concern for Solum and Tobruk, but 
situation has easod since the British withdrawal from Solum. 

Supply; Shipping to Bengasi by the coastal route suffices 
only for current needs* 'Mo possibility for stockpiling.. 
Reasons} Getting supplies through to Tripolis contingent 
©n naval and air protection, which at present is inadequate * 
Lack of air defense at Tripoli and Bengasi* Havy treats 
coastal shipping route as a secondary supply line instead 
as the vital main supply artery which itis. 

Supply, situation at the front.; A^miitxon on handi 1-|- basic 
issues j generally sufficient? relatively lowest is ammo for 
heavy Infantry weapons ( o*s ~r 0.7 basic issue) # Supply of. 
tank ammunition good ( 2 issues) AA ammo supply has again 
improved ( now 2^ issues) . 
latioiMll. On the whole all right* Our field rations are said 
to be too rich for warm climate „ 

ffuell Adequate* new tanker for bulk deliveries in pro spec tj 
M?.es., no .ootrplaints. 

S2aEa-EaEii.s Boq.uisitions are filialonl^r up to 10-15$, lee&ed* 
Setting up of a sparer-part s depot at Bengasi* 
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Relations between Germans and Italians in Rommel's Hq, apparent^ 
lyrather good in Air lorco.strained? 

l§a?^M^LlS-©s h&rd to control "because of enormous distances 
involved. An Admin. Hq. is needed for Tripoli. 

Maples apparently all right. Ampla stocks* 

Heus iogefr;:

a)	 Siege Gun Bns. for Tripoli (Libya) » 

"b)	 Parachute and Airborne Troops willnot be available in 
early phase of -Bar'barossa because of operations on Orets. 

c)	 When Hanson, leaves his post as Chief of Military Mission 
Romania, Speidel (Air Force) is to take over that agency 
as an Armod Forces Mission,, Hauffe can carry on his work 
as Ground Forces Mission, independently of Speidel. 

d)	 Outlook for giving AGp. Center one Piv, from GH,q. Reserves. 

c)	 Report of Second Army concerning revision of the southern 
"boundary of the new districts to "be incorporated into 
Styria and Garni ola. 

KpQß.tring and ZreTbe; Eoview of Russian capabilities, in face of 
impending developments* So important new viewpoints c 

Luncheon. 

Lt. Ool«. Doerr, lately Ijiaison Officer to Second Italian Army calls 
en route, is going to Air Force Gen,Staff as instructor for 
two-week course on problems of ground operations. 

Gej--?-_,.Sj :>£ats.clli 

a)	 ITothing essentially new to "be. learned from Southeastern 
Campaign. 

s'.l3ar"barossa"5"b)	 Build-up for '.13ar"barossa" well under wa.y* Will pose no 
overwhelming difficulties. The individual Army Hqs already 
have their Sen. Staffsln assigned. 

c) Close range ßen. Staff eln have an. average of 7 planes (Reserve 
of ISO Henschel planes) « 

d) Long-range Ren. Staffoln ha.ye 9 Me 111 (Twin*--engine 
fighters) „ *.Activation completed. Assignment to 
respective Artty Hqs now under way. Distribution: 

oOtxffi
 
AGps. South .and Center, S each 4
 
AGpa S'orth 1
 
Armd.* Groups A.
 

-Eighteenth and	 Eleventh 
g.Armies , for flanka 

total; 13 
3 night Staff eln, 

grand total," 16-. 
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c)	 Track situation has, improved,, "but there are some weak spots 
still. We*11 do the "best we can with making lip deficiencies 
from the Greek "booty* 

Major Hans en? Outcome of OKW conference on Irak. France agrees to 
transfer of arms from Syria to Irak (Mosul)* German planes 
willget permission to land in Syria, 3fuel must "be supplied, 
"by France (Beirut). German "bomber operations depend on 
delivery of this Dispatch of German Officer to Syriafuel* 
necessary • 

Sen,, z.b.T. Mueller T with Judge Advocate General • 

a)	 Order to troops along lines of last Fuehrer address to the 
generals* Troops must do their share in. the ideological 
struggle of the Eastern Campaign* 

b)	 Questions of administration of justice in the AG-p. Soar Areas. 

c)	 Easing of rules concerning channels for approving death*
 
sentences against army personnel during operations* 

: 7	 May 1941 « 

Si,tuat.ion conf erence : 

a) Gfr§£ce_L Grook prisoners are now "being discharged. 
(Difficulties can "be expected when the Italians enter the 
country*) Corinth Canal willnot be 
SO days.. 

cleared for another 

"b) Libya? 

1.) At last a decent situation map; it shows that Rommel 
has broken up his units in a wild pattern and conducts 
a campaign with very scanty forces on a widely extended 
front which cannot be measure *\u25a0' with European- standards* 

2.)	 Tripoli; Air attack and explosions during the night 
of 3/4 May caused heavy damage and losses in the port. 
Unloading capacity of Bengasi considerably reduced 
and unloading of ships willbe delayed? 24th Convoy 
cannot be cleared before 9 May. 25th Convoy cannot 
follow before 10 or 11 May. 

3.) Fourth Air Sleet (Greece) now takes over night Opera
tions against Tobruk. 

o) Jrakj_ Local clashes with occasional use of arms over wide 
area; not a war as we know it. May last a long time t 
Combat action apparently only near Habbania, where 
Irak troops have been in the attack. German Mission, being, formed (probably lelmy, ffiedermayer) • 
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d)	 Russia; Stalin "becomes Chairman of Soviet of People's 
Commissars, which means strengthening of his position. 

G-ereke: 1») Yugoslavia: 

a)	 Danube traffic now unobstructed. Danube, Tisza, 
Sava mined ("being cleared) . 

b)	 Bridge at Maribor will "be completed probably "by
middle of June* Bridge 2enmn-Belgrade can "be 
escpected for 10 June. 

c)	 In Belgrade we want a Hq with special powers, in
stead of a civilian Railroad Directorate* 

2*) HurigaiZl Cooperation smooth. Frictions "between 
Eomania and Hungary can he settled "by the Deputy of 
Chief of Transport, Eoad cons true tioft projects in 
the northern "border area, which ware originally 
shelved by the Hungarians, are now carried out "by them 
of their own accord 

3.)	 Bailroads 'and roads for "Barbarossa" making satisfactory 
progress. 

4.)	 Build-up for BarbarossaJ 17,000 trains. After 
completion of assembly, reserves will "be moved plus 
106 supply trains, daily, "beginning 24 Juno.. 

5.)'	 Air protection of railroads in "Barbarossa": 

15.2 cm Eailway AilBatteries (16 guns each): 

AGp. South (from Air District VIII) 3 Btrys 
AGp. Center ( from Air District II) 7 » 

) wAGp. Uorth ( from Air District I 5 

6») Spain* Irun "bridge must "be restored for "Isabella 11 

' .£oLt_Me£z (0 of 3 ZIY Corps), calls en route and asks for transfer 
to another organization ( wants a Rifle or Amid. Brigade) ', 

IV;OQ.u 

a)	 Question of Anglo-Indian P¥s (1,100( 1,100 in iTorth Africa). Ship* 
to. Germany. 'Will "be used for Dropaganda purposes... 

"b)	 Darlan very aecomncSdatirig in the Irak question. Only minor 
counter demands ( asks that postcards "be allowed in inter
zonal mail). 

~c)	 Attache tour, Mellentfrin in charge, 11 22 May, Athena 
and Greek "battlefields. 

d)	 Difficulties in the Crete operation ("Merkur"). Ono low 
Zealand Div, 40 airplanes? shore Btrys,, etc, 
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Gen. Bnlile; 

a)	 Directive for C in C Balkans rand subordinate Liaison 
Officers^ etc. 

b)	 Coastal artillery for Barbarossa available middle of June: 

3 Ens, for Baltic )
 
3 Bns. for Black Sea ) without
 
3 Bns. GHq_ Reserve (plus ) traction
 
3 more by middle of July) 

For	 activation of GEq_ reserves we need the third Btrys.* of 
311th, 15th, 223rd Divs. (light Btrys,), and 
Sosth, 212th, and 218th Divs, (medium Btrys .)» all in 
the West. Remaining Batteries get 6 pieces each. 

o)	 Medium GEHfI artillery? Ready by. end of June* 

& 10 cm Gun 
'

Bns * 
2 mod.. Fd ,How. Bns . 

d)	 Buy up French coastal artillery in Tunisia for ITorth Africa 
( 16 7,5 cm Gun Btrys, , 8 10,5 cm Gun Btrys., 12 22 an 
Gun Btrys.). 

\u25a0Evening s	 Party given by Gen. Yamashita of the Japanese Army 
commission at the Adion Hotel. Talk with Ostarkamp,-
Leeb, Fromm. 

8 May 1,941 > 

Situation3XI conferconfer once;once; 

1.) Effective 10 May? the area west of the Pinclus Mountains will 
be taken over "by the Italians , _ 

2.)	 Operational control for Crete, ObdL willhave overall 
responsibility* Ground forces will operate under him, to the 
complete exclusion of OEH (Dangerous business I)„ 

3.) A teletype from Army Hq_ 13 states that ObdH has authorised 
them to keep the following components of 3Pif th ArmcUDiv. 
until further notice 

One	 .Motorcycle Rifle Bn. (was to ship out 31 May). There 
is	 no way of getting it replaced. . 

One mixed	 Tank Bn, which, however t has already been assigned 
to Seventeenth Armd. Div. (Guderian), and would leave a 
hole there. If this Tank Bn, is coirimitted in Crete, it 
can be replaced in "Barbarossa" only by a group of five" 
mixed Armd. Platoons (captured tanks), which ,are now being 
activated	 and willbe ready for shipment as of 18 May. 
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Detachment of these elements renders Fifth Armd. Div. 
practically unusable, i.e., it reduces the Div. to a 
reinforced Armd. &egt. 

4.)	 Redeployment of troops from the Balkans is proceeding 
according to schedule. 

s*) Nothing new in Tripoli. Supply is the main problem, as 
before. Unloading capacity of Tripoli harbor still four '
 
ships at one time. Strong British convoy escorted "by 2 
"battleships, several cruisors and .aircraft carriers 
(apparently troop transports) reported "between Gibraltar 
and Malta, moving East* 

6,) Irak situation still hazy. Unconfirmed report of successful 
British, sortie from- Habbania. Darlan makes far*-*reaching-
offers: 

a)	 German submarines and merchant ships may use bases on 
the African Wast Coast in return for release of small 
forces for West Africa* 

b) Exchange of unreliable, leading personalities in North 
Africa.: (including ITogues) ,Wauts return of Giraud^ 

c)	 Arms in Syria to be released for Irak against replacement 
from sealed stocks, which Darlan ..would send to Syria, 

d)	 Broad support for German activities in Syria. Permission 
\u25a0'to	 land,, airfields , relea se of French planes for our 

purposes . '' 
Xii returnr "Easing of rpos tal restrictions and 

ihterg'oiial pass- regulations, and reduction, of occupation 
costs. 

:7.) Ea'ilroad line oniki~Belgrade now operates on a regular 
schedule of 7 trains daily. 

Grete Air Force units for the operations 

XIAir"Corps -(^itKoxt'f *22n&:MDiv.) 

TillAir-Go'rps:	 v 

: 

\u25a0,Third -Staff el, fi!'2lst Long-range ::Heobn.Gr' s "') 2 Long-range 
!Sev-enth Stsffelv \u25a0'Second Tactical Ifper. / "Beeon. Staffeln 

Hq_	 Second Bomber Wing* ) 

IGruppe^ 2M:Bomber	 ) 
II 

' »: ••\u25a0\u25a0 2nd: '\u25a0\u25a0" «	 )\u25a0 -n^-'--- H2nd %% 

111 « 3rd « « ) 
rt ifIX-- » 96th' -	 -}'; 2 Bomber

"(of	 X Air Corps ) ) G-roups 

Hq^':;51s t Bomber 

IGruppe, 51st Bonber T>Hng ) 
4th « ) 

I » Ist » )"	 ' " 
\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0	 •»'-\u25a0\u25a0 VII 1-8% 
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/ 
Hq. Second Divebomber Wing:	 ) 

"	
) 1BitfflFbo-ntfOT 

IGruppe, 2nd Divebomber Wing ) GroupGroup 
111 "«" 2nd i» 111!
 

I » It II )
3rd 

Hq_ 26th Long-range Fighter Wings ) 1Long*-range 
) Fighter 

IGruppe 26th Long-range fighter ) G-roup" » v » »11. . . 36th .	 ) 
« n » « 1f )II 76 th 

H<i 77th Filter Wing:	 ) 
) 

IIGrappe 77th Filter ) 1 lighter 
» » \u25a0«it )111 " 77 th Gr;-in 

I Second Tactical Ixp f Wing ) 

Wagner;Sen Qu 

a)	 Early ruling "on future administrative set-up of Arrrgr Hq 12 
in Greece is imperative. 

"b)	 Truck situations Before start of "Barbarossa", 300 trucks 
will he received to cover in part the deficit of 1,430 
vehicles inunits iand 400 autosoMles etc., to cover deficit 
of 1,256 automobiles. 

After start of "Barbarossa": 1,500 trucks t 1,500 alitomobile, 
500 motorGjrcles for allocation "by Gen Qu every month. 

c)	 Rommel is crying for more supplies, especially ammunition. 
Shipping space is the bottleneck l 

d). Experiences in sector of Second Army in Yugoslavia: Advance* Supply Point system proved very gcoct, if forwarded far enoug 
Organizatioi"! of requisitioning must be organized at an early** 
stage c Determination of supply-roads to be built must 
take into account supply needs as well as troops movements. 

c)	 Items for OQ,ti conference i Balkan experiences, signal 
communications in the Gen Q,u service, dumps., maintenance 
of motor vehicles 9 Air Force supplies, supply arrangements 
for Armies in etc. 

f).Administrative L/cler- --r Cm OS beast 

Major	 Soltmann. Observations in .Forth Africa* It is important to note 
that Indian troops aoparently are poorly armed and very badly 
treated by the British, Indians show po^rbive attitude toward 
Fuehrer .. 
Prisoner of war matters. Insolence of the British. Italians 
sneering. 

Counterintelligence questions,; counteract enemy espionage, 
expand our own . 
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Crushing verdict on Italians, who lack moral fibre and any 
interest whatever in the war. 

Major yon Uqtzi Observations in Horth Africa * Organizational 
questions # Substantially confirms what Ihave heard from 
other sources. 

Ma i> Gen. Paulus calls up from Catania. Crust of problem in Uortht

Africa is not To"bruk or Soruffi, "but organization of .supply. 

Heusinger; 

a)	 Assemly of res,ives. nw schedule ts first reseives 

following directly behind Transport echelon IVb* Pirst 
and second wave already assigned to 'Ops,, remainder is 
available for flexible planning, Overall picture satis
factory. We can make the Southern wing strong, and still 
have ample reserves for Center, which is very strong al<~
ready, and for the ITorthern wing * 

* b)	 Political instructions for Greece have not yet come in. 
Remind OKW. 

c)	 Effective 15 May unit war journals must again be kept. 

d)	 Order of battle of "Combat Group Horth" of the SS; one 
full Div. mot, of three Regts ., only one of which will"not 
take part in operation "Silberfuchs". 

Talk with ObdH, on his return, about conditions in Greece and 
operation "Merkur". 

9 May 1941, 

Situation report: 

!•) Africa Corps reports loss of 53 Officers and 1,1;:" Wi. and 
ICOs ir. offer,? ".Ye o-^r-vfcions at 1 -nJt. Very high.. 

1£	 distress calls for sup-plies are getting more urgent.5£2S5 :l

3»)	 Abyssinia: Italian resistance seems to be drawing to a 
close. British officially still reckcsc with SO, OOO men. 

4.)	 Situation in. Irak confused. It would, seem even now that 
the attempted uprising against the British is about to 
break down. 

Conference with ObdJß? His notes on Greece: 

a)	 Elements of Fifth Armd. Div. staying behind .: in Greece for 
operation "Merkur" • 

b)	 GHq troops for List?, he must organize' his own mot.units. 
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c) List mus| arrange with Fourth Air Fleet for re^transfer 
of command of ground troops after landing in Crete. 

d)	 Date if serious resistance anticipated rfor	 "Merkur"> 17 May, 
otherwise, 11 May* 

c)	 Transfer of Army Hq 12. Location of new Ho still un
decided. 

f) Bulgaria/ Turkey: Bulgaria is already getting impatient 
to discharge her troops. As long as Turkey's attitude 
is not entirely clear, only furloughs can "be authorized. 

g)	 Alleged high-handedness of the Bulgarians on the line Sofia*-* 
Nish-Saloniki (a Bn. is reported in Hiah and Saloniki) .* 

351)	 Relations of Greeks with Italians and with ourselves. 

i) Food sifaation in Greece. (First aid of 30,000 tons of 
grain. MoMlize Hungary and Turkey,) 

k)	 Greek -Government has no money. Interim credits neceesary. 

l) Development of situation on the Balkans (jurisdiction, of 
\u25a00 in C Balkans » status ,of the Italians)* 

jn)	 Army B4 3 nee;: ;.->; L
.-> a. moMle reserve y- ,he final e©t-»u,.p-, 

n)	 Seventh Air Div, will be moved from Bucharest to Greece "by 
overland route, using 4tBoo4 t800 trucks -I** 

Faulug (on phone) ; 

1.) He has talked with Italian Chiefs of Gen. Staffs of 
Armed Forces and of the Army* Ihey assure him that all 
aid requested will "be furnished. 

2.)	 Fighter and AA protection for Bengasi is yet to be pushed 
through. 

Guests at luncheon; Gen, yon Greiffenberg, Gen, Scherer, Baentsch, 
Liss, Wa,nka» The latter reports on North Africa* 

Afternoon* dentists Afterwards Uavy film: Submarines agaiiist the 
West (l700 .-1930.) 

Back in the evening and paperwork into the late hours of the night. 

10 \u25a0May 1941. 

S^uatioi^jie^oorti, 

\u25a0\u25a0a) Glamor ings of the Africa Corps \u25a0for applies increase and 
grow nore urgent .***All we can do for them at the moment 
is	 sending a few more SS ferries (lO ferries are already 
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* 
down there r bogobh.er with 8® «us-f- h^u^a wifch/mfc motors) \u2666 

"b)	 Situation in Irak still oTDScni?e» British appear to "be 
getting the upper hand* 

/>")	 \u25a0Goaafcrence Darlan/ Fuehrer set for 11 May* 

d) Railroad situation in the East again tight. Backlog 500 
trains in the East alone. r .Beginning 16 May no more 
trains will "be run for less~than-*trainload shipments. 

Euhle: Africa! 
** a)	 Foreign Legion: 2 Bns. and 1 Bn. Mt-Arty. possible in 

July. 

"b)	 Add one Regimental Hq and one more light Artillery Biu to 
Fifth Lt.Div. "by end of June. 

c) Add qtiq Rifle F-egt* to Fifth Lt.Di^- , from an Arm&.^v. 
earmarked for Africa, in exchange f<.>.. MO- Bn, (Convert to 
ArmdUlu r.) 

foatzky-Mellentnin; Question of Attaches accredited, to Balkan 
States. Foreign Office representatives at Army Hq_s. 
Orientation of Washington attache.— Problems of Gfen, Staff 
Intelligence service. 

I'ellgie'bel? 

lt)l t )	 Sele-comm'unications in Southeast? 
'~	 )'Sofia Saloniki	 /~Belgrade Saloniki via l"ish ) all right.
 

Belgrade- Saloniki via Bitolji.)
 
Saloniki -Athens, 5 lines plus decimeter radio connection
-
via Mt. Olympos . Eu'boea. 

S f) llIsabella If; Keep ready 8 Cos of the Signal School. 

3.) Horth Africa wants one more Corps Signal Bn. Can.' t 
be done, Perhaps smaller organizations to help them along* 

yon Ziehrbergi 

*** 1.) Special aide for Propaganda to ObdH, Schwatlo^Gres cording. 

2.) Pro"blen of decorations for Hq^ personnel and G-en.Str.ff 
Officers ,. 

3,) Ourren: ousiness of Central Branch 

\u2666Uk&M (on phone); Concern over supplies for Horth Africa, Worries 
over thoroughness of preparations for operation "Merkur"'. ** 
Stop redeployment of 73rd Diy. as a precaution, in order to " have reserves on hand in case Merkur" fails. 
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11 May,1941, (Sunday - Berlin). 
\u25a0 \u25a0«Luncheon at Kopp's. Imeet Lutz (father) „ 

1700 .~19gQ ,,. • Paulus :, Report on his 2| weeks' stay In- North Africa* 
Stopped in Home and paid call to Mussolini, 

Situation in Borth Africa unpleasant* By overstepping his 
orders, Eoinmel has brought about a situation, for which our 
present supply capabilities are insufficient. Rommel cannot 
cope with the situation. 

12	 May 1941 « (The S.Hess affair "breaks.) 

Morning conference?. li'bycti Sclum reinforc oy one Armd.^n. and 
one Moto, oycle Rifle Bn, Italian submarine with 79 tons of 
ammunition en route to Derna, another one "being readied* 

Xtaly; Conference Gnizzoni—Hirtelen # Transfer of X Air Corps 
to Greece possible under Italian convoy escort , On the return 
voyage, the convoy will ferry over Second Arm&«. DiV« to 
Taranto and than completes the transfer of the second half of X A:.i 
Corps. Loading of Second Armd.Div.- for Taranto starts 13 May.. 

PEW conference, Salzburg ( today 1800 .) ; 

" a)	 Operation Merkur 11 and. its repercussions on Barbarossa 
We are asked to release for "Merkur'1: 2 mixed and 4 light 
iA Bns c ¥g can release them only until 25 May, and at 
that only fcr- the protection of the jump-off air fields. 

b) VIIIAir Corps (Bichthofen) was to be transported by rail 
to Oderbergj . now Air Sorce wants rail shipment all the way 
to Bast Prussia in order to arrive, in time for "Barbaroesa 11 

This means that we would need seven more days to Icomplete 
assentOy of troops for Barbarossa. 

c) Air Force has demanded. loo more materiel trains for the 
East, another two days, They-bat wo/ald make delay of 
willhave to make up their minds whether or not they want 
to do "Merkur",. The delay for Barbarossa resulting from 
this op ©ratio::, is very awkward f Since 23 May mu.s ;;. remain 

"the date for 
~ 

sta^t of the maxi railroad schedule,. 
the t•'-"'::t•'-"':: durin.;.1 whicb. -uiie Hu.ssians n react, is stretched 
to si.;,weeks, In that period they .-could effect drastic change £3 
in the disposition of their forced. 

Conference with ObdH; Situation in Libya. ~> Form a new Hq_:
 
Jt Commander of German Troops in lorth Africa"* Question of
 

\u25a0 \u25a0 head (Kirchheira, yon dem Borne, Ehlert) . 
fen.	 Osterkamp: Difficulties with meat supply. Hog population has
 

dropped from 27 to 20 million. Since existing cattl© holdings
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are not to "bo touched, it with be necessary to check the drain 
on reserves. Moat consumption, also in the Army, willhave to 

from 1550,"bo cut even "before start of campaign. Ileductiori 
to 1350 gram in the Armed Forces, from 500 to 400 gram far the 
civilian population* 

Heusinger/fceblen? 

a)	 Beport on Air activity against Suez Canal. 

Id)	 Five mixed Ta^.Jc Pl&t-oons for Cretu r Gave 18 May r-nd. arrive 
in Sa"1 oniki, 23 May, 

c)	 Gehlen reports on final grouping for jump-off in "Barbarossa it 
i 

and disposition of GHq_ reserves. Army Gps* lorth and Center 
have made their dispositions largely in accordance with 
our plans. In Army Gj)<, South, Eeichenau has ,chosen a line-* 
up, which does not effectively take advantage of the 
striking power of his -^rmor* The arrangement, whereby 
Kleist willnot have control of the tanks until after the 
breakthrough, is fraught with danger. Heinforcing Seven
teenth Army has produced good results. 

Question of using long-range artillery in Seventeenth Army-
sector. 

Gren	 ,Q,u .Wagner*. 

a)	 Supply situation Forth Africa: At the moment, 6 steamers 
with a total of 6,500 tons, 16 medium-sized sailing 
vessels with 3,200 tons are operating the coastal route 
( capacity is 29,000 tons a month) * The German forces 
need 1,000 tons a day. To ;ether with Italians 50,000 tons 
a month are needed* -
Ration . strength of German Forces 25,000 45,000. 
Losses sin-3e 1 May? 2,500 tons on the coastal route to 
Bengasi , 

-	 -~b)	 Military Hq_ S^rbjt&i Conference at Agram. ixeia'.-. fortress 
Belgrade. ~^~ liolation.sh.ip "between . \u25a0. rjHq_ 2 and Military 
Oomma^ '.cr no siraple matter. Troop loquiroments of Military—
 

Hq_ for partisan fighting* Beginning next August, Bor 
willproduce copper at a rate of 40,000 tons a year- (can "be 
increased to d.c much as. 80,000 tons). 

13	 May 1941. 

Morning; conference: Outcome of OEW conference at Salzburg on 12 
May has "been entirely satisfactory for the Army. 

Of the 4 Light AA Bns. of the Army, only one will go -to Crete, 
The question of how this loss is going to be made up to OKE 
is still open. 
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VIIIAir Oorps will not" 1)g shipped "by iilall the way to 
Eac-'t Prus ±ia except for five trains-; 'bulk goes only as far 
as	 Ode rberg. 

Of the 400 trains which Air Force finally wanted for moving 
materiel, only 100 will "be run, 

in 16 May,Redeployment of Second Armd. Div "by sea starts
 
instead of 15 May.
 

"Merkur: "oK¥ teletype to Italy. Target date is 18 May, 
weaker "permitting. Eesponsible for the operation* IToiirth 
Air Sleet with support of Array Hq_ 12 and Admiral- Southeast. 
Italy furnishes Motor Torpedo Boat escort and provides 
protection of flanks, against British naval attacks. Italy 
also furnishes mine-sweepers for Suda Bay. 

Libya; One Xight AA Bn. from Sicily goes to Tripoli, 2 are 
withdrawn from Sicily.' 2To major action at D^obruk. Main 
British forces apparently assembled west of Tobruk. This 
moans they are thinking only of defense. Enemy has a total 
of 11 Bns. 

Italy? Favagrossa to "become Economic Dictator (fuel control). 

\u25a0 Irak! Italian fighter planes and MG- for Irak arrive in Hhodes 
on 15 and 16 May. 

Turkey and Bulgaria are negotiating at-^it withdrawal of their 
reemoctive forces from border. . 

' 

France : Street demonstration in front of Army- Hq. 7in Bordeaux 

Belgium: Strike in the coal irining district ($O,OOO out). 

yon ZiehTbergi! Eeconunende.-tions for new High Command Africa: 0 of S 
Gausej Ja, Hestphal; Ie, Mellenthin; Ehlert* to be replaced. 
"by Wuestefeld, .. 

Brand;Gen. 

a)	 Coastal Btrys. on Channel Coast: Progress seems satisfactory. 
More practice needed for firing on sea targets* Demonstra
tion Battery IFifteenth Army wants to activate 15 coastal 
Btrys. with captured materiel? guns are available* Seventh 
Army wants to organize 8 coastal Btrys. with captured enemy 
materiel. Trials with small mobile Observation Bns. for 
operational use in the sector of AGp. D. 

b) Heavy artillery in the East, 110 heavy artillery wanted in 
the Suwalki tip: Eg Seventeenth Army also objects to IC 5* 
and X 12 guns."** 

c) Training of Arty.officer candidates, This summer still 
at Jueterbog. Later we need a new training center. 

d) R projectiles; ***4,ooo on hand, current monthly production 
5,000, 
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Ba&ke; 

a)	 %dolf Hess affair. Political blow of the first order. 
Danger of an extremist political course.. 

* "b) Strength through Joy activities in the East? Combat 
troops are taken care of by Army Hqs. Replacement Army, 

Mi]
ft District Hqa> 

Conference in OMH's office on latest reports . from Army Eqs regard
ing jumpr-off preparations for "Ba,r"barossa If 

•\u25a0 Uo new viewpoints. 

Other points discussed: International situation (Russian 
~-attitude—in the Irak question) c Situation created by Hess' 

flight. Wish to reinforce fifthLight and fifteenth -Armd. 
Div» with 10 cm Guns . 
Security forces in Serbiaf After arrival of 15th Draft, mobile 
reserves willbe organised, using captured enemy tanks where*
ever possible. Troops not under command of Foerster, but under 
Army Hq. 12, Instruction .to this effect to. Array Hq_ I?., 

) ** 
14	 May 1941. (ObdH with , 

Morning conference; ITothing of importance. Air—shipments to lorth 
Africa still going on. . (Sheer nonsense) , Werth is touring 
Hungarian border*, 

*** G-en. leeb (Ord. Office): AT guns,: Exchange... 3.7 cm. (3.7), 5 cm 
(3.7)jr&pQred ,bore tubes on old gun mounts. Maximum muzzle 
velocity of AT projectiles- 1400 meter per second. 

Inf.weapons; longer life for rifle "barrels "by addition of 
chromium (MG-). . 
Trials' with 1.5 cm AT rifle (7.9 mm and 28/20 mm exist already). 

Heooilless guns, Erupp and Rheinmetallt Owing to high powder 
consumption .only as special— purpose guns . 

cf	 rang '.:>•\u25a0;Extension 

Lt.Jd.How. to 11,750 ) muzzle brake and special projectiles. 
Med. Id.How. to 15,000 ) 
With Roechling projectile to 19,000. 

Dora. Gun (60 en) -:-nge 40,000 m; now in early stages. Heady 
for operation spu, .. l9'l-2. 

Helicopter (improved observation): progress of .development 
much too slow. 

Sybel Ferry; 100 units ordered for AM. If 

' 
Motor vehicles for use_ in tro-pics : Tracks, S torage of 

fr; firing trials in the tropics necessary.
Experimental station in Libya, 

\u25a0 
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i \u25a0 fflatbed trailers: Monthly output "by fall,1941, 50 units, i.e.\u0084 

equipment for one Regt. every three months. By end of year,— 
rate of output will"be stepped up to 100 units. By end of 
April we shall haves 
388 10-ton> 
143 20-ton (plus 36 lacking tires).
 
On order: 700 22-ton trailers.
 

Ozech 4.7 cm gun on EenatQb SPM; 18 May» 60 ready (Paris), 

Fuel trailers for tanks with "built-in pump: By 10 June, 1,860 
units (increase range of tanks 100$). 

* 
Dieherrenfur thi Gelari (chemical agent causing paralysis) 
1 Oct 1941.** 

Tank "building -program* . Sngine "bottleneck. 

AA gun production program: Output 1,000 AA guns, one million 
projectiles a month. 

French chemical /-a.rfare agents? Botlr:-ig. new. Our ef-[oets not 
rorched. Bacteriological warfare ago, .; (cattle plague). 

yon Bermith; Organization of Officers 1 Training (program for post-
war setup) »-- Current matters. 

Bnschenhageni, reports on operation i!Sil"berfuchs'% Conversations 
with Finns have not yet started, because OlCto" wants, to keep . 
all strings in its own hands'. Timing is so complex, that 
coordination with the schedule —Barbarossa appears impossible.. 
The whole undertaking is an expedition^ not an operation. 
It is a shame to waste the men allocated for this purpose. 

Bible; List of Divs, showing level of readiness for operations. 
Motor vehicle situation in the mot, and Ar<md.Divs , (t/e shall 

\u25a0"be lucky if.they get all the equipment together in time; 
training of the Divs., equipped last Will "be incomplete 
in any event.) . . 

Situation report on Africa Corps j Very high tank losses. 
Drivers for trucks "bought in Tunisia**--*. 

Report from 2ZnA AB Div. Their demands cannot "be met at 
the moment Solution of the problem is off in some future 
when there will 'be enough transport Staff eln to ship by 
air all mot,Divs. 

BdE is forming for Government General 4 Brigades of 6 Bns* 
each, without etc. from Replacement Reserve ll,***— 
in orler to re -;se the two Divs. c- the 15th Draf .;. 

-Serbia 1-2 Bns. can be made mobile with 12 13, 30~ton > 
truck columns released by Gen Qu: 10 Tank Platoons are 
being prepared,, « Ho coast Defense 3ns. available to Army 
Hq_ 12 for manning captured enemy guns-» must be furnished -
by Army Hq_ 2. Military Police army patrols. 
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yon Ziehl'berg proposes Hanstein (Army Hq_ 1;j for out*-*of*-»turn 
seniority promotion. Yon Blottnitz, "XVIICorps Hq_, is to 
"be	 relieved. 

OonferencQ with O"bdJl on results of conference at'cFuehrer' si 

1.)	 Hess case* Attempted unification of the Germanic races. 

2»)	 Fuehrer concurs with OKH measures in Tripolitania. 

3.)	 Set-up in Horth Africa is to "be revamped "by attaching 
a "German Chief of Staff" to Garlboia.1 1 s H^. 

4.)	 General review of political situation produces nothing 
substantially new, (Spain, Forthwest Africa*) 

s*)	 Continuance of operations in Libya next fall is believed 
to require 4,Armd, pivs, and 3 mot. Divs,, 

Radke : Press report on Yugoslav Campaign. 

Wagner r((fen Qu) : Shipping situation in the Mediterranean can "be 
eased "by using tonnage available at Marseille. 

15 May 1941. 
Morning conference* ITumber of strikers at Li^ge has decreased 

(only 35,000 as against 50,000). —. Naples so crowded with 
German troops, that further inflow must be stopped until 
outflow runs more smoothly* One supply vessel for Lemnos\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•——
 
torpedoed, by the British. Hq of the Italian Army Group 

\u25a0 Albania will be deactivated' 25 May* Army Hq 9 takes over 
command. 

OQu IVi a)	 A shipment of German ammunition has arrived in Irak on 
the Bagdad Railroad (Bahn -reports) » Enthusiastic 
reception. 

b)	 'Two German StaffeIn in th'odes ready to take off for 
Irak,, Advance parties in Syria* 

c)	 Personnel changes in Romania (Chief of Gen*Staff, War 
Minister). 

Chief of Transportation; 

a)	 Railroad situation unsatisfactory, G-ercke will send 
personal letter to Minister of Transportation. 

— b)	 Ever new changes in transport requisitions. Civilian 
freight mixed with army freight* 

c)	 In Bulgaria, 100 railroad trains' wish Army freigho are 
standing around with no one knowi:; bheir destination, (&Ofo 
Air SV-,cq. shipments.) 
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&)' Army catinot "build railroad line to. Athens* Viaduct, which 
meter of military "bridge equipment, mustwoi^ld tie up 500
 

"be "built "by civil contractors.
 

QQ;q W. a)	 Section foreign Armies West mist stay "behind in Berlin 
during Barbarossa, Liaison officer. 

b) Exchange of OQ,u IV with corresponding Air Force 
organisation (Col \u2666Schmidt) requires Liaison Officer. 

Chief Op. Sec. (OQ.u I): lorth Africa: 

a)	 French grant permission to use sea route to Tunis area 
(small port). 'Tunisia trucks may then "be used to trans
ship cargoes , 

4 Armd. Diva., andb) Fuehrer holds we would need 3 mot.Divs. 
for continuation of operations against Egypt, 

c) Hew command set up in Forth Africa. Under "Chief of the 
G-erman G-eneral Staff at the Italian Hq_"j Commander of the 
Rear Area, Coast Defense, Defense of .Desert Oases. 

d)	 Preparations for conference with Army Group Bunds tedt on 
19 May, 

Conference with all OEI Section Chiefs: Cr< 3e Hess { 

X.	 SueL.. 3T is account of events to- the O"bdH Is in agreement 
with the second, more detailed press communique . 

1.)	 The Fuehrer was taken corrroletoly "by surprise. 

2.)	 Facts previously known:

a) Hess' inner conflict growing out of his personal 
attitude toward England and his grief over the 
fratricidal struggle "between the two G-ermanic nations. 

b) Expression brought on "because Fuehrer had barred him 
from active war service? repeated requests' to be sent 
to .the front had- been denied. 

c) Mystical tendencies ( fI visions", prophecies, etc,). 

d) His daredevil flying, which had prompted 
to bar Hess from any flying. 

the Fuehrer 

3.) Hew facts discovered: 

\u25a0a)	 Since August last year, Hess had a standing order for 
reports on weather over England. 

b)	 Attempt to procure- radio direction information through 
Terboven in Norway (radio traffic). 

-cc)	 Systematic trailing by Messer nitt, after Udot had 
i-fused. 
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d) Planning of technical 
, fuel tanks) . preparations for flight (reserve 

4.) Chronology of events: 

a) Saturday: Fuehrer received package containing 
documents and put it aside, thinking it was some 
memorandum. Later opened it and found a letter in
forming him of the plan, and 

*explaining the reasons.; 
Glasgow was given as his destination* Wanted to visit, 

Duke of Hamilton (President of the British Voc. rans 1 

Associative *.). 
b)	 Consultation of Fuehrer with Reich -Marshal and "Octet to 

determine ifHess was likely to reach his destination. 
The result "being affirmative and with the British 
\u25a0bound to exploit the incident, a brief communique was 
issued to the press, Ribbentrop sent to Rome to in
form IIDuce (separate 'peace offer)* 

c)	 Meeting called of all Reicfeleiter and Gauleiter and 
documents relative to the case read to them. 

11.	 All present are requested to pass on this information 
and deny all divergent versions. . 

1230. Conference in Gen Q,u!a office with the Chief Supply Officers 
of the Armies in the East? 

a)	 Ruling on relations "between Adv fc Gen Q,u Hqs and.AGp. Hq,s. 
b)	 60-ton truck columns must not follow the advancing troops 

too far forward.** Keep roads free (supply artery to the 
Zl). Ho 60— ton truck columns on secondary roads***.) 

c) Armd. Groups are edielonned in great depth!- # Supply 
arteries secured "by Advance Combat Teams of the Inf.Corps.. 

d)	 Traffic control must be. organised more uniformly, (Separa.te 
briefing 1 ) 

c)	 Sstab'.' ;.:-Ling of ammunition etc. du^pw near- border should 
not "bc-i overdone-, Consequence of accumulations of excessive 
stocks :_s pointed out? jamming of railroads, etc 

f)	 Truck column requirements of Chief of Eng. and Chief of 
Signal Corps* (Separate briefing.) 

g)	 Road 'building in Army area not yet what it ought to "be*-
•(Separate "briefing.)	 . 

h)	 Indoctrinate lower Gen Qu agencies and brief them on-

impending missions. Measures to combat hoggish hoarding 
by units. ## 

i) Maps and road information service^ reporting on -prisoners 
and booty. . \u25a0 

k)	 Briefing about Hess case. 

& 
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yon ZiehTberg: a) Speth recalled from Italian Army Group Albania.-
b)	 Beplacement for Me.tz Bluemke, See ObdH. 

* ~~c)	 Gause to be promoted to General* Summoned 
to report for "briefing*

* 

d)	 Alternate GHqs (Spala and -Reichshof ).** 
Preparations for transfer to Askanla,*** 

Heusinger; a) Col* General Grauert shot down neaif St.'Omer* 

"b)	 Solum reported lost. 

~ Afternoon in Berlin, Bulgarian Legation (Sing's name day). Evening 
with Kloenne \u25a0# at A&lon Hotel,. 

16	 May 1941,, 

Situation conf arone e > West? ITumber of strikers in the Verier s 
and Huy districts has a.ge.in increasec • Jood shortage. 

Mcdiiterranean : Canal of Corinth again navigable for ships 
drawing 6 meter (at low tide 5 meter) * Air Force drops 15 
ton of "bombs on Suez Canal (including 10 mines from Icw
est altitude) » 

Iraki German auxiliary cruiser destroyed in Persian G-ulf • 

!^?2§;J3-Cusj_ 2 Ju 90; 16 Me and He planes and ## S7 carloads 
of arms and ammunition. More G-erman planer in Rhodes* 

Jighter Experimental Wing assigned to suhinarine hunt in the 
Aegean. . [ 

North Africa; 14 May. Rommel has informed Air Force 
Commander Africa that he plans to concentrate the "hulk of 
his forces near Solum ? and will leave, siege of ¥o"bruk to the 
Italians;, Air ITorca Commander has refused to orde-r requested 
shift of Air Forces to the area west of Solum. 

15 May. Solum attacked .."by 5 IlifleBns., 2 light Arty,Bns.
(horse) and. lmedium Arty, Bn., Armd. Ben. Bn., Antitank 
and Armd. 3ns. (l*-2>). 
Crete; Preparations under way. The small island of Anti*
kythera is to "be occupied (jump-off( jump-off "basis for Crete) . l?o 
positive .Information available on conditions in Crete and the 
difficulties likely to "be met. 

All.AAA. itcept one Bn, pro"ba"bly will out of the Creto 
operation in time for "Bai'barossa" . AA MG Bn. rn^at "bo assigned 
for the Crete operation, but substitute willbe furnished 
"by 22nd AB Div. ., 
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Second Armd, Div. sails from Patras as scheduled. Difficulties 
caused "by excess loadirig. 

The situation of the British in the Eastern Mediterranean is 
\u25a0becoming progressively more difficult as regards available 
forces, Irak ties down British forces, instead of sending 
them to the theater.. Palestine is in a state of unrest. 
Abyssinia is not yet liquidated* Ihe situation at Tobruk: 
appears to "be so difficult that high stakes are risked to 
raise tho siege (attack on Solum) . 

OQ,u Ii GSW proposal for command set--up in -\u0084:-rth Africa has "been 
1 -*received* An utterly vague ambiguons concoction . Counter 

proposal • \u25a0 . . 

001. Spalke: 

a)	 Arms deliveries to Romania: First instalment, 15 Junej 
Second instalment, 15 September (4.7 AT guns with ammuni
tion, etc.) • 

>t>) lood situation in Romania fairly good* v G-ood crops in 
prospect. Acreage sown to wnaat larger than "before. 

c)	 Armament economy! Problems of manpower and capacity. 

d)	 Supply- .of oil drums: 10,000 drums "by June* Zinc for 
drums from Hungary. 

c)	 Political currents. 

yon; Zlehlberg: Current r©assignments. 

Jacojbj. 1.) Progress in preparing equipment; First Sybel ferries} 
~ 58 for August ., 100 later. r After assembling in 

"Vienna;, they will take two weeks to get to Braila,
' 

arriving 30 June. Can operate 16 hours at 3.5 km an 
henr 'before refueling* Form a bridge 800 meter long. 

£4	 ferries nade up of Danube b- . -as form "brid^-j 600 
\u25a0me	 or long. 

• _ . . 
, 

5 Assault Boat Cos, 81 boats each 
One ,fo:r eac-ii Armd. Group. 
One C.> 6as reserve for Southeast. 
Also one detachment on. Channel Coast* 

Mines.! Hoirunel 25,000 T, 15,000 S Mine^*.
 
Three Anay &?&,; 295,000 T, 496,000 S (i.e.. 3 T mines
 \u25a0 

or	 2 S mines per linear meter of frontage in East), 
plus stocks in depots; sBB^ oo0 -T, 497,000 S mines and the 
mines carried by Ingineer unit?.. 
Beserves of barbed wire are ample. 

Emergency bridge construction materiel sufficient for 
jump-off. 

2.) Eoad— building organization. 
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3.)	 Required for Danube "bridges in Hungary* One Construction 
Bn, from the Zl. plus one Eng. Co. from Replacement Army. 

4.)	 Army Eq_ JMorwayS Engineer Officer and Construction u^iit 
\u25a0' Wall,.•	 from the West 

5.)	 Russian mines? Instruction leaflet will "be issued. 

Paulus; 

a)	 Hew Libya sev Counterproposal 'o OKW. 

"b)	 Position of OQu I, At present apparently werwdrketLf "but no 
\u25a0reason for radical change. 

c) Operational orders for "HaIfisch". Iam against referring 
to individual Divs., "because this deception would only 

/ create confusion on our own side. 

Liss; a)	 Hew information on disposition of British forces in Irak. 
Latest reports on ToTsruk. 

b) British air raid on Syrian airdromes; French defense j 

British leaflets dropped in Syria. 

c)	 G-en. Dent 2J2 J attitude in Syria very friendly toward us 
British. Consul expelled. 

Major Heymer ( Long-range Ren. Staff el of the Africa Corps) reports 
on his work in Forth Africa* Nothing substantially new. 
(Evening at the Officers' Club, with Bogatsch) . 

17	 --May 1941. 

Situation	 c onferen cei Libyai Soluin retaken "by Africa Cor;5 , also 
<Sidi Srflei.nian* j,OO prisoners. On 

'

th/ Tobruk front &,^cess~ 

fui engaf-'-s-Tiibs oi' assault detachment e Borae prisoners, tanks 
deti troye.;': - etc.) » 

G-reece : fuehrer orders occuoation of Antikythera. Army Hq_ 12 
thinks, this; would compromise surprise. "Merkar" probably 
Will be postponed to 20 May. 

Suez; 13 May: Shipping: Suez outer roadstead 256,000 ton 
Suez harbor 200,000 ton 
Port Itrahim 727 2,000 ton 
Port Said 118,000 ton 

Syria: British air attack on Damascus. French ground and air 
defense in action against the British til 

West; Strike situation unchanged. The strike leaders hare 
been called together. Settlement expected for Monday, Cause 
is exclusively the food situation- (potato- shortages-./^- . 
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East:East: Transport echelon 111 for MBarbarbssa n starts moving 
on. 21 May. Todate average of 300 trains daily. 

Buhle: a)	 Status reports; Eighteenth Div.mot. j Thirteenth Armd. 
Div. Training of these Divs M activated at the last moment 
will be rather sketchy; have no unit training. 

b)	 Additional personnel for Army Hq_ \u0084v- and AGp* D 

c)	 fourth, Tenth, Seventh Armd. Divs. willget their 
fourth Armd. Companies yet before start of "Barbarossa" . 

d)	 Observation Btry. for Horth Africa; tide them over with 
small detachments for Tobruk; a full Bn. next fall. 

c)	 Transfer of replacement units to France- not liefore 15 
July. Must do without them if "Isabella" comes off 
earlier. 

M^tzfor/Schildknecht: R&view of changes in Russian dispositions in 
the "border area (Western Russia), from the beginning *>f the 
war todate, "by three-month periods. 

-Paulus *» Heusinger Pistorius: Draft of operational plan for 
"Isabella" (Army Group I)) with suggested modifications; ten— 

'\u25a0'day alert	 period. . 

Heus.inger: 

a)	 QECW has again been asking for a second Div. for Holland. 
We have not got it. 

"b)	 5.69 th Div.(destined for Finland) entrains for Stettin, 
begins :!ag 2Z Ma.j. . . 

c)	 -Finland* Ho %;;-\u25a0\u25a0j^Tevz f;o report. 

d)	 Bequest of 22nd Diy. cannot "be granted. 3It.- should 
apply for. reassignment to Ground Forces. ¥c cannot* 
move thoir ground elements behind them. 

c) Crete pos t'ooned to 20 May. 
- fuehrer, ina.ists on occupation 

of Antir^/'urieraj against advice of Air Force..

f) Seg-t. Brandenburg details one Bn. each to AG-ps, Center 
and South, 2 Cos, to AOp. Korth.** 

g)	 Subversion plans for Ukraine and Baltic States. 

Evening conference with ObdH on his return from the Hast, Important 
points; 

A&p. North; Preparations for Qessl- Bridge, construction matsiial— 
will <Lo in a -pinch r Bring.up supplies on the liem en river— 
as far 1 as Kowno. Collect barges for i^iemen bridges beginning . 
20 May (2 "bridges at Memelj 3 bridges can be "built of other

' 
materials	 on hand .) 
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General natters: 

\u25a0-—a) Refugee problam Eyacuatio ., of "border regions? .1
Id) Tighten border protection (S mines.) 

* 
of 60,00 Cchildren,o)	 Evacuation 

\u25a0d)	 Evacuation of Reich Labor Service girls and of the 
Labor Camps (must $c freaS&rfor military -occupancy). 

Army Qp. Center frames its orders in accordance with our 
ideas. Inactive fronts secured "by mines . Regrouping toward 
the right wing is in progress. Inf. reserve close to the 
front, mot. reserve kept in rear. AA protection along the 
Vistula very thin* 

Army Crip. South: Seventeenth Army wants no heavy artillery 
for the jump-off. Reserves will "be put "behind left wing. 
What shall we do about Slovakia? (2 Divs.) 

Hour;Proposed Zero o^os hrs. !o coups de main "before.. 

Ajr Reconnaissance: Roweiai is urgently wanted. 

18	 May 1941 . , Berlin. ( "Mother 1 s Day") , 

Ho	 substantial changes in sit j.ation, Solum .ii'ort Capuzzo again in 
• 

\u25a0our hand; .	 .. 

— 
Private Correspondence, Visit from Adenauer.*-* : G-erti calls 

with her children. 
—- Evening at theater "Veilchenre&oute "\u25a0•*** 

19 May 194-1* 

51buation. ret>o rt: Ban on all travel "by fore ignore and 
indigenous non-residents in the "border districts. 

Belgium: Strike has spread to Hassel.t (54*000 out now)* 

~Libya? 26th Convoy again turned back to Palermo. Casualties 
at	 Solum apparently alike on both sides. Enemy lost much 
materiel . 
Irak: Reinforcements for the British at Habbania have 
arrived, apparently from the West. 

G-en Q,u: Review of ObdH r s,. findings on eastern tour., which have 
bearing on G-en Q,u, SS units for Res,r Areas. 'The missions 
requested "by these units must be refused. # The first 
120-ton column has' arrived from Tunis. 
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Conference with OME on .-plans for "Isabella,". Q"bdH holds that
 
concentration of forces in the • South- will. rouse comment
 
in France. Other items.:
 

-a)' MS situation in the Armd'.Divs.. activated last. Decides 
to move them "by read instead of "by rail, to give them at 
least good road march training. 

"b)	 Strike in Belgium.

c)	 Hanste'ii T s out-of- turn promotion dc dd.* 

"Suerker ting.Sec.) r Ordered to go immediately ..to the ArmcUDivs. 
which are coining out last,, to find out, -what could still "be 

, done for their training (allocation of fuel, etc.), 

Heus inger r a)	 Ho "basic directives from OIDf 1 on command set-up in 
Ronania., since the "question has not yst "been .discussed 
with Antone sen.-** 

"b)	 OK¥ dismisses . our recommendation op. a "German. Chief 
of Staff in the Italian Headquarters" and wants, in
stead, to give Bommel a second G^ief of Staff\u25a0 

supposed' to run the rear services for him. Idiotic.1
1500 »*-!730. Conference at QMS, with yon Rundstedt/Sodens tern, 

later Reichenau/Heim, then also Kleist/Ze'itzler***and, finally, 
yon Schobert. Questions relating to assembly of AG-p. South. 
Ho fundamental • difficulties with High Command of Army Group. 
Lively argument:? with yon Beichenau, who at last decides 
to.group the three center o^-Hds under Kleistls command, right 
from the jump-off. Only. tentative discussion on disposi
tions with Schobert, since we still have not received any 
political directives on the command set-up. ( Jon Schobert 
willget his f.nstruc-ticns at O^ersalzlDerg on Thursday), 
Afterwards short talk with Helm. : 

(on Tphone)Paulus	 ahout his conversation with Jodl on the c> mand 
1set-up in liorth £\rica* All the S'ueh \u25a0cares afaout il,-:i ,-: 

that Bomir^l should not be hampered "by :^ superior Hq. put 
over him. Jodl will-send uz another plan* 

Ohief A-1i11ery Offi OKH) t Use of heavy 
artillery in the sector of A&p. . South. List need.s a 
Coastal Arty. Bn, for Crete.. 

Gol. SchaeiTlerC	 cer — 

* 
\u25a0\u25a0Evening* Receive ''directive 1 with orders f6r Greece and C in C 

Balkans . 
G-en. Wagner reports on a conference with 'Thomas r Fromm and Gercke r(afterno-Oii) , at which it came out that OKW now thinks it 

\ can furnish only 16 fuel trains, daily, instead of the 22 
expected. Also the Com 2 fuel depots in the Bast, which/ 

should be 50$ full, are said to have drop-ned to a 20f£ 
level. 
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SO May 1941, (Attack on Crete). 

Morning conference : 

-
1 )	 0500. 0713. Landing on Crete prepared "by bombing attack. 

Subsequent unopposed drop of paratroops and landing 

of. gliders on Chania, Bethymno.ii .and Iraklion airfields. 
The	 "airborne landing" of airborne troops will not come 
off before tomorrow. 

2 )	 First echelon of Second Armd.'Diy. (3 ships) has landed 
at Taranto. 

3 )	 Unconfirmed reports that British Second Chief of the 
GeruStaff , Gen. Haning, has -taken over command in 
Egypt. 

4 )	 Syria," The French on the border 
'

ar"e getting* set to 
figho the British. 

5	 \u25a0In t ~ognition of the- French atti , ,Ie in the Syrian 
ques -ion, Germany will return 80,000 prisoners. 

6 ) .Maribor Tunnel reopened for traffic. Bridges at Maribor 
and Belgrade willbe reopened by 15 June. 

' 
7 ) Difficulties %xi fuel supply during July. In August, 

oil willbe delivered to theater of operation directly 
from Romania j across the Pruth river. ~ Italy's needs 
are filled by OKW at the expense of our .own quotas. 
Gasoline supply for civilian use is bogged down. 

B lile;. 

1 )	 Truck situat ion: French trucks are praised. Tools and 
spare parts as yet not in sufficient quantities.-* 

;;The mot,, units will'not be ready in time. Extension of 
assembly date willnot be necessary. Only in the case 
of Fourteenth and Eighteenth D.ivs. it may. perhaps be 
necessary 'to set a later date for departure ( which 
would not be seriovs)^,. 

2 )	 "Isabella" Diys^ will be 100 $ equipped with mortars 
and antitank i'lfles by 20 June . Artillery willbe re
equipped with Lt.How. 18 and med.Fd.How. 18 "by 20 June 

3 )	 Corps Ilq_ LIT will "be ready "by 1June (Romania) . 
4. .) "Airaid. Eepla . 3nt "0:1vision" Barb .--^ssa: Refittixg 

) feasible withxn four -weeks after i. .:,rt of operations. 

Gol.	 General Fromm: 

.1..)	 liosb replacements : 90,00.C, In Field Replacement Bns.
475,000 in the Replacement Army (.less 90,000 for Air
Force, leaves 385,000).' Anticipated losses in the 
initial border battles; 275 S 000«, for September 200,000,.
This would leave nothing for October, unless we induct 
age group 22 on 1 August ( last reserve). Forty percent 
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of age-group 22 is in the Labor Service, sixty, in 
civilian occupations . Should not "be called "before the 
end of the year (Fov.) t when men can be released from 
the front to replace them* We can take the risk of 
having no- trained reserves in October. 

2.)	 Fuel sit-qation: June requirements covered, lOfo short 
for July. In August the situation will "be relieved by 
direct deliveries of fuel from Romania to AGp. South* 

3.)	 Current problems of his Section 

G-en. Fellgiebel: 

1.)	 Replacement for Signal Replacement Bn. of Fifteenth 
Armd. Div. lost at sea arrived in Naples. 

2«)	 Two- Cos, for Hear Communications ready in Germany by 15 
June; can be in North Africa early in July. 

3,,)	 Various current raa'.tc^s 

Col. Gause t (o( oriered to North Africa ) reports. Since situation 
precludes decision on his assignment at this time, Ifurlough 
him to Berlin. . . 

G-en, Elmer, being in.Berlin, calls on me. Reviews conditions in 
Hungary, G-ets briefing on line to be followed in the coming 
months . 

— 
yon	 Thoma: Traffic. control. Fifth Armd .Div. still tied up.

G-ood work Of the -Tank Maintenance Groups, -j— Preparations 
for the Sas-'b; Etlxyliaation center to adjust octane number 
for our purposes by addition 'of benzol. «-— Track blocks—	 — 
made of Buna rubber, Collection of booty in G-reece.—
3690	 .tanks are no\; at the German front. Spare parts 
supply for Barbaroosa* 

— 
yon Etzdorff: France: Cooperation in Syria, Cooperation in— 

Horth Africa. Supply line via Toulon (7 I)**~ Coopera— 
tion in vfesr, Africa,.	 Use of portNorth Africa: of Bone. 
In return' Sew ref-'alation of travel into restricted zone— (offiej.als 

3 1 o.cuL'.s t \u25a0\u25a0"la.lis ts , farm managers .) Eas ing of~~ traffic restrictions for Demarcation JAne , Furloughs for-Prisoners of War (up- to 100,000 at a time). Occupation 
costs (prompt negotiations, aiming at reduction from 15 to—*12,5 billion franc ),' Coastal Bbrys. in North. Africa. 

t'1"^1 -— Improve men \u25a0••5 of "^ lavy, Specialists for STorth Africa. 

Plan to- tie Turkey .lose..- +o us by a p Transit to Syria 

. *** (against v ;uk). Pa-pen' protests agains v his mission. 

JaDan: Matsuoka warns he will'have, —to take a "zig-zag 
course I American offers to Japan. Also: Stctus quo 
for Philippines . Offer of mutual undertaking not to enter 
European conflict (defense only). 

— Horne t Visit of our Foreign Minister: Hess _— Darlan Japan. 
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Spaini: Crisis apparently .put off fo-~ the moment. Cuicession 
to the- flange (two new ministries). 

Qret&i Propping of paratroops (2 Regts.) seems to hare "been success- ful, "but strong enemy resistance seems to have developed soon 
afterwards at Chania. Airfields, on which airborne forces 
were to land, are reported to have "been rendered, uase-rvi-c©*-*"
able. 

21 May 1941. 

Morning reports: In. Crete the situation is satisfactory, Mora 
paratroops have "been dropped. Stubborn British resistance 
in some places. Report of landing of Mountain Infantry 
has not "been confirmed. Ho new information on disposition 
of British troops in the Middle East. Situation still 
strained and forces as widely dispersed as ever. Report of 
British in Irak advancing on Bagdad (Al JallUja) are un
founded. 

— 
Col., Ochsneri Report on eastern tour, Armies want flame oil— 

. ammunition and HE ammunition, at ratio of 1:1. Enforce
ment of safety regulations for Racket Projector Troops.* 
Each Rocket Projector Bn. now includes one Btry. of the— 
new rocket projectors with 6,000 meter range. 
Preparations for n^w Becontamination . -cfvice. -^ Chai;:\ol 
foj. repoi'ving of intelligence on ene \u0084 chemical warfa-re—-	 — 
service. Dogs as gas detectorsc.

Enemy intelligence: Britain is preparing
' 

flame oil .for 
defense: .of 'beaches,, •\u25a0;..\u25a0.\u25a0: :. -r \u25a0'. •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 

Russia is activating Ossoaviaskhim** to fight parachutists. 
Reported to have prepared 7$ gas ammunition. France: 
Preparations for "bacteriological warfare (cattle plague). 

Heusjnger; 

a) At req.-ue.nt of Array Hq_ IS, Fifth Armd.Div* will "be left 
in Athens for a few more days. 

b) Letter to Jodl on pending questions, e*g*, on undesirabidi
ty of having German forces strike from Hungary^ as such a 
mtsi?e would be at the expense of the main concentration 
of	 AG-p. South***. 

c)	 SS-Ferries: 6 for Africa Corps (newly arrived), 44 for 
Black Sea; 25 ferries coming off the line in June will 
go td ASp. Forth for 'Baltic. 

A) Let AGp, Center have Corps HXXXXiIOr Corps Eg. XpCV
(reduced l). Then they willget no Corps Hc£ later on 
with tho G-Hq reserves. 
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c) Changes in pla-:i>s for road movement Barbaros sa... due 
bo dp'l \u25a0\u25a0•ys in.arrival of trucks for .:.iewly activated Arind. 
Divs. 

f)	 Inquiry relating to preparatory work for new Rales of 
Sea Warfare: Limited or unlimited "blockade zones on 
high seas? Iam for latter alternative (Bluff). 

yon Ziehlberg: Personnel matters (among others, yon Loeffelholz,— 
Army He; 9). Ban on flying for higher officers within—
 

-*range of enpmy fighters* Transfer of GHq. to Askania» 
Conference of Chief s of Staff after the Whitsun holidays.— 
Current "business. 

Army Hq g: reports on the possibility of unrest in Croatia and 
requests ruling on whether they could use G-erman troops at 
own discretion, Reply: Use troops only at the request of 
Croat government authorities, unless our military interests 
are involved. 

G-orio Bogatsch' (with ZiehTberg) : Allocation of courier planes 
for Hq^s (reasonably satisfactory). 

(with B.uhler ) Allocation of motor vehicles to air 
reconnaissance and signal units » 

One light AA Bn., which was assigned to Ground Forces for 
TlBarbarossa i! 

} is "being taken away and goes to Crete. 

&en> Wagner" (witliBaenv n ch ); 

a)	 r:ea rr-.us for supply "base Baltic: 
Memeli' 2 convoys of 5 ships of 300 tons each 
Koenigsberg? 4 convoys of 5 ships of 300 tons each.- ~\u25a0Also river barge trains of 15 20 ships of 75 100 tons 
each, for Kernel river. 

t)	 Message procedure in Quartermaster service. 

Wagner alone 

— a)	 OKW |directive on Greece. OKW directive on Rear Areas 
Baroarosya, •—• Order of battle of Himmler's SS Array. 

b)	 Supply c.;o i';j.Jina ; The organic Troop Supply Columns have 
all arrived in first half of May,, 

-In	 socoad'-.balf of the month (20 30 May), we. shall, get 
the 30-1021 truck columns.* 

Ready before start of operations: 60-, ton truck columns.** 
After start of operations: 8,000 tons (616th Regt.) (OKH 
reserve) plus additional 4,000 tons. 

c) Puel- for training purposes? One quota (equal. to 100 road 
kilometers) released for each mot. Div. 

d) Noticeable drop in the clothing output (by one-r third). 
Very heavy drain on stocks* 

/ 
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c)	 Are Field Hospitals to "bee one GHq_ troops? Chief Afmy 
Surgeon is against it. However, the Diva, must "be 
compelled to relinquish their Field Hospitals, One© 

\u25a0this, policy has "been established; they ma,y .he compensated 
"by	 Corps and Armies. 

f) Issue of losanthin. Efficacy; Ifused within -five minutes 
no injury; within lO minutes, injury is light9 after 3.5 
minutes ,ineffective . 

Geiio Paulus calls up from Pa;ris : Outcome of conference yith Cm 
C West, \u25a0\u2666on	 the whole ;conforms with my demands. Iinstruct 
him that in locating troop reserves, account must he taken 
of fact that the West-East railroad. system might "be in use 
"both ways at one time.**-

Beusinger: Crete: 4 Mt. Bns ,have' landed In Crete. 2 west of 
•, Chania, 2 near Irakiion. 

Situation at Chania improved. Town encircled. Contact 
established "between isolated para troop groups. Attempted 
sorties repellod. 

Air transport hampered . in area west of Chania where landing 
field is unserviceable, The transport planes land, on the 
beach where they cannot ./oake off. 

s 

Eethyinno'n iix our hands Ho reports received on Iraklion,f 

British naval forces northeast of Crete have disappeared, 
west, of .Crete still on the spot (under attack by our planes). 

Shipments by sea will start tonight,* 

Army Hq 12 thinks that the. show in Crete may drag out 
quite a while .	 . 

During the night a signal indicates that two transport 
vessels of Second Armd.l>iv. have -struck nines in the 
western end of the GuJ.f of Corinth. 

23. May 1941. 

Morning conference: Second Armd.tiv. (which sailed from Patras) 
reported to have lost in.sinking: 122 tanks, 300 motor 
vehicles, 2? motorcycles, 1,328 men**** 

.Crete: Troops larxted: Malenes : . One_ Assault Eegt. (&en, 
Meindl) , one Par?*^i*oop Bn., one Mt. Inf.Bn. 
Chania: 5 Bns .
 
At Malenes and Chania our troops ate opposed by 6 New
 
Zealand Bns. and one Arty.Hegt.
 
Rethymnon!
 Town apparently not yet taken; the B&. set down 
"by us many be, in trouble b^ now. 
Iraki,ion: 3 Para troop Bns., Airfield and town apparently 
taken „ . 
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Libya?, Rommel states |ie cannot take Tobrul^ with the forces 
now at his disposal. 

France I	 has 214,000 tons in the Western Mediterranean* 

Belgium: Strikes djr^ng down* 

Syria: Reported invasion of Syria "by peGaruile- troops high
\u25a0ly doubtful. 

Irak.* Mosul attacked. No British at Al Falluja. 

Egypt: Attempt to get Chief of Egyptian Gen. Staff , \<rho is 
collaborating with Germany; out of the country. Attitude 
of Egypt on the whole not friendly to Britain* 

Trans-p» : Chief: Situation improved. Easing in the East, Shipment 
of gasoline to Com Z depots now included in supply program 
of Field Army,! as requested "by BdE. 

Buhle: Considers replacing lost elements of Second* Arrrd. Div* 
with Tank Demonstration Bn,, originally earmarked for 
Seventeenth Div, . 

(photoMa.i. Westerners Sec in staff of Chief Air Officer)? Submits 
air photographs taken "by Rowehl's. Staff el in the Russian .. 
"border area. They clearly show extensive construction 
activities for strengthening "border defenses (especially 
anti-tank ditches)* .Numerous cable trenches indicate 

. preparation of- a continuous defense position. 

The photos corroborate our view that the Russians are deter
mined to make '"a stand at the "border. 

Ma.i. Schilclknecht (Foreign Armies East) reports on disposition of 
Russian Army along German 'border. For the moot part closed 
up to front* 

\ 

Defense "build-up comprises three major groups: 
Baltic:	 One Army Gp. of two Armies, with one group 

of r.pe rational, and one group of strategic 
reserves in the rear* 

Center:	 One Army Gp.. of three Armies, with,one group of 
operational, and one group of strategic reserves(?) 
in the Fear. 

South: One Army Gp. of three Armies, one group of opera
tional reserves. • 

Independent- Arnry Gp «Pruth front : One 

Seusinger: Reports from Greece 

1.)	 The announcement of loss of tanks off Patras has proved 
erroneous, !The tanks of Second Armd. Div. have already 
"been landed at Taranto* The losses seem to "be largely 
in light	 and med •Artillery of the Div. Very hard to 
replace "because of shortage of prime movers. Personnel 
losses;	 morning figures confirmed. 

2.)	 The transfer of the light AA Bn. to operation Crete 
was ordered by Army Hq. List and cannot "be reversed at 
the moment. Must try to get replacement for "Barbaroosa" 
from Air Force. 
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3.) Situation in Crete seems rather complex, The British 
are in undisputed command of the Sea north of Crete and 
seem to have scattered or sunk a convoy of small craft, 
attempting to make the crossing.. Reinforcements, for 
Crete can therefore "be sent only "by air. It now looks 
quite doubtful that the Air Forces committed in Crete 
would "be available for "Barbarossa* 1 at the appointed 
date. Perhaps it will"be necessary to postpone start 
of "Barbarossa" . 

Buhle 

a)	 Artillery replacements for Second Armd.Div.j A Bn. now 
near.ing completion, re~equipped with light I'd.How., plus 
Demonstration Bn. of 900th Brig. Med. Arty will "be 
allocated. when Div. goes into action* 

"b) 1,800 fuel trailers for Tank 111 will "be ready "by 9 June; 
trailers for Tank IT ndt until later in June. 

c)	 100th Armd.Brig. will "be reasonably mobile by 15 June. 

d) Eighteenth. and Seventeenth Armd. Divs. will complete 
outfitting just about in time. Seventeenth Armcl.Div. 
has 240 different types of motor vehicles t 

c)	 Activate a Rocket Projector unit in Replacement Army, 
for i?Haifisch il.* 

f) Improvements of Army Group jD, "Isabella".
 
-
g)	 Regulation of furl0ugh s to Biarritz. 

.yon Qlaise-Horstenaur Situation in Croatia. Groats want their 
, Army to stay, in country?, clamor for partial motorization. 

Also want transport for civilian economy. G-laise 1 s future 
role. Future strength of the Croat Armyj 3 Mt.Divs., 
2 Inf.Divs., 6 Air Gruppen of 22 planes, each. 

Ma.i, Ehlert; Have a serious talk with him on the reasons for his 
separation from, the Africa Coi^ps. 

Heuslnger: One Bn. of Fifth Mt'.Div. wiped out in crossing to . 
Crete. Current questions (mcd, Arty, for Kythera on; 
Sybel ferries). Probable necessity to postpone date for 
Barbarossa. . 

yon Ziehlberg: Commission for Irak. Recommendations for out- of« 

turn promotions.

Evening to	 Berlin: 
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25 ¥t 194: 
V 

Br^eg)By plane, -(w^th intermediate landing at over Salicia, Tatra 
(Zakopane) to Cracow, Hq. A(|p. B. Sightseeing. Evening' at 
Hq.,. A&p.B. " 

24 May 1941. 

Conference with AGp.Bj 

a) Depth of left wing of Seventeenth Army, 

Td) Send XIV Corps through Seventeenth Army sector to widen 
Kleist T ,s frontage. 

-1000. 12Q0. Ride to Reichshof.* 
— 

Conference at Hq. First Army j Disposition of forces. • 

Employment of artillery (heavy Artillery).-- XIV Corps will 
•"go into line through IV Corps.
 

, Meet the &QntStaff Officers.
 
-

By pla,ne from DeMca to Lul)lin
ivia Bilgorai *. Za,moss C?aelm and 

Wlodawa. Arrire'^ 1700. , 

Conference with CG- 111 Gorps (yon Mackensen) 

Evening with Gen. Staff Offs. of 111 and XV Corps (Vierow) 
•at Hq, 111 Corps . 

-35 May 1941, (Sunday) 

Ride with Faeckens bedt (C of S 111 Corps), later joined "by 
Wagner (,LV Corps) 'from Lublin ( 0700 to Krystin'opbl, 
through Chelm, Hrutieszow, and Sokalo At Sokal, 
(G.of S, XKXXJIII Corps) reports and Heim (0 of S, of Staff, 
Sixth Army) joins us. 

Inspection of jump-off terrain of I'lland XXXXVIIIICorps. 
Ithas the peculiarity that movement's must directly follow 
road network. 
Problems resulting from lack of cover for assembly of 
artillery-
Conference with Helm: :Jtunp--»ff of XIV Corps- alongside 
XXXXVIIX, 

Ens turn from Krystinopol via Hrubieszdw to Zamosc. Prom there, 
-to Berlin "by'plane; arrive 2000. 

-
\u25a02000. 2100. Talk with Sen. Paulus on the airfield, Overnights 

in Berlin. 
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SS May 1941 > 

Arrive Zossen 0900. .Discuss with OQ,u Iand Gs>vQf f.. on -ima^rlal- for 
with the Finns,conference 

r900.~ 1000. C-en. yon Tippelskirch calls (30th Biv.), Blue.rak.Q 
reports	 (new. oof S XIV Corps) . Meyer-*Ricks repqrts out 
(off with Irak Commission). 

1130. Conference with ObdH on Finland. 

headed,1230, Welcome -of Finns, "by Chief, of Gen*Staf f, Heinrichs. 

Ininche on. 

Af^ter luncheon conference with ."Finnish G-en. Staff: 

Aiongtlines of. OEWie Preference: -Operational 
ar.e: discussed. Attack west or east of Lake Ladoga, With 
appropriate disposition for assembly, they strike east 
of Lake Ladoga on a 6' Div. front. . 

Mobilization,near border camouflaged, in rest of the country 
\	 only after passage of German troops for operation "Siiber— 

fuchs" (16 June). 
\ 

Hangoe:, The Finns must do this by themselves 

Aaland; Ihis is likewise a job for them; at least they 
must make all preparations on this assumption. (G-erman help 
needed: 2 Eegts,) 

Long-distance call from G-en.'Vogl (Armistice Commission) a"bout
 
negotiations with. France. • -Mb important news.
 

Fromm	 on phone. Re Holland.1 He told Zeitel that 82nd Div. liill 
have its equipment by 1 June 5 the same as all Divs. of the 
Sixth Draft (i.c», without Inf. guns and only part of the 
AT Bn.). The Div, has been issued 6,000 bicycles. Trucks- ' prepared.
 
Relocation of Replacement Units. . 

' 

.
 

— 
Afternoon: Talk w,ith ObdH about	 -. OccupationFinland. —- in 

Holland.- Command set-up in Horth Africa. Tour in 
. Eastern border area. 

37," May 1941. (S .S .Bismarck sunk) • 

Situation conference.-*. S.S.Bismarck under heavy attack by .superior 
British naval forces in the Atlantic. Reported to be making 
only 7 knots (down from normal

' 
30) , At noon, British report 

that Bismarck Has gone down* \u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0', 
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27th. Convoy sailed for Libya( Coastal artillery). 
the BulgariansPhases and Samothrake turned over to 

Situation on Crate in-proved. The Western part of the island 
now cleaned upj eastward advance continues. 

stand;OKW insists that original date for Barbarossa must 
Ho Q"fcg actions on the part of the Army, except that MA 
might- not he ready; 2 mixed AA 3ns. and 3 light i;A Bns . 
still engaged in Crete, The 2 mixed Bns. were taken out 

of	 Arm,!.Dive.of Army 5q 11, the three light Bns. out
 
Air Force must make up deficiency.
 
Air Force, however 

}
willhave a hard time keeping the date.
 

Italy will touch "bottom of her oil supplies unless oil del'iw
eries can start early in June. Total required! 260,000- ton. 

100,000 are to T3e shipped "by rail*
 
5,000 through Canal of Corinth
 

25,000 from Germany. The remaining
 
60,000 have yet to "be found.
 

-
Count	 Sponeck (CG, 22nd Div): Discussion of status of 22nd Div. 

In order to be a~ommit,t.ed as airborne troops, they need 
1,400 planes . Since that number is not unavailable, it 
would "be inexcusable- to let the Div. hang around idle. 
Submit proposal to OKW. 

Gen. Brand; a)	 Idea of Fuehrer about mixed mc d.Artillery Bus. 
(runs -counter to our experience and the wishes 

tmops) .of the 
"b) Report on tour in Bast, AGp.B. 
c) Miscellaneous minor matters (including level of 

training of GHq	 Artillery). 
OQ.-U, ,17? 

a)	 With Chief of Attache' Sec. i Various Attache questions. 
Hungary, Era~b"be. 

"b)	 French Transitional Army (Memorandum) 

c) Negotiations with Darlans 75 -per cent of the French 
materiel frozen in tfyria is to go to Irak; vehicles, 
port facilities, railroads, roads 

Movement of supplies to Irak to be handled by French in 
French ship's from Cyprus waters. Training for Irak under 
French in Syria.-** Exchange with us information on 

\u25a0 

>British inMiidle East . 
lorth Africaj, We are getting 1,740 trucks now, 400 more 
later. French take our supplies to Forth Africa in 
their ships and forward them to Libyan border. B^zerte 
willbe available for our use. 

French mcd. guns, including ammunition, for us inITorth 
Africa. West and Equatorial Africa; Dakar available 
for German naval" operations, effective 15 July. 

t 
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d)	 Spain? Mobilization takes 8 days. Alert period for 
march readiness 12 hours. Ammunition for one to three 
months (varying for different weauons)j tight on M-

Fightinganmninition. Fuel supplies for 2 months.
 
quality of Spanish troops against British suoposed to
 
"be good.
 

©)	 Portugal: Will .fight,better against the Spanish than 
against the British. 

.ftexu Bulile-: a) Second Army Div.i Heplavement of Artillery with 
newly activated units "by 1 July? likewise Bridge 

/ Clms. from OH.} Reserve. . 

b)	 Activation of four Befehlsha"ber Hqs for* 
, East,- as specified by OEW. 

c) Conclusion of drive to reduce number of types of 
A flop.motor vehicles. 

d)	 32nd Biv. Condition, filler replacements before 
going to. Holland. Report to 03£W. 

c)	 Activation of four Divs,, Sixteenth Draft; 6 3ns. 
of 4 Cos,, '(Regional Defense troops) begins 15 June, 

Activation wij,l take two weeks'. 

f)	 Other current business. — —
 
Qol* Eeusjnger: 5,55. Bismarck. 22nd Div• Paulus f conference 

on, "Haifisch" and slsabella" inParis (ground disposition) ..-*• 

Weather prediction for the East, for period from how until—•-	 — 
next fall. Armored trains. Preparedness for defense— 
in the Sasti Other current questions.' 

yon Ziehlb-erg:Col,,	 Selection of personnel for Liaison Staff— 
Finland- and 'liaison Staff Bulgaria. Preparations for 0 

\u25a0of	 S meeting. 

£8 May 1941. 

Hewly promoted officers in G-en. Staff (l%jors.) introduce themselves. 

Situation conference: 

-Oretei Paratroops seem to have suffered high casualties,
 
The Italian Want to make a landing with one reinforced Inf.
 
Bn. and tanks from the Eiiodes ba.se on 28 June. 

•82nd ,Div. OIOv" wants to transfer 22nd Div.. to the ZI. The 
Div. can "be assembled either in Bucharest or in Troppau 
by 26 May. If the Div. does not belongs to us, we are not 
interested in it. (Braunschweig out of question.) 
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Syria:Syria: French flyers- to Syria,from Horth Africa en route 
with intermediate landing at Catania. 

U.S,A.:/ "Fireside talk" "by Roosevelt: State of unlimited 
emergency. 

Lt. Col. Baxlke: SS Div, Reich willgo to the southeastern* 
theater "by motorized movements across Germany. 

Fieldpost censorship must be instituted "because militaiiy 
matters are "being discussed in letters. 

Civilian morale in the 21 "bad : a) in Party circles: Hess 
case; shortcomings of Party leaders; lawlessness (religious— orders) \u2666** t>) General "population: Religious question.— 
Relations with Russia.. Failure to strike Mow against 
England. 

Current "business. 

— G-en, S,tumme (XXXXCorps) 
reports out ( C0.. 0f Regt.)« 

calls en route. Col » Buelowius 

— — 
S chwatlo-Ge s te rdiiig:* Propaganda questions. Press. -Entertain

ment films and documentaries. 

-

Heusinger Bork; Hepercussions of "Merkur" on nßart)g.rossanBart)g.rossa, If: 

of Crete,2 mixed and 4 light A^ Bns. -anavailaTDle "because 

She 2 mixed Bns. "belong to Eleventh and Seventeenth Armies. 
Must "be in• Saloniki for shipment "by 8 June, to be in time 
for"3arbarossa." Heed no rehabilitation. 

The 4 light"Brie. rwent tos Seventh Ariad. Div" "
 
ITineteentK 
Second' 

n l} (lost .at sea) 
Fifth « «. (Crete). 

These Divs. are GHq. Reserve and therefore not required for 
the jump-r-off. Probably there won' t be any chance, to get 
them reDlaced.
 
VIIIAir Corps must leave Romania on 7 dune, in order to
 
reach Suwalki by 20 June,
 

I]t«Col. Stieff: Observations made on tour in Greece: Hq_ IH^jelfth—
 
Army Crete Development slower than anticipated by Air 
Force. Air Force was quite off in assessment of enemy* 
they expected the British to bolt. 

British are in undisputed command of the sea. We are in 
equallyundisputed command of the air. 

Mistakes of tactical planning:. Troops were set down, in 
three equal forces, in three Dlaces. Lack of reconnaissance 
of the landing area (olive gr-oves) . Landing of planes very 
difficult (olive groves, mountains). 

Sailing of first sea-borne echelon was -timed too late, 
to begin with, and then postponed once. This robbed us 
of the element of surprise. 
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Critical &age was over on 25 May, G-en. Hingelhas situation 
under control. Most urgently needed! heavy weapons. 

British were expecting airborne landing since 26 April and 
made effective preparations for defense, especially against 
parachute attacks. Ibis explains our very heavy losses. 
Combat strength of Seventh Air Div. clown to 3-| Bus., from 
9 Bns. Assault Regt. .lost 50 officers and 1000 men, killed. 

Transport considerably depleted. Out of 600 transport planes, 
170 unserviceable, mostly total loss. 

Losses in Convoy 1 were 500 out of 2,300 (Fifth Mt.Div., 
light AAA). 
Kt| Twelfth Army ventures no estimate of the duration of 
fighting, as that largely depends on what the British are 
going to do. During night of 24/25 May, they "brought 
five freighters to Suda, and two freighters to Irakiion; it 
is not known whether with reinforcements or supplies, or 
for evacuation.. 

Twelfth Army thinks it will be necessary to keep elements 
of Fifth Armd.Div. in Athens for time "being. Atmosphere 
in the city critical. The Italians are not doing anything 
about it, nor have they started any arrangements for* 
looking after the country. 

Also says itmust keep six GHq. Bridge Clms in Greece (for 
Crete). Wants to leave 164th Div. in Saloniki, Sixth Mt. 
Div. in Athens, and Fifth Mt.Div* in. Crete. 

In order to hold Crete against any British attacks, it is 
essential' to secure domination of the Aegean from the air. 

G-en. Wagner (G-en Q,u) : 

a)	 Africa. Logistical, planning for future operations. 
Offensive "by middle of October (?)• 

b)	 Greece: Ideas on future administration of the Saloniki 
district, which is to remain under military occupation. 

c) Gas warfare. 

d)	 Sleeds of 22nd Div. 

G-eneral Ott: 

a)	 Report on his activities as CG- XXX Corps in Greek Thrace. 
Personnel difficulties in 50th Div. 

bj Questions of organization: Infantry can get improvised 
equipment for hill country operations, i.e. 250 pack 
saddles per Begt. This works only for,minor operations 
of short duration. For major operations they would "be 
lacking Mt. Artillery. 
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He wants more smoke ammunition issued to troops* That 
is. a question of long-range planning "by_ supply organization, 
not one of changing "basic issues. 

-
yon Sernuth Buerkerr Findings on return from inspection of the 
new mot. units, activated the last. They will just- make 
the jump-off ( as Org.Sec reported). Inspection of 
Security Division gave gratifying iftpr.es sion. Command has 
the right idea about their mission. Mobile. 

Use of radio direction besets for night ground operations 
in Africa (840 sets ordered for delivery next fall). 

29 May 1941. 

—Situation conference: Crete: Suda Bay cleared. First tanks— 
landed at Sastolli. Irakiion airfield not yet mopped up. 

Rintelen reports: Italian Eleventh Army has 12 Divs. ready 
for occupation of Greece, of which 1 Div., for Attica, rind 
1Div. f for Peloponnese are available at once. ltalian crack 
Guard Eegt. is also assigned to the Pelqponnese. 

British, attack on Sfax. British air attack on convoy. 

Syria: Hanson reports: Prance is changing her plans from 
defense of the Lebanon Mountains to defense of the southern 
"border, i.e. defense of the whole of Syria. Strength of 
French forces: 50,000, mostly colored troops, 40 fighter 
planes from the homeland, 3 destroyers, 3 submarines. 
British: $0,000 in Palestine and Trans-Jordan:. British 
are anxious a"bout Cyprus . 
Irak: According to Hanson's re-port 

f situation not unfavor~> 
able, "but no decisive ttirn for the better yet.' Xack of 
fuel „ 

— 
Jieitel (Personnel Div.): Officer reserve small, Problem of 

the officers' of the 100,000 men Army, who feel slighted.
(As a matter of fact, their promotions have not "been* 
slowed "by the influx of B-offleers.) Reactivation of— 

Problem .of decorations,E-officers. — -r. Members of former 
ruling houses in the Armed Forces. Officers reserve 
por-is	 willbe set up directly in AG-p. Bear Areas. 

-
001.	 Ochsner; Safety regulations for Hv. Boeke t Projectors. 

Radio direction beam ( 170 transmitters, 800 receivers); 
?I.--*\u25a0training required. Use of poison gas in"Barbarossa 

G-en. Wagner: Railroad tractors (three for each Army and Amid. 
Gp.)**— 

Tank spare part depots, 400 tons are carried 
by AGps. for each Armd.Gp. In addition a depot for parts 
in short supply— near Magdeburg ( parts willbe flown to 

. the front). Field Hospitals must become GHq. troops. 
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Conference with QbdH; Bbrth Africa (Cause assignment settled) ..--—\u25a0—
 
Greece ( .0 in 0 Balkans), Meeting of Cfe of S, 4 a A 5 June. 

Palis; 001. 0-~x:.se.f appointed f'L|aison Off
' ..-- \u0084r at Italian High 

Command .uibya". Kinzel,,prior to taking off for Finland. 

30	 Hay 1941. 

Morning conference; In Crete', things are now starting to run 
smoothly. The British are trying to make a getaway from \u25a0~. 

the south coast. The Greeks are offering capitulation. 
The Italian. have landed in the eastern part of the Island. 
I^arge take of prisoners and materiel 7 including a satisfying 
number of guns 6 \u25a0«\u25a0... 

will revert to Ground Forces after all.. Buiing 
of the Fuehrer, 

Irak: Owing to deficient preparation and the impossibility 
of sending effective support, the Irak show, which is more 
in the nature of a political uprising than a conscious fight 
for liberation, must eventually peter out. 'Whatever the 
outcome, however, it did force the British to spread them
selves critically thin,both during the Crete Operation } 
and at a time when our situatidn in Forth Africa was rather 
precarious. 

Tran sr>ort mo vei;i,b_s for build-up arc -.oroceeding in -g"ratifyir"o!r"o! aannex-,	 , 

' 
Fuehrer c de c.lgion that 22 June date will stand 

-— B-ghle: a ) Jurisdiction of Army Mission Romania. Official 
ins tractions. 

b)	 Conversion of mcd. Arty.Bns. in most Armd.Divs,. to 
mixed Bns . . 

— c)	 Cur-rert business i Jurisdiction of List. Field 
Hospitals as Gilq_ troops, etc. 

OQu 17: Current matters. 

Heusinger: a)	 20 SS— ferries are going to be assembled in Gdynia 
starting 15 June. * b) "Halfiseh" and "Harpune". 

c) Proposals "by AGp. JTorth. and Center on disposition 
for jump-off. 

d) Current details. 

yon ZiehXberg: Current personnel matters Heassignments , 
Decorations. 
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Morning conference; 

31 May 194-1. 

—
 a)	 Strike in Belgium. Local food strikes continue 

"b)	 Sinking of ship in Piraeus harbor, allegedly due; to 
spontaneous combustion. 

c) Fifth Armd. Div. (less one ArmcLßn., 1Motorcycle Hifie 
Bn., 13th Rifle Segt.) will start movement on 7 June. 

d) Ban on reconnaissance flights along the Eastern frontier 
lifted. 

c)	 Situation in lrak is taking a -srogressively "bad turn. 
Any decisive 

% 

military help "by us is out of question. 
But. this does not mean, the end of trouble for the 
British in that corner of the world, even if they return 
the old government to Baghdad. 

C~en. Wagner (gen Q,u) with Col. Baentsch: 

a)	 Supply preparations for AGp. S'orth. Result of Baentsch !s 
tour in the East. 

"b)	 0 in C Balkans and administrative -problems .in Greece . 
Gen, Bogatsch: (with Gen. Buhle): Motor-transport' in Air 

Reconnaissance units very difficult. Try to remedy 
situation "by taking aome away from ground troops. 

Pol. Spetli (C of S LIV Corps) reports completion of his mission 
in Italy and assumption of new post. 

Heusinger: After talk with OEW: 22nd Div. now under exclusive 
OEH control. Holland gets one Div. out of our jtfortheast 

line. 

Report to OEW in reply to their inquiry concerning ITorth 
Africa. 

Evening at Kopp ls In Belitz. 

1 June and 2 June 1941. (Whitsun) 

Whitsun, in Berlin. On Whitmonday, visit the Kopps in 
Belitz, with Gerti. 
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3 June 1941,. 

During the morning, visitors: 

St.. Col. Doerr reports as new C of S 111 Corps Hq.^ H^jor 
Abelein,to egress his thanks . Lt. Col. yon dem Borne, C of 
S,	 Africa Corpsj comprehensive discussion of situation end 
divergent views. 

OQ,u IV: a)	 General political situation all over +he world© 

Joint action "by Axis J --.^j on Rossevelt's speech. 

c)	 Turkey! Since we are no longer interested in arms 
transit to Irak, it will "orobably "be possible to 
conclude a non-aggreo^ionpact and a guarantee treaty. 

a)	 G-reoce: Pro-German public sentiment is cooling. 
Seasons i Arrival of Bulgarians and Italians; alleged 
harshness of German occupation troops; food problem 
British agents. 

c)	 Ireland; German "bombs on Dublin* 

f) EussiaS Stalin had a conversation with the Finnish 
envoy, stressing good relations. Offers 20,000 
tons of grain* 

g)	 Italy! After Starace, Sebastiani, Mussolini's party 
secretary for many years, has "been fired also. 

Op. Sec: a)	 22nd Div. now under our control* ~~ Fuehrer will soon 
have conference with Antonescu. 

b)	 719th Div. from Northeast line to Holland; '710th Div. 
to ITorway. 

c)	 Coastal Artillery: 3 Bns. for Eleventh Army (Black 
Sea Coast). Initial location at Galatz. 3 Bns. in 
East Prussia prepared for Russian Baltic ports
(will go by sea) . Coastal artillery for Murmansk and 
Archangel sk* 

A)	 Captured enemy tanks: Six Platoons are leaving for 
Serbia. Six Platoons for Crete are in Saloniki. 

c)	 Syria: Fuehrer order: Stop troops alerted for 
shipment. Commission will stand by. 

f) Greece: Peloponnese willbe occupied immediately 
by the Italians; Thessaly on 8 June, Attica and 
Euboea on 12 June. 

Gon. Jako"b: a) Industrial Dlants nay now be built in the Shine 
defense gone near Kehl 

b) Distribution of Sybel and SS~f orries . 
c) Construction Bns. for Eavy. 
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4 June ,194-1. 

Meeting with. Army and AGp.. Gs of S: 

Morning? Eastern- questions with Eastern Cs of S: Only > 

noteworthy items: Teamwork of |nf. and 4rmqr at jump-off; 
Artillery preparation. ; 

Afternoon: General. questions with, all Chiefs. 

Evening! at the Sen Qu Officers 1 Club 

Strike! Lille, 80$ of the French coal mines 

5 June 1941. 

Lille strike situation unchanged. Very inconvenient now L 

Morningi, Conference with the Western Cs of S. On the whole, we 
go over old ground. It would probably "be a good idea to'* 
establish once for all the number of "ideal vehicles that* 
would be needed in the "ideal^situation". 

ffellgiebel:G-en. Current matters : Assignment of radio "bands— 
in the last. Demands of CG- of Ea-ilwayDecimeter circuits —— 

Troops . Italian radio traffic can be intercepted.—~ Direction "beam 
' 

equipment. Signal communication lines**
 
\u25a0running through Sweden, . 

Talk with ObdH: Visit of King Boris of Bulgaria. ObdH f s talk— 
with Rosenberg. Hew Balkans set-up? Hq List.fuehrer is 
afraid the British might emulate—on the Channel Islands 
our airborne landing in Crete. Russians (Romania) . 

Wagner Gen Q,u:
T 

a) Rosenberg and territorial divisions in the East. 

b) Air transport: Out of 500 transport planes used for 
Crete 250 cracked up (130 'total loss) . Two Transport 
Groups will be deactivated. Twelve groups of 40 planes 
each, totalling 480, willremain. Of these, 8 groups 
of 40 each, totalling 320, are allocated to "Barbarossa" 
Available' for troop and supply shipments (distributed, 
among Air Fleets) . Another 42 planes might come in 
from production. 

c) Effective I.June, the Air Force will get no more 
automotive tires from Army. 
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6 Jung 1941. 

Morn-ing conference: , 

Bas t: Increasing Russian air activity 

Horth Africa:' British again getting frisky, .especially 
opposite Be-ng.a-sd: ; aircraft carrier reported en route . 
Havy: In sea "battle resulting in the loss of the SS 

"Bismarck", the ship was under simultaneous attack "by 50 
torpedo planes, 12 of which were shot down (great work I). 
Itappears likely that acoustic torpedoes were used, 

British apparently have a radar instrument with 35" -km 
range ( ours has only 20 kin). 
X%vy: SS Prinz Eugen ready to go to sea in 8 days. 
SS Luetzow will carry out; feints from Norway. SS 
Scharnhorst now completed, willprobably leave for the 
Atlantic through the Channel, under cover of diversionary* 
maneuvers. SS Hipper willbe ready in July, S$ Giieisenau' 
in October. Tirpitz now on shakedown cruise^ will enter 
service in August. 

Romania .' Increasing Russian movements along the "border 
Communist propaganda > 

Hoelter.* Liaison Staff JMorth, reports. Briefing on 
cooperation with Finns, 

Kralle; Formerly Attache in Hungary, calls before leaving 
for Madrid. 

Conference with Col. G-tgneral &uclerianr 

Armor has its main task not at the jump*-off, but finds it 
in exploitation of the breakthrough- . All strength must' be 
conserved for the tasks that follow. At jump-off, maximum 
advantage must therefore be taken of Inf.support. 267th 
and, 293rd Inf.Divs. must be placed under control of Arnicl. 
Group 2. They will be committed not as Divs.but rather 
as regimental teams without trains, under the command of . 
Armd.Divs. An order to this end will be issued by the OEE 
at once. 

Ma.j. Gen, Buhle; 

a) Tank repair centers for period after conclusion of 
"Barbarossa." We have one for German tanks (Warsaw or 
perhaps also Mil,District VIII) and one for Czech 

\u2666tank's Setting up repair centers for other Divs. 
which must be taken out of the front, would require 10 
days, but that is about the time it takes for a.liv.to 
be shipped back* 

b) Hew Balkans set-up. lew directive (1r.31) and. supplement**
 
on political function. 
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c)	 Reorganization of the Army after fall, 1941, 

d)	 Army -set-up Bulgaria. 

c)	 Questions relating to Army officials.* 

f) 22nd Div.* special equipment for airborne operations 
will remain under guard in Eomania for time "being. 

g)	 AAA situation improved. All that is lacking now are some 
prime . movers and truck columns. 

h)	 Table of Organization authorized for Commandant of 
British Channel Islands. 

i) 16th MG- Bn. becomes static on the Channel Islands. 

k)	 Rest leaves in ilorth Africa 
-Eeusinger Stieff Ruling, scale 'of maps for daily reports in 

"BarlDarossa. 11 

Dankwarts: Report on strike .situation at Lille: OLyiously \u25a0\u25a0''. 
politically inspired by Britain, De Gaulle movement and 
America (money).. But the basic rea,son probably is the 
food situation, for which the G-erman Ministry of Economics, 
more than anyone else, is to blame. 

Measures taken by Military Government sound and energetic, 
without need to resort to arms. The main thing is to get 
the food situation ironed out -promptly. Local Government 
agencies, police and employers are cooperating with us. 
The peak seems to have been reached, and the strike movement 
may be expected to fold up in about 8 days. 

Heusinger: 

a)	 All AA Bns . have been recalled from Greek theater 

b)	 GHcl AA Bns. willbe fully motorized 

c) Mine Clearing Bn. already on way to AGp. Center. Will be 
employed as a unit under Eoth. 

d)	 Styria, etc., keep the old borders with Croatia. 

c) Latest estimates show that all troops inEaples will be 
transferred, to iTorth Africa in June 5 leaving only one 
Coastal Arty. Btry., one Field Hospital, etc. Six 
convoys with four Italian and one German ships, each. 

f) Eungary: Requires 12 days to complete assembly of troops 
Our intentions will not be divulged before middle of 
June.' Hence, an Hungarian attack cannot come off before** 
B' plus 5 or B plus 6; provided ,that is, that they mean 
to be in on it. Our preparations then have to be this: 
Fourth Mt. Div. and 125th Inf. JDiv. willbe moved as GHq.. 
Reserves to AGp, South; 2C4th Div. which willbe ready 
to ship out by 18 June, can be sent to Pres'ov***, 
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where it would "be unloaded, "beginning 20 June, to 
constitute the link "between Romania *and Hungary; again 
provided that Hungary is serious about joinl&g the attack » 

If not, the 3>iv«'will "be moved "behind AGp. Center, as GHq. 
reserve.-

Kiiizelr Beportsl"back from his visit to the Finnish Gen. Staff. 

yon ZiehTberg: * 

Current Gen. Staff personnel matters 

7 June 1941. 

Situationt conference;conference; 

a ) At Solum. the British seem to "be "building up a new 
concentration.,. Something seems to "be up also in the 
direction of Sidi Suleiman. 

"!))\u25a0	 We shall not approach Slovakia "before middle of June 
(same as Hungary) .. 

c)	 Maximum railroad schedule on net west of Elbe ..river will 
"be cancelled «ffActive 16 June, 0000 hours. Likewise 
in occupied territory 

d) 150,000 Groat workers will come to Germany (for war 
industries). 

c)	 Gen Qu reports supplementary requisitions for 190 trains 
for period "between 17 and 23 June. That again I 

.Inspection of OP motor caravan ( organized "by Central Branch ) 
30 office vans. 

Lt»Col. Sperl,, C of Si Corps calls. Beports on experiences in 
Serbia. 

Col. Ochsner: Employment of smoke in Africa, (British are using 
phospfab run'-.).-. Ammunition issued for "Barbarossa". 

Col. Kinzel t Heusinger. Hoelter: Kinzel's report on tour to Fin
land, Conversations with Heinrichs . The Finnish High 
Command has squared their plans with ours, and. seems to "be 
going at it with every ounae energy. 

V Corps (Fins) ,• with two Divs. f is assigned to the 
Kandalaksha operation. 

Aaland will "be handled "by one Inf.Eegt., which is not needed 
elsewhere. 

r Han goc they ,have set out one Div. 

Assembly 6jffrtroopsj_ 
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On "border £QGX&glv-teii-isgfad 4 Divs.
 
I^orth of Lake^ Ladoga 2 D/ivs.
 
In -central sec to;." 5 to G^Divs..
 
(Operational group for offensive east of Lake Ladoga)
 

Reserves-: Helsinki 1 Div 
Turku 1Div 

(Would "be available for follow-up.) 

Time requirements; -obilization and assembly, 12 days, 

including five days' warning on contemplated direction 
of attack. 

The following target days have "been fixed:
 
10 June; Call-up of Border Guard and third Bns „ of Army
 
units.
 
15 June; Mobilization, of V Corps.
 
20 June: Heady to cross, over to Aaland and attack Hangoe.
 

IHillmobilization only after we open hostilities. They can 
start operations when we have crossed the Dvina. 

Finnish G-en. Staff urges attack east of Lake Ladoga 

Col. Baentsch; Report- on inspection at AGp. South. Assignment 
1of MT Fiegt ., disposition and employment in AGp. South. 

Points for "briefing of QM Hqs in impending tasks. 

Keitel OKW (on phone 

3-5	 Crete cannot "be made an exclusive Air Jorce domain 
Question of Executive Power. 

b)	 In Finland , Army Hq. Horway ca . only look after its own, 
and cannot take care also <5f the southeastern operation.* 
An assignment for Erfurth. 

c) Fuehrer's talk with yon dem Borne on Itforth Africa, 
. Tactical, details-. \u25a0 

d) Keitel's talk with Cavallero. Italy's plans for shipping 
troops to Africa are reaching too high. What the theater 
needs are not large masses of troops, but small contingents 
of crack troops with the best of equipment. Africa is a 
problem of logistics and equipment, not of mass 
concentrations .' 

Importance of protecting unloading operations in Benghasi
(coastal' artillery, escort planes, fighters, AAA). 

—
 
Increase inAfrica Corps' artillery fire power. 
Safeguarding of coastal shipping lane and cutting of 
British supplies to Torruk,, 

General "Bogatsch: 

a)	 Presents Rowehl's latest reconnaissance photos. Some 
gaps left around Eovno . 
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"b)	 Timing of Idng-^rapge reconnaissance. Staffeln must "be 
held "back at first.; prooa'bly will npt start operations 
liefore second day?* in AfrpV* Center 

yon Bornai.H -(with yon Zlehl"ber 

a)	 Relationship of "Staff School" to War Academy entrance 
examination inpeacetime.. Gen*Staff must insist on the 
special preparation and administrating of the Academy 
examinations. Selection of future G-en* Staff Officers 
must remain in our hands. The scores given "by Staff; 

School naturally willhave to "be given due consideration* 
On the other Land, the graduates' rating sheets willhave 

to incorporate criteria which can serve as "basis for -•the selection of War Academy candidates. 

Id)	 Academy courses starting next fall. Hard to tell as yet 
whether emphasis will- "be put on training of young 
Staff Officer Candidates, or on refresher training of: 
World War IGen. Staff Officers. The latter courses will 
"be necessary is any event. 

c) Motion pictures. Assignment of Motion Ficture units. 
Developments \u25a0in	 color films. 

d)	 Defense measures against flame throwers 

Evening at Eopp!s in Belitz. 

8 Ju-ne 1941, (Sunday).	 British i..:.vr. 
invade Syria* 

—- -Berlin. Leyherr comes for a visit. Color pictures taken. 

9 June 1941. 

By air uo front. _ Warsaw ( yon Ho"be*), Biala, Brest-Litovsk and— — Tilsit. Return, via Prisches Haff Danzig O&fnia. 

Conferences with Cs of S XII Corps (yon Waldenburg) and 
XXIXVIICorps (Bamler), and the Div, Gen. Staff .Officers. 
Allknow -their jo"bs and are in high spirits. Preparations 
for 22 June completed. 

The imposing vastness of tho spaces, in which our troops are now 
assembling, cannot fail "but strike a deep impression. By its" 

. very nature itputs an end to the doctrine of «Tuchfuehlung 
The Division as a self-contained operational unit becomes a 
dtminant factor. All the work of decades ***,which was 
undertaken to train the Div. Commanders for independent
leadership,	 Artillery supportmust pay dividends here.	 at 
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the jump«~d:ff Milnot te spectacularly strong, "but must do. 
Engineer work -.and signal communications seem to "be well 
prepared. 

10,, June 1941 « . 

S ituation conference;conference; 

jfforth Africa: . The Britisl: have finished regrouping their 
foruos at Soluraj rot yet clear whether for defensive or 

'\u25a0offensive opera 11ens. (Radio intelligence has located one 
more Div. Hq_ and one more Regt.) 

Crete: Command set-up still unsettled, "On top of all the 
combat missions which Air Force must carry through from its 
Crete "base, they -'.yibist on having administrative control. 
( On his own authority, txie CG- of XIAir Corps has styled 
himself "G-o-seraor",) 

rK : Transfer of GHq_ troops from Saloniki to Eleventh 
..rmy is slow. Russians- report presence of seven Grerman Divs 
in Moldavia. 

Syria: Minor advances of British. The French view tile 
situat ion optliriis ticr-].ly, 

Turkey; Conclusion of pact likely* 

Croatia; Beported to "be a"bout to join Tripartite Pact 
( 15 June , in Italy). 

Heusj.iTgGr;_ 

~- •  ._1->) 'Finland v Roinforoement -of Boreter-" Guard fte tween-l&3-<-~ 1-3' 
June. Mobilisation : Troops allocated to Hangoe <?,nd— 
Aaland .opcrallons , 12 20 June. V.Corps ( vlortheTn—
 Crroup) 

$ 15 to 25 June. Bulk of &rmy, 16 to 28 June. 

2.)	 ?lOth Div. (second occupation Div. for Norway) will "be 
shipped "between .14 and 17 June. 

* 3.)	 "Kaifisch' II" cannot "be carried out in the form 
planned "by High Command West, "because Havy has not got 
the required shipping available' for immediate tasks.. 

4-) .Crete-Greece: lool^sh plans of OKW In Crete, for which 
they want 4 Regts. Put up strong opposition L 
Also, we must get out again one of the, Mt. Divs. tied up 
in Greece. . 

Major -Liansen reports on his tour in Turkey, Syria and Irak 

Turkey: Popular sentiment on the whole is favoring us.
 
The Turks, went over to England "because they we^e afraid of
 
the Italiane. Realising now, that their fears are unfound*^
 
ed,. they would like to come around, "but must w4ita. while for
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!.ae public £o get used to thisr change of front. The Turks 
have iib political claims for1 the future* 

Il'sk.'.-. Impotent as a military factor. Internal situation 
chaotic. British forces in that theater will remain tied 
up for some time to come. 

Syria,; Dentz apparently a good, soldier and determined to 
resist c Popular senviment in the southern part of the 
country anti-British, in the Uorth it seems to he partly 
pro~De Gaulle, Eorces available in the South against 
British: 20 Rifle and 6 Arty. Bnsv; ought to "be enough. 

00,-g IV: 

a)	 Preparations for intelligence service in "Bar"barossa !r. 
\u25a0All intelligence sources must lie cleared through Ie 
officers. 

t) Preparation for intelligence service in future operations 
in Eastern Mediterranean. 

c)	 JTrance: Exploit channels for exchange of information on 
Britain a 

d)	 Exchange of cables Boetticher/loreign Office. 

~c)	 Conversation Fuehrer Duce«> Apparently an exchange of 
general ideas > without "binding commitments. (Switzerland 
disgusting.) 

Badke 

a)	 Propaganda organization for "Barbarossa" 

"b)	 Few enemy campaign for undermining German, morale "by 
personal attacks on high army leaders on the radio 
(slurs on yon Bock). 

c)	 Memorial Cemeteries and Soldiers' Monuments in France. 

d)	 Current matters. 

11 June 1941. 

Situa llon c onfeg^ngej^ 

a) Delay in transfer of units from Army Hq^ 12 to Army Hq. 11 
affects: 2 med»A rty. Bns 2 Eng.Bns, Arrival "by 22 June\u0084 

now is doubtful. 

"b)	 Eastern front all set. Build-up proceeds according to
plan. 

c Troop shipments running on sci-3dule . Eailroad accidents 
in the ZI willnot affect them appreciably. 
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d)	 Strike in Belgiulil Ms collapsed. 

OQ-ijl I? 

Deception measures in West and Sast. • Ho suspension of 
mail services in West now. Measures must "be stepped up* 
during July and possibly August.. 

t>)	 Operations on the periphery of ftJßar"barossa' r theater.— <• 

Preparations. 

Gen, ffrfurth reports as C of S Liaison Hq North* Briefing &n 
operational and personnel questions. 

A&m. Schuster (Admiral Balkans) reports on Crete and Aegean, and 
inquires a~bout "Earbarossa" (southern wing). 

Luncheon with Gene Ott, G-en. Paulus . 
•Gen. Wagner; Report on brip

' 
to Rome. Favorable impression of 

Italy and of Rintelen 1 s work. The talks in Rome strongly 
indicate that 'build-up of stores may "become possible during 
June, In terms of present strength of Africa Corps, the 
over-all supply picture is as follows: 

On	 hand Ship in June 

Ammunition: 4 issues (l with troops) 5 
Puel? 6rj- consumption quotas ("bulk with 50
 
troops)
 
Rations: 15 daily allowances (mostly 20-30 
Benghasi) 

-:•quired shipping space 44,000 ions. 

These transport requirements, plus what the Italians need, 
can "be supplied only "by putting 20,000 tons to work on the-—	 — — 
French route Toulon Bizerte and then G-abes Zarzie 
Tripolisw Of course, this means reloading at several points. 

Efficient operation can "be assured only by establishing in Rome,
'•an agency equipped with sweeping Dowers, to route required—	 — ••supplies through Prance, Naples Tripoli, Naples	 :'—	 —
 

\u25a0Benghasi, or Taranto- Peloponnese Benghasi, according . 
as shipping and naval and air escort become available. -:Such a powerful agency does not exist as yet. Aerial and 
coastal protection necessary to insure safe operation of 
the routes must be furnished by Air Force and Army.. 

12 June 1941. 

Situation conference: _ 

lorth Africa;: Minor changes in enemy dispositions, furnish-:;-.; 

ing no clues to offensive intentions. Still, an attack need 
not "be ruled out. It may well develop in the coming moon~ 
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bright, nights v 
Fifth tt;. Div.., .hairing now teen taken out of line, is held 
in. readiness for counterattacking southeast of Tobruk. 
Will work together with elements of fifteenth Div., which, 

were also withdrawn. 

Syria: Local British advances, mainly along coast; in this 
sector-, Dentz has no means for striking. hack. 

Turkey: Willnot intervene in Syria. It looks to them 
that Dentz has little chance \u25a0* to .hold' out' long. -Britain haa -not 
todate approached Turkey to take positive action in the 
fighting in Syria. 

22nd Div.. with Arty- and trains will arrive in operational 

area "between 20 and 25 June, 

G-on. Konrad: Reports "back after illness. -*- Dietl's wishes— 
concerning Air.Force sup-port for"Silberfuchs ? Uniformity"— 
in procedure for enemy reports in Air Force and Array .—. 
Exchange of information "between the two Branches of the — Armed Services and its organization. Exchange of maps.r~*

\u25a0itforth-rAfrican supply problem and what Air Force can do for 
it. 

Q-ercke: a) Personnel questions: Recommendation for promotion 

of Bork and Ludwiger 

b)	 Railroad operation. Allocation of cars for industry 
and coal distribution satisfactory in spite of maximum 
railroad schedule. 

c)	 Motor trucks for operations on RS. tracks: Available 
174. Can pull 3 trucks, with through-brakes. 

d) Construction of bridge near Edirne makes no headway, 
because Turks want their own contractors to do the 
work. We are interested in.having the work done 
quickly, for we may need that railroad line next fall. 

c)	 Organizational questions? "Inspectorate of Railway 
Troops ft is ..necessary also in wartime. Some Brigade 
Hqs required for control of -these troops. 

Inspection of CP motor caravan: One van for ObdH, one van for 
G-en. Staff. 

Fellgiebel reports on his tour in the East; Suggestions 

a)	 Dummy movements in Hungary and Romania, in coordination 
with AG-p. South. 

"b)	 Hq_s imist "be instructed on proper radio procedure for 
traffic "between rear and forward GPs. 

Gren Q,u: a) Organizational set-up of "Armed Forces Commander South— 
east 11 .* Relationship between Military Commander 
"Serbia" and "G-erman General Bulgaria", Take Army Hq 
2 out of theater. 
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"b) Organization of supdl^ services for Africa. Transport 
dictator. 

c) BoacU-rail automobile and rail prime movers 

d)	 Issue no more orders involvingbas ic changes prior to 
"Barbarossa", 

Op, Sect 

a) Briefing of Corps Hq_s : of GHq reserves. 
" 

HeceDtion Hq_s** assembly and transfer to front. 

b)	 Improve defense preparedness of Channel Islands. 

c) Ninth Arrad.Div. has difficulties getting equipment to
gether. Second Armd.Piv. willhelp out, "but as a result 
will complete own outfitting later than scheduled. 

13	 June 1941. 

Situation conference: 

Tobruk; Solum unchanged. Eavia Div.** has taken over south
ern front at Tobruk. Fifth Lt. Div. taken out of line. 

Romania: Readying of ships for Betfsarabia» Dismantling 
of tracks on railroad bridge *\u25a0** Radio communication with 
Havy. *# 

East;	 onMovements schedule 

Syria: . French reports sound somewhat better now; apparent
lyBritish advance along the coast and south of Damascus has 
been checked. 

G-eneral Bogatsch: 

a)	 Missions for close-range reconnaissance Staffeln, Iwon' t 
let him use also the OKE Staffeln at the start; their 
turn comes later. 

b)	 Allocation of AAA to Armies 

OQ,u IT (at first with Mellenthin) i Position of Attaches in 
relation to the "German Generals" (in Bulgaria etc.,) 
Military Missions' etc. Intelligence Center under Rohde in 
Middle East. 

Col, Ziegler: (C of S XXXXIICorps) drops in while here for 
"briefing of Corps Hqs of the GHq_ Reserves. 

General Ihomas (Armament Economy Office); Fuel reserves willbe 
exhausted in fall. Aviation gasoline willbe down to one-
half, regular gasoline to one-quarter, and Diesel and fuel~ 
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oil to '\u25a0one-half of requirements. 
Cooperation with. Armament Economy Office. 

Political questions: Operational plans cannot "be tailored 
to suit economic planners. 

OQ,u 111 1 Dissension regarding relocation of replacement units in 
the West are settled "between Aray Hq. 1 and BdE, 

* 
yon dem Borne, Heggenreiner and Eommel are ganging up on Gause 

in his new post. 

G-en Q,u; Cm 0 Balkans j legal and administrative tasks 

Buhle: a) Report on Eastern tour. Divs. on the whole in "better 
shape than last spring.. Very satisfactory over-all 
impression. \u25a0 

b) Repair -facilities for Armd, troops. How much static 
and mobile? •* 

—	 ** c) Special Bn. Irak To "be formed with volunteers. 

Conference with QbdH after his return, from the East: 

a)	 Over-all impression satisfying. Troops in good shape. 
Operational planning generally well thought through. 
Open questions: Timing of attack. Some of the Corps 
want dawn instead of 0330, 

What to do in the event that enemy attacks before we 
strike. Proclamanation to troops on attack on Russia.*** 
Must set forth reasons', 

b) Review of the situation created On the Balkans by the 
new OKW order (with G-en Qu present) . 

c)	 Review of general situation. 

Heusinger: Report on Eastern tour with ObdH. E^,impressions*^ 
parallel those of ObdH, 

G-en. Paulus: a) How to overcome the difficulties confronting the 
of Gs;use !s. Staff Hq.mission	 in- Garibaldi's 

b)	 Shift of replacement units of ME to France. 

G-en« ffellffie'bel: 

a)	 Dummy Ba&io traffic in Hungarian territory prior to 
"Barbarossa" • Consultation with the Hungarians on 
18 June . 

b)	 Radio communications during shifts of CPs . 
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14 June 1941. (G-eneral conference in 
f s Office).3uehrer 

-Reports on 'ffiarbarossa" t^.the Ofs Army Gps,, Armies and Armd., 
G-roups, 

' 

\u25a0\u25a0.; 

1100- t Jalkenhqrst together with Stumpff (Air Force) report 
on "Silverfucks". i\forthern Group, B plus 7;Southern Group* 
plus 9 „ 

1300 -*- 1400. i leport of CG-s . Armies and Armd. G-p. of, AGp. 
South. The question of control of Romanian Army is clar
ified* Up to the start of offensive operations, Antones cu 
will formally exercise supreme control in Romania. Army 
Hq 11 will "be attached to him as his "working staff", and 
thus will "be- in actual control, "but orders to the Romanian— 
troops must "be issued through Antonescu. In this set-up 
the "Army Mission" will act as liaison staff "between Army 

Hq_ 11 and Antonescu. Hungary will not \>e taken into 
confidence,, "but merely advised that Hungarian defense 
measures must take into consideration the counting strength 
of Russian forces on her "border. 

Slovakia will not "be informed for the time "being. On start 
of hostilities, their Army Command will"be requested to get 
their troops ready to move, in order to "be a"ble to repel a 
Russian advance into Slovak territory. (Employment 
desirable on the Russian "border south of Seventeenth Army.) 

After luncheon, the Fuehrer delivers a lengthy political 
address, in which he explains the reasons for his intention 
to attack Russia and evolves his calculation that Rassia's 
collapse would induce England to give in • ' 

~ 1630 1830 : 'Report OJI measures in the Baltic (Adm 
Schmun&t) , afterwards AGp. BTorth and Center. 

* Prolonged de"bate on the dangers which threaten G-Hq from 
the Bialystofc salient. Minefields t** 

It has now "been decided to advance Zero Hour from 0330. to' 
0300. 

15 June 1941. (Sunday, Berlin). 
—
 Farewell visit to G-erti. Visit to Jarbfilm-Foto*** to take a—
 

look at the color photo taken at home. Visit "by Koppen
"berg. # 

\ 
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16; June, 'l94l. 

S jttia't lon, teyorti 

a)	 Superior- British forces, striking far to the south and 
southwest, have teen attacking Solum since Sunday \ — 
morning. British throw in 150 200 tanks. Enemy has 
air superiority. 60 tanks knocked out, also 11 aimlanes 
•Ta,nk "battle southwest of Capuzzo. Allattacks havo "been,

' 
repelled. i 

British are transferring airplanes to the Eastern 
Mediterranean. Intensified British submarine activity 
in the Mediterranean (embracing Aegean). 

"b)	 Operations area of Russian ftb.vy. Sussian patrol activity 
at Hangoe and on the western end of the Gulf of Finland. 

c),V.S^ Havy shifts its main concentration to the. Atlantic-. 

Jako"b 

a)-lurun— Magu^ele "bridge dismantled'- (llJune) ,'will "be. moved 
to,G-ernavoda*and, replaced "by large ferry. '.;• 

*&)	 Sybel ferries have arrived at Oernayoda, 
Constant a: 23 ferrie.s undier. construction .(number to "bb 
increased t0.47) . Will"not te ready "before 25 June . 

c)	 Mine detectors for Eleventh Army, 

Conference 'with lield Marshal Li-sir'inrOlDdHls 'office regarding 
. \u25a0appointment of !1 Armed Forces Commander 'Southeast" . 

B-ghle: a)	 Seinf orceraeiut <^f Channel Island defenses: 3 22 cm 
Btrjrs,, 315 cm gun. Btrys ., 6 siege gan~. 18 B'tiys. 

1%) "Assault guns and Tank IV. Use of assault 'guns as 
substitutes for .lacking tanks' lV. 

c)\ Question of furloughs in Africa. 2% <?f furloughs in 21 
Zfo' 4n African rest centers;. . --Heplace married personnel.. 

d)	 Replace men t situation; . By 1 Oc tober \u25a0 'Eepla cement Army 
will "be 450j0'00 strong. Anticipated normal attrition 

t	 losses (sickness, discharge for unfitness, etc.)
 
ISO, 000. 7 This Teavee 300 ,"000 plus 70, 000 in Field
 
B-eplacement 3ns i, a iiotal of' 370., 000 , as ..replacements.
 
for;Td attle losses- in "Bartaros sa".
 

c)	 Current "business-. Also expression of views on organiza -tion program 'of Eai^way Engineers.^ .	 -\u0084 . 

Briefing- ofliaison Officers
'
'a t .Army' Gp/,"Ariny- and Aj-md. &p-;Hq_s . 

HeuslngerAfterwards for curVent "businessj current
' 

matters turned-
\u25a0 

\u25a0 

- over	 to Paulus. : . : \u25a0'."\u25a0•' . . '\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0;, . 

Buhler G-etv 

ready 900th' Brigade.. Will "be committed around 
T 

/ 

» 
sf!ifi 

-

^.\u25a0\u25a0lss 



-Ostrolenka, under tactical .control, of AGp.B^ to guard against 
any Ifcisslant breakout attempt from 'the BiaiLystok salient} : 

• votherwise G-Hq. Reserve. •) J \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.'. ,- :..'\u25a0" 

1^ June 1941. 

By plane to Wiener Keus tad t -..Belgrade.- Bucharest (conference 
~- 

with Army Mission and Attache) Const anz a -Danube, Delta. 
• Bacau (Moldavia) and to Hq, Eleventh Army.

t 
19 June 1941 . 

% 

Hovx "by plane and car along northern and eastern "border of Romania. 
.Defense positions. In the evening conference in Eleventh 
Army Hq., Af- dinner Imeet the Romanian. War Minister. 

19; June 1941. 

Ham during the night causes severe- floods 'which .complicate ride 
\ t,o Bacau airfield in the morning.,, Take-off delayed. J'j.ight. 

above, clouds ('4,000 m) to Budapest, where we are received ••-— 
! - "by' G-e.n, Werth,; '\u25a0'• luncheon and conference, By air, to 

(conference Military Attachs 1_'-' Bratislava with fieri/ Ott and 
\u25a0Becker) .—*- He turn flightVtollangsdorf. \u25a0'\u25a0">, . 

/:-, 

20 June ,l9^l. 

" Situation, conference: 

a) Africa: . Defensive success at Solum, Two qhomy 
tank "brigades at least bad! V crippled ('2OO tanks) . X 
Air Corps transfers the following new units to Africa: 
1 long-range, fighter Staffe-l; . and 2 divebomber Staffeln.' 

,b) East; Assembly of troous proceeding according to \u25a0'plan. ;- Weather --''favorable. Elvers -.par-t'ly .below normal. 

c) Replacement milts in Mildistricts -II and 111 go to XX 
and XXIon 23 June, from.'.Protectorate v:to Mil.District* 
I on 15 July. 

d) MoXotov wanted "to .see the fuehrer on 18 June, 
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i 

\	 Heusingeffi^" 

a) $ue&rer concerned about area west of August ow^,* and about 
(iomania, . Auj£i:u3t PJftL Use SS .and' 900th. Brigade > i-.rV

Romania: Parts of "sth Armd/Div: are to "be sent over > 
(Fuehrer's wish). Actually only components available-. 
are: two- thirds of 13th Eifle Begt.^and 2nd Bn./31st
Ai-iikU Regt. Movement from Athens to- Romania will take 
8 -.9.days. For now they can go to. Saloniki (2-3 days). 

*b) , East; S^uatble %e^e&n AGps.;l"orth and Center about 
time.jump-off----- Protection- of Vistula bridges (AAA).2S

\u25a0v	 a *— 

Adolf Hitler will not be ready in time. Tracked comptm-" 
ents leave on 22 June, qtheri not "before 25 «Tune. 

c)	 Romania; lew Command eet-up- . Hq, of Romanian Third Amy 
steps down.**	 \u25a0j 

d)	 46th and 294th Divs. in Belgrade area ready to bo shipped.: 
Move 294th Div. to Saxony. 

c)	 AGp. South wants 4th Mt.Div. . W.o 1 May follow up 
as GHq. Reserve behind Seventeenth Army in its drive on . 
Jaroslav. 

Gen., pehquist: ITis-hes of the Finnish G in C. • 

I^7 Want to receive request of G-erman High Command to start' / 

Ladoga operation at latest possible date. ! )[\u25a0'-'''' 

2.) Ope rat ion,east of Lake /Ladoga, is the one. lihey want. 

3.) SeVen days' alert notice for start of operation (five 
days -only in...'an emergency) » Some thing:new %' 4.) J'innish, High Command wants to "have V Corps freed as aooit 

.as possible for .operation Ladoga. '; Other it-ems of 
•\u25a0 

\u25a0 >, v .'	 .information: , , ' / 

: 
a) Difficult food situation. ..\u25a0 / f 

; Td) Mobilization starts/on 18 Junei r'Comt)leted 28 June* 

G-en. Eogatsch:,- 'AAA-protect ion'.ofo f ~Vistula bridges. First use 
... 'troops available on the spot. Fo thing must be taken from 

the AAA:-of G-round t at least not in the 
' 

first -
\u25a0 

\u25a0 -, 
„ \u25a0"\u25a0' d&fam/'- ... .• . i

' 
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 , '\u25a0\u25a0 ;,

.' ..'\u25a0 ....". r'', .. , . . «: \u25a0	 \u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0/. *,\u25a0-'. . .... ..\u25a0	 _ •. .-.. .. /. .-.. . , j : ... 
gol. yon Ziehrb'erg: Transfer of GHq_. : thirrent G-en /Staff questions. 

Conference with ObdH -on my travel -impressions and "Barbarossa", 
'	 on' 

: ;\u25a0 -2STo .important new yiewpoinfesu	 
». \u25a0.. 

In the evening we receive the Fuehrer \u25a0proclamation to the troops 
\u25a0 for "Barbarossa".' ..-A longwinded manifesto, surprisingly Im^ 

. a predominant political tenor. - < -
•\u25a0 

\u25a0'> 

Late in the evening yon Zjehlb erg still has ' 
reportssome " on 

'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 .	 ( lav VI, CorpsK.personnel matters . 
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-\u25a0\u25a031 .June »1941. ', 
k 

-

Situation conference: 

'" * a) ,' Codeword IX^rtmund'' . has cs'ojae through.
 

t>) Materiel .position.'; of ;SS;SS 'Adolf Hitler has improved, .Div.
 
1 may> yet get ready; in VtimeY , 

: '\u25a0". 
*' \u25a0", : 

c)| Losses at Solum are on a reasonable scale t Total 560 men, 
\u25a0with* proportion of killqd considerably^ lower; than at 
To'bruk. "luiriber of miss ing.large, "but that is probably 
ineVitable in such desert 15a tties. 

d)	 Hungary lias effected certain improvements in her "border - .defenses (AT guns)-. ;'.;•.' , ;.'i \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'.;• .-•\u25a0'.. 

c)	 The SS destined as se-curity force on "border north of 'the 
Bialjjrat.ok tip, Villgo to Arys.** 

/
 

f) s-yrlal
s-yrlal Situation not unfavorable, Attitude' of Wench 
airman; is "becoming increasingly pro^G-erir^n. 

Gen1.- Bran& t Gen. Buhle:
 

a) Artillery.developments'. o_n develop-
Gen, Staff \u25a0comments 
\u25a0 meat program of Chief of Armament* 

"b.)	 Brand reports on his inspection tour: Artillery assembly 
in the East, ; 

' 
( 

c) Eatio; of.combined German and Romanian artillery to 'Russian' 
••'\u25a0;	 ' ' r 

\u25a0Isas 2.2 :2.9. \u25a0'. \u25a0\ : .	 I. .'\u25a0 > .\u25a0 

'	 y 

Gen. Buhle: a) Current organizational matters. :
 

t) Tank developments'" program next fall
 
' c) Experiences gained in refitting A'rmd. units a.fter
\u25a0 

the Southeast. operation.
 

Gen,
 yon JClrchheim: 

a.) -Experiences inHorth Africa.\u25a0\u25a0 Suggests farming of Camel 
Transport columns (6,000 camels eq[ual to two .30~nton "\u25a0 

truck columns) . 
"b) Dis"banding of .Colonial Staff. 

c) Personal impressions on relations "between certain j
' personalities in-ITorth .-Africa.. . \u25a0'•'"'. '. \u25a0."-. 

/ 

&\u25a0) .Requirements "for attack -on- 2o"bruki 9 -.Rifle Bns.f>3 
1 Combat Bns.	 30 Rocket Projectors; Btrys. ;. 

Ma,f» Gen. Paulus: Reorganization of office routine after start of
 
operation. •. '('Written instructions .for internal' Gen. Staff
 

\u25a0service) v ; .	 ' 

Gen. Ifetzky: ,a)	 Britain: 42 combat-fit Divs.; and 7 newly activat-

Ed Divs. in the homeland.
 

\ 
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"b)	 Resources" for moving British troops to Senegambiai 
\ 

\u25a0'c)	 Time required for' ship-ping one British Div. "by sea: 
3 weeks (asßerrfbly 

f loading and unloading ) tdlus voyage. 

d)	 Rhode team for collection of intelligence in the Middle 
East installed in/Ankara. 

' c)	 Individual Army officers on s/peelai missions will"be 
1subordinate to the Military Attaches . 

f) 25 Romanian highs chool graduates will ente-r .the German 
Army as officer candidates. 

Wagner ,~ -Baentsch: 

a)	 Possibility of transport difficulties in the Lublin 
corner. If necessary, 'make adjustments' in troop trans~ 
ports .., 

T?5	 Suspension of JTeldpost from the, ZI to the Army between B 
$>lmr 1- to ;B plus 5. / 

3©)	 Oversea .Staff (an DOT creation- which in that form comes 
' 

\u25a0\u25a0 

\u0084 
\u25a0too late, and is ineptly organized).," , . v 

Wagner alone: 
' d) Gonferences of G«n Q,u in France? . THalfischlf,

'\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0'* 
\u25a0*:trIsabella". / , ..	 , 

c)	 French political situations (intrigues by our political-
agencies make Dar-lan' S 1 position.' very difficult.) 

* 
f)	 fest mobilization of "Resurrection columns 1 was a full 

success » •*. . :\u25a0\u25a0.•..--.'\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0'-.\u25a0.•\u25a0';. 

Seus ingerv: 
/ 

a) Thirteenth Rifle 'Regt. for Romanian 1 ( arrives Saloniki ' 25, June., could. reach Romania 29 June) OKWs s interest 
slackening 

Td) IIDuce offers for Eastern operation? One Corns Hq_,, ** 
2 Car..- Divs.r 1 mot, unit ( to operate on the Balkans'? ), 

.;C.) Slovakia: No political 'steDs intended. 

d)	 Air\u25a0 Fo.ree (Waldau) reports that it is . ready 

c). OMH would like to ha.ye 
*

164th DiV. in "Barbarossa" * low -. ''marooned" ,pti G-reek islands;,-.' Will not arrive in^ time> 
?Could' W used; iin. Anatolia cnoe-ratiohi Will "be" offset 

"by a Div." of Fifteenth Draft.: 

Snemy; intelligence?, Heightened Russian alertness; reported in some 
\u25a0places, (manning of positions fa«>ln^ VIIICorps). . 

.I'inn j^sh, mohilizat ion proclamations reported to have "been posted. 

\ 
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7 
Conference schedule in W 3arbarossa n ; 

liVmy ,office;:. 090Q ancl3ooo . 
Beport to Fuehrer after • bOnfetences * 

\u25a0\ 

Balance ®f ,s trertgth. : 
\'j i 

G-ermany ( "Barbados sa^, '.firont 

102 Inf. Divs. (mcl..4 It.and 2 Mt. vDivs.) 
19'Armd." Divs./ 
14 mot. Divs. ( mcl. 4 SS Divs.) 
5 Special Divs% (i.c;.:, 3 Security Divs. and 2 Mvs 

Draft 

Total 141 Divs. :.\u25a0 ' 

Bussia (entire European Bgssia 
f-

' 

154 Inf. Divs. 
25j- CaTw Divs. / 

Total 213 Divs. (rounded figure) 

i 

y 
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'THi. G. %U P AICr IS. %.: t. ";& V g;S>I A 
—^ 

s 

? 
>,	 22 Juni 1941. (Sunday) Ist Day. 

The morning .reports: ,indicate that all Amies (except Eleventh) 
have started the .offensive according to plan.,- Tactical 
surprise of the, enemy has apparently "been achieved along the 
•entire line. A^Ll "bridges across the Bug river, as on the 
entire river frontier, were undefended and are in our hands 

\u25a0** intact.. That the enemy was taken "by surprise. '.is evident . 
::] from the facts that troops were caught in their quarters, 

that -planes on the 'airfields were covered up, and that enemy, 
/ 

'. , 
' groups^ faced with the unexpected development at the front 
inquired at their Hq_s in the rear what they should do. More 
effects of the surprise may "be anticipated from the assaults 
of our Armor, which have ."been ordered in all. sectors. 
The Mavy reports that the enemy seems to have T^een taken 
"by surprise: also in their zone of action. Kis reactions 
to the \u25a0\u25a0': measures, of,, the last few days were of a purely passive 

.	 nature j and he
;

now is holding "back his naval forces in 
ports., apparently in fear of mines \u2666 _;• 

Paulus communicates to me 1100, State Secretary yon Welzsaecker 1 £ 

appraisal of the situation; Britain willat first feel N 
\u25a0 

1

relieved "by the news* of ousrrattack on Buss ia .and will re*-. 

forces".\u25a0''joice the "dispersal of our But a rapid advance 
of G-erman troops will soon 'bring disillusionment, fD-r the 

: defeat of Eussia cannot- "but lead to a marked! strengthening
' r 

,	 of our position in Europe. . . 
As to Britain1 s. readiness for" an accord with us he has this 
to say: ,The propertied classes will strive for a settlement 
leaving us a free hand in the Sast, "but it would, involve 
renunciation of our 'claims' to: Holland and Belgium. 'If these 
tendencies are . to prevail,, Churchill has to "be overthrown,' 
as he relies-' on the support: of the Lator Party, which is 
not interested .in a peace- concluded "by the propertied v 

classes^ Such a peace would "bring the propertied interestsv . 
"back into,power,, whereas the. Labor Party' wants power for 
itself/,: . The La"bor Party therefore will contiriue the war 

:' until the propertied class is entirely eliminated. IF-nder 
what conditions it.would"' eventually "be willing to come to 
terms with Germany, cannot -"be- predicted t/. Probably vehement 
opposition to/ B'ational Socialism, "by reason -of.strong Jewish 
influence and.Communist connections!, For. the time 'being-, 
in any case, the Labor; Party will not "be /dispcmed to put an . 

•" v	 - ' " 
end to the wax>; '.\u25a0'\u25a0:	 \ i ..\u25a0': 

In the Jar East,, an attack "by Japan .on Britain: aiTpears un
likely. Both Japan and .U.S.. will endeavour to' keep from lie
ing drawn into the war. Itis in G-ermany. f s interest to keep 

i "both out of the conflict; otherwise the war.,, "both- in dura- \u25a0.\u25a0-.\u25a0 

ti.on and. .resources "would pc entirely out of- control, and: the 
,making, of an eventual peace would, "be infinitely complicated;. 
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Kixtzelj :Ha,t.g.ky: 

\u25a0a)	 Russian, operational mot. Reserve Group P'skcw has, 'been 
locale! 'south of the Dvina river( t)> '300 km Southwest 
of /the area where it was originally "believed to do. 

\u25a0JhatU just right for,us-'. 

Td)	 Identity of various Russian .units confirmed. Russian 
radio signal: Staff Third Army wiped out, send long-
range fighters. V 

c)	 Situation m Syria is, "becoming critical.- Damascus' 
fallen, British mot. forces advancing- on Palmyra from 
the eas t. 

V;! 
12QQ. Report that Russians have resumed international radio ;

.scommulii cat ions, which were interrupted this niorning.. 1 Ihey 
have asked ..Japan to ac;t as .intermediary in the political.. 

\u25a0 

' 

\ and. economic, relations^ Tpe-tween Russia and Germany, andrare 
v "in constant- radio contact;' with the G-erman Foreign Office, 

Capt.	 Loyke (lavy);reports on war situation at sea. Russians 
surprisingly passive* 

1330.	 vGp, |ec,:. 

reports enejmy aircraft destroyed (i'airst Air 
/\u25a0'.

: 

H;oet_ 100, Second Air Fleet 3Q(D,. Fourth A^r Fleet. 
!4oo). 

lieningra^d' sea. approaches mined- without losses.. Own., losses 
so. 

a)-	 Ai;r S'orce 800 " 

far 10-ai^crafV. 

I?)'	 X&p» Gentey reports wild flight On the Brest^Litovsk 
Mj.n^k road, Russian command organization in. coirrpLete 
confusibh. 

q)	 AGp. South reports that own patrols have crossed the 
Prut river "between Galatz. and Husi and Jassy without 
encountering any reals tances -Bridges are . im: our hajids.\u2666\u25a0 

Afternoon; Beports on advances especially north of^Brest~|jitoysk 
?	 ' 

.	 (Both) and !of Armd. Xsp « 4 (H.oeppner) 4". ':"'\u25a0''' 

Italy declares, herself to. "be in a. state of, war,with Russia.. 

Sic .over-all' -picture y of- the first day of the offensive lis as 
follows:' ,\ . . -•\u25a0 

,'-Ehe enemy was, surprised "by the G-erma;n attack. Sis forces 
\u25a0were	 not in tactical disposition for defense. She troops

/	 
in the "border zone were widely scattered in their quarters. 
Thr frontier itself was for the mosst part weakly guarded... 

>	 A^ a result df this 'tactical surprise, enemy resistance . 
ciirec'tiy on' the. "border, was weak :and disorganized, and we 
succeeded everyr^here^in seizing the bridges across the 
"border rivers and. in. piercing the defense positions (field 

* -
\u25a0.	 ;fortifieatioEs) near the'- troptier. .' . . ."' 
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After the first shocks the enemy has turned to fight. 
There have "been instances of tactical withdrawals and- no 
doubt also disorderly 'ret-reats, "but there are no indica
tions of an attempted operational disengagement. S^ch a 
possibility can moreover be discounted^ Some enemy Hq^s 
have "been put out of 'action, e.g., in Bialystok, and some 
sectcrs so are deprived of high echelon control. But quite 

:)
.apart from that, the impact of shock is such that the 
Russian High Command could not "be expected in the first few 
days to form a clear enough picture of the situation to 
make so far-reaching- a decision. On top of everything*, the 

\u25a0command organization is^too ponderous to effect syift 
operational regrouping in reaction to our attack., and so 
the Russians willhave to accept battle in the disposition 
in which they were,- deployed. 

Our Divs, on the entire offensive front have forced "back the 
enemy on an average of 10 to 12 km. This has opened the 
path for our Armor. 

In AGp. South, G-roup Kleist was aisle .to get its northern 
and central Corps moving in the noon hours. If, as seems 
likely, they reach the Styr river still today, they will 
have_to fight ii> out with the enemy 

t 
mot « Group east of the 

Styr tomorrow and the day after. The outcome will "be 
decisive for their operational freedom of movement* 

In AGp. Center,- the right wing of Armd.Gp* Guderian (Third 
and Fourth Armd. Divs.) was for a time held up in difficult 
wooded terrain (which Ibelieve could have "been avoided) 
and wil£ start rolling on the Brest ~ Minsk motor highway 
toward 'evening, if all goes well* The northern wing (Lemel
sen) has pierced the opposing enemy forces and has gained 
operational freedom of movement . The two coming days will 
show. '-in what way Guderian can dispose of the enemy mot. 
forces round Minsk. Once they a.te "beaten, the operational 
success of this' Armd. Group is assured. 

fforth of Bialystok, Armd. Group Hoth scoredl quite a remark
able success. Ithas pushed through the forest and lake 
country to the ITjemen river. The important crossings near 
Olita and Merkine have fallen into our* hands intact. 
.Advance elements of eight Divs.,. thrown against ithave "been 
scattered and there is no organized enemy resistance in 
front of it. 3Tull operational freedom of movement appears 
to have T^eon achieved in this sector. 

In the' area of AGp* ¥orth, A£md. Gp. Hoeppner has "battled 
its way to the Biiblssa river and captured two crossings 
intact • Here r the enemy will "be able to throw fresh forces 
against us from his depth in the nestt few days. 

The Army Gps. are- pursuing their original objectives. Hor 
is there any reason for a change.,.. OKH has no occasion to 
issue any orders. The time is not ripe yet for a decision 
on how to employ Eleventh Army. Our assault troops have 
crossed the Prut river at various points and have seized the 
bridges. But there are no signs that the Russians are 
yielding the area between'Pruth and Dniestr, 
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has foi* immediate commitment an Armd.G-p.Slovakia offered 
in the strength-; 'of about a. reinforced Regt, t to be .ready > 

\ 

at Presov .by .23V evening. ...The offered Group is .accepted\u25a0 

and assigned ,i>6 \u25a0S3vent.ee.ntii Army,;. In additifeiif two- Divs. t 
to "be brought isp to war strength immediately, willb© avall'
able by 25 JuheV ;P3iey f too, willgo t© 3:eyentoen.tli rArmyi . 

Hungary, which has stationed 2 Brigs. on h.e/:r bor;d£:r a^it ?\u25a0\u25a0 

;lßrlgs.- behind tfeem under VIII Corps-H^ ,h.as- closed 
her frontier, , On the ipolitiqal side, we make no 

;

request 
to Hungary. If the soldiers' want to join us;/ie

:t them ,- ;prevail' on their politicians to-do so. 
: 

'\u0084 , 

Air {Force- repo;rts 850 cnev my. airplanes shot: down. %is 
num"ber include s. entire "6 omlDer squadrons/ committed without 
'fighter escort, which were taken on and destroyed in the. 

'- '\u25a0	 -f _ ,;'\u25a0\u25a0 
\u25a0air ,"by our fighters . / . . .\u25a0': \u25a0";\u25a0..'.';:

23 June 1941 , 2nd Say: 

1 • 
\u25a0-\u25a0 :" - ' "\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0 ('\u25a0'. , \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0•-'. . ': ,\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0...\u25a0 

morning reports of 23 June, and the .c Qnff;ludinp'__4aily ;rejEprtsL^ 
\u25a0 /<"'. 

'-'for ,£2 JuneV ,;- which cane; -in, during- the nighty .indidai/Q ,that 
\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0	 an eaeay attempt at .disengagement; must "be expected. AC-p'.
 
: Jlorth. even "believes that ;the enemy ma.y have made, this
 

• decision as far ."back as four days ago,, < , . ; 

Ihe assumption that considerable portions of the enemy are-
further 'in.'the' rear than we assumed, and are partly "b eing

v
taken "back even now t is corroborated "by the fac t" that our ; 
troops < although they had to.fight for:i.it, did penetrate 
the "border areas to a :depth 'of .'as much as 20 ,km. on the. . 
first day, and "by the absence of a,ny larg^ take 1 of 
pris©ners: and the singular absence of any major ;' 'artill
ery

1 

activity*/ another .indication would "be 'the withdrawal, 
-rof	 mot* Corps in the direction of Minsk. . 

In/frojijb; of AG-p. South also the anemy appears to. "be falling
"back eastward -from the Hungarian ."border,, in order to got 
his forces, out of the pocket. The fact that, troops are,,, _ 
moving frontward in.some places does net, argue against 

! these inferences, for these are spots -where a rapid advance 
:of G-erman troops would, compromise the withdrawal , e.g; 

opposite Apirid, Group Hoth -and, Kleist"rs \northern Wing, and 
\u25a0in the IV Corps sector of Seventeenth Army f , . . 

In, view of all this we- must adhere tjo our plan, for the 
operations north of the.-'Bripet %irshes , that is, to mish, '/\u25a0, 
the two Armd. wedges of Gnderian. and Hoth on Minsk and pinch, 
off the Bialystok pocket. Prospects

' 
of success 'are- good. If 

we 'succosd/thG ;h«le:'- .tori into the ent-fre .^usadaii \u25a0\u25a0frbiijf.-will "be 
so large -and elilnination of so many enemy Bivs,willhave '.;. 
changed the \u25a0balance of 'etrQhgth so greatly in our.favor. favor .-,\u25a0 

that we shall have,., full operational freedom, \u0084.'' " :: 
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The situation 15) "ks more difficult in the sector of AG-p. 
South, "because in. abandoning the original plan of operation,<; 
based- on .Romania *, we have thrown away our "best strategic 
opportunity,.. TCp shall have to confine ourselves to probing* 
for the soft spot and then drive an Armd. wedge through it 
as hard as we can. At /.the moment this soft spot ssems to 
present itself on the motor highway in Kleist's central 
sector, north of Tarnopoi. 

1200 . HimerOfon phone): We gratefully accept every kind of 
" •Hungarian cooperation, provided it does not strain 

our- road and rail communi cat ions with Romania* 

\u25a0*"*1400.'By* plane' to Billing, 4nd. then by car to nb %\u2666 
Development of situation; .In AGp. South, in Romania,, the ' are attacking our Prut bridgeheads and are making 

reconnaissance forays against the Romanian Cavalry, from*** 
Cernauti. Gnat's very good 1 

In Seventeenth Army sector enemy resistance seems to be slacken
ing in the direction "of Lw^w. In Sixth Army sector, the 

' 
. faulty development of Thirteenth Armd. Divv» has had the 

i-; ... result that Thirteenth •and fourteenth Armd. Divs. could 1 not
 
: start off and are now waiting on the northward highway,
 
-until the Infantry has cleared the way for them. The
 

.	 farthest advance has been made by Eleventh Armd. Divs., 
after battling it out with enemy tanks. Unfortunately 
Thirteenth Div. is not now behind it. Another Div. will 
be moved up, but what a loss of time .! 

In AG-p. Center everything goes according to plan. Hoth 
has made the farthest advance, whereas Guderian is being 
checked again and again. This occasions a discussion with 
AG-p. B, as to whether Hoth should continue his- drive on-
Minsk, or had better strike at once farther north, for 
Polotsk. As a matter 1 of fact, yon Bock, from the start, 
had objections against' a joint operation by the two Armd. 
Gps. in the direction of Smolensk, and wanted Hoth to 
strike farther north. That,' however, wnild have put an 
almost impassable strip "Of water and marshland between' 
Hoth and Guderian, enabling the enemy to beat the groups 
separately. Such a-possibility -merits consideration 'all 
the more as the. Russians are the originators of the idea' of 
quick mass concentration (Budjonny), and inasmuch some 
reports of withdrawals would indicate that the Russians 
might be attempting to concentrate Armor far in the rear. 

The over-all picture is- best characterized by the report 
from Fourth Array: '•• The enemy In the 7Bialystok pocket is, 
not fighting' fbr his life,'but to gain time.' 

) 

doubt', that ..,\u25a0|I very,much	 the, enemy High;Command really has 
unified and organized .control of the	 Itrathersituation. ' looks as if'the^ local withdrawal movements both .of the ..\u25a0 

\u25a0Ground Forces' and of the Air yyore are being carri ed out \u25a0\u25a0 

under the pressure of our advances, ahdvthat it is Jftpos^/ 
sible/at this time to Speak of a planned withdrawal. j 
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Tho-only exception is -perhaps the enemy in front of AGp* 
iTorth. Hero a withdrawal, probably behind the^Dvina river, 
seems in fact to have "been prepared long ago. We cannot 
yet see through the reasons for that. Perhaps the Buig sisms 
thought .we night demand disputed "Lrtlmanla-an.A so,.wcre 

preparing", to the country to us* In spite .-of theseo 
preparations the enemy has remained in his positions near 
the border around Blalystokj this can "be explained only "by 

t 

the deficient and plodding working of the Stissian Command 
\u25a0

machinery. :>i-

At the evening situation conference, the question, is discussed 
whether 'Eoth. and Guderian should continue to drive on 
Vitebsk and Orsha. In any case Hoth's right wing must 
advance to the high ground around Minsk, If necessary, he 
must wait there for Guderian. ObdE discusses the situation 
in these terms with Pield Marshal v*>n 3ock. 

Midnight; Talk with Paul us and ,Bogatsch on having the OKB 
airStaffeln carry out .reconnaissance' on the upper Dvina 
and the. upper Dniepf.. . \u25a0.. .-. \u25a0 

24 June 1941.-; . 3rd Day. 

Situation: The final- reports for 23 June and" today's, morning 
. reports, confirm. the picture we gained so far. / 

The. enemy 'is- making a stand,, almost, everywhere, in the border 
area.. Our troops- do not fully grasp this, "because resistance 
was disorganized and 'relatively^ ineffective- in consequence 
of the tactical surprise achieved, In the . country traversed , 

by our tanks there are still substantial 'active enemy, forces 
"broken up in smaller groups,' The .'number Of prisonersy ', 
which bn the first day ran to about 2,000 in every Army. 
sector (i.e. a total of about lO',000), will increase only-
in the next- few., days, when the. drives of our Arrnd. v wedges 

xwillhave 
'

taken .fulloperat ional effect . There -are no 
signs of an bperational withdrawal of the enemy* Only in. 

' 
the Horth an attempt is being noted to take back forces; , 

this may be -done with a view to building up . a. Eusslan-Dv4na 
fron^b, which might compel us to move over Hoeppner's Armd. 
G-roup. nearer as to -- the Dvina in.it% upper .to Hoth^ so cross '* ,reaches. .-..-'-. 

: 

The supply situation .is taking a normal development. The 
first Advance Supply Point's ,; are being moved forward. Fuel 
and. oil consumption very high, Expenditure ,bf 'anmunition 

' - : ;\u25a0\u25a0' 
\u25a0 \u25a0low.. ".. ,: ''-\u25a0\u25a0 -.'.''\u25a0 .' 

' .-\u25a0'"\u25a0\u25a0 . . . :\u25a0;\u25a0 

Losses "in wounded ani killed, are Eemarkablymoderate.. 
\u25a0 ;• ,high officer casualties. . 

Bogatsch; 'VSubmits report on Air -effort ., On tiie whole , tli.s sane: 
pictiird* '• .\u25a0' \u25a0'\u25a0 ;\u25a0' •"

\u25a0 

\u0084\u25a0', \ .. '. 
; ".' \u25a0•'\u25a0\u25a0/.'-\u25a0\u25a0 •.-\u25a0\u25a0..

Wagner: reports on supply. .. Decision: 3ulk of MT Eegts.
" 

will.advance 
";•\u25a0.\u25a0 toward Smolensk. /. 

• "'\u25a0 , . ; \u25a0-"' .\u25a0 
\u25a0 

' 
\u25a0 
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\u25a0lkll^iebe.l.i;-' DigWt of '.rad-io -intelligence;: The operational •\u25a0\u25a0\"- : 
fe<sse;#e .G^oiips surmised north of Schaul en, around Minsk 
and ground .:Shepetowka., far .from .-moving eastward., are; even 

I6Mft<ing -forces the "battle front.* Only isolated: front 
\u25a0^ 

"' ' " <
Corps, opposite AGp.: G enter are "being taken ;tack 'in small

' 
• . \u25a0 \u25a0	 , s \u25a0y"\u25a0boundsv : 

•\u25a0. . '. .-. \u25a0'. \u25a0..'\u25a0\u25a0' ." :' / 
:. . 

Goreke : Ohange of gauge of railroad track east of the frontier* 
has "bean started, as planned. 

1530. Qb.dH; returns from the Fuehrer: -. /	 % 

is worried that our ring!around jßialyst-ok is 
not close enough. . . \u25a0: . ; , . 

a)	 .^Fuehrer ' 

b) * The Italians, who will send one Corps to Romania., must 
Crimea* \u25a0**'in no 'case' "be. allowed in the	 • 

• c)	 Spaniards (.Spanish Legion) ./'K'othing\ definite ;yet about 
activation and arrival, "but itwill "be "best' to 
them with &vz&.r ourselves. 

\u25a0Lfr.Obl. Kahlde.n T 

;Liaison .Officer to Hoth ? s Corps , reports . 
Hoon.: Viliia,Kovno, ICedainiai taken. Interesting historical 
. coincidence that Hapoleon also took -Vilna on 24 June.\u25a0•;\u25a0\u25a0 

£he picture in the course /Of the afternoon is as follows: 

AGp. South is -advancing' against "counter-attacks, especially 
strong in IV Corps sector, north of Lwow, Very hea,vy

N

enemy casualties. Hew heavy enemy tank L The right wing : 
of Seventeenth Army has reached its objective, the.high /..:•\u25a0 
ground of Mosciska. Armd. Gp. Eleist* now has 4 Armd,l)ivs. . 
in lin,e and has; reached the Styr river. The enemy throws 
into the "battle all reserves- available in the, rear, so 
that' there is a chance, that we might smash the entire enemy 
force, in the' Ukraine in;the battles -of the next faw days. 
The- stubborn resistance of individual Russian units is , 

remarkable » Bunker crews have, blown themsolves up with 
their bunkers, than surrender.: . >. ' . 

In the /g,ector of AG-p. .Center closing- of the i^Lng east ,of 

Bialystok, in the Minsk area, is naarihg completion. Hoth,,. 
,whp against vori Bock's opposition, has been ordered by 

\u25a0'.GEE'' to. strike through' Molodec zno toward the high ground 
north- of Minsk, is only 30' km from'Mitisk* He now stands 
in the rear, of the last enemy Reserve Group which was 
thrown from Minsk toward Baranowichi' against Guderian* s 
advancing Armd. G-roup and, supported by reinforcements 

- ';\u25a0\u25a0	 brought -westward- . through \u25a0 Slazk r has engaged him in the 
. Slonim area* ..If-Guderian makes headway in the direction 
of \u25a0Baranowichi", in the next few days the ring willbe ,'. 

eomDletely sealed. AirForce must prevent any eastward' 
retreat of the. forces coming from Sluzk. 

'111- ;the further development of .the battle, • Fourth Army must 
advance its left wing Corps toward V.olkovysk, and. iUnth) . 
Army its .right wing Corps (XX) toward Lunna, in order to 
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form an inner ring of Infantry around Bialystokj this 
ring must "be made as tight as possible by moving up addi~ 
tional Infantry from the west. 

The time necessary to complete this will"be utilized to 
allow the components of Guderian' s and Eoth' s Armd.Gps. 
to close up on the high ground around Minsk. Meanwhile 
strong Advance Combat Teams can secure the crossings on 
the Upper Dniepr at Mogilev and Orsha, and on the Upper 
Dvina,' at Vitebsk and Polozk. Continuation of the 
offensive •"by -the combined Armd. Gps. toward the high 
ground northwast of Smolensk only afler consultation 
with GKH. .. . . 

Array G-roup..-. Horth has to fight off Strong enem-y* tank at
tacks almost along its entire front j the only exception 
is the sector of 29ist. Div;; which is advancing on Ilbau. 
SShesc attacks are xiiMbably maintained "by IXI3LLoSian Armd. 
Corpg, originally in tiae area, and "by sevsva!. 
Brigs', nevertheless 'the strong right; wxng of A.G-p, lias 
forged ahead Here, too, xiu.ssj.aiiS areto.Tilfcomiri	 the 
fighting stuobornly -and doggedly* 

Generally speaking, it is now clea* that the Juries ians. &re 
not thinking of withdrawal, "but afe throwing in every thing 
they have to stem the" German invasion. Throughout this, 
effort, the High Command seems to remain entirely in the 
background. The reasons are not clear, "but. the abßende 
of any largo-scale operational reserves probably precludes 
its effective intervention. That the Hnsa'ansi nr-d adapted 
their plans to an all-out defensive near the hcr.-er, is 
also demonstrated by the large quantities of Jbcu-es which 
were to be the logistical "basis of the plan. 

As to	 the previously known operational reserves, havews 
as yet no clear idea of the whereabouts of AmLsp,
Pskov, which is reported to have 'been rioved forward to 
the area "between Schaulen and the Dvina river, "bub 
apparently has not as yet been committed again,? t AGp. 
Iforth. S-ach a policy would "be in keeping wir,h Sr^s^ian 
tactics,, alsways to keep back some forces agaiUi/s t the 
possibility of the breakdown of the enemy ay.tack. 

The course of the entire battle evolve* gratiiyingly accord
ing to plan.. A new feature in the sectors of AG-p. South 
and AGp. Forth are the new heavy Russian tanks reportedf 

to be armed with 8 cm guns and, according to another, but 
untrustworthy, observation from AGp. North, even 15 cm 
gunS. 
The enemy air force is completely out of the picture 
after the very high initial losses (reports speak of 3,000), 

After	 the evening conference' with QbdH the following orders 
are issued: 

a) Eleventh Array must get ready to attack (time needed: 
5 days) \u0084 

b) 900th Brigade is made available to AGp. Center to 
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complete the ring circling Bialystok. 

c) Liaison Staff Horth: receives instructions that Finland 
must make all preparations for starting offensive east 
of Lake -.Ladoga, The operation must be on a front of at 
least 6 Divs., with.main weight on left wing and 
objectives deep in enemy territory. 

Prolonged discussion as to the most efficient command 
set-up for continuance of operations by AGp, Center. 
Should Armd. Gps. 2 and 3, which probably can no longer 
be controlled by AGp. 84, ba placed under command of 
Fourth Army KqJ Second Army Hq_ then would take charge 
of the investment of Bialystok. Or should Chide rian 

~~ assume command of all armored operations? Talk with 
OQ,u Iand G-en Q,u. " 

Ibelieve itwould be impossible for Fourth Army Hq. to 
direct the offensive of Fourth Army and at the same time 
conduct the operations to reduce Bialystok r Since yon 

Bock cannot get through to Minsk on his signal communica
tions i the best plan would be for yon Kluge, as ho once 
did in the West, to take over control (in.addition to 
Infantry, i.e. the two Corps on the right wing of his 
Army) of the two Armd. Ops. together with responsibility 
for their supply. It might be desirable to leave Suppl$r 

Officer Fourth Army at Bialystok,. under control of Second 
Army Hq_, which will be in charge there, afti reassign 
Supply Officer Second Array to Fourth Army instead. 

Iobject to putting Chide rian in command of the combined 
Armd- Gps . 

Sweden will raise no difficulties about transit of 163rd Div. 
through Swedish territory. Entraining at Oslo may start 
on 25 June, evening. Authorization willalso be given for 
our jjlanes to fly across Sweden. Russian planes will be 
fired at. 

. 25 June 1941. 4th Hay. 

Review of the situation in the morning generally confirms the 
impression that the Russians have accepted the great border 
battle and are taking back only those positions of the front ? 
which are being pushed back under the enormous impact of our 
attack. 

This, for instance, is the case in the sector of AGp. iMorth. 
It is hard to tell whether IArmd. Corps (Pskov), which in 
the last few days was moved across the Dvina river to the 
area south of Biga, has been committed against Leob's 
northern flank, in its entirely or. only in part. Certain 
is, that 111 Armd. Corps, which had been in this area from 
the start, has been beaten hy Heinhard's Armd. Corps, and 
that yon Mans toin's Armd. Corps has advanced so far to" the 
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east that the Russians have "been compelled *"td"take ;thai r 
forces behind the Dvina. They are trying to do this by 
striking at us with their Armor, and meanwhile run a large 
transport movement from the north to the far "bank of the 
Dvina, "between Riga and Jakobsstadt. 

Gin the front of AG-t>, Center,, the inevitable critical 
situations develop, which are the normal accompaniment 
of any turning movement preparatory to a "battle with inverted 
front; The::Russians are making \u25a0\u25a0sitrong j.. if-uncoordinated 
attempts to gain elbow room "by attacking in the direction 
of Grodno, in the north, and on the front of Fourth Army, 
in the south , and so check the sweep of our eastward 
drive. These attempts have failed everywhere, despite 
an occasional critical situation in VIIICorps, whose 
western wing is "being attacked also "by strong Russian 
Cavalry, But it is necessary to supplement the pressure 
"by Fourth Army, from the south toward Volkovysk, "by 
corresponding counter -pressure "by Sinth Army, from the 
north, in order to form an inner encircling ring of 
Infantry Corps south of the confluence of Szczara iMjemen 
rivers, white G-uderian's and Hoth's Armd. Gp.s. form an 
outer' ring by linking up at Minsk. This willkeep the 
enemy "bottled up in the Bialystok pocket and prevent 
repetition of what happened on the Bzur-a in the Polish 
Campaign,, that is, his pressing eastward (toward 
Uovogrodek) , which would delay and hamper liquidation 
of the pocket. 

The attempts of the encircled enemy to fight his way "back 
to Minsk through Slonim have resulted in local crises at 
Slonim (Seventeenth Armd. Div.). 

In the sector of AGfo. South, the enemy is "bringing new 
forces toward iCovel from the east "by rail and toward 
Sovno, "by motorized movements. West of Rovno, Thirteenth 
and Fourteenth Armd, Divs. are still in aggressive action 
to force their way to the Styr river. On reserved roads 
in the central sector, Eleventh Armd. Div., which is now 
followed "by Sixteenth, has got as far as Dubno across the 
Styr. Against this Div., the enemy already yesterday 
"brought Infantry on a "broad front from the south. It 
seems that he is moving new forces also from south and 
west against yon Briesen's Corps, v and IV Corps which now is 
slowly gaining ground toward the east after heavy fighting* 
The purpose apparently is—to absorb the "beaten elements-and "build up a new front perhaps on the line Sambo r-Iwow Dubno, It is worth noticing that High Command of 
this front has moved Hq.s up front, to Tarnopol. 

Morning conference with Obdß shows full agreement of views. 
•AGp. Center must be instructed to go out to meet right 
wing of Fourth Army (VIIICorps), so as to form an inner 
encircling ring. 

Conference Obdß with Fuehrer: Fuehrer is now less worried aboitt 
the eastern closing line of the Bialystok pocket. 

Bogatsch; Cur air reconnaissance will cover the area between Pskov, 
Dvinsk',> Rositten, Dvinsk, Tipper Dvina and Upper Dniepx.Kovel. 
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Finnish Gen, Oehquist comes in for orientation on our ideas 
concerning the- conduct of the Finnish offensive east of 
Lake Ladoga, and is informed of the instruction issued* 
to	 Erfurth. 

Major	 yon Below reports on his assignment as Liaison ..officer 
to Guderian. He confirms that 45th Div. suffered un-.
nocessarily high, casualties at Breet-Litoysk. 

Gen, (Arty.):Order	 to Brand 

a)	 Collect data- on effect of the "Karl" gun at Brest-Litovsk. 

b)	 Investigate conduct of Commander of 45th Div. at Brest-
Litovsk. 

Gen. Wagner (Gen Q,u) receives instructions to adapt supply 
arrangements to the following new command set—up in AQ-p. 
Center: 
a) CQu 4 is placed under Hq_ Second Army (the encircling 

Army). 
"b) CQu 2 willmake preparations for establishing a supply 

"ba.se at Minsk, and later "become part of Hq_ Fourth Army, 
c) Fourth Army assumes control of Armd.Gps. 2 and 3. 

Telephone talk with AGp, Center ( yon Tresckow): Swing 28th and 
161 st Div. southward, to have the ring east of Bialystok 
closed "by Infantry Corps. 

Detailed data are coming in on new Russian tanks T now committed 
on the front: 

Weight 52 tons; front armor 37 en (?), side armor 8 cm.
 
Arnecl with 15,2 cm gun and 3 MG-s. Crew of fiye.
 

Speed: 30 km per hour? range 100 km.
 

Vulnerability: scm AT gun penetrates at lower seam of 
turret. 8.8 cm.AA apparently also penetrates the sides 
(still doubtful). 

~< 

Another new type is reported with a 7.5 cm gun and 3 MG-s 

1800..	 Gen, yon Greiffenberg ( C of S AG-p o Center) reports on the 
execution of my order given to Tresckow. 28th and 161st 
Divs. willbe turned southward in the direction ordered, 
to close the ring round Bialystok. Correspondingly, V and 
VI Corps of ITinth Army will move to the right, against the 
line Lida-Vilna, In order to prevent a gap to AGp. I\forth, 
900th Brig, willmove to the left wing near Vilna. This 
meets our specifications. It is characteristic that Field 
Marshal yon Bock expressly demands a written order, as he 
does not agree with us. ( He does not want to do anything 
about the pocket forming to the south, and would rather 
press on to the east.) 

OforiXT reports on the fuehrer 1 s letter to IIDuce of 21 June, 
immediately before the start of "Barbarossa", Noteworthy 
points in that string of disjointed ideas: 
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Attack on Russia explained on grounds of Russian troop 
dispositions. Lessons drawn from Crete operation: In 
attacking ail island air strength, must "be employed to the 
last plane. 
War against Russia is aimed at Sngla,nd. 
Syria will not "be able to hold out long. 
Attitude of Prance doubtful. Italy is requested rather 
"bluntly to keep herself ready against France. 
Egypt cannot "be attacked "before nest fall. In that under
taking, Italy must be prepared to safeguard her western 
"border in Horth Africa and ifnecessary also launch an 
attack in westward direction. Stepping up of submarine 
warfare in the Mediterranean is demanded. 

Evening situation: 

Russian strength—-front of Eleventh Army is estimated at 
11 or 12 Divs. Eleventh Army can "be ready to attack on— 
2 July. Aj,r raiis on Constanza are "becoming heavier. 
German fighter Staffeln have 'been "brought in for protection— 
of the oil fields. Braila and Galatz also were attacked 
hy Russian planes. 

AGt). South: 'i'he battle has not yet reached full strength; 
it willbe a few more days. Zleist has taken Dubno after 
hard fighting. Tank battle west of Luck still going on 0 

Troop movements from the east through Kovel and Rovno, also 
movements to the front at Tarnopol and points west. 
Slovak Bivs. (Corps Hq_ and 2 Divs.) ready around Presov 
en 28 and 29 June for assignment to AGp. South. Hungary's 
cooperation would be desiratle, but Hungary wants" -us to exr
tend an official request. That the Fuehrer does not want 
to do for political reasons. 

AG-p or Center: Situation at Slonim has been resolved. Action 
by 29th Div. mot. has freed Seventeenth Armd.Div. at . Slonim for operations toward Minsk. Third Armd.Div. has 
started drive. on Sluzk. Eighteenth Armd. Div., with parts 
of Third, has taken Baranovichi. Situation south of Grodno 
stabilized. Attack repulsed. Hoth has taken Voloshin 
and thus gained- a~ foothold on the hill mass of Minsk. 

AGp n ITorth: In various sectors of the front local encircle
ment of strong enemy elements, reported. Orderly move\u25a0 

ment at good pace in the planned direction. Hoeppner 
continues northeastward through Vilknmir. 

to Army Gp.In the evening .an order is issued Center on sealing 
the Bialystok pocket and on preparations for the new 
command set—up. By this order Hq Second Army (with OQu 4) 
will take over command of the encircling forces. Yon Kluge 
will assume control, of the components of Fourth Army, 
which are not needed for this job, viz., Armd. Gps. 2 and 
3(together with OQu 2, who is directly briefed by Gen Q,u 
on building up an intermediate supply bass around Minsk). 

Later	 in the evening we receive a Fuehrer order on direction of 
operations of AGp, Center and South. It betrays concern 
that we are operating too far in depth. The old refrain i 
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But that is not goir-g to change/ anything in our- plans* 

i: S6 J%ne- 1941,, .5 th Dsiy. 

The closing situation on $5 June and the morning reports of 
36 June show* r ) : 

\u25a0Adrp» South : is advancing slowly, unfortunately with 
considerable losses, The enemy on this front has; -energetic 
leadership. He is continuously 'throwing new forces against 
the tank wedge, attacking frontally, as before, -and now 
also the southern flank, and, on the railroad ts -Kov-el^ -\u25a0 

apparently also the northern flank. The latter attack 
will hardly develop to anything serious, "but the southern 
flank at present is still vulnerable, .'because wq dp not- -have sufficient forces ;availabla to givs it adequate .-
Inf. protection..- ( the. e6a.veyor belt system would be 
necessary iicre * ) , 
and als-e because Armd, Corps yon Wietersheim, which is 
.still far in the rear, cannot get to the front at the 

. mone-nf because the bad roads-are crowded with vital 
supply traffic. It will be the overriding task of OXII 
to maintain a steady flow of reinforcements' beliind AG-p,

- [South. 
' 

: .. 

AG-p. Center: Development just as desired. Situation at 
Slonim cleared up. G-uderian now is in a position to 
continue the attack 'with his right wing on Bobruisk, " 

ff 
\u25a0through- Sluzk, and with the bulk of his forces through : 

Baranovichi.- Hoth, with 3 Armd. Divs, in front,is making 
good progress toward Minsk, so that', the ring in this area 
probably will soon be closed and concentration of a strong 
armd'. force for

' 
the thrust on Smolensk wou^d' -appear 

• \u25a0 \u25a0assured. . \ : 

\u25a0£he inner ring is- closing. according^ to plan. It ssems 
that we might not be able to close it around Piaski, 
through Volkovysk, and would have . to include the area 
around 1 Hovogrodefc. For it i^ in that direction that enemy 
,elements threatened with encirclement apparently are still** 
trying to escape.. Behind them, however, Hoth has already 
advanced toward Minsk, so that .there is no danger of their 
escape. Nevertheless, itwould be desirable to eliminate 
these forces with Inf.Divs. alone, v;ithout having to call 
on Hoth1 s Armd. Op. 

v 
. 

" 

AGrp* North is axlyancing --eastward according to plan,. 
encircling enemy elements in its pa,th. The reported rail 
movement to Jakobstadt (through Riga) seeras to be without 
any special significance. /\u25a0\u25a0'.. 
A very large retrograde rail movement from Schaulen to 
Eiga is new evidence that the Russians are swinging back 

\u25a0\u25a0their entire northern wing. , 

i 
Gen yellgiebel reports that signal "communications to Minsk, 

through Kpvno and through Baranovichi could be set up in 
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three days. This would make tt possible for Hq AGp. Center 
to follow the eastward moving front. 

Gen Bogatschr Detailed air observations. Our reconnaissance 
organizations keep closed up. to-, the" front-. Spo-raclic -attacks— 

\u25a0 Ton our airf-i-el'cls.. Distribution- 'off. AA confbrns:wdth s-itua*
.\u25a0tion. -*- 'BcctJ-nna-is^anc^ Mssi-OTis-f-ar.' QKH. Staffeln. 

,t. you ZjehlbergtXi.t» Col,Col, yon Z Personnel matters Clausius affair* 
(( waswas Briesen'sBr 0 of $). 

Bogatsciiy Important development: Heavy retrograde movements 
,have "been observed since this morning 1- ~ a)	 0720. : Minsk Borissov ( 20 trains), Minsk Orsha 

(lO trains) moving eastward. On the parallel motor 
highway dense motorized movements (two columns abreast)^ 
in same direction. 

\ 

"b)	 0645.: From Mol.odechno to- Polotsk: 10 trains going 
east. 

c)	 Enemy air strength: In sector of AGp, South 1,200;* 

Center 400; Horth 300 planes, . 

d)	 At Orsha large tank and vehicle parks. Photographs 
show over 2,000 tanks, reconnaissance cars and trucks. 

1415 Heport AGp. Horth: Monitored radio signal from Eighth 
Armd. Div.: Dvinsk taken after hard fighting. 
From Armd,» Gp. 5, through Liaison officers Increasing 
enemy pressure on south flank impedes advance. 
Armd. Gp. 2 has taken Sluzk. 

1815, Confirmed report passed on to Fuehrer: Eighth Armd. Div. 
penetrated into Dvinsk at 0800.., occupied town at 1250. 
after hard street fighting (railroad bridge and vehicular 
bridge) . 

The evening reports -indicate no important new developments. 

In the sector of AGp, South the expected attack of strong 
tank forces against the. south flank of Armd. Gp. 1 has 
started. Local enemy successes, but apparently no 
crisis. Armd. Gp. 1 is under -Hrect tactical control of 
AGp. By moving Thirteenth Armd. Div. behind Eleventh 
Armd. Div., Armd. Gp. has shifted its main concentration 
to the right shoulder. Moving Armd. Divs. to the south 
flank from the rear has been initiated. 

In AGp. Center T tho attempts of the enemy to escape from 
the. Bialystok pocket to the northeast or east, are now 
becoming strongly felt, as are those in the direction of 
Armd. Gp. Hoth's right flank. It willbe necessary not 

1only to push east with elements of Guderian r s right wing,
(Third Armd. Div.) which Sluzk,now has reached but also-
to send' other elements (Fourth Armd. Div.) northward 
into the area between Baranovichi and .-Minsk* -'in order to 
seal this last gap through which encircled enemy elements 
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the Minsk \u25a0"\u25a0are escaping, and simultaneously to crack 
"barrier.,' Orders to this effect to AGp. Center. 

In the sector of AG-p. Center* extensive rail and road 
evacuations from Minsk and \u25a0Vilejka toward the -east and 
northeast. Evidently strong mot. elements are being taken 
back in order to build up a mot. &roup in the area west 
of Moscow* \u25a0 

In tie sector of AGp.. itforth the enemy is falling back po«

hind the Dvina river. Strong wedged-in enemy elements 
are causing our Inf. Divs. a lot of trouble even far be«*
hind the front, . • 

\u25a0 

for the first time our radio intelligence -picture shows 
Moscow functioning as operational High Command., 

Finland has been attacked by Russian air forces (10 ports and 
airdromes) . She considers herself in a state of war with 
Russia, 

Hungary has been attacked by the Russians from the air in the 
vicinity of the frontier. An official declaration of war 
is not intended, only retaliation for the air attack. 

Croatia has made known its desire to participate with military 
forces in the war against Eussia, 

Romania:. Russians have made a local thrust and started construe^ 
tion of a bridge across the northern arm of the Danube 
Delta. Our fighters attack Odessa, inflicting heavy 
losses. 

27 June 1941 6th Day. 

Daily .reports of 26 June and morning reports of 37 June present 
'"\u25a0 the following great pictures 

In the sector of AGp. South, yon Uleist has not only repel
led all enemy thrusts against his south flank, but his 
right wing has even gained ground towarcW the southeast* 
The front has moved a little eastward and with its 3 Ariad, 
Divs. is now strong enough. to warrant expectation of major 
advances soon. 

The Russian formations thrown against the south flank have 
apparently been scraped together-pell-mell . The Zhitomir 
Group probably has been committed against Kleist's front, 
the Russian^rmd. Gp. Cernauti against his south flank. 
The Russian Armd. Group Tiraspol, transferred from 
Southern Bessarabia some days ago, is being moved north-
west by rail and probably will soon turn up in front of 
ICleist^s right shoulder, to.be thrown into the battle as 
a last resort. After that we shall have smashed everything 
that can be brought to bear against AGp. S.outh by the 
Russian Command in the Ukraine( which, one must admit, is 
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doing a -pretty good job ), and we shall then "be free to 
swing to the \u25a0• south in order to force the enemy still hold-
Ing around Lwov: ar_d on the Hungarian "border to a tattle 
with inverted front * 3?his probably will"come about at k 

the time, when the Komanian assault army will just "be ready 
to come out to meet us „ ./. 

In the sector of AGp. Center everything is going. as 
1anticipated Hie Bialystok enemy is moving more and more 

to the east. Our western front slowly follows him. 
Ooncent rat ions in the JMovogrodek area, whose presence is 
now ,becoming more strongly felt, are pressing on Hoth1 s 
right flank and make it necessary for elements of V Corps 
(frinth Army) to turn south, since enemy forces have also 
appeared north of the Njemen river. Fifth Div. thus 
detached from V Corps, will "be re/placed "by 161st Div. 
VI Corps is being moved to the front well to the south 
of Vilna, and in its place 900th Brigade is thrown against 
Vilna, in order to safeguard, the gradually widening gap to 
AGp. jtforth.. 

' 

\u2666 

AQ-p. iMorth is moving strong Armor to Dvinsk and pushes' 
Reinhard s Armd » Corps on" Jakobstadt .\u25a0„. Ihe left wing of 
\u25a0the Inf. Corps is advancing on Siga.,. Thus 'everything is 
proceeding according to. plan. ilhe penetration at Dvinsk 

1has set off heavy panic movements on. the; enemy side. . The 
impression is that strong forces- are streaming east away' 
from the Dvina.' 

On the whole, therefore, the picture is satisfactory in 
AG-p. South as also in AGp. Center, though; "by:now it is 
high, time for Second Armd. Group to" make headway on Minsk. 
In.'AGp. Berth the situation is very satisfactory. 

At thte morning conference, OtdH shows irritation "because yarious 
movements in the Army .Group sectors did not come off as 

; agreed upon yes,terdayj ; \u25a0between ObdH and the Cs, in C South 
and. Center, fhis is. the natural consequence of inter
ference in, the command of Army G-ps. and Armies. /"Back here 
we cannot have a cjlearly detailed picture and so should 

ourselves to assigning broad missions and not ;try 

f^to direct the move meat s of individual Corps o^ even 
\u25a0\u25a0Divisions. At the front, under the pxes'sureoi 'avents 

road conditions, etc, things take a 4if ê^ ent turn and 
the result is the erroneous impression that OKS orders are 

' 
\u25a0being ignored. .	 . . 

OKH air reconnaissance effort is eirroloyed ever the ,strateg;ic 
triangle Orsha, Vitebsk, Smolensk, in order to ascertain 
whether the, enemy elements streaming "b;ack from Minsk and 
Polotsk are being formed into a new operational^ group 

' 

between Minsk and Moscow. Th© plan may, e&fist, but the : 

capabilities for carrying it out appear to me- slight. ; 

Col. Ochgneir: 

a)	 Report on the effectiveness of the Bocket Launcher^ in 
the assault oh. Brest-Lit ovsk. Apparently very- satis
factory. 

® 
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b) Review' 'd£: pote&tialitie.s warfare . . 
\ against Britain (foot^apd^mouth -- )aM "by- 3ritain 

' 
disease 

* " 
against us^- (cattle :plague) . ; . . ...'.. \ 

&en» ,Rimer (on -piaone / -124S ): Hungary iias annowiQed on -the .rfetdib, 
tiaat is in a state of war with Russia, Tlie Hungarian,' 
G-en; $taff knows, nd thing" of a iitaVe -hi Wai4. 
Tw6 days ago the political authorities inquired at the 
G-erraan Foreign Office whs the.r/ Hiingarsr 1 s. participation was 
required. The reply of the* Fo-reign Office is. still out
standing. It is not "believed that the .military authorities 
could readily comply with OKW" and OKH1 s proposal that 

;Hungary co.me-:in on her own accord. Ihe Hungarian G-on, '. 
Staff has assembled the Motile Corps (two mot* > Brigs, and. 
one Cavalry Brigade)' in the neighborhood of Marn\oros-S2iged 
and is standing "by for employment on the right wing of the. 

,'Suiigari an Carpathian front. Itell Himer, . that the \ 
CarpathiaSi' Mountains cannot be. forced by Armor alone. To 
a,ccompli»h this it would he necessary to attack along the 

* entire front. .We would Welcome a Hungarian thrust toward 
Kolomea~Sta.nislawow. Itell him to discuss these \ 
possibilities with Laszlo.* 

G-en. Bogatsch reports on air reconnaissance and air situation* 
Fo;. important news. Emphasis on reconnaissance in the 

! ,direction of Smolensk. 

lew reiports; AGv:. South: On Kleist
"
1 s right wing, Armd. 

cDiv, thrusts,Div. has : reached Krzemianiec. Here the Armd. 
into,the soft spot prepared by yesterday'. s air assault. \u0084 

Eleventh, .Thirteenth,., fourteenth, Pivsj in tank battles "bo
\u25a0.tween the Styr river an Hovno:, . . 

•j 

AOp. Center: Seventeenth Armd.; Div. has reached Stolpce,- in\ 
\u25a0its advance on Minsk. . , 

14-00, Eei.tel (OE¥) on phone: Fuehrer wants to throw the whole 
Weight of Armd. Group Hoeppner on Pvinsk. Possibilities 

, of a crossing at: Jakobstadt problematic. 

As soon as there xs a chance, Jakobstadt tvo be opened for 
tear by 

' ' 
the Inf. Corps from the a. raid on, the northern 

'\u25a0 
\u25a0bank. , . 

' 

. ; 

Hoeppner 1 s Armd. /troops, massing for thrust on Dvinsk, are 
at the earliest to push through to Ostrov from the east bank 
of the Dvina, safeguarding the flank toward Jakobstadt, in 
order to prevent escape of the Bussian forces in the Baltic 

\u25a0area to the country south of 'Lafee Peipus . , :' . 

1420 . phone talk oh this sub.je.ct with.ObdH (who is at Hq. AGp *, 
Horth)4 He-tells me that only 36th mot.Div. is be ing:sent 
against Jakobstadt, while the bulk of Hoeppner ls Armd. 
forces is striking for Dvinsk. './ . . ," . 

At noon to Angerburg and mo torb oat- ride ac ros s Lake Mauer. 
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j^s.l^g.v 1 G-rolman . Koerner; MoTing of the last wave of G-Hcl
 
Beserves "to the front,, They must "be so disposed that we
 
get. one i-rmd. Div, (Second Div.) and one mot. Div.. (60th
 
Div.) and three more Inf.Divs. behind AGp. South, the
 
other reserves behind Co ter, "between North and Center.
 

* - Dniepr. l£- -hex on we shall need reinforcements on the Lower 
and the dry route Orsha Vitebsk ~ Polotsk. One Div, 
must "be sent to Homania. 

— 
Buerker ( Tng. Sec.):. Experiences in Crete Information
 

Pamphlet for air Transport. —Utilization of radio direc
' 

tion "beams (Mt. -. Troop School, Engineer Corps.) 

Wagner' (Gren. Q,u) reports large dumps captured at Dubno (AGp.
 
South). Oil and gasoline in larger quantities. 42 21 cm
 

.lows. 65 UGr, 95 trucks, 215-tuiks, 50 AT guns, 18 Btrys.
 

Evening reports indicate crumbling of enemy resistance in front 
of AGp. South and distinct withdrawal movements in front 
of the Seventeenth Army. Accordingly, already at noon, 
C in 0 AG-p., Sout;i ordered Seventeenth army to attack forth
with in pursuit .of the retreating enemy. Seventeenth Army . 
has orders main purs-ait effort in direction Zloczow?„

Armd, Group 1has ordered penetration beyond the Horyn 
river, .without regard to flank and rear security. 

In the sector of AG-p. Center the operation continues to 
cevelop according to plan. The enemy has abandoned 
Bialystoko As a -result the western -end of the pocket 
is getting narrower and the enemy Is trying to fight his 
way out to the northeast and southeast in the iJovogrodek 
and Hoszna areas. Apart from creating local tensions, thesq 

' attempts are fruitless. 

AGp. Forth is reinforcing and expanding the Dvinsk bridge
head and continues to press on to the Dvina river with 
Sixteenth and Eighteenth Armies. 

28 June 1941., 7th Day. 

Daily reports of 27 June and morning r-Dorts of 28- June in the main 
'iilyverify the reports .received yesterday. 

In the sector of AG-t>. South the impression is gained that 
the strong local efforts of the enemy are only attempts at 
extricating himself, and not an operational or even 
strategic disengagement. A singular feature is a railroad 
movement from Znitomir toward Kiev, for which we have no 
reasonable explanation. 

In the sector of-AGfa. Center, the inner ring is now closing 
east of Bialystok; In the Bialystok Forest, southeast of 
the town, there is violent fighting which quite- unexpectedly 
has engaged the entire central portion and parts of the 
right wing of Fourth Army. 
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The outer ring,formed "by the Armd. Gps., is strained to 
"breaking point north of.'lTovogrodek (Eoth); "between Minsk 
and Baranovichi it is still not closed. Fourth Armd-Div. 
is now advancing from the area of Sluzk on Minsk, to .close' this gap.	 . 

The' movements of AGp. "forth continue to develop according 

to plan. In front of the right wing of Busch's Sixteenth 
Army, an enemy group of several Divs. is still fighting; 
let us hope it will "be cut off soon, before it manages to 
get across the Dvina. With Armd. Group Hoeppner far in 

their rear, and newly arrived GHq_ reserves "being moved up 
behind the loft wing of Strauss 1 Army, to the south, there 
is a chance that this enemy group, too, will "be liquidated 
while still west of the Dvina. 

1100	 ffield Marshal yon Leeb ( on phone): AGp. Korth has 
arranged with AGp. Center that it, instead of Center, will 
move Hq_ L Corps to the area north of Vtlna, where it would 
remain at disposal of OKH. It also wants to place 206th 
and 86th, instead of 253th and 206th Divs, under this 
Corps Eg*. Such a change makes no difference to OKff, and 
proposal is approved. 

Gen. Wagner reports on supply situation 

a)	 Qic most urgent task now is to "build up the supply "bases 
Minsk, Molodeczno (3 July) and Dvinsk. Some sections 
of the railroad lines can "be utilized for;. the purpose, 
using Russian rolling stock. Assigning railroad 
operating organizations to the Armd. Gps. has "been a 
great success. 

b)	 distribution of Security Divisions remains as planned. 
Movement from the rear initiated; needed particularly 
in Minsk area. 

ci) At	 Tauroggen we have found enormous food stocks (export 
organization); e.g, 40,000 tons melted butter, 20,000 
tons bacon, very large quantities of meat and of tin-
sheet for canning. Willbe turned over to State Secretary** 
Backe . 

Also at Kovno the large food depots and processing plants 
of private industry were captured intact. They had been 
guarded "by Lithuanian Home Guards. 

Reports at noonJ Center: Minsk taken. Gu&erian's right wing 
close to Bobruisk. In the sector of AG-p. South, the Eussian 
Eighth Armd. Corps is advancing behind our Sixteenth and 

'Eleventh ArncL. Divs.. from Brody on Dubno. We can only 
hope that that way it is walking right into destruction . 

Gen, yon Greiffenberg; ( on phone) 

a) We	 settle the procedure for "bringing up GHq. He serves 
the boundary of AGps. Uforth and Center •on	 ""V M (^.A,iVAC-<,4. J wx J-iW-L UAJ. Cilia UCUUCiiiu^at 

b) Build-up of the supply bases Molode.c2.-io and Minsk. 
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Bogatsch: Air observations show tanks assembling north and east 
of	 pur Dvinsk "breakthrough. 

Gen. Brand j;: Heport on the fighting at Brest-Litovsk (31st Div.) 
Heavy Rocket Projectors and the "Karl" gun very 
effective, "but defense was conducted "by numerically 
superior, fanatieized troops, which accounts- for the 
heavy casualities in 31st Div. Commander apparently is 
not at fault. 

Keitel (OICW) on -phone: Use Hoeke t launchers- —inEleventh Army? 
(Fuehrer is considering the question.) Igive a brief 
review of recent progress at the front. 

Uoon: Ma.ior ron Below (Liaison Off. Armd. Gp. 2) returns and 
communicates Guderian' s statement that he would ask to 
"be relieved from his command if he is -placed under Field 
Marshal Kluge in th# nnw "of Armd-;. :f-*ros. 

G-en. Buhle: 

a)	 Order of battle of Italian Divs. destined for Eastern 
theater. Poor in Div, troops 

b) Fifth Armd. Div. will be ready: 
First echelon (re inf. Inf.Regt.) 

not later than 9 July" " 
Supply elements for first echelon 15 July
 
Entire Div. n »r Aug.
 

c) Replacement situation: Casualties heaviest in Seven
teenth Army; normal in all other Armies.. On the 
whole, losses are slight compared with those in World 
War I. 

d) Procurement and assignment of Polish peasant carts for 
GHq. Reserve Divs. 

c)	 Subordination of Mil.Hq_ in Government --General under 
AGp. B must be promptly removed in view of changed 
conditions . 

— Re-ports: Rovno taken. —We have broken into Lib&u.— 
Bobruisk reached. Substantial elements of Russian First 
Armd. Corps positively identified on Eighteenth Ar-my 
front. 

G-on,Paulus (OQ,u I): Organizational problems in Uorth Africa. 
(Best arrangement would be to form an Arnd. Group Rommel 
under Italian High Command.) 

Evening reports confirm the withdrawal of the enemy forces 
..opposing AGp. South. For the past two days uncoordinated 
motorized movements have been running from southeast and 
east to the rear of the slowly crumbling front. Apparent
ly the enemy is making an effort to organize resistance 
in the previously, known fortified line Itfovograd Volynski^ «-Proskurov Dniestr. But in taking back his forces to 
that line ho is consuming much of his strength in counter
attacks. Seventeenth Army is at the gates of Lwow» 
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Kleist has taken- Bovno. 
In trie sector of AGp. Center, the desperate attempts of the 
enemy to "break out from the Volkovysk and I'ovogrodek 
pockets catagemany tight situations, which necessitate e.g. 
in Fourth Army sector, a northward thrust of XIICorps, in 
Finth Army, a southward thrust of V Corps.. But these 
tensions will "be overcome. The gap between Guderian* s and 
Hoth's Aral. Groups is still not entirely closed, 'but 
Crude rian has arrived with his right wing at 3obruisk, and 
has perhaps still a chance to strike quickly across the 

•Dniepr at Mogilev or Rogachev. That would "be a decisive 
success. 

AGp. Horth reports Dvinsk "bridgehead, expanded, and Jakob~ 
stadt taken by left wing of Armd. Group Eoeppner. The 
Lvina "bridge at that, town, however, .has been blown up by 
the enemy. AGp. ITorth has trouble with the many scattered 
enemy groups roaming, the forests, some of them still with 
their tanks, which burn and loot villages. Application 

is finstated,of effective counter-measures by the 
expanse of ..the ..country and. the limitation of our-
manpower resources. Libau has been taken,, Motorized 
movements are reported from the Lower Dvina to Leningrad, 
the purpose of which is unclear.. 

What strikes one in .all' these. "battles is the singularly 
small number of prisoners compared with the large booty
(including fuel), e.g. 35,000 prisoners along with 1,300 
tanks. 

29 June 1941. Bth Bay. 

Summar;f\.o£ the daily reports for 28 June and the morning reports 
for 29 June; 

Army G-p. South reports still heavy fighting. On the right, 
shoulder of Armd. G-v. 1, behind the sector of Eleventh Armd. 
Div., a deep 'penetration hy Eussian $ighth Armd. Corps 
in our lines., apparently has caused a lot of confusion in 
the area between Brody and Dubno and temporarily threatens 
Dubno from the southwest. This would have been very un
desirable in view of the large dumps at Dubno. Also in 
battle zone of Armd. G-p. 1, enemy elements with tanks are 
still active behind the front, sometimes covering even largo 
distances. 

We must continually keep our minds on what must be done to 
arrive in time at a practical disposition for the operations 
of AGp. South. The present disposition is not -particularly 
adapted to the impending tasks. In the next moves, the main 
objective of Army Gp. must be to break through the Russian 
rear position on the line Belokorovichi - lovograd Volynskij-Mogilev Pod. Mouth of the pniestr, without engaging in 
major frontal attacks, and then swing south still west of the 
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Dniepr. Two points are suitable for a breakthrough. One, 
in the north, where the main effort should "be mdc, is 
between Hovograd Tolynskij and Zhitomir. The ether, further 
to the south, which can "be tackled with a smaller force, 
though it must "bo strong enough to effect a "breakthrough, 
is in direction of Starokonstantinov, where there seems to 
"be a gap in the fortified. line. If we succeed,, inpunching 
through here, the northern assault wing can swing south on 
thi.s pivot with cover against Kiev and the north. 

AGp. South must now regroup its forces for this "break
through through the Russian rear position, which we must 
anticipate the Russians willbenable .to ..reach and- .man .Mith 
the frontally retreating front armies as well as with 
reserves, which they can move up on a fairly undisturbed 
railroad network, For this "breakthrough Armd. Op. 1must 
be furnished with Infantry (which apparently was xieliberate
ly excluded when Armd- Gp. 1 and Sixth Army were split off 
from each cither) «. Also, Seventeenth Army will have to dispose 
its forces in greater depth and will transfer some of its 
Divs. to Sixth Army and Armd. Gp., in order to give 
sufficient strength to the right wing,' which willbe open to 
attack from the north, i.e. ftj.rt.thp eastern part of Polesia*, 
after it has passed through the Rovno area. Additionally, 
Artillery and Sngineer and Signal troops must be placed 
suitably to fit into the new plan for the assault on the 
Russian rear position. Op. Sec. has been instructed to 
discuss these plans with AGp. 

In AGfo. 'Center , the situation continues to develop as 
anticipated. The Fuehrer's worry that the Armd. forces 
would overreach themselves in the advance has unfortunate
lyprompted ObdH at a conference with AGp. Center to 
refer to Bobruisk as nothing more important than the ob
jective in a flank cover. . Guderian, however, quite sound

~ly from the operational point of view is advancing on 
Bobruisk with two Armd. Divs. and is reconnoitering in the 
direction of the Dnieprj he certainly does that not just 
to cover the flank, but indeed in order to cross the 
Dniepr as soon as there is .an opportunity to do so. Were 
he not to do that, he would be making a grave mistake. 
Ihope that he will take the Dniepr bridges at Rogachev 
and Mogilev still today, which would open for him the road 
to Smolensk and from there on the country to Moscow. 
This is the only way right off to get around the dry 
gap between the Dniepr and the Dvina, now fortified by the 
Russians, and so block the way to Moscow for the enemy 
forces in the gap. Let us hope thatCGs. of. Corps and 
Armies will do the right thing .even without express orders, 
which we are not allowed to. issue' because of the Fuehrers 
instruction to ObdH. 

AGp. Uorth by now should be strong enough at Dvinsk to \u25a0\u25a0 

push ahead on* Ostrov, perhaps also facilitate construction 
of- -.a-.b ridge ..at .Jakobstadt by a raid in that direction. 
The withdrawal movements by rail and road, which are re
ported to be rolling day and night from Riga toward Lenin
grad, are probably for the most Dart evacuations. It 
seems the Russian High Command is abandoning Lithuania, 
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perhaps also the other Baltic states. RadioRadio intelligence 
reports transfer of the high. Hqs to the rear. 

Bogatschl Air reconnaissance furnishes no important new informa
tion, mainly "because of "bad weather. Trench digging at 
Orsha -<• Vitebsk. 

Talk with Keitel (0X¥)(on phone) again indicates that the fuehrer 
•is worried; 

a) A"bout the tight situation of Armd. Gp. 1 south of Dubno.
 
"b) About the threat from the Pripet Marshes.
 
c) About the possibility that AGp. Center might strike too
— 

early beyond the line Minsk Bobruisk, before the 
"pocket" is completely liquidated. 

Igive him reassurance on all these points 

Reports from all fronts confirm previous indications that the 
Russians are fighting to the last man. Sometimes treacherous 
methods are used, especially where Mongolians are among 
the troops (Sixth Army, Kinth Army). A singular note is, 

that as a rule only very few soldiers are taken with 
captured Battrys, etc. Some let themselves be killed, while 
others run away, get rid of their uniforms and. try to make 

ntheir way back as "peasants « Morale of our troops every
where is described as very good, also where they had to 
go through hard fighting. Horses very tired. 

G-en. Ott (inf.) reports in particular on his impressions on 
the battlefield of Grodno, low, for once, our troops are 
compelled, by the stubborn Russian resistance, to fight 
according to their combat manuals. In. Poland and in the" 
West they Qould take liberties, but here they cannot get 
away -with it. Enemy air effort against our troops appears 
to be on a very minor scale. 

1700 . Keitel (OK¥) informs me that a G-roup of long-range fighters 
will strike today in front of AG-p. South. 

Messages: Left wing of AGp. I^orth has penetrated into Riga with 
the Advance Combat Team of ICorps. Another Advance Combat 
Team, of VIII Corps, is following up. Railroad bridge in
tact, road bridges destroyed. 

on;on;Eveiixn£ sitva ti In the sector of AGp. South, an unexpected 
battle has developed south of Dubno, in which Sixteenth 
Armd. Div. joined from the south (after abandoning the 
high ground of Krzemieniec) , 75th Div. from the west, Six
teenth mot. Div. from the northwest, 44-th Div. from the 

, north and 111th Div. from the 'east. £he enemy involved, is 
Eighth Armd. Corps. The situation at Dubno evidently 
is tight. 

Also in the northern part of this sector, a lot is happening 
on the northern flank of Armd. Gp. iCleist, Allattacks ~bj 
the (tentatively identified) Russian XVIICorps from the 
Pripet Marshes .were repelled. Behind Thirteenth Armd.Div., 
forming. the spearhead at Rovno and advancing as far as the 
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Eoryn river, follows 25th mot.Div. Fourteenth Arirtd.Div. 
covers the north flank, ani is in turn followed by 298th 
Div.; "behind this Div,, XVII Corps is moving up from ttovel. 

Hear Lwow the enemy is taking "back his front step "by step 
to the east. Here for the first, time many "bridge ar are found 
destroyed. 

In the central sector of AGp. Center, a wild medley of 
Divisions is "busy sealing the inner ring around the enemy, 
who is "breaking out in all directions. The outer ring, 
formed by the Armd. Divs., is closed, hut still fairly thin, 
of course. It will take several days "before the disposi
tion of our forces, which in its present form is the out
come of the developing of the situation, can'b^- suffiently 
reorganised to allow us to continue the attack toward-Smolensk on the dry route Orsha Vitebsk. ( Uot before 
5 July.) 

AGp. ITorth everything is pressing in the ordered direction, 
toward the Dvina, as planned. Allcrossings have been 
occupied by our troops. At several other sites bridges 
have struck ~bj Armd. Corps Reinhardt. Of the enemy 
forces which originally opposed AGp, Horth, considerable 
body of Infantry must still be south of the Dvina. Only 
a small proportion will succeed in escaping east through 
the lake country between Dvinsk and Minsk, in the direction 
of Polotsk. 

Ajr reconna is sanc e has not been very productive tnday be
cause of bad weather. 

-
<->Hew plans. AGp. South as has been discussed with then will 

have to strike with a strong northern wing- for the big 
Eussian rear position north of the Dniestr. 'Dais northern 
wing will be on a wide enough front to take advantage of any 
gaps, and deep enough in order to cover the flank toward 
the north and, on wheeling southward later on, have 
sufficient strength to have forces to protect the wheeling 
wing toward the north (Gomel) and Kiev. 

It is a question whether the tank. spearheads of the 
northern wing willmanage to break through by themselves; 
ifnot, and if they must wait for their Inf. components, 
a decisive success cannot be expected before 10 to 15 
July. 

AOp. Center wants to place Armd. .Groups 2 and 3, which will 
certainly take at least until 5 July to reform (for supply 
reasons alone) ,tinder yon Kluge's Fourth Army Hq_ and rein
force the Army with two or three Inf. Corps. The Divs. 
still tied down in the battle of the pocket in the rear, will 
be moved up "oy Array Hq 2 (instead of Army Hq 4) and by Army 
Hq 9. 

AGp. Forth wants to advance with Armd. Gp. 4 from Dvinsk on 
Ostrov and. Opochka, on 2 July, so as to cut off the area 
south of Lake Peipus. Perhaps this operation could be 
started even earlier on 1 July. The Inf. Divs. willnot be 
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able to cross the Dvina in any strength before 3 July. 

Enemy intelligence: In the South on the front of AGp. South f 

there are no reports of new frontward movements of the 
enemy. It must "be assumed that all Armd» commands 
operating south of the Pripet Marshes were committed in 
the attacks of the past days against the front of AGp. 
South. (Their designations are absolutely different from 
what we thought they were, e.g.; Cay. Divs. T mot. Brigs., 
etc.) On the .. Bomanian front the enemy is "believed to "be 
withdrawing "behind the Dniestr. 
On the front of AOp. Center., enemy road movements are re
ported south to Smolensk ( formation of a defense group for 
Moscow); the railroad movement^ from Dvinsk to Pskov is 
still in progress; probably many evacuation trains . High* 
Hq_ shifted to the rear from Dvinsk to Hositten. 

Hungary reports that the "Carpathian Corps" will be ready to start 
operations on 2 July. Command set-up is still to "be clarif
ied. Control "by AGp. South would seem the test arrangement. 

Italy communicates order of "battle of the Corps of 40,000 men, 
slated for operations in Russia* 

Slovakia participates with two InfoDivs. and one mot. Brig.s the 
latter is already committed on the right wing of Seventeenth 
Army. 

Spain wants to send a "Legion": 15,000 men. They will be 
assigned to Rembertow 

** (Warsaw) , where we shall issue 
them arms . 

In Norway. Dietl's Corps has started out from Petsamo towards 
Murmansk. Air raid on Murmansk. 

Finland presents a new plan of attack conforming to our wishes. 
Itprovides for an offensive on a front of at least 6 Divs. 
east of Lake Ladoga,. A German DjLv. recently "brought over 
from from ITorway is to "be moved "behind this important 
wing, to strengthen it. It will "be supplied "by Falkenhorst 1 s 
Army, hut opera,ted under direct control of Field Marshal 
Mannerheim... 

11l the afternoon, my three adjutants offer their congratulation 
on my birthday. 

30 June 1941. 9th Day. 

The situation last night rounded out "by early reports in the..... 
morning, presents the followingpicture: 

3-n AG-p. South, the fight continues successfully despite 
local crises. The enemy allows himself to be pushed "back 
step "by step* 

Lwow was taken by First Mt. Div. this morning, at 0430. 
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XIV Corps is not yet in line, "but its arrival can "be 
counted on in the course of the day. The situation 

at JJtibno is straightened out. Still, Sixteenth . Armd.Div» 
and Sixteenth mot. Div. were not inconsiderably delayed "by 
the episode, and 44th, 111th, and 299th Divs., which were 
"brought up "behind Third Armd. Corps, willhe stalled for 
some clays; this greatly delays and hampers the follow—up 
of Infantry "behind 111 Corps. There is, however, an 
endeavor on all hands to make up for this dislocation in 
every possible way. 

ITo arrivals of new enemy reinforcements from rear areas are 
reported on the Army G-p,. front. Most likely, the enemy has 
already committed the greater part of the forces he was a"ble 
to muster. 

In AQp.. . Center, cleaning out of the "pockets If is r tying 
down considerable forces. Army Gv. must inparticular 'see' 
to it tha t Infan try forces are Tbrough t up "behind G-ude rian s 
and Hoth f s Armd. G-ps «, around the pocket. Bringing together 
the forces, including Inf., for a strong northern wing in— ~ continuing the offensive past the line Mogilev Orsha 
Vitebsk - Polotsk, will"be the joint concern of AGp. Center 
and CKH. 

AGp. Forth is sweeping ahead with its Inf. Corps to the 
Dvina. Ithas announced that its initial mission, viz», 
to "beat the enemy this side of the Dvina, has been completed, 
Its next mission, viz., to -oush through to the high ground 
northeast of Opochka with a strong right wing, is well 
prepared "by the disposition of Army Gp. 

Bpgatsch "brings no important new air observations. The rearward 
movements to Leningrad, "behind the northern wing, continue. 
Between Vitebsk and Orsha, fortifications (anti-tank 
ditches) are being built in great haste. In the Pripet 
Marshes, the situation is still somewhat obssure. Apparent
ly the enemy is pulling out some of his strength, but we 
probably must still reckon with one Inf. Corps and some 
Armor. 

myTo celebrate birthday, the men of my lower staff held a formal 
review early in the mnrning and offered their wishes before 
breakfast. The breakfast room was decorated for the 
occasion. ObdH sent red roses and strawberries, accompanied 
"by a very cordial letter. At the morning conference, Paulus 

. made a speech. Congratulations by ObdH, who told. me that 
the luehrer 1 s visit in the afternoon is primarily on my 
account. 
Other well—wishers: Scherer, Hq Commandant, accompanied "oy 
a man of the guard unit, who brings a bunch of wild flowers j 
yon Ziehlberg, Loyke, G-ehlen, Gen. Keitel (personnel Div.), 
yon Etzdorf , ITrau yon Brauchitsch, on the phone. 

1300	 Major Fagel (formerly in Moscow) is briefed as Liaison Off. 
to fourth Army ( yon Eluge) , which now takes over control 
of Armd. G-ps . 2 and 3. 

Order	 to AQp. South; Armd. Gps . 2 and 3 will secure line Hogachev 
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-	 *
 ~ Mogilev Orsha "Vitebsk Polotsk with combat forces at 
the earliest* 

Afternoon (l630) Visit ."by the Fuehrer to.the camp.** Beport 
presented at OTd&E' s house. Afterwards tea. 

Report oy me on progress, with estimate of the situation 
and the resulting operational possibilities. 

The Fuehrer stresses the following points 

a)	 Mastery of the Gulf of Finland must "be secured at the 
earliest. For only elimination of the Russian Navy 
will give us free communications through the Baltic 
(iron ore shipments from Lulea) . After seizing the 

,Russian seaports from the landsi&e we must allow 
throe to four weeks for all enemy submarines to be 
positively out of action. Four weeks mean 2 million 
tons cf iron ore . 

t>) Ukraine: Significance for food supply and industry. 

He attaches great importance to reaching Leningrad as 
soon as possible with the Inf. Divs. of AGp,,I\Torth, but 
Armor need not wait for their advance. He does not see 
clear yet whether Leeb 1 s strength, especially his Armor, 
is sufficient, for the purpose. He expects that after 
reaching Smolensk in the 'middle of July, we would not 
be able to take Moscow by Infantry assault before August; 
Armor alone cannot do it. The time it takes for the 
Inf. to get to Moscow, he believes could be utilized ''oj 
.our Armor to. make a clean slate in the north. Then we 
could mass Armor east of Moscow. 
Speeding of gasoline supply to Hoeppner and H6th is 
emphasized. 

At tea, the. conversation turns mostly to purely political 
subjects: European unity as a result of common war— 
against	 Russia. Britain's domestic political scene: 
Possibility of Churchill's overthrow by Conservatives 
with a view to forestalling a Socialist-Communist — 
revolution in the country. Lloyd George, Hoare. 
Possibilities of improving our relations with Turkes^ are 
viewed optimistically. Also Afghanistan and other small 
nations willactively collaborate with us if they feel 
they need, not be afraid of Russia any longer. Continental 
character of Germany's future mission is emphasized, 
without renouncing claims to a colonial empire, which 
might include Togo and the Cameroons, plus the Belgian 
Congo.	 Bast Africa desirable, but not essential. 

Evening	 Situation: Slow but steady developments in all Army
 
Gps, In AGp. Center-, however, enemy forces have broken
 
through Guderian's Armd. Gp. between Slonim and Minsk.
 
This is awkward, but probably is of no major importance.
 
In AGp. A>orth, the Riga railroad bridge appears to have
 
been blasted "'oj enemy elements, who penetrated into our
 
lines in the confused fighting.
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Eoeppner thinks he willbe ready to advance on 2 July., 
Goming "behind him,. AGp. Horth will "be ready to cross the 
Dvlna on 4 July. Hoth reports that he likewise will "be 
ready to continue advance on 2 July.. But Guderian is 
still lagging "behind., south of Minsk,, where his forces are 
partaking in the encirclement of the "itfovogrodek pocket. 
He so will take several days longer then the others to get 
ready for new operations. Irrespective of these plans, 
G-uderian's right wing could secure the Dniepr crossings 
at Mogilev and to the south. 

Air Force is "being reinforced in the sector of AGp. South 
and on the Romanian front. In AGp. South, very effective 
action "by our Air Force against enemy Air Force and enemy 
columns retreating "before our troops ( as many as three 
columns abreast are reported) . A total "bag of over 200 
aircraft shot down during this day. Enemy reported to "be 
already reduced to sending very: ©ld four-enginsJ • models 
into the battle. 

JLJb&ZLJML*. 10th Day. 

Situation: in.AQ2jL._.S.Quth, Seventeenth Army is having good going. 
On its left wing XIV Armd. Oorps is coming to the fore and 
is gaining freedom of movement toward the east. The Dubno . 
episode seems to be over. The Russian VIIICorps is "bottled 
up. Some of their tanks seem to have run out of fuel; 
they are being dug in and tised as pillboxes. On the northern 
wing, fourteenth Armd. Div. and 25th mot.Div. are following 
behind, Moving of the Inf. Divs., which will be needed both 
for attack at the front and for flank cover to the north 
and east in case of a turning movement to the south, is 

-not at all proceeding well. AGp. South willneed some 
vigorous prodding to get action. 
Eleventh Army believes to have positive indications of a 
systematic withdrawal on its front. Idon't believe it is 
so. I, too, am almost certain that the enemy will try to 
defend, his rear position, but a planned withdrawal would 
have required a long-range decision, 
to believe that such a decision was 
is just being pushed back by us. 

and 
ever 

we 
tak

have 
en. 

no 
The 

reason 
enemy 

Russian atrocities at Lwow. 

Sn AGp. Center further progress has been made by Ninth Army 
and Armd. Gp. Both in the build-up for the new attack. 
Progress is less in Fourth Army and Armd. Gp. B. In the 
case of the former the reason is that it has to bear the 
burden of liquidating the Bialystok pocket ; in the case of 
the latter, the delay is due to the fact that Arrnd. Gp. 2 , 
in disregard of its orders, has neglected to attend to the 
mopping up of the territory traversed by it and now has Its 
hands full with local enemy break-throughs. To our surprise, 
nothing is hoard from the area around Bobruisk which only 
yesterday was the focal point of Russian anxieties, with 
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SOS signals to all forces in the vicinity and finally the 
hasty and extremely costly commitment of Russian planes. 
Either our troops are not getting anywhere, or they want— 
to surprise us with "big results, A teletype order is 
necessary to make AG-p. Hq_ move one Div. toward Pinck, for 
protection of the right flank. 

Si"1 AOp. iMorth everything is going according to plan, except 
at Riga, where the Advance Combat Teams of Iand XXVI Corps 
seem to have had some trouble; the situation was saved "by 
the timely arrival and crossing of a reinforced Inf«Rogt« 
The railroad "bridge evidently is a total loss. 39lst Biv.has 
"been detached to take windau and clean up the country west 
of Riga. The new attack of Armd. Gp. 4 from the line Dvinsk 
-Jakob s tadt is set for 2 July. 

The Hungarians will launch offensive against the line— 
2 July.Zolomea Stanislawow on 

Eleventh Army has set 2 July as the date for its attack. 
It expects the Russians to withdraw "behind the Dniepr* 
Disturbances have "broken out in Romania, involving also 
some localities in the assembly area, (iron Legion ?) 

G-en. Bogatsch: Air reconnaissance in the sector of AAGop o South 
no longer shows any 'large-scale movements. Heavy concentra
tions of immobilized railroad cars have "been observed every
where. A possible explanation is that the trains, which 
are arriving in closest succession, are simply left stand
ing on the tracks by the Russians, with only the locomotiv
es going back to fetch more trains. A striking feature 
in the southern sector is a heavy concentration in the 
Proskurov "bastion", forward of the Russian rear position, 
and a certain loosening up around Cernauti. 

In sector of AGp. Center earlier reports of trc^ .concentrations 
in the Orsha— Vitebsk— Smolensk triangle are confirmed. The 
enemy assebly area seems to extend as far as Mobilev, in 
the south. 

We still have no completely clear picture about what is 
going on in the Gomel area and the Pripet Marshes, 

InAGp, Horth, no now observations. 

Transport movements from the east, perhaps also from the 
west into the level area, apparently intended for the build
up of a defense line in the corner between the Dvina and 
the old Rus so—Estonian border. 

Gen. Wagner (G-en( G-en Q,u) : 

a)	 The supply situation in AGp.Horth, . is -satisfactory 
Armd. Gp. 4 will start operations on 2 July with a full 
issue of ammunition and fuel for 400. km. By 7 July, the 
bulk of Army Gp.,, will have on hand in the Dvinsk supply 
base, in addition to complete issues to the troops: 
one additional full issue of ammunition, three fuel 
quotas and two days' rations. (Start of operations by 
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this AGp. scheduled for 5 July.) 

j	 
In AG*p. Con tor 17,000 tons of supplies, in addition 
to the hand supplies of Armd«. G-p.s will ha.ye 'been 
accumulated in dumps, representing a tota,l of 24,000 
tons. An advance detachment of Krumpel's sta*ff goes 
to Minsk to prepare everything. The stockpile is to 
"be increased to 73,000 tons ( one issue of anrnunition, 
five fuel quotas, five days' rations). 

AQt>. South reports considerable "booty found at Lwowj 
including fuel in surface and underground dumps. Sy 
1 July, several large Forward Sup-uly Points will "be 
moved closer to front, including one to Rovno. 

Id)	 Fuel situations Estimated daily consumption 9,000 cbm, 
or, 250,000 cbm, per month, i.e., 22 trains daily. 
Actual consumption has "been 11,500 .clam, per day, or, 
330,600 com. per month, quite a lot more than expected. 
About one- third of this comes out of "booty. Daily re* 
quirements until 6 July, 7 trains* "beginning 6 Juljr 
we shall again need 14 trains, daily. 

c)	 Pacification of the Hear Areas is a matter -of serious 
concern. Owing to our method of advance, our communica
tion lines ars liable to serious disruption "by isolated 
enemy elements. 'The Security Divs. alone cannot do the 
job in this vast territory. Itwill be necessary to 
detach combat Divs. for these operations. 

Gon. yon ¥aldau (Op. Chief Air Force): We review the probable 
lines of .development and the operational tasks resulting 
from them. OEL planning for the massing of air strength* 
is again in an absolute muddle, due to misconstrued talks 
of the Fuehrer with Obdl;^, 

The Air Force has greatly underestimated the numerical 
strength of the enemy. It is quite evident that the Russians 
initially had far more than 8,000 planes. Half of this 
number probably lias already been shot down or destroyed 
on the ground,- so that numerically we now are about equal 
with the Russians, But Russian flying efficiency cannot 
nearly compare with ours, owing to tha poor training of 
their pilots and crews, and that is why entire enemy 
squadrons, or large parts of them, get shot down so often 
in combat, as, for instance, happened yesterday over-Dvinsk 
and Bobruisk. 

At present, Air Force estimates Russian '"\ir strength 
oppo site AGp , South, at 800 to 1,000 operational firs t~ ~ lino craft; in AGp. Center, at 400 500; and in sector of 

~AGp. ITorth, at 400 500. In the battles of the last few 
days, the \u25a0Russians have been using obsolete planes side by 
side with latest models. 

Gron. Oehquist (Finland): Orientation on our plans for the impend—	 — 
<ing	 operations. Discussion of Finnish operations. 

Experiences with the Russians. 
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Col. «yon Ziehrberg: Current Gen. Staff personnel matters. 

Decorations for GHc[ personnel ( 10 July and. 1 August) • * 

Evening re-ports Indicate that Arm!,. Gps . 2 and 3 could start off 
on 3 July.. Approve date,. Some features of the plans of 
AGp. South cause me to ring up their Hq., in order to 
emphasize the necessity for feeding more Inf. Bivs. into 
the northern wing. 

Allocation of Inf.Divs.. to the Commanders of AGp. Rear 
Area is "being arranged.. 

Concern about the threats that may develop from the Pripet 
Marshes for the inner wings of Army G-ps. Center and South, 
prompts issuance of an ord.er directing initiation of joint 
supervision and offensive mopping up of the area. According 
to radio intelligence and air observations we must reckon 
with 2 Corps Hq.s, with 7 Divs. 

2 July 1941. 11th Day, 

Eleventh Army launches offensive from Romania, Fourth Armd. Gp. 
from Dvinsk, in direction of Opochka-Ostrov. Also the 
Hungarians start operations. 

In AGp. Sou thy the situation reports prove the correctness 
of my view concerning the northern wing of Armd. Gp. 1. 
Only yesterday, on 1 July, Russian Inf. from Pripet Marshes 
west of Rovno, mads quite a dccv penetration into the 
flank of Armd. Gp» 1, in the general direction of Du"bno. 
I6,0 not think this penetration imperils our operations, 
"but the nearby Inf.Divs., which Iwould like at last to 
move up "behind the Armd. spearheads in an eastern direc
tion, are again kept "hack to deal with this enemy thrust. 

n AGts, Center, the Bialystok pocket is in the final stages 
of liquidation. O"bdH now is worried about the Novogrodek 
pocket. 

~n AGp. ITorth, , ICorps should better not move off to the 
east.** Parts of it must first clean out the forests south 
of Riga. 29lst Div. must comb out the northern part of the 
coast, west of Biga. 

Bogatsch: Air reconnaissance shows something new: A movement, 
apparently from around Odessa, towards and east of ICiev, 
and then to the north. Air also confirms earlier reports 
of dense movements from tho east in the direction of Orsha-
Vitebsk and, further north, in the direction of Fsvel. 

She resulting picture would indicate that in addition to the 
new group, assigned to the defense of the dry route Orsha— 
Vitebsk, whose sector extends perhaps to Mohilev in the 
south and to Polotsk in the north (Dvina "bridges there arc 
"blown up) , another new group is "being "built up northeast of 
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\u25a0the triangle formed *by the old Russo~3stbnian* frontier 
and the Dvina . 

Wagn cr (G-en Q,u 

a) The "base at Dvinsk will "be ample to maintain our Inf.-
Corps up to the line Opochka Marienburg, and the Armd*
 
Grp. as far as Leningrad.
 
For that purpose we need!
 
From Kovnc to Dvinsk, 10 trains, daily.
 
From Siauliai, 6 trains, daily, until 6 July, and
 

12 trains, daily, after that date. 
In addition to trains, 14,000 tons of trucking space. 

(is available I) 

"b)	 In AG-p. Center, big fuel depots were found near Barano
vichi and Molodeczno . 

c)	 Question of tank replacement. On hand: 35 tanks 38 
(Czech), 50 tanks 111. 

Additionally, to form a unit (materiel only) at Sagan: 
35	 Banks 38 (Czech), 71 Tanks 111, and 30 S'anks IV. 

By 15 July we shall have received from new production: 
60	 Tanks 111, 30 Tanks 38 (Czech), 15 Tanks" IV. 

By 30 July additional 60 'Tanks 111, 30 Tanks 38 (Czech), 
15 Tanks IV. 

Field Marshal yon Leeb (on "phone 

a)	 Necessity to com"b out forests south of Riga; 271st Div. 
turned off to the area. 

b)	 yon Leeb wants to move up XXIIICorps** "behind his right 
wing under his command, whereas we have already assigned 
the Corps to the neighboring Ninth Army. This wish can
not "be complied with, -Sinth Army itself is very much 
interested in moving this Corps to the front along AGp. 
"boundary line. 

At noon O"bdK is called to the Fuehrer: 

Apprehensive about the ITovogrodek pocket. The Fuehrer 
thinks the ring must "be contracted and tightened, and wants 
itbolstered with reserves. It seems there was still some 
discussion about launching the new operations "by Armd.Gps. 
2 and 3, which have already "been authorized "by us. 

There they go worrying again. 

O'DdH makes various suggestions on how to compress and 
crack the pocket. He wants to use Eighteenth mot. Div. and 
Sonth Armd. Div., which "belong to the assault wave of Arind. 
Gps. 2 and 3, set to strike on 3 July. Iobject. Icall 
up AG-p. Center to discuss that with Greiffenberg. 
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Field	 Marshal yon Bock .k&Jfcflfo&j liireply to my talk With his 
Chief of .Staff he staies: An enemy "breakthrough from the 
forest pocket of Hovogrodek to the northeast is highly un
likely. Behind Fourteenth mot. Div., 900th Brigade will Tdg 

"brought up from Yilna tonight. Pressure on the front of 
fourteenth mot.Div. is also eased "by arrival of 16'lst Div. 
on its right wing. Moreover, the northeastern edge of the 
forest area has "been amply mined "by Hoth. : 

Of V Corps, 35th and sth Divs. have reached the forest 
region. TillCorps, south of the Ujemen, has crossed the 
Baranovichi-Lida railroad. 

The situation is more difficult for Fourth Army and Guderian. 
Armd. Group 2 is under order not to withdraw any units from 
the encircling ring, without orders. 

Armd.	 Groups 2 and 3 are ordered to push their inner wings 
ahead	 to the forest edge (eastern edge of the "big forest), 
if the situation permits. The process is most difficult 
"between the "big forest and Slonim. This area would afford 
the enemy with the "best operational opportunities; "but 
there are no signs that he is trying %n; takevarlVantagß of -them. 
This Hovogrodek pocket cannot "be compared with the Volkovysk 
pocket, where the enemy suffered very heavy losses. Any 
unit that escaped into the ITovogrooiek pocket, is "badly maul
ed, and the enemy has no ammunition' ncr food. This accounts 
for his passivity. it will "be impossible to . 
prevent some smaller enemy, "bodies seeping through, to 'the 
southeast. 
IX Corps has already crossed the Szczara river and will 
reach Molczadz tomorrow. 

XIICorps is one day's march, LIIICorps two days 1 marches 
"behind schedule. But advance elements of these Corps are al
ready committed next to Begt* Grossdeut seal and to reinforce 
the ring encircling, the Slonim area. 

Pighting on the southern outskirts of Minsk. Yon Kluge 
cannot move up his troops . 

After	 this conversation, Ireport "briefly to O"bdH and talk with. 
Jodl (OKW) to ease the Fuehrer's mind. 

Maior G-olling (liaison Off.; Armd. Gp. 4) reports. Hoeppner is 
nervous that Inf. Corps "behind him might be moving across 
his lines of communications. It will"be impossible to 
avoid that.- There also seem to be certain differences in 
yon LeeVs and Hoeppner* s views of what the next moves 
should "be. That, however, depends on our directives, which 
have not yet "been given, "but are due how. 

t

Armd. Gp. 4 must proceed to "block the gaps south and north 
of ''Lake Peipus and encircle Leningrad, yon Lee"b !s Inf.Corps 

' 
\u25a0must sweep Estonia clear of enemy forces and occupy the . . 

coast, meanwhile '..pushing all forces they can spare 
on Leningrad and the southeastern shore of Lake Ladoga, and 
guarding their right flank against Itfevel. 
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Computation.-' of enemy strength, % own computations and those of 
Foreign Armies East show: 
On the fronts of yon Loe"b and yon Bock, 15 to 20 Infj Divs. 
and at> out/ 6 Armd. Divs., of which three may have been with~ 
drawn (cauled?) . To these 3 front Divs. must be added, new 

1 (18th) from Moscow 
3 from Volga-Ural 
4 from Siberian Railroad 
1 from Crimea 

12 ArmcU Divs. plus Divs. in 
Estonia and Leningrad. 

Estimated total tank strength, 15,000, or 35 Armd.Divs., of 
which 23 have "been identified. In the Par East are five 
Divs., which leaves eight Divs, unaccounted for (Third in 
the north, one from Moscow area, and Sixth Div. of IICorps), 
Excluding the three Divs. in parentheses, five Divs. would 
"be left available as operational, reserve „ 

Evening reports . 
AGp,. South: A heavy enemy attack was repulsed with severe 
enemy losses, west of*Rovno;III Corps (northern wing of the 
Armd. Gp.) temporarily stalled; central sector and southern 
wing advancing. In Romania, the Pruth river has been 
crossed and our forces have penetrated about 12 km into 
enemy territory. On the front of Seventeenth Army, the 
enemy is effecting a planned withdrawal, apparently under 
cover of strong Armd. forces* Our Divisions are in close 
pursuit. . . . 

Ib, AG-d. Center strong elements of Armd. Gps . 2 and 3 have 
started to move forward in order to be as close as possible 
to the Dniepr and Dvina line on jump-off day ( 3 July). 
G-ood progress. Stubborn enemy resistance on the Beresina 
is broken by Armd. Gp. 2. The other components of Army Gp. 
after the close of the Bialystok battle, are regrouping 
for a now offensive against the line Mohilev-Polotsk. The 
ring encircling the forest pocket east of Uovogrodek is now 
complete. 

n ACrp, Forth r Armd. Gp. 4 has started operations and 
advanced halfway to Pskov. The Inf. Divs. are following 
cl*»se behind. 

sAt the Fuehrer* Hq they now seem to be reassured about the situa
tion in the lovogrodek pocket. Start . of new offensive by 
Armd. G-ps, is approved. 

,g July 1941.. 12th Day. 

Daily reports of 2 July and morning reports of 3 July indicate 
that the enemy fronting Eleventh Army has apparently with
drawn behind the Pruth river, but is still fighting strong 
rear guard actions.. Our advance- is slowed by pouring rains, 
which turn roads into bogs. 



'The Hungarians are still fighting at the mouths of the 
mountain passes and have made no important advances. 
Seventeenth Army, whore two Slovak Divisions have "been" 
introduced on the right wing, is pressing on in pursuit"* 
"bellini the yielding energy. This pursuit is repeatedly 
checked "by counter thrusts of individual enemy groups, most
ly against the flank and as a rule with tanku. Tarnopol is 
taken. 
As a result of this advance, Seventeenth Army has developed 

greater depth, which is all to the good, and now has its 
main concentration on its left wing, in conformity with the 
basic operational dispositions of Army Gp, Next to it, 
Sixth Army with its main concentration on the right wing, 
has continued its southeastward movement in good formation. 
This puts its main weight "between Ninth Armd.Div. and Six
teenth Armd.Div. on the right, and 111 Corps (llth, 13th, 
14th Armd.Div.),on the left. AG-p, so has delevoped a 
definite wedge pointing at Berdichev. To the north, Armd. 
G-p., that is, its left wing (illCorps), is still severely 
hampered in its movements "by attacks from the Pripet area, 
which the enemy now is launching west of Rovno, 

This threat to the northern flank from the Pripet area has 
"been a matter of concern for days. .Everybody is vying 
for the honor of telling the most hair-raising tale about 
the danger from the north. Foremost are the radio intel-i 
ligence people, who claim to have located a large number of 
enemy troops, namely three Armd.Corps and two Infantry 

•Corps under the command of an Army Eg, This assertion is 
baseless and therefore dangerous. The events over several 
days do show that there are enemy forces in this maze of 
swamps and. forests, but they certainly are not stronger 
than 2 or three Divisions; there cannot be any doubt that 
they include some not. elements and tanks. The attacks 
are conducted in a manner which Plainly shows that their 
command is completely confused. Also the tactics employed 
in these attacks -are singularly poor . Riflemen on trucks 
abreast with tanks drive against our firing line, and 
the inevitable result are very heavy losses to the enemy. 
Such desultory attacks cannot be regarded as a threat 
to our operations. Nevertheless it would be intolerable 
to allow this factor of uncertainty to persist unchallenged 
on our flank. Itmust be removed by offensive action and 
systematic combing out of the marshes. 

3i AGp. Center , the Novogrodek pocket has bsen further 
contracted and sealed, as agreed upon yesterday. The moves 
of Second ,and ITinth Army are continuing according to plan, 
and with forced marches, in order to introduce Infantry 
with greatest rqpidity behind the Armd. C-ps which are\u0084 

launching the offensive today. Both Armored G-ps. have 
already started off. Guderian forced the Boresina river 
this forenoon, Koth's left wing reached the Dvina north
west of Polotsk by noon. 

In AGp. North Hoeppner advanced but slowly, owing to very 
bad weather which give him the worst road conditions. Still, 
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his left wing is already midway 'between the Dvina and. Pskov 
He has "been directed by teletype orders issued .last night, 
to occupy the areas between Velikie Luki and "Lake Ilmen 
and "between lake Ilmen -and take Pskov, with a view to safe
guarding them- toward the east, and to advance northward 
"beyond the line Lake llmen-Lake Pskov onlyrda-prdogr of QSH, 
D?he latter advance will have the twofold ai,m of closing the 
gap "between the -Gulf of Finland and Lake Peipn#, and of 
cutting off Leningrad "between the '(half of finli.nd and 
X^ake Ladoga. Sixteenth and Eighteenth Amies, "by forced 
marches, are moving on in excellent formation, witJa a 
strong right wing behind Armd. Gm. t toward the Dvina* On 
the Army Gp« \u25a0•boundary close contact is maintained with 
the vigorously pushed left wing of Hinth Army. 

Enemy	 intelligence (Kinzel and Bogatsch) brings no im-oortant 
findings. In front of our southern wing (AG-n^South) the 
enemy has ceased reinforcing his fr<snt. In Center- ~(triangle Orsha Vitebsk Smolensk ) there is still some 
movement, but with the movement whicH apparently camo 
from the Caucasus brought to a close it is on 
a much smaller scale than in the paSt f£w dayg. In the 
"dry route I',, trench digging is in -progress. Owing to bad 
weather there are no new developments in the Bevel G-roup. 

She enemy situation in the Pripet Marshes Remains obscure. 
We must not overrate the strength 'of this enemy. On the 
whole, with no more signs of enemy activity in the lovogrod
ek pocket, we may be fairly sure that the e/iemy in the .' •.-Sialystok sector, who was estimate! at 15 20 Divs. by a 
Captured Hussian Corps CG-, is annihilated, except, for some 
negligible remnants. On the front of AGp. iMorvh we may 
also figure, with 12 -15 Divs. completely wiped out. On 
the front of AG-p. South the enemy's withdrawal amd the 
crumbling of his front certainly cannot be interpreted 

\u25a0as a disengaging movement planned by his command; it must 
be explained "by the fact that his troops have been cut 
up. and for the most part scattered by our Unceasing,, 
massive blows. 

On, the whole, then, it may be said even now that the 
objective to shatter the bulk of the \u25a0Russian Army this 
side of the Dvina and Dniepr, has been accomplished.. % do 
not doubt the statement of the captured Russian Corps OC? 
that, east of the Dvina and Dniepr, we would encounter 
nothing more than partial forces, not strong enough to 
hinder realisation of German operational plans.. It'is thus 
probably no overstatement to say that the Russian Campaign 
has been won in the space of two weeks.* Of course, this 
does not yet mean that it is closed. sheer geographic
al vastness of the country and the stubbornness of the 
resistance, which is carried on with all means, willclaim 
our efforts for many more weeks to some. 

Future -plans: 

a)	 1 the continuance of the Russian operations it will 
"be of primary importance to gain a new jump^-off line 
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"between Smolensk and Moscow, and another bas& around 
Leningrad^ Irora here we could proceed to the capture of 
Northern Russia and" the industrial region around 
and subsequently, in conjunction witn AGp. South, of t}ie 
Donjets industrial region. 

Once we are across the £vina and Dniepr, it wi;Jl "be less 
a question of smashing enemy armies, than of denying the 
enemy so preventpossession of his production centers and 
his raising a new Array with-the aid of his gigantic 
industrial potential and his inexhaustible manpower 
resources . 

b) As soon as the battle in the Easfc changes from an effort 
to annihilate the enemy armed forces to one of paralyzing 
the enemy economy, our nest tasks in the war against 
Britain will come to the foreground and require 
preparation: 

Preparations must "be made for the offensive against the 
land route between lile and Euphrates, both from* Cyrenaica 

and through Anatolia, and perhaps also for an offensive 
from the Caucasus against Iran; The former theater, which 
willalways remain dependent of the quantities of 
supplies we can bring across the sea, and so is subject 
to incalculable vicissitudes, will assume a secondary 
role and for the most part will be left- to Italian forces. 
We willhave to assign to it only two German Armd. 
Divisions (Fifth light and Fifteenth), which willbe \u0084 

\u25a0..brought up to full strength' and 
' 

reinforced by small, 

additional complements. As an initial move for the 
operations through Anatolia against Syria, possibly 
supported by a secondary thrust from the Caucasus, we 
shall have to initiate concentration of the necessary 
forces in Bulgaria, which at the same time' may serve as 
a means of political pressure to compel Turkey to grant 
transit for our forces. 

Wagner (Gen Qu) ia) Summary of casualty reports, . booty reports 
etc. 

b) Organization of Hear Areas and assignment of 
troops to these 

c) Review of plans for moving forward our supply 
bases after the Dvina Dniepr line has been 
gained. 

d) Spare parts for tanks and tank replacements. 

1200: Through ObdH and Op, Sec/ we hear again the usual buz zings 
from, the Fuehrer's Hq_. How again the. whole -nlace is ia a 
state of jitters, because the Fuehrer is afraid that the' 
wedge of AGp. South now advancing- eastward might be threateiv 
ed by flank attacks from north and south. Tactically 
speaking,' of course, this fear is not at all Unwarranted, 
but that's what we have Army Corps CGs for. What is lacking 
on top level is that confidence in the executive commands 
which is one of the most essential features of our command 
organization, and that is- so because it fails to grasp the 
coordinating force that comes from the common schooling 
and education of our Leader Corps.. 
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Icall up AGp* South {it,ColWinter, la) to make suggestions 
on how the threat to %he northern flank could "be removed once 
and for all "by employing Advance Combat Teams and moving 
the GrHq_ Reserves toward- Rovno. Any threat to the southern 

Hungarians,flank, \rhich	 will soon effect a link up swith the 
nust i?e forestalled "by Seventeenth Army with- its own forces, 
"by organizing Advance Combat Teams amply equipped with AT 
units. and obstacle construction material. 

1600 AGp. South reports compliance with my suggestions. It is 
really he ari?warning to see the readiness with which the 
Held Marshal and AGp. Commanders cooperate with us and - •adopt our	 ideas. 

Casualties.	 Total for period 22 -30 June: 41,087 (or 1,64$ 
of actual strength of 2.5 million) 
Killed* 524 0 t 8,362 ICO and SM 
Wounded; 966 0, 28,528 UCO and EM 

Officer casualties?
 
bounded 3.3$ (Campaign in West Z.lVfo)
" " nKilled 7.#C (	 4.850

\u25a0Missing 1.5*6 ( n n w 2.0(^) 

4- July 1941,. 13th Bay. 

Situation: South: Eleventh Army is advancing slowly. Difficult 
road conditions, owing to recent rains. The Mt. Brigs, of 
the Romanian northern front have started 

v 

the attack against 
\u25a0Cernauti. 

The Hungarian right wing has reached the northern r3,m of 
the \u25a0'Carpathians. 

In spitfc..of difficult road conditions, Seventeenth and Sixth 
Armies are getting on well. Main weight on the inner 
wings. On, the northern wing of Sixth Army, our safeguard
ing measures against the ,Pripet Marshes are "beginning.. :to 
show, results. The- enemy is withdrawing in the' M&jrslms to 
the east "before, our pressure -fr.ofe soirthwas-fc and west, but at 
the same time.;' is ."bringing reitifor&enrtents fron- the .oa.st, We 

\u25a0must expect that Keicheiau will"feel continued pressure on 
his loft shoulder * at first from the .area north" vf tho line 
"Eovno—Kores and later from, the':- area \u25a0•between 1Koroa ten- and Kiev. 

Center: The	 right wing (Third Arm&.Div.) of Guderian' s 
Armd. Gp. has crossed the Dniepr at Bogachev, establishing 
so far only.a bridgehead* further north Armd, Gp ¥ has 
forced. the Beresina at the destroyed crossings and is 
battling its way to the Upper Dniepr. 

The northern	 wing of Armd.Gp. Hoth has reached the Dvina 
at "Drissa* where it is encountering stiffer enemy resistance* 
Road conditions 'difficult. High tank casualties from bad 
roads. Hoth reports 50$ combat strength. 
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Second and Ninth Armies ,are pressing on "behind Armd.Gp* in 
rapid, marches. But owing to the delay in the encirclement 
operations at Bdaiystok, the distance "between them and Armd. 
Gp. has 'become so great, particularly "behind G-u.de rian, that 
special measures will be necessary to "bridge the gap* 

Combined Advance Combat Teams of the Inf. Corps mast "be 
movo.d ahead "behind Ghiderlan' s Arind.Crp, 

Yon Bock has moved his Hq. to Baranovichi* Kluge who, 
on our orders and over their objections, assumed command of 
the two Armd.Gps., has moved his Hq_ to Minsk. 

ifforth; Armd *G-p. Hoeppner is advancing rapidly, and is 
approaching Ostrov with its left wing* Eight wing en
countered stronger opposition shortly after' crossing the 
Dvina, "but thanks to Field Marshal yon Leeb'-s foresight, 
liif.forces were brought up here in time ( on trucks), so 
that this enemy constitutes no threat j- on the contrary,, 
ha. is already being forced back by the troops originally 
on the scene. During this fighting, the Commander of 121si; 

Div., Gen. yon Lancelle,. Vas killed. The bulk of "the Inf. 
Corps is advancing briskly and has started crossing the 
Dvina. On the northern wingj almost an entire enemy Division 
was captured in the forests north of Riga. 

Enemy: On the front of AGp. South local resistance, which 
leads "to formation of pockets, in Boiss -placed; .'.but on the 
whole we discern distinct withdrawal movements, covered 
by armored counter- thrusts . Some troops are still arriving 
through Kiev from the east, but to all appearance they 
do not represent a large-scale coordinated movement, The 
large number of trains cramming the railroad stations and 
some; eastward train movements probably must be interpreted 
as evacuation- measures . Movements of fresh troops toward. 
Korosten are observed, but apparently they are not on an 
operational, scale* 

On the front of Center the situation is. unchanged.. Move
ments run from Smolensk to Orsha, but also in the opposite 
direction- The large quantities of railroad cars around 
Briansk seem less an indication that the Russians- are—
 
forming an operational reserve they would not have-
sufficient forces for that than, merely the accumulation, 

of. rolling stock used in the frontward movements of the 
last days, left on sidings for technical reasons. 

In-Horth,..- two movements are reported on the way from the 
area around Moscow. One is running into the area west of 
Velikie Luki, i.e. between Hoth's and Hoeppner's inner 
wings, the other one is -swinging northward around Lake 
Hmen r to the vicinity of Pskov. 

Over-'-all -picture: The situation supports the assumption 
that the enemy does not have sufficient forces left for a 
sustained defense of the line running from the old Bus so— 
Estonian frontier along Dvina and Bniepr to the south, 
This theory is borne out -also by a Russian order, intercept
ed yesterday, to the effect that the Dvina river will.be* held, only by groups concentrated at the crossings. 
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As	 our Armies advance, any attempt at further resistant;© 
probably will soon collapse and we shall "be confronted 
with the question of reducing Leningrad and Moscow* It 
remains to "be seen whether Stalin' s proclamation calling 
for a people U war of all workers against us, will"be suc
cessful. On the result depends the method "by whicja we are 
going tp sweep the enemy out of these extensive' industrial 
areas, The main thing is to deny their use to the enemy 

\u25a0at	 an early date. 

As to the date when the Jlnns will strike, a decision will 
have to "be made today f* (6,.( 6, 7.,7., -or-or 88 July),July), 

Col. Qchsner reports on the outcome of his tour to the fronts 
of linth and Sixteenth Armies: 

Some units still show a certain reluctance about *using 
smoke. Heavy Rocket Launcher.' and Do Projector -.apparent
lyhighly effective whereever employed. The ammunition 

\u25a0still seems to. have some bugs. 

Question of.propaganda about the new flame ammunition. I 
am against it. It would only afford later opponents on 
opportunity to prepare counter measures. 

At noon the first "break in many clays, which allows me to spend 
an hour on horseback. 

G-en. Wagner. Gren %v; 

a) Settling .cacperortlO^ >\u25a0£\u25a0
' 

u'(x«n Q,ii CTw.and Post"- Chiefs 
•\u25a0vith.Jw.. .TO,**' ;: . \ . ; -V , .-, . ..-..-. ..'.. 

b)	 Difficulties in supplying AG-p. North by- rail (Siauliai), 

c)	 transport situation at present permits maintenance of 
offensives in . . \u25a0 

AG-t). South: Armor to Kiev, Inf. to the line Zhitomir*-
Berdichev. 

AGp, Center: Armor within close distance from Moscow*** 
Inf. across Dvina and Dniepr. 

AG-i). ITorthr Armor to Leningrad, Inf. to area Velikie— i— — 
Luki DnO Pskov Dorpaf. 

G-en. yon 'Bioma reports on observations on his tour to front of 
Armd.Gp. 3t 

a)	 Inf ighting the enemy 1 s giant tanks, 10 cm 8,8 cm AA and 
5 cm A!I? guns are very effective. 

b)	 Tanks Iare a liability for the troops and should be 
taken out for home defense, coast defense and training 
purposes. 

c) Very tough fighting with Russians, Only few prisoners 
. are taken •- . . 
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.ehlberg! Preparayon ZiehTber. Current G-en. Staff personnel matters 
tions for transfer of GHq> 

Evening reports from the South again indicate that we are 
advancing along the entire front. Road conditions, which 
must "be very difficult in some sectors, are slowing the 
advance* The Drohobycz oil fieldshave fallen into our 
hands with very little- damage.. \u25a0On the northern -wing, the 
attacks against the north flank have ceased. 

in Center crossings over the Dniepr have "been forced inT 

heavy fighting at -Eogachev "by the right wing of Guderian 1 s 
Group., and over the Dvina, at Drissa, "by Hoth's left wing* 
Elsewhere the two Armd. Gps, are "battling- their way to 
the Dvina and Dniepr against occasionally stubborn enemy 
resistance. The. Inf. Corps are following in-rapid marches 
all along. Allis quiet in the pocket west of Minsk. 

* 
In Forth t. Hoeppner has pushed as far as' Ostrov while 
heating off attacks against his flank just north of the 
Dvina*.. The heads of Inf. columns are grossing the Dvina 
river* 

Enemy intelligence report on the whole contains nothing 
new. Only on© observation is striking viz. unusually 
larger numbers of trains crowding the stations around 
Briansk and Orel, and trains moving northward in this 
arcs., formally such a picture would indicate a "build-up 
of an operational reserve t "but the enemy does no longer . 
have enough strength available for such a policy. In . 
any case, a close watch will "be kept on these movements. 

5 July 1941. (l4tii Day. ) 

with "\u25a0Situation: The entire front is advancing, in accordance 
our intentions, In AGp., South, in the Southern Ukraine, 
road conditions are very difficult as a result of cloud-
storms, and rate of advance is slow. Apparently the 
enemy now is withdrawing eastward from the Pripet Marshes 
opposite left shoulder. In consequence, GrHq,Reichenau's — 
Reserves can "be moved eastward beyond the line Dubno 
Luck. . . • • 

In AGp. Center,, Guderian' s right wing (Model) has held 
its "bridgeheads at Rogachev. But the central sector 
of the Armd.Grp., fighting all the way, is making little 
headway between the Beresina and the Dniepr. In addition 
to the Drissa bridgehead, Hoth now has gained another 
firm foothold at Ulla, on- the northern bank of the Dvina,— 
upstream from Polotsk. The "pocket" west of Minsk is 
slowly burning out. Since yesterday morning 52,000 
Russians have surrendered. 

In AGp, &orth Hoeppner 1 s Armd. Gp» is sweeping the area 
assigned it clear of the enemy, The Inf.Corps are closing 
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up a satisfactory rate, especially on the right wing. 

Report on enemy situation. Our troops have more or less, lost 
contact with the enemy on the fronts of Seventeenth and 
Sixth Armies* Air reconnaissance- shows that the enemy is 
retreating in disorder "before Seventeenth Army and the 
Hungarians, with several columns packed together ,on one 
road in some, instances. We may assume that these movements 
are withdrawals, getting mixed up with refugee columns... 
Snemy AA protection generally covers the rear position west 
of Kiev> enemy fighter protection covers the area round Kiev, 

Behind the northern part of the position parallel troop 
movements and arrival of troops- from the north. 

On the front of AGp. Center, confirmation is obtained on 
unloading of troops round Orsha, from where they move 
westward to Guderian f s front. AA protection makes itself 
felt west of Orsha, fighter protection round Orsha and to 
the east.. Strong fighter cover a"bove Briansk and Orel* 
The enormously large, number of railway cars left standing 
on the sidings has again "Deen observed. The purpose of 
these accumulati6ns of rolling stock and of the movements 
into this ares., apparently from the south, is not clearly 
understood. Operational reserves? Group for a flank 
thrust"? 

Air reconnaissance again confirms the existence of an enemy-
concentration round Velikie Iraki. . £!o indications that it 
has "been committed in the fighting. It.might 'become. 
effective against Hoeppne-r 1 s right flank, as well as against 
Koth's left flank, especially if the latter should strike 
eastward from his crossing points at Drissa and UHa. The 
enemy 1 s fighter cover is a"bove. Velikie Luki, his AA protec
tion is moved further west in the direction of Dvinsk. 

' Enemy ls command set— up is as follows 

Russian AHq, 8 )
 
27 ) forming AGp. Northwest
 
11 )
 

Russian AHq_ 13 .)
 
Unidentified ) forming AGp. West
 

new AHq. )
\u25a0 

Russian AHq_ 5 )
 
6 )
 

12 ) forming Southwestern Front
 
2 )
 

Odessa, Army ) 

Heusinger (1300) : 

a) A teletype from Irfurth indicates that on orders of CQCW
(apparently the Fuehrer himself) the last Regt** of 
163rd Div. now moving up "behind Heinrich's assault 
group, was diverted for Jalkenhors t1 s coir^at group at 
Salla. Apart from the fact that this Regt. cannot he 
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of	 any help in'the Saiia operation, the Div. as a 
result is.disrupted:* and Its striking power impaired 
where it was needed, most. "Ehis clearly shows "up the 
dubiousness of this entire Murmansk operation, which 
serves only political ends and is open to gravest 
censure -from . the operational print of view. 

Id)	 In. the -episode with the Mongolians hordes ( allegedly 
Stalin 1s "bodyguard) trapped "behind the front of Sixth 
Army, 168th Division is reported to have "broken down 
completely. Belief of COs is demanded. 

Wagner (Gen Q,u)	 (Transport Chief): Discussion of trainand G-ercke 
requirements for supply and of the most practical procedure 
tor cooperation "between G-en Q,u and Transp. Chief. ( North 
needs 14,. Center 21, and South 12 trains; overall planning 
by Transp. Chief; details of execution, "by BvTO,)* 

Buhle (Org.)f 

a) ConcXit ion of Divisions. 168th has lost part of its 
Artilleryl Cay. Div.: condition of horses, good;** 
organization has proved unworkable I 

"b)	 Suitable for new missions (ite., possible employment 
on Balkans, etc.)***: 
From Armd. Gp» 1: sth, 11th, 15th, 14th Armd.Divs." 

tr 
' "n . 2: 3rd, 4th, 17th armd f Dlvs. 

\u25a0n "\u25a0- 4: Ist Armd. Div. 
Those underlined are the "best suited, All other Armd. 
Divs.have French vehicles or Czech tanks. 

Also available: 16th, 20th, 60th mot.Pivs. Allother 
mot.Divs. have mixed or French vehicles. 

c)	 Africa: Two new Shield Sepl,Bns., i.e.,- 3,000 men, 
needed; adding. sfo normal furloughs, nak.^.s a total of 
5,000 men to "be sent over. 

d)	 Chenillettes ## and Renault trucks los" in operations. 

c)	 Requests from Army Hq.. Norway for Northern Norway, where 
signal equipment 

'

and supply installations have "be on 
diverted (t)-## 

k 

f) Croat legion* 1-Regt. of 6 Bns , Activation in Croatia 
10	 July. Win not be at training centers before 30 
July; then training; ready for commitment "by middle of 
August.. 

Situation in the evening; r In South, advance slowed by terrain 
,difficulties and enemy opposition. The report that AGp. 
South has lost contact with the enemy, is not confirmed. 
Armd, Gp. Zleist seems to have punched through the enemy 
defense system. In Center f a victory of G-uderian' s and 
Hotfc's outer wings is in the making. Very bad roads. In 
North, the attempt of the. enemy to build up .a front against 
Hoeppner with forces hurriedly thrown together, does not 
seem to come off. The '"intentions^ set forth in the AG-id* 
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reports are in line with the ideas .of OKH,
 

CTbclß "back from tour to AGp, Center, Army Hq_ 4 anl Arm-i, Op. 2*
 

Eighteenth Armcl* Div. stiffered heavy losses in the forest— —area, FW problem is "beginning, to get troublesome. ~Insecurity .of Hear Areas* Population moyements; on the 
\u25a0roads. v .. . . , \u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0• ;\u25a0 

OKW interferes in the moving of 163rd Div. to Finland with a 
direct order "by the fuehrer. The Division was supposed, 
to go to Heinrich's group east of Lake Ladoga and is now 
ordered to go H as a whole or in part 11 to the Salla front. 
Reason; SS Brigade "lord" committed at 

'

Salla* has "been 
;a failure. . ,

V 
. '.''-.. 

oof S. AGp,- South sends an interesting situation estimate. It 
.shows how widely AG-p, South, which has decided to direct 
its main effort against Berdiehev (non-existent gap in the 
fortified line) diverges from our plan; (main concentration 
on the northern, wing) *. , . 

6 July 1941, (15th. Day. ) Sunday 

Situation: The final reports last night and the morning reports 
\u25a0 . 'bring no important news. 

" 

In A&p. South, the situation of Armd. G-p. 1 develops 
generally fair, "both at the front and on the northern:

flank. . The right wing of Sixth Army has com© up against 
an enemy front consisting of field fortifications .laid 
out in difficult terrain, east of lampol. Seventeenth 
Army has generally made fair advances.,. Eleventh Army 
only slight ones. It is still an open question whether 
the enemy will succeed in the timely. organization of 
unified resistance in th.3 fortified line west of Kiev,, on 
which' 'we now have accurate air reports. The energetic v. 

leadership of the enemy south of the Pripet Ma,rshes- would 
make this appear quite likely? against it is 'the. attri
tion of forces "bled "by the recurrent counter attacks ,and 

the disruption of withdrawal movements "by our air effort. 

In AGp. Center, the only change from last night's situa
tion is that Seventeenth Armd.Div., north of Eighteenth , 
without any orders.- has started" moving away from Minsk, and 
that strong elements of Fourteenth motJDiv.,. which was in 
the "pocket :i guard rt, has "been set. in motion "behind Hoth. 

In AGfo. Horthr the forward movement of the Infantry right 
wing -north of Dvina is thoroughly satisfying.. 

(xqii. Bogats eh i A 4, 

a) Air observation shows nothing new. of any importance. 'as 
. Regards enemy movements . : 

' 
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b) Photographic reconnaissance furnishes the explanation 
for .the huge number of cars standing on sidings in the 
Briansk-Orel area. In this area the Russians hato 

enormous ,evidently Idrand-new industrial plants with 
vast, railroad sidings. To all appearance they represent 
rolling stock factories and major railroad shnps. 

Telephone conversation with &en. yon SMens tern ( C of' & AG-p. 
South) on his situation estimate submitted on 3 July. OKH 
Heserves were "brought up behind the northern wing (ill 
Corps), not "because of any anxiety about the flaiik in the 
Rovno area, "but with a view to supplying 111 Corps' "in its 
further advance with ample Infantry against any possible 
threat in the area north of Korosten from the direction of 
Mo-sir, thus giving 111 Corps freedom of movement toward 
Kiev or to the southwest. 

Army Gp. states its intention to advance with 111 oorps on 
Kiev in order to form a bridgehead. The other elements of 
Armcl. Gp. l,after breaking through at Berdichev will 
strike west of the Dniepr through Byelaya Tserkov in/ the 
direction of Kirovograd,' while the strong forces concentrat
ed on the inner" wing of Sixth and Seventeenth Armies, after 
breaching the line at Berdichev will drive on in south—' 
eastern direction for tactical cooperation with Eleventh 
Army in the encirclement of the enemy. . 

Sen. Ott reports on' visit to front. ("VIJ and XXXIXCorps,) He 
describes pillboxfighting which he witnessed at "VII 

Corps (heavy howitzers are very effective against themj 
also gasoline poured iis. ventilator shafts). In. soctor 
of XXXIXCorps, heavy losses were sustained by First 
Mt* Div. Morale of troops very goodj all are imbued with 
a sense of superiority over the enemy. 

It was good to see the general convictions among our 
troops 

' 

that they can get the better of the enemy tanks* 
In some instances, enemy crews are reported to abandon 
the tanks, in others they keep nn fighting until they 
are burned to death in their tanks. As \u25a0\u25a0over against the 
canrpaign in the West, our troops seem at last to have 
learnt to make effective use of their heavy Inf. weapons 
against a stubbornly resisting enemy. 

Inf. Supply Cljis&. have proved very useful.— -Everybody— 
wants semi-automatic weapons and telescopic sights. 
Close combat training has paid its way. 

Russian attack method 1.: -three-minute artillery barrage, 
then pause, then Infantry attacking as much as twelve

*ranke deep, without heavy weapon support the men start 
hurrahing from far off. incredibly high Russian losses. 

Casualties, up to Z July: 

Wounded 38,809 (inducting 1,403 Officers .)
 
)
 

Killed 11,822 (including 724 Officers- )
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Missing 3,961 (including 66 Officers 

\u25a0Total losses atOut 54,000 '« 2,15;$ qf 2,5 Million. 

The large number of medical casualties, (almost 54,000), 
prac tically equall ing bloody casual ties, is quite 
remarkable. 

Larger proportion of officer casualties than in preceding 
campaigns , 

Proportion officer casualties in the Russian campaign to-
date: 3,8$ wounded, 6,6$ killed, 1,7$ missing. 

l$In the Western Campaign: Officer casualties were 3tls3 t
wounded, 4,85^ killed,. 2$ missing. 

In the Polish Campaign: Officer casualties were 1,95$ 
wounded, 4,6$ killed, 1,35$ missing. 

In the afternoon, long talk with G-en'. &aus e t OKH liaison, Off #to 
Italian High Command Libya-, summoned from North Africa. 

Summary: 

a) Personal relations are complicated "by G-en; Rommel's 
character and his inordinate ambition* The cleared .rpia— 
tions3aip of nutual confidence between G-ause and Eommel. has 
not "been established,, ,Boiprr.;l:s character defects make 
him exti'emely hard to get along with, "but no one cares 
to come out in open opposition, because of his brutality 
and the backing he has on top level. The Italians at 
first met G-ause with suspicion, but now are friendlier. 

\u25a0Incidentally, Eoatta's insincerity also was an 
aggravating factor in this connection. 

This rbvimsly blmgl~cl situation might'botcroeti
fiod by modifying the mission of G-ause s staff in the 
process of. changing the command sot-up information of 
an Armd. G-p. Rommel) . 

b)	 The situation at Bardia and Solum. continues tight. \u0084 The 
British have withdrawn after their last defeat, but it, 

appears entirely possible, that they might repeat 'their 
attack toward the end of July. The weather then is 
said to be no worse than it was at the time of the 
last attack, when the British used 400 tanks and 2 Inf. 
Divs. By the end of July they may be in a position to 
put into the field 600 tanks and 3 InfJHva. It is a 

• question whether the German forces then willbe able 
to hold, for even at the last British attack it was 
touch and go. If there is another offensive, we shall 
have to reckon with..attacks out of Tobruk, too* 

c) The problem of transport now as ever is	 the dominating 
Nothing hasfactor in the Horth African situation. 

materially changed. We now do use the direct route 
to Bengasi, ,but German— ltalian shipping space is 
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visibly dimmishing* Strangely, G-ause thinks it would 
"be possible to substitute land transport for our 
dwindling shipping tonnage • Ithoroughly disagree. 

Evening situation\u25a0.: 

"been changeSouth: In Eomania .* there has a sudden to 
optimism, 'Eleventh Army is reported t6 be advancing 
briskly_ and has pushed Advance Combat Yearns toward the 
Dniestr in the XI Corps sector* A surprise thrust is 
planned against the bridge at Mogilev Podolsky. XXX 
Corps is to continue its attacks. The Rolranians are to 
swing eastward south of the Dniestr. With' road condi
tions improving., Seventeenth and Sixth Armies are pres-s— 
ing on In frontal advance. The northern wing of Armd* 
Gp, 1 is fighting inside the enemy positions,** The 
German Divs. advancing" in the Fripet area are moving ahead 
at a fair pace, without enemy contact* 

Center: Armd* Gp, 2is encountering stiff opposition 
on its right wing, at Bogachev, Attack from the direction 
of Gomel against its right wing* On its left wing there 
is still fighting between the Beresina and the Dniepr* 
Central sector of Armd* Gp. is on the Dniepr, 

Horth: Highly gratifying, progress* Hoe-opner has gained 
more- ground to the north and has -inflicted heavy losses 
on the enemy. Sixteenth Army is moving to the right* to 
safeguard the right flank already now. Eighteenth Army is 
turning off its left wing northward, t^ 'Occupy Estonia. 

Finland: Unchanged, Of 163rd DivM only the last Begt.*** 
has been detached to Salla, 

7 July .1,941-. (16th Day. ) 

' 
Situation: South: Yesterday's optimism inEleventh Army, , 

has vanished. XI Corp is again held- back. The reasons 
are not apparent „ Seventeenth Army is getting along well 
and is concentrating its Advance Combat Teams against 

. Proskurov. Wietersheim 1 s Corps, leading the Army,has 
spread itself surprisingly far to the south (road 

:conditions?) .'f Sixth Army continues to advance , led 
on its left wing by Armd.Gp. 1, of which only the southern 
wing appears to have made any sizeable penetration into 
the enemy position west of Minsk,l## whereas its northern 
wing is still fighting in the pillbox line. The Inf. 
wing of Sixth Amy en the southern edge of the Pripet 
Marshes is. advancing nicely. 

The enemy is trying with all means to extricate his 
•forces	 out of the pocket in the process of being formed 
by Elevert th and Seventeen'-ah Armies, It seems ,that he is 
retreating behind the Dniepr ,but we have no conclusive 
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evidence as yet. The numerous movements in the rear area 
"between the Driiepr and the position to the west could well 
be shipments of materials and the concentration of large 
reserves, which would have to "be assembled in the area 
south of Kiev, if he intends to hold the position. 

Center: The enemy on our Dniepr front is still' fighting 
hard and stubbornly against Armd. Gp.2 at Orsha, and is 
shifting reinforcements from the south to the Dniepr Line, 

On the Dvina front, Hoth1 s left wing has gained elbow -room 
on the northern hank of the river and, by swinging up-river, 
is endeavoring to move its entire front across the river. 
This situation offers the "big chance for carrying forward 
our operation. Second and Ninth Armies are following 
closely "behind the Armd.Ops, 

North: Operations are proceeding according to plan, which 
means that a strong right Inf. wing is taking over flank 
cover against Nevel, thus freeing Armor for the regrouping 
against Leningrad. 

® 

Enemy: Apart from our uncertainty a"bout enemy intentions 
in the South -r is he or is he not retreating behind the-
Dniepr there is still the open question whether the— 
observed larger enemy movements in the Briansk *~ Orel 
Kursk area are for the purpose- of massing strength or 
are destined for the evacuation of industries. Eadio 
intelligence indicates that there are still four enemy 

1sCorps Eq_s in the Pripet Marshes in. front of Reichenau 
left wing. However, we have no clear idea of the location 
of the combat troops, as XVII Corps, 'advancing through the 
marshland has lost contact with the enemy. 

Summary: At the moment the best chances of success are 
on the front of left wing of AG-p. Center (Armd. Gp. 3) .
To the north, the enemy group Velikic Luki is less active 
than one would have expected after the large movements to 
that sector in the past few days* Sinee morevervthe5 

right wing of AGp North is advancing well, and so holds 
this enemy group in check, Hoth may have a chance' to roll 
up the Vitebsk positions from the north, and so open up a 
great operational opportunity. 

If the enemy in the South falls back behind the Dniepr, 
such an opening might prove very valuable, since it could 
initiate a north-south operation east of the Dniepr.* 

G-en Bogatsch reports .on air reconnaissance We are "beginning 
to run short of aircraft for long-range reconnaissance. 

OKK Staffeln take over the Estonian area to.relieve AGp. 
North. In return, AG-p. North does reconnaissance in the 
area betx^een Leningrad and Moscow for us. OKH a.ircraft- ~ continues to cover the area Briansk Orel Kursk and 
the Pripet Marshes. 

!bt. Col. Buerkner (Tng. Sec.) reports on current business of his 
section. New Artillery School to meet replacement require—•ments for ArtiHery officers. Courses for selection of 

/ 
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officer candidates from NCO ranks .... Analysis of results of—final	 examination of Officer Schools, for selection of 
War Academy candidates. Supply of -periodical military 
publications to the front will "be suspended during opera
tions .. ..\u25a0 

£on.	 Fellgiebel ; 

i>a)	 Trunk—line net-work is well organized up to Dvina and 
Pripet line; there is of course the gap made "by the. 
Pripet area. 

b) Withdrawal of signal units from the "Barbarossa front" 
for eventual assignment to Li"bya and Syria. 

Refused for the present I 

Ecusinger comes with a report that the breakthrough in the 
central sector of AGp. is now under way. Eleventh Armcl. 
Div. is clean through the enemy positions east of Polonnojo 
and is pushing right through fleeing Russian columns in 
the direction of Berdichev. Sixteenth Armd.Div. is at 
Starpkonstantinov (fighting in progress), ifin.th Armd.Div.— 
now is engaged in a major tank "battle at Proskurov.
 
Question of future command set-up. On the northern wing
 
unified command is necessary for VII, XXIX, 111 (mot.)
 
Corps. Sixth Army and Armd. Op. 1must swing to the south
east. Eleventh Army has crossed the Dniestr near Mogilev
 
(railroad "bridge has •"been-made usable for the crossing) .
 
22nd Div. had heavy losses "by a tank attack.
 

1700 Message that Eleventh Armd.Div, has reached Berdichev. A 
very gratifying success. Whether this will furnish an 
adequate "basis for the enveloping movement to the south
east,	 is not yet quite the moment.clear at 

1900	 Talk with Heusinger on consequences of the breakthrough 
to Berdichev for our plans o 

' 

Bridgehead of Eleventh Army 
across the Dniestr has been lost again (only parts of Regt. 
Brandenburg) • 

Situation in ,the evening; The movement in AGp. South seems to be 
getting on very well. The possibility of an operational' 
breakthrough is developing, Ho thing new from the fronts 
of the other Army Groups. Rain has started again in. AGp. 
Center, Resistance by numerous stray enemy elements west 
of the Dniepr is also reported. 

,0*bdH	 "back from AGp. Horth "brings nothing new, Good impressions 
of .morale and efficiency of troops. 

2300	 Telephone conversation with Gen, yon Sodenstern (AG-p.South) 
on next moves. The thing tomorrow is to move Armd. Gp. 
Kleist in such a direction, that we can turn to form the 
"inner	 ring" forthwith, resorting to an "outer ring" only 
if we are compelled to do so. The trouble is that the 
farther Armor penetrates into enemy territory in such a . 
case, the quicker our Infantry loses contact wi.th them 
and the enemy forces marked for destruction escape in 
masses through the resulting gaps. 
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(:_8 July 1941. 17th Day. ) 

Situation: On the Bomanian front our offensive is advancing 
slowly,. Seventeenth Army is pressing on, .Armd. Gp. 1 
wants to move XIV Corps to Eleventh Armd. Div. in order 
to use it for the encirclement <>f a.c enemy in front of 
Seventeenth Army. 11l Corps is f-jL^htjLnf its way through 
the fortified line at Zvyagel and bo '-the south. Sixth 
Army is pushing on close "behind. 

A&p, Center: Armd. Gp. 2 is "battering its way to the 
Beresina, partly against aggressive enemy resistance. It 
reports "bitter enemy counter attacks with, tanks particularly 
against its northern wing from the direction of Orsha. 
Advance elements of Armd. Op. Z have crossed the Dvina 
at several points and are fighting for maneuvering space 
in the direction of Vitebsk while repelling counter
attacks from the north. The Inf.Armies afs following, with 
strong forces on the outer wings and command.able depth in 
center. 

AGp. Horth .is fighting hard and soon will have gained 
freedom of movement to the north (Armd, Gp. 4), and now is 
committing Inf. arriving from the right wing, to replace 
the forces of Armd. Gp. 4 detached for coveting the east 
flank. 

The Inf.Armies are pressing on in ?rapid msu ities on a wide 
front and with great depth, with t'iel.r.Advance Comsat Teams 
following closely behind the Armor. On tht» left wing of 
Eighteenth Army, itwas possible tYj use sections of the 
railroad in moving Inf. quickly, to the nort.'b., into Estonian 
territory. 

3.100 Kjnzel: 'Eeview of. enemy situation; 

Of 164 identified Rifle Divisions, 89 have teen totally or 
largely eliminated l 

46 Russian Combat Divs. are on this front* 
18 are tied down in other theaters (ITinland 14, Caucasus 4) 
11 are possibly still in reserve, in the rear. 

Of 29 identified Armd. Divs., 20 have been totally or large
ly eliminated ;9 stillhave full fighting- strength. 

The enemy is no longer in a position to organize a continuous 
front, not even behind strong terrain features. At the 
moment the apparent plan of the Red Army High .Command is 
to check the German advance as far to the west as possible 
by draining our strength with incessant counter attacking 
with all available reserves. Inpursuing this policy they 
evidently have grossly overestimated German losses. 

Meanwhile we must reckon with the attempt to activate new 
units', with which they might eventually stage an offensive. 
The plan of a large-scale disengagement is nowhere 
discernible. 
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Activation of new units., certainly on any larger seale f will 
fail for lack of officers., specialists ana Artillery 
materiel. lEhis holds particularly for their Armor, which 
even "before the war was sadly lacking in officers, drivers 
and	 radio operators, as well as signal equipment • 

In the individual Army Groups, the Situation works oui? as 
follows: 

Uorth t which at the start of the campaign was numerically 
equal to the enemy, definitely outnumbers him after 
annihilation of numerous enemy Divs. on its front; this 
superiority applies to "both Inf. and Armor. 

Center which was stronger from the start now has a crush
ing	 superiority and can maintain it even if the enemy, as 
is	 expected, should bring new units to that front. 

South, which in the beginning was noticeably weaker in 
numbers, now has equal strength, due to the heavy losses 
inflicted on the enemy, and soon willadd numerical to 
tactical and operational superiority. 

1230 Report to the Fuehrer (at his Kg) : 

Ob&H first presents the latest tactical^ reports* Ifollow 
with an estimate of the enemy situation and an operational 
appraisal of our situation, and review the operational 
questions on which a decision must now "be made. Continuance 
of the encircling operation inAGp. South* Start in AGp. 
Center of the battle of envelopment with strong outer wings-against the Dniepr Dvina line, calculated to crack the- ~ triangle Orsha Smolensk Vitebsk.' Conduct of operations 
by AGp. jSTorth, against Leningrad and start of operations 
by the Finns. A discussion follows. 

Result i 

" 1.)	 The fuehrer has in mind the following perfect solu
tion", which should be aimed at: 

AGp. Borth accomplishes with its own forces the missions 
•assigned it in the original operational plan. 

AG-T3. Center,, by a attack,, will force the last 
organized resistance group north of the Pripet Marshes 
out of the. overextended Russian front and thus opens 
the road to Moscow. Once the two Armd. Gps. have
reached the areas assigned to them by the. operational 
plan, 

a)	 Soth can be halted (to assist yon Leeb, if necessary) 
or else continue operating in an. eastern direction, 
e.g., .with a view to investing Moscow, but not 
proceeding to an assault of the city). 

"£>)	 Guderian can strike in a southern or southeastern 
direction, east of the Dniepr river, cooperating 
with AGp. South* 
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2.)	 It is the Fuehrer's firm' decision to level Moscow and 
Leningrad, and make them uninhabitable, so as to relieve 
us of the necessity of having to feed the populations 
through the -winter. \u25a0 The cities will"be razed "by Air" 
Force „ Tanks must not "be used for the purpose* A 
national catastrophe which willdeprive not only Bolshev
ism, of their centers, 11"but	 also Muscovite nationalism 

3.)	 Details: 

a)	 The draft operational plans of the Army G-roups are 
approved. An added feature is the stressed importance 
on cutting off the Leningrad area from the southeast 
and east with the strong -right wing of Hoeppner's 

.Armd. G-p. This idea is sound. 

b) After destroying the Russian Armies in a "battle at 
Smolensk *, we shall block the railroads across the 
"Volga,, occupy the country as far as that river and, . 
after that, proceed to destroy the remaining Eussian 
industry centers "by Armd. expeditions and air opera
tions.. 

c) Preparations' must now "be. made for housing our troops 
during the winter.. Our troops must not "be quartered 
in villages and towns, because we want to "be able 
to "bomb them at any time 1 in the event of uprisings. 

d)	 Reduction of the Italian contingent for the East is 
opposed (it was to "be reduced in favor of Libya) , 
A special point should "be made of giving the Italian 

.	 troops a "big reception on arrival. With Italian 
troops at the German front, a 'visit "by Mussolini to 
the Fuehrer' s Hq. may "be expected. 

4.)	 Tanks : The Fuehrer explains why he is -keeping the new 
tanks coming off production concentrated in the 21. He 
wants to. make sure that we would ha Ve "brand-new equip
ment for the missions still ahead, for these will again 
extend over thousenis of kilometers . The tank losses 
suffered since the "beginning of the campaign therefore 
necessitate a reduction in the number of Armd.' Divs.. 
The personnel so freed will make up the crews for the 
new tanks in the ZI. He envisages the following 
operations: 

a)	 JTorway: Safeguarding of the irForwegian flank". 
Required for this purpose: two Armd. Divs, Gould 
use captured tanks, . 

"b)	 Anatolia.. Against the British land route in the 
Middle Bast. For this purpose we need at leasS four 
Armd. Divs. One of these (2nd Armd*Div.?) should-"be sent as soon as possible to the Bulgar.e 
Turkish "border, as a warning to Turkey, which is 
again getting too frisky. 
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d) Spain /Portugal. Against the potential British threat 
\u25a0'To counter this threat, at least four Armd.3)1vs. are 

required- One should, go to France soozl, to "bolster 
our prestige there and show the world,that Germany 
still has forces available over and above what is need-
ed- 'in the Russian thes'ater* 

d) InHo,rth Africa we shall confine ourselves to rein
forcing the G-erman Divs. there, improving supply and 
establishing a supply "base. (Eaise number of Tank 
Bns, inArmd,, Div. to three.) 

After .we. plead the Urgent requirements of the front, 
JHiehrep in the 21:releases from the tanks stored 
70 tanks 111, 15 tanks IV and the Czech tanks as 
materiel replacements for the Russian front* 

Wagner (G-en Q,u) reports on supply situation. It is fairly 
satisfactory everywhere, the railroads are handling more 
freight than we ever dared hope. Only on the line Brest-
Minsk results fall "behind expectations. The objectives of 
the next operations are logistically assured* . .. 

J?or the time "being we have sufficient 60- ton Truck Clms.; 
rest days for attending to maintenance, so as to avoid ex
cessive wear of the tracks, are necessary and we can afford 

\u25a0them. 
' . 

G-en. Bogatsch report's on air reconnaissance; Jfew heavy transport 
movements toward the Dniepr near, Orsha, from the direction 
of Moscow and Brians k ( 1-2 Divs.). 

Apart from rearward railroad movements in northeastern and 
northern direction on Hoop-oner 1 s front, no movements of 
operational significance. . 

Evening- situation: Hew development:- On ,the northern wing of 
AGp. South, the "Stalin line" has "been "breached "by 111 
©orps. Advances continue in all other sectors. 

In AGp,. Cent or, fighting is still going on in the . 
approaches to the jbniepr "(Guderian)'. The offensive will 
start on 10 July. Hoth has made further good progress on, 
the northern "bank of the Dvina in the direction of Vitebsk. 

Particularly gratifying are the advances of AGp. 
where Armor on the defensive front facing east is now- "being 
relieved by Inf,, and Armd. G-p. is concentrating against 
the north. Jloepnner had made good strides in the northward 
advance, and has reached Pskov..' On the western, wing of. . . 
AGp. (Eighteenth Army) ITllersperger has taken faernu with 
the bridge intact. The entire AGp* is pressing on behind 
Armd. G-p. 4 in forced marches and with Advance Combat Teams 
far ahead. 

Orders are issued to AG-tp, Jfforth on the next moves against Lenin
grad j to AGp. South on the closing of -the pocket now forming 

\u25a0on Seventeenth Army front.and the advance of the northern 
. .wing on Kiev; to Finland, with the request- to launch the 

\u25a0offensive on 10 July. . . 

-
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Presentation && air photographs by the two pilot officers who 
flew oVer- Briansk, Orsha a,nd Gomel to day, (Long-range 
Ren. Staffel of OKH) „ 

\u0084 

9 July 1941 > 18 th Day, 

Situation: South: Eleven th Army is forging ahead to the Dniestr 
according to plan, and is preparing for a crossing at 
Mogilev. In this operation the "balance of strength is as 
follows: 

The German XXX Corps ( 5 German , 3 Romanian Divs .) is 
opposed "by three enemy Inf. Dive, (elements ) and IIArmored 
Corps ( 2 Armd. Divs.,- one mot.Div.). The German XICorps 
( three German Diva.,, one Romanian .Cay. Corps) is opposed 
by one Russian D:l /i.sion drawn up on "both sides of Mogilev.* 
On the flank of "both Corps we must figure with two Russian 
mot. .Divs „ and. elements of two Inf.Divs. .This means, that 
apart from A.rmors the German— Romanian assault force is 
stronger. The Romanians, are fighting surprisingly well. 

Seventeenth Army is advancing eastward against the Stalin.** 
line in good and deep formation. Marching slowed down 
"by cloudbursts and fatigue of our troops. 
Sixth- Army is pushing its right wing "behind Armd. Gp. 1 on 
Berdichev, impeded by the transverse movement of XIV 
Corps, which is shifting from the south to Berdichev* 
Armd. Gp. 1now has "breached the Stalin Line with 111 
Corps, at Z'vyagel , and is advancing on Zhitomir with three 
Armd.Divs., one "behind the other. The northern wing of 
Sixth Army is following closely, with the objective Kiev. 

Center: Armd. Gp, 2 is closing to the Dniepr, according 
to plan. On the northern wing, very "bitter, enemy counter 
attacks from the direction of Orsha against Seventeenth 
Armd» Div. Our troops repulsed them, knocking out 100 
enemy tanks, with minor own tank losses "but more serious 
losses in men. This engagement held up Seventeenth Armd• 
Div, and kept it from 'catching up with Guderian* s main 
attacking force south- of Orsha,, Itwillnow "be relieved 
"by Twelfth Armd. .Div*. of Armd.Gp. 3. Second Army is 

\u25a0^losing up "behind Armd. Gp. 2 w-Vch Advance Combat Teams 
and follows with its Corps in good formation. Armd. Gp.3, 
north of the Dvina, is in rapid advance on Vitebsk and 
is now fighting 7 km west of the city. The enemy is bring
ing up reinforcements from Smolensk to Vitebsk "by rail and 
on trucks, jjTinth Arry is closing up behind Hoth with remark
able speed and in good order. Also yon LeeVs right wing 
is forging ahead with strong forces north of the Dvina in 
the direction of Hoth' s left wing, to protect- his flank 
in case of counter attacks from the direction of Hovel.*'** 

Berth is advancing and closing to Pskov, Eighteenth Army, 
which yesterday took Paernu,now has also captured ifellin. 
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Enemy; t?he large transport movement from the southeast 
and east to Smolensk, noted yesterday, is 'beginning to : 

show its effects around Vitebsk . At Smolensk, where dense 
transport movements have arrived fr

N
orn three directions 

there seems to "be a major traffic jam? the lines are 
choked with trains which apparently cannot be unloaded. 
Motorized movements from the east toward the Dniepr on 
"both sides .of Mogilev? Bo new developments in the sector 

•of AG-p. South. ... •	 . 
— 

"AGfa. Center submits a final report 6n the twin "battle Bialystok 
Minsk. AGp 9 states ibs opponents were four Russian armies, 
comprising 32 Rifle Divs.j 8. Armd.- Divs., 6 .moto.-mcz. Brigs ? 

1

and Cav.Divs. Out of this total it has destroyed 22 Rifle ; 

\u25a0'D^7S. 7 Armd. Divs., 6 moto.-mcz .Brigs, and 3 Cay. Divs.
 
The remaining Divs. were severely crippled "by very high
 
"bloody losses o Figures counted up to 8 July? 289,874 
prisoners ( including several Corps CG- and Div. Commanders); 
2,585 captured and destroyed tanks ( including heaviest 
types )j 1,449 -gcLus* 246 airplanes. Also large quantities 
of -small arms, ammunition and vehicles. 

Radio	 int-.?lligencc shows the following enemy command set-up (.from 

north to south*)? 

Russian AGp. Northwest, with Bth,27th,llthArmies (from north 
to south) . 

Russian AG-p. West, with 22nd, 20th, 13th Armies 

Russian AGp.. Southwest, with sth, 6th, 12th and 2nd Armies 
and one Armd. % „ 

Report' 

a) \u25a0Arcid.Gp. 3 has taken Vitebsk.. Twelfth Arm&.Div. and 
900th Brig, are now following up in that direction. 

t>) Appearance of a strong and still growing enemy group 
between Orsha and Vitebsk has prompted an order from 
Army Hq. 4' to Armd,, Gp. 2to put off planned attacks 
temporarily and instead take over cover of the left wing 
against enemy attacks and assure contact with Arnd.Gp. 
3. Armd.Gp. 3 is continuing in the attack. 

Gen. Oehquist reports on his trip to Finland. Only minor local 
changes in the disposition of troops. Plan of attack 
entirely in line -with our ideas. Road network east of Lake 

1Ladoga thinj roads narrow. Air raid ctaisa^e very small. 
Morale of the Finnish people is good. Troops are keen to 
attack. 

OQ,u IV: Military-political matters: 

Japan's intentions still obscure. Having first tried to 
whet' Japan's appetite for Singapore we now are busy needling 
her against Russia. The new policy will take some time- to 
show results. 
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In France* relations between Abet? and yon Stuelpnagel 
are strained on the question of the' volunteers. 

Sweden still very 'reserved. Seems to be disposed toward 
a pact, with Germany,, "but for the time "being has no inten

to join the Tripartite Pact.sion 

From Jfaruk (Egypt,)' 'a report has "been received that Britain 
is making preparations for a move from Irak into Iran 
to seize the oil wells and advance to the north. This 
sounds- quit© plausible, for "besides giving Britain a 
"better defensive position in.the event of a German advance 
across the Caucasus, it enables her to build up, on Iran 
territory, an air basis for attacks on the. Caucasian oil 
fields* Moreover, Turkey would then be bounded by British-
held territory along her entire southern and eastern 
frontier and was could be kept under pressure. 

Elaboration of the necessity to capture Gibraltar soon 
and to begin preparations immediately. Idon't think, 
this is correct., Preparations cannot be made until 
directly before we march -in, that is, when we positively 
know that we are going to do it. Otherwise Britain simply 
lets the Spaniards starve to death. 

U.S. has the following forces available for immediate 
action: 6 InfJDivs., 2 Arm&.Divs., 2 Cay. Divs, 

G-en, ffellgjebel: Exchange of high power radio equipment between 

— -*-Armd. G-ps. and Advance G-en Qu Hq_s. Activation of signal 
formations for the Africa Corps. Ho. new findings by 
radio intelligence. . 

1700 Heusinger: Current "business 

a) Farther offensive operations of Fourth Army; Guderian 
must not be rushed, but should attack only when ready 
and with definite concentration on one wing, best 
probably south of Mogilev. 

b) Allocation of GHq_ Reserves. Part of them (now in AGp. 
South) must be used for pacification missions in the 
areas traversed by our advancing Armies. 

c) Exchange of views at- out the future organization and 
distribution of forces in occupied Russia after the 
Russian Armies have been destroyed. Winter preparations 
must be initiated now.. 

— 
*G-en. Suhle: Rating of Divisions by casualty figures. 

Availability of tanks and activation of new Divisions 
~— " " * 

out of new production. Rehabilitation Bns. have 

— " 

proved a good "idea. •—• Radio direction beams for 
Africa. Arm&.Divs. may be replenished with -personnel 

from Inf.. Divisions ( best from Divisions held back for 
occupation, duty) * ~-* Replacements:, The I'ield Replace
ment. Bns. are largely used up by now. 
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fieri» Faulus: 

a)	 Organization in North Africa .when Armd. G-p. Rommel is 
formed,,. Use G-ause's Staff in organizing Hq_ of Arind. 
Gp, OTxIH wants the Armdl Gp. activated as soon as 
possible. 

d)	 Questions of the organization of road, construct ion 
during the operation,, Ithink that we must have a 
check-up on how plans are "being carried out in the Army 
areas 

Evening situation? In AG-d. .South.,, no reports have come in 
from Eleventh Army and the Hungarians. Seventeenth Army's 
advance i.c slow "because the roads are rains oaked •' Sixth 
Army is slowed down for the same reason; its northern 
wing is "being moved round the southern edge of the Pripet 
forest area and will continue north when it reaches Korets. 

. The forest area will "be. crossed directly only "by mounted 
patrols' o Season.? Bun— down condition of the horses „ 

The burning question now is the further employment of 
Armdo G-p o 1, AGp'. states its intention to strike with 
its northern group (illCorps) for Kiev and with the 
"bulk of the Armd. Gp» for Belaya Tserkov, and then to 
push in southern orusbuth^astorn-dir-^c-ticn. 

In the meantime the Fuehrer has. called up ObdH and told 
him that he wants Armd., G-p. to swing the elements which 
have penetrated to Berdichev, to the south, in the direc
tion of Vinnitsa ? 'in order tc- effect an early junction 
with Eleventh Army. At the evening situation conference 
with ObdH, this leads to an agitated exchange a"bout the 
direction in which Armd.Gp, 1 ought to "be moved. My 
standpoint is as follows: 

We must on no account ignore Kiev* There is so much 
evidence of enemy confusion, wiat chances to take Kiev 
"by some sort of, surprise thrust: look goodj the enemy 
is "building several ponton "bridges there, which means 
that he is preparing a retreat precisely on Kiev, If this 
estimate 3 however, should prove wrong, then we must use 
no armor in the "battle for Kiev* AllDivs. moving behind 
Thirteenth Arm&.Div.- in the direction of Zhitomir could 
then "be -"brought to "bear ad.vantageously against Belaya 
Tserkov and help "block the roads and railroads leading 
to the Lower Dnieetr* 

For the Armd. forces advancing south of 111 Corps (mot,), 
the immediate objective is Belaya' Tserkov, in order to 
strike from there to the south ( not to the southeast 
at first) in the direction of Uman, into ,the enemy's rear. 
In that case itwill.be' indicated to direct the right wing 
of Eleventh army toward "Oman. Should it become necessary 
to advance from Berdichev toward Vinnitsa i.e. on the ' 
inner ring, the Armd, Divs. following behind Eleventh 
Armd. Div. could always do that on their commander's own-
initiative. . . 

'	 ' 
\u25a0 
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Thus, the ring to be formed will run from Berdichev through 
Belaya o>ur.k:ov and to the sector of Eleventh Army. . Sealing 
the ring is the primary objective. Kiev and the Dniepr 
crossings south of Kiev are secondary objectives. 

Ob&H outlines this scheme to the Fuehrer. He does not 
1object, "but apparently is not yet converted and emphasizes 

that he expects nothing from the Kiev operation. 

AG-p. Center: Armd. Op- 3 has "broken through the enemy 1 s 
Dvina position in the direction of Vitebsk... Snemy movements 

;from Vitebsk in the direction of Velizh and slackening of 
enemy pressure round S'enno suggest that the enemy might "be 
trying to disengage. Idon ? t see it, lor, in my opinion, 

lcan the reported heavy movements of the enemy from Orsha 
to Smolensk' "be interpreted as a positive indication that 
the enemy is abandoning the dry route Orsha-Vitebsk. In 
order to exploit vie success of Armd. Gv* 3, to the fullest 

\u25a0extent, XXIIICor^s, with 3 Divisions and the draining 
yBrigade (9OOth) &u e being moved behind it. 

Owing to the easing of enemy pressure around Senno, the 
attack of Armd -dp. 2 can be launched as planned, namely , 
on 10 July, with line of departure from Stary Bykhov.to 
the north* Second and l^inth Armies are continuing their 
advance « 

AGp. Forth; Armd. Gp. 4 is approaching the line. Porkhov
]?og, but willnot push beyond this line in the direction 
of Leningrad before LVI Corps has moved closer to XXXXI 
Corps by swinging northeast,, 

' Eighteenth Army is to detach elements for a northward 
drive on Dorpat (airport) * The right wing of Sixteenth 
Army will remain in the offensive in order to cover Armd, 
Gp. 3 against enemy attacks from the direction of Uevel. 

Conference with Heusinger and Paulus on direction of the battle 
of encirclement of AGp. South, Their ideas are in 
substantial, accord with mine. 

\u25a0Tele-phone conference with 'G-en. yon Sodenstern ( C of S AG-p. 
South) on my ideas cone" en ing direction of the. bat tie of 
encirclement. Igive explicit orders not to turn 
initially southeast from Belaya Tserkov., but to let strike 
toward Uman to effect encirclement. 

They should make a try at Kiey "but, if surprise is not 
achieved, must not risk.Armor against the city. 

,10 July I^4l, (,19th Day,) 
launch offensive. 

0130 ObdH calls. The Fuehrer has again rung him up. Ho cannot 
put his mind at rest for fear that Armor might be committed 
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against Kiev and bo needlessly sacrificed (Kief;has 35$ 
Jews,, we won't get the "bridges in any- case) i The en
circling risg is to run fxTbra Berdichev through 'Vinnitsa 
to Eleventh Army* 

Accordingly, the following order goes out to AGp. South: 
The fuehrer does not want Armor to "be brought to "bear 
againe fc Kiev, "beyond what is necessary for reconnaissance 
and s icurity. 3?urihermore , he wants the immediately avail\u25a0 

able forces of Armc , Ops,, 1 to strike from Berdichev oh 

Vinni fcsa in order to link up with Eleventh Army as soon as 
poss:.ble and encircle the enemy forces fronting Seventeenth 
and "Eleventh Armies, Only those forces of ArmcLGp. 1 which 
are aot needec? or not adapted for this purpose will strike 
for Belaya Tsencov and then to the south. 

casualties) up tp 6 July,Tota] of Army casual tiss (excl. medical 

Wounded 42,755 ( 1,588 ) ? killed 13,869 ( 829) ;. missing 
£,010 (8l)j total .61,634 ( 3,498). 

figures ir parenthesis refer to officers; they are not 
included in the totals. 

•Situation South: Slow progress* Bussian IIArmd. Corps (two
' 

Arm!«Divs „ and one mo t. oDivOat tacks from Kishinev into the 
•"lank of the Romanian Fourth -Army in the direction of Jasy 
and Baity* The attacks are repelled. A Russian Cay. 

Corps is reported further to the south. Plans of Eleventh. 
\u25a0Army remain unchanged o Fo xxew develptiments elsewhere in 

AGp. South. 

Center; by Cay«Guderian: Third Arml.Div. has "been relieved 
DiVe and three Advance C mbat Teams,, and so is free to 
join the assault group c Attack on Stari Bykhov has start- . 
ed at 0500. (Later report: lodgement gained on- eastern 
"bank; "bridge construction in -progress at noon). At 
Shklov, Eleventh* and Seventh Armd.Divs., reinforced "by 
Seventeenth Armd.Div. willattack on 11 July. Enemy at • 

Ulla is trapped. Vitebsk railroad bridge is not destroyed. 
Hoth!s left wing unchanged. 

X\forth: Stiffening opposition on front of the northern
most elements of -XXXXI Corps. Otherwise operations continue 
according to plan* 

Enemy situations Many trains standing on the line between 
Vinnitsa and Kiev. Between Vinnitsa and Kalinovka; alone, 
10,000 railroad cars and 40 locomotives, Yesterday, 
between 0620 and 1800 retrograde movements, from Orsha to . 
Smolensk.. Many trains standing still. Two more enemy Bivs. 
have arrived from the Caucasus since 8 July. 

Over-all picture introduces no new elements in our estimate. 

1100 OMH calls, up from Hq. A%>» South: 

Early this morning, ObdH received the following teletype 
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from the fuehrer: 

"I think It avisable and necessary, on reaching the line 
Zhitomir- ~* Berdichev, to swing the loading elements, of 
ArmlcGpi 1 promptly/- to the south in order to prevent the 
enemy from retreating over the Bug river and to the south 
of Vinnitsa and, if possible, "by thrusting across the Bug,— 
effect a junction with Eleventh Army. The rear 
elements of ArmdoG-p, must protect this movement against 
attacks from,Kiev, "but willnot make any attack into the 
city* Should it"become apparent that there are no large 
bodies of enemy left to cut off west of the Bug,troox>s 
Armd.Gp. 1 will be massed for an advance on Kiev and the 
Dniepr line to the southeast. Investment must "be executed 
in such a way as to t^r enemy reinforcements from reaching 
the city from the northwest.' 1 

Field Martial yon Eundstedt's analysis; Overtaking the 
enemy inpursuit means striking far ahead. If the ring 

runs .through Vinnitsa it "becomes too close. Seventeenth 
Army has completely lost contact with the enemy, which 
means he has already withdrawn far to the rear. On the 
other hand ? Army -G-p, believes that there are substantial 
enemy forces in the area southwest and south of Belaya 
Iserkov, which seem to be moving on Kiev and to the area 
southeast of the city. In taking Belaya Tserkov, we 
should be astride the retreat routes to Kiev, yon Hund
stedt hopes to engage large enemy forces there, and then 
to	 be able to advance in a southwestern direction, to— 
link up with Eleventh A,- -y, If this should prove in
advisable, we still would have two courses of action 
open to us: either advance In a southeastern and southern 
direction, west of the Dniepr, or across the Dniepr at 
Kiev and to the southeast and then drive on east. 

This conception of Army $p., with which CbdH agrees, 
differs from the solutions envisaged by the ,Fuehrer. It 
is	 a compromise 'be twee a the two alternatives outlined 
by	 the Fuenrei ,. ObdH will make no decision that would 
not have the Fuehrer's ap-oroval. It is now. up to me to 
get the Fuehrer to agree. 

1130 After unsuccessfully trying to get the sleeping Fuehrer 
to	 the phone, Ihave Field Marshal Keltel called and 
explain the plans to him, emphasizing: \u25a0*\u25a0* 

a)	 that "CKH has been directed by the Fuehrer to destroy 
the largest possible portions of the enemy west of 
the Dniepr, so as to prevent any possibility of a 
coordinated operation by large enemy forces east of 
the 'river, and 

V)	 that the capabilities of Eleventh Army must be rated 
so low that no plans could be made vhich rest on 
Eleventh Army as a dependable partner in a paired 
attack. 

1230 Phone call from OiTtf (Christian): The Fuehrer approves the 
proposed plan, but wants us to make sure that nothing un
toward happens on the nct'th flank of Armd.Grp. 
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This answer is transmitted to Oblß at 1300. 

ffielclMarshal yon,Bock on phone? 

a)	 Success of Guderian r s attack; they are already "building 
a "bridge. 

b) Hoth is in Vitebsk with two Armd.Divs. This afternoon 
yet he wants to continue the drive with these two Divs. 
from Vitebsk, and with Twelfth and Thirteenth Divs., 
south' of Vitebsk. 

c)	 Guderian willattack north of Mogilev on 11 July* 

' d)	 The commitment of Fourth Army Hq. complicates the 
cornmand s c t--up. 

c)	 Condition of the troops: Morale excellent* Horses are 
worn out. 

f) Air action against railroad installations in the rear:. 
Our urgings have caused "bad feelings. That will 
straighten itself out. 
Air reconnaissance : Of the long-range Ecn.Staffeln of 
Army G-p £ (apart from those at Armd.Divs, ) one has only 

..	 three operational craft left, the other one is down to 
nothing o iTight Hen. Staffel has two craft in operating 
condition. In the circumstances, Air Sleet has offered 
to combine Array and Air Porce reconnaissance. I 
emphatically advi&e against such an arrangement and 
recall the controversies .'between O"bdH and O*bdL before the 
start of the offensive,. 

0ol a Metz (Liaison Off., Eleventh Army). Report on situation 
on the Eomania front: 7?oa& conditions very difficult. -~ 
.Russian tactics the same as in other sectors of the eastern— 
theater; excellent in camouflage. Bad luck of 193th 
Div», where. Inf,went ahead without' waiting for its AT 
Bn., and ran into heavy enemy tank attack. 

Description of the Russian Dniestr posit ionc Ultra-modern 
installations, partly with steel cupolas. Behind it, on 
the railroad line .Vinnitna— Odessa a new position is under 
.construction; the materials are "brought to it "by rail. 
Throe more days will "be needed to reach the Dniestr river,' 
then two. days to prepare for il3 attack. Accordingly the 
attack could not very well start "before lv July. 

1700 Obaß 'returned, from AGp. South,, Short review of What he 
learned; no thing es sent ially new. 

Wagner (Gen Q,u) :.G-en. 

a) Material on Russia's economic production (new maps) 
Keport on conference at Hq, AGp. ITorth* 

•b)	 AGp. lorth: Main- supply base has been shifted forward 
to the Dvina. 
AGp. Center: Main supply base has been shifted forward 
to the line Borrisov-Dniepr. 
AGp. South: Situation at present not. yet settled enough 
for firm planning. 
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6)	 Cooperation, of the AGp. Eng o Commanders with the OQ,u 
on road :construction is apparently not quite what it 
ought tip "boo 

d)	 Worries about vc,;uip.s of traffic, on railroad line to 
Minsk (has dropped off "badly in the last few days)* 

c)	 Sixty-ton Truck Clms. have 25$ losses. 

-Begat sch:G-cn. 

a)	 Enemy situation: Shifting and reduction of forces on 
front of AGp. Cantor.- Clogged lines in the South* 

b)	 Strength of enemy air force: Of about 1,500 operational 
planes 9 at out 500 are estimated to te committed on each 
of the AGp. fronts. 

c) Enemy AAA concentrated in triangle Vitetsk-Orsha-Smolensk, 
at Gomel and north of Koros ten—Kiev. 

d)	 Major concentration of enemy planes: Lake tlinen; north 
and south of Smolensk; Korosten; Kiev; Vinnitsa,; Uman. 

yon Zjelil"berg: Glaus ius affair Decorations (iron Cross,— 
Cross of Merit , Bulgarian decorations). Current maaters. 

Evening; situation: 

Ho new developments in AGp. South. Intentions in line with 
today' s- conversation with otdH o 

In AG-Dc Center all tattles are still in progress. Intensive 
enemy- movements ffor the time teing one would te inclined to . 
interprete them as troop movements to hard—pressed sectors 
of the front, rather than withdrawal movements. 

Bine-ray rear, position located on the Sosh river line. Air 
Force has for the first time succeeded in destroying import
ant enemy railroad lines. 

Later reports from Armd.Gp. 2 strengthen, the impression 
that the enemy is withdrav.ins .at least part of his forces 
from the Dniepr front, to the east. Movements observed on 
roads and railroads,. 

AGp. north, 110 important news. Intentions unchanged. Thrust 
on Leningrad and Estonian ports:, with Sixteenth Army cover-
ing the east flank in the line Velikie Luki Porkhov. 

11 July 1941. 
' ( 20 th Day ) ' 

Situation South : Russian pressure on Schotert's right flank and 
right wing has apparently resulted in a weakening of the 
Romanian contingent. Eleventh Army reports that it regards 
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thes-e. elements disabled for attacking. A "new operation" 
against' Kishinev is considered necessary. We shall have to 
\u25a0-\u25a0;a.tcli that tiiis rr> operation" is limited at most to LIV Corps, 
and does not result in dissipation of strength. 

Center? Ouderian' s attack has started and come through * 
We havo-.no reports on Hoth's planned attack at Ber&ichevy
"but the over-all enemy situation indicates that hastily . 
gathered elements ±c all. the enemy can put Up against us. 
Ithas beon learned that "broken Divs, withdrawir-g from the 
front are filled up -with partly untrained replacements 
rushed to tho, front., and immediately committed to "battle 
again. At.Sever the enemy has set up a "big straggler-
collecting point wliich is feeding to the front-line Da,vs, 
totally disorganized masses of men, without officers and 

1mOC !s v Under those circumstances it is. clear that the. 
front, which also' has no mere reserves left, cannot hold 
much longer, despite the attempt to give that front 
apparently ab least a 'backbone of energetic leadership "by 
introducing a nuribor of new tactical Hq_s (AHQ,s). . These new 
Hqs cannot make their presence felt and desperately radio .thru 

' !the whole ether to establish contact with their Divisions. 
Ido net share tho opinion that the enemy in front of AGp. 
Center is falling "back (this opinion evidently originates 
in the Armd-.Gps-., not at AGp* Hq.) * He is making an effort 
to hold, but he is cracking in the attempt* 

But tiiore is one question which neither this battle of 
Smolensk will settle for us and that is the question of the 
enemy's Armor. In e'rery instance, large "bodies, ifnot all, 
manage to escape encirclement and in the end, their Armor ' 

P 

may well "be >. the only fighting force left to the Russians 
,7or carrying on the war. The strategy of that war would 

-iiavc to be visualized' on the basis of operations by two or 
three major and perhaps some subsidiary groups of Armor, 
supported by industrial centers and peacetime garrisons., 
and by the remnants of the Russian Air lorce. 

ITortn: Enemy attacks against Hoeppner have been beaten 
back and preparations are made for continuing the drive 
to the area southeast of Leningrad, with a strong right 
wing» "In the Estonian theater, more advances against merely 
local resistance. At last we have succeeded in rousing in 
AGp. xTorth some interest also in Dorpat. On the right wing, 

there is more tough fighting against the enemy group 
apparently based on ¥evel, but this does not seriously 
interfere with the movements of AGp. for massing in a north
ward direction, . 

Enemy: Air Iforoe now seems to have succeeded in wrecking 
the : enemyRussian railroads also f-^"- to the rear of communica

tion zone* The number of lines with immobilised railroad 
transport is growing most satisfactorily and the good work 
is being continued. A striking feature are heavy concentra
tions of rolling stock in the. area east of Gomel (Unecha)' , 
as well as to the west and southeast of that point. These 
concentrations seem to consist largely of -trains loaded with 
vehicles and tanks,- Either this is an attempt to supply 
new materiel to crippled Armd.units or an attempt to shift 
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Armor* 

In the, 'area south of Kiev the large accumulations of -rail
road cars on the railroai lines probably must "be interpret, 
ed as a "blocked large-scale withdrawal movement, which I 
think is more of the nature of an industrial evacuation, 
than a troop movement* The enemy is evidently trying to 
"by-pass the "blocked lines "by routing movements through 
Odessa and the Ncrtiu But heavy jams can already "by seen 
on the lower reaches of the Driiepr also (e.g., 34 trains 
south. of Cherkassi)., 

I'ield Marshal Keitel calls up at noon* Anxieties of the Fuehrer: 

a) Ninth Armd.Div. and SS Div.ftWiking"are closing up too 
slowly. * 

b)	 The frontal "battles of IICorps on yon Leeb f s right 
wing, which hs wants to have cut short "by action from 
yon Bock T s 'Int'c wing. (As a matter of'fact, the two 
Army G-ios. do have perfect cooperation.) 

c)	 Hoeppner ? s operation (Armd*Gp,. 4) « He is afraid that 
it is losing \u25a0contact with its own Inf* in its heedless 

\u25a0push ori Leningrad. 
Gen. Bogatsch brings the latest aerial photographs. They verify 

the facts outlined under the heading "Enemy" above. 

Pol » Qchsner reports on his tour to. Guderian r s and Hoth1 s 
Armd. Gps. Facts worth noting: 

a) Russian air action at the Dvina crossings^ southwest 
\ of Vitebsk. 

b) has good leadership o He is fighting with 
fanaticism and dogged determination. 

c)	 Our Armor has considerable losses in personnel and 
materiel. Troops tired. 

d)	 Leaflet .propaganda highly effective. 

c)	 rfI)oIf Eocket Projector is highly praised. Individual— 
Btrys. go along with advance detachments ,- Large
caliber-Projectors are not much used. Ammunition 
difficulties. 

f) Report that the border area of the old Russian frontier 
4was dotted with barracks and airdromes of the most 

modern type. Demonstrates Russian gas protection and 
detection equipment. 

Col. Heusinger: Current— \u25a0matters in Op* Sec.—- Supply getting tight 
in AGp. Center. Sector assigned to Italians, between— 
Eleventh and Seventeenth Armies. -Bridge at G-iurgiu -. 

Telephone talk with G-ercke and Wagner: Iknow about the supply 
troubles in AGp. Center. But the reason is not the limited 
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capacity of the railroad, "but failure to unload supply 
trains (Italian rolling stock), In AGp. area, ifour trains 
for the Aife J?orce<, three trains with Engineer construction 
'materials., and five -trails for Armd.Gp* 3 have not "been 
•ux'.i.oa&e& 8 with the result that rolling stock runs short* 
A Gen,Staff Officer of the Transp. Chief's Office' will' fly 
to the front tomorrow, to look into the situation. Quite 
apart from all .this it seems that Eckstein's cooperation 
with Greiffenberg in Hq_ AG-p. Center stands in need of some 
improvement,, 

' 

Isuppose the crisis will "be resolved within two days. 

Eyening situa tion: South; The advancing wedge of Armd.Gp. 1 is 
subjected to heavy attacks from the south and southwest 
at Berdichev, and from the north at Zhitomlr 0 Thirteenth 
Arird.DiVo has psnet rated to Klevrs inner ring of fortifica
tions and turned southward. \u25a0 

„•\u25a0Js§i3i.§?i. Guderlati has crossed to the eastern "bank of the 
Dnieprat "both points of attack. The enemy is falling "back. 
Hoth at V..ue"b3k is subjected to furious attacks from the 
southeast and easfe and is repelling them. South of Vitebsk, 
his Twelfth and ScTenth Armd.Divs, have reached the Orsha— f 
Vitebsk highway* On the northern flank his forces, put ;' 

across the Dvina s are gaining elbow-room for him, 

lorthj, Hoeppner has made some frontal advances; and now, \ 
with the Inf.Dlvs o arriving from the rear having replaced 
the Armor on his flank, he is concentrating his forces north
ward in the direction of Diio* The Armies are following 
up. Dorpat, for which,, alau,, only a weak Advance Combat 
Team was detached ( and that too late), is in flames „ What 
a pity about that fine old German city I 

Enemy; 

a)	 The quality of the Russian frontline units is progress
ively deteriorating. Badly mauled Divs., in many 
instances, have "been reported filled up with untrained 
replacements. 

"b)	 The "best Generals have been sent to lead the Armies at 
the front: AGp, ITorthwest, Voroshilov; AGp. West, 
I-imoshenko; AGp. Southwest Budyonny. 

c)	 Ovor-all picture? 

In the sector of AGp. South, the enemy is trying to 
check Eleventh Army and Armd.Gp. 1 "by counter attacks. 
In the sector of Seventeenth and Sixth Armies, rear guard 
fighting is reported. In the sector of AGp, Center no 
evidence of a general withdrawal, notwithstanding 
Individual disengaging movements. In AGp. North, on 
the front of Armd.Group, fierce opposition of strong 
rear guards supported by planes and tan^s./ The "bulk of 
the enemy forces apparently is "being taken "back to the 
east. 
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13 July 1941,., (21th Day) 

\u25a0sitvi.at.ions In AGp. South, in the sector of Eleventh Army, the 
\u25a0 enemy now seems to be falling "back "behind the Dniestr also 
in front cf the Romanian wing. As to mobile troops, the 
commands involved are IIArmd«Corps ( 2 Armd. Diva.;, one 
mot.) and one Cay, -Corps. of four Divs » 

On the front of Seventeenth Army it has "been established 
that the enemy is making no attempt to hold the Stalin Lino,* 

Advance Combat Teams of the Army have penetrated into these: 
positions, , . : 

Si 

.. Sixth Army has made progress on its southern wing; on 
its northern wing at Zvyagel, it has "beaten off the attacks: 
from, the area around Eorosten and apparently thrown back 
the enemy.. 

ArmdoCpo 1is er.ga.ged in a "battle around Berdichev, into 
which the enemy keeps t.u "owing new elements from the south
east, south and southwest, for the most part Armor. 
Among the hq have appeared some units which evidently 
"belonged to the Russian Fifth Army (Mozir) until now. 

Fourteenth Armd.Div, has closely followed 13th Armd,Div#, 
reaching cut to the couth of Kiev in the direction of 
Belaya Tserkov. . 

Center: Gude ~ian is across the Dniepr in force, low he 
must brace himself for a heavy attack from the south. 

Hoth, at Vitebsk, has had to repel bitter attacks from north 
and east*, Also his forces following up along the Dvina. 
are constantly subjected to attacks from the north, from 
the area around Hovel and Velikie Luki, The enemy elements 
still fighting south of the Dvina, have been engaged by 
the Advance Combat Teams of i^inth Army, which, Iam pleased, 
to note, ijfollowing closely behind, Hoth. 

Second and iffinth Armies are following up. 

Norths On the right wing, continued stubborn enemy 
resistance ( group formed by forces at ¥evel) • Very 
difficult terrain. 

Elsewhere in this sector the advance continues according 
to plan, Hoeppner, whose spearheads are growing increasing
ly tired and weak, has made no, substantial advances in the 
direction of Leningrad. Army Gp !s. report that the enemy 
is "withdrawingll in fron^ of their eastern flank, probably 
must be taken only in a tactical, sense. 

Gren, Bogatsch: Air observation shows the effect of our inter
diction effort against the enemy railroad, system deep 
in the rear. Dense detouring movements and, traffic jams 
in the railroad network -south of Kiev, Jams in the area 
south of the line Orsha Smolensk. Choked masses of rail
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'
 Smolensk,road transport in the area "between Vitebsk and 
Intense AA defense in the area around Vitebsk and to the 
south, and southwest, and south of Berdichev. 

gen. Paulus submits aerial photographs of Kiev* The reported 
bridge CO-I..3 tractions require very cautious interpreta
tion ; One of these bridges is apparently only under 
construction, and at present no mere then a ponton bridge; 
two other bridges give the impression of being special t 

installations, perhaps with narrow-gaiage. lines, for 
': 

construction projects. A possible explanation is that 
plans were made for extending the fortifications of Kiev ; 
on the eastern bank and that the narrow gauge lines 
served this purpose* In any case, one does not get the 
impression of unusually extensive preparations for a large

;scale withdrawal. 

Reports (Kinzel,1145) : 

a)	 A field order by Timoshenko threatening court-martial 
for anybody talking of retreat. 

b)	 The enemy is moving new forces against both wings of 
fourth Army. 

1.) From the direction of Gomel,	 where previous reports 
located a group of Russian Inf•Divs,.' which had not 
been in action so far, a road movement-... 100 km long, 
is in progress in the direction cf Mogilev. 

2.) Ithas been learned from a captured Bussian order 
that the new Russian Nineteenth Army, co/nprising 
6 Divs«, is to be detrained ea.sfc of Vitebsk. The 
D;rys,, „	 given,,whore 'Di-y., numbers are were previous
ly on the frolit. of AGp« Soutru I'he document, dated 
8 tTu.ly ? contains the orders for AAA to safeguard 
the detraining area. 

Re-porting out as GO. Guard Bn,:	 lit.Col* ICaumann, 3rd Bn. of 
284th Inf. (96th DivJ 

Reporting in as JO Guard 
"
Bn_.j_	 Major Mafches ( /from 152nd Div. .J> 

G-en. Brand (Arty.) reports on his tour to AGp» South: 

a ) tSnemy. Artilleryactivity slight* Mostly in direct 
support- of Inf,, sometimes broken up into pis.toons. Ho 
central fire direction. Pire with air and sound observa
tion poor, with, direct observation good. Effect of 
projectiles good, also moral effect. Many modern 
Artillery instruments of a design unfamiliar to us. 

"b)	 Very bad roads make it difficult for the Artillery to 
follow the advance. Condition of horses varies; in 
some units severely strained. On several occasions 
Artillery was completely immobilized by rain for 24 
hours . 
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c) Mobility of Ground Forces AM improved by allocation 
of prime movers. But they have no Supply Clms. Good 
results against pillboxes. Also successful in air 
defense. 

d)	 Partly mobile Heavy Howitzer Bus, are merged to make one 
Bn, mobile. Decision on employment of the remainder 
only after the fall of Kiev.. 

c) In pillbox fighting. Artillery was not, very successful, 
because there was not enough time. But good results in 
other places. i\fo "bursting layers. 

f)	 Anti-tank fighting; Only one tank type encountered with 
130 mm armor; all others not over 70 mm. The heaviest \ 
tanks were knocked out by 10 cm guns; less often by 
8.8 cm AA guns. Also It.3P&. Hows, have put out 50
ton tanks with AP projectiles, at 4-0 m range. Russian 
tank drivers reported showing little driving skill. 
Kany track failures, Grews nervo\is when under Artil
lery fire. 

g) Improper allocation of 15 cm Guns, which were erroneous' 
ly . put under Div. 

* h). Karl Gun arrived at the front heavier than anticipated. 
Maximum weight 61 tons. This complicates rail transport 
and road travel (roadbeds collapse) . 

i)-'Report" on Island fortress lironstadt, which covers also 
the land approaches with its guns, The individual 
forts are built on small islands and bo are very diffi
cult to atta.ek. 

i1400 Qfcdß ca,*tls upIThe Fuehrer is again nagging at)out the slow
development of the attack on yon Lee"b*s right wing, and 
demands that Nineteenth Armd.Div. strike northward to en
circle the enemy. In reply Iexplain: lam "by no means 
advocating any eastward race of the two Armd* Gps. It is 
quite clear to me that Both might have to swing northward 
with a considerable body of his Gp., to get into the back 
of the new Russian Nineteenth Army and Group Itfovel, and 
that Guderian. might have to swing southward, to encircle 
the new enemy appearing on his southern wing, perhaps even 
to push on down to the Kiev area,, in order finally to 
encircle and .defeat the Bed Pii th Army which keeps popping 
up in the south. . But,.the prerequisite for either move is 
that Hoth;and Guderian, break into the open to the east and 
so gain freedom of movement. 

1800 Housjnger; 

a) Planning on continuance of operations with the object 
of preventing frontal retreat of the eneny and ensuring 
liquidation of the largest possible enemy force. The 
operations are evolved from ideas outlined by me to OtdH, 
and crystallise first of all in plans for a new drive 
by Armd.Gp. 3, aiming at liquidating the concentration 
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- -

of 12' t,o 14 Divisions now opposing yon Leeb's right 
\u25a0*i. 

wing..,; :By 'taking advantage of . the. .marshland' extending ;."\u25a0. 
southward' from Lake Timen, which is traversed "by very 

\u25a0'few roads ,_we- ..should "be a"ble tp cut iOff;the enemy 
facing yon :£eel3 r's ,forc.es /: Accordingly,;' we should have .. . 
to dispose Armd.Gj). 

'

3:;in such >a ma-nner 
"

that 'no,t;with— 
standing its original mission £0;, reach the, area "north—, i' 
east of Smolensk, 'it would. "be %ii a .ppsation,' "by"advancing', 
on Telikie Lukl'and Kh'olm, to ..cut off the .enemy elements' ' 
falling; "back "before vbn LeeV s right wing. . .: . 

-. App?.ying Sis scheme, of tliotightto the area south, of the 
; vu >Line: Orsha-Smolensk Uie northern wing' of Armd.Gp.' :.2 .8 

would ha'^ro to: strike:'for Yelnyaj the southern* wing, -fpr 

Rbslavlo -This^ southern part would tiave to Toe follqwod 
in echel'cj/ii, formation by- the Cavi' Div.,relieved "by ''\u25a0\u25a0 

;: '-\u25a0Advance . Com"bai Yearns.. :. -;v '\u25a0' ; \u25a0\u25a0.:•;"\u25a0,, .\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 .\u25a0-.. 

/ \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0;.} 

\u25a0"b-j.'Eoport of; AGp. Southon .intentions 
ihG recura-ent threat' to the* northern, flank 'from the 

;\u25a0c'irec'tion of. E^prost.en has \u25a0the"d ecision to push 
vthls^eneny in a northward, direction,, away from tiie \u25a0\u25a0; 

and supply route Zvyagel^Zhitpmir. Voh Beichemau.advance . 
wanted the entire: :JI:JI I;Corps . for this- ;misslbn. Yon EuncLr*; 

\u25a0 : \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0;"stedt., decided thiat /o?w6hty-f ifth mot.Div,."and SS, Adolf 
Si tier te placed under his coiiteiand, while Thirteenth \u25a0,'". ,

N 

>and; Fourteenth Armd.'Divs, remain in Aritid(
.Gp. to^help , ;;\u25a0: 

Carry out 'iiiyestment of -Kiev :from;the [South.' 'This . ';\u25a0\u25a0"[ 
"decision must "be .approved ;despite the consequent- .. r " 

"': 
benrporary disruption of the Armd.G-p. 

1900' yon Bernuth ( liiais.qii Off,,-IAG-p. South) Eepof t'; on situairion.\u2666 

a ) At Korosten, a small grotip put dm-, an attack "-from the 
north, on" 11 July ..(• elements of three :

D;ivs.,„.which were 
clestroyed) . On 12 'Ju|.y r the attack was resumed "by 
conside'ra'TDly larger forces. Units filled up with 
'recruits with two weeks 1 training. Signs' of 'severe 
demoralization: White flags t Attack in mass assaults, 
under enormous losses. 

"b) Berdichey: Eleventh Armd. Div. and 60th mct.Div. havo 
passed to the defensive in the face of heavy enemy 
.attacks from east and south* Sixteenth mot. and Six— 
teenth Armd.Div. are gaining ground only slowly. Air 
reconnaissance and captured maps indicate existence of 

! concrete road- from the area "between Zhitomir and— 
Berdichev to Skvira. Armd.Gp, hopes to "be a"blc to 
"bring the tank "battle at Berdichev to a conclusion "by— 
IS July, evening. notwithstanding these enemy attacks, 
withdrawal movements are going on in direction of Kiev. 

c) Enemy on front of XXXXIV Corps is holding tenaciously 
in. the Staiin Line. Further to the south, the situation 
is still obscure. Although the Stalin Line is manned, 
Artillery has not yet "become active. 

d) Eleventh Army willattack with XI Corps on 15 July, with 
XXX Corps pro"ba"bly not "bef ore 17 Julyj the encmy^ is 
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evacuating the area "between the Pruth and Dniestr, 

G-on, Pellgjfe'bel;. 

cos*-,a)	 Question of lateral co miminioa tions. Next lateral 
munication line east of the Dniepr. 

"b)	 Methods for overcoming technical difficulties in the 
use of short waves. 

c)	 Opposition to attempt- of Police to take over control 
of radio counter- intelligence. 

ft)	 Results of radio intelligence. (Mo thing new.) 

Evening Bitua llon; South; Eleventh Army has reached the Dniostr, 
Eased on the right flank*—-* The Hungarian mot. Corps is \ 
,to "be assigned to Armd. Gp. Then the Italians will "be 
inserted between Seventeenth and Eleventh Armies. 

Center: In Gh- dorian' s sector 9 good progress. Also Hoth 
is getting on well and is expanding his front to the 
north., In doing so he is anticipating our wishes. 

North.; Movements of I'irst and Sixth Divs. are severely 
pampered by "bad roads. Resistance on front of right wing 

to fte weakening.of	 Sixteenth. Army appears 

Air Stepped-up enony activity- -on front of AGps. South and 
North, Attack on enemy air- "bases ordered for 13 July. 

Distribution of enemy air strength : On front of AGp. 
South r 1.043 planes f which are now scattered all the way 
to the area east of the Dniepr. On front of AGp, Center,- -700,- with the bulk in the Orel Moscow Vitebsk area. 

No report on North, on account of bad weather. 

yon Greiffenberg (AG-p. Center ) on -phone; 

a)	 Orientation ofi our ideas concerning further employment 
of Armd. Gps. 2 and 3. 

Id)	 He reports that components of the Hq. of the Russian 
Thirteenth Army hare been captured. Interrogations of 
prisoners as well as maps make it clear that our 
attack across the Dniepr took the enemy completely 
"by surprise. The Anrnr was under orders to defend the 
river line. 

G-on. Warner (Grey. Q,u) on phone 

a) Report on his flight to AGp. South. Highly satisfied. 
Armd» Gp. has enough fuel tv., carry it as far as Kirovo— 
grad, and enough ammunition to fight its way across the 
Dniepr, Continuous supply assured.- Motor vehicle 
maintenance service deserves special praise. Large 
repair shops have already been set up- at Tarnopol, 
Shepetovka and E^vno. 
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"b)	 C^S^Sl Situation Is still tight.' C of S, AG-p. is now 
personally looking into the matter. Misguided initiat
ive; on the part of subordinate agencies and. lack of 
compact centralization have resulted in the freezing of 
rolling stock. It is expected that this situation will 

;noe cleared trp soon, . \u25a0 

Supplies will,maintain .Armd.- drive to Moscow, Infantry 
as" far as Smolensk (?). "He-d 3.000 tons of 60-ton 
Track Clms. . 

°)	 Horth. Supplies adequate. Roads Very "bad. 

IS	 July 1941. ( 22nd Bay.) Sunday. 

Situation; ACrp. South" In Eleventh Army, pressure on the right 
flank Is percepii'bly slackening, as the liusslans are falling 
"back "before the Eomanianffourth Army. How only local 
Russian attacks. • . . 

Seventeenth Amy is following in frontal advance; the 
Stalin Line is said to "be held only "by weak forces. 
Contrariwise, reports coning in during the day indicate 
increasing Artillery fire. According to prisoner state
ments, the troops in the positions are a jumble of ill

\u25a0 

.\u25a0.assorted units*	 . 

S izth Army and Arird3G-p. H, Fighting at Berdichev continued 
and let up only toward the evening. It is not yet clear 
where the enemy, who attacked with strong Armd, forces, 
has disappeared to. The enemy penetration west of -Berdichcv 
has "boen wiped out. Ouu hopes t however, that Eleventh, 

Armd.Div. might continue its swift advance in the direction 
of Belaya Tserkov has "been disappointed. Further north
ward at and to the east of Zhitomir, repeated enemy 
attacks were repulsed at great cost to the enemy, 
Thirteenth Arrd.Div,, and, behind it. Fourteenth Armd. 
Div. ha,ve reached the area west and south of Kiev. 

\u25a0In ACro... Center, Guu.erian* s attack is developing surprising
lywella Misdirection of some units in.Initial deployment 
(Third and Seventeenth, Armd.I)ivs. ) is being straightened 
out. Ho clear picture yet on employment of the Cav.Div., 
which should be on the right wing. 

Hoth is making gratifying progress east of Vitebsk , gets 
on well further northeast, but Is almost at a standstill 
on his left wing. (Nineteenth- Armd.Div.). 
AOp> Horth? has made only slight advances, owing to condi
tion of the roads. .The right wing is still attacking, 
without making headway (II(IICorps). Some progress in 
Estonia, but resistance ':h<sre is stiffening noticeably. 
Mere Inf. is closing up in the direction of Lake Ilmen. 
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230	 Re-port to fuehrer ( in his Hq_): After O"bdH reviews the 
advances made "by the Armies,... 1 report: 

1.)	 In the enemy front, which, is weakly he 3-d or manned 
"by troops of dubious value in some sectors, "but 
surely has no thought of giving ground, . now that the 
n§w leaders have taken hold, we can make out the 
following grouping of forces: 

a ) Leningrad; Defense group .consisting of forces 
hastily gathered up and strengthened by improvisa
tions;. showing no operational activity. As a first 
step, it will have to be cut off by a thrust into 
the Lake Ilmen and Lake Ladoga area. 

b)	 jtevel*»,Vollkie Luki. This group is about seven Divsu 
strong, including fresh troops, some of which arrived 
from the Ukraine and from the interior of Russia in . 
the past few days. It has taken in also some 
battered units, veterans of the border battles, which 
were filled up at the straggler collecting point at 
Uevel-. This group is strong and itwould pay to 
mount a special operation to destroy it for good* 

-» 

enemy elements opposing Amd.Gps , 2 and 3; ithas 
been reinforced on several occasions lately. . 
Nineteenth Army, now in progress of formation east 
of "Vitebsk, also belongs to this group; it is doubt
ful whether the enemy willbe able to complete 
organization. The group willbe attacked and 
destroyed by the offensive of the Afnd.Gps. merged 
under Fourth Army Hq., which, was planned as a pincer 
movement but for the most part is taking effect as a 
frontal assault. 

c)	 Orsha Vitebsk ,.- Smolensk* This group includes the 

d)	 Group G-omel. Has not been attacked ~by us so far. 
Substantial portions seem to be moving against Armd, 
Gp, 2. Calls for no major attention, save that 
Armd. Gp. 2 must cover its right flank against it» 

°)	 Group Korosten (about four Divs.) comes from the 
Pripet Marshes. It comprises elements which opposed 
our XVII Corps in the early border battles, and 
is reinforced by mot. forces. Its strength is 
occasionally put at &s much as 4 Corps Hqs , but I 

'have my doubts; the estimates are based on radio 
intelligence (deception?). This group as wall as 
the one at G-omel can be cut off only in the course 
of the development of our movements, that is, with 
AGp. South also across the Dniepr, and Arml.Gp. 2 
cooperating from the north. • Tor the present we must 
confine ourselves to containing it. 

f) G-roup Kiev. It must be liquidated by the envelop 
ment operation started by AGp. South west of the 
Dniepr, or,: if we see no prospects of success here, 

envelopment, east of the- Dniepr. 
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2.) Hext objects: We shall temporarily halt the dash 
toward Moscow by AGps. 2 and 3, with the object of 
destroying a maximum of enemy strength on the present 
front. To this end Armd.Gps. 2 and 3 willbe headed 
for the area northeast and southeast 'of Smolensk in 
suoh way as to enable Gp. 2, by striking. for Yejikio 
Srtiki and' Xholm, to cut off the enemy group mentioned 
under b), and Gp. 3, to swing southward. 

In AG-d. South. Sixth Army will try with 25th mot. Piv. 
and SS Adolf Hitler to destroy parts at least of 
Group Korosten, and concurrently, with the bulk of 
ArmcUGp. 1, by pushing the enveloping tank wing on 
3elaya Tsorkov, to liquidate the enemy southwest of 
Kiev. . 

Ie fuehrer approves the plans 
stressed by him; 

submitted. Particulars 

a) A quick advance to the east is less important than 
. smashing the enemy's military strength. 

b) AG-p. Horth must see its foremost object in breaking 
through north of Lake llmen, to close the gap to 
Lake Ladoga, and south of Lake llmen, to block' the 
route at Staraya Bussa. 

c)	 The enemy Group opposite the right wing of yon 

Leeb's AGhp, (referred to above under b) must be 
attacked from the, rear by mot. forces of Armd.Gp. 
3. Leeb must not be allowed to become too weak. 
Can we give him reinforcements? 

d)	 Terror raid on Moscow is essential in order to 
prevent orderly evacuation of Government agencies 
and give the lie to enemy propaganda, which is 
speaking of exhaustion of German offensive capabilr 
ities 

c)	 Transfer of Second Armd.Div. willbe stopped. 
Political reasons dictate its presence in the West. 

Gen, yon. Groiffenberg ( on the phone): CmC of his AGp. holds 
that the chances are very good for our tank spearheads to 
smash through to Moscow. Their immediate objective would 
be the high ground northeast and southeast of Smolensk. He 
objects strongly a.gainst detaching forces in northeastern 
directionj sees no chance of cutting off any substantial 

' 

bodies of enemy troops. All forces must be kept together 
to strengthen the thrust to the east. 

A teletype received in the afternoon (addressed to ObclH, 
over yon Bock 1 s signature) develops the same. ideas. 

ObdH rings up shortly after noon: Since we left, the Fuehrer 
has. been harping away on the following line: 
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There is a large gap "between Zhitomir and. Thirteenth Armcl. 
of weight zoneDiv*, he thinks, Concentration in the of 

action of Thirteenth Arm&.Div. is making no progress* 
Tweniy-fift.li motJ3iv c and. S3 Adolf Hitler must "be moved 
to Thirteenth and Fourteenth Annd.DivSoj they in turn 

pushedwould have to Tie relieved "by Advance Combat Teams,
 

into the arsa northeast of Zhitomir, which, for this
 
purpose, 

' 

mast "be temporarily c jiribined into a force direct
ed "by Army or Apmy %>«
 

This plan for solving the problems of Army Gp., with which
 
OME is not at all in sympathy, Has prevailed "because no
body around there ?3 capable of standing tip to yon ±"... ../ ",
 

Beichenau !s obstinate aggressivenes. Advance Combat Teams
 
must, therefore j be combined, with a twofold purposes
 

a) Protecting the north flank of Thirteenth and, Fourteenth 
Armd.Divs, ,\u25a0 . . 

j)	 Relieving Twon';:-y.~f ifth mot.Div. and SS Adolf Hitler. 

The matter. is discussed, between Chief of Op.Sec. and Army 
G-p.j which must report what measures it will take. 

Ehcse ideas are communicated to ObdH during the afternoon 
ina written order of the Fuehrer 0.) ( Passed on verbatim 
to AGp. South) .* 

Buhle;G-en. 

a)	 Report on over-all condition of Armd. troops: Avarage 
tank losses, 50/o 0 Personnel losses are equal to the 
strength of the Field Repl.Bns., which now have been 
completely absorbed* Six. personnel Hepl \u2666 Transfer Bns. 
for Armd.Gps. 3 and 3 will arrive in Warsaw on 20 July. 

b)	 Activation and reorganization 'program for fall, 1941. 

c)	 North' Africa; Composition and order of battle of troops. 
Most of what is destined for North Africa, is now ready, 
but facilities are lacking to accelerate shipments,, 
Fuehrer orders them equipped with Heavy Inf. Guns on 
selfpropelled no.ints, which willbe ready in September, 
ObdH insists dm his demand, that both Armd *Divs« in 
North Africa should get third Tank Bns. Where we should 
get them is a mystery to me at the moment. 

d)	 Finnish requests for ammunition. 

c) Bequest of Array Hq_ Norway for Transport and Signal 
units can "be met on a restricted scale, 

Lt. Col. Kitschmann reports as Military Attache at Kabul. 

OQ,u IV; Current questions, including position of the Military
Attaches on the Balkans in relation to Ids*. 
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B.cgg.ts.c'ii.? 

a) Air reconnaissance on the VLi.ole furnishes only confirma— 
tions i Choked railroad lines south of Kiev. Troop— 
movements from 'Gomel to the. north (on foot) „. Heavy 
road movements west and east of Smolensk largely to the 
east (.transport Clme.) "but some also to the west—•(troop movements; :, 

' 
Troop movement to the western end 

of Lake IlmenP from the northeast. 

"b) ffotal losses in Army Ren* planes	 since 26 June: 

Staff oln. of Armies and ArmcUGps .	 He 126 24$ 
\u25a0: W 189 15% 

Long-range BcruStaff eln	 JU 88 33 lf&s 
Me 110 . 39^ 

•Kight Staffeln .	 Do 17 . 20^ " 
Fi 156 13^b 

Losses are for the most part replaced from materiel 
reserve, "but delivery always lags several some days. 

Evening situation s -South.; At Berdichev, situation has eased,, 

Ho progress south of Kiev3 where Thirteenth Armd.Div. is-
reported to have run out of AP ammunition.— Enemy 
attacks from the direction of Korosten again successfully 
repulsed o . 

Center; Further progress of Armd.Gps. 2 and 3. The 
enemy Group at Gomel has not y it become active. 

ftTorth; Road difficulties slow advance. 
' 

Inadequacy of 
measures against enemy in Estonia necessitates ,an OKH 
order to have one Division strike in the direction of 
Dorpat,	 

' 
, . 

Syria: ocase-fire. Signs of demoralization reported among 
French troops. 

' ' 

Irak: Heavy British troop concentrations' in the north
east and east, in order to make Iron more tractable 011 the 
subject of establishment of a British air-base against the 
Caucasus . 

South,/iG-p. reports that the attack of Eleventh Array willprobab
lynot come off "before 17 July. 

Distribution of the 
' 
enemy air forcer Observed in front of 

AGp-;"-!brth 354 enemy airplanes. 
i! Center 640 (distributed in great depth). 
M South 1.500 

Total ca. 2,500 
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14 Jul 941. ( 23rd Day") 

Situation; 'South: The attack into the northern flank at Zvyagel 
turns out to "be an all-out offensive which has made local 
gains and even compelled .us to commit Twenty-fifth mot. 
Div'. and SS Adolf Hitler, to drive the enemy to the north, 
away from the Zvyagel-Shitomir highway, which he had 
already crossed. This road is the only supply and 
communications line to 111 Corps sector. Its "being 
temporarily under enemy pressure was the reason for the 

\u25a0ammunition shortage in Thirteenth Armd.Div. yesterday. 

The "ha, ttie around Berdichev, which at times was very 
"bitter and turned into wholesale slaughter of the senseless
ly attacking enemy, is now also abating. Eleventh Armd. 
Div. has 2,000 casualties (I) Army G-p. thinks that the 
enemy was so severely "beaten, that Eleventh Armd.Div. 
could start its eastward thrust today yet. In conjunction 
with the latter, Sixteenth Armd. Div., next northward, 
is to strike against Belaya Tserkov. 

Thirteenth Armd.Div. has destroyed the two railroad lines 
running into Kiev from west and south. Fourteenth Armd. 
Div. is following up closely. A reinforced Bn. of Twenty-
fifth mot.Div, and a Eegt.'of SS !lWiking"are following 
"behind Fourteenth Div. The rest of SS Wiking*is following 
Hinth Armd. Div., which is striking for Belaya Tserkov, 
from Zhitomir. 

Center: Guderian 1 s attack has made astonishing progress. 
Some of the enemy are running away in wild flight, some 
are making a stand. On the south flank, we have the first 
signs of a developing enemy counter attack, which will 
come from the previously reported G-orael group. 

Hoth's central sector has made great strides with his 
right wing (Twelfth Div.), in heavy fighting. His left 
wing, (Nineteenth Armd.Div.) is still immobilized. 

iffor.th* The drive of the southern group now seems to "be 
making progress. Hoeppner has taken Reinhard off the 
road to Leningrad, moving him to the west, into the area 
east of Lake Peipus. This creates a gap "between him and 
Mans tein, who is striking at Novgorod (seat of Voroshilov's 
HqJ. The Divs. of Eighteenth Army are following up at a 
good rate in the direction of Pskov. 

Over-all picture: The "big battle in the South must "be 
fought out "by Army G-p. with its own resources. AG-p. Center 
had "better look after its right flank. On its left flank, 
the advance of the right wing of the Sixteenth Army 
offers the chance of achieving a partial success west of 
Hovel. . To take advantage of this opportunity, the opera~ 
tions of the Army G-ps. must "be closely intergrated. In 
the central sector of Sixteenth Army, another "battle of 
encirclement is developing, which may lead to final 
iestruetion of the remnants of a Russian Army (two Divs).. 
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fighting vest of the "big marsh area. AGpw North must 

do everything to keep its forces from dispersing and to 

mass them for the main thrust against Novgorod. 

Talk with. Gen, yon G-reiffenberg (onvphone) : Coordination of 
AGps. Center and North in the "battle of Nevel. Nine
teenth Armd.Div. must "be pushed on Nevel-, "but from there 
not any further in the direction of Velikie Luki "before 
the "battle of Nevel has been "brought to a successful 
closer 

South of the Nevcl "battlefield, another tattle of encircle' 
ment is developing at Polotsk. Here it is important not 
to tie down the Inf. of V and VI Corps, and to move them 
on as quickly as possible in a general eastern direction. 

Talk with Field Marshal yon Leeb ( on phone ): The subject also 
is coordination of the Army Ops. in the "battle of Novel. 
He is particularly anxious that Nineteenth Armd. Div. 
should "become effective against Nevel soon. 

Brief review of the situation on the fronts of Army G-p.: 
Itis necessary for Inf. to close to Lake Ilmen in order 
to mass a. maximum of strength in the area "between Lake 
Ilmen and Lake Ladoga. 

yonG-en 3 Oe.hquist: Irfurth sends me a telegram stating that 
Mannerheim is showing a certain passive resistance against 
the idea of an operation east of Lake Ladoga, which 
accounts for the insufficient strength of the attacking 
"wing; this prompts me to dispatch G-en. Oehquist to 
Finland to clear up the situation. There are some mis
understandings, it seems. 

Col. Gall ( C of S, Hq_ Mil.District I) reports. He has a 
whole lot of minor worries about prisoners of war, mine 
clearing, dismantling of "border fortifications, etc. 
His report gives a most distressing picture of G-erman 
soldiers in Lithuania looting and sending their loot 
hone * 

Gen. Bogatschr 

-a)	 Movements on the railroad line Leningrad Bologoye, 
mainly in direction Leningrad, day "before yesterday, 
and in direction Moscow, yesterday, Dense traffic-on	 the Bologoye Moscow line innorthwestern direction, 
yesterday. These movements may indicate either a 
"build-up at Bologoye or evacuation of Leningrad.. The 
line must "be watched and disrupted. 

b)	 The Orsha Smolensk Vitebsk railroad line is 
completely choked with trains. Little traffic from 
Viazma—Briansk to the east 

c)	 On the Kicv-Eursk line, few moving trains; stations 
clogged with rolling stock (waiting troop trains or 
Indus trial moveme nts ). 
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d)	 On the Kharkov~Eursk~line, industrial movements, 
apparently deliveries of tanks and motor vehicles. 

c)	 South of Kiev fewer standing trains, less traffic 
in the direction of Dnepropetrovsk. 

Gen. Jaco"b: 

a) Road Construction Organization: Manpower requirements 
at the front make it necessary to transfer units of the 
Todt Organization, (inform Transp. Chief.) 
Todt forces willhave to "be increased to enable them 
to do all the work in the steadily expanding occupied 
area. 

b) Bridge at G-iurgiu will "be replaced by Herbert ferries 
( material from Belgrade) .* 

c)	 Lanninger** loading ramp for unloading at "beaches 

d)	 Russian mines 

G-en. -Wagner (Gen Q,u) : South: Sixth Army can fight the "battle 
for Kiev and the Dniepr with its own resources. Itneeds 
no additional transport from OKH. Seventeenth Army has 
enough to last it to Vinnitsa. . Armd.Gp. is supplied up 
to Kirovograd. -Eleventh Army finds large enemy stocks. 

Center: Situation still tight. Volume moved by railroad 
line still insufficient. Fourth Army have enough to 
maintain them to the east of Smolensk. (Requirement 11 
trains^ ) 
In Second Army, supplies will not last far beyond the 
Dniepr, for the bulk of its troops, inItfinth Army, not 
far beyond the Vitebsk -area. 

Forth; Armd.Gp. 4 can be maintained up to Leningrad, 
as can be also some of the Infantry; the bulk will have 
just enough to reach the area around Lake Ilmen and 
Lake Pskov. 

ObdH	 is back from AGp. South, where he discussed operational 
plans at Hq_s Sixth Army and Armd.Gp. 1. Details related 
by him show how hard the fighting is, but on the whole 
there	 is nothing substantially new. 

Evening". Guderian has been amazingly successful: Smolensk was 
reached as early as 10 o'clock this morning. Hoth!s left 
wing also reports remarkable advances. lam baffled by 
the report that Hoeppner' s left wing (Reinhard's Div.) 
is rushing on to larva, with the right wing concurrently 
advancing on Kovgorod ( yon Manstein's Div.). This 
splits his Anna. Gp. in two and prevents developing of any 
real striking power. 

The fact that the Russians are still roaming the area 
between Pruth and Dniepr, on Schobert !s flank, brings on 
a long discussion regarding the need for protecting the oil 
region. To my mind, there is no such threat. 
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Gen. Brennecke ( on phone ): He 
Amd. Gp. was necessitated 

says the- splitting of Hoeppner's 
"by real and terrain conditions i 

on and west 
"being, AGp. 

of the Pskov-Leningrad highway. 
will not allow Beinhard to break 

For 
out 

the time 
of his 

: 

\u25a0bridgeheads across the Luga river, 

The unusual movement executed "by AGp. -preparatory to the 
attack "beyond Fellin is explained on the grounds that a)* 
217th Div. rushed off to the west and ) with the enemy 
at Dorpat "believed to be weak, the plan has "been adopted 
for an envelopment through Fellin (where railroads can "be 
used) that would cut off his retreat to the larva area, 

Following a talk of the Fuehrer with Ob&H ( itmust again 
have "been on a rather sharp note) dealing with Hoeppner's 
movement, which displeases the Fuehrer,, Irequest 
Brcnnecke to give me an estimate of the situation in 
writing, which. Icould present to the IHiehrer. 

'These futile telephone conversations continue until long past 
midnight; they only accomplish killing in field commands 
any desire to shoulder responsibility and waste every
one's time. The Fuehrer's eternal meddling in matters, 
the pattern of which he does not understand are "becoming 
more than anyone can stand . 

A Fuehrer order comes in, fixing the future total strength of 
Armd. Forces at 36 Armd.Divs. of 3 Bns. each, and 18 mot. 
Divs. 

15 July ,1941. (24th Day). 

Situation South: Eleventh Army has gained elbow room on its 
right flank, "but the enemy is still holding out south of 
the Dniestr. 

Seventeenth Army has made local penetrations in the Stalin 
Line, "but is under counter attack. 

Sixth Army and Armd.G-p. 1 have regrouped on their right 
wings, west of Bordichev. 

The movement on Belaya Tserkov from Berdichev and Zhitomir 
has got under way and is already within a few kilometers 
of the objective. ( Kinth ArirA.Div., behind it two- thirds 
of SS«Wikingi') 

West and south of Kiev the situation of Thirteenth and 
Fourteenth Armd,Divs. reinforced by mot. Infantry, is 
unchanged-. At Zvy-gel and to the east, the enemy has boon'—
 
pressed back so that the Zvya.gel Zhitomir road is clear 
again. Second Arnr'UDiv. has been ordered halted; the : 
other GHc[- -reserves -.are following behind center and northern 
wing of Army G-p* V[V 

Oontor: In the territory passed through ~by Armd.G-ps. 2 
and 3, numerous local centers of resistance have become 
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active and must now "be liquidated. On the left wing, tho 
situation at Polotsk is now gradually coining to a head. 
Here, and west of Kevel, the .formation of pockets is 
"becoming discernible. At Polotsk, a number, of Inf.Divs. 
can now "be freed to follow up "behind Hoth. 

Horth: Hoeppner has "been halted on the line reached to
day. The gap "between his two Groups is now "being filled 
"by an Inf.Div.; he will have to wait for ICorps to cone 
up "behind yon Manstein, "before he continues his drive on 
Novgorod. 

Enemy situation; The over-all impression is that the 
enemy, responding to the Commanders and -probably also to 
British efforts, is doing all he can to prevent "being 
pushed "back .any further to the east. The Russian troops 
now as over are fighting with savage determination and 
with enormous human sacrifices. We can make out: 

a) A group at Leningrad, pro"ba"bly "based on the marshlands 
southeast, south and southwest of the city, which is 
attempting to throw a wide defense ring around the city 
and the industrial region. 

"b) A now group in formation apparently "between Kalinin and 
Ezhev which, securing its flank with the marsh and lake 
country, willhave the mission to close, at Ostashkov, : 
the gap "between that area and the Moscow Group, The 
defense positions at Hzhcv are quite formidable 

c)	 The Moscow Group in the area Sychevka- Vyazma, west of' 
Kaluga, which -has tho mission of "blocking any advance 
on	 Moscow. 

d) A central reserve, which apparently is maintained in— 
readiness on trains in the area Bryansk Orel-Gorbachevo Sukhinichi . It is probably the source 
of the forces fed into the counter attacks against 
Guderian* s right shoulder 

c)	 The small Gomel group. 

f)	 The Korosten Group, and 

g)	 the Kiev Group, which embraces the entire region west 
of the Dniepr down to the Black Sea. 

G-cn Bo f?atschr Air reports confirm the existence, of the 
ennumcrated groups. In Group b), enemy positions have 
been reported on a4O km front. In group c), between 
Vyasma and Gzhatsk, the positions extend over an 80 km 
front, with somo systems five lines deep. A rail move
ment can "be made out from the area around Bryansk in 
northwestern direction, which originates in the group 
mentioned under d) (mobile operational reserve on rail
road trains) . 
Disruption of tlie railroad movements by our air effort 
makes itself felt in the Leningrad area and between 
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Smolensk and Moscow, also around Bryansk and especially 
in the sector of AAGop o South* The "bridges at Kiev are 
damaged; the "bridge at Cherkassi has "been badly hit. 

Phone talk with G-en s Brennecke ( C of S, AG-p. liforth ) to comment 
"by him;on	 the situation estimate submitted 

a)	 The mission of Army Gp, is not to capture Leningrad, 
but at present merely to cut off the city. 

b)	 The enemy forces round Dorpat are estimated by OKH at 
two Divs. Brennecke thinks they are less. 

G-en..	 Buhle i 

a)	 The new Fuehrer program for the activation of Armd.Divs. 
Before next fall, eight Divs., including Second and 
Fifth in the total.* Of this number, four must to 
fitted for service in the tropics. 

b) Personnel, motor vehicles and complementary units of one 
Div. mot. and one Inf.Div* make up about two Armd. 
Divs. of, initially, 2 Armd.Bns., 1Rifle Regt. of 
3 Bns., and 1 Motorcycle 3n. 

c)	 In order to activate the six Armd.Divs. scheduled for 
fall, 1941, in the Fuehrer program, we must, if we 
understand "fall" to mean end of October, free within 
the next four weeks: Two Armd.Divs., two mot.Divs., 
two Inf.Divs., i.e., two existing Armd.Divs. and the 
makings for four new Divs. 

d)	 Two hundred trailers for heavy Often it;al' Mortars' nusi; 

be ordered. 

c)	 Condition reports and losses. The condition report of 
SS Horway plainly shows that the Commander of this 
unit was fully aware of its weaknesses 

G-en. Ott reports on his tour to lleventh Army. The reason for 
what happened to 1.98 th and Twenty-second Divs. was that, 
owing to bad roads, their AT commands were not with them 
when they were hit by the Russian tank attack. His 
opinion of the Romanian troops is not very complimentary, 
but lie would not deny that they are trying hard. 

Basic	 Fuehrer directive on new T/O and T/E. Program of 14 July 
1941. 

Be-po rt; Polotsk taken (XXIIICorps) j reported to be a fortress. 

Wagner (G-en Qu) with Op. Chief and OQu I 

-1.)	 Review of capacity of a supply base Minsk Molodeczno, 
serviced by railroad lines operating at full capacity, 
for continuance of operations of AGp.Center. 
Conclusions: 

Center has 45,450 tons of 60-ton Truck Clmsj from this 
total we must deduct one-third laid up for repair , 
leaving 30,700 tons for continuous operation. Transp. 
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Chief guarantees 14 trains with. 6,300 terns, daily,-
for TDB.se Minsk Molodeczno. is sufficient to 

maintain: 

a)	 Operational Group for offensive in the general direc
tion of Moscow or in southeastern direction: 

4 Armd.Divs.
 
3 mot. Divs.
 

10 Inf. Divs.
 
G-Hq Reserves
 

or. 

4 Armcl. Divs,
 
4 mot. Divs.
 
6 Inf. -Divs.
 
GHq. Reserves
 

or, 

6 Armd. Divs.
 
5 mot. Divs.
 
3 Inf. Divs.
 
GHq Reserves,
 

computed at I/O strength require Sir trainloads . 
"b)	 Remainder, for which supply can "be maintained only 

as far as the Vipvev Dvina and the Upper Dniestr*: 

5 Armd. Divs
 
5 mot. Divs
 

25 Inf. Divs
 

requiring 5|- trainloads. 

60- ton Clms. for Operational G-roup 26,000 tons" (distributionremainder 2,500 tons 
only) 

Still needed for transloading at Varena** 1.600 tons 
Total .-30,700 tons 

2.) Effective .25 July, OKH can turn over to the WehrmachtS' 
Befehlshafecr the Rear Area of AGp. lorth up to the 
Dvina, exclusive of. Riga and Dvinsk. 

Housinger ( with OQu I): Operational disposition of enemy forces. 
My opinion ( see today's entry under enemy situation) is 
shared "by "both. But itmust always "be remembered that this 
disposition is hypothetical rather than actual, for the 
enemy is short of troops. Faulus suggests that the mission 
of the Kalinin group may "be not only to secure the gap 
"between Moscow and Leningrad, "but also, to attack the 
flanks of the German forces advancing on Moscow, in conjunc
tion with the Bryansk group kept mo"bile in trains. The 
great picture of the enemy groupings then would "be as 
follows; 

o 
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Legend: 

-

L Leningrad Group-

X Kalinin Group 

Moscow Group 

~
 B Bryansk fe?oup 

~
 G Gomel Group 

Ko~ Korosten G-roup 

~
 TJ Ukrainian Qroup 

ips resulting from pressure 
of < 3vents 

-^ Groups provided for in the original 
{///// \u25a0 plan of assembly as reserves far 

to the rear.Ki//fo 
-4 Possibilities of offensive thrusts. 

The evoning situation, ""in AGp. South, show slow advances toward 
Kishinev on the flank of Eleventh Army and breaching of 
the Stalin Line ~hj the right wing of Seventeenth Army. 
Iho enemy is falling back "before the right wing of Sixth 
Army, whereas on the front of its left wing, the pressure 
from Eorostcn is now so uncomfortable that Army Gp. wants 
to shift its weight to clear out this trouble spot. Armd. 
Gio. 1has started operations out of Berdichev and striking 
from Zhitomir, has reached the immediate vicinity of 

,	 Belaya Tserkov, while 111. Corps, curiously, has not made 
any progress, and itis still at its old spot. 

Center: In the breakthrough area, a number of quite 

substantial enemy groups have been isolated; it will not 
be possible to. liquidate them before the Infantry, which 
is marching without a break, has arrived. There will be 
many tight situations before these enemy groups have been 
disposed off. In front of the center of our breakthrough, 
many supply Clms. seen to be flight from Smolensk toward 
Moscow, 

Horth:has now taken disposition in conformity with our 
wishes. The encircling movement by its right wing is slow
ly developing, The northern wing is closing up. 
Request for Artillery against Russian coastal fortifications. 

Enemy; Heavy movements of columns (mot. and horse-drawn) 
from Smolensk to tho oast have the character of a rout. 
The same to the southeast. 

Number of enemy aircraft observed: Horth, 208; Gontcr, 
855; South, 626. Ife/jor variations in these figures need 
not be interpreted as real shifts in the main concentra
tion; discrepancies probably are due to incomplete informa
tion on individual areas. 
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\u25a0Political? The Prenoh have sent vs notes announcing 
that they regard the "basis on which the military agree
ments were concluded as fundamentally changed and accord— .. 
ingly wish the Armistice Treaty superseded "by a new agree
ment which expressly guarantees the sovereignty of Prance. 

There is talk of a Cabinet reshuffle in France, (interior, 
Pucheux, Foreign Affairs, Benoist-Mechin; Huntziger, as 
before ). lsfeygand still at Tfichy. 

An arrdntloe has been concluded in. Syria. 

16 July 1941. (25th Day ) 

~-~Situation^ S outh: Enemy is evacuating Bessarabia. Seven
teenth Army has broken through the Stalin Line on its— 
entire front. The breakthrough wedge, which points~~ at Kiev, is being attacked from the north. The ICorosten 
enemy group has ceased attacking, and has passed to the : 

defensive. Artillery is still strong, but there are no 
more tanks. Railroad, movements from this group to Kiev. 

•fiofifeSEi.	 3"rom the Gomel area, a .force of seven Diva, is 
attacking the right shoulder of AGp. Center. This is the 
entire strength of the Gomel group which thus is pinned 
down for the moment* In the area passed through by 
Gude. riant s and Hoth's breakthrough thero are still many 
enemy groups in fighting condition, which makes it 
necessary for our Armor to attack in all directions . Even 
west of the Dniepr there are still some active enemy groups. 

Hoth's right wing has reached the big concrete highway 
to Moscow, near Yartsevo, while Guderian's left wing has 
battled its way to the sector of Smolensk. Here, then, 
the inner wings have linked up. Hoth's left wing 
apparently has pushed into an area only weakly held by 
the enemy. To check him the enemy may be forming a new 
enemy group in the Rzhev area. 

On the northern wing of Army Gp., Nineteenth Armd.Div. has 
reached ITevel, but the planned junction with 12th Division 
has not been achieved, and so this pockot on the Army Gp* 
boundary has not yet been closed. 

lorth; Regrouping continues in -ore-oaration for the drive 
with main effort against and beyond Novgorod, but is 
still hampered by the local demands on Sixteenth Army, 
which so is very slow in releasing troops for the north
ward thrust. 

Radio intelligence -indicates presence at Dorpat, of 
3 enemy Divs . opposing our advance unit, ICorps (I). 
This situation is intolerable. Army Gp. will at least 
have to do something about this. 
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Enemy. situation; Over-all picture: On the front of AGp,
 
South, the enemy is softening. His front is crumbling
 
"before Seventeenth. Army;. •' here, it seems, he has nothing
 
left in the rear. Ido not "believe that here there is any
 
cocrclinater 1. plan for withdrawal "behind the Dniepr, Possib-?
 
ly the Russian Divs. falling "back from Southern Bessarabia
 
will show up yet deep- in the rear of the crumbling front.
 
It remains to "be seen whether the enemy will try to "bring
 
parts of his strong Korosten Group to "bear against our
 
spearhead, through Kiov.
 

On the rest of the front the. enemy no doubt intende to hold
 
fast. • Iam entirely inclined to "believe that the retreat [
 
movements from Smolensk to the east were momentary
 
phenomena only. We have no clear picture yet of what is :

'
 
going on around Bclogoye ( southeast of Lake Ilmen) where
 
unloading and movements of troops have "been observed. Is ;
 

an enemy group, gathered up in other places, forming in the
 
Rzhev area? What about the Bryansk group? Does it really.
 
exist and what is it doing?
 

G-eru Brennecke (AG-p. North ) on phone: 

a)	 Reports on the pocket now being formed by Twelfth and 
Nineteenth Divs. on both sides of Army Gp, boundary. 

b)	 She situation at Dorpat. He receives instruction to 
move 93rd Div. to the Dorpat front with all available 
means and to report on compliance. 

Cron* Bogatsch: Air,reports on 15 July: 

a)	 In front of the Seventeenth Army, positive withdrawal 
movements to Zhmerinka and north, on 16 July, p.m. 

b) Uortfa of TJmail, 38 trains "blocked; tanks are being'un
loaded and* driven off eastward. 

c) Bridges at Dnepropetrovsk and Zaporozhe attacked by 
our Air Force. 

cl)	 Area east and southeas-t of Kiev no important road 
movements . 

c) At ShloMn and Bogachev the enemy is on the western 
bank of the Dniepr. The enemy is crossing the rivor; 
very much Artillery. 

f) Railroad movements from Moscow now go only as far as 
"Viazma, and from Bryansk only as far as Eoslavl. 

g)	 Last night mot. movements from the east toward Tartsevo. 

h)	 Moscow area: little railroad traffic. 

i)	 West of Staraya Russa, heavy A.AA. Road from Staraya 
Russa to Dno is described by the Air Force as service
able, by the ground troops as non-existent. Perhaps 
only the eastern section has been finished so far. 
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k) On the road leading from the western end of Lake Ilmen 
to Luga, horse-drawn and mot. movements. At Luga, AAA. 

l) Enemy air action against Reinhard's Corps and the Divs. 
on the eastern shore of Lake Peipus, Sast of the Lake, 
heavy fighter and AAA defense. 

The whole pattern of the enemy air effort indicates clear
headed and aggressive leadership. 

— 
Lt. Col* Badket Current "business of his section. What is to 

take the place, in citations for "bravery, of the individ
ual's name, which now must "be omitted from Wehrmacht 
communiques on order of the Fuehrer? 

Maf
j.Buorker: Report on his tour to Tenth Armd.Div. The 

stub dorn resistance of the many isolated enemy elements 
scattered "behind our advance "brings about many critical 
situations, "but notwithstanding this, our troops feel 
self-assured and superior* However, the striking power 
of the Armd.Divs, is slowly declining. When -the current 
objectives have "been reached, a "break v/ill be necessary 
in order to give the units a rest, and if advisa-blo to 
merge and refit several units. Guierian thinks he can do 
that in three to four days. I"believe much more time 
would. "be needed. The strop ly system of AGp. Center will 
not "be functioning at full capacity before 25 July, By 
that time the Armd.Gps. will again be ready for new opera— 
tions. 

The performance of.Regt. t!G-rossletitschl,and H does not 
seem to satisfy higher Hqs. 

Evening, situation: South: Kishinev has fallen* Operations of 
Army Gp. continue according to plan. Before Kiev, situa
tion seems to have tightened as a result of ammunition 
shortage. Enemy attacks 111 Corps from the north. 

Center: The enemy front is breaking up into a several 
groups, with our ArmcU Divs. cutting through between them. 
This complicates the picture for direction of operations. 
Local crises nay yet develop, especially on the right wing 
of Arrod. Gp, 2 and in the center of Armd.Gp. 3. 

ifforth: Movements are proceeding according to plan. At 
Dorpat, the enemy is regrouping for defense. 

Air situation; In the South, the enemy air force is being taken 
back behind the Dniepr. In front of AG-p. Center the enemy 
is apparently intensifying his air effort. 

17 July 1941. ( 26th Day) 

.Situation; Kb important changes 
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InAGp. South, the situation is developing along its 
logical lines, \u25a0 The enemy is attempting, with local forces, 
to counter the encircling moves against his northern wing i 
at Belaya' Tserkov and southeast of Berdichev, Taut "by and 
large he arrears to concentrate on extricating himself 
from the pocket developing between Eleventh and Seven
teenth Armies. 

On	 the northern flank ( Korosten-Kiev ); the jumble of' 
enemy units previously reported in the area "between 
Korosten and Kiev has "been reinforced "by two new Bivs., 
one coming from the Caucasus. 

What Icannot understand is the inaction of Thirteenth 
Armd. Piv., which seems to "be doing nothing about the 
enemy reported to "be retreating right past it from 
ICorosten in the direction of Kiev. 

AGru Center: Formation of the po.ckets is proceeding 
consistently. G-uderian T s right wing seems to have again 
full freedom of movement in the direction of Eoslavl « 

>Quite far to ,the rear, the enemy is trying to turn the 
situation "by launching attacks into Guderian's flank and, 
further "back, against Second Army, "but without success. 

AGp. Horth: Here, too, the formation of pockets is devoir-
oping. On the right wing, at Kevel, the junction with : 
Eoth!s left wing has not "been quite accomplished yet. 
Also in this sector, enemy elements appear to have escaped 
to the east and are now moving in the direction of Velikie 
Luki. The "eastern front"* shows another promising pocket 
in the Opochka areaj some enemy "bodies initially got away 
to the east,- toward Kholm, "but ap-pear to have returned 
to free their encircled comrades. 

Situation of Hoeppner's Grp, unchanged. ICorps is closing 
up in rapid marches. 

Bo^atscli;	 shows:Air reconnaissance 

a)	 Confirmation of our picture of the situation on tho 
front of AGp. South* Clogged railroad lines in the 
area west of Chorkassi* 

— "b) Mozir:Mozir: MA.MA. Moving lights on the Pripet river, 
apparently troops crossing to the other "bank. 

c)	 Gomel ; Large quantities of rolling stock and locomotives 
on sidings, AAA and searchlights. Airdrome (fighters). 

South of Mogilev, east of the Dnlepr,'. no enemy move
ments to the north * 

- — — d)	 Prom the area G-onel Bryansk Eoslavl Dovsk, no 
movements B 

c) Continuous retrograde movements from Eoslavl on Yukhnov, 
last night. From Yartsevo, heavy traffic to the east,., 
through Vyazma. At Vyazma, AA searchlight concentration* 
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Message: Eleventh Army lias started its attack, leading with XI 
Corps, as planned, and has crossed the Bniestr. 

Q-en. Wagner ( Gen Q,u ): 

1.)	 Rosenberg is Reich Minister for Occupied Territories. 
Under him four Reich Commissars: Lohse, for the 

Baltic States; Kasche, for Russia; Koch, for the . : 
Ukraine; Schickedanz for Caucasia, As soon as the 
tactical situation permits, the Four Year Plan will 
set up its organization in the occupied territory. 
An agreement has "been reached with Himmler, clarifying 

\u25a0when the Police willget its instructions from the 
Reich, and when from Rosenberg. 

3.)	 Transfer of western portion of Bear Area AG-p. ITorth 
to the Reich Commissar for the Baltic States. Between 
18 and 25 July, the Wehrmachtsbef ehlshaber Baltenland 
will take over the area from AG-p. Horth. Basic 
questions of command organization ( coast defense,— 
control of troops). Transfer instrument receives 
signature.* 

3.)	 Supply situation: 

I"ortii: Assured until 18 July. Main supply "base Riga. 
Action radius: Armd. Gp. 4, as —far as Leningrad;
Armies, to the line Lake 11men Harva. One-half issue 
ammunition, two fuel quotas, 2 days' rations. 

Center: On 15 July, Dniepr "base had: one—fifth ' issue 
of siamuni tion, one-hal f fuel quota , one half day s 
rations. Troops have three— quarters issue of ammuni
tion, three fuel quotas, 7 days' rations. 
Action radius: Armd. and mot. Livs., as far as Smolensk j 

Inf. to the eastern "banks of Dniepr and Dvina. 
To meet all supply requirements we have available: As 
of 18 July, 14 trains; 22 trains are necessary to catch 
up with the three Armies into the areas newly occupied 
"by us.
 
Bulk of 60-ton Truck Clms. still on the shuttle run
 
"between frontier -and Dniepr. Scheduled to "be taken
 
off as 20/23 July.
 

South: On 15 July, Seventeenth Army used up one-half
 
to three— quarters issue of ammunition, more than that
 
for their light and mcd, Fd, Hows, Temporary inter
ruption of railroad line at Tarnopol (washouts);
 
shuttle service already in operation, as far as
 
Berdichev. 

-Casualties: Total from 22 June to 13 July: 92,120 3.685. 
Officer losses inper cents of WO and EM losses: Wounded, 
3,4; killed, 3; Hissing, 1,7. 

t
Major SS c>TuChardt fornorly Paris, assigned to post at Ankara, 

reports to no. Situation in Prance. Kbthing significant
ly new. 
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Col. Kinzels 

a) Evilroad torvice in Russia: Material was abused even in 
peacetime, and probably will be all the more so under war 
conditions. Captured documents indicate that railroad 
situation is catastrophic, 
Railroad movements confused; they show no clear pattern, 
one reason perhaps "being that we cannot watch them 
continuously. 

t>) Probable disposition of enemy forces, after the current 
"battles have "been fought. Of course itis impossible 
to foresee everything in detail, "but we may assume that 
after the cleaning up inEstonia there will "be available: 

Front of AGfo. Lee"bt 

Around Leningrad: 15 Inf. Divs. and 2 Armd. Divs. 
Around Bologove: h Div«33 Inf.Inf. Divs.Divs. andand \ Armd.Armd. Div. 

Front of AGb. Bock: 

-
Opposite Hotii *3 3 Inf. Dive,
 
Opp ositc G-Lidcrian!s
 
northern wing and center *2 Inf. Divs. and 1 Armd.Div.
 

\u25a0Opposite G-uderian fs southern 
wing 4 Inf. Divs. and 1-2 Armcl.Sivs 

Betv/een Bock and Sun&stedt, * 
in the area around G-omel 3	 4 Inf. Divs. 

AG-p. Bonds ted t; 

Hortii of Kiev, opposite northern, wing
 
of Sixth Army and Armd. Gp. 1 S Inf. Divs. and
 

1 Armd. Div.
 

Opposite right wing of Sixth Army, 
Armcl.Gpo 1 and Seventeenth Army *2 Inf. Divs. and 

1 Armd.. Div. 

Opposite Eleventh Army	 8 Inf. Divs., 

1 Armd. Div. and 
1 Cav • Divo 

This would add up, on the enemy side, to a total of about 
50 Inf. Divs. and 7 Armd.Divs. (apart from Cay.' Div.). 

In the groups marked*, Iconsider the estimates distinctljr 
on the high side. 

OMH, "back from AAGop o Uortii, relates: 

a)	 Enemy air superiority* The strength of our frontline 
Divs. has .greatly declined. 

"b)	 Eighth ArmdeDiv, had to "be taken back. SS has moved ny 

and is covering its flank* ICorps starts its attack 
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today	 at 1600 and will take pressure off the flank; 
it is	 under tactical control of Armd. Gp. 4. 

c) Attack at Fellin (lighteenth Army) set for 18 July
(perhaps, not until 19 July). 

d)	 Intentions.: Eirst "bring to a conclusion the actions 
now inprogress on the right wing, then regroup for 
attack with one Corps south of Lake Ilmen, with two 
Corps .northward along Lake Ilmen, with one Corps "between 
Lake Ilmen and Lake Peipus, and with one Corps along ; 

Lake Peipus (eastern shore). One Corps must then watch J 
:the area north of Army Gp. "boundary, and, if necessary, 

take aggressive action*	 (. 

c)	 On 25 July we shall pro"bat>ly "be a"ble to attack across 
the line ISTovgorocMifarva. 

Major	 Count Stauffenberg gives a highly informative report on 
his visit to G-uclerian' s Group, Peculiar character of the 
"breakthrough "battles demand great skill in maneuvering Armd, 
Div. Troops subjected to great strain. Striking power is: 
gradually diminishing, self-assurance is continually growing. 

\u25a0Third	 Armd. Div. I . 

Evening situation South: Crossing successfully accomplished 
"by Eleventh Army. Also the Romanians, crossing on its left 
wing, have reached the eastern "bank. 
Seventeenth Army, in wedge formation, has pushed into the 
depth of the enemy position. Eleventh and Twelfth Aral. " 

Divs. of Armd.Gp. 1 are now a'oreast of Hinth Armd.Div., and 
Armd. envelopment movement can be started.	 ; 

Must move 75th and 111th Inf.Divs. up to lll. Corps . SS 
Adolf Hitler will replace Third Armd.Div., which in turn— 
will strengthen the Armd. enveloping wing. Advance at 
Eorosten. 

Center; Enemy pockets are "beginning to show up more clear
ly. G-uclerian is gaining ground and his forces have linked 
up further east. Southeast of Gomel, troops are "being 
detrained on the open tracks. Enemy is falling "back under— 
pressure from Cay. Div. Trouble at Eoth's and Gudorian! s 
"boundary. \u25a0 

Horth: Report shows nothing significantly different from 
OTxlH1 s account. Coastal "blockade Btry. on shore of the 
Moon Straits taken "back "because of threat from the lands ide. 

G-en. Wagner reports on result of Baentsch* tour to AG-p .Center: 
Organization now running smoothly. Railroad difficulties 
will "be resolved. 

Horth: Six more ships en route to Riga. AG-p. ¥orth is all 
right and can temporarily help out Hinth Army (rations). 
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18 July 1941. (27th Day ) 

Situation: AGp. South 1 s operation is becoming increasingly 
shapeless. The front against Korosten still absorbs large 

forces. The appearance of .new, strong enemy forces attack
ing from the north near Kiev, compels us to move Inf.Divs. 
to that sector, to relieve and replace Armor (illCorps). 
This pins down greater strength on the northern front than 
is desirable. The turning wing of Armd. Gp.l, too, does 
not seem to get started on its southward drive. It is 

and Belaya Tserkov,still hanging back around Berdichev 
Meanwhile, the breakthrough wedge of Seventeenth Army has 

advanced so far that right wing of Sixth Army ( operating 
under Armd.Gp. 1 ) might as well be switched from the 
encircling operation, for which it was slated, and sent 
on eastward to the area south of Kiev, to be on hand for the 
Dniepr crossing. 

' 

The fuehrer has now given orders to take Odessa. lor that'
 
mission we have only Hans en s Corps .with two G-erman and 

several Romanian Divs. This move which, Iagree, is 
necessary, would divert strength from the big envelopment 
now initiated. 

In AGp. Center, the Armd. Divs. are reforming for the fronts 
to	 be established to the northeast and southeast. Inf.Divs.; 

are moving close behind. The organizations forming the rings 
around the pockets are continually changing,,. and it willbe \ 

interesting to see how long this can go on without impairing 
the tightness. of the encirclement. On the southern wing, 
east of Mogilev, the enemy keeps up his heavy attacks, which 
is precisely what we want him to do (Fifth Buss. Army). 

Horth of the line Smolensk- Orsha, on the northern wing of 
Army Op., the northernmost pocket seems to have been 
securely closed by Twelfth Inf.Div. moving down from the : 
north and linking up with Nineteenth Armd .Div. Tension 
seems to be easing, also in the process of forming the other, 
pocket, but we cannot be -quite sure yet. 

ln 4^p_i_^2£ih no important changes. At Opochka, the enemy 
is	 struggling to extricate his encircled units 'by attacking 
us	 from the outside; he is being repulsed. 

At Gdov (eastern shore of Lake Peipus), a "Special Divisionn 

has been captured; it is composed of, respectively, a unit of 
women, of convicts, and of Communist Youths. 

n
ireru Bogatscli: 

a)	 Photographs of Moscow. Very extensive industrial instal
lations, with va£'t railroad system. Strong AAA defense. 
Numerous balloon barrages, no fortificp.tions . 

"b; Photographs of Bologoye; according to captured documents 
a supply center ( Artillery parks, Chemical Defense 
depots) 

c)	 1...),. Qbs.&rve;dTenefK^ino^ 
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Staraya Russa and Velikie Luki to Bologoye. 
2.) West of Moscow, Vyazma is apparently the railhead 

for supply of troops \u25a0. 

3,) South of the line Smolensk-Moscow movements .to the 
northeast (evacuations?). 

4.) Vast train movements. from the West to Kremenchug. 
5.) Reconnaissance east of the Dniepr unfortunately un

available; the same for area around Bryansk 

Gen Fellgiefrel 

a) Extension of the 'OEH trunk line first to Belaya Tserkov 
to be continued, according to the development of the 
situation, either northward to Eiev or across the Dniepr, 
south of Kiev* 

b)	 Regulation of signal communication service in the areas 
of the Civil Commissars for Occupied Territories, to "be 
set up under Rosenberg. 

c)	 bindings of radio intelligence confirm data extracted 
from captured documents and PW statements. 

d)	 Moscow's role as center of the Russian communications 
system. With the elimination of Moscow, the entire 
Russian communications network collapses. 

yon C-reiffenberg: 

a)	 Over-all mission: Smash all enemy forces that can "be 
reached now. We must be sure to finisn the job. On 
this account, and to ensure thorough mopping up, the 
area conquered must be safeguarded from incursions; 
further extensions^ only insofar as necessary to con
solidate these gains. 

b)	 Possible future tasks: Form frontal group with ITintii 
Army and right wing of Second Army; on its northern 
wing, Armored G-p. 3. Another group for turning move
ment to the southeast, comprising the bulk of Second 
Army ( inner ring) and Armd. G-p. 2 ( outer ring). 
Movements of reserves and bringing up of GHq Reserves 
must conform with these ideas. What should be the 
command organisation for this operation? 

c) Direction of the moDping-up operations in newly-conquered 
territory. Cover right flank. 

d)	 Striking power of the Armd. Divs.: 60"% 

Col Sen. Fromm: Recommendations on the implementation of the 
Fuehrer's Armd.Divs. program: Activate the 36 Armd.Divs. 
initially with 2 Bns., each (except the Africa Divs., where 

:3 Bns. are spscif ie-i) , each Bn. of three, if possible, 
,four Cos ; To enable us to activate the eight Armd.Divs . 

ordered completed by next fall ( mcl. two for Africa), 
the Field Army must give up, by the end, if possible even 
by	 the middle, of August, two Armd.Divs. (Third and Seven
teenth) and two mot. Divs* (both in G-uderian !s Gp.). 
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The	 18... Inf. Divs. mot* we shall get together tj taking 
the ten already existing plus Inf.Regt. "G-ro.ssdeutschland", 
SS Adolf Hitler and ; three' So Divs.mot., and .. then activate 
two Inf.Divs* mot* and One SS Div. mot. ( or rather one 
more regular :Inf*I)ivi,mot* instead) by reducing Divs. to 
four mot. 3iii>s one motion. Bn., reorganise the Motor
cycle Bn. i'p a mixed Mi(tl) and cutting the !Antitank Bns. 

Cos',of	 the Divisions to two etc. 

The	 motor transport requirements ( transport, hot tanks 
are the "bottleneck in the new activations) 

f it is hoped, 
can "be covered from GHq. Reserve Arty., Engineers ( 1 ) and 
Observation Bns., and "by centralizing supply services. 

Oornment: Inasmuch as reduction in strength of the Inf.Divs. 
mot. and of the Hifie formations of the Armd.Divs. in favor 
of the newly activated units involves no reduction in fire 
power ( the number of MG-s and mortars, except light mortars, 
remains the same or is even increased), Ihave no objection 
to the priciple of the proposal. Ionly want to have my 
say in the reduction of GHq_ Reserves ( ratio of Artillery 
to Observation Bus., requirements in Engineers, Construe— 
tion units, Railroad Engineers). 

yon	 Zjehlberg: ( including medicalGen. Staff personnel matters—	 — 
opinion oil Clausius) Decorations (Bulgaria) :—: Current 
matters. 

Col. L'iss with OQu IV: 

a) 'Distribution of forces in the British, homei^ud. according 
to captured Bus sian documents. Figures o::i u:.ie whole 
square with our information. Thess documents assume 
that the units are still Brigs, and moU Di/s^ because 
of lack of Artillery, (This probably does not hold true 
any more at this date.) 

Id)	 Distribution of British forces in Irak (two Divs.), one 
r.iore Division must be expected from India a 

c)	 Distribution of British forces in India, Indian troops 
now on the battle fronts have been replaced by newly 
activated units , Aoart from the one Indian Div. destin-
Ed for Irak, there probably can be no further. with
drawal of troops from India. 

Conference with QbdH on situation in AGt> „ South and the necessity 
to have the Inf.Divs. now arriving In the rear of the 
Sixth, moved to the area south of Kiev. The following 
two points must now be borne in mind by AGp. South: 

1.)	 The encircling ring by Arm&.Gp. must not be drawn too 
close, and Ifpossible along the Dniepr. 

2.)	 A strong group must be brought up to the Dniepr south 
of Eiev from tho rear now for an early crossing. 

The	 evening situation shows no essential changes in the picture. 
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I&&&V* South, a pocket is apparently forming at Vinnitsa 
as a result of Seventeenth Army'& "breakthrough. In the 
central sector, Armd.Gp. is "beginning to make headway in 
southeastern direction, and on the northern wing Sixth Army 
has gained ground against the enemy at Eorosten and has 
pushed him away from the supply route. 

In AGp. Center ? the "battle with the encircled enemy "bodies 
continues,- "but resistance varies in degree. South of Orsha 
little is going on, "but north of the line Orsha-Smolensk, 
the largest group staged a "break-out attempt in all direc
tions* it was driven "back. 

-In\u25a0 .AGp .lorth our fore esc ontinue to close up to Armd.Gp.4. 
'The enemy is throwing new forces against Hoeppner's left 
and right wings, "but with our Inf. on the spot now, there 
is no danger. 

Talk with Gen, yon Sodenstern (AGp. South t on -phone 

:a)	 In my opinion the envelopment will not "be ample enough 
ifArmd, Gm, strike for Urnanj the Group must advance : 
southeastward to the Dniepr in direction of Krivoi Hog. 
Army Grp. has reached the same conclusion. Only a weak 
right wing of the Armd.Gp. needs to drive in the direc-? 
tion of Uman* An intercepted radio signal of the Rus
sian Twenty-sixth Army indicates that wo are going to T?e 
attacked "by 4- Inf.Divs. and 2 Cay. Divs» from the area ; 

south of Kiev, tomorrow. 

*b)	 Prepare a strong grotip with "bridging eq/Llpmer.t, Artil
lery, etc. south of Kiev for the Dijl3t.^ crossing as 
soon as possible. Army G-g, has earmark 3d for this mis
sion Lv Corps,	 7.'.si, la.t",.i)ivs.with 111th., 75th ant. 
Iadd 132nd and 94th Inf.Divs, from G-TT a Reserves. 
Under consideration is also XXXQT Cojtps, with 57th and 
itfinth Divs „ 

c) Political friction "between Hungarians and Romanians makes 
it desira/blo -"jo i.-;ep&ra';e uhs Hungarian Arrnd Corps iron 
the RoLna.n.lcUi.-s; Army G-p. should think up an elegant way 
of	 doing I"-. 

.11JJSdX_l 94l_,__ ( 28 th Day) 

Situation: In ACrp. South all planning is dominated "by the 
discovery of the imminent attack "by the Russian Twenty-
sixth Army; captured orders indicate that it consists of 
6 Inf.Divs. and 2 Cay, Divs., under two Corps Hq_s. Three 
of these Divs. are supposed to come from the Lithuanian 
front, whereas the rest ( "VI Corps ) are said to have 
fought in the Ukraine from the start. 

'Hie weather continues "bad, which will probably slow the 
movements of AGp. South to a considerable degree. If we 
add to this the effect of the- impending enemy attack hy 
quite a sizea"ble force, it appears likely that the start of 
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this large-scale Armd.Gp-. offensive will be cancelled or 
delayed again. 

AG-p. Center: Reports capture of a Russian order indicating 
that the Russian High Command is aiming at separating the 
G-erman Armor from supporting Inf.. units by driving attacks 
"between them. In theory this is a very pretty scheme, "but 
in practice it is something that can "be carried out only 
"by an opponent superior in number and generalship. Against 
our Armies, and with the Inf. Corps never slackening in 
closing to the Armor, Ido not see a chance for applying 
such a policy. On the southern wing of the Army G-p., enemy 
pressure continues. 

A-Gfo. Forth: Ho new trends discernible in the development. 
Hie ajjpearance of a Bn. of Moscow factory police demonstra-
tes that communications between Moscow and Leningrad must 
still be open; itwould be desirable from the operational 
standpoint if the enemy were not able to maintain communica-? 
tions between Lake Ilmen and Moscow. But Iam beginning to 
wonder if we are not being confronted here with the incip- . 
lent formation, of a strong group between Bologoye and 
Hzhev, which .eventually might make it necessary for Leeb's 
right wing to advance beyond the northern edge of the 
?aldai Hills. 

In Estonia, the situation is developing favorably due to 
the enemy's inaction. The possibility of a crisis is 
fading. 
l§:s3t thinks that the enemy is becoming increasingly aware 
of our weakness and passivity .in the Baltic; we must there
fore expect intensification of enemy activity and a mounting 

\u25a0'threat to the sea route to Libau and Win&auo 'These ports 
are essential for our supply. 

Air Reconnaissance has no results worth noting due to persistent 
"bad weather. 

Q-en. Stthle: 

1.) Discussion of the Bd3*s plan for implementation of the 
Fuehrer's Armd. Forces program ( fall reorganization 
of the Army ). 
a)	 Armd.Divs « On the whole no objections. The 

combination of motorcycle-nounted-Inf ~3ns ..with Armd. 
Ren. units must not result in absorption of the 
unit in the Infantry. Itmust remain a reconnais
sance unit • With Divs. becoming smaller, they 
willneed fewer Truck Clms. 

"b)	 Inf.Divs. mot. The proposed organization of the 
Inf. Bn. eliminates the Bn. Commander almost 
completely. By transferring to the Co.all weapons 
necessary for forming a main effort it would strip 
him of any real control over the situation. Cutting 
Artillery down to two light Btrys. for each Bn. can 
be approved only as an interim measure, designed to 
prevent the excessive depletion of . (Hq. Artillery 
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by allotments to the new Divs. Later on, the Btrys. 
must again be increased to the normal number of 
three for each Bn* 

c))GHq troops;: Artillery:: We shall stillhave to put 
up a fight to retain a substantial G-Hq. Artillery, 
mcl. Ohserw Bns #. and Corps Artillery Hq.s, to 
facilitate exercise of control over operations. The 
argument that modern war is waged no longer with 
Artillery, "but with tanks, is fallacious. 

\u25a0Engineer troops: It would "be absurd to allocate 
17 of the 20 existing GHq. Eng. Bns. to the newly 
activated Divs.. Modern motorized warfare has made 
the Engineers more indispensable than ever. Ihe 
requirements of the new Divs. must be met by allot
ting to them the mot. Eng. Cos. of deactivated Inf. 
Divs. 

Engineers:Railroad Their number must be increased* 
Iff the new organization of the Army is to be adapted 
to the needs created by operations over vast spaces;, 
the Railroad Sng. units must be accorded an important

*tplace in the program.	 
<* 

Supply Services can probably be rendered more 
efficient and economical for movements in vast areas 
by centralizing and consolidating transport. 

Heavy. Artillery. Reduction will have to	 wait untiJL
Gibraltar is completed. These big guns tie down 
too much transport. 

2*) A special organization under Balclc*for the checking 
and' revising T/Os with a view to reducing them to 
essential war needs will be set up at BdE, with the 
cooperation of Gen. Staff. 

&en. Wagne.r (Gen Q,u ): 

a)	 Demands by the Reich Marshal regarding safeguarding of 
native stocks in the operational theaters. Insofar as 
possible they have already been met on our own initial,.\u25a0 

tive« 

b) Hew boundaries for Rear Area AGp. Center: Joining AG]p, 
Horth at the Dvina, the boundary in the main is formed 
by the Dvina-lniepr line as far as Gomel, Rear Area 
AGp.. South will eventually also be advanced to the 
Dniepr. 

c)	 AGp. Borth's request for motor transport to move 93rd
Div. must be rejected. 

d) Arrived at Riga by sea: Convoy I, 900 tons; convoy 
11, 2,000 tons. 

c)	 Supply situation:. South Very high fuel consumption. 
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Hot much fuel capture^-. 

Sixty-ton truck columns only 50$ operational owing' t6 
unsera"ble roads. Supply of AGp. nevertheless assured. 

Qenter: The tense situation seems "to be easing due to
the smooth cooperation of Baentsch and the Ilailroad 
dictator dispatched "by G-ercke. The transport situation 
£as improved. Little/booty. . . . \u25a0; 

Hortn: Owing to movement of troops ( 93rcL Div. ), 
three trains less are available daily for supply. 
Transport needs amply covered nevertheless . 

K,inze^ ( foreign Armies Bast ):7 Ooramand set-iip on fiassian front. 
\u25a0• ( from north to south): . 

Vi .:.:. ffialdi/flomjfland'Hq- Northwest:- (Yordshilov ): Sj.ghthy 
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•-\u25a0". seventh, Sleventh, IVenty-second (?) Armies. 

' 

Itlis not 
\u25a0ye* clear fwhether \u25a0\u25a0 Tyenty*-e.ec-6nd Army belomgs" to rUorthwes t 

Or tO'Westi ..the is'-moreilikely^i .Ifflportant -for \u25a0:-,>-. 

opera'tioiial^appraisal- of the area7-Szh&v*-Bpl ogoye. . 

' Jield Command Hq. West ( Timoshenko ) : Uinejeenth,. TwewiVo 
tieth, Thirteenth and Twer.ty-firßt Armies. Behind them. -t^c 
there seems to "be additionally an Army Hq 4, which former
ly operated in the Bialystok. pocket and ;apparently was. 
taken b&ck. 

Field Command Hq Southwest ( Budyonny ): Jiftii, Tvienty
'sixth,- Sixth and Twelfth Armies. 

ffielld Command Ha South (.?),? Eighteenth .(?), Second* DTinth
'(?) Armies. The existence of this Hq appears to me dou"bt— 

ful. .PrCbably it is the Hq. of|the Odessa Military 
District. If a strong operational Hq_. actually were c6Emit
ted, here,, we surely would know the name of the GQ, .;ust.." 

vas we know the names of the three l ;hals. Army sq». 18 
and 19 are known to us only through rvi.lio intelligence, and 
have for practical purposes not appeared at the fighting 
front. If they exist at all, they may "be Hqs 'for coast 
defense or have other special functions. 

yon Olioma reports out to tafee over the command of Seventeenth' 
Arm&.Div. , 

G-en* Jacob 

a) Heport on his findings in touring the supply arteries 
in the' sector of AGp. l.orth. With some Eoadouilding 
and Construction units- "being "better equipped with 
transport than others, the situation has developed where 
all moMle units have "been ordered up front and the less 
motile units, left behind., never finish marching. They 
are continuously on the move' to catch up with the 
others instead of doing- their work. We need static 
organizations, which would employ PW 'and indigenous la"bor. 

"Orders .to this effect have "been issued. 
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b) GHg. Engineer and Constructions iini'ts needed in relation 
"to ''th.e-.Armd., Divs.. organization program* 

(Arty;) and 'G-en.Oonf e:re.nfee.:-with..&en:. Brand G-e-rcke: Their- demands 
within the Armd. Diys. organization program, which will re
quire -my backing. . 

Evening: situation. Ho important news* Slow progress on all 
fronts along the lines of the development laid dowti, "by 'us. 

G-en* Wagner (Sen Q,u);! The IMorth African,supply situation is. 
increasingly deteriorating* Schleusner reports that 
Pifth Light Div. is so short of fuel that in the event 
of an attack on Solum it would just manage to. get to the 
"battlefield.' Recommends to send additional 1,000 tons of 
truck transport to Africa* They can "be taken only from 
Brussels. Iturn down, a proposal to obtain supposedly 
more suitable transport for Africa by an exchange with 
Romania., a process that would take four weeks. IfAfrica 
needs the stuff* send it down the . qt>-iekes t way possible I 

Casualties: up to 16 July 1941 ( excluding medical 
casualties): 103,588, i.e. 3.055. of,a strength of 3,35-
million.	 . 

I/founded,Officer casualties ;in per cents of total losses* ' "\u25a0 
\u25a0\u25a03,4;- killed* 5.2; missing 1,6. ' 

' 
20 July 1941. .(29th Day) Sunday. 

plane _; to Hq AQ--p..South „\u25a0 

0700. Situation report by It.Col. G-rolmann. Uo import
ant change" in the situation .since yesterday. . 

0730. Leave by car; 0830, take-off at loetzen; 1130, 
aarival at Staro Konstanti'nov. 

) 

Army Hq[ is housed in a .-Russian Military School. A 
characteristic' feature are the tokens of ilTculture";- on 
the outside, colossal plaster" columns with Corinthian 
capitals, on the inside hero ic-^-size'd plaster statuary 
(sitting group Lenin-Stalin,' soldiers of Army and of. 

\u25a0Air Force) . 
Conference with^lA-:' Lt. Col. Winter sket: ss the situation for 

-_o;he.	 me. overfall picture agrees witn' that we have at" OES. 
A new. feature are the enormous- difficulties besetting the 
movements of Armd*Gp. Kleist. S.'g,. Sieven tjiArmd.Div. . 
is advancing on Uman in three distinct groups; 

1.) Tracked vehicles, with Infantry on top*
 
29)2 ) Polish peasant cart-a. carrying Infantry, following
9 

behind the tracked vehicles. 
3.) Wheeled motor vehicles, which c^annot. 'keep 'up on the 
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rains oaked- roads and so must "be left "behind- In towns* 

The main problem now is how, to get Kleis^s Group where we-
want it to go. Its main bos.y together with elements of 111 
Corps, brought down from the north, where they were- relieved 
"by Inf. now is fighting the Russian Twenty-sixth Army., : 
which is attacking with its northern wing just to the south 
of Kiev, and with its southern wing, at Tarashcha; each 
wing has one fresh Division, while the rest are chipped in 
earlier battles. The attacks have all been repelled, but 
they pin down the bulk "of Kleist's group so that actually 
only a weak Arnd. force, Eleventh and Sixteenth Armd.Divs« ,:
remains available for tactical envelopment .in the rear of 
the enemy now retreating before Schwedler's drive* The 
operational envelopment in the direction of Kirdvograd -has 
not yet got under way and willprobably hang fire for some 
time yet. assumption that the Russian Twenty-sixth 
Army will soon be defeated, looks to me too optimistic 

:The next question, concerning Reichenau 1 s Army, is answered 
to the effect that in consequence of the events at Zvyagel, 
his left wing has become comparatively strong* He is still 
confronted by a strong enemy, whose Artillery is now less 
actives The right wing, which is a long way x off to the 
east, is gaining ground, but it looks as if it willbe 
impossible to give that wing the strong. forces ,that would 
enable it effectively to interpose itself between, the : 
enemy* s Eorosto.n Group arid the 'Dniei-'. Army Gp. ratner 
expects that the enemy will be piisht.l against the.Dniepr, 
which will-successively be crossed by yon Eelchenau north 
of KieV. The city then would be taken from the east. 

For forming the group which we would like to.build up south 
of Kiev, Army .Gp. has available only the GHq. Reserves stand
ing far in the rear, now that IV Corps. has been committed 
'to relieve 111 mot.. Corps. We thus get the following 
picture, which is also presented in a sketch submitted by
Army Gp. 'The forces of Army Gp. fall into two groups 
moving in divergent direct ions: The big enveloping opera
tion south of Kiev,, in which Kleisfwill push withhis -main. 

yonconcentration in the direction of Kirovograd, and 
Eeichenau's attacking operation.' The link between' them is a 
weak group, IV Corps', which will have to be satisfied if it 
accomplishes as much as blocking enemy action from Kiev* against the two /large offensive groups 

Yon Re ichen&u1 s. prospects of success are not too rosy, for 
his attack, willback the enemy against the Bniepr, instead 
of pushing him away from it and so cut him off. The 
Russian Twenty-s.ixth Army, which Tieis t must shake off,be-* 
fore he can strike southeastward with sufficient forces,' 
willlikewise ,be pressed back frohtally' behind tjie.Dniepr. 
To cross to the other side, ithas four military bridges 
availabl e be twe.en Cherkas siand Kiev. Tt is altoge ther , 
uncertain what ICLeisV s offensive against^Kirovogracl, 
which is already behind schedule, would be .able to. ?atch..' 

>\u25a0Undoubtedly there are --Vll. some st ig' enemy group;:, in 
the area west of Umaii 5 bat whether \, \u25a0\u25a0/ can be cut off 
depends on -how mucH- time is lost in fighting the Russian 
Twenty—sixth ..Army. . , .'.-\u25a0. 

/ 
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Istress the following points: 

a)	 yon i&eichenau f s operation must "be conducted in stich a 
way that the enemy will "be pushed away from the Dniepr.
As of 25 or 26 July, it will"be possible to have coopera
tion of XXXV" Corps out of the Mosir area. 

b)	 Everything must "be done to form a strong group south of 
,ICiev. In addition to the GHq. Divs. earmarked "by Army 
Gp., it must "be allotted also parts of yon -Reichenau's 
and Schwedler's' forces .-at the very earliest. 

c)	 Everything must "be done to avoid pushing the: BuSsiaft 
\u25a0Twenty-sixth Army to the Dniepr. in -purely frontal fignit

ing and to prevent its withdrawal to Kiev -with elements 
still capable of giving battle. 

d) We must soon "be able to exert 
the direction of. Kirovograd» 

strong Armd. pressure in 

Particulars taken ug> at the conference; 

a) luture missions for v Hansen's Corps . Itmust cross the 
Dniestr, east of Kishinev, using whatever he has got* 

b)	 Employment of the Italians. It' will be best to commit 
\u25a0 them on the northern wing of Ele\ ~-,th Army. 

c)	 Separation of Romanians and Hungarians. AGp. sees no 
difficulties. . . 

d)	 Opportunities for future operations east of the Dniepr* 

Worries of Army -Gp..r 

a)	 Horse replacements are becoming a burning question. Army 
Gp. has heard that there are*still plenty horses to be 
had in Poland, 

b) Army G-p. reckons with the possibility of the enemy 
organizing a defense west and south" of the Dniepropetrovsk 
industrial .area, by forming a line of resistance on its 
western outskirts, i.e. yet west of the 'Dniepr. 

c)	 Tank strength of individual Bivs.: Sixteenth Armd.Div,, 
less than 40^; Eleventh Div.,; around 40$; Thirteenth 
and fourteenth Divs., better. 

d)	 The number of operational reconnaissance planes is ~ seriously diminishing (8 3 per Staff el ). 

c) The enemy pockets in our rear are still a most vexing 
problem. We have no troops in the rear to clean them 
out. 

•f). Bridge-building eg;, .-.ontfor Dni crossing: Ax.ray^Gp. 
belie yes that it will be able to 'b^ild only one 16-ton 
bridge and one 8-ton bridge across the river* 
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Take-off fTom.ATMf Gp.i' 1$80.\u25a0 Arrival idefczsii, ai>out lB3o. 

After my return^ "brief report to Q^bdHr The g37eat pictiire of the 
.operation is not very cheering; Arm^r Gp # is "being split 

into two diverging directions, and a decisive major .success 
\u25a0\u25a0 doubtful.in either direction' is. 

After the Dniepr lias been reached at 16ast a short rest 
period; will"be needed "by the tro ops especially for refit
ting of tank units. , 

\u25a0Development of the situation; In the meanwhile, the enemy on 
AGp. Center's front has succeeded in "breaking out of the 
Hevel pocket. We cannot,, say as yet whether this is the 
result of -Nineteenth Armd.Div. swinging toward Velikie luki 
too soon; in any case, this is a distressing developments 
The escaped elements will hurl themselves against Velikie 
LulcL and willmake life miserable for the elements of .Bine-
teenth Armd.Div*. in.the area, which have very tough going. 

• even now. And tliere are many more sore spots on the front 
of AGp. Center. On the southern flank, fOr instance/ the 
enemy has been able to penetrate at several points; and on 
the eastern front of yon Kluge's Army, which is forming 
north and south of .Smolensk* severa? sectors are under 
heavy at tacty. Notwithstanding all \u25a0..is, we shall probably 

.1	 succeed in stabilizing; our position east of Smolensk and 
so ensure' an early liquidation of the big enemy pocket 
west of Smolensk » , 

The costly battles involving some groups of our ArmcL 
% forces, in which the Inf. Divs. arriving from the ;west can 

take a hand only slowly., together with lo.ss of time due to 
bad roads .-which restrict "movement and the wearidess of the 
troop's marching and fighting without a break, have put a 
damper on all higher Hq.s.* Its most Visible "expression is 
the severe depression into which ObdH has been plunged. 

-:But in matter of fact there is. really no reason for any 
such thing. We must let the great break-through battle 
take its course and judge, its.:r.esultJLater. 

InAGp* South much ground has meanwhile been- gained toward \ 

tfmaii,. but the successes of, our troops in the battle with 
the 'Russian Twe.nty~sixth Army are on the whole of a 
defensive character. AGp. ITorth continues shifting its . 
troops to the north as has been planned, without too much 
interference .from the enemy now. AGp. Center reports a 
mounting bag of prisoners: Nearly 100,000 since 10 July. 

21, July 1941,, . (30th Day ). 

Situation. Ju^p. South:; The offensive of the Red Twenty-eixtli 
Army indeed has. pinned down the bulk Of Armd.Gp., as was to 
be expected. The advance on Uman.is' executed by parts only 
of Sixteenth, and Sieventli.A.vmd.Divs,. .. Owing to bad weather, 
the other Armies are advancing slowly., 

/ 
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AG-p. Centers* TTeiikie Luki, en the nor them wing, un
rortxmaSely ,haa to "be abandoned. , This Is "bad; many of the 
retreating enemy elements will get away as a res-alt. On 
the southern flank of Armd. Op. 2, at Propolsk the enemy :, 

has had local successes, which were checked "by attacks of 
fourth Arind,i>iv. Morever, ,the situation is still .quite 
precarious in;the Smolensk area, whe^ we have not ye., 
succeeded in 'completely -sealing the „:.*-*around the enemy. 

In AG-T3. Horth. continuation and smooth completion of the-
\u25a0 

\u25a0initiated movements. .	 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'.. 

1100-1200. Telephone conversation with Q-en ,von ,sodens tern 
(C of S, AGp. South): 

a) Splitting of ArntU Op, 1 *l. :* ,As long as the Russian 
Twenty-sixth Army south'" of Kiev has not 'been defeated, 
Armd. G-p. 1 cannot strike out for -any new objectives to 
the south. Armd.Gp. will "be lucky if, "by tactical 
envelopment of the eftemy falling ]?aok "before Seventeenth 
Airi3y.j it can reach Uman with some elements. 

"b) \lf Armd. Gp. 1 fails to "batter its' way "beyond Uman, 
Eleventh Army must go out to meet it with at. least 
strong Advance Combat Teams. Hungarian Cavaliy a^one 
is not enough. 

c ) :Reichenau T s Army .is splitting in two. It must, put more 
punch in its right wing and let up on. its left -wing, in 
order to push the enemy away from, and not against, the 
Dniepr11. 

d)	 "Forming of a strong group -south of Kiev for the eastward 
advance across the river must "be initiated as soon as 
possible-, or too late t In addition towe-ah^ll fee 
reserves; and \u25a0troops now far to the year, itmust comprise 

'~parts of Reichenau' s and Schwedler 1 "rrales. 

G-en. Brennecke (0 of .S Adp, Worth) i 

a) Chough ts on the next operations of Army Gp. } s right wing. 

\u25a0Ihave "b'eQome increasingly convinced that the right wing 
of the AGp. Horth mtis.t "be detached from, its command and 
combined with AGp. Center; the boundary would run on 
Bologoye, through Kholm, with these two towns passing to 
AGp. Center. Irequest examination and comment "by Army Gp. 

"b)	 Thoughts on the eventual, reduction of.Krons tadt and 
Jjeningrad. Army Gp. will let' us •know Its ideas on the 
subject • 

c)	 Condition of roads through the marsh area south of\u25a0 Lafee 
Ilmen. Aerial photograph. 

Otzen (Rome) : Eeggenreiner Let him stay with his organizaaffair^. 
tion. 

G-en. Bogatsch reports on air situation. Ho essential hew findings 
apart from additional indications that the movements from 
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Bplogoye to I-enlngrad, Staraya Bussa and Veliki©Luki are 
apparently being carried out' under unified" direction. This 
would support the assumption that Twenty-,,see end Red Army' 
after all is a part of the northern G-roup. 

There is increasing evidence of a new rear position' running 
from the Lake district of /the Valdai,hillcomplex through 
the headwater region of the Dniepr to So slayland the Desna. 

The operational strength of the air reconnaissance units 
is. temporarily quite low. Difficulties in material replace
ment. Losses. 

The AA units, tjommitted are closing on the combat troops 
with commendable speed.	 . ' 

Gen. Oehquist reports on his journey to Finland. . Erfurth 1 s 
suspicion that Marshal Mannerheim is opposed to the opera-

Talked with Mannerheim '\u25a0\u25a0tion east of Ladoga, is unfounded.
 
and Srfurth. The underlying cause of this storm in the
 
teacup seems to "be that Brfurth, having little to do and to
 
say, suffered an attack of inferiority feelings.
 

The successes of the Finnish troops in the advance are very
 
gratifying.
 

G-ert,. 1 1-fa.tzky reports on current "business ir -is section* 

Q-ehlen reports on the fuehrer's visit to AG-p. Uorth. All seems
 
to have gone well at the conference. Someone, apparently
 

.	 Keitel, is constantly egging on the Fuehrer that Armor 
.should "he shifted from Center to AG-p,. JTorth.* that is, to 
the high ground east of Lake Ilmen. Doing that would "be 

• quite a mistake. 

True, itmight prove necessary to. divert some of our 
steadily dwindling Armor to -.'the Bologoye area in order to 

north, yon Leebeliminate this railroad center, "but farther 
now has all he can use. The Bologoye mission would best be 
'carried, out as an AGp. Center operation (after shifting the 
boundary L ). \u0084 

Major Buerker (Training Sec): Training, instructions for air—
 
.borne troops, and other current questions.
 

Major	 yon Onda'rza reports on his trip to G-ude*rian ls Arrnd. G-p»
 
Hothing new .of any consequence. .
 

CTbdH went to AG-p. Centery accompanied "by Heusinger. 

He relates his observations, and then Idiscuss with him'• 

my ideas on the future command organization in Center: 
yon Kluge must take over the right wing (southern part of 
Second Army and Guderian !s G-roup )to 

"
move it out of A.'3-p» 

Center in a -southeastern direction a: then, under c..: -go- . 
tion of yon Hundstedt. r advance" with >. -ibh's left wing in 
direction of Stalingrad, Yon Weichs must get the right 
wing of Hinth Army attached his' present left wing, Strauss*, 
yon Leeb's left wing. Yon Bock would then conduct the; 
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\u25a0\u25a0offenslve -iouth of the- line Kholm *- Bologoye (these towns 
'•'included ) in^an eastward direction' outflank Moscow on 

"bo til s^des , ( and reduce the city) and then continue with 
axis of advance on Kazan. As the spearhead of his front or 
his left wing, Hoth would, lead with his tanks under yon 

Bock!s command. 

!Ehis regrouping must in general be deferred until the 
objectives specified in the initial directives for the*:attack have "been reached,. We can and must go "beyond 
them in tactical operations,, wherever that is necessary in 
Overrunning those parts of the new Russian position which 
are situated directly in front of the objectives* 

Gen* Koestring ( Mil*Attache Moscow ) reports "back. He gives /an"' 
account of his experiences at the start of the war a:, is 

'very sharp in criticizing the air and vwal Attache's xor . 
leaving' iietr posts. 

Evening situation; . •&%>» South; Due to more heavy rainfall,, only 
minor changes in our positions. Uman has not yet, "been taken, 
"but to the north, Sixteenth and Eleventh Armd. Divs. pushed 
frOm the north into an enemy retreat movement going east 
and are now apparently engaged in heavy fighting. 
Eleventh Armd.Biv. has "blocked several trains loaded with 
troops and is fighting it out with them now. 

Center; Easing Of tension at Propoisk. At Mogilev there 
still is "bitter enemy resistance. At Smolensk we have not 
yet succeeded in slamming the door on the last escape route. 
Fighting is continuing at Nevel, where considerable enemy 
elements obviously have fought their way out* Velikie Luki 

\u25a0had to b© abandoned. In spite of these local setbacks, yon 

Bock's haul Of prisoners in the secpnd series of "battles** 
has already risen to more than 100,000; over 1,000 guns have 
been captured. 

A&o* Forth; On Xake Ilmen,- the enemy is being driven back 
slowly. On the right wing Of Army Gp. the movement to the 
north is getting under way, Ho other change. 

5S July 1941. . ( 31th Day) 
\ 

Situation! In AQ-p. South T heavy, fighting is in progress at Uman, 
where Slxt^snth and, Sieven th, Armd. 33ivs. have clashed with 
strong forces of the enemy, 'Apparently the enemy is 
concentrating units taken out of his withdrawing front against 
our tank wedge, in order to save as much as he can./.of the . 
perhaps substantial force in the area, now threatened with 

course,encirclement. This policy may of produce" some tight 
situations for our Armor in the Uman area, especially as the 
operation against the- Red Twenty-sixth Army looks as if.it 
might drag on a while o 

' 

. .\u25a0 

1In Reichenau s sector, adoption of our suggestion is showing 
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results. He is now making his main effort on the right wing 
in order to push the Koros ten enemy away from the Dniepr. 
Also formation of the assault group south of Kiev has now 
been initialed. 

InA&p. CCenterr r the Smolensk pocket is actually not yet 
closed. Seventh Armd.Div. is apparently not on the great 
motor highway to Moscow, "but north of it; fighting is 
continuing also in that area. How with the Nevel pocket 
"burst open and Velikie Luki abandoned,, the prospects of an 
overwhelming success in terms of enemy destroyed, are 
dwindling. Also on the Dniepr, at Hovi Bikhov, the enemy 
is stillholding firm and fighting. 

Zfi- A&p, ITorthT the movements are developing according to 
IS plan. 

Air: Bogatsch: a) Destruction of railroads. Railroad movements. 
"b) Aircraft destroyed to 'ate: 7,564. 
c) Assault on Moscow: 200 aircraft, using also 

the new 2.5 ton bombs. 

Sen. . ffellgielsel: 

a)	 Plans for future operations and new locations of Hq.s of 
Army Gps. and of OKE. 

"b)	 Signal troops for railroads: To date, Gercke has 
received one Bn, and five Cos.. to strengthen his own 
railroad formation. 

c) Radio intelligence: Three Corps at Odessa. Leningrad: 
One new Army Eg... , one Armd. unit southwest of Leningrad, 
two Divs. at Luga. 

d)	 Twenty-ninth Red- Army at Rybinsk 

c)	 Twenty-eighth Red Army at Sukhinichi. 

Capt. Loyke (Havy): Report on naval situation: The Russians are 
"becoming more active under British influence. Control 
Gulf of Riga with light naval units. Our mine "barrages can
not "be adequately replenished. Riga is being used by our 
light naval units , but is not yet usable as a permanent 
base, Windau is under attack by enemy air force. Conse
quently, Memel and Libau are depended on as based, for our 
shipping in the Baltic. 

ffrance: lecessity of cooperation wit-i France. Our problems 
in Mediterranean cannot be resolved any other way. 

Mediter ranean : Problem of shipping space can be conquered 
with the aid of French, The Italians are in no position 
to furnish the escort required. 

Atlantic: 23b battleships in the Atlantic before next fall. 
Until then only submarines ( at present 20, in fall 40, at 
the end of the year 50 operating); their effort greatly 
obstructed by intensified air patrolling: U.S. activity 
is	 making itself felt I 
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In the afternoon. ObdH returns from the who is again in 
a state over AGp» ITorth. It is not concentrated anywhere 
and does everything wrong. As a matter of fact, things 
up there are not quite as good as in other places, and 
cooperation with us is a little less smooth. 

In	 the afternoon, work on the directives for the coming 
operations of the Army Gps. 

Evening situation: Good progress on the southern wing of AGp. 
South, Otherwise no change. 

Evening: Conference with. OMH, Heusinger, Wagner on conduct of 
operation"Bar"barossa tr in the weeks to come.. 

With Paulus on preparations for likely operations in the West and 
in the Mediterranean. 

f 

23	 July 1941. ( 32nd Day ) 

Situation: In AOp. South, the wedge of Arra , Op. 1, pushed on 
Uman, is under heavy attacks from all sides. Cur other 
offensive operations, also the one against the Red Twenty-
sixth Army, are proceeding according to plan. 

AGp. Center: The Inf.Divs. are rapidly closing up. The 
flanks of Army G-p. are now coming under attack. 

AGp. fforth: When Sixteenth Army has "brought the current 
"battle to a close, it will "be transferred to its jump-off 
sector. 

Bogatsch:Gen»	 Air reconnaissance indicates start of movements 
against the flanks of yon Bock. Kalinin and Bologoye bear 
continued watching. Also Uzhevl Heavy AAA on the Smolensk 
and Bologoye fronts. 

Gen. Wagner: 

a)	 Supply situation. Still tight in Center, where consump
tion of ammunition is at a mounting rate. Instead of the 
required steady flow of 14 trains, arrivals vary "between 
8 and 15. 

"b)	 Continuance of the operation.. It willbe impossible to 
start off three groups simultaneously in AGp. Center on 
3 August. The best plan willbe to move up Kinth Army 
first, bring Second Army up to full strength in the 

\u25a0meantime, and after that concentre' on fillingup jSFinth. 

Army. Bobruisk probably will be Sufficient for yon* Kluge la new group. 
c) For sup-ply purposes, Armdc Gp. 3 must be transferred to 

Hinth Army (Dvinsk). 
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G-en. Buhle.: Tank losses generally reasonable. Total losses 
comprise on an average. 2Ofo of tank casualties. Personnel 

vary with Divs, IWorst hit are Eleventh, Sixteenth,losses 
Third, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth, First and 
Eighth Armd.Divs. Officer casualties in some -knits as 
high as 50fo I 
Truck situation generally satisfactory.. Armd. Commands 
want 8 to 10 days for reconditioning. Impossible at 
present I 

1800 Beport to Fuehrer: Isummarize the enemy situation and raise 
the question of the ultimate objectives of the operation. 

He Ims settled in his mind the objectives specified in 
yesterday's OKW directive and sticks to them, enemy or no 
enemy, or any other considerations. 

Yon Bock so willhave to release his Armd. Gps. and move 
on Moscow with Inf. alone. 

Moreover, the Fuehrer right now is not interested in 
Moscow; all he cares about is Leningrad.' This sets off a 
long-winded tirade on how yon Leeb's operation ought to 
have been conducted and why Armd.G-p. 3 now has to be thrown 
into the batt.le to destroy the enemy at Leningrad. 

The chief object of the operations is viewed by him in the 
smashing of the enemy, a task which he believes would 
probably be accomplished by the time we are abreast of 
Moscow. Subsequently ( and into the rainy fall seasonl) 
he imagines one could drive to the Volga and into the 
Caucasus with Armd.Divs. alone. 

Let's hope he is right -—-but all one can say is that time 
spent in such a conference is a sad waste. 

— 
Evening situation: At Uman, the situation is still tight. In 

AG-p. Center, large numbers of prisoners are beginning to 
come in from the pockets. The coming attack on yon Bock's 
flanks is becoming more sharply outlined. 

24. July 1941. ( 33rd Day ) 

Situation: In AG-p. South, the situation in Eleventh and Seven
teenth Armd.Divs. is growing increasingly acute. The two 
Divs. are much too weak to withstand the onrush of the 
enemy driven back by Schwedler and Seventeenth Army, and 
it is difficult to get reinforcements to them from the main 
"body of Armd. G-p., which is pinned down in fighting right 
now. Seventeenth and Eleventh Armies are making good 
progress; but Eleventh Army is pointed very far to the 
southeast instead of hard to the east I Sixth Army is still 
scattered all over .the map. Ho concentration anywhere t 

Center is closing up. Enemy pressure against the flanks is 
preparing or ( in the; north ) already developing. Difficult
ies on the extreme right wing of Second Army. 
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l££|h is regrouping for new advances , So. far it is still im
pQ^-Qi"l)l^>----tßp-jbaiqe'" out at what point the main weight is going • 

' 
\u25a0to	 "be concentrated. 

&en. Bogatscli reports transport movements: rearward on the 
front of AGpi South, and frontward, in the sector of AGp. 
Center, 
In the evening, another movement is, reported running ea,s t—-ward from Gomel, 

Badio intelligence has indications that Timoshenko 1 s Hq. has "been 
divided into two sections, whereby it may be ejected that 
his personal influence will "be felt on' the right flank of 
AGp-. Center, and that of his 0 of S, on the left flank. 

Qen. Buhle 

a)	 Ten days 1 pause for overhauling before. Armd, Divs-. start 
on the new offensive.. Then we can count on 60 

- 70$ 
tank striking power* Dust is to "blame for rise in 
engine casualties, since the crossing of the Beresina. 

*b)	 Some Arind. Divs. should. "be .stripped to fillup other 
Divs. T^iat would get us to Kharkov with a"bout BO'fo 
Operational tanks. 

We would release for that purpose Sixteenth Armd.Div, 
in Arsd. Gp # 1, Seventeenth in Arnd.Gp. 2, and Twentieth 
in Armd. Gp. 3. The Divs. destine-" 1 for cannibal iu.ition 
will surrender the "bulk of their v: . .?.r%el and all 
personnel save their sq.s , These skeleton Divs. compris
ing sOfo of the ivTGO and 10$- of the enlisted personnel and 
at least one officer of each tactical unit, will "be 
returned to' the 21*. 

Gen. Keitel (Personnel Diy.): Our reserve of 2,000 young officers 
is used up' except for a few Anti-Tank, Artillery and 
Engineer's .-officers; of the 4,700 remaining in the Replace— 
ment Army, not. all are fit for frontline service. System 
of direct requisitions from Mil.Districts willbe dis
continued. All requisitions for officers must go through— 
Personnel Div. • Hew officer training courses begin on 
20 A-ugj 5,000 candidates. Bn. COsasJe getting scarce, 
(Take good men of company rank I) 

Heusinger: Current matter 9 and preparation for the oof S 
conference on 25 July. 

Liaison Off. ACfo, Horth: Talk a"bout situation in AGp. North, and 
orientation on new operation. . . 

G-en. Paulus: Havy does not want to continue assignments for 
"Haifisch", OKW will not reopen the English question before 
the spring- of 1942, but it is essential to have something 
going in the West* to keep the interest of the troops alive. 

ffield Hfentehal yon .Bock; Had a talk with the Fuehrer 

;a)	 Concerning the 'holv^: at Smolensk. 
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*b) Hi'S worries a"bout the. right wing; of Second Army* 

\u25a0ffiyening:...si tuat ton shows frothing new. The .situation on the right 
wing of Second Army has, eased . (Apparently only reconnais~" 

\u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0-• .sance thrusts). '	 . . 

25	 July 1941. (34th Day ,) & 

\u25a0Situation: In.AQ-pw- South. s ome progress in the development -of the 
situation on the northern wing and south, of Eiey. Oil the 
southern wing of Armd. Gp.l the situation is stilla little 
uneasy. On, the whole, things are clearing up., though. 

In AGp. Center yesterday's air reconnaissance shows that 
the enemy is "bringing up forces against the right flank of 
Army Gp 6j apparently also by rail. Here we shall have to'"" 
expect an	 '•..„\u25a0attack", soon..	 p 

tin the northern flank of Army . the enemy seems to "be re -
grouping, with the idea of using only Armor to protect his 
rear position at RsheV, and "building up his front in the 
Valdai Hills with Inf. 

la AGp. UorttL &o important developments. 

1130 1600 Conference with the oofS of the Army Gps.: yon 
Sodenstsrn-, yon Greiffenberg, Brennecke. 

a)	 Brief opening address "by OT?dH (thanks, interference 
from top level, need for adapting to the character of 
country and enemy* demand for .energetic leadership; * 
warning- against ovordispersal by lateral e'rpansion; 
maintainance of depth; resupply; need for dear-cut 
dispositions "by selfetors**). Discussion: 

a) Brief retrospect. We review tactical and operational 
experiences. 

t>) Present situation. Resources for developing 
opportunities and necessity for Army G-ps. to take a 
hand, especially in i'lorth and South***, 

c) Plans for conduct of new operations, with particulars 
on possible execution* 

d)	 Supply mat tors. '(Presentation T-"" Wagner.) 

c)	 Organizational matters, (presentation "by Buhle.) 

$he	 AG-p. 0s of S "briefly comment on the possibilities-
envisaged them, and on timing* 

Allowing for a period of rehabilitation,' AGx>. Center 
could "be ready to start the nef offensive on a"bout 10 Aug. 
Right wing, if necessary, could start off sooner. Also 
left wing, where less opposition is expected, could start 

v 
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\u25a0ope^t&omV at; an earlier^ date ( 3 5 Aug). 

>'\u25a0A£n«w,lorth: believes: it; will "be able start- at' the end 
of the :yonth,-- with main effort at Lake../ llmen (Busch). 

A£p « . South, thinks that,, '"by- the end. of-the month,... it.will 
have everything ready for Beichenau 1 s offensive across the 
Dniepr north and south of Kiev. It also, hopes that Armd. 
Gp. 1 willhave completed its mission west of the Dnieprf 

"by that time, so that it could proceed to the crossing of 
the river at Kremenchug and Chs£kassi with a view to an 
eventual junction of Armd.G-ps. 1and $ in the area north
west of Kharkov,. 

It remains to "be seen if local cooperation with AGp. Center, 
west or directly east of .the Dniepr at an earlier- date 
C end of July ) offers .any chances, of success against the 

; • 
\u25a0Kussian Fifth.Army. ~ . . 

Swply will "be quite difficult, even ifrailroad capacity 
improves over present levels « Overwhelming problems need to 
W overcome in supplying northeastward advance of. Armd.Gp. 
3, toward the Valdai Hills. 

Pro igtline messages report heavy attacks into southern flank of 
AGp, Center (Begt. Q-rossdeutschland and XIICorps). 

The evening. reports offer no important news apart from .confirming 
the transport movement from-^somel on Orel through Bryansk,,, 
which started on 24 July and continued through 25 July. 

In the sector of AG-p. Center* the enemy put on parti u/^larly 
heavy attacks east of Uovi Bildiov, a '•''dara and nortiiwe'st 
Of Boslavl today. 

In AG-p. South., the -onset tied situation at .TJman has "been 
stabilized. .' \u0084 

In AGp.. Horth,T no important new developments. The <at tacks 
oh Lake 11men..are making only slow progress. 

Statistics-, on -prisoners and booty in AG-p. Centeri Since 
battle of Minsk, 185,487 prisoners, 2,030 tanks., 1,918 guns. 

•26 July 1941. (35th bay. ) 

Situation:' South: The enemy is still finding means to escape 
the. developing encirclement. Savage coiinter attacks against 
the advancing pursuit forces cover the effort of extricat
ing troops' from the threatened area, which is accomplished 
with exceeding skill, by. 'both rail and mot. movements. The 
Eed Twenty- sixth Army has been severely/compressed; the 
Bed Fifth Army is shifting its main 'weight to the east. 

Center: On the. front of yon Bock's extreme right wing, the 
enemy is giving ground. The strong forces which recently 
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were at Gomel .apparently are "being shifted, northward, to-
the area of the, Iloslavl Smolensk highway. At Yelnya,

' 
the enemy 1

is -continuing" his attacks with new Divs. and new 
tanks, "brought ~ up from the east. < 

Attacks also from northeastern direction against Hoth!s 
northern flank. Oar Inf. is closing up. 

"' Horth*. . Enemy resistance "by many sma" enemy "bodies light
ing stubbornly on 'the. front ,o£ the sor Jaern wing and on 
"both sides of Lake.. Ilrae'h. In Manstein T s sector, slow 
progress in very difficult terrain,, West of Lake Peipus, 
the enemy forces are "being pinched off at Dorpat. 

Qver-al^ picture: Snemy defense is becoming more aggress 
sive; more tanks, more planes. In addition to ten new 
Divs. previously listed* fiften more new Divs. have "been

' 
\u25a0reported. 

Morning conference with Obdff. Ioutline the proposals of 
the Army &ps, for the next moves, adding my critical com
ments.' Iam surprised "by his emphasis on the necessity of 
an early attack against the. strong enemy group at Gomel., 
It "becomes soon apparent that this is one of the, luehrer 1 s 
notions.. 

Such a plan implies ,a shift in our strategy from the 
operational to the tactical level. If striking at small 
local enemy concentrations . "becomes our: sole objective, 
the campaign will resolve itself into a series of minor 
successes which will advance our front only by -inches. 

\ a policy eliminates all tactical J?isks andPursuing such 
ena"bles us gradually to close the gaps "between the front ' 

of the. Army G-ps., "but the result will'"be t&at we feed all -our. strength into a front expanding. in width at the sp,crif ::. 
ice of depth. and end up in position warfare L 

O"bciH calls up yon Bock* to, talk over the possibilities for in 
'\u25a0' offensive against the Gomel group. "n Bock vehement ,.y 

opposes any attack with tanks from the ..:,ast, holding that 
such a diversion of Armor /"would csabotage the very. Operational 
conceptions, underlying tiie plan for the new phase of , the 
campaign, 

: 

• . _ 
* 

. 

Major yon Below. (Liaison Off. to C-uderian) reports on enemy 
. picture and situation. Cosibat strength of our own troop^

after five days of refitting willbe aNn average of about 
.' 50$. -T-

•Memorandum in justification of himself.. 

yon B-frzdorfr Japan: Hew Cabinet apparently continues pro—Axis— —orientation. Timing may Ids changed. Indochina. 
l/ladivostok. 

France has "been put on ice. "Mo reply to their notes "before 
two or three weeks. Question of Bizerjbe is being worked on. 

Turkey: . Papen reports that things will follow their logical 
development if we make progress against Bussia. Geriran 
offers postponed until some later date.. The fixrks are 
thinking of the creation 'of "buffer states in Caucasia 

'

and 
Hurk.es tan.** 
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British control, (goldl.-).Iranr Government" victually under 

—
 
1T.5.A,. Ejxtry into the war unlikely at the moment, 

Still, Roosevelt |;s "hectic policyIadmits .if surprises.. 
Efforts to give assistance by supplies are indicated "by-
stepped*~up shipments to. Basra. 

Finland fights shy of "breaking 
" 

diplomatic relations 
with England,- Seizure of Finnish ships "by England will 
perhaps speed up the matter* 

Sweden has refused joining the Axis, We -shall ignore her 
\u25a0in the future . 
Balkans t Bulg&ro-Rbiianian conversations on frontier read
justment and resettlement of populations. 

Italy: War unpopular. Strong voices against the policy 
of Colonial and Empire expansion* Fuehrer's letter to II 
Duce, reminding him to keep watchful eye on France. (The 
motive- probably is to dissipate Italian suspicions. 5 

* 
G-eru Konradi:., a) 1-iae Reich Marshal it critical of the Army. 

b) Air Force wants Army to tell- where it 
wants ma%n effort. '

c) Review of coming operations. 

~ 1800 3015 Report	 on plans of the Army Gps.to the fuehrer 
Longw.inded-, at times \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0warm, discussion on missed opport

\u25a0unities for encirclement. He 'wants: 

1*) AGp. South must abandon the plan of an operational 
envelopment west of the Dniepr, ifprospects of success 
are seen diminishing. Allirmd. Divs. must then be 
put across to eastern bank. 

2.)	 Disposition of Gomel by a purely tactical operation 
' conducted by a new group to be formed under yon Kluge". 

The operation must be launched at the earliest, regard
less of the timing of other attacks, and if possible 
be developed into encirclement of the Korosten group. 

3.)	 Yon Bock 1 s group for the frontal offensive on Moscow 
should start pushing ahead slowly as soon as ready.** 
Ho hurry.*** 

4.) Hoth should start his drive on the Valdai Hills as 
soon as possible, so that he would get there no later 
than the right wing of Sixteenth Army. 

5.)	 In AGp.. North main effort on Lake Ilmen. 

The	 FFuehrers.r rs. analysis, which at many points is unjustly 
critical of the Field Commands, indicates ateomplete break 
with the strategy of large operational conceptions, ton 
cannot beat the Russians with, operational successes, he 
argues, because they simply do not knew when they are 
defeated. On that account it will be necessary to destroy 
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them "bit "by' 'bit% in Small encircling actions ofa purely 
tactical character.* 

Of course,, there is something in these ideas as regards the 
Russians. But

x 
following such -a course implies letting the 

enemy dictate our policy, and reduces our operations to a 
tempo which will not permit us to reach our g0a1,... the Volga. 

We must remember that the' Russians have plenty of manpower, -and it is very unlikely that we could pursue the new policy 
to the point where the enemy cracks and the way is clear, 

again for operations on a "big scale. \u25a0 

T§: me, these arguments mark the "beginning decline of our 
initial strategy of imaginative operations, and a willing
ness to throw away the opportunities offorded us "by the 
impetus of our Inf. and Armor. • , 

It remains to "be seen whether this radical change in strat
\u25a0egic conception, which at first certainly will come as a \u0084 

surprise also to the enemy,., will."brin^ ihe desired success. 
My representations stressing the importance of Moscow are 
"brushed aside without any valid counter evidence. 

£en. IFaulus -reports on.his visit to AGp. Itorth. Hoeppner, Man-
stein and Heinhard concur; that the area "between take Ilmen 
and Lake Peipus is unsuited to operations of Armd. units. 

' Allwe. can do at Xake Ilmen is to attack with Infantry while 
keeping in readiness the Armor not yet committed (Manstein !s 
oorps,), for a follow-up where Infantry has cleared the path. 

\u0084 

' As va consequence development of the "battle willhe very- slow. 

Tile situation 'of Ee.inhard ls Corps, is very 'uncomfortable. 
Reinhard vehemently demands to "be given the go—ahead signal. 
But this is out of the question as long.as the offensive from 
the direction of Luga has not "become effective. 

Greatly intensified enemy air activity is reported also in 
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•area, \u25a0that • 

ffvening situation: Uo jrajor changes* Heavy enemy attacks in the 
sectors previously su*b,jected to enemy action: In AG-p.
South, against the tank wedge, where the enemy evidently 
had a local success against Eleventh Armd.Div^j and in AG-p. 
Center against yon Klug.e's wings and flanks* . • 

Increased enemy- air. and tank activity,' especially against 
Hothis left shoulder. \u25a0 

i
13ae enemy shows intense activity albn£ 5 bhe entire front, 
evidently in the hope of freeing yet the elements encircled'' v 

at Smolensk. Two or three Army Hq.s are believed to "be 
trapped in the pocket... iTew 'Army Eis are taking tfeeir pla-ces 
on the Yront of AG-p. Center. 
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27.M1& W4-1.. { 3.6 th Day ) 

S 'tuationt In AGp* South, disastrous rainstorms have paralyzed 
all movements. All,we can try to accomplish now is to push 
the tank -wedge aimed at Uman sufficiently far to the south, 
so as to cut at least the railroad and roads going east 
through Umaii. 

In A,Oo. Center weak enemy attacks are reported-'on the Bniepr, 
at Gomel) heavier ones at Roslavl. All were Repelled, at\u25a0>

great cost to the enemy in prisoners and guns. At Telnya, 
the front has quieted. In Eoth 1 s sector., the enemy launch
ed local- attacks mostly in Biu or Hegt. strength, without 
success. Attacks were also repulsed on the left wing, south 
of Velikie Iraki. Enemy air activity is on the increase . 
and' in par Vquite uncomf orta"ble. . 

AGp. Forth. l\Tothing new. /Stiff enemy resistance on the 
£ront of our lake' Ilmen group; on the rest of this front no 
major, actions. West of hake Peipus., .p^rt of the enemy force 
is encircled north of Dorpat. The other sectors are quiet. 

G-en. Wagner: 

a ) -transport of Wounded •-— Hospital trains. -A process is 
now. underway to Have all,hospital cases evacuated "by 

.\u25a01.0 .August. x To this end we need one. train- per Army; 
S i^th Army nee ds more. 

"b) Arrival of supply trains satisfactory in South? just 
enough in- Center; not enough in.lJorth. . 

c)	 oQ,u' conference on 28 July t Program for conference . 
Our aim must "be to fill,up the first issues everywhere -"by 3 Aug.;after that we can "begin stockpiling a" mmuni— 
tion. 

d) Briefing on. operational plans 
V 

Q ) Military Grovernment; Ukrainians and nationals of the 
Bajb.tis States are "being released from prison camps. In 
AGp., South the "boundary of the Rear 'Area is "being 
moved forward. / . 
On 1August, Vilna will "be taken over "by the V/ehrmachts— 
befehl shafter; Bialystok will l)e incorporated in Sast . 
Prussia and Xjwqw passes to control of Military Commander-

\u25a0in the . G&vern^GnWG-eneral .	 . 

£) Hungarians will."be. taken out of the areas temporarily 
administered "by them, which go to. G-overnment-G-eneral, 
on 1Aug. 

g) Slovaks will remain, in the area, now taken over "by G-oVern
meni>-General, witty Army G-p. retaining formal control of 
them. They are merging two Divs. into one and carry 
out a training program. 

h) Army mall. On the whole nc complaints. Delivery either 
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way 6 8 days in >3ixth Army.,:10 1.4 days in Fourth. 
Army, 

i) Tank s-pare Darts situation improved, also as regards 
engines.' 

k)	 Occupation costs in France reduced from 20 to 10 "billion 
• . \u25a0francs .	 . . 

Q-en. Brand < •(Arty.): 

a) Coastal artillery; To date only nine Btrys. along coast 
to Riga; three more in preparation for shore" east and 
west of Pernau. Project fox coast of Gulf of Finland! 
one .17 cm 8n.., two 10 cm Bns. 

k) Kr.onstadt-j Artillery armament of fortress and possibil
ities for attack. Pictorial map. ' 

Creru Buhle: 

a) Loss of materiel through enemy surprise attack on 
Sixteenth Armd.. Dlv.* Motorcyle Go., and a 5 cm AT Plat. 
must "be activated. 

Id)	 Organizational plans for the activation of first-class 
Divs. (present First Draft, strengthened ), second-class 
Divs. ( for all defensive missions); and of third-class 
Divs. ( occupation duty). 

c)	 In eaoh Division .immcMlized in the rear area, one Plat. 
of captured tanks will"be activated for the Anti-tank 
Cos. ( i.e., 6 tank platoons per Div., each with 4 or 5 
taluks ); in Security Divisions, one Plat. 

d) Himer's Staff will "be recalled* Srfurth' s Staff reduced. 

c)	 The post of a "Staff Officer in charge of Armd.-TrainsllA rmd.-Trains 11 ' 
must "be created at OKH. Will "be assigned to the Staff 

\u25a0the Armored Troops .Chief .** . 

Gen. Jacol) 

a) Distribution of Bridge Olms. Beallocation gives the 
. following distribution? 

Armd. 'Gp. 3: 13 Bridge Olms. B (add 2') total 15 

Second- Armies': 18 Bridge Olms. B"
 
A H- rp total 22 

Armd.Gp. 2 and 
Second and Fourth 30 Bridge Olms. B" 
Armies: . 3 » G total 33 

Army Gp.South: 66 Bridge Clms. B 
3 !! » G 

\u25a0n ni	 t,5 » 
onch fl total 79 
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Army' G£v ITorth:- S3' Bridge Glms. B"'
 « 
I? H fj 

4 G 
«\u25a03
 

8 Austrian 1r total 48.
 
t>) Hiver mines for the Dnieprj -mines and wire carried "by 

\u25a0Eng. units. . . . 

QbdH .Visited AGp* Center:; Review of the plans for Gomel, :'.".' 
offensive against Moscow,; and Hoth's operation against the 
Valdai Hills: . .'\u25a0 

Guderian must take out time for rehabilitation of materiel 
and personnel. Will "be finished about 3 or 4 Aug.. 
VIIand IX Corps will "be placed under Guderian* s command-
to relieve his Armd* ~

-forces. VIICorps will strike on 
Roslavl; this attack should, if possible ,"be conducted as a 
preliminary to the attack on Gomel ., 

Hoth will a one/, under control of Strauss. Yon Kluge will "be 
withdrawn and take over Hothls. assault group now under' Hq, ' Second Army. 

' . ' 

Evening: In South f -"bad weather. Bridge, is "being constructed at 
' 

Dubossary. Eleventh Army wants a "break of three days*" 
(Impossible, paired attack with Armd >?.), Kleist again 
-wants to run off to the southeast instead of swinging south— 
ward. Russian Cavalry north of Korosten. 

On front of AGp. Center, appearance of two Divs. previously 
identified at ICorosten. Cavalry west of Gomel, in the 
Bobruisk area. ,Some of the Russian Inf. attacking at Roslavl 
had no rifles* were guarded by partisans .* 

AGp, Uorth. Lake Ilmen sector. In front of yon Mans te in, 
the enemy is holding doggedly. The time is ripe to take 
Uarva. lorth of Dorpat, a. Russian pocket has been cleaned 
out; 1,600 prisoners, over 50 guns. 9 enemy bridges 
north of Luga. 

.38 July 1941., (37th Day) 

' 
Sjtuationi Ho important new developments. An order has been 

issued to AGp. South. to swing Armd.Gp. 1 not to the south-* 
east, but to the south, on Uman,. 

In AGp. .Center the Russian Cavalry behind, the right wing 
of AGp, Center is still active and is reported to have even 
damaged the railroad line to Bobruisk. Counter-measures 
have been initiated. 

;The Mogilev pocket is ow completely 'caned out. li.-
numbers cf prisoners ai_d guns corrobc^ate ofr original 

\u25a0estimate of 6 enemy Divs. , 
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In/AGp. Jfor:th. G-ood progress toward Staraya Eussa. Other
wise no change. AGp. asserts it can launch the Narva attack 
only IfEeinhard* s entire group is swung forward on the 
hinge of First Arml. Div. Sounds quit** unplausi"bl .... To 
my mind » the whole attack is no ;mo:?- than a. Combat ng*\u25a0 

„. assault 

Field Marshal, yon Bock ( on -phone x) lOgO": 

1,)	 Terrain east of the Spsh river InrpracticaTDle- for 
Chide rianJ s attack. 

2.)	 Eoslayl must "be taken.. To do this, Guderian" need not 
advance in direction of Bryansk, "but can turn off to the 
Iput river. Eoslavl is in any event necessary as a 
Jump-off "base* for the right wing of yon Bock's Group 
In its eastward advance, as well as for Gliderian. 

3.)	 Yon Bockls forces too weak for further advance to -the 
east, since he needs large forces on his right wing 
( echelo nned flank protection)*.* In that he is rightt 

4»)	 Action taken "by Afmy G-p. to eliminate Russian Oav. force 
in its rear. (jegelein, Sch^nkendorf ; elements of 
rear Divisions are "brought up for a concentric drive; 

y' Air Force Is alerted). 

5.)	 Gudarian needs until 3 or 4 August* 

G-rou-ping of eneimr; 

3few- ffront Bxf Sottth. (Odessa) :; Hinth, Second, Eighteenth 
Armies 

Old Front -Eq Southwest?,. Twelfth, Sl\ 'h, Twenty-sixl-' and 
tfifth\Ari&ie 

Hew' Army Hq near Leningrad. 

Bogatschr 

a)	 Unidentified transport movements, from the area of 
BiMnsk to Leningrad. (From Moscow?) 

"b)	 Harva "bridge apparently made unusable, for trains. 

c) Uewi Bailroad line under construction from the Baltic 
ports south of Leningrad, to the Ei"binsk railroad line. 
Eight of way and structures finished. Tracks" have not 
yet "been laid', perhaps of service for moving troops. 

d)	 Extensive destructions inBologoye -EH station (aerial 
photograph). " 

. .' .-)•\u25a0•> 

c) Activities interpreted as at tenets, to prepare the 
\u25a0 Estonian ports for defense from landside. Land** 

fortifications south of Kronstadt?* 

f) Behind sector fronting AGp. Souths industrial evacu^-*-, 
tions,. For the mo.st part the rail network appears to 
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"be at critical points. Fo operational movements 
\u25a0observed, \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0' ! 

yon Ziehrberg:. Current reassignment a*' Decorations for (Jen. Staff 
personnel. 

Eeporjb 1300s $nemy attacks south of Luga result in penetration 
in -the sector of 289th Div. Parts of Eighth ArmdJ)iv« must 
Tdg committed. 

Golc Oehenar; Reports on his tour to AGp» South, o?he "Do" units 
and the Heavy Socket Launchers* have been exceedingly 
effective everywhere. ¥c must see to it chat this evident
ly very effective weapon is put to even more extensive use, 

ffiie difficulty lies in ammunition supply. 

Geru iFell^le'b&l;. Axes of commmii cat ions for yon Kluge and Hoth(s— 
ArirujGpe In 'jhe projected 'operat ions. Oipher operations 
procedure.** 

/— 
Lt. Coy Stleff rejorU en his trip to Armd. Gp. 3. Eoad 

pro'bleiiifi and combat conditions, ~~ Amia'unition difficulties,'— 
*-— \u25baEesentment -against A.vmd*Crp* 2. Condition of vehicles. 

?,***\u25a0•Direct ives, not orders 

Ma.ior Mneller-Hille'brand reports on his visit to Hinth Armd.Div*— —- —•Ocmbat conditions . Leadership. Roads. Traffic 
control. 

Evening: si i..',-,,tion; Soiithr With roads still very "bad, Army Gp* is 
moving its Armd. &p« harder to south— southeast. (Should "be 
s til11 more to the southl) 

J?§P.iLli.l. euclrcled at Smolensk still fairly strong. 
-An e saumy attack ( allo^'ecUy a )av Corp*:, of three Divs.) 

-
w 

:ie 'Sojha-3 "oroteeL. into +hexi iiank. Heavy attacks at 
Eogachev and iiof-lavl and a.j.5 en the front of Armd* Gp.3, 
whers fiva Hitlo Dlv.i, aad Wiree Ai'ind.'Dlvs » haVe 'been 
identified,, 

|For_t]a». Brea-k— thro^igh at Lu^a has "been sealed; Advances on 
the right wing &.n3. uovard Siaraya R-.iQsa., 

At the evening situation coiifarence^ Iagain point out the 
absurdity of che operation? now decided on. Triej are "bound 
to result i^j. dispsrsior;. of our strength and checking of 
the di-ive on Moscow ; the . crccial oobjectivee c Yon Bock J s 
Group oD'-^i.-rasly has "been to a point where he is 

: "barely a?)le to replace his Armor with Infantry, let alone
 
r mounb any offensive., Attack .-Impossible 'before 10 Auga
 

_Jl9_;Mz_l <i4l_^ ( 23th Day'). 

Mtuajbigni lew restricted gains. Pockets are developing 
"between Armd»%<o 1 and. Seven bee nth Army, also "between. Seven
teenth and Eleventh Armies. _, 
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Center: Local attacks. Enemy situation on the whole un
changed. Another new Army B4 has "been inserted In the 
front; it controls three new Rifle Di^s,,, one of which is 
made up mainly of untrained Moscow Indus b rial workers, 

ITorth^ Amazingly good progress on Kholin, Also advances 
in the direction of Staraya Bussa* il'lie enemy penetration 
in the Luga area has "been contained, "West of take Peipus 
two small enemy pockets have "been formed. 

&en.	 Wagner (Gen Qu): 

a) Arrival of- trains is good in.lorth (18) and'Oentcri (lO)'; 
insufficient in-South (lO). 

o.< "b)	 It will take until 15 Aug. to replenish the first 
ammunition issue in all organizations; stockpiling will 
"be possible only after that* 

c) Spare yarts situation; Eopair installations in tiie 
'Orsha "base have Veen centralized. Engines have arrived 
for 80 Tanks 111 and 30 Caeca 38 \u25a0Tanks, ( We requisition-
Ed 250.; Specialist workers have arrived at the front. 

d) 'Truck replacements urgently needed. 

c) Uew opcrations : 

ITorth thinks it can carry out its operations with 18 
trains, daily, Annd.Gp. 3 thinks its "best plan is to 
advance along the railroad line. Railroad line usalbl© 
as far as Hovo Sokolniki; 8,000 tons of Truck "Glm. 

needs*) .space	 (including 4,000 tons for immediate 

Eighteenth Army is supplying Eeinhard 1 s Corps through 
Pskov (G-en Q,u "base) . Transport capacity of. Eighteenth 
Army has declined 40$, owing to immobilization of 
trailers,** 

*** bridge under construction at Ullao 

jSouth still needs more Truck Olms. to transport supplies 
from the jump-off "base to the front 1 railroad line 
cannot handle the volume. Dniepr crossing planned for 
5 Aug, Itwill 'be possible to move up 1^- ammunition 
issues for. the operation. 2sooo2 s 000 tons have been allocator. 
Ed for the preparation -of the crossing at Clterkassii, 

Balta	 is Army "base, with fuel depots and medical 
services,. Base in the Dniepr "bend, plarai&d for Inter 
onr Prepai^vbious initiated for sea route t^ Eiko-layei/' 
(Merk), . . 

f)'"Administrative Orders" appendix to tlae .Operational 
Orders for the ne^ offensive. 

0.01.	 Breith. (Armd. 'Troops) reports on his visit to Armd. Gps „ 
2 and 3. liething new of any. importance. Traffic 
discipline and control # deficient. Control Dots, too 
weak. Hqs of Armd. Divs. and Corps need, organic Hq. guards. 
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G-ause;	 in North Africa,Gen. Paulus ? G-em> Command or^.nization 
Plan for attack on To"bruk».. 

Cjga.* Osterkamp ( Chief ,. Army Batlons Office ) 

a) Preparations for the winter ,\u25a0 jik-e?^jvnlxj.g raed.;vj expect 
cooking kettles,* General conference &i C-en Q,u' s 
Office today* 

"b)	 Batio:-;is for North Africa set asides 50,000, for 50 days. 

c)	 Crop prospects? 

Bread cereals: last year, 11.6 mill, tons, this year 
12.8. Average of last five years, 
13.9 

ffodder grain' Last year, ,12.08 mill, tons, this year, 
11.13., Average of last five years* 
15, 07. 

Total ;grain crop' Last year,. 23.07 mill, tons, this 
year, 23.9, Average of last five 
years, 25.5. 

d)	 Total crop;. Good average crop. New Bast produced 0.6 
mill. y,yD& more than last year. Protectorate 0,2 mill. 
tons under laau year's production. 

c) Farm labor
 
From other conn tries 210,000
 
PW& 1,500 ,000
 
But*elan FWs . £00,000
 

round 3,000^000 

f) Potatoes? Li...bo, "but not "bad 

g) Hay; .R'ia.'St mowing good average in both quantity and 
q.ua.'j i':y n 

h)	 Li'/estoo'i; Cattle,. \u25a0? tat iona^yj h.og3j somewhat more. 

i) Co'itpariscn "between food rations in England and in' 
Germany; Meat, same, 1 "bread, "bet ter in England; jam, 
cheese and. fr.t, "better in G-ei-manyj svgar } coffee. 
tea, hotter in In^jml 

Heusingor; a) Problems likely to "be encountered "by AG-p, Horth 
in fighting coastal fortifications,, Artillery*, 

"b) A:at:lcj.pat<ad strength requirements after svicoessa-. 

ful completion of operations in Bucsia. Memorand
urn on clis-DOSition of forces. 

Pau3.us: Report en liis ccnference with GO' 

a)	 Any restrictions Imposed on i^JSz_G^^_3pTzb :__s>x __Q2!£2. 
Answer evasive IVIIIAir Corps employed ijsupport 
of push of Lake Ilmen Group, without,notifying GO. 

-
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"b) Itforth Africa is an Italian theater of operations. 
Bast ice is in full charge there.— Eigh Command Armd. 

jiiiflt"oe(rp^ organis go. , Will control defensive front 
ay GuJ-im ai.ui the noMle wing, 

Ie i.-
l.a'.i.-.:a;ng: w:lll decide about attack on Tobruk. 

c)	 >j3t3.S^y3rj-.V-K.. Qi\. transport on Norlii'African route is 
the responsibility of the Italians. In the present 
situation it would "be a crime to allocate German planes 
for this purpose. OE¥ has nothing left to help out 
with. 

Evening situationi 

a)	 Straits of Eleventh Army due to lack of ammunition and 
attacks from the south. 

"b)	 AGp^,__Sp_\rbh plains to have Schwedler' s strike eastward 
toward the Dniepr and against Kiev* 

c)	 Center? Enemy river "boats on the Pripet are harrassing— 
our troops o Enemy Cay. Corps is still kicking up in 
the rear of the Army Gp. VII Corps is 'brought bo "oear 
&£• ,inst Soslavl. Enamy attack achieves minor penetra
tion in Nineteenth and Twentieth Armi.jJivs,. Unusually 
heavy attacks against VI Corps and Fourteenth mot«.Div» 

d)	 In AGt>. North, enemy puts on powerful attacks on Velikie 
Luki. Our troops are in a precarious position owing to 
lack of ammunition. IICorps makes very good progress 
in the direction of Kholm. 

15ie situation on the "boundary "between Army G-p, Center 
and North makes it necessary to combine the forces in the 
area for unified action.. Order to this effect has "been 
issued. The combined force will "be under command of 
Ninth. Army. Iwanted to have this done several da.ys 
ago,: "but was vetoed then o 

30	 July 1941 (39th J>ay) 

Situation; In AAGop o South, the weeks of grindir? at the Russian 
front in the Ukraine are beginning to tell. s'hs enemy 
front is crumfbling* ilotwithstano.ing, we mus b expect- that 
owing to the absence of any pressure from the Romanians 
and the existence of several well-presevvid enemy Divs. in 
the sector of the Front Ctoup Sou-ch s, an a-Lvempt willbe 

Oc.essa,made to hold the coast-al district around Odessa 
may .".3come a' Russian Tobruk:, There is only one way to 
prevent this? Armd* Gp,l must strike due south through 
Pervomaisk. 

Schwedler has reformed a large portion of his group. It 
would be inadvisable at this time to se.nd Lira 0?:. Id north
eastern direction for a crossing of th-e- Dniepr of.' 
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Kiev,, instead, itmust "be moved due east so that it remains 
available a few days longer for operations to the south* 

Siytt; has novf completely detached its left-wing. Yon 
Eei.-3i.j.,ja;:.i hio rignt v;lii.fi; itf p:r c'ba"bly pressing on to 
ths 'i.'Tiiep;-:, north Df Kir/-?.., So 'heji hie orders to destroy 
the an3 ay :p rri;- Korn&iten ,nci rira^t 'be kept from doing 
anything c". 

GjeillisULL AtterKptr.s to -withdraw the -Armd. Dlts , from their 
\u25a0sectored' mus/lj !:\u25a0.?. abandoned owing to the incessant, enemy 

attc-'-ckßo fourth ArmdJ)lv, had to 'be committed again at 
EoaTavl,Srichev,, Kv>roßsdeT.it3chland"at 

South and southwest' of Torope ts, heavy fighting is reported , 
Here we have a chance to catch a large enemy f^rco, and 
would need cooperation of AGp. Center,, attacking with 
IPour terenth mot* Dly, from the south., and AGp* ¥orth 9 at
tacking with I. Ocrpt? from the north,, ana. with Schubert 1 s 
Go mop.t I'ea.m from Yellkie L'oJri,, Ihe orde^r for such an 
operation must ocvrie from OICFL 

Oji¥SorthL Xt ir; b^oo^-j.:.!^ evident that if rev;].ring its 
erstwhile no.^ioi:.?^ a?ui no longer rasists on. '-he iin^osH.ible 
demand for ACt)-. 3:^or^h tc cut cff the ea^bwar 1!rt.troat 

\u25a0route of the e?::airr/ around Leningrad. For the in133 "boing 
the commitment of VIIIA^r Corps in the sector of AGp.— 
Xlorth has "been cancelled,, Eighth Armd.Div* has gone 
into action at luga* 

(Telephone talk OhdH/von Bock; Second Army claims that tho oncny 
fronting it has .. e -fierioi., Itproposes a small-scale 
operation from the west a.nd north for clearing the enemy 
out of Sogaehev. and. the surrounding country,. 

Army G-jp. wants to do Piosj.a-pj. on vsi July or iAug. Twentieth 
Armi.Div. is up ag-?Ar.u~-o a very tough situation ( 40 enemy 
Btrys .)° XXIIICorps har, r-assed to the def one-] ye« four-

Div, is, not upteenth mot 0	 to its full fighving B-crength* 

Bogatschl Ajr reco.nnai s gan.ee ", 

a) Westward movements on Leningrad, also from Morrow to 
Leningrad. Wrecking of railroad linen apparently was 
not complete enougru 

"b) Plane replacement for Long—range Ren. S';affeln has 
completely ceased.. 

c)	 Ithas "bee omo Decenary to withdraw the H.of ©--\u25a0ran.jrs 

Btaffeln ironi Jclie Atay Ops , Plaiio ryn.ev)^t'r, oy iiD.itG 
severely diiriini^hed.-, ar.d no replacem<?:LT;s avai; :-.b'J.t. • 
Out of ten Sta.ffa'in, fixat leaßG must, "be reo.!'iganiz,«d 

as workshop fcr^ati.;:!^ for the period c.f vohabilita— 
1tion**; they will be- under control of i-be A(jjja Air 

Officers 

d)	 87/ scraping the \u25a0bottom, of the "barrel, v-r0- would have 
replacements for orr Henp-chel vlfirc-,6 only iiro^il1Sept. 
Ther^ this type will be e:.:haustea ,, a/na. tl.ere wJI. "be no 
replacement Bt)B t) In the Eight Staffolr; •th.x'r.go are .;:ct 
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much different. Here the 'bottleneck is more on the 
personnel side than in materiel. 

Gen. Ot.t reports on his visit to Armd. Gp. 4. He canvassed 
Commanders on the form Armd.Divs. should "be given in the 
fall reorganization. Balk's proposal to give everything 
to the Cos., which would deprive the Bn. CO of all means 
for exercising 'control over operations, is generally re
jected. Discussion on employment of the Motorcycle 3n* 
for reconnaissance. 

Gen. Wagner (on phone ): Reply to inquiry concerning possibil
ities to supply Hoept>ner's right wing (Reinhard's Corps): 

-Pskov Gdov road, serviceable only for motor vehicles 
without trailers; Shipping -on Lake Peipus has "been 
instituted with 300 tons, navigation head Gdov. Ho -
definite data yet on time required. Available shipping ->.-•.
 
space estimated at 1,500 tons. Towing vessels are few.
 
Assault "boats can help out.
 
Within three days the road from Pskov to Gdov is expected
 
to "be much improved? we shall see then to what extent
 
60-ton Truck Clms. couLd "be "brought into Use to relieve
 
the situation.
 

Major	 Meyer^Hicks has returned from Idbya.* Report on the 
work of Jelmy 1 s Staff and on his impressions in Syria. 

Wagner (Gen Q.u) -> S chmid'WLl tens tadt : 

a) Employment of Security Divs.
 
b) Supply position of Reinhar&.'s Corps.
 
c) Care of wounded. Senior medical officer must "be assign

ed to the G-en Q,u Hqs at the Army Gps. 
d) Separation of Russian and German wounded. 
c) The Fuehrer has not signed the agreement with France 

on reduction of o-ccupation costs. 

G-en. Rommel comes in. Discussion on the importance of the .— 
African theater of operations, He does not espect an. 
English attack "before next September; Iconsider August 
more likely. \u25a0•— Reviews situation in Forth Africa. 

yon Siehlborg: Decorations and current Gen. Staff personnel 
matters* 

Major Philippj (Op. Sec.) reports on his observations in Eleventh 
Armd.Div. and Eq_ of Kempff!s Corps. 

16 CO G-eru Jodl calls up: The Fuehrer has arrived at a new 
concept ion of the next phase of the campaign: 

AGt», Horth must defeat the enemy at Leningrad? is left 
discretion in choosing direction of main effort. Plan 
of thrust to cut the Moscow^Leningrad railroad is dropped. 

Center: Here we must pass to the defensive. Only-
security measures on the line Lake Ilmen IQiolm 
Toropetsl Withdraw Armd.Divs. for rehabilitation. 
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South; For .the. time being we must leave Gomel alone, 

Whether we shall do Roslavl is not yet decided at the 
moment, . 

; . 

Air Force: Shift main strength to AGp. lorth, for close 
support in eliminating the enemy inEstonia, Will not 
"be withdrawn "before accomplishment of mission of AGp, 
Uorth is assured. 

1720 yon G-reiffenberg (on phone);. 

1.) Cooperation with AGp, North at Velikie Luki- Toropets, 
\u25a0ts> cut off the enemy, ; 

2*) Rogaohev. Army Gp. wants to do this job, as a 
of Gomel,preliminary to :the eventual capture Can be 

ready within two days. 

3,) Uoslavl not conceived as an independent operation but 
as part of the later operations against Gomel. 

4,) I» Corps willhe completely- out of Artillery ammunition 
day after tomorrowl 

Evening situation? 

a) Very promising 'break-through of ArmcUGp. 1 in southern 
toward Pervomaisk,—direction* At lastl*
 On the eastern front many enemy attacks, at some 

points eleven times in succession? all repulsed I 
i
t-

i\u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0 

"b) Operation, Bogachev can start in five days ( 4 Aug. ). 

c) Boslavl can start on 1Aug.; XXIVCorps, : with VII Corps 
to its left* . 

2400; Heusixiger; OKM has signed -new "directive." which adopts 
our proposals', limited objective: Eogachev. Hot more 
than one Armd.Div. willbe employed. At Roslavl-, 263rd 
Inf.Div. willhelp, Toropets must be done. Allnecessary 
orders willbe contained in the forthcoming Fuehrer order. 

\u25a0This decision frees every thinking soldier of the horrible 
vision obsessing us these last few days, when the Ifuehrer's 
obstinacy made the final bogging down of the eastern 
campaign appear imminent. At long last we get a treaklr 

Memorandum of the Uaval Operations Staff on the Battle of the 
Atlantic Very gratifying, but also ' sober in its \u25a0; 

appraisal of the situation, 

31 July 1941, ( 40th Day ) 

Situation; South: 3STo report yet on £he fresh enemy forces 
observed south of Eleventh Army; itmay »o be assumed to 
be still in the area. 
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The forming of pockets west and northwest of Pervomaisk 
is developing satisfactorily. Armd.Gp. 1has pushed into 
the assembled forces of Twelfth Army as they were "being 
taken out of the line. Apparently the left wing of Armd. 
Gp, 1 simply rolled over an enemy Div. 

* The movement of the Inf. Biv. from the rear toward the 
Dniepr crossing site south of' Kiev has got tinder way,
 
The attack against the strong enemy force directly south
 
of Kiev is in progress. Sixth Army still shows no clear
 
intentions.
 

Center; iocal enemy attacks. Otherwise nothing new. The 
fighting power of the enemy seems to De declining. The 
enemy is intensifying construction of positions on the front ' 
of	 Army Gp. . 

Horth: Army G-p. is resisting detachment of forces from the 
Kholm group in the direction of Toropets. 

Progress at Lake Ilmen. The southwestern shore of the Lake 
has "been reached. iText to Eighth Armd. Div., Third mot* 
Div. has now "been committed in the direction' of Luga. 
Manstein seems to "be pressing in that direction. 

¥o	 change on the northern wing and in Estonia. 

A captured G-en. Staff Officer has stated that the enemy is 
shifting troops from the Leningrad front to the area south 
of Lake Ilmen (?). Eailroad movements "between Leningrad 
and Moscow	 (\u25a0 evacuation^?) . 

G-en. Bpgatsch: Air observation shows nothing new of importance. 
Tactical reconnaissance apparently suffers from the fact 
that fighter protection on reconnaissance sorties has' 
"become thin. 

Hadio intelligence suggests the following enemy command set-up: 

Baltic Front ) Voroshilov
 
Northwestern Front )
\u25a0• 

Western Front ) Timoshenko 
Central Front ) 

Southwestern Front ) Budyonny 
Southern Front )) 

The "Armies" comprised in the "Fronts 11 seem to "be some sort 
of Corps Hqs, each commanding several Divisions. 

Badke; a)	 Serious loss fty 52nd Rocket Pro j. Eegt.: A large 
quantity of Secret material has "been captured "by the 
enemy. ; Basic order**. 

T>)	 Propaganda leaflets. Commands want more leaflets. 
Arrangements made for continuous supply. 
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c) Himmler states in a letter that last year's Polish 
incidents are now finally closed*. 

Talk witil Wagner ( G-en %t )t 

!•) Ammunition shortage in Hinth Army was caused "by as
signment of L Corps to Army, for supply. 

2.)	 AGp. Morth willhave a complete first issue in the hands 
of troops on 5 Aug. Armd.G-p. 4 already has its ammuni
tion. Eighteenth Army is filled up. 

3.)	 Conditions for supply of the Farva Group .willbe 
investigated. Seems to have road trouble. 

Major. Schroetter ( Central Branch ) reports on his experiences 
with Thirteenth. Armd. Div. (Euevert) at Jastov (southwest 
)6f Kiev) .• Very good impression. 

Suvgeon-G-eneral Dr. Handlffser: 

a)	 Epidemics : Only in Romania a short outbreak of mild 
dysentery; no fatal oases. Otherwise we have "been 
lucky everywhere so far.. 

b)	 Medical casualties} -i? $?* Very good 1 

c)	 Allocation of "Special Groups" for "blood transfusion 
and epidemics control. 

d)	 Conditions in the Field Medical Service. Transport 
problem. Questions of organisation. 
One-sixth of all doctors come from the regular Army; 
five-sixth belong to the Reserve. 

c)	 ZI: Of 254,647 "beds, 180,038 are occupied. We mast 
procure additional 17,000 beds; to raise the number of 
free beds in the Zf to 100,000. In the light of our 
experiences this will last us for about a month (i.e. 
tillearly in September) . -

7OKH issues its implementation order to the last Fuehrer "direct^
ive". Unfortunately I'cannot induce ObdH to inject into 
this order the slightest overtone expresssive of a will of 
his own. Its wording, is dictated by an anxiety to avoid 
anything that could be suspected as opposition to his 
superior. . 

Evening situation; South: Eleventh Army is attacked from the 
south; on, the front of Seventeenth Army,- tough enemy 
resistance. Armd.Gp-. 1 is wheeling into the rear of the 
enemy fronting Seventeenth Army; in this process its right 
wing is being attacked from the inside, its left wing from 
the outside. Echelonning on its left is deep enough to 

\u25a0obviate any danger. 
front,Here for the first time we have a battle with inverted 

in which the attacking front is net a flank of armored Dive., 
\u25a0 but	 a front of wheeling units. 
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Sixth Army is operating In difficult terrain and against 
.\u25a0a stubborn enemy, ancjL s0 its progress is slow. The group 

\u25a0northwest of Kiev has littl§chance of success in the 
country "between the wide forest areas. Massing against 
the enemy at Korosten is getting under way,' "but itprobab
lywill "be a long time "before 'the process is completed. 

Center; Attack against southern flank and front. lelnya 
especially is subjected to assaults from all directions. 

In the Smolensk pocket everything seems to "be quiet. 

Three enemy Divs. on the northern flank at Velikie Luki. 
South of Toropets two enemy JDivs. Report on enemy move
ments "both, against the southern flank and the front of 
Army &p»; road movements from Moscow toward the front of 

\u25a0 
\u25a0the Army Gp. . 

ifforth; IICorps hat to overwhelm "bitter enemy resistance 
at Kholm and therefore is still pinned down in fighting. 
Accordingly transfer of Twelfth Division to the south, will 
"be impossible for the moment. 

Nothing new "between Lake Ilmen and Lake Peipus. Some 
progress in the area, of Lake Ilmen. • 

\ 

Estonia: Awkward enemy raids behind: thai front. G-round 
gained to the northwest. 

Q-en, Wagner calls tap: 

a) Road conditions east of Lake Peipus prevent sending 
larger reinforcements to the Uarva Group. On Lake 
Peipus, navigation difficult. Daily capacity only 
300 tons. 

"b) Eckstein reports heavy requests for ammunition from AGp. 
Center. Pield Marshal yon Bock ,who has "been looking into 
the ammunition question, himself; thinks Hq, Finth Army 
too easily upset. Army Gp. expects to replenish the 
first issue of ammunition "by tomorrow or the day after. 
Only after that can they think of stockpiling. If rail
road service to AGp. Center remains as it is now, we 
can meet current demands, "but cannot accumulate reserve 
ammunition. 

c) Arrival of trains on 31 July: North, 10; Center, 16; 
South, 6 trains. 

Concluded: 31 July 194-1. Initial: H. 
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* 
End of,volume 71. without date: 

Conference of Chiefs of Staff: Use of smoke in river 
crossings. Hot a question of organization, but of fore** 
sighted supply. 

Traffic control. 

Evacuation of a border strip in the East. 

Liaison Officers and monitoring. 

Utilization of Truck Clms. (Engineers, • OQ,u etc.).' 1
 

Relationship Armor/ Inf.
 

For tactical jump-off, all men on "board.
 

—
 
Artillery of rear Di-v:s o Engineers of rear Divs. must 
\u25a0build emergency "bridges. 

—- Signal units of rear Divs., 
to attend to. what is needed in crossings of rivors . 
Chemical warfare units, airborne troops. 

AT defense ( Russian doctrine of tank attack. A little 
everywhere 1, ) Air defense. 

Attack and pursuit at night (lessons of the Greek Campaign) 
Surprise. 

Field Hospitals. 

Allnotes mi "this, pagcx -crrrssed pencil. 
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VOLUME VI, 

CAMPAIGN INRUSSIA.. PART I, 

The Chief of the Army General Staff* 

First entry; 21 Februar3r 1941 

»Last entry 31 August 1941 

•fc \u25a0& -X- -)f 4f 7^

21 February 1941 

Morning Conference; No special news. Things in Libya are proceeding 
satisfactorily * In the Eastern Mediterranean no clues to Bri^

;tis&jme^uros . 
. Points, discussed;Admiral Canaris? 

a) The general situation*, Allbriefing of the Wehrmacht (also 
on naval and air matters) must be centralized in our hands, 

b) British capabilities at the outset of the operation in the 
East* 

c) Preparatory measures in the Ukraine and the Baltic States, 

d) Safeguarding of security > top secret matters* 

c) Personnel matters (Change of Section Chiefs).* 

Lt« Col t Radices a) Soldiers' Memorial.. Day: Decoration of graves^ 
celebrations in- Berlin and in units. 

b) Army Art Exhibition opening on 16 March. 

c) Organization of Propaganda (Hesse). 

Conference with ObdHt (Heusinger present) iReports from the Army— 
Groups., Operational objectives for Barbarossa* Full agree
ment Is reached or all proposals*, 

oru0 ru IV: Current matters,. 

% 
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British Air Strength, 15 February 1941 

Bomber and Fighter Close Recon- Long- Total S&uffcln. 
Transport naissance & range 

multiple recon

° 
purpo se naissance	 . 

\u25a0L*	 50 Class I' - 55 X 00 including 300 Land 180 tounn	 7n» 
\u25a0ti	 \u25a0\u25a0(350 v ut (150 h Transport and 70 Sea 4U2600 192 

Seaplanes 

-3d'jterranean
 
Jgypt, Libya,
 

\u25a0-vadan 30©	 I^s 70 35 5&5 h5%0p0 
-~ Crete 120 60	 ISO 10t612''Greece^ 

Malta, Gibral
tar 20 30 10 60 5 

Irak, Palestine A535 A55 130 10 

-Aden, Kenya 8G 60	 5 H5 11 

India, Far East 60	 20 75 5 160 12 

In the Eastern Mediterranean 20 % Second-GLass.
 
InEast Africa, Irak, India, Far East: 60 % Second-Class.
 
To these mast be added the South African and Australian Air
 
Acress in Egypt, Eastern Mediterranean, Kenya and Far East
 
(Singapore')
 

100 South African aircraft (6 Staffeln) in Kenya (6£ % Second Class) 
50 Australian aircraft (4 Staffeln) in Eg^rpt and Eastern Mediterran^. 
5© Australian aircraft (4 Stafflen) in the Far East (Singapore), 

Naval Aircraft 

Shipborne (not including aircraft carriers) 150 ) Of these about 
On aircraft carriers 350 ) 200 are in the 

Mediterranean* 
©n land, for new aircraft carriers, etc* 150 
On land, for other purposes 100 

22 February 19Al. 

Morning Conference? No important new developments. 

Russian Air Force „ (Ge.ru '. -j.r^d) 

a)	 Air Force is an independent part of the armed forces 
(Org:inlkp.tion).-. 
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b) Ground facilities and strength; 

1100 airfields, 200 serviceable. Equipment inferior to 
ours, Estimated, strength 4,000 -. 5,000 bomber and fighter
 
aircraft. Horth of Pripet:
 
Reconnaissance and "bombers 1530, fighters 2200
 
South of Pripet:
 
Reconnaissance and bombers 675, H 1250 

north of Pripet.Main concentration
 
Our Air Force this the final Russian disposition .«
considers 
for their concentration in the Vest. (Hew Russia pamphlet) .-r-

Transport aircraft and parachutists: "based on Kiev. 
By next summer, it is estimated, 60$ of the above strength 
will"be ready for commitment. 

c)	 Types?.. Reconnaissance craft obsolete, range around 300 km 
(a few new ones haYs- range up to 640 km); speed 150 to 250 km 

Clpse- support, craft; Majority old types; cooperate with 
Armd, troops. Between 100 and 200 are modern (speed: 380 
km, range up to 700 km) „ Armament:, only machine guns 
(4 fixed forwardf iring MG). 
fighters: Rata -J 16 is good; 4 machine guns, or 2 machine 
guns and 2 cannon. Inferior to the G-erman fighter (Spain);' 
is slightly slower. Craft, now under construction probably 
not ready for 1941. 

Bombers: Two-thirds good? SB 1- 3 and 1© 3, make up twc~
 
thirds of total. SB 1 -3, range 600 km, night and bad-,
 
weather craft.
 
Fair game (TB 3. Range 1,000 km (bomb load 2,000 kg),
 
for German (BB 3. Range 1,500 km (bomb load 800 kg),
 

\u25a0 •fighters	 . 

Transport craft: Hot much is expected* 

Paratroops : Same 

<3.) "-Traliiing, leadership and tactics:, 
Fighters and bombers good while in formation; depend heavily 
on lead pilot. Blind and bad-weather flying deficient. 
Fighters are especially trained for action against ground 
targets, but their foremost mission is to fight enemy air 
force in the air and. on the ground. Between Fighter and . 
bomber teamwork poor. 
Leadership: Hard and "brutal, tut without training in modern 
tactics; mechanical, lacking adaptability. 

Q) .Ground organization. Air Force Signal troops: Air force 
signal troops, as we know them, are non-existent. Only radio 
communications'. Transmit- in clear in emergencies. G-round \u25a0 

organization scanty. Large parts attached to flying organiza
tions. Supply stocks apparently low. 

f) Probable dispositions: See b). 
Deployment will take considerable time; is being watched*. 
Fighters work in close sup-port of their own and against enemy 
ground troops. Close-support craft against enemy armor. ' 
Bombers have targets in the enemy rear area. Clear nights 
essential c Targets: East Prussian supply base, Silesian> 
industries, Romanian oil fields, Baltic ports, Berlin. 
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to haveg) Ovn air strength: Our Air Force expects. Russians 
<4,00© (probably. more) plus 60§ new craft.. 

Friendly— *Russian	 i ~r "•\u25a0 • 
Barbarossa s:~d Z It West 

\(m bombers ) Ratio .1:2 
' I 900fighters)	 )405© 

0If vie assume 6® % operational .1,ICO to 1,73© (sic) bombers 
2,650 to	 fighters*4^os® 

Barbarossa: AQp North 38») ' 

Center 916) Planned strength. 

South 51©) 

Russia^, AM: 3^o medium, 200. light and AA MG batteries. 
Own total: A a batteries.798798 medium)medium) AA batteries, 

827 light ) 

vgn	 Treskow (la ASp S) : 

Discussion of our broad viewpoints regarding conduct of operation 
of. Army Group:Barbarossa in theater 

1») No battle at Bialystok, but at Minsk, 

2.) Watch against gap between his Armj Group and Leebl 
as3,) Press with all means available behind	 southern wing, so 

details of build-up.to obviate threat frcf flank, Technical 

Gen* Jacob ne ports o££ on leave. 

Heusinge.r; Current matters*. •— Transmissions to List of our study on 
attack .on Turkey, 

ObdH (on phone): 

1.)	 SOBS O8 cm AA guns to be used as "concrete crackers" for Barbaros 
a) they needed against Russian fortifications? . sa 
b) Can we count on having Ground Forces *A available for 

ground combat? 
c) Can distribute~~ 1© cm guns- so as to have them on hand in 

. oime as {concrete crackers 11? 

2*) Ground forces AA units must be activated: are to fee committed 
on motor highway* have to train there ? not in 2«I» 

* 3«) 11© Renault on hand: %ough for three mobile Siege Gun Bns., 

Col.- Mlerainsky (Foreign /irmies East): Jviission to collect most complet 
data on enemy (Russian) fortifications A 

/ 

23 February 1941 Sunday^ Berlin^ 

-y^ork on draft of Tactical Manual for Motorised	 Battalion* Talk— 
with f|bc--Crown Pr-inceJ'" George of Saxony*, Lecher family.l^* 

4 
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2h February 1941* 

Schuchard (Liaison Officer to Abetz) : Situation report* Confidence 
in Vichy apparently is on the rise since the Cabinet reshuffle 
and' there is a desire to win our Government over to a policy of 
trusting collaboration* 

Yogi . (.Armistice Commission): 

a)	 13^000 trucks from Occupied Zone on the waya ifficulties 
in moving them out. 

b)	 Beginning March we join in control of Marocco and Algiers c 

Concurrence of Rome not yet received. 1 emphasize our 
interest in Algiers© 

Gen* yon Kirchheim reports before leaving for Africa* 

Gerio Tiemann and Lemelsen (CG XXXXVIICorps) report. 

HeuBlngerg	 Aerial and naval operations: 

— a) Dardanelles cannot be blocked with aerial mines, — Lejanos* 
We have no naval force there. Airborne landing! In peacetime 
some shipping available on Thracian coast a Can be chartered, 
Importance Greek Nothing be expectedof the — Aegean coast. can — 
of Italian Navy* Rumanian oil for Italian Navy, Protec
tion of coastal shipping route, to Odessao 

b)	 Operations in the Baltics Navy sees no possibilities for 
active support* No protection for our coastal supply route,: 

c) Hangoe: -Navy does not consider it a practical base for the 
Russian fleet* Aalands Islands afford no naval bases* 

Buhle: a)	 Ready for Fifteenth i\rmd* Div.,: 
20 March s 1Rifle Bn» and 1 AT Bnc 

1 April t 1Rifle Regt* and light Fd» How, Bn0 

15 iLpril: Remainder,, 

b) Tank complements 5 1 Mays in Hi general complete (inter-? 
change of Tank 111, IV, and IIandInecessary). 
Between 1May and 15 about 3-4 Divs. come off the line, 
i»e* about 5 % of the entire tank forces in the East* 
15 May to 15 June one Div» comes off the line., iiac* re- . 
placements would drop out for four weeks* Isuggest that 
the pro tern Armd* Divs, be not activated before 1 June and 
meanwhile see to it that the Armd 0 %vs o get their tank 
replacements* 

c) French tanks not much good in Norway •> Try to use old 
Czech tanks instead c 

d) 15 Brigs* (mixed Brigs*) as of 1 June (7 for East!). 
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25	 February 1941* 

Morning Conference ? Nothing of importance o Uncertainty persists as
 
to British intenbiciT^in the Mediterranean, ,bo'bh
 in the Malta 
area and in the .S.ibborn Mediterranean* 

Conference with Ob&H; 

a) Personnels. la,Rommel j Rrfurth for Bulgaria* Wachenfeldr 

for Fhmania. X:/lander?
 

b) Operation against Afghanistan,
 

c) Items for discussion with,Navy and Air Force.
 

d) Charge of duties for Konrad*
 

c) Tactical training for Russian campaigns
 

f) Tank replacements ;Whatever becomes available before start 
of operations, goes to the front* What comes after _, willbe 
held for new units * Location: Warsaw, 

g)	 Supply trains for -Libya. Combine Italian and German supply 
trains* Take, trucks from Italian Divs.t 

h) Preparation for continuation of iifrican operation^ Production 
for itmust be under way by summer « 

Heusinger ; 

a) Barbarossa: Briefing of the Divsv arriving at the front in 
the last transport waves (also discussed with Training Sec.,). 

— te)	 Afghanistan Persia* 

c)	 Gibraltar i'-alta North Africa (here attack on Egypt with 
two Armd, Corps besides Italian units)* 

d)	 For event that the British land in Thrace _, something must be 
done to forestall them] List must be prepared for that, 

c)	 Various inquiries from List on the execution of Operation 
Marita* 

o chsner : Current matters of Chemical Warfare and Decontamination Service 

yon	 Thomas Current problems of motorization of Army* Replacement of 
maintenance NCO's* Training manual for Rifle Regts«> and Rifle 
Bns« In Armd* Divs, 
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26 February 1941* 

Berlin War Academy? 

Visit to courses conducted 1
, by Ifeyeraben.JU Bluimke, Siaedke. Impression 

on the whole good* Afterwards, address to the participants and 
conference with the instructors. I 

— 
1715 1830 hrs 6 Conference with Adm<» Schniewind on common problem '̂ 

°£	 Operation 3arba:rossa P — (Baltics Coastal protection and Finland,, Difficulties 1 of 
organizing coastal shipping for supply purposes along the 
Baltic coast* . 
Aaiand, Hangoe, BljS&kSea* Questions of Russian naval forces and — "possibility of supply routes along the coasto) -
South-East;	 jibe with ours,Lemnos. Th^ir Ideas	 Dardanelles.' 
Shipment of oil to Italy (through Canal of Corinth). 

Mediterranean % Gibraltar, coastal shippings Africa,, Malta* 

West: A unified Coastal Defense, 

Evening* yon	 Current matters* t Liaison Officers, 

27 February 1%1 

Morning Conference.; Possibilities for speeding up shipment of troop f. 
\u25a0to Libya. Withdrawal of study on Italian Generals by Foreign 

West,Armies 

Bogatsch 

a)	 Questions regarding Air Support Hq Staff* and signal communi 
cOifetasu^ settled to conform to our wishes. Air Staff somewhat 
small. 

b) Liaison between AGps and Air Force willbe handled by Suppoi 
Commander. 

c)	 Allocation of airfields for reconnaissance planes. 

d)	 AA: AA Corps are to stay,, also ground missions (Fuehrer crd 
It would be out of the question to leave them with the. Air 
Fleets and use them as reserves. 

8) Ground Forces MA? 
Thirty batteries i.c» 10 battalions^ are supposed to be/ct 

hand for us on 1May w	 '\u25a0.'.'•\u25a0 ' 
Beginning May. additional 30 batteries, i.e fc 1® Bns Ci will 
added as organic AA of the Ground Forces. ;\u25a0;. . 
We have specified: 50 Bns» } including 30 mixed; (mixed I-jns 
make up 60 to SO % of total recuested) plus 11 light Bns a 

quested: 22-24, i.e., 50 \u25a0$).**	 !'; ; 
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Air Defense Commanders for rear area (24 Reserve Bns.)« 
East of the Reich frontier* 

Heusinger: Current matters. One additional Corps or third wave—
 
of J%rita ( L Army Corps Hq)« Corps Hq (reduced.) Boehrn in 
Holland to be released. 

— Big&r-Lbu'clcn of the Reinforced Brigs*
(15) which willbe ready in the Z~ beginning middle of March* 
Liaison Officers for Bulgaria* . 

Jodl	 inquires officially, "whether we have any reason for wishing to 
have approach inarch in Bulgaria stopped iwhich would still be 
feasible today,, Tb 3 answer is in the negative. 

Radke:	 Friction between the Deputy of the Fuehrer and ObdH (regarding 
Mieth, Week- and. other incidents), \u25a0 

Buhle:	 Ground Forces AM: Materiel; So far nothing has been delivered 
by the Air Force* Promise to send bulk of equipment second half 
of April, so that everything would be on hand 1May* Provisional 
fire control instruments for Batteries, Hope to get fire control 
instruments also for Bns» :: 

Training; Courses in progress. Specialists ready 1May. After
:;wards unit trainingo Personnel apparently not bad. Battery 

training a minimum of three weeks. Cannot be in action before : 
1 June, . .; 

Traction equipment lacking: Tests now in progress to determine 
serviceability of French traction equipment* Only limited 
mobility* Will have supply vehicle s., but tactical mobility 
cannot be achieved* (No ammunition columns). Two batteries 
are put en self-propelled mounts, to serve as heavy' tank destroy
ers*

'	 ' 

"Traction Bns», motorized" could be formed, but chain of command 
and control would be very difficult in practice* 

Fellgiebel : 
Finland « Senior Sig. Corps Officer to Finland for operational 
communications (through Sweden postal network)* 
Marita : Three river cables; tele-communications via Belgrade,

niir 1 J	 W\u0084 

Barbarossa: -Bach Armd« Group 2 dem lines* Three large direct 
transversal 

"" 
decimeter lines* Supply service network East: 

Gc-r: r —"t -General^ trunk lines to the advancing armies » 

* Monitoring of cryptograph traffic; Seehausdienst
 

-

Conference with Gen c	 r

(present Major Christ, Col, Heusinger)Jeschonrie^	 t 

North: Reconnaissance off Murmansk (based on central Norway).-
Hangoe Aall--4 :no facilities* 

Barbarossa:. Fighters 6:1 (3:l); training and material said to be 
considerably inferior* 
Bombers 2:1 (l:l)o TBaining inferior^ 
Fighters: -Only AOO- modern, total 3^000; for close-support effort* 
Bombers 1,600 to 2_,oCo^ mostly older types* 4 
Air Force expects concentrated attacks against our .spearheads, \>s%
thinks they will collapse owing to out superior technique and t;|: 

experience* Targets for long-range fighters© 
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Russian ground organizations, "being organic to operational 
flying units, arc clumsy and, once disrupted, cannot be readily 
restored. Distribution of forces? 1 Air fleet for each AGp. ; 

\u25a0Further details later.	 ; 

M§4iiJ;fe.£Q§^_ I'-'iiiiiOt;possible, but pu^po-Je mus b be clearly 
defined. Malt7i/-Ch:>et3 in preparation (airborne landing) c I 
call attention to possibilities for airborne operations in 

Cerr'-a,., sfaill "being studied",,'Tangier and Corsica 

Franc a RclaL . vo"\.y 3.ro:ig fighter and long-range fighter 
forces under Spe-.r6.0-.-— In Holland, Belgium and Northern France, 
excluding Brittany., Figiro fighters. Fight for control of •; 

air for reconnaissance over the sea* . XI airborne Corps probab
ly to go to France (deception) . Attila still on active list. : 

AAA ample. ' ' 

* — 
ZI: Woise. Fighters and night fighters in the Ruhr and ; 

Northwest Germany, AA defense will "be slightly weakened (20$) 
in favor of Barbarossa. ' 

\u25a0 

Air"borne troops: XI Corps. Either use right off the start 
or not at all. Discussion of possible airborne operations in 
the Mediterranean and in Barbarossa. 

AAA: Fuehrer wants no serviceable piece to remain inactive. 
Personnel for 30 Batteries. AA Corps, of 6 Bns,, for Sixth 
Army (Armd.G-roup l) and for Armd. Group 2. 

Norway: Unchanged, under Stunmff. 

-Liaison Air Force Ground Forces: Konrad' s position 

— 
Buhle: Tanks for JMorway. > 800th Regt. as "fire brigade" against 

uprisings'. Use of tanks in Barbarossa. Roechling projectile 
for Armor in X'ibya. 

yon Ziohrberg:; Current personnel matters (Liaison Officers, person
nel assignments on the Balkans), 

28 Fobrnary 1941 . 
Twelfth Army has started building of bridges „ Covering force of 

fighters and AA has crossed into Bulgaria. 

Morning conference.* 
Hp special reports. Still no clear picture of British inten
tions . . 

— 
yon Ziehl'berg: Current Gen. Staff personnel matters, * (With Bulile 

present) Peacetime organization of OKH. 

Gonf Grenco with OMB; 

a)	 ITavy1 s evaluation of the situation. Situation and intentions 
of Air Force agree with information in yesterday's conference; 

with Jeschonneck. 
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b) Norway; Disposition of forces and operational staffs for 
Barbarossa. 

c) Hangoe, Only Luftwaffe can do it* 

d) Briefing of the CGs of Armd, Groups and Corps on technical 
innovations by the Ordnance Office* 

c) nSuedwind%* Comments on Hilpert's study* 

f) Exchange of views on operation in Libya, We must beware of 
unduly interfering there, 

Brig* Geno Dr. Grosse 
call. 

(Mcd, Corps) and Brig. Gen« Dr« Binder (Med*Ct>'rp 
'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0. 

Maj. Gen* Paulus: 

a)	 Report on trip to Guderian's map maneuvers Very satisfactory* 
The leaders arrived at conclusion that the Pripet line would 
be reached in Eleven days» 

h)	 Result of consultations with AGp, B on the conduct of operation 
;Barbarossa. General agreement of views!	 
' 

-

Gen* Bogatscht Result of conference with Jeschonmeck* AA problems* 

Col,	 Matzkyg 

1*) Foreign Office sent cabled instructions to Ambassador Ott 
to see to it that Japan should rush attack of Singapore. 

Isuppose that it is not as simple 
as all that for Japan. A coordinated war pi.an is probably 
naeded as a basis. 

2.)	 Turkey; .Leading Turks are reported to have expressed 
misgivings to Papen to the effect tha;fc Germany's Balkan 
policy is moving to a point where Turkey would be forced 
to go to war against her* Papen has been instructed to 
make the following statement to the Turkish government.} 
Germany is fighting England only, but otherwise wants 
only peace and order on the Balkans* But if the Turks 
were trying to find faulty 'he would be ready at any time 
to pack his trunks. 

3»)	 Russia? Isolated reports on Russians unfriendly attitude 
towards us received lately, are of no importance, Russia 
has made no protest against our measures, nor against Bul
garia 1 s attitude* 

km) 1March 1941, is the date when Bulgaria will sign the Tripar
tite. Pact by Bulgaria* Russia, Turkey and Yugoslavia are 
feeing informed of our march into Bulgaria* 

fivening*	 Message is received that two of the three Danube bridges are 
finished,* Bad weather ? bottomless roads. 
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March 1941. 

Mora-inff	 Conference: Construction of "bridges on; the Danube makes 
*good progress (last "bridge finished' lOO6 nrs. Tested for 

fcjf 26loads tons) .	 : 

and MisingerfConference wiiliffaulus 

ll)SituMph inLibya* Rommel's irejbafatibns for forthcoming 
\u25a0attadkt	 •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.• .\u25a0'\u25a0.. . ; 

2.) "Suk&lnd": Expression of b|)inibn^ .Hil^&rfc^a studyj &?>re 
stalling action,	 : 

3.) Norway: Organization of Command agencies for Operaiioii 
"Silberfuchs". 

OQn IV (with Liss); Situation in England (homeland): How 4-0 Divs., 
including one new Armd.Biv. 
ScLuabble between Hq.. Second Army and Ninth Armd.Div. ae to 
who is to have credit for capturing the French war archives.. 

Heusinger:, Current business of Operational Sec. 

Ehlert.,:,	 ( la, Africa Corps) reports in; Is briefed on our ideas 
concerning coming offensive operations. 

ObdH (o:on phone) ; Liaison instructions for Konrad. Imake quite 
plain mv annoyance at X,'s working methods. 

G-en* Wagner (G-en Q,u) i 

a)	 Eesult of conference in Paris. Bather unsatisfactory. 
The personalities involved willnot be able to avoid 
friction for long, 

b) Provisioning of forces in France from local sources will 
"be feasible . 

c) There will be difficulties in obtaining enough, trucks for 
motorization of troor>s in France. Wood generator gas etc. 

d)	 Feeding of industrial workers is getting difficult. Belg
ium, e.g. wants emergency train Bayern with one million : 

rations. Industrial canteens. 

c) Barbarossa: GP of Gen Q,u operational as of 10 April
Administrative orders on SO March. 

f) Libya: Shipping space. 

-
.3 March 1941. (Sunday Zossen). 

Twelfth Army (List) marches into Bulgaria. 
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Crossing was effected at 0600 hrs, a* per schedule, on the' 
two eastern "bridges; 1000 fcrs on the western bridge. Belay 
was due to "bridge damage $ugtfeigf®& when opening for passage 
of oil "barge train. 

Reports from Eintelen on alleged Italian plans for offensive in 
Albania, Attack is to start within a few days on the supposi
tion that the Greeks willwithdraw trcops from the Albanian 
front in reaction to our advance into Bulgaria, 

The mere fact that Italy believes to be able to launch such 
a drive on a few days notice shows that no more than local 
attacks are to be expected, They do not in any way affect 
our	 plans. 

Iveiiing in BerXia* 

S. I%rch 194: 

1,.)- AssQinTDiy. of trdops is. proceeding according to plazi.G-erekftt 
&overnment~G'eneral now falls in iihs*.. .W© shall be 
ready on time* 

2.)	 Water transport problems viewed in the light of future 
developments. 

3.) Railway Construction Troops needed for additional lines 
serving not only current requirements but also stock- ; 

piling of new base.. In contrast to the West, also 
station installations willhave to be moved forward and 
operation	 must be organized on military lines* Con-

Troopsstruction must advance right behind the Armor." 
\u25a0Yfhere&s 'in -Fi^ice T.re h&\<s.:rt*\ridg-:frcm&ire"^ t.;... .. 

which the-	 railroads were pushed forward, the base line 
of departure in the East willbe narrow. One Railroad 
3n.	 changes tracks from Russian to German gaugo at 
rate of 20 km a day. 

of Railway Troops, .In the4#).	 distribution West four Cos, 
\u25a0in lorway three (including two operating units )i two 

in Bulgaria* All others set aside for Operation Bar~ 
b&xossa. 

6.) Boad construction to follow behind advancing troops ,*«

Main supply routes. 

6,)	 Railway accidents * 

Conference with .CbdH;, 

1.) Military-political situation on the Balkans. Coordination 
with political leadership' again very tenuous. 

2.) Operational possibilities in Libya new and later, when 
troopsadditional could be 'released from Barbarossa. 
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3.)	 Continuous intrigues "by various non^military' agencies 
against us, to undermine the position of the military. 

Jodl ,QECW (op. phone): Liaisoa with political canr.ajrf. . • is too 
loose. We must have a clear knowledge of what is going on. 

a)	 Is the political :.xrcnaEjasj&" interested inhaving German 
advance elements appear at the Greek frontier to impress 
on the Greeks that we are faster than Mr. Bden r s troops * 
who is just now in Athensl 

b). What are Turkey's reactions:. Must we expect interference 
from that quarter? 

q)	 Are the Italians, "being made to understand that piecemeal 
attacks in Albania are only disrupting t)lana? 

Reply:
 
Concerning a) : , GKW welcomes everything calculated to further
 
an early appearance of German troops on the Greek frontier.
 
However, the question is still Toeing discussed with the Fueh
rer. Definite instructions soon* 
Concerning Id); 'Turkish question If settled",. 
Concerning c)i Wholly in agreement with OKH. 

vonJStsdorf; 

a)	 Effect of note informing the Russian Government of our 
march into Bulgaria. General reaction: Obvious concern* 
Molotov replied to the German Ambassador in writing, as 
follows: 

1.) Events have not developed on the line recommended "by 
Russia, It is a matter of regret that contrary to the 
Russian proposal of 25 November, the German Government 
has deemed itdesirable to take a course infringing on 
Russian security interests. The march into Bulgaria 
is in opposition to the Russian conception of security 
zones, which include that country* 

2.)	 The Heich Government, cannot exoect Russia to give any 
support of its action in Bulgaria. (This probably 
refers to diplomatic support) . 

b) Effect of the information on the Turkish Government; 
Friendly in tone, no direct reference to the matter.- Eden 
had shown understanding for 'Turkey1 s situation. Nothing 
tangible has come out of Sden 1s visit. Turkey has not 
been maneuvered into any new commitments, because Turkey 
is not yet sufficiently armed at the moment. Eden had 
pointed to the Italian collapse. Turkish foreign Minister 
and Yugoslav Env#y cooperate to keep Yugoslavia from tying
herself to Germany. 

c) A similar announcement of the German march into Bulgaria, 
by the Bulgarian Government,, met with an unfriendly re
ception, without a^y comments, in Yugoslavia, 

d) Letter of the fuehrer to the Turkish State President: 
"Ho further intentions".. . 
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c) Meeting 'Aiitonescu-G-ee ring arranged for 5 March in Vienna. 

-
f) Conversation Oshima Ribbentrop. Ribbentrop urges early 
attack on Singapore (from the land side). Leave 
Philippines alone-. Cover requirements in Netherlands lasij-

Indies. Oshima refers to raw materials shortages. Wants 
end of war with China. 

— g)	 Letter Fuehrer IIDuce: Cannot get anywhere with Spain 
The impending' arrival of our Armd.Diva* in Africa sets off 
new trains of ideas, which ho hopes he will "be able to 
talk to him about-. Anxiety about Dodecanese. We need 
Ehodes for operations against Suez. 

Heusinger-r 
' 

a)	 Current "business of. the Operations Sec 

Id')	 Hans en at one; time, was instructed to help List with trans
portation on : condition that the material would "be returned 
"by 20 -March, sft as to "be reconditioned "by 1-April. How 
350 trucks have "been turned over. Sixteenth Armd.Div. is 
spread over too large an area and ought, to recall one of 
its Rifle Regts, AT troops have "been detached for service 
at Gonstanza and tfhe Danube Delta, 

c) • Havy has earmarked six 1? cm guns and six 15 cm guns for 
the Thracian coast. 

.G-en. Jodl: -^a)lllhe^question as to whether armor should soon "be sent 
up to the Greek frontier, will not "be decided "before 
fcom6rr6wy:--sitice ;we must first clear up the situation 
with the Yugoslavs , 

b)- ;For the" time "being the willnot use his 
influence^ with -XIDuce in the question of the Italian 
attack in Albania. Let them scorch their nosesi 
On :the :whole ;the ••Fuehrer shares our view. 

'	 * c)	 Great "excitement :on the "Mountain" caused "by re
\u25a0 

\u25a0 .	 ceiiDt 'of a-picture' of an British tank with 80 mm 
armorY— What can we put up against it in Africa, and 
what, else could we do? 

Buhle^t a) Protection of our tanks against British 80 mm tank 
:\u25a0"\u25a0) rtn::lorth Africa. \u25a0':\u25a0:'\u25a0 -"\u25a0\u25a0 . 

;"b)	 lufloug^is* ;Allmust terminate on 11 April. 

c)"-Coast artillery: Activate 5 new Bus. 

d) 'fraction problems of . the partly motorized Siege Gun Bns 

e)<	 Requisitioning -of trucks in France 

f)	 C&nvO-rs ion of conventional tanks to amphibian tanks takes 
\u25a0 

•-12	 weeks-. 
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4 March 1941, 

•0900 1100 hrs. Attend conference 'held in G-en Qu office dealing 
with supply service for AG-p. South* We must not underrate 
the difficulties connected with switching the fuel supply 
"base of the entire Army Group to the Romanian oil "basj. The 
idea of the Advanced Supply Points must not "be overdone. 
With all its advantages, the system has the drawback of 
rigidity which we must not take upon us until the develop
ment of the operations can "be made out clearly. As long as 
we dont know exactly where we stand we must "be content with 
improvised installations, which later on can "be reorganized 
into such supply points. . 

(Armistice Commission): 

a)	 Control services in all French western ports. will "be taken 
over in the near future. General Eichhorn, assigned to 
this mission, is standing "by with his economic staff and 
other agencies. In Oran, Tunis and Algiers, German liaison 
agencies ( with 8 airplanes) will "be integrated with the 
Italian organization. 

"b)	 JueX will"be very short In suDply in France and Forth 
Africa till the middle of April. A 14,000 ton tanker is 
on its way from America.. Doubtful whether the British 
will let it through „' 

c)	 Seizure of French merchant shipping "by the British. 
French want easing of regulations to strengthen convoy 
system, for vessels sailing in French convoys have so far 

British,not "been attacked "by the 

d)	 Important points in tlie exchange of notes: French demand 
on permission to recruit soldiers in the Occupied Zone. 
Demand release of white Colonial officers from PW camps, 
for service inNorth. Africa. 

c) 13,000 trucks "bought "by us. First instalment has arrived 
at the Demarcation Line. Transfer will "be completed after 
15 March. 

f) Eub"ber crop in Indochina: 25,000 ton for us, 18,000 ton 
for France (partly for our purposes). 25,000 ton for 
America. This portion is now claimed "by Japan. 

Gen. Scherer. the new Headquarters Commandant, successor of Colonel 
Schmelzer who died today, reports „ 

Ma.i,G-en. Mueller; 

a) Claer^Stefanie affair.- Psychiatric observation of Stefanie 
necessary. 

"b)	 Studies on International Law with a view to a' reform of 
Internationa,! Law. Must "be turned over to a Commission 
under Bdß after the war. 
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c)	 Measures against the .De-Gaulle movement in Prance. 
\u25a0Question of death sentences. 

d)	 Cooperation of. Replacement Army and Field Army. Inter
change of 3SfCO f s and Officers. 

c)	 Findings on hospital inspection. Social service care can 
stand improvement (vocational guidance, vocational trai
ning, psychological care). Use of Field Hospitals. 
Medical service not a problem of transportation, "but one 
of supplies. 

5 March 1941. 

Moming Goriferone c: March into Bulgaria proceeding according to 
plan. Subsequently conference with OQ,u Iand Operations 
©fficer on current matters. 

OQai IT- Krafrfre: 

a)	 Hungarian intrigues against our military attache', who has—~ "become irksome for them (Krabbe) * Our demands regarding 
road 'building and railway preparations » 

b) Negotiations Buschenhagen in Sweden ( take in a lot of 
ground.1 ). 

c)	 Current matters. 

yon Bernuth:	 Directives for training of Divs. under Generals who 
will "be their leaders in the Eastern campaign. 
Current business of the Training Section. 

Ma-p Exercise Gen Q.i. on problems in the theater of AG-p South. 
Question of Supply Points Advanced Supply Bases, CPs\u0084 

of	 G-en Qu is discussed. 

— 
yon Ziehlberg: Death of Col. Schmelzer Hq_ Commandant. 

Efficiency ratings and other current Gen. Staff personnel 

matters. 

Wagner Gen Q,u : Draft of an OKW directive on organization and 
administration of the occupied areas in the East. Behind 
the advancing troops, Government Commissars willbe 
established, ,who willhave Armed Forces Comrranders attached, 
to them. The stipulations of the ObdH are to be observed, 
but otherwise the Army must not be burdened with 
administrative tasks. Special missions of the Re ichsfuehrer 
SS. 

-ObdH Keitel; 

a)	 The Fuehrer will not advise Jjk. Duce against an offensive 
in Albania, $ he will-merely tell him that we shall .come '. 
in later. 
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b)	 Yugoslavia: Conference with Regent Paul produces no 
positive results. Uo intention to join the Tripartite 
Pact, Ho transportation facilities across Yugoslavia. 

It is hoped to settle the Greek question without the 
use of force. However, so far Ican see no signs 'that 
such- a solution has a chance. 

c)	 G-reat excitement over Lofoten raid.* 

S March 1941. 

— 
Quiet day. Advance into Bulgaria proceeding according, to plan. 

day;Otherwise \u25a0, only telephone consultations throughout the . 
no important conferences-, except one on AAA problems (Bogatsch) 
and current operational masters. Desk work on neglected 
larger studies. 

7 March 1941. 

Morning Conference* Advance in Bulgaria continues according to 
plan. Uncertainty on the situation in the Aegean persists.
French canal system seeifrs to "be largely serviceable again; 
only the Ehine-Ehone Canal and the canal connections with 
the English Channel, paralleling^ the Seine, have not yet 
"been restored* 

OQ,u IV with Chiefs Foreign Armies East and West: Situation re
ports. England, no important new information. Hussia: 
We are getting a clearer picture of disposition of forces. 

Gen 833rand: 

a)	 lu.-eh.rer order regarding 160 Batteries for Eforway. 
This number will include 38 'batteries already sent to 
Norway (10-28 em). The Batteries still unas signed are 
to be accompanied each by one officer, 3 I\FCOs and 15 EM* 
also, there willbe one Battalion Staff for every 6 
batteries, and two telephone sections with IS km wire each 
for each Battery.. Immediately available: 33 batteries. 
The main thing is that there must be no reductions in 
the allocations for coastal defenses in the Black Sea 
and the Baltic. . ' 

* b)	 X Battery can be used against Brest-Li towsk (citadel) . 
c)	 Besults of the large Observation Bn^ exercise. Attempt 

to centralize the heavy sections in the Army Corps was 
a failure* The solution. lies in keeping the old method 
and reducing the number.. of heavy sections. 

/ 
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*
 
d) Triajs with E projectile for 15 cm How, satisfactory. 

5,000 projectiles a month; larger output \u25a0 not "before fall. 

c)	 Missions for railway artillery in the East not yet final* 
Probably we shall have use for the following:-
1- X 12; 5-15; 1 Bruno I; 2 short Broiio (in AG-p 
Horth) • 

— 
1500 hrs: Funeral ceremony for Col. Schmelzer Hq_ Commandant 

Chief Personnel Division: Consultation on officer, replacements, 

(Renault) 

etc. 

O"bdH (on phono): 
West Coast 

Operational intentions in Libya.-— Defenses 
(artillery, tanks) .—- Air missions in the E

on 
ast. 

G-en.Buhle? 

a) Uorway, Soastal defenses: artillery, captured enemy tanks 
and 1 Bn (2 Cos) of.2olst Arm! Ecgt. 

t>)	 Organization of the still unallocated 250 3cm AA 
into groundforces antiaircraft force? horsedrawn? 

c)	 GHq. troops for Barbarossa 

20	 out of 28 Sng. Bns: ) can get small truck 
all Railway Bng. Bns: ) column as of 1May* 

Rear services' and signal components willbe ready in 
time. • . 

d)	 Two medium Id.How. Bus and four 10 cm Gun Bus "become 
new GHq. Artillery reserve as of 1 June. 

c)	 liaison Staff "ITorth" and "South". 

f)	 Improvement of Thirteenth Armd.Div. 

Oapt. yon Both reports on results of his inspection trip to lajnja.i. 
Rommel's operational intentions need a sound basis and 
should "be reviewed in the light of practical possibilities* 
Supply .services in Libya must be centralized; supply route 
to	 Libya, still leaves room for improvement. (Naples, Rome), 

8 March 1941. 

Morning Conference: Yugoslavia apparently veering round to the 
Tripartite Pact. Three possibilities for the British,, 
Report of British efforts to trade capitalships for 
destroyers, 
7th convoy arrived in Libya; Bth convoy Palermo; 9th still 
in Haplos of British Cruisers,on	 account 

Lt.Coloßeinhard reports as Chief of Staff General Army Office. 
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H^eus.l.iigpr-: lv) Rdweiu lies for Richthof c- -\nd List' 
2*) Liaison Officers for Eastern Campaign ASp 

South: One older Officer with, two or three younger 
-assistants form a Liaison Detachment. 
AGp Center: 1Liaison -Officer each for AG-p., 
Gu&eriah and Afiq. 9 (Hoth) (total 3)-, 
•Hprth:	 1-Liaison Officer for AEq_ 16 (Hoeppner) 
(1). 

3.)	 Disposition of Russian forces at the. front and in 
the rear. 

j 4«)	 Demands on Luftwaffe for demolition and disruption 
missions. 

5.)	 Defenses in the West

6.)	 Operation in Libya* 

— 
G-en,,ott (inf): Tactical Manual for Antitank Co. in'lnf.Regt. 

General training problems (utilization of terrain., knee'laaag* 
position for etc.) ' 

Bnew intelligence from Turkey reveals that apart from air-aS.TSbpo&t 
England is preparing to support Greece with two to three 
Divs., now standing "by on islands between Lemnos and Crete, 
so	 as to be moved into Greece" via -Tolas, or also into 

; 

Turkey, if necessary. 
G-v^ek intentions, At ::'art ,. defense .-" Struma or Variar, 
as the c s?o may be. In case of an ac ich: on Vardar ¥-alley 
a defense is planned, with the right wing based on Mt« 
Olympus, and the left wing extending Over Mt. G-ramosi (op. 
the Greek Albanian border) to the present left wing in 
Albania. 

Paulus: 

— a)	 Organization of road improvement work.- A new map of 
Russia showing road conditions (good work). 

b)	 Military-political data for G-rohlmann 1 s study. 

Beport on Yuffoqlav'ia t s Revly* Regent Paul thinks ho can induce 
his Cabinet to accept the Tripartite Pact, on thrpo 

\u25a0\u25a0conditions: 
.a) Ho transit for C-orman troops. Discussion possible on 

transportation of materiel "by rail'and "by Danube." 

Taj	 Ho commitment to active participation in this war. 

c)	 Access to the Aegean for Yugoslavia. 

9 March' 1941. (Sunday - Berlin..)* 

Work at Home: .Organization of the West diir. o the 3ar"b&rossa
 
Campaign .,
 

j 
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—
 -
Questions—relating to Operation !ISonnenblume !r. Attache

*3 

service. Efficiency ratings. 

10 March 1941. 

Conference on situation; Italian drive in Albania 9 March— 
Aegean. Bth and 9th convoys due at Tripolis.
 
Advance of Twelfth Army difficult.
 

Conference with Q"bdH; 

a)	 Clarification necessary about instructions for defenses 
inKorway. 
West Coast, Baltic, Slack Sea, Aegean Islands 

b)	 Clear— cut statements wanted from Havy on 
What are the capabilities of the Russian Havy inBaltic 
and in Black Sea? 
What can our Havy do, and what are its limitations? 
(Canaris) . 

Bcusinger; 

a)	 Current business. 

Td)	 Bommel is instructed not to advance his front too far 
ahead before arrival of Fifth%b.*Div # an & sufficient Italian 
forces . 

c)	 Coasts, defense problems in the West and in tho Baltic. 
(Ruegen) .. 

d)	 Our troops must start building field fortifications on the 
Russian border early and on a - scale.sufficient* Handle 
rear line more as a propaganda show .1

Raflke — 
a)	 Case Hesse. Fired from the Press Section "by the OEM 

"because 'of clumsy handling of motion picture matters. 

b) Inquiry to G-on.Mieth on alleged political indiscretions 
at a conference in December, 1939. 

c)	 Recruiting for SSj no danger? cannot filltheir ranks. 

d)	 Participation of Party members in Church activities 
permissible only ifParty membership Is held in the back
ground. 

X.t. Col. Koohlcr reports as Chief- of Staff of the B&S. Problems 
of coordination discussed. 

OQ,u IT; a) Yugoslavia. Belgrade Cabinet meets today. Yugoslavia's 
three conditions for joining the Tripartite Pact have 
been accepted by Germany and Italy. 
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"b)	 Greece: Up to 4 March, only 7j,000 British in Greece 
(Air Force), 'in Athens area* In the last few days 
additional 5,.000 arrived in Athens area (claimed mission? 
protection el' airfields) , Reports state that evr nation 
of liiiraee is being prepared* (ire- said to be gutting 
read;; for war* Change can *be hopeu. for only ifYugo
slavia changes her attitude. 

c)	 Turkey1s reply to fuehrer's letter still outstanding. 

d)	 Conference Goering-Antonescu: Increase in oil deliveries* 
German production aids accepted. Sparing of Iron Guard 
refused.. Wants to form new Party from reliable elements . 

c ) .Franco : Darlan anounces convoy protection against Eng
land for French shipping? will use arms if necessary* 
Proposal to appoint Laval Minister-President. 

f) Spain: Franco's letter stating reasons preventing his 
entry into the war now demands clearcut statement on 
colonial promises. 

g)	 fuehrer's demands on Japan* iTJapEnecs* capabilities.. 

11. March .1941. 

Morning conference: Report of Russian movements from Moscow 
Military district toward Smolensk and Minsk. Intelligence 
on. new :voads in Icnssia v which would indicate existed "\u25a0 

' 
jof	 "better rr'adnet. xhan ore.tofere as.- d» 

Encroach .at on command fraction of Cti.i "by OElv, which orders' 
that Forarth Mtn.Div. must join ""Marita" in place, of some 
other Div* 

— 
Warner (Q-^n Q,u): Li"byai Shipping space.- Separate supply" organi

' 
zation for li"bya.—	 ,

! 

\u25a0Moldavia: Health conditions. Officers mess pro"blems(too 
'iuaYiy iiae up toe much food)-. 

Col\u2666Gren.. Hoeppner; Missions for Ai*md*&r» 4in Operation 
Barbarossa d-iscuss-ed. 

yo:Tl, (ArmisticQ Commission) : 

a)	 French shipments to iNorth Africa stopped. 

Td)	 Mediterranean ports now under our control: West of 
Mars eilleg 5 German Control Officers; east of Marseilles, 
"by Italian Officers, with Qerman representatives , 

c)	 French report on progress of disarmament in Horth 
Africa expected soon. 

d) Food situation in France has deteriorated* Grain report
ed sufficient only for 1 to ijmore months. 

\. 
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c)	 Protest against British materiel shipments on Bagdad rail
road to Greece or Turkey* 

f) DJibuti. Italians release weapons for 7 French Bns, 
for defence against British. 

g)	 13,000 trucks "bought in France. 

yon Uthmann:	 Eeport on Sweden. Only the use of railways will "be 
open to us. Roads to the Forth not practicable "be
fore middle or end of June; moreover interrupted 
"by water "bodies crossed "by ferries. 

(02¥);Lunch	 with Uthmann. Jodl Showdown over direct interference 
with the command function of OKB. (Substitution of Fourth 
Mt.Div. for 183rd Div.). 

— 
yon ZiehTberg;. (Central Branch) Current reassignments. Style 

of	 living of officers in Eq_. Procurement of additional 
food directly	 from France for their Sections. 

Heusjnger: a) Another AA Bn, for Bommel (ObdL). 

b) Bth and 9th convoys have in Libya.arrived 
Marada freed. 

' 

.:' 

c) Movement order for Fifteenth Armd.Div. 

,12 March 1941. 

Morning conference; 

a)	 Question regarding relation "between Liaison Officer 
Albania and AHtj 12

"b)	 Yugoslavia: 3 Divs. mobilized. Strength 70,000. 

c)	 Intensive convoy activity in Mediterranean. 

d)	 Eommel i Bulk of Fifth Armd.Regt. now on land. Movement 
to the front will "be completed in about 7 days (including 
one day of rest) . Enemy reconnaissance from Ageda"bia to 
the south. 

y~c)	 Transport -congestions in Bulgaria. Boulogne railroad 
station bombed out. 

Bogatsch:Gen. 

a)	 Magnesium: flare photographs for night reconnaissance. 

b)	 Instructions on missions of AA. in Operation Ba,rbarossa 

c)	 Organization of home air defense 



¥agner .( Sen Qu ) (Baen tsch~3T inkh) t 

a) Libya* Apart from remaining on the defensive, two 
courses of action are open to 1181 

Mounting a major offensive from Agedabia with main thrust 
: \u25a0against Tobruk, 

Starting several minor1 offensives in sectors along the 
coast v 

,Por t}he first -.alternative we woulc1 .. 3ed four Supply 
Column Bns. in addition to the fou. Column 3ns al*
ready shipped to Libya* 
For. second alternative,, a total of four Supply Column 
Bus,, would do, "but the drawbacks of plan are loss of 
time and lessened striking power* Send Memorandum to 
OICW. . 

b) Coastal shipping Tunis~-Libya* 

of G-en Q,u.,c) List of functions for "Command Posts 1f 

d) Fael problem » 

Adm. Schuster, Cap t.He ye (lysjvj) with Heusinger and Loyke: 
ITavy—Army pro"blems in the Aegean (Samothrake, Shasos,and-Lemnos) . 
Common problems in Black Sea (inshore coastal supply line to 
Odessa and points east).. 

Lunch with Adm.Schuster, Capt.Heye,. Capt.Loyke, and Col.Heusinger. 

Col* S-palke (Chief, War Economy Mission, Romania) report on 
situation of Komanian war economy. Picture of armament-
economy fairly satisfactory; agricultural production could-

"be* increased s 

- Unpleasant s b:r:i/s ahout G-erstenberg. 

,!Kadke: Directive,, -~Hew OEM .Propaganda Morale "building in 
hospitals. 

15 March 1941c 

Morning conference? Report from Japan; Shipment of British troops 
to G-reeco from iforth Africa are said to have "been in progress 
since 1 March* 
Boetticher reports ,that appearance of German troops in lorth. 
Africa had sobering effect on Weygand. 
Libya; Fifth Armd.Regt. at the front on 20 March.1
Marada free. 
Mstrita; Bridge at Bechetu dismantled. Perry in operation. 
Second Armd.Div. crosses over bridge at Turun Magurolo. 

Hommorlchr-Mueller: 

a) Sup-ply of maps for Barbarossa (four to -six sets for 
\u25a0Biv.). . . 
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•b) Future organization of Surveying Service* An Air Force 
memorandum; idea not acceptable. 

Wagner G-en Qu) : 

a.)	 Conference at Ministry of Economics 
Russians are getting cagey. Flow of oil down to a 
dribble; a 40% price increase demanded for grain. ¥c* 
stop coal deliveries and delivery of the cruiser. 
Bomanian production completely in our hands . Annual 
oil output will "be increased from 1.5 to 5.9 million 
tons. 

b) Juel. Aviation gasoline on hand sufficient for one year 
(last year 200 000 tons were turned over to us). Motor 
and Diesel fuel very tight. 
Without Russian deliveries we shall "be able to sustain 
a large-scale offensive on existing cgfesfaks for a period 
of 2 to'2ir months. After that we shall have to depend 
on our own production and on Romania. 

c)	 Supply Columns, 0c,3ac03- "believes he can let us have 
additional 4,000 tons for Id"bya. 

d)	 Oil drum factories inRomania meet production schedules. 

c)	 Supply problems Norway. 

f)	 Charge of duties for Military Commander France. 

g)	 Conference Wagner-Beydrich; Police matters. Border 
control service. 

14 March, l94l, 

Morning conference: 

!«,)	 Albania: The Greeks are attacking, instead of the 
Italians. 
Yugoslavia: Slovenia Is being evacuated, 
First, Third and Fifth Divs. are setting up Rear 
Services. 
G-reece: Flight of population In Thrace; no Englishman
 
In Salonika up to 10 March.
 
England: Br^ii-aiß.. requests, 1 cruiser, 119 submarine
 
chasers, 115 patrol vessels, 2,5 million tons from U.S.
 

2.)	 OiCW: Movement of third wave (Marita) must wait on order 
of GKM. 

— 3.)	 Libya: Graziani difficulties. 

4.)	 Barbarossa: 2,500 trains of first echelon have been 
dispatched. 
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—•OQxl I: Deception maneuvers in the ¥est More friction with. 
Konrad over delivery of materiel. 

Operations -Sec: Heusinger,, Grolmann, Gehlen report on plans of
 
tlae Armies in Operation Barbarossa.
 
Twelfth Army? Operation against Cernanti with only one
 
Div. of the left wing is wrong. Willhave to. use also 
Romanian Mt. Brig. (4) on this wing.
 
Seventeenth Army: Hungarians and Slovaks must "be mobilized
 
a"bout two days before the operation starts and follow, "behind.*
 
Jake commotion on the front "between Tarnow and the Mountains
 
(Security Div., etc.).
 
Sixth Array? On the whole in agreement with the very heavy 
concentration of forces; should point left wing further to 
north (Xowel) t 
Fourth Army: Its southern portion still rather weak; its 
central portion is getting too close to Bialystok. Concur 
on all other points.. 
Hinth. Army: Disposition with objective Lornza. is waste of 
effort. On the northern wing coordination "between Armd. 
Gp. 3 and Army not yet perfect. Feel for operational, require

ments lacking here. Army Hq evidently cannot assert it
self over the CG cf Armd.Gp. and is reluctant to place 
Infantry units under the command cf Armd Qv. 
Eighteenth Afrtffi.i Our suggestions have not "been paid much— 
attention to. Teamwork Hoeppner Inf. Corps must still 
"be "brought into line with our ideas,, 

Sixteenth Army: Front still too wide. In any event 
striking power willhe greater when reserves close up. 

OQ,u IV, with Chiefs of Sub-Sections: Report on situation; Libya 

and Sgypt: 
Fifteen British Divs. ( including two of Armor) . In Libya . 
itself "between four and. eight (including Armd.Divs .). 
England: Activation of 5 Divs. has started. Total of 45 
Divs. now in the homeland, including 4 Armd.Divs. (two new). 
Of the 41 Inf. Divs., a"bout 21 are ready for assignment. 
Flow of materiel permits fitting of one to two Inf.Divs. 
per month. 
France must reduce her troops inNorth Africa to 120,000 
by 1April. 
Russia: Reported mobilization of four age groups probably-
only replacements, as the specialists are already in the 
services. Intensified concentration <3>n the borders of the 
Baltic provinces. Reported road movements from direction 
Moscow toward the frontier via Minsk. 

— Conference with ObdH: Situation and intentions Libya Situation—	 — 
in Bulgaria.- Personnel matters. -Heusinger reports on 
Armies for Operation Barbarossa. 

— 
Ifegner Gen Q,u: Fuel situation ( stocks for only three months). 

Preparations in Romania: Fuel preparations adequate, ammuni~ 
tion varying, Definition of command powers of Gen Q,u.— 
Command Posts. \u25a0"' Administrative Orders" for Barbarossa. 

3^oon:	 Demonstration of pyrotechnics and signal devices. 
Inspection of Zepp elin*signal center. 
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1$ March 19hl. 
~~	 in our SwapMorning conference: Marada hands. of naval craft— (Britain) U.S. (H.M.S . King George V). . 
Gen. Btihle: a)	 Inspection ObdH. of Training Divs, 101st Diy. 

Sectional railroad "bridges. 

b) Artillery and 2 cm AA for Norway. 

c) Antiparatroop defense* 

d) Organization	 of Liaison Detachment Romania. 

Gen. Brand: Questions regarding us,e of artillery on coasts of $"or— 

way7 Denmark, Holland, western France. Bailway artillery?- on— 
the Barbarossa front. ObdH reserves allocation for him— 
self. Unfortunately ObdH emphasizes security of French 
Vest -?oast to such an extent. that his specifications can be 
met only by sacrificing striking power in Barbaroesa. Of 
course , when you ask the Eavy and everybody else, whether 
they could carry out their missions 100% or whether they 
would need some aid from the Army., everybody wants some
thing from the Ermy» The point, however, Is..not to be lOOfo 
sure everywhere, but rather to make sure of the necessary 
minimum of safety, and then put everything behind Operation 
Barbarossa. 

— Heusinger: Current business , Preparations for report to Fuehrer. 

16 March 1941. (Sunday Berlin) \u2666 

iMameday celebration. Preparations for Report to Fuehrer, 
current business. 

17 Inarch 1941. 

Wagner ( Ho entries) 

Conference on situation; Albania: Operation without conclusive 
results. 

Greece; British troops 18-20,000 strong 
(including Air Force). 2To higher 
command ,s taf f. 
Attache"" tour cancelled. 

— 
Bus chenhagen: Solvaer .* Fuehrer insists: ITorway must be render

ed absolutely safe against any suprise attack. British now 
are in position where they must take the offensive. West is 
impregnable j. perhaps Syria; "best chance Norway. Our Air 
Force largely centralized; Savy weak, shipping lacking for 
large-scale Sand operations. If the British secure a lodg
inont ,dS»SS#«^^j?%ith Bissia willbecome possible. Construc
tion of continuous defense system impractical and, moreover, 
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\u25a0unnecessary . Objective of. defense-: ''The English must., not "bo 
allowed to gain a foothold, not even for two weeks. Safe
guarding of our traffic along' the coast, "both "by sea and "by 
land.. Allcenters of economic and military importance must 
"be secured against surprise raids.. (Air raid, warning posts,
etc.). To insure accomplishment of this task; Set up 160-— Batteries, (eehelbnhed in depth, with Inf. and AA cover), . 
Transfer all replacement .organizations of Norway units to 
Norway, as well as one or two of the Occupation Divs. earmark
ed for France, -r- Increase strength of Construction Troops, 

Barbarossa; 50$ *—cannot "be taken out of Norway.* Sweden is— 
not likely to let us use their facilities. » Dietl will strike 
Via Pet same. Two Divs. to Narvik to relieve Dietl„ 

Strengthening of defenses; 1 For Mur-Falkenhorst s proposal: 
mansk only 2 Mt. Divs, Third. Mt. Div. cannot be managed. One 

;Occupation Div. for Norway; one-third to northern Norway, 
two- thirds to southern Norway. 54 Batteries with reinforced 
I/O can arrive in northern Norway "by sea on 15 Aprilj five -
or six large steamers.** Personnel will proceed to Narvik. as 
"furlough personnel 11 . This plus one- third of the Occupa
tion Div. and two MO- Bns. for northern Norway willmake up 
for Second Mt. Div. "by 15 May, 
Central Norway.* Batteries by 25 April. 50 Batteries in 
ports (lower T/O; reinforced by Inf.).
 
Southern Norway: 50 Batteries amd two-thirds of one Occupa
tion Div. will sail from Stettin on May.l,
 

Operation Sjlberfuchs: 2nd Mt.Diy. will strike toward Polarno
jo,l Finnish Div. (l2th Brig.) and 1 German Div. from Kenii
jaervi in eastern direction. Seaborne movements: Allow 6 

\: 
days for unloading at Kemijaervi and Uleaborg. 

1500 2030 hrs. fuehrer conference (with Col. Heusinger); 

lo) Marjta; The operation must be carried to the objectives 
that will assure us a base for air domination of the 
Eastern Mediterranean. This requires control: of Attica, 
perhaps even of the Peloponnese. Operation must be car
ried out with maximum speed. Occupation of Thasos and, 
Samothrake ifpossible should be simultaneous with occupa
tion of. the coast. To accomplish this we must try to— 
obtain shipping from Romania and Bulgaria. Lemnos will 
be seized by paratroops as soon as possible, thereafter. 

Turkey: Satisfactory letter from the Turkish Chief of 
State would suggest that Turkey is desirous to keep out 
of a conflict with G-ermany. Forces assigned to watch 
Turkey may be withdrawn after we have reached the Aegean 
coast. 
Conclusion: The forces allocated for Marita must be writ
ten off from build-up for Barbarossa. 

2.) Bar "barosea? 

a) We must score successes from the very start. There
' must 

be no reverses. , . 
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b)	 Itwould be pointless to &ase oar operational plans on 
forces which cannot be counted on with certainty,. As 
far as actual fighting troops are concerned we can 
depend only on German forces* , 

rie Finnish forces can only be counted on to attack 
Hangoe and prevent a Russian withdrawal into the Baltic*
area* 
On.Romania we cannot rely»at .-all* their divisions have no 
offensive power. 
From Sweden we can expect nothing^ for we have nothing 
to offer, . 
Hungary is unreliable.*, She has no reason for turning on 
Russia. Her political aims lie in Yugoslavia,, where, they 
see something for thems elves «. 

Slovaks are Slavs. May perhaps be used for occupation 
purposes later. 

c) Rokitno Marshes would not restrict movements.-, (l) It Is a 
terrain in which. Armies could maneuver freely 3 (l) 

d)	 AGp North and Center willpush as far as the Dniepr> } 
theft, 

-taking advantage of the protection afforded by the river,, 
mass forces' for a thrust to the north* Moscow is of no 
Importance whatsoever* 

c)	 AGp South; "It would be fundamentally wrong to attack 
everywhere „n Pruth and . nio^tr are rivers^, which will 
block any offensive* The Dniestr Is much more impreg
nable as a defense line than the Rhine 9 Hen.cc* no attack 
across the Pruth 0 "Here we would only drive the Russian" away from a spot where we should beg him to stay put c 

f) Conclusion: 
In the Romanian sector, employ only the forces necessary 
for the protection of Romania, Allother available forces 
will be used for frontal attack north of the Carpathians^ 
with greatest weight on the northern wing^ where additional 
armor will be brought to bear,, Armd* units must be pulled 
out of Romania at the earliest X 

3*	Finland -Swed en—Norway t 

a)	 No plans can be based, on the assumption that Swedes will 
tolerate transit of combat troops, 

b) Present defense of Norway not jet strong enough. The 
. British willmake diversionary attacks „ Norwajr vulnerable 
Fjord Sj roads, . 

c) No threat in the West; Air incursions impossible In day 
light. Landings in the tfest out of the question,,. Some 
troops in the area can be released for Norway o (Two or 

Divs,)three 

T;d) Proposal t^ Emeden. fe want to relieve two Mto Divs» in 
nCithern l; rvvay;and request right of transit for two 

v.;ri3l by sea).Eivs*
 
Ifarrangements cannt be made^ exchange must be made by sea
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c)	 One Mtc Div« is to be released in this manners An attempt 
willhave to be made to ship another Div* into the Gulf : 

-of Bothnia shortly before beginning of operations© These 
two Divso will have the doable mission of keeping the 
British from establishing a foothold in Murmansk, and 
of closing the White- Sea Canals 

fien * Wagner presents the great picture of supply© No comment's o 

5« Rear Areas: No difficulties in Northern Russia, which will be
:

taken over hy Finland, Baltic States will be taken over to- : 
gether with their administrative machinery, Ruthenians will-
welcome us with open arms (Frank)* Ukraine uncertain, Don 
Cossacks uncertain*, We must create Republics isolated against 
Stalin1 s influence* 'The intelligentsia put in by Stalin must

' 

be exterminate d.o The controlling machinery of the Russian 
Empire must be smashed.* 
In Great Russia force must be..used .in its jagst brutal form^ 
The ideological ties holding together the Russian people are> 
not yet strong enough and the nation would break up once the 
functionaries are -eliminated* Caucasia eventually willbe 
ceded to Turkey, but first must be exploited by vs 0 

6, Lybia: Agrees to the forward shift of the defensive front* 
Current preparations must enable us to pass over to the offen
sive as soon as a favorable balance of. strength is attained «

; 

Sending of additional troops now impractical© Landing operation 
in Tunisia is rejected; plan to purchase ships in Tunisia must 
be studied© 

223© hrs, Gen» Paolus is given outline of the results of Fuehrer 
conference. 

18	 March 1%1 

Morning er ence : 

Albania! The Italians are relieving their frontline Divs« 
British in the .Peloponnes'fe ?nihat use can be made of Rhodes? 
Yugoslavia: Report of preparations to join the Tripartite' 

\u25a0Pact*	 ' 

Four Battleships must be laid up for repairs \u25a0(Hipper, Scheer, 
Scharnhorst, Gneisenau)* 

Gpeidel (Parls)i(Par Is)i 

a) Balance of securit.y assignments between Belgium and France \u2666 

b)	 103.000 prisoners of war must be evacuated ifOperation 
Attila comes off© Would, guard units become available? 

c) Political situation C^eygandl).
d) SD and SS are spreading themselves all over* 
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• • 

Vooi (Armistlee'	 i *"» 

a) Surrender of arms and mate rids Surprisingly good progress* 
. 3AI trairf-loads of. material.* 

b) aircraft -construction program is running into snag^s* France 
wants concessions (prisoners of war^, coal). 

c) 7*5 cm Field guns (700) cannot be shipped off* Alternative 
Have panoramic ;-^lescopes turned in© 

d) Trucks (l3.,000) are going out at very- good rate*. Tires
'
 

<_:.; firsts-class©." 
* 

. .-\u25a0 
•
 

\u25a0 

c) Altmeyer case not yet settled* 
f) Material depots in Africai willnot be 'shipped out until 

later r . 
g) Casablanca Commission had difficulties owing to vastness 

of area and Italian passive resistance. 

0 ehsner ?. 

a)	 AGp D has assigned ChcituMorta?- Regt, (Dora) to the Armd, 

GrouDo 
b) Improvised vehicles for terrain de contamination Will be 

stored in the chemical defense depot, 12 truck columns 
for chemical defense depot. Training with operating units. 
Sprinkling from trucks no problems 

c)	 Chom.lMbr&ar-v: 40 is coming off production too slowlyc 
d)	 Briefing of chemical warfare officers by Ochsner* 

\u2666 

—-	 —-Radke ; Hess' letter. Bco.hler T s letter. Files on. Incidents in— 
Poland closed by SS, Case Tondorf settled. (Government--C^ :|i«t:^j(' 

Wagner ;: a) Moldavia base must be maintained despite change o.£ 
\u25a0condition s0 . . 

b) Maritas Strength requirements for rear services^ 
c) Directives en policies for OKW rear area Issued, 

Heusinger: Discussion of possibilities In view of the changed 
situation on Barbarossa and Marita* . 

' 

Sixteenth Armd 0 Div. can be pulled rut' as of 25 March* 
By 15 May all armed units with the exception-f AGp S mth^ 
of SS Viking Div..,- can be assembled' north of the Carpathians. 
KLeist then willhave 5 and SSArmd. Divs*^ 3 mot, 

Adolf Hitler. 
9 j-'ivs, GHq reserves willbe coming in behind. AGp A, between 

\u25a016	 May and 5 June* 

Conference with ObdH ; Change of plans to conform to new situation.. 
Mission for List In view of new situation*. Norway^ orders 
requested from 0KWfl Personnel questions. 

jron. Ziehlberg; Out of turn /seniority advancements and other current 
business,, •* \u25a0 
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19 March 1941 

' ~"**-v 

-—
 Conference; 
' 

Yugoslavia will join Tripartite Pact.. British in 
Greece 18^000 tc 20,000 strong* 

. Port Said-Alexandria? British troops ready for .embar cation* 
Twelfth Army reports information interpreted to indicate 

of Thrace,evacuation 

Heusinger; Discussion on disposition of forces in Greece, Romania 
and Norway* r -̂fiUq- reserve s»..-

Foertsch (Colonel) reports completion of the War Academy course* 
Remains at my disposal*. 

TQppe, late O^u France (Gen Qul);reports as CO of Gen 0u CP North,, 
for Barbarossa*, 

Krebs	 (Chief of Staff VII) reports off to Moscow as substit vte for 
Kb e.string (during the latter' s illness) » Detailed review 

•	 of the military situation and its impending alteration 
resulting from assembly of our troops on Russian border «* 

Summation of points to which he should give particular atten
tion* General, questions of line to be followed in talks. 

Winter (la, AGp A): Review of revised missions for AGp South, 1 

Depth of disposition and concentration of tanks in Sixth Army,— 
•Hold Seventeenth Army close toward the northern wing* i 

Possibilities of subsequent attack from the Moldavian front, 
\u25a0 

\u25a0meanwhile deception and sham movements* 

Hermann (la, AGp C): Missions for AGp North reviewed? 
jump off together with Infantry.Armd»	 Gr« k must 

Strong infantry forces on both <3ides of road to Siauliai.*
Shift, one or two Divs, to MemeSi area* 
Problem; of bridges for Memel crossing at jump-off „ 

~ 
Buhler AP shells for 5 cm' gun on tanks Xsf' of total ammunition «-
Flamethrowers for Rommel,* Combat with engineers with flame--~~ throwers on tank I9I 9 Development program for Infantry ». 

Norway; Replace construction troops with' Reich Labor Service, 
Reorganize Corps Hq 111 as a dorps (mot*) Hq* 

Pa Plus: Points brought out at conference of ObdH with Armdo Dlvc-
Commanders? Close control of ivs» by Corps* Air situation. 

*~Protection of rear communications o.f armd 0 units, Close 
.teamwork with Inf9 

arch 1941 

— — Heusinger^ Current matters: Norway* Romania* Greece,*\u25a0 

Enemy	 Intelligence* Greece 0 Landing of British troops seems to 
have starts do Movements, also motorized elements, from Attica 
northward*. 
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Geru Rommel: Beport on Lybia. Overall impression: British passive
 
and apparently thinking in terms of defense only, British armd;
 
units apparently being concentrated in direction of Bengasi*
 
The area to the south, around Agsdabia and Selum, seems to lee
 
treated as a no-man's land. This would vindicate British in*
tention§ to defend the Djebel area, which offers favorable
 
health and tactical conditions*
 *We shall not be able to attack on the "has© line of the arc 
in the direction of Tobruk before the enemy in the Djebel is 
beaten. But the Africa Corps is &ot strong enough at the present 
to do this* Nevertheless We could weigh the possibility of 
occupying the no-man 1 s land around Agedabia and m&keKkisg 
preparations for a drive in direction Tobruk next fall. 

Afternoon? OQ.u 1 and Gen °v confer on details with Gtefi. Rommel, who 
then willpresent an estimate of what he ©ould achieve with 
available forces before onset of the hot $eason> 

Ministerial Director Sarnow: 

a) Whale oil? 10,-000 plus 15,000 tons, a total of 25,000 tons, 
b) Dutch geld: 35 millions*. 
c) Rubber: stocks on hand 4,000 tons* monthly withdrawals 

800 tons. ~~' 
~ Belgian gold 235 tons 536 million gold ma^ks


d) German war finance systeji.
 

Gen, Paulas t a) Results of conference with Rommel* Ifiline with 
morning discussion* 

fe) Results of conference with Guderian oil disposition 
of forces on right wing of AGp Cente;?» 

c) Appraisal of possibilities of operate ona in northern 
Norway • 

21 March 1941. 

Situation:	 The British seem to be diiembarking also at Salopiki. 
Perhaps their are making preparations for a stand east 
of the Yardar line,, We willhave- to reckon with a total 
of no mors than 4 British Divs.,. brought over in two 
crossings (six days each). 

Conference	 with ObdH and Rommel: In line with yesterday's conf erences, ~t—
Also current matters., Assignment for army Hq 11. <-~ ObdH '\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0— 
trip to Bulgaria, Edirne corner;	 ' 

;: 

Matzky: Current matters of his Section, including questions of protocol. 

Gen, Otto (Slovakia):	 actualT/O
Officers: 119 6 &*5
 
General Staff Officers 37 16.
 
Generals 7 -3
 

• 
\u25a0• N00!s	 

' 
5093 2378 
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Vogl (Armistice Commission) Otto (Slovakia) ancV aides.Lunoho	 ? 

Heusingeri a)	 Dispositions of AGb Center (Armdo Gr. Hoth) for jump 

off not yet perfect. Reluctance still shown to team 
\u25a0 up Inf.. with Armd. units at the jump-off. 

by OKW.b) Group Falkenhorst willbe directed 
c) Police Div. to be put under Himmler and. sent to East 
d) GH q troops must be. taken from List and. allocated to 

List willkeenly feel lossAGPs South and	 Center. 
of medium artillery? assault batteries, light AA Bns. 5 

Engineers, bridge columns etc. 

(Scultetus and MajorEvening^	 Demonstration of visual training aids 
Wratschko, Chief of Army Film Center) . 

22jaa3tthJL3£U 

\u25a0Situations No important news .	 x 

He.using.er	 "_yo.n _,Grolmann ? Discussion of disposition for List's drive.. —\u0084, 

Liaison Officers. Romania. *~ Protection of border in the East. 

The question of protecting . the Eastern border in event of 
Russian preventive action is becoming acute, HoYiever ? we must 
hot allow ourselves to be scared into premature measures. Ido 
not believe that Russia would take the -initiative. Itsurprises 
in.List's plan that no measures are taken to -protect his eastern 
wing (apparently Bulgarians!), and that taid. Corps is set to 
strike in direction of Yeria and Katerini? instead of Edessa. 
Instructions to Grolmann for his conference with list. 

1Noonj, Lunch guest of State Secretary of the Foreign Office*, with 
Oshima, and Alfieri. Discussion of our rleniands to Japan and 
Italy (Libya).** 

Evening ;George calls, in Berlin on official l)usi;aoss. 

-2} March 1%1. (Sunday Berlin) 

George visiting. Max drops in on his way from Jarsav to the .West-. 

Had words with ObdH over his signing of an operational order— for List. 
At homes Future organization of the General ..staff,— General Staff personnel, Efficiency ratings and minor 'desk 
jobs. 

'
, . 

/ 

/ 
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24 March 19A1/4 

Nj	 signs yet of any change in Thrace, Easii of tfre MestaSituation*~" 

river there are still-only.o ne Div, and the border guards,
West of- the Mesta 4 to 5 Divs«; British in line Katerini. 
Veria Edessao 
British reinforcements apparently also on Crete* 
Jugoslavia will join Balkans pact tomorrow* 
Turkey1s attitude unchanged. No cause for anxiety* 
England seems to be under heavy pressure, 

- Heusqnger 
-Beck;Paulus 

a)	 Shipment of light*.troops to Romania must be speeded up 
after departure of XIVAC and Thirteenth and Sixteenth 
Armd, Divs» The danger of having only weak light troops 
in Romania must not be overlooked. 

b)	 Instructions to Rintelen on our intentions in North; Africa* 

c) Romania must soon be informed on the need for strong 
defense measures on the Pruth border.. 

d)	 5 Coastal -Arty Bns-. are leaving, for Romania beginning 5 

yon Zjehlberg: Reassignment s in_	 and current1941*	 matters. 
Buhle; a) AT defense in Greece. 

b) Corps Hq Hansen and liaison officers*
c) Air Signal Bn# ;allocation of trucks<» 
d) Militarypolice patrols checking trains through Hungary, 

\u25a0c) Bridge columns: March and April 2©j beginning May, eight
to ten each month; target -Problem of traction, how
ever, remains unsolved*

f) pecial wishes of the Air Force for 22nd Airborneg) 15,00® Polish peasant carts with drivers willbe made
ready for Barbarossa by beginning of May, 

25 March 1941. (Yugoslavia joins 
Tripartite Pact)* 

Situation; a)	 In Greece, one Australian Div. from Palestine, one
New Zealand Div. from Tobruk* Troops from Palestine are being replaced, apparently from Mesopotamia. • 

Concentration of British Eastern Mediterranean fleet
off Crete, purpose" unknown » Possibly Crete -gs staging
area for movement s» 
British are disembarking In Creece:troops	 Attica, Voles.Scattered British detachments reported on Katerini ~ 
Edessa line. Greek islands rff-Turkish coast said to be-
still.free from British troops, as are Thasos, Mytilene.
Kephalonia and Lemnos* 

b)	 Roatta/ Chief of Italian General Staff* 
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c)	 Alleged trouble between Twelfth Army and Romanian 
authorities over: supplies,* on account of demands 
by Twelfth Army not previously discussed. 

:Wagner Qu) s 

a) Report -on stocks of gas ammunition? Available on 1 June? 
2 mill* for Lt* Field How#, J millfor Mcd» Fie.ld How*
 
G-as of several types willbe fired at the same time,
 
shells on hand in sufficient quantities, need only to be filled;
-

\u25a0:has been ordered a f 

The munitions depots can lead: 
Prior to 1 June: 6 trains —daily 
after 1 June :10 trains daily. 
To speed delivery_, three gas trains willkfeand by behind 
each AGpj . 
The assembly of gas trains in the 2#1.,2 

#I., willdepend on 
availability of sidings to Chief of Transportation. 

b)	 Decontamination: Static decontamination station on the—border* 19 Field decontamination Companies (one for 
r

' 
each Army; Norway and Romania 2; Gen 'u reserve 7)« 
Assignment to Armd». Groups is declined. 

i' 
c) Friction with Schell, who interferes in the business of the 

then Gen Qu* Huff between ObdH and Gen ru, who feels offended, 

that he was not told about some alleged divergence of opinion 
between them # 

<0	 Lybia: Mil, Com* for Bear Area.

c) Bulgaria? Establishment of a supply base Bulgaria, after 
List has started drive to the south,, 

f) Care of wounded for East: 50.000 beds to form hospital 
pool for East (base hospital); under BdE* . 

g)	 3$ hospital trains are readied for evacuation. of the base 
hospitals to the ZI..

Greece;•^)	 Mil.i.tary administration Question open. 

Siewert: Missions of Liaison Detachment Bulgaria « 

Heusinger: 

a)	 Changes in the instructions on assembly of troops for 
Barbarossa in view of the new situation on the southern 
wings. Changes in the demands on Force_© 

b)	 Comparison of Russian and German strength ready for commit
ment o We are extremely weak compared with the Russians 
up to 20 -kpril* iiftsir that the .^ivs, arrived- in" such numbers 
as to eliminate all danger* ' Meanwhile of course, our supply 
base is under a threat y but Ibelieve that we must avoid 
any unusual forward concent rations at this time. 

« 
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c) New instructions for AGp, South, 
Various possibilities o£ operational disposition in AGp 

(Ninth Army).Center 

d) Mission q$ Army Hq 11 inRomania , Also various minor current 
matters*. 

Wagner (Gen Qu) : 

a) Agenda for conference of Finance Minister with OKH. 
Reinforced Border Control Service, 

b) Item for discussion, for conference with Heydrich on. 
impending Eastern —matters.
 

c) Conference Altenstadt Thomas*
 
yon. Bernuth; a)	 Motion pictures; Activation of eight new motion
 

picture unit% (two for' tropics) brings total to
 
16 (including 2 inZF.j 2 inLibya),
 

b) Program for peacetime officer training 
c) Experiences of the Training Divs* 

Evening' Lecture by Prof* Mende before the officers' of General 
Staffs Currents* in' the intellectual life of present-day Russia, 

Gen8 Paulus; 

a) Progress of deception maneuvers in the Review of orders 
issued* , 

b) Reflections. on -British capabilities: Shipping space 
available at any one. time could, take care of only four 

That would severely limit their capabilities for 
anything outside their operations in the Eastern Mediter

' 

ranean* .	 < 

5 

26 March l?kl* 

Situation: No important' news, British strength in- Greece is hardly 
more than 3®,000 at the moment a This number.^ however, is 
reported to include Air Force r.nd supply services } which 
means that they would not even have two complete ®±vs* as yet. 

1030 Paulus: British capabilities* For my part s 1 don ft think it 
very likely9 at least for the present , that the .British would 
send to Kirkenes any of the 20 homeland Divso they may have 
gotten up by now, ' 

uch a move would be more likely later .on, 
after getting in touch with &ussia following the start of our 
attack* But even then the mutual distrust of the British and 
Russians in this .area is so strong that we can expect more 
benefit than trouble from such a move, England' s foremost 
concern is the Eastern Mediterranean and the land route to 
India, Here they are building up strength, but only with 
defensive intentions for. the time being « 

110© Conference with Heusinger in ObdH 1 s Office; 

Discussions in preparation of tomorrow 5 s conference of OGs, 
No. new ideas,' 
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Gen, Otto (Gen -of Inf.) report? as substitute for the CG XIX AC 
who is sick.
 
Talk about tactical manuals: MG Co and Inf Regt. willnot
 
be ready for begin of the offensive.
 

Konrad; targets in England: Seaborne supplies, shipping,har
bour installations* Mines owing. Training against ship targets,—-	 ~~ . e tc # Weather questions, Weather reports, British food 

\u25a0situation* 

Waldau: Outcome, of map maneuver Bogatsch (AA), -— difficulties— 
of airborne operations in Barbarossa. Review of Air.Force 
missions 

Fellgiebel: a) Hungary. Some signal operating troops must be —set 
.up in Hungary* ommunication lines AGp South 

Army H q 11, 
&) Marita: Very difficult without telephone line-Belgrad Nish -> Solution by using civil

ian facilities. 
c) Sweden. Same solution,
 
d) Finland: Senior sig» Corps Officer*
 
c) Radio communications questions. Dummy traffic in


Romania, and other current matters. 

Noon:	 Japanese Officers my guests at lunch: Chief of the Japanese 
military mission, a general of the mission, Military Attache 
Bansai. 

From 0930 Conference of ObdH with the CGs of the AGps, armies and 
Armdff Gps,« 

AGp, Center: No significantly new viewpoints, O'nlyJ Ninth 
Army and. Hoth willneed direct orders to get them to team 
up Inf,Civs, with Armd, Gp 4 in the jump-off * 

AGp,' North: Plan to strike with one Div. (S3 Div. Reich) in 
the direction of Kowno is criticized; is changed by AGp. At 
Kowno we must do as best as ?\?e can with improvisations and 
keep Armda Grpo together,, In this case, too, cooperation of 
Inf, in the attacking sector of the Armd, Group is dis
cussed and accepted by AGp c 

1200 hrs« Called to the Reich Chancellory on account of Yugoslav 
,coup d'e'tat.	 . 

-
1300 1430: Fuehrer demands earliest possible march into Yugoslavia, 

Four invasion thrusts: 

a)	 On Lists' s right wing, reaching Axios river via Novo Selo, 
to give' quick support to advance of List's right wing*

b)	 Detached from the right wing, but still under Listr s command: 
Strike from the area around SS ofia towards Skoplje, to join 
up with the Italians and to prevent linking up with Greece,* 

c)	 M'ith a' separate group from the ofia area, in direction of 
\u25a0Belgrade, to- seize enemy capital and open up the Danube,' 

d) From Germany, in the "jrorth, perhaps even from Hungary, with 
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• • 

1606:	 After return* ObdH contifmes conference with the C(jg of 
the AGps., etc, (AGd South) ,General discussion* Present? ' O^u I«,	 Idiscuss with Operations Section the operational. 

against Yugoslavia and., the^r:ultimate, effects 
oh Barbarossa. Subsequently: conferences with Opejratiioas, 
Officer, Transportation Officer. Gen Qu and ObdH on.t&me 
needed for assembly and grouping of forces for lugqs|,avia # , 

28 March 1941* 

Leeb	 (Ordnance Office), Increase of effectiveness and range: 
Rocket projectiles for Lt. Fd* How. . To begin with, only 
a few. thousands rounds* Bore tapers from Med* Fd. How* 
caliber to Lt# Fd, How* caliber, Tapered-bore tubes are 
ground	 down, e.g» from 5 cm at breech to 3.7» cm at muzzle* 

Antitank weapons? Tapered-bore tubes and B*B cm, 10 cm gun 
on self-propelled mount (as of May)..

Hollow-charge projectile: Equal section hollow-charge pro
'jectiles for largej? calibers, 7*5 to 10* Fitted with impact 

fuse, can be used also by Lt, Field How», against Infantry. 

"D" Siege guns 80 cm caliber > maximum range 40,000 m, 
available for Spain after March 1942} Railway gun on Spanish 

•railways*'	 . 

123CReich .Chancellery; (Myself,Paulas, Heusinger) : 
Fuehrer reviews the courses of operations open to us: Thinks 
that group against Nish. must be made as strong as possible, 
because strongest resistance may be expected: in

' 
this sector

" 
\u25a0(armament center, capital)* \u25a0 

Q&-&head given for negotiations with Hungary* ' Accordingly I 
instruct Paulus to proceed to. Budapest immediately. Negotia
tions with Bulgaria must refer only t-o preparative/ measures* \u25a0 

Italy_: Fuehrer's letter to IIDu.ce* Speaks of situation which 
is serious but not disastrous,, and of determination" to crush 
Yugoslavia B Demands suspension of drive in Albania,, covering 
of northern flank of Albanian front, and readiness for attaok 
inIstria, 

' 

IIDuee 1 s letter to the Fuehrer: Promises to call off drive <\u25a0 

in Albania, to cover three, northern approaches to his wing and 
to add six •Piv^s* to the seven stationed in northeastern 

*Italy (in addition to the 15,000 frontier guards) Also 
pledges support of. Croat separatist movement. 

Turkeys List must report djnmediatel^T. if Turks march the 
Edirne corner; such a move is not very likely. The -^uehrer^s. 
appraisal of Turkish attitude is highly optimistic* He has 
told the Turkish ambassador that Russia did not join the Tri
partite Pact, because the fuehrer -would net agree to Russian, 
bases in. the Straits. 
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Other matters put before the Fuehrer: 

a) List-	 should not be confined to Mt« Olympus line. 
\u25a0b) Timing: List is to strike_iat the earliest; the drive toward 

'Skoplje should coincide with List's' attack, if possible, 
c) AirDefense ,i£ri©a« Fuehrer .thinkvS Romjnel should try to 

make the best -Titirteil^feogets..
d) Airborne operation* Fuehrer suggests an airborne landing at 

Krusevac siavia!s arsenal) » Regt. Goerilng to Vietinghoff, 

Buhle*	 k) Orders for .Corps Hq Hanserw 
b) Light ?Road Construction Bns: Five activated by the Reich 

Labor Service, 
c) Tactical control of 22nd Div» (under XI Air Corps)* 

\u25a0d) 10.5 cm ATAT Gun, SPMa 

' 

. 
c) of Maintenance NCO T s during the war*' 
f) Make preparations for reconditioning of tanks, etc after 

Greek and Yugoslav, campaigns. 
g) Make best use of postponement of Barbarossa which gives 

us at least Zj, weeks* 

Lt« tbl.. Spaeth (Liaison Officer in Albania) : 
Orientation on situation for his personal information, with 
instruction to 

1 

talk to the Italians only on matters regarding 
Twelfth Army* 

Paulus-Heasin^er: Composition Second :Army 

carried	 by Truck Transportation arrivingIst Mt. Dxv»^ 
\u25a0fey il-Spril. XXXHX Corps (fullymotorized) Kuebler, 
LICorps^ Briessen LIICorps, Reinhardt XXXXVl

'

Corps, yon 
' 

Vietinghoff Temesvars	 XXXXE Corps (mot/)., plus SSReihhardt^
Reich, One Artiller^r Regt* Staff, one medium 

HoWo and one 10 cm Bn« One Eng* Bn^^ Bridge 8olumn; •Div© 
Grossdeutschland? k Artillery Commanders, A Artil3.ery Regt. 
Staffs, -g Medium How. Bnsa . 2 Siege Gun- Bns 6. 2 15 cm 

\u25a0Gun Bns«_j 2 Observation Bns*_, 2 Assault Bns* [from the 
East), 3 Sng. Regt* Staffs, s.6' Bridge Columns, 3 Eng. Bns., 
mot*;3 Bridge Construction Ens*, 3 Mi^o&Cos._, 2 Medium and 
2 Ltft aA Bnso 

Army Hq Schobert willbe sent to Romania sometime later* 

Capto. Qjess, Capto Obermayer report in* assigned to Operations Sec, 

Gen*. Konrad: Briefing ,ou operational	 of.OKH against' intentions
 
Yugoslavia*
 

Gen* Jodl OKlf calls \up: Hungary agrees to everything and accepts
' proposals* 
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29 March 1941, 

Kinzel(report s from Finland ) r 

a) European Russia's 15v"Bivs* more than previously estimated*
b) Russian ArjncU Corps Pskov with two Armd* : 2 Tank Regts., 

1 filgle Regt* Stc, 
c) Paratroops: 10 Brigs, of 3 Bns.» each* 

Situation:	 Q.Qu IV:Italian defense measures against Yugoslavia in the 
jjiorthiji and preparations for attack in Albania (contrary 
to promise to Fuehrer) » \u25a0 

3 Divs.j including Armd, Centauro to Libradz_, Kukes' ' '<
\u25a0Scutari,and .
 

Italian Fleet: Motor torpedo boats to Suda Bay (Crete) »
 
3 British Divs. left Alexandria for Crete

'
on 9 March (re

•; 
\u25a0ported by Japanese Gen Staff) . 

0p» Offo v 2 ships of the 15th convoy- to li%!a (supply) 
torpedoed* #th MG Bn» arrived at ED. ,-agheila* Operational 
order for Yugoslavia issued* 

Tva Off«>
;	 Two movements shifted from Bar-bar ossa willnot 

get through .. 
OQu IV: Requests of foreign governments to accredit officer observers.— 

Tours of Romanian Gen Staff officers on Western front* «* 
• } 

Werth (Hungary) wants us to recall Krabbe* 

'Fellgiebel	 reports on possible Signal Coirununi cation lines between Army;— 
Hq 2-Ek^aysjp-«- Italians^ Temesvar krnw Hq 12ft Tunnel shelter-: 

\u25a0for Fuehrer train south of	 to 

Wagner (Gen Qu.) :Basic factors of supply operation against Yugoslavia^
Instruction for rear services to,detrain along railroad line f-
Linz Vienna whenever practical and keep line to Graz open for..; 

\u25a0 
\u25a0troops* .	 :"*' 

Group Temesvar must be based for supplies on Merk 1 s organization 
in Have everything- ready to use Danube below Viennal 
Army Hq 12 needs more trucks*, 

yon Etzdorf:, Conversations with Mat\u25a0^ska -apparently successful. 
Attack "on Singapore seems to be contemplated* Noncommital on 
dates, Mats-^oka •; was informed that we are not interested in a 
Russo '— Japanese non-agression pact; agreement on fishing* right s_, 
etc, would	 be enough©
St,ate Secretary is.being informed on dates for attack on 
Yugoslavia	 and for Barbarossa* Watch Belgrade diplomatic corps! 

Bogatsch:	 Army Hq* 2, -*±t Commander (7) * 1Long-range recon 
•	 Staff el, 1 Courier Staffel, 1light Sig* Bn.
 
LICorpS; 1 Close-range reccn -Staffel') q^ type

LIICorps: 1 Close-range recon Staffel )
 

XXXXVI (mot#) J 1 i4ir ommanderj 1 Close~range recon
 
Staffel;plus 2 recon Staffeln for iirmd, 1tir
 
Signal Net- Operation's Co,
 
XXXHX Corps mus t be helped out by XXXXVIHorps.
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Army H.Q».12: 8 Close-range re con Staffeln (including 4 for 
Armd, ivs*) Long-range reconnaissance (2 Staff eln to be lent 
by VIII orps), (Silent reserves: 2 Close—range re con 
Stafflen it Bucharest}. 

Wagner (Gen Qu), Baentsch, Krumpelt (Supply Officer, Army Hq 2)4' 
of Administrative, Orders attached to Operational 

Orders* "Operation 25" * 
Some difficulties,willdevelop in Romania and Bulgaria owing 
to scarcity of transport* Nevertheless, despite unloading 
points far to the rear and with the remainder of the frontward 
movement having to depend on trucks, they will squeeze through 
with getting the supply troops going and just manage to complete 

•stockpiling before start of the operation, 

Paulus	 phoning from Vienna i 

a) Reports unexpected delays in arrival of Infantry units* 
b) List wants to put Kleist in command of the entire Western 

drive, n>t only o£ Group Nish, 
c) List d:es not want to strike against Greece until way is 

open for attack toward Ueskub* 

These wishes have as basis the' desire to7 assure success of the 
Greek campaign, whereas my considerations aim at speedy con
clusion of the lugoslav operation*' Ithink that Group-Ueskub 
willbe ready to strike on 5 and believe itis sound to 
postpone List*s Greek drive until then* 

210© ObdH, (on phone) .: 3V>rt :vt.;. y %aXk .ulua^'^id. my view 
l\-# f^uk^.—^,,._v;' .divergent idoa| we must watch out!)\u0084t_ 

2200 Geiilen ;Fm&sh drafting of asserably. orders for "Operation 25" # 

30..March 19A1» (Sunday) 

0830.	 To Berlin, Phone talk with ObdH on List's proposal and my
criticisms » 

110@.	 General meeting at Fuehrer Office, Address lasting almost 
2 % hours. Situation since 30 J'uime, Mistake of British not 
to take advantage of chances for peace. Account of subse
quent events c Italy's conduct of war and policies sharply

criticized* Advantages for England resulting from Italian
 
reverses^
 
England puts her hope in the U«S,
 and Russia. Detailed review 
of U*S, capabilities , Maximum output not before end of four 
years;	 problem Russia 11 s .role andof shipping, capabilities.
Reasons for necessity to settle the Russian situation, Only
the final and drastic: solution of all.land problems will 

usenable to. accomplish within two years our tasks is. the air
and .on	 the oceans, with the manpcwer.rand material resources 

. at our disposal*. — Our goals inRussia: Crush armed Forces, break up State.Comments on tanks; redoubtable; 4.7 cm gun (at) a goodOQu IV medium weapon; bulk of tanks obsolete. Numerically Russia's
tank strength is superior to that of any other butnation* 
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Mines { 

Colonial 
Tasks! 

they have only a small number of new giant types with long 
1© cm guns (mammoth models, 42 £46 tons). Air Force very 
large in number, but mostly eutmodei. ;only small number of 
modern models. 

Problems of Russia* s vastness: Enormous expanse requires 
1concentration on critical points. Massed planes and tanfcs 

must be brought to bear on strategic paints. Our Air Force 
cannot cover this entire huge area at one time;at the start 
of the campaign it willbe. able to dominate orily parts of 
the enormous front » Hence, air operations must be closely 
coordinated with ground operations* The Russians will crumple 
under the massive impact of our tanks and planes.* 

No illusions about our Allies! Finns willfight bravely, but 
they are small in number and have ~not yet recovered from their 
recent defeat. Romanians are no good at all* Perhaps they 
could be used as a security force In quiet sectors behind very 
BtrQSg natural obstacles, (rivers). Antone sen has enlarged his 
Army instead of- reducing and improving it. The fortunes of 
large German units must n^t be tied to the uncertain. staying 
power of the Romanian forces. 

Questions regarding Pripet Marshes: Flank protection, defenses, 
mines© Problems arising ifRussians should make strategic with
drawals Net likely, since th@y are anchored on both the Baltic 
and the Ukraine* If the Russians want to pull out, they must 
do so at an early stage; otherwise they cannot get away in g6odt
 
order*
 
With our 'goals in the East achieved we shall need no more than
 
50-60 2ivs c (a£S£>%). One part of the Ground Forces willbe dis-*
 
charged into armament production for Air Force and Navy; the 
others will be reaulred for other missions, e«,g, Spain* 

Clash of two ideologies. Crushing denunciation, of Bolshevism, 
identified withasocial criminality,. Communism is an enormous 
danger for our must forget the concept of comrade-*future* 
ship between soldiers* A Communist is no comrade before nor 
after the battle. This Is a war of extermination a If we do 
not grasp- this, we shall still beat the enemy-, but 3© years: 
later we shall again have to fight the Communist foe. We do 
not wage war to preserve the enemy* 

Future political .g&jffiF of Russia? Northern Russia goes' to 
Finland. Protectorates: Baltic States, Ukraine, White Russia. 

War against Russia? of the Bolshevist Commissars 
and of the Intelligentsia© The new states must be 
Socialist, but without intellectual classes of their own* . 
%rsi# of a new intelleo-Jsfcsflii GxLass must be prevented, A 
primitive Socialist intelligentsia Is all that Is needed* 
We must fight against the poison of disintegration. This 
Is no job for Military Courts* The Individual troop comnanders 
must know the issues at stake... They must be leaders in this 
fight. The troops must fight back with the methods with which 
they are attacked. Commissars and GPU men are criminal^ and 
must be dealt vdth as such. This need not mean that the troops 
should get out of hand. Rather, the commander must give 
orders which -express the common feelings of his men* 
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Embody in 'This war willbe very different from the war in the West,
 
ObdH Order In the East,, harshness today means lenience in the future.
 

Commanders must &ake :the sacrifice of overcoming theip 

persons!	 scruples* 

\u25a0Noon: Allinvited to lunch. 

Afternoon: Fuehrer Conference: 

a ) Yugoslav Question* Decision in conformity with my ideas. 
List willattack with X. Corps and on- his Marita -front on 
5: April. SS Adolf Hitler attached to Corps. 
Kleist willattack with 3 Armd.- and 2 Inf. and 1
 
Bulgarian Div, mn 8 -^pril*
 
Group' Temesrar on 12
 
Weicbs likewise on 12 April©
 

' S£§i2L is no help as a partner* In-Albania they are paralysed 
with fear. On the&i&Lia Frontier they claim they cannot attack 
before 22 April, No need to define a boundary for them against 
sector of Second Army since they willnot attack anyway. ;— 
Details?	 Airborne landing Krusevac. Assignment of Regt.
Bering.	 -Location of. GHq... 

Op. Sec-esShip 22nd Div. to Hungary* 

k) Barbaros.sas Reports of AGp leaders and of Several subordinate 
commanders (Guderian)© Nothing new^ except a clever plea by 
Rundstedt for assigning the Carpathian sector to the Hungarians 
and making the. Pruth line an offensive front. 

31 March	 1941. 

Reporting- in or out; Several Gen* .Staff officers, leaving (Uatzmer, 
v.d.Heyde) or joining us (Nippold) o 

Situation iYugoslav movement to south (Skutari-, Skoplje); British 
movement toward the Jugoslav northern border c Yugoslav mobili— 

. zation continues. 

Faulus?	 Returning, reports on conferences with List and with-Weichs and 
Hungarian High Command, 
List,, as was evident from his cabled report^ wants to give 
precedence to the drive into Southern Yugoslavia and conse-' 
quently would like to cut Group Nish down to two^ Armd o %vs f 
Wants to keep back 60th mot* .as reinforcement for the 
Ueskueb Group. Morecver^gie insists that he is too weak with 
respect to the Yugoslav concentrations in the gouth« 

Weichs accepts mission assigned to him. tillbe informed en 
Hungarian intentions. 

Hungary readily acceeds to our demands concerning Kg 2» 
7fents to attack along Lake Balaton and Tissa. river, and with 
smaller force.s east of the Tisza. Hungarians will^.fight under 

\u25a0German High omraancU . . 
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1Gen# Thomas. reports on organization - of the war economy with regard to 
Operation Barbarossa* 

Conference with ObdH; 

a) Transfer of GHq to Wiener Ncmstadt or Baden near Vienna* 
b) Problem of protective measures for Iron -Gate.* 
c) List sends message that he must have 60th mot* for 

Ueskueb under all circumstances* 

Heusingerls Availability of new Pivs. for "'Operation 25 '• 
•,101* Lto Div. (as of 9 **pril> Brody) 

100, Lt. Div. (as of 15* April^ Doellersheim) * -
18 April (i*e,l2 Apr). 

Perhaps bring over fourth -^ruid^ Div* (Bordeaux) \u2666 •<. 
. Twelfth Armd. Div* perhaps ready before	 

' 

Teletype talk with &ist; Need of strong &Q-%s^^£egs i i:tfN&&^sW&W<?.r-±vQ 
emphasized* Pleads again for 60th Div. Request declined. 
Bulgarians do not want to ,take active part in campaign against 
Yugoslavia, Are afraid of Turkey. 

;vo.ft Zjehlbergi Organization of a" !iq» 

lj^rilj^l. 

Situation; in Belgrade. New Balkans alliance: England ~ Greece *» 

lugoslavia". 'Movsraents to S-outhorn Serbia continue. Increasing 
signs of disintegration of the Yugoslav State, 

— 
\u25a0yon ziehlberg? Transfer of GHqs* to Vienna area,. . GGonference with 

"j-hiele and Pellgiobel on signal facilities. Target date 8 April 
000© hrs» 

ObdHls	 discussion of offensive possibilities against southern Serbia. 
Yon Brauchitsch plays with the idea of having Second Armd, 
Divft strike toward- Veles instead of against Greece;, in order 
to be stronger in.Southern Serbia* Ioppose this disposition^ 
which would allow the entire Greek Second to get away from 

• 
vs a (We must steel our nerves to believe in the devastating 
effect of the attack of Ninth Armd. Div<> and SS Div. Adolf 
Hitler on Skoplje* 
Must yet talk over missions of Hq 2 in Operation. 25 with 
Witzleben, 

yon C/Sj, temy Hq 2« Discussion of dispositions for drive 
of Second Array» 

' 

Main effort on left 7 wing; first objective: 
Hills north of Zagreb* 

Gen ,Jodl (OMft"): Fuehrer wants maximum railroad schedule set in 
operation at latest possible date. 

Wagner (G-en Q.u) : 

with,a)	 Currency arrangements for Romania are now coordinated 
those in effect in Bulgaria* 
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* 
Is). Flnkhls report* Rommel shows total lack of interest 

in supply organization* .Transportation lying idle in 
Naples \u2666 Staff Welder (Komg) very good* 

c) Preparations	 for Military overnment in Operation 25• 
Gen» Brand: a)	 Artillery commander for Hq km Temporary

* incumbent Gfen*. Berlin with Staff drawn from 
Artillery School* 

b) Set-ting up of heavy artillery on the Channel 
(fcoast* Turn over to Navy four 34 cm French 
railway guns (range 4© km)« 

c) "Fortress gun emplacements !l» Trials with X 3ugun 
tube reouestedv Must be put off» 

yon Bernuth: a)	 Reorganization of training supervision after
 
departure of Army Hq 2. , . .


"b) Tactical employment of di©n; Mortsaa? I' tunits. 
c) Regulation and coordination of military training 

projects of Labor Service and Hitler Youth* 

Qen. Paulus* a)	 Fuehrer willleave for Hq South on •? April at the, 
earliest, but more likely on. $ or«9JU'tpril. 

b) Discussion of outcome of visit to Hungary. 

Gehlen comes with report that Army Hq 12 cannot launch operations 
\u25a0 before 6 April (7 better)* Reply: OKH demands specific' ' 

\u25a0reasons. 

2 J^pril..l?41 a 

Situation? Tartar reports from Bulgaria about Yugoslavia. 
Claim. 3 Divs» and 9 Brigs,, and very much .Artillery and—~Engineers in Southern Serbia* Must be seeing thingsl 

Reports from (Free ce speak of four British including 
one of Armor,' as well as 2 D.ivs« disembarking at Piraeus, 
Considering the time factor alone , this is quite impossible.' Turkey is said to have changed sides' Suddenly* Popular 
sentiment is in favor of war with Germanjr, Military attache 
in;Ankara reports the opposite* 

Colt G-reiner reports out (was in charge of training manuals in 
Section of Chief Inf. Off.) j takes over command of an Inf.R-egt. 

1300 *~ 1400. fuehrer Conference on over-all situation in Yugoslavia
(fieusinger with me) • Nownew viewpoints* JSmph'asis again on Nish. 
Mission of Twelfth Army discussed*- JPian regarding Croat auto
nomy. Strong language about Italians, who should use their 

' 

riAir Force on front of Twelfth rmy> instead of on their 
Albanian front. 

Gen. Heiner is briefed on his duties. Suggestion is made to set up 
a German Administrative Hq in Budapest© 
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Buhle; a) Refitting of ipot. units after Operation 25• 
b) Ban on furloughs lifted. 5 %' for farmers. 
c) An units in Operation 25. have their field replacement 

Bns.,	 except 164 Div* • , 

d) Brigade 90©> assignment possible as of 15 Majr, while 
training go-os on» Components t N 

1 Hegt. (two Bns.) 
1Lt. Arty. Bn«, plus A.ssault Bn» 
1Eng* Bn# / two 
1Sig0

. Bn«, two Gos« 
1 -AT'Bn., of three Cos' (lGo 4*7 cm) 
&ear Services (far upply Columns)/ 

i — — — —	 —c)•	 Use of Tank 
r^-

j
Training' Bn. (mot.)..raining Bn. and Reconnaissance\u25a0 

f) Use of French medium B 2
" 

gun in Barbarossa (Seventeenth 
g) Tank 111 with long 5 cm gun«, '-^übe too long. 'f
h)	 Waterproofing of Tank 111 .and IV t Wording depth increased? 

to 2*2© m. (Work must be intensified to attain depth of 4m);! 
Waterproofing must be accomplished throughout Third and 
Eighteenth Divs.,'fourth, Tenths	 Seven- Ifourteenths 
teenth iirmd. Divs* In all other E>ivs, for 2-3 tanks. 

i) Greater carrying capacity for ammunition and fuel in tanks. 
Gasoline in outside steelhooped drums; as yet no solution 

\u25a0for ammunition* 
"	 

j 

Foertsch reports as Liaison officer OKH to -^rmy Hq.l2, Receives 
briefing on situation. List of duties* 

Heusinger: business: authorization of forward shift of Divs.— 
in the East© "Reporting schedule fcr Uq» £ # -Employment 
'of Airborne (Mc^vemeinnt"' takes 12 daysl) Take Jarachute 
Regt. instead. 

Field	 Marshal yon Bock on phone: Gienanth is at the end of his 
tether trying: to check SS in. the Government-General. Reouests 
action by OKH_, tp back him up in the question of evacuation of 
billets. ' 

\ 

Wagner (Gen Qu) : -Transfer of Executive 
'

Po^er from iirmy Goinmanders to 
\u25a0 

>. .	 Corps Commanders in Operation 250 Definition' of jurisdiction 
of the Special Detachments etc.- of the SS and Secret Field 
Police* 

3 April!9hU 

Situation: Agedabia taken by German Africa ? Corps (which reports 
heavy British losses), -^nemy in hasty retreat to the .-lorth.. 
Turkey estimates British strength inGreece at 3 Divs. ? as we do. 

Heusingerii a) Airborne Div.'needs 5 trips to get to Nish« Air route { 

' 
via Bucharest. 15 days (starting 7 April). Better 
to transfer Parachute Regt. to Bucharest, which is then \u25a0/-, 

.available for missions anywhere. (Yugoslavia,, Greece). 
b) Date for jump-off of Operation 25 willbe set by OKW. 

V 
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Oru IV:a)
/ 

Reports	 Attempts'""" from Finland! to recruit men for SS Regt. 
, Nord are viewed with disfavor; linns would rather have 

revival of jaeger- %# 27 idea.*
b) Italian-Portuguese arms deals are purely financial trans-* 

actions; no	 raw materials involved.
o) Bireher, Danniker* *- visit of schools etc* in Germany,, 
d) Material turned over to Oshlma (situation maps) and Marras*** 

(secrete regulations); other current matters..	 •— 
'o chsher s Conference on preparations for Barbarossa Gas protection—
-

for horses* tactical problems in use of smoke. Preparations 
for smoke- laying exercise* 

OQ.u IV reports that the Fuehrer wants to tak© control of the Hungarians 
out of hands of OKH, and give orders to them directly* 

Too bad l 

Col* Homlock brings letter from Werth, Hungarian Chief of Gen. Staff, 
reoue sting recall of Krabbe* Reports Yugoslav mobilization' com
pleted; 1.2 million men* Matschek has founded a Croat National 
Unity Party. 

Keitel (Personnel ftlv.): 

a) Officers situation generally satisfactory* Allquotas filled* 
(%w training classJunior officers situation good 15 May). 

b) Bn, Commanders: bad shortage. 
c) Officer pools for Romania lArmy Hq 12), Vienna, and all Army 

Groups ; 300 each* 
d) Out of turn seniority advancements 255 &Qn* Staff officers, r 
c) Promotions of E~of.fi cers f -to General rank. 
f) Results of Mieth, 

Heusirigert a) Control of Hungarian -irmy by the Fuehrer, not by OKH, 
is due* 

b) 22nd Div. all of a sudden is supposed to gc to Ploesti, 
taking the place of Regt* Gnering* Cannot be moved by rail* 

c) Fuehrer Order to. Africa Corps* Recognition of accom- : 

plishments and reminder not to be reckless, as Air Force 
\u25a0units are being withdrawn, and arrival of Fifteenth 

Armds will be delayed 5 moreover s the Italians now 
need all their strength against Yugoslavia and so have 
nothing left for North Africa» Under these circumstan
ces there is danger of -English counter-attacks on flanks, 
further advance authorized only, when sure, that British 
Armd* elements have been taken out of area. 

d)	 Army He 12 wants to start operations on iApril, at dawn. 
Mr Force. first against Eupel Pass* 

Paulusi a)	 Tartar reports from Hungary: ,Teleki has committed suicide; 
his death is supposed to have political reasons, Korthy 
will not mobilize the entire Hungarian Army, but only border 
guard and one mc*t* Corps. Reported resignation of Hungarian 
Government. 

b)	 Study for '^uedwind". 
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Buhle-JleinhardJ 

a) Truck situation makes it necessary to equip -^pricjr urn. $,$- "^ \u25a0with French material.. ,	 . 
\u25a0Units affected: 20th 'Ariad/.^iv,,- 1^,1^,25^36^ met. 

Divs, Last Inf. Divs. not to be fitted out before SJQ Maj, 
to preclude necessity to reequip an additional -mot* Div> \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•—\u2666 

One small! Spare Parts Golurnn for each. reequi'pped Div« 
and 3 large Gen Qu Spatfe Farts Depots for French material 
are being organized. 

b)	 State Railroads near breakdown* They cannot take. over any 
further jobs in the Southeast unless we -help them; out* lant 
release of 35,000 officials and employees of age groups' 
18 and over for.operation and workshops. , 

• WqDecision^ give them a-ge groups IB and -over in all 
troops except Bailwayy Armd» troops and , rJJX -u-rte ;^yiro ,\\ 
Operation 25* To what extent this should apply also to 
officers must be examined in consultation with 'Personnel 
Div,	 

" 

. 

Paulus J	 Reports of Telekifc suicide are confirmed. Apparently there 
have been serious disagreements in the Cabinet concerning 
participation in the campaign against Yugoslavia^ which 
overtaxed the strength of the ailing Prime Minister* The 
current Foreign! Minister- is his probably successor* 
Mobilization willbe limited to I? and V Corps, mot. 
War Minister yon Bartha is on his way with a letter from 
Horthy to the Fuehrer,
 
Fuehrer 1 s decision on start, of Operation 25' 6 as*
 
was recommended by us after receipt of List's report.
 

A April. 3.9/0. « 

Situation; British reported to be evacuating Bengasi, setting fires. 
In -it^rthern G-reece, the 'presence of 3 British Bivs» is con— :: 

firmed*. -.Now, after all, the Bulgarians make their 6th and 11th 
available for Operation 25* . 

' ' • 
1 / 

F-auJiigt -r~\u25a0Study for "Suedwind"* Raulus,too, has got the impression 
at conference in Vienna, that supply officer, -Twelfth Army, is 

• 
\u25a0not equal to his job. , 

Borki a) Listing of roads which must be restored- in Serbia* 
1») Use Railway troops, for construction and, for the first 

time, operation of railroads in'Serbia* 
c) technical crews (of &eich Ministry of Transportation) 

for reopening of Danube shipping lane will stand by in 
Vienna* . 

d) Activation of three (later four) Field Railway Directorates. 
(294 civ* officials) and 18 Field* Railway Operatinn Centers 
(1,000 civ# -officials) •' 

c)	 Liaison Detachments of Chief of Transportation at .Arinefc. 
Groups, for emergency restorations of railroad operation 
in their sectors. With them,, , one Railway -%g# Co, (^Lot.) each, 

\u25a0*for construction .and operation. Also for Kleist. 
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f) Urged stepping up of shipment of products from Romania, 
not passible before: middle of June, 

g)	 Fourth assembly echelon fop Barbarosaa (26 days) will 
parobably be run from abcufc 20 May to 20 June, •Maximum 
railroad schedule* At that time it wo&!t unbalance 
railroads,- economic experts hold, since the -spring 
bottlenecks will have been dealt with by that time# 

-
Radke* a) < Case Mieth: ...Wording contested iDy "witnesses. YOnly 

Gapti; Maybe fcg, ajrt>orfeey^ linslsta.- on* the wording, 
of the Army interrogated by .a Gauleiter! 

b) Case Claer cleared up with Bouhler* '-* !tArmy Yearbook" 
affair settled by talk with Bouhler* 

c) Order concerning separation of d^nurch function from 
troop celebrations. Ban on speeches by Chaplains on . 
subjects other than purely religious ones» (OKW Order), 

d) Old complaints about S$ incidents in Poland* Investiga
tions must ;be continued with participation of Army 
representatives, Final disposition must be deferred 

, until all facts are known* 
c) Memorial -cemeteries in the East. 

Dgerr: Briefing of Liaison Officer for Uiine. 

yon Salmuth- reports back from leave.. .Review of situation in the East* 

Col, Kinael t Situation report on Yugoslavia: Reports on dispositioui. 
• of 'enemy forces show that border troops are being reinforced 

by Divs* from the interior of the country. This will result 
but later on, when this 'hasin stronger' initial resistance^ 

been brokenp^A speedy collapse© No central reserves willbe 
available after that,, In the gouth of the country (mountains) 
the Divs* of the *hird Army are being split, up into 9 Brigs, . 
strung' cut .along the border* Against .tlorthorn ifi-bania^ comp*

aratively strong forces have been brought -upj in Scutari area 
at. least 3 Brigs »->obi the northeastern border 3 BrigSo^ and or> 
the border north of Lake ©chrida three more Brigs 9i making a.' 
total of a maximum, of nine Brigs* The direction In which they 

in view of the lack, ofare pointed is a little,awkward for us
 
Italian preparedness for defense in Albania* We- must expect
 
Serbian penetration into Albanian territory and some very
 
costly fighting there* ;
 

There is no evidence. of a weakening of enemy defense measures
 
in their northern border area*
 

Situation report Russia* Armies -^ast now admits that 
strength ofi Russian inEuropean. Russia must be set 
higher than estimated originally* (The Finns and the Jap
p.^eGo- stressed that all along.©)' The total figure is now 
put at 171 Inf.

'
Divs*, 36 Cav # Divs # and 40 moto^-^jpsjasaaadaised 

Brigades*
 
The newly activated Armd*. Corps of 3 apparently is
-
stationed around Leningrad, . . 

Warier. (Gen Qu) 

a) Part 0 of Administrative Orders for Barbarossa* 
b). Transfer of 4xe.cuti.ve Power to Armd, Groups and Corps 

Commanders disapproved* 
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c)	 OKW order on administration, of justice in occupied terrif* 
tories. irf-iitary Government set--up contemplated for 01d~ 
Serbia only* 

d) Fuel requirements for Serbia equal 1/+ days' requirements 
£or BBar.barossa« 

c)	 Supply situation-, Generally speaking all preparations for 
Operation 25 are completed.' l©>oo9 tons of fuel for- -Vienna ,'

\u25a0 

(barge train) still to come* 

Apart from that,Second Army is fully taken care of. 
Temesvar willbe cpmpletely stocked by 8 

Twelfth Army: For the time being mo crisis « Shipping for 
Marita made available in. First, 3 (ro,OOa
tons)* On 3)hiand 6 April, one^ for. Aege&&. Daily, loading

-~ capacity 40® /tons, loading time 5 7 days.; crossing will 
take Z\, days*. Additional vessels are being assembled*, Army 
Hq 12 specifies needs to Admiral Balkans. Supply Officer 
Romania supervises loading operations. . '\u25a0•\u25a0;. 

Danube 'basin: Barge train Belgrade", 10,000 tons plus one 
tanker, already in Vienna* 
"Barge/train II Is being formed between Regensburg 
and Vienna* 16,000. tons, provisions and ammunition to 
Romania, for regrouping after conclusion of Marita* One 
trip "will carry supplies for Moldavian base. 

f) -Field Post problems 'which will result from cancellation 
of Army Leave trains. . . 

Legation ;--OoimciIlo:r yon Schmieder (in place of Etzdorf ): 
Review of Hungarian situation© Diplomatic, procedure at the 
beginning of hostilities against Yugoslavia and Greece, 

Conference with ObdH: Gives me his account of tour to the Balkans. 
Conversation with King Boris and Antonescu, List and Weichs. 
No news about Listo Apparently a good deal of friction be
tween .Kielst and List, kecause List regards his drive as the 
main thing' and wants to cut down on Kleist;• 

Weichs does not want to give any Infantry to Corps Vietinghoff/ 
disregarding ObdH !s suggestion^ 

Boris Is mobilizing 6 Bulgarian %vs 9^ but will not allow them to 
cross into Yugoslav territory _, on account of Balkans 'Pact* 

Antonescu knew nothing at all of our impending offensive against 
Yugoslavia. .Requests that Hungarians should not operate east 
of the Tisza river. By 20 April, Romanian willhave 15 
and 'two-thirds, of one -mot# ®\v* in the Russian border region. 
Of our German ivs. one will go to the. Bukowima border, one 

• to	 the Pruth river knee; Armd« Div. to the approaches to Pioesti^ 
Kinzej: New intelligence 

.. . different pictur
Nish have moved, 
gentral- Serbia. 
withdrawn behind 
change* , 

from Yugoslavia, which gives 'an entirely 
e! the forces stationed near and north of. 
south and are being replaced by units from 
Report that 2 Divs. in the Banat have been : 

the Danube. On the northern border no 

<- O. 
\ 
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Liss. a)	 Australian feorps has disappeared from Cirenaica. Still 
in area'? Seventh ArmcU 1 Australian %v,;Sixth 
British, Ninth Indian, I'he bul& of the fore 36 gent in 
Greece come front Cirenaica, ;After the victory pyer the 

• Italians, strong forces seem to have been transferred . 
to Abyssinia* . 

fe) Greece: No British on Serbian soil, Wilson in command? 
c) French West Africa's No change. De Gaulle has not. made 

, any progress* . 

Heusinger : a) friendly airplanes willbe painted yellow,
fe)- British Mediterranean Squadron reported in direction 

Gibraltar,. Azores apparently without importance for 
Dakar,but in merican sphere of interest*-

\u25a0c)	 Operation Orso, va* . , 
d)	 Second Para chute Regt* inPlovdiv area with 2 Bns.; 

1 Bn, still due (date uncertain). 
c)	 Situation Libya* Bengasi talc en. Reconnaissance units. 

push on in the direction of Derna» 
f) Air -i?'orce in Operation. 25* Strength and disposition. 

Ampleof	 forces. \u2666 

g)	 Effect of Operation 25 on Barbarossa, which lost: 
6 Inf\u2666 ivs, and 2 Corps Has from second' and third assem; 

s \u25a0bly echelon, and 3 Inf. Divs, from GHq reserve* 
..Of these the 6 former can be replaced from GHq 
reserve (third assembly echelon) J 2 Hqu#,
(ZJXXIX and LIl)^ (third assembly echelon) can be 
replaced by XX.XXEI and IN frop.k GHq reserve. 
Of 23 Divs» in GHq -reserve, 12 remain available, 
including 5 mobile Divs8 frcnj the 

-^^g *V '-\u25a0:• Campaign in Yugoslavia.; 3 Corps Hqisau^
 
9 Arnid^ (7~Arnid,, 2 mot») plus. SS Regt. Adolf
 
Hitler without Greece*. • . ..
 
Tuning.* IfPrescv available, 17 Inf. .^ivs, and 13 Corps.
 
Hq-.^ could be on the' ground by 2C May| then 9 Inf• iv-s*
 
'of the fourth assembly echelor, (maximum railroad 
timetable); subsequently 2k Ar'Td*,- and mot^.^ivs* and . ': 
5 Corps Hqgr,<j -by 23 June- O 

Arrnd., .^ivs,., in serbia would 
' 

have to be refitted in reh.abili.t a tion^districtfe.V.(Vienna,
\u25a0etc.») bj1 June^ consequently nust be. out of the : 

fighting by 3© Aprils 10 days for movement to the 
rehabilitation district, refitting willlast 3 weeks* 

Paul us took my place at conference this afternoon with the Hungarian 
, \u25a0 

(War Minister yon Bartha*	 
" 

Bartha told him that Teleki ocmmi.tted suicide because he felt 
he could not take the responsibility for this policy after 
having himself signed friendship pacts with Yugoslavia* Left 
letter to Regent, urging on hint a policy of loyal observance 
of 

'
pacts* This has made. the Regent waver inhis original\u25a0 

decision*	 He sends the Minister to the fuehrer, to appeal 
for sympathetic understanding and submit new proposals*- Mobilized:* Border Guard y .IV, V, mot* Corps '(so he says). 
Promised additional mobilization ofIand Vl*IIand VII 
(and III) still outstanding from original commitment. Promises 
that all"Corps willbe ready by 15 -^oril (?), Armd, Corps by* 

\u25a012	 April, ..	 . . 
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Paul us had been instructed by the Fuehrer before the
 
;to.,,>?toat.
 iconference as a^u®Qnt.s !j^--!i7feifee<t zhi&&Q£^&a&t^G£tlttf*

Apparently Bartha was extremely e22fea3n^S!^ife^ rl^|aCSSGr^aa?^u«^-^ 
and after the reference to the agreements concluded In 
Budapest* We must wait and see what comes of this. 

19a,5 

Morning Conference: 

a)	 Reports are confirmed that Yugoslavia is shifting her 
main forces to the area, south' of.Nish. The informations *-
often grossly overdrawn differ a good deal. One source 
places .12 Inf.Divs, and one Cay. Div. in southern .Serbia 
along Bulgarian border; another reports 10 Inf."Divs., 
1 Cav 6 Div*, 8 Inf. %igs 9 : .\u25a0 

Reports on Greece generally portray an unchanged situation.
 
Estimates -of British strength in Greece vary between
 
45,0(J0 (which may be correct) and 12®>000;
 
%c report that the Yugoslav High in case of war,,
 
would seek to join up with the British and Greek forces,
 
probably is correct*
 

Is)	 North Africa: Bengasi taken; equipment of- one Italian 
medium artillery &egt» and one Armd# Bn» recaptured. 
Reconnaissance in direction of Derna in progress©' 

ObdHiP. Outcome of Fuehrer Conference on the evening of 4 Aprila 

a)	 Situation Hungary* The fuehrer seems to be soft inhis 
dealings with Horthy and "appears to be impressed by the 
Teleki business* Hungary is not going to strike right 
away; it wants to wait until the Croats have declared"' 
their independence* vith that, the State 5 with whom it 
concluded a Friendship Pact^ willhave ceased to exist* 

b)	 Fuehrer is greatly concerned over the Italians, particular
ly in Albania, as also over the possibility that the Serbs 
might fall back before the "ltalians in southward direction 
into the Serbian Mountains, 

c) Lines of action: 
l) Seize Agram. quicklyo Have Vietinghoff with one Armd, 

Div, (Bth), move on Agram, 
2) Provide against developments south of Sava riirer 

Vietinghoff !s tanks must push further on toward Sarajevo,, 
3)	 Serbia is assembling very strong forces in southern 

part of country* This increases the likelihood that 
Kleist would! have to be shifted south from Nish» 

4) Move Reinhard and Vietinghoff closer to border* 
5) Airborne operations! Nish 22nd (Airborne Div#), Ueskueb 

(paratroops)* 
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d)	 Overall, .picture: The conduct of tne <Sampaig.n. once more' 

comes .under the dictate ot political considerations and., 
what is more^ donsider'ations of Durely transitory charac
ter* This precludes any planning with clear goals and 
harbors the danger (of dissipating our strength in a series 
of isolated operations© Always the same story* Good 
nerves are the only antidote*. 

Heusinger_: •"• 

1,) 1 shall talk with .^itzleben? Hungary 1 s attitude rs.ay make 
it necessary to effect a quick seizure of A'gr.am.*' 
-Think over and report: Possibilities in"following the,, 
original plan of operation against Agram (Eighth teid.Biv"^Advance Combat Team, and remainder of Vletinghoff js Corps J 
pushing only as far as the mouth of Drave river). What are :' 
possibilities^ if parts of ietinghoff's Corps have to 
strike earlier, (( Foorth Armd, Div. already in place, 
Eighth Armd« -ready to strike on 1© . . 

, 

2,) Op. See will prepare orders: Tie together List with 
20nd Airborne Div, and Parachute Regt» at Blovdiv. 
Prepare for operation against Ueskueb and Nish# Reinhard 
willhave 3S Div* Reich available on 10 and 11 April; 
ltGrossdeutschland" not before 12 -Examine possibi
lityof striking before these dates, List authorized to 
start operations. 

3»)	 GHq Reserve si a) Troops: 101st Div, already assigned*. 
100th Div* arriving by 13 (Vienna)© Fourth Armd. 
Division -in Vienna as of 15 April* Twelfth Arrnd^, Div. 
as of IS Warthe Lagpr and Olmuetz. Nineteenth 
Armd^ ivc as of 20 Sennelager*
b) Truck transport units available r One group (for 

"Ist Mta.Div*) as of 10 xipril« 
One	 group (for 101st and 100th Divsa) as of 23 April. 
One	 group (for 22nd Airborne Div# )_, still uncertain c 

/+»)	 Arrange mo.ving of G-Hq^ so that vie can start work at 
Wiener Neustadt on morning, of 9 April,. 

Buhle: 1.) Development program for Chan,, .Mortar troops*.\u25a0 

2J	 Norway*. In addition to 160 Batteries:' 7 Arty Regt # 

Staffs (small T/o); and 3 Construction Bns* We give 
them. 1Fortress Constr a Bn, 'and 2 Reich Labor Service 

\u25a0Bns. Regional Defense Bns o _, nothing available. -~ — 
One Security Brig0 

• MG Bn* can be taken out. 
3.9 

) Set up Administrative Hqff Budapest by 15 April• (?). 
/i«) Lib3ra_, dust protection for tanks (muzzles and turret base), 
5.) Rehabilitation of Armd* Divs. after Operation 25. i 

Witzleben (Army Hqcs,2^j on phone: Gets 3.. assignment si 

1.) Draft plans for auick seizure of agram by &gs&liArind,Div. 
reinforced by Mvance Combat Team* 

2«) Split up ;i; KthArjnd* Div* for missions south of J\gram andi	
' 

make arrangements for arrival of Fourth Armd• Div», 15 
3.) Advance starting date for Vietinghoff* 
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S chuchard (Paris) i Rivalry between Embassy and Military Commander :: 
more sharply marked* is inBerlin to see the Foreign Minister 
Embassy is overstepping its jurisdiction in all fields and :i 

tries to squeeze out the Military Commander, Proed that Embassy : 
is -working against us* Da- Brinon said to be afraid that Abetz 
might leave his post, on the allegation, that "he could not work 
any longer with the generals and Wiesbaden**- Kommerzienrat Lehrer 
has mentioned, a similar Remark 'indicating Abei^s attitude 

" '""' " """ ' " "" 

toward	 :us* 
Reasons: Pressure from Ribbentrop. making every effort 
to score successes against us before his Minister. . Arrest of 
Americans, which yon Stuelpnagel refused t leads' to disputes,,
"If higher authorities intervene the fight might become unending- «3 

yon Ziehlberg; a) Current Gen, Staff business* 
b) Studies on revision of Rules of Land Warfare (Krie^s

recht)^ 

Heasingeri-.IU)	 Second Army: Advance Combat Team of LICorps 
1 Bicjrcle Bn,', 1Eng, Bn. mot., 1Med. A-rtyi» Bn« 
Ready for operations: Fourteenth iirmd. Div*, S 

Eighth Armd* Eiv,m 10 
2.) Sixteenth Eegt,**and AA Bn^ plus AT Co of 22nd Air

borne Div^ in Bucharest tonight. 
Entire Div« in Bucharest ready for operation by 13 April 

(?)\u2666 Air Transportation available for two-thirds* 
Commitment only on authorization by OKW*. 

3.) Parachute Regt, in Plovdiv by 7 Aprils 

-
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6 April,l9Al. 

ri.§tI \̂u25a0ss ai

MsL^^ 

Morning reports.; Operation Iron Gate successful,* Against Southern
 
Serbia, surprise apparently complete© Resistance on Rupel
 

o	 Pass.* Ninth Armd, Div., 73rd Inf.. Div./ and Second Armd, Div0

' 

have crossed border* Second .army Sector: seizure of points 
of tactical importance on Yugoslav territory; demolitions in 
the interior* — 

Conference with ObdH: Situation; Gorps Rejnhard: Date fixed for
 
\u25a0start of operations* Report from' von Witzleben (Army Hq 2),
 
that. a- strong Advance GGOmbat Team of iirmd. Corps of
— 
hoff willbe. reads?- to strike on 10 April, Preparations for 
bridge construction at Belgrade, Hungarians willhelp with 
bridging equipment) German Eng, troops (under-water -cutting 
and welding, and demolition detachments) stand by in Bucharest
 
and Vienna* . .
 
Hungary: In addition to mot* sferps and IV a.id V Corps,Iand V|l
 
Corps have been mobilized since 5 April* Still-outstanding ;:
 
from original commitment; 111, XI, VI Corps*
 

Disposition, of Russian Forces: Strong, concentrations in the Ukraine 
are; noteworthy* . Would be right for an offensive against 
Hungary and the Bukowina* but Ifeel sure this possibility can 
be discounted.. 

Paulus-He uginger ; 

a)	 OKvV inquires about possibility of shifting Arrnd* Di.vs, 
to Romania: Possible dates of arrival? Fourth ArmcL Bivc 
on 22 if wheeled vehicles go by road; on 25 April, 
if everything goes by rail. 
Twentieth mot, Divo on 2/+ April, ifwheeled vehicles go by-
road ; on 5 Ifeverything is shipped by rail* This 
would mean cutting across shipment of 239th -Div^ which 
then would not' be ready until 29 April, and 170th Div9 -
Would arrive in Romania not on 2B Aprils but on 6 Kaya

k) l Plovdiv 2 Bns, of Parachute Regt., 
.third on way* 

ilrrived near Bucharest: Sixteenth Inf. Regt. 
Remainder of the Diva can be down by 13 '^pril. Commitment 
only authorisation by OKW^ 

Force reports it believes to have scored a decisive success against 
enemy force, and that itnow will turn to the targets requested" 
by Ground Forces (railroads, highways). 

Evening Report; Air Force has made three attacks on Belgrade (Palace,,
Citadel, Ponton Bridge)
 
Destroyed 44 aircraft the ground, 20 shot iown; own
 
losses 2 twin-engine fighters, A/L Defense thin.
 

Sofia reports "bombing attack by planeiflying at high altitude, 
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•Twelth•Twelth ArmyArmy. ITinth Armd.Div. in action against retreating 
enemy west of Yetunica at 1400, hrs. 

73rd Inf.Dlv, Advance Oonbai Teas reached Kodane in. the 
evening. 

Second Armd. Biv. fighting a^ p^ruaiicq-* |o drive 
southward . *•'\u25a0\u25a0'" Intends 

\u25a0 

:, . 

Sixth lit,Biy, reported n^ar, Kalo Horjo,on railroad 3-ine, 

Mt. Dlv. and 12ith Regt. in heavy fighting on Rupol-
'\u25a0Pass. , \u25a0'\u25a0.'. 

72nd Div. at Ohiron, pushing on -toward Sate Vondru. 

164th Div. advancing on Xanthi, 

50th Diw-still fighting in lymphea a.rea. 

Enony columns noving from Stip on Strumica, 

Heusinger: 

a) Plans worked out for changeover from Operation 25 to 
Barbarossa and. for resulting modifications in 3ar"Darossa 
plan. 

Td) Twentieth mot. Div. will move close "behind. Fourth Amd»Div. 

c) Befitting facilities 
'

for Atttkl. units can "be set up in the 
following areas j , 

Bucharest for 2 Divs, ( without need of shipping new
 
materiel) .
 
Vienna 3 Divs.
 * 
Mil.Distr, VIII 3 Divs.
 
Protectorate 2 Divs.
 
Berlin 1Div.
 
Mil.Distr. IV*^iDiv.
 

d) Hezt successes of Eommel in Horth Africa. 

7 April 1941. 

Morning: Reports; Progress over the evening situation only in 
ITinth Armd» Div. Sector. They have taken the mountain pass / 

\u25a0on their front. In the Greek "border area fighting is rather 
heavy. • 

Li"bya: Beac'ting to the first surprise advances, the British 
seem to take energetic countermeasures to escape encirclement. 
Fuel difficulties* 
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Abyssinia: 'After abandonning of A&&ia Abeba, the Italians 
concentrate resistance in some districts of the Interior, in 
which they could hope to hold out until the rainy season . 
Movements progressing satisfactorily. Twentieth mot. Div., 
if ordered entrained now, would arrive from Auxerre area 

* 

on 19 AprilJ hrs. .	 
' 

PJj3posJjy._on_^ gives food for thought. If^ one 
discounts the much-advertised idea that the Russians want 
peace and would not attack on their own account, one cannot 
help admitting that their troop dispositions are such as to 
enable them to pass to the offensive on shortest notice. 
Ihis might become extremely unpleasant for us. 

~ Biihle Wagner: 

1.)	 Refitting* 

a)	 Schell needs three weeks. Hungry impractical, Jio.mania 
for minor jobs. 

* b)	 Military District XVII i 3.Armd, Divs 
Military District VIII**-: 3 Armd. Divs. 
Protectorate: 2 Armd. Divs, (including 

jiSlvAthArmd.Div,) 
Military District IV*** : 1 Armd, Div. 
Military District 111 f : 1 Armd. Div. 
E-Qjnania 2 Armd. Divs. (Thirteenth 

and Sixteenth 
Armd. Divs.) Supply Column Sn Vienna, or rather 
Chemnitz, wh6re there are better facilities for 
-refitting* .. 

c)	 GHq_ Troops and ?oltimns distributed:' (Protectorate and 
Milit.Distr. IV)* . / 

* d)	 Infantry Divss -3 each in Milit.Districts XVII and 
XVIII #; 4. inMilit.district I##. About 2in 
Buchare s t. 

c)	 BdE most be ready for MT units "oj SO April, for Armd. 
Divs, hj1May. 

\u25a0f).	 Current tank production; 80 German tanks 111 and 4CT 
Czech tanks a month* 

2.)	 AdministratiI?©'<Bfnt^p'for1?© '<Bfnt^p'for Southeast: "Military Government 
for- Serbia. and, at first, also for Croatia, Preliminary 
orientation for Thurner, G-ive him temporary Staff 
Southeast* 

3.)	 Tension Abetz/Stuelpnagel is really not directed against 
Stuelpnagel, but against Armis tic-3 Commission. The 
latter has instructions from the Fuehrer to be hard on 
the- French* Abstz wants to take the collaboration line 
in conformity with RiVbentrop 1 s policies ¥ With.foreign 
Office and Armistice Commission receiving diverging 
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directives • from above* contradictions . and conflicts on 
the lower level are unavoidable. Futile for us to 
try. to do' anything against Ahetz from here. 

4.) Waffen SS «~ Poland! Be ichs fuehrer (Himmler) sends 
representative to Government General, to straighten 
out the matter, 

Jodl (OKW) on. /phone: Russians uncertain attitude* Shall rail** 
\u25a0roads 'be put on maximum schedule? On Fuehrer's decision, 
the reply is* Ho ? "but defensive measures now can "be taken 
openly, ; 

Houslnger; Marching orders to Twentieth Div. mot* Move SS troops 
to more central lo&atico/ . in Franae for convenience of' 
entraining.	 . 

Org., Sec. *, Requirements for future organization, of Ground Forces* 

24 Armd. Divs., including 10 for tropical service ("Light 
Divs.w). 

12 mot. Dive., including 5 Lt. Divs. for tropical service . 
66 Inf. Divs., normal T/O, including 6 for airborne operations 
and 10 with tropical equipment. 

10 Mt. Divs. 

24 Motile Divs., 8 with tropical equipment. 

6 M3? Kegts. for operational assignments. 

2 -Air Transport Staff eln, each with carrying capacity of 
1 Div. 

Estinated leeds 

Theaters:	 Armd. Mobile MT. Inf. MT Regt. 

\u2666-\u2666West	 6 24 1 
i^orth 2 6 
SaBl &• 6 2 20 2 

tr-t *-»	 *rtSoutheast	 6 

Operational 'Groups : 

Spain Morocco 3 2	 2 1 
Uorth Afr.^Egypt 6 2	 1 
Anatolia- 6	 44. 

Afghanistan 3 4. 6 A 1 

Afternoon to	 Berlin (tailor) 1630 1930. 

yon Salow::	 OTDdH willhave control of Army Hq. 11, Armd. Gp. 2 and 
3 during training in Z I(in conformity with my wishes). 

Evening Reports : Skoplje and Stip taken „ Movement of XVIIICorps 
in Rupel Pass has gottai /«nd(3.r.' isay. 
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Kleie't	 starts operations on 8 Apr11*0520 hrs. ' 
Bridge at Bares 'taken (Second Army), which means, 'that with 
the "bridge at ICoprivnioa for $XXXVI Corps we can now 
positively count on two "bridges across the Drava. 

Jes clipnne ck calls vp f and hints sort of vaguely, that the Heich, 

Marshal has dropped remarks to : the JHiehrer on IJunsatis<
factory" progress of' XVIIICorps :*t This damned teck

\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0i}bitingis starting again. 
Fortunately, in this case, the Fuehrer already had the nextfS 
that meanwhile the XVIIICorps Hfis broken through the moun*-* 
tains after, hard fighting, :;;
 
Irequest preparations be completed for paratroop operation
 
against Saloniki.
 

Housinger;_ Can Second Army "be given a free hand for drive on 
Maribort Yes I 
Air Force reinforces VIIIAir Corps "by 2 Fighter G-roups, 1* 
Divebomber Group, 1Bo 17 Group, with two more coming 
later. 

Himor	 reports mobilization of Hungarian 1,1V, V,V11, Corps and the-
Armd* Corps, comprising 12 Inf. Brigs., 2 mot. Brigs., 
2 Cay. Brigs. Eighteenth Brig, not mobilized (area flooded)*-* 
Nineteenth Brig, remains west of Tisza river. 

£Jkß£il_l94l«	 Kleist starts offensive 
in direction of I\fish. 

Situation Conference.: lew -advances. .Skoiolje taken. Second Armd. 
D'iv. on way to Saloniki. Overall picture shows comple-te 
disintegration of the enemy operating in Southern Serbia.. 

Paulus	 ! Discussion of instructions**on deception maneuvro on tlie 
Western Front ( "Haifisch") .

— 
yon Ziehlbcrg; Current Gen* Staff personnel matters. With Ma,tzkyy 

•Attache matters.	 . 

Conference with ObdH; ,He is still concerned about Albania, and
 
wants to urge List to move even closer to the Albanian border.
 
Doing this would serve no good purpose, for we are no longer
 
threatened from Albania. Any. forces detached in this
 
direction are a was be of troops which now are needed for
 
building up swiftly the front facing south.
 

*** Airborne landing at Ueskueb desirable. 

Afternoon. Leave on special train ,at 1500. 

2130.	 Breslau: List wants to get Fifth Armd,. Div9 to the south
 
as reinforcement for Ninth Armd. Div. as quickly as possible,
 
so as to be able to break through to Fiorina. Can't have
 

it. *
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KleiSt has not yet pushed, beyond Pirot. The battle round 
Hish is still to dome i\u25a0; Fifth'Armd* Div. id needed thero 
nbwj but, after completion of its mission it can be released 
for the South. The request to have Sixteenth Armd. Div. 
brought up is justified* . 

In the evening, ObdH talks with the, fuehrer from his train. Ho 
decision on Sixteenth Armd, Div, Fuehrer suggests thai, 
if road trouble impedes closing up of Fifth Armd. Div. bo^
hind Eleventh Armd, Div* toward Pirot, Fifth Armd. Div. night 
strike toward Kumanovo. (Wrong I In that event the Div. would 
be lost for the Uish operation) <, It would be better to have 

\u25a0Fifth Armd. Div. attack .Les'kovacvia Pirot. 

9	 April \u25a01941. ( Wiener Jtfeustadt) 

0800, ( train one hour late):: Arrival at Wiener-Ileus tadt.- Our 
-Academy.*office is in the Maria- Theresia 

Situation Conference: Our troops have entered Saloniki (Second 
Armd. Div.).. Local Army Commander has offered capi tula, tion. 

.In Southern Serbia, apparently only remnants, of the enemy 
forces left. Italians report slackening of enemy pressure 
in Albania. At Skutari too, nothing has happened, lorth 
of the Danube, enemy seems to be 'evacuating. Uo report yet 
as to when Ecinharl could start- operations,, In Second 
Army sector troops on the border are approaching the Drava, 

Maribor taken Drava crossing near Bares in hands of0 

Fourteenth Armd. Div. 

Kuebler reports entry of Second Armd * Div. into Saloniki at 0700 Jars 

List	 protests against yesterday 1 s Wehrmachts communique, which 
fails to do full justice to the achievments of the Ground 
Forces and the honor of^the attacking troops. 

1130: OKW. disapproves release of Sixteenth Armd. Div. 

By noon it is -clear, that the Nish front also is collapsing. 
.	 Hence, Fifth Armd, Div? is1 moVed ud via JHsh in order to 

be brought to bear against Leskovae. The Greek Army between 
Turkish border and the Vardar river has capitulated. 
So far 20,000 prisoners are reported, (not counting the 
G-reoks), including 5 Generals and a complete Divisional 
Staff; ,100 guns; 28 AA guns, 25 AT gunsj several hundred MG-; 
131 new Dornier aircraft engines, (on two fields), aircraft 
spare part depots; 4 Bridge . Columns; 1,5 mill, liter or 
1500 tons of gasoline; several rations depots and rations 
trains, and spare part depots* 
Skoplje radio- -transmitter intact in. our hands. 

Evidence of demoralization: Only the Serbians want to continue 
fighting* Macedonians and Groats throw their weapons away. 
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Heusinger: 

a)	 Eeinhard is still facing garrisoned borders and antitank 
obsta&les. Unless enemy withdraws,, he will not start 
"before 11 April, 

b) fogsible reinfqrGfimant; 52nd Bo Projector Regt • * 
firQpkot projectiles) fang© 6,QO@ m. 
Sj^i^li Qhp,n,Mo:rtar. ." Bn. Ihe^yf ince.^difj-ry oil rockets), 

-	 ; 
\u25a0range, |,BQf> t	 . . 

and E&th Engine q5 Bias;. 
p),	 @Mff, wish ipkeh-rej:: .jpuj.sh.rgE 

'

HUJfo Aismd. Div. 
wants if in any way possible, junction with Italians along-
line Albanian border G-iulia border. 

From Libya report of capture of 2,000 British including 6 G-eriorals 
near El Mechili. It is claimed (a^ent rei)ort) that throo-
Australian Divisions are moving up from Egypt-. 

Wrw^ncr: 

a)	 Greek Army should receive every possible consideration; 
Serbian Officers are to be treated in the worst possible 
manner (OEW order) . 

b)	 Supply for Second Army: Allright. Base of XXOTI Corps 
is taken over by Staff G-rote-Vienna, Field Hospitals for 
Second. Army arrive late, Emergency improvisations i 
Send them hospital trains I 

c)	 Barge train Constanza (fuel, ammunition, rations, in ratio 
3 to 2 to 1, total 10,000 tons), To be dispatched in 
groups of 4 ships. Transit 2j days. 

Heavy British air 'raids on Kiel I 

Evening reports; Kleist has driven through KTish and Is advancing 
northward. 

This evening's order to Twelfth Army, by special order of the 
ObdH, includes the instruction to move Fifth Armd* Div,. to 
vicinity of XXXX Corps via Pristina, and have XXXX Corps 
make junction with the Italians ".on both sides of Debar *', 
completion of mission to be reported at once. To no, this 
order seems wrong. For it delays XXXX Corps with the trivial 
business of joining up with the Italians, whon there is per*
haps still a chance to push ahead, via, Bitolj, to Fiorina, 
without serious resistance in the next few days. Probably 
this step, which Idenounced when talking with the. ObdH in 
the forenoon, is motivated by political considerations on 
top level. 

The evening report brings a puzzling observation by Air Force 
that, from 1.630 to 1700,, no traffic was observed between-Kozani *-. Fiorina Sdessa and Veria, -Either the British 
are beginning to pull out or they have not/ advanced farther 
north than Lari&sa« 



Request Air Ji'orce -to strike ag-finst Volbs and Piraeus. 

Report from Attache in Ankara that not only Britain, Greece and 
Yugoslavia, "but also Turkish Army circles are exerting strong 
pressure to induce tlie Turkish political and military leader-
ship to enter tlio war^ enthusiasm probably will quickly-
cool when they have lieajfd announcement of the German 

;successes on thei^-adip, 

jQ.April 1941 (Second Army starts 
operations with XXXXVI Corps 

Morning situation; Ibthing substantially new. Fifth Armd, Div. 
apparently is still on the move to close on Pirot and probaiv
ly will take two to three days to join MIX Corps because 
of the detour over Pristina they had to take. Eleventh 
Armd. Div. is pursuing the enemy retreating .toward Belgrade. 
InS-outhern Serbia an. Advance Combat Team has "broken through 
to Florins, via Bitolj, and- has made contact with the enemy. 
Let's hope that the eagerly desired junction with the 
Italians in Albania will come off- soon, with XX.XX Corps 
having taken not only Bitolj, Kicevo and Tetovo, "but also 
Prizren, and the Italians having proclaimed their intention 
to meet us by .advancing 11truga,"-and t^'Kl'-covot6t.81t013-"'via rlltruga,"-andr

and Tetovo via ;D©bar (Aipinis). . 

-
Reports indicating disintegration of the Serbian Army continue to 

come, in* InMorthern Yugoslavia Croats seem to have refused 
to obey orders in some instances. . Concerning the liquidation 
of	 Thr&c® we .fctavs \u25a0}&&\u25a0 \u25a0 $&koi^l&&r¥&sQrb<fr.tas yet. 

The Greek Government' has resigned. Political situation obscure. 
Unrest in Turkey arid apparently also in Psmania. Hungarians ;: 
(inresponse to the letter of the Fuehrer) have now promised \u25a0 

to strike on 12 April, in the direction of Osijek^perhaps al
ready on 11 April. 

Roinhard, who still thinks he has major forces in front of 
him, now wants to start out on 11 April. We think he will 
encounter onlyBorder Guards and Cavalry. 

1230. Call up Grolroan ( who will report to Greiffenberg) 

a)	 Why was plan of attack of Second Armd. Div. changed? 
At what tactical juncture do they intend to attack Veria? 

b)	 Liquidation of Thrace. 

c)	 geo-urins of -ootesfe^l- bowa,&-:.'tiy-- :\u25a0<&&& Corns. 

Replies : 

a)	 Twelfth Army Hq_, depending on the rate of progress of 
drive southward from Fiorina,is considering bringing up 
Second Arird. Div, over Edessa or Veria, as soon as the 
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pressure from ih© north begins to be- come effootive* 
Only as a last resort:; will the Div. lie "brought up "by 
detouiring thorn tcM-thp;N.orth, through Yugoslav territory. 

"b)	 Capitulation negotiation concluded and report on way* In 
thg Sector, of 23CX''0o|:ps, as, ajso in.'the mountains around 
Hupel Pass, the> orjler;.' tp lay down"arms apparently has not 
yet reaphed all	 elements 

c)	 Communication with. XXX Corps extremely difficult. Ad*
vance Combat Teams' are occupying coastal towns. iMaval 
detachments are being called. 

I^3o, Conference ,OMB with Fuehrer I 

1.) Few offensives against Greece. Boundary line against 
the Italian itione: From eastern "bank of Lake Pre spa 
to Pindus Mountains, 

2c) Has agreed to continuation of drive on Larissa. Per* 
mission is obtained to transfer 60th Div. 

3.)	 Italians: Second Army must start operations with parts 
of Fourteenth Armd. Div. (from Zagreb) in the direction 
of Fiume at earliest date. The "bulk of the Army may move 
in general direction Sarajevo. 

4.) Russia: Mo reasons for anxiety. 
Turkey: Attitude not quite clear yet; it would seem, 
that British money again has "been greasing palms. The 
Fuehrer does not want to let the Bulgarians march into 
Thrace as long as the Turkish a.ttitude is not clarified. 

G-en. Konrad; 

a)Bad w.eather for the next few days. Snow expected in the 
Serbian Mountains, Weather will "be slow in clearing up. 

"b)	 Distribution of G-erman and Yugoslav air forces, and of 
German AA forces . 

c)	 Progress of operations against England. ObdH has likewise 
no clear picture on the distribution of British Air 
strength in the Eastern Mediterranean 

1745 Message that Fourteenth Armd. Div. has entered Zagreb, received 
by cheering population. Evening reports show steady ad
vances by Eleventh Armd. Div. toward Belgrade, as also by 
Eighth Armd* Div., moving from Bares on Slatina, and in the 
south by SS Div. Adolf Hitler from Fiorina toward Vevi. 
Elsewhere the reports are that the units following in the 
rear are closing up on .all fronts. We have not yet been 
able' to get the Italians going in Albania, On the G-iulia 
border they are sup-nosed to start on 11 April. Idon't 
believe they will. 

Hungarian.. Liaison Detachment re-ports on arrival: Brig. Gen. yon 

Beldy,Lt.Col,(Gen.S taff) yon Makray, Lt. Col. ( Gen.S taff) 
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yon Sziklay., Oapt. Krasznay, Capt. Furgach. 

11 April 1941.	 G-ood Friday (Operational 
Group XXXXI Corps starts 
operations) «' 

During the night the Fuehrer had us on the phone again* trying ho 
make us change the plans for Fourteenth Armd, Div*. which is 
poised to drive west, and for Eighth Armd. Div., which will 
push'' southeast. Apparently Heusinger was able to contain 
this outbreak of. jitters. Eighth Armd. Div.wdSl s.t^iill\u25a0 

drive toward Osijek, Fourteenth Armd. Div. is already 
moving on Karlovac and will "be pushed on toward Deinice, 

Morning conference; Yesterday 1 s picture confirmed: Fourteenth 
Armd. Div* roaming the country almost without enemy opposi
tion. Eighth Armd. Div. has come up against some resistance 
near Siatina and will attack again today* The remainder of 
Second Army finds little opposition in its southward ad<
vance, "but has difficult terrain and poor roads. 

Nothing substantially new from Twelfth Army. The Italians on the 
Albanian front have not really got going yet and it looks as 
if we shall actually have to go up to the border to effect 
the junction* In the south our troops are still in contact 
with the British southeast of Florina» No positive measures 
which would indicate that British front is being taken back* 

Talk with pbdlD' Iexpress resentment over interference with the
 
conduct of operations. This timorousness shying away from
 
every risk while continously clamoring for victories, may
 
be acceptable politically but from the military standpoint
 
it is intolerable. We have our job cut out in the S outh 9
 
against Greece* Every unnecessary step in another ':• rection
 
is a sin against success o
 

Wagner:' 

a)	 Laoor pains In,- trie s^tbin- up 'of a Military-Govefnman
Serbia,. Air Force wants to furnish the General," and 
Consul—General Ixi'eubauer, in his capacity of representative 
of	 the Four Year Plan, already seems to be fap to liijs ;:;£ir.i3 
of blocking any	 constructive work. 

* Td) Oonstanzal One ship can sail. Await orders for further** 
sailings. List	 Heads nothing for Kavala, 

c) Rommel makes preposterous demands „ His wishes can be satis
fied only insofar as preparation for Barbarossa permit. 

Himer reports that Hungarians are set to start off on both sides 
of the Danube today, at 1400, Divebambers of our Second 
Army will give ground support. Talk on future missions south 
of the Danube* 
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yon" Greiffenberg re-ports, l3oor Saloniki hart)or taken over empty.*— 
SS Adolf Hitler is in action against the British southeast 

.of Fiorina,, "between the lakes (British still have artillery* 
--\u25a0in area I.) Eloists. This morning? s action still in ~ progress o Impel Pass open for vehicles since last, night* 

72nd Biv* will reach Seres tonight. 

Reports coming in the course of the, day ,and evening show quickening 
disintegration of the northern Yugoslav front. Units are 
laying down arms or surrender to our planes flying overhead. 
One Bicyle Cq o captures: on entire Brigade,, complete with 
staff. An enemy Division Commander radios to his higher Hq 
that ''\u25a0his m©n are throwing away their weapons and leave for home 
The only fighting still going on is. south of Belgrade, in 
the sector of Eleventh Armd. Div., "but here, too, enemy 
resistance was "broken t>y evening. XXXXVI-Corps is with its 
right wing at Karlovac, where they are to wait for the Italians 
who have at last come out via Flume, which has surrendered 
to them. With its left wing, XXXXVICorps is in the area 
south of Hovi Sad. In Southern Serbia a junction with the 
Italians. has at last "been effected on the northern shore of 
Lake Ochrida (Struga), On the Greek-British front, west 
and southeast of Fiorina., no new progress. Here we must 
wait for our forces to close up, which should take another 
day or two. In the Saloniki area, XVIIICorps is advancing 
westward. The Hungarians are reported to have started 
operations.' Effect is not noticeable as yet. 

Keinhard has started off,, "but his progress has "been slowed 
"by "bottomless roads. 

12 April 1941. (Bardia, Itforth. 
Africa, taken) • 

The situation is developing according to -plan, Yugoslav resistance 
' in the north has completely collapsed. Croatia wants to 

declare her .independence. 

ITorth of the Danube, Reinhard, south of the Danube, Cruewell, 
and from the southwest, Eighth Armd- Div, are closing in on 
Belgrade. The fall of the city is imminent,, 

In Northern Greece the British are making a stand and fight 
"back at Vevi, supported "by Arty; apparently rear guard units. 

After conference with OMHj_ Hew operational order directing 
_	 assignment of First Armd. Group (Kleist) to Second Army as 
of 13 April, 1941, 0600, Divisions previously earmarked 
for GHq.: reserves have teen stopped on route. We need no 
additional troops for Serbia. 

Gen... Streccius and Col, Zoellner .call.. BTothigg of importan §o 

Streccius, Zoellner, Beldy, Maklay, Siklay are my guests at luncheon; 
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present also Ecus' inger pjid-.Ziohlberg-, 

Evening no more desk wo^fci but "tisit with Irmingatd, until mi&~ 
' *\u25a0 •night,	 . '. 

A 

13 April 1941, (Easier "Sunday) . 
Belgrade taken* 

Morning' reports; In Yugoslavia things are developing according 
to plan. Second Army moves in general direction of Sarajevo; 
in Croatia a Croat National Government is "being formed. 
Ho news from yon Vietinghoff CXXXXVI). The orders to turn 
south reached him yesterday noon. Since then we have had 
no signals from him. This must "be investigated. 

Klcist entered Belgrade with Eleventh Armd. Div. this morning at 
0632, after an officers' patrol of Regt. Grossdeutschland 
had crossed the Danube and occupied the Ministry of War 
during the night. 

Bore signs of demoralization in the Yugoslav Army are rep-
WfcecL,- The Croats have stopped fighting altogether. Only 
on the Adriatic coast, some energetic commanders still.seem 
to be trying to keep their troops together. 

Greece. The Heights "barring the approach to Vevi were taken after 
bringing to bear.' a concentration of medium artillery. 

" ... 
Enemy situation shows the British with about one Corps 
(three Divs.) in the Kozani area, whereas the Mount Olympos 
front (facing Saloniki), which previously seemed to have been 
held by the British, has been taken over by the Greeks (with 
British Artillery)„ The plan of attack of Twelfth Army is• 

to launch a double enveloppdng: Dovemos^ 1,-ith t^rta of its 
forces pushing on west of the Aliakmon river and with the 
XVIIICorps striking from Saloniki in the direction of Mount 
Olyrapic§,arL& thereby to crack the British out of the Greek 
Pront« This plan is completely inline with our ideas." 

'	 Casualty reports so far are grutifYingX^lcv.-:<4£}o MA'hQ.9 I*9oo 
wounded). Ammunition expenditure very small. 

Morning Conference with ObdH produces no new developments. 

Wagner (Gen Qu) 

a) Supply base must be set up in Belgrade 

b) Plan of returning some units by boat, via Italy. 

c) Assignments for 602nd, 605th, 616th MT Eegts 
602nd (moved the Mt.Div.) willbe free as of 15 April. To 
be refitted in Chemnitz and Plauen. 

605th (inmov.cd-'l@lst'Biy.^ ndll bo ut&il&blo.m 2©?AprJ.lj 
probably around Vienna, At the moment, its Third Bn# is 
with XX2ZVI .Corps, the other Ens. with lOlst Div. 
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6l6th (in moved the Airborne; Div.) is the most severely strained 
of the Hhree* Second Bn. willbe overhauled at Znaiin. 
First 3n. is transport -unit "under Second Army 5 stays -until 
20 April. Third Bn,. is in Romania, and willbe for some time 

\u25a0 :to come » 

d) Military Governments : Trans -Mur area goes to Hungary-. Shift 
southern border of Styria across the. Sava. Italy will take over 
Dalmatian Bosnia anc[ Hqrcegpvina. Croatia is to become an 
independent State under German protection. 3?Qr pre-1918 Serbia 
(including Montenegro) , a centralized MilitaryGovernment, which 
willcontrol also the Banat area east of the Tisza river. Of 
the former, the region between the Danube and the Morava river, 
together 'with the Banat area, east of the Tisza river is1 to be 
placed under special (Jornan, protection", with military,safeguards 
siM-:a ,spocial -"peginc;! \u25a0 S<sithe-r-ii Qfug(Jslavia, 

" 

a-8 far as it is •\u25a0• 

inhabited- "by Bulgarian Macedonians, will go to Bulgaria.
c) The following arrangements are to be mades In the theaters of

Second and Twelfth Armies , the -Rear Area Commanders will take 
over administration of these regions for the time being? while 
making all

'

preparations for subsequently turning them over to the 
permanent authorities yet to be set up. Since these regions form 
a single economic whole, it would be advisable to have the two 
Commanders be assisted by one advisor, that is State Counciller 
Thurner . . \u25a0 

General yon Beldy (Hungary) ; 

a) Reports Hungarians have entered Novi-Sad. 

b) We reach "an agreement with him to the effect that the motorized 
and bicycle-mounted units of the Hungarian Army mil cross the 
Danube and willbe further employed in the sector of Armd. Group 1 
Hungary ? s consent to this measure willbe secured.. 

c) Iinform him pf oxar decision regarding eventual transfer on
 
Trans -Mur area to Hungary, at a date yet to be set.
' d) Hungary's yitishes regarding Nagykikinda and Agave' areas. 

l£^.2alls_ixe_(for_Keitel 

1.).Belgrade.. On 12 April, 1700., Capt. Klingenberg of the SS Div.
Reich hoisted the German flag on our Belgrade Legation. At 1&45,
the Mayer of Belgrade handed over the city to the representative
of the Foreign Office and to Klingenberg, Great excitement in
Fuehrer Hq over fact that this report did not reach top level 
through the OKH. 

2.) Protection of the Bor mining district. 

3.) SS Reich and Regt. Gross deutschland should , ifpossible, not
 move southward across the Danube, but rather stand by for other
 
missions. . 
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4.) Projected letter to Horthy on continued Hungarian 
participation* Parallep. agreements "between both Army 
Corii;;ands . 

ObdH (hear from '^ngcl): considers sending one no t.,Inf.Re gt • 
to North-Africa* ObdH had previously refused. «ar tho {-foiiOiing 
grounds: r 

a)	 letter was under consideration for a long time here. 

Id)	 We don't see, our way to spare troop§ for, Horth-^^frica 
in view of the impending great tasks . 

c)	 Shipping not available until Fifteenth ArmcL. ,I>iv. has 
reached Africa, 

d)	 Impracticable owing to lack of motor transport, and fuel. 

c)	 "Without strongest air support it would certainly bo' unwise 
to enter upon operations with ambitious objectives. 

f)	 As we approach Egypt, British resistance will stiffen. 

yon Ziehlljergt Current G-en. Staff personnel matters- preparation 
of motorized CP caravan for Eastern Campaign, 

Talk with Obdß on,, stopping .movement of reserves. In Second Array 
the units affected are 79th and 125th Inf, Divs., and 60th 
mot.\u25a0 Div», in Twelfth Army, 46th, 76th and 198th Inf.Divs. 

Talk with Gen. Paulus; 

a) ..Assign Police Divo to G-Hq reserves in West. Send 169th 
Div# to ITorway. 

"b)	 Divs. of the fifteenth araft ready by 1 May: 2 Divs., ' 
by 15 May: all others,, One will go to Norway to relieve 
163rd Div., one to reinforce the occupation forces. 

c) Control of Divs.,- inZl 'for training purposes can, in 
cases,individual still be settled to suit wishes of the 

Armd. Groups. 

d) Liaison Detachment Rome hands in colossal requests for 
Homnel. As far as we are concerned Bar"bare ssa has 
precedence . 

c) Eepair Centers;Tank S^iesia and Berlin will "be ready 
first, Vienna later. -Berlin may be reserved for SS Div. 
Reich. 

Heusingor 3300.: Issuance of current orders -Danube bridge prob-^ 
lems. Latest reports enemy resistance on front of XXXSVI 
Gcrps. 

Wagnor (G-en Q,u) : Organization of Military G-overnment Serbia and 
procedure for transfer territories to Hungary and Italy;-
also basic outline of structure of CroatStato,. irjeuanco • 
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of orders. and telograms to the agene iie s concerned. 

14 April1941. (Easter Monday) . 
Horning reports »' Continuing advance of Second Army toward Serbian 

mountain area from the N orthwest . 
Resistance on the southern "bank of the Save against -elements 

wheeling northwar-i,of the 3QOCCVI Corps which are Resistance 
also in the area of Cacak, in the Morava Valley west of 
Krusevac . 
On the Greek front: Advance of the ilinthArm*. Div., which 
has taken Ptoleraais . SS Adolf Hitler pushes westward in 
order to reach the Aliakmon Valley south of Lake Kastoria, 
and XVIIICorps strikes out eastward, along the coast, via 

\u25a0Kastoria. 

' 
Orders are issued to stop movements of: XXX&I Corps north of 

Danube ( elements which have entered Belgrade will remain 
there) ; 

Second Army	 ( Ist Mt, Div* and Corps 
( 125th Div.. and 79th Div. under LI Corps 
( lOlst Div., which willbe ship-ped "back "by 602nd 
( MS Kegt. 

Twelfth Army	 ( 76th .Div,
 
( 198th Div
 

Rommel wants to drive toward Suez from Sollura via Marsa Matruk 
Eeich Marshal willing to furnish air support. 

Talk it over with Jodl (OltW) ; This operation can "be staged only 
as a raid. To hold Suez,, we have neither the troops nor. the 
supply facilities ,

OICW directive on c ont inuaiieo of tho Gi'oolr- ..g^p__j.y^io;.i- cca'i^ns^lfothinff .ncu» Qriky sono ratHoi?' awk-.:ard <fcraulations. . 
"*" 

fuehrer letter received here sharply declines out-of-turn promo-tions 
G-en,	 This, is anyill'the Staff. too 9 willpans. If there 

place, where a,chievemeht should "be the standard for promotion, 
it is. our organization* 

— bn~aggression Pact Russia Japan for five years I 

Albania: Since 13 Av)ri]_ 
j the G-rceks have "been quite open about 

pulling back their northern wing. The Italians are following 
cautiously through Ochrida and Pogradec. 

140 0,\ <-- 1930. ;By plane to Hq Second Army at Zagreb. _ 
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.\u25a0^view of the Situation -produces no significantly new 
information for OKE» The instructions issued "by us have not 
yet reached Army Ec[ owing to "bad signal communications,-
future political set-up discussed*. Stopping of rear DivSi
flight "back over Bar^s,. Lake Balaton; Lake leusiedl^ 

QpclK at' Eg.. Twe;i Cth Army, Sofia and fiq_. Armd. Group 1, Belgrade*. 
Apart from reports indicating desirable development of 
situation, nothing 01 significance* Casualties low.. 

Armistice request "by Yugoslav Government is answered with demand 
for unconditional surrender of arms. Destructions of any 
kind must cease, German operations are continuing* 

Fuehrer's decision' on Rommel. 1c; requests: Our prime ob jec11ve is 
"building up a front of ample width in 'the Solum area (in
cluding Shlwa Oasis). Apart from this, only raids. 

* "Sjlfcerfuchs" » .Sub mission of QK¥ directive on Operation 

Decision on organisation of command in XT Air Corps '(22nd Airborne 
Div.): Contrary' to our demand, Air Force gets full control. 

15 April 1941. 

Wagner .-Jen Qu) : Military Government. . in Serbia is arranged so that 
v\?e are only in charge of military safeguards and retain 
supervision of a general nature over the. civil administration 
(Thurner) . In all other respects, we'll let the Police 
and the agencies of the Four Tear Plan fight it out "between 
themselves I 

S jtua tion conferenc e:, Mopping—up operations in Serbia continue, 
with our forces converging from west, north, and east. 

In. Greece, Armd. Div. has secured a "bridgehead across 
the Aliakmon river, south of Eozani, "but terrain south of 
the river Is very difficult. The westward drive of SS Adolf 
-^itler and 73rd Div. through Eastoria' still encounters 
strong resistance. XVIII Corps is advancing through the 
Olyrrroos area (lioile Petras) and south of. Katerini. 

Reconstruction of Croatia will "be in hands of G'laise-Horstenau. 

Gen. dimmer is slated to head Military Government for SerMa, when 
\u25a0 it is established. 

Conference with ObcLK produces no new viewpoints. He is casting 
about for Ways tc sioeed the build-up of a base for Pommel, 
ans wants submarines and the Airborne Div. for this purpose. 
Ithink both methods are wrong. The Airborne Div. is non '** 
motorized and therefore useless, onco it is landed In Africa,. 
Furnishing submarines is the business of the Italian ¥avy, 
for Ithink It would be a mistake to withdraw any of our 
c-.b marines stationed round Englc id and In Freetown. 
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G-en,.,,. Marras pays a call. 'A rather unproductive interview, during 
\u25a0which lijried to rouss his i^ere^st in new tasks for the 
Italian's in Bosnia, a.nd to draw his. attention to their lack 
of information on Greek withdrawals on the Albanian— front* 

:.	 Idoubt that he understood what Itold him. The possibility
 
of Italian help in using sea route in transferring our troops
 
from Balkan is mentioned..
 

Pol. Tous saint (lately Mil.Attache in Belgrade) gives a dramatic 
account of his experiences previous to entry of German 
troops in Belgrade., There have "been heavy civilian casualties 
and much material damage in the city; water and electric supply 
is disrupted. Ke shares my views concerning our further i 
military action, which is no longer of the nature of a 
campaign, but rather a sort of liquidation in which there 

. must be no let-up for even a moment, until the entire country, 
has been combed through., Anyone refusing ta surrender should 

left to starve. 

Cap t.,	 Loyke ( iTavy); .Eeviow of naval warfare Droblems: He doubts — 
the reported closing of the Dardanelles by British submarines,. > 

Coastal shipping route to Solum can be only partly protected :; 
by. submarines. In any event, using submarines that way 

:offers fewer opportunities for hitting the British, than does 
leaving them where they are now. Employment of Italian sub
marines would be desirable. 

' 

. 

Gives	 a summary of submarine warfare todate: The peak will 
not reached before next August; 

\u25a0\u25a0£&-i2ev-ut !.s \u25a0n":in-3liriinp-
i

:Greenland- in' t/1" .V st-^-n hsi?tS;-s'	 r-h r\u25a0 , i-gr man -.uv.-r- -ta J mak- it- aai \r". f^.sr'.fiis 'British''t;o tpro toe, t 
their convoys. So far only Iceland was included in the. blockaded 
zone; now perhaps we shall have to extend it.to include 
Greenland as well. 

SS. Bismarck, Tirpits and Prins Eugen are to go into the 
Atlantic shortly. SS.. Scharnhorst and Gneisenau (the 
latter hit by.an aerial toroedo and bombs) willnot return 
before- 'July. 

G-en. Fellgj.ebel reports on TvLan to insta.ll a Senior Signal Officer 
in Belgrade, who will at first be under his command, and 

\u25a0later serve under Military Government. Discussion of the 
new signal communication lines needed for continuance..- of 
campaign i, Agram-Belgrade—Skopl je-Lari.ssa and Sofia— 
S loniki—Larissa— At'hens) . . 

Rommel reports meeting stubborn resistance at Tobruk, which 
blocks his advance; apparently a strong garrison, supported 
by bT .val units from the sea. He has to use the two Italian 
Divs. to £.1ght en the line of encirclement. Moreover, he is 
being attacked on the lands ide from Egypt. Few at last lie 
is constrained to state that his forces are not sufficiently 
strong to allow him to take full advantage of the "unique 
opportunities" affoi*dr:£by the overall situation. That is 
the impression we have had for quite some time over here. 
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&-en» Z.otai. , (CC-, Twentieth mot. IHv.) reports out. 

Hexj.sjr.Lger-: Bejjjtegration Int6 Barbarossa of units employed in 
Ope ratlon 25 . . 

yon Altens tacit ( G-en Q,u) i 

a) Collection and .screening of prisoners of war. Collecting 
points at "bridges* Classification "by nationalities and 
"by following categories; War economy and armaments 
workers^ agricultural laborers from the rich, farming 
districts of SeiMa; auxilir-y services for cur troops; 

remainder will "be shipped home. 

Order .to this effect to Army Hqs 2 and 12 and letter, to OKWV 

Id)	 Croat Legion (Nonsense I) and G-laise- Horstenau 1 s jo"b. 

c)	 Reorganisation of the Reinforced Border Guard at the 
Styrian and Gariabhian "border sectors, and activation of 
new Regional Defense Bns „ 

Evening, reports; The Armistice Commission sent Iby the Yugoslavs 
consisted of some G-ene rals of the Fifth' and Second Armies, who 
could not "be recognized as plenipotentiaries and so were 

~ sent "back. G-roup Eleist, coming from the north, cannot 
make any headway against the countless hordes of prisoners 

\u25a0 entangling his columns in the narrow mountain valleys b A 
spearhead of Sixteenth mot. Div. , led "by the Divy Commander 
and pushing its way through the masses of surrendering enemy , 

units, has reached Saraje o, where he has taken control of 
military and other authorities,,	 . 

The Yugoslav Government has issued a proclamation to lay 
down arms . 
The movements of Eleventh Armd. Biv, and 60th mot. Div. 
continue, "but are hampered "by Ser"bs who want to surrender. 

In Greece only dight gains on the coast and in the area of 
Mt. Olympos are reported. The enemy is still holding the 

liakmon Valley. Little shippi g traffic in the Aegean, 

In Albania, .the G-reeks are falling "back slowly. 

16Aprill941. 

i-lorHin£ rep o r-1s _ show ns significant developments- since last night. 
\u25a0I-'o progress in Twelfth Army sector. 

' 
, . 

Progress of the surrender negotiations: Weichs 1 formulation of 
the conditions is good and leaves no loopholes .\u25a0 The 
negotiators are not empowered to sign. Formal conclusion 
of the negotiations therefore cannot "be expected before 
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tonight or tomorrow. In the meantime, fighting is practically 
\u25a0over. .. ' 

yon Ziehlber-g; Current G-en. Staff personnel natters 

yon Ihoma: Gets assignment to ins-pec t the Armd. Divs . in Second 
Army. Condition of materiel, tracks; experiences. 

-Bogatschl' 

a)	 Report on reconnaissance work. Cooperation apparently 
good; reconnaissance units have done a good jot). 

b)	 Reconnaissance behind G-reek front in Albania has not yet 
yielded any conclusive results. 

c)	 Difficulties in equipping Reconnaissance Staf-feln with. 
motor vehicles. Completion of assembly of these units 
for Barbarossa jeopardized. The Staffeln now ready in 
France and in tht, Reich for shipment to the East. are in 
part unable to move to their entraining -points owing to 

the lack of motor vehicles of every description 

G-eiq.	 units. Reply;
\u25a0

yon 3eld:/ request..:, .orders for Hungarian 
We	 only wane them to keep the mot, units on a stand— "by 
•r ooting. Hungary can dispose of all other units in the way 
vihe considers best.. Reports of Serbian treachery in the 
occupied territory* Losses per Brigade: 20 killed, 200 
wounded. . . . . 

Reports coming in during tl3__day_ contain nothing new, only the 
shocking los« "by torpedoing of Convoy Ho. 20 en route to 
Libya. (Last- elements of Fifth Lt. Div. and first group of 
Fifteenth Armd. Div., including the divisional staff and one 
regimental staff). 

17	 A-nril 1941. (Capi tula tion). 
Morning reports; Fo thing of importance from Second Army sector. 

The movement toward the D~'"matian coast continues. In the 
sector of Twelfth" Army, it is still a moot question as to what 
has become of the G-reek forces west of the Pindus Mountains. 
Iam quite sure that the opposition- still met south of Servia 
is sustained only I>j weak forces taking advantage of the 

' 

exceedingly favorable terrain. But what may be the enemy's 
operational intentions remains obscure, A drive by our 
forces west of the Aliakmon river is the only way to prevent 

the enemy from building up. a. front. But such a drive would 
end at Irikalla °nd take us in front of the range rising-
north of lia'mia, which must be regarded as the probable next 
drfense position in the line fror. Gulf of Vol©s to Gulf- of 
i- .'ta. Other possibilities are afforded by the line Thermopylae'-

Lepanto southern; shore of Gulf of Patras. This position 

would require the transfer of G-reek forces from the area 
west of the Pindus Mountains across the Gulf of Patras to the 
northwestern part of the Pelopaonose. 
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.Conf eience with,O/bdH prod-iioes in no. new viewpoints.. One upshot 
is r^eJA^st to Air JWce Officer to intensify- reconnaissance 
and aerial action a.gainst the rear of the Greek 'front in 
Arbania, and order to Eq_ Twelfth Army along Same lines. 

The, fact that, commmi cat ions- between Hq_ Second Army and XK2X?I 
Corps and their Armd,. Pits, are quite poor, is "blamed "by 
OMH on the General Staff Service (Xc) *. Ishall have the 
\u25a0natter investigated. 

Gen, vq-h (rials'e-Horstenau gives an account oft. his report to the 
Fuehrer, He emphasized the necessity to include Dalmatia 
in the Croat State now in process of formation, "because 
without this territory, inhabited T>y Croats, the "basic concept 

of the new State ? namely unification of all Croats in one '; 
independent State, would lack vitality. 

The impression gained "by yon Glaise- Horstenau at the 
conference is rather discouraging. Cut of consideration for 
Mussolini, the Juah^er does not want to risk curbing Italian 
claims. As a result Serbs and Croats will again make common 
cause against the Germans . 
yon Glais e~Horsterj.au has "been assigned the mission "by the 
Fuehrer to carry on the drive, initiated' "by .tfeichs, to raise 
Croat troop units of Bn. .strength, which will,"be the nucleus 
of a Police Amy to "be organized with 2 to 3 Pivs . now, 
and eventually 6 Bivo a j it will receive, on the quiet, support 
:''."OE Germany; efforts should "be made to keep out Italian** 

\u25a0j.nstrue tors .	 . .;. 

On the political side SA- General Kasche goes to Croatia 
as German Minister, with Legation Councillor yon Tro'tt—O"ber— 
gsell as his aide, to do the real. work. 

Wagner (Gen Q,u) • o\immary of Zagre"b conference with Krumpelt and 
Sclimidt-Logant 

a) Supplying of Second 
"be possible 

"b) Experiencoa 

Army from the 
within the. week. 

with tfflying start". 

Belg

*** 

rade 

Some 

"base will 

difficulties 
developed in keeping up the sequence of transports and 
in regard to equipment... 

c)	 Organization of Belgrade, base: Disband base at Graz and. 
Lake Balaton. Break up supply concentration "by sending 
some to ZI and B-> mania . 

\u25a0d) Order for setting up Military Government 

c)	 Conference with Himmler: 

Sach Security .Div. will have attached: cne Police' Bn.mot. >
 
one lational Socialist Motor Corps Co., and one Technical
 
Emergency Service Co.. -Release of Police Bns . to the Corps
 
Hqs of the Security Divs. not feasable.. Instead one mot.
 
Police Eegt ., under a Senior Police .Chief, will be
 
stationed in a.rea of each Security Corps Hq_.
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Heusinger; Conditions governing shipment of troops to Barbaroesa 
aivai' .Stpr render conditions for Yugoslav Army. 

yon ZieLlberg; Current C-en. Staff personnel matters; 

Bogatsrh:	 reports on conference with ObdL along lines of my 
requests Also telephone conversation with Sonrad.4 

In the evening; report comes in Jiat Bor copper mines were destroyed.-
Will -iave to "be checked. Report that capitulation of -Yugoslav { 
Ar-my has "been signed. . .\u25a0 

18 A-gr.il 1941. 

Morning situation' Confirmation of report that large "bodies of 
C 3ek troops have oesn captured ~.n Orevena Valley ( 20, 000) , 

io \u25a0ad that the way Trikalla is now open for our Armor 
advancing in this region. It would appear that the road 
from G-revena to Trikala can be used also "by motor vehicles. 

This and the advance ,f Second Armd. jDiv, and XVIIICorps 
through the Tempe Valley and across the surrounding mountains 

of Larissa,precludes &.u.y further resistance north The enemy 
willnot ha-ve any .trouble escaping, for the forces committed 
on the Aliakmon river pro"ba"bly consist only of very weak 
rearguards, who can take advantage of extremely favorable 
terrain. 

The G-reeks, in conjunction with the British ..probably first 
tried to build up a defense line running from Mt. Oljnnpos along 
the Aliakmon Valley and the . G-rammose Mountains to the 
southern border of Albania.' It seems that elements from 
Thrace and the British between Mt.Olympos and the Aliakmon 
river had this mission, while troops brought up via Kastorisr 
were to take over the central portion of this line. With this 
portion nottf cracked out of the defense position, the enemy has 
to take back his line of resistance. To effect this movement, 
he appears to have sent back the Greek forces to build up 
defense iDOSitions .in the rear, the first of which must be 

assumed to lie on the high ground north of Lamia, wher-eas the 
second, and. probably the mainGJiief'., may be expected along the-
line Thermopylae Lepantc , The mot. British troops seem to 
be forming the rearguard east of the Hindus Mountains and will; 
soon d-isapp ear under pressure from us. 

T>' st of the Pindus Mountains withdrawal willbe more difficult 
for the enemy. Eere the retreating enemy cannot help being 
crowded together and forced into a bottleneck, where our 
massed Air Force will have opportunity for effective action. 

Ma.jor	 G-en. I'oerster to' the Air Force, designated as Military 
Commander f^r Serbia, calls. I.briefly outline to him our 
interests: Hffective military policing, restoration and 
safeguarding of lines of communications, keeping Industries 
and croy collection going; protecting the Danube shipping 
route . 

i 
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¥F.ip-ner--Altong taiLt ê^singeri.

Future military set-up in tlie Southeast . The "bessst way will 
"be to sreat-e a Commander- in--Chief Southeast, similar to the 
one we have in the Under his eontrpl should he:- th©

Greece,Military Commanders and Sprbia,, Liaison Command Bulgaria 
and Military Mi.;:ion Romania, along, with some Divs, ( controlled 
"by Corps Hc[_s :) This Commander- in-Chief Balkans would carrj ;

' 

\u25a0 

t§i all	 the' 'business of tl*e O"bdH,, and so free us for operations 
\u25a0in	 the East. . 

'

. 
' 

;'; 

— -~Radke: Current "business : Mail censorship, Clieek patrols in the 
occupied Balkan territories. Conferences with SS— G-en. W'ol-ff ~ On	 Poland incidents in 1939 and Tiedeinann case Morale reports. 

— 
Gen. Paulus.; Current "business. Deception order. . Agreement has f.' 

now "been reached with Favy and Air Force. 

ICinzel: 

a.)	 Details of encaiy situation. The assumption that the 
Greeks started early to move troops from Albania to the 
Olympos area has "been proired correct. The Italians saw 
nothing and reported nothing 

"b)	 A radio "brodcast of the Greek Government has teen reported, 
to the effect that war was lb'st and that population should 

:keep calm. This reporo, which OKV wants passed on to all
commande-rs in the field, is most certainly an OEM invention.— 

Planes have dropped leaflets with purported proclamation 
of	 departing British Commander-in-Chief . 

Fellgieijel Communication difficulties in Second Army, The reason 3 
.	 seem to lie partly in trouble with improvised equipment, part
ly in lack of initiative and skill of radio service in Second 
Army. 

G-en.	 .ignejr 'Organization of refugee control and materiel collection 
in. the occupied Balkans territories. 

—	 — 
yon Ziehl'bergJ?, Fuehrer's "birthday Reassignments Organization: 

of training in G-en. Staff and question of out-of-turn— 
seniority promotions . I"blow fsj top over tactless inter-*, 

\u25a0ference of OME in my command function, . 

\u25a0 19 April1941. 

The Morning: Conference produces nothing significant in news or 
viewpoints. Among the intentions of Twelfth Army there is 
a plan to push XVIII.Cores or at least Sixth Kt. Div, from 
area east of Larissa across the Ordris Mourtaics- to Lamia, 

. That would "be a mistake, for such a move gebs the Div. into
 
terrain on the Thermopylae front, where it could not make
 
use of its special training and equipment (frontal attack
 

plain).across a 
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PW interrogations are beginning to indicate a crumbling of the
 
Greeks'; will to .resist on the front west of Pihdus Mountains. .
 

-\u25a0Larissa taken this morning* \u25a0 . • . 

Dr. Ha-.uloe3r*reDorts his observation on visits to the front. Apart 
from the usual troubles incidental to the "flying S3tart", every
thing seems to "be all right. 

Sadke : Current matters of j.is. Section, including dealings with the ; 
•Party and cha.plain questions. 

G-en. yon Beldv "brings a letter of the Hungarian 0 of S, Report on 
minor frictions on transfer of the district "between the Sava 

\u25a0and DraVa rivers. . 

Paulus and Wagner report on visit to Belgrade, 

30 April-1941. (Fuehrer* s Birthday). 

104b : Awarding of decorations 

1100:: Review of Staff. 

1300 : Luncheon with Staff 

Situation: British seem to "be pulling out. South of Larissa 
our advancing trc-rvps are nearirg the northern outskirts of 
Lamia. In the Thermopylae Pass, no evidence of enemy 
resistance. Roads clear as far ar Athens. West of the Pindus 
Mountains the G-reek withdrawal movement after all appears to 
"be slower than was assumed; the "bulk of their forces seems to 
"be still north of Yoannina. 

Metsovon Pass reported taken "by SS Adolf-Hitler 

Humors -of formation of new Government and capitulation of 
Greece. 

In the evening, talk with O'bdH who feels there is some tension 
"between us. Well meant, "but nothing will "be changed "by it. 

31 A-pril 1941. 

0800: Leave with Keusinger, \Mue~ler~-Hille "brand and Senior Aide 
inHeinkel plane of OKW Staff el ( my TDersonal plane had a 
crack—up in Belgrade) . -

1400,: Visit to Hq. Twelfth Army. Itinerary Belgrade Sofia 
(stop-over )-, Saloniki. Plan to continue to Larissa was 
cancelled when we learned in Saloniki that C in C of Twelfth 
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Army was already flying "back to Salonikij and his* C of S had 
flown on to to conclude the armisiice negotiations 

\u25a0with the Greek %)i#u-s Array. . 

\u25a0

1600. : Talk with Field Marshal List: The CG of the Greek Epirus 
/ 

' 
my has surrendered to the Gerr^n High Gommand with the 

.iCplicit understandings that he was not surrendering to the 
Italians, who had "been defeated "by him. 

Of German troops, SS Adolf Hitler has entered Ycannina after 
crossing the Metsovor Pass. Truce already. in effect. Ithas 
turned out that the entire Greek Epirus Army is.still north. 
of Yoannin,?, , List has given orders 
a)	 for SS Adolf Hitler to advance to the Greek frontier in 

. Albania, and occupy the roads leading into Greece, and 
"b)	 for the Greeks to evacuate Albanian territory, then lay 

down their anna and march to PW collecting points, in. 
compliance with the instructions of Twelfth Army Hq. 
Details will "be worked out "by Gen. Bieler, CG, 73rd Div., 
as	 deputy for .-C in C Twelfth Army. 

-1800 2000,. Flight round Mt. Olympas and tour of Saloniki. 

Evening at Hq Twelfth Army.' iMew orders from the OEW are received.. 
It would appear that- at the time when the OXW" gave the order 
to conclude the capitulation negotiations', the Fuehrer 
thought he might manage to confront Mussolini with the 
accomplished fact. That fell through,, Mussolini telephoned 
directly to the Fuehrer and demanded Italy's -participation. 
So the Fuehrer prdered that the capitulation concluded by 
Twelfth Army should not become effective sending hiff approval.
This was to give the Italians an opening for appearing as-
partners in conclusion of the capitulation. Such apolitical 
maneuver makes tiio- German Field Marshal and C in G Twelfth 
Army look foolish in the eyes of the Greek Army, and, further*?' 

\u25a0r -re, lays the foundation for a systematic falsification of 
history, designed to create the fiction that it was the 
Italians who forced the Greeks to capitulate.' : 

As a matter of fact, there was no contact "between the Greeks 
and the Italians at trie moment of. capitulation, as stated 
explicitly "by the Greek CG. Capitulation "became necessary 
solely for yhe reason that German troops had -appeared athwart . 
the Greek line of retreat. This falsification of his tory, , 
evidently now in the making, is indignantly protested "by C in C 
Twelfth Army, who. insists that the German Wehrmacht communique 
must, give an- accurate. account of the actual situation in' order 
that German troops would receive the credit due to tlien-'-for tlieir 
achievement, ; ? 

• 

Idiscuss with List the inaccuracies in yon Eichthof en 1 s 
reports to the OMH, which "belittles the achievements of the 
Ground Forces . 

Overnight (21/ 22) at Saloniki Hq. Twelfth Army. 
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0300 

1000 

1700 

1800 

In the mornings talk wibh List. He again emphasizes that he 
concluded the capitulation negotiations on the direct order 
of and on the lines laid down by OKW/and bitterly speaks out \u25a0, 

.against the C'KW r s- Subsequent action in repudiating the- completed 

surrender. On the whole., reiteration of last night's arguments. 

Departure for Larissa. Thrilling flight over the Tempo Valley »• 
Larissa airfield gives the impression of a fairground. There 
is a constant coming and going of bomber formations . and trans
ports. Thousands of men are waiting, working or resting. No 
enemy far and wide. 

Side trip to Second Armd. Div. Talk with Veiel 
'(CG) and Quast

(ie). The Div. is closing up toward Larissa. Materiel is in 
good shape, casualties grabifyingiy low. 

Back to the Airfields Talk with Greifferiberg, Bieler (CG,
r^rd Div.). The Ita/ iun Armistice Commission, for whom Jodl 
had been waiting and now will accompany him to Yoannina, has 
arrived. Talk with Speth, Liaison Officer to the Italian Army 
in Albania i lie says that the Italians had lost contact with 
the Greeks yesterday, and that they probably started off 
torr ght following reports of armistice negotiations. (Heavy 

\u25a0Italian losses . ) ' ' " 

Start of return flights Larissa Kozani upper Aliakmon-Valley Lake Kastoria Lake Ochrida Debar Skutari-Adriatic .coast as far as \u25a0month of Marenda. River then in-
clouds over. Mestar Sarajevo Brod Lake Balaton to 
Wiener Neustadt. Arrived 14-30 c 

News that transfer of GHq postponed because of the negotiations 
in Toannina. So back to the old place. 

Tallc_with__ ob_dH_2_ who describes the agonizing seesaw during my
absence. My suspicion that the Fuehrer, against our warnings,
tried to get around the Italians in the negotiations from the 
start, is confirmed. Apparently he hoped to doublecross his 
"friend". 'When, the scheme misfired, the muddle started. 
Incidentally, it is reported the Fuehrer had Field Marshal 
List expressly informed that ne would have acted the same in 
List's, place. Such pats on the back behind the scenes do List 
no good, as long as . he remains publicly disavowed. 

The question of an airborne operation against Corinth to prevent
destruction of the Canal is once more raised by the QKW with 
fretful nervousness . 
Exchange of views on the Peloponnese. Ido not believe that 
the British are going to defend it. They would have no ports,
that are needed as bases. 

Report^ stating that QMJ23£-2£dg£MJ&Lj[°£o3 to prepare
VIIIAir Corps for.an immediate airborne operation against
Corinth. Fuehrer word ¥irhenwillgive to start. 
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ttlat^ of course , implied .the risk of missing the critical 
* moment 

Quite	 interesting are the Hungarian demands for compensation of all 
war costs and their claims to the Yugoslav "booty, which would 
"be a credit to a Jew. ? . . , ; 

2000, telephone Talk Keitel (OK¥) /QfbCli. The Fuehrer does not give 
up the idea of letting the Greeks and .Italians settle their ; 

~ ' 

war "between themselves west of ;fche line Pindus Mountains.
 
Acheloos Valley, and to seal this line "by German troops.
 
He will not make his decision contingent on Jodl* s return,
 

The SS Adolf Hitler -mst "be taken hack . to the Metsovon Pass.
 

2100.	 Gen.: G-reifienberg Hq Twelfth. Army ( on -phone): 

1.)	 Orientation on impending directive along lines of 
conversation with Iveitel. 

2.)	 Hq_ Twelfth Army reports: 

a) The Greeks agree to sending a par^ementaire to the 
-Italian front.	 . 

"b.) 'Greeks and Italians agree to a demarcation line 
running west along the Kalamas river from a *QCint s.:km:km 
north of Yoannina» 

c)	 SS Adolf Hitler has "been ordered to withdraw "behind 
this demarcation line. 

d)	 Greek CG or a plenipotentiary will arrive for final 
signing in Army Hq_, Salonika, tomorrow noon. Gen. 
Jod'l will remain in Saloniki until that time. 

c)	 (in response to my question). Hostilities "between 
Greeks and Italians have iot yet ceased everywhere. 

23 April 194-1., (Departure from 
tad t.). 

Negotiations with the Italians and Greeks dragged on tillnoon. In 
the afternoon at last the capitulation was signed. Earlier, 
however, the Italian Radio "blared out reports of the capitula-? 
t-on as an accomplished fact, causing annoyance in the ol{¥. 

.Our- troops push close to the Thermopylae Pass via Lamia, and 
strike at Eubooa from the Yolos area. In the Thermopylae Pass',, 
the enemy is still holding, "but apparently only with weak 
rec^rguard elements. Tanks abandoned in the Lamia area were 
"burned out "by the British. 

Up	 '.;to noontime, there is a continuous seesaw as to whether or not 
we should move GBq,. A decision is finally reached when Ideclare 

• . that Iwfruld go, .	 ':.; 
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The -reason for my insistence is the I\Torth African situation,. 

It is worrying me, an! the /pert ineht information is available* Ir;mmel hasonly ats#ppelin<, not sent us a single clear-cut 
report all these daya 'but Ihave a feeling that things are in5 

a- iaes3 o Reports from' officers coming from his theater as well; 
as- a personal letter show that Rommel is in no way up to his 
operational ta.sk. An day long he .rushes about "between the •
widely scattered unite , and' stages j*seo&nai*sanoe .raids i » 
in which he -fritters away his forces«Flf One has a clear picture, 
of their disposition and striking power. Certain is only that' 

:his troops are widely dispersed and that their striking . 
efficiency has considerably deter* i.crra.te-&i,, The piecemeal 

thrusts of weak armored forces have been costly. Apart from 
that, his motor vehicles are in poor condition from the action 
of desert sand. Many of his tank engines "need replacing. : 
Air transport cannot meet Rommel's senseless demands, primarily 
"because of lack of fuel;' aircraft landing in Horth Africa 
find no fuel there for the return flight. In view of all this, 
it is essential to have the situation in North Africa cleared", 
up without delay., A-I'ter giving thought to the matter, I ' 
decline flying down myself «, It would not do for me to go 
there, merely for fact "finding purposes.. IfIgo, Iwant to 
have authority to give orders . ObdH has his private objections 

c\. that score and pretends difficulties with the Italian High : 
Command* The real reasons of course are others, but perhaps 
it is better to, dispatch Kaj. G-en, Paulus. He has good 
personal relations with Rommel from way back when they served 
together, and he is -perhaps the only man with enough personal 
influence to head off this soldier gone stark mad. Represent
atives of Opor. Sec, Org. Sec, G-en. Qu., as well as Capts . 
Loyke and Soltmann, of the Kavy, would accompany him. 

Say godd~»byo- to Irirrj.ngardlr-.~- 1600-,- Return flight to Berlin, 
above the 'clouds ( up to 5,000 in altitude; very cold) in 
Heinkelmachine of the oK¥' courier Staff el. 

Evening at home. G-eo rg Seiderer** happens to have dro-Dped in. 

24 .April I^4l.	 50th, anniversary .- of Moltke r s 
death o Seturn to Zossen. 

0330..	 Leave Berlin. 

0930	 : Arrive at Sossen, Guard lined up for review; honor company 
of Guard Bn. Double sentry in front ©f my house; all flags 
out; flowers. 

0950.: Conference with OQ;o. I. 

Following our phone talk from ty ie .er^Teustadt ,. OQ,u Ihas made 
t'"-G following preparations for sending aid to Rommel: 

1.) Alerted: 

a)	 3Pive Bns. from several Divs. in the ZI issued special 
equipment for desert service and additional carts and 
some motor vehicles. 
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b).%ig. Training. En. specially equipped as Assault Eng. 
$n.l and fitted for desert service* 

c)	 Two Coastal Artillery Bus. (533rd and 523rd) with 15 cm 
guns c 

Timetable for fitting these units	 for desert service 

2 May? Eng-. Training En. and 533rd Coastal Artillery Bn. . 
7 May; 111 Bn., 347th Inf.Eegt., and 523rd Coastal Arty.Bn 

12 May? Two Inf. Bns 
17 Mays One Info Bn. 
20 Mays One- Inf. Bn. 

2.) Maj» G-en.-Pau.lus will "be accompanied "by Staff Officers.
" 

Departure 25 April3 evening, via Rome. Duration of 
a~bsen.ee estimated at 8-10 days 

Outcome of conference: Preparations are approved. Railroad 
movements for getting Fifteenth Arind. Div. to Haples must "bo 
speeded up, ao that Hommel's most urgent requirements would 
be	 actually on hand at Naples, when needed. Itmay "become 
necessary t-o establish a Hq_ at Naples, to supervise these 
troops. 

Liss	 reports en enemy situation inEastern Mediterranean. 
Distribution of forces; 

r-C;,.. \u0084\u25a0\u25a0•.. &roecei 4 Inf. Div^v .. .|-Armd. Dlv.- Elements of (firut)
 
fe%v«Bivi (meoz.-.) (some
 
shipped out) .
 

/ 

Tobruk: 1 Inf. Div. Elements of -5- Armd. Div. 

Solum:	 • ) 3 Inf. Divs. Elements of \ Armd. Div. 
Mersa ) 
Matrah: ) 

l"ile Plain-*1 Inf. Div. plus one Inf. Div. "being activated and 
two Egyptian Divs 

Palestine; 1 Inf. Div. Elements of (First)	 Cay. Div. (mecz.) 

Irak: 3 Inf., Divs. 
.i-e te : 1 Inf. Div. 

A"byssinia: 6. Inf. Divs. 
21 Inf. Ki-f-s. 2 Armd. Divs,	 1 Cay. Div-. plus 

" 

three Divs. not 
available for Immed
iate commitment. 

OQu I: Appraisal 1 of situation 

¥0 have reached a crisis, not at Tobruk, but rather at Solum. 
Enemy in Tobruk at the least matches Eommel's strength and Is 
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even superior in'ar^.i&eryt \u25a0\u25a0put .We may hope, to contain him. 
A .decisive attack is 6'iit of question at the'time. 

IfKomirtel at Solum, which is quite T)C3s£bleis	 "beaten in view 
o	 the mounting reinforcements "brought in "by the British, he 
willprobably have to raise the siege of Tobruk, That would 
be highly undesirable ;particularly for tiropaganda reasons. 
How, the only way to help him effectively would "be "by commit tT 
ing the Air ?orce. Bonding- more ground troops has little ':B 

value, for they would only encumber operations of the 
Africa CorDS, which are lor^dicated on high mobility. Air 
Force, however,, is severe!/ haimoered "by the low state of 

\u25a0fuel stores in Africa, . 

Up	 until 5 May we are unfortunately quite helpless, ? n^ can-
only sit. tight .and hove that Rommel 'will manage to Dull throughi 
After that date, the Fifteenth Armd. Div., moving on schedule, 
will "begin to	 come in. : 

Sending airborne to Africa seems pointless, for they 
would "be immobilized there *. Better keets them for Crete; 
such an operation would, relieve- "Rommel very effectively. 

v nst met ions for pq:ulus: 

a)	 Get a clear Dicture of the situation: Disposition of 
forces, striking -oo wer, terrain conditions, ammunition 
situation, supply , care of. wounded. What are the 
\u25a0possibilities for defensive ot>er Qtions if Solum should, "be 
lost ? 

b) Make P.omme.l under Jt^nd th^t our resources for sending 
aid to him are very slender. "Find out his intentions in 

light ofthe	 circumstances 

' a)	 Teletype to OKIl, transmitting tele^rair from Kormel. (si,?nific 
ly addressed to OK?), in which he reports increasing pressure 

round Bar dip.1 and for the first time hints at -oossibility 
of serious reverses. 

t>)	 Teletype to Rommel spelling out to him th^t he cannot 
count on any help »nd so moist sha*oe his decisions 
accordingly. 

c) Distribution of forces in Yugoslavia: new G-ermsn-Italian 
demarcation line. 

d)	 Jurisdictions! eusstions the new Militaryrs^ardin^ 
Commander.: Executive Power must remain vested in PG-, Second 
A.rmy. 

Durin.; the -my several jelg^Qg^^asTiltations with Q'bdH on the 
situation in Forth Africa, ki first he frantically, cast about 
for a workable -t)l.an, but finally resigned himself to' 
acceptance of the fact that we could not do more than 
what has already been done.. 
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X 

,25 April1941, 

Thermoioyl£:,a Pasg lias been taken. The British are fighting apparent
lyvitliportions wf two Divs B, of a total strength of aboilt 
three regimental combat groups „ Our Mt. troops (sth and 6th
Mt. Biv.) play a decisive part in the advance. The Thermopylae 
road is. demolished in several places. Ho reports available 
on previously claimed crossing to Euboea.	 ;', 

Putting into effect surrender of the Greek forces seems to. ''. 

have run into a unag north of the demarcation line. In that 
•-'..rea there is still a full Division, which seems to be dis~ 
oanding itself to escape the Italians. South of the 
demarcation line, collecting and disarming of prisoners seems 
to -"be proceeding in good order. How, of course, SS Adolf \u25a0: 

Hitler- cannot strike .south (Gulf of Patras) except with 
reconnaissance forces, Lemnos occupied. .	 :. 

The	 paraah'.i';Q operation against Corinth is scheduled for to
morrow. 

At our request, OKM has released to. us, as of today, two air 
transport groups, which will "be ready inHapless 

'

tomorrow 
aTid can be- used to ferry oveT. the Engineers of Fifteenth Armd. 
3iv., to "be- followed "by Rifle units of the Dir, They will 
fly to Derna s via Tiipoli, 

Buhle;G-en. 

1.)	 Activation of new smaller units (independent Bns., etc.) 
for l\!orth Africa. 

3.)	 Preparations for Barbarossa are proceeding according to 
plan. Motorization of units not yet entirely assured. 
Uniformity of armament (MG- 34, Lt. Powy 18),' will 
be accomplished by Mayo 

3.)' Old—type 21 cm How, for Crude rian; they are "better for 
Armd,. Groups than the new type which takes longer to. 
get ready for action. 

) Replacements for the element of Fifteenth Araid. lost 
.by torped.o:Mfg will be ready around middle of May. 

5.) Partial motorization and fillingmp of 32nd airborne 
Blv. will perhaps "be .completed ."by next fall. 

6.)	 Uo more, furloughs after 5 May, when maximum railroad 
sched'ulo goes into effect. 

" '* ~7.)	 900th Brigade very weak as yet, only 2 Bns.,with 
complements I . 

"^ s8.)	 special/ : Field Bns : .Belong under BdE, not the 
Field Army. 

*** 9*,)	 Technical Emergency Service willbe integrated in 
Army after start of Barbarossa. . 
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von, JflhpniEi.': Report on Inspection of Armd* Divs.. .In Second Army. 
On the wM|e, good impression; Little wear 'and tear of vehicles 
low fezrpliiiitiire of. ammunition c 3%intenancs^ and. state of \ 

:;repair .good,, 'but rubber track blocks badl^ Worn "by mountain . 
( ;:roads 1 Div.« 1900 rubber track blocks). Three, weeks will 

be sufficient for rehabilitation of all unite* Resupply of V 
spare parts was difficult due to the speed of operations. 
Commanders want supply by air ( 3 Junker transports for each 
Armd. Group).. He inspected Fourteenth, Eighth and Eleventh 
Armd. Divs. } and 60th and Sixteenth mot.; 60th mot. made a 

". •irticularly good showing. 

yon Bermith; Report, on chemical smoke demonstration. Results seem 
\u25a0 . to be quite,ipromi£iagif,or both river crossings and area. ; 

blanketing. :\u25a0 

Training film program Motion-picture units for Africa. 

G-ercke ; a) Lagging performance of railroads. *- Coal shortage. 
t>) 03£W request ft.i* rail transportation for Seventh Air 

Div, and 22nd airborne Div. turned' down. 
c) Sarbarossai On the whole progress, is- good. 
d) Bailroad situation in. the Southeast. Bridge across 

Sava River at Belgrade willbe restored by middle of 
June. 

c) Railroad program "Otto" completed? Improvised, but 
geared to full capacity.

f) Road program for "Otto" completed 

26 April1941. 

Morning situation: In North Africa situation seems somewhat' eased, 

by beating back of British tank attacks at Solum. At Tobruk' 
enemy continues sorties. 'Our Air Force seems, to have scored 
sue' i3J=£:s32j3 . Italian submarines, capable of operating only 
during night time, however, cut into supplies for Tobruk. 

In Greece, our advances continue. Thebes taken. Advance to
ward Corinth ( Fifth Armd.Div*), Parachute operation In
 
progress. Bridge blown up.
 
Offer of Greek Commander- in—Chief to form, a new Government*
 

Kjnzel: Russia; 1April.Overall situation unchanged since Since " 
that date strength in the West has increased by 10-. 
Sivs. Expanded peacetime Army (about 170 Divs.) may now 
be regarded as being up to war strength. It is doubtful, 

whether supply units have been activated. Trains are 
constantly moving up additional materiel (e.g. 250 
trains to the.Vilna area), to all evidence to bring 
equipment up to war strength; up to now many Divs. were 
still short, especially in artillery. Krebs reports that 
many units still have very large shortages in equipment* \u25a0 

As to personnel, complaints are heard on lack of commanding 
officers. Regiments a^e being commanded by young Majors, \u25a0 
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Divisions' "by Colonels, Strengthening of the Western Front 
(by arrival of 10 new Divisions) is noticeable above all round 
Bialystok and. Lwow* Behind the • frontiwhicli' is very clo so 
to the western "border, are stationed Jottf Afmd. ..Groups

' 
of vary

ing strengths . .	 :; 

Bessarabia
 
Hear and to the west of Zhitomir
 
Yilna.
 
Pskov.
 

CQ.u ID-;; IfU.S. A, entered the war now, we- would have to reckon 
' 

only with the peacetime Army, i.e. at most five, Inf.Divs*, 
two A'nnd. Divs,, one Para traop Bn, one or two Marines 
DivSe; 30 Bomber Squadrons., 10 Beconnaissance Squadrons, 
20 3'ighter Squadrons.. 

"Wagner, (G-en Q,u) with Finkhs 

a)	 Ro-adying and a\lo nation of, truck colu&ns for Barbaras sa. 
As result of activation of new MT. Eegts., drawn from 
resources of Industry and Fat. Soc. Motor Corps, .. our -re-. 
quiremerrbs &eem to have been amply met.. Of the old MT Rogts. 
twOji.e,-., 605th and 616th, are at present in the Vienna 
area, and one (60Snd) in Saxony, for overhauling. Tho 
distribution plan -provides for allocation of tra^s-nort 
to Artnd. Units., Armies and forward G-en Q,u Hq

>s. *. 

Allocation of transport; 

Bafbarossa:	 AG-p. South 15,830 tons ) including 
AGp. Center 25,020 tons ) forward G-en Qu '\u25a0 

AGp. lorth 12^750 tons ) Hq_s. 
G-en Q,u Reserve 13,590 tons ) ) 

Libya	 2,190 tons 

S outheas t	 480 tans 

West	 2,970 tons 

To be made available
 
from various sources
 
(Chicf .of Ordnance,
 
Construction Program Bast,
 
Snow Clearing Southeast) 3,040 tons,
 

74,920 tons 

** b)	 Fuel situation. Bequest additional 10,000 cubic meter 
for training purpose from OKW. 

c) Lack of truck replacements. Gen Qu has nothing. All goes 
to the newly activated units. . 

d)	 Biture organization of the Southeast under C in 0 Balkans, 
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Hood, re :ort.? Greek Commander--in~Chi3f r s offer to form Government 
is supported "by all Commanding. Generals of the Greek Army* 

\u25a0Corinth, has offered surrender.—
 — \u25a0Heusingerg Last daily reports,, Transfer of units fromrtliG 
Balkans* "Jtfotes for report to.]Puehrer. 

2? April 1941. - (Sunday, Berlin). 
Athens taken. 

Morning reports indicate- new advances of Fifth Armd. Div. against 
enemy rearguards on two roads leading to Athens. 

* 
G-reece; Hkfbarkatio-n of enemy troops on the east coast of .. ; 
Attica, at Piraeus and on the Pjloponnese continues. 

Highly effective attacks "by our Air Force on enemy transports 
at sea., . The parachute operation has T3een successful and , ': 
Corinth is taken. West of Pindus Mountains, SS Adolf Hitler. 

-is advancing southward through Arta. Consultations "between 
Italy and C-ermary 0" the formation of a new Government under 

,Greek Commander~in--Chief 

-< 'Libya; Arrived "by 'air? 1 
'
Biwa 2 Rifle Cos of Fifteenth Aj-md. 

\u25a0Divc ( 46 airplanes) » .-< 

Scheduled for today:. Remainder of Eifle Bn., 2 3ng Cos .- , 

of Fifteenth Armd, Div. ( 50 airplanes) . o f 

; : 
Another' Rifle -Bn. find Oasis' Assault Cos to" follow later. 
Afterwards replacements for lost portions of MG- Bn., "before 
6 May. 

otliorior reports during the day ; 

Athens, occupied "by Motorcycle Rifle Bn f of Second Armd,Div.
 
Enemy retreating to Peloponnese. 3S Adolf Hitler crossed
 
Gulf of Corinth and took Patras after short fighting. An
 
eight-ton "bridge has "been struck across Canal of Corinth.
 

. 28 iHril1941. 

Horain \u25a0" situation: Capture of Athens Corinth, Patras confirmed* 
\u25a0 JICW directives on occupation of Grete. Argument with OKW 

oyor transfer of 22nd .airborne Div, to Greece "by trucks. 
Using our road transport for this purpose would ro"b us. 
of 60 2nd MT Eegt. for Bar"baros-sa, where it.has' "been 
apportioned among the Armd. G-roups . 

Operation "Merkar": Y*O"bdl' willhavu operational control, of air
borne troops and air transport units operating already 
in the Mediterranean theater, .-Army only willhave- to hold 
in readiness reinforcements including a Mixed Tank Bn. 
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ITavy makes all preparations . for sea communications. 
Protection of communi cations etc, jointly with Italian 

\u25a0 

\u25a0 

\u25a0]>lavy.	 
' 

Ls^yaj_ The first reinforcements ferried over in planes have 
a Jived. A situation estimate "by Rommel describes the 
situation as tense, "but despite the alleged inefficiency of 
the Italian-, troops he has- decided to -.attack Tobruk. He will 
concentrate all.German forces for this, task, leaving 
defensive operations around Solum to the Italians, In my 
opinion this is, all wrong. 

Gen. Jacob: 

a)	 Experiences on G-resk fortifications. Investigate and 
submit report on Greek and Yugoslav fortifications, 

b) Russian land mines. The Russians are said to have only 
old mines, in wooden "boxes,, That Idon 1 1 "believer-
Plastic mines render mine detectors ineffective. 

c)	 SS-ferries: Distribution and Diane for use inBarbarossa. 
Very little seems to have teen done In this respect. 
Assault Distribution and use in Barbarossa."boats; 

Ochsner;
 

8 April.- Review of -progress made in equipment and training
 
of troops. Use of gas by Russians, and count ermeasures.
 

Col.. Report on chemical smoke demonstration on 7 and 

G-en. rell^i.e'bel;: 

a) Liaison "between advancing spearheads and OKH through 
Liaison Officers equip-oed with shortwave sets, •* assigned 
to these elements. Monitoring companies as relays.** 

— 
"b Tele-communications through Hungary. Tasks in the.-


Eastern Mediterranean- Barbarossa. 
— 

G-en.Buhle: 15,000 Polish peasant* carts as of 10 May. 10 GrHq.*** 
in. Bns.~ 7.000 foreign legionnairs for Africa. 

Gen.- Brand:	 Distribution of coastal artillery on the various 
fronts. 

29 avtll 1941. 

Morning reoort: Tripolis-in-Peloponnese taken. The Italians 
now hold the islands of Korfu and Preveza. In Cyrenaika, 
the situations seems to have "been relieved "by the German 
thrust at Solum. Whether this has improved prospects for 
sucees of- the attack on Tobruk remains to be seen. Air
borne landing on Crete- set. for 17 May, ". 
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G-en* Byennecke; (O of S AGp. Horth). Brief discussion on the 
mission- of Ixis Army Group* Mb lateral diversion IPush* 
straight ahead into the country.
 
Heporb on progress cf Gen. Staff work* Satisfactory.
 

lognev (Gen Q,u): Organisation of Southeast after the end of the 
Balkans .Campaign* High Ooramand in Balkans to "be assumed "by 
Army Hc[. 12. Under Army Hq_. 12: Military Government Serbia, 
for administrative tasks ? a new Corps Headquarters (reduced**) 
for control of troops (s Divs.)* Corps Hq_ XVIIIfor control 
of troops (3 Divs,) in Greece. Civil administration of 
Greece "by Italy. rienipotentisW3p German General in Bulgaria 

to take care of German inter?3f&s (transportation, transit f 
of troops, Quartermaster Service). 

\u25a0Soincii.i.a will "be 'olaced under 0 in C Balkans, as soon as 
:operations "based on Eomania have started.	 

" . . 

~Major Deyble (OKW)j Report on tour to Army Hq_s. 2 and 12. 
Danube shipping lane will be reopened early in -May. •—
Croatia wants to activate 37 Bns* (800 rifles and 16 MJ 
each) , as a "be ginning. 

Heusin'ger; 

v)	 Sew orders -to "be issued, to Army Hq_.l22 

a)	 Minth Armct^Div, (Lamia) j tracked elements to depart 
from Florlna-Saloniki as of 5 May* Land march*** 
elements will entrain at Belgrade. Arrive in 
Military -Uistrlct XVII-# 27 May (joins Group Kleist 
inplace of Fifth Amid. Div.) • 

Td).	 Second Armd, Div. will follow Ninth Armd. Div. in 
similar manner early in June. Arrive in Military 
District # 111 "by 21 June (1). Will try to speed 
up movement "by using sea route . 

c)	 Fifth Armd. Div*: Eedeployment uncertain now* Later 
to GHq_ Seserve. 

d) Fifth and Sixth Mt.Divs., 164th Inf.Div. will stay "be
hind in Greece for time lieing. 

c)	 50th Inf.DjLv. (Saloniki) and 72nd Inf.Div. (Eaterini) 
to Gentral Moldavia, via Sofia, By rail, as far as 
possible; movement completed middle of Juno. 125th 
Inf.Eegt. willremain for the moment* 46th Inf.Div. 
to	 "be relieved "by Bulgarians (report!) and shipped to 
Belgrade. 

f) Withdrawal of Qorj.s Hq.s . created no difficulties. To 
stay behind: XVIIICorps Hq_. and one other Corps Hq_.

} 

for Serbia, 

g)	 &B4 troops "begin to run off 4 May. 'Sbill some troublq 
with.Army Hq .12 over one Sng .Bn. and two GHq. Arty. : 

Bns. 
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h)	 AAA in Greece is assigned to AGp. Souths Must not 
get stuck' ln operation "Merkur"; 

Liaison Officejß vrith.2,)	 Liaisott .^ervibe for.Barbarossa* 
sLortv,i.:,vQ sets to the Armdo Groups \ Liaison Detachments* 
for the Amy Groups » "Use OKH Monitoring Cos. 

3.)	 Eighth Armd* Div. now can revert to its original organiza^ 
tion under Hoeivpner (Czech equipment)'. Tenth Armd* Biv. ;. 

goes to Gudoricno 

Luncheon with GO and Officers of Guard Bn. 

OQ.u	 iy; 

a)	 Formation of G-overnment in Greece: Duce asseiPWte, Demands 
territorial safeguards needed "by Axis against later j3 

territorial surprises. Benzler-and Italian negotiators. 
Is	 to "be conclucled today. 

Id) Yugoslav shipping in ports goes to Italy, elsewhere to 
"\u25a0 Germany » 

c)	 Kumored meeting Euehrer/Darlan at Munich, middle of May, 

d)	 Current "business, including methods of Air Force reporting~~ and relations with Intelligence -Officers. Movements \ 
of members of Attache groups 

yon	 ZlehlTperg: 

a.) Boutine Gen, Staff personnel matters. Switch Salnrath/** GreiffenTDorg/Poei ischo 

Id)	 Reorganization of projected Liaison Staff Ic-rth as a new 
Corps Hq^ (reduced) , to serve as Hq for troops in Serbia.. 

c)	 Liaison Officers for Operation Bartarossa, 

d)	 Awarding of Iron Crosses and out*-of-turn seniority 
promotions of G-en. Staff Officers. 

gQ A-p-ii 1941. 

Morning situation: Jjlbj^-reports lessened tension. Softening up . 
operation for assault of Tobruk will start tonight, with 
main forces to atta,ck on 1 May. In Greece evacuation of# 
the	 Peloponnese completed. 5,000 British captured. Mytilene 
planned for 4 May, Brief conference with ObdHi Question 
of switch Saimuth/ G-reiffenlDerg/lloertsc1oertsch # 

1500 \u2666 Report to Fuehrer; 

'\u25a0- •) 

Trans-port Echelon 111, peacetime railroad schedule., 
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8 April -20 May: 17 Divs., GHq. troops from ZI and West, 

Transport	 Echelon IV A, maximum railroad schedule, 23 fey-
2 Junes 9 Divs. and SSq. troops from West. 

Trans-port Echelon IV B, maximum railroad schedule, 
3 June -23 June: 12 Armd. Divs. and 12 mot* Divs. from 
ZI, West and Southeast. 

Greater speed impossible "because of transportation 
difficulties and time need.cd for refitting of units. Fo 
possibility to shift in time: Two Armd. Divs. (Second 
and Fifth), one mot. Div, (60th). 

2.)	 GHq. Reserves; 

30 Divs,, including 5 Divs» from West and Police Div. Of 
this total, 11 Divs. are at present still i>n the Balkans. 

3.)	 Comparison of Russian and German strength? 

Discussion of the expected "border "battles, especially in 
sector of AGp, South. Opportunities for Hungarian troops. 
Opportunities afforded "by Pruth front, if we have enough 
troops. 
Fuehrer: 

a)	 Formula for talks with Hungary ? Finland and Romania; 
"Major developments possible in the West. Hence 
protection of the East essential, Russia has treated 
us unfriendly on several occasions, and we had "better 
provide against surprises 11. Talks may start pro"bably 
around 23 May. 

"b)	 Hoed for safeguarding Ploestif Oernevodta •** 

c)	 Schol)ert will take over command six weeks "before the 
start of operations, i.e. on 15 May at the latest. 

4.)	 GHq. t;roops: Review of need to have all forces'. on hand 
for Barbarossa. The 10 cm guns and siege guns sent to 
Libya will "be "badly missed* Only one 10 cm Battery 
is to leave, while developments are watched,, 
In case To"bruk falls, remainder will not "be needed. 
Temporary shift of railway Etrys. from West to East ( 7 
out of 17 Btrys.). Approved t 

"5.0	 JklZiejLJlfJULiQ^ Fuehrer 
informed of activation of 15 Replacement Brigades. 
Recommendation to send to Holland only one Div. of the 
reserves of 0 in 0 West, as second occupation Div. 
(OKW order I) is approved. Replacement units must not 
"be	 used for guard duty! (Holland). Improvement of 
82nd	 Div. iirtpos s i"blc (Keitel). 

Usehrori	 Aopraisal of British -possibilities for landings in Portugal 
and Spain (JForthern coast and from Gibraltar), perhaps 
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also	 Spanish Morocco. 
6• )	 Miscellaneous; 

a)	 Final policy for occupation of Aegean Islands • 
Italians willdo the Oyclades. We do Mytllene, 

Chios and Samoe* 

b)	 Divs. to stay "behind in Greece, 

Fuehrer* Captured guns for coastal defenses ( British 
9. cm).
 
Fuehrer hopes that less than 3 Divs, willdo. Mt.
 
Bivs, must "be freed for other missions*
 

c) Plans for reorganization of Balkans High Command* 
Military Government Serbia will "be subordinate to it. 
(fuehrer)* 

&)	 Outfit additonal Armd. Corps fot Libya 4 Required 
materiel "by ME, 

In tho < ovofting Gen. Paulujß reports from Li"bya: 

1.)	 In the event that Tobruk falls, he will instruct Africa 
Corps t Secure Oyrenaioa -. along general line Siwa—SoruK— 
Bardia with echelonned south wing to guard against 
enveloping attempts. Uo advance "beyond line Siwa~Solum, 
except for reconnaissance forays, even if the enemy with
draws further eastward. Forces must "be regrouped .and 
filled up. Watch coast. 

2.) In the event that Tobruk holds out, he wants to instruct
 
Africa Corps to prepare a position along the eastern
 
border of Cyrenaica, with left wing at Am El Gazala
 

.and deep echolonning on right flank j line is to "be 
manned, with newly arriving '

reinf ore ements Inves tment\u2666 

of To"brufe will"be upheld until onset of hot season or 
until the tactical situation at Tobrute or Solum make 
necessary the planned withdrawal to Am El Gazala position^ 

1. May 194-1, ( All-out attack on Tofcruk)
( miscarried I) 

Morning situation; 

a) Mopping up' '.operation- -in Serbia, round Propaatica set for~~ 3 May.. Occupation of Mytilene set for 4 May, ~r- Parade 
in Athens (with Italians) set for 4 May, 

b)	 23rd Gonvoy has sailed. "So air shipments possible yesterday*
Bemain&or of"2nd Bn. of Rifle Eegt. willbe shipped only 
today. 

Brief	 conference with ObajT .about Crete ( he wants to have some say 
about it and will talk to I\iehrer *) and Libya; my travel 

~ 9S \u25a0'\u2666*-. 
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plans to the Prutii front* 

Heusinger; 

a) Basic military-political data of an operation against 
\u25a0Spain, Portugal* 

b)	 Movement of G-Hq. reserves to "be scheduled so that units in 
West Will be drawn upon as late as possible. 

o) Wishes of AGp North concerning shifting of Divs* Ho 
objections # 

* d)	 Preparations in the West for "Seeloewe". 
** 

Order to Paulus: 

1»)	 X concur with proposed line Siwa^Solum, but possibilities 
of line Siinra-Mersa Matruh also should "be studied. Under 
no circumstance should Rommel advance "beyond Siwa~Solum 
line without order \u2666 

2.)	 Preparation of defense line on the eastern "border of 
Cyrenaica is all right and, if necessary, could "be hold by 
skeleton garrison consisting of Italian Forces moved up 
for that purpose. Uewly arriving German forces should 
not "be immobilized in this line as long as there is a chance 
of using them for a new attack on Tobruk, protected by a. 
covering force at Solum, Use only Armor at Solunu 

Luncheon at Kopp's, afternoon at home inBerlin, 

jO&2Li9£L*_. (Outbreak of hostilities between 
Irak and Britain). 

Morning reports, -bring nothing new except from Tobruk* .The attack of 
1 May has no d,oubt resulted in considerable gains at the 
important southwest corner and has breached the fortified 
lines against stiff resistance, especially by Australian 
troops o But for the time being it is doubtful that our forces 
a.re sufficiently strong to exploit this success and. capture 
Eobruko 
She 23rd Gonvoy with its precious cargo of tanks has reached 
Cripolis. . 

\u25a0Operations on the Peloponnese are concluded , The
'

take -of 
British prisoners has risen to a gratifying figure, 
British losses in materiel seem to be have been especially 
high. 

QMS on phone: Re -Ploesti, Oefnavoda, Constanza and protective 
measures to "be taken in connection with Barbarosea. 

Marshal yon Bock calls up concerning the switch Salmuth/von
 
. G-reiffenberg* It is, agreed that yon Salmuth takes over XXX
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Corps. Foertsch takes Greiffenberg' s place. 

Yogi (Armistice Commission) calls up: 

~ a) We get 3,000 4,000 trucks from Trench lorth Africa. 
has In return, thePurchase Commission left for Tunis.'
 

French want us to unfreeze the remaining trucks and release
 
one Brig* General (Souhaln) from prison camp.
 

*b)	 Coiribi&ing transfer of the trucks with shipping vegetables 
to Tripoli is silly and would only delay the whole 
operation. It is essential for us to complete ifwith 
greatest dispatch* 

Gen. Buhle : 

a)	 Organization of and directives' for High Command Balkans 
and "German General at the Bulgarian Army High Command". 

Id)	 Statement of policy "by Gen. Staff regarding future develop
ment of the Engineer Corps,, 

c)	 Allocation of the Polish peasants 1 carts from the Govern^ 
meni/ General, Al>oiit 2,000 for each Div^ 

* 
Badkej_ Final disposition of the affair Tiedemann*-SS concerning 

Gre"b"be line—and of the unsettled issue —of the SS incidents \u25a0...** 
in Poland. Soldier mail censorship*. Case Mieth, \u25a0—.***
 Heuerberg— Wichung incident. 

OQ.U IV; Situation in Spain: Former disinclination of the generals 
to Spain's entering the war seems to "be waning. —British 
pressure must have let up. Monarchist tendencies, Attache 
tour to Eupel Pass. Russians, lurks, and Danes will "be included. 
Hoturn of Japanese Commission willnot coincide with date of 
our #attack,, 

Sans en? Hew disposition of Turkish forces, Large elements in~ Thrace are "being taken "back to the -Chataldsha Line* 
Troops in the Straits reinforced. Reinforcement of garrisons-— on	 the -western coast not yet confirmed. Some troop movements 
from the interior to the southern coast. 

yon Etzdorf ILatest plan for the territorial division of the
 
Balkans provides for:
 
1.) An autonomous Slovenia under Italian protection, The.
 

German language enclave of the Gottschee is to Ibo li^uida-tr
©i\by exchanging the German inhabitants for Slovenes from 
the territory taken over "by us. ' 

2*) An autonomous Croatia under a Prince of the House of Savoy, 
with a coastal strip from Spalato to Oattero. 

5.) Montenegro as well as an enlarged Albania, in personal 
union with Italy, 

4.) A severely truncated Serbia, .with .a capital as yet undecl&ed-ferns evac, lish or Belgrade) . 
5.) ±tor district iHf under German rule. We 'also acquire mining 

concessions for non-ferrous metals in Croatia and in the 
territory annexed "by- Bulgaria. 
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6.) Bacska goes to Hungary, which also wants access to--the 
sea in Croatia (free port) in return for relinquishing 
the triangle "between the Dray.a and Mur rivers to Croatia* 

rule,7.) Bana.t| for the time "being, remains under G-erman May 
"be turned over to Hungary later on, if Romania could be 
compensated by the r,eturn of Bessarabia, (t) 

8.)	 Saloniki is to "become a free City (the Danzig of the 
Mcditerranean.. ) 

Lisa submits intelligence digest on British Army in Greece. 
'V 

Apparently Seventh Australian Div* had not yet arrived in 
the theater^, ( Only advance detachments were present, with the 
remainder in Tobruk and Egypt.) 

Positively identified! 

Sixth Australian Ityv. ) with complete Arty, and
 
Second Hew Zealand Piv. ) three Regts . each
 
30th Brig. (Homeland), probably independent, plus 1 Arrnd.
 
Regt. (Sac ond Armd. Regt»)
 

Prisoner take to date; 2,000 British from the IKK. (including 
many construction workers),, 1,300 and Hew Zealanders, 
1,200 Cypriote,' 1,350 Jews and Arabs , 150 Indians, 2,000 

\u25a0 
\u25a0Yugoslavs,	 . . . 

G-en. ffellgleb-ell Instructions r^^-rding radio training 'and. 
maintenance of radio discipline during the waiting period in 
the Bast. 

g May 1941. 

Ho^n-iJSg... J^Q&ort inclioat 9s : 

1.)	 The mopping—up operation in Serbia near Propastica 
turns out to be a minor matter, which seems to be running 
itself. 

2.)	 Our troops operating from Attica, have occupied the island 
of Skythos, 

3.) Pa.ulus radios that the To-brute operation must be regarded 
terminated, bringing only inconclusive local gains . 
Troops in bad shape. He has instructed Rommel not to 
resume the attack unless it offers chances of a quick 
success without major expenditure of forces, i.e. if the 
enemy leaves 'of his own accord. .For the rest, pursuant 
to our directives' he has instructed Rommel io regard tho 
holding of Gyrenaika his primary mission, regardless of 
whether or not he had Tobruk, Bardia and S-olunu' To this 
end he was to reinforce the line G-iala-r-Solum with mobile 
forces forthwith., regroup and dispose his troops in 
depth around Tobruk, and prepare a defense line along 

• the	 eastern edge of the Djebel (llGasala and southward)* 
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Whether the arrival of Fifteenth Armd, Div. willpermit 
resumption of the attack on Tobruk, is contingent on 
developments in the near future. 

Talk with ObdH: He approves Paulus 1 instructions, Telegram is 
sent to \u25a0Eommol, confirming Paulus? instructions as an* — 
official order. of ObdH, Prepare for sending to LibyaS 
Two heavy Bns. requisitioned from CKW, 5 independent Ens. and~ replacements. Speed up transfer of trucks from Hhinis to 
Tripoli; send captured British motor vehicles from Greece to 
Libya, 

"
 
Wagner (GenQu): Query regarding Haifisch^^SftciloQife"* \u25a0\u25a0•'Answer: 

Must, be geared to what is available on the spot* «-
Bordeaux Supply Base for Spain and Portugal* Projected 

~administrative set-up in Greece. Advance supply "bases 
probably willhave to be established at Salonifci and Athens. 

Heusinsers 

!•) flfctvyfr We have 12 destroyers: Z in the Channel, 5 in the 
Baltic, 4 laid up for repairs. 30. Motor Torpedo Boats; 

in the Baltic, Use in Easternbulk round Britain^ rest 
Mediterranean too complicated because of need of setting 
up refuelling stations . For Crete* Italy will furnish 
ljMotor Torpedo Boat flotillas. 

2.)	 A-riqy* Group B, Eussian airplanes reported over German 
territory.. 

3.)	 "Haifischn-"Seeloewe", 

4.)	 Army Eg. 11 to Romania middle of May.. At the same time 
OG, Second Army with skeleton Staff to Munich, to look 
after the Divs, in South Germany ( which are being 
refitted after the Balkans campaign) * Staff of Army Hq_ 
can carry on present duties under Corps Commander 
ponding List1 s arrival* Army Hq. 12 willnot be installed 
as High Command Balkans until after conclusion of 
ope ra tiono n 5IHerkurH• 

s*)	 Redeployment from the Southeast; 

-SS Adolf Hitler, 25 29 Sfc,y> from Saloniki, 

Will have completed refitting by 21 June., and so com© \u25a0in 
time for jump -off of Group Ilyist. , 
Second Armd. Div, sails 14 aiid 15 Mays Tracked components 
from Patras, wheeled components from Spalato* Refitting 
in Munich, beginning 33 Mayj ready to move from Munich 
as of 20 June; accordingly willbe in time for the start, 
if needed, Fifth Armd-, Div, will depart with tracked 
components from Saloniki,- on 31 May, with wheeled ooirponents 
from Belgrade, on 6 June.. Arrives InMil*District I'll 
for rehabilitation on 25 June* Too Lite for jump-off. 

6») Imposition of Reserves! 
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allocated allocated 
AG-p. 

2 roads -1 2 North 
16 Divs. un~* AGp. 
silocated 2 roads 2 3 Center 

2 roads 2x2** AGp. 
3 South 

16.DIvs. as of 10 July	 7 Divs. prior to 7 Divs. prior 
10 July toto 11 JulyJuly 

Spot must "be found yet for Second Armd* Div. I 
Goes to AGp. South at early date. 

.AJa2Lli£U- (Sunday,	 Berlin) 

Beichstag: Serbian Campaign. 
Tribute to work of Gem. Staff* 

OKW direct iv.es.* 

a)	 Occupy the islands of Chios and Melos "before start of 
"Morkur", 

b)	 Directive on preparations for a military operation on 
Iberian Peninsula in the event of British moves against 
Portugal and Spain (or Spanish Morocco). Our iimplementa***
 
tion orders were ready(	 e*g* Bordeaux Supply Base). 

c) Directive on conversations with Finland, Hungary, and Eomania. 

Finland-, with whom conversations are to start very soon, 
a program has "been drafted, providing for OKW to initiate 
the talks, which then are carried on "by the Several branches 
of the Armed Forces,, OKH's responsibility for talks 
concerning Finnmarken and Southeast #'inland is still un
defined.
 
By the end of May Hungary will.be warned of the possibility
 
of a Bus sian threat and told of our readiness for defense; 
this willbe coupled with the request for .getting sot to 
step up her defense measures. 

Romania will be informed only at the last possible moment, 
and even then we must speak	 only"of defensive warfare. 

It id apparent from various	 indications that both Horthy 
and Antonescu had hints of the plans directly from the 
fuehrer, which these two gentlemen interpreted as pointing 
\u25a0to an imminent German attack -on Bussia, 

Paulus remains in Africa,in compliance with my teletype me s, sage \u2666 

1 am glad he is there to act as a guardian of our ideas, 
which have also the blessing of the Fuehrer. 
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5 May 1941. 

0900 Rabenau, yon Ziehlbergf Proposals on developmentErfurth> 
of -the Reich Archives into a "Mecca" of German, military 
historians, : 

Two plans are" submitted: 
1.) Cows table" ground plan, i.e. closed quadrangles 

with plfinexterior, and 
2.) Castle type, with more elaborate ground plan, especially 

a portico to and a finely proportionedthe Souths 
inner courtyard* The latter solution is more desirable 
in principle. 

Questions of motion picture archives. 

of centra,!Questions information service. 

Erfurth, Ziehlberg; Objective of military history research 
after the fall of 1941, when our job in Europe is completed. 

Situation conferences 

* 
Wes t; British react to our movements to the West and 
anticipate imminent invasion. 

-
w-r;;rilw-r;;rilLibya: 

'

German casualties 30 3 May : 

8 Officers, 102 100*3 and EM killed
 
16 Officers, 267 UCO's and EM wounded
 
1 Officer , 64 100 's and EM mtesing.
 

24th Convoy has sailed with remaining tanks and vehicles of 
the units transported by air* 

Southeast: Second Army; Mopping-up operation proceeding- with** 
out losses. -*- Misconduct of Hungarians in the. Banato ->
 

Desertion to us of Romanian soldiers of Racial German
 
extraction must be discouraged '.
 
Twelfth Army occupied Mytilene and Chios, meeting only light
 
resistance o 50th and 72nd Inf.Divs, have started redeployment.
 

Italy? The remainder of the islands, ETaxos , Oyclades etc* 
willbe occupied by the Italians » Proposal on demarcation 
line between the Italians ani ourselves' on the mainland 
forthcoming* 

fien^ yon Salmath ». 

a) Claims there is not enough photographic reconnaissance in 
East,the
 

b^ BorcLopvßtill guarded Border
by Reinforced Guard Service* 
Are they to 

'
stay? Russians are getting cocky* Reply*Yes* 

c ) Opera tional details . 
d) Personal matters: Handing over of functions and taking*** 

over of XXX Corps. 
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Gen, kuhle; 

a)	 Motor transport situation still tight, tut "better than a 
year ago ( "before campaign in the West), 

t)	 Outfitting of Supply Troops for Barbarossa completed. 

c)	 Combat Troops: Artillery.' Ready except for 10 Arty* Bus., 
which are only partly motile,. 
Hot yet ready: Pour 10 cm Gun Bns. ;) Activation not yet 

) ordered "because of 
Two me&.JTd-How.Bns.;	 ) lack of towing 

) vehicles.* 
>AA. and Siege Gun units, partially mobile ready. 

.Engineers;, Activations, as specified ty Gen \u2666Staff, completed. 
Of the 34 30-ton Truck Columns demanded for Engineer and-
Hallway Troops, 2o are ready. Timber trailers for Engineers 
are still lacking. Equipment of 'Signal Troops, with trucks 
and motor vehicles still deficient.special 

&) Bdß thinks activation of units earmarked, for Barbarossa 
would te completed ty "beginning of June* Whatever/ comes 
later is to. "be usecl as filler and loss replacements. 

c)	 Two- Me d. Arty. Bns. for Rommel not "before 20.May, 

f) Directive for C in C Balkans* 

oapt» Loyke, Cm&yy)l Report on tour to Libya. 

a)	 Overall impression not tad. Morale good. Food situa.ti.on 
good, health good; troops suffer from night cold} 
ammunition situation tight* 

t) Italians atsolutely unreliatle ( shooting of two officers 
demanded, others ought to te put, tefore a court-martial ). 

c)	 Coastal shipping all right as far as Bengasi* past that 
point only Hn drittles M

t tut, in any event > possible. 
Atsolutely safe and dependatle is. only the overland route, 
tut it is continually harassed ty enemy aircraft at night* 
As long as we have no AA a,nd fighter protection for**Bengasi^ 
we cannot take a direct sea course to that port o 

A present Bengasi waterfront dairaged ty ensmy air action, 
and unloading impossible? unloading at Tripoli hampered*** 
as	 result of waterfront explosions, 

d)	 As long as the British have Malta, Rommel cannot stage an 
offensive to the East* 

3Eru.mpe.lt t (OQ,u 2) # reports on his experiences in the Sertian 
campaign. Armd. troops show enormous rapacity i^f, Good 
results attained with ticycle~mounted. Regional Defense 
troops, which act as collecting organization right tehind 
Armd, troops relieving them of prisoners and securing 
captured materiel* 
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Ihlfeld .. reports on plan for districting coastal artillery? We 
must economize on the Balkans In order to be strong enough, 
in the Baltic and the Black Sea, and have reserves for Spain, 
Transfer of Railway Artilleryfrom the West to the Bast * (Barbarossa) will weaken the West for about three weeks', 

~ Evening, 2000. 3100. Conference with QMS; 

a)	 Open questions Greece: 7roop requirements and coastal 
artillery. 

"b) Unsettled, questions in Barbarossai Talks with Bock, 
Eeichenau, Kleist, 

c)	 Assignment for Army Hq 11. directive. 

ct)	 Army Hq_ 11 will "be relieved "by Army Hq 2 from all duties. 
relating to the Mission in Romania, until such time when 
List will "bo available to assume his duties as 0 in G 
Balkans* 

c)	 Completion of "building- for Potsdam Military Archives must 
get priority. 

f) Loyke's report on Libya and Malta* 

g)- OKW directive on Finland. Many obscure points. 

* Colt Krebs returns from Moscow, riere he substituted, for Eoestring, 
He found the Russians very conciliatory. Russia will do any
thing to avoid war and yield on every is slue short of making 
territorial concessions, Russian Higher Officers Corps 
decidedly bad (depressing impression) . -Compared with 1933, 
picture is strikingly negative. Itwill take Russia 20 years 
to reach her old level* Rearmament is in progress* Hew 
fighter planes, new long-range bombers, but pilot performance 
and ability is poor. Long-range bombers apparently -concentrat
ed closfc to German border* Shipments of construction material 
for fortifications are kept rolling to the border. However, 
there is no evidence of troop concentrations. 

Wagner ( Gen Q,u) : 

a)	 Truck situation for Barbarossa.. Least satisfactory in 
Seventeenth Army. 

"b)	 Truck situation in Libya! Of French, mater:'. el we can 
expects 250 serviceable trucks in about 3 weeks 

1500 serviceable trucks in about 12 weeks.: 
Fifteenth Armd. Div, willhave difficulties in getting 
spare .parts for its numerous vehicle types. 
Repair facilities in Libya too limited. An MT pool for 
desert service willbe activated by end of June, and can 
be	 in operation in Bengasi early in July* 

c')-	 OKW has at last released 10,000 liter of fuel for training 
purposes . 
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* d) Bordeaux Supply Base' for "Isabella". 

6 May 1941 < 

Morning conference.; ..Ho significant news: 

Eeports from Horth Africa indicate that the British Heet Air 
Arm hag "become remarkably active again. Hie story is- that 
they were short of "bombs for a few days, r 

Beginning 13 May,, only X Air Corps, with 50 flights a week, '.will 
"be available for ferrying troops to Libya, The value of these 
shipments is in any ease problematic, for the troops arrive 
without any equipment. 

Italians want to have the use of Tunis, Memorandum by Guzzoni. 
They maintain, that- with the shipping situation being what it 
is,- they could not hold Libya, let alone prepare an offensive, 
without that ports Itbecomes increasingly evident th.at with-* 
out Malta we'll never have a safe supply t";-^ to lorth Africa. 
But the Italiens hold that Malta cannot be attacked and so want 
us to mount a drive on £>uez ( via Turkey, / 

' 
; 

' 

Question of tho Attache foi* Irak: is discussed. . Two officers 
are to proceed to Mosul by different routes* . 

&on,Wagner (with Lt» Col, Wagner): Report on impression inLibya, 

There was apparently serious concern for Solum and Tobruk, but 
situation has easod since the British withdrawal from Solum. 

Supply; Shipping to Bengasi by the coastal route suffices 
only for current needs* 'Mo possibility for stockpiling.. 
Reasons} Getting supplies through to Tripolis contingent 
©n naval and air protection, which at present is inadequate * 
Lack of air defense at Tripoli and Bengasi* Havy treats 
coastal shipping route as a secondary supply line instead 
as the vital main supply artery which itis. 

Supply, situation at the front.; A^miitxon on handi 1-|- basic 
issues j generally sufficient? relatively lowest is ammo for 
heavy Infantry weapons ( o*s ~r 0.7 basic issue) # Supply of. 
tank ammunition good ( 2 issues) AA ammo supply has again 
improved ( now 2^ issues) . 
latioiMll. On the whole all right* Our field rations are said 
to be too rich for warm climate „ 

ffuell Adequate* new tanker for bulk deliveries in pro spec tj 
M?.es., no .ootrplaints. 

S2aEa-EaEii.s Boq.uisitions are filialonl^r up to 10-15$, lee&ed* 
Setting up of a sparer-part s depot at Bengasi* 
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Relations between Germans and Italians in Rommel's Hq, apparent^ 
lyrather good in Air lorco.strained? 

l§a?^M^LlS-©s h&rd to control "because of enormous distances 
involved. An Admin. Hq. is needed for Tripoli. 

Maples apparently all right. Ampla stocks* 

Heus iogefr;:

a)	 Siege Gun Bns. for Tripoli (Libya) » 

"b)	 Parachute and Airborne Troops willnot be available in 
early phase of -Bar'barossa because of operations on Orets. 

c)	 When Hanson, leaves his post as Chief of Military Mission 
Romania, Speidel (Air Force) is to take over that agency 
as an Armod Forces Mission,, Hauffe can carry on his work 
as Ground Forces Mission, independently of Speidel. 

d)	 Outlook for giving AGp. Center one Piv, from GH,q. Reserves. 

c)	 Report of Second Army concerning revision of the southern 
"boundary of the new districts to "be incorporated into 
Styria and Garni ola. 

KpQß.tring and ZreTbe; Eoview of Russian capabilities, in face of 
impending developments* So important new viewpoints c 

Luncheon. 

Lt. Ool«. Doerr, lately Ijiaison Officer to Second Italian Army calls 
en route, is going to Air Force Gen,Staff as instructor for 
two-week course on problems of ground operations. 

Gej--?-_,.Sj :>£ats.clli 

a)	 ITothing essentially new to "be. learned from Southeastern 
Campaign. 

s'.l3ar"barossa"5"b)	 Build-up for '.13ar"barossa" well under wa.y* Will pose no 
overwhelming difficulties. The individual Army Hqs already 
have their Sen. Staffsln assigned. 

c) Close range ßen. Staff eln have an. average of 7 planes (Reserve 
of ISO Henschel planes) « 

d) Long-range Ren. Staffoln ha.ye 9 Me 111 (Twin*--engine 
fighters) „ *.Activation completed. Assignment to 
respective Artty Hqs now under way. Distribution: 

oOtxffi
 
AGps. South .and Center, S each 4
 
AGpa S'orth 1
 
Armd.* Groups A.
 

-Eighteenth and	 Eleventh 
g.Armies , for flanka 

total; 13 
3 night Staff eln, 

grand total," 16-. 
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c)	 Track situation has, improved,, "but there are some weak spots 
still. We*11 do the "best we can with making lip deficiencies 
from the Greek "booty* 

Major Hans en? Outcome of OKW conference on Irak. France agrees to 
transfer of arms from Syria to Irak (Mosul)* German planes 
willget permission to land in Syria, 3fuel must "be supplied, 
"by France (Beirut). German "bomber operations depend on 
delivery of this Dispatch of German Officer to Syriafuel* 
necessary • 

Sen,, z.b.T. Mueller T with Judge Advocate General • 

a)	 Order to troops along lines of last Fuehrer address to the 
generals* Troops must do their share in. the ideological 
struggle of the Eastern Campaign* 

b)	 Questions of administration of justice in the AG-p. Soar Areas. 

c)	 Easing of rules concerning channels for approving death*
 
sentences against army personnel during operations* 

: 7	 May 1941 « 

Si,tuat.ion conf erence : 

a) Gfr§£ce_L Grook prisoners are now "being discharged. 
(Difficulties can "be expected when the Italians enter the 
country*) Corinth Canal willnot be 
SO days.. 

cleared for another 

"b) Libya? 

1.) At last a decent situation map; it shows that Rommel 
has broken up his units in a wild pattern and conducts 
a campaign with very scanty forces on a widely extended 
front which cannot be measure *\u25a0' with European- standards* 

2.)	 Tripoli; Air attack and explosions during the night 
of 3/4 May caused heavy damage and losses in the port. 
Unloading capacity of Bengasi considerably reduced 
and unloading of ships willbe delayed? 24th Convoy 
cannot be cleared before 9 May. 25th Convoy cannot 
follow before 10 or 11 May. 

3.) Fourth Air Sleet (Greece) now takes over night Opera
tions against Tobruk. 

o) Jrakj_ Local clashes with occasional use of arms over wide 
area; not a war as we know it. May last a long time t 
Combat action apparently only near Habbania, where 
Irak troops have been in the attack. German Mission, being, formed (probably lelmy, ffiedermayer) • 
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d)	 Russia; Stalin "becomes Chairman of Soviet of People's 
Commissars, which means strengthening of his position. 

G-ereke: 1») Yugoslavia: 

a)	 Danube traffic now unobstructed. Danube, Tisza, 
Sava mined ("being cleared) . 

b)	 Bridge at Maribor will "be completed probably "by
middle of June* Bridge 2enmn-Belgrade can "be 
escpected for 10 June. 

c)	 In Belgrade we want a Hq with special powers, in
stead of a civilian Railroad Directorate* 

2*) HurigaiZl Cooperation smooth. Frictions "between 
Eomania and Hungary can he settled "by the Deputy of 
Chief of Transport, Eoad cons true tioft projects in 
the northern "border area, which ware originally 
shelved by the Hungarians, are now carried out "by them 
of their own accord 

3.)	 Bailroads 'and roads for "Barbarossa" making satisfactory 
progress. 

4.)	 Build-up for BarbarossaJ 17,000 trains. After 
completion of assembly, reserves will "be moved plus 
106 supply trains, daily, "beginning 24 Juno.. 

5.)'	 Air protection of railroads in "Barbarossa": 

15.2 cm Eailway AilBatteries (16 guns each): 

AGp. South (from Air District VIII) 3 Btrys 
AGp. Center ( from Air District II) 7 » 

) wAGp. Uorth ( from Air District I 5 

6») Spain* Irun "bridge must "be restored for "Isabella 11 

' .£oLt_Me£z (0 of 3 ZIY Corps), calls en route and asks for transfer 
to another organization ( wants a Rifle or Amid. Brigade) ', 

IV;OQ.u 

a)	 Question of Anglo-Indian P¥s (1,100( 1,100 in iTorth Africa). Ship* 
to. Germany. 'Will "be used for Dropaganda purposes... 

"b)	 Darlan very aecomncSdatirig in the Irak question. Only minor 
counter demands ( asks that postcards "be allowed in inter
zonal mail). 

~c)	 Attache tour, Mellentfrin in charge, 11 22 May, Athena 
and Greek "battlefields. 

d)	 Difficulties in the Crete operation ("Merkur"). Ono low 
Zealand Div, 40 airplanes? shore Btrys,, etc, 
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Gen. Bnlile; 

a)	 Directive for C in C Balkans rand subordinate Liaison 
Officers^ etc. 

b)	 Coastal artillery for Barbarossa available middle of June: 

3 Ens, for Baltic )
 
3 Bns. for Black Sea ) without
 
3 Bns. GHq_ Reserve (plus ) traction
 
3 more by middle of July) 

For	 activation of GEq_ reserves we need the third Btrys.* of 
311th, 15th, 223rd Divs. (light Btrys,), and 
Sosth, 212th, and 218th Divs, (medium Btrys .)» all in 
the West. Remaining Batteries get 6 pieces each. 

o)	 Medium GEHfI artillery? Ready by. end of June* 

& 10 cm Gun 
'

Bns * 
2 mod.. Fd ,How. Bns . 

d)	 Buy up French coastal artillery in Tunisia for ITorth Africa 
( 16 7,5 cm Gun Btrys, , 8 10,5 cm Gun Btrys., 12 22 an 
Gun Btrys.). 

\u25a0Evening s	 Party given by Gen. Yamashita of the Japanese Army 
commission at the Adion Hotel. Talk with Ostarkamp,-
Leeb, Fromm. 

8 May 1,941 > 

Situation3XI conferconfer once;once; 

1.) Effective 10 May? the area west of the Pinclus Mountains will 
be taken over "by the Italians , _ 

2.)	 Operational control for Crete, ObdL willhave overall 
responsibility* Ground forces will operate under him, to the 
complete exclusion of OEH (Dangerous business I)„ 

3.) A teletype from Army Hq_ 13 states that ObdH has authorised 
them to keep the following components of 3Pif th ArmcUDiv. 
until further notice 

One	 .Motorcycle Rifle Bn. (was to ship out 31 May). There 
is	 no way of getting it replaced. . 

One mixed	 Tank Bn, which, however t has already been assigned 
to Seventeenth Armd. Div. (Guderian), and would leave a 
hole there. If this Tank Bn, is coirimitted in Crete, it 
can be replaced in "Barbarossa" only by a group of five" 
mixed Armd. Platoons (captured tanks), which ,are now being 
activated	 and willbe ready for shipment as of 18 May. 
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Detachment of these elements renders Fifth Armd. Div. 
practically unusable, i.e., it reduces the Div. to a 
reinforced Armd. &egt. 

4.)	 Redeployment of troops from the Balkans is proceeding 
according to schedule. 

s*) Nothing new in Tripoli. Supply is the main problem, as 
before. Unloading capacity of Tripoli harbor still four '
 
ships at one time. Strong British convoy escorted "by 2 
"battleships, several cruisors and .aircraft carriers 
(apparently troop transports) reported "between Gibraltar 
and Malta, moving East* 

6,) Irak situation still hazy. Unconfirmed report of successful 
British, sortie from- Habbania. Darlan makes far*-*reaching-
offers: 

a)	 German submarines and merchant ships may use bases on 
the African Wast Coast in return for release of small 
forces for West Africa* 

b) Exchange of unreliable, leading personalities in North 
Africa.: (including ITogues) ,Wauts return of Giraud^ 

c)	 Arms in Syria to be released for Irak against replacement 
from sealed stocks, which Darlan ..would send to Syria, 

d)	 Broad support for German activities in Syria. Permission 
\u25a0'to	 land,, airfields , relea se of French planes for our 

purposes . '' 
Xii returnr "Easing of rpos tal restrictions and 

ihterg'oiial pass- regulations, and reduction, of occupation 
costs. 

:7.) Ea'ilroad line oniki~Belgrade now operates on a regular 
schedule of 7 trains daily. 

Grete Air Force units for the operations 

XIAir"Corps -(^itKoxt'f *22n&:MDiv.) 

TillAir-Go'rps:	 v 

: 

\u25a0,Third -Staff el, fi!'2lst Long-range ::Heobn.Gr' s "') 2 Long-range 
!Sev-enth Stsffelv \u25a0'Second Tactical Ifper. / "Beeon. Staffeln 

Hq_	 Second Bomber Wing* ) 

IGruppe^ 2M:Bomber	 ) 
II 

' »: ••\u25a0\u25a0 2nd: '\u25a0\u25a0" «	 )\u25a0 -n^-'--- H2nd %% 

111 « 3rd « « ) 
rt ifIX-- » 96th' -	 -}'; 2 Bomber

"(of	 X Air Corps ) ) G-roups 

Hq^':;51s t Bomber 

IGruppe, 51st Bonber T>Hng ) 
4th « ) 

I » Ist » )"	 ' " 
\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0	 •»'-\u25a0\u25a0 VII 1-8% 
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/ 
Hq. Second Divebomber Wing:	 ) 

"	
) 1BitfflFbo-ntfOT 

IGruppe, 2nd Divebomber Wing ) GroupGroup 
111 "«" 2nd i» 111!
 

I » It II )
3rd 

Hq_ 26th Long-range Fighter Wings ) 1Long*-range 
) Fighter 

IGruppe 26th Long-range fighter ) G-roup" » v » »11. . . 36th .	 ) 
« n » « 1f )II 76 th 

H<i 77th Filter Wing:	 ) 
) 

IIGrappe 77th Filter ) 1 lighter 
» » \u25a0«it )111 " 77 th Gr;-in 

I Second Tactical Ixp f Wing ) 

Wagner;Sen Qu 

a)	 Early ruling "on future administrative set-up of Arrrgr Hq 12 
in Greece is imperative. 

"b)	 Truck situations Before start of "Barbarossa", 300 trucks 
will he received to cover in part the deficit of 1,430 
vehicles inunits iand 400 autosoMles etc., to cover deficit 
of 1,256 automobiles. 

After start of "Barbarossa": 1,500 trucks t 1,500 alitomobile, 
500 motorGjrcles for allocation "by Gen Qu every month. 

c)	 Rommel is crying for more supplies, especially ammunition. 
Shipping space is the bottleneck l 

d). Experiences in sector of Second Army in Yugoslavia: Advance* Supply Point system proved very gcoct, if forwarded far enoug 
Organizatioi"! of requisitioning must be organized at an early** 
stage c Determination of supply-roads to be built must 
take into account supply needs as well as troops movements. 

c)	 Items for OQ,ti conference i Balkan experiences, signal 
communications in the Gen Q,u service, dumps., maintenance 
of motor vehicles 9 Air Force supplies, supply arrangements 
for Armies in etc. 

f).Administrative L/cler- --r Cm OS beast 

Major	 Soltmann. Observations in .Forth Africa* It is important to note 
that Indian troops aoparently are poorly armed and very badly 
treated by the British, Indians show po^rbive attitude toward 
Fuehrer .. 
Prisoner of war matters. Insolence of the British. Italians 
sneering. 

Counterintelligence questions,; counteract enemy espionage, 
expand our own . 
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Crushing verdict on Italians, who lack moral fibre and any 
interest whatever in the war. 

Major yon Uqtzi Observations in Horth Africa * Organizational 
questions # Substantially confirms what Ihave heard from 
other sources. 

Ma i> Gen. Paulus calls up from Catania. Crust of problem in Uortht

Africa is not To"bruk or Soruffi, "but organization of .supply. 

Heusinger; 

a)	 Assemly of res,ives. nw schedule ts first reseives 

following directly behind Transport echelon IVb* Pirst 
and second wave already assigned to 'Ops,, remainder is 
available for flexible planning, Overall picture satis
factory. We can make the Southern wing strong, and still 
have ample reserves for Center, which is very strong al<~
ready, and for the ITorthern wing * 

* b)	 Political instructions for Greece have not yet come in. 
Remind OKW. 

c)	 Effective 15 May unit war journals must again be kept. 

d)	 Order of battle of "Combat Group Horth" of the SS; one 
full Div. mot, of three Regts ., only one of which will"not 
take part in operation "Silberfuchs". 

Talk with ObdH, on his return, about conditions in Greece and 
operation "Merkur". 

9 May 1941, 

Situation report: 

!•) Africa Corps reports loss of 53 Officers and 1,1;:" Wi. and 
ICOs ir. offer,? ".Ye o-^r-vfcions at 1 -nJt. Very high.. 

1£	 distress calls for sup-plies are getting more urgent.5£2S5 :l

3»)	 Abyssinia: Italian resistance seems to be drawing to a 
close. British officially still reckcsc with SO, OOO men. 

4.)	 Situation in. Irak confused. It would, seem even now that 
the attempted uprising against the British is about to 
break down. 

Conference with ObdJß? His notes on Greece: 

a)	 Elements of Fifth Armd. Div. staying behind .: in Greece for 
operation "Merkur" • 

b)	 GHq troops for List?, he must organize' his own mot.units. 
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c) List mus| arrange with Fourth Air Fleet for re^transfer 
of command of ground troops after landing in Crete. 

d)	 Date if serious resistance anticipated rfor	 "Merkur"> 17 May, 
otherwise, 11 May* 

c)	 Transfer of Army Hq 12. Location of new Ho still un
decided. 

f) Bulgaria/ Turkey: Bulgaria is already getting impatient 
to discharge her troops. As long as Turkey's attitude 
is not entirely clear, only furloughs can "be authorized. 

g)	 Alleged high-handedness of the Bulgarians on the line Sofia*-* 
Nish-Saloniki (a Bn. is reported in Hiah and Saloniki) .* 

351)	 Relations of Greeks with Italians and with ourselves. 

i) Food sifaation in Greece. (First aid of 30,000 tons of 
grain. MoMlize Hungary and Turkey,) 

k)	 Greek -Government has no money. Interim credits neceesary. 

l) Development of situation on the Balkans (jurisdiction, of 
\u25a00 in C Balkans » status ,of the Italians)* 

jn)	 Army B4 3 nee;: ;.->; L
.-> a. moMle reserve y- ,he final e©t-»u,.p-, 

n)	 Seventh Air Div, will be moved from Bucharest to Greece "by 
overland route, using 4tBoo4 t800 trucks -I** 

Faulug (on phone) ; 

1.) He has talked with Italian Chiefs of Gen. Staffs of 
Armed Forces and of the Army* Ihey assure him that all 
aid requested will "be furnished. 

2.)	 Fighter and AA protection for Bengasi is yet to be pushed 
through. 

Guests at luncheon; Gen, yon Greiffenberg, Gen, Scherer, Baentsch, 
Liss, Wa,nka» The latter reports on North Africa* 

Afternoon* dentists Afterwards Uavy film: Submarines agaiiist the 
West (l700 .-1930.) 

Back in the evening and paperwork into the late hours of the night. 

10 \u25a0May 1941. 

S^uatioi^jie^oorti, 

\u25a0\u25a0a) Glamor ings of the Africa Corps \u25a0for applies increase and 
grow nore urgent .***All we can do for them at the moment 
is	 sending a few more SS ferries (lO ferries are already 
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* 
down there r bogobh.er with 8® «us-f- h^u^a wifch/mfc motors) \u2666 

"b)	 Situation in Irak still oTDScni?e» British appear to "be 
getting the upper hand* 

/>")	 \u25a0Goaafcrence Darlan/ Fuehrer set for 11 May* 

d) Railroad situation in the East again tight. Backlog 500 
trains in the East alone. r .Beginning 16 May no more 
trains will "be run for less~than-*trainload shipments. 

Euhle: Africa! 
** a)	 Foreign Legion: 2 Bns. and 1 Bn. Mt-Arty. possible in 

July. 

"b)	 Add one Regimental Hq and one more light Artillery Biu to 
Fifth Lt.Div. "by end of June. 

c) Add qtiq Rifle F-egt* to Fifth Lt.Di^- , from an Arm&.^v. 
earmarked for Africa, in exchange f<.>.. MO- Bn, (Convert to 
ArmdUlu r.) 

foatzky-Mellentnin; Question of Attaches accredited, to Balkan 
States. Foreign Office representatives at Army Hq_s. 
Orientation of Washington attache.— Problems of Gfen, Staff 
Intelligence service. 

I'ellgie'bel? 

lt)l t )	 Sele-comm'unications in Southeast? 
'~	 )'Sofia Saloniki	 /~Belgrade Saloniki via l"ish ) all right.
 

Belgrade- Saloniki via Bitolji.)
 
Saloniki -Athens, 5 lines plus decimeter radio connection
-
via Mt. Olympos . Eu'boea. 

S f) llIsabella If; Keep ready 8 Cos of the Signal School. 

3.) Horth Africa wants one more Corps Signal Bn. Can.' t 
be done, Perhaps smaller organizations to help them along* 

yon Ziehrbergi 

*** 1.) Special aide for Propaganda to ObdH, Schwatlo^Gres cording. 

2.) Pro"blen of decorations for Hq^ personnel and G-en.Str.ff 
Officers ,. 

3,) Ourren: ousiness of Central Branch 

\u2666Uk&M (on phone); Concern over supplies for Horth Africa, Worries 
over thoroughness of preparations for operation "Merkur"'. ** 
Stop redeployment of 73rd Diy. as a precaution, in order to " have reserves on hand in case Merkur" fails. 
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11 May,1941, (Sunday - Berlin). 
\u25a0 \u25a0«Luncheon at Kopp's. Imeet Lutz (father) „ 

1700 .~19gQ ,,. • Paulus :, Report on his 2| weeks' stay In- North Africa* 
Stopped in Home and paid call to Mussolini, 

Situation in Borth Africa unpleasant* By overstepping his 
orders, Eoinmel has brought about a situation, for which our 
present supply capabilities are insufficient. Rommel cannot 
cope with the situation. 

12	 May 1941 « (The S.Hess affair "breaks.) 

Morning conference?. li'bycti Sclum reinforc oy one Armd.^n. and 
one Moto, oycle Rifle Bn, Italian submarine with 79 tons of 
ammunition en route to Derna, another one "being readied* 

Xtaly; Conference Gnizzoni—Hirtelen # Transfer of X Air Corps 
to Greece possible under Italian convoy escort , On the return 
voyage, the convoy will ferry over Second Arm&«. DiV« to 
Taranto and than completes the transfer of the second half of X A:.i 
Corps. Loading of Second Armd.Div.- for Taranto starts 13 May.. 

PEW conference, Salzburg ( today 1800 .) ; 

" a)	 Operation Merkur 11 and. its repercussions on Barbarossa 
We are asked to release for "Merkur'1: 2 mixed and 4 light 
iA Bns c ¥g can release them only until 25 May, and at 
that only fcr- the protection of the jump-off air fields. 

b) VIIIAir Corps (Bichthofen) was to be transported by rail 
to Oderbergj . now Air Sorce wants rail shipment all the way 
to Bast Prussia in order to arrive, in time for "Barbaroesa 11 

This means that we would need seven more days to Icomplete 
assentOy of troops for Barbarossa. 

c) Air Force has demanded. loo more materiel trains for the 
East, another two days, They-bat wo/ald make delay of 
willhave to make up their minds whether or not they want 
to do "Merkur",. The delay for Barbarossa resulting from 
this op ©ratio::, is very awkward f Since 23 May mu.s ;;. remain 

"the date for 
~ 

sta^t of the maxi railroad schedule,. 
the t•'-"'::t•'-"':: durin.;.1 whicb. -uiie Hu.ssians n react, is stretched 
to si.;,weeks, In that period they .-could effect drastic change £3 
in the disposition of their forced. 

Conference with ObdH; Situation in Libya. ~> Form a new Hq_:
 
Jt Commander of German Troops in lorth Africa"* Question of
 

\u25a0 \u25a0 head (Kirchheira, yon dem Borne, Ehlert) . 
fen.	 Osterkamp: Difficulties with meat supply. Hog population has
 

dropped from 27 to 20 million. Since existing cattl© holdings
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are not to "bo touched, it with be necessary to check the drain 
on reserves. Moat consumption, also in the Army, willhave to 

from 1550,"bo cut even "before start of campaign. Ileductiori 
to 1350 gram in the Armed Forces, from 500 to 400 gram far the 
civilian population* 

Heusinger/fceblen? 

a)	 Beport on Air activity against Suez Canal. 

Id)	 Five mixed Ta^.Jc Pl&t-oons for Cretu r Gave 18 May r-nd. arrive 
in Sa"1 oniki, 23 May, 

c)	 Gehlen reports on final grouping for jump-off in "Barbarossa it 
i 

and disposition of GHq_ reserves. Army Gps* lorth and Center 
have made their dispositions largely in accordance with 
our plans. In Army Gj)<, South, Eeichenau has ,chosen a line-* 
up, which does not effectively take advantage of the 
striking power of his -^rmor* The arrangement, whereby 
Kleist willnot have control of the tanks until after the 
breakthrough, is fraught with danger. Heinforcing Seven
teenth Army has produced good results. 

Question of using long-range artillery in Seventeenth Army-
sector. 

Gren	 ,Q,u .Wagner*. 

a)	 Supply situation Forth Africa: At the moment, 6 steamers 
with a total of 6,500 tons, 16 medium-sized sailing 
vessels with 3,200 tons are operating the coastal route 
( capacity is 29,000 tons a month) * The German forces 
need 1,000 tons a day. To ;ether with Italians 50,000 tons 
a month are needed* -
Ration . strength of German Forces 25,000 45,000. 
Losses sin-3e 1 May? 2,500 tons on the coastal route to 
Bengasi , 

-	 -~b)	 Military Hq_ S^rbjt&i Conference at Agram. ixeia'.-. fortress 
Belgrade. ~^~ liolation.sh.ip "between . \u25a0. rjHq_ 2 and Military 
Oomma^ '.cr no siraple matter. Troop loquiroments of Military—
 

Hq_ for partisan fighting* Beginning next August, Bor 
willproduce copper at a rate of 40,000 tons a year- (can "be 
increased to d.c much as. 80,000 tons). 

13	 May 1941. 

Morning; conference: Outcome of OEW conference at Salzburg on 12 
May has "been entirely satisfactory for the Army. 

Of the 4 Light AA Bns. of the Army, only one will go -to Crete, 
The question of how this loss is going to be made up to OKE 
is still open. 
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VIIIAir Oorps will not" 1)g shipped "by iilall the way to 
Eac-'t Prus ±ia except for five trains-; 'bulk goes only as far 
as	 Ode rberg. 

Of the 400 trains which Air Force finally wanted for moving 
materiel, only 100 will "be run, 

in 16 May,Redeployment of Second Armd. Div "by sea starts
 
instead of 15 May.
 

"Merkur: "oK¥ teletype to Italy. Target date is 18 May, 
weaker "permitting. Eesponsible for the operation* IToiirth 
Air Sleet with support of Array Hq_ 12 and Admiral- Southeast. 
Italy furnishes Motor Torpedo Boat escort and provides 
protection of flanks, against British naval attacks. Italy 
also furnishes mine-sweepers for Suda Bay. 

Libya; One Xight AA Bn. from Sicily goes to Tripoli, 2 are 
withdrawn from Sicily.' 2To major action at D^obruk. Main 
British forces apparently assembled west of Tobruk. This 
moans they are thinking only of defense. Enemy has a total 
of 11 Bns. 

Italy? Favagrossa to "become Economic Dictator (fuel control). 

\u25a0 Irak! Italian fighter planes and MG- for Irak arrive in Hhodes 
on 15 and 16 May. 

Turkey and Bulgaria are negotiating at-^it withdrawal of their 
reemoctive forces from border. . 

' 

France : Street demonstration in front of Army- Hq. 7in Bordeaux 

Belgium: Strike in the coal irining district ($O,OOO out). 

yon ZiehTbergi! Eeconunende.-tions for new High Command Africa: 0 of S 
Gausej Ja, Hestphal; Ie, Mellenthin; Ehlert* to be replaced. 
"by Wuestefeld, .. 

Brand;Gen. 

a)	 Coastal Btrys. on Channel Coast: Progress seems satisfactory. 
More practice needed for firing on sea targets* Demonstra
tion Battery IFifteenth Army wants to activate 15 coastal 
Btrys. with captured materiel? guns are available* Seventh 
Army wants to organize 8 coastal Btrys. with captured enemy 
materiel. Trials with small mobile Observation Bns. for 
operational use in the sector of AGp. D. 

b) Heavy artillery in the East, 110 heavy artillery wanted in 
the Suwalki tip: Eg Seventeenth Army also objects to IC 5* 
and X 12 guns."** 

c) Training of Arty.officer candidates, This summer still 
at Jueterbog. Later we need a new training center. 

d) R projectiles; ***4,ooo on hand, current monthly production 
5,000, 
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Ba&ke; 

a)	 %dolf Hess affair. Political blow of the first order. 
Danger of an extremist political course.. 

* "b) Strength through Joy activities in the East? Combat 
troops are taken care of by Army Hqs. Replacement Army, 

Mi]
ft District Hqa> 

Conference in OMH's office on latest reports . from Army Eqs regard
ing jumpr-off preparations for "Ba,r"barossa If 

•\u25a0 Uo new viewpoints. 

Other points discussed: International situation (Russian 
~-attitude—in the Irak question) c Situation created by Hess' 

flight. Wish to reinforce fifthLight and fifteenth -Armd. 
Div» with 10 cm Guns . 
Security forces in Serbiaf After arrival of 15th Draft, mobile 
reserves willbe organised, using captured enemy tanks where*
ever possible. Troops not under command of Foerster, but under 
Army Hq. 12, Instruction .to this effect to. Array Hq_ I?., 

) ** 
14	 May 1941. (ObdH with , 

Morning conference; ITothing of importance. Air—shipments to lorth 
Africa still going on. . (Sheer nonsense) , Werth is touring 
Hungarian border*, 

*** G-en. leeb (Ord. Office): AT guns,: Exchange... 3.7 cm. (3.7), 5 cm 
(3.7)jr&pQred ,bore tubes on old gun mounts. Maximum muzzle 
velocity of AT projectiles- 1400 meter per second. 

Inf.weapons; longer life for rifle "barrels "by addition of 
chromium (MG-). . 
Trials' with 1.5 cm AT rifle (7.9 mm and 28/20 mm exist already). 

Heooilless guns, Erupp and Rheinmetallt Owing to high powder 
consumption .only as special— purpose guns . 

cf	 rang '.:>•\u25a0;Extension 

Lt.Jd.How. to 11,750 ) muzzle brake and special projectiles. 
Med. Id.How. to 15,000 ) 
With Roechling projectile to 19,000. 

Dora. Gun (60 en) -:-nge 40,000 m; now in early stages. Heady 
for operation spu, .. l9'l-2. 

Helicopter (improved observation): progress of .development 
much too slow. 

Sybel Ferry; 100 units ordered for AM. If 

' 
Motor vehicles for use_ in tro-pics : Tracks, S torage of 

fr; firing trials in the tropics necessary.
Experimental station in Libya, 

\u25a0 
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i \u25a0 fflatbed trailers: Monthly output "by fall,1941, 50 units, i.e.\u0084 

equipment for one Regt. every three months. By end of year,— 
rate of output will"be stepped up to 100 units. By end of 
April we shall haves 
388 10-ton> 
143 20-ton (plus 36 lacking tires).
 
On order: 700 22-ton trailers.
 

Ozech 4.7 cm gun on EenatQb SPM; 18 May» 60 ready (Paris), 

Fuel trailers for tanks with "built-in pump: By 10 June, 1,860 
units (increase range of tanks 100$). 

* 
Dieherrenfur thi Gelari (chemical agent causing paralysis) 
1 Oct 1941.** 

Tank "building -program* . Sngine "bottleneck. 

AA gun production program: Output 1,000 AA guns, one million 
projectiles a month. 

French chemical /-a.rfare agents? Botlr:-ig. new. Our ef-[oets not 
rorched. Bacteriological warfare ago, .; (cattle plague). 

yon Bermith; Organization of Officers 1 Training (program for post-
war setup) »-- Current matters. 

Bnschenhageni, reports on operation i!Sil"berfuchs'% Conversations 
with Finns have not yet started, because OlCto" wants, to keep . 
all strings in its own hands'. Timing is so complex, that 
coordination with the schedule —Barbarossa appears impossible.. 
The whole undertaking is an expedition^ not an operation. 
It is a shame to waste the men allocated for this purpose. 

Bible; List of Divs, showing level of readiness for operations. 
Motor vehicle situation in the mot, and Ar<md.Divs , (t/e shall 

\u25a0"be lucky if.they get all the equipment together in time; 
training of the Divs., equipped last Will "be incomplete 
in any event.) . . 

Situation report on Africa Corps j Very high tank losses. 
Drivers for trucks "bought in Tunisia**--*. 

Report from 2ZnA AB Div. Their demands cannot "be met at 
the moment Solution of the problem is off in some future 
when there will 'be enough transport Staff eln to ship by 
air all mot,Divs. 

BdE is forming for Government General 4 Brigades of 6 Bns* 
each, without etc. from Replacement Reserve ll,***— 
in orler to re -;se the two Divs. c- the 15th Draf .;. 

-Serbia 1-2 Bns. can be made mobile with 12 13, 30~ton > 
truck columns released by Gen Qu: 10 Tank Platoons are 
being prepared,, « Ho coast Defense 3ns. available to Army 
Hq_ 12 for manning captured enemy guns-» must be furnished -
by Army Hq_ 2. Military Police army patrols. 
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yon Ziehl'berg proposes Hanstein (Army Hq_ 1;j for out*-*of*-»turn 
seniority promotion. Yon Blottnitz, "XVIICorps Hq_, is to 
"be	 relieved. 

OonferencQ with O"bdJl on results of conference at'cFuehrer' si 

1.)	 Hess case* Attempted unification of the Germanic races. 

2»)	 Fuehrer concurs with OKH measures in Tripolitania. 

3.)	 Set-up in Horth Africa is to "be revamped "by attaching 
a "German Chief of Staff" to Garlboia.1 1 s H^. 

4.)	 General review of political situation produces nothing 
substantially new, (Spain, Forthwest Africa*) 

s*)	 Continuance of operations in Libya next fall is believed 
to require 4,Armd, pivs, and 3 mot. Divs,, 

Radke : Press report on Yugoslav Campaign. 

Wagner r((fen Qu) : Shipping situation in the Mediterranean can "be 
eased "by using tonnage available at Marseille. 

15 May 1941. 
Morning conference* ITumber of strikers at Li^ge has decreased 

(only 35,000 as against 50,000). —. Naples so crowded with 
German troops, that further inflow must be stopped until 
outflow runs more smoothly* One supply vessel for Lemnos\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•——
 
torpedoed, by the British. Hq of the Italian Army Group 

\u25a0 Albania will be deactivated' 25 May* Army Hq 9 takes over 
command. 

OQu IVi a)	 A shipment of German ammunition has arrived in Irak on 
the Bagdad Railroad (Bahn -reports) » Enthusiastic 
reception. 

b)	 'Two German StaffeIn in th'odes ready to take off for 
Irak,, Advance parties in Syria* 

c)	 Personnel changes in Romania (Chief of Gen*Staff, War 
Minister). 

Chief of Transportation; 

a)	 Railroad situation unsatisfactory, G-ercke will send 
personal letter to Minister of Transportation. 

— b)	 Ever new changes in transport requisitions. Civilian 
freight mixed with army freight* 

c)	 In Bulgaria, 100 railroad trains' wish Army freigho are 
standing around with no one knowi:; bheir destination, (&Ofo 
Air SV-,cq. shipments.) 
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&)' Army catinot "build railroad line to. Athens* Viaduct, which 
meter of military "bridge equipment, mustwoi^ld tie up 500
 

"be "built "by civil contractors.
 

QQ;q W. a)	 Section foreign Armies West mist stay "behind in Berlin 
during Barbarossa, Liaison officer. 

b) Exchange of OQ,u IV with corresponding Air Force 
organisation (Col \u2666Schmidt) requires Liaison Officer. 

Chief Op. Sec. (OQ.u I): lorth Africa: 

a)	 French grant permission to use sea route to Tunis area 
(small port). 'Tunisia trucks may then "be used to trans
ship cargoes , 

4 Armd. Diva., andb) Fuehrer holds we would need 3 mot.Divs. 
for continuation of operations against Egypt, 

c) Hew command set up in Forth Africa. Under "Chief of the 
G-erman G-eneral Staff at the Italian Hq_"j Commander of the 
Rear Area, Coast Defense, Defense of .Desert Oases. 

d)	 Preparations for conference with Army Group Bunds tedt on 
19 May, 

Conference with all OEI Section Chiefs: Cr< 3e Hess { 

X.	 SueL.. 3T is account of events to- the O"bdH Is in agreement 
with the second, more detailed press communique . 

1.)	 The Fuehrer was taken corrroletoly "by surprise. 

2.)	 Facts previously known:

a) Hess' inner conflict growing out of his personal 
attitude toward England and his grief over the 
fratricidal struggle "between the two G-ermanic nations. 

b) Expression brought on "because Fuehrer had barred him 
from active war service? repeated requests' to be sent 
to .the front had- been denied. 

c) Mystical tendencies ( fI visions", prophecies, etc,). 

d) His daredevil flying, which had prompted 
to bar Hess from any flying. 

the Fuehrer 

3.) Hew facts discovered: 

\u25a0a)	 Since August last year, Hess had a standing order for 
reports on weather over England. 

b)	 Attempt to procure- radio direction information through 
Terboven in Norway (radio traffic). 

-cc)	 Systematic trailing by Messer nitt, after Udot had 
i-fused. 
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d) Planning of technical 
, fuel tanks) . preparations for flight (reserve 

4.) Chronology of events: 

a) Saturday: Fuehrer received package containing 
documents and put it aside, thinking it was some 
memorandum. Later opened it and found a letter in
forming him of the plan, and 

*explaining the reasons.; 
Glasgow was given as his destination* Wanted to visit, 

Duke of Hamilton (President of the British Voc. rans 1 

Associative *.). 
b)	 Consultation of Fuehrer with Reich -Marshal and "Octet to 

determine ifHess was likely to reach his destination. 
The result "being affirmative and with the British 
\u25a0bound to exploit the incident, a brief communique was 
issued to the press, Ribbentrop sent to Rome to in
form IIDuce (separate 'peace offer)* 

c)	 Meeting called of all Reicfeleiter and Gauleiter and 
documents relative to the case read to them. 

11.	 All present are requested to pass on this information 
and deny all divergent versions. . 

1230. Conference in Gen Q,u!a office with the Chief Supply Officers 
of the Armies in the East? 

a)	 Ruling on relations "between Adv fc Gen Q,u Hqs and.AGp. Hq,s. 
b)	 60-ton truck columns must not follow the advancing troops 

too far forward.** Keep roads free (supply artery to the 
Zl). Ho 60— ton truck columns on secondary roads***.) 

c) Armd. Groups are edielonned in great depth!- # Supply 
arteries secured "by Advance Combat Teams of the Inf.Corps.. 

d)	 Traffic control must be. organised more uniformly, (Separa.te 
briefing 1 ) 

c)	 Sstab'.' ;.:-Ling of ammunition etc. du^pw near- border should 
not "bc-i overdone-, Consequence of accumulations of excessive 
stocks :_s pointed out? jamming of railroads, etc 

f)	 Truck column requirements of Chief of Eng. and Chief of 
Signal Corps* (Separate briefing.) 

g)	 Road 'building in Army area not yet what it ought to "be*-
•(Separate "briefing.)	 . 

h)	 Indoctrinate lower Gen Qu agencies and brief them on-

impending missions. Measures to combat hoggish hoarding 
by units. ## 

i) Maps and road information service^ reporting on -prisoners 
and booty. . \u25a0 

k)	 Briefing about Hess case. 

& 
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yon ZiehTberg: a) Speth recalled from Italian Army Group Albania.-
b)	 Beplacement for Me.tz Bluemke, See ObdH. 

* ~~c)	 Gause to be promoted to General* Summoned 
to report for "briefing*

* 

d)	 Alternate GHqs (Spala and -Reichshof ).** 
Preparations for transfer to Askanla,*** 

Heusinger; a) Col* General Grauert shot down neaif St.'Omer* 

"b)	 Solum reported lost. 

~ Afternoon in Berlin, Bulgarian Legation (Sing's name day). Evening 
with Kloenne \u25a0# at A&lon Hotel,. 

16	 May 1941,, 

Situation conf arone e > West? ITumber of strikers in the Verier s 
and Huy districts has a.ge.in increasec • Jood shortage. 

Mcdiiterranean : Canal of Corinth again navigable for ships 
drawing 6 meter (at low tide 5 meter) * Air Force drops 15 
ton of "bombs on Suez Canal (including 10 mines from Icw
est altitude) » 

Iraki German auxiliary cruiser destroyed in Persian G-ulf • 

!^?2§;J3-Cusj_ 2 Ju 90; 16 Me and He planes and ## S7 carloads 
of arms and ammunition. More G-erman planer in Rhodes* 

Jighter Experimental Wing assigned to suhinarine hunt in the 
Aegean. . [ 

North Africa; 14 May. Rommel has informed Air Force 
Commander Africa that he plans to concentrate the "hulk of 
his forces near Solum ? and will leave, siege of ¥o"bruk to the 
Italians;, Air ITorca Commander has refused to orde-r requested 
shift of Air Forces to the area west of Solum. 

15 May. Solum attacked .."by 5 IlifleBns., 2 light Arty,Bns.
(horse) and. lmedium Arty, Bn., Armd. Ben. Bn., Antitank 
and Armd. 3ns. (l*-2>). 
Crete; Preparations under way. The small island of Anti*
kythera is to "be occupied (jump-off( jump-off "basis for Crete) . l?o 
positive .Information available on conditions in Crete and the 
difficulties likely to "be met. 

All.AAA. itcept one Bn, pro"ba"bly will out of the Creto 
operation in time for "Bai'barossa" . AA MG Bn. rn^at "bo assigned 
for the Crete operation, but substitute willbe furnished 
"by 22nd AB Div. ., 
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Second Armd, Div. sails from Patras as scheduled. Difficulties 
caused "by excess loadirig. 

The situation of the British in the Eastern Mediterranean is 
\u25a0becoming progressively more difficult as regards available 
forces, Irak ties down British forces, instead of sending 
them to the theater.. Palestine is in a state of unrest. 
Abyssinia is not yet liquidated* Ihe situation at Tobruk: 
appears to "be so difficult that high stakes are risked to 
raise tho siege (attack on Solum) . 

OQ,u Ii GSW proposal for command set--up in -\u0084:-rth Africa has "been 
1 -*received* An utterly vague ambiguons concoction . Counter 

proposal • \u25a0 . . 

001. Spalke: 

a)	 Arms deliveries to Romania: First instalment, 15 Junej 
Second instalment, 15 September (4.7 AT guns with ammuni
tion, etc.) • 

>t>) lood situation in Romania fairly good* v G-ood crops in 
prospect. Acreage sown to wnaat larger than "before. 

c)	 Armament economy! Problems of manpower and capacity. 

d)	 Supply- .of oil drums: 10,000 drums "by June* Zinc for 
drums from Hungary. 

c)	 Political currents. 

yon; Zlehlberg: Current r©assignments. 

Jacojbj. 1.) Progress in preparing equipment; First Sybel ferries} 
~ 58 for August ., 100 later. r After assembling in 

"Vienna;, they will take two weeks to get to Braila,
' 

arriving 30 June. Can operate 16 hours at 3.5 km an 
henr 'before refueling* Form a bridge 800 meter long. 

£4	 ferries nade up of Danube b- . -as form "brid^-j 600 
\u25a0me	 or long. 

• _ . . 
, 

5 Assault Boat Cos, 81 boats each 
One ,fo:r eac-ii Armd. Group. 
One C.> 6as reserve for Southeast. 
Also one detachment on. Channel Coast* 

Mines.! Hoirunel 25,000 T, 15,000 S Mine^*.
 
Three Anay &?&,; 295,000 T, 496,000 S (i.e.. 3 T mines
 \u25a0 

or	 2 S mines per linear meter of frontage in East), 
plus stocks in depots; sBB^ oo0 -T, 497,000 S mines and the 
mines carried by Ingineer unit?.. 
Beserves of barbed wire are ample. 

Emergency bridge construction materiel sufficient for 
jump-off. 

2.) Eoad— building organization. 
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3.)	 Required for Danube "bridges in Hungary* One Construction 
Bn, from the Zl. plus one Eng. Co. from Replacement Army. 

4.)	 Army Eq_ JMorwayS Engineer Officer and Construction u^iit 
\u25a0' Wall,.•	 from the West 

5.)	 Russian mines? Instruction leaflet will "be issued. 

Paulus; 

a)	 Hew Libya sev Counterproposal 'o OKW. 

"b)	 Position of OQu I, At present apparently werwdrketLf "but no 
\u25a0reason for radical change. 

c) Operational orders for "HaIfisch". Iam against referring 
to individual Divs., "because this deception would only 

/ create confusion on our own side. 

Liss; a)	 Hew information on disposition of British forces in Irak. 
Latest reports on ToTsruk. 

b) British air raid on Syrian airdromes; French defense j 

British leaflets dropped in Syria. 

c)	 G-en. Dent 2J2 J attitude in Syria very friendly toward us 
British. Consul expelled. 

Major Heymer ( Long-range Ren. Staff el of the Africa Corps) reports 
on his work in Forth Africa* Nothing substantially new. 
(Evening at the Officers' Club, with Bogatsch) . 

17	 --May 1941. 

Situation	 c onferen cei Libyai Soluin retaken "by Africa Cor;5 , also 
<Sidi Srflei.nian* j,OO prisoners. On 

'

th/ Tobruk front &,^cess~ 

fui engaf-'-s-Tiibs oi' assault detachment e Borae prisoners, tanks 
deti troye.;': - etc.) » 

G-reece : fuehrer orders occuoation of Antikythera. Army Hq_ 12 
thinks, this; would compromise surprise. "Merkar" probably 
Will be postponed to 20 May. 

Suez; 13 May: Shipping: Suez outer roadstead 256,000 ton 
Suez harbor 200,000 ton 
Port Itrahim 727 2,000 ton 
Port Said 118,000 ton 

Syria: British air attack on Damascus. French ground and air 
defense in action against the British til 

West; Strike situation unchanged. The strike leaders hare 
been called together. Settlement expected for Monday, Cause 
is exclusively the food situation- (potato- shortages-./^- . 
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East:East: Transport echelon 111 for MBarbarbssa n starts moving 
on. 21 May. Todate average of 300 trains daily. 

Buhle: a)	 Status reports; Eighteenth Div.mot. j Thirteenth Armd. 
Div. Training of these Divs M activated at the last moment 
will be rather sketchy; have no unit training. 

b)	 Additional personnel for Army Hq_ \u0084v- and AGp* D 

c)	 fourth, Tenth, Seventh Armd. Divs. willget their 
fourth Armd. Companies yet before start of "Barbarossa" . 

d)	 Observation Btry. for Horth Africa; tide them over with 
small detachments for Tobruk; a full Bn. next fall. 

c)	 Transfer of replacement units to France- not liefore 15 
July. Must do without them if "Isabella" comes off 
earlier. 

M^tzfor/Schildknecht: R&view of changes in Russian dispositions in 
the "border area (Western Russia), from the beginning *>f the 
war todate, "by three-month periods. 

-Paulus *» Heusinger Pistorius: Draft of operational plan for 
"Isabella" (Army Group I)) with suggested modifications; ten— 

'\u25a0'day alert	 period. . 

Heus.inger: 

a)	 QECW has again been asking for a second Div. for Holland. 
We have not got it. 

"b)	 5.69 th Div.(destined for Finland) entrains for Stettin, 
begins :!ag 2Z Ma.j. . . 

c)	 -Finland* Ho %;;-\u25a0\u25a0j^Tevz f;o report. 

d)	 Bequest of 22nd Diy. cannot "be granted. 3It.- should 
apply for. reassignment to Ground Forces. ¥c cannot* 
move thoir ground elements behind them. 

c) Crete pos t'ooned to 20 May. 
- fuehrer, ina.ists on occupation 

of Antir^/'urieraj against advice of Air Force..

f) Seg-t. Brandenburg details one Bn. each to AG-ps, Center 
and South, 2 Cos, to AOp. Korth.** 

g)	 Subversion plans for Ukraine and Baltic States. 

Evening conference with ObdH on his return from the Hast, Important 
points; 

A&p. North; Preparations for Qessl- Bridge, construction matsiial— 
will <Lo in a -pinch r Bring.up supplies on the liem en river— 
as far 1 as Kowno. Collect barges for i^iemen bridges beginning . 
20 May (2 "bridges at Memelj 3 bridges can be "built of other

' 
materials	 on hand .) 
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General natters: 

\u25a0-—a) Refugee problam Eyacuatio ., of "border regions? .1
Id) Tighten border protection (S mines.) 

* 
of 60,00 Cchildren,o)	 Evacuation 

\u25a0d)	 Evacuation of Reich Labor Service girls and of the 
Labor Camps (must $c freaS&rfor military -occupancy). 

Army Qp. Center frames its orders in accordance with our 
ideas. Inactive fronts secured "by mines . Regrouping toward 
the right wing is in progress. Inf. reserve close to the 
front, mot. reserve kept in rear. AA protection along the 
Vistula very thin* 

Army Crip. South: Seventeenth Army wants no heavy artillery 
for the jump-off. Reserves will "be put "behind left wing. 
What shall we do about Slovakia? (2 Divs.) 

Hour;Proposed Zero o^os hrs. !o coups de main "before.. 

Ajr Reconnaissance: Roweiai is urgently wanted. 

18	 May 1941 . , Berlin. ( "Mother 1 s Day") , 

Ho	 substantial changes in sit j.ation, Solum .ii'ort Capuzzo again in 
• 

\u25a0our hand; .	 .. 

— 
Private Correspondence, Visit from Adenauer.*-* : G-erti calls 

with her children. 
—- Evening at theater "Veilchenre&oute "\u25a0•*** 

19 May 194-1* 

51buation. ret>o rt: Ban on all travel "by fore ignore and 
indigenous non-residents in the "border districts. 

Belgium: Strike has spread to Hassel.t (54*000 out now)* 

~Libya? 26th Convoy again turned back to Palermo. Casualties 
at	 Solum apparently alike on both sides. Enemy lost much 
materiel . 
Irak: Reinforcements for the British at Habbania have 
arrived, apparently from the West. 

G-en Q,u: Review of ObdH r s,. findings on eastern tour., which have 
bearing on G-en Q,u, SS units for Res,r Areas. 'The missions 
requested "by these units must be refused. # The first 
120-ton column has' arrived from Tunis. 
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Conference with OME on .-plans for "Isabella,". Q"bdH holds that
 
concentration of forces in the • South- will. rouse comment
 
in France. Other items.:
 

-a)' MS situation in the Armd'.Divs.. activated last. Decides 
to move them "by read instead of "by rail, to give them at 
least good road march training. 

"b)	 Strike in Belgium.

c)	 Hanste'ii T s out-of- turn promotion dc dd.* 

"Suerker ting.Sec.) r Ordered to go immediately ..to the ArmcUDivs. 
which are coining out last,, to find out, -what could still "be 

, done for their training (allocation of fuel, etc.), 

Heus inger r a)	 Ho "basic directives from OIDf 1 on command set-up in 
Ronania., since the "question has not yst "been .discussed 
with Antone sen.-** 

"b)	 OK¥ dismisses . our recommendation op. a "German. Chief 
of Staff in the Italian Headquarters" and wants, in
stead, to give Bommel a second G^ief of Staff\u25a0 

supposed' to run the rear services for him. Idiotic.1
1500 »*-!730. Conference at QMS, with yon Rundstedt/Sodens tern, 

later Reichenau/Heim, then also Kleist/Ze'itzler***and, finally, 
yon Schobert. Questions relating to assembly of AG-p. South. 
Ho fundamental • difficulties with High Command of Army Group. 
Lively argument:? with yon Beichenau, who at last decides 
to.group the three center o^-Hds under Kleistls command, right 
from the jump-off. Only. tentative discussion on disposi
tions with Schobert, since we still have not received any 
political directives on the command set-up. ( Jon Schobert 
willget his f.nstruc-ticns at O^ersalzlDerg on Thursday), 
Afterwards short talk with Helm. : 

(on Tphone)Paulus	 ahout his conversation with Jodl on the c> mand 
1set-up in liorth £\rica* All the S'ueh \u25a0cares afaout il,-:i ,-: 

that Bomir^l should not be hampered "by :^ superior Hq. put 
over him. Jodl will-send uz another plan* 

Ohief A-1i11ery Offi OKH) t Use of heavy 
artillery in the sector of A&p. . South. List need.s a 
Coastal Arty. Bn, for Crete.. 

Gol. SchaeiTlerC	 cer — 

* 
\u25a0\u25a0Evening* Receive ''directive 1 with orders f6r Greece and C in C 

Balkans . 
G-en. Wagner reports on a conference with 'Thomas r Fromm and Gercke r(afterno-Oii) , at which it came out that OKW now thinks it 

\ can furnish only 16 fuel trains, daily, instead of the 22 
expected. Also the Com 2 fuel depots in the Bast, which/ 

should be 50$ full, are said to have drop-ned to a 20f£ 
level. 
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SO May 1941, (Attack on Crete). 

Morning conference : 

-
1 )	 0500. 0713. Landing on Crete prepared "by bombing attack. 

Subsequent unopposed drop of paratroops and landing 

of. gliders on Chania, Bethymno.ii .and Iraklion airfields. 
The	 "airborne landing" of airborne troops will not come 
off before tomorrow. 

2 )	 First echelon of Second Armd.'Diy. (3 ships) has landed 
at Taranto. 

3 )	 Unconfirmed reports that British Second Chief of the 
GeruStaff , Gen. Haning, has -taken over command in 
Egypt. 

4 )	 Syria," The French on the border 
'

ar"e getting* set to 
figho the British. 

5	 \u25a0In t ~ognition of the- French atti , ,Ie in the Syrian 
ques -ion, Germany will return 80,000 prisoners. 

6 ) .Maribor Tunnel reopened for traffic. Bridges at Maribor 
and Belgrade willbe reopened by 15 June. 

' 
7 ) Difficulties %xi fuel supply during July. In August, 

oil willbe delivered to theater of operation directly 
from Romania j across the Pruth river. ~ Italy's needs 
are filled by OKW at the expense of our .own quotas. 
Gasoline supply for civilian use is bogged down. 

B lile;. 

1 )	 Truck situat ion: French trucks are praised. Tools and 
spare parts as yet not in sufficient quantities.-* 

;;The mot,, units will'not be ready in time. Extension of 
assembly date willnot be necessary. Only in the case 
of Fourteenth and Eighteenth D.ivs. it may. perhaps be 
necessary 'to set a later date for departure ( which 
would not be seriovs)^,. 

2 )	 "Isabella" Diys^ will be 100 $ equipped with mortars 
and antitank i'lfles by 20 June . Artillery willbe re
equipped with Lt.How. 18 and med.Fd.How. 18 "by 20 June 

3 )	 Corps Ilq_ LIT will "be ready "by 1June (Romania) . 
4. .) "Airaid. Eepla . 3nt "0:1vision" Barb .--^ssa: Refittixg 

) feasible withxn four -weeks after i. .:,rt of operations. 

Gol.	 General Fromm: 

.1..)	 liosb replacements : 90,00.C, In Field Replacement Bns.
475,000 in the Replacement Army (.less 90,000 for Air
Force, leaves 385,000).' Anticipated losses in the 
initial border battles; 275 S 000«, for September 200,000,.
This would leave nothing for October, unless we induct 
age group 22 on 1 August ( last reserve). Forty percent 
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of age-group 22 is in the Labor Service, sixty, in 
civilian occupations . Should not "be called "before the 
end of the year (Fov.) t when men can be released from 
the front to replace them* We can take the risk of 
having no- trained reserves in October. 

2.)	 Fuel sit-qation: June requirements covered, lOfo short 
for July. In August the situation will "be relieved by 
direct deliveries of fuel from Romania to AGp. South* 

3.)	 Current problems of his Section 

G-en. Fellgiebel: 

1.)	 Replacement for Signal Replacement Bn. of Fifteenth 
Armd. Div. lost at sea arrived in Naples. 

2«)	 Two- Cos, for Hear Communications ready in Germany by 15 
June; can be in North Africa early in July. 

3,,)	 Various current raa'.tc^s 

Col. Gause t (o( oriered to North Africa ) reports. Since situation 
precludes decision on his assignment at this time, Ifurlough 
him to Berlin. . . 

G-en, Elmer, being in.Berlin, calls on me. Reviews conditions in 
Hungary, G-ets briefing on line to be followed in the coming 
months . 

— 
yon	 Thoma: Traffic. control. Fifth Armd .Div. still tied up.

G-ood work Of the -Tank Maintenance Groups, -j— Preparations 
for the Sas-'b; Etlxyliaation center to adjust octane number 
for our purposes by addition 'of benzol. «-— Track blocks—	 — 
made of Buna rubber, Collection of booty in G-reece.—
3690	 .tanks are no\; at the German front. Spare parts 
supply for Barbaroosa* 

— 
yon Etzdorff: France: Cooperation in Syria, Cooperation in— 

Horth Africa. Supply line via Toulon (7 I)**~ Coopera— 
tion in vfesr, Africa,.	 Use of portNorth Africa: of Bone. 
In return' Sew ref-'alation of travel into restricted zone— (offiej.als 

3 1 o.cuL'.s t \u25a0\u25a0"la.lis ts , farm managers .) Eas ing of~~ traffic restrictions for Demarcation JAne , Furloughs for-Prisoners of War (up- to 100,000 at a time). Occupation 
costs (prompt negotiations, aiming at reduction from 15 to—*12,5 billion franc ),' Coastal Bbrys. in North. Africa. 

t'1"^1 -— Improve men \u25a0••5 of "^ lavy, Specialists for STorth Africa. 

Plan to- tie Turkey .lose..- +o us by a p Transit to Syria 

. *** (against v ;uk). Pa-pen' protests agains v his mission. 

JaDan: Matsuoka warns he will'have, —to take a "zig-zag 
course I American offers to Japan. Also: Stctus quo 
for Philippines . Offer of mutual undertaking not to enter 
European conflict (defense only). 

— Horne t Visit of our Foreign Minister: Hess _— Darlan Japan. 
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Spaini: Crisis apparently .put off fo-~ the moment. Cuicession 
to the- flange (two new ministries). 

Qret&i Propping of paratroops (2 Regts.) seems to hare "been success- ful, "but strong enemy resistance seems to have developed soon 
afterwards at Chania. Airfields, on which airborne forces 
were to land, are reported to have "been rendered, uase-rvi-c©*-*"
able. 

21 May 1941. 

Morning reports: In. Crete the situation is satisfactory, Mora 
paratroops have "been dropped. Stubborn British resistance 
in some places. Report of landing of Mountain Infantry 
has not "been confirmed. Ho new information on disposition 
of British troops in the Middle East. Situation still 
strained and forces as widely dispersed as ever. Report of 
British in Irak advancing on Bagdad (Al JallUja) are un
founded. 

— 
Col., Ochsneri Report on eastern tour, Armies want flame oil— 

. ammunition and HE ammunition, at ratio of 1:1. Enforce
ment of safety regulations for Racket Projector Troops.* 
Each Rocket Projector Bn. now includes one Btry. of the— 
new rocket projectors with 6,000 meter range. 
Preparations for n^w Becontamination . -cfvice. -^ Chai;:\ol 
foj. repoi'ving of intelligence on ene \u0084 chemical warfa-re—-	 — 
service. Dogs as gas detectorsc.

Enemy intelligence: Britain is preparing
' 

flame oil .for 
defense: .of 'beaches,, •\u25a0;..\u25a0.\u25a0: :. -r \u25a0'. •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 

Russia is activating Ossoaviaskhim** to fight parachutists. 
Reported to have prepared 7$ gas ammunition. France: 
Preparations for "bacteriological warfare (cattle plague). 

Heusjnger; 

a) At req.-ue.nt of Array Hq_ IS, Fifth Armd.Div* will "be left 
in Athens for a few more days. 

b) Letter to Jodl on pending questions, e*g*, on undesirabidi
ty of having German forces strike from Hungary^ as such a 
mtsi?e would be at the expense of the main concentration 
of	 AG-p. South***. 

c)	 SS-Ferries: 6 for Africa Corps (newly arrived), 44 for 
Black Sea; 25 ferries coming off the line in June will 
go td ASp. Forth for 'Baltic. 

A) Let AGp, Center have Corps HXXXXiIOr Corps Eg. XpCV
(reduced l). Then they willget no Corps Hc£ later on 
with tho G-Hq reserves. 
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c) Changes in pla-:i>s for road movement Barbaros sa... due 
bo dp'l \u25a0\u25a0•ys in.arrival of trucks for .:.iewly activated Arind. 
Divs. 

f)	 Inquiry relating to preparatory work for new Rales of 
Sea Warfare: Limited or unlimited "blockade zones on 
high seas? Iam for latter alternative (Bluff). 

yon Ziehlberg: Personnel matters (among others, yon Loeffelholz,— 
Army He; 9). Ban on flying for higher officers within—
 

-*range of enpmy fighters* Transfer of GHq. to Askania» 
Conference of Chief s of Staff after the Whitsun holidays.— 
Current "business. 

Army Hq g: reports on the possibility of unrest in Croatia and 
requests ruling on whether they could use G-erman troops at 
own discretion, Reply: Use troops only at the request of 
Croat government authorities, unless our military interests 
are involved. 

G-orio Bogatsch' (with ZiehTberg) : Allocation of courier planes 
for Hq^s (reasonably satisfactory). 

(with B.uhler ) Allocation of motor vehicles to air 
reconnaissance and signal units » 

One light AA Bn., which was assigned to Ground Forces for 
TlBarbarossa i! 

} is "being taken away and goes to Crete. 

&en> Wagner" (witliBaenv n ch ); 

a)	 r:ea rr-.us for supply "base Baltic: 
Memeli' 2 convoys of 5 ships of 300 tons each 
Koenigsberg? 4 convoys of 5 ships of 300 tons each.- ~\u25a0Also river barge trains of 15 20 ships of 75 100 tons 
each, for Kernel river. 

t)	 Message procedure in Quartermaster service. 

Wagner alone 

— a)	 OKW |directive on Greece. OKW directive on Rear Areas 
Baroarosya, •—• Order of battle of Himmler's SS Array. 

b)	 Supply c.;o i';j.Jina ; The organic Troop Supply Columns have 
all arrived in first half of May,, 

-In	 socoad'-.balf of the month (20 30 May), we. shall, get 
the 30-1021 truck columns.* 

Ready before start of operations: 60-, ton truck columns.** 
After start of operations: 8,000 tons (616th Regt.) (OKH 
reserve) plus additional 4,000 tons. 

c) Puel- for training purposes? One quota (equal. to 100 road 
kilometers) released for each mot. Div. 

d) Noticeable drop in the clothing output (by one-r third). 
Very heavy drain on stocks* 

/ 
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c)	 Are Field Hospitals to "bee one GHq_ troops? Chief Afmy 
Surgeon is against it. However, the Diva, must "be 
compelled to relinquish their Field Hospitals, One© 

\u25a0this, policy has "been established; they ma,y .he compensated 
"by	 Corps and Armies. 

f) Issue of losanthin. Efficacy; Ifused within -five minutes 
no injury; within lO minutes, injury is light9 after 3.5 
minutes ,ineffective . 

Geiio Paulus calls up from Pa;ris : Outcome of conference yith Cm 
C West, \u25a0\u2666on	 the whole ;conforms with my demands. Iinstruct 
him that in locating troop reserves, account must he taken 
of fact that the West-East railroad. system might "be in use 
"both ways at one time.**-

Beusinger: Crete: 4 Mt. Bns ,have' landed In Crete. 2 west of 
•, Chania, 2 near Irakiion. 

Situation at Chania improved. Town encircled. Contact 
established "between isolated para troop groups. Attempted 
sorties repellod. 

Air transport hampered . in area west of Chania where landing 
field is unserviceable, The transport planes land, on the 
beach where they cannot ./oake off. 

s 

Eethyinno'n iix our hands Ho reports received on Iraklion,f 

British naval forces northeast of Crete have disappeared, 
west, of .Crete still on the spot (under attack by our planes). 

Shipments by sea will start tonight,* 

Army Hq 12 thinks that the. show in Crete may drag out 
quite a while .	 . 

During the night a signal indicates that two transport 
vessels of Second Armd.l>iv. have -struck nines in the 
western end of the GuJ.f of Corinth. 

23. May 1941. 

Morning conference: Second Armd.tiv. (which sailed from Patras) 
reported to have lost in.sinking: 122 tanks, 300 motor 
vehicles, 2? motorcycles, 1,328 men**** 

.Crete: Troops larxted: Malenes : . One_ Assault Eegt. (&en, 
Meindl) , one Par?*^i*oop Bn., one Mt. Inf.Bn. 
Chania: 5 Bns .
 
At Malenes and Chania our troops ate opposed by 6 New
 
Zealand Bns. and one Arty.Hegt.
 
Rethymnon!
 Town apparently not yet taken; the B&. set down 
"by us many be, in trouble b^ now. 
Iraki,ion: 3 Para troop Bns., Airfield and town apparently 
taken „ . 
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Libya?, Rommel states |ie cannot take Tobrul^ with the forces 
now at his disposal. 

France I	 has 214,000 tons in the Western Mediterranean* 

Belgium: Strikes djr^ng down* 

Syria: Reported invasion of Syria "by peGaruile- troops high
\u25a0ly doubtful. 

Irak.* Mosul attacked. No British at Al Falluja. 

Egypt: Attempt to get Chief of Egyptian Gen. Staff , \<rho is 
collaborating with Germany; out of the country. Attitude 
of Egypt on the whole not friendly to Britain* 

Trans-p» : Chief: Situation improved. Easing in the East, Shipment 
of gasoline to Com Z depots now included in supply program 
of Field Army,! as requested "by BdE. 

Buhle: Considers replacing lost elements of Second* Arrrd. Div* 
with Tank Demonstration Bn,, originally earmarked for 
Seventeenth Div, . 

(photoMa.i. Westerners Sec in staff of Chief Air Officer)? Submits 
air photographs taken "by Rowehl's. Staff el in the Russian .. 
"border area. They clearly show extensive construction 
activities for strengthening "border defenses (especially 
anti-tank ditches)* .Numerous cable trenches indicate 

. preparation of- a continuous defense position. 

The photos corroborate our view that the Russians are deter
mined to make '"a stand at the "border. 

Ma.i. Schilclknecht (Foreign Armies East) reports on disposition of 
Russian Army along German 'border. For the moot part closed 
up to front* 

\ 

Defense "build-up comprises three major groups: 
Baltic:	 One Army Gp. of two Armies, with one group 

of r.pe rational, and one group of strategic 
reserves in the rear* 

Center:	 One Army Gp.. of three Armies, with,one group of 
operational, and one group of strategic reserves(?) 
in the Fear. 

South: One Army Gp. of three Armies, one group of opera
tional reserves. • 

Independent- Arnry Gp «Pruth front : One 

Seusinger: Reports from Greece 

1.)	 The announcement of loss of tanks off Patras has proved 
erroneous, !The tanks of Second Armd. Div. have already 
"been landed at Taranto* The losses seem to "be largely 
in light	 and med •Artillery of the Div. Very hard to 
replace "because of shortage of prime movers. Personnel 
losses;	 morning figures confirmed. 

2.)	 The transfer of the light AA Bn. to operation Crete 
was ordered by Army Hq. List and cannot "be reversed at 
the moment. Must try to get replacement for "Barbaroosa" 
from Air Force. 
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3.) Situation in Crete seems rather complex, The British 
are in undisputed command of the Sea north of Crete and 
seem to have scattered or sunk a convoy of small craft, 
attempting to make the crossing.. Reinforcements, for 
Crete can therefore "be sent only "by air. It now looks 
quite doubtful that the Air Forces committed in Crete 
would "be available for "Barbarossa* 1 at the appointed 
date. Perhaps it will"be necessary to postpone start 
of "Barbarossa" . 

Buhle 

a)	 Artillery replacements for Second Armd.Div.j A Bn. now 
near.ing completion, re~equipped with light I'd.How., plus 
Demonstration Bn. of 900th Brig. Med. Arty will "be 
allocated. when Div. goes into action* 

"b) 1,800 fuel trailers for Tank 111 will "be ready "by 9 June; 
trailers for Tank IT ndt until later in June. 

c)	 100th Armd.Brig. will "be reasonably mobile by 15 June. 

d) Eighteenth. and Seventeenth Armd. Divs. will complete 
outfitting just about in time. Seventeenth Armcl.Div. 
has 240 different types of motor vehicles t 

c)	 Activate a Rocket Projector unit in Replacement Army, 
for i?Haifisch il.* 

f) Improvements of Army Group jD, "Isabella".
 
-
g)	 Regulation of furl0ugh s to Biarritz. 

.yon Qlaise-Horstenaur Situation in Croatia. Groats want their 
, Army to stay, in country?, clamor for partial motorization. 

Also want transport for civilian economy. G-laise 1 s future 
role. Future strength of the Croat Armyj 3 Mt.Divs., 
2 Inf.Divs., 6 Air Gruppen of 22 planes, each. 

Ma.i, Ehlert; Have a serious talk with him on the reasons for his 
separation from, the Africa Coi^ps. 

Heuslnger: One Bn. of Fifth Mt'.Div. wiped out in crossing to . 
Crete. Current questions (mcd, Arty, for Kythera on; 
Sybel ferries). Probable necessity to postpone date for 
Barbarossa. . 

yon Ziehlberg: Commission for Irak. Recommendations for out- of« 

turn promotions.

Evening to	 Berlin: 
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25 ¥t 194: 
V 

Br^eg)By plane, -(w^th intermediate landing at over Salicia, Tatra 
(Zakopane) to Cracow, Hq. A(|p. B. Sightseeing. Evening' at 
Hq.,. A&p.B. " 

24 May 1941. 

Conference with AGp.Bj 

a) Depth of left wing of Seventeenth Army, 

Td) Send XIV Corps through Seventeenth Army sector to widen 
Kleist T ,s frontage. 

-1000. 12Q0. Ride to Reichshof.* 
— 

Conference at Hq. First Army j Disposition of forces. • 

Employment of artillery (heavy Artillery).-- XIV Corps will 
•"go into line through IV Corps.
 

, Meet the &QntStaff Officers.
 
-

By pla,ne from DeMca to Lul)lin
ivia Bilgorai *. Za,moss C?aelm and 

Wlodawa. Arrire'^ 1700. , 

Conference with CG- 111 Gorps (yon Mackensen) 

Evening with Gen. Staff Offs. of 111 and XV Corps (Vierow) 
•at Hq, 111 Corps . 

-35 May 1941, (Sunday) 

Ride with Faeckens bedt (C of S 111 Corps), later joined "by 
Wagner (,LV Corps) 'from Lublin ( 0700 to Krystin'opbl, 
through Chelm, Hrutieszow, and Sokalo At Sokal, 
(G.of S, XKXXJIII Corps) reports and Heim (0 of S, of Staff, 
Sixth Army) joins us. 

Inspection of jump-off terrain of I'lland XXXXVIIIICorps. 
Ithas the peculiarity that movement's must directly follow 
road network. 
Problems resulting from lack of cover for assembly of 
artillery-
Conference with Helm: :Jtunp--»ff of XIV Corps- alongside 
XXXXVIIX, 

Ens turn from Krystinopol via Hrubieszdw to Zamosc. Prom there, 
-to Berlin "by'plane; arrive 2000. 

-
\u25a02000. 2100. Talk with Sen. Paulus on the airfield, Overnights 

in Berlin. 
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SS May 1941 > 

Arrive Zossen 0900. .Discuss with OQ,u Iand Gs>vQf f.. on -ima^rlal- for 
with the Finns,conference 

r900.~ 1000. C-en. yon Tippelskirch calls (30th Biv.), Blue.rak.Q 
reports	 (new. oof S XIV Corps) . Meyer-*Ricks repqrts out 
(off with Irak Commission). 

1130. Conference with ObdH on Finland. 

headed,1230, Welcome -of Finns, "by Chief, of Gen*Staf f, Heinrichs. 

Ininche on. 

Af^ter luncheon conference with ."Finnish G-en. Staff: 

Aiongtlines of. OEWie Preference: -Operational 
ar.e: discussed. Attack west or east of Lake Ladoga, With 
appropriate disposition for assembly, they strike east 
of Lake Ladoga on a 6' Div. front. . 

Mobilization,near border camouflaged, in rest of the country 
\	 only after passage of German troops for operation "Siiber— 

fuchs" (16 June). 
\ 

Hangoe:, The Finns must do this by themselves 

Aaland; Ihis is likewise a job for them; at least they 
must make all preparations on this assumption. (G-erman help 
needed: 2 Eegts,) 

Long-distance call from G-en.'Vogl (Armistice Commission) a"bout
 
negotiations with. France. • -Mb important news.
 

Fromm	 on phone. Re Holland.1 He told Zeitel that 82nd Div. liill 
have its equipment by 1 June 5 the same as all Divs. of the 
Sixth Draft (i.c», without Inf. guns and only part of the 
AT Bn.). The Div, has been issued 6,000 bicycles. Trucks- ' prepared.
 
Relocation of Replacement Units. . 

' 

.
 

— 
Afternoon: Talk w,ith ObdH about	 -. OccupationFinland. —- in 

Holland.- Command set-up in Horth Africa. Tour in 
. Eastern border area. 

37," May 1941. (S .S .Bismarck sunk) • 

Situation conference.-*. S.S.Bismarck under heavy attack by .superior 
British naval forces in the Atlantic. Reported to be making 
only 7 knots (down from normal

' 
30) , At noon, British report 

that Bismarck Has gone down* \u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0', 
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27th. Convoy sailed for Libya( Coastal artillery). 
the BulgariansPhases and Samothrake turned over to 

Situation on Crate in-proved. The Western part of the island 
now cleaned upj eastward advance continues. 

stand;OKW insists that original date for Barbarossa must 
Ho Q"fcg actions on the part of the Army, except that MA 
might- not he ready; 2 mixed AA 3ns. and 3 light i;A Bns . 
still engaged in Crete, The 2 mixed Bns. were taken out 

of	 Arm,!.Dive.of Army 5q 11, the three light Bns. out
 
Air Force must make up deficiency.
 
Air Force, however 

}
willhave a hard time keeping the date.
 

Italy will touch "bottom of her oil supplies unless oil del'iw
eries can start early in June. Total required! 260,000- ton. 

100,000 are to T3e shipped "by rail*
 
5,000 through Canal of Corinth
 

25,000 from Germany. The remaining
 
60,000 have yet to "be found.
 

-
Count	 Sponeck (CG, 22nd Div): Discussion of status of 22nd Div. 

In order to be a~ommit,t.ed as airborne troops, they need 
1,400 planes . Since that number is not unavailable, it 
would "be inexcusable- to let the Div. hang around idle. 
Submit proposal to OKW. 

Gen. Brand; a)	 Idea of Fuehrer about mixed mc d.Artillery Bus. 
(runs -counter to our experience and the wishes 

tmops) .of the 
"b) Report on tour in Bast, AGp.B. 
c) Miscellaneous minor matters (including level of 

training of GHq	 Artillery). 
OQ.-U, ,17? 

a)	 With Chief of Attache' Sec. i Various Attache questions. 
Hungary, Era~b"be. 

"b)	 French Transitional Army (Memorandum) 

c) Negotiations with Darlans 75 -per cent of the French 
materiel frozen in tfyria is to go to Irak; vehicles, 
port facilities, railroads, roads 

Movement of supplies to Irak to be handled by French in 
French ship's from Cyprus waters. Training for Irak under 
French in Syria.-** Exchange with us information on 

\u25a0 

>British inMiidle East . 
lorth Africaj, We are getting 1,740 trucks now, 400 more 
later. French take our supplies to Forth Africa in 
their ships and forward them to Libyan border. B^zerte 
willbe available for our use. 

French mcd. guns, including ammunition, for us inITorth 
Africa. West and Equatorial Africa; Dakar available 
for German naval" operations, effective 15 July. 

t 
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d)	 Spain? Mobilization takes 8 days. Alert period for 
march readiness 12 hours. Ammunition for one to three 
months (varying for different weauons)j tight on M-

Fightinganmninition. Fuel supplies for 2 months.
 
quality of Spanish troops against British suoposed to
 
"be good.
 

©)	 Portugal: Will .fight,better against the Spanish than 
against the British. 

.ftexu Bulile-: a) Second Army Div.i Heplavement of Artillery with 
newly activated units "by 1 July? likewise Bridge 

/ Clms. from OH.} Reserve. . 

b)	 Activation of four Befehlsha"ber Hqs for* 
, East,- as specified by OEW. 

c) Conclusion of drive to reduce number of types of 
A flop.motor vehicles. 

d)	 32nd Biv. Condition, filler replacements before 
going to. Holland. Report to 03£W. 

c)	 Activation of four Divs,, Sixteenth Draft; 6 3ns. 
of 4 Cos,, '(Regional Defense troops) begins 15 June, 

Activation wij,l take two weeks'. 

f)	 Other current business. — —
 
Qol* Eeusjnger: 5,55. Bismarck. 22nd Div• Paulus f conference 

on, "Haifisch" and slsabella" inParis (ground disposition) ..-*• 

Weather prediction for the East, for period from how until—•-	 — 
next fall. Armored trains. Preparedness for defense— 
in the Sasti Other current questions.' 

yon Ziehlb-erg:Col,,	 Selection of personnel for Liaison Staff— 
Finland- and 'liaison Staff Bulgaria. Preparations for 0 

\u25a0of	 S meeting. 

£8 May 1941. 

Hewly promoted officers in G-en. Staff (l%jors.) introduce themselves. 

Situation conference: 

-Oretei Paratroops seem to have suffered high casualties,
 
The Italian Want to make a landing with one reinforced Inf.
 
Bn. and tanks from the Eiiodes ba.se on 28 June. 

•82nd ,Div. OIOv" wants to transfer 22nd Div.. to the ZI. The 
Div. can "be assembled either in Bucharest or in Troppau 
by 26 May. If the Div. does not belongs to us, we are not 
interested in it. (Braunschweig out of question.) 
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Syria:Syria: French flyers- to Syria,from Horth Africa en route 
with intermediate landing at Catania. 

U.S,A.:/ "Fireside talk" "by Roosevelt: State of unlimited 
emergency. 

Lt. Col. Baxlke: SS Div, Reich willgo to the southeastern* 
theater "by motorized movements across Germany. 

Fieldpost censorship must be instituted "because militaiiy 
matters are "being discussed in letters. 

Civilian morale in the 21 "bad : a) in Party circles: Hess 
case; shortcomings of Party leaders; lawlessness (religious— orders) \u2666** t>) General "population: Religious question.— 
Relations with Russia.. Failure to strike Mow against 
England. 

Current "business. 

— G-en, S,tumme (XXXXCorps) 
reports out ( C0.. 0f Regt.)« 

calls en route. Col » Buelowius 

— — 
S chwatlo-Ge s te rdiiig:* Propaganda questions. Press. -Entertain

ment films and documentaries. 

-

Heusinger Bork; Hepercussions of "Merkur" on nßart)g.rossanBart)g.rossa, If: 

of Crete,2 mixed and 4 light A^ Bns. -anavailaTDle "because 

She 2 mixed Bns. "belong to Eleventh and Seventeenth Armies. 
Must "be in• Saloniki for shipment "by 8 June, to be in time 
for"3arbarossa." Heed no rehabilitation. 

The 4 light"Brie. rwent tos Seventh Ariad. Div" "
 
ITineteentK 
Second' 

n l} (lost .at sea) 
Fifth « «. (Crete). 

These Divs. are GHq. Reserve and therefore not required for 
the jump-r-off. Probably there won' t be any chance, to get 
them reDlaced.
 
VIIIAir Corps must leave Romania on 7 dune, in order to
 
reach Suwalki by 20 June,
 

I]t«Col. Stieff: Observations made on tour in Greece: Hq_ IH^jelfth—
 
Army Crete Development slower than anticipated by Air 
Force. Air Force was quite off in assessment of enemy* 
they expected the British to bolt. 

British are in undisputed command of the sea. We are in 
equallyundisputed command of the air. 

Mistakes of tactical planning:. Troops were set down, in 
three equal forces, in three Dlaces. Lack of reconnaissance 
of the landing area (olive gr-oves) . Landing of planes very 
difficult (olive groves, mountains). 

Sailing of first sea-borne echelon was -timed too late, 
to begin with, and then postponed once. This robbed us 
of the element of surprise. 
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Critical &age was over on 25 May, G-en. Hingelhas situation 
under control. Most urgently needed! heavy weapons. 

British were expecting airborne landing since 26 April and 
made effective preparations for defense, especially against 
parachute attacks. Ibis explains our very heavy losses. 
Combat strength of Seventh Air Div. clown to 3-| Bus., from 
9 Bns. Assault Regt. .lost 50 officers and 1000 men, killed. 

Transport considerably depleted. Out of 600 transport planes, 
170 unserviceable, mostly total loss. 

Losses in Convoy 1 were 500 out of 2,300 (Fifth Mt.Div., 
light AAA). 
Kt| Twelfth Army ventures no estimate of the duration of 
fighting, as that largely depends on what the British are 
going to do. During night of 24/25 May, they "brought 
five freighters to Suda, and two freighters to Irakiion; it 
is not known whether with reinforcements or supplies, or 
for evacuation.. 

Twelfth Army thinks it will be necessary to keep elements 
of Fifth Armd.Div. in Athens for time "being. Atmosphere 
in the city critical. The Italians are not doing anything 
about it, nor have they started any arrangements for* 
looking after the country. 

Also says itmust keep six GHq. Bridge Clms in Greece (for 
Crete). Wants to leave 164th Div. in Saloniki, Sixth Mt. 
Div. in Athens, and Fifth Mt.Div* in. Crete. 

In order to hold Crete against any British attacks, it is 
essential' to secure domination of the Aegean from the air. 

G-en. Wagner (G-en Q,u) : 

a)	 Africa. Logistical, planning for future operations. 
Offensive "by middle of October (?)• 

b)	 Greece: Ideas on future administration of the Saloniki 
district, which is to remain under military occupation. 

c) Gas warfare. 

d)	 Sleeds of 22nd Div. 

G-eneral Ott: 

a)	 Report on his activities as CG- XXX Corps in Greek Thrace. 
Personnel difficulties in 50th Div. 

bj Questions of organization: Infantry can get improvised 
equipment for hill country operations, i.e. 250 pack 
saddles per Begt. This works only for,minor operations 
of short duration. For major operations they would "be 
lacking Mt. Artillery. 
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He wants more smoke ammunition issued to troops* That 
is. a question of long-range planning "by_ supply organization, 
not one of changing "basic issues. 

-
yon Sernuth Buerkerr Findings on return from inspection of the 
new mot. units, activated the last. They will just- make 
the jump-off ( as Org.Sec reported). Inspection of 
Security Division gave gratifying iftpr.es sion. Command has 
the right idea about their mission. Mobile. 

Use of radio direction besets for night ground operations 
in Africa (840 sets ordered for delivery next fall). 

29 May 1941. 

—Situation conference: Crete: Suda Bay cleared. First tanks— 
landed at Sastolli. Irakiion airfield not yet mopped up. 

Rintelen reports: Italian Eleventh Army has 12 Divs. ready 
for occupation of Greece, of which 1 Div., for Attica, rind 
1Div. f for Peloponnese are available at once. ltalian crack 
Guard Eegt. is also assigned to the Pelqponnese. 

British, attack on Sfax. British air attack on convoy. 

Syria: Hanson reports: Prance is changing her plans from 
defense of the Lebanon Mountains to defense of the southern 
"border, i.e. defense of the whole of Syria. Strength of 
French forces: 50,000, mostly colored troops, 40 fighter 
planes from the homeland, 3 destroyers, 3 submarines. 
British: $0,000 in Palestine and Trans-Jordan:. British 
are anxious a"bout Cyprus . 
Irak: According to Hanson's re-port 

f situation not unfavor~> 
able, "but no decisive ttirn for the better yet.' Xack of 
fuel „ 

— 
Jieitel (Personnel Div.): Officer reserve small, Problem of 

the officers' of the 100,000 men Army, who feel slighted.
(As a matter of fact, their promotions have not "been* 
slowed "by the influx of B-offleers.) Reactivation of— 

Problem .of decorations,E-officers. — -r. Members of former 
ruling houses in the Armed Forces. Officers reserve 
por-is	 willbe set up directly in AG-p. Bear Areas. 

-
001.	 Ochsner; Safety regulations for Hv. Boeke t Projectors. 

Radio direction beam ( 170 transmitters, 800 receivers); 
?I.--*\u25a0training required. Use of poison gas in"Barbarossa 

G-en. Wagner: Railroad tractors (three for each Army and Amid. 
Gp.)**— 

Tank spare part depots, 400 tons are carried 
by AGps. for each Armd.Gp. In addition a depot for parts 
in short supply— near Magdeburg ( parts willbe flown to 

. the front). Field Hospitals must become GHq. troops. 
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Conference with QbdH; Bbrth Africa (Cause assignment settled) ..--—\u25a0—
 
Greece ( .0 in 0 Balkans), Meeting of Cfe of S, 4 a A 5 June. 

Palis; 001. 0-~x:.se.f appointed f'L|aison Off
' ..-- \u0084r at Italian High 

Command .uibya". Kinzel,,prior to taking off for Finland. 

30	 Hay 1941. 

Morning conference; In Crete', things are now starting to run 
smoothly. The British are trying to make a getaway from \u25a0~. 

the south coast. The Greeks are offering capitulation. 
The Italian. have landed in the eastern part of the Island. 
I^arge take of prisoners and materiel 7 including a satisfying 
number of guns 6 \u25a0«\u25a0... 

will revert to Ground Forces after all.. Buiing 
of the Fuehrer, 

Irak: Owing to deficient preparation and the impossibility 
of sending effective support, the Irak show, which is more 
in the nature of a political uprising than a conscious fight 
for liberation, must eventually peter out. 'Whatever the 
outcome, however, it did force the British to spread them
selves critically thin,both during the Crete Operation } 
and at a time when our situatidn in Forth Africa was rather 
precarious. 

Tran sr>ort mo vei;i,b_s for build-up arc -.oroceeding in -g"ratifyir"o!r"o! aannex-,	 , 

' 
Fuehrer c de c.lgion that 22 June date will stand 

-— B-ghle: a ) Jurisdiction of Army Mission Romania. Official 
ins tractions. 

b)	 Conversion of mcd. Arty.Bns. in most Armd.Divs,. to 
mixed Bns . . 

— c)	 Cur-rert business i Jurisdiction of List. Field 
Hospitals as Gilq_ troops, etc. 

OQu 17: Current matters. 

Heusinger: a)	 20 SS— ferries are going to be assembled in Gdynia 
starting 15 June. * b) "Halfiseh" and "Harpune". 

c) Proposals "by AGp. JTorth. and Center on disposition 
for jump-off. 

d) Current details. 

yon ZiehXberg: Current personnel matters Heassignments , 
Decorations. 
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Morning conference; 

31 May 194-1. 

—
 a)	 Strike in Belgium. Local food strikes continue 

"b)	 Sinking of ship in Piraeus harbor, allegedly due; to 
spontaneous combustion. 

c) Fifth Armd. Div. (less one ArmcLßn., 1Motorcycle Hifie 
Bn., 13th Rifle Segt.) will start movement on 7 June. 

d) Ban on reconnaissance flights along the Eastern frontier 
lifted. 

c)	 Situation in lrak is taking a -srogressively "bad turn. 
Any decisive 

% 

military help "by us is out of question. 
But. this does not mean, the end of trouble for the 
British in that corner of the world, even if they return 
the old government to Baghdad. 

C~en. Wagner (gen Q,u) with Col. Baentsch: 

a)	 Supply preparations for AGp. S'orth. Result of Baentsch !s 
tour in the East. 

"b)	 0 in C Balkans and administrative -problems .in Greece . 
Gen, Bogatsch: (with Gen. Buhle): Motor-transport' in Air 

Reconnaissance units very difficult. Try to remedy 
situation "by taking aome away from ground troops. 

Pol. Spetli (C of S LIV Corps) reports completion of his mission 
in Italy and assumption of new post. 

Heusinger: After talk with OEW: 22nd Div. now under exclusive 
OEH control. Holland gets one Div. out of our jtfortheast 

line. 

Report to OEW in reply to their inquiry concerning ITorth 
Africa. 

Evening at Kopp ls In Belitz. 

1 June and 2 June 1941. (Whitsun) 

Whitsun, in Berlin. On Whitmonday, visit the Kopps in 
Belitz, with Gerti. 
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3 June 1941,. 

During the morning, visitors: 

St.. Col. Doerr reports as new C of S 111 Corps Hq.^ H^jor 
Abelein,to egress his thanks . Lt. Col. yon dem Borne, C of 
S,	 Africa Corpsj comprehensive discussion of situation end 
divergent views. 

OQ,u IV: a)	 General political situation all over +he world© 

Joint action "by Axis J --.^j on Rossevelt's speech. 

c)	 Turkey! Since we are no longer interested in arms 
transit to Irak, it will "orobably "be possible to 
conclude a non-aggreo^ionpact and a guarantee treaty. 

a)	 G-reoce: Pro-German public sentiment is cooling. 
Seasons i Arrival of Bulgarians and Italians; alleged 
harshness of German occupation troops; food problem 
British agents. 

c)	 Ireland; German "bombs on Dublin* 

f) EussiaS Stalin had a conversation with the Finnish 
envoy, stressing good relations. Offers 20,000 
tons of grain* 

g)	 Italy! After Starace, Sebastiani, Mussolini's party 
secretary for many years, has "been fired also. 

Op. Sec: a)	 22nd Div. now under our control* ~~ Fuehrer will soon 
have conference with Antonescu. 

b)	 719th Div. from Northeast line to Holland; '710th Div. 
to ITorway. 

c)	 Coastal Artillery: 3 Bns. for Eleventh Army (Black 
Sea Coast). Initial location at Galatz. 3 Bns. in 
East Prussia prepared for Russian Baltic ports
(will go by sea) . Coastal artillery for Murmansk and 
Archangel sk* 

A)	 Captured enemy tanks: Six Platoons are leaving for 
Serbia. Six Platoons for Crete are in Saloniki. 

c)	 Syria: Fuehrer order: Stop troops alerted for 
shipment. Commission will stand by. 

f) Greece: Peloponnese willbe occupied immediately 
by the Italians; Thessaly on 8 June, Attica and 
Euboea on 12 June. 

Gon. Jako"b: a) Industrial Dlants nay now be built in the Shine 
defense gone near Kehl 

b) Distribution of Sybel and SS~f orries . 
c) Construction Bns. for Eavy. 
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4 June ,194-1. 

Meeting with. Army and AGp.. Gs of S: 

Morning? Eastern- questions with Eastern Cs of S: Only > 

noteworthy items: Teamwork of |nf. and 4rmqr at jump-off; 
Artillery preparation. ; 

Afternoon: General. questions with, all Chiefs. 

Evening! at the Sen Qu Officers 1 Club 

Strike! Lille, 80$ of the French coal mines 

5 June 1941. 

Lille strike situation unchanged. Very inconvenient now L 

Morningi, Conference with the Western Cs of S. On the whole, we 
go over old ground. It would probably "be a good idea to'* 
establish once for all the number of "ideal vehicles that* 
would be needed in the "ideal^situation". 

ffellgiebel:G-en. Current matters : Assignment of radio "bands— 
in the last. Demands of CG- of Ea-ilwayDecimeter circuits —— 

Troops . Italian radio traffic can be intercepted.—~ Direction "beam 
' 

equipment. Signal communication lines**
 
\u25a0running through Sweden, . 

Talk with ObdH: Visit of King Boris of Bulgaria. ObdH f s talk— 
with Rosenberg. Hew Balkans set-up? Hq List.fuehrer is 
afraid the British might emulate—on the Channel Islands 
our airborne landing in Crete. Russians (Romania) . 

Wagner Gen Q,u:
T 

a) Rosenberg and territorial divisions in the East. 

b) Air transport: Out of 500 transport planes used for 
Crete 250 cracked up (130 'total loss) . Two Transport 
Groups will be deactivated. Twelve groups of 40 planes 
each, totalling 480, willremain. Of these, 8 groups 
of 40 each, totalling 320, are allocated to "Barbarossa" 
Available' for troop and supply shipments (distributed, 
among Air Fleets) . Another 42 planes might come in 
from production. 

c) Effective I.June, the Air Force will get no more 
automotive tires from Army. 
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6 Jung 1941. 

Morn-ing conference: , 

Bas t: Increasing Russian air activity 

Horth Africa:' British again getting frisky, .especially 
opposite Be-ng.a-sd: ; aircraft carrier reported en route . 
Havy: In sea "battle resulting in the loss of the SS 

"Bismarck", the ship was under simultaneous attack "by 50 
torpedo planes, 12 of which were shot down (great work I). 
Itappears likely that acoustic torpedoes were used, 

British apparently have a radar instrument with 35" -km 
range ( ours has only 20 kin). 
X%vy: SS Prinz Eugen ready to go to sea in 8 days. 
SS Luetzow will carry out; feints from Norway. SS 
Scharnhorst now completed, willprobably leave for the 
Atlantic through the Channel, under cover of diversionary* 
maneuvers. SS Hipper willbe ready in July, S$ Giieisenau' 
in October. Tirpitz now on shakedown cruise^ will enter 
service in August. 

Romania .' Increasing Russian movements along the "border 
Communist propaganda > 

Hoelter.* Liaison Staff JMorth, reports. Briefing on 
cooperation with Finns, 

Kralle; Formerly Attache in Hungary, calls before leaving 
for Madrid. 

Conference with Col. G-tgneral &uclerianr 

Armor has its main task not at the jump*-off, but finds it 
in exploitation of the breakthrough- . All strength must' be 
conserved for the tasks that follow. At jump-off, maximum 
advantage must therefore be taken of Inf.support. 267th 
and, 293rd Inf.Divs. must be placed under control of Arnicl. 
Group 2. They will be committed not as Divs.but rather 
as regimental teams without trains, under the command of . 
Armd.Divs. An order to this end will be issued by the OEE 
at once. 

Ma.j. Gen, Buhle; 

a) Tank repair centers for period after conclusion of 
"Barbarossa." We have one for German tanks (Warsaw or 
perhaps also Mil,District VIII) and one for Czech 

\u2666tank's Setting up repair centers for other Divs. 
which must be taken out of the front, would require 10 
days, but that is about the time it takes for a.liv.to 
be shipped back* 

b) Hew Balkans set-up. lew directive (1r.31) and. supplement**
 
on political function. 
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c)	 Reorganization of the Army after fall, 1941, 

d)	 Army -set-up Bulgaria. 

c)	 Questions relating to Army officials.* 

f) 22nd Div.* special equipment for airborne operations 
will remain under guard in Eomania for time "being. 

g)	 AAA situation improved. All that is lacking now are some 
prime . movers and truck columns. 

h)	 Table of Organization authorized for Commandant of 
British Channel Islands. 

i) 16th MG- Bn. becomes static on the Channel Islands. 

k)	 Rest leaves in ilorth Africa 
-Eeusinger Stieff Ruling, scale 'of maps for daily reports in 

"BarlDarossa. 11 

Dankwarts: Report on strike .situation at Lille: OLyiously \u25a0\u25a0''. 
politically inspired by Britain, De Gaulle movement and 
America (money).. But the basic rea,son probably is the 
food situation, for which the G-erman Ministry of Economics, 
more than anyone else, is to blame. 

Measures taken by Military Government sound and energetic, 
without need to resort to arms. The main thing is to get 
the food situation ironed out -promptly. Local Government 
agencies, police and employers are cooperating with us. 
The peak seems to have been reached, and the strike movement 
may be expected to fold up in about 8 days. 

Heusinger: 

a)	 All AA Bns . have been recalled from Greek theater 

b)	 GHcl AA Bns. willbe fully motorized 

c) Mine Clearing Bn. already on way to AGp. Center. Will be 
employed as a unit under Eoth. 

d)	 Styria, etc., keep the old borders with Croatia. 

c) Latest estimates show that all troops inEaples will be 
transferred, to iTorth Africa in June 5 leaving only one 
Coastal Arty. Btry., one Field Hospital, etc. Six 
convoys with four Italian and one German ships, each. 

f) Eungary: Requires 12 days to complete assembly of troops 
Our intentions will not be divulged before middle of 
June.' Hence, an Hungarian attack cannot come off before** 
B' plus 5 or B plus 6; provided ,that is, that they mean 
to be in on it. Our preparations then have to be this: 
Fourth Mt. Div. and 125th Inf. JDiv. willbe moved as GHq.. 
Reserves to AGp, South; 2C4th Div. which willbe ready 
to ship out by 18 June, can be sent to Pres'ov***, 
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where it would "be unloaded, "beginning 20 June, to 
constitute the link "between Romania *and Hungary; again 
provided that Hungary is serious about joinl&g the attack » 

If not, the 3>iv«'will "be moved "behind AGp. Center, as GHq. 
reserve.-

Kiiizelr Beportsl"back from his visit to the Finnish Gen. Staff. 

yon ZiehTberg: * 

Current Gen. Staff personnel matters 

7 June 1941. 

Situationt conference;conference; 

a ) At Solum. the British seem to "be "building up a new 
concentration.,. Something seems to "be up also in the 
direction of Sidi Suleiman. 

"!))\u25a0	 We shall not approach Slovakia "before middle of June 
(same as Hungary) .. 

c)	 Maximum railroad schedule on net west of Elbe ..river will 
"be cancelled «ffActive 16 June, 0000 hours. Likewise 
in occupied territory 

d) 150,000 Groat workers will come to Germany (for war 
industries). 

c)	 Gen Qu reports supplementary requisitions for 190 trains 
for period "between 17 and 23 June. That again I 

.Inspection of OP motor caravan ( organized "by Central Branch ) 
30 office vans. 

Lt»Col. Sperl,, C of Si Corps calls. Beports on experiences in 
Serbia. 

Col. Ochsner: Employment of smoke in Africa, (British are using 
phospfab run'-.).-. Ammunition issued for "Barbarossa". 

Col. Kinzel t Heusinger. Hoelter: Kinzel's report on tour to Fin
land, Conversations with Heinrichs . The Finnish High 
Command has squared their plans with ours, and. seems to "be 
going at it with every ounae energy. 

V Corps (Fins) ,• with two Divs. f is assigned to the 
Kandalaksha operation. 

Aaland will "be handled "by one Inf.Eegt., which is not needed 
elsewhere. 

r Han goc they ,have set out one Div. 

Assembly 6jffrtroopsj_ 
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On "border £QGX&glv-teii-isgfad 4 Divs.
 
I^orth of Lake^ Ladoga 2 D/ivs.
 
In -central sec to;." 5 to G^Divs..
 
(Operational group for offensive east of Lake Ladoga)
 

Reserves-: Helsinki 1 Div 
Turku 1Div 

(Would "be available for follow-up.) 

Time requirements; -obilization and assembly, 12 days, 

including five days' warning on contemplated direction 
of attack. 

The following target days have "been fixed:
 
10 June; Call-up of Border Guard and third Bns „ of Army
 
units.
 
15 June; Mobilization, of V Corps.
 
20 June: Heady to cross, over to Aaland and attack Hangoe.
 

IHillmobilization only after we open hostilities. They can 
start operations when we have crossed the Dvina. 

Finnish G-en. Staff urges attack east of Lake Ladoga 

Col. Baentsch; Report- on inspection at AGp. South. Assignment 
1of MT Fiegt ., disposition and employment in AGp. South. 

Points for "briefing of QM Hqs in impending tasks. 

Keitel OKW (on phone 

3-5	 Crete cannot "be made an exclusive Air Jorce domain 
Question of Executive Power. 

b)	 In Finland , Army Hq. Horway ca . only look after its own, 
and cannot take care also <5f the southeastern operation.* 
An assignment for Erfurth. 

c) Fuehrer's talk with yon dem Borne on Itforth Africa, 
. Tactical, details-. \u25a0 

d) Keitel's talk with Cavallero. Italy's plans for shipping 
troops to Africa are reaching too high. What the theater 
needs are not large masses of troops, but small contingents 
of crack troops with the best of equipment. Africa is a 
problem of logistics and equipment, not of mass 
concentrations .' 

Importance of protecting unloading operations in Benghasi
(coastal' artillery, escort planes, fighters, AAA). 

—
 
Increase inAfrica Corps' artillery fire power. 
Safeguarding of coastal shipping lane and cutting of 
British supplies to Torruk,, 

General "Bogatsch: 

a)	 Presents Rowehl's latest reconnaissance photos. Some 
gaps left around Eovno . 
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"b)	 Timing of Idng-^rapge reconnaissance. Staffeln must "be 
held "back at first.; prooa'bly will npt start operations 
liefore second day?* in AfrpV* Center 

yon Bornai.H -(with yon Zlehl"ber 

a)	 Relationship of "Staff School" to War Academy entrance 
examination inpeacetime.. Gen*Staff must insist on the 
special preparation and administrating of the Academy 
examinations. Selection of future G-en* Staff Officers 
must remain in our hands. The scores given "by Staff; 

School naturally willhave to "be given due consideration* 
On the other Land, the graduates' rating sheets willhave 

to incorporate criteria which can serve as "basis for -•the selection of War Academy candidates. 

Id)	 Academy courses starting next fall. Hard to tell as yet 
whether emphasis will- "be put on training of young 
Staff Officer Candidates, or on refresher training of: 
World War IGen. Staff Officers. The latter courses will 
"be necessary is any event. 

c) Motion pictures. Assignment of Motion Ficture units. 
Developments \u25a0in	 color films. 

d)	 Defense measures against flame throwers 

Evening at Eopp!s in Belitz. 

8 Ju-ne 1941, (Sunday).	 British i..:.vr. 
invade Syria* 

—- -Berlin. Leyherr comes for a visit. Color pictures taken. 

9 June 1941. 

By air uo front. _ Warsaw ( yon Ho"be*), Biala, Brest-Litovsk and— — Tilsit. Return, via Prisches Haff Danzig O&fnia. 

Conferences with Cs of S XII Corps (yon Waldenburg) and 
XXIXVIICorps (Bamler), and the Div, Gen. Staff .Officers. 
Allknow -their jo"bs and are in high spirits. Preparations 
for 22 June completed. 

The imposing vastness of tho spaces, in which our troops are now 
assembling, cannot fail "but strike a deep impression. By its" 

. very nature itputs an end to the doctrine of «Tuchfuehlung 
The Division as a self-contained operational unit becomes a 
dtminant factor. All the work of decades ***,which was 
undertaken to train the Div. Commanders for independent
leadership,	 Artillery supportmust pay dividends here.	 at 
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the jump«~d:ff Milnot te spectacularly strong, "but must do. 
Engineer work -.and signal communications seem to "be well 
prepared. 

10,, June 1941 « . 

S ituation conference;conference; 

jfforth Africa: . The Britisl: have finished regrouping their 
foruos at Soluraj rot yet clear whether for defensive or 

'\u25a0offensive opera 11ens. (Radio intelligence has located one 
more Div. Hq_ and one more Regt.) 

Crete: Command set-up still unsettled, "On top of all the 
combat missions which Air Force must carry through from its 
Crete "base, they -'.yibist on having administrative control. 
( On his own authority, txie CG- of XIAir Corps has styled 
himself "G-o-seraor",) 

rK : Transfer of GHq_ troops from Saloniki to Eleventh 
..rmy is slow. Russians- report presence of seven Grerman Divs 
in Moldavia. 

Syria: Minor advances of British. The French view tile 
situat ion optliriis ticr-].ly, 

Turkey; Conclusion of pact likely* 

Croatia; Beported to "be a"bout to join Tripartite Pact 
( 15 June , in Italy). 

Heusj.iTgGr;_ 

~- •  ._1->) 'Finland v Roinforoement -of Boreter-" Guard fte tween-l&3-<-~ 1-3' 
June. Mobilisation : Troops allocated to Hangoe <?,nd— 
Aaland .opcrallons , 12 20 June. V.Corps ( vlortheTn—
 Crroup) 

$ 15 to 25 June. Bulk of &rmy, 16 to 28 June. 

2.)	 ?lOth Div. (second occupation Div. for Norway) will "be 
shipped "between .14 and 17 June. 

* 3.)	 "Kaifisch' II" cannot "be carried out in the form 
planned "by High Command West, "because Havy has not got 
the required shipping available' for immediate tasks.. 

4-) .Crete-Greece: lool^sh plans of OKW In Crete, for which 
they want 4 Regts. Put up strong opposition L 
Also, we must get out again one of the, Mt. Divs. tied up 
in Greece. . 

Major -Liansen reports on his tour in Turkey, Syria and Irak 

Turkey: Popular sentiment on the whole is favoring us.
 
The Turks, went over to England "because they we^e afraid of
 
the Italiane. Realising now, that their fears are unfound*^
 
ed,. they would like to come around, "but must w4ita. while for
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!.ae public £o get used to thisr change of front. The Turks 
have iib political claims for1 the future* 

Il'sk.'.-. Impotent as a military factor. Internal situation 
chaotic. British forces in that theater will remain tied 
up for some time to come. 

Syria,; Dentz apparently a good, soldier and determined to 
resist c Popular senviment in the southern part of the 
country anti-British, in the Uorth it seems to he partly 
pro~De Gaulle, Eorces available in the South against 
British: 20 Rifle and 6 Arty. Bnsv; ought to "be enough. 

00,-g IV: 

a)	 Preparations for intelligence service in "Bar"barossa !r. 
\u25a0All intelligence sources must lie cleared through Ie 
officers. 

t) Preparation for intelligence service in future operations 
in Eastern Mediterranean. 

c)	 JTrance: Exploit channels for exchange of information on 
Britain a 

d)	 Exchange of cables Boetticher/loreign Office. 

~c)	 Conversation Fuehrer Duce«> Apparently an exchange of 
general ideas > without "binding commitments. (Switzerland 
disgusting.) 

Badke 

a)	 Propaganda organization for "Barbarossa" 

"b)	 Few enemy campaign for undermining German, morale "by 
personal attacks on high army leaders on the radio 
(slurs on yon Bock). 

c)	 Memorial Cemeteries and Soldiers' Monuments in France. 

d)	 Current matters. 

11 June 1941. 

Situa llon c onfeg^ngej^ 

a) Delay in transfer of units from Army Hq^ 12 to Army Hq. 11 
affects: 2 med»A rty. Bns 2 Eng.Bns, Arrival "by 22 June\u0084 

now is doubtful. 

"b)	 Eastern front all set. Build-up proceeds according to
plan. 

c Troop shipments running on sci-3dule . Eailroad accidents 
in the ZI willnot affect them appreciably. 
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d)	 Strike in Belgiulil Ms collapsed. 

OQ-ijl I? 

Deception measures in West and Sast. • Ho suspension of 
mail services in West now. Measures must "be stepped up* 
during July and possibly August.. 

t>)	 Operations on the periphery of ftJßar"barossa' r theater.— <• 

Preparations. 

Gen, ffrfurth reports as C of S Liaison Hq North* Briefing &n 
operational and personnel questions. 

A&m. Schuster (Admiral Balkans) reports on Crete and Aegean, and 
inquires a~bout "Earbarossa" (southern wing). 

Luncheon with Gene Ott, G-en. Paulus . 
•Gen. Wagner; Report on brip

' 
to Rome. Favorable impression of 

Italy and of Rintelen 1 s work. The talks in Rome strongly 
indicate that 'build-up of stores may "become possible during 
June, In terms of present strength of Africa Corps, the 
over-all supply picture is as follows: 

On	 hand Ship in June 

Ammunition: 4 issues (l with troops) 5 
Puel? 6rj- consumption quotas ("bulk with 50
 
troops)
 
Rations: 15 daily allowances (mostly 20-30 
Benghasi) 

-:•quired shipping space 44,000 ions. 

These transport requirements, plus what the Italians need, 
can "be supplied only "by putting 20,000 tons to work on the-—	 — — 
French route Toulon Bizerte and then G-abes Zarzie 
Tripolisw Of course, this means reloading at several points. 

Efficient operation can "be assured only by establishing in Rome,
'•an agency equipped with sweeping Dowers, to route required—	 — ••supplies through Prance, Naples Tripoli, Naples	 :'—	 —
 

\u25a0Benghasi, or Taranto- Peloponnese Benghasi, according . 
as shipping and naval and air escort become available. -:Such a powerful agency does not exist as yet. Aerial and 
coastal protection necessary to insure safe operation of 
the routes must be furnished by Air Force and Army.. 

12 June 1941. 

Situation conference: _ 

lorth Africa;: Minor changes in enemy dispositions, furnish-:;-.; 

ing no clues to offensive intentions. Still, an attack need 
not "be ruled out. It may well develop in the coming moon~ 
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bright, nights v 
Fifth tt;. Div.., .hairing now teen taken out of line, is held 
in. readiness for counterattacking southeast of Tobruk. 
Will work together with elements of fifteenth Div., which, 

were also withdrawn. 

Syria: Local British advances, mainly along coast; in this 
sector-, Dentz has no means for striking. hack. 

Turkey: Willnot intervene in Syria. It looks to them 
that Dentz has little chance \u25a0* to .hold' out' long. -Britain haa -not 
todate approached Turkey to take positive action in the 
fighting in Syria. 

22nd Div.. with Arty- and trains will arrive in operational 

area "between 20 and 25 June, 

G-on. Konrad: Reports "back after illness. -*- Dietl's wishes— 
concerning Air.Force sup-port for"Silberfuchs ? Uniformity"— 
in procedure for enemy reports in Air Force and Array .—. 
Exchange of information "between the two Branches of the — Armed Services and its organization. Exchange of maps.r~*

\u25a0itforth-rAfrican supply problem and what Air Force can do for 
it. 

Q-ercke: a) Personnel questions: Recommendation for promotion 

of Bork and Ludwiger 

b)	 Railroad operation. Allocation of cars for industry 
and coal distribution satisfactory in spite of maximum 
railroad schedule. 

c)	 Motor trucks for operations on RS. tracks: Available 
174. Can pull 3 trucks, with through-brakes. 

d) Construction of bridge near Edirne makes no headway, 
because Turks want their own contractors to do the 
work. We are interested in.having the work done 
quickly, for we may need that railroad line next fall. 

c)	 Organizational questions? "Inspectorate of Railway 
Troops ft is ..necessary also in wartime. Some Brigade 
Hqs required for control of -these troops. 

Inspection of CP motor caravan: One van for ObdH, one van for 
G-en. Staff. 

Fellgiebel reports on his tour in the East; Suggestions 

a)	 Dummy movements in Hungary and Romania, in coordination 
with AG-p. South. 

"b)	 Hq_s imist "be instructed on proper radio procedure for 
traffic "between rear and forward GPs. 

Gren Q,u: a) Organizational set-up of "Armed Forces Commander South— 
east 11 .* Relationship between Military Commander 
"Serbia" and "G-erman General Bulgaria", Take Army Hq 
2 out of theater. 
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"b) Organization of supdl^ services for Africa. Transport 
dictator. 

c) BoacU-rail automobile and rail prime movers 

d)	 Issue no more orders involvingbas ic changes prior to 
"Barbarossa", 

Op, Sect 

a) Briefing of Corps Hq_s : of GHq reserves. 
" 

HeceDtion Hq_s** assembly and transfer to front. 

b)	 Improve defense preparedness of Channel Islands. 

c) Ninth Arrad.Div. has difficulties getting equipment to
gether. Second Armd.Piv. willhelp out, "but as a result 
will complete own outfitting later than scheduled. 

13	 June 1941. 

Situation conference: 

Tobruk; Solum unchanged. Eavia Div.** has taken over south
ern front at Tobruk. Fifth Lt. Div. taken out of line. 

Romania: Readying of ships for Betfsarabia» Dismantling 
of tracks on railroad bridge *\u25a0** Radio communication with 
Havy. *# 

East;	 onMovements schedule 

Syria: . French reports sound somewhat better now; apparent
lyBritish advance along the coast and south of Damascus has 
been checked. 

G-eneral Bogatsch: 

a)	 Missions for close-range reconnaissance Staffeln, Iwon' t 
let him use also the OKE Staffeln at the start; their 
turn comes later. 

b)	 Allocation of AAA to Armies 

OQ,u IT (at first with Mellenthin) i Position of Attaches in 
relation to the "German Generals" (in Bulgaria etc.,) 
Military Missions' etc. Intelligence Center under Rohde in 
Middle East. 

Col, Ziegler: (C of S XXXXIICorps) drops in while here for 
"briefing of Corps Hqs of the GHq_ Reserves. 

General Ihomas (Armament Economy Office); Fuel reserves willbe 
exhausted in fall. Aviation gasoline willbe down to one-
half, regular gasoline to one-quarter, and Diesel and fuel~ 
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oil to '\u25a0one-half of requirements. 
Cooperation with. Armament Economy Office. 

Political questions: Operational plans cannot "be tailored 
to suit economic planners. 

OQ,u 111 1 Dissension regarding relocation of replacement units in 
the West are settled "between Aray Hq. 1 and BdE, 

* 
yon dem Borne, Heggenreiner and Eommel are ganging up on Gause 

in his new post. 

G-en Q,u; Cm 0 Balkans j legal and administrative tasks 

Buhle: a) Report on Eastern tour. Divs. on the whole in "better 
shape than last spring.. Very satisfactory over-all 
impression. \u25a0 

b) Repair -facilities for Armd, troops. How much static 
and mobile? •* 

—	 ** c) Special Bn. Irak To "be formed with volunteers. 

Conference with QbdH after his return, from the East: 

a)	 Over-all impression satisfying. Troops in good shape. 
Operational planning generally well thought through. 
Open questions: Timing of attack. Some of the Corps 
want dawn instead of 0330, 

What to do in the event that enemy attacks before we 
strike. Proclamanation to troops on attack on Russia.*** 
Must set forth reasons', 

b) Review of the situation created On the Balkans by the 
new OKW order (with G-en Qu present) . 

c)	 Review of general situation. 

Heusinger: Report on Eastern tour with ObdH. E^,impressions*^ 
parallel those of ObdH, 

G-en. Paulus: a) How to overcome the difficulties confronting the 
of Gs;use !s. Staff Hq.mission	 in- Garibaldi's 

b)	 Shift of replacement units of ME to France. 

G-en« ffellffie'bel: 

a)	 Dummy Ba&io traffic in Hungarian territory prior to 
"Barbarossa" • Consultation with the Hungarians on 
18 June . 

b)	 Radio communications during shifts of CPs . 
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14 June 1941. (G-eneral conference in 
f s Office).3uehrer 

-Reports on 'ffiarbarossa" t^.the Ofs Army Gps,, Armies and Armd., 
G-roups, 

' 

\u25a0\u25a0.; 

1100- t Jalkenhqrst together with Stumpff (Air Force) report 
on "Silverfucks". i\forthern Group, B plus 7;Southern Group* 
plus 9 „ 

1300 -*- 1400. i leport of CG-s . Armies and Armd. G-p. of, AGp. 
South. The question of control of Romanian Army is clar
ified* Up to the start of offensive operations, Antones cu 
will formally exercise supreme control in Romania. Army 
Hq 11 will "be attached to him as his "working staff", and 
thus will "be- in actual control, "but orders to the Romanian— 
troops must "be issued through Antonescu. In this set-up 
the "Army Mission" will act as liaison staff "between Army 

Hq_ 11 and Antonescu. Hungary will not \>e taken into 
confidence,, "but merely advised that Hungarian defense 
measures must take into consideration the counting strength 
of Russian forces on her "border. 

Slovakia will not "be informed for the time "being. On start 
of hostilities, their Army Command will"be requested to get 
their troops ready to move, in order to "be a"ble to repel a 
Russian advance into Slovak territory. (Employment 
desirable on the Russian "border south of Seventeenth Army.) 

After luncheon, the Fuehrer delivers a lengthy political 
address, in which he explains the reasons for his intention 
to attack Russia and evolves his calculation that Rassia's 
collapse would induce England to give in • ' 

~ 1630 1830 : 'Report OJI measures in the Baltic (Adm 
Schmun&t) , afterwards AGp. BTorth and Center. 

* Prolonged de"bate on the dangers which threaten G-Hq from 
the Bialystofc salient. Minefields t** 

It has now "been decided to advance Zero Hour from 0330. to' 
0300. 

15 June 1941. (Sunday, Berlin). 
—
 Farewell visit to G-erti. Visit to Jarbfilm-Foto*** to take a—
 

look at the color photo taken at home. Visit "by Koppen
"berg. # 

\ 
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16; June, 'l94l. 

S jttia't lon, teyorti 

a)	 Superior- British forces, striking far to the south and 
southwest, have teen attacking Solum since Sunday \ — 
morning. British throw in 150 200 tanks. Enemy has 
air superiority. 60 tanks knocked out, also 11 aimlanes 
•Ta,nk "battle southwest of Capuzzo. Allattacks havo "been,

' 
repelled. i 

British are transferring airplanes to the Eastern 
Mediterranean. Intensified British submarine activity 
in the Mediterranean (embracing Aegean). 

"b)	 Operations area of Russian ftb.vy. Sussian patrol activity 
at Hangoe and on the western end of the Gulf of Finland. 

c),V.S^ Havy shifts its main concentration to the. Atlantic-. 

Jako"b 

a)-lurun— Magu^ele "bridge dismantled'- (llJune) ,'will "be. moved 
to,G-ernavoda*and, replaced "by large ferry. '.;• 

*&)	 Sybel ferries have arrived at Oernayoda, 
Constant a: 23 ferrie.s undier. construction .(number to "bb 
increased t0.47) . Will"not te ready "before 25 June . 

c)	 Mine detectors for Eleventh Army, 

Conference 'with lield Marshal Li-sir'inrOlDdHls 'office regarding 
. \u25a0appointment of !1 Armed Forces Commander 'Southeast" . 

B-ghle: a)	 Seinf orceraeiut <^f Channel Island defenses: 3 22 cm 
Btrjrs,, 315 cm gun. Btrys ., 6 siege gan~. 18 B'tiys. 

1%) "Assault guns and Tank IV. Use of assault 'guns as 
substitutes for .lacking tanks' lV. 

c)\ Question of furloughs in Africa. 2% <?f furloughs in 21 
Zfo' 4n African rest centers;. . --Heplace married personnel.. 

d)	 Replace men t situation; . By 1 Oc tober \u25a0 'Eepla cement Army 
will "be 450j0'00 strong. Anticipated normal attrition 

t	 losses (sickness, discharge for unfitness, etc.)
 
ISO, 000. 7 This Teavee 300 ,"000 plus 70, 000 in Field
 
B-eplacement 3ns i, a iiotal of' 370., 000 , as ..replacements.
 
for;Td attle losses- in "Bartaros sa".
 

c)	 Current "business-. Also expression of views on organiza -tion program 'of Eai^way Engineers.^ .	 -\u0084 . 

Briefing- ofliaison Officers
'
'a t .Army' Gp/,"Ariny- and Aj-md. &p-;Hq_s . 

HeuslngerAfterwards for curVent "businessj current
' 

matters turned-
\u25a0 

\u25a0 

- over	 to Paulus. : . : \u25a0'."\u25a0•' . . '\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0;, . 

Buhler G-etv 

ready 900th' Brigade.. Will "be committed around 
T 

/ 

» 
sf!ifi 

-

^.\u25a0\u25a0lss 



-Ostrolenka, under tactical .control, of AGp.B^ to guard against 
any Ifcisslant breakout attempt from 'the BiaiLystok salient} : 

• votherwise G-Hq. Reserve. •) J \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.'. ,- :..'\u25a0" 

1^ June 1941. 

By plane to Wiener Keus tad t -..Belgrade.- Bucharest (conference 
~- 

with Army Mission and Attache) Const anz a -Danube, Delta. 
• Bacau (Moldavia) and to Hq, Eleventh Army.

t 
19 June 1941 . 

% 

Hovx "by plane and car along northern and eastern "border of Romania. 
.Defense positions. In the evening conference in Eleventh 
Army Hq., Af- dinner Imeet the Romanian. War Minister. 

19; June 1941. 

Ham during the night causes severe- floods 'which .complicate ride 
\ t,o Bacau airfield in the morning.,, Take-off delayed. J'j.ight. 

above, clouds ('4,000 m) to Budapest, where we are received ••-— 
! - "by' G-e.n, Werth,; '\u25a0'• luncheon and conference, By air, to 

(conference Military Attachs 1_'-' Bratislava with fieri/ Ott and 
\u25a0Becker) .—*- He turn flightVtollangsdorf. \u25a0'\u25a0">, . 

/:-, 

20 June ,l9^l. 

" Situation, conference: 

a) Africa: . Defensive success at Solum, Two qhomy 
tank "brigades at least bad! V crippled ('2OO tanks) . X 
Air Corps transfers the following new units to Africa: 
1 long-range, fighter Staffe-l; . and 2 divebomber Staffeln.' 

,b) East; Assembly of troous proceeding according to \u25a0'plan. ;- Weather --''favorable. Elvers -.par-t'ly .below normal. 

c) Replacement milts in Mildistricts -II and 111 go to XX 
and XXIon 23 June, from.'.Protectorate v:to Mil.District* 
I on 15 July. 

d) MoXotov wanted "to .see the fuehrer on 18 June, 
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\	 Heusingeffi^" 

a) $ue&rer concerned about area west of August ow^,* and about 
(iomania, . Auj£i:u3t PJftL Use SS .and' 900th. Brigade > i-.rV

Romania: Parts of "sth Armd/Div: are to "be sent over > 
(Fuehrer's wish). Actually only components available-. 
are: two- thirds of 13th Eifle Begt.^and 2nd Bn./31st
Ai-iikU Regt. Movement from Athens to- Romania will take 
8 -.9.days. For now they can go to. Saloniki (2-3 days). 

*b) , East; S^uatble %e^e&n AGps.;l"orth and Center about 
time.jump-off----- Protection- of Vistula bridges (AAA).2S

\u25a0v	 a *— 

Adolf Hitler will not be ready in time. Tracked comptm-" 
ents leave on 22 June, qtheri not "before 25 «Tune. 

c)	 Romania; lew Command eet-up- . Hq, of Romanian Third Amy 
steps down.**	 \u25a0j 

d)	 46th and 294th Divs. in Belgrade area ready to bo shipped.: 
Move 294th Div. to Saxony. 

c)	 AGp. South wants 4th Mt.Div. . W.o 1 May follow up 
as GHq. Reserve behind Seventeenth Army in its drive on . 
Jaroslav. 

Gen., pehquist: ITis-hes of the Finnish G in C. • 

I^7 Want to receive request of G-erman High Command to start' / 

Ladoga operation at latest possible date. ! )[\u25a0'-'''' 

2.) Ope rat ion,east of Lake /Ladoga, is the one. lihey want. 

3.) SeVen days' alert notice for start of operation (five 
days -only in...'an emergency) » Some thing:new %' 4.) J'innish, High Command wants to "have V Corps freed as aooit 

.as possible for .operation Ladoga. '; Other it-ems of 
•\u25a0 

\u25a0 >, v .'	 .information: , , ' / 

: 
a) Difficult food situation. ..\u25a0 / f 

; Td) Mobilization starts/on 18 Junei r'Comt)leted 28 June* 

G-en. Eogatsch:,- 'AAA-protect ion'.ofo f ~Vistula bridges. First use 
... 'troops available on the spot. Fo thing must be taken from 

the AAA:-of G-round t at least not in the 
' 

first -
\u25a0 

\u25a0 -, 
„ \u25a0"\u25a0' d&fam/'- ... .• . i

' 
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 , '\u25a0\u25a0 ;,

.' ..'\u25a0 ....". r'', .. , . . «: \u25a0	 \u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0/. *,\u25a0-'. . .... ..\u25a0	 _ •. .-.. .. /. .-.. . , j : ... 
gol. yon Ziehrb'erg: Transfer of GHq_. : thirrent G-en /Staff questions. 

Conference with ObdH -on my travel -impressions and "Barbarossa", 
'	 on' 

: ;\u25a0 -2STo .important new yiewpoinfesu	 
». \u25a0.. 

In the evening we receive the Fuehrer \u25a0proclamation to the troops 
\u25a0 for "Barbarossa".' ..-A longwinded manifesto, surprisingly Im^ 

. a predominant political tenor. - < -
•\u25a0 

\u25a0'> 

Late in the evening yon Zjehlb erg still has ' 
reportssome " on 

'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 .	 ( lav VI, CorpsK.personnel matters . 
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-\u25a0\u25a031 .June »1941. ', 
k 

-

Situation conference: 

'" * a) ,' Codeword IX^rtmund'' . has cs'ojae through.
 

t>) Materiel .position.'; of ;SS;SS 'Adolf Hitler has improved, .Div.
 
1 may> yet get ready; in VtimeY , 

: '\u25a0". 
*' \u25a0", : 

c)| Losses at Solum are on a reasonable scale t Total 560 men, 
\u25a0with* proportion of killqd considerably^ lower; than at 
To'bruk. "luiriber of miss ing.large, "but that is probably 
ineVitable in such desert 15a tties. 

d)	 Hungary lias effected certain improvements in her "border - .defenses (AT guns)-. ;'.;•.' , ;.'i \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'.;• .-•\u25a0'.. 

c)	 The SS destined as se-curity force on "border north of 'the 
Bialjjrat.ok tip, Villgo to Arys.** 

/
 

f) s-yrlal
s-yrlal Situation not unfavorable, Attitude' of Wench 
airman; is "becoming increasingly pro^G-erir^n. 

Gen1.- Bran& t Gen. Buhle:
 

a) Artillery.developments'. o_n develop-
Gen, Staff \u25a0comments 
\u25a0 meat program of Chief of Armament* 

"b.)	 Brand reports on his inspection tour: Artillery assembly 
in the East, ; 

' 
( 

c) Eatio; of.combined German and Romanian artillery to 'Russian' 
••'\u25a0;	 ' ' r 

\u25a0Isas 2.2 :2.9. \u25a0'. \u25a0\ : .	 I. .'\u25a0 > .\u25a0 

'	 y 

Gen. Buhle: a) Current organizational matters. :
 

t) Tank developments'" program next fall
 
' c) Experiences gained in refitting A'rmd. units a.fter
\u25a0 

the Southeast. operation.
 

Gen,
 yon JClrchheim: 

a.) -Experiences inHorth Africa.\u25a0\u25a0 Suggests farming of Camel 
Transport columns (6,000 camels eq[ual to two .30~nton "\u25a0 

truck columns) . 
"b) Dis"banding of .Colonial Staff. 

c) Personal impressions on relations "between certain j
' personalities in-ITorth .-Africa.. . \u25a0'•'"'. '. \u25a0."-. 

/ 

&\u25a0) .Requirements "for attack -on- 2o"bruki 9 -.Rifle Bns.f>3 
1 Combat Bns.	 30 Rocket Projectors; Btrys. ;. 

Ma,f» Gen. Paulus: Reorganization of office routine after start of
 
operation. •. '('Written instructions .for internal' Gen. Staff
 

\u25a0service) v ; .	 ' 

Gen. Ifetzky: ,a)	 Britain: 42 combat-fit Divs.; and 7 newly activat-

Ed Divs. in the homeland.
 

\ 
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\ 

"b)	 Resources" for moving British troops to Senegambiai 
\ 

\u25a0'c)	 Time required for' ship-ping one British Div. "by sea: 
3 weeks (asßerrfbly 

f loading and unloading ) tdlus voyage. 

d)	 Rhode team for collection of intelligence in the Middle 
East installed in/Ankara. 

' c)	 Individual Army officers on s/peelai missions will"be 
1subordinate to the Military Attaches . 

f) 25 Romanian highs chool graduates will ente-r .the German 
Army as officer candidates. 

Wagner ,~ -Baentsch: 

a)	 Possibility of transport difficulties in the Lublin 
corner. If necessary, 'make adjustments' in troop trans~ 
ports .., 

T?5	 Suspension of JTeldpost from the, ZI to the Army between B 
$>lmr 1- to ;B plus 5. / 

3©)	 Oversea .Staff (an DOT creation- which in that form comes 
' 

\u25a0\u25a0 

\u0084 
\u25a0too late, and is ineptly organized).," , . v 

Wagner alone: 
' d) Gonferences of G«n Q,u in France? . THalfischlf,

'\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0'* 
\u25a0*:trIsabella". / , ..	 , 

c)	 French political situations (intrigues by our political-
agencies make Dar-lan' S 1 position.' very difficult.) 

* 
f)	 fest mobilization of "Resurrection columns 1 was a full 

success » •*. . :\u25a0\u25a0.•..--.'\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0'-.\u25a0.•\u25a0';. 

Seus ingerv: 
/ 

a) Thirteenth Rifle 'Regt. for Romanian 1 ( arrives Saloniki ' 25, June., could. reach Romania 29 June) OKWs s interest 
slackening 

Td) IIDuce offers for Eastern operation? One Corns Hq_,, ** 
2 Car..- Divs.r 1 mot, unit ( to operate on the Balkans'? ), 

.;C.) Slovakia: No political 'steDs intended. 

d)	 Air\u25a0 Fo.ree (Waldau) reports that it is . ready 

c). OMH would like to ha.ye 
*

164th DiV. in "Barbarossa" * low -. ''marooned" ,pti G-reek islands;,-.' Will not arrive in^ time> 
?Could' W used; iin. Anatolia cnoe-ratiohi Will "be" offset 

"by a Div." of Fifteenth Draft.: 

Snemy; intelligence?, Heightened Russian alertness; reported in some 
\u25a0places, (manning of positions fa«>ln^ VIIICorps). . 

.I'inn j^sh, mohilizat ion proclamations reported to have "been posted. 

\ 
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7 
Conference schedule in W 3arbarossa n ; 

liVmy ,office;:. 090Q ancl3ooo . 
Beport to Fuehrer after • bOnfetences * 

\u25a0\ 

Balance ®f ,s trertgth. : 
\'j i 

G-ermany ( "Barbados sa^, '.firont 

102 Inf. Divs. (mcl..4 It.and 2 Mt. vDivs.) 
19'Armd." Divs./ 
14 mot. Divs. ( mcl. 4 SS Divs.) 
5 Special Divs% (i.c;.:, 3 Security Divs. and 2 Mvs 

Draft 

Total 141 Divs. :.\u25a0 ' 

Bussia (entire European Bgssia 
f-

' 

154 Inf. Divs. 
25j- CaTw Divs. / 

Total 213 Divs. (rounded figure) 

i 

y 
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s 

? 
>,	 22 Juni 1941. (Sunday) Ist Day. 

The morning .reports: ,indicate that all Amies (except Eleventh) 
have started the .offensive according to plan.,- Tactical 
surprise of the, enemy has apparently "been achieved along the 
•entire line. A^Ll "bridges across the Bug river, as on the 
entire river frontier, were undefended and are in our hands 

\u25a0** intact.. That the enemy was taken "by surprise. '.is evident . 
::] from the facts that troops were caught in their quarters, 

that -planes on the 'airfields were covered up, and that enemy, 
/ 

'. , 
' groups^ faced with the unexpected development at the front 
inquired at their Hq_s in the rear what they should do. More 
effects of the surprise may "be anticipated from the assaults 
of our Armor, which have ."been ordered in all. sectors. 
The Mavy reports that the enemy seems to have T^een taken 
"by surprise: also in their zone of action. Kis reactions 
to the \u25a0\u25a0': measures, of,, the last few days were of a purely passive 

.	 nature j and he
;

now is holding "back his naval forces in 
ports., apparently in fear of mines \u2666 _;• 

Paulus communicates to me 1100, State Secretary yon Welzsaecker 1 £ 

appraisal of the situation; Britain willat first feel N 
\u25a0 

1

relieved "by the news* of ousrrattack on Buss ia .and will re*-. 

forces".\u25a0''joice the "dispersal of our But a rapid advance 
of G-erman troops will soon 'bring disillusionment, fD-r the 

: defeat of Eussia cannot- "but lead to a marked! strengthening
' r 

,	 of our position in Europe. . . 
As to Britain1 s. readiness for" an accord with us he has this 
to say: ,The propertied classes will strive for a settlement 
leaving us a free hand in the Sast, "but it would, involve 
renunciation of our 'claims' to: Holland and Belgium. 'If these 
tendencies are . to prevail,, Churchill has to "be overthrown,' 
as he relies-' on the support: of the Lator Party, which is 
not interested .in a peace- concluded "by the propertied v 

classes^ Such a peace would "bring the propertied interestsv . 
"back into,power,, whereas the. Labor Party' wants power for 
itself/,: . The La"bor Party therefore will contiriue the war 

:' until the propertied class is entirely eliminated. IF-nder 
what conditions it.would"' eventually "be willing to come to 
terms with Germany, cannot -"be- predicted t/. Probably vehement 
opposition to/ B'ational Socialism, "by reason -of.strong Jewish 
influence and.Communist connections!, For. the time 'being-, 
in any case, the Labor; Party will not "be /dispcmed to put an . 

•" v	 - ' " 
end to the wax>; '.\u25a0'\u25a0:	 \ i ..\u25a0': 

In the Jar East,, an attack "by Japan .on Britain: aiTpears un
likely. Both Japan and .U.S.. will endeavour to' keep from lie
ing drawn into the war. Itis in G-ermany. f s interest to keep 

i "both out of the conflict; otherwise the war.,, "both- in dura- \u25a0.\u25a0-.\u25a0 

ti.on and. .resources "would pc entirely out of- control, and: the 
,making, of an eventual peace would, "be infinitely complicated;. 
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Kixtzelj :Ha,t.g.ky: 

\u25a0a)	 Russian, operational mot. Reserve Group P'skcw has, 'been 
locale! 'south of the Dvina river( t)> '300 km Southwest 
of /the area where it was originally "believed to do. 

\u25a0JhatU just right for,us-'. 

Td)	 Identity of various Russian .units confirmed. Russian 
radio signal: Staff Third Army wiped out, send long-
range fighters. V 

c)	 Situation m Syria is, "becoming critical.- Damascus' 
fallen, British mot. forces advancing- on Palmyra from 
the eas t. 

V;! 
12QQ. Report that Russians have resumed international radio ;

.scommulii cat ions, which were interrupted this niorning.. 1 Ihey 
have asked ..Japan to ac;t as .intermediary in the political.. 

\u25a0 

' 

\ and. economic, relations^ Tpe-tween Russia and Germany, andrare 
v "in constant- radio contact;' with the G-erman Foreign Office, 

Capt.	 Loyke (lavy);reports on war situation at sea. Russians 
surprisingly passive* 

1330.	 vGp, |ec,:. 

reports enejmy aircraft destroyed (i'airst Air 
/\u25a0'.

: 

H;oet_ 100, Second Air Fleet 3Q(D,. Fourth A^r Fleet. 
!4oo). 

lieningra^d' sea. approaches mined- without losses.. Own., losses 
so. 

a)-	 Ai;r S'orce 800 " 

far 10-ai^crafV. 

I?)'	 X&p» Gentey reports wild flight On the Brest^Litovsk 
Mj.n^k road, Russian command organization in. coirrpLete 
confusibh. 

q)	 AGp. South reports that own patrols have crossed the 
Prut river "between Galatz. and Husi and Jassy without 
encountering any reals tances -Bridges are . im: our hajids.\u2666\u25a0 

Afternoon; Beports on advances especially north of^Brest~|jitoysk 
?	 ' 

.	 (Both) and !of Armd. Xsp « 4 (H.oeppner) 4". ':"'\u25a0''' 

Italy declares, herself to. "be in a. state of, war,with Russia.. 

Sic .over-all' -picture y of- the first day of the offensive lis as 
follows:' ,\ . . -•\u25a0 

,'-Ehe enemy was, surprised "by the G-erma;n attack. Sis forces 
\u25a0were	 not in tactical disposition for defense. She troops

/	 
in the "border zone were widely scattered in their quarters. 
Thr frontier itself was for the mosst part weakly guarded... 

>	 A^ a result df this 'tactical surprise, enemy resistance . 
ciirec'tiy on' the. "border, was weak :and disorganized, and we 
succeeded everyr^here^in seizing the bridges across the 
"border rivers and. in. piercing the defense positions (field 

* -
\u25a0.	 ;fortifieatioEs) near the'- troptier. .' . . ."' 
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After the first shocks the enemy has turned to fight. 
There have "been instances of tactical withdrawals and- no 
doubt also disorderly 'ret-reats, "but there are no indica
tions of an attempted operational disengagement. S^ch a 
possibility can moreover be discounted^ Some enemy Hq^s 
have "been put out of 'action, e.g., in Bialystok, and some 
sectcrs so are deprived of high echelon control. But quite 

:)
.apart from that, the impact of shock is such that the 
Russian High Command could not "be expected in the first few 
days to form a clear enough picture of the situation to 
make so far-reaching- a decision. On top of everything*, the 

\u25a0command organization is^too ponderous to effect syift 
operational regrouping in reaction to our attack., and so 
the Russians willhave to accept battle in the disposition 
in which they were,- deployed. 

Our Divs, on the entire offensive front have forced "back the 
enemy on an average of 10 to 12 km. This has opened the 
path for our Armor. 

In AGp. South, G-roup Kleist was aisle .to get its northern 
and central Corps moving in the noon hours. If, as seems 
likely, they reach the Styr river still today, they will 
have_to fight ii> out with the enemy 

t 
mot « Group east of the 

Styr tomorrow and the day after. The outcome will "be 
decisive for their operational freedom of movement* 

In AGp. Center,- the right wing of Armd.Gp* Guderian (Third 
and Fourth Armd. Divs.) was for a time held up in difficult 
wooded terrain (which Ibelieve could have "been avoided) 
and wil£ start rolling on the Brest ~ Minsk motor highway 
toward 'evening, if all goes well* The northern wing (Lemel
sen) has pierced the opposing enemy forces and has gained 
operational freedom of movement . The two coming days will 
show. '-in what way Guderian can dispose of the enemy mot. 
forces round Minsk. Once they a.te "beaten, the operational 
success of this' Armd. Group is assured. 

fforth of Bialystok, Armd. Group Hoth scoredl quite a remark
able success. Ithas pushed through the forest and lake 
country to the ITjemen river. The important crossings near 
Olita and Merkine have fallen into our* hands intact. 
.Advance elements of eight Divs.,. thrown against ithave "been 
scattered and there is no organized enemy resistance in 
front of it. 3Tull operational freedom of movement appears 
to have T^eon achieved in this sector. 

In the' area of AGp* ¥orth, A£md. Gp. Hoeppner has "battled 
its way to the Biiblssa river and captured two crossings 
intact • Here r the enemy will "be able to throw fresh forces 
against us from his depth in the nestt few days. 

The Army Gps. are- pursuing their original objectives. Hor 
is there any reason for a change.,.. OKH has no occasion to 
issue any orders. The time is not ripe yet for a decision 
on how to employ Eleventh Army. Our assault troops have 
crossed the Prut river at various points and have seized the 
bridges. But there are no signs that the Russians are 
yielding the area between'Pruth and Dniestr, 
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V 

has foi* immediate commitment an Armd.G-p.Slovakia offered 
in the strength-; 'of about a. reinforced Regt, t to be .ready > 

\ 

at Presov .by .23V evening. ...The offered Group is .accepted\u25a0 

and assigned ,i>6 \u25a0S3vent.ee.ntii Army,;. In additifeiif two- Divs. t 
to "be brought isp to war strength immediately, willb© avall'
able by 25 JuheV ;P3iey f too, willgo t© 3:eyentoen.tli rArmyi . 

Hungary, which has stationed 2 Brigs. on h.e/:r bor;d£:r a^it ?\u25a0\u25a0 

;lßrlgs.- behind tfeem under VIII Corps-H^ ,h.as- closed 
her frontier, , On the ipolitiqal side, we make no 

;

request 
to Hungary. If the soldiers' want to join us;/ie

:t them ,- ;prevail' on their politicians to-do so. 
: 

'\u0084 , 

Air {Force- repo;rts 850 cnev my. airplanes shot: down. %is 
num"ber include s. entire "6 omlDer squadrons/ committed without 
'fighter escort, which were taken on and destroyed in the. 

'- '\u25a0	 -f _ ,;'\u25a0\u25a0 
\u25a0air ,"by our fighters . / . . .\u25a0': \u25a0";\u25a0..'.';:

23 June 1941 , 2nd Say: 

1 • 
\u25a0-\u25a0 :" - ' "\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0 ('\u25a0'. , \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0•-'. . ': ,\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0...\u25a0 

morning reports of 23 June, and the .c Qnff;ludinp'__4aily ;rejEprtsL^ 
\u25a0 /<"'. 

'-'for ,£2 JuneV ,;- which cane; -in, during- the nighty .indidai/Q ,that 
\u25a0•\u25a0\u25a0	 an eaeay attempt at .disengagement; must "be expected. AC-p'.
 
: Jlorth. even "believes that ;the enemy ma.y have made, this
 

• decision as far ."back as four days ago,, < , . ; 

Ihe assumption that considerable portions of the enemy are-
further 'in.'the' rear than we assumed, and are partly "b eing

v
taken "back even now t is corroborated "by the fac t" that our ; 
troops < although they had to.fight for:i.it, did penetrate 
the "border areas to a :depth 'of .'as much as 20 ,km. on the. . 
first day, and "by the absence of a,ny larg^ take 1 of 
pris©ners: and the singular absence of any major ;' 'artill
ery

1 

activity*/ another .indication would "be 'the withdrawal, 
-rof	 mot* Corps in the direction of Minsk. . 

In/frojijb; of AG-p. South also the anemy appears to. "be falling
"back eastward -from the Hungarian ."border,, in order to got 
his forces, out of the pocket. The fact that, troops are,,, _ 
moving frontward in.some places does net, argue against 

! these inferences, for these are spots -where a rapid advance 
:of G-erman troops would, compromise the withdrawal , e.g; 

opposite Apirid, Group Hoth -and, Kleist"rs \northern Wing, and 
\u25a0in the IV Corps sector of Seventeenth Army f , . . 

In, view of all this we- must adhere tjo our plan, for the 
operations north of the.-'Bripet %irshes , that is, to mish, '/\u25a0, 
the two Armd. wedges of Gnderian. and Hoth on Minsk and pinch, 
off the Bialystok pocket. Prospects

' 
of success 'are- good. If 

we 'succosd/thG ;h«le:'- .tori into the ent-fre .^usadaii \u25a0\u25a0frbiijf.-will "be 
so large -and elilnination of so many enemy Bivs,willhave '.;. 
changed the \u25a0balance of 'etrQhgth so greatly in our.favor. favor .-,\u25a0 

that we shall have,., full operational freedom, \u0084.'' " :: 
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The situation 15) "ks more difficult in the sector of AG-p. 
South, "because in. abandoning the original plan of operation,<; 
based- on .Romania *, we have thrown away our "best strategic 
opportunity,.. TCp shall have to confine ourselves to probing* 
for the soft spot and then drive an Armd. wedge through it 
as hard as we can. At /.the moment this soft spot ssems to 
present itself on the motor highway in Kleist's central 
sector, north of Tarnopoi. 

1200 . HimerOfon phone): We gratefully accept every kind of 
" •Hungarian cooperation, provided it does not strain 

our- road and rail communi cat ions with Romania* 

\u25a0*"*1400.'By* plane' to Billing, 4nd. then by car to nb %\u2666 
Development of situation; .In AGp. South, in Romania,, the ' are attacking our Prut bridgeheads and are making 

reconnaissance forays against the Romanian Cavalry, from*** 
Cernauti. Gnat's very good 1 

In Seventeenth Army sector enemy resistance seems to be slacken
ing in the direction "of Lw^w. In Sixth Army sector, the 

' 
. faulty development of Thirteenth Armd. Divv» has had the 

i-; ... result that Thirteenth •and fourteenth Armd. Divs. could 1 not
 
: start off and are now waiting on the northward highway,
 
-until the Infantry has cleared the way for them. The
 

.	 farthest advance has been made by Eleventh Armd. Divs., 
after battling it out with enemy tanks. Unfortunately 
Thirteenth Div. is not now behind it. Another Div. will 
be moved up, but what a loss of time .! 

In AG-p. Center everything goes according to plan. Hoth 
has made the farthest advance, whereas Guderian is being 
checked again and again. This occasions a discussion with 
AG-p. B, as to whether Hoth should continue his- drive on-
Minsk, or had better strike at once farther north, for 
Polotsk. As a matter 1 of fact, yon Bock, from the start, 
had objections against' a joint operation by the two Armd. 
Gps. in the direction of Smolensk, and wanted Hoth to 
strike farther north. That,' however, wnild have put an 
almost impassable strip "Of water and marshland between' 
Hoth and Guderian, enabling the enemy to beat the groups 
separately. Such a-possibility -merits consideration 'all 
the more as the. Russians are the originators of the idea' of 
quick mass concentration (Budjonny), and inasmuch some 
reports of withdrawals would indicate that the Russians 
might be attempting to concentrate Armor far in the rear. 

The over-all picture is- best characterized by the report 
from Fourth Array: '•• The enemy In the 7Bialystok pocket is, 
not fighting' fbr his life,'but to gain time.' 

) 

doubt', that ..,\u25a0|I very,much	 the, enemy High;Command really has 
unified and organized .control of the	 Itrathersituation. ' looks as if'the^ local withdrawal movements both .of the ..\u25a0 

\u25a0Ground Forces' and of the Air yyore are being carri ed out \u25a0\u25a0 

under the pressure of our advances, ahdvthat it is Jftpos^/ 
sible/at this time to Speak of a planned withdrawal. j 
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Tho-only exception is -perhaps the enemy in front of AGp* 
iTorth. Hero a withdrawal, probably behind the^Dvina river, 
seems in fact to have "been prepared long ago. We cannot 
yet see through the reasons for that. Perhaps the Buig sisms 
thought .we night demand disputed "Lrtlmanla-an.A so,.wcre 

preparing", to the country to us* In spite .-of theseo 
preparations the enemy has remained in his positions near 
the border around Blalystokj this can "be explained only "by 

t 

the deficient and plodding working of the Stissian Command 
\u25a0

machinery. :>i-

At the evening situation conference, the question, is discussed 
whether 'Eoth. and Guderian should continue to drive on 
Vitebsk and Orsha. In any case Hoth's right wing must 
advance to the high ground around Minsk, If necessary, he 
must wait there for Guderian. ObdE discusses the situation 
in these terms with Pield Marshal v*>n 3ock. 

Midnight; Talk with Paul us and ,Bogatsch on having the OKB 
airStaffeln carry out .reconnaissance' on the upper Dvina 
and the. upper Dniepf.. . \u25a0.. .-. \u25a0 

24 June 1941.-; . 3rd Day. 

Situation: The final- reports for 23 June and" today's, morning 
. reports, confirm. the picture we gained so far. / 

The. enemy 'is- making a stand,, almost, everywhere, in the border 
area.. Our troops- do not fully grasp this, "because resistance 
was disorganized and 'relatively^ ineffective- in consequence 
of the tactical surprise achieved, In the . country traversed , 

by our tanks there are still substantial 'active enemy, forces 
"broken up in smaller groups,' The .'number Of prisonersy ', 
which bn the first day ran to about 2,000 in every Army. 
sector (i.e. a total of about lO',000), will increase only-
in the next- few., days, when the. drives of our Arrnd. v wedges 

xwillhave 
'

taken .fulloperat ional effect . There -are no 
signs of an bperational withdrawal of the enemy* Only in. 

' 
the Horth an attempt is being noted to take back forces; , 

this may be -done with a view to building up . a. Eusslan-Dv4na 
fron^b, which might compel us to move over Hoeppner's Armd. 
G-roup. nearer as to -- the Dvina in.it% upper .to Hoth^ so cross '* ,reaches. .-..-'-. 

: 

The supply situation .is taking a normal development. The 
first Advance Supply Point's ,; are being moved forward. Fuel 
and. oil consumption very high, Expenditure ,bf 'anmunition 

' - : ;\u25a0\u25a0' 
\u25a0 \u25a0low.. ".. ,: ''-\u25a0\u25a0 -.'.''\u25a0 .' 

' .-\u25a0'"\u25a0\u25a0 . . . :\u25a0;\u25a0 

Losses "in wounded ani killed, are Eemarkablymoderate.. 
\u25a0 ;• ,high officer casualties. . 

Bogatsch; 'VSubmits report on Air -effort ., On tiie whole , tli.s sane: 
pictiird* '• .\u25a0' \u25a0'\u25a0 ;\u25a0' •"

\u25a0 

\u0084\u25a0', \ .. '. 
; ".' \u25a0•'\u25a0\u25a0/.'-\u25a0\u25a0 •.-\u25a0\u25a0..

Wagner: reports on supply. .. Decision: 3ulk of MT Eegts.
" 

will.advance 
";•\u25a0.\u25a0 toward Smolensk. /. 

• "'\u25a0 , . ; \u25a0-"' .\u25a0 
\u25a0 

' 
\u25a0 
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\u25a0lkll^iebe.l.i;-' DigWt of '.rad-io -intelligence;: The operational •\u25a0\u25a0\"- : 
fe<sse;#e .G^oiips surmised north of Schaul en, around Minsk 
and ground .:Shepetowka., far .from .-moving eastward., are; even 

I6Mft<ing -forces the "battle front.* Only isolated: front 
\u25a0^ 

"' ' " <
Corps, opposite AGp.: G enter are "being taken ;tack 'in small

' 
• . \u25a0 \u25a0	 , s \u25a0y"\u25a0boundsv : 

•\u25a0. . '. .-. \u25a0'. \u25a0..'\u25a0\u25a0' ." :' / 
:. . 

Goreke : Ohange of gauge of railroad track east of the frontier* 
has "bean started, as planned. 

1530. Qb.dH; returns from the Fuehrer: -. /	 % 

is worried that our ring!around jßialyst-ok is 
not close enough. . . \u25a0: . ; , . 

a)	 .^Fuehrer ' 

b) * The Italians, who will send one Corps to Romania., must 
Crimea* \u25a0**'in no 'case' "be. allowed in the	 • 

• c)	 Spaniards (.Spanish Legion) ./'K'othing\ definite ;yet about 
activation and arrival, "but itwill "be "best' to 
them with &vz&.r ourselves. 

\u25a0Lfr.Obl. Kahlde.n T 

;Liaison .Officer to Hoth ? s Corps , reports . 
Hoon.: Viliia,Kovno, ICedainiai taken. Interesting historical 
. coincidence that Hapoleon also took -Vilna on 24 June.\u25a0•;\u25a0\u25a0 

£he picture in the course /Of the afternoon is as follows: 

AGp. South is -advancing' against "counter-attacks, especially 
strong in IV Corps sector, north of Lwow, Very hea,vy

N

enemy casualties. Hew heavy enemy tank L The right wing : 
of Seventeenth Army has reached its objective, the.high /..:•\u25a0 
ground of Mosciska. Armd. Gp. Eleist* now has 4 Armd,l)ivs. . 
in lin,e and has; reached the Styr river. The enemy throws 
into the "battle all reserves- available in the, rear, so 
that' there is a chance, that we might smash the entire enemy 
force, in the' Ukraine in;the battles -of the next faw days. 
The- stubborn resistance of individual Russian units is , 

remarkable » Bunker crews have, blown themsolves up with 
their bunkers, than surrender.: . >. ' . 

In the /g,ector of AG-p. .Center closing- of the i^Lng east ,of 

Bialystok, in the Minsk area, is naarihg completion. Hoth,,. 
,whp against vori Bock's opposition, has been ordered by 

\u25a0'.GEE'' to. strike through' Molodec zno toward the high ground 
north- of Minsk, is only 30' km from'Mitisk* He now stands 
in the rear, of the last enemy Reserve Group which was 
thrown from Minsk toward Baranowichi' against Guderian* s 
advancing Armd. G-roup and, supported by reinforcements 

- ';\u25a0\u25a0	 brought -westward- . through \u25a0 Slazk r has engaged him in the 
. Slonim area* ..If-Guderian makes headway in the direction 
of \u25a0Baranowichi", in the next few days the ring willbe ,'. 

eomDletely sealed. AirForce must prevent any eastward' 
retreat of the. forces coming from Sluzk. 

'111- ;the further development of .the battle, • Fourth Army must 
advance its left wing Corps toward V.olkovysk, and. iUnth) . 
Army its .right wing Corps (XX) toward Lunna, in order to 
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form an inner ring of Infantry around Bialystokj this 
ring must "be made as tight as possible by moving up addi~ 
tional Infantry from the west. 

The time necessary to complete this will"be utilized to 
allow the components of Guderian' s and Eoth' s Armd.Gps. 
to close up on the high ground around Minsk. Meanwhile 
strong Advance Combat Teams can secure the crossings on 
the Upper Dniepr at Mogilev and Orsha, and on the Upper 
Dvina,' at Vitebsk and Polozk. Continuation of the 
offensive •"by -the combined Armd. Gps. toward the high 
ground northwast of Smolensk only afler consultation 
with GKH. .. . . 

Array G-roup..-. Horth has to fight off Strong enem-y* tank at
tacks almost along its entire front j the only exception 
is the sector of 29ist. Div;; which is advancing on Ilbau. 
SShesc attacks are xiiMbably maintained "by IXI3LLoSian Armd. 
Corpg, originally in tiae area, and "by sevsva!. 
Brigs', nevertheless 'the strong right; wxng of A.G-p, lias 
forged ahead Here, too, xiu.ssj.aiiS areto.Tilfcomiri	 the 
fighting stuobornly -and doggedly* 

Generally speaking, it is now clea* that the Juries ians. &re 
not thinking of withdrawal, "but afe throwing in every thing 
they have to stem the" German invasion. Throughout this, 
effort, the High Command seems to remain entirely in the 
background. The reasons are not clear, "but. the abßende 
of any largo-scale operational reserves probably precludes 
its effective intervention. That the Hnsa'ansi nr-d adapted 
their plans to an all-out defensive near the hcr.-er, is 
also demonstrated by the large quantities of Jbcu-es which 
were to be the logistical "basis of the plan. 

As to	 the previously known operational reserves, havews 
as yet no clear idea of the whereabouts of AmLsp,
Pskov, which is reported to have 'been rioved forward to 
the area "between Schaulen and the Dvina river, "bub 
apparently has not as yet been committed again,? t AGp. 
Iforth. S-ach a policy would "be in keeping wir,h Sr^s^ian 
tactics,, alsways to keep back some forces agaiUi/s t the 
possibility of the breakdown of the enemy ay.tack. 

The course of the entire battle evolve* gratiiyingly accord
ing to plan.. A new feature in the sectors of AG-p. South 
and AGp. Forth are the new heavy Russian tanks reportedf 

to be armed with 8 cm guns and, according to another, but 
untrustworthy, observation from AGp. North, even 15 cm 
gunS. 
The enemy air force is completely out of the picture 
after the very high initial losses (reports speak of 3,000), 

After	 the evening conference' with QbdH the following orders 
are issued: 

a) Eleventh Array must get ready to attack (time needed: 
5 days) \u0084 

b) 900th Brigade is made available to AGp. Center to 
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complete the ring circling Bialystok. 

c) Liaison Staff Horth: receives instructions that Finland 
must make all preparations for starting offensive east 
of Lake -.Ladoga, The operation must be on a front of at 
least 6 Divs., with.main weight on left wing and 
objectives deep in enemy territory. 

Prolonged discussion as to the most efficient command 
set-up for continuance of operations by AGp, Center. 
Should Armd. Gps. 2 and 3, which probably can no longer 
be controlled by AGp. 84, ba placed under command of 
Fourth Army KqJ Second Army Hq_ then would take charge 
of the investment of Bialystok. Or should Chide rian 

~~ assume command of all armored operations? Talk with 
OQ,u Iand G-en Q,u. " 

Ibelieve itwould be impossible for Fourth Army Hq. to 
direct the offensive of Fourth Army and at the same time 
conduct the operations to reduce Bialystok r Since yon 

Bock cannot get through to Minsk on his signal communica
tions i the best plan would be for yon Kluge, as ho once 
did in the West, to take over control (in.addition to 
Infantry, i.e. the two Corps on the right wing of his 
Army) of the two Armd. Ops. together with responsibility 
for their supply. It might be desirable to leave Suppl$r 

Officer Fourth Army at Bialystok,. under control of Second 
Army Hq_, which will be in charge there, afti reassign 
Supply Officer Second Array to Fourth Army instead. 

Iobject to putting Chide rian in command of the combined 
Armd- Gps . 

Sweden will raise no difficulties about transit of 163rd Div. 
through Swedish territory. Entraining at Oslo may start 
on 25 June, evening. Authorization willalso be given for 
our jjlanes to fly across Sweden. Russian planes will be 
fired at. 

. 25 June 1941. 4th Hay. 

Review of the situation in the morning generally confirms the 
impression that the Russians have accepted the great border 
battle and are taking back only those positions of the front ? 
which are being pushed back under the enormous impact of our 
attack. 

This, for instance, is the case in the sector of AGp. iMorth. 
It is hard to tell whether IArmd. Corps (Pskov), which in 
the last few days was moved across the Dvina river to the 
area south of Biga, has been committed against Leob's 
northern flank, in its entirely or. only in part. Certain 
is, that 111 Armd. Corps, which had been in this area from 
the start, has been beaten hy Heinhard's Armd. Corps, and 
that yon Mans toin's Armd. Corps has advanced so far to" the 
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east that the Russians have "been compelled *"td"take ;thai r 
forces behind the Dvina. They are trying to do this by 
striking at us with their Armor, and meanwhile run a large 
transport movement from the north to the far "bank of the 
Dvina, "between Riga and Jakobsstadt. 

Gin the front of AG-t>, Center,, the inevitable critical 
situations develop, which are the normal accompaniment 
of any turning movement preparatory to a "battle with inverted 
front; The::Russians are making \u25a0\u25a0sitrong j.. if-uncoordinated 
attempts to gain elbow room "by attacking in the direction 
of Grodno, in the north, and on the front of Fourth Army, 
in the south , and so check the sweep of our eastward 
drive. These attempts have failed everywhere, despite 
an occasional critical situation in VIIICorps, whose 
western wing is "being attacked also "by strong Russian 
Cavalry, But it is necessary to supplement the pressure 
"by Fourth Army, from the south toward Volkovysk, "by 
corresponding counter -pressure "by Sinth Army, from the 
north, in order to form an inner encircling ring of 
Infantry Corps south of the confluence of Szczara iMjemen 
rivers, white G-uderian's and Hoth's Armd. Gp.s. form an 
outer' ring by linking up at Minsk. This willkeep the 
enemy "bottled up in the Bialystok pocket and prevent 
repetition of what happened on the Bzur-a in the Polish 
Campaign,, that is, his pressing eastward (toward 
Uovogrodek) , which would delay and hamper liquidation 
of the pocket. 

The attempts of the encircled enemy to fight his way "back 
to Minsk through Slonim have resulted in local crises at 
Slonim (Seventeenth Armd. Div.). 

In the sector of AGfo. South, the enemy is "bringing new 
forces toward iCovel from the east "by rail and toward 
Sovno, "by motorized movements. West of Rovno, Thirteenth 
and Fourteenth Armd, Divs. are still in aggressive action 
to force their way to the Styr river. On reserved roads 
in the central sector, Eleventh Armd. Div., which is now 
followed "by Sixteenth, has got as far as Dubno across the 
Styr. Against this Div., the enemy already yesterday 
"brought Infantry on a "broad front from the south. It 
seems that he is moving new forces also from south and 
west against yon Briesen's Corps, v and IV Corps which now is 
slowly gaining ground toward the east after heavy fighting* 
The purpose apparently is—to absorb the "beaten elements-and "build up a new front perhaps on the line Sambo r-Iwow Dubno, It is worth noticing that High Command of 
this front has moved Hq.s up front, to Tarnopol. 

Morning conference with Obdß shows full agreement of views. 
•AGp. Center must be instructed to go out to meet right 
wing of Fourth Army (VIIICorps), so as to form an inner 
encircling ring. 

Conference Obdß with Fuehrer: Fuehrer is now less worried aboitt 
the eastern closing line of the Bialystok pocket. 

Bogatsch; Cur air reconnaissance will cover the area between Pskov, 
Dvinsk',> Rositten, Dvinsk, Tipper Dvina and Upper Dniepx.Kovel. 
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Finnish Gen, Oehquist comes in for orientation on our ideas 
concerning the- conduct of the Finnish offensive east of 
Lake Ladoga, and is informed of the instruction issued* 
to	 Erfurth. 

Major	 yon Below reports on his assignment as Liaison ..officer 
to Guderian. He confirms that 45th Div. suffered un-.
nocessarily high, casualties at Breet-Litoysk. 

Gen, (Arty.):Order	 to Brand 

a)	 Collect data- on effect of the "Karl" gun at Brest-Litovsk. 

b)	 Investigate conduct of Commander of 45th Div. at Brest-
Litovsk. 

Gen. Wagner (Gen Q,u) receives instructions to adapt supply 
arrangements to the following new command set—up in AQ-p. 
Center: 
a) CQu 4 is placed under Hq_ Second Army (the encircling 

Army). 
"b) CQu 2 willmake preparations for establishing a supply 

"ba.se at Minsk, and later "become part of Hq_ Fourth Army, 
c) Fourth Army assumes control of Armd.Gps. 2 and 3. 

Telephone talk with AGp, Center ( yon Tresckow): Swing 28th and 
161 st Div. southward, to have the ring east of Bialystok 
closed "by Infantry Corps. 

Detailed data are coming in on new Russian tanks T now committed 
on the front: 

Weight 52 tons; front armor 37 en (?), side armor 8 cm.
 
Arnecl with 15,2 cm gun and 3 MG-s. Crew of fiye.
 

Speed: 30 km per hour? range 100 km.
 

Vulnerability: scm AT gun penetrates at lower seam of 
turret. 8.8 cm.AA apparently also penetrates the sides 
(still doubtful). 

~< 

Another new type is reported with a 7.5 cm gun and 3 MG-s 

1800..	 Gen, yon Greiffenberg ( C of S AG-p o Center) reports on the 
execution of my order given to Tresckow. 28th and 161st 
Divs. willbe turned southward in the direction ordered, 
to close the ring round Bialystok. Correspondingly, V and 
VI Corps of ITinth Army will move to the right, against the 
line Lida-Vilna, In order to prevent a gap to AGp. I\forth, 
900th Brig, willmove to the left wing near Vilna. This 
meets our specifications. It is characteristic that Field 
Marshal yon Bock expressly demands a written order, as he 
does not agree with us. ( He does not want to do anything 
about the pocket forming to the south, and would rather 
press on to the east.) 

OforiXT reports on the fuehrer 1 s letter to IIDuce of 21 June, 
immediately before the start of "Barbarossa", Noteworthy 
points in that string of disjointed ideas: 
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Attack on Russia explained on grounds of Russian troop 
dispositions. Lessons drawn from Crete operation: In 
attacking ail island air strength, must "be employed to the 
last plane. 
War against Russia is aimed at Sngla,nd. 
Syria will not "be able to hold out long. 
Attitude of Prance doubtful. Italy is requested rather 
"bluntly to keep herself ready against France. 
Egypt cannot "be attacked "before nest fall. In that under
taking, Italy must be prepared to safeguard her western 
"border in Horth Africa and ifnecessary also launch an 
attack in westward direction. Stepping up of submarine 
warfare in the Mediterranean is demanded. 

Evening situation: 

Russian strength—-front of Eleventh Army is estimated at 
11 or 12 Divs. Eleventh Army can "be ready to attack on— 
2 July. Aj,r raiis on Constanza are "becoming heavier. 
German fighter Staffeln have 'been "brought in for protection— 
of the oil fields. Braila and Galatz also were attacked 
hy Russian planes. 

AGt). South: 'i'he battle has not yet reached full strength; 
it willbe a few more days. Zleist has taken Dubno after 
hard fighting. Tank battle west of Luck still going on 0 

Troop movements from the east through Kovel and Rovno, also 
movements to the front at Tarnopol and points west. 
Slovak Bivs. (Corps Hq_ and 2 Divs.) ready around Presov 
en 28 and 29 June for assignment to AGp. South. Hungary's 
cooperation would be desiratle, but Hungary wants" -us to exr
tend an official request. That the Fuehrer does not want 
to do for political reasons. 

AG-p or Center: Situation at Slonim has been resolved. Action 
by 29th Div. mot. has freed Seventeenth Armd.Div. at . Slonim for operations toward Minsk. Third Armd.Div. has 
started drive. on Sluzk. Eighteenth Armd. Div., with parts 
of Third, has taken Baranovichi. Situation south of Grodno 
stabilized. Attack repulsed. Hoth has taken Voloshin 
and thus gained- a~ foothold on the hill mass of Minsk. 

AGp n ITorth: In various sectors of the front local encircle
ment of strong enemy elements, reported. Orderly move\u25a0 

ment at good pace in the planned direction. Hoeppner 
continues northeastward through Vilknmir. 

to Army Gp.In the evening .an order is issued Center on sealing 
the Bialystok pocket and on preparations for the new 
command set—up. By this order Hq Second Army (with OQu 4) 
will take over command of the encircling forces. Yon Kluge 
will assume control, of the components of Fourth Army, 
which are not needed for this job, viz., Armd. Gps. 2 and 
3(together with OQu 2, who is directly briefed by Gen Q,u 
on building up an intermediate supply bass around Minsk). 

Later	 in the evening we receive a Fuehrer order on direction of 
operations of AGp, Center and South. It betrays concern 
that we are operating too far in depth. The old refrain i 
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But that is not goir-g to change/ anything in our- plans* 

i: S6 J%ne- 1941,, .5 th Dsiy. 

The closing situation on $5 June and the morning reports of 
36 June show* r ) : 

\u25a0Adrp» South : is advancing slowly, unfortunately with 
considerable losses, The enemy on this front has; -energetic 
leadership. He is continuously 'throwing new forces against 
the tank wedge, attacking frontally, as before, -and now 
also the southern flank, and, on the railroad ts -Kov-el^ -\u25a0 

apparently also the northern flank. The latter attack 
will hardly develop to anything serious, "but the southern 
flank at present is still vulnerable, .'because wq dp not- -have sufficient forces ;availabla to givs it adequate .-
Inf. protection..- ( the. e6a.veyor belt system would be 
necessary iicre * ) , 
and als-e because Armd, Corps yon Wietersheim, which is 
.still far in the rear, cannot get to the front at the 

. mone-nf because the bad roads-are crowded with vital 
supply traffic. It will be the overriding task of OXII 
to maintain a steady flow of reinforcements' beliind AG-p,

- [South. 
' 

: .. 

AG-p. Center: Development just as desired. Situation at 
Slonim cleared up. G-uderian now is in a position to 
continue the attack 'with his right wing on Bobruisk, " 

ff 
\u25a0through- Sluzk, and with the bulk of his forces through : 

Baranovichi.- Hoth, with 3 Armd. Divs, in front,is making 
good progress toward Minsk, so that', the ring in this area 
probably will soon be closed and concentration of a strong 
armd'. force for

' 
the thrust on Smolensk wou^d' -appear 

• \u25a0 \u25a0assured. . \ : 

\u25a0£he inner ring is- closing. according^ to plan. It ssems 
that we might not be able to close it around Piaski, 
through Volkovysk, and would have . to include the area 
around 1 Hovogrodefc. For it i^ in that direction that enemy 
,elements threatened with encirclement apparently are still** 
trying to escape.. Behind them, however, Hoth has already 
advanced toward Minsk, so that .there is no danger of their 
escape. Nevertheless, itwould be desirable to eliminate 
these forces with Inf.Divs. alone, v;ithout having to call 
on Hoth1 s Armd. Op. 

v 
. 

" 

AGrp* North is axlyancing --eastward according to plan,. 
encircling enemy elements in its pa,th. The reported rail 
movement to Jakobstadt (through Riga) seeras to be without 
any special significance. /\u25a0\u25a0'.. 
A very large retrograde rail movement from Schaulen to 
Eiga is new evidence that the Russians are swinging back 

\u25a0\u25a0their entire northern wing. , 

i 
Gen yellgiebel reports that signal "communications to Minsk, 

through Kpvno and through Baranovichi could be set up in 
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three days. This would make tt possible for Hq AGp. Center 
to follow the eastward moving front. 

Gen Bogatschr Detailed air observations. Our reconnaissance 
organizations keep closed up. to-, the" front-. Spo-raclic -attacks— 

\u25a0 Ton our airf-i-el'cls.. Distribution- 'off. AA confbrns:wdth s-itua*
.\u25a0tion. -*- 'BcctJ-nna-is^anc^ Mssi-OTis-f-ar.' QKH. Staffeln. 

,t. you ZjehlbergtXi.t» Col,Col, yon Z Personnel matters Clausius affair* 
(( waswas Briesen'sBr 0 of $). 

Bogatsciiy Important development: Heavy retrograde movements 
,have "been observed since this morning 1- ~ a)	 0720. : Minsk Borissov ( 20 trains), Minsk Orsha 

(lO trains) moving eastward. On the parallel motor 
highway dense motorized movements (two columns abreast)^ 
in same direction. 

\ 

"b)	 0645.: From Mol.odechno to- Polotsk: 10 trains going 
east. 

c)	 Enemy air strength: In sector of AGp, South 1,200;* 

Center 400; Horth 300 planes, . 

d)	 At Orsha large tank and vehicle parks. Photographs 
show over 2,000 tanks, reconnaissance cars and trucks. 

1415 Heport AGp. Horth: Monitored radio signal from Eighth 
Armd. Div.: Dvinsk taken after hard fighting. 
From Armd,» Gp. 5, through Liaison officers Increasing 
enemy pressure on south flank impedes advance. 
Armd. Gp. 2 has taken Sluzk. 

1815, Confirmed report passed on to Fuehrer: Eighth Armd. Div. 
penetrated into Dvinsk at 0800.., occupied town at 1250. 
after hard street fighting (railroad bridge and vehicular 
bridge) . 

The evening reports -indicate no important new developments. 

In the sector of AGp, South the expected attack of strong 
tank forces against the. south flank of Armd. Gp. 1 has 
started. Local enemy successes, but apparently no 
crisis. Armd. Gp. 1 is under -Hrect tactical control of 
AGp. By moving Thirteenth Armd. Div. behind Eleventh 
Armd. Div., Armd. Gp. has shifted its main concentration 
to the right shoulder. Moving Armd. Divs. to the south 
flank from the rear has been initiated. 

In AGp. Center T tho attempts of the enemy to escape from 
the. Bialystok pocket to the northeast or east, are now 
becoming strongly felt, as are those in the direction of 
Armd. Gp. Hoth's right flank. It willbe necessary not 

1only to push east with elements of Guderian r s right wing,
(Third Armd. Div.) which Sluzk,now has reached but also-
to send' other elements (Fourth Armd. Div.) northward 
into the area between Baranovichi and .-Minsk* -'in order to 
seal this last gap through which encircled enemy elements 
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the Minsk \u25a0"\u25a0are escaping, and simultaneously to crack 
"barrier.,' Orders to this effect to AGp. Center. 

In the sector of AG-p. Center* extensive rail and road 
evacuations from Minsk and \u25a0Vilejka toward the -east and 
northeast. Evidently strong mot. elements are being taken 
back in order to build up a mot. &roup in the area west 
of Moscow* \u25a0 

In tie sector of AGp.. itforth the enemy is falling back po«

hind the Dvina river. Strong wedged-in enemy elements 
are causing our Inf. Divs. a lot of trouble even far be«*
hind the front, . • 

\u25a0 

for the first time our radio intelligence -picture shows 
Moscow functioning as operational High Command., 

Finland has been attacked by Russian air forces (10 ports and 
airdromes) . She considers herself in a state of war with 
Russia, 

Hungary has been attacked by the Russians from the air in the 
vicinity of the frontier. An official declaration of war 
is not intended, only retaliation for the air attack. 

Croatia has made known its desire to participate with military 
forces in the war against Eussia, 

Romania:. Russians have made a local thrust and started construe^ 
tion of a bridge across the northern arm of the Danube 
Delta. Our fighters attack Odessa, inflicting heavy 
losses. 

27 June 1941 6th Day. 

Daily .reports of 26 June and morning reports of 37 June present 
'"\u25a0 the following great pictures 

In the sector of AGp. South, yon Uleist has not only repel
led all enemy thrusts against his south flank, but his 
right wing has even gained ground towarcW the southeast* 
The front has moved a little eastward and with its 3 Ariad, 
Divs. is now strong enough. to warrant expectation of major 
advances soon. 

The Russian formations thrown against the south flank have 
apparently been scraped together-pell-mell . The Zhitomir 
Group probably has been committed against Kleist's front, 
the Russian^rmd. Gp. Cernauti against his south flank. 
The Russian Armd. Group Tiraspol, transferred from 
Southern Bessarabia some days ago, is being moved north-
west by rail and probably will soon turn up in front of 
ICleist^s right shoulder, to.be thrown into the battle as 
a last resort. After that we shall have smashed everything 
that can be brought to bear against AGp. S.outh by the 
Russian Command in the Ukraine( which, one must admit, is 
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doing a -pretty good job ), and we shall then "be free to 
swing to the \u25a0• south in order to force the enemy still hold-
Ing around Lwov: ar_d on the Hungarian "border to a tattle 
with inverted front * 3?his probably will"come about at k 

the time, when the Komanian assault army will just "be ready 
to come out to meet us „ ./. 

In the sector of AGp. Center everything is going. as 
1anticipated Hie Bialystok enemy is moving more and more 

to the east. Our western front slowly follows him. 
Ooncent rat ions in the JMovogrodek area, whose presence is 
now ,becoming more strongly felt, are pressing on Hoth1 s 
right flank and make it necessary for elements of V Corps 
(frinth Army) to turn south, since enemy forces have also 
appeared north of the Njemen river. Fifth Div. thus 
detached from V Corps, will "be re/placed "by 161st Div. 
VI Corps is being moved to the front well to the south 
of Vilna, and in its place 900th Brigade is thrown against 
Vilna, in order to safeguard, the gradually widening gap to 
AGp. jtforth.. 

' 

\u2666 

AQ-p. iMorth is moving strong Armor to Dvinsk and pushes' 
Reinhard s Armd » Corps on" Jakobstadt .\u25a0„. Ihe left wing of 
\u25a0the Inf. Corps is advancing on Siga.,. Thus 'everything is 
proceeding according to. plan. ilhe penetration at Dvinsk 

1has set off heavy panic movements on. the; enemy side. . The 
impression is that strong forces- are streaming east away' 
from the Dvina.' 

On the whole, therefore, the picture is satisfactory in 
AG-p. South as also in AGp. Center, though; "by:now it is 
high, time for Second Armd. Group to" make headway on Minsk. 
In.'AGp. Berth the situation is very satisfactory. 

At thte morning conference, OtdH shows irritation "because yarious 
movements in the Army .Group sectors did not come off as 

; agreed upon yes,terdayj ; \u25a0between ObdH and the Cs, in C South 
and. Center, fhis is. the natural consequence of inter
ference in, the command of Army G-ps. and Armies. /"Back here 
we cannot have a cjlearly detailed picture and so should 

ourselves to assigning broad missions and not ;try 

f^to direct the move meat s of individual Corps o^ even 
\u25a0\u25a0Divisions. At the front, under the pxes'sureoi 'avents 

road conditions, etc, things take a 4if ê^ ent turn and 
the result is the erroneous impression that OKS orders are 

' 
\u25a0being ignored. .	 . . 

OKH air reconnaissance effort is eirroloyed ever the ,strateg;ic 
triangle Orsha, Vitebsk, Smolensk, in order to ascertain 
whether the, enemy elements streaming "b;ack from Minsk and 
Polotsk are being formed into a new operational^ group 

' 

between Minsk and Moscow. Th© plan may, e&fist, but the : 

capabilities for carrying it out appear to me- slight. ; 

Col. Ochgneir: 

a)	 Report on the effectiveness of the Bocket Launcher^ in 
the assault oh. Brest-Lit ovsk. Apparently very- satis
factory. 

® 
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b) Review' 'd£: pote&tialitie.s warfare . . 
\ against Britain (foot^apd^mouth -- )aM "by- 3ritain 

' 
disease 

* " 
against us^- (cattle :plague) . ; . . ...'.. \ 

&en» ,Rimer (on -piaone / -124S ): Hungary iias annowiQed on -the .rfetdib, 
tiaat is in a state of war with Russia, Tlie Hungarian,' 
G-en; $taff knows, nd thing" of a iitaVe -hi Wai4. 
Tw6 days ago the political authorities inquired at the 
G-erraan Foreign Office whs the.r/ Hiingarsr 1 s. participation was 
required. The reply of the* Fo-reign Office is. still out
standing. It is not "believed that the .military authorities 
could readily comply with OKW" and OKH1 s proposal that 

;Hungary co.me-:in on her own accord. Ihe Hungarian G-on, '. 
Staff has assembled the Motile Corps (two mot* > Brigs, and. 
one Cavalry Brigade)' in the neighborhood of Marn\oros-S2iged 
and is standing "by for employment on the right wing of the. 

,'Suiigari an Carpathian front. Itell Himer, . that the \ 
CarpathiaSi' Mountains cannot be. forced by Armor alone. To 
a,ccompli»h this it would he necessary to attack along the 

* entire front. .We would Welcome a Hungarian thrust toward 
Kolomea~Sta.nislawow. Itell him to discuss these \ 
possibilities with Laszlo.* 

G-en. Bogatsch reports on air reconnaissance and air situation* 
Fo;. important news. Emphasis on reconnaissance in the 

! ,direction of Smolensk. 

lew reiports; AGv:. South: On Kleist
"
1 s right wing, Armd. 

cDiv, thrusts,Div. has : reached Krzemianiec. Here the Armd. 
into,the soft spot prepared by yesterday'. s air assault. \u0084 

Eleventh, .Thirteenth,., fourteenth, Pivsj in tank battles "bo
\u25a0.tween the Styr river an Hovno:, . . 

•j 

AOp. Center: Seventeenth Armd.; Div. has reached Stolpce,- in\ 
\u25a0its advance on Minsk. . , 

14-00, Eei.tel (OE¥) on phone: Fuehrer wants to throw the whole 
Weight of Armd. Group Hoeppner on Pvinsk. Possibilities 

, of a crossing at: Jakobstadt problematic. 

As soon as there xs a chance, Jakobstadt tvo be opened for 
tear by 

' ' 
the Inf. Corps from the a. raid on, the northern 

'\u25a0 
\u25a0bank. , . 

' 

. ; 

Hoeppner 1 s Armd. /troops, massing for thrust on Dvinsk, are 
at the earliest to push through to Ostrov from the east bank 
of the Dvina, safeguarding the flank toward Jakobstadt, in 
order to prevent escape of the Bussian forces in the Baltic 

\u25a0area to the country south of 'Lafee Peipus . , :' . 

1420 . phone talk oh this sub.je.ct with.ObdH (who is at Hq. AGp *, 
Horth)4 He-tells me that only 36th mot.Div. is be ing:sent 
against Jakobstadt, while the bulk of Hoeppner ls Armd. 
forces is striking for Dvinsk. './ . . ," . 

At noon to Angerburg and mo torb oat- ride ac ros s Lake Mauer. 
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j^s.l^g.v 1 G-rolman . Koerner; MoTing of the last wave of G-Hcl
 
Beserves "to the front,, They must "be so disposed that we
 
get. one i-rmd. Div, (Second Div.) and one mot. Div.. (60th
 
Div.) and three more Inf.Divs. behind AGp. South, the
 
other reserves behind Co ter, "between North and Center.
 

* - Dniepr. l£- -hex on we shall need reinforcements on the Lower 
and the dry route Orsha Vitebsk ~ Polotsk. One Div, 
must "be sent to Homania. 

— 
Buerker ( Tng. Sec.):. Experiences in Crete Information
 

Pamphlet for air Transport. —Utilization of radio direc
' 

tion "beams (Mt. -. Troop School, Engineer Corps.) 

Wagner' (Gren. Q,u) reports large dumps captured at Dubno (AGp.
 
South). Oil and gasoline in larger quantities. 42 21 cm
 

.lows. 65 UGr, 95 trucks, 215-tuiks, 50 AT guns, 18 Btrys.
 

Evening reports indicate crumbling of enemy resistance in front 
of AGp. South and distinct withdrawal movements in front 
of the Seventeenth Army. Accordingly, already at noon, 
C in 0 AG-p., Sout;i ordered Seventeenth army to attack forth
with in pursuit .of the retreating enemy. Seventeenth Army . 
has orders main purs-ait effort in direction Zloczow?„

Armd, Group 1has ordered penetration beyond the Horyn 
river, .without regard to flank and rear security. 

In the sector of AG-p. Center the operation continues to 
cevelop according to plan. The enemy has abandoned 
Bialystoko As a -result the western -end of the pocket 
is getting narrower and the enemy Is trying to fight his 
way out to the northeast and southeast in the iJovogrodek 
and Hoszna areas. Apart from creating local tensions, thesq 

' attempts are fruitless. 

AGp. Forth is reinforcing and expanding the Dvinsk bridge
head and continues to press on to the Dvina river with 
Sixteenth and Eighteenth Armies. 

28 June 1941., 7th Day. 

Daily reports of 27 June and morning r-Dorts of 28- June in the main 
'iilyverify the reports .received yesterday. 

In the sector of AG-t>. South the impression is gained that 
the strong local efforts of the enemy are only attempts at 
extricating himself, and not an operational or even 
strategic disengagement. A singular feature is a railroad 
movement from Znitomir toward Kiev, for which we have no 
reasonable explanation. 

In the sector of-AGfa. Center, the inner ring is now closing 
east of Bialystok; In the Bialystok Forest, southeast of 
the town, there is violent fighting which quite- unexpectedly 
has engaged the entire central portion and parts of the 
right wing of Fourth Army. 
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The outer ring,formed "by the Armd. Gps., is strained to 
"breaking point north of.'lTovogrodek (Eoth); "between Minsk 
and Baranovichi it is still not closed. Fourth Armd-Div. 
is now advancing from the area of Sluzk on Minsk, to .close' this gap.	 . 

The' movements of AGp. "forth continue to develop according 

to plan. In front of the right wing of Busch's Sixteenth 
Army, an enemy group of several Divs. is still fighting; 
let us hope it will "be cut off soon, before it manages to 
get across the Dvina. With Armd. Group Hoeppner far in 

their rear, and newly arrived GHq_ reserves "being moved up 
behind the loft wing of Strauss 1 Army, to the south, there 
is a chance that this enemy group, too, will "be liquidated 
while still west of the Dvina. 

1100	 ffield Marshal yon Leeb ( on phone): AGp. Korth has 
arranged with AGp. Center that it, instead of Center, will 
move Hq_ L Corps to the area north of Vtlna, where it would 
remain at disposal of OKH. It also wants to place 206th 
and 86th, instead of 253th and 206th Divs, under this 
Corps Eg*. Such a change makes no difference to OKff, and 
proposal is approved. 

Gen. Wagner reports on supply situation 

a)	 Qic most urgent task now is to "build up the supply "bases 
Minsk, Molodeczno (3 July) and Dvinsk. Some sections 
of the railroad lines can "be utilized for;. the purpose, 
using Russian rolling stock. Assigning railroad 
operating organizations to the Armd. Gps. has "been a 
great success. 

b)	 distribution of Security Divisions remains as planned. 
Movement from the rear initiated; needed particularly 
in Minsk area. 

ci) At	 Tauroggen we have found enormous food stocks (export 
organization); e.g, 40,000 tons melted butter, 20,000 
tons bacon, very large quantities of meat and of tin-
sheet for canning. Willbe turned over to State Secretary** 
Backe . 

Also at Kovno the large food depots and processing plants 
of private industry were captured intact. They had been 
guarded "by Lithuanian Home Guards. 

Reports at noonJ Center: Minsk taken. Gu&erian's right wing 
close to Bobruisk. In the sector of AG-p. South, the Eussian 
Eighth Armd. Corps is advancing behind our Sixteenth and 

'Eleventh ArncL. Divs.. from Brody on Dubno. We can only 
hope that that way it is walking right into destruction . 

Gen, yon Greiffenberg; ( on phone) 

a) We	 settle the procedure for "bringing up GHq. He serves 
the boundary of AGps. Uforth and Center •on	 ""V M (^.A,iVAC-<,4. J wx J-iW-L UAJ. Cilia UCUUCiiiu^at 

b) Build-up of the supply bases Molode.c2.-io and Minsk. 
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Bogatsch: Air observations show tanks assembling north and east 
of	 pur Dvinsk "breakthrough. 

Gen. Brand j;: Heport on the fighting at Brest-Litovsk (31st Div.) 
Heavy Rocket Projectors and the "Karl" gun very 
effective, "but defense was conducted "by numerically 
superior, fanatieized troops, which accounts- for the 
heavy casualities in 31st Div. Commander apparently is 
not at fault. 

Keitel (OICW) on -phone: Use Hoeke t launchers- —inEleventh Army? 
(Fuehrer is considering the question.) Igive a brief 
review of recent progress at the front. 

Uoon: Ma.ior ron Below (Liaison Off. Armd. Gp. 2) returns and 
communicates Guderian' s statement that he would ask to 
"be relieved from his command if he is -placed under Field 
Marshal Kluge in th# nnw "of Armd-;. :f-*ros. 

G-en. Buhle: 

a)	 Order of battle of Italian Divs. destined for Eastern 
theater. Poor in Div, troops 

b) Fifth Armd. Div. will be ready: 
First echelon (re inf. Inf.Regt.) 

not later than 9 July" " 
Supply elements for first echelon 15 July
 
Entire Div. n »r Aug.
 

c) Replacement situation: Casualties heaviest in Seven
teenth Army; normal in all other Armies.. On the 
whole, losses are slight compared with those in World 
War I. 

d) Procurement and assignment of Polish peasant carts for 
GHq. Reserve Divs. 

c)	 Subordination of Mil.Hq_ in Government --General under 
AGp. B must be promptly removed in view of changed 
conditions . 

— Re-ports: Rovno taken. —We have broken into Lib&u.— 
Bobruisk reached. Substantial elements of Russian First 
Armd. Corps positively identified on Eighteenth Ar-my 
front. 

G-on,Paulus (OQ,u I): Organizational problems in Uorth Africa. 
(Best arrangement would be to form an Arnd. Group Rommel 
under Italian High Command.) 

Evening reports confirm the withdrawal of the enemy forces 
..opposing AGp. South. For the past two days uncoordinated 
motorized movements have been running from southeast and 
east to the rear of the slowly crumbling front. Apparent
ly the enemy is making an effort to organize resistance 
in the previously, known fortified line Itfovograd Volynski^ «-Proskurov Dniestr. But in taking back his forces to 
that line ho is consuming much of his strength in counter
attacks. Seventeenth Army is at the gates of Lwow» 
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Kleist has taken- Bovno. 
In trie sector of AGp. Center, the desperate attempts of the 
enemy to "break out from the Volkovysk and I'ovogrodek 
pockets catagemany tight situations, which necessitate e.g. 
in Fourth Army sector, a northward thrust of XIICorps, in 
Finth Army, a southward thrust of V Corps.. But these 
tensions will "be overcome. The gap between Guderian* s and 
Hoth's Aral. Groups is still not entirely closed, 'but 
Crude rian has arrived with his right wing at 3obruisk, and 
has perhaps still a chance to strike quickly across the 

•Dniepr at Mogilev or Rogachev. That would "be a decisive 
success. 

AGp. Horth reports Dvinsk "bridgehead, expanded, and Jakob~ 
stadt taken by left wing of Armd. Group Eoeppner. The 
Lvina "bridge at that, town, however, .has been blown up by 
the enemy. AGp. ITorth has trouble with the many scattered 
enemy groups roaming, the forests, some of them still with 
their tanks, which burn and loot villages. Application 

is finstated,of effective counter-measures by the 
expanse of ..the ..country and. the limitation of our-
manpower resources. Libau has been taken,, Motorized 
movements are reported from the Lower Dvina to Leningrad, 
the purpose of which is unclear.. 

What strikes one in .all' these. "battles is the singularly 
small number of prisoners compared with the large booty
(including fuel), e.g. 35,000 prisoners along with 1,300 
tanks. 

29 June 1941. Bth Bay. 

Summar;f\.o£ the daily reports for 28 June and the morning reports 
for 29 June; 

Army G-p. South reports still heavy fighting. On the right, 
shoulder of Armd. G-v. 1, behind the sector of Eleventh Armd. 
Div., a deep 'penetration hy Eussian $ighth Armd. Corps 
in our lines., apparently has caused a lot of confusion in 
the area between Brody and Dubno and temporarily threatens 
Dubno from the southwest. This would have been very un
desirable in view of the large dumps at Dubno. Also in 
battle zone of Armd. G-p. 1, enemy elements with tanks are 
still active behind the front, sometimes covering even largo 
distances. 

We must continually keep our minds on what must be done to 
arrive in time at a practical disposition for the operations 
of AGp. South. The present disposition is not -particularly 
adapted to the impending tasks. In the next moves, the main 
objective of Army Gp. must be to break through the Russian 
rear position on the line Belokorovichi - lovograd Volynskij-Mogilev Pod. Mouth of the pniestr, without engaging in 
major frontal attacks, and then swing south still west of the 
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Dniepr. Two points are suitable for a breakthrough. One, 
in the north, where the main effort should "be mdc, is 
between Hovograd Tolynskij and Zhitomir. The ether, further 
to the south, which can "be tackled with a smaller force, 
though it must "bo strong enough to effect a "breakthrough, 
is in direction of Starokonstantinov, where there seems to 
"be a gap in the fortified. line. If we succeed,, inpunching 
through here, the northern assault wing can swing south on 
thi.s pivot with cover against Kiev and the north. 

AGp. South must now regroup its forces for this "break
through through the Russian rear position, which we must 
anticipate the Russians willbenable .to ..reach and- .man .Mith 
the frontally retreating front armies as well as with 
reserves, which they can move up on a fairly undisturbed 
railroad network, For this "breakthrough Armd. Op. 1must 
be furnished with Infantry (which apparently was xieliberate
ly excluded when Armd- Gp. 1 and Sixth Army were split off 
from each cither) «. Also, Seventeenth Army will have to dispose 
its forces in greater depth and will transfer some of its 
Divs. to Sixth Army and Armd. Gp., in order to give 
sufficient strength to the right wing,' which willbe open to 
attack from the north, i.e. ftj.rt.thp eastern part of Polesia*, 
after it has passed through the Rovno area. Additionally, 
Artillery and Sngineer and Signal troops must be placed 
suitably to fit into the new plan for the assault on the 
Russian rear position. Op. Sec. has been instructed to 
discuss these plans with AGp. 

In AGfo. 'Center , the situation continues to develop as 
anticipated. The Fuehrer's worry that the Armd. forces 
would overreach themselves in the advance has unfortunate
lyprompted ObdH at a conference with AGp. Center to 
refer to Bobruisk as nothing more important than the ob
jective in a flank cover. . Guderian, however, quite sound

~ly from the operational point of view is advancing on 
Bobruisk with two Armd. Divs. and is reconnoitering in the 
direction of the Dnieprj he certainly does that not just 
to cover the flank, but indeed in order to cross the 
Dniepr as soon as there is .an opportunity to do so. Were 
he not to do that, he would be making a grave mistake. 
Ihope that he will take the Dniepr bridges at Rogachev 
and Mogilev still today, which would open for him the road 
to Smolensk and from there on the country to Moscow. 
This is the only way right off to get around the dry 
gap between the Dniepr and the Dvina, now fortified by the 
Russians, and so block the way to Moscow for the enemy 
forces in the gap. Let us hope thatCGs. of. Corps and 
Armies will do the right thing .even without express orders, 
which we are not allowed to. issue' because of the Fuehrers 
instruction to ObdH. 

AGp. Uorth by now should be strong enough at Dvinsk to \u25a0\u25a0 

push ahead on* Ostrov, perhaps also facilitate construction 
of- -.a-.b ridge ..at .Jakobstadt by a raid in that direction. 
The withdrawal movements by rail and road, which are re
ported to be rolling day and night from Riga toward Lenin
grad, are probably for the most Dart evacuations. It 
seems the Russian High Command is abandoning Lithuania, 
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perhaps also the other Baltic states. RadioRadio intelligence 
reports transfer of the high. Hqs to the rear. 

Bogatschl Air reconnaissance furnishes no important new informa
tion, mainly "because of "bad weather. Trench digging at 
Orsha -<• Vitebsk. 

Talk with Keitel (0X¥)(on phone) again indicates that the fuehrer 
•is worried; 

a) A"bout the tight situation of Armd. Gp. 1 south of Dubno.
 
"b) About the threat from the Pripet Marshes.
 
c) About the possibility that AGp. Center might strike too
— 

early beyond the line Minsk Bobruisk, before the 
"pocket" is completely liquidated. 

Igive him reassurance on all these points 

Reports from all fronts confirm previous indications that the 
Russians are fighting to the last man. Sometimes treacherous 
methods are used, especially where Mongolians are among 
the troops (Sixth Army, Kinth Army). A singular note is, 

that as a rule only very few soldiers are taken with 
captured Battrys, etc. Some let themselves be killed, while 
others run away, get rid of their uniforms and. try to make 

ntheir way back as "peasants « Morale of our troops every
where is described as very good, also where they had to 
go through hard fighting. Horses very tired. 

G-en. Ott (inf.) reports in particular on his impressions on 
the battlefield of Grodno, low, for once, our troops are 
compelled, by the stubborn Russian resistance, to fight 
according to their combat manuals. In. Poland and in the" 
West they Qould take liberties, but here they cannot get 
away -with it. Enemy air effort against our troops appears 
to be on a very minor scale. 

1700 . Keitel (OK¥) informs me that a G-roup of long-range fighters 
will strike today in front of AG-p. South. 

Messages: Left wing of AGp. I^orth has penetrated into Riga with 
the Advance Combat Team of ICorps. Another Advance Combat 
Team, of VIII Corps, is following up. Railroad bridge in
tact, road bridges destroyed. 

on;on;Eveiixn£ sitva ti In the sector of AGp. South, an unexpected 
battle has developed south of Dubno, in which Sixteenth 
Armd. Div. joined from the south (after abandoning the 
high ground of Krzemieniec) , 75th Div. from the west, Six
teenth mot. Div. from the northwest, 44-th Div. from the 

, north and 111th Div. from the 'east. £he enemy involved, is 
Eighth Armd. Corps. The situation at Dubno evidently 
is tight. 

Also in the northern part of this sector, a lot is happening 
on the northern flank of Armd. Gp. iCleist, Allattacks ~bj 
the (tentatively identified) Russian XVIICorps from the 
Pripet Marshes .were repelled. Behind Thirteenth Armd.Div., 
forming. the spearhead at Rovno and advancing as far as the 
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Eoryn river, follows 25th mot.Div. Fourteenth Arirtd.Div. 
covers the north flank, ani is in turn followed by 298th 
Div.; "behind this Div,, XVII Corps is moving up from ttovel. 

Hear Lwow the enemy is taking "back his front step "by step 
to the east. Here for the first, time many "bridge ar are found 
destroyed. 

In the central sector of AGp. Center, a wild medley of 
Divisions is "busy sealing the inner ring around the enemy, 
who is "breaking out in all directions. The outer ring, 
formed by the Armd. Divs., is closed, hut still fairly thin, 
of course. It will take several days "before the disposi
tion of our forces, which in its present form is the out
come of the developing of the situation, can'b^- suffiently 
reorganised to allow us to continue the attack toward-Smolensk on the dry route Orsha Vitebsk. ( Uot before 
5 July.) 

AGp. ITorth everything is pressing in the ordered direction, 
toward the Dvina, as planned. Allcrossings have been 
occupied by our troops. At several other sites bridges 
have struck ~bj Armd. Corps Reinhardt. Of the enemy 
forces which originally opposed AGp, Horth, considerable 
body of Infantry must still be south of the Dvina. Only 
a small proportion will succeed in escaping east through 
the lake country between Dvinsk and Minsk, in the direction 
of Polotsk. 

Ajr reconna is sanc e has not been very productive tnday be
cause of bad weather. 

-
<->Hew plans. AGp. South as has been discussed with then will 

have to strike with a strong northern wing- for the big 
Eussian rear position north of the Dniestr. 'Dais northern 
wing will be on a wide enough front to take advantage of any 
gaps, and deep enough in order to cover the flank toward 
the north and, on wheeling southward later on, have 
sufficient strength to have forces to protect the wheeling 
wing toward the north (Gomel) and Kiev. 

It is a question whether the tank. spearheads of the 
northern wing willmanage to break through by themselves; 
ifnot, and if they must wait for their Inf. components, 
a decisive success cannot be expected before 10 to 15 
July. 

AOp. Center wants to place Armd. .Groups 2 and 3, which will 
certainly take at least until 5 July to reform (for supply 
reasons alone) ,tinder yon Kluge's Fourth Army Hq_ and rein
force the Army with two or three Inf. Corps. The Divs. 
still tied down in the battle of the pocket in the rear, will 
be moved up "oy Array Hq 2 (instead of Army Hq 4) and by Army 
Hq 9. 

AGp. Forth wants to advance with Armd. Gp. 4 from Dvinsk on 
Ostrov and. Opochka, on 2 July, so as to cut off the area 
south of Lake Peipus. Perhaps this operation could be 
started even earlier on 1 July. The Inf. Divs. willnot be 
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able to cross the Dvina in any strength before 3 July. 

Enemy intelligence: In the South on the front of AGp. South f 

there are no reports of new frontward movements of the 
enemy. It must "be assumed that all Armd» commands 
operating south of the Pripet Marshes were committed in 
the attacks of the past days against the front of AGp. 
South. (Their designations are absolutely different from 
what we thought they were, e.g.; Cay. Divs. T mot. Brigs., 
etc.) On the .. Bomanian front the enemy is "believed to "be 
withdrawing "behind the Dniestr. 
On the front of AOp. Center., enemy road movements are re
ported south to Smolensk ( formation of a defense group for 
Moscow); the railroad movement^ from Dvinsk to Pskov is 
still in progress; probably many evacuation trains . High* 
Hq_ shifted to the rear from Dvinsk to Hositten. 

Hungary reports that the "Carpathian Corps" will be ready to start 
operations on 2 July. Command set-up is still to "be clarif
ied. Control "by AGp. South would seem the test arrangement. 

Italy communicates order of "battle of the Corps of 40,000 men, 
slated for operations in Russia* 

Slovakia participates with two InfoDivs. and one mot. Brig.s the 
latter is already committed on the right wing of Seventeenth 
Army. 

Spain wants to send a "Legion": 15,000 men. They will be 
assigned to Rembertow 

** (Warsaw) , where we shall issue 
them arms . 

In Norway. Dietl's Corps has started out from Petsamo towards 
Murmansk. Air raid on Murmansk. 

Finland presents a new plan of attack conforming to our wishes. 
Itprovides for an offensive on a front of at least 6 Divs. 
east of Lake Ladoga,. A German DjLv. recently "brought over 
from from ITorway is to "be moved "behind this important 
wing, to strengthen it. It will "be supplied "by Falkenhorst 1 s 
Army, hut opera,ted under direct control of Field Marshal 
Mannerheim... 

11l the afternoon, my three adjutants offer their congratulation 
on my birthday. 

30 June 1941. 9th Day. 

The situation last night rounded out "by early reports in the..... 
morning, presents the followingpicture: 

3-n AG-p. South, the fight continues successfully despite 
local crises. The enemy allows himself to be pushed "back 
step "by step* 

Lwow was taken by First Mt. Div. this morning, at 0430. 
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XIV Corps is not yet in line, "but its arrival can "be 
counted on in the course of the day. The situation 

at JJtibno is straightened out. Still, Sixteenth . Armd.Div» 
and Sixteenth mot. Div. were not inconsiderably delayed "by 
the episode, and 44th, 111th, and 299th Divs., which were 
"brought up "behind Third Armd. Corps, willhe stalled for 
some clays; this greatly delays and hampers the follow—up 
of Infantry "behind 111 Corps. There is, however, an 
endeavor on all hands to make up for this dislocation in 
every possible way. 

ITo arrivals of new enemy reinforcements from rear areas are 
reported on the Army G-p,. front. Most likely, the enemy has 
already committed the greater part of the forces he was a"ble 
to muster. 

In AQp.. . Center, cleaning out of the "pockets If is r tying 
down considerable forces. Army Gv. must inparticular 'see' 
to it tha t Infan try forces are Tbrough t up "behind G-ude rian s 
and Hoth f s Armd. G-ps «, around the pocket. Bringing together 
the forces, including Inf., for a strong northern wing in— ~ continuing the offensive past the line Mogilev Orsha 
Vitebsk - Polotsk, will"be the joint concern of AGp. Center 
and CKH. 

AGp. Forth is sweeping ahead with its Inf. Corps to the 
Dvina. Ithas announced that its initial mission, viz», 
to "beat the enemy this side of the Dvina, has been completed, 
Its next mission, viz., to -oush through to the high ground 
northeast of Opochka with a strong right wing, is well 
prepared "by the disposition of Army Gp. 

Bpgatsch "brings no important new air observations. The rearward 
movements to Leningrad, "behind the northern wing, continue. 
Between Vitebsk and Orsha, fortifications (anti-tank 
ditches) are being built in great haste. In the Pripet 
Marshes, the situation is still somewhat obssure. Apparent
ly the enemy is pulling out some of his strength, but we 
probably must still reckon with one Inf. Corps and some 
Armor. 

myTo celebrate birthday, the men of my lower staff held a formal 
review early in the mnrning and offered their wishes before 
breakfast. The breakfast room was decorated for the 
occasion. ObdH sent red roses and strawberries, accompanied 
"by a very cordial letter. At the morning conference, Paulus 

. made a speech. Congratulations by ObdH, who told. me that 
the luehrer 1 s visit in the afternoon is primarily on my 
account. 
Other well—wishers: Scherer, Hq Commandant, accompanied "oy 
a man of the guard unit, who brings a bunch of wild flowers j 
yon Ziehlberg, Loyke, G-ehlen, Gen. Keitel (personnel Div.), 
yon Etzdorf , ITrau yon Brauchitsch, on the phone. 

1300	 Major Fagel (formerly in Moscow) is briefed as Liaison Off. 
to fourth Army ( yon Eluge) , which now takes over control 
of Armd. G-ps . 2 and 3. 

Order	 to AQp. South; Armd. Gps . 2 and 3 will secure line Hogachev 
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 ~ Mogilev Orsha "Vitebsk Polotsk with combat forces at 
the earliest* 

Afternoon (l630) Visit ."by the Fuehrer to.the camp.** Beport 
presented at OTd&E' s house. Afterwards tea. 

Report oy me on progress, with estimate of the situation 
and the resulting operational possibilities. 

The Fuehrer stresses the following points 

a)	 Mastery of the Gulf of Finland must "be secured at the 
earliest. For only elimination of the Russian Navy 
will give us free communications through the Baltic 
(iron ore shipments from Lulea) . After seizing the 

,Russian seaports from the landsi&e we must allow 
throe to four weeks for all enemy submarines to be 
positively out of action. Four weeks mean 2 million 
tons cf iron ore . 

t>) Ukraine: Significance for food supply and industry. 

He attaches great importance to reaching Leningrad as 
soon as possible with the Inf. Divs. of AGp,,I\Torth, but 
Armor need not wait for their advance. He does not see 
clear yet whether Leeb 1 s strength, especially his Armor, 
is sufficient, for the purpose. He expects that after 
reaching Smolensk in the 'middle of July, we would not 
be able to take Moscow by Infantry assault before August; 
Armor alone cannot do it. The time it takes for the 
Inf. to get to Moscow, he believes could be utilized ''oj 
.our Armor to. make a clean slate in the north. Then we 
could mass Armor east of Moscow. 
Speeding of gasoline supply to Hoeppner and H6th is 
emphasized. 

At tea, the. conversation turns mostly to purely political 
subjects: European unity as a result of common war— 
against	 Russia. Britain's domestic political scene: 
Possibility of Churchill's overthrow by Conservatives 
with a view to forestalling a Socialist-Communist — 
revolution in the country. Lloyd George, Hoare. 
Possibilities of improving our relations with Turkes^ are 
viewed optimistically. Also Afghanistan and other small 
nations willactively collaborate with us if they feel 
they need, not be afraid of Russia any longer. Continental 
character of Germany's future mission is emphasized, 
without renouncing claims to a colonial empire, which 
might include Togo and the Cameroons, plus the Belgian 
Congo.	 Bast Africa desirable, but not essential. 

Evening	 Situation: Slow but steady developments in all Army
 
Gps, In AGp. Center-, however, enemy forces have broken
 
through Guderian's Armd. Gp. between Slonim and Minsk.
 
This is awkward, but probably is of no major importance.
 
In AGp. A>orth, the Riga railroad bridge appears to have
 
been blasted "'oj enemy elements, who penetrated into our
 
lines in the confused fighting.
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Eoeppner thinks he willbe ready to advance on 2 July., 
Goming "behind him,. AGp. Horth will "be ready to cross the 
Dvlna on 4 July. Hoth reports that he likewise will "be 
ready to continue advance on 2 July.. But Guderian is 
still lagging "behind., south of Minsk,, where his forces are 
partaking in the encirclement of the "itfovogrodek pocket. 
He so will take several days longer then the others to get 
ready for new operations. Irrespective of these plans, 
G-uderian's right wing could secure the Dniepr crossings 
at Mogilev and to the south. 

Air Force is "being reinforced in the sector of AGp. South 
and on the Romanian front. In AGp. South, very effective 
action "by our Air Force against enemy Air Force and enemy 
columns retreating "before our troops ( as many as three 
columns abreast are reported) . A total "bag of over 200 
aircraft shot down during this day. Enemy reported to "be 
already reduced to sending very: ©ld four-enginsJ • models 
into the battle. 

JLJb&ZLJML*. 10th Day. 

Situation: in.AQ2jL._.S.Quth, Seventeenth Army is having good going. 
On its left wing XIV Armd. Oorps is coming to the fore and 
is gaining freedom of movement toward the east. The Dubno . 
episode seems to be over. The Russian VIIICorps is "bottled 
up. Some of their tanks seem to have run out of fuel; 
they are being dug in and tised as pillboxes. On the northern 
wing, fourteenth Armd. Div. and 25th mot.Div. are following 
behind, Moving of the Inf. Divs., which will be needed both 
for attack at the front and for flank cover to the north 
and east in case of a turning movement to the south, is 

-not at all proceeding well. AGp. South willneed some 
vigorous prodding to get action. 
Eleventh Army believes to have positive indications of a 
systematic withdrawal on its front. Idon't believe it is 
so. I, too, am almost certain that the enemy will try to 
defend, his rear position, but a planned withdrawal would 
have required a long-range decision, 
to believe that such a decision was 
is just being pushed back by us. 

and 
ever 

we 
tak

have 
en. 

no 
The 

reason 
enemy 

Russian atrocities at Lwow. 

Sn AGp. Center further progress has been made by Ninth Army 
and Armd. Gp. Both in the build-up for the new attack. 
Progress is less in Fourth Army and Armd. Gp. B. In the 
case of the former the reason is that it has to bear the 
burden of liquidating the Bialystok pocket ; in the case of 
the latter, the delay is due to the fact that Arrnd. Gp. 2 , 
in disregard of its orders, has neglected to attend to the 
mopping up of the territory traversed by it and now has Its 
hands full with local enemy break-throughs. To our surprise, 
nothing is hoard from the area around Bobruisk which only 
yesterday was the focal point of Russian anxieties, with 
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SOS signals to all forces in the vicinity and finally the 
hasty and extremely costly commitment of Russian planes. 
Either our troops are not getting anywhere, or they want— 
to surprise us with "big results, A teletype order is 
necessary to make AG-p. Hq_ move one Div. toward Pinck, for 
protection of the right flank. 

Si"1 AOp. iMorth everything is going according to plan, except 
at Riga, where the Advance Combat Teams of Iand XXVI Corps 
seem to have had some trouble; the situation was saved "by 
the timely arrival and crossing of a reinforced Inf«Rogt« 
The railroad "bridge evidently is a total loss. 39lst Biv.has 
"been detached to take windau and clean up the country west 
of Riga. The new attack of Armd. Gp. 4 from the line Dvinsk 
-Jakob s tadt is set for 2 July. 

The Hungarians will launch offensive against the line— 
2 July.Zolomea Stanislawow on 

Eleventh Army has set 2 July as the date for its attack. 
It expects the Russians to withdraw "behind the Dniepr* 
Disturbances have "broken out in Romania, involving also 
some localities in the assembly area, (iron Legion ?) 

G-en. Bogatsch: Air reconnaissance in the sector of AAGop o South 
no longer shows any 'large-scale movements. Heavy concentra
tions of immobilized railroad cars have "been observed every
where. A possible explanation is that the trains, which 
are arriving in closest succession, are simply left stand
ing on the tracks by the Russians, with only the locomotiv
es going back to fetch more trains. A striking feature 
in the southern sector is a heavy concentration in the 
Proskurov "bastion", forward of the Russian rear position, 
and a certain loosening up around Cernauti. 

In sector of AGp. Center earlier reports of trc^ .concentrations 
in the Orsha— Vitebsk— Smolensk triangle are confirmed. The 
enemy assebly area seems to extend as far as Mobilev, in 
the south. 

We still have no completely clear picture about what is 
going on in the Gomel area and the Pripet Marshes, 

InAGp, Horth, no now observations. 

Transport movements from the east, perhaps also from the 
west into the level area, apparently intended for the build
up of a defense line in the corner between the Dvina and 
the old Rus so—Estonian border. 

Gen. Wagner (G-en( G-en Q,u) : 

a)	 The supply situation in AGp.Horth, . is -satisfactory 
Armd. Gp. 4 will start operations on 2 July with a full 
issue of ammunition and fuel for 400. km. By 7 July, the 
bulk of Army Gp.,, will have on hand in the Dvinsk supply 
base, in addition to complete issues to the troops: 
one additional full issue of ammunition, three fuel 
quotas and two days' rations. (Start of operations by 
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this AGp. scheduled for 5 July.) 

j	 
In AG*p. Con tor 17,000 tons of supplies, in addition 
to the hand supplies of Armd«. G-p.s will ha.ye 'been 
accumulated in dumps, representing a tota,l of 24,000 
tons. An advance detachment of Krumpel's sta*ff goes 
to Minsk to prepare everything. The stockpile is to 
"be increased to 73,000 tons ( one issue of anrnunition, 
five fuel quotas, five days' rations). 

AQt>. South reports considerable "booty found at Lwowj 
including fuel in surface and underground dumps. Sy 
1 July, several large Forward Sup-uly Points will "be 
moved closer to front, including one to Rovno. 

Id)	 Fuel situations Estimated daily consumption 9,000 cbm, 
or, 250,000 cbm, per month, i.e., 22 trains daily. 
Actual consumption has "been 11,500 .clam, per day, or, 
330,600 com. per month, quite a lot more than expected. 
About one- third of this comes out of "booty. Daily re* 
quirements until 6 July, 7 trains* "beginning 6 Juljr 
we shall again need 14 trains, daily. 

c)	 Pacification of the Hear Areas is a matter -of serious 
concern. Owing to our method of advance, our communica
tion lines ars liable to serious disruption "by isolated 
enemy elements. 'The Security Divs. alone cannot do the 
job in this vast territory. Itwill be necessary to 
detach combat Divs. for these operations. 

Gon. yon ¥aldau (Op. Chief Air Force): We review the probable 
lines of .development and the operational tasks resulting 
from them. OEL planning for the massing of air strength* 
is again in an absolute muddle, due to misconstrued talks 
of the Fuehrer with Obdl;^, 

The Air Force has greatly underestimated the numerical 
strength of the enemy. It is quite evident that the Russians 
initially had far more than 8,000 planes. Half of this 
number probably lias already been shot down or destroyed 
on the ground,- so that numerically we now are about equal 
with the Russians, But Russian flying efficiency cannot 
nearly compare with ours, owing to tha poor training of 
their pilots and crews, and that is why entire enemy 
squadrons, or large parts of them, get shot down so often 
in combat, as, for instance, happened yesterday over-Dvinsk 
and Bobruisk. 

At present, Air Force estimates Russian '"\ir strength 
oppo site AGp , South, at 800 to 1,000 operational firs t~ ~ lino craft; in AGp. Center, at 400 500; and in sector of 

~AGp. ITorth, at 400 500. In the battles of the last few 
days, the \u25a0Russians have been using obsolete planes side by 
side with latest models. 

Gron. Oehquist (Finland): Orientation on our plans for the impend—	 — 
<ing	 operations. Discussion of Finnish operations. 

Experiences with the Russians. 
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Col. «yon Ziehrberg: Current Gen. Staff personnel matters. 

Decorations for GHc[ personnel ( 10 July and. 1 August) • * 

Evening re-ports Indicate that Arm!,. Gps . 2 and 3 could start off 
on 3 July.. Approve date,. Some features of the plans of 
AGp. South cause me to ring up their Hq., in order to 
emphasize the necessity for feeding more Inf. Bivs. into 
the northern wing. 

Allocation of Inf.Divs.. to the Commanders of AGp. Rear 
Area is "being arranged.. 

Concern about the threats that may develop from the Pripet 
Marshes for the inner wings of Army G-ps. Center and South, 
prompts issuance of an ord.er directing initiation of joint 
supervision and offensive mopping up of the area. According 
to radio intelligence and air observations we must reckon 
with 2 Corps Hq.s, with 7 Divs. 

2 July 1941. 11th Day, 

Eleventh Army launches offensive from Romania, Fourth Armd. Gp. 
from Dvinsk, in direction of Opochka-Ostrov. Also the 
Hungarians start operations. 

In AGp. Sou thy the situation reports prove the correctness 
of my view concerning the northern wing of Armd. Gp. 1. 
Only yesterday, on 1 July, Russian Inf. from Pripet Marshes 
west of Rovno, mads quite a dccv penetration into the 
flank of Armd. Gp» 1, in the general direction of Du"bno. 
I6,0 not think this penetration imperils our operations, 
"but the nearby Inf.Divs., which Iwould like at last to 
move up "behind the Armd. spearheads in an eastern direc
tion, are again kept "hack to deal with this enemy thrust. 

n AGts, Center, the Bialystok pocket is in the final stages 
of liquidation. O"bdH now is worried about the Novogrodek 
pocket. 

~n AGp. ITorth, , ICorps should better not move off to the 
east.** Parts of it must first clean out the forests south 
of Riga. 29lst Div. must comb out the northern part of the 
coast, west of Biga. 

Bogatsch: Air reconnaissance shows something new: A movement, 
apparently from around Odessa, towards and east of ICiev, 
and then to the north. Air also confirms earlier reports 
of dense movements from tho east in the direction of Orsha-
Vitebsk and, further north, in the direction of Fsvel. 

She resulting picture would indicate that in addition to the 
new group, assigned to the defense of the dry route Orsha— 
Vitebsk, whose sector extends perhaps to Mohilev in the 
south and to Polotsk in the north (Dvina "bridges there arc 
"blown up) , another new group is "being "built up northeast of 
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\u25a0the triangle formed *by the old Russo~3stbnian* frontier 
and the Dvina . 

Wagn cr (G-en Q,u 

a) The "base at Dvinsk will "be ample to maintain our Inf.-
Corps up to the line Opochka Marienburg, and the Armd*
 
Grp. as far as Leningrad.
 
For that purpose we need!
 
From Kovnc to Dvinsk, 10 trains, daily.
 
From Siauliai, 6 trains, daily, until 6 July, and
 

12 trains, daily, after that date. 
In addition to trains, 14,000 tons of trucking space. 

(is available I) 

"b)	 In AG-p. Center, big fuel depots were found near Barano
vichi and Molodeczno . 

c)	 Question of tank replacement. On hand: 35 tanks 38 
(Czech), 50 tanks 111. 

Additionally, to form a unit (materiel only) at Sagan: 
35	 Banks 38 (Czech), 71 Tanks 111, and 30 S'anks IV. 

By 15 July we shall have received from new production: 
60	 Tanks 111, 30 Tanks 38 (Czech), 15 Tanks" IV. 

By 30 July additional 60 'Tanks 111, 30 Tanks 38 (Czech), 
15 Tanks IV. 

Field Marshal yon Leeb (on "phone 

a)	 Necessity to com"b out forests south of Riga; 271st Div. 
turned off to the area. 

b)	 yon Leeb wants to move up XXIIICorps** "behind his right 
wing under his command, whereas we have already assigned 
the Corps to the neighboring Ninth Army. This wish can
not "be complied with, -Sinth Army itself is very much 
interested in moving this Corps to the front along AGp. 
"boundary line. 

At noon O"bdK is called to the Fuehrer: 

Apprehensive about the ITovogrodek pocket. The Fuehrer 
thinks the ring must "be contracted and tightened, and wants 
itbolstered with reserves. It seems there was still some 
discussion about launching the new operations "by Armd.Gps. 
2 and 3, which have already "been authorized "by us. 

There they go worrying again. 

O'DdH makes various suggestions on how to compress and 
crack the pocket. He wants to use Eighteenth mot. Div. and 
Sonth Armd. Div., which "belong to the assault wave of Arind. 
Gps. 2 and 3, set to strike on 3 July. Iobject. Icall 
up AG-p. Center to discuss that with Greiffenberg. 
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Field	 Marshal yon Bock .k&Jfcflfo&j liireply to my talk With his 
Chief of .Staff he staies: An enemy "breakthrough from the 
forest pocket of Hovogrodek to the northeast is highly un
likely. Behind Fourteenth mot. Div., 900th Brigade will Tdg 

"brought up from Yilna tonight. Pressure on the front of 
fourteenth mot.Div. is also eased "by arrival of 16'lst Div. 
on its right wing. Moreover, the northeastern edge of the 
forest area has "been amply mined "by Hoth. : 

Of V Corps, 35th and sth Divs. have reached the forest 
region. TillCorps, south of the Ujemen, has crossed the 
Baranovichi-Lida railroad. 

The situation is more difficult for Fourth Army and Guderian. 
Armd. Group 2 is under order not to withdraw any units from 
the encircling ring, without orders. 

Armd.	 Groups 2 and 3 are ordered to push their inner wings 
ahead	 to the forest edge (eastern edge of the "big forest), 
if the situation permits. The process is most difficult 
"between the "big forest and Slonim. This area would afford 
the enemy with the "best operational opportunities; "but 
there are no signs that he is trying %n; takevarlVantagß of -them. 
This Hovogrodek pocket cannot "be compared with the Volkovysk 
pocket, where the enemy suffered very heavy losses. Any 
unit that escaped into the ITovogrooiek pocket, is "badly maul
ed, and the enemy has no ammunition' ncr food. This accounts 
for his passivity. it will "be impossible to . 
prevent some smaller enemy, "bodies seeping through, to 'the 
southeast. 
IX Corps has already crossed the Szczara river and will 
reach Molczadz tomorrow. 

XIICorps is one day's march, LIIICorps two days 1 marches 
"behind schedule. But advance elements of these Corps are al
ready committed next to Begt* Grossdeut seal and to reinforce 
the ring encircling, the Slonim area. 

Pighting on the southern outskirts of Minsk. Yon Kluge 
cannot move up his troops . 

After	 this conversation, Ireport "briefly to O"bdH and talk with. 
Jodl (OKW) to ease the Fuehrer's mind. 

Maior G-olling (liaison Off.; Armd. Gp. 4) reports. Hoeppner is 
nervous that Inf. Corps "behind him might be moving across 
his lines of communications. It will"be impossible to 
avoid that.- There also seem to be certain differences in 
yon LeeVs and Hoeppner* s views of what the next moves 
should "be. That, however, depends on our directives, which 
have not yet "been given, "but are due how. 

t

Armd. Gp. 4 must proceed to "block the gaps south and north 
of ''Lake Peipus and encircle Leningrad, yon Lee"b !s Inf.Corps 

' 
\u25a0must sweep Estonia clear of enemy forces and occupy the . . 

coast, meanwhile '..pushing all forces they can spare 
on Leningrad and the southeastern shore of Lake Ladoga, and 
guarding their right flank against Itfevel. 
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Computation.-' of enemy strength, % own computations and those of 
Foreign Armies East show: 
On the fronts of yon Loe"b and yon Bock, 15 to 20 Infj Divs. 
and at> out/ 6 Armd. Divs., of which three may have been with~ 
drawn (cauled?) . To these 3 front Divs. must be added, new 

1 (18th) from Moscow 
3 from Volga-Ural 
4 from Siberian Railroad 
1 from Crimea 

12 ArmcU Divs. plus Divs. in 
Estonia and Leningrad. 

Estimated total tank strength, 15,000, or 35 Armd.Divs., of 
which 23 have "been identified. In the Par East are five 
Divs., which leaves eight Divs, unaccounted for (Third in 
the north, one from Moscow area, and Sixth Div. of IICorps), 
Excluding the three Divs. in parentheses, five Divs. would 
"be left available as operational, reserve „ 

Evening reports . 
AGp,. South: A heavy enemy attack was repulsed with severe 
enemy losses, west of*Rovno;III Corps (northern wing of the 
Armd. Gp.) temporarily stalled; central sector and southern 
wing advancing. In Romania, the Pruth river has been 
crossed and our forces have penetrated about 12 km into 
enemy territory. On the front of Seventeenth Army, the 
enemy is effecting a planned withdrawal, apparently under 
cover of strong Armd. forces* Our Divisions are in close 
pursuit. . . . 

Ib, AG-d. Center strong elements of Armd. Gps . 2 and 3 have 
started to move forward in order to be as close as possible 
to the Dniepr and Dvina line on jump-off day ( 3 July). 
G-ood progress. Stubborn enemy resistance on the Beresina 
is broken by Armd. Gp. 2. The other components of Army Gp. 
after the close of the Bialystok battle, are regrouping 
for a now offensive against the line Mohilev-Polotsk. The 
ring encircling the forest pocket east of Uovogrodek is now 
complete. 

n ACrp, Forth r Armd. Gp. 4 has started operations and 
advanced halfway to Pskov. The Inf. Divs. are following 
cl*»se behind. 

sAt the Fuehrer* Hq they now seem to be reassured about the situa
tion in the lovogrodek pocket. Start . of new offensive by 
Armd. G-ps, is approved. 

,g July 1941.. 12th Day. 

Daily reports of 2 July and morning reports of 3 July indicate 
that the enemy fronting Eleventh Army has apparently with
drawn behind the Pruth river, but is still fighting strong 
rear guard actions.. Our advance- is slowed by pouring rains, 
which turn roads into bogs. 



'The Hungarians are still fighting at the mouths of the 
mountain passes and have made no important advances. 
Seventeenth Army, whore two Slovak Divisions have "been" 
introduced on the right wing, is pressing on in pursuit"* 
"bellini the yielding energy. This pursuit is repeatedly 
checked "by counter thrusts of individual enemy groups, most
ly against the flank and as a rule with tanku. Tarnopol is 
taken. 
As a result of this advance, Seventeenth Army has developed 

greater depth, which is all to the good, and now has its 
main concentration on its left wing, in conformity with the 
basic operational dispositions of Army Gp, Next to it, 
Sixth Army with its main concentration on the right wing, 
has continued its southeastward movement in good formation. 
This puts its main weight "between Ninth Armd.Div. and Six
teenth Armd.Div. on the right, and 111 Corps (llth, 13th, 
14th Armd.Div.),on the left. AG-p, so has delevoped a 
definite wedge pointing at Berdichev. To the north, Armd. 
G-p., that is, its left wing (illCorps), is still severely 
hampered in its movements "by attacks from the Pripet area, 
which the enemy now is launching west of Rovno, 

This threat to the northern flank from the Pripet area has 
"been a matter of concern for days. .Everybody is vying 
for the honor of telling the most hair-raising tale about 
the danger from the north. Foremost are the radio intel-i 
ligence people, who claim to have located a large number of 
enemy troops, namely three Armd.Corps and two Infantry 

•Corps under the command of an Army Eg, This assertion is 
baseless and therefore dangerous. The events over several 
days do show that there are enemy forces in this maze of 
swamps and. forests, but they certainly are not stronger 
than 2 or three Divisions; there cannot be any doubt that 
they include some not. elements and tanks. The attacks 
are conducted in a manner which Plainly shows that their 
command is completely confused. Also the tactics employed 
in these attacks -are singularly poor . Riflemen on trucks 
abreast with tanks drive against our firing line, and 
the inevitable result are very heavy losses to the enemy. 
Such desultory attacks cannot be regarded as a threat 
to our operations. Nevertheless it would be intolerable 
to allow this factor of uncertainty to persist unchallenged 
on our flank. Itmust be removed by offensive action and 
systematic combing out of the marshes. 

3i AGp. Center , the Novogrodek pocket has bsen further 
contracted and sealed, as agreed upon yesterday. The moves 
of Second ,and ITinth Army are continuing according to plan, 
and with forced marches, in order to introduce Infantry 
with greatest rqpidity behind the Armd. C-ps which are\u0084 

launching the offensive today. Both Armored G-ps. have 
already started off. Guderian forced the Boresina river 
this forenoon, Koth's left wing reached the Dvina north
west of Polotsk by noon. 

In AGp. North Hoeppner advanced but slowly, owing to very 
bad weather which give him the worst road conditions. Still, 
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his left wing is already midway 'between the Dvina and. Pskov 
He has "been directed by teletype orders issued .last night, 
to occupy the areas between Velikie Luki and "Lake Ilmen 
and "between lake Ilmen -and take Pskov, with a view to safe
guarding them- toward the east, and to advance northward 
"beyond the line Lake llmen-Lake Pskov onlyrda-prdogr of QSH, 
D?he latter advance will have the twofold ai,m of closing the 
gap "between the -Gulf of Finland and Lake Peipn#, and of 
cutting off Leningrad "between the '(half of finli.nd and 
X^ake Ladoga. Sixteenth and Eighteenth Amies, "by forced 
marches, are moving on in excellent formation, witJa a 
strong right wing behind Armd. Gm. t toward the Dvina* On 
the Army Gp« \u25a0•boundary close contact is maintained with 
the vigorously pushed left wing of Hinth Army. 

Enemy	 intelligence (Kinzel and Bogatsch) brings no im-oortant 
findings. In front of our southern wing (AG-n^South) the 
enemy has ceased reinforcing his fr<snt. In Center- ~(triangle Orsha Vitebsk Smolensk ) there is still some 
movement, but with the movement whicH apparently camo 
from the Caucasus brought to a close it is on 
a much smaller scale than in the paSt f£w dayg. In the 
"dry route I',, trench digging is in -progress. Owing to bad 
weather there are no new developments in the Bevel G-roup. 

She enemy situation in the Pripet Marshes Remains obscure. 
We must not overrate the strength 'of this enemy. On the 
whole, with no more signs of enemy activity in the lovogrod
ek pocket, we may be fairly sure that the e/iemy in the .' •.-Sialystok sector, who was estimate! at 15 20 Divs. by a 
Captured Hussian Corps CG-, is annihilated, except, for some 
negligible remnants. On the front of AGp. iMorvh we may 
also figure, with 12 -15 Divs. completely wiped out. On 
the front of AG-p. South the enemy's withdrawal amd the 
crumbling of his front certainly cannot be interpreted 

\u25a0as a disengaging movement planned by his command; it must 
be explained "by the fact that his troops have been cut 
up. and for the most part scattered by our Unceasing,, 
massive blows. 

On, the whole, then, it may be said even now that the 
objective to shatter the bulk of the \u25a0Russian Army this 
side of the Dvina and Dniepr, has been accomplished.. % do 
not doubt the statement of the captured Russian Corps OC? 
that, east of the Dvina and Dniepr, we would encounter 
nothing more than partial forces, not strong enough to 
hinder realisation of German operational plans.. It'is thus 
probably no overstatement to say that the Russian Campaign 
has been won in the space of two weeks.* Of course, this 
does not yet mean that it is closed. sheer geographic
al vastness of the country and the stubbornness of the 
resistance, which is carried on with all means, willclaim 
our efforts for many more weeks to some. 

Future -plans: 

a)	 1 the continuance of the Russian operations it will 
"be of primary importance to gain a new jump^-off line 
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"between Smolensk and Moscow, and another bas& around 
Leningrad^ Irora here we could proceed to the capture of 
Northern Russia and" the industrial region around 
and subsequently, in conjunction witn AGp. South, of t}ie 
Donjets industrial region. 

Once we are across the £vina and Dniepr, it wi;Jl "be less 
a question of smashing enemy armies, than of denying the 
enemy so preventpossession of his production centers and 
his raising a new Array with-the aid of his gigantic 
industrial potential and his inexhaustible manpower 
resources . 

b) As soon as the battle in the Easfc changes from an effort 
to annihilate the enemy armed forces to one of paralyzing 
the enemy economy, our nest tasks in the war against 
Britain will come to the foreground and require 
preparation: 

Preparations must "be made for the offensive against the 
land route between lile and Euphrates, both from* Cyrenaica 

and through Anatolia, and perhaps also for an offensive 
from the Caucasus against Iran; The former theater, which 
willalways remain dependent of the quantities of 
supplies we can bring across the sea, and so is subject 
to incalculable vicissitudes, will assume a secondary 
role and for the most part will be left- to Italian forces. 
We willhave to assign to it only two German Armd. 
Divisions (Fifth light and Fifteenth), which willbe \u0084 

\u25a0..brought up to full strength' and 
' 

reinforced by small, 

additional complements. As an initial move for the 
operations through Anatolia against Syria, possibly 
supported by a secondary thrust from the Caucasus, we 
shall have to initiate concentration of the necessary 
forces in Bulgaria, which at the same time' may serve as 
a means of political pressure to compel Turkey to grant 
transit for our forces. 

Wagner (Gen Qu) ia) Summary of casualty reports, . booty reports 
etc. 

b) Organization of Hear Areas and assignment of 
troops to these 

c) Review of plans for moving forward our supply 
bases after the Dvina Dniepr line has been 
gained. 

d) Spare parts for tanks and tank replacements. 

1200: Through ObdH and Op, Sec/ we hear again the usual buz zings 
from, the Fuehrer's Hq_. How again the. whole -nlace is ia a 
state of jitters, because the Fuehrer is afraid that the' 
wedge of AGp. South now advancing- eastward might be threateiv 
ed by flank attacks from north and south. Tactically 
speaking,' of course, this fear is not at all Unwarranted, 
but that's what we have Army Corps CGs for. What is lacking 
on top level is that confidence in the executive commands 
which is one of the most essential features of our command 
organization, and that is- so because it fails to grasp the 
coordinating force that comes from the common schooling 
and education of our Leader Corps.. 
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Icall up AGp* South {it,ColWinter, la) to make suggestions 
on how the threat to %he northern flank could "be removed once 
and for all "by employing Advance Combat Teams and moving 
the GrHq_ Reserves toward- Rovno. Any threat to the southern 

Hungarians,flank, \rhich	 will soon effect a link up swith the 
nust i?e forestalled "by Seventeenth Army with- its own forces, 
"by organizing Advance Combat Teams amply equipped with AT 
units. and obstacle construction material. 

1600 AGp. South reports compliance with my suggestions. It is 
really he ari?warning to see the readiness with which the 
Held Marshal and AGp. Commanders cooperate with us and - •adopt our	 ideas. 

Casualties.	 Total for period 22 -30 June: 41,087 (or 1,64$ 
of actual strength of 2.5 million) 
Killed* 524 0 t 8,362 ICO and SM 
Wounded; 966 0, 28,528 UCO and EM 

Officer casualties?
 
bounded 3.3$ (Campaign in West Z.lVfo)
" " nKilled 7.#C (	 4.850

\u25a0Missing 1.5*6 ( n n w 2.0(^) 

4- July 1941,. 13th Bay. 

Situation: South: Eleventh Army is advancing slowly. Difficult 
road conditions, owing to recent rains. The Mt. Brigs, of 
the Romanian northern front have started 

v 

the attack against 
\u25a0Cernauti. 

The Hungarian right wing has reached the northern r3,m of 
the \u25a0'Carpathians. 

In spitfc..of difficult road conditions, Seventeenth and Sixth 
Armies are getting on well. Main weight on the inner 
wings. On, the northern wing of Sixth Army, our safeguard
ing measures against the ,Pripet Marshes are "beginning.. :to 
show, results. The- enemy is withdrawing in the' M&jrslms to 
the east "before, our pressure -fr.ofe soirthwas-fc and west, but at 
the same time.;' is ."bringing reitifor&enrtents fron- the .oa.st, We 

\u25a0must expect that Keicheiau will"feel continued pressure on 
his loft shoulder * at first from the .area north" vf tho line 
"Eovno—Kores and later from, the':- area \u25a0•between 1Koroa ten- and Kiev. 

Center: The	 right wing (Third Arm&.Div.) of Guderian' s 
Armd. Gp. has crossed the Dniepr at Bogachev, establishing 
so far only.a bridgehead* further north Armd, Gp ¥ has 
forced. the Beresina at the destroyed crossings and is 
battling its way to the Upper Dniepr. 

The northern	 wing of Armd.Gp. Hoth has reached the Dvina 
at "Drissa* where it is encountering stiffer enemy resistance* 
Road conditions 'difficult. High tank casualties from bad 
roads. Hoth reports 50$ combat strength. 
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Second and Ninth Armies ,are pressing on "behind Armd.Gp* in 
rapid, marches. But owing to the delay in the encirclement 
operations at Bdaiystok, the distance "between them and Armd. 
Gp. has 'become so great, particularly "behind G-u.de rian, that 
special measures will be necessary to "bridge the gap* 

Combined Advance Combat Teams of the Inf. Corps mast "be 
movo.d ahead "behind Ghiderlan' s Arind.Crp, 

Yon Bock has moved his Hq. to Baranovichi* Kluge who, 
on our orders and over their objections, assumed command of 
the two Armd.Gps., has moved his Hq_ to Minsk. 

ifforth; Armd *G-p. Hoeppner is advancing rapidly, and is 
approaching Ostrov with its left wing* Eight wing en
countered stronger opposition shortly after' crossing the 
Dvina, "but thanks to Field Marshal yon Leeb'-s foresight, 
liif.forces were brought up here in time ( on trucks), so 
that this enemy constitutes no threat j- on the contrary,, 
ha. is already being forced back by the troops originally 
on the scene. During this fighting, the Commander of 121si; 

Div., Gen. yon Lancelle,. Vas killed. The bulk of "the Inf. 
Corps is advancing briskly and has started crossing the 
Dvina. On the northern wingj almost an entire enemy Division 
was captured in the forests north of Riga. 

Enemy: On the front of AGp. South local resistance, which 
leads "to formation of pockets, in Boiss -placed; .'.but on the 
whole we discern distinct withdrawal movements, covered 
by armored counter- thrusts . Some troops are still arriving 
through Kiev from the east, but to all appearance they 
do not represent a large-scale coordinated movement, The 
large number of trains cramming the railroad stations and 
some; eastward train movements probably must be interpreted 
as evacuation- measures . Movements of fresh troops toward. 
Korosten are observed, but apparently they are not on an 
operational, scale* 

On the front of Center the situation is. unchanged.. Move
ments run from Smolensk to Orsha, but also in the opposite 
direction- The large quantities of railroad cars around 
Briansk seem less an indication that the Russians- are—
 
forming an operational reserve they would not have-
sufficient forces for that than, merely the accumulation, 

of. rolling stock used in the frontward movements of the 
last days, left on sidings for technical reasons. 

In-Horth,..- two movements are reported on the way from the 
area around Moscow. One is running into the area west of 
Velikie Luki, i.e. between Hoth's and Hoeppner's inner 
wings, the other one is -swinging northward around Lake 
Hmen r to the vicinity of Pskov. 

Over-'-all -picture: The situation supports the assumption 
that the enemy does not have sufficient forces left for a 
sustained defense of the line running from the old Bus so— 
Estonian frontier along Dvina and Bniepr to the south, 
This theory is borne out -also by a Russian order, intercept
ed yesterday, to the effect that the Dvina river will.be* held, only by groups concentrated at the crossings. 
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As	 our Armies advance, any attempt at further resistant;© 
probably will soon collapse and we shall "be confronted 
with the question of reducing Leningrad and Moscow* It 
remains to "be seen whether Stalin' s proclamation calling 
for a people U war of all workers against us, will"be suc
cessful. On the result depends the method "by whicja we are 
going tp sweep the enemy out of these extensive' industrial 
areas, The main thing is to deny their use to the enemy 

\u25a0at	 an early date. 

As to the date when the Jlnns will strike, a decision will 
have to "be made today f* (6,.( 6, 7.,7., -or-or 88 July),July), 

Col. Qchsner reports on the outcome of his tour to the fronts 
of linth and Sixteenth Armies: 

Some units still show a certain reluctance about *using 
smoke. Heavy Rocket Launcher.' and Do Projector -.apparent
lyhighly effective whereever employed. The ammunition 

\u25a0still seems to. have some bugs. 

Question of.propaganda about the new flame ammunition. I 
am against it. It would only afford later opponents on 
opportunity to prepare counter measures. 

At noon the first "break in many clays, which allows me to spend 
an hour on horseback. 

G-en. Wagner. Gren %v; 

a) Settling .cacperortlO^ >\u25a0£\u25a0
' 

u'(x«n Q,ii CTw.and Post"- Chiefs 
•\u25a0vith.Jw.. .TO,**' ;: . \ . ; -V , .-, . ..-..-. ..'.. 

b)	 Difficulties in supplying AG-p. North by- rail (Siauliai), 

c)	 transport situation at present permits maintenance of 
offensives in . . \u25a0 

AG-t). South: Armor to Kiev, Inf. to the line Zhitomir*-
Berdichev. 

AGp, Center: Armor within close distance from Moscow*** 
Inf. across Dvina and Dniepr. 

AG-i). ITorthr Armor to Leningrad, Inf. to area Velikie— i— — 
Luki DnO Pskov Dorpaf. 

G-en. yon 'Bioma reports on observations on his tour to front of 
Armd.Gp. 3t 

a)	 Inf ighting the enemy 1 s giant tanks, 10 cm 8,8 cm AA and 
5 cm A!I? guns are very effective. 

b)	 Tanks Iare a liability for the troops and should be 
taken out for home defense, coast defense and training 
purposes. 

c) Very tough fighting with Russians, Only few prisoners 
. are taken •- . . 
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.ehlberg! Preparayon ZiehTber. Current G-en. Staff personnel matters 
tions for transfer of GHq> 

Evening reports from the South again indicate that we are 
advancing along the entire front. Road conditions, which 
must "be very difficult in some sectors, are slowing the 
advance* The Drohobycz oil fieldshave fallen into our 
hands with very little- damage.. \u25a0On the northern -wing, the 
attacks against the north flank have ceased. 

in Center crossings over the Dniepr have "been forced inT 

heavy fighting at -Eogachev "by the right wing of Guderian 1 s 
Group., and over the Dvina, at Drissa, "by Hoth's left wing* 
Elsewhere the two Armd. Gps, are "battling- their way to 
the Dvina and Dniepr against occasionally stubborn enemy 
resistance. The. Inf. Corps are following in-rapid marches 
all along. Allis quiet in the pocket west of Minsk. 

* 
In Forth t. Hoeppner has pushed as far as' Ostrov while 
heating off attacks against his flank just north of the 
Dvina*.. The heads of Inf. columns are grossing the Dvina 
river* 

Enemy intelligence report on the whole contains nothing 
new. Only on© observation is striking viz. unusually 
larger numbers of trains crowding the stations around 
Briansk and Orel, and trains moving northward in this 
arcs., formally such a picture would indicate a "build-up 
of an operational reserve t "but the enemy does no longer . 
have enough strength available for such a policy. In . 
any case, a close watch will "be kept on these movements. 

5 July 1941. (l4tii Day. ) 

with "\u25a0Situation: The entire front is advancing, in accordance 
our intentions, In AGp., South, in the Southern Ukraine, 
road conditions are very difficult as a result of cloud-
storms, and rate of advance is slow. Apparently the 
enemy now is withdrawing eastward from the Pripet Marshes 
opposite left shoulder. In consequence, GrHq,Reichenau's — 
Reserves can "be moved eastward beyond the line Dubno 
Luck. . . • • 

In AGp. Center,, Guderian' s right wing (Model) has held 
its "bridgeheads at Rogachev. But the central sector 
of the Armd.Grp., fighting all the way, is making little 
headway between the Beresina and the Dniepr. In addition 
to the Drissa bridgehead, Hoth now has gained another 
firm foothold at Ulla, on- the northern bank of the Dvina,— 
upstream from Polotsk. The "pocket" west of Minsk is 
slowly burning out. Since yesterday morning 52,000 
Russians have surrendered. 

In AGp, &orth Hoeppner 1 s Armd. Gp» is sweeping the area 
assigned it clear of the enemy, The Inf.Corps are closing 
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up a satisfactory rate, especially on the right wing. 

Report on enemy situation. Our troops have more or less, lost 
contact with the enemy on the fronts of Seventeenth and 
Sixth Armies* Air reconnaissance- shows that the enemy is 
retreating in disorder "before Seventeenth Army and the 
Hungarians, with several columns packed together ,on one 
road in some, instances. We may assume that these movements 
are withdrawals, getting mixed up with refugee columns... 
Snemy AA protection generally covers the rear position west 
of Kiev> enemy fighter protection covers the area round Kiev, 

Behind the northern part of the position parallel troop 
movements and arrival of troops- from the north. 

On the front of AGp. Center, confirmation is obtained on 
unloading of troops round Orsha, from where they move 
westward to Guderian f s front. AA protection makes itself 
felt west of Orsha, fighter protection round Orsha and to 
the east.. Strong fighter cover a"bove Briansk and Orel* 
The enormously large, number of railway cars left standing 
on the sidings has again "Deen observed. The purpose of 
these accumulati6ns of rolling stock and of the movements 
into this ares., apparently from the south, is not clearly 
understood. Operational reserves? Group for a flank 
thrust"? 

Air reconnaissance again confirms the existence of an enemy-
concentration round Velikie Iraki. . £!o indications that it 
has "been committed in the fighting. It.might 'become. 
effective against Hoeppne-r 1 s right flank, as well as against 
Koth's left flank, especially if the latter should strike 
eastward from his crossing points at Drissa and UHa. The 
enemy 1 s fighter cover is a"bove. Velikie Luki, his AA protec
tion is moved further west in the direction of Dvinsk. 

' Enemy ls command set— up is as follows 

Russian AHq, 8 )
 
27 ) forming AGp. Northwest
 
11 )
 

Russian AHq_ 13 .)
 
Unidentified ) forming AGp. West
 

new AHq. )
\u25a0 

Russian AHq_ 5 )
 
6 )
 

12 ) forming Southwestern Front
 
2 )
 

Odessa, Army ) 

Heusinger (1300) : 

a) A teletype from Irfurth indicates that on orders of CQCW
(apparently the Fuehrer himself) the last Regt** of 
163rd Div. now moving up "behind Heinrich's assault 
group, was diverted for Jalkenhors t1 s coir^at group at 
Salla. Apart from the fact that this Regt. cannot he 
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of	 any help in'the Saiia operation, the Div. as a 
result is.disrupted:* and Its striking power impaired 
where it was needed, most. "Ehis clearly shows "up the 
dubiousness of this entire Murmansk operation, which 
serves only political ends and is open to gravest 
censure -from . the operational print of view. 

Id)	 In. the -episode with the Mongolians hordes ( allegedly 
Stalin 1s "bodyguard) trapped "behind the front of Sixth 
Army, 168th Division is reported to have "broken down 
completely. Belief of COs is demanded. 

Wagner (Gen Q,u)	 (Transport Chief): Discussion of trainand G-ercke 
requirements for supply and of the most practical procedure 
tor cooperation "between G-en Q,u and Transp. Chief. ( North 
needs 14,. Center 21, and South 12 trains; overall planning 
by Transp. Chief; details of execution, "by BvTO,)* 

Buhle (Org.)f 

a) ConcXit ion of Divisions. 168th has lost part of its 
Artilleryl Cay. Div.: condition of horses, good;** 
organization has proved unworkable I 

"b)	 Suitable for new missions (ite., possible employment 
on Balkans, etc.)***: 
From Armd. Gp» 1: sth, 11th, 15th, 14th Armd.Divs." 

tr 
' "n . 2: 3rd, 4th, 17th armd f Dlvs. 

\u25a0n "\u25a0- 4: Ist Armd. Div. 
Those underlined are the "best suited, All other Armd. 
Divs.have French vehicles or Czech tanks. 

Also available: 16th, 20th, 60th mot.Pivs. Allother 
mot.Divs. have mixed or French vehicles. 

c)	 Africa: Two new Shield Sepl,Bns., i.e.,- 3,000 men, 
needed; adding. sfo normal furloughs, nak.^.s a total of 
5,000 men to "be sent over. 

d)	 Chenillettes ## and Renault trucks los" in operations. 

c)	 Requests from Army Hq.. Norway for Northern Norway, where 
signal equipment 

'

and supply installations have "be on 
diverted (t)-## 

k 

f) Croat legion* 1-Regt. of 6 Bns , Activation in Croatia 
10	 July. Win not be at training centers before 30 
July; then training; ready for commitment "by middle of 
August.. 

Situation in the evening; r In South, advance slowed by terrain 
,difficulties and enemy opposition. The report that AGp. 
South has lost contact with the enemy, is not confirmed. 
Armd, Gp. Zleist seems to have punched through the enemy 
defense system. In Center f a victory of G-uderian' s and 
Hotfc's outer wings is in the making. Very bad roads. In 
North, the attempt of the. enemy to build up .a front against 
Hoeppner with forces hurriedly thrown together, does not 
seem to come off. The '"intentions^ set forth in the AG-id* 
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reports are in line with the ideas .of OKH,
 

CTbclß "back from tour to AGp, Center, Army Hq_ 4 anl Arm-i, Op. 2*
 

Eighteenth Armcl* Div. stiffered heavy losses in the forest— —area, FW problem is "beginning, to get troublesome. ~Insecurity .of Hear Areas* Population moyements; on the 
\u25a0roads. v .. . . , \u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0• ;\u25a0 

OKW interferes in the moving of 163rd Div. to Finland with a 
direct order "by the fuehrer. The Division was supposed, 
to go to Heinrich's group east of Lake Ladoga and is now 
ordered to go H as a whole or in part 11 to the Salla front. 
Reason; SS Brigade "lord" committed at 

'

Salla* has "been 
;a failure. . ,

V 
. '.''-.. 

oof S. AGp,- South sends an interesting situation estimate. It 
.shows how widely AG-p, South, which has decided to direct 
its main effort against Berdiehev (non-existent gap in the 
fortified line) diverges from our plan; (main concentration 
on the northern, wing) *. , . 

6 July 1941, (15th. Day. ) Sunday 

Situation: The final reports last night and the morning reports 
\u25a0 . 'bring no important news. 

" 

In A&p. South, the situation of Armd. G-p. 1 develops 
generally fair, "both at the front and on the northern:

flank. . The right wing of Sixth Army has com© up against 
an enemy front consisting of field fortifications .laid 
out in difficult terrain, east of lampol. Seventeenth 
Army has generally made fair advances.,. Eleventh Army 
only slight ones. It is still an open question whether 
the enemy will succeed in the timely. organization of 
unified resistance in th.3 fortified line west of Kiev,, on 
which' 'we now have accurate air reports. The energetic v. 

leadership of the enemy south of the Pripet Ma,rshes- would 
make this appear quite likely? against it is 'the. attri
tion of forces "bled "by the recurrent counter attacks ,and 

the disruption of withdrawal movements "by our air effort. 

In AGp. Center, the only change from last night's situa
tion is that Seventeenth Armd.Div., north of Eighteenth , 
without any orders.- has started" moving away from Minsk, and 
that strong elements of Fourteenth motJDiv.,. which was in 
the "pocket :i guard rt, has "been set. in motion "behind Hoth. 

In AGfo. Horthr the forward movement of the Infantry right 
wing -north of Dvina is thoroughly satisfying.. 

(xqii. Bogats eh i A 4, 

a) Air observation shows nothing new. of any importance. 'as 
. Regards enemy movements . : 

' 
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b) Photographic reconnaissance furnishes the explanation 
for .the huge number of cars standing on sidings in the 
Briansk-Orel area. In this area the Russians hato 

enormous ,evidently Idrand-new industrial plants with 
vast, railroad sidings. To all appearance they represent 
rolling stock factories and major railroad shnps. 

Telephone conversation with &en. yon SMens tern ( C of' & AG-p. 
South) on his situation estimate submitted on 3 July. OKH 
Heserves were "brought up behind the northern wing (ill 
Corps), not "because of any anxiety about the flaiik in the 
Rovno area, "but with a view to supplying 111 Corps' "in its 
further advance with ample Infantry against any possible 
threat in the area north of Korosten from the direction of 
Mo-sir, thus giving 111 Corps freedom of movement toward 
Kiev or to the southwest. 

Army Gp. states its intention to advance with 111 oorps on 
Kiev in order to form a bridgehead. The other elements of 
Armcl. Gp. l,after breaking through at Berdichev will 
strike west of the Dniepr through Byelaya Tserkov in/ the 
direction of Kirovograd,' while the strong forces concentrat
ed on the inner" wing of Sixth and Seventeenth Armies, after 
breaching the line at Berdichev will drive on in south—' 
eastern direction for tactical cooperation with Eleventh 
Army in the encirclement of the enemy. . 

Sen. Ott reports on' visit to front. ("VIJ and XXXIXCorps,) He 
describes pillboxfighting which he witnessed at "VII 

Corps (heavy howitzers are very effective against themj 
also gasoline poured iis. ventilator shafts). In. soctor 
of XXXIXCorps, heavy losses were sustained by First 
Mt* Div. Morale of troops very goodj all are imbued with 
a sense of superiority over the enemy. 

It was good to see the general convictions among our 
troops 

' 

that they can get the better of the enemy tanks* 
In some instances, enemy crews are reported to abandon 
the tanks, in others they keep nn fighting until they 
are burned to death in their tanks. As \u25a0\u25a0over against the 
canrpaign in the West, our troops seem at last to have 
learnt to make effective use of their heavy Inf. weapons 
against a stubbornly resisting enemy. 

Inf. Supply Cljis&. have proved very useful.— -Everybody— 
wants semi-automatic weapons and telescopic sights. 
Close combat training has paid its way. 

Russian attack method 1.: -three-minute artillery barrage, 
then pause, then Infantry attacking as much as twelve

*ranke deep, without heavy weapon support the men start 
hurrahing from far off. incredibly high Russian losses. 

Casualties, up to Z July: 

Wounded 38,809 (inducting 1,403 Officers .)
 
)
 

Killed 11,822 (including 724 Officers- )
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Missing 3,961 (including 66 Officers 

\u25a0Total losses atOut 54,000 '« 2,15;$ qf 2,5 Million. 

The large number of medical casualties, (almost 54,000), 
prac tically equall ing bloody casual ties, is quite 
remarkable. 

Larger proportion of officer casualties than in preceding 
campaigns , 

Proportion officer casualties in the Russian campaign to-
date: 3,8$ wounded, 6,6$ killed, 1,7$ missing. 

l$In the Western Campaign: Officer casualties were 3tls3 t
wounded, 4,85^ killed,. 2$ missing. 

In the Polish Campaign: Officer casualties were 1,95$ 
wounded, 4,6$ killed, 1,35$ missing. 

In the afternoon, long talk with G-en'. &aus e t OKH liaison, Off #to 
Italian High Command Libya-, summoned from North Africa. 

Summary: 

a) Personal relations are complicated "by G-en; Rommel's 
character and his inordinate ambition* The cleared .rpia— 
tions3aip of nutual confidence between G-ause and Eommel. has 
not "been established,, ,Boiprr.;l:s character defects make 
him exti'emely hard to get along with, "but no one cares 
to come out in open opposition, because of his brutality 
and the backing he has on top level. The Italians at 
first met G-ause with suspicion, but now are friendlier. 

\u25a0Incidentally, Eoatta's insincerity also was an 
aggravating factor in this connection. 

This rbvimsly blmgl~cl situation might'botcroeti
fiod by modifying the mission of G-ause s staff in the 
process of. changing the command sot-up information of 
an Armd. G-p. Rommel) . 

b)	 The situation at Bardia and Solum. continues tight. \u0084 The 
British have withdrawn after their last defeat, but it, 

appears entirely possible, that they might repeat 'their 
attack toward the end of July. The weather then is 
said to be no worse than it was at the time of the 
last attack, when the British used 400 tanks and 2 Inf. 
Divs. By the end of July they may be in a position to 
put into the field 600 tanks and 3 InfJHva. It is a 

• question whether the German forces then willbe able 
to hold, for even at the last British attack it was 
touch and go. If there is another offensive, we shall 
have to reckon with..attacks out of Tobruk, too* 

c) The problem of transport now as ever is	 the dominating 
Nothing hasfactor in the Horth African situation. 

materially changed. We now do use the direct route 
to Bengasi, ,but German— ltalian shipping space is 
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visibly dimmishing* Strangely, G-ause thinks it would 
"be possible to substitute land transport for our 
dwindling shipping tonnage • Ithoroughly disagree. 

Evening situation\u25a0.: 

"been changeSouth: In Eomania .* there has a sudden to 
optimism, 'Eleventh Army is reported t6 be advancing 
briskly_ and has pushed Advance Combat Yearns toward the 
Dniestr in the XI Corps sector* A surprise thrust is 
planned against the bridge at Mogilev Podolsky. XXX 
Corps is to continue its attacks. The Rolranians are to 
swing eastward south of the Dniestr. With' road condi
tions improving., Seventeenth and Sixth Armies are pres-s— 
ing on In frontal advance. The northern wing of Armd* 
Gp, 1 is fighting inside the enemy positions,** The 
German Divs. advancing" in the Fripet area are moving ahead 
at a fair pace, without enemy contact* 

Center: Armd* Gp, 2is encountering stiff opposition 
on its right wing, at Bogachev, Attack from the direction 
of Gomel against its right wing* On its left wing there 
is still fighting between the Beresina and the Dniepr* 
Central sector of Armd* Gp. is on the Dniepr, 

Horth: Highly gratifying, progress* Hoe-opner has gained 
more- ground to the north and has -inflicted heavy losses 
on the enemy. Sixteenth Army is moving to the right* to 
safeguard the right flank already now. Eighteenth Army is 
turning off its left wing northward, t^ 'Occupy Estonia. 

Finland: Unchanged, Of 163rd DivM only the last Begt.*** 
has been detached to Salla, 

7 July .1,941-. (16th Day. ) 

' 
Situation: South: Yesterday's optimism inEleventh Army, , 

has vanished. XI Corp is again held- back. The reasons 
are not apparent „ Seventeenth Army is getting along well 
and is concentrating its Advance Combat Teams against 

. Proskurov. Wietersheim 1 s Corps, leading the Army,has 
spread itself surprisingly far to the south (road 

:conditions?) .'f Sixth Army continues to advance , led 
on its left wing by Armd.Gp. 1, of which only the southern 
wing appears to have made any sizeable penetration into 
the enemy position west of Minsk,l## whereas its northern 
wing is still fighting in the pillbox line. The Inf. 
wing of Sixth Amy en the southern edge of the Pripet 
Marshes is. advancing nicely. 

The enemy is trying with all means to extricate his 
•forces	 out of the pocket in the process of being formed 
by Elevert th and Seventeen'-ah Armies, It seems ,that he is 
retreating behind the Dniepr ,but we have no conclusive 
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evidence as yet. The numerous movements in the rear area 
"between the Driiepr and the position to the west could well 
be shipments of materials and the concentration of large 
reserves, which would have to "be assembled in the area 
south of Kiev, if he intends to hold the position. 

Center: The enemy on our Dniepr front is still' fighting 
hard and stubbornly against Armd. Gp.2 at Orsha, and is 
shifting reinforcements from the south to the Dniepr Line, 

On the Dvina front, Hoth1 s left wing has gained elbow -room 
on the northern hank of the river and, by swinging up-river, 
is endeavoring to move its entire front across the river. 
This situation offers the "big chance for carrying forward 
our operation. Second and Ninth Armies are following 
closely "behind the Armd.Ops, 

North: Operations are proceeding according to plan, which 
means that a strong right Inf. wing is taking over flank 
cover against Nevel, thus freeing Armor for the regrouping 
against Leningrad. 

® 

Enemy: Apart from our uncertainty a"bout enemy intentions 
in the South -r is he or is he not retreating behind the-
Dniepr there is still the open question whether the— 
observed larger enemy movements in the Briansk *~ Orel 
Kursk area are for the purpose- of massing strength or 
are destined for the evacuation of industries. Eadio 
intelligence indicates that there are still four enemy 

1sCorps Eq_s in the Pripet Marshes in. front of Reichenau 
left wing. However, we have no clear idea of the location 
of the combat troops, as XVII Corps, 'advancing through the 
marshland has lost contact with the enemy. 

Summary: At the moment the best chances of success are 
on the front of left wing of AG-p. Center (Armd. Gp. 3) .
To the north, the enemy group Velikic Luki is less active 
than one would have expected after the large movements to 
that sector in the past few days* Sinee morevervthe5 

right wing of AGp North is advancing well, and so holds 
this enemy group in check, Hoth may have a chance' to roll 
up the Vitebsk positions from the north, and so open up a 
great operational opportunity. 

If the enemy in the South falls back behind the Dniepr, 
such an opening might prove very valuable, since it could 
initiate a north-south operation east of the Dniepr.* 

G-en Bogatsch reports .on air reconnaissance We are "beginning 
to run short of aircraft for long-range reconnaissance. 

OKK Staffeln take over the Estonian area to.relieve AGp. 
North. In return, AG-p. North does reconnaissance in the 
area betx^een Leningrad and Moscow for us. OKH a.ircraft- ~ continues to cover the area Briansk Orel Kursk and 
the Pripet Marshes. 

!bt. Col. Buerkner (Tng. Sec.) reports on current business of his 
section. New Artillery School to meet replacement require—•ments for ArtiHery officers. Courses for selection of 

/ 
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officer candidates from NCO ranks .... Analysis of results of—final	 examination of Officer Schools, for selection of 
War Academy candidates. Supply of -periodical military 
publications to the front will "be suspended during opera
tions .. ..\u25a0 

£on.	 Fellgiebel ; 

i>a)	 Trunk—line net-work is well organized up to Dvina and 
Pripet line; there is of course the gap made "by the. 
Pripet area. 

b) Withdrawal of signal units from the "Barbarossa front" 
for eventual assignment to Li"bya and Syria. 

Refused for the present I 

Ecusinger comes with a report that the breakthrough in the 
central sector of AGp. is now under way. Eleventh Armcl. 
Div. is clean through the enemy positions east of Polonnojo 
and is pushing right through fleeing Russian columns in 
the direction of Berdichev. Sixteenth Armd.Div. is at 
Starpkonstantinov (fighting in progress), ifin.th Armd.Div.— 
now is engaged in a major tank "battle at Proskurov.
 
Question of future command set-up. On the northern wing
 
unified command is necessary for VII, XXIX, 111 (mot.)
 
Corps. Sixth Army and Armd. Op. 1must swing to the south
east. Eleventh Army has crossed the Dniestr near Mogilev
 
(railroad "bridge has •"been-made usable for the crossing) .
 
22nd Div. had heavy losses "by a tank attack.
 

1700 Message that Eleventh Armd.Div, has reached Berdichev. A 
very gratifying success. Whether this will furnish an 
adequate "basis for the enveloping movement to the south
east,	 is not yet quite the moment.clear at 

1900	 Talk with Heusinger on consequences of the breakthrough 
to Berdichev for our plans o 

' 

Bridgehead of Eleventh Army 
across the Dniestr has been lost again (only parts of Regt. 
Brandenburg) • 

Situation in ,the evening; The movement in AGp. South seems to be 
getting on very well. The possibility of an operational' 
breakthrough is developing, Ho thing new from the fronts 
of the other Army Groups. Rain has started again in. AGp. 
Center, Resistance by numerous stray enemy elements west 
of the Dniepr is also reported. 

,0*bdH	 "back from AGp. Horth "brings nothing new, Good impressions 
of .morale and efficiency of troops. 

2300	 Telephone conversation with Gen, yon Sodenstern (AG-p.South) 
on next moves. The thing tomorrow is to move Armd. Gp. 
Kleist in such a direction, that we can turn to form the 
"inner	 ring" forthwith, resorting to an "outer ring" only 
if we are compelled to do so. The trouble is that the 
farther Armor penetrates into enemy territory in such a . 
case, the quicker our Infantry loses contact wi.th them 
and the enemy forces marked for destruction escape in 
masses through the resulting gaps. 
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(:_8 July 1941. 17th Day. ) 

Situation: On the Bomanian front our offensive is advancing 
slowly,. Seventeenth Army is pressing on, .Armd. Gp. 1 
wants to move XIV Corps to Eleventh Armd. Div. in order 
to use it for the encirclement <>f a.c enemy in front of 
Seventeenth Army. 11l Corps is f-jL^htjLnf its way through 
the fortified line at Zvyagel and bo '-the south. Sixth 
Army is pushing on close "behind. 

A&p, Center: Armd. Gp. 2 is "battering its way to the 
Beresina, partly against aggressive enemy resistance. It 
reports "bitter enemy counter attacks with, tanks particularly 
against its northern wing from the direction of Orsha. 
Advance elements of Armd. Op. Z have crossed the Dvina 
at several points and are fighting for maneuvering space 
in the direction of Vitebsk while repelling counter
attacks from the north. The Inf.Armies afs following, with 
strong forces on the outer wings and command.able depth in 
center. 

AGp. Horth .is fighting hard and soon will have gained 
freedom of movement to the north (Armd, Gp. 4), and now is 
committing Inf. arriving from the right wing, to replace 
the forces of Armd. Gp. 4 detached for coveting the east 
flank. 

The Inf.Armies are pressing on in ?rapid msu ities on a wide 
front and with great depth, with t'iel.r.Advance Comsat Teams 
following closely behind the Armor. On tht» left wing of 
Eighteenth Army, itwas possible tYj use sections of the 
railroad in moving Inf. quickly, to the nort.'b., into Estonian 
territory. 

3.100 Kjnzel: 'Eeview of. enemy situation; 

Of 164 identified Rifle Divisions, 89 have teen totally or 
largely eliminated l 

46 Russian Combat Divs. are on this front* 
18 are tied down in other theaters (ITinland 14, Caucasus 4) 
11 are possibly still in reserve, in the rear. 

Of 29 identified Armd. Divs., 20 have been totally or large
ly eliminated ;9 stillhave full fighting- strength. 

The enemy is no longer in a position to organize a continuous 
front, not even behind strong terrain features. At the 
moment the apparent plan of the Red Army High .Command is 
to check the German advance as far to the west as possible 
by draining our strength with incessant counter attacking 
with all available reserves. Inpursuing this policy they 
evidently have grossly overestimated German losses. 

Meanwhile we must reckon with the attempt to activate new 
units', with which they might eventually stage an offensive. 
The plan of a large-scale disengagement is nowhere 
discernible. 
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Activation of new units., certainly on any larger seale f will 
fail for lack of officers., specialists ana Artillery 
materiel. lEhis holds particularly for their Armor, which 
even "before the war was sadly lacking in officers, drivers 
and	 radio operators, as well as signal equipment • 

In the individual Army Groups, the Situation works oui? as 
follows: 

Uorth t which at the start of the campaign was numerically 
equal to the enemy, definitely outnumbers him after 
annihilation of numerous enemy Divs. on its front; this 
superiority applies to "both Inf. and Armor. 

Center which was stronger from the start now has a crush
ing	 superiority and can maintain it even if the enemy, as 
is	 expected, should bring new units to that front. 

South, which in the beginning was noticeably weaker in 
numbers, now has equal strength, due to the heavy losses 
inflicted on the enemy, and soon willadd numerical to 
tactical and operational superiority. 

1230 Report to the Fuehrer (at his Kg) : 

Ob&H first presents the latest tactical^ reports* Ifollow 
with an estimate of the enemy situation and an operational 
appraisal of our situation, and review the operational 
questions on which a decision must now "be made. Continuance 
of the encircling operation inAGp. South* Start in AGp. 
Center of the battle of envelopment with strong outer wings-against the Dniepr Dvina line, calculated to crack the- ~ triangle Orsha Smolensk Vitebsk.' Conduct of operations 
by AGp. jSTorth, against Leningrad and start of operations 
by the Finns. A discussion follows. 

Result i 

" 1.)	 The fuehrer has in mind the following perfect solu
tion", which should be aimed at: 

AGp. Borth accomplishes with its own forces the missions 
•assigned it in the original operational plan. 

AG-T3. Center,, by a attack,, will force the last 
organized resistance group north of the Pripet Marshes 
out of the. overextended Russian front and thus opens 
the road to Moscow. Once the two Armd. Gps. have
reached the areas assigned to them by the. operational 
plan, 

a)	 Soth can be halted (to assist yon Leeb, if necessary) 
or else continue operating in an. eastern direction, 
e.g., .with a view to investing Moscow, but not 
proceeding to an assault of the city). 

"£>)	 Guderian can strike in a southern or southeastern 
direction, east of the Dniepr river, cooperating 
with AGp. South* 
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2.)	 It is the Fuehrer's firm' decision to level Moscow and 
Leningrad, and make them uninhabitable, so as to relieve 
us of the necessity of having to feed the populations 
through the -winter. \u25a0 The cities will"be razed "by Air" 
Force „ Tanks must not "be used for the purpose* A 
national catastrophe which willdeprive not only Bolshev
ism, of their centers, 11"but	 also Muscovite nationalism 

3.)	 Details: 

a)	 The draft operational plans of the Army G-roups are 
approved. An added feature is the stressed importance 
on cutting off the Leningrad area from the southeast 
and east with the strong -right wing of Hoeppner's 

.Armd. G-p. This idea is sound. 

b) After destroying the Russian Armies in a "battle at 
Smolensk *, we shall block the railroads across the 
"Volga,, occupy the country as far as that river and, . 
after that, proceed to destroy the remaining Eussian 
industry centers "by Armd. expeditions and air opera
tions.. 

c) Preparations' must now "be. made for housing our troops 
during the winter.. Our troops must not "be quartered 
in villages and towns, because we want to "be able 
to "bomb them at any time 1 in the event of uprisings. 

d)	 Reduction of the Italian contingent for the East is 
opposed (it was to "be reduced in favor of Libya) , 
A special point should "be made of giving the Italian 

.	 troops a "big reception on arrival. With Italian 
troops at the German front, a 'visit "by Mussolini to 
the Fuehrer' s Hq. may "be expected. 

4.)	 Tanks : The Fuehrer explains why he is -keeping the new 
tanks coming off production concentrated in the 21. He 
wants to. make sure that we would ha Ve "brand-new equip
ment for the missions still ahead, for these will again 
extend over thousenis of kilometers . The tank losses 
suffered since the "beginning of the campaign therefore 
necessitate a reduction in the number of Armd.' Divs.. 
The personnel so freed will make up the crews for the 
new tanks in the ZI. He envisages the following 
operations: 

a)	 JTorway: Safeguarding of the irForwegian flank". 
Required for this purpose: two Armd. Divs, Gould 
use captured tanks, . 

"b)	 Anatolia.. Against the British land route in the 
Middle Bast. For this purpose we need at leasS four 
Armd. Divs. One of these (2nd Armd*Div.?) should-"be sent as soon as possible to the Bulgar.e 
Turkish "border, as a warning to Turkey, which is 
again getting too frisky. 
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d) Spain /Portugal. Against the potential British threat 
\u25a0'To counter this threat, at least four Armd.3)1vs. are 

required- One should, go to France soozl, to "bolster 
our prestige there and show the world,that Germany 
still has forces available over and above what is need-
ed- 'in the Russian thes'ater* 

d) InHo,rth Africa we shall confine ourselves to rein
forcing the G-erman Divs. there, improving supply and 
establishing a supply "base. (Eaise number of Tank 
Bns, inArmd,, Div. to three.) 

After .we. plead the Urgent requirements of the front, 
JHiehrep in the 21:releases from the tanks stored 
70 tanks 111, 15 tanks IV and the Czech tanks as 
materiel replacements for the Russian front* 

Wagner (G-en Q,u) reports on supply situation. It is fairly 
satisfactory everywhere, the railroads are handling more 
freight than we ever dared hope. Only on the line Brest-
Minsk results fall "behind expectations. The objectives of 
the next operations are logistically assured* . .. 

J?or the time "being we have sufficient 60- ton Truck Clms.; 
rest days for attending to maintenance, so as to avoid ex
cessive wear of the tracks, are necessary and we can afford 

\u25a0them. 
' . 

G-en. Bogatsch report's on air reconnaissance; Jfew heavy transport 
movements toward the Dniepr near, Orsha, from the direction 
of Moscow and Brians k ( 1-2 Divs.). 

Apart from rearward railroad movements in northeastern and 
northern direction on Hoop-oner 1 s front, no movements of 
operational significance. . 

Evening- situation: Hew development:- On ,the northern wing of 
AGp. South, the "Stalin line" has "been "breached "by 111 
©orps. Advances continue in all other sectors. 

In AGp,. Cent or, fighting is still going on in the . 
approaches to the jbniepr "(Guderian)'. The offensive will 
start on 10 July. Hoth has made further good progress on, 
the northern "bank of the Dvina in the direction of Vitebsk. 

Particularly gratifying are the advances of AGp. 
where Armor on the defensive front facing east is now- "being 
relieved by Inf,, and Armd. G-p. is concentrating against 
the north. Jloepnner had made good strides in the northward 
advance, and has reached Pskov..' On the western, wing of. . . 
AGp. (Eighteenth Army) ITllersperger has taken faernu with 
the bridge intact. The entire AGp* is pressing on behind 
Armd. G-p. 4 in forced marches and with Advance Combat Teams 
far ahead. 

Orders are issued to AG-tp, Jfforth on the next moves against Lenin
grad j to AGp. South on the closing of -the pocket now forming 

\u25a0on Seventeenth Army front.and the advance of the northern 
. .wing on Kiev; to Finland, with the request- to launch the 

\u25a0offensive on 10 July. . . 

-
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Presentation && air photographs by the two pilot officers who 
flew oVer- Briansk, Orsha a,nd Gomel to day, (Long-range 
Ren. Staffel of OKH) „ 

\u0084 

9 July 1941 > 18 th Day, 

Situation: South: Eleven th Army is forging ahead to the Dniestr 
according to plan, and is preparing for a crossing at 
Mogilev. In this operation the "balance of strength is as 
follows: 

The German XXX Corps ( 5 German , 3 Romanian Divs .) is 
opposed "by three enemy Inf. Dive, (elements ) and IIArmored 
Corps ( 2 Armd. Divs.,- one mot.Div.). The German XICorps 
( three German Diva.,, one Romanian .Cay. Corps) is opposed 
by one Russian D:l /i.sion drawn up on "both sides of Mogilev.* 
On the flank of "both Corps we must figure with two Russian 
mot. .Divs „ and. elements of two Inf.Divs. .This means, that 
apart from A.rmors the German— Romanian assault force is 
stronger. The Romanians, are fighting surprisingly well. 

Seventeenth Army is advancing eastward against the Stalin.** 
line in good and deep formation. Marching slowed down 
"by cloudbursts and fatigue of our troops. 
Sixth- Army is pushing its right wing "behind Armd. Gp. 1 on 
Berdichev, impeded by the transverse movement of XIV 
Corps, which is shifting from the south to Berdichev* 
Armd. Gp. 1now has "breached the Stalin Line with 111 
Corps, at Z'vyagel , and is advancing on Zhitomir with three 
Armd.Divs., one "behind the other. The northern wing of 
Sixth Army is following closely, with the objective Kiev. 

Center: Armd. Gp, 2 is closing to the Dniepr, according 
to plan. On the northern wing, very "bitter, enemy counter 
attacks from the direction of Orsha against Seventeenth 
Armd» Div. Our troops repulsed them, knocking out 100 
enemy tanks, with minor own tank losses "but more serious 
losses in men. This engagement held up Seventeenth Armd• 
Div, and kept it from 'catching up with Guderian* s main 
attacking force south- of Orsha,, Itwillnow "be relieved 
"by Twelfth Armd. .Div*. of Armd.Gp. 3. Second Army is 

\u25a0^losing up "behind Armd. Gp. 2 w-Vch Advance Combat Teams 
and follows with its Corps in good formation. Armd. Gp.3, 
north of the Dvina, is in rapid advance on Vitebsk and 
is now fighting 7 km west of the city. The enemy is bring
ing up reinforcements from Smolensk to Vitebsk "by rail and 
on trucks, jjTinth Arry is closing up behind Hoth with remark
able speed and in good order. Also yon LeeVs right wing 
is forging ahead with strong forces north of the Dvina in 
the direction of Hoth' s left wing, to protect- his flank 
in case of counter attacks from the direction of Hovel.*'** 

Berth is advancing and closing to Pskov, Eighteenth Army, 
which yesterday took Paernu,now has also captured ifellin. 
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Enemy; t?he large transport movement from the southeast 
and east to Smolensk, noted yesterday, is 'beginning to : 

show its effects around Vitebsk . At Smolensk, where dense 
transport movements have arrived fr

N
orn three directions 

there seems to "be a major traffic jam? the lines are 
choked with trains which apparently cannot be unloaded. 
Motorized movements from the east toward the Dniepr on 
"both sides .of Mogilev? Bo new developments in the sector 

•of AG-p. South. ... •	 . 
— 

"AGfa. Center submits a final report 6n the twin "battle Bialystok 
Minsk. AGp 9 states ibs opponents were four Russian armies, 
comprising 32 Rifle Divs.j 8. Armd.- Divs., 6 .moto.-mcz. Brigs ? 

1

and Cav.Divs. Out of this total it has destroyed 22 Rifle ; 

\u25a0'D^7S. 7 Armd. Divs., 6 moto.-mcz .Brigs, and 3 Cay. Divs.
 
The remaining Divs. were severely crippled "by very high
 
"bloody losses o Figures counted up to 8 July? 289,874 
prisoners ( including several Corps CG- and Div. Commanders); 
2,585 captured and destroyed tanks ( including heaviest 
types )j 1,449 -gcLus* 246 airplanes. Also large quantities 
of -small arms, ammunition and vehicles. 

Radio	 int-.?lligencc shows the following enemy command set-up (.from 

north to south*)? 

Russian AGp. Northwest, with Bth,27th,llthArmies (from north 
to south) . 

Russian AG-p. West, with 22nd, 20th, 13th Armies 

Russian AGp.. Southwest, with sth, 6th, 12th and 2nd Armies 
and one Armd. % „ 

Report' 

a) \u25a0Arcid.Gp. 3 has taken Vitebsk.. Twelfth Arm&.Div. and 
900th Brig, are now following up in that direction. 

t>) Appearance of a strong and still growing enemy group 
between Orsha and Vitebsk has prompted an order from 
Army Hq. 4' to Armd,, Gp. 2to put off planned attacks 
temporarily and instead take over cover of the left wing 
against enemy attacks and assure contact with Arnd.Gp. 
3. Armd.Gp. 3 is continuing in the attack. 

Gen. Oehquist reports on his trip to Finland. Only minor local 
changes in the disposition of troops. Plan of attack 
entirely in line -with our ideas. Road network east of Lake 

1Ladoga thinj roads narrow. Air raid ctaisa^e very small. 
Morale of the Finnish people is good. Troops are keen to 
attack. 

OQ,u IV: Military-political matters: 

Japan's intentions still obscure. Having first tried to 
whet' Japan's appetite for Singapore we now are busy needling 
her against Russia. The new policy will take some time- to 
show results. 
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In France* relations between Abet? and yon Stuelpnagel 
are strained on the question of the' volunteers. 

Sweden still very 'reserved. Seems to be disposed toward 
a pact, with Germany,, "but for the time "being has no inten

to join the Tripartite Pact.sion 

From Jfaruk (Egypt,)' 'a report has "been received that Britain 
is making preparations for a move from Irak into Iran 
to seize the oil wells and advance to the north. This 
sounds- quit© plausible, for "besides giving Britain a 
"better defensive position in.the event of a German advance 
across the Caucasus, it enables her to build up, on Iran 
territory, an air basis for attacks on the. Caucasian oil 
fields* Moreover, Turkey would then be bounded by British-
held territory along her entire southern and eastern 
frontier and was could be kept under pressure. 

Elaboration of the necessity to capture Gibraltar soon 
and to begin preparations immediately. Idon't think, 
this is correct., Preparations cannot be made until 
directly before we march -in, that is, when we positively 
know that we are going to do it. Otherwise Britain simply 
lets the Spaniards starve to death. 

U.S. has the following forces available for immediate 
action: 6 InfJDivs., 2 Arm&.Divs., 2 Cay. Divs, 

G-en, ffellgjebel: Exchange of high power radio equipment between 

— -*-Armd. G-ps. and Advance G-en Qu Hq_s. Activation of signal 
formations for the Africa Corps. Ho. new findings by 
radio intelligence. . 

1700 Heusinger: Current "business 

a) Farther offensive operations of Fourth Army; Guderian 
must not be rushed, but should attack only when ready 
and with definite concentration on one wing, best 
probably south of Mogilev. 

b) Allocation of GHq_ Reserves. Part of them (now in AGp. 
South) must be used for pacification missions in the 
areas traversed by our advancing Armies. 

c) Exchange of views at- out the future organization and 
distribution of forces in occupied Russia after the 
Russian Armies have been destroyed. Winter preparations 
must be initiated now.. 

— 
*G-en. Suhle: Rating of Divisions by casualty figures. 

Availability of tanks and activation of new Divisions 
~— " " * 

out of new production. Rehabilitation Bns. have 

— " 

proved a good "idea. •—• Radio direction beams for 
Africa. Arm&.Divs. may be replenished with -personnel 

from Inf.. Divisions ( best from Divisions held back for 
occupation, duty) * ~-* Replacements:, The I'ield Replace
ment. Bns. are largely used up by now. 
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fieri» Faulus: 

a)	 Organization in North Africa .when Armd. G-p. Rommel is 
formed,,. Use G-ause's Staff in organizing Hq_ of Arind. 
Gp, OTxIH wants the Armdl Gp. activated as soon as 
possible. 

d)	 Questions of the organization of road, construct ion 
during the operation,, Ithink that we must have a 
check-up on how plans are "being carried out in the Army 
areas 

Evening situation? In AG-d. .South.,, no reports have come in 
from Eleventh Army and the Hungarians. Seventeenth Army's 
advance i.c slow "because the roads are rains oaked •' Sixth 
Army is slowed down for the same reason; its northern 
wing is "being moved round the southern edge of the Pripet 
forest area and will continue north when it reaches Korets. 

. The forest area will "be. crossed directly only "by mounted 
patrols' o Season.? Bun— down condition of the horses „ 

The burning question now is the further employment of 
Armdo G-p o 1, AGp'. states its intention to strike with 
its northern group (illCorps) for Kiev and with the 
"bulk of the Armd. Gp» for Belaya Tserkov, and then to 
push in southern orusbuth^astorn-dir-^c-ticn. 

In the meantime the Fuehrer has. called up ObdH and told 
him that he wants Armd., G-p. to swing the elements which 
have penetrated to Berdichev, to the south, in the direc
tion of Vinnitsa ? 'in order tc- effect an early junction 
with Eleventh Army. At the evening situation conference 
with ObdH, this leads to an agitated exchange a"bout the 
direction in which Armd.Gp, 1 ought to "be moved. My 
standpoint is as follows: 

We must on no account ignore Kiev* There is so much 
evidence of enemy confusion, wiat chances to take Kiev 
"by some sort of, surprise thrust: look goodj the enemy 
is "building several ponton "bridges there, which means 
that he is preparing a retreat precisely on Kiev, If this 
estimate 3 however, should prove wrong, then we must use 
no armor in the "battle for Kiev* AllDivs. moving behind 
Thirteenth Arm&.Div.- in the direction of Zhitomir could 
then "be -"brought to "bear ad.vantageously against Belaya 
Tserkov and help "block the roads and railroads leading 
to the Lower Dnieetr* 

For the Armd. forces advancing south of 111 Corps (mot,), 
the immediate objective is Belaya' Tserkov, in order to 
strike from there to the south ( not to the southeast 
at first) in the direction of Uman, into ,the enemy's rear. 
In that case itwill.be' indicated to direct the right wing 
of Eleventh army toward "Oman. Should it become necessary 
to advance from Berdichev toward Vinnitsa i.e. on the ' 
inner ring, the Armd, Divs. following behind Eleventh 
Armd. Div. could always do that on their commander's own-
initiative. . . 

'	 ' 
\u25a0 
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Thus, the ring to be formed will run from Berdichev through 
Belaya o>ur.k:ov and to the sector of Eleventh Army. . Sealing 
the ring is the primary objective. Kiev and the Dniepr 
crossings south of Kiev are secondary objectives. 

Ob&H outlines this scheme to the Fuehrer. He does not 
1object, "but apparently is not yet converted and emphasizes 

that he expects nothing from the Kiev operation. 

AG-p. Center: Armd. Op- 3 has "broken through the enemy 1 s 
Dvina position in the direction of Vitebsk... Snemy movements 

;from Vitebsk in the direction of Velizh and slackening of 
enemy pressure round S'enno suggest that the enemy might "be 
trying to disengage. Idon ? t see it, lor, in my opinion, 

lcan the reported heavy movements of the enemy from Orsha 
to Smolensk' "be interpreted as a positive indication that 
the enemy is abandoning the dry route Orsha-Vitebsk. In 
order to exploit vie success of Armd. Gv* 3, to the fullest 

\u25a0extent, XXIIICor^s, with 3 Divisions and the draining 
yBrigade (9OOth) &u e being moved behind it. 

Owing to the easing of enemy pressure around Senno, the 
attack of Armd -dp. 2 can be launched as planned, namely , 
on 10 July, with line of departure from Stary Bykhov.to 
the north* Second and l^inth Armies are continuing their 
advance « 

AGp. Forth; Armd. Gp. 4 is approaching the line. Porkhov
]?og, but willnot push beyond this line in the direction 
of Leningrad before LVI Corps has moved closer to XXXXI 
Corps by swinging northeast,, 

' Eighteenth Army is to detach elements for a northward 
drive on Dorpat (airport) * The right wing of Sixteenth 
Army will remain in the offensive in order to cover Armd, 
Gp. 3 against enemy attacks from the direction of Uevel. 

Conference with Heusinger and Paulus on direction of the battle 
of encirclement of AGp. South, Their ideas are in 
substantial, accord with mine. 

\u25a0Tele-phone conference with 'G-en. yon Sodenstern ( C of S AG-p. 
South) on my ideas cone" en ing direction of the. bat tie of 
encirclement. Igive explicit orders not to turn 
initially southeast from Belaya Tserkov., but to let strike 
toward Uman to effect encirclement. 

They should make a try at Kiey "but, if surprise is not 
achieved, must not risk.Armor against the city. 

,10 July I^4l, (,19th Day,) 
launch offensive. 

0130 ObdH calls. The Fuehrer has again rung him up. Ho cannot 
put his mind at rest for fear that Armor might be committed 
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against Kiev and bo needlessly sacrificed (Kief;has 35$ 
Jews,, we won't get the "bridges in any- case) i The en
circling risg is to run fxTbra Berdichev through 'Vinnitsa 
to Eleventh Army* 

Accordingly, the following order goes out to AGp. South: 
The fuehrer does not want Armor to "be brought to "bear 
againe fc Kiev, "beyond what is necessary for reconnaissance 
and s icurity. 3?urihermore , he wants the immediately avail\u25a0 

able forces of Armc , Ops,, 1 to strike from Berdichev oh 

Vinni fcsa in order to link up with Eleventh Army as soon as 
poss:.ble and encircle the enemy forces fronting Seventeenth 
and "Eleventh Armies, Only those forces of ArmcLGp. 1 which 
are aot needec? or not adapted for this purpose will strike 
for Belaya Tsencov and then to the south. 

casualties) up tp 6 July,Tota] of Army casual tiss (excl. medical 

Wounded 42,755 ( 1,588 ) ? killed 13,869 ( 829) ;. missing 
£,010 (8l)j total .61,634 ( 3,498). 

figures ir parenthesis refer to officers; they are not 
included in the totals. 

•Situation South: Slow progress* Bussian IIArmd. Corps (two
' 

Arm!«Divs „ and one mo t. oDivOat tacks from Kishinev into the 
•"lank of the Romanian Fourth -Army in the direction of Jasy 
and Baity* The attacks are repelled. A Russian Cay. 

Corps is reported further to the south. Plans of Eleventh. 
\u25a0Army remain unchanged o Fo xxew develptiments elsewhere in 

AGp. South. 

Center; by Cay«Guderian: Third Arml.Div. has "been relieved 
DiVe and three Advance C mbat Teams,, and so is free to 
join the assault group c Attack on Stari Bykhov has start- . 
ed at 0500. (Later report: lodgement gained on- eastern 
"bank; "bridge construction in -progress at noon). At 
Shklov, Eleventh* and Seventh Armd.Divs., reinforced "by 
Seventeenth Armd.Div. willattack on 11 July. Enemy at • 

Ulla is trapped. Vitebsk railroad bridge is not destroyed. 
Hoth!s left wing unchanged. 

X\forth: Stiffening opposition on front of the northern
most elements of -XXXXI Corps. Otherwise operations continue 
according to plan* 

Enemy situations Many trains standing on the line between 
Vinnitsa and Kiev. Between Vinnitsa and Kalinovka; alone, 
10,000 railroad cars and 40 locomotives, Yesterday, 
between 0620 and 1800 retrograde movements, from Orsha to . 
Smolensk.. Many trains standing still. Two more enemy Bivs. 
have arrived from the Caucasus since 8 July. 

Over-all picture introduces no new elements in our estimate. 

1100 OMH calls, up from Hq. A%>» South: 

Early this morning, ObdH received the following teletype 
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from the fuehrer: 

"I think It avisable and necessary, on reaching the line 
Zhitomir- ~* Berdichev, to swing the loading elements, of 
ArmlcGpi 1 promptly/- to the south in order to prevent the 
enemy from retreating over the Bug river and to the south 
of Vinnitsa and, if possible, "by thrusting across the Bug,— 
effect a junction with Eleventh Army. The rear 
elements of ArmdoG-p, must protect this movement against 
attacks from,Kiev, "but willnot make any attack into the 
city* Should it"become apparent that there are no large 
bodies of enemy left to cut off west of the Bug,troox>s 
Armd.Gp. 1 will be massed for an advance on Kiev and the 
Dniepr line to the southeast. Investment must "be executed 
in such a way as to t^r enemy reinforcements from reaching 
the city from the northwest.' 1 

Field Martial yon Eundstedt's analysis; Overtaking the 
enemy inpursuit means striking far ahead. If the ring 

runs .through Vinnitsa it "becomes too close. Seventeenth 
Army has completely lost contact with the enemy, which 
means he has already withdrawn far to the rear. On the 
other hand ? Army -G-p, believes that there are substantial 
enemy forces in the area southwest and south of Belaya 
Iserkov, which seem to be moving on Kiev and to the area 
southeast of the city. In taking Belaya Tserkov, we 
should be astride the retreat routes to Kiev, yon Hund
stedt hopes to engage large enemy forces there, and then 
to	 be able to advance in a southwestern direction, to— 
link up with Eleventh A,- -y, If this should prove in
advisable, we still would have two courses of action 
open to us: either advance In a southeastern and southern 
direction, west of the Dniepr, or across the Dniepr at 
Kiev and to the southeast and then drive on east. 

This conception of Army $p., with which CbdH agrees, 
differs from the solutions envisaged by the ,Fuehrer. It 
is	 a compromise 'be twee a the two alternatives outlined 
by	 the Fuenrei ,. ObdH will make no decision that would 
not have the Fuehrer's ap-oroval. It is now. up to me to 
get the Fuehrer to agree. 

1130 After unsuccessfully trying to get the sleeping Fuehrer 
to	 the phone, Ihave Field Marshal Keltel called and 
explain the plans to him, emphasizing: \u25a0*\u25a0* 

a)	 that "CKH has been directed by the Fuehrer to destroy 
the largest possible portions of the enemy west of 
the Dniepr, so as to prevent any possibility of a 
coordinated operation by large enemy forces east of 
the 'river, and 

V)	 that the capabilities of Eleventh Army must be rated 
so low that no plans could be made vhich rest on 
Eleventh Army as a dependable partner in a paired 
attack. 

1230 Phone call from OiTtf (Christian): The Fuehrer approves the 
proposed plan, but wants us to make sure that nothing un
toward happens on the nct'th flank of Armd.Grp. 
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This answer is transmitted to Oblß at 1300. 

ffielclMarshal yon,Bock on phone? 

a)	 Success of Guderian r s attack; they are already "building 
a "bridge. 

b) Hoth is in Vitebsk with two Armd.Divs. This afternoon 
yet he wants to continue the drive with these two Divs. 
from Vitebsk, and with Twelfth and Thirteenth Divs., 
south' of Vitebsk. 

c)	 Guderian willattack north of Mogilev on 11 July* 

' d)	 The commitment of Fourth Army Hq. complicates the 
cornmand s c t--up. 

c)	 Condition of the troops: Morale excellent* Horses are 
worn out. 

f) Air action against railroad installations in the rear:. 
Our urgings have caused "bad feelings. That will 
straighten itself out. 
Air reconnaissance : Of the long-range Ecn.Staffeln of 
Army G-p £ (apart from those at Armd.Divs, ) one has only 

..	 three operational craft left, the other one is down to 
nothing o iTight Hen. Staffel has two craft in operating 
condition. In the circumstances, Air Sleet has offered 
to combine Array and Air Porce reconnaissance. I 
emphatically advi&e against such an arrangement and 
recall the controversies .'between O"bdH and O*bdL before the 
start of the offensive,. 

0ol a Metz (Liaison Off., Eleventh Army). Report on situation 
on the Eomania front: 7?oa& conditions very difficult. -~ 
.Russian tactics the same as in other sectors of the eastern— 
theater; excellent in camouflage. Bad luck of 193th 
Div», where. Inf,went ahead without' waiting for its AT 
Bn., and ran into heavy enemy tank attack. 

Description of the Russian Dniestr posit ionc Ultra-modern 
installations, partly with steel cupolas. Behind it, on 
the railroad line .Vinnitna— Odessa a new position is under 
.construction; the materials are "brought to it "by rail. 
Throe more days will "be needed to reach the Dniestr river,' 
then two. days to prepare for il3 attack. Accordingly the 
attack could not very well start "before lv July. 

1700 Obaß 'returned, from AGp. South,, Short review of What he 
learned; no thing es sent ially new. 

Wagner (Gen Q,u) :.G-en. 

a) Material on Russia's economic production (new maps) 
Keport on conference at Hq, AGp. ITorth* 

•b)	 AGp. lorth: Main- supply base has been shifted forward 
to the Dvina. 
AGp. Center: Main supply base has been shifted forward 
to the line Borrisov-Dniepr. 
AGp. South: Situation at present not. yet settled enough 
for firm planning. 
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6)	 Cooperation, of the AGp. Eng o Commanders with the OQ,u 
on road :construction is apparently not quite what it 
ought tip "boo 

d)	 Worries about vc,;uip.s of traffic, on railroad line to 
Minsk (has dropped off "badly in the last few days)* 

c)	 Sixty-ton Truck Clms. have 25$ losses. 

-Begat sch:G-cn. 

a)	 Enemy situation: Shifting and reduction of forces on 
front of AGp. Cantor.- Clogged lines in the South* 

b)	 Strength of enemy air force: Of about 1,500 operational 
planes 9 at out 500 are estimated to te committed on each 
of the AGp. fronts. 

c) Enemy AAA concentrated in triangle Vitetsk-Orsha-Smolensk, 
at Gomel and north of Koros ten—Kiev. 

d)	 Major concentration of enemy planes: Lake tlinen; north 
and south of Smolensk; Korosten; Kiev; Vinnitsa,; Uman. 

yon Zjelil"berg: Glaus ius affair Decorations (iron Cross,— 
Cross of Merit , Bulgarian decorations). Current maaters. 

Evening; situation: 

Ho new developments in AGp. South. Intentions in line with 
today' s- conversation with otdH o 

In AG-Dc Center all tattles are still in progress. Intensive 
enemy- movements ffor the time teing one would te inclined to . 
interprete them as troop movements to hard—pressed sectors 
of the front, rather than withdrawal movements. 

Bine-ray rear, position located on the Sosh river line. Air 
Force has for the first time succeeded in destroying import
ant enemy railroad lines. 

Later reports from Armd.Gp. 2 strengthen, the impression 
that the enemy is withdrav.ins .at least part of his forces 
from the Dniepr front, to the east. Movements observed on 
roads and railroads,. 

AGp. north, 110 important news. Intentions unchanged. Thrust 
on Leningrad and Estonian ports:, with Sixteenth Army cover-
ing the east flank in the line Velikie Luki Porkhov. 

11 July 1941. 
' ( 20 th Day ) ' 

Situation South : Russian pressure on Schotert's right flank and 
right wing has apparently resulted in a weakening of the 
Romanian contingent. Eleventh Army reports that it regards 
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thes-e. elements disabled for attacking. A "new operation" 
against' Kishinev is considered necessary. We shall have to 
\u25a0-\u25a0;a.tcli that tiiis rr> operation" is limited at most to LIV Corps, 
and does not result in dissipation of strength. 

Center? Ouderian' s attack has started and come through * 
We havo-.no reports on Hoth's planned attack at Ber&ichevy
"but the over-all enemy situation indicates that hastily . 
gathered elements ±c all. the enemy can put Up against us. 
Ithas beon learned that "broken Divs, withdrawir-g from the 
front are filled up -with partly untrained replacements 
rushed to tho, front., and immediately committed to "battle 
again. At.Sever the enemy has set up a "big straggler-
collecting point wliich is feeding to the front-line Da,vs, 
totally disorganized masses of men, without officers and 

1mOC !s v Under those circumstances it is. clear that the. 
front, which also' has no mere reserves left, cannot hold 
much longer, despite the attempt to give that front 
apparently ab least a 'backbone of energetic leadership "by 
introducing a nuribor of new tactical Hq_s (AHQ,s). . These new 
Hqs cannot make their presence felt and desperately radio .thru 

' !the whole ether to establish contact with their Divisions. 
Ido net share tho opinion that the enemy in front of AGp. 
Center is falling "back (this opinion evidently originates 
in the Armd-.Gps-., not at AGp* Hq.) * He is making an effort 
to hold, but he is cracking in the attempt* 

But tiiore is one question which neither this battle of 
Smolensk will settle for us and that is the question of the 
enemy's Armor. In e'rery instance, large "bodies, ifnot all, 
manage to escape encirclement and in the end, their Armor ' 

P 

may well "be >. the only fighting force left to the Russians 
,7or carrying on the war. The strategy of that war would 

-iiavc to be visualized' on the basis of operations by two or 
three major and perhaps some subsidiary groups of Armor, 
supported by industrial centers and peacetime garrisons., 
and by the remnants of the Russian Air lorce. 

ITortn: Enemy attacks against Hoeppner have been beaten 
back and preparations are made for continuing the drive 
to the area southeast of Leningrad, with a strong right 
wing» "In the Estonian theater, more advances against merely 
local resistance. At last we have succeeded in rousing in 
AGp. xTorth some interest also in Dorpat. On the right wing, 

there is more tough fighting against the enemy group 
apparently based on ¥evel, but this does not seriously 
interfere with the movements of AGp. for massing in a north
ward direction, . 

Enemy: Air Iforoe now seems to have succeeded in wrecking 
the : enemyRussian railroads also f-^"- to the rear of communica

tion zone* The number of lines with immobilised railroad 
transport is growing most satisfactorily and the good work 
is being continued. A striking feature are heavy concentra
tions of rolling stock in the. area east of Gomel (Unecha)' , 
as well as to the west and southeast of that point. These 
concentrations seem to consist largely of -trains loaded with 
vehicles and tanks,- Either this is an attempt to supply 
new materiel to crippled Armd.units or an attempt to shift 
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Armor* 

In the, 'area south of Kiev the large accumulations of -rail
road cars on the railroai lines probably must "be interpret, 
ed as a "blocked large-scale withdrawal movement, which I 
think is more of the nature of an industrial evacuation, 
than a troop movement* The enemy is evidently trying to 
"by-pass the "blocked lines "by routing movements through 
Odessa and the Ncrtiu But heavy jams can already "by seen 
on the lower reaches of the Driiepr also (e.g., 34 trains 
south. of Cherkassi)., 

I'ield Marshal Keitel calls up at noon* Anxieties of the Fuehrer: 

a) Ninth Armd.Div. and SS Div.ftWiking"are closing up too 
slowly. * 

b)	 The frontal "battles of IICorps on yon Leeb f s right 
wing, which hs wants to have cut short "by action from 
yon Bock T s 'Int'c wing. (As a matter of'fact, the two 
Army G-ios. do have perfect cooperation.) 

c)	 Hoeppner ? s operation (Armd*Gp,. 4) « He is afraid that 
it is losing \u25a0contact with its own Inf* in its heedless 

\u25a0push ori Leningrad. 
Gen. Bogatsch brings the latest aerial photographs. They verify 

the facts outlined under the heading "Enemy" above. 

Pol » Qchsner reports on his tour to. Guderian r s and Hoth1 s 
Armd. Gps. Facts worth noting: 

a) Russian air action at the Dvina crossings^ southwest 
\ of Vitebsk. 

b) has good leadership o He is fighting with 
fanaticism and dogged determination. 

c)	 Our Armor has considerable losses in personnel and 
materiel. Troops tired. 

d)	 Leaflet .propaganda highly effective. 

c)	 rfI)oIf Eocket Projector is highly praised. Individual— 
Btrys. go along with advance detachments ,- Large
caliber-Projectors are not much used. Ammunition 
difficulties. 

f) Report that the border area of the old Russian frontier 
4was dotted with barracks and airdromes of the most 

modern type. Demonstrates Russian gas protection and 
detection equipment. 

Col. Heusinger: Current— \u25a0matters in Op* Sec.—- Supply getting tight 
in AGp. Center. Sector assigned to Italians, between— 
Eleventh and Seventeenth Armies. -Bridge at G-iurgiu -. 

Telephone talk with G-ercke and Wagner: Iknow about the supply 
troubles in AGp. Center. But the reason is not the limited 
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capacity of the railroad, "but failure to unload supply 
trains (Italian rolling stock), In AGp. area, ifour trains 
for the Aife J?orce<, three trains with Engineer construction 
'materials., and five -trails for Armd.Gp* 3 have not "been 
•ux'.i.oa&e& 8 with the result that rolling stock runs short* 
A Gen,Staff Officer of the Transp. Chief's Office' will' fly 
to the front tomorrow, to look into the situation. Quite 
apart from all .this it seems that Eckstein's cooperation 
with Greiffenberg in Hq_ AG-p. Center stands in need of some 
improvement,, 

' 

Isuppose the crisis will "be resolved within two days. 

Eyening situa tion: South; The advancing wedge of Armd.Gp. 1 is 
subjected to heavy attacks from the south and southwest 
at Berdichev, and from the north at Zhitomlr 0 Thirteenth 
Arird.DiVo has psnet rated to Klevrs inner ring of fortifica
tions and turned southward. \u25a0 

„•\u25a0Js§i3i.§?i. Guderlati has crossed to the eastern "bank of the 
Dnieprat "both points of attack. The enemy is falling "back. 
Hoth at V..ue"b3k is subjected to furious attacks from the 
southeast and easfe and is repelling them. South of Vitebsk, 
his Twelfth and ScTenth Armd.Divs, have reached the Orsha— f 
Vitebsk highway* On the northern flank his forces, put ;' 

across the Dvina s are gaining elbow-room for him, 

lorthj, Hoeppner has made some frontal advances; and now, \ 
with the Inf.Dlvs o arriving from the rear having replaced 
the Armor on his flank, he is concentrating his forces north
ward in the direction of Diio* The Armies are following 
up. Dorpat, for which,, alau,, only a weak Advance Combat 
Team was detached ( and that too late), is in flames „ What 
a pity about that fine old German city I 

Enemy; 

a)	 The quality of the Russian frontline units is progress
ively deteriorating. Badly mauled Divs., in many 
instances, have "been reported filled up with untrained 
replacements. 

"b)	 The "best Generals have been sent to lead the Armies at 
the front: AGp, ITorthwest, Voroshilov; AGp. West, 
I-imoshenko; AGp. Southwest Budyonny. 

c)	 Ovor-all picture? 

In the sector of AGp. South, the enemy is trying to 
check Eleventh Army and Armd.Gp. 1 "by counter attacks. 
In the sector of Seventeenth and Sixth Armies, rear guard 
fighting is reported. In the sector of AGp, Center no 
evidence of a general withdrawal, notwithstanding 
Individual disengaging movements. In AGp. North, on 
the front of Armd.Group, fierce opposition of strong 
rear guards supported by planes and tan^s./ The "bulk of 
the enemy forces apparently is "being taken "back to the 
east. 
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13 July 1941,., (21th Day) 

\u25a0sitvi.at.ions In AGp. South, in the sector of Eleventh Army, the 
\u25a0 enemy now seems to be falling "back "behind the Dniestr also 
in front cf the Romanian wing. As to mobile troops, the 
commands involved are IIArmd«Corps ( 2 Armd. Diva.;, one 
mot.) and one Cay, -Corps. of four Divs » 

On the front of Seventeenth Army it has "been established 
that the enemy is making no attempt to hold the Stalin Lino,* 

Advance Combat Teams of the Army have penetrated into these: 
positions, , . : 

Si 

.. Sixth Army has made progress on its southern wing; on 
its northern wing at Zvyagel, it has "beaten off the attacks: 
from, the area around Eorosten and apparently thrown back 
the enemy.. 

ArmdoCpo 1is er.ga.ged in a "battle around Berdichev, into 
which the enemy keeps t.u "owing new elements from the south
east, south and southwest, for the most part Armor. 
Among the hq have appeared some units which evidently 
"belonged to the Russian Fifth Army (Mozir) until now. 

Fourteenth Armd.Div, has closely followed 13th Armd,Div#, 
reaching cut to the couth of Kiev in the direction of 
Belaya Tserkov. . 

Center: Gude ~ian is across the Dniepr in force, low he 
must brace himself for a heavy attack from the south. 

Hoth, at Vitebsk, has had to repel bitter attacks from north 
and east*, Also his forces following up along the Dvina. 
are constantly subjected to attacks from the north, from 
the area around Hovel and Velikie Luki, The enemy elements 
still fighting south of the Dvina, have been engaged by 
the Advance Combat Teams of i^inth Army, which, Iam pleased, 
to note, ijfollowing closely behind, Hoth. 

Second and iffinth Armies are following up. 

Norths On the right wing, continued stubborn enemy 
resistance ( group formed by forces at ¥evel) • Very 
difficult terrain. 

Elsewhere in this sector the advance continues according 
to plan, Hoeppner, whose spearheads are growing increasing
ly tired and weak, has made no, substantial advances in the 
direction of Leningrad. Army Gp !s. report that the enemy 
is "withdrawingll in fron^ of their eastern flank, probably 
must be taken only in a tactical, sense. 

Gren, Bogatsch: Air observation shows the effect of our inter
diction effort against the enemy railroad, system deep 
in the rear. Dense detouring movements and, traffic jams 
in the railroad network -south of Kiev, Jams in the area 
south of the line Orsha Smolensk. Choked masses of rail
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 Smolensk,road transport in the area "between Vitebsk and 
Intense AA defense in the area around Vitebsk and to the 
south, and southwest, and south of Berdichev. 

gen. Paulus submits aerial photographs of Kiev* The reported 
bridge CO-I..3 tractions require very cautious interpreta
tion ; One of these bridges is apparently only under 
construction, and at present no mere then a ponton bridge; 
two other bridges give the impression of being special t 

installations, perhaps with narrow-gaiage. lines, for 
': 

construction projects. A possible explanation is that 
plans were made for extending the fortifications of Kiev ; 
on the eastern bank and that the narrow gauge lines 
served this purpose* In any case, one does not get the 
impression of unusually extensive preparations for a large

;scale withdrawal. 

Reports (Kinzel,1145) : 

a)	 A field order by Timoshenko threatening court-martial 
for anybody talking of retreat. 

b)	 The enemy is moving new forces against both wings of 
fourth Army. 

1.) From the direction of Gomel,	 where previous reports 
located a group of Russian Inf•Divs,.' which had not 
been in action so far, a road movement-... 100 km long, 
is in progress in the direction cf Mogilev. 

2.) Ithas been learned from a captured Bussian order 
that the new Russian Nineteenth Army, co/nprising 
6 Divs«, is to be detrained ea.sfc of Vitebsk. The 
D;rys,, „	 given,,whore 'Di-y., numbers are were previous
ly on the frolit. of AGp« Soutru I'he document, dated 
8 tTu.ly ? contains the orders for AAA to safeguard 
the detraining area. 

Re-porting out as GO. Guard Bn,:	 lit.Col* ICaumann, 3rd Bn. of 
284th Inf. (96th DivJ 

Reporting in as JO Guard 
"
Bn_.j_	 Major Mafches ( /from 152nd Div. .J> 

G-en. Brand (Arty.) reports on his tour to AGp» South: 

a ) tSnemy. Artilleryactivity slight* Mostly in direct 
support- of Inf,, sometimes broken up into pis.toons. Ho 
central fire direction. Pire with air and sound observa
tion poor, with, direct observation good. Effect of 
projectiles good, also moral effect. Many modern 
Artillery instruments of a design unfamiliar to us. 

"b)	 Very bad roads make it difficult for the Artillery to 
follow the advance. Condition of horses varies; in 
some units severely strained. On several occasions 
Artillery was completely immobilized by rain for 24 
hours . 
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c) Mobility of Ground Forces AM improved by allocation 
of prime movers. But they have no Supply Clms. Good 
results against pillboxes. Also successful in air 
defense. 

d)	 Partly mobile Heavy Howitzer Bus, are merged to make one 
Bn, mobile. Decision on employment of the remainder 
only after the fall of Kiev.. 

c) In pillbox fighting. Artillery was not, very successful, 
because there was not enough time. But good results in 
other places. i\fo "bursting layers. 

f)	 Anti-tank fighting; Only one tank type encountered with 
130 mm armor; all others not over 70 mm. The heaviest \ 
tanks were knocked out by 10 cm guns; less often by 
8.8 cm AA guns. Also It.3P&. Hows, have put out 50
ton tanks with AP projectiles, at 4-0 m range. Russian 
tank drivers reported showing little driving skill. 
Kany track failures, Grews nervo\is when under Artil
lery fire. 

g) Improper allocation of 15 cm Guns, which were erroneous' 
ly . put under Div. 

* h). Karl Gun arrived at the front heavier than anticipated. 
Maximum weight 61 tons. This complicates rail transport 
and road travel (roadbeds collapse) . 

i)-'Report" on Island fortress lironstadt, which covers also 
the land approaches with its guns, The individual 
forts are built on small islands and bo are very diffi
cult to atta.ek. 

i1400 Qfcdß ca,*tls upIThe Fuehrer is again nagging at)out the slow
development of the attack on yon Lee"b*s right wing, and 
demands that Nineteenth Armd.Div. strike northward to en
circle the enemy. In reply Iexplain: lam "by no means 
advocating any eastward race of the two Armd* Gps. It is 
quite clear to me that Both might have to swing northward 
with a considerable body of his Gp., to get into the back 
of the new Russian Nineteenth Army and Group Itfovel, and 
that Guderian. might have to swing southward, to encircle 
the new enemy appearing on his southern wing, perhaps even 
to push on down to the Kiev area,, in order finally to 
encircle and .defeat the Bed Pii th Army which keeps popping 
up in the south. . But,.the prerequisite for either move is 
that Hoth;and Guderian, break into the open to the east and 
so gain freedom of movement. 

1800 Housjnger; 

a) Planning on continuance of operations with the object 
of preventing frontal retreat of the eneny and ensuring 
liquidation of the largest possible enemy force. The 
operations are evolved from ideas outlined by me to OtdH, 
and crystallise first of all in plans for a new drive 
by Armd.Gp. 3, aiming at liquidating the concentration 
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- -

of 12' t,o 14 Divisions now opposing yon Leeb's right 
\u25a0*i. 

wing..,; :By 'taking advantage of . the. .marshland' extending ;."\u25a0. 
southward' from Lake Timen, which is traversed "by very 

\u25a0'few roads ,_we- ..should "be a"ble tp cut iOff;the enemy 
facing yon :£eel3 r's ,forc.es /: Accordingly,;' we should have .. . 
to dispose Armd.Gj). 

'

3:;in such >a ma-nner 
"

that 'no,t;with— 
standing its original mission £0;, reach the, area "north—, i' 
east of Smolensk, 'it would. "be %ii a .ppsation,' "by"advancing', 
on Telikie Lukl'and Kh'olm, to ..cut off the .enemy elements' ' 
falling; "back "before vbn LeeV s right wing. . .: . 

-. App?.ying Sis scheme, of tliotightto the area south, of the 
; vu >Line: Orsha-Smolensk Uie northern wing' of Armd.Gp.' :.2 .8 

would ha'^ro to: strike:'for Yelnyaj the southern* wing, -fpr 

Rbslavlo -This^ southern part would tiave to Toe follqwod 
in echel'cj/ii, formation by- the Cavi' Div.,relieved "by ''\u25a0\u25a0 

;: '-\u25a0Advance . Com"bai Yearns.. :. -;v '\u25a0' ; \u25a0\u25a0.:•;"\u25a0,, .\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 .\u25a0-.. 

/ \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0;.} 

\u25a0"b-j.'Eoport of; AGp. Southon .intentions 
ihG recura-ent threat' to the* northern, flank 'from the 

;\u25a0c'irec'tion of. E^prost.en has \u25a0the"d ecision to push 
vthls^eneny in a northward, direction,, away from tiie \u25a0\u25a0; 

and supply route Zvyagel^Zhitpmir. Voh Beichemau.advance . 
wanted the entire: :JI:JI I;Corps . for this- ;misslbn. Yon EuncLr*; 

\u25a0 : \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0;"stedt., decided thiat /o?w6hty-f ifth mot.Div,."and SS, Adolf 
Si tier te placed under his coiiteiand, while Thirteenth \u25a0,'". ,

N 

>and; Fourteenth Armd.'Divs, remain in Aritid(
.Gp. to^help , ;;\u25a0: 

Carry out 'iiiyestment of -Kiev :from;the [South.' 'This . ';\u25a0\u25a0"[ 
"decision must "be .approved ;despite the consequent- .. r " 

"': 
benrporary disruption of the Armd.G-p. 

1900' yon Bernuth ( liiais.qii Off,,-IAG-p. South) Eepof t'; on situairion.\u2666 

a ) At Korosten, a small grotip put dm-, an attack "-from the 
north, on" 11 July ..(• elements of three :

D;ivs.,„.which were 
clestroyed) . On 12 'Ju|.y r the attack was resumed "by 
conside'ra'TDly larger forces. Units filled up with 
'recruits with two weeks 1 training. Signs' of 'severe 
demoralization: White flags t Attack in mass assaults, 
under enormous losses. 

"b) Berdichey: Eleventh Armd. Div. and 60th mct.Div. havo 
passed to the defensive in the face of heavy enemy 
.attacks from east and south* Sixteenth mot. and Six— 
teenth Armd.Div. are gaining ground only slowly. Air 
reconnaissance and captured maps indicate existence of 

! concrete road- from the area "between Zhitomir and— 
Berdichev to Skvira. Armd.Gp, hopes to "be a"blc to 
"bring the tank "battle at Berdichev to a conclusion "by— 
IS July, evening. notwithstanding these enemy attacks, 
withdrawal movements are going on in direction of Kiev. 

c) Enemy on front of XXXXIV Corps is holding tenaciously 
in. the Staiin Line. Further to the south, the situation 
is still obscure. Although the Stalin Line is manned, 
Artillery has not yet "become active. 

d) Eleventh Army willattack with XI Corps on 15 July, with 
XXX Corps pro"ba"bly not "bef ore 17 Julyj the encmy^ is 

\ 
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evacuating the area "between the Pruth and Dniestr, 

G-on, Pellgjfe'bel;. 

cos*-,a)	 Question of lateral co miminioa tions. Next lateral 
munication line east of the Dniepr. 

"b)	 Methods for overcoming technical difficulties in the 
use of short waves. 

c)	 Opposition to attempt- of Police to take over control 
of radio counter- intelligence. 

ft)	 Results of radio intelligence. (Mo thing new.) 

Evening Bitua llon; South; Eleventh Army has reached the Dniostr, 
Eased on the right flank*—-* The Hungarian mot. Corps is \ 
,to "be assigned to Armd. Gp. Then the Italians will "be 
inserted between Seventeenth and Eleventh Armies. 

Center: In Gh- dorian' s sector 9 good progress. Also Hoth 
is getting on well and is expanding his front to the 
north., In doing so he is anticipating our wishes. 

North.; Movements of I'irst and Sixth Divs. are severely 
pampered by "bad roads. Resistance on front of right wing 

to fte weakening.of	 Sixteenth. Army appears 

Air Stepped-up enony activity- -on front of AGps. South and 
North, Attack on enemy air- "bases ordered for 13 July. 

Distribution of enemy air strength : On front of AGp. 
South r 1.043 planes f which are now scattered all the way 
to the area east of the Dniepr. On front of AGp, Center,- -700,- with the bulk in the Orel Moscow Vitebsk area. 

No report on North, on account of bad weather. 

yon Greiffenberg (AG-p. Center ) on -phone; 

a)	 Orientation ofi our ideas concerning further employment 
of Armd. Gps. 2 and 3. 

Id)	 He reports that components of the Hq. of the Russian 
Thirteenth Army hare been captured. Interrogations of 
prisoners as well as maps make it clear that our 
attack across the Dniepr took the enemy completely 
"by surprise. The Anrnr was under orders to defend the 
river line. 

G-on. Warner (Grey. Q,u) on phone 

a) Report on his flight to AGp. South. Highly satisfied. 
Armd» Gp. has enough fuel tv., carry it as far as Kirovo— 
grad, and enough ammunition to fight its way across the 
Dniepr, Continuous supply assured.- Motor vehicle 
maintenance service deserves special praise. Large 
repair shops have already been set up- at Tarnopol, 
Shepetovka and E^vno. 
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"b)	 C^S^Sl Situation Is still tight.' C of S, AG-p. is now 
personally looking into the matter. Misguided initiat
ive; on the part of subordinate agencies and. lack of 
compact centralization have resulted in the freezing of 
rolling stock. It is expected that this situation will 

;noe cleared trp soon, . \u25a0 

Supplies will,maintain .Armd.- drive to Moscow, Infantry 
as" far as Smolensk (?). "He-d 3.000 tons of 60-ton 
Track Clms. . 

°)	 Horth. Supplies adequate. Roads Very "bad. 

IS	 July 1941. ( 22nd Bay.) Sunday. 

Situation; ACrp. South" In Eleventh Army, pressure on the right 
flank Is percepii'bly slackening, as the liusslans are falling 
"back "before the Eomanianffourth Army. How only local 
Russian attacks. • . . 

Seventeenth Amy is following in frontal advance; the 
Stalin Line is said to "be held only "by weak forces. 
Contrariwise, reports coning in during the day indicate 
increasing Artillery fire. According to prisoner state
ments, the troops in the positions are a jumble of ill

\u25a0 

.\u25a0.assorted units*	 . 

S izth Army and Arird3G-p. H, Fighting at Berdichev continued 
and let up only toward the evening. It is not yet clear 
where the enemy, who attacked with strong Armd, forces, 
has disappeared to. The enemy penetration west of -Berdichcv 
has "boen wiped out. Ouu hopes t however, that Eleventh, 

Armd.Div. might continue its swift advance in the direction 
of Belaya Tserkov has "been disappointed. Further north
ward at and to the east of Zhitomir, repeated enemy 
attacks were repulsed at great cost to the enemy, 
Thirteenth Arrd.Div,, and, behind it. Fourteenth Armd. 
Div. ha,ve reached the area west and south of Kiev. 

\u25a0In ACro... Center, Guu.erian* s attack is developing surprising
lywella Misdirection of some units in.Initial deployment 
(Third and Seventeenth, Armd.I)ivs. ) is being straightened 
out. Ho clear picture yet on employment of the Cav.Div., 
which should be on the right wing. 

Hoth is making gratifying progress east of Vitebsk , gets 
on well further northeast, but Is almost at a standstill 
on his left wing. (Nineteenth- Armd.Div.). 
AOp> Horth? has made only slight advances, owing to condi
tion of the roads. .The right wing is still attacking, 
without making headway (II(IICorps). Some progress in 
Estonia, but resistance ':h<sre is stiffening noticeably. 
Mere Inf. is closing up in the direction of Lake Ilmen. 
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230	 Re-port to fuehrer ( in his Hq_): After O"bdH reviews the 
advances made "by the Armies,... 1 report: 

1.)	 In the enemy front, which, is weakly he 3-d or manned 
"by troops of dubious value in some sectors, "but 
surely has no thought of giving ground, . now that the 
n§w leaders have taken hold, we can make out the 
following grouping of forces: 

a ) Leningrad; Defense group .consisting of forces 
hastily gathered up and strengthened by improvisa
tions;. showing no operational activity. As a first 
step, it will have to be cut off by a thrust into 
the Lake Ilmen and Lake Ladoga area. 

b)	 jtevel*»,Vollkie Luki. This group is about seven Divsu 
strong, including fresh troops, some of which arrived 
from the Ukraine and from the interior of Russia in . 
the past few days. It has taken in also some 
battered units, veterans of the border battles, which 
were filled up at the straggler collecting point at 
Uevel-. This group is strong and itwould pay to 
mount a special operation to destroy it for good* 

-» 

enemy elements opposing Amd.Gps , 2 and 3; ithas 
been reinforced on several occasions lately. . 
Nineteenth Army, now in progress of formation east 
of "Vitebsk, also belongs to this group; it is doubt
ful whether the enemy willbe able to complete 
organization. The group willbe attacked and 
destroyed by the offensive of the Afnd.Gps. merged 
under Fourth Army Hq., which, was planned as a pincer 
movement but for the most part is taking effect as a 
frontal assault. 

c)	 Orsha Vitebsk ,.- Smolensk* This group includes the 

d)	 Group G-omel. Has not been attacked ~by us so far. 
Substantial portions seem to be moving against Armd, 
Gp, 2. Calls for no major attention, save that 
Armd. Gp. 2 must cover its right flank against it» 

°)	 Group Korosten (about four Divs.) comes from the 
Pripet Marshes. It comprises elements which opposed 
our XVII Corps in the early border battles, and 
is reinforced by mot. forces. Its strength is 
occasionally put at &s much as 4 Corps Hqs , but I 

'have my doubts; the estimates are based on radio 
intelligence (deception?). This group as wall as 
the one at G-omel can be cut off only in the course 
of the development of our movements, that is, with 
AGp. South also across the Dniepr, and Arml.Gp. 2 
cooperating from the north. • Tor the present we must 
confine ourselves to containing it. 

f) G-roup Kiev. It must be liquidated by the envelop 
ment operation started by AGp. South west of the 
Dniepr, or,: if we see no prospects of success here, 

envelopment, east of the- Dniepr. 
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2.) Hext objects: We shall temporarily halt the dash 
toward Moscow by AGps. 2 and 3, with the object of 
destroying a maximum of enemy strength on the present 
front. To this end Armd.Gps. 2 and 3 willbe headed 
for the area northeast and southeast 'of Smolensk in 
suoh way as to enable Gp. 2, by striking. for Yejikio 
Srtiki and' Xholm, to cut off the enemy group mentioned 
under b), and Gp. 3, to swing southward. 

In AG-d. South. Sixth Army will try with 25th mot. Piv. 
and SS Adolf Hitler to destroy parts at least of 
Group Korosten, and concurrently, with the bulk of 
ArmcUGp. 1, by pushing the enveloping tank wing on 
3elaya Tsorkov, to liquidate the enemy southwest of 
Kiev. . 

Ie fuehrer approves the plans 
stressed by him; 

submitted. Particulars 

a) A quick advance to the east is less important than 
. smashing the enemy's military strength. 

b) AG-p. Horth must see its foremost object in breaking 
through north of Lake llmen, to close the gap to 
Lake Ladoga, and south of Lake llmen, to block' the 
route at Staraya Bussa. 

c)	 The enemy Group opposite the right wing of yon 

Leeb's AGhp, (referred to above under b) must be 
attacked from the, rear by mot. forces of Armd.Gp. 
3. Leeb must not be allowed to become too weak. 
Can we give him reinforcements? 

d)	 Terror raid on Moscow is essential in order to 
prevent orderly evacuation of Government agencies 
and give the lie to enemy propaganda, which is 
speaking of exhaustion of German offensive capabilr 
ities 

c)	 Transfer of Second Armd.Div. willbe stopped. 
Political reasons dictate its presence in the West. 

Gen, yon. Groiffenberg ( on the phone): CmC of his AGp. holds 
that the chances are very good for our tank spearheads to 
smash through to Moscow. Their immediate objective would 
be the high ground northeast and southeast of Smolensk. He 
objects strongly a.gainst detaching forces in northeastern 
directionj sees no chance of cutting off any substantial 

' 

bodies of enemy troops. All forces must be kept together 
to strengthen the thrust to the east. 

A teletype received in the afternoon (addressed to ObclH, 
over yon Bock 1 s signature) develops the same. ideas. 

ObdH rings up shortly after noon: Since we left, the Fuehrer 
has. been harping away on the following line: 
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There is a large gap "between Zhitomir and. Thirteenth Armcl. 
of weight zoneDiv*, he thinks, Concentration in the of 

action of Thirteenth Arm&.Div. is making no progress* 
Tweniy-fift.li motJ3iv c and. S3 Adolf Hitler must "be moved 
to Thirteenth and Fourteenth Annd.DivSoj they in turn 

pushedwould have to Tie relieved "by Advance Combat Teams,
 

into the arsa northeast of Zhitomir, which, for this
 
purpose, 

' 

mast "be temporarily c jiribined into a force direct
ed "by Army or Apmy %>«
 

This plan for solving the problems of Army Gp., with which
 
OME is not at all in sympathy, Has prevailed "because no
body around there ?3 capable of standing tip to yon ±"... ../ ",
 

Beichenau !s obstinate aggressivenes. Advance Combat Teams
 
must, therefore j be combined, with a twofold purposes
 

a) Protecting the north flank of Thirteenth and, Fourteenth 
Armd.Divs, ,\u25a0 . . 

j)	 Relieving Twon';:-y.~f ifth mot.Div. and SS Adolf Hitler. 

The matter. is discussed, between Chief of Op.Sec. and Army 
G-p.j which must report what measures it will take. 

Ehcse ideas are communicated to ObdH during the afternoon 
ina written order of the Fuehrer 0.) ( Passed on verbatim 
to AGp. South) .* 

Buhle;G-en. 

a)	 Report on over-all condition of Armd. troops: Avarage 
tank losses, 50/o 0 Personnel losses are equal to the 
strength of the Field Repl.Bns., which now have been 
completely absorbed* Six. personnel Hepl \u2666 Transfer Bns. 
for Armd.Gps. 3 and 3 will arrive in Warsaw on 20 July. 

b)	 Activation and reorganization 'program for fall, 1941. 

c)	 North' Africa; Composition and order of battle of troops. 
Most of what is destined for North Africa, is now ready, 
but facilities are lacking to accelerate shipments,, 
Fuehrer orders them equipped with Heavy Inf. Guns on 
selfpropelled no.ints, which willbe ready in September, 
ObdH insists dm his demand, that both Armd *Divs« in 
North Africa should get third Tank Bns. Where we should 
get them is a mystery to me at the moment. 

d)	 Finnish requests for ammunition. 

c) Bequest of Array Hq_ Norway for Transport and Signal 
units can "be met on a restricted scale, 

Lt. Col. Kitschmann reports as Military Attache at Kabul. 

OQ,u IV; Current questions, including position of the Military
Attaches on the Balkans in relation to Ids*. 
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B.cgg.ts.c'ii.? 

a) Air reconnaissance on the VLi.ole furnishes only confirma— 
tions i Choked railroad lines south of Kiev. Troop— 
movements from 'Gomel to the. north (on foot) „. Heavy 
road movements west and east of Smolensk largely to the 
east (.transport Clme.) "but some also to the west—•(troop movements; :, 

' 
Troop movement to the western end 

of Lake IlmenP from the northeast. 

"b) ffotal losses in Army Ren* planes	 since 26 June: 

Staff oln. of Armies and ArmcUGps .	 He 126 24$ 
\u25a0: W 189 15% 

Long-range BcruStaff eln	 JU 88 33 lf&s 
Me 110 . 39^ 

•Kight Staffeln .	 Do 17 . 20^ " 
Fi 156 13^b 

Losses are for the most part replaced from materiel 
reserve, "but delivery always lags several some days. 

Evening situation s -South.; At Berdichev, situation has eased,, 

Ho progress south of Kiev3 where Thirteenth Armd.Div. is-
reported to have run out of AP ammunition.— Enemy 
attacks from the direction of Korosten again successfully 
repulsed o . 

Center; Further progress of Armd.Gps. 2 and 3. The 
enemy Group at Gomel has not y it become active. 

ftTorth; Road difficulties slow advance. 
' 

Inadequacy of 
measures against enemy in Estonia necessitates ,an OKH 
order to have one Division strike in the direction of 
Dorpat,	 

' 
, . 

Syria: ocase-fire. Signs of demoralization reported among 
French troops. 

' ' 

Irak: Heavy British troop concentrations' in the north
east and east, in order to make Iron more tractable 011 the 
subject of establishment of a British air-base against the 
Caucasus . 

South,/iG-p. reports that the attack of Eleventh Array willprobab
lynot come off "before 17 July. 

Distribution of the 
' 
enemy air forcer Observed in front of 

AGp-;"-!brth 354 enemy airplanes. 
i! Center 640 (distributed in great depth). 
M South 1.500 

Total ca. 2,500 
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14 Jul 941. ( 23rd Day") 

Situation; 'South: The attack into the northern flank at Zvyagel 
turns out to "be an all-out offensive which has made local 
gains and even compelled .us to commit Twenty-fifth mot. 
Div'. and SS Adolf Hitler, to drive the enemy to the north, 
away from the Zvyagel-Shitomir highway, which he had 
already crossed. This road is the only supply and 
communications line to 111 Corps sector. Its "being 
temporarily under enemy pressure was the reason for the 

\u25a0ammunition shortage in Thirteenth Armd.Div. yesterday. 

The "ha, ttie around Berdichev, which at times was very 
"bitter and turned into wholesale slaughter of the senseless
ly attacking enemy, is now also abating. Eleventh Armd. 
Div. has 2,000 casualties (I) Army G-p. thinks that the 
enemy was so severely "beaten, that Eleventh Armd.Div. 
could start its eastward thrust today yet. In conjunction 
with the latter, Sixteenth Armd. Div., next northward, 
is to strike against Belaya Tserkov. 

Thirteenth Armd.Div. has destroyed the two railroad lines 
running into Kiev from west and south. Fourteenth Armd. 
Div. is following up closely. A reinforced Bn. of Twenty-
fifth mot.Div, and a Eegt.'of SS !lWiking"are following 
"behind Fourteenth Div. The rest of SS Wiking*is following 
Hinth Armd. Div., which is striking for Belaya Tserkov, 
from Zhitomir. 

Center: Guderian 1 s attack has made astonishing progress. 
Some of the enemy are running away in wild flight, some 
are making a stand. On the south flank, we have the first 
signs of a developing enemy counter attack, which will 
come from the previously reported G-orael group. 

Hoth's central sector has made great strides with his 
right wing (Twelfth Div.), in heavy fighting. His left 
wing, (Nineteenth Armd.Div.) is still immobilized. 

iffor.th* The drive of the southern group now seems to "be 
making progress. Hoeppner has taken Reinhard off the 
road to Leningrad, moving him to the west, into the area 
east of Lake Peipus. This creates a gap "between him and 
Mans tein, who is striking at Novgorod (seat of Voroshilov's 
HqJ. The Divs. of Eighteenth Army are following up at a 
good rate in the direction of Pskov. 

Over-all picture: The "big battle in the South must "be 
fought out "by Army G-p. with its own resources. AG-p. Center 
had "better look after its right flank. On its left flank, 
the advance of the right wing of the Sixteenth Army 
offers the chance of achieving a partial success west of 
Hovel. . To take advantage of this opportunity, the opera~ 
tions of the Army G-ps. must "be closely intergrated. In 
the central sector of Sixteenth Army, another "battle of 
encirclement is developing, which may lead to final 
iestruetion of the remnants of a Russian Army (two Divs).. 
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fighting vest of the "big marsh area. AGpw North must 

do everything to keep its forces from dispersing and to 

mass them for the main thrust against Novgorod. 

Talk with. Gen, yon G-reiffenberg (onvphone) : Coordination of 
AGps. Center and North in the "battle of Nevel. Nine
teenth Armd.Div. must "be pushed on Nevel-, "but from there 
not any further in the direction of Velikie Luki "before 
the "battle of Nevel has been "brought to a successful 
closer 

South of the Nevcl "battlefield, another tattle of encircle' 
ment is developing at Polotsk. Here it is important not 
to tie down the Inf. of V and VI Corps, and to move them 
on as quickly as possible in a general eastern direction. 

Talk with Field Marshal yon Leeb ( on phone ): The subject also 
is coordination of the Army Ops. in the "battle of Novel. 
He is particularly anxious that Nineteenth Armd. Div. 
should "become effective against Nevel soon. 

Brief review of the situation on the fronts of Army G-p.: 
Itis necessary for Inf. to close to Lake Ilmen in order 
to mass a. maximum of strength in the area "between Lake 
Ilmen and Lake Ladoga. 

yonG-en 3 Oe.hquist: Irfurth sends me a telegram stating that 
Mannerheim is showing a certain passive resistance against 
the idea of an operation east of Lake Ladoga, which 
accounts for the insufficient strength of the attacking 
"wing; this prompts me to dispatch G-en. Oehquist to 
Finland to clear up the situation. There are some mis
understandings, it seems. 

Col. Gall ( C of S, Hq_ Mil.District I) reports. He has a 
whole lot of minor worries about prisoners of war, mine 
clearing, dismantling of "border fortifications, etc. 
His report gives a most distressing picture of G-erman 
soldiers in Lithuania looting and sending their loot 
hone * 

Gen. Bogatschr 

-a)	 Movements on the railroad line Leningrad Bologoye, 
mainly in direction Leningrad, day "before yesterday, 
and in direction Moscow, yesterday, Dense traffic-on	 the Bologoye Moscow line innorthwestern direction, 
yesterday. These movements may indicate either a 
"build-up at Bologoye or evacuation of Leningrad.. The 
line must "be watched and disrupted. 

b)	 The Orsha Smolensk Vitebsk railroad line is 
completely choked with trains. Little traffic from 
Viazma—Briansk to the east 

c)	 On the Kicv-Eursk line, few moving trains; stations 
clogged with rolling stock (waiting troop trains or 
Indus trial moveme nts ). 
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d)	 On the Kharkov~Eursk~line, industrial movements, 
apparently deliveries of tanks and motor vehicles. 

c)	 South of Kiev fewer standing trains, less traffic 
in the direction of Dnepropetrovsk. 

Gen. Jaco"b: 

a) Road Construction Organization: Manpower requirements 
at the front make it necessary to transfer units of the 
Todt Organization, (inform Transp. Chief.) 
Todt forces willhave to "be increased to enable them 
to do all the work in the steadily expanding occupied 
area. 

b) Bridge at G-iurgiu will "be replaced by Herbert ferries 
( material from Belgrade) .* 

c)	 Lanninger** loading ramp for unloading at "beaches 

d)	 Russian mines 

G-en. -Wagner (Gen Q,u) : South: Sixth Army can fight the "battle 
for Kiev and the Dniepr with its own resources. Itneeds 
no additional transport from OKH. Seventeenth Army has 
enough to last it to Vinnitsa. . Armd.Gp. is supplied up 
to Kirovograd. -Eleventh Army finds large enemy stocks. 

Center: Situation still tight. Volume moved by railroad 
line still insufficient. Fourth Army have enough to 
maintain them to the east of Smolensk. (Requirement 11 
trains^ ) 
In Second Army, supplies will not last far beyond the 
Dniepr, for the bulk of its troops, inItfinth Army, not 
far beyond the Vitebsk -area. 

Forth; Armd.Gp. 4 can be maintained up to Leningrad, 
as can be also some of the Infantry; the bulk will have 
just enough to reach the area around Lake Ilmen and 
Lake Pskov. 

ObdH	 is back from AGp. South, where he discussed operational 
plans at Hq_s Sixth Army and Armd.Gp. 1. Details related 
by him show how hard the fighting is, but on the whole 
there	 is nothing substantially new. 

Evening". Guderian has been amazingly successful: Smolensk was 
reached as early as 10 o'clock this morning. Hoth!s left 
wing also reports remarkable advances. lam baffled by 
the report that Hoeppner' s left wing (Reinhard's Div.) 
is rushing on to larva, with the right wing concurrently 
advancing on Kovgorod ( yon Manstein's Div.). This 
splits his Anna. Gp. in two and prevents developing of any 
real striking power. 

The fact that the Russians are still roaming the area 
between Pruth and Dniepr, on Schobert !s flank, brings on 
a long discussion regarding the need for protecting the oil 
region. To my mind, there is no such threat. 
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Gen. Brennecke ( on phone ): He 
Amd. Gp. was necessitated 

says the- splitting of Hoeppner's 
"by real and terrain conditions i 

on and west 
"being, AGp. 

of the Pskov-Leningrad highway. 
will not allow Beinhard to break 

For 
out 

the time 
of his 

: 

\u25a0bridgeheads across the Luga river, 

The unusual movement executed "by AGp. -preparatory to the 
attack "beyond Fellin is explained on the grounds that a)* 
217th Div. rushed off to the west and ) with the enemy 
at Dorpat "believed to be weak, the plan has "been adopted 
for an envelopment through Fellin (where railroads can "be 
used) that would cut off his retreat to the larva area, 

Following a talk of the Fuehrer with Ob&H ( itmust again 
have "been on a rather sharp note) dealing with Hoeppner's 
movement, which displeases the Fuehrer,, Irequest 
Brcnnecke to give me an estimate of the situation in 
writing, which. Icould present to the IHiehrer. 

'These futile telephone conversations continue until long past 
midnight; they only accomplish killing in field commands 
any desire to shoulder responsibility and waste every
one's time. The Fuehrer's eternal meddling in matters, 
the pattern of which he does not understand are "becoming 
more than anyone can stand . 

A Fuehrer order comes in, fixing the future total strength of 
Armd. Forces at 36 Armd.Divs. of 3 Bns. each, and 18 mot. 
Divs. 

15 July ,1941. (24th Day). 

Situation South: Eleventh Army has gained elbow room on its 
right flank, "but the enemy is still holding out south of 
the Dniestr. 

Seventeenth Army has made local penetrations in the Stalin 
Line, "but is under counter attack. 

Sixth Army and Armd.G-p. 1 have regrouped on their right 
wings, west of Bordichev. 

The movement on Belaya Tserkov from Berdichev and Zhitomir 
has got under way and is already within a few kilometers 
of the objective. ( Kinth ArirA.Div., behind it two- thirds 
of SS«Wikingi') 

West and south of Kiev the situation of Thirteenth and 
Fourteenth Armd,Divs. reinforced by mot. Infantry, is 
unchanged-. At Zvy-gel and to the east, the enemy has boon'—
 
pressed back so that the Zvya.gel Zhitomir road is clear 
again. Second Arnr'UDiv. has been ordered halted; the : 
other GHc[- -reserves -.are following behind center and northern 
wing of Army G-p* V[V 

Oontor: In the territory passed through ~by Armd.G-ps. 2 
and 3, numerous local centers of resistance have become 
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active and must now "be liquidated. On the left wing, tho 
situation at Polotsk is now gradually coining to a head. 
Here, and west of Kevel, the .formation of pockets is 
"becoming discernible. At Polotsk, a number, of Inf.Divs. 
can now "be freed to follow up "behind Hoth. 

Horth: Hoeppner has "been halted on the line reached to
day. The gap "between his two Groups is now "being filled 
"by an Inf.Div.; he will have to wait for ICorps to cone 
up "behind yon Manstein, "before he continues his drive on 
Novgorod. 

Enemy situation; The over-all impression is that the 
enemy, responding to the Commanders and -probably also to 
British efforts, is doing all he can to prevent "being 
pushed "back .any further to the east. The Russian troops 
now as over are fighting with savage determination and 
with enormous human sacrifices. We can make out: 

a) A group at Leningrad, pro"ba"bly "based on the marshlands 
southeast, south and southwest of the city, which is 
attempting to throw a wide defense ring around the city 
and the industrial region. 

"b) A now group in formation apparently "between Kalinin and 
Ezhev which, securing its flank with the marsh and lake 
country, willhave the mission to close, at Ostashkov, : 
the gap "between that area and the Moscow Group, The 
defense positions at Hzhcv are quite formidable 

c)	 The Moscow Group in the area Sychevka- Vyazma, west of' 
Kaluga, which -has tho mission of "blocking any advance 
on	 Moscow. 

d) A central reserve, which apparently is maintained in— 
readiness on trains in the area Bryansk Orel-Gorbachevo Sukhinichi . It is probably the source 
of the forces fed into the counter attacks against 
Guderian* s right shoulder 

c)	 The small Gomel group. 

f)	 The Korosten Group, and 

g)	 the Kiev Group, which embraces the entire region west 
of the Dniepr down to the Black Sea. 

G-cn Bo f?atschr Air reports confirm the existence, of the 
ennumcrated groups. In Group b), enemy positions have 
been reported on a4O km front. In group c), between 
Vyasma and Gzhatsk, the positions extend over an 80 km 
front, with somo systems five lines deep. A rail move
ment can "be made out from the area around Bryansk in 
northwestern direction, which originates in the group 
mentioned under d) (mobile operational reserve on rail
road trains) . 
Disruption of tlie railroad movements by our air effort 
makes itself felt in the Leningrad area and between 
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Smolensk and Moscow, also around Bryansk and especially 
in the sector of AAGop o South* The "bridges at Kiev are 
damaged; the "bridge at Cherkassi has "been badly hit. 

Phone talk with G-en s Brennecke ( C of S, AG-p. liforth ) to comment 
"by him;on	 the situation estimate submitted 

a)	 The mission of Army Gp, is not to capture Leningrad, 
but at present merely to cut off the city. 

b)	 The enemy forces round Dorpat are estimated by OKH at 
two Divs. Brennecke thinks they are less. 

G-en..	 Buhle i 

a)	 The new Fuehrer program for the activation of Armd.Divs. 
Before next fall, eight Divs., including Second and 
Fifth in the total.* Of this number, four must to 
fitted for service in the tropics. 

b) Personnel, motor vehicles and complementary units of one 
Div. mot. and one Inf.Div* make up about two Armd. 
Divs. of, initially, 2 Armd.Bns., 1Rifle Regt. of 
3 Bns., and 1 Motorcycle 3n. 

c)	 In order to activate the six Armd.Divs. scheduled for 
fall, 1941, in the Fuehrer program, we must, if we 
understand "fall" to mean end of October, free within 
the next four weeks: Two Armd.Divs., two mot.Divs., 
two Inf.Divs., i.e., two existing Armd.Divs. and the 
makings for four new Divs. 

d)	 Two hundred trailers for heavy Often it;al' Mortars' nusi; 

be ordered. 

c)	 Condition reports and losses. The condition report of 
SS Horway plainly shows that the Commander of this 
unit was fully aware of its weaknesses 

G-en. Ott reports on his tour to lleventh Army. The reason for 
what happened to 1.98 th and Twenty-second Divs. was that, 
owing to bad roads, their AT commands were not with them 
when they were hit by the Russian tank attack. His 
opinion of the Romanian troops is not very complimentary, 
but lie would not deny that they are trying hard. 

Basic	 Fuehrer directive on new T/O and T/E. Program of 14 July 
1941. 

Be-po rt; Polotsk taken (XXIIICorps) j reported to be a fortress. 

Wagner (G-en Qu) with Op. Chief and OQu I 

-1.)	 Review of capacity of a supply base Minsk Molodeczno, 
serviced by railroad lines operating at full capacity, 
for continuance of operations of AGp.Center. 
Conclusions: 

Center has 45,450 tons of 60-ton Truck Clmsj from this 
total we must deduct one-third laid up for repair , 
leaving 30,700 tons for continuous operation. Transp. 
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Chief guarantees 14 trains with. 6,300 terns, daily,-
for TDB.se Minsk Molodeczno. is sufficient to 

maintain: 

a)	 Operational Group for offensive in the general direc
tion of Moscow or in southeastern direction: 

4 Armd.Divs.
 
3 mot. Divs.
 

10 Inf. Divs.
 
G-Hq Reserves
 

or. 

4 Armcl. Divs,
 
4 mot. Divs.
 
6 Inf. -Divs.
 
GHq. Reserves
 

or, 

6 Armd. Divs.
 
5 mot. Divs.
 
3 Inf. Divs.
 
GHq Reserves,
 

computed at I/O strength require Sir trainloads . 
"b)	 Remainder, for which supply can "be maintained only 

as far as the Vipvev Dvina and the Upper Dniestr*: 

5 Armd. Divs
 
5 mot. Divs
 

25 Inf. Divs
 

requiring 5|- trainloads. 

60- ton Clms. for Operational G-roup 26,000 tons" (distributionremainder 2,500 tons 
only) 

Still needed for transloading at Varena** 1.600 tons 
Total .-30,700 tons 

2.) Effective .25 July, OKH can turn over to the WehrmachtS' 
Befehlshafecr the Rear Area of AGp. lorth up to the 
Dvina, exclusive of. Riga and Dvinsk. 

Housinger ( with OQu I): Operational disposition of enemy forces. 
My opinion ( see today's entry under enemy situation) is 
shared "by "both. But itmust always "be remembered that this 
disposition is hypothetical rather than actual, for the 
enemy is short of troops. Faulus suggests that the mission 
of the Kalinin group may "be not only to secure the gap 
"between Moscow and Leningrad, "but also, to attack the 
flanks of the German forces advancing on Moscow, in conjunc
tion with the Bryansk group kept mo"bile in trains. The 
great picture of the enemy groupings then would "be as 
follows; 

o 
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Legend: 

-

L Leningrad Group-

X Kalinin Group 

Moscow Group 

~
 B Bryansk fe?oup 

~
 G Gomel Group 

Ko~ Korosten G-roup 

~
 TJ Ukrainian Qroup 

ips resulting from pressure 
of < 3vents 

-^ Groups provided for in the original 
{///// \u25a0 plan of assembly as reserves far 

to the rear.Ki//fo 
-4 Possibilities of offensive thrusts. 

The evoning situation, ""in AGp. South, show slow advances toward 
Kishinev on the flank of Eleventh Army and breaching of 
the Stalin Line ~hj the right wing of Seventeenth Army. 
Iho enemy is falling back "before the right wing of Sixth 
Army, whereas on the front of its left wing, the pressure 
from Eorostcn is now so uncomfortable that Army Gp. wants 
to shift its weight to clear out this trouble spot. Armd. 
Gio. 1has started operations out of Berdichev and striking 
from Zhitomir, has reached the immediate vicinity of 

,	 Belaya Tserkov, while 111. Corps, curiously, has not made 
any progress, and itis still at its old spot. 

Center: In the breakthrough area, a number of quite 

substantial enemy groups have been isolated; it will not 
be possible to. liquidate them before the Infantry, which 
is marching without a break, has arrived. There will be 
many tight situations before these enemy groups have been 
disposed off. In front of the center of our breakthrough, 
many supply Clms. seen to be flight from Smolensk toward 
Moscow, 

Horth:has now taken disposition in conformity with our 
wishes. The encircling movement by its right wing is slow
ly developing, The northern wing is closing up. 
Request for Artillery against Russian coastal fortifications. 

Enemy; Heavy movements of columns (mot. and horse-drawn) 
from Smolensk to tho oast have the character of a rout. 
The same to the southeast. 

Number of enemy aircraft observed: Horth, 208; Gontcr, 
855; South, 626. Ife/jor variations in these figures need 
not be interpreted as real shifts in the main concentra
tion; discrepancies probably are due to incomplete informa
tion on individual areas. 
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\u25a0Political? The Prenoh have sent vs notes announcing 
that they regard the "basis on which the military agree
ments were concluded as fundamentally changed and accord— .. 
ingly wish the Armistice Treaty superseded "by a new agree
ment which expressly guarantees the sovereignty of Prance. 

There is talk of a Cabinet reshuffle in France, (interior, 
Pucheux, Foreign Affairs, Benoist-Mechin; Huntziger, as 
before ). lsfeygand still at Tfichy. 

An arrdntloe has been concluded in. Syria. 

16 July 1941. (25th Day ) 

~-~Situation^ S outh: Enemy is evacuating Bessarabia. Seven
teenth Army has broken through the Stalin Line on its— 
entire front. The breakthrough wedge, which points~~ at Kiev, is being attacked from the north. The ICorosten 
enemy group has ceased attacking, and has passed to the : 

defensive. Artillery is still strong, but there are no 
more tanks. Railroad, movements from this group to Kiev. 

•fiofifeSEi.	 3"rom the Gomel area, a .force of seven Diva, is 
attacking the right shoulder of AGp. Center. This is the 
entire strength of the Gomel group which thus is pinned 
down for the moment* In the area passed through by 
Gude. riant s and Hoth's breakthrough thero are still many 
enemy groups in fighting condition, which makes it 
necessary for our Armor to attack in all directions . Even 
west of the Dniepr there are still some active enemy groups. 

Hoth's right wing has reached the big concrete highway 
to Moscow, near Yartsevo, while Guderian's left wing has 
battled its way to the sector of Smolensk. Here, then, 
the inner wings have linked up. Hoth's left wing 
apparently has pushed into an area only weakly held by 
the enemy. To check him the enemy may be forming a new 
enemy group in the Rzhev area. 

On the northern wing of Army Gp., Nineteenth Armd.Div. has 
reached ITevel, but the planned junction with 12th Division 
has not been achieved, and so this pockot on the Army Gp* 
boundary has not yet been closed. 

lorth; Regrouping continues in -ore-oaration for the drive 
with main effort against and beyond Novgorod, but is 
still hampered by the local demands on Sixteenth Army, 
which so is very slow in releasing troops for the north
ward thrust. 

Radio intelligence -indicates presence at Dorpat, of 
3 enemy Divs . opposing our advance unit, ICorps (I). 
This situation is intolerable. Army Gp. will at least 
have to do something about this. 
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Enemy. situation; Over-all picture: On the front of AGp,
 
South, the enemy is softening. His front is crumbling
 
"before Seventeenth. Army;. •' here, it seems, he has nothing
 
left in the rear. Ido not "believe that here there is any
 
cocrclinater 1. plan for withdrawal "behind the Dniepr, Possib-?
 
ly the Russian Divs. falling "back from Southern Bessarabia
 
will show up yet deep- in the rear of the crumbling front.
 
It remains to "be seen whether the enemy will try to "bring
 
parts of his strong Korosten Group to "bear against our
 
spearhead, through Kiov.
 

On the rest of the front the. enemy no doubt intende to hold
 
fast. • Iam entirely inclined to "believe that the retreat [
 
movements from Smolensk to the east were momentary
 
phenomena only. We have no clear picture yet of what is :

'
 
going on around Bclogoye ( southeast of Lake Ilmen) where
 
unloading and movements of troops have "been observed. Is ;
 

an enemy group, gathered up in other places, forming in the
 
Rzhev area? What about the Bryansk group? Does it really.
 
exist and what is it doing?
 

G-eru Brennecke (AG-p. North ) on phone: 

a)	 Reports on the pocket now being formed by Twelfth and 
Nineteenth Divs. on both sides of Army Gp, boundary. 

b)	 She situation at Dorpat. He receives instruction to 
move 93rd Div. to the Dorpat front with all available 
means and to report on compliance. 

Cron* Bogatsch: Air,reports on 15 July: 

a)	 In front of the Seventeenth Army, positive withdrawal 
movements to Zhmerinka and north, on 16 July, p.m. 

b) Uortfa of TJmail, 38 trains "blocked; tanks are being'un
loaded and* driven off eastward. 

c) Bridges at Dnepropetrovsk and Zaporozhe attacked by 
our Air Force. 

cl)	 Area east and southeas-t of Kiev no important road 
movements . 

c) At ShloMn and Bogachev the enemy is on the western 
bank of the Dniepr. The enemy is crossing the rivor; 
very much Artillery. 

f) Railroad movements from Moscow now go only as far as 
"Viazma, and from Bryansk only as far as Eoslavl. 

g)	 Last night mot. movements from the east toward Tartsevo. 

h)	 Moscow area: little railroad traffic. 

i)	 West of Staraya Russa, heavy A.AA. Road from Staraya 
Russa to Dno is described by the Air Force as service
able, by the ground troops as non-existent. Perhaps 
only the eastern section has been finished so far. 
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k) On the road leading from the western end of Lake Ilmen 
to Luga, horse-drawn and mot. movements. At Luga, AAA. 

l) Enemy air action against Reinhard's Corps and the Divs. 
on the eastern shore of Lake Peipus, Sast of the Lake, 
heavy fighter and AAA defense. 

The whole pattern of the enemy air effort indicates clear
headed and aggressive leadership. 

— 
Lt. Col* Badket Current "business of his section. What is to 

take the place, in citations for "bravery, of the individ
ual's name, which now must "be omitted from Wehrmacht 
communiques on order of the Fuehrer? 

Maf
j.Buorker: Report on his tour to Tenth Armd.Div. The 

stub dorn resistance of the many isolated enemy elements 
scattered "behind our advance "brings about many critical 
situations, "but notwithstanding this, our troops feel 
self-assured and superior* However, the striking power 
of the Armd.Divs, is slowly declining. When -the current 
objectives have "been reached, a "break v/ill be necessary 
in order to give the units a rest, and if advisa-blo to 
merge and refit several units. Guierian thinks he can do 
that in three to four days. I"believe much more time 
would. "be needed. The strop ly system of AGp. Center will 
not "be functioning at full capacity before 25 July, By 
that time the Armd.Gps. will again be ready for new opera— 
tions. 

The performance of.Regt. t!G-rossletitschl,and H does not 
seem to satisfy higher Hqs. 

Evening, situation: South: Kishinev has fallen* Operations of 
Army Gp. continue according to plan. Before Kiev, situa
tion seems to have tightened as a result of ammunition 
shortage. Enemy attacks 111 Corps from the north. 

Center: The enemy front is breaking up into a several 
groups, with our ArmcU Divs. cutting through between them. 
This complicates the picture for direction of operations. 
Local crises nay yet develop, especially on the right wing 
of Arrod. Gp, 2 and in the center of Armd.Gp. 3. 

ifforth: Movements are proceeding according to plan. At 
Dorpat, the enemy is regrouping for defense. 

Air situation; In the South, the enemy air force is being taken 
back behind the Dniepr. In front of AG-p. Center the enemy 
is apparently intensifying his air effort. 

17 July 1941. ( 26th Day) 

.Situation; Kb important changes 
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InAGp. South, the situation is developing along its 
logical lines, \u25a0 The enemy is attempting, with local forces, 
to counter the encircling moves against his northern wing i 
at Belaya' Tserkov and southeast of Berdichev, Taut "by and 
large he arrears to concentrate on extricating himself 
from the pocket developing between Eleventh and Seven
teenth Armies. 

On	 the northern flank ( Korosten-Kiev ); the jumble of' 
enemy units previously reported in the area "between 
Korosten and Kiev has "been reinforced "by two new Bivs., 
one coming from the Caucasus. 

What Icannot understand is the inaction of Thirteenth 
Armd. Piv., which seems to "be doing nothing about the 
enemy reported to "be retreating right past it from 
ICorosten in the direction of Kiev. 

AGru Center: Formation of the po.ckets is proceeding 
consistently. G-uderian T s right wing seems to have again 
full freedom of movement in the direction of Eoslavl « 

>Quite far to ,the rear, the enemy is trying to turn the 
situation "by launching attacks into Guderian's flank and, 
further "back, against Second Army, "but without success. 

AGp. Horth: Here, too, the formation of pockets is devoir-
oping. On the right wing, at Kevel, the junction with : 
Eoth!s left wing has not "been quite accomplished yet. 
Also in this sector, enemy elements appear to have escaped 
to the east and are now moving in the direction of Velikie 
Luki. The "eastern front"* shows another promising pocket 
in the Opochka areaj some enemy "bodies initially got away 
to the east,- toward Kholm, "but ap-pear to have returned 
to free their encircled comrades. 

Situation of Hoeppner's Grp, unchanged. ICorps is closing 
up in rapid marches. 

Bo^atscli;	 shows:Air reconnaissance 

a)	 Confirmation of our picture of the situation on tho 
front of AGp. South* Clogged railroad lines in the 
area west of Chorkassi* 

— "b) Mozir:Mozir: MA.MA. Moving lights on the Pripet river, 
apparently troops crossing to the other "bank. 

c)	 Gomel ; Large quantities of rolling stock and locomotives 
on sidings, AAA and searchlights. Airdrome (fighters). 

South of Mogilev, east of the Dnlepr,'. no enemy move
ments to the north * 

- — — d)	 Prom the area G-onel Bryansk Eoslavl Dovsk, no 
movements B 

c) Continuous retrograde movements from Eoslavl on Yukhnov, 
last night. From Yartsevo, heavy traffic to the east,., 
through Vyazma. At Vyazma, AA searchlight concentration* 
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Message: Eleventh Army lias started its attack, leading with XI 
Corps, as planned, and has crossed the Bniestr. 

Q-en. Wagner ( Gen Q,u ): 

1.)	 Rosenberg is Reich Minister for Occupied Territories. 
Under him four Reich Commissars: Lohse, for the 

Baltic States; Kasche, for Russia; Koch, for the . : 
Ukraine; Schickedanz for Caucasia, As soon as the 
tactical situation permits, the Four Year Plan will 
set up its organization in the occupied territory. 
An agreement has "been reached with Himmler, clarifying 

\u25a0when the Police willget its instructions from the 
Reich, and when from Rosenberg. 

3.)	 Transfer of western portion of Bear Area AG-p. ITorth 
to the Reich Commissar for the Baltic States. Between 
18 and 25 July, the Wehrmachtsbef ehlshaber Baltenland 
will take over the area from AG-p. Horth. Basic 
questions of command organization ( coast defense,— 
control of troops). Transfer instrument receives 
signature.* 

3.)	 Supply situation: 

I"ortii: Assured until 18 July. Main supply "base Riga. 
Action radius: Armd. Gp. 4, as —far as Leningrad;
Armies, to the line Lake 11men Harva. One-half issue 
ammunition, two fuel quotas, 2 days' rations. 

Center: On 15 July, Dniepr "base had: one—fifth ' issue 
of siamuni tion, one-hal f fuel quota , one half day s 
rations. Troops have three— quarters issue of ammuni
tion, three fuel quotas, 7 days' rations. 
Action radius: Armd. and mot. Livs., as far as Smolensk j 

Inf. to the eastern "banks of Dniepr and Dvina. 
To meet all supply requirements we have available: As 
of 18 July, 14 trains; 22 trains are necessary to catch 
up with the three Armies into the areas newly occupied 
"by us.
 
Bulk of 60-ton Truck Clms. still on the shuttle run
 
"between frontier -and Dniepr. Scheduled to "be taken
 
off as 20/23 July.
 

South: On 15 July, Seventeenth Army used up one-half
 
to three— quarters issue of ammunition, more than that
 
for their light and mcd, Fd, Hows, Temporary inter
ruption of railroad line at Tarnopol (washouts);
 
shuttle service already in operation, as far as
 
Berdichev. 

-Casualties: Total from 22 June to 13 July: 92,120 3.685. 
Officer losses inper cents of WO and EM losses: Wounded, 
3,4; killed, 3; Hissing, 1,7. 

t
Major SS c>TuChardt fornorly Paris, assigned to post at Ankara, 

reports to no. Situation in Prance. Kbthing significant
ly new. 
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Col. Kinzels 

a) Evilroad torvice in Russia: Material was abused even in 
peacetime, and probably will be all the more so under war 
conditions. Captured documents indicate that railroad 
situation is catastrophic, 
Railroad movements confused; they show no clear pattern, 
one reason perhaps "being that we cannot watch them 
continuously. 

t>) Probable disposition of enemy forces, after the current 
"battles have "been fought. Of course itis impossible 
to foresee everything in detail, "but we may assume that 
after the cleaning up inEstonia there will "be available: 

Front of AGfo. Lee"bt 

Around Leningrad: 15 Inf. Divs. and 2 Armd. Divs. 
Around Bologove: h Div«33 Inf.Inf. Divs.Divs. andand \ Armd.Armd. Div. 

Front of AGb. Bock: 

-
Opposite Hotii *3 3 Inf. Dive,
 
Opp ositc G-Lidcrian!s
 
northern wing and center *2 Inf. Divs. and 1 Armd.Div.
 

\u25a0Opposite G-uderian fs southern 
wing 4 Inf. Divs. and 1-2 Armcl.Sivs 

Betv/een Bock and Sun&stedt, * 
in the area around G-omel 3	 4 Inf. Divs. 

AG-p. Bonds ted t; 

Hortii of Kiev, opposite northern, wing
 
of Sixth Army and Armd. Gp. 1 S Inf. Divs. and
 

1 Armd. Div.
 

Opposite right wing of Sixth Army, 
Armcl.Gpo 1 and Seventeenth Army *2 Inf. Divs. and 

1 Armd.. Div. 

Opposite Eleventh Army	 8 Inf. Divs., 

1 Armd. Div. and 
1 Cav • Divo 

This would add up, on the enemy side, to a total of about 
50 Inf. Divs. and 7 Armd.Divs. (apart from Cay.' Div.). 

In the groups marked*, Iconsider the estimates distinctljr 
on the high side. 

OMH, "back from AAGop o Uortii, relates: 

a)	 Enemy air superiority* The strength of our frontline 
Divs. has .greatly declined. 

"b)	 Eighth ArmdeDiv, had to "be taken back. SS has moved ny 

and is covering its flank* ICorps starts its attack 
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today	 at 1600 and will take pressure off the flank; 
it is	 under tactical control of Armd. Gp. 4. 

c) Attack at Fellin (lighteenth Army) set for 18 July
(perhaps, not until 19 July). 

d)	 Intentions.: Eirst "bring to a conclusion the actions 
now inprogress on the right wing, then regroup for 
attack with one Corps south of Lake Ilmen, with two 
Corps .northward along Lake Ilmen, with one Corps "between 
Lake Ilmen and Lake Peipus, and with one Corps along ; 

Lake Peipus (eastern shore). One Corps must then watch J 
:the area north of Army Gp. "boundary, and, if necessary, 

take aggressive action*	 (. 

c)	 On 25 July we shall pro"bat>ly "be a"ble to attack across 
the line ISTovgorocMifarva. 

Major	 Count Stauffenberg gives a highly informative report on 
his visit to G-uclerian' s Group, Peculiar character of the 
"breakthrough "battles demand great skill in maneuvering Armd, 
Div. Troops subjected to great strain. Striking power is: 
gradually diminishing, self-assurance is continually growing. 

\u25a0Third	 Armd. Div. I . 

Evening situation South: Crossing successfully accomplished 
"by Eleventh Army. Also the Romanians, crossing on its left 
wing, have reached the eastern "bank. 
Seventeenth Army, in wedge formation, has pushed into the 
depth of the enemy position. Eleventh and Twelfth Aral. " 

Divs. of Armd.Gp. 1 are now a'oreast of Hinth Armd.Div., and 
Armd. envelopment movement can be started.	 ; 

Must move 75th and 111th Inf.Divs. up to lll. Corps . SS 
Adolf Hitler will replace Third Armd.Div., which in turn— 
will strengthen the Armd. enveloping wing. Advance at 
Eorosten. 

Center; Enemy pockets are "beginning to show up more clear
ly. G-uclerian is gaining ground and his forces have linked 
up further east. Southeast of Gomel, troops are "being 
detrained on the open tracks. Enemy is falling "back under— 
pressure from Cay. Div. Trouble at Eoth's and Gudorian! s 
"boundary. \u25a0 

Horth: Report shows nothing significantly different from 
OTxlH1 s account. Coastal "blockade Btry. on shore of the 
Moon Straits taken "back "because of threat from the lands ide. 

G-en. Wagner reports on result of Baentsch* tour to AG-p .Center: 
Organization now running smoothly. Railroad difficulties 
will "be resolved. 

Horth: Six more ships en route to Riga. AG-p. ¥orth is all 
right and can temporarily help out Hinth Army (rations). 
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18 July 1941. (27th Day ) 

Situation: AGp. South 1 s operation is becoming increasingly 
shapeless. The front against Korosten still absorbs large 

forces. The appearance of .new, strong enemy forces attack
ing from the north near Kiev, compels us to move Inf.Divs. 
to that sector, to relieve and replace Armor (illCorps). 
This pins down greater strength on the northern front than 
is desirable. The turning wing of Armd. Gp.l, too, does 
not seem to get started on its southward drive. It is 

and Belaya Tserkov,still hanging back around Berdichev 
Meanwhile, the breakthrough wedge of Seventeenth Army has 

advanced so far that right wing of Sixth Army ( operating 
under Armd.Gp. 1 ) might as well be switched from the 
encircling operation, for which it was slated, and sent 
on eastward to the area south of Kiev, to be on hand for the 
Dniepr crossing. 

' 

The fuehrer has now given orders to take Odessa. lor that'
 
mission we have only Hans en s Corps .with two G-erman and 

several Romanian Divs. This move which, Iagree, is 
necessary, would divert strength from the big envelopment 
now initiated. 

In AGp. Center, the Armd. Divs. are reforming for the fronts 
to	 be established to the northeast and southeast. Inf.Divs.; 

are moving close behind. The organizations forming the rings 
around the pockets are continually changing,,. and it willbe \ 

interesting to see how long this can go on without impairing 
the tightness. of the encirclement. On the southern wing, 
east of Mogilev, the enemy keeps up his heavy attacks, which 
is precisely what we want him to do (Fifth Buss. Army). 

Horth of the line Smolensk- Orsha, on the northern wing of 
Army Op., the northernmost pocket seems to have been 
securely closed by Twelfth Inf.Div. moving down from the : 
north and linking up with Nineteenth Armd .Div. Tension 
seems to be easing, also in the process of forming the other, 
pocket, but we cannot be -quite sure yet. 

ln 4^p_i_^2£ih no important changes. At Opochka, the enemy 
is	 struggling to extricate his encircled units 'by attacking 
us	 from the outside; he is being repulsed. 

At Gdov (eastern shore of Lake Peipus), a "Special Divisionn 

has been captured; it is composed of, respectively, a unit of 
women, of convicts, and of Communist Youths. 

n
ireru Bogatscli: 

a)	 Photographs of Moscow. Very extensive industrial instal
lations, with va£'t railroad system. Strong AAA defense. 
Numerous balloon barrages, no fortificp.tions . 

"b; Photographs of Bologoye; according to captured documents 
a supply center ( Artillery parks, Chemical Defense 
depots) 

c)	 1...),. Qbs.&rve;dTenefK^ino^ 
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Staraya Russa and Velikie Luki to Bologoye. 
2.) West of Moscow, Vyazma is apparently the railhead 

for supply of troops \u25a0. 

3,) South of the line Smolensk-Moscow movements .to the 
northeast (evacuations?). 

4.) Vast train movements. from the West to Kremenchug. 
5.) Reconnaissance east of the Dniepr unfortunately un

available; the same for area around Bryansk 

Gen Fellgiefrel 

a) Extension of the 'OEH trunk line first to Belaya Tserkov 
to be continued, according to the development of the 
situation, either northward to Eiev or across the Dniepr, 
south of Kiev* 

b)	 Regulation of signal communication service in the areas 
of the Civil Commissars for Occupied Territories, to "be 
set up under Rosenberg. 

c)	 bindings of radio intelligence confirm data extracted 
from captured documents and PW statements. 

d)	 Moscow's role as center of the Russian communications 
system. With the elimination of Moscow, the entire 
Russian communications network collapses. 

yon C-reiffenberg: 

a)	 Over-all mission: Smash all enemy forces that can "be 
reached now. We must be sure to finisn the job. On 
this account, and to ensure thorough mopping up, the 
area conquered must be safeguarded from incursions; 
further extensions^ only insofar as necessary to con
solidate these gains. 

b)	 Possible future tasks: Form frontal group with ITintii 
Army and right wing of Second Army; on its northern 
wing, Armored G-p. 3. Another group for turning move
ment to the southeast, comprising the bulk of Second 
Army ( inner ring) and Armd. G-p. 2 ( outer ring). 
Movements of reserves and bringing up of GHq Reserves 
must conform with these ideas. What should be the 
command organisation for this operation? 

c) Direction of the moDping-up operations in newly-conquered 
territory. Cover right flank. 

d)	 Striking power of the Armd. Divs.: 60"% 

Col Sen. Fromm: Recommendations on the implementation of the 
Fuehrer's Armd.Divs. program: Activate the 36 Armd.Divs. 
initially with 2 Bns., each (except the Africa Divs., where 

:3 Bns. are spscif ie-i) , each Bn. of three, if possible, 
,four Cos ; To enable us to activate the eight Armd.Divs . 

ordered completed by next fall ( mcl. two for Africa), 
the Field Army must give up, by the end, if possible even 
by	 the middle, of August, two Armd.Divs. (Third and Seven
teenth) and two mot. Divs* (both in G-uderian !s Gp.). 
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The	 18... Inf. Divs. mot* we shall get together tj taking 
the ten already existing plus Inf.Regt. "G-ro.ssdeutschland", 
SS Adolf Hitler and ; three' So Divs.mot., and .. then activate 
two Inf.Divs* mot* and One SS Div. mot. ( or rather one 
more regular :Inf*I)ivi,mot* instead) by reducing Divs. to 
four mot. 3iii>s one motion. Bn., reorganise the Motor
cycle Bn. i'p a mixed Mi(tl) and cutting the !Antitank Bns. 

Cos',of	 the Divisions to two etc. 

The	 motor transport requirements ( transport, hot tanks 
are the "bottleneck in the new activations) 

f it is hoped, 
can "be covered from GHq. Reserve Arty., Engineers ( 1 ) and 
Observation Bns., and "by centralizing supply services. 

Oornment: Inasmuch as reduction in strength of the Inf.Divs. 
mot. and of the Hifie formations of the Armd.Divs. in favor 
of the newly activated units involves no reduction in fire 
power ( the number of MG-s and mortars, except light mortars, 
remains the same or is even increased), Ihave no objection 
to the priciple of the proposal. Ionly want to have my 
say in the reduction of GHq_ Reserves ( ratio of Artillery 
to Observation Bus., requirements in Engineers, Construe— 
tion units, Railroad Engineers). 

yon	 Zjehlberg: ( including medicalGen. Staff personnel matters—	 — 
opinion oil Clausius) Decorations (Bulgaria) :—: Current 
matters. 

Col. L'iss with OQu IV: 

a) 'Distribution of forces in the British, homei^ud. according 
to captured Bus sian documents. Figures o::i u:.ie whole 
square with our information. Thess documents assume 
that the units are still Brigs, and moU Di/s^ because 
of lack of Artillery, (This probably does not hold true 
any more at this date.) 

Id)	 Distribution of British forces in Irak (two Divs.), one 
r.iore Division must be expected from India a 

c)	 Distribution of British forces in India, Indian troops 
now on the battle fronts have been replaced by newly 
activated units , Aoart from the one Indian Div. destin-
Ed for Irak, there probably can be no further. with
drawal of troops from India. 

Conference with QbdH on situation in AGt> „ South and the necessity 
to have the Inf.Divs. now arriving In the rear of the 
Sixth, moved to the area south of Kiev. The following 
two points must now be borne in mind by AGp. South: 

1.)	 The encircling ring by Arm&.Gp. must not be drawn too 
close, and Ifpossible along the Dniepr. 

2.)	 A strong group must be brought up to the Dniepr south 
of Eiev from tho rear now for an early crossing. 

The	 evening situation shows no essential changes in the picture. 
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I&&&V* South, a pocket is apparently forming at Vinnitsa 
as a result of Seventeenth Army'& "breakthrough. In the 
central sector, Armd.Gp. is "beginning to make headway in 
southeastern direction, and on the northern wing Sixth Army 
has gained ground against the enemy at Eorosten and has 
pushed him away from the supply route. 

In AGp. Center ? the "battle with the encircled enemy "bodies 
continues,- "but resistance varies in degree. South of Orsha 
little is going on, "but north of the line Orsha-Smolensk, 
the largest group staged a "break-out attempt in all direc
tions* it was driven "back. 

-In\u25a0 .AGp .lorth our fore esc ontinue to close up to Armd.Gp.4. 
'The enemy is throwing new forces against Hoeppner's left 
and right wings, "but with our Inf. on the spot now, there 
is no danger. 

Talk with Gen, yon Sodenstern (AGp. South t on -phone 

:a)	 In my opinion the envelopment will not "be ample enough 
ifArmd, Gm, strike for Urnanj the Group must advance : 
southeastward to the Dniepr in direction of Krivoi Hog. 
Army Grp. has reached the same conclusion. Only a weak 
right wing of the Armd.Gp. needs to drive in the direc-? 
tion of Uman* An intercepted radio signal of the Rus
sian Twenty-sixth Army indicates that wo are going to T?e 
attacked "by 4- Inf.Divs. and 2 Cay. Divs» from the area ; 

south of Kiev, tomorrow. 

*b)	 Prepare a strong grotip with "bridging eq/Llpmer.t, Artil
lery, etc. south of Kiev for the Dijl3t.^ crossing as 
soon as possible. Army G-g, has earmark 3d for this mis
sion Lv Corps,	 7.'.si, la.t",.i)ivs.with 111th., 75th ant. 
Iadd 132nd and 94th Inf.Divs, from G-TT a Reserves. 
Under consideration is also XXXQT Cojtps, with 57th and 
itfinth Divs „ 

c) Political friction "between Hungarians and Romanians makes 
it desira/blo -"jo i.-;ep&ra';e uhs Hungarian Arrnd Corps iron 
the RoLna.n.lcUi.-s; Army G-p. should think up an elegant way 
of	 doing I"-. 

.11JJSdX_l 94l_,__ ( 28 th Day) 

Situation: In ACrp. South all planning is dominated "by the 
discovery of the imminent attack "by the Russian Twenty-
sixth Army; captured orders indicate that it consists of 
6 Inf.Divs. and 2 Cay, Divs., under two Corps Hq_s. Three 
of these Divs. are supposed to come from the Lithuanian 
front, whereas the rest ( "VI Corps ) are said to have 
fought in the Ukraine from the start. 

'Hie weather continues "bad, which will probably slow the 
movements of AGp. South to a considerable degree. If we 
add to this the effect of the- impending enemy attack hy 
quite a sizea"ble force, it appears likely that the start of 
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this large-scale Armd.Gp-. offensive will be cancelled or 
delayed again. 

AG-p. Center: Reports capture of a Russian order indicating 
that the Russian High Command is aiming at separating the 
G-erman Armor from supporting Inf.. units by driving attacks 
"between them. In theory this is a very pretty scheme, "but 
in practice it is something that can "be carried out only 
"by an opponent superior in number and generalship. Against 
our Armies, and with the Inf. Corps never slackening in 
closing to the Armor, Ido not see a chance for applying 
such a policy. On the southern wing of the Army G-p., enemy 
pressure continues. 

A-Gfo. Forth: Ho new trends discernible in the development. 
Hie ajjpearance of a Bn. of Moscow factory police demonstra-
tes that communications between Moscow and Leningrad must 
still be open; itwould be desirable from the operational 
standpoint if the enemy were not able to maintain communica-? 
tions between Lake Ilmen and Moscow. But Iam beginning to 
wonder if we are not being confronted here with the incip- . 
lent formation, of a strong group between Bologoye and 
Hzhev, which .eventually might make it necessary for Leeb's 
right wing to advance beyond the northern edge of the 
?aldai Hills. 

In Estonia, the situation is developing favorably due to 
the enemy's inaction. The possibility of a crisis is 
fading. 
l§:s3t thinks that the enemy is becoming increasingly aware 
of our weakness and passivity .in the Baltic; we must there
fore expect intensification of enemy activity and a mounting 

\u25a0'threat to the sea route to Libau and Win&auo 'These ports 
are essential for our supply. 

Air Reconnaissance has no results worth noting due to persistent 
"bad weather. 

Q-en. Stthle: 

1.) Discussion of the Bd3*s plan for implementation of the 
Fuehrer's Armd. Forces program ( fall reorganization 
of the Army ). 
a)	 Armd.Divs « On the whole no objections. The 

combination of motorcycle-nounted-Inf ~3ns ..with Armd. 
Ren. units must not result in absorption of the 
unit in the Infantry. Itmust remain a reconnais
sance unit • With Divs. becoming smaller, they 
willneed fewer Truck Clms. 

"b)	 Inf.Divs. mot. The proposed organization of the 
Inf. Bn. eliminates the Bn. Commander almost 
completely. By transferring to the Co.all weapons 
necessary for forming a main effort it would strip 
him of any real control over the situation. Cutting 
Artillery down to two light Btrys. for each Bn. can 
be approved only as an interim measure, designed to 
prevent the excessive depletion of . (Hq. Artillery 
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by allotments to the new Divs. Later on, the Btrys. 
must again be increased to the normal number of 
three for each Bn* 

c))GHq troops;: Artillery:: We shall stillhave to put 
up a fight to retain a substantial G-Hq. Artillery, 
mcl. Ohserw Bns #. and Corps Artillery Hq.s, to 
facilitate exercise of control over operations. The 
argument that modern war is waged no longer with 
Artillery, "but with tanks, is fallacious. 

\u25a0Engineer troops: It would "be absurd to allocate 
17 of the 20 existing GHq. Eng. Bns. to the newly 
activated Divs.. Modern motorized warfare has made 
the Engineers more indispensable than ever. Ihe 
requirements of the new Divs. must be met by allot
ting to them the mot. Eng. Cos. of deactivated Inf. 
Divs. 

Engineers:Railroad Their number must be increased* 
Iff the new organization of the Army is to be adapted 
to the needs created by operations over vast spaces;, 
the Railroad Sng. units must be accorded an important

*tplace in the program.	 
<* 

Supply Services can probably be rendered more 
efficient and economical for movements in vast areas 
by centralizing and consolidating transport. 

Heavy. Artillery. Reduction will have to	 wait untiJL
Gibraltar is completed. These big guns tie down 
too much transport. 

2*) A special organization under Balclc*for the checking 
and' revising T/Os with a view to reducing them to 
essential war needs will be set up at BdE, with the 
cooperation of Gen. Staff. 

&en. Wagne.r (Gen Q,u ): 

a)	 Demands by the Reich Marshal regarding safeguarding of 
native stocks in the operational theaters. Insofar as 
possible they have already been met on our own initial,.\u25a0 

tive« 

b) Hew boundaries for Rear Area AGp. Center: Joining AG]p, 
Horth at the Dvina, the boundary in the main is formed 
by the Dvina-lniepr line as far as Gomel, Rear Area 
AGp.. South will eventually also be advanced to the 
Dniepr. 

c)	 AGp. Borth's request for motor transport to move 93rd
Div. must be rejected. 

d) Arrived at Riga by sea: Convoy I, 900 tons; convoy 
11, 2,000 tons. 

c)	 Supply situation:. South Very high fuel consumption. 
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Hot much fuel capture^-. 

Sixty-ton truck columns only 50$ operational owing' t6 
unsera"ble roads. Supply of AGp. nevertheless assured. 

Qenter: The tense situation seems "to be easing due to
the smooth cooperation of Baentsch and the Ilailroad 
dictator dispatched "by G-ercke. The transport situation 
£as improved. Little/booty. . . . \u25a0; 

Hortn: Owing to movement of troops ( 93rcL Div. ), 
three trains less are available daily for supply. 
Transport needs amply covered nevertheless . 

K,inze^ ( foreign Armies Bast ):7 Ooramand set-iip on fiassian front. 
\u25a0• ( from north to south): . 

Vi .:.:. ffialdi/flomjfland'Hq- Northwest:- (Yordshilov ): Sj.ghthy 
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•-\u25a0". seventh, Sleventh, IVenty-second (?) Armies. 

' 

Itlis not 
\u25a0ye* clear fwhether \u25a0\u25a0 Tyenty*-e.ec-6nd Army belomgs" to rUorthwes t 

Or tO'Westi ..the is'-moreilikely^i .Ifflportant -for \u25a0:-,>-. 

opera'tioiial^appraisal- of the area7-Szh&v*-Bpl ogoye. . 

' Jield Command Hq. West ( Timoshenko ) : Uinejeenth,. TwewiVo 
tieth, Thirteenth and Twer.ty-firßt Armies. Behind them. -t^c 
there seems to "be additionally an Army Hq 4, which former
ly operated in the Bialystok. pocket and ;apparently was. 
taken b&ck. 

Field Command Hq Southwest ( Budyonny ): Jiftii, Tvienty
'sixth,- Sixth and Twelfth Armies. 

ffielld Command Ha South (.?),? Eighteenth .(?), Second* DTinth
'(?) Armies. The existence of this Hq appears to me dou"bt— 

ful. .PrCbably it is the Hq. of|the Odessa Military 
District. If a strong operational Hq_. actually were c6Emit
ted, here,, we surely would know the name of the GQ, .;ust.." 

vas we know the names of the three l ;hals. Army sq». 18 
and 19 are known to us only through rvi.lio intelligence, and 
have for practical purposes not appeared at the fighting 
front. If they exist at all, they may "be Hqs 'for coast 
defense or have other special functions. 

yon Olioma reports out to tafee over the command of Seventeenth' 
Arm&.Div. , 

G-en* Jacob 

a) Heport on his findings in touring the supply arteries 
in the' sector of AGp. l.orth. With some Eoadouilding 
and Construction units- "being "better equipped with 
transport than others, the situation has developed where 
all moMle units have "been ordered up front and the less 
motile units, left behind., never finish marching. They 
are continuously on the move' to catch up with the 
others instead of doing- their work. We need static 
organizations, which would employ PW 'and indigenous la"bor. 

"Orders .to this effect have "been issued. 
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b) GHg. Engineer and Constructions iini'ts needed in relation 
"to ''th.e-.Armd., Divs.. organization program* 

(Arty;) and 'G-en.Oonf e:re.nfee.:-with..&en:. Brand G-e-rcke: Their- demands 
within the Armd. Diys. organization program, which will re
quire -my backing. . 

Evening: situation. Ho important news* Slow progress on all 
fronts along the lines of the development laid dowti, "by 'us. 

G-en* Wagner (Sen Q,u);! The IMorth African,supply situation is. 
increasingly deteriorating* Schleusner reports that 
Pifth Light Div. is so short of fuel that in the event 
of an attack on Solum it would just manage to. get to the 
"battlefield.' Recommends to send additional 1,000 tons of 
truck transport to Africa* They can "be taken only from 
Brussels. Iturn down, a proposal to obtain supposedly 
more suitable transport for Africa by an exchange with 
Romania., a process that would take four weeks. IfAfrica 
needs the stuff* send it down the . qt>-iekes t way possible I 

Casualties: up to 16 July 1941 ( excluding medical 
casualties): 103,588, i.e. 3.055. of,a strength of 3,35-
million.	 . 

I/founded,Officer casualties ;in per cents of total losses* ' "\u25a0 
\u25a0\u25a03,4;- killed* 5.2; missing 1,6. ' 

' 
20 July 1941. .(29th Day) Sunday. 

plane _; to Hq AQ--p..South „\u25a0 

0700. Situation report by It.Col. G-rolmann. Uo import
ant change" in the situation .since yesterday. . 

0730. Leave by car; 0830, take-off at loetzen; 1130, 
aarival at Staro Konstanti'nov. 

) 

Army Hq[ is housed in a .-Russian Military School. A 
characteristic' feature are the tokens of ilTculture";- on 
the outside, colossal plaster" columns with Corinthian 
capitals, on the inside hero ic-^-size'd plaster statuary 
(sitting group Lenin-Stalin,' soldiers of Army and of. 

\u25a0Air Force) . 
Conference with^lA-:' Lt. Col. Winter sket: ss the situation for 

-_o;he.	 me. overfall picture agrees witn' that we have at" OES. 
A new. feature are the enormous- difficulties besetting the 
movements of Armd*Gp. Kleist. S.'g,. Sieven tjiArmd.Div. . 
is advancing on Uman in three distinct groups; 

1.) Tracked vehicles, with Infantry on top*
 
29)2 ) Polish peasant cart-a. carrying Infantry, following
9 

behind the tracked vehicles. 
3.) Wheeled motor vehicles, which c^annot. 'keep 'up on the 
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rains oaked- roads and so must "be left "behind- In towns* 

The main problem now is how, to get Kleis^s Group where we-
want it to go. Its main bos.y together with elements of 111 
Corps, brought down from the north, where they were- relieved 
"by Inf. now is fighting the Russian Twenty-sixth Army., : 
which is attacking with its northern wing just to the south 
of Kiev, and with its southern wing, at Tarashcha; each 
wing has one fresh Division, while the rest are chipped in 
earlier battles. The attacks have all been repelled, but 
they pin down the bulk "of Kleist's group so that actually 
only a weak Arnd. force, Eleventh and Sixteenth Armd.Divs« ,:
remains available for tactical envelopment .in the rear of 
the enemy now retreating before Schwedler's drive* The 
operational envelopment in the direction of Kirdvograd -has 
not yet got under way and willprobably hang fire for some 
time yet. assumption that the Russian Twenty-sixth 
Army will soon be defeated, looks to me too optimistic 

:The next question, concerning Reichenau 1 s Army, is answered 
to the effect that in consequence of the events at Zvyagel, 
his left wing has become comparatively strong* He is still 
confronted by a strong enemy, whose Artillery is now less 
actives The right wing, which is a long way x off to the 
east, is gaining ground, but it looks as if it willbe 
impossible to give that wing the strong. forces ,that would 
enable it effectively to interpose itself between, the : 
enemy* s Eorosto.n Group arid the 'Dniei-'. Army Gp. ratner 
expects that the enemy will be piisht.l against the.Dniepr, 
which will-successively be crossed by yon Eelchenau north 
of KieV. The city then would be taken from the east. 

For forming the group which we would like to.build up south 
of Kiev, Army .Gp. has available only the GHq. Reserves stand
ing far in the rear, now that IV Corps. has been committed 
'to relieve 111 mot.. Corps. We thus get the following 
picture, which is also presented in a sketch submitted by
Army Gp. 'The forces of Army Gp. fall into two groups 
moving in divergent direct ions: The big enveloping opera
tion south of Kiev,, in which Kleisfwill push withhis -main. 

yonconcentration in the direction of Kirovograd, and 
Eeichenau's attacking operation.' The link between' them is a 
weak group, IV Corps', which will have to be satisfied if it 
accomplishes as much as blocking enemy action from Kiev* against the two /large offensive groups 

Yon Re ichen&u1 s. prospects of success are not too rosy, for 
his attack, willback the enemy against the Bniepr, instead 
of pushing him away from it and so cut him off. The 
Russian Twenty-s.ixth Army, which Tieis t must shake off,be-* 
fore he can strike southeastward with sufficient forces,' 
willlikewise ,be pressed back frohtally' behind tjie.Dniepr. 
To cross to the other side, ithas four military bridges 
availabl e be twe.en Cherkas siand Kiev. Tt is altoge ther , 
uncertain what ICLeisV s offensive against^Kirovogracl, 
which is already behind schedule, would be .able to. ?atch..' 

>\u25a0Undoubtedly there are --Vll. some st ig' enemy group;:, in 
the area west of Umaii 5 bat whether \, \u25a0\u25a0/ can be cut off 
depends on -how mucH- time is lost in fighting the Russian 
Twenty—sixth ..Army. . , .'.-\u25a0. 

/ 
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Istress the following points: 

a)	 yon i&eichenau f s operation must "be conducted in stich a 
way that the enemy will "be pushed away from the Dniepr.
As of 25 or 26 July, it will"be possible to have coopera
tion of XXXV" Corps out of the Mosir area. 

b)	 Everything must "be done to form a strong group south of 
,ICiev. In addition to the GHq. Divs. earmarked "by Army 
Gp., it must "be allotted also parts of yon -Reichenau's 
and Schwedler's' forces .-at the very earliest. 

c)	 Everything must "be done to avoid pushing the: BuSsiaft 
\u25a0Twenty-sixth Army to the Dniepr. in -purely frontal fignit

ing and to prevent its withdrawal to Kiev -with elements 
still capable of giving battle. 

d) We must soon "be able to exert 
the direction of. Kirovograd» 

strong Armd. pressure in 

Particulars taken ug> at the conference; 

a) luture missions for v Hansen's Corps . Itmust cross the 
Dniestr, east of Kishinev, using whatever he has got* 

b)	 Employment of the Italians. It' will be best to commit 
\u25a0 them on the northern wing of Ele\ ~-,th Army. 

c)	 Separation of Romanians and Hungarians. AGp. sees no 
difficulties. . . 

d)	 Opportunities for future operations east of the Dniepr* 

Worries of Army -Gp..r 

a)	 Horse replacements are becoming a burning question. Army 
Gp. has heard that there are*still plenty horses to be 
had in Poland, 

b) Army G-p. reckons with the possibility of the enemy 
organizing a defense west and south" of the Dniepropetrovsk 
industrial .area, by forming a line of resistance on its 
western outskirts, i.e. yet west of the 'Dniepr. 

c)	 Tank strength of individual Bivs.: Sixteenth Armd.Div,, 
less than 40^; Eleventh Div.,; around 40$; Thirteenth 
and fourteenth Divs., better. 

d)	 The number of operational reconnaissance planes is ~ seriously diminishing (8 3 per Staff el ). 

c) The enemy pockets in our rear are still a most vexing 
problem. We have no troops in the rear to clean them 
out. 

•f). Bridge-building eg;, .-.ontfor Dni crossing: Ax.ray^Gp. 
belie yes that it will be able to 'b^ild only one 16-ton 
bridge and one 8-ton bridge across the river* 
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Take-off fTom.ATMf Gp.i' 1$80.\u25a0 Arrival idefczsii, ai>out lB3o. 

After my return^ "brief report to Q^bdHr The g37eat pictiire of the 
.operation is not very cheering; Arm^r Gp # is "being split 

into two diverging directions, and a decisive major .success 
\u25a0\u25a0 doubtful.in either direction' is. 

After the Dniepr lias been reached at 16ast a short rest 
period; will"be needed "by the tro ops especially for refit
ting of tank units. , 

\u25a0Development of the situation; In the meanwhile, the enemy on 
AGp. Center's front has succeeded in "breaking out of the 
Hevel pocket. We cannot,, say as yet whether this is the 
result of -Nineteenth Armd.Div. swinging toward Velikie luki 
too soon; in any case, this is a distressing developments 
The escaped elements will hurl themselves against Velikie 
LulcL and willmake life miserable for the elements of .Bine-
teenth Armd.Div*. in.the area, which have very tough going. 

• even now. And tliere are many more sore spots on the front 
of AGp. Center. On the southern flank, fOr instance/ the 
enemy has been able to penetrate at several points; and on 
the eastern front of yon Kluge's Army, which is forming 
north and south of .Smolensk* severa? sectors are under 
heavy at tacty. Notwithstanding all \u25a0..is, we shall probably 

.1	 succeed in stabilizing; our position east of Smolensk and 
so ensure' an early liquidation of the big enemy pocket 
west of Smolensk » , 

The costly battles involving some groups of our ArmcL 
% forces, in which the Inf. Divs. arriving from the ;west can 

take a hand only slowly., together with lo.ss of time due to 
bad roads .-which restrict "movement and the wearidess of the 
troop's marching and fighting without a break, have put a 
damper on all higher Hq.s.* Its most Visible "expression is 
the severe depression into which ObdH has been plunged. 

-:But in matter of fact there is. really no reason for any 
such thing. We must let the great break-through battle 
take its course and judge, its.:r.esultJLater. 

InAGp* South much ground has meanwhile been- gained toward \ 

tfmaii,. but the successes of, our troops in the battle with 
the 'Russian Twe.nty~sixth Army are on the whole of a 
defensive character. AGp. ITorth continues shifting its . 
troops to the north as has been planned, without too much 
interference .from the enemy now. AGp. Center reports a 
mounting bag of prisoners: Nearly 100,000 since 10 July. 

21, July 1941,, . (30th Day ). 

Situation. Ju^p. South:; The offensive of the Red Twenty-eixtli 
Army indeed has. pinned down the bulk Of Armd.Gp., as was to 
be expected. The advance on Uman.is' executed by parts only 
of Sixteenth, and Sieventli.A.vmd.Divs,. .. Owing to bad weather, 
the other Armies are advancing slowly., 

/ 
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AG-p. Centers* TTeiikie Luki, en the nor them wing, un
rortxmaSely ,haa to "be abandoned. , This Is "bad; many of the 
retreating enemy elements will get away as a res-alt. On 
the southern flank of Armd. Op. 2, at Propolsk the enemy :, 

has had local successes, which were checked "by attacks of 
fourth Arind,i>iv. Morever, ,the situation is still .quite 
precarious in;the Smolensk area, whe^ we have not ye., 
succeeded in 'completely -sealing the „:.*-*around the enemy. 

In AG-T3. Horth. continuation and smooth completion of the-
\u25a0 

\u25a0initiated movements. .	 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'.. 

1100-1200. Telephone conversation with Q-en ,von ,sodens tern 
(C of S, AGp. South): 

a) Splitting of ArntU Op, 1 *l. :* ,As long as the Russian 
Twenty-sixth Army south'" of Kiev has not 'been defeated, 
Armd. G-p. 1 cannot strike out for -any new objectives to 
the south. Armd.Gp. will "be lucky if, "by tactical 
envelopment of the eftemy falling ]?aok "before Seventeenth 
Airi3y.j it can reach Uman with some elements. 

"b) \lf Armd. Gp. 1 fails to "batter its' way "beyond Uman, 
Eleventh Army must go out to meet it with at. least 
strong Advance Combat Teams. Hungarian Cavaliy a^one 
is not enough. 

c ) :Reichenau T s Army .is splitting in two. It must, put more 
punch in its right wing and let up on. its left -wing, in 
order to push the enemy away from, and not against, the 
Dniepr11. 

d)	 "Forming of a strong group -south of Kiev for the eastward 
advance across the river must "be initiated as soon as 
possible-, or too late t In addition towe-ah^ll fee 
reserves; and \u25a0troops now far to the year, itmust comprise 

'~parts of Reichenau' s and Schwedler 1 "rrales. 

G-en. Brennecke (0 of .S Adp, Worth) i 

a) Chough ts on the next operations of Army Gp. } s right wing. 

\u25a0Ihave "b'eQome increasingly convinced that the right wing 
of the AGp. Horth mtis.t "be detached from, its command and 
combined with AGp. Center; the boundary would run on 
Bologoye, through Kholm, with these two towns passing to 
AGp. Center. Irequest examination and comment "by Army Gp. 

"b)	 Thoughts on the eventual, reduction of.Krons tadt and 
Jjeningrad. Army Gp. will let' us •know Its ideas on the 
subject • 

c)	 Condition of roads through the marsh area south of\u25a0 Lafee 
Ilmen. Aerial photograph. 

Otzen (Rome) : Eeggenreiner Let him stay with his organizaaffair^. 
tion. 

G-en. Bogatsch reports on air situation. Ho essential hew findings 
apart from additional indications that the movements from 
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Bplogoye to I-enlngrad, Staraya Bussa and Veliki©Luki are 
apparently being carried out' under unified" direction. This 
would support the assumption that Twenty-,,see end Red Army' 
after all is a part of the northern G-roup. 

There is increasing evidence of a new rear position' running 
from the Lake district of /the Valdai,hillcomplex through 
the headwater region of the Dniepr to So slayland the Desna. 

The operational strength of the air reconnaissance units 
is. temporarily quite low. Difficulties in material replace
ment. Losses. 

The AA units, tjommitted are closing on the combat troops 
with commendable speed.	 . ' 

Gen. Oehquist reports on his journey to Finland. . Erfurth 1 s 
suspicion that Marshal Mannerheim is opposed to the opera-

Talked with Mannerheim '\u25a0\u25a0tion east of Ladoga, is unfounded.
 
and Srfurth. The underlying cause of this storm in the
 
teacup seems to "be that Brfurth, having little to do and to
 
say, suffered an attack of inferiority feelings.
 

The successes of the Finnish troops in the advance are very
 
gratifying.
 

G-ert,. 1 1-fa.tzky reports on current "business ir -is section* 

Q-ehlen reports on the fuehrer's visit to AG-p. Uorth. All seems
 
to have gone well at the conference. Someone, apparently
 

.	 Keitel, is constantly egging on the Fuehrer that Armor 
.should "he shifted from Center to AG-p,. JTorth.* that is, to 
the high ground east of Lake Ilmen. Doing that would "be 

• quite a mistake. 

True, itmight prove necessary to. divert some of our 
steadily dwindling Armor to -.'the Bologoye area in order to 

north, yon Leebeliminate this railroad center, "but farther 
now has all he can use. The Bologoye mission would best be 
'carried, out as an AGp. Center operation (after shifting the 
boundary L ). \u0084 

Major Buerker (Training Sec): Training, instructions for air—
 
.borne troops, and other current questions.
 

Major	 yon Onda'rza reports on his trip to G-ude*rian ls Arrnd. G-p»
 
Hothing new .of any consequence. .
 

CTbdH went to AG-p. Centery accompanied "by Heusinger. 

He relates his observations, and then Idiscuss with him'• 

my ideas on the future command organization in Center: 
yon Kluge must take over the right wing (southern part of 
Second Army and Guderian !s G-roup )to 

"
move it out of A.'3-p» 

Center in a -southeastern direction a: then, under c..: -go- . 
tion of yon Hundstedt. r advance" with >. -ibh's left wing in 
direction of Stalingrad, Yon Weichs must get the right 
wing of Hinth Army attached his' present left wing, Strauss*, 
yon Leeb's left wing. Yon Bock would then conduct the; 
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\u25a0\u25a0offenslve -iouth of the- line Kholm *- Bologoye (these towns 
'•'included ) in^an eastward direction' outflank Moscow on 

"bo til s^des , ( and reduce the city) and then continue with 
axis of advance on Kazan. As the spearhead of his front or 
his left wing, Hoth would, lead with his tanks under yon 

Bock!s command. 

!Ehis regrouping must in general be deferred until the 
objectives specified in the initial directives for the*:attack have "been reached,. We can and must go "beyond 
them in tactical operations,, wherever that is necessary in 
Overrunning those parts of the new Russian position which 
are situated directly in front of the objectives* 

Gen* Koestring ( Mil*Attache Moscow ) reports "back. He gives /an"' 
account of his experiences at the start of the war a:, is 

'very sharp in criticizing the air and vwal Attache's xor . 
leaving' iietr posts. 

Evening situation; . •&%>» South; Due to more heavy rainfall,, only 
minor changes in our positions. Uman has not yet, "been taken, 
"but to the north, Sixteenth and Eleventh Armd. Divs. pushed 
frOm the north into an enemy retreat movement going east 
and are now apparently engaged in heavy fighting. 
Eleventh Armd.Biv. has "blocked several trains loaded with 
troops and is fighting it out with them now. 

Center; Easing Of tension at Propoisk. At Mogilev there 
still is "bitter enemy resistance. At Smolensk we have not 
yet succeeded in slamming the door on the last escape route. 
Fighting is continuing at Nevel, where considerable enemy 
elements obviously have fought their way out* Velikie Luki 

\u25a0had to b© abandoned. In spite of these local setbacks, yon 

Bock's haul Of prisoners in the secpnd series of "battles** 
has already risen to more than 100,000; over 1,000 guns have 
been captured. 

A&o* Forth; On Xake Ilmen,- the enemy is being driven back 
slowly. On the right wing Of Army Gp. the movement to the 
north is getting under way, Ho other change. 

5S July 1941. . ( 31th Day) 
\ 

Situation! In AQ-p. South T heavy, fighting is in progress at Uman, 
where Slxt^snth and, Sieven th, Armd. 33ivs. have clashed with 
strong forces of the enemy, 'Apparently the enemy is 
concentrating units taken out of his withdrawing front against 
our tank wedge, in order to save as much as he can./.of the . 
perhaps substantial force in the area, now threatened with 

course,encirclement. This policy may of produce" some tight 
situations for our Armor in the Uman area, especially as the 
operation against the- Red Twenty-sixth Army looks as if.it 
might drag on a while o 

' 

. .\u25a0 

1In Reichenau s sector, adoption of our suggestion is showing 
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results. He is now making his main effort on the right wing 
in order to push the Koros ten enemy away from the Dniepr. 
Also formation of the assault group south of Kiev has now 
been initialed. 

InA&p. CCenterr r the Smolensk pocket is actually not yet 
closed. Seventh Armd.Div. is apparently not on the great 
motor highway to Moscow, "but north of it; fighting is 
continuing also in that area. How with the Nevel pocket 
"burst open and Velikie Luki abandoned,, the prospects of an 
overwhelming success in terms of enemy destroyed, are 
dwindling. Also on the Dniepr, at Hovi Bikhov, the enemy 
is stillholding firm and fighting. 

Zfi- A&p, ITorthT the movements are developing according to 
IS plan. 

Air: Bogatsch: a) Destruction of railroads. Railroad movements. 
"b) Aircraft destroyed to 'ate: 7,564. 
c) Assault on Moscow: 200 aircraft, using also 

the new 2.5 ton bombs. 

Sen. . ffellgielsel: 

a)	 Plans for future operations and new locations of Hq.s of 
Army Gps. and of OKE. 

"b)	 Signal troops for railroads: To date, Gercke has 
received one Bn, and five Cos.. to strengthen his own 
railroad formation. 

c) Radio intelligence: Three Corps at Odessa. Leningrad: 
One new Army Eg... , one Armd. unit southwest of Leningrad, 
two Divs. at Luga. 

d)	 Twenty-ninth Red- Army at Rybinsk 

c)	 Twenty-eighth Red Army at Sukhinichi. 

Capt. Loyke (Havy): Report on naval situation: The Russians are 
"becoming more active under British influence. Control 
Gulf of Riga with light naval units. Our mine "barrages can
not "be adequately replenished. Riga is being used by our 
light naval units , but is not yet usable as a permanent 
base, Windau is under attack by enemy air force. Conse
quently, Memel and Libau are depended on as based, for our 
shipping in the Baltic. 

ffrance: lecessity of cooperation wit-i France. Our problems 
in Mediterranean cannot be resolved any other way. 

Mediter ranean : Problem of shipping space can be conquered 
with the aid of French, The Italians are in no position 
to furnish the escort required. 

Atlantic: 23b battleships in the Atlantic before next fall. 
Until then only submarines ( at present 20, in fall 40, at 
the end of the year 50 operating); their effort greatly 
obstructed by intensified air patrolling: U.S. activity 
is	 making itself felt I 
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In the afternoon. ObdH returns from the who is again in 
a state over AGp» ITorth. It is not concentrated anywhere 
and does everything wrong. As a matter of fact, things 
up there are not quite as good as in other places, and 
cooperation with us is a little less smooth. 

In	 the afternoon, work on the directives for the coming 
operations of the Army Gps. 

Evening situation: Good progress on the southern wing of AGp. 
South, Otherwise no change. 

Evening: Conference with. OMH, Heusinger, Wagner on conduct of 
operation"Bar"barossa tr in the weeks to come.. 

With Paulus on preparations for likely operations in the West and 
in the Mediterranean. 

f 

23	 July 1941. ( 32nd Day ) 

Situation: In AOp. South, the wedge of Arra , Op. 1, pushed on 
Uman, is under heavy attacks from all sides. Cur other 
offensive operations, also the one against the Red Twenty-
sixth Army, are proceeding according to plan. 

AGp. Center: The Inf.Divs. are rapidly closing up. The 
flanks of Army G-p. are now coming under attack. 

AGp. fforth: When Sixteenth Army has "brought the current 
"battle to a close, it will "be transferred to its jump-off 
sector. 

Bogatsch:Gen»	 Air reconnaissance indicates start of movements 
against the flanks of yon Bock. Kalinin and Bologoye bear 
continued watching. Also Uzhevl Heavy AAA on the Smolensk 
and Bologoye fronts. 

Gen. Wagner: 

a)	 Supply situation. Still tight in Center, where consump
tion of ammunition is at a mounting rate. Instead of the 
required steady flow of 14 trains, arrivals vary "between 
8 and 15. 

"b)	 Continuance of the operation.. It willbe impossible to 
start off three groups simultaneously in AGp. Center on 
3 August. The best plan willbe to move up Kinth Army 
first, bring Second Army up to full strength in the 

\u25a0meantime, and after that concentre' on fillingup jSFinth. 

Army. Bobruisk probably will be Sufficient for yon* Kluge la new group. 
c) For sup-ply purposes, Armdc Gp. 3 must be transferred to 

Hinth Army (Dvinsk). 
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G-en. Buhle.: Tank losses generally reasonable. Total losses 
comprise on an average. 2Ofo of tank casualties. Personnel 

vary with Divs, IWorst hit are Eleventh, Sixteenth,losses 
Third, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth, First and 
Eighth Armd.Divs. Officer casualties in some -knits as 
high as 50fo I 
Truck situation generally satisfactory.. Armd. Commands 
want 8 to 10 days for reconditioning. Impossible at 
present I 

1800 Beport to Fuehrer: Isummarize the enemy situation and raise 
the question of the ultimate objectives of the operation. 

He Ims settled in his mind the objectives specified in 
yesterday's OKW directive and sticks to them, enemy or no 
enemy, or any other considerations. 

Yon Bock so willhave to release his Armd. Gps. and move 
on Moscow with Inf. alone. 

Moreover, the Fuehrer right now is not interested in 
Moscow; all he cares about is Leningrad.' This sets off a 
long-winded tirade on how yon Leeb's operation ought to 
have been conducted and why Armd.G-p. 3 now has to be thrown 
into the batt.le to destroy the enemy at Leningrad. 

The chief object of the operations is viewed by him in the 
smashing of the enemy, a task which he believes would 
probably be accomplished by the time we are abreast of 
Moscow. Subsequently ( and into the rainy fall seasonl) 
he imagines one could drive to the Volga and into the 
Caucasus with Armd.Divs. alone. 

Let's hope he is right -—-but all one can say is that time 
spent in such a conference is a sad waste. 

— 
Evening situation: At Uman, the situation is still tight. In 

AG-p. Center, large numbers of prisoners are beginning to 
come in from the pockets. The coming attack on yon Bock's 
flanks is becoming more sharply outlined. 

24. July 1941. ( 33rd Day ) 

Situation: In AG-p. South, the situation in Eleventh and Seven
teenth Armd.Divs. is growing increasingly acute. The two 
Divs. are much too weak to withstand the onrush of the 
enemy driven back by Schwedler and Seventeenth Army, and 
it is difficult to get reinforcements to them from the main 
"body of Armd. G-p., which is pinned down in fighting right 
now. Seventeenth and Eleventh Armies are making good 
progress; but Eleventh Army is pointed very far to the 
southeast instead of hard to the east I Sixth Army is still 
scattered all over .the map. Ho concentration anywhere t 

Center is closing up. Enemy pressure against the flanks is 
preparing or ( in the; north ) already developing. Difficult
ies on the extreme right wing of Second Army. 
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l££|h is regrouping for new advances , So. far it is still im
pQ^-Qi"l)l^>----tßp-jbaiqe'" out at what point the main weight is going • 

' 
\u25a0to	 "be concentrated. 

&en. Bogatscli reports transport movements: rearward on the 
front of AGpi South, and frontward, in the sector of AGp. 
Center, 
In the evening, another movement is, reported running ea,s t—-ward from Gomel, 

Badio intelligence has indications that Timoshenko 1 s Hq. has "been 
divided into two sections, whereby it may be ejected that 
his personal influence will "be felt on' the right flank of 
AGp-. Center, and that of his 0 of S, on the left flank. 

Qen. Buhle 

a)	 Ten days 1 pause for overhauling before. Armd, Divs-. start 
on the new offensive.. Then we can count on 60 

- 70$ 
tank striking power* Dust is to "blame for rise in 
engine casualties, since the crossing of the Beresina. 

*b)	 Some Arind. Divs. should. "be .stripped to fillup other 
Divs. T^iat would get us to Kharkov with a"bout BO'fo 
Operational tanks. 

We would release for that purpose Sixteenth Armd.Div, 
in Arsd. Gp # 1, Seventeenth in Arnd.Gp. 2, and Twentieth 
in Armd. Gp. 3. The Divs. destine-" 1 for cannibal iu.ition 
will surrender the "bulk of their v: . .?.r%el and all 
personnel save their sq.s , These skeleton Divs. compris
ing sOfo of the ivTGO and 10$- of the enlisted personnel and 
at least one officer of each tactical unit, will "be 
returned to' the 21*. 

Gen. Keitel (Personnel Diy.): Our reserve of 2,000 young officers 
is used up' except for a few Anti-Tank, Artillery and 
Engineer's .-officers; of the 4,700 remaining in the Replace— 
ment Army, not. all are fit for frontline service. System 
of direct requisitions from Mil.Districts willbe dis
continued. All requisitions for officers must go through— 
Personnel Div. • Hew officer training courses begin on 
20 A-ugj 5,000 candidates. Bn. COsasJe getting scarce, 
(Take good men of company rank I) 

Heusinger: Current matter 9 and preparation for the oof S 
conference on 25 July. 

Liaison Off. ACfo, Horth: Talk a"bout situation in AGp. North, and 
orientation on new operation. . . 

G-en. Paulus: Havy does not want to continue assignments for 
"Haifisch", OKW will not reopen the English question before 
the spring- of 1942, but it is essential to have something 
going in the West* to keep the interest of the troops alive. 

ffield Hfentehal yon .Bock; Had a talk with the Fuehrer 

;a)	 Concerning the 'holv^: at Smolensk. 
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*b) Hi'S worries a"bout the. right wing; of Second Army* 

\u25a0ffiyening:...si tuat ton shows frothing new. The .situation on the right 
wing of Second Army has, eased . (Apparently only reconnais~" 

\u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0-• .sance thrusts). '	 . . 

25	 July 1941. (34th Day ,) & 

\u25a0Situation: In.AQ-pw- South. s ome progress in the development -of the 
situation on the northern wing and south, of Eiey. Oil the 
southern wing of Armd. Gp.l the situation is stilla little 
uneasy. On, the whole, things are clearing up., though. 

In AGp. Center yesterday's air reconnaissance shows that 
the enemy is "bringing up forces against the right flank of 
Army Gp 6j apparently also by rail. Here we shall have to'"" 
expect an	 '•..„\u25a0attack", soon..	 p 

tin the northern flank of Army . the enemy seems to "be re -
grouping, with the idea of using only Armor to protect his 
rear position at RsheV, and "building up his front in the 
Valdai Hills with Inf. 

la AGp. UorttL &o important developments. 

1130 1600 Conference with the oofS of the Army Gps.: yon 
Sodenstsrn-, yon Greiffenberg, Brennecke. 

a)	 Brief opening address "by OT?dH (thanks, interference 
from top level, need for adapting to the character of 
country and enemy* demand for .energetic leadership; * 
warning- against ovordispersal by lateral e'rpansion; 
maintainance of depth; resupply; need for dear-cut 
dispositions "by selfetors**). Discussion: 

a) Brief retrospect. We review tactical and operational 
experiences. 

t>) Present situation. Resources for developing 
opportunities and necessity for Army G-ps. to take a 
hand, especially in i'lorth and South***, 

c) Plans for conduct of new operations, with particulars 
on possible execution* 

d)	 Supply mat tors. '(Presentation T-"" Wagner.) 

c)	 Organizational matters, (presentation "by Buhle.) 

$he	 AG-p. 0s of S "briefly comment on the possibilities-
envisaged them, and on timing* 

Allowing for a period of rehabilitation,' AGx>. Center 
could "be ready to start the nef offensive on a"bout 10 Aug. 
Right wing, if necessary, could start off sooner. Also 
left wing, where less opposition is expected, could start 

v 
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\u25a0ope^t&omV at; an earlier^ date ( 3 5 Aug). 

>'\u25a0A£n«w,lorth: believes: it; will "be able start- at' the end 
of the :yonth,-- with main effort at Lake../ llmen (Busch). 

A£p « . South, thinks that,, '"by- the end. of-the month,... it.will 
have everything ready for Beichenau 1 s offensive across the 
Dniepr north and south of Kiev. It also, hopes that Armd. 
Gp. 1 willhave completed its mission west of the Dnieprf 

"by that time, so that it could proceed to the crossing of 
the river at Kremenchug and Chs£kassi with a view to an 
eventual junction of Armd.G-ps. 1and $ in the area north
west of Kharkov,. 

It remains to "be seen if local cooperation with AGp. Center, 
west or directly east of .the Dniepr at an earlier- date 
C end of July ) offers .any chances, of success against the 

; • 
\u25a0Kussian Fifth.Army. ~ . . 

Swply will "be quite difficult, even ifrailroad capacity 
improves over present levels « Overwhelming problems need to 
W overcome in supplying northeastward advance of. Armd.Gp. 
3, toward the Valdai Hills. 

Pro igtline messages report heavy attacks into southern flank of 
AGp, Center (Begt. Q-rossdeutschland and XIICorps). 

The evening. reports offer no important news apart from .confirming 
the transport movement from-^somel on Orel through Bryansk,,, 
which started on 24 July and continued through 25 July. 

In the sector of AG-p. Center* the enemy put on parti u/^larly 
heavy attacks east of Uovi Bildiov, a '•''dara and nortiiwe'st 
Of Boslavl today. 

In AG-p. South., the -onset tied situation at .TJman has "been 
stabilized. .' \u0084 

In AGp.. Horth,T no important new developments. The <at tacks 
oh Lake 11men..are making only slow progress. 

Statistics-, on -prisoners and booty in AG-p. Centeri Since 
battle of Minsk, 185,487 prisoners, 2,030 tanks., 1,918 guns. 

•26 July 1941. (35th bay. ) 

Situation:' South: The enemy is still finding means to escape 
the. developing encirclement. Savage coiinter attacks against 
the advancing pursuit forces cover the effort of extricat
ing troops' from the threatened area, which is accomplished 
with exceeding skill, by. 'both rail and mot. movements. The 
Eed Twenty- sixth Army has been severely/compressed; the 
Bed Fifth Army is shifting its main 'weight to the east. 

Center: On the. front of yon Bock's extreme right wing, the 
enemy is giving ground. The strong forces which recently 
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were at Gomel .apparently are "being shifted, northward, to-
the area of the, Iloslavl Smolensk highway. At Yelnya,

' 
the enemy 1

is -continuing" his attacks with new Divs. and new 
tanks, "brought ~ up from the east. < 

Attacks also from northeastern direction against Hoth!s 
northern flank. Oar Inf. is closing up. 

"' Horth*. . Enemy resistance "by many sma" enemy "bodies light
ing stubbornly on 'the. front ,o£ the sor Jaern wing and on 
"both sides of Lake.. Ilrae'h. In Manstein T s sector, slow 
progress in very difficult terrain,, West of Lake Peipus, 
the enemy forces are "being pinched off at Dorpat. 

Qver-al^ picture: Snemy defense is becoming more aggress 
sive; more tanks, more planes. In addition to ten new 
Divs. previously listed* fiften more new Divs. have "been

' 
\u25a0reported. 

Morning conference with Obdff. Ioutline the proposals of 
the Army &ps, for the next moves, adding my critical com
ments.' Iam surprised "by his emphasis on the necessity of 
an early attack against the. strong enemy group at Gomel., 
It "becomes soon apparent that this is one of the, luehrer 1 s 
notions.. 

Such a plan implies ,a shift in our strategy from the 
operational to the tactical level. If striking at small 
local enemy concentrations . "becomes our: sole objective, 
the campaign will resolve itself into a series of minor 
successes which will advance our front only by -inches. 

\ a policy eliminates all tactical J?isks andPursuing such 
ena"bles us gradually to close the gaps "between the front ' 

of the. Army G-ps., "but the result will'"be t&at we feed all -our. strength into a front expanding. in width at the sp,crif ::. 
ice of depth. and end up in position warfare L 

O"bciH calls up yon Bock* to, talk over the possibilities for in 
'\u25a0' offensive against the Gomel group. "n Bock vehement ,.y 

opposes any attack with tanks from the ..:,ast, holding that 
such a diversion of Armor /"would csabotage the very. Operational 
conceptions, underlying tiie plan for the new phase of , the 
campaign, 

: 

• . _ 
* 

. 

Major yon Below. (Liaison Off. to C-uderian) reports on enemy 
. picture and situation. Cosibat strength of our own troop^

after five days of refitting willbe aNn average of about 
.' 50$. -T-

•Memorandum in justification of himself.. 

yon B-frzdorfr Japan: Hew Cabinet apparently continues pro—Axis— —orientation. Timing may Ids changed. Indochina. 
l/ladivostok. 

France has "been put on ice. "Mo reply to their notes "before 
two or three weeks. Question of Bizerjbe is being worked on. 

Turkey: . Papen reports that things will follow their logical 
development if we make progress against Bussia. Geriran 
offers postponed until some later date.. The fixrks are 
thinking of the creation 'of "buffer states in Caucasia 

'

and 
Hurk.es tan.** 
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British control, (goldl.-).Iranr Government" victually under 

—
 
1T.5.A,. Ejxtry into the war unlikely at the moment, 

Still, Roosevelt |;s "hectic policyIadmits .if surprises.. 
Efforts to give assistance by supplies are indicated "by-
stepped*~up shipments to. Basra. 

Finland fights shy of "breaking 
" 

diplomatic relations 
with England,- Seizure of Finnish ships "by England will 
perhaps speed up the matter* 

Sweden has refused joining the Axis, We -shall ignore her 
\u25a0in the future . 
Balkans t Bulg&ro-Rbiianian conversations on frontier read
justment and resettlement of populations. 

Italy: War unpopular. Strong voices against the policy 
of Colonial and Empire expansion* Fuehrer's letter to II 
Duce, reminding him to keep watchful eye on France. (The 
motive- probably is to dissipate Italian suspicions. 5 

* 
G-eru Konradi:., a) 1-iae Reich Marshal it critical of the Army. 

b) Air Force wants Army to tell- where it 
wants ma%n effort. '

c) Review of coming operations. 

~ 1800 3015 Report	 on plans of the Army Gps.to the fuehrer 
Longw.inded-, at times \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0warm, discussion on missed opport

\u25a0unities for encirclement. He 'wants: 

1*) AGp. South must abandon the plan of an operational 
envelopment west of the Dniepr, ifprospects of success 
are seen diminishing. Allirmd. Divs. must then be 
put across to eastern bank. 

2.)	 Disposition of Gomel by a purely tactical operation 
' conducted by a new group to be formed under yon Kluge". 

The operation must be launched at the earliest, regard
less of the timing of other attacks, and if possible 
be developed into encirclement of the Korosten group. 

3.)	 Yon Bock 1 s group for the frontal offensive on Moscow 
should start pushing ahead slowly as soon as ready.** 
Ho hurry.*** 

4.) Hoth should start his drive on the Valdai Hills as 
soon as possible, so that he would get there no later 
than the right wing of Sixteenth Army. 

5.)	 In AGp.. North main effort on Lake Ilmen. 

The	 FFuehrers.r rs. analysis, which at many points is unjustly 
critical of the Field Commands, indicates ateomplete break 
with the strategy of large operational conceptions, ton 
cannot beat the Russians with, operational successes, he 
argues, because they simply do not knew when they are 
defeated. On that account it will be necessary to destroy 
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them "bit "by' 'bit% in Small encircling actions ofa purely 
tactical character.* 

Of course,, there is something in these ideas as regards the 
Russians. But

x 
following such -a course implies letting the 

enemy dictate our policy, and reduces our operations to a 
tempo which will not permit us to reach our g0a1,... the Volga. 

We must remember that the' Russians have plenty of manpower, -and it is very unlikely that we could pursue the new policy 
to the point where the enemy cracks and the way is clear, 

again for operations on a "big scale. \u25a0 

T§: me, these arguments mark the "beginning decline of our 
initial strategy of imaginative operations, and a willing
ness to throw away the opportunities offorded us "by the 
impetus of our Inf. and Armor. • , 

It remains to "be seen whether this radical change in strat
\u25a0egic conception, which at first certainly will come as a \u0084 

surprise also to the enemy,., will."brin^ ihe desired success. 
My representations stressing the importance of Moscow are 
"brushed aside without any valid counter evidence. 

£en. IFaulus -reports on.his visit to AGp. Itorth. Hoeppner, Man-
stein and Heinhard concur; that the area "between take Ilmen 
and Lake Peipus is unsuited to operations of Armd. units. 

' Allwe. can do at Xake Ilmen is to attack with Infantry while 
keeping in readiness the Armor not yet committed (Manstein !s 
oorps,), for a follow-up where Infantry has cleared the path. 

\u0084 

' As va consequence development of the "battle willhe very- slow. 

Tile situation 'of Ee.inhard ls Corps, is very 'uncomfortable. 
Reinhard vehemently demands to "be given the go—ahead signal. 
But this is out of the question as long.as the offensive from 
the direction of Luga has not "become effective. 

Greatly intensified enemy air activity is reported also in 
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0•area, \u25a0that • 

ffvening situation: Uo jrajor changes* Heavy enemy attacks in the 
sectors previously su*b,jected to enemy action: In AG-p.
South, against the tank wedge, where the enemy evidently 
had a local success against Eleventh Armd.Div^j and in AG-p. 
Center against yon Klug.e's wings and flanks* . • 

Increased enemy- air. and tank activity,' especially against 
Hothis left shoulder. \u25a0 

i
13ae enemy shows intense activity albn£ 5 bhe entire front, 
evidently in the hope of freeing yet the elements encircled'' v 

at Smolensk. Two or three Army Hq.s are believed to "be 
trapped in the pocket... iTew 'Army Eis are taking tfeeir pla-ces 
on the Yront of AG-p. Center. 
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27.M1& W4-1.. { 3.6 th Day ) 

S 'tuationt In AGp* South, disastrous rainstorms have paralyzed 
all movements. All,we can try to accomplish now is to push 
the tank -wedge aimed at Uman sufficiently far to the south, 
so as to cut at least the railroad and roads going east 
through Umaii. 

In A,Oo. Center weak enemy attacks are reported-'on the Bniepr, 
at Gomel) heavier ones at Roslavl. All were Repelled, at\u25a0>

great cost to the enemy in prisoners and guns. At Telnya, 
the front has quieted. In Eoth 1 s sector., the enemy launch
ed local- attacks mostly in Biu or Hegt. strength, without 
success. Attacks were also repulsed on the left wing, south 
of Velikie Iraki. Enemy air activity is on the increase . 
and' in par Vquite uncomf orta"ble. . 

AGp. Forth. l\Tothing new. /Stiff enemy resistance on the 
£ront of our lake' Ilmen group; on the rest of this front no 
major, actions. West of hake Peipus., .p^rt of the enemy force 
is encircled north of Dorpat. The other sectors are quiet. 

G-en. Wagner: 

a ) -transport of Wounded •-— Hospital trains. -A process is 
now. underway to Have all,hospital cases evacuated "by 

.\u25a01.0 .August. x To this end we need one. train- per Army; 
S i^th Army nee ds more. 

"b) Arrival of supply trains satisfactory in South? just 
enough in- Center; not enough in.lJorth. . 

c)	 oQ,u' conference on 28 July t Program for conference . 
Our aim must "be to fill,up the first issues everywhere -"by 3 Aug.;after that we can "begin stockpiling a" mmuni— 
tion. 

d) Briefing on. operational plans 
V 

Q ) Military Grovernment; Ukrainians and nationals of the 
Bajb.tis States are "being released from prison camps. In 
AGp., South the "boundary of the Rear 'Area is "being 
moved forward. / . 
On 1August, Vilna will "be taken over "by the V/ehrmachts— 
befehl shafter; Bialystok will l)e incorporated in Sast . 
Prussia and Xjwqw passes to control of Military Commander-

\u25a0in the . G&vern^GnWG-eneral .	 . 

£) Hungarians will."be. taken out of the areas temporarily 
administered "by them, which go to. G-overnment-G-eneral, 
on 1Aug. 

g) Slovaks will remain, in the area, now taken over "by G-oVern
meni>-General, witty Army G-p. retaining formal control of 
them. They are merging two Divs. into one and carry 
out a training program. 

h) Army mall. On the whole nc complaints. Delivery either 
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way 6 8 days in >3ixth Army.,:10 1.4 days in Fourth. 
Army, 

i) Tank s-pare Darts situation improved, also as regards 
engines.' 

k)	 Occupation costs in France reduced from 20 to 10 "billion 
• . \u25a0francs .	 . . 

Q-en. Brand < •(Arty.): 

a) Coastal artillery; To date only nine Btrys. along coast 
to Riga; three more in preparation for shore" east and 
west of Pernau. Project fox coast of Gulf of Finland! 
one .17 cm 8n.., two 10 cm Bns. 

k) Kr.onstadt-j Artillery armament of fortress and possibil
ities for attack. Pictorial map. ' 

Creru Buhle: 

a) Loss of materiel through enemy surprise attack on 
Sixteenth Armd.. Dlv.* Motorcyle Go., and a 5 cm AT Plat. 
must "be activated. 

Id)	 Organizational plans for the activation of first-class 
Divs. (present First Draft, strengthened ), second-class 
Divs. ( for all defensive missions); and of third-class 
Divs. ( occupation duty). 

c)	 In eaoh Division .immcMlized in the rear area, one Plat. 
of captured tanks will"be activated for the Anti-tank 
Cos. ( i.e., 6 tank platoons per Div., each with 4 or 5 
taluks ); in Security Divisions, one Plat. 

d) Himer's Staff will "be recalled* Srfurth' s Staff reduced. 

c)	 The post of a "Staff Officer in charge of Armd.-TrainsllA rmd.-Trains 11 ' 
must "be created at OKH. Will "be assigned to the Staff 

\u25a0the Armored Troops .Chief .** . 

Gen. Jacol) 

a) Distribution of Bridge Olms. Beallocation gives the 
. following distribution? 

Armd. 'Gp. 3: 13 Bridge Olms. B (add 2') total 15 

Second- Armies': 18 Bridge Olms. B"
 
A H- rp total 22 

Armd.Gp. 2 and 
Second and Fourth 30 Bridge Olms. B" 
Armies: . 3 » G total 33 

Army Gp.South: 66 Bridge Clms. B 
3 !! » G 

\u25a0n ni	 t,5 » 
onch fl total 79 
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Army' G£v ITorth:- S3' Bridge Glms. B"'
 « 
I? H fj 

4 G 
«\u25a03
 

8 Austrian 1r total 48.
 
t>) Hiver mines for the Dnieprj -mines and wire carried "by 

\u25a0Eng. units. . . . 

QbdH .Visited AGp* Center:; Review of the plans for Gomel, :'.".' 
offensive against Moscow,; and Hoth's operation against the 
Valdai Hills: . .'\u25a0 

Guderian must take out time for rehabilitation of materiel 
and personnel. Will "be finished about 3 or 4 Aug.. 
VIIand IX Corps will "be placed under Guderian* s command-
to relieve his Armd* ~

-forces. VIICorps will strike on 
Roslavl; this attack should, if possible ,"be conducted as a 
preliminary to the attack on Gomel ., 

Hoth will a one/, under control of Strauss. Yon Kluge will "be 
withdrawn and take over Hothls. assault group now under' Hq, ' Second Army. 

' . ' 

Evening: In South f -"bad weather. Bridge, is "being constructed at 
' 

Dubossary. Eleventh Army wants a "break of three days*" 
(Impossible, paired attack with Armd >?.), Kleist again 
-wants to run off to the southeast instead of swinging south— 
ward. Russian Cavalry north of Korosten. 

On front of AGp. Center, appearance of two Divs. previously 
identified at ICorosten. Cavalry west of Gomel, in the 
Bobruisk area. ,Some of the Russian Inf. attacking at Roslavl 
had no rifles* were guarded by partisans .* 

AGp, Uorth. Lake Ilmen sector. In front of yon Mans te in, 
the enemy is holding doggedly. The time is ripe to take 
Uarva. lorth of Dorpat, a. Russian pocket has been cleaned 
out; 1,600 prisoners, over 50 guns. 9 enemy bridges 
north of Luga. 

.38 July 1941., (37th Day) 

' 
Sjtuationi Ho important new developments. An order has been 

issued to AGp. South. to swing Armd.Gp. 1 not to the south-* 
east, but to the south, on Uman,. 

In AGp. .Center the Russian Cavalry behind, the right wing 
of AGp, Center is still active and is reported to have even 
damaged the railroad line to Bobruisk. Counter-measures 
have been initiated. 

;The Mogilev pocket is ow completely 'caned out. li.-
numbers cf prisoners ai_d guns corrobc^ate ofr original 

\u25a0estimate of 6 enemy Divs. , 
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In/AGp. Jfor:th. G-ood progress toward Staraya Eussa. Other
wise no change. AGp. asserts it can launch the Narva attack 
only IfEeinhard* s entire group is swung forward on the 
hinge of First Arml. Div. Sounds quit** unplausi"bl .... To 
my mind » the whole attack is no ;mo:?- than a. Combat ng*\u25a0 

„. assault 

Field Marshal, yon Bock ( on -phone x) lOgO": 

1,)	 Terrain east of the Spsh river InrpracticaTDle- for 
Chide rianJ s attack. 

2.)	 Eoslayl must "be taken.. To do this, Guderian" need not 
advance in direction of Bryansk, "but can turn off to the 
Iput river. Eoslavl is in any event necessary as a 
Jump-off "base* for the right wing of yon Bock's Group 
In its eastward advance, as well as for Gliderian. 

3.)	 Yon Bockls forces too weak for further advance to -the 
east, since he needs large forces on his right wing 
( echelo nned flank protection)*.* In that he is rightt 

4»)	 Action taken "by Afmy G-p. to eliminate Russian Oav. force 
in its rear. (jegelein, Sch^nkendorf ; elements of 
rear Divisions are "brought up for a concentric drive; 

y' Air Force Is alerted). 

5.)	 Gudarian needs until 3 or 4 August* 

G-rou-ping of eneimr; 

3few- ffront Bxf Sottth. (Odessa) :; Hinth, Second, Eighteenth 
Armies 

Old Front -Eq Southwest?,. Twelfth, Sl\ 'h, Twenty-sixl-' and 
tfifth\Ari&ie 

Hew' Army Hq near Leningrad. 

Bogatschr 

a)	 Unidentified transport movements, from the area of 
BiMnsk to Leningrad. (From Moscow?) 

"b)	 Harva "bridge apparently made unusable, for trains. 

c) Uewi Bailroad line under construction from the Baltic 
ports south of Leningrad, to the Ei"binsk railroad line. 
Eight of way and structures finished. Tracks" have not 
yet "been laid', perhaps of service for moving troops. 

d)	 Extensive destructions inBologoye -EH station (aerial 
photograph). " 

. .' .-)•\u25a0•> 

c) Activities interpreted as at tenets, to prepare the 
\u25a0 Estonian ports for defense from landside. Land** 

fortifications south of Kronstadt?* 

f) Behind sector fronting AGp. Souths industrial evacu^-*-, 
tions,. For the mo.st part the rail network appears to 
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"be at critical points. Fo operational movements 
\u25a0observed, \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0' ! 

yon Ziehrberg:. Current reassignment a*' Decorations for (Jen. Staff 
personnel. 

Eeporjb 1300s $nemy attacks south of Luga result in penetration 
in -the sector of 289th Div. Parts of Eighth ArmdJ)iv« must 
Tdg committed. 

Golc Oehenar; Reports on his tour to AGp» South, o?he "Do" units 
and the Heavy Socket Launchers* have been exceedingly 
effective everywhere. ¥c must see to it chat this evident
ly very effective weapon is put to even more extensive use, 

ffiie difficulty lies in ammunition supply. 

Geru iFell^le'b&l;. Axes of commmii cat ions for yon Kluge and Hoth(s— 
ArirujGpe In 'jhe projected 'operat ions. Oipher operations 
procedure.** 

/— 
Lt. Coy Stleff rejorU en his trip to Armd. Gp. 3. Eoad 

pro'bleiiifi and combat conditions, ~~ Amia'unition difficulties,'— 
*-— \u25baEesentment -against A.vmd*Crp* 2. Condition of vehicles. 

?,***\u25a0•Direct ives, not orders 

Ma.ior Mneller-Hille'brand reports on his visit to Hinth Armd.Div*— —- —•Ocmbat conditions . Leadership. Roads. Traffic 
control. 

Evening: si i..',-,,tion; Soiithr With roads still very "bad, Army Gp* is 
moving its Armd. &p« harder to south— southeast. (Should "be 
s til11 more to the southl) 

J?§P.iLli.l. euclrcled at Smolensk still fairly strong. 
-An e saumy attack ( allo^'ecUy a )av Corp*:, of three Divs.) 

-
w 

:ie 'Sojha-3 "oroteeL. into +hexi iiank. Heavy attacks at 
Eogachev and iiof-lavl and a.j.5 en the front of Armd* Gp.3, 
whers fiva Hitlo Dlv.i, aad Wiree Ai'ind.'Dlvs » haVe 'been 
identified,, 

|For_t]a». Brea-k— thro^igh at Lu^a has "been sealed; Advances on 
the right wing &.n3. uovard Siaraya R-.iQsa., 

At the evening situation coiifarence^ Iagain point out the 
absurdity of che operation? now decided on. Triej are "bound 
to result i^j. dispsrsior;. of our strength and checking of 
the di-ive on Moscow ; the . crccial oobjectivee c Yon Bock J s 
Group oD'-^i.-rasly has "been to a point where he is 

: "barely a?)le to replace his Armor with Infantry, let alone
 
r mounb any offensive., Attack .-Impossible 'before 10 Auga
 

_Jl9_;Mz_l <i4l_^ ( 23th Day'). 

Mtuajbigni lew restricted gains. Pockets are developing 
"between Armd»%<o 1 and. Seven bee nth Army, also "between. Seven
teenth and Eleventh Armies. _, 
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Center: Local attacks. Enemy situation on the whole un
changed. Another new Army B4 has "been inserted In the 
front; it controls three new Rifle Di^s,,, one of which is 
made up mainly of untrained Moscow Indus b rial workers, 

ITorth^ Amazingly good progress on Kholin, Also advances 
in the direction of Staraya Bussa* il'lie enemy penetration 
in the Luga area has "been contained, "West of take Peipus 
two small enemy pockets have "been formed. 

&en.	 Wagner (Gen Qu): 

a) Arrival of- trains is good in.lorth (18) and'Oentcri (lO)'; 
insufficient in-South (lO). 

o.< "b)	 It will take until 15 Aug. to replenish the first 
ammunition issue in all organizations; stockpiling will 
"be possible only after that* 

c) Spare yarts situation; Eopair installations in tiie 
'Orsha "base have Veen centralized. Engines have arrived 
for 80 Tanks 111 and 30 Caeca 38 \u25a0Tanks, ( We requisition-
Ed 250.; Specialist workers have arrived at the front. 

d) 'Truck replacements urgently needed. 

c) Uew opcrations : 

ITorth thinks it can carry out its operations with 18 
trains, daily, Annd.Gp. 3 thinks its "best plan is to 
advance along the railroad line. Railroad line usalbl© 
as far as Hovo Sokolniki; 8,000 tons of Truck "Glm. 

needs*) .space	 (including 4,000 tons for immediate 

Eighteenth Army is supplying Eeinhard 1 s Corps through 
Pskov (G-en Q,u "base) . Transport capacity of. Eighteenth 
Army has declined 40$, owing to immobilization of 
trailers,** 

*** bridge under construction at Ullao 

jSouth still needs more Truck Olms. to transport supplies 
from the jump-off "base to the front 1 railroad line 
cannot handle the volume. Dniepr crossing planned for 
5 Aug, Itwill 'be possible to move up 1^- ammunition 
issues for. the operation. 2sooo2 s 000 tons have been allocator. 
Ed for the preparation -of the crossing at Clterkassii, 

Balta	 is Army "base, with fuel depots and medical 
services,. Base in the Dniepr "bend, plarai&d for Inter 
onr Prepai^vbious initiated for sea route t^ Eiko-layei/' 
(Merk), . . 

f)'"Administrative Orders" appendix to tlae .Operational 
Orders for the ne^ offensive. 

0.01.	 Breith. (Armd. 'Troops) reports on his visit to Armd. Gps „ 
2 and 3. liething new of any. importance. Traffic 
discipline and control # deficient. Control Dots, too 
weak. Hqs of Armd. Divs. and Corps need, organic Hq. guards. 
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G-ause;	 in North Africa,Gen. Paulus ? G-em> Command or^.nization 
Plan for attack on To"bruk».. 

Cjga.* Osterkamp ( Chief ,. Army Batlons Office ) 

a) Preparations for the winter ,\u25a0 jik-e?^jvnlxj.g raed.;vj expect 
cooking kettles,* General conference &i C-en Q,u' s 
Office today* 

"b)	 Batio:-;is for North Africa set asides 50,000, for 50 days. 

c)	 Crop prospects? 

Bread cereals: last year, 11.6 mill, tons, this year 
12.8. Average of last five years, 
13.9 

ffodder grain' Last year, ,12.08 mill, tons, this year, 
11.13., Average of last five years* 
15, 07. 

Total ;grain crop' Last year,. 23.07 mill, tons, this 
year, 23.9, Average of last five 
years, 25.5. 

d)	 Total crop;. Good average crop. New Bast produced 0.6 
mill. y,yD& more than last year. Protectorate 0,2 mill. 
tons under laau year's production. 

c) Farm labor
 
From other conn tries 210,000
 
PW& 1,500 ,000
 
But*elan FWs . £00,000
 

round 3,000^000 

f) Potatoes? Li...bo, "but not "bad 

g) Hay; .R'ia.'St mowing good average in both quantity and 
q.ua.'j i':y n 

h)	 Li'/estoo'i; Cattle,. \u25a0? tat iona^yj h.og3j somewhat more. 

i) Co'itpariscn "between food rations in England and in' 
Germany; Meat, same, 1 "bread, "bet ter in England; jam, 
cheese and. fr.t, "better in G-ei-manyj svgar } coffee. 
tea, hotter in In^jml 

Heusingor; a) Problems likely to "be encountered "by AG-p, Horth 
in fighting coastal fortifications,, Artillery*, 

"b) A:at:lcj.pat<ad strength requirements after svicoessa-. 

ful completion of operations in Bucsia. Memorand
urn on clis-DOSition of forces. 

Pau3.us: Report en liis ccnference with GO' 

a)	 Any restrictions Imposed on i^JSz_G^^_3pTzb :__s>x __Q2!£2. 
Answer evasive IVIIIAir Corps employed ijsupport 
of push of Lake Ilmen Group, without,notifying GO. 

-
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"b) Itforth Africa is an Italian theater of operations. 
Bast ice is in full charge there.— Eigh Command Armd. 

jiiiflt"oe(rp^ organis go. , Will control defensive front 
ay GuJ-im ai.ui the noMle wing, 

Ie i.-
l.a'.i.-.:a;ng: w:lll decide about attack on Tobruk. 

c)	 >j3t3.S^y3rj-.V-K.. Qi\. transport on Norlii'African route is 
the responsibility of the Italians. In the present 
situation it would "be a crime to allocate German planes 
for this purpose. OE¥ has nothing left to help out 
with. 

Evening situationi 

a)	 Straits of Eleventh Army due to lack of ammunition and 
attacks from the south. 

"b)	 AGp^,__Sp_\rbh plains to have Schwedler' s strike eastward 
toward the Dniepr and against Kiev* 

c)	 Center? Enemy river "boats on the Pripet are harrassing— 
our troops o Enemy Cay. Corps is still kicking up in 
the rear of the Army Gp. VII Corps is 'brought bo "oear 
&£• ,inst Soslavl. Enamy attack achieves minor penetra
tion in Nineteenth and Twentieth Armi.jJivs,. Unusually 
heavy attacks against VI Corps and Fourteenth mot«.Div» 

d)	 In AGt>. North, enemy puts on powerful attacks on Velikie 
Luki. Our troops are in a precarious position owing to 
lack of ammunition. IICorps makes very good progress 
in the direction of Kholm. 

15ie situation on the "boundary "between Army G-p, Center 
and North makes it necessary to combine the forces in the 
area for unified action.. Order to this effect has "been 
issued. The combined force will "be under command of 
Ninth. Army. Iwanted to have this done several da.ys 
ago,: "but was vetoed then o 

30	 July 1941 (39th J>ay) 

Situation; In AAGop o South, the weeks of grindir? at the Russian 
front in the Ukraine are beginning to tell. s'hs enemy 
front is crumfbling* ilotwithstano.ing, we mus b expect- that 
owing to the absence of any pressure from the Romanians 
and the existence of several well-presevvid enemy Divs. in 
the sector of the Front Ctoup Sou-ch s, an a-Lvempt willbe 

Oc.essa,made to hold the coast-al district around Odessa 
may .".3come a' Russian Tobruk:, There is only one way to 
prevent this? Armd* Gp,l must strike due south through 
Pervomaisk. 

Schwedler has reformed a large portion of his group. It 
would be inadvisable at this time to se.nd Lira 0?:. Id north
eastern direction for a crossing of th-e- Dniepr of.' 
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Kiev,, instead, itmust "be moved due east so that it remains 
available a few days longer for operations to the south* 

Siytt; has novf completely detached its left-wing. Yon 
Eei.-3i.j.,ja;:.i hio rignt v;lii.fi; itf p:r c'ba"bly pressing on to 
ths 'i.'Tiiep;-:, north Df Kir/-?.., So 'heji hie orders to destroy 
the an3 ay :p rri;- Korn&iten ,nci rira^t 'be kept from doing 
anything c". 

GjeillisULL AtterKptr.s to -withdraw the -Armd. Dlts , from their 
\u25a0sectored' mus/lj !:\u25a0.?. abandoned owing to the incessant, enemy 

attc-'-ckßo fourth ArmdJ)lv, had to 'be committed again at 
EoaTavl,Srichev,, Kv>roßsdeT.it3chland"at 

South and southwest' of Torope ts, heavy fighting is reported , 
Here we have a chance to catch a large enemy f^rco, and 
would need cooperation of AGp. Center,, attacking with 
IPour terenth mot* Dly, from the south., and AGp* ¥orth 9 at
tacking with I. Ocrpt? from the north,, ana. with Schubert 1 s 
Go mop.t I'ea.m from Yellkie L'oJri,, Ihe orde^r for such an 
operation must ocvrie from OICFL 

Oji¥SorthL Xt ir; b^oo^-j.:.!^ evident that if rev;].ring its 
erstwhile no.^ioi:.?^ a?ui no longer rasists on. '-he iin^osH.ible 
demand for ACt)-. 3:^or^h tc cut cff the ea^bwar 1!rt.troat 

\u25a0route of the e?::airr/ around Leningrad. For the in133 "boing 
the commitment of VIIIA^r Corps in the sector of AGp.— 
Xlorth has "been cancelled,, Eighth Armd.Div* has gone 
into action at luga* 

(Telephone talk OhdH/von Bock; Second Army claims that tho oncny 
fronting it has .. e -fierioi., Itproposes a small-scale 
operation from the west a.nd north for clearing the enemy 
out of Sogaehev. and. the surrounding country,. 

Army G-jp. wants to do Piosj.a-pj. on vsi July or iAug. Twentieth 
Armi.Div. is up ag-?Ar.u~-o a very tough situation ( 40 enemy 
Btrys .)° XXIIICorps har, r-assed to the def one-] ye« four-

Div, is, not upteenth mot 0	 to its full fighving B-crength* 

Bogatschl Ajr reco.nnai s gan.ee ", 

a) Westward movements on Leningrad, also from Morrow to 
Leningrad. Wrecking of railroad linen apparently was 
not complete enougru 

"b) Plane replacement for Long—range Ren. S';affeln has 
completely ceased.. 

c)	 Ithas "bee omo Decenary to withdraw the H.of ©--\u25a0ran.jrs 

Btaffeln ironi Jclie Atay Ops , Plaiio ryn.ev)^t'r, oy iiD.itG 
severely diiriini^hed.-, ar.d no replacem<?:LT;s avai; :-.b'J.t. • 
Out of ten Sta.ffa'in, fixat leaßG must, "be reo.!'iganiz,«d 

as workshop fcr^ati.;:!^ for the period c.f vohabilita— 
1tion**; they will be- under control of i-be A(jjja Air 

Officers 

d)	 87/ scraping the \u25a0bottom, of the "barrel, v-r0- would have 
replacements for orr Henp-chel vlfirc-,6 only iiro^il1Sept. 
Ther^ this type will be e:.:haustea ,, a/na. tl.ere wJI. "be no 
replacement Bt)B t) In the Eight Staffolr; •th.x'r.go are .;:ct 
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much different. Here the 'bottleneck is more on the 
personnel side than in materiel. 

Gen. Ot.t reports on his visit to Armd. Gp. 4. He canvassed 
Commanders on the form Armd.Divs. should "be given in the 
fall reorganization. Balk's proposal to give everything 
to the Cos., which would deprive the Bn. CO of all means 
for exercising 'control over operations, is generally re
jected. Discussion on employment of the Motorcycle 3n* 
for reconnaissance. 

Gen. Wagner (on phone ): Reply to inquiry concerning possibil
ities to supply Hoept>ner's right wing (Reinhard's Corps): 

-Pskov Gdov road, serviceable only for motor vehicles 
without trailers; Shipping -on Lake Peipus has "been 
instituted with 300 tons, navigation head Gdov. Ho -
definite data yet on time required. Available shipping ->.-•.
 
space estimated at 1,500 tons. Towing vessels are few.
 
Assault "boats can help out.
 
Within three days the road from Pskov to Gdov is expected
 
to "be much improved? we shall see then to what extent
 
60-ton Truck Clms. couLd "be "brought into Use to relieve
 
the situation.
 

Major	 Meyer^Hicks has returned from Idbya.* Report on the 
work of Jelmy 1 s Staff and on his impressions in Syria. 

Wagner (Gen Q.u) -> S chmid'WLl tens tadt : 

a) Employment of Security Divs.
 
b) Supply position of Reinhar&.'s Corps.
 
c) Care of wounded. Senior medical officer must "be assign

ed to the G-en Q,u Hqs at the Army Gps. 
d) Separation of Russian and German wounded. 
c) The Fuehrer has not signed the agreement with France 

on reduction of o-ccupation costs. 

G-en. Rommel comes in. Discussion on the importance of the .— 
African theater of operations, He does not espect an. 
English attack "before next September; Iconsider August 
more likely. \u25a0•— Reviews situation in Forth Africa. 

yon Siehlborg: Decorations and current Gen. Staff personnel 
matters* 

Major Philippj (Op. Sec.) reports on his observations in Eleventh 
Armd.Div. and Eq_ of Kempff!s Corps. 

16 CO G-eru Jodl calls up: The Fuehrer has arrived at a new 
concept ion of the next phase of the campaign: 

AGt», Horth must defeat the enemy at Leningrad? is left 
discretion in choosing direction of main effort. Plan 
of thrust to cut the Moscow^Leningrad railroad is dropped. 

Center: Here we must pass to the defensive. Only-
security measures on the line Lake Ilmen IQiolm 
Toropetsl Withdraw Armd.Divs. for rehabilitation. 
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South; For .the. time being we must leave Gomel alone, 

Whether we shall do Roslavl is not yet decided at the 
moment, . 

; . 

Air Force: Shift main strength to AGp. lorth, for close 
support in eliminating the enemy inEstonia, Will not 
"be withdrawn "before accomplishment of mission of AGp, 
Uorth is assured. 

1720 yon G-reiffenberg (on phone);. 

1.) Cooperation with AGp, North at Velikie Luki- Toropets, 
\u25a0ts> cut off the enemy, ; 

2*) Rogaohev. Army Gp. wants to do this job, as a 
of Gomel,preliminary to :the eventual capture Can be 

ready within two days. 

3,) Uoslavl not conceived as an independent operation but 
as part of the later operations against Gomel. 

4,) I» Corps willhe completely- out of Artillery ammunition 
day after tomorrowl 

Evening situation? 

a) Very promising 'break-through of ArmcUGp. 1 in southern 
toward Pervomaisk,—direction* At lastl*
 On the eastern front many enemy attacks, at some 

points eleven times in succession? all repulsed I 
i
t-

i\u25a0 
\u25a0 \u25a0 

"b) Operation, Bogachev can start in five days ( 4 Aug. ). 

c) Boslavl can start on 1Aug.; XXIVCorps, : with VII Corps 
to its left* . 

2400; Heusixiger; OKM has signed -new "directive." which adopts 
our proposals', limited objective: Eogachev. Hot more 
than one Armd.Div. willbe employed. At Roslavl-, 263rd 
Inf.Div. willhelp, Toropets must be done. Allnecessary 
orders willbe contained in the forthcoming Fuehrer order. 

\u25a0This decision frees every thinking soldier of the horrible 
vision obsessing us these last few days, when the Ifuehrer's 
obstinacy made the final bogging down of the eastern 
campaign appear imminent. At long last we get a treaklr 

Memorandum of the Uaval Operations Staff on the Battle of the 
Atlantic Very gratifying, but also ' sober in its \u25a0; 

appraisal of the situation, 

31 July 1941, ( 40th Day ) 

Situation; South: 3STo report yet on £he fresh enemy forces 
observed south of Eleventh Army; itmay »o be assumed to 
be still in the area. 
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The forming of pockets west and northwest of Pervomaisk 
is developing satisfactorily. Armd.Gp. 1has pushed into 
the assembled forces of Twelfth Army as they were "being 
taken out of the line. Apparently the left wing of Armd. 
Gp, 1 simply rolled over an enemy Div. 

* The movement of the Inf. Biv. from the rear toward the 
Dniepr crossing site south of' Kiev has got tinder way,
 
The attack against the strong enemy force directly south
 
of Kiev is in progress. Sixth Army still shows no clear
 
intentions.
 

Center; iocal enemy attacks. Otherwise nothing new. The 
fighting power of the enemy seems to De declining. The 
enemy is intensifying construction of positions on the front ' 
of	 Army Gp. . 

Horth: Army G-p. is resisting detachment of forces from the 
Kholm group in the direction of Toropets. 

Progress at Lake Ilmen. The southwestern shore of the Lake 
has "been reached. iText to Eighth Armd. Div., Third mot* 
Div. has now "been committed in the direction' of Luga. 
Manstein seems to "be pressing in that direction. 

¥o	 change on the northern wing and in Estonia. 

A captured G-en. Staff Officer has stated that the enemy is 
shifting troops from the Leningrad front to the area south 
of Lake Ilmen (?). Eailroad movements "between Leningrad 
and Moscow	 (\u25a0 evacuation^?) . 

G-en. Bpgatsch: Air observation shows nothing new of importance. 
Tactical reconnaissance apparently suffers from the fact 
that fighter protection on reconnaissance sorties has' 
"become thin. 

Hadio intelligence suggests the following enemy command set-up: 

Baltic Front ) Voroshilov
 
Northwestern Front )
\u25a0• 

Western Front ) Timoshenko 
Central Front ) 

Southwestern Front ) Budyonny 
Southern Front )) 

The "Armies" comprised in the "Fronts 11 seem to "be some sort 
of Corps Hqs, each commanding several Divisions. 

Badke; a)	 Serious loss fty 52nd Rocket Pro j. Eegt.: A large 
quantity of Secret material has "been captured "by the 
enemy. ; Basic order**. 

T>)	 Propaganda leaflets. Commands want more leaflets. 
Arrangements made for continuous supply. 
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c) Himmler states in a letter that last year's Polish 
incidents are now finally closed*. 

Talk witil Wagner ( G-en %t )t 

!•) Ammunition shortage in Hinth Army was caused "by as
signment of L Corps to Army, for supply. 

2.)	 AGp. Morth willhave a complete first issue in the hands 
of troops on 5 Aug. Armd.G-p. 4 already has its ammuni
tion. Eighteenth Army is filled up. 

3.)	 Conditions for supply of the Farva Group .willbe 
investigated. Seems to have road trouble. 

Major. Schroetter ( Central Branch ) reports on his experiences 
with Thirteenth. Armd. Div. (Euevert) at Jastov (southwest 
)6f Kiev) .• Very good impression. 

Suvgeon-G-eneral Dr. Handlffser: 

a)	 Epidemics : Only in Romania a short outbreak of mild 
dysentery; no fatal oases. Otherwise we have "been 
lucky everywhere so far.. 

b)	 Medical casualties} -i? $?* Very good 1 

c)	 Allocation of "Special Groups" for "blood transfusion 
and epidemics control. 

d)	 Conditions in the Field Medical Service. Transport 
problem. Questions of organisation. 
One-sixth of all doctors come from the regular Army; 
five-sixth belong to the Reserve. 

c)	 ZI: Of 254,647 "beds, 180,038 are occupied. We mast 
procure additional 17,000 beds; to raise the number of 
free beds in the Zf to 100,000. In the light of our 
experiences this will last us for about a month (i.e. 
tillearly in September) . -

7OKH issues its implementation order to the last Fuehrer "direct^
ive". Unfortunately I'cannot induce ObdH to inject into 
this order the slightest overtone expresssive of a will of 
his own. Its wording, is dictated by an anxiety to avoid 
anything that could be suspected as opposition to his 
superior. . 

Evening situation; South: Eleventh Army is attacked from the 
south; on, the front of Seventeenth Army,- tough enemy 
resistance. Armd.Gp-. 1 is wheeling into the rear of the 
enemy fronting Seventeenth Army; in this process its right 
wing is being attacked from the inside, its left wing from 
the outside. Echelonning on its left is deep enough to 

\u25a0obviate any danger. 
front,Here for the first time we have a battle with inverted 

in which the attacking front is net a flank of armored Dive., 
\u25a0 but	 a front of wheeling units. 
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Sixth Army is operating In difficult terrain and against 
.\u25a0a stubborn enemy, ancjL s0 its progress is slow. The group 

\u25a0northwest of Kiev has littl§chance of success in the 
country "between the wide forest areas. Massing against 
the enemy at Korosten is getting under way,' "but itprobab
lywill "be a long time "before 'the process is completed. 

Center; Attack against southern flank and front. lelnya 
especially is subjected to assaults from all directions. 

In the Smolensk pocket everything seems to "be quiet. 

Three enemy Divs. on the northern flank at Velikie Luki. 
South of Toropets two enemy JDivs. Report on enemy move
ments "both, against the southern flank and the front of 
Army &p»; road movements from Moscow toward the front of 

\u25a0 
\u25a0the Army Gp. . 

ifforth; IICorps hat to overwhelm "bitter enemy resistance 
at Kholm and therefore is still pinned down in fighting. 
Accordingly transfer of Twelfth Division to the south, will 
"be impossible for the moment. 

Nothing new "between Lake Ilmen and Lake Peipus. Some 
progress in the area, of Lake Ilmen. • 

\ 

Estonia: Awkward enemy raids behind: thai front. G-round 
gained to the northwest. 

Q-en, Wagner calls tap: 

a) Road conditions east of Lake Peipus prevent sending 
larger reinforcements to the Uarva Group. On Lake 
Peipus, navigation difficult. Daily capacity only 
300 tons. 

"b) Eckstein reports heavy requests for ammunition from AGp. 
Center. Pield Marshal yon Bock ,who has "been looking into 
the ammunition question, himself; thinks Hq, Finth Army 
too easily upset. Army Gp. expects to replenish the 
first issue of ammunition "by tomorrow or the day after. 
Only after that can they think of stockpiling. If rail
road service to AGp. Center remains as it is now, we 
can meet current demands, "but cannot accumulate reserve 
ammunition. 

c) Arrival of trains on 31 July: North, 10; Center, 16; 
South, 6 trains. 

Concluded: 31 July 194-1. Initial: H. 
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* 
End of,volume 71. without date: 

Conference of Chiefs of Staff: Use of smoke in river 
crossings. Hot a question of organization, but of fore** 
sighted supply. 

Traffic control. 

Evacuation of a border strip in the East. 

Liaison Officers and monitoring. 

Utilization of Truck Clms. (Engineers, • OQ,u etc.).' 1
 

Relationship Armor/ Inf.
 

For tactical jump-off, all men on "board.
 

—
 
Artillery of rear Di-v:s o Engineers of rear Divs. must 
\u25a0build emergency "bridges. 

—- Signal units of rear Divs., 
to attend to. what is needed in crossings of rivors . 
Chemical warfare units, airborne troops. 

AT defense ( Russian doctrine of tank attack. A little 
everywhere 1, ) Air defense. 

Attack and pursuit at night (lessons of the Greek Campaign) 
Surprise. 

Field Hospitals. 

Allnotes mi "this, pagcx -crrrssed pencil. 
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FQQ3WESS TO VOL. :j: j 

" * (France ... AGf0,.,:5)P. 1
 
Tabulation could not "be explained.
 

* 
p. 1 (France ... (possibly 44) )
 

Uncertain zy regarding Forth African univ.i
 

* (4.)P- 2 ... 106 Divs.) 
The total number of Divs. that France was expected to-
put in the field at the outbreak of war. 106 
(44415) a 47. 

** 
p. 2' (5.) ... military point of view. 

1.c., from a French military rioint of view, as it 
would enhance the factor of surprise. 

* p.. 3 (with 6 Divs. of Third Draft following within ... d-avfi.) 
Uncertain about number of days that would be necessary 
for mobilization. The term "Draft" is here tised merely 
to indicate limited^-employment, i.e., not first-line 
troops. 

p. 4 
* (lO.) ... separate tabulation. -The tabulation was not included in the Journal. Ed. 

p. 5 
* (13.) ... Divs. to be taken out of Army Group. 

The entire western front, including the southern part, 
i.e., two to four Divs. of the frontier security force,— 
and twelve Divs. after mobilization. Six Divs. (mo
"bilization plan) provided for northern border. Six 

>	 Divs. (Belgium) as a containing force on Belgian border 
if a Franco-British force should attack through Belgium. 
(.14 c -!b paragraph b). Ed. 
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*
 
9
 

lo paragraph c) i*- Sd.*
 
P.	 (Afterrr on Session "b) (g) ) 

** 
p.	 9 (d) Occupation of the i,slands, and -the northern corner 

The "islands Ir might be the Frisian islands (Dutch). 
Between 1931 and 1934 there was talk of uavy plans to 
secure these islands %n the event of war,, as outposts 
against Britain. 

*** 
p.	 9, .ftast.:. u^...? ir.g-cha.tL Bridge? ) 

The railroad "bridge at (Polish) Tczew, connecting 
Danzig and the Corridor. 

* 
p. 10	 (G-raudenz: Posgi.bly raiding force in civilian clothes 

& special task force organized "by OKW » Abwehr (Adm. 
Canaris) to seize strategic Vistula "bridge. 

** 
p. 10 Danzig willbe left to its own resources. 

Danzig had an SA Division (Sturmabteilung, lazi para
military organization)) 

*** p. 10 Summary \u2666 

Written in the privacy of his room. Tr-? preceding 
entries wore running notes ma.de in the notebook 
during the Fuehrer^ address. 

* p. 12 (c) Gdynia. Shelling with g 5 G-un. 
28 cm railway gun. 

* 
P- IS	 (Evening} .. . Bifrfrentrop -~ Ojano 

The first three words are illegible. They could mean 
«Mu/.ssolincL/ West neutral". 

-
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X, 

P* 13 ¥.( .... Other car shifts not before 22. 
The entry may have reference to -preparations "by. the 
Reichsbahn for Party Bally, e.g. assembly of trains. 

P- I3 \u25a0**	 (OQtL.I: Two- thirds of 22nd Div.) 
1.c., two Kegts. of the triangular Div. (Airborne). 

p. 13 
*** .(First Bn. 16th Inf. Begt.) 

#	 ( Sorau) 
A paratroot) experimental Bn. activated in western part 
of G-ermany, to "be transferred to troop training* center 
in Silesia (Sorau) . 

P 13 #	 (Bpck must start attack on Y—Dai?^,) 
## (Otherwise 6 days.)wait 
Irefers to date of attack (D-£ay4.y) * 
AG-p. Forth, commanded by yon Bock, was smaller than AGp, 
South, under yon Bundtstedt, which was believed to face 
the Polish main concentration. The entry possibly re
fers to a pending decision as to whether yon Bock was 
to attack on Y-^Day even if the Polish northern wing 
should prove to be the stronger* or in that case wait 
the pre-arranged eight days during which the Polish 
Army would regroup to meet the threat of the larger 
German force in the South. 

P 13 (Asterisk omitted) (Evacuations by Todt. 
Saarbrueeken area. 

*$ (Tenth Armd. Div. (G-en. Schaal)P 13 is split up in smalX 
.groups, for protection of railroad lines .) 
In Protectorate . Schaal -protested against misuse of 
tanks for that purpose. 

p. 13 **# .(Move to Zossen 23 Aug.) 
Prepared General Headquarters with largest Army com
municaoions center in woodlands outside Berlin. 
(The entry "'Wandern" remained unexplained,) 

P 14	 (Last line of the day omitted:) 
""G-as ammunition. Trouble with leak proofing? See 
Sixth Section." . .(Sixth Section became G-en Qu' Section-
after beginning of war. Ed.) 

P 14 (Asterisk omitted) (3.) Ho Trans-port Columns 7 and 6. 
Ko de tails rem enb ered, 

-
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* 
p. 15 .(ffo&t withdraw days "before.several 

1.c., "before start of hostilities.. 

P- 15 
* (Hetzebruch. 

letze river marshes on Polish "border, where neither 
side could operate. Protect boundary "between AGps> 

•Forth and South.	 . 

** (Fighter	 *,.)P 15 operation !?Red!
theater,Red was code for Eastern Blue for western 

theater . 

* 
P 16	 (Guerilla warfare 

OQ,u IV was instructed to see to it that intelligence 
disseminated to field units, would draw proper atten
tion to the possibility of partisan warfare in opera
tional theaters . 

P. 17 
* (Conference at Army Grout) 2*) 

This is AG-p. 2 of th- peacetime organization .of the 
German Army,, under command von.Leeb, not yon Bock's 
Army Op. on the eastern border. It became ,AGp«. C. 

** (G ill0 Army Group S.)P- 1? **.(.Indus trial evacuat ion.) 
Sr,ar*bruecken area. 

*** 
P. 17 (( *. last evacuations on receipt of Y^Day order. 

Start of hostilities in the East. 
T 

P 1? 
' 

# (Check with 6th .Section, 
.Gen Qu Section 

P 1?	 (»•' occupation of Luxembourg territory >) 
Entry by French armed forces. 

p. 17 ### (Reinforcement east of C-raiiflenz .) 
Bast of Corridor, i.e., in East Prussia. 

p. 17 *# .(pQxt IV.report on Italy.) 
Striking out of an entry indicates that matter has been 
taken up with Section concerned. 
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* 
p* 18 Location of demolition switches 

On the Polish side." « eye to "be seized to prevent 
"\u25a0}demolition* \ . 

** 
p. 18 (Time; "%-Day. ifpossible before X Hou; 

X-~Pay is Mobilization Day* 
Usually X referred to' Hour (Zero Hour). 

*** (c) ... (Clear with sth Sec,P* 18 
Office of Transportation Chief. 

p* 18 # Canari s « -
Ganaris, Head of QETW Afcwehr, kept Haider informed 
on diplomatic developments, which he learned through, 
his intelligence channels, as a favor among friends; 
OKW ~ OICH set-up did not provide for any official 
channeling of such information. Another source of i 
information was the organic OKE intelligence organiza
tion, OQ,u IV. 

p. X 8 # (Attolico. 
Italian Ambassador. 

p. 18 *# fiischl.) 
•^Ibbentrop T s chat eau •inear Sal zburg. 

p. 18 **# (OQu IV brings word of Russian treaty. 
Se^me as footnote # 

* 
P* 19 (Left -prong. ... . b -

fourth Army,in Pomerania, would cut across Tucheler 
Heide Moors (in Corridor) to link up with Third Army 
in.East Prussia. 

* (111. 2.) ... Zi-pser leudorf .P* 22 
Town in Slovakia, strategically located south of 
Polish border. ... 

* p.p. 23 o .) ... Army Belchenau.. 
Army, in AGp. South. 

** p. 23 fOKW Conference ... 1.) .. - fSlovak protest) ... )-heading of protest" is not certain. Ed* 

-
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p. 24 
* (Op. Sec, k*i Policy on fire volume in ttfest* 

There ware to fte 1 differentiations as "between Trench 
and the other western neightors* 

-p. 2S 
***.(s.) Should we put in operation prearranged 

schedule. ? 
The G-erman term ftSpannungsstufen rr refers to the nwaves 
of a fixed schedule; I? order troops, lit Beser-* 
vists, for tighter closing of "border \u2666 

p, 25 
* (4.) h) Situation would fee easier. ... 

3Trom the t>oint of view of command "because such an 
order would permit institution of certain prepara
tions. • 

** 
>..P•\u25a0 25 (4.) ft) order "Defense Flan West" ....) 

The defensive plan "based on Splaying dead" and lotting 
the branch start hostilities. 

***.(Checked
 

Later Foreign Armies East-*
 
p. 25 with 11th Sec. 

*# .(faran;;:op. 25 with Army Q-rou-
Regarding use of roads in Slovakia. 

p. 25 **# (IOOQ. Jeschonneekt «,. Barkhauseii has no instructions.) 
Pro'baftlyPro'balDly refersrefers toto SeventhSeventh -^ir-^ir -^orce Div.Div. 

# 
p.p. 25?25? 

***(6.) ... Checked with 3rd Sec) 
• liater,-liater,- foreignforeign ArmiesArmies West,West, 

£JL.44- ** 
p.p. 2525 

****** (Holland;,(Holland;, ...... "Gonnan"Gonnan 11 BrigadeBrigade >..)— °^ \u25a0' ComposedComposed of NetherlandsNetherlands citizenscitizens ofof GermanGerman oror mixedmixed 
extraction*extraction* 

p.p. 2S2S (Asterisk omitted) (Oanarjg; Situation at Berlin 
Police Hq) 

Ooujat yon Helldorf."" Handed after the'.'2oth July, 1944, 
as one of the conspirators. 

po 26 (Asterisk omitted) (Evacuation of ... XIICorps Area.. 
Mil.District XII, i.e., the Saarbruecken industrial 
area.. 
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p. 27 *\u25a0 .(Telephone restrictions lifted on Britain and Prance).
 
Probably- relating to tapping of telephone lines.
 

p. 27 
** (yon Boeckmann ....... Executive Power
 

Executive Power gives Army Commanders authority 
to promulgate laws in occupied territories. 

p. 27 
***(S:-gre ises) . 

\u25a0Could not be reconstructed from notes. 

p.	 27 *# (X men).
 
Operations of Organisation X were under OKW control
 
(Canaris) . Organization E was the nucleus of Eegt .
 
Brandenburg, the military sabotage and s-pecial tasks 
organization (e.g. operations in foreign uniforms) . 

p.. 27 **#	 (Jablunka Pass) .-On Slovak Polish border. 

* (ObdH ..,. 2 quotas) .P* 28
 
Fuel in the G-erman Army was issued in quota, units
 
sufficient to move all vehicles of-, e.g. one Div. over
 
100 km on level, or 75 km on hillyroads.
 

**' 
p. 28 (Helldorf .) 

Police Cominissi'oner of Berlin, (see p.26) 

*** p. 28 (The Arm; flinching back.) 
Cancellation of attack on 25 Aug. 

P* 28 *#	 (Siewert.) 
Adjutant of-von Brauchitsch. Time probably 1630 or 1700 

P.« 28 **#\u25a0	 (Engel.) 
One of Hitler's aides— de-- camp , A frequent source of 
information on OKW. 

* 
p. 29 (Objectives of forcible means farther;) 

ITEiel der G-ewalt weiter. 11 The shorthand notes are 
\u25a0 fairly clear and suggest no other render ing \u2666G'en, Haider 

can no longer interpret this entry which he believes 
he made 

'hurriedly at the telephone. -Ed. 

** p. 29 (G-oering Eompr. 
"Kompr*ll (in long hand) could not be reconstructed. 

*** (». Wep.	 29 "shall respect sovereignty.) " 1.c., ¥c shall respect neutrality. 
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30 
* (ObdH to iaihfein "dedeptionj'i)P» -.» 

"Taeuschung fahren, M :Refers to the -plan Of the 
polish campaign, -according to which railroad movements 
were to run to the. center of the front, "between AG-ps. 
North and South, so;\as to keep the e,nemy in the dark 
as to the direct ion--- of the main concentration for the 
"hard solution 11. ;^his "hard solution", i.e. the decisive 
attack on one of the wings, was to "be launched while the 
deception movements in the center were Still going on. 

P. 30 
**(Air force ,, ;as of 6.8.
 

Should read 6,9,
 

p. 30 
*** (Coulondre.)
 

French Ambassador.
 

(Ottp. 30 ##
 
G-erman Mil. Attache in Tokyo.
 

p. 30 **# (\u0084.., tribute to the Japanese *) 
G-en. Haider could not remember the nature of the 
demonstration contemplated, whether it was designed 
to regain friendship of Japanese Army, or to let them 
know that -the G-erman Army felt the same way. 

* 
p. 31 Ob dpi: Stick it out. 

Meaning, don't let anyone change your plans'. After 
opening of hostilities was called off on 25 Aug., all 
commanders wanted changes in their orders. 

/\u25a0 

** 
p. 31 We must not agree to any changes. 

Air Force was particularly insistent about accoramodar
tion of its wishes. 

* 
p* 32 (OsterQ -G of S, OSCW Abwehr. 

** .(Financep. 32 Minister- Popitz .) 
Although Mm. of Finance, he joined the group working 
against Hitler". Was hanged after the 20th July, 1944. 
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p 34 
* (Ask Weigsaecker .)

Probably' request to see Gren. Haider* See entry at 2200. 

P. 34' 
** (Sillein)** (Deutschendorf .) 

Localities in Sloyakaa. 

P 34 
*** (ObdE 4(\u25a0OtdE 4.) «... achieve nasimtun objective.) 

Elimination nf Corridor. 

' 
P 34 *# ( »... bearing shown "by, Army. ) 

How Army "bore up under strain of a lastwninute cancel-
in operation.lation of all measures that had "been 'set 

p. 35 
*(OQ.tt IVf a) .. .(von Patmenheim) )\ 

1

German Mil. Attache at Brussels. 

TD 35 
** (OQ.u IV.- "b 

Probably diplomatic friction^ possibly about transit 
of Fourth It.Div. throu^ Slovakia. 

p. 36 
*	 (Holland ... attention to them.) 

Holland was offended that her willingness to act as 
mediator was ignored, with all Powers looking to 
•Belgium. 

**(Russia: >;.36 
Gould not be reconstructed from context. 

P 

P. 36 
***(Buhle ... SA unit "ffeldherrnhalle" ...) 

SA formation, later a Div., named after the site of the 
abortive putsch in Munich, in 1923. The members of the 
SA had semi-military training, but were not regarded 
as fully trained. 

* 
P 37	 (Wagner ... Concentration Camps. 

There was a report that the government was going to put 
these persons, considered unreliable elements, into 
Concentration Gamps on outbreak of the war. The JUI 
File could have been an SD register. 

**
 (For build-upP* 37	 "White" 
Ho recollection of "Mobilization White*. "Bed" was 
preparedness assembly in East, "Blue" preparedness as
sembly in West. . 

-
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* <qi3o Conference .... Chief Gen. Staff.
 
Gen. Haider.
 

p. 38. 

** 
p. 38 c) ...assembly area of Fourth Army.— 

Mil.District II(Stettin). The Second-Line Div. is 
a Landwehr Div. 

*** 
p. 38 /Bocks, 

f to free operational forces .). 
By organizing special units for "border protection, etc. 

* 
p. 39 (ObdH ... put them into a new Div. 

A GHcj Reserve Div. The militarydrill in the SA. forma
tion produced no effective soldiers, 

p. 39 
** (Siewert) 

Footnote canceled. 

* 
\u0084p. 40 (Requests: ... c) Red Zone.) 

Zone nearest French "border, Saartomecken. 

p. 4-1 
* (c) Schnee Bifel ... forward of "base line) 

The terrain of Schnee Eifel was too rugged to allow , 

depth for a "border position. Depth then had to be 
obtained by siting the main line of resistance away from 

:the border (Pruem position.) 

* p. 42 (Goering) Stuelpnagel relieved of his post.) 
Joachin yon Stuelpnagel, Chief of Replacement Army, 
worked against G-oering in the Frits ch. and Biomberg cases; 
not a relative of Heinrich and Otto yon St. Fromm how 
combined this post (BdE) with that of Chief of Army 
Equipment( CCh. H Rust.) 

**' 
42	 (0840 OftaH ... not cleared with OMH.) 

ObdH remembered the relation between Ludendorff and Hinden
burg and he was not going to be reduced to a mere figure
head by his Chief of Staff. 

P

— 
P* 43 

* (Conference Italy Western Powers... 
Footnote canceled. 

east..)p. 43 
** (AGp. South... Second Armd. Div. 89 km to the 

Must have been mistake or refers to something else. 
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*
 
p. 44 ' (..« K~orgahization 

Of* -p.27, note *#. has 
. 

occupied 

. 
.several groups.) 

. 

p. 44 
' 

\u25a0•\u25a0 
* (Bridges? ... too Birago.) 

in Austrian bridge type. 

• 
p. 45 

* (Fromm a)... Actine. Corps' Ho II.\u0084. M . 
Should be< Corps Eq_ 111, the'home MilJDistrict (stell
vertretendes, Oeneralkommando) of.11l -Corps. 

\u25a0**	 (Fromm....p. 45 Allocation to lower echelons must he 
stopped. )\u25a0 

XTnauthorlsed- assignments within Army areas > 

•p.	 45 (Asterisk omitted) (Bavy;. Second and Third dra,ft will,Tbe 
achivated .
 
Hot the Army Drafts. Coastal Defens©-/units.
 

*** 
p.	 45 .(... Group Oommand" 0 

1n&ruppenfcommandos "become Army Gps .' on mobilisation. 
This i-s AGp. oon the Ehine . 

* 
p. 46 (Tenth Army ... » MT Regt. inside) 

'Gould not be reconstructed. 

p. 46 
** ,(Sc on Qmy switched over \u0084. Artillery? .- V 

Industry switched over to a- prepared war' production •' 

program with certain priorities. Artillery., apparent
ly not on the Driority -orogram, was short at the time. 

* 
p. 48 OQ,u 1V...*. check list on enemy forces t) 

A check list that would tell at a glance which, enemy 
Divs., were: a) destroyed; "b) damaged; and c) intact. 

p.	 49 
* (Be-pdrt .in the morning ...... Reports, to	 ObdH .... 

afternoon of .'the, following day. )	 ..' 
\u25a0 

\u25a0.	 The complete report for e.g., Monday mast reach ObdH 
on Tuesday 'afternoon at the latest. . 
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* 
p>. 50 . (l)oeber,itz) 

*-;: CffahnV 
Troop training centers . 

p. 50 
*** (Army Hq 1.1.... efficient execution of the evacuation*;) 

The Todt Organization evacuated several %&n thousand tons 
of industrial machinery from, the Saarb rue cken area 
where a French offensive was feared* Border fortifica

not yet.tions were finished	 . 

* 
P • SI	 (Gen;Q.u: ...... six light;, .eight medium guns: 

Could "be Btrys. 

-
P v 51 

** (ODdH; ,b) Activate, Staff Bockelberg .) 
ITor Mil.Administration in Poland. 
(Beferense to Fritsch-Blomberg) Cannot reconstructs 
J'ritsch went to front as Col, of his Arty.Begt.,, but .did 
not command it. He was killed at an advanced Observation 
Post cut off by a- sudden enemy advance. 

*** 
p. 51 (QMS: &. Armeeabteilttng. ..***). 

An organization similar to an Army Hq., independent in 
operational matters, but subordinate to a regular 
Army Hq. (AOK) in all organizational matters. This 
arrangement, in most cases, of temporary nature,, is. 
introduced where the number of components is too large 
for effective: control by a single Army fiq_ (e.g. more 
than five Corps) • . . 

* 
p* 52	 .(Put nothing into Jueterbog '.) 

Artillery School at Jueterbog, needed for training. 
Should not be filled! with Divs. vexidSng shipment to 
front. 

** p. 52 (Loetzen can be star ted .r
"loetzen antreten". Fortification area in Sast Prussia 
is to be included in Theater of Oxjerafcions. 

p. 52 *?* Fourth Army Arvs? 
(Arys. is an Arty, training center in East Prussia.) 
ITootnote refers to. line above: Beports too long for 
oral presentation were left for study C^Les ©material ".) 

p.. 52 H Xee ht "reins on OQu IV1) 

ObdH thought that yon Tippelskirch was extending his 
interests and activities to fields far remored from his 
own* possibly he was dabbling too much in politics. 

--
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(.? seventy?p. 52a . .\u25a0* \u25a0to Hasse 
Easse was 70 and too old. for. this Aymee-AM©tiling4 

* 
po 53 (1030 G-en Q,u ...„,, Weapons ) 

arms production?What will "be the effect' on 

** 
p. 53 (1130 OQn IV; ...... . Wagner flercke?')'-\u25a0 

Mention of .'these two names under OQ,u ,IV is unusual. 
\u25a0 

\u25a0'Cannot "be reconstructed, . \u25a0 

p. 56 
* (QMS: .... Softens tern.) 

Befers to Heeresgruppe 2, the peacetime organization 
dealing with all military matters concerning the West.. 
At outbreak of war, von- Leet). takes over from yon Wit2le"ben 
who, Toeing younger, takes command of an Army in the 
field. Sod ens tern, the C of S of WltzlelDen, stays with 
yon Lee"b. 

** 
p. 56 oQ.u-1- .... win n 

001. Will 'Bedels-- Be£ehls)aabe-r der Si.s'QnlDahn.t.ruppen, 
\u25a0 

\u25a0 
\u25a0Chief of Eailroad droops... '-. . 

* 
p. .57 . (Situation at Lomza ...... holding out (.18?).) 

Eefers pro"ba"bly ; to Polish Eighteenth Army, 

p. 57 (Asterisk omitted) ( SS. Artillery of the Armd.. Corps. ) 
yon Bock had very little Armor and so took an improvised 
Armd.Div. organized in East. Prussia that consisted ox 
everything that could "be found; prcTbatJly it included, .' 
SS Artillery* Zuechler (Fourth Army, last Prussia) 
did not want this unit with him. and offered" to turn it 
over to GHq_ Reserve, avay from the front. This case, 
and similar incidents led to a protracted exchange with 
Himmler which dragged into 1941 "but -never received any . 
satisfactory action. . 

' 
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Volume	 I. List of Errata. 

* 
p. 6 15.).: For Wilhelma Kanal 1 read? "Wilhelmina Oane.l". 

14u&. 939,, let paragraphs For %ssessinent" re£.dU 
"assessment 11. 

poll	 11tliparagraphs For ttis continousl 7 restraining iiifluence tr 

reads "is a continuously res training- influence^,1 

t 

p.16	 a) For "Deputy Cofs rf reads l7Deputy Os of S». 

p. 24	 PA August 1939. OQ.u 1,. Op.Bee: 3.) For "We don 11 shoot?" 
first*	 read* '"We d.on1 t shoot first". 

\u25a0p.27 56 Augus t 1939 > 4th paragraph?'- ffor foa&lf read: 
. I? traffic load". 

p.30-
' 

Qt)>Sec.:For "d Divs." read: "5 SivsJ1 

OQ,u	 "Ooulondre",IV: For "Coulandre" read: 

p.33.	 1900. For "some to aid" read: "come to aid". 

p»3?' (	 2nd paragraph.* For "all register" road? "all registers"* „ For "atrocities" . ?.«ead? "atrocities". 
•Wagner; For Corps Command Area XIIreadi "Mil.Dist.Xll". 

p.4o'	 .0945: Fs>r ,"all ant Divs." read: "all froat Divs." 

p»43	 1130: For !fo"bstavle rt read;' -"olistacle" ,
 
For "Fortidicat ions'1 read: .]!Fortifications."
 

AGp, Horths For "the enemy has taken Lack" read:, "the enemy
 
has "teen taken back".'
 
For"Briado Brand" read:. "Brigade Brand".
 

p.49 ;. Third line: Fer "Falicia" reads "aalicia". 

Seventh lines For "in the distriction of Warsaw" 'readi 
"in the direction of Warsaw". 

p«52 .Third paragraph: For "one Socket -projector Bn." read: 
One Chem, Mortar Bn." 

01) dH: For "caube started" read: "can he started". 

p.52a	 1230 Spdenstern g) For "agree with that by OXH" read: 
"agrees with that by OKH". 



- -

FOOffiQDifcg TO VOL.II» p 

p»l >r (2. ) Lost . \u0084-? s&ufh wingj Ground-persistent
mustard gas/ §|fgroped	 1918in Russia. after
under German auspices. The idea was to deny
enemy ground by blocking areas with Lost gas*
since the 7 Divs, ;>of the 100,000 men Army— could protect! Germany's borders. The
connection in whiph this gas is mentioned here
could not be exactly reconstructed. Possibly
something was found that was interpreted as 
preparations for using the gas., 

P*l 
*^ (5, ) Order regarding; arms. ) defers to arms in

"possession of civil population. Wanted a legal
opinion. 

P.I (Asterisk omitted.) (4) QQu 1V, ,.,approach indirectly) I.e. through some friend at OKW 

P.2 (Asterisk omitted.) (Notes for ObdH. Propaganda' 

Organization. ) .. 
ObdH wanted a Press Relations Officer. Gen. Haiaer 
proposed Grosskurth". The post went to Lt.Gol.Radke f 

(AsteriskP. 3	 omitted. ) (Gen, Becker, j) Ghief of Army 
\u25a0Ordnance Office.- Ed. 

(Asterisk omitted. )(QbdH....Neutrals, .-.workP. 3	 fasti )1.c., bring Polish campaign to a quick close 
as to present world with an accomplished 

so 
fact. 

(Asterisk omitted) (Hierl on phonei )e«-4 
Chief, of Reich Labor Service. Labor Service 
units were Army auxiliaries in supply trans
port and construction services. 

p,4	 
'

C^s terisk omi tc ed ) (atscheit, ) 
Legal representative (Syndikus ) of foreign press 
in Berlin, A close collaborator in resistance,

p. 4 "(Asterisk omitted. ) (iron Cross., IIClass.) 
1939 Clasp to Iron cross received in World 
War I. Had to receive this decoration before 
any higher decoration could be awarded. 

f 
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p»5	 
*(B°ffate ohi -a), ,, j;5 31rys ) 
AAA,which belcr^eft to Air Force, needed, for Seventh' Army sector o . *tfr 

P. 5	 
** (QbdH.„ . c-arry&ng the service riflej)8

OMH wants less v men" with automatic weapons or 
\u25a0MG-ss	 : 

p.6 
* (Fieseler Storch planes ) 
a- German low speed Army cooperation plane, much 
used for courier purposes* Later used also for 
airlanding operations. 

p.10 
* (Morning Heports Free ICinzel for Warsaw.) 
footnote Canceled.. 

»\u25a0 

P.ll	 omitted) (a day of disgrace )Asterisk
1t was felt that Germany had capitulated to 
Russia in yielding ground fought for by her 
soldiers. 

soon, )p.13	 
* (V.High Command flast 
defers to establishment of High Command East, 
the Mil. Administration Command, nilas displaced 
by Government— General and kept only military 
functions* 

* 
P.14 turned over to Police. )
 

Brigade Sberhardt was an irregular formation
 
organized in Danzig territory out of SA, etc.
 

p.14	 
* (yon ac.. Brigade JUberharflt. ) 

'i'ne organization felt very independent, as 
soldiers not very effective, no training. 
Parts were taken into 60th Div. 

j. 
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'*! 

* (2 ) Wodrig)P.15 Corns 
Gen. .wodrig, organized improvisedan
Corps in *ast Prussia Out of SA, Home Guardand other	 bodies. Was absorbed by regular
Army organization. 

\u25a0**P. -15 (yon Stuelp.na.gel.., .....Kewisoh_)
.A rforld War X'friend of von-.Brau;oii±feshh who
wanted a post. Central Branch (Personnel Off.of Gen* Staff) found one in .area. 

p.15 
***(Becker.:") 

Footnote canceled. 

P.15	 
' * (Muna^aast	 ) 

ammunition Depot -JiJast (gunitions-^anstalt) 

P.15 ?r# (100) 
Designation for a new poisdm gas # 

* 
P.16	 !6Q! 6Q cm P?un tt. t f.oruee in massed concentrations)

'^hat was Becker's personal idea. '\u25a0' 

p..16	 (Smoke Field How, projectiles) — Not a smoke screen but a blanket of 2 3 
km depth.'	 (^nly theoretical..) \u25a0 

* 
P,lB	 (^as: 100 etc ) 

See Footnote r## p.15 

\u25a0*'*P.18 (50 mm_tank)
Tank 111, medium tank with 50 mm armor (FrOnt 

' — nose plate t rear plates). Ed, ' 

*\u25a0**p.. 18	 (Ha. ,.-. behind Dutch and Belgian fortifica^ 

Should read: stand by behind fortifications. 
. 1.c.., as viewed from enemy side* 

P. 18 tt Ueitel (OKW): History three times). 
Probably reference to Franco- German conflicts 

'\u25a0in past century. \u25a0—Belgium has wrong military
-political front, should join'Germany's side. 

"* 
p.;i9	 (Jeschonneck:.,., ..Freeze AAA ammunition) 

Don't use any more in East to permit ac~ 
cumulation of a small reserve. 
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p. 21: 

pf2lp f 21 

g \u2666 22 

g,24 

p. 24 

P.25 

p.26 

g,28 

p. 29 

\u25a0# (yon BtzcLorfJj German' help for Belgium and 
Holland*)
 
Planned off^r of G-erman help in the event of
 
a violation;of their neutrality by British.
 

"* (^ock and Leeb, (He has all 
the material. 0) 

Bock, must be informed on everything on taking 
over sector in' the West o 

* 
\u25a0 ( von,' Hitzfl.l.)No undue Importance)
 
defers to some report bearing on International
 
relations.
 

"* (OfraK.... regular chain of command.) 
Lower echelons have to be orederecL to use mine 
detectors. Jacob, the Eng. -Corps Chief, could 
not make them see the importance of the
 
instruments.
 

***(9thSec. ) 
Topographic section of the &en. Staff iunder 
O^u I.— Ed. 

* (^as irontschweln. .«.. ) 
Doggerel circulating at the front, meaning 
something like! 

to mess,"The dogface has face the —
 
And where is the SA and SS?" Ed.
 

* (16.... and >lr g'oroe (1?,1 ) )).
 
Hinting at offensive on 1 November.
 

* (Fuehrer Memorandum. ) 
Hitler's personal memorandum to Ob&H opposing 
the idea of a defensive war, as advocated 
the latter. 

* (QbclH: Home defense Ulvensleloen. ) )
 
A home defense organization against Polish
 
"marauders, under' one
 
in portion of Poland adjoining Prussia. 
Gauleiter is aware of existence of this 
irregular armed force and does nothing to 
stop it; 

~ 
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p. 30 

p. 30 

p. 30 

P. 31 

p.32 

p.32 

p, 32 

p.32 

p. 32 

* ( QbdH..q . fund^ne^al^ohajiges, )
 
Should read:. Attacks, wait and see,
 fundamentalchanges,, The latter refers to the possibility'
of political changes within i.e.
removal of Hitler. 

** ••( QbdH. a ).,..program "PjLnaer^J.

Heavy dust in the Polish campaign had damaged

tank engines, "Vermin was a program of 
speedy reconditioning of the engines, .with a 
certain deadline.' 

*** (Bottom of papceiArcieeabtellung H. )
 
See vol.Ip*sl, note*** This particular
 
abteilung may have been formed for Holland,

hence letter H.che 

* (obdH/3eclc. G-Hq liesrves" won't ~start coming
in before 5 October) "~~ 

Should be b November, 

* '' 
( Wagner. .... orclens0 rclens purge n|' )
2, historical allusion to the castles of the
Teutonic Order which conquered and ruled , 

over East and wiest Prussia and the Baltic
States in the Middle xiges* Occupation is to be 
organized in some such manner. 

** .(.Evening. *..tyilhelm. )
 
Wilhelm >rendts, a civilian friend, joins

Military Command, France, In 1940.
 

** (ObdH. d) (Stapf) Model quiet, 1a..) . 
Calculated to moderate Model 1 s excessive 
attachment to Goerlng. The la office^ also 
called the G-en. Staff Officer of. his organiza
tion, -is the resident G-en. Staff representa
tive, as it were.. 

(Strictly military appraisal# of the situation. ) 
ObdH ordered G-en, «alder to write a report
in favor of an offensive solution, strictly
confining himself to military reasoning. 

.## (Bottom of page* ffahdw-ehr Divisions. )
 
s ®@ G-lOeaary.
 

X I" 
1-. 
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D,.33 

p..33 

p..;33 

P. 33 

p. 34 

d.314 

pi 33 

p.34 

p. 34 

p..35 

**	 (^eoke^»,af will be" " detector ' tried out on S~ 
miri£s« ): ". \u25a0' . 
An anti-personnel mine..--Ed 

** (b) . Box-frame mine detector. )
 
Tentative translation of "iitatwicklung auf vor

i!geschobenem Hahmen. The term was not explained.
Ed. 

***( d) f<Fire-rafts" against positions.'*" 
"Grander gegen Bteilungen. A remote-controlled 
demolition vehicle.*-- Ed. 

vehicles. 
"Hainmergeraet* Probably a flail-type mine 
detonation vehicle on the general principle 
of the "Scorpion 11 used by U.S. and" British 
forces. 

#\u25a0 ( c, Hammer " ) 

* (Org*. -Sec, ..-. until order, is pjiven^ ) 
Should read: !t..,Third Draft until order is given. 
May refer to — with trucks. Could not 

it 

equipment
 
be reconstructed. Sd.
 

** (S.ev&flth<,Section. Erratum, read: Seven Bns. ) 
- The relation to 8.35 Btrys is obscure. Could not 

be read as "Seventh Section" of—OKH, which is 
part of the Historical Branch. Ed. 

*** (40 Jueterbog 8,8 cm AA4 ) 
40 8.8 cm A*iiV t>uns belonging to Jueterbog 

'-.- Artillery School* «Ed* 

# (QQa IV;,)
 
Footnote canceled*
 

irtr (Krelos) 
Headed the German element in the commission for 
the delimitation of the Russo-G-erman demarcation 
line. 

#	 (iuhleV.... .a) 100 'watt armored reconnaissance 
car 
HOO watt radio transmit cer. 
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*
 
P. 36 ( details s, a)^ 0|... \u25a0uir'DQrn.e o/per£t&D.n. 5O~iOO ) 

Might "refer to strength of detachments. 

* 
p*37	 CSS 'Adolf Hitler'?) -

\u25a0First "bnS"'Arnd.iJjLv, "Leibstandarte SS Adolf 
Hitler", horned by expansion*-of Hitler's \u25a0Body
guard Regt. 

* 
p/37	 (DustJ.) 

Markings willnot show clear enough when tanks 
are dust-cove red. (Markings knitted in trans
lation; )Q fit\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0',' 

* 
g.3d	 (Fuehrer Conference, ..a) Still no re from the 

East. 
Offensive front in the West to be reinforced 
"by -Pivs. fron Poland. 

p.39 .* (before 15Q0... raining t lighting. ) 
Illumination of road "blocks/ 

.*. (Notes	 for ObdH. . ..,B)P«4O 
(Arty.G-en. Brand 

p. 40 &* (Meaoo for 0fr&H...... 0Q,u1. ) 
Footnote canceled. 

**\u2666p.40 (Transfer to H. )
 
G-en. Haider could not recall if H. was any
 
definite locality,, I'he letuer H ofsi'en stood
 
for Hauptbef ehlßstelle (Hq) when location 
was not yet determined. 
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P. 41 

\ 

po4lp o 41 

p. 41 

p.43. 

P.44 

p-.44. 

as\u25a0 
;, , points stopping a£,: move'(pbdK*;.? ; unecKCheck pointjjg.ror stooping. ,o,f, move-* 

In the light of the experience of 25- Aug. > . 
when the movement across the Polish border 
was stooped only with great difficulty, lines 
near the border were established which must 
be passed only on a last-minute code. 

*"* ( O"bdH:...... Officer j^pointment s -.in Hear 
Services) 

r

Throughout the war, the officer replacement 
bottleneck was in COs of Divo .Gluis, and of 
Inf. Bns<» 

***(Haseloff, ) 
to BdE3 who waatecl a change «, 

* (.-is) P-^Day system) 
Preparation I>ay. Ones an offensive had been 
decided on, preparation days were needed to 
get. forces' ready for jump-off; This was n-P-Tag.* 
System. Time allowed for preparations (p) 
between isauance of order for and opening of 
an offensive,, The situation at that time' was 
changing constantly, and all changes entailed 
regroupings* 

for QbdH;.,c) * (Notes ~~ ' ' ' ~ ° Sixth Army andDetails.^
StudentTl 

! 

\u25a0Airborne operations , which at that 
time were to take place in sector of Bixth 
Army. ... 

*^ ( Thomas. .,.Belgium* .-,«.( sowing ))
 
1.c., if spring sowing is interfered with by
 
operations*
 

-
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* p.45. . ? 5) a t ..operation "Student •"•) 
Airborne operations to seize bridges' in
Holland and Belgium. 

** (Obdri ? reportp P 45 a to the \u25a0Fuehrer. .....C o.un ter
memorandum., )
 
A counter memorandum .by ObdH in reply to

Hitler's personal memorandum (see note *.
 
p. 28) in which ObdH attempted to prove that 
any offensive was ruled out at tbat moment* 

p,45 
*** (..../Wants to fly there himself tomorrow,)

In order to deter Hitler, yon tfrauc kitsch 
deliberately exaggerated what was merely
slackness and bad behavior as a result of the
prolonged alert, into incipient mutiny remi
niscent of 1918. Hitier flared up and wanted 
to know where all this had happened, he would 
take care of that,, 

p. 45 If (Any other method uncle ba table. ) 
1«.e. , occupation of Belgium was the only

effective means to protect the Ruhr. 

p. 45 ## (Death sentence,. West, East) 
Hitler wanted to know how many death sentences
had been carried out in the West and in the 
•tiiast* He was put off by telling him that' 
statistics would be obtained from G-en Q,u. 

p„45 iftffr (Hailroads. ) 
The conduct of soldiers on trains and in 
railroad stations was also mentioned as 
proof of the general deterioration of disci
pline. It is an old experience that the
discipline of a unit or even individual 
discipline of soldiers is reflected by
behavior in transit,, 

* 
p.47 (Pferaarche treated with sarcasm and sneering. ) 

Refers to diplomatic steps by the Belgium 
and Dutch Envoys, in connection with a polit
ical visit of the King of the Belgians to the 
Queen of the Netherlands. 

** 
p.47 (He)" TlHe refers to Hitler. 

p. 47'*** (Belgian ambassadors. . .Belga. ) 
Belgian news agency. 

- -
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* (ObaHu±j_aii_±	 )P. 48 Reserved roafl s 

Gen., coined the' term ""^ollbahnf at that 
time* He meant by it a good road, suitable 
and exclusively reserved for .motorized and 
tank movements to and from si specific area., on 
which such traffic could "roll" freely* _ The 
word became widely accepted and in the Russian 

(oanpa-ign practically any wide track, that ser~/
'	 ved as line of comnunicatior], for a larger 

organization, was called a '^ollbahn 11.. Strictly 
speaking, it applied only to the automobile hi'? 
highway from Smolensk to Moscow* ' " 

~ 
p. 48 \u25a0** (ObdK t0,). .-..Follow up Sedan. )
 

First mention of the' plan of a breakthrough
 
at Sedan o AGp c. -A was then already under
 
command of yon liundstedt
 o 

# 

p.49 \u25a0* (ObdH; ... .i-'ake advantage of movement ,) 
Instiuctiun to AGp. B 

# Jake advantage of 
movement to give road training ifoffensive 
is launched after 15 Nov. (i.e., on 19 Nov» ) 

**	 (QbdH.'> Me,.)Ort Schwetf JO )P.49 
Schwetz, is a Troop Training Center on the 
®der river,, 

p. 49 \u25a0•jhh* 1 (-Jaco?^ 6 CoXiunne 8,, ) 
1"Columns of ordinary 8 and 16 ton bridge s ft 

Hegular equipment of Div and Corps Eng. 3ns»tl 

j.bO 

* (O"bo.Hs_ "Bnoneok",, Action takenj )p. 50 
•
 

\u25a0 :Refe":'s probably to procurement of equipment 
for pr-oj acted paratroop operation by 22nd 
\u25a0(Airborne; Div^ 

•** • flyer 
- motorcyclist.)

\u25a0P. 50 
,!ftfo	 de c-ailfij remembered. 

00—j°J^.-9J?J-.^ : en on 3-eave,, ownP. 51 
* (M^ilL	 « •» \u25a0 " 

"Urlauterj. elge^e Kroise,, Heading is 
con 3 what- doubtful* -1~ could mean about 
leeu^3 or oarel-^B tallr by military;person- . 
nel crj. leave within their families or close 
friendSo 

p,51. 
**'(£]2gy-fjyLg^^-jx-!^--§-^J;y cpurses on Sedan. ) 

Special War* Academy courses on the projected 
Sedan operation, 

-
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P.52
 

p.52 

P. 53 

3*54 

6 

* (Op c}e } ObdH concerned., c.. without order. )
 
yon Kleists instructions were to push, only
 
through- the southernmost tip of Holland
 
(Maastricht) and strike into Belgium, south
 
of the Albert Ganal* Something 'In .ObdH's
 
talk with yon Bock must have a'roomsed the
 
former's concern that yon Bock might also
 
Strike with, his forces opposite the border
 
between Albert and' Waal river* This
 
would have been contrary to the plans of
 

(Hitler) which atthe Supreme Command 
t 

that 
time had not decided as yet to seize the 
whole of Holland. 

** [Can also read our signals^. ) 
If was feared that wrangling--' with Guderian 
over wording of reports would never end if 
he could read the signals radioed by the 
Liaison Off* to G-fiq, The matterwas finally 
settled in such a manner that Liaison Offs. 
would send their, reports with a special code 
after notifying" the CO or the C of ShofAfcifcigF 
Army or Group concerned of the general content* 

*
 —— * -(Jodi:. ... t>) utilize,.
' ' ~~ 

._ttt; r""r : r *~7 7" _">
-tThe 

""~

entry consists only of the Word "Aus~ 
nuetrien" w '•'•'here is no clue as to what is to 
be utilized, exploited, or taken advantage 

,or macle the most 0fo -"~Fd o 

* (Memo for OMH, \u0084,,7) \u25a0" Broken w.ord.% ) 
in those days, when the highest Army. Commander s, 
with pome exception,, wanted or did theii* best 
to liac.y ths. .war in "Ghe West from breaking 
out iv ear:*est, there was much talk of "Wort
bruch!!s is, that, inasmuch as Hitler 
had not kept his wo-rd (to iDring G-eriuctny peace) 
the Generals were under no obligation to 
follow his orders* The originator of this 

Beck,formulation might have been 

--
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*$6 

p. 56 

p#s6p # 56 

p. 56 

p*s7 

p.58 

p. 58 

p. 58 

* (Notes for ObdH;« ,i .S^nne, .. )
 
Senne is a 'J-roop J-rairiiftg Ge.frter near -Pader
born 8 

*** (Fuehrer s address, ,,., .taking the offensive)
 
Aimed against the .proponents of defensive
 

\u25a0warfare. . 

*** (QMH
O o. (Day of crisis )». ) 

With the approach of an explosion in the %st, 
everything was being done to frustrate Hitler's 
desire to launch the offensive in the West*
Hitler, through an efficient spy system or a 
sixth sense Wat made him aware of the atmo
sphere of tension and nervousness, must have 
known Mat was afoot and threatened he would 
suppress any opposition in the &en. Staff 
with-brutal force. Upon their return to 
Zossen from the Berlin conference, they were 
met by the message that they were to return . 
to the Chancellery Immediately* O'odH went 
into Hitler1s room, while G-en, Haider waited 
outside. *vfter the conference he told the 
latter that he had been lectured on the "Spirit'11 

of Zossen" , the stiff-necked attitude of the 
G-en, Staff which, kept it from falling in 
with the Fuehrer. 

fr (French frontiers of 1540 ) 
Evidently refers to the prospective Franco
G-erman frontier in the event of a German 
victory over France, Xt would give the fort
resses of Hetz, Toul and Verdun and the 
Lorraine iron-ore district to G-ermany, 

*\u25a0 (Mari.endorf .\u25a0)
 
footnote canceled.
 

—— 
t 

Section) * (OQ,u I> Fourth 
Training Section. 

Schacht, Thomas,, )C^sterisk omitted* ) (Poplta, 
in varying, degrees, Skese— three worked in the 
opposition to Hitler, £d« 

** (Raeder, Thurner, Dankwarts. Talk them out of iti) 
Three high civil servants who were to play an 
important part in administration" of the conquered 
western countries, fhey wanted generals'uni
forms in keeping with their position. G-en. 
Haider always maintained that soldiers 1 uni
forms >?jre for soldiers, only. Tha-; question came 
up time and again later on. 
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p.53 

p.59 

* (cl)«.« Curtis versus Messerschmitt. ) 
Curtis planes were considered superior to the 
German Messerschmitt planes* 

** ( f ) Re^ierun^spraesldent, ) 
High-ranking civil servant, chief of a Regie
rungsbezirk, intermediate "between a Province 
and a Kreis and roughly equivalent to a French 
"B^partement, 

P.-6Q 
* 

\u25a0 (j[a.gna_ .gafl^ o 
,
monitoring: post). 

Varna, in Bulgaria, might have been used 
inofficially as a listening post of what 
on in Turkey,, 

went 

P. 61 
* (yon Leeb c » » against, SS decree. ) 

a storm of indignation and protest went through 
all ranks in the iirmy as a result of a decree 
Toy Himnuer, enjoining G-erman women to bear 
children) fathered by other men, while their 
husbands wera at the front, yon Leeb was par/t;~ 
icularly outspoken'/ 

} p. 61 #^ tjp_ttpji-Q^ Q&$e '' s^n^ Barbara,? 
Patron Saint of the Artillery. 

L 

p,62 
** (^p te_s_ _for ObdH, 

ft ,..a). > a for Navy 
Coulcl'Yiot be x^econatructed. 

elements ) 

p.6£ .(As'Gerisli omitted) 
f 

.(Xylander. ) 
Coi^re'cuion: 
observations. 

"Report" on front. 

\ 
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Voiuiiie 'in List of -&rrata. 

pi 2 Fourth, line: .For' "Tomania 11 read- "Romania 11,. 
« 

\u25a0p0 3 Notes for QfodHt., \u25a0\u25a0For "Training instructions for 
new informations 11 reads draining instructions for 
new formations"/ 

p. 4 t>) QbdH; 2, )-: For "seen" read: "soon" 

p. 9 .-From Fuehre rf s . t-rain; le ) For "Warsaw breaxlcasts" 
reacil "Warsaw' \u25a0broadcasts". " 

p.14 
' 

Third line and bottom lines For Ever hard" .and 
"Eberhard" read: "Eberhar&t".. 

P.15 yon S tue1pna^el a The "Notes" appearing under- this 
entry	 should be read as a separate entry., beginning 

left margin. • ,a'G the 

-p.18 .Afternoons £bclH &)*\u25a0 "Chemical warfare projectors 11 

read; "Ohem,"-- Hortars". 
yonP. 20 Afternoon third paragraph: 

~ For ij"(wages
markp^eadi "'( wage s 1 Mark) rr .tt 

' 
p-. 21 von_Stu elpnag c1 For "at the qualified disposal" 

7eadi iTat the: "Unqualified. :d.isp-oaal-":.v
v 

p. 30 ObdH? Interrogation mark instead of exclamation 
point at the end of this paragraph. 

;

p.33 20_J^pjtp'ber_ 193£ r. For "Bockelberg commendation"
 
rfi§& BacifIbe rg c'cißmenda'tei qm^^-.t\je ,icr: \u25a0:> ± .:\u25a0 x
 

i

p.43 Sacon'd iparagraii'^' For "on ground operations"' 
l!reads i:for ground operations . 

\ 

i



* 
iMtSte&MJQiu hi. 

P. l (0900 Demonstration ...Infantry cart. ) 
Hand-drawn , two-whe e1c d carts Whicli are de
tached from the Company trucks closely behind 
the lines and used to transport mac hin<* guns,
mortars, and other heavy equipment to the com
bat position. They, help conserve the physical
strength or troops for the tasks ahead. 

P. 2 
' * (BlasKowltzo ... Stengel 209 Saxon.) 

Biaskowitz comes in to talk over officers in 
his command. For some reason mention is made 
that Stengel is a native of Saxony. The re
mark must not be construed as a reflection on 
the military qualities of the person referred 
to. 

\u25a0**p. 2 . (Kinzel; ... rLomanian opera clon from the rV\u25a0.. 
\u25a0north. ) 

i.e., the possibility of a xtussian invasion of 
Bessarabia and 

3 
* (15 -Uec. froces for Obdri; 5.,) AnonymousG\u0084.P. 

)letters. 
Both ObdH and txeh. nalder received many anony
mous letters denouncing hitler 'a^nd pleading 
with the +iigh Command to do something ribout 
him. The writers ranged from ultra-monarchists 
to Uommuniscs. with such divergence of moti
vations for their opposition it was realized 

V	 that the writers would not have a common pur
pose after the overthrow of Hitler and that 
their original animosities would prevent for
mation of any working coalition for the govern
ment of 'Germany. 

** (Salmuth, d) ». from Wa'to, )o. . 3 
Troop Training Center, 

p. 6 *. (17. ). ..... as Ppst 00. ) 
An organizational detail that could not be re
coiistructed f 

** (OQu 1^- a) ... Heich Chancellery. )
d.	 6 

Line should read; a ) (HeIeh 'Chane ellory)..
 
Question :>of Norway. -Pre -ventive action.1 Public 
sentiment; Leading per
sonalities to Berlin.... 

1.c., to forestall British action in -"orway,. 
iisk OQu xV for data file on Denmark and -or
way. rtemmerich is head of Map Section. 

p. 6 
**** (QSbx IVs a) QQu xV, )

\u2666\u0084 

U'o-otinotje canceled. 
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p*; ? 
* .(tenb t6fr QMri; lw 

) .... softie Arty* ,3trys* 
have 5 hG-s. ) 
Their i1i1able	 of equipment allowed only for 3 
MG-s, everybody wanted to be "protected"

' 

against the enemy and future shortages* At 
the same time MGs were short in the Inf* 

p. 
** (QbdHj	 belts.1.).Machine %un

\u25a0I.c*., give tiTem the latest,' item was a 
new and better type of KG- belt, 

7 

* ( Splcherer	 )p.	 8 
Spicherer j^oehen, a hillcrest west of Saar
bruecken. Iftaken by the French, it would, 
have afforded them unobstructed observation of 
the Saar. Valley, -and so hsed to "be protected by 
fortifications. 

—
 
*
 (ObdH: a ) X	 X%, )p. 9 

(196 calibers).21 cm railway 
'
gun, supe^r-long	 

' 
\u25a0 

\u25a0jtiid
#	 

'

r .\u0084 

P. 10 
* (1030: .(Commanding- Pen erail Fu» * ) 

incomplete; flName 

p.' 10 
** (3.) ... , 100. ) 

Designation	 of the gas. 

* (OH- 1. ) ... S mines?)
R* 11 

4nGi-personnel mines. &<!\u2666 

-+— 

* (Q-erckeS ... "Immediate offensive,")p.	 12 
"Sofortfair". '^f enemy attacks first,' all re
strictions, camouflage) etc. willbe discard-
cd* 

D. 1*	 
"PFraons suggested as replacements. 

-

/ 
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14 about getxing "State- Secretary", )P. 
See 31. 12. 

P» 14 
** ( g) Fuel? „..consumed in three days (500 kr- ) 

iootnoue cancelled. 

P« 17 
* ( c) Reply from Fromm regarding: signature. ) 

The German word is "Federfuelirung l^ When 
several agencies cooperate on a project, one 
has "Federfuehrung", i.e., it works out the 
matter, formulates joint .conclusions in the 
final draft, and signs for all. 

p. 18 (Asterisk omitted) (1100 yon Salmuth ... two 
days. ) 

In order t;o\ be able to take suitable counter 
measures against Hitler if OKW should unex
pectedly Issue marching orders, OKH thought 
it should insist On a four-day alert period 
for assembly of the troops deployed far to 
the rear of Germany. Hitler/.who at that 
time pretended that he feared a sudden march 
of the French into Belgium, pressed for a 
shorter period. Salmuth ( Cof S, AGp* B), 
on being consulted by G-en. stated 
that, the shorter period (2 days) would suffic 

-
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) 

* ' 
p. 20 (Op. Sec. also' Sixteenth Army. )

\u0084. 

Materiel of Leefa s A&p. 0 as also A&p. BlB ls 
Sixteenth Army (a quieter sector) was anti
quated,, 

p.	 20 •*# (Qrg. Sec.: Balance tank types.) 
1.c., equal distribution of the Mil—lll 

* 
P- 24	 (4th line* Remember common graves J ) 

IoI c. , of G-erman and Italian fighters in theo 

Spanish Civil"War,, 

P.	 25 •* OSgiseeri ... Special defense detachments. ) 
J-n violation of direct orders, ..G-en. Haider 
placed "Sperrtrupps" along the Italian border^ 
They were specially trained small units with 

•the mission	 to block the few passes in the 
area (by demolitions, etc. ) • on receiving a cer
tain codeword. The reasons for these very- preparationshush hush were 

1) Gen. Haider ( s distrust of the Italian? 
and 

2)	 to keep the Border Guard (reinforced 
customs guard) keyed up to military
pitch. 

P, 26 •»	 (2. )K 5 and K5. ) 
X 3; 24 cm mobile gun, range, 41,010 yds. 

5:	 28 cm railway gun, range, 67,900 yds.- E< 
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* (Reohberg's letter.,)27P. 
Uould	 not be Iecons true ted. 

P.	 27 
** (..V yon iiock. Kesselrin^ instead of Bock. ) 

Footnote canceled. 

27 
***(3. ) .... recuperator spring. )Po 

shorthand,The tentative reading of the	 note 
was "Vorholfeder". 

P. 27 #	 ( 4, ) Women are "shirkers",, ) 
(SS)Kefers "Co iiinnnler f s ©ecree that German 

women should bear children for the Fuehrer, 
even if their husbands at the front could not 
be the fathers 6 Those unwilling were "shir
kers"* 

27	 ## (article in "Sohwarzes K-orps I', )P. 
The SS weekly. 

* (First lines ... "Flying- start.")29P. 
1.c.,	 assembly noc directly behind frontier, 

\u25a0but in greao depth, with Divs. moving into 
their places as they arrive at the front 
after opening of the offensive,, Requires 
meticulous coordination of railroad movement* 

29	 
*** (QbdH; ... not be lef-t standing In.the- open.P.	 

-i-. c., wouia freeze up at that time of year. 

p, 29 (Asterisk prnitted) (Abwehr. « . ) 
not be reconstructed. Mr. 

refer to incidents in Poland, 

to 18,,)
\u0084.p. 30 

*	 (QKW 
C .in contrast 

1.c.,	 #3ae German offensive on the Western 
in March,front	 1918* 

p*. 30 
** (Changed- method; 

\u0084v that we may start off 
\u25a0 • . &% any day. ) 

1.e./^ofortfall 11. 

-
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* 
p.	 32 tvon atsdorf: «... (Graf Spec).) 

-Unie" sinking of the German "pocket battleship" 
Graf Spec at the mouth of the La Plata river 

the -British. 

f
P.	 32 

* (Russia: » .". Tanner s offer. ) 
Refers to a peace offer by the Finnish Foreign 
Minister Tanner, (The \u25a0Busso- Finnish war was 
on at that time. ) 

P.	 34 
** (l Ju.lj* 1-btry. X 12- Gun o ) 

21 cm railway gun s Ed. 

p# 35 (Asterisk orn&tted) COrg. Order .8. Q-K. ) 
"G-eheime Kommandosache". Clas
sified matter: high-grade Secret,_
but not Top	 Secret, EEcd c 

35 
* ( 5O5 ) G-ercke: ... Not two weeksi )

OP. 
1.c., recommendation disapproved* 

p. 38 (Asterisk omitted) (Fifth paragraph ... dhange in 
procedure. ) . 

' 

This refers to insist&nce on a shorter 
alert period (see 7.1., Salmuth) which became 
more accentuated when it was discovered that 
the Dutch were fully informed of the pattern 
adopted for closing up to the frontier prior 
to the jump-off. Troops were not be told about 
the change for security reasons. 

* (Last -paragraph .,.•Ju 88. ),P.	 36 :


Junker- 88i a two-engine bomber.
 

-
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* (Sixth paragraph noiland fullfull scale.)scale.;P..	 
""Suim'e yon Ak'bionen vorwegziehenj dem 
Stands als " 

37 ISixtn paragrapn \u0084-.\u0084-. Holland onon 

Vorwegmassnaiime: 
Hollaendische Sache in vollem Urnfang* 
This entry still refers to the struggle bet
ween OKH and Hitler for the four-day alert. 
Hitler wanted to have the Armies launch the 
offensive on shortest" notice, i.c. , "leap from 
wherever they stand, As a result, the first 
wave ori consisting only of the troops 
already at the frontier, would be comparative
ly weak, and so they would be able to ca.rry 
out only the "Aktionen" (a favorite term of 
Hitler!.s, meaning, special, tasks), which, wereplanned as essential preliminaries of "die of
fensive (seizure of bridges, preventing de
molitions, removal of road blocks, etc. ). But 
now, instead of being left to special troops 
(c.g c , Hegt. -Brandenburg), these "actions" 
were to be carried out by the entire frontier 
echelon as the first act, as an integral part 
of the plan for the ooffensivee c In this con
nection, Hitler stated that occupation of all 
Holland, too, was to be one of the "actions 
anticipating the main offensive ("Vorwegmass
nahme 11 ), being designed to protect the right 
shoulder and flank of the Armies entering Bel 
gium. 

p. 37 
*	 (^hird line from bottom ... Spread rumors. 

Marras. ) 
"Telling something to the Italian Mil. Attache, 
karras, would be a good way to launch rumors. 

-
38 

* (yon 'jreiffenberg \u25a0„ ... Army Hq 18 2. )P.
 
Meaning could not be reconstructed.
 

39 
* ( c) AOp a A,i... through Luxembourg. )P. 

Against French border. 

cp.. 39 .**	 (c ) 
\u0084. in southern Luxembourg ) 

To interdict entry of French troops. 

P. 40 
*' ( a) 2, ) Conference. ) 

Marginal lettering indicates the order in 
actuallywhich these items were	 taken vp # 

Ed 
-j. 
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•* (G-en. Brand;,.,..', as against about 30 -btrys.P. 42 
per	 _____km. ) . / 

\u25a01B1 
B c., on western i'ront in world fer I. 

** 
P. 42	 ( 5« ) Doom. c.. «. ) 

'i-Mils entry always means "Chief of the G-en,,. 
Staff 11, i.e.., Gen. Haider himself will at
tend to the	 matter,. 

44 
* (Third lines "i&nergenoy"» )P.	 

The :iSofortfall"-,
'

in case the Allies should 
first,,strike 

p.- 44 
** (Fourth line: "Attack".)

\u0084» 

There is now to be no difference any more in 
the preparations for either case* fillis 
geared to immediate striking^ 

-**•*--(Air Force:p. 44	 Busche. )
<\u0084. 

Should~be "Busch". 

P.	 44 # (Defamation Decree. O^Schmaehverfuegung" ) )
 
This '-is apparently not the 1934 law, -bpts a
 
closer description was not obtained. Ed.
 

P.	 44 ## (QQ,u IV« 4, ) ?appenhelm»)
 
G-erman Attache* in Brussels.
 

p.	 44 ### (Qbdri^ c
, g. ) „.yconnected with operations. ) 

Hitler ls order that no member of a former rul 
ing house must have an important comma.nd pOßi
tilon-, so as to prevent any monarchist! c propa
ganda., 

* (Gonf, with QbdH, -Tlrpitzufer. )P. 45 
Addz-*ess of OKH *.. Offices in Berlin. 

* 
P.	 46 paragraphs Thomas.; ..;. 50, OOP tons. ) 

The original reads "IIQuartal", but obviousl -
"fhird Quarter"' is meant. Ed. 

- ~11l / 8 
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#p.	 47 (Top line' Fats program 1941» ) 
J-t is not quite clear why the "fats program"
is here; brought in with metals production and 
manpower questions. 

p. 48 •#>	 (Bottoms ... 15,000 with full steel quota. ) 
Thsse figures refer to production of chemical 
warfare agent s o \ , . . ;. 

P. 49 # 

Probak. y refers to nil District XIV (nono 

territorial	 Gorps- area Magdeburg, for Ar
mored troops), Ed. 

\u25a0**	 of Staff.)P.	 50 ( 15,) ..," Pere. Div« Ask Chief " 

G-ermanl Che f frage n" or "Che ffragen rrl In 
the former case the translation would be uAsk 
Chief .... H, \u25a0in the latter, "Chief questions". 
All personnel questions ultimately had to be 
referred to ObdH, but G-en o 

Xialder did_.not re
fer to him	 as Possibly &en. %lder 
made this note as a reminder to himself to-give this matter his personal attention, Ed« 

p.- 50 #^	 (Preparation for cons -ruction of fortifica
tions South'^ o in enemy country*? »..) 
G-erman: 

'
Hlm Feindland'?" Could not be recon

structed* 

*** 
P. 50,	 (Esohenbach smudffe- producing agent o ) 

between	 i:agent "and "test" is the G-erman no
ko* 11 tation "15 Mo interpretation could be 

obtained from Geh. Haider. Ed. 

111 / 9 « 
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\u25a0 

•* ( 8.) 
\u0084. onp* 52 all-out attack Maginot Line. )'I'he enemy was to be persuaded that 

planned to~ make the decisive effort on the
Maginot Une front. To this end, OKH order-

noted only intensive planning, activities ir
its own Sections and in AAGep c 0,- but also an
nouncement of a conference of Landraete (the

,j top government officials) of the districts 
t!iat would bo affected by yuoh an offensive, 

.a.-: \u25a0veil as broadcasting of plans for traffic:
restrictions and large— scale repair work on
the main roads through the area; the object

to apreaxlwes the idea among the population
that major "troop and supply movements were
i":ipencl"Lngc . ' 

-^Jocipleive switch in plane !i was used as trane
la^ion for "^rosse Sohwenkung 11 before informs
lion was offered what the German phrase might;
have reference to contemplated large-scale rp
grouping, ~ iid, ) • 

p. 52 ( a,) .;. ) 
" ' ** 

\u25a0 

The original has two entries under 8V).8V ). 

*** 
p, 52 ( 10cv 

) liist of operations' codes .*." Slebert. ;\ 
Both Army and Air had long lists of '\u25a0 ' 
codes for the multitude of special operations
that were to precede the launching of the of
fensive (e^g,, seizure of Meuse
bridges by special troops in foreign unifornc 
capture of .dams and byroad blocks oaratroopers; etc.) The threatening confusion made
it necessary ~to compile a veritable dic.tlo-n 

P. 53 
* ( 4» ) Removal of G-Hq to H. )~ 

Hlfnach C)Ould refer to 
a change in location of G-Hq after (nach) the
question cf Holland has been settled (one 
way or other, either with peaceful or mili— '' 
tary methods)*' irH" is also the symbol
for rfauptbe:fehlsstelle (G-Hq) when locality
is not yet determined* 

p. 53 *<& (^uhle« homogeneous materiel in Artillery r 

units. )• 
expression (racial-The German of ''rasserein" 

ly pure), which might easily lead to misin
terpretations, in this context merely means 
reduction to single types of guns to faci
litate ammunition supply
A 

and maintenance/
similar effort was made to reduce the vast 

number of motor vehicle^types in all units. 
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"*' (Top: ...	 G-eorge of Saxony. )P.. 54 
Ex-Crown Prince George of Saxony, friend of 
£en. 

** (Maintenance Services': .. » 23 .transport,P.. 54	 ' 
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 > •\u25a0,.	 Districts. ) . . 

Industrial areas affording good repair faci
lities for automotive equipment were organiz
ed as- "\u25a0rteifiiatkraft'fahrbez.irko" . which servic~ ed designated	 units, Ed. 

~ 
p. 55 \u25a0*	 (NcGes* \.. c) .:\u25a0 4. )\u2666. (See additional 

J no1'6s. ,V . 
0 

:___ . 
Additic.i:il notes prepas-sd I'ot report to ObdH; 
not included in the Diary, 

P. 55 
** (Notes: h) ... Air Force, )..:. 

Air Force personnel resisted Military Police 
patr-0ls o 

56 *"-.( ,o , would inorease/)i no rease/)P.	 5c )
T7e77~^y reducing che number of trucks in use, 
the absolute number of trucks lost as a result 
of ordinary wear would ,also be reduced and be 
brought into a better relation to the fixed j 

new output of trucks* . \ 

P.	 59 
* ( n) 4« ) Safety- valve question. ) 

This refers to a relaxation of rules govern
ing presentation of grievances. It was in
tended as a safety valve for opposition sen

\u25a0timettt in the	 Army. 

p. 60 
*	 (1630 Brand: ... Antwerp Easts ... 5 Divs. ) 

1.c., and the	 Div. Arty, of three Divs. 

-
p.	 60 »* (Liege: ... 5 6 Divs, ) / 

'
 

e> , the Div. Arty, of five or six Divs.
 

P.	 61 
* (Third line: 25 "Pivs. )
 

\u25a01.c., "The Div; Arty, of 25 Divs.
 

** 
P- 61	 (Jacob: ... 5,000 trucks (£.500 from Todt. ) 

.J-.e..,.- Organization Todt. 
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Pa- 63 .' \u25a0*(5» ) ... Seventh Air 'Ply. ) 
22nd -Kegt. trained for air landing. Seventh 
Air Div, is"Paratroop Div. 

* (lo« ** wejitzel. )
\u25a0P. 64 

Head of SS in Cologne. 

p. 64 
**'(II;) ... method adopted in France,-) 

Gen. nalder could not remember details of that 
method; 

p # 64 
***(. 12, ) rie.see. ) 

propagandaOtodH's	 siJecialist. 

4d 4	 (Second paragraph; —Do Projectors, )"d 6? # 

Kocket \u25a0\u25a0Projector/ *&. 

67 \u25a0*-«* (Second paragraph; jMp order for smoke ammuni^ 
\u25a0	 \u25a0 

P.	 
tion yet, ) . . 

" 

.' '. 
The eventual actack on the Maginot Line would 
require the laying down of a smoke blanket of 
unprecedented magnitude. '^he smoke- filled am
munition for the "Co" projector was then still 
in the development stage. 

P.	 67 
** (Signals Chief": a) "Festa"cable. ) 

Designation, for a type of armored cable. 

* tfelpuelsklrch 11, \u25a0)P. 68 
Brother of OQu IV 

* (Hermann. )P. 69 
Staff portraitist for the Leipziger Illustrier 
te, a slick-paper magazine running a series of 
portrait paintings of German Generals. 

P. 69 •«••* (G-ercket a> . to hide behind the Field Marshal. 
1,e,, "^'he railroad, situation was 
chronically bad. 

* ##	 (see 1940.)p.; .69	 (Notes for 4.) ... 9 Feb. 
See i>» 66, Org; Sec., cX Nothing had	 been^don-
about this matter- since that day, so G-en;- Hai
der brought	 it up again to get action.* 
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* (2nd 'paragraph: Boa hier.- )P. 70	 "~~~ 
4. 7 cm A'I1 Gun. 

P.	 70 
** (Planes: ... Do 17 Pc 

) 
Possibly Cornier 217 P. 

p. 70 
•*** (Planes: ... one chain- per month. ) 

Oerman;	 A"Kette"^ formation of three aAr
craft. 

-\u25a0P. 71 
*	 (bombers? 

\u0084.11 Gruppen P.') > 

ossibly Cornier 217 P 

71 
** (bombers? ... 1 Oondor &ruppe. )P. 

'JGondor-' 1, a	 four-engined transport piano* 

\u25a0* (To^	 Zcm atrys-. )P.	 72 line: 391 
20 run four-barreled AA cm Flakvierling
38), 

?£ (Foreign Office,, )P. .*\u25a0* 
yonJillthe r yon Etz&orf or Weizsaecker. 

* 
p. 73	 (G-ercfee* (Columns, Labor. Service, 3ns.)\u0084.. 

1., c. , all military shipments; issuing from 
lower echelon commands, as they tied up too 
many trains. . 

* (fle.ro&es. Zl '.Transport Districts,. )P.	 74 «...
 

See note, p# 
56,
 

p, 7,5 
* (Conference with 0 in C First Army: a) ....
 

Directions from g, central point,.)
 
.Entry could not be reconstructed.
 

)p. 76 . 
*	 (OH: ... c) Inf. hand-hearts. . 

Small hand-carts to take heavy Inf. weapons 
into, line. Conserve strength of troops. 
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P. 
*«•
77 (yon iitzdorf: Kawabe. )
 

apanese' Military Attache. 

P # 77 
**	 (-"oeiiricht: .., Standard designations for 

"battles, ) 
Standard nomenclature .of- engagements for entry
in individual millGary records. 

>**p.	 (OQu IV: Visit to 58th Dlv.T77 
Not a routine procedure. OQu IV happened to 
be a personal friend of the Commander of that 

\u25a0Div. 

(OQu IV:\,. (rather?; 77 #	 a litcle less for the 
front). ) 

# c., more when trooos go back for rest. 

p.	 77 ## (Rumors about ) 
\u25a0Baldur yon Schirach, the Nazi Leader. 

* •	 ("Weinknechts ... division O'lmg, ) 
'Pruck Cims. \ one Column (10 trucks ) has load 
capacity of 30 tons. 

y (y(y 

** 
p# 79	 (ObdH: 1^) iiiast. training centers in 

(Al3?'?) 
t 

) '\u25a0area South 
1.c. , what about air observation? 
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•* ( 7.) Rascfrik: ... ask Chief of~~~ Staff.)""P. 80	 !

See note,' p., 50. 

*•* 
P. 80	 ( 9. ) ... 4 trestle bridges. ) 

iiing. Corps specialist was available "'go 
supply an explanation for these condensed 
notes. IJ-'he probable explanation is that this 
entry concerns considerations about supplying 
the shortage of bridging equipment which might 
hamper operations in Holland and Belgium, :' 
where many canals would have to be crossed, . 
Since it was impossible to fillthe require
ments of both lnfo ( "Brueckenstege", footway 
bridges for single-file crossing; and Armor, 
it \u0084was thought best to let Armor have trestles 
on which tanks could cross without any decking 
The necessary timber would have to be ready 
to be brought up behind the Armor, so that the 
bridges could be finished for use hy Inf. and 
motor jvehioles.: . 

\u25a0'\u25a0***\u25a0p.	 80 ( 909 0 )' ... Prepare timber for subsequent 
decking* ) . 
See preceding note. 

* (b) K;5 ftun, )P. 83 
28 cm (railway gun (Length of tube 16 ca.li~

'bers). 

-
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* (Top; Four 5 Ams^(s6 km): 
I) 84	 X ' "" .' ) 

•1. c. , range ;of 56 km, 

P.	 84 
** (^ive Bruno- 28 cm Guns (56 km). ) 

Not the same as X 5. (Length of tube 45 ca
libers, ) 

P.	 84 .(Asterisk Omitted) (Theodor) 
A 24 cm railway gun 

4 

*** (X 12v« 84 \u0084>..._ What against;?)
This 21 cm railway gun, supposedly with a
tube 196 calibers long, just had no tragets' fire on at' the opening of the'campaign.J®(Cren. Haider was generally opposed to such
super-heavy	 artillery* ) 

(ObdH;a)P. 84 #'	 ..^Demonstration i^n,
' remains at 

disposal of	 G-Hq o ) 
_^Opposite this entry in the original is a group

of figures, the meaning of which could not be 
reconstructed : 3 9 7 

\u25a01	 6
'

2 
5 1 

8 10 

,j 85 
* ( o) 4, G, 10. ) 

I"he meaning of these figures could not be re-^ 
constructed. 

85 **'\u25a0 (P	 c) Use mild steely )-(iFlusseisen\ M. 

P 65 
***(i).1« ) ... x^iX,district XX.) 

West Prussia, a new Mil. District formed after 
conquest of	 i?oland t 
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* 
p. 86 (G-uderian: a) " 400 oars In.repair.)\u0084 \u0084 

\u25a0u-e rman : ~!l wagen . Probably short for "Kamr)f 
wagen", i.e., tanks.,— Ed. 

p. 86 
** (Q-uderianl- c) W ahn., ) 

I'roop training center. 

86 
***(G-uderlan: A) . Inspectorate 6.)

\u0084p* 
Inspectorate of i'ro|^4 

P. 86 # (General .. ,. as an expert on Finland, ) 
Dommanded German troops in Finland in 
War I. 

86 (Op. Sect „,, the second Echelon? XXXXIVP. ## _______oor,JB, ) '''' - ' — 
\u25a0 

\u25a0jy— \u25a0"\u25a0'»**\u25a0* •>"'\u25a0
" '

ri
" 

\u25a0 \u25a0 '-\u25a0 L '\u25a0'\u25a0•" "^.j"i- i i ii .1-ii ,i i \u25a0 ii^iii nw -i—\u25a0—»ii.I'\u25a0 ill\u25a0 m* fi.i-.„ \u25a0\u25a0„ .M»fc.M.... r
Interpretation

( 

uncertain. 
r 

Original has "41" 
added later with a different oencil. G-en* 
iialder sometimes Used Arabic instead of Roman 
numerals for Corps numbers, XXXXJV Corps was 
commanded by Reinhardt, Second Echelon would 

wedge.then refer to the second armor 

P. 8? 
* ( h) Oh, ) " 

Stands for Chief" and means that &eri. Haider 
hintself would attend to the matter. 

P* 87 *\u25a0& (winter: ... "^alke", "Geier", JI Habicht". ) 
\u25a0Codes of projected attacks across the Upper 

Rhine. 
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&j 

* 
P* 88 ioou tsi b) Press Sec. 5a5 )

a 

delations Officers. 

p	 in France,) ** ( d) ...	 "aecurltl"88 
Sieburg, a well-known journalist and expert 

v on France, discussed the .French conce:)t of 
-security 11,	 from which deductions could be 

made on dispositions and plans of the -French 
High Command^	 l; * 

p# 

***(Wandel» ».. Siegfried &uns c )33 
28 cm railway gun~\s% calibers), range-60,.900 yds, 

88 $' (Denmark*, *'oroe wants Denmark, )P.	 ' 
Air Force wanced Denmark for extension of its 
air :waraim@m necwork

) and for advanced fighter 
bases a 

* (Eg February ...'(The' "Fire Brigade"b 89	 Divi
sion,, ).	 ", 

1 nJiiingrelf^^ivision;' ' a1erted Division 
in defensive warfare, which must be ready 
to counter unexpected enemy thrusts and, ge
nerally hold the line' pending arrival of 
ctxier '-the commander must be able to 
meet unexpected Bitua'cicns with quick de
cisions,. 

"**"* (1245: ... Railroad movements sometimes un-
P» 
' 89 

' 

;.necessary,,.,) , _.___
 

'^ntry could not be reconstructed. 
r
 

.->• 90	 ( 7,, ) at General Office, ) 
J-nspeccoratJe of Armd,- Troops was connected 
with General Army Office' (Allgemeln.es He ere s-
AmtJ. 

P. 90 (Asterisk omitted) ( 14. ), ..,-,. ) 
1.c., AG-p. 5 launches contain 
ing attack when AG-ps. A and B 
open offensive. 

P 91 :'. r.Lo ;\u25a0.>;• wuena"i'ic?eirel ) 
Proposed as location

} 

of G-Hq during the cam
.pai'g.n in the West. &eitel mv.st be. consulted. 
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* 
p. 92 

* ( 'sri5 ri 
) Hb£s&g. Ih rigs. )

Jm&ei&& needed, vould be combed out. 

**iP-. 92 7, ). ... 400 cubic meter. ) 
•*-.§., 400000 liter tapprox, 10Q000 gal.). 

p. 9£ 
*** ( 8.") \u0084". to get hold of the man.~~)

T7e o-, Student (Air SbrceT^ 

92 # ( 10. ) (Reserve Officers). )\u0084» \u2666P. 
Austrian officers are not up to . German stcn
dards, but should not be brought together with 
Reuglar Army oi'ficers., who raight be too "Prus-* 
slan^ .He -serve Officers would be less likely 
to clash wich them,. . 

jps 

* (?ng 
f 

Section', , ,,. Vy^hn, - )9o c Senne.
 
Two troo> training centers.
 

p# 93 
** (Qrfz Q Sec,, » <. ." "General der ) 

-an Arras Chief Isee glL^ssary under^WH 71"!?" 

*\u25a0** (1150 ... . Felaenneat, )P. 93 
iiThe Fuehrer -Hq near- viuenstereifel. 

"* 
pv 95	 .(^reifiTenberg; 1. ) a) .;.» at Crailsheim. ) 

School for "Oomman&o 1'-
troops,

P. ,95 
*"* (Fieeele.-? .Storch, ) 

Kama of 'rerinan low-speed Army cooperation plane,
.'used	 for courier purposes and also for airland
ing operations/ 

p. 95 
***(plane si ) 

\u25a0Toot no Ue canceled. 

P. 96 
*	 (Buhle: ... b) . Landwehr Pivs. )\u0084>\u25a0 

See glossary. 

P. 96 
*^	 (_K.) *.J_.....J.NP..r. i^an^^X_^P(lA^t^llers:*.)

Tt' was difficult i;o get "oxTicex-s fpr""tiio con
ventJonal" armjj: because Air ?orce and Armor 
were more glamorous, 
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p* 98 \u25a0*' (yon ,».. in command.,) 
botnote canceled* 

* (Keitel 'OKMi „.. Bad business,)P.	 99
 
OKW communicated directly wl'ch A&p, C in this


OKH,matter, bypassing 

p4p 4 99 
** (ObdH; ... . 5C5 C

) ... "Hot", ) 
New surveying for this Artillery plan. 

* 
P.	 100 j_Bc. } *" Fixed, locations^) 

Decision whether these . draining Inspectors were 
to have "Offices 15 in addition to "function 11, or 
should come under jurisdictionnof a high-
echelon Zl Command. 

** (	 words Illegible /)P. 100 9,) ."., /i'wo 
Could be 

*"** 
T) 100	 (Greroke? ,>««' Jiven Protectorate. \u25a0)' 

""waste motion 11 -should read "Idling" - (.Leerlauf ). 
"Also Protectorate" instead of "Sven protec"	 "
 
torate. "Allright... refers also to b). 

\u25a0p. 100 #	 (^ujile* , 2, ) ,c. o 3 format ion Centers. )
\u0084y.	 

", where troope returning from \u25a0 furlough.X7~e c

were told the locations of theiruunits 0 

**" 
P. 103	 L ~<- J • - .remove the road blocks, ) 

l/^\V"tliis~"wou~id have .warned the enemy that 
a German attack was imminent. The Field Ilar

\u25a0shal is .	 . . 

***p. 103 
** ( 7:,) 11. ) . ... See Appendix, )
 

iMot, enclosed in the -*\u25a0 -Ed,
 

- ! 
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Pi 104 

p. 104 

p. 104 

p. 105 

p. 106 

p. 106 

p. 106 

p. 106 

p. 106 

p. 106 

P. 108 

* (Qanariil S3?)a) Badke 
Canaris gave warning that the Security Ser

( SI) )vice was out to get Radke for his in
sistence, on not letting the complaints about 
SS activities in Poland be shelved., 

** t^abenau: ..-. 80 ,carloads. ) , 
i.;e, , of documents -from"Polish Military Ar~ 
chieves. OQu V, Historical 'Div. ) 

***(ObdH* 1, ) .. . )to Fel.sennest. 
Meaning of entry could not be reconstructed, 

* (G-reiffenbergf ».. Deathhead )
\u25a0 --Div. in i-io3.land 9 

\u25a0See po 106 "yon -Reitel". The^ 
EjiiiSltary quality of the Deathhead Div, was 
considered dubious «, 

* (Status reports- ... d) First bridge laun
) \u25a0cher8 a 

On Tank 'lV Chassis. 

"*"* 
Ie». ) o. . '4, \u0084,on: ATJ. .'.
 
i-

t 
c,-, Bns.
 

*"** L g^-l—» - < n0 travel linp; -trolleys; ) 
i 

X~subs uitute for . caissons to fa-
of guns.cilitate road travel 

\u0084 

* (^erso:^nel BulxLe wants to become 0 of S ), 
'\u25a0'TIF oulmina'O'ion of the career of Oen. Staff 
Office:? was a field command or ,the next best 
thing, the post of C of S to a high-ranking 
field commander* 

\u0084 m 

-
rtff (yon chit sch Keitel. ... to release , 

SS Reg;t., ) , 

Gould be SB adolf Mitler. 

#frit X j-s-i_^ye tied down, as, it ls» )
 
By the envisaged operation against Holland,
 
which was not ysi; decided upon, at that
 
time.
 

* jJLMarch .o , telegram to AGp. Cv
) J 

Footnote canceled. 
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p. 109	 (Gercke: not kept ..currently\u0084. 
#	 

informed. ) 
. -L. c., by OKI 

p. 109 
** (Boehfrlohts-"!. ) 

*«* ' * 
•	 

""General z.B.V.' )
See Glossary. 

***(yonp# 109	 Ziehb erg:U BMjFtlngLj..c. > to the front \u2666 

* p.	 111 Slxt;: *\u25a0*. b) ...\u25a0 travel "Mmy trolleys." ' —*-^-i~)See p, 106, note 

p. 11l (Asterisk omitted) (b. ) .... riow will they.be
fired? ) 

"Aoschussfrage o^ TA fe¥tati^ 
translation'ye	 - in absence ofexplanation. Ed. ) 

P» HI (Asterisk omitted) (q, ) .. . Inte^gj^ 
oe, ,l«c., traintrain G-HqG-Hq ArtilleryArtillery

for cooperation with Armor. 

p. 113 
* (( Qoly Sohaefert ».. lost letter. ) 

A plant, to mislead enemy intelligence. 

P. 114 
*	 (Holliafo; ... Q-overnment-fleneral. )

I.c*, JJ'rank,	 the Governor. 

p. 114 
** ( ... protective cordon. ) 

that was to be under military
diction* 
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p. 117 

P^ 117 

p.. 118 

p. 118 

P. H8 

P. 11© 

p. 120 

p.- 120 

p. 120 

p> 120 

* iiwo f .i t) * in the front linej ) 
\u25a0with	 all Anilor closed up to the frontier, 
there is no room- left for the Mt,. Gorps.. 

** (IIQQ .... ,%eughaus. ) 
The old Arsenal in Berlin, then a museum. 

* (Tippelskirch; ... of fs, )
 
The Finnish Military Representative ,was
 

' 
strikingly well informed on what went on in 
Russia o This entry is showing the reason, 
that is, he could use the connections "which 
Marshal yon Manner he im still had from Gzarist 
day S4 among the pre-Re volution assistants to 

\u25a0Soviet commanders. 

80 ones,) ** _(G.en Qu' '*.. S, ) 
«.:-.'' good 

Should probably be 40 ", Otherwi se , the fi
gures would add up to 180, instead of 140. 

*"** ( ?, ) . Art,. 175. )o.

homosexual offenses.\u25a0. 

* _(suhle' ... h ),!..,\u25a0 "PanzeraiJwehr". .) 
"Anti-tank defense 15 "^Panzerabwehr") sounded too 
-pasßive, "Panzer jaeger 11 suggestive of the 

hunger "who brings down the big game sounded 
more in keeping with the task, 

*' _(aI-.,\.« only three groups, )
\u25a0\u25a0 

\u25a0 Footnote canceled, 

"** ( f. ? Storch plane operation (156). ) 
Probably stands" for. "156th Day^ n, n"ot "156 
Storch planes. 

*** ( f) .., southern bo-unda-ry. ) 
l»e., of Sixteenth Army, see p. 128, Bogatsoh. 

# ( o; ) Bridge at Cannes,) 
l!O;r,nne~ Tr Should be	 Ed,i 
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P, 121 

p* 121 

p. 121 

p. 122 

p. 122 

p. 123 

p. 123 

p. 123 

g. 123 

p. 124 

p. 124 

7•it	 (1400 ,AG-p. B, •• iMo command tajiks,,)

"Commanders needed radio transmitters^
 

** ( :I'roJan .Horse'? ) 
Rhine barges carrying troops "below deck were 
to arrive at the .wijmegen bridge before the 
German 'attack in order to prevent demolition 
of this very, import an C £$&%% <^s^^g>si3&i£bfi

Dutch. 

**\u2666	 (SS TV) 
Could be SS Deathhead or iiTaffen-SS (SS( SS Trup
penverbandjj 

* (yegchqnneck. ) 
i.e., Jtialder tells .^esciionneck.

** ("Raubvogeliiaefig.")
 
Collective code for the various operations


Rhine,,across the Upper 

*	 (yon Bock: ... b) ... SS Dlv. ) 
SS Dea'Ghhead, 

** ( "all fouled up". )
 .c., from the air.
 
\u0084. 

*"** (yon ai'ehTberg: 
\u0084.0- 1 posts. )
 

Aides of la officers.
 

#	 (Heusin^er* a) ) 
A "commando' 1 ace ion was planned at this Dolnt t 
where the German, French, and Luxembourg 
borders mee'C, AG-p. C had to be notified so 
that passage to the front would be authorized 
for the two -Assault Cos. 

—	 • Q,u XVIICorps/) *	 (Wagner:—~—.' », Plottn.it'' z,' '— ' ' ' 
•<*?-\u25a0 : :: : ! :.'"':"'U" '-' '"\u25a0• \u25a0

"Footnote canceled. 

** (bottom?	 for approval* )
' .. v Schinkel Vase 

A classicist! c vase designed by the famous 
Prus sian artis t and ar chi tect of the e arly 
19th century, which was usually given as a 
farewell gift, to foreign Military Attache's. 

-
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p* 125 

P. 126 

p. 126 

p. 127 

P. 129 

p. 129 

p. 130 

o. 130 

p. 130 

;

* !(IIOD JBSO .. . conference with Piy ) 
Dr. 'G-oerdeler, _ one of the chief figures of 
the opposition 'movement in .\u25a0Germany. See 
Foreword. 

* \u25a0( Wagner: ... f) ... ammunition for a whole 
Bn, )
 
i.e., orio whole on. per Div., for all Divs.
 

** (^emmerlch* a) • £n^ Officers,, )
\u0084 .» 

technical specialists (Eng. officers) enjoy
ed certain privileged which wanted 
to obtain .also for the specialists in the 
Cartographic" Section. 

* (yon Zlehlberg: ..1 for former .Gen. Staff
 
Officer"s. )

+ e«, whether the y ought uo be authorized in 
their new posts to 'wear the distinctive -red 
piping on the trouser s.earns and the collar 
patch of the Gen, Staff Corps. 

oe«,o 

-* (<i-en, Qu v/tink:i6cht" Preparations for\u0084. ' 

!^s_JlZEJM!^L_____ : 
Maximum capacity of existing. PW camps. 

** jjottom; /.. o Max ... ) 
Ba,l. he yhe rr~T a son-in-law ). %ua'von 
wobe-^hrf eld (a d.aughter). 

* (Greiffen"be-rg. reports back. ) 
After his accident at the Chem. {gnokc demon

... stratlon, see p<, 117. 

7 
** ( 1.) c'-.. political material.? .
 

See p. 129, 22 Siebert.
 

\ \u25a0\u25a0 
\u25a0 

*\u25a0** ( 5, ) for ) 
Mussoline*'" 

-
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p. 135 

p. 135 

p. 135 

p. 135 

p. 135 

p. 135 

p. 136 

p. 137 

137P. 

p. 138 

(Asterisk dmicced) f'Sigfcond •\u25a0 paragraph* 
\u0084 ,'i nor -them operation., ) , :

I,e c , AGps. A and B. 

* ( d) Plane landing: incident, )

The incident of Jan.. 10, see p, 24.
 

•\u25a0 

**' (I^OO 1900 ... Send for Kubler. ) 
XVIIIUorps Ult. Corps),, 

*** 
.(Blaskowitz? ». » must "be taken out.) 
1.c., out of the High Command East -set-up. 

# (« placed». under #111, Distr. 
' 

CGL )
!„e. , must be organized in the manner of a
Mil District.v 

( Take' BlasliQwitg#?£ out. ) 
, out of nigh Command East, and give him 

a job in the West* 

( Astt e risk omi t ted) (29( 29 March ....Dictate the 
notes . )

\u0084 

G-«n. Haider would dictate his shorthand notes 
cf important conferences (here the Fuehrer 
conference of 27 March) into the machine for 
distribution to the various Sections of the
Gen. Staff, to save himself . the "trouble of 
oral orientation. 

* (Buhle: ... d ) ... 20,000 to _._. J)reserves
Footnote canceled. 

:J

** (Wagner.-; ... c) Ib officers.)
 
See Glossary.
 

.* (0950 «.. b) northern sector,)\u0084, 

Context would indicate n s out hern sec cor", see 
below. 
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P. 3-^° 
* (. fl?-.. • gun pointers. ) 

uebler is complaining of excessive Paper
work. 

** (.2000 ... ,	 Ma,lor Selderer, jp.	 140 
Major Seiderer, son-in-law. 

*** p.	 140 (Interim >able of. Organization,, ) 
For 263rd Div. 

(By 20)P.	 140 # 
see Glossary. 

g, I4f 
* (yon Zdehlbergt a) ». . Section Chief in OKH. ) 

Hie Afcache G-roup becomes a Section. 

p. 144 
*	 (ffellgiebel; a) «,.. Increased "by 20,) 

\u25a0Apparently a "telescoped, entry, °ould not be 
reconstructed.	 . 

* 
p. 145	 (,t>) t;o enemy countries.)\u25a0»«. 

E.g. ,through 'Switzerland or Sweden. 

•**pk 145	 ( c) with, '^oerinp: a . T 
) 

1.c., in his capacity of dictator over allo
ofcation strategic materials. 

' 

p. 145 **\u25a0* (uc.Ooi. Quench: ... OKW T Sec. L ) 
L- stands for "Lendes¥erteidigung ir

" 

(National 
\u25a0defense Section)^ -. Ed, 

p. 145 #	 "( yon Zlehlberg; 
r Danzig; or Augsburg.)\u0084 wt)n in Danzig stood for"'Durchfuehrer M", carry

outj "ii" in Aug-sburg for "Absage", cancel
lation. . 
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pi- 146 

&. 146 

P. 147 

P. 148 

p. 148 

\u25a0p. 148 

ID. 148 

p. 150 

' 

p. 15CL 

p 150 

tie ( 5. ), i\u0084,. OQu. OqU 1.-) 
3?he original shows arrows within the paren
thesis, obviously indicating 'the desired 
changes, but they were too confused for inter-

\u25a0pretation, lEd # 

'	 : 

\u25a0tt-x (	 ?J #luecher's inquiry.2 
' 

\u0084. 

Bluecher was German envoy in	 • 

•«• ( IQo ) * .. c) . Conference with Buerkel. ).c.. e 

"possibly on future Military Administration 
of prospective occupied territories.. 

-
•8*	 ( g) Schmidt Dankwart,.,), 

High-ranking .civil servants (Ministry of In
terior). Training is for civil ad-course 
ministrators in- prospective occupied terri— 
torieSp 

** ( i); 
|O .. b) ... Luftgau. )
 

Service Command.
 

( 1) a . . (Thomas). )
 
defers to political material.
 

° 
\u0084\u0084#	 .j,-^ott;om baok to Oafflp c )

i,e a 
, 2;ossen o „ Ed. . 

-&	 11(Thoma^ 
«*_*.. "baboons , ) 

''Harpune 11, a. mine detonating device that 
operated somewhat on the principle of a 
haipo'on s 

** (7 A-p-^11: .o. Saw G-erti, )
 
G-erti Uuvherr, one of G-en, Haider !s
 
daughters.
 

#«« (yon StuelpnagelJ a) From the- Eastern\u0084. 

frontier,; ) 
Ie., Italian eastern frontier with Jugos
lavia. 

ft 
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p.	 151 
* (Roehricht; a) ... (150,000),,) 

To' avert a railroad congestion. 

p» 151 »»•	 ("Stapf .. . Field Marshal. )-So e ring. Ed, 

p. 153 •% (1000 ...under our .administration. ) 
German i "in unsere Betreuung", literailjl
uunder our friendly care fOr^custody V 

-
&p, 154	 (Second paragraph: «„. again gt Northwest. ) 

I.e., the northwestern part of Romania, 

p. 154 
** (1900 c) ... elements of 69th Divs. )\u0084. 

Footnote canceled. 

*** (d)p. 154	 . Ju 88s J\u0084 

Junker 88/ a twin-engine bombers. 

\u25a0*p. 155	 (1950. ... of long-range Ron.. Staff eln. ) 
Should be "close-range Ren. Staf f&ln'l^ as 
appears from the context,. 

* 
:p.	 156 fa, Brandy a) ... drop of muzzle velocity. ) 
1.c., causing shorts,' 

** (Baumholder, )p. 156
 
lroop training center o
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*\u25a0p.. 157 
*	 (Unold ,... b) ... 3,000 rounds in too minu

\u25a0 tes. /	 . ___ 
G-en, *ialcLer doubtsdoubts thethe correctnesscorrectnessGen. balder	 ofof thisthis 

•figure^figures^

--
\u25a0w1 pp00 158158 
**	 (OQu(OQu IVIV Etzdorf:EtzdorfJ ...... b)b) ...... StateState Secre-Secre' 

\u25a0tary a .,') : 
. . . . 

Weizsaecker. .yonyon Weiz s ac eker

Vf 160 
*	 (^oXte: , Fehm arno )

\u0084. 

InlandInland 'in'in thethe BalticBaltic offoff thethe coast.ocoast.o ff Hoi-Hoi
stein,stein.

\u25a0*** (Techniache rlochschule, )p. 160160ID.	 
\u25a0Technical university, 

*** 
d. 160160 **\u25a0* „.r 

a) ,«,,. Ret us advance notice.1 )P. 
\u25a0loe.,I 

o e., of liiovements, 

• 

P.p. 160160 . #	 ( b)a 0
) 

II,,c.coe o ,,
oe

ifif thethe alliesallies landland onon thethe AegeanAegean 
coast.coast. 

## ( ..",. Easto ).d. 160 
loe.,I1.c.,o e. , ifif nono AlliesAllies landland on.on. thethe BlackBlack SeaSea 
coast.coast. . 

p„ 160160 ###'\u25a0\u25a0((c)-c) ...... hashas yetyet ))p.	 ### notnot started.started. 
IoIIoI ifif troopstroops destineddestined forfor "G-elb ncc.c. ,,	 uG-elb irir havehave not 
yetyet reachedreached thethe frontfront inin thethe WestWest andand soso 
stillstill needneed rollingrolling stock,stock, : 

oo 

*#*# (:e)(:e) ...	 withwith OKW,OKW, )),:>„ijc 160160 .. .- >. liaisonliaison officerofficer
 
Footnote canceled
 o 
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\ 

(flop; Official designation of "battles,,) ,'p. 161 -For entry in	 individuel Army records, 3d. 

Pt 161 H** (•^fter return from Berlin ., .;c) Liaison tf )c 0 

Footnote canceled* 

p. 161 »**	 (Sen* Qu: '... o).... Rubber blocks. ) 
, un tank treads* ~.Ed o ] .\u25a0> . 

" 

# (Reported British landing at .« )
\u2666P. 161 

Locality' was' reported >%but«. S-Mjlyioffed?e^i^t; e-r 
in G-en, Haider ?s? s ear,, 

' 
p. 161 ##	 (^'ranspo .Chief b) 

0.. opposed to plan.)\u0084. 

There was constant "bickering between the 
Reichsbahn and the 'Transp. Chief. 

P. 162 
* (jQax XV' ... . leStfc* to Sen. 'Werth, ) 

Hungarian Chief of Staff. 

p. 163 
*	 (OMH-, ... Tank Command 40 o ) 

A temporary oc-mniand composed of elements 
from Amid, Troop School. 

*** 
p. 163	 (,•:»»\u25a0( taken ?rway by ,^'oi-ce? )- ,•:»»\u25a0 

See p., 155, 1930. Bdgatsoh 0 

\ 

*** p.	 163 (Chief., Central Branch? 
.Jlkn*. istaf f» ? .\u25a0 . 
I'lrne ithat has to elapse 
G-en c Staff Corps may be 
pointed officers. 

5018, )pf 163 #	 j>~ 18 

o.. uniform of 
•... 

before uniform of 
worn by newly ap

kn unidentified telephone number, probably 
at 0KHo 

V 
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p. 164 

p. 164 

p. 164 

p. 165 

p. 166 

p. 166 

p. 167 

p. 168 

P. 169 

p. 169 

P- 1.70 

* (Second .paragraph :,. (through Army Group I).) 
Ihcdiamat ioii1 $&int indicates indignation, as such 
information should have come through regular 
intelligence channels. 

*'* 
. (AGp, A; Three Bns.)
 
Arty, Bns.
 

*** (. . . Schwetzinger'.)
 
Arty. Training Center •.
 

* ( 5.) Leeb successor to Beaker.) 
I.e^as Chief, Ordnance Off,, This is Bmil Leeb 

!tvonu )» the brother of Wilhelm yon Leeb, C in *0 AGp. C 

*'. tOMH . . Id) .. from the air.)
 
To keep them out of the hands of the British.
 

** (. « understanding with Koth.)
 
Norwegian foreign Minister.
 

V. 

* (oQ;ii IT . „ .. lp/tlx Branch.) 
Section Foreign Armies I^est. 

See Glossary. . • 

i 

*\u25a0 (09reke? 
Possibly 
offensive 
within- a 

** (G-ehXen? 

-
\u25a0 

- . • . I 
N-3 not yet.) 

refers to the original plan that the 
ir,. the Wes.t. would follow "WesGrueoung" 

sioccified inter-val. 

.. .Mil. District Xyill.) 
Tyrol, Salzburg, Styria and Carinthia. The ammunition 
here were explosives and mines, destined. to be used 
to close,, the German— ltalian "border. Sco 13.1.1940. 
Italy was still building fortifications against Germany.. 

* (Heus .ingigrr _ i)._^._...jifi3sr_al_J3iY&*.)
 
I.c,f it would take several Divs, to hold. Narvik,
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*
 p. 171 (Top; Schiaraffia mine .bridges'. 
tjSchiaraffia'* is the trade-name of a German 
inner snring mattress. Probably a device for moving 
safely over minefields. 

p. 171 .** (1500 Eeport 
'

-to , ObdHs \u0084 .,S torch pianos.) 
Sgg p. 95 } note **. 

*** 
p. 171 (Op. Sec, a) . . . 7ass"berg-Lu^noi3Tirg.) 

Tho northernmoet "bombor field in Germany. 

* 
p. 172 (^en. Brand; . . muzzle velocity.) 

Sgg p,, 156, note*. 

** p. 172 (Wagner: Terboven . . .) 
Gauleiter of tho Rhine land. Ed. 

*** 
p. 172 (21( 21 -^pril . .... Hoon ..return to Zeppelin.) 

1.c., Zosseji. -, JJd. 

* 
p. 173 ( d) 82/02 AT rifle.) 

28/20 mm tar.er^d-bore AT rifle. The digits were 
deliberately reversed for camouflage purposes. 

** p. 173 (G-orcke: . . potato grains.) 
Essential supply movements for the population 
always had to be tayen into consideration in 
planning .troop movements*. 

-
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* 
p. 174 (Erfurthi a) *''..'\u25a0.., 3ziai>a i* ) 

like "battle on the Baiira river in the 1939 Polish 
campaign, which at dii^ poini looked critical for 
the Germans. 

** 
p. 174 ( b) . . Activity reports.) 

Reports on
» 

experiences and observations, usually 
written by Gen* Staff Liaison Officers. 

*** 
p. 174 ( cV . . . OQ.u IV.) 

Probably should be OQji V# Historical Sec. 

p. 174 # (Jacolpt a) . . . on the Ifo-per Hiiirie.) 
Sgg p. 163, Jacob . 
(Jacob; . . c) „ Sng. Oommand.)p. 174 ##	 .. Corns 
Port ifications were no longer among the 
functions of High Command East. 

( f) * order.)p. 174 ### » Issue 
1.0,, to stop that practice; 

p. 174 *# (Militarydistrict XVIU.I 
Sec note p."169. Italy. 

* 
p. 175	 (yon G-reiffe ..berg;

' 

b) Sponeck.)-Footnote canceled 

** 
p, 175	 (OQ.U. IV: a) . . until we have field to ourservos.) 

G-erman: Dalmatien erst wenn Harrenf reihoit vorhanden. f! 

An allusion to the almost total unrestraint of tho 
four days of	 revelry -preceding Lent, when "all bars* " 
are down . 

* 
p* 176	 (1300 , . . released as of now.) 

May mean that the Div. is withdrawn from the con
tingent for Forway. 

** p, 176	 (l7o® yon G-reiffenbe b.) hor-r'.OT-drawn Artillery.) 
1.0., .GHq. Artillery. 

*** 
p. 176 (fegneri a fferboven..) 

See p. 172, note **/ 

-
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* 
p.. 177 , "by. Mt, Div.) 

Footnote canceled. 

p. 178 

p. 179 

p. 179 

p. 179 

p. 180 

p. 180 

p. 181 

p. 182 

p. 182 

p. 164 

*
 

*
 . 

**
 

***
 

*
 

*'*
 

*
 
• 

*
 

**/ 

* 

-

j( *bY Morossow ;. has disappeared.) 

\ -G-ornian: "MorossoWj unser Mitspieler ist verschwundonl ft 

Morossow ¥r.s a Romanian politician. Jhe entry is-
not explained. *- Ed. . 

(.G-e.n,,(fen. OHOH . . . "between officers abd men.)
 
1.c., undue familiarity.
 

(G-eru ,-Ott? . o Kayser «... 
)
 

Comiiiandani's of two Army training- centers.
• 

(82/02 AT rifleQ
 
See p» 173, note *.
 

(Torn Beneral political, situation.) 
-^"Political" means. riInternationa,! 11 „ 

(BcQ^hrlcHt-? o „ ?''essent'ial -for\ war effort. T0
 
So as to gsu priority for building materials.
 

( 
:
f) Light Artillery Ctons.)
 

C'lrns for ajnmunition re-suDply from
 
ammunition dumps.
 

(Q930, (with, Mieth):_ "We shall leave the •
 
Vhj refer either to Hq_s or certain personalities.
 

fghlele? . . On felsennest.)
 
1.c., ,deliberate disruption^ to make It impossible
 

01£$
for OKW to call up during critical hours when
 
intei'ference was not wanted.
 

(jpdj L.^ ..._. days or so .)
 
Until Hitler has made up his mind to launch the
' 
offensive,, 
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p. 185 

p. 185 

p. 185 

p..185 

p. 186 

p. 187 

p. 189 

p. 189 

p. 190 

p. 191 

p. 192 

p. 192 

* Baoder,)(, b) Terboven must, release 
Baeder, a civil administrator, later Chief of 
CivilAdministration Belgium. 

** (.1230 Ganaris . . «. exce-nted in attacks.) 
Germans "Bei Angriffen Frauen ausgenommen," 
Refers to a detail in the ITorwegiari operation, 
which Gen*. Haider could not reconstruct. 

*** (Buhl eg Id) divided by railroad),)r 

1.c., wheeled elements "by road. 

#	 ( magnesium . charge s ._._)
 
To facilitate observation in fog.
 

* 
Goman Mil,Attach? . 

* (1300 Obdß .„. . our special ,trains .)
 
Complet© Operational Hq_ made up of railroad trains
 

* (Jacobs c} Ro senh.e imo)
 
large. Eng, Corps training center. Ed.
 

** ( b) LZ bridges .)
 
A -sectional ized semi-permanent bridge. Ed.
 

* 
\u2666C&orth?. . our national territory,) 

German: "Die ]Torm 
f in der wir Daenemark in 

.unseren Hoheit sbe re ich einbeziehen . >" ." 

* (Mjeth; . . we must do lfßraun' T alone.)
 
1.c., without Italian participation.
 

*	 '(Wagner: . . role of Administrative Chie f,) 
G-erman: !TVerwaltungschef ,Tf 

** (Tice President.)
 
Deputy provincial Governor*
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p. 193 

p. 193 

p. 193 

p. 193 

p. 194 

p. 194 

p, 194 

p. 194 

p. 195 

p. 195 

* (voii G-reiff enbergg p6ssi"ble at 1200.) 
1.c., if offensive is called off. 

** toi.tei;,l2l3: Aqgslmrg.)
 
Code for cancellation of operation, see note, p. 145
 

*** (O.Qu IVi . . Much G-eyman spoken.-)
An allusion to the numerous German- speaking former 
members :of the Austro^Hungarian, Army in the Romanian ' vGen, Staff.	 , 

> . 
' 

-#	 (Bottoms . "barrier againat Hungary.)
 
G-ermanJ Tfßiegel vot Ungarn.I .
 

* (Topi! , Kjsh not out of the quest! on >) .\u0084 

Possibly refers to permission to use this line 
as a link with Bulgaria. 

** (yon G-reiffenbergg .)\u25a0» 

Ho Qntry, meaning that his report contained nothing 
of importance. 

**\u25a0* (_?on Zjehj oerg; . >g) •. remain wh^re,, they arc,.) 
[Poo triote cancele-d . 

f	 (g:rai3a YD 7.) 
ID means uPern— Br-Zug", long-distance Express Train. 

\ 

*\ 

(Topi to XII Corns.,)
 
The E.cx thaii organized the preparations for
 
invasion of Norway, Ed*
\u25a0

**	 - (HQtes^Xojr. CMH; .. A 
bj.Q:er_Q^i 3000
 

Entry not "be
could reconstructed. 

t 

-
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* 
p. 196 (Jodlr a Hauptschulungsleiter . . .) 

Superintendent of Schooling Activity. 

** 
p. 196 (Reich Gave 42 ~ 45.) 

This may ."be an error* Ihe numbering of "G-o.ue" 
districts ranking in size with provinces) 

in Germany ended with 42; h'Ausland" (foreign 
~countries) was G-au 43. Ed. 

( 
*** p. 196 !Q Kreisleiter.) 

Party district leaders. 

\u25a0p. 196 # (\u25a0( ~b) . T,« submarines 7/8 fey.) 
Ho punctuation in this sentence* Moaning coulc not 
"be reconstructed. 

p. 196 ## (v( von S tuelpnag el: . . -. Airplane charts.) 
G-emans "Hugzeug Tafeln"- Possibly a slip Of the 

for MslugzeugM 51ugzeugpen Staffeln" (shorthand) . 
p. 196 ## (yon G-reiffen^ergA 10 May. 0535.) 

Hour of arrival at G-odes"berg 0 

' '* 
p. 198 (. '. . Inserted q,.t end of ,Vol. III.) 

The calendai? was kept "by Gr-eiu Haider's adjutant. 
Seme entries "by Gen. Haider are indicated with 
asterisks. 
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FOOTNOTES 'TO VOL. IV 

P. 1 * (2215 Nordhausent « , "Danzig" » )\u0084 

D for Danzig stands for "Durchfuehrenj", early out 
the plan, T^he cancellation code was "Augsburg", 
standing for "Absage 11* 

2\ 1 ** (About 0700 , » .g.f) » < « Nijmegen bridge destroyed .) 
Several innocent looking freight barges' were to be 

near the Nijmegen Bridge at the Zero-Hour to prevent 
its being blown up by the Dutch* 

9 

p. 2 * (About HOP; Message from Sperrle« ) 
Air Force. reports this advance, which was observed 
from the air* 

p. 2 ** .(No decision yets ,-, » » 
" Gbeisenau"^) 

Codes for ti«o operations. No details available* 

p. 5 
* (120? Gerokes V a :__ "gigprre". ) 

Code for bringing up of G-Hq Reserves. 

) 

p. 10 * (Second line and' -6th paragraph! AGp» B») 
Should be '^A"' o Ed. 

p* 11 
* (\u0084e) 10 ReplapemeTi-b Divs# ) 

Obsolete term* Wiab is meant is activation from 
Replacement units-.' 

—*• 

p. 12 * (QPu IV? „ » « UOeuvreJ 
Paris newspapei-,, . 

P» 13 
* (l4.^y<r Seoond parn graph's c » three more . Corps 

E^-J^4L_sbancL.jb2l.7" 
Aa more'Div3c are 

'

being brought up to sustain the 
advance_, Corps Hqs must be available to take command 
of them* Together with the Hq, the Diys. become a 
Corps,, The Corps Hq as such has no combat troops ; 
only Corps troops (Corps Arty,, AT, Eng 4> Sig.*, etc, )t) t 

--
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p. 16 * (1&30 *.'•\u25a0'.'• Vi&epr'aesident va Kraushaar. ) 
High-ranking civil servant directly below a 
Regierungspraesident (wee footnote Vol. IIp<>s9)» 

~* P. 17 (Second line? None (3 from Reserve) )» 
reconstructed.,Coiled not be 

** p. 17 (2130 & v t, Seyss- Inquart* ) 
A civilian* The Austrian State Minister who 
turned Austria over to Hitler« 

-i» 

\u25a0p. 22 
*	 (Second paragraph; QQu II.) 

Footnote canceled » See glossary. 

P« 25 
* (AGp» B.s .o „ , water line^) 

A geographical concept, not clearly defined , 
referring to thfe area criss-crossed by water
ways in such a wa3^ as to preclude mechanized movements* 

-
gp, 26 * ("Heusinger / t;t 20)2 ) v c Pater. noster> )0 

An allusion to 'the ''conveyor belt system by which 
Divsc ware being brought, up to protect the moving 
front, 01 Fourth Army^ Sjjcteenth Army was divert
ing them to	 its own sector. 

* (TZ§E?.ir,.§t!r£^:i."' )P. 27 
The original of the Churchill- letter could not be 
obtained.,, The here of thetext — is a re-translation 
German translation, Ed* 

* , their neighbor the left,)P. 31	 ftast.llnei on 
On the right wing of the adjoining Army Gp* 

p* 33 
* (Seventh paragraphs GK) 

"G-eheime KommandoGr::;he n^ I*©*, i^p eooM, 

i~. 

P.	 35 # (sth line? , , c 7.'i1l be completed for 15 .July*- ) 
Actually the operation started much earlier) but 
on 2k May this may have been the date set* 

-
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P* 37 
* (A report on foreign situation.) 

Gen, Haider cannot remember by whom 'this report 
was made* TThere may have been a reason why he 
did not want to put down the name* 

* (Q930 . . . in our Jut.)P.	 38
 
I»e«, the Junker plane at the disposal of OKH»
 

P. 39 
*	 (Kossmantir Reasons Mussert«)6\u25a0» \u0084» 

Mussert' the Chief of "the Dutch Nazi Party, did 
not want to bo under Army control* 

* (Memorandum on "Leitervorschriffcen", )P. 41 
Gen,, Haider could not recall the nature of these 
instructions* 

*" 
p. 42 (fold;of 29 May? « \u25a0>. .to the Ground Forces, AA Bns. ) 

I«e» > with all the conquering going 'tin, the Air 
Force AAA also wanted, its share of glory* 

"** 
P. 

" 

42 (3Q ,M^7 19/4,, ::fir3t Tie 
j
Debacle^) 

An allusion to the title of Emlle Zola fe s novel -on 
the Franco-Prussian war;1.55J0/71,* which contains 
a most graphic picture of the defeat suffered by 
the French in the battle of Sedan* 

P. 43 *'.	 (^er-rkeo AGp, A»)\u0084 \u0084 -
Should be ,AGp» B* Bd # 

p* 43 .**.**	 (Morning.(Morning. ConfConf»a »» >» .. 2020 Divs.)Divs.) ,
 

Footnote Canceled.
 

P. 47 
**(Fourth paragraph; ,, a Third Draft Divs.)
 
if e0) troops roughly corresponding to German
 
Third. Draft	 iiait£ in combat effectiveness^ which* 

Iwas relatively 10-i;'(see Glossary Draft), 

P. 47 
GeHallalder ? y hostessswhile GHq was at Godesberg* 

/	 -
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j.i.uu.l v ,\jg.i.d.^,x cqju3P*f*: 5?s\ 

*	 (ffifrird\x .paragraph; »g «a »» "kleiner\u25a0ft.-k's.mcx Baer"«OcicX « y) 
.A secondary operation,, subsidiary to "Tiger"
(offensive from the central part of AGp* C)* 

*' p, 64 ,	 (Gen, v, Rocques; former Inf,. Commander of 
"X '
 

Sixth Diva

' 
:
' 

In the German peacetime Div*) Infland Artillery 
components ha<& separate command ers* . 

p. 71 
*	 (sth paragraph; .u, a a seems to be,closed 

E ) 

- \u25a0In the absence of a situation map^ the apparent 
contradiction could not be resolved* Ed* 

* (1345 . . . Mva, Sponeck>)P* 72 
The. Div. foi-med for the air invasion of Holland. 

#*\u25a0 (Bottom	 line >'. ,p* 72 to. have these woods in our back.) 
Woods in back of the frohfo line conceal movements 

-and preparations. 

P* *\u25a0	 -(it-lLMr.^grf.T3h; QQii _ BBelgium>)
Supply Chiei Aor \u25a0Belgium* 

p # 7g \u25a0%%\u25a0	 ,)(sth paragraph : yon Falkenhansen
 
Military Commander Belgium.
 

82 * (6th paragraph: 60th-Div.)?\u2666 , 
The original has "6© Divs*l^ which Gen* Haider 

. cannot explain,, The 6oth mot, Div» had overstrength*
(l/3-,Biv/ie 'X RegtJ . 

' * p» 84	 (16Q3 «, « '.Military District Hqs (Ib)), 
The Ib Officers are in charge of organizational 
matters' connected with demobilization* 

p. 84 (^t^lsk omitt ed „) (Consul-hat ion with Gehlen >«*e) *
j, > 

;\u25a0. .	 use of • minefield s7J" 
Mine's^Jlrere conce ive"d by Gen, Haider as the 
"Engineers* artillery??, to protect, flanks^ 
disengagement/^ etc» ;always In the itfar of 
movement \u2666 The extensive a se of mines t 

created many new problems, especially in 
connection with the danger to friendly per
sonnel, and for this reason Engineers fought 

rather shy of these .Ideas,, 
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P. 95	 (Eight Gpy Hqs) 

Heeresgruopenkommandoa' are Has of wartime Army 
Gps« (i,e aHq over grouped Armies) » Heeres—o> 
gruppen are the -wartime Army Hqs. 

P«-99" * (Erfiirbh; ..'. c) Militaer-^ochenblatt.) 
German Military periodical/ Gen. Staff wanted 
some control of its editorial policies* 

P. 99 
**	 (Srfurthg a

,
<, d) o „ , Part" played by CGs and 

\u25a0Gen»__Staff ,) ' 
,
 

Air Force and Navy always had star billing in '
 

the newspaper o o Infantry came off second best,
 
and Gen. Staff was pushed into the background*
 

— 
r 

p»100 * (Buerkners) 
An associate of Caharis (Abwehr)* 

'" 
P.IQO - J/B	 (21@© Conference with Mueller , « a for their solution.,, ) 

II3e» a plenipotentiary of the Fuettrer for political . . 
questions,, Eventually this job was taken over by 
Abetz, German Ambassador to Vichy France \u2666 

p.100 *** (ObdH Jia_s__flown lil^Berlin^) 
About thl-3 time ObdH asked Gen, Haider to begin to 
do some c^rational thinking about Russia „ Gen» 
Haider volunteered this information; there is no 
entry about it» 

p.IOL *	 (yon Greiffenbergs , b) . . ,G-reiffenberg\u0084. »	 must 
Wce^'o^^OOiT'l,)
 
For the planned operation in Russia,
 

p.lOl	 (Wagners a) Wolff-Metternich 9 art historian^ ) 
In connection with seizure and inventorying of art 
treasure s_j as function of Mil. Administration in 

(Gen Qu) a 
-	Ed,France 

P.101 #\u25a0**. (Wagner; c) .. , by^base set-up for southward 
dri'/e of .right 'wigs;;-) ) 
I3I 3e a? ,the supply base set up near the Channel coast 
when, the r:;£hb wing oi the German Army drove south 
to the Loire after the battle at the Somme». 
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p. -103 
*	 (0930. Kuechler and MarcksJ 

Kuechler's G	 of S, 

p, I®7 *•	 (3c) ,. 6 (effect of sand?) ) 
This refers to possible German recovery of South

•\u25a0 West Africa with its deserts as part of a peace-
settlement with Britain and the British Common
wealth.. 

p. 109 * ft.ffift Thoma » > * Ordnance Dept» SScoc o VI.) 
Armor and Motorized Ecuipment Branch of the 
Army Ordnance Office „ 

P.-189 filsterisk omitted*) (yon Greif fenberg. ) 
I*e<#, the questions of national 
defense to be dealt with by Gen a 

Staff in peacetime, From what direc—' 

tioh are conflicts to be anticipated, 
from weat or east 1 

"* p. 110 (HOP yon Sfruelpnagel 2a ) »„ <, yesterday*) 
Probably refers to plans for campaign against 

\u25a0Rusalac	 . 

p.' 112	 ( f) Relation between Town Commandants and Post 
Troop Commanders,-) 

' 
. 

•FooTrfoTe' "canoe'led a	 . 

" ~*~ ""* "\u25a0 "\u25a0"* tmmmM\ 

p. 114 (Asterisk omitted^)	 ,Troop Commanders ».) 
Should be : Inspector of Railroad 
Troops (now distinct from Eng. Qorpg) » 

\u25a0P. 114 \u25a0^	 (yon G-re iffenberg ,», »\u25a0» 4 for the two-thirds . . cf~^ ' ' 
the 13 Divs tt

) 
' ' 

/. 
The two Begtso in the line of the" thirteen Divs. 

. constituting the first assault wave* 

p, .114 (Aster io^. omitted,) C.J^^^j^le|X_S2Yer of water lanes.)
f;Bruscken n » The flank proTectlop by 
land-based Artillery for the shuttle 
lanes of invasion traffic. 

~ ~
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* 
p. lie { b),fobjegfce'd Rejuvenation"* ) 

May mean mere rehabilitation or substituting younger 
men for the older soldiers in the Divs. 

* p. lid 4f Cf) « « would then run to one-half billion.) 
Thfei original reads j cine h'albe Million (one-half 
million). If the reference is to the necessary-
funds for maintenance of Armd, Divs*, one-half . 

- billion' (German: Milliarde) might be too high. 
Could not reconstruct the entry* 

P. 119 *~ (Buhle* » « „ c) » « as Sub-Area Has, - (Gen Out)) 
Territorial administrative Hos, carrying out the 
administrative functions of Gen Ou in occupied 
territories «, 

P.	 119 (Asterisk omitted*) (yon Greiffenberg .„» map exercise*) 
"Planspiel", not "Kriegsspiel", 
This study could not be conducted as. a 
map maneuver because of the lack of 
data on Britain, The enemy side thus 
had to be taken by the CG. 

p* 120 
* ( Abberger : t a , , from the Rhineland and Speerenbergo ) 

Speerenberg is Eng« Corps Training Center, 

" 
p, 120 (Asterisk omitted.) (Abberger_£__l^)

iJ7~Need for cjeerecjr was over* 
29)2

9 ) Towed rafts for bulk supplies, 
©•goj gasoline,, 

P, 124 \u25a0^ (1000_^ B a) »	 Simon has assumed office,.)
\u25a0» 

A Gauleiter, became Administrator of Luxembourg* 

p. 124 (Asterisk omitted,) (Gen B Brand ; Kl2 plus X 5») 
Kl2 21 cm (extreUe long range) \u2666 

X 5 28 cm railway gun (67,900 yds). 

* (P. 127 
German Chai-ge d! Affaires in Washington, after 
recall of Ambassador. 

rnggt bep. 129 
* (German policy: * » Germanic sectionalism 

transoendedjy 
1.c., the, perverse sectionalism of the various Germanic 
peoples, especially the Scandinavian nations, which 
blinded them to Nordic ideals and made them resist 
inclusion in the Greater German Reich# 

-
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P.	 130 (Aster isk .omit tedi) (Washer * » » repair shop districts,) 
Coordination with units which will 
have repairs done there. 

p» 131 \u25a0* (Afterwards conference with ObdH ». > soft attitude 
toward France.) 
ObdH was accused of promoting a "soft" attitude 
toward France. 

* (Cyliaxo OKM,)p. 132	 — 
Oberkommando der Marine Navy High Command* 

** p. 132 ( c) . > ? "peniche",) 
Type of barge on French rivers. The Navy insisted on 
drawing distinctions between French, Belgian (campine) 
and German river craft (Prahm), For the Army they were 
a£L river barges. 

border \u2666)P. 134 * (Wuestefeld; . . « tank ditch on Russian 
See vol. 111, p» 60 (Conference with Himmler on 
2 Feb. 19-4®.) 

** 
P. 134 (§mno_s__ £-_„ » » Bruno- (short., long and heavy) «) 

28 cm railway qua/ tube 4^ caliber^ (short)"" 
28 cm railway gun/ tube 45 calibers (long ) 
A ;iheavy n Bruno was not found in available 
tabulations » 
(is not the same as X 5 28 cm, which has a tube . 
of 76 caliber length. ) 

* 
P« 137 g) end? Film strip on English coast*) 

Aerial photographs of the English coasts 

p. 137 
** (Buhle/ OneOne Kocket ProjectorProjector Regt, ofc)t) Rocket Regt» (Do){D< 

three Bris^}3 
"DoM is a six-barreled 15 cm Rocket Projector, 

p. 138 *\u25a0 (Boehme; _,b)_ \u0084"_Hl.ac|; Line" ("Fuehrer Line'QQ 
Demarcation line for projected detachment fi?om France 
of the Depart emonts Pas de Calais and dv Nord, which 
were to b:? included in a new Flemish State #See also 

p. 214,note#- D 

p..138 
** (Boehme, c) » fl Would necessitate control of national 

frontiers yf 
1.c., of French national frontierf to keep out 
undesirable and subversive element s # 

p# 13& *** (GreiffeAberg « -4 b) , Losses due to ice,)P 

River ice in the past winter damaged many barges,..-
IV"\u25a0/ 8 «
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£• 139 ( ZLjl +,JJaM;e,,j?-&t..er»)
 

"Ka'belwas.ser^i G-en 0 Haider could not explain the term.
 

* p.. U© (200®. - 220;% ObdH . \u0084 . a) 2.») \u0084 . America might 
become effective",,)
 
Gen» Haider could not remember whether only American
 
aid or actual entry of the U.S. into the war was
 
envisaged*
 

„p. 143 
* (Fourth line •; » on high seas missions c ) 

l*etJ as commerce raiders. 

P. 144 (Asterisk omitted,.) ( c) o 3 » against enemy surface 
attacksTj 
I«e 4J as protection of invasion craft 
near British, coast; own shore Btrys, 
give effective protection near French 
coast;* 

P. 147 
* (Jacob; a) « » Work against iti Important i)' 

1.c., -he should oppose the earlier target date, 
Army could not have completed preparations. Possibly 
a maneuver of Navy to have enbi.re plan dropped by 
showing the Army could not hold up its end* 

p» 147 
** (yon Ziehlberg; ,. »29 Ib,) 

FootrKcc-e canceled* 

* "'(Bgfetom:, 3 tanks,)P, 147a 
Campine : Small craft in use on Canals in Holland 

and Belgium* 

P6 niche; See p, 132, note **, 

„ >P. 14S 
* (^3finer: , Lumber and Forest Administration «) 

-One of the normal functions of Gen Ou which also 
in peacetime maintains an organization for proper > 

\u25a0management of timber-lands on Army training areas/ 

* (ObdH < . . Troop loading in port.)p. 159 
TheThe originaloriginal hashas "unloading""unloading" (Entla(Entladtng). Gen* Haider 
thought it was a slip of the pen. 

IV /\u25a0/ \u25a0 J 



*
 
Pi 152 

P. 153 

P* 155 

P. 156 

P. 156 

P. 156 

p. 15^ 

p. 15S 

P. 159 

(..cQ.East. ,i,,A i,stablack. )
 
Locality in East
 Prussia* 

-— 
__i .
 

*
 (070® .. » "B" and Herbert bridging equipment,) 
"B" bridges ii^Ban eight and a sixteen ton rating and 
are normal equipment, of'Div» and Corps Eng c Bns* 
Herbert bridges ;heavy 3 sectionaliized bridges 
(Austrian type) found in GHq Bridge Clms. 

* ( c ) nßlaokn Blaok Line" in Burgundy dropped o ).. 
&n earlier plan, called i'or detachment of French 
territory also in Burgundy, (see p* 13#j> .xicbe*) 

( g)Brittan:.f; what incredible stupidity!) 
\u25a0Refers -go German sp6nsoring of a "separatist" 

movement in Brittany] 

** (Wilhelm Are.ndts.)
 
A civilian friend" of Gen, Haider ,Later joined
 
staff of Mil*,Commander France.
 

*w (Wagner (Gen On). Nothing must be sold o )\u0084 

Refers to i'.r/entoring- and freezing of all art 
treasure s 9 

* (**9.Q.jQ?Ml22rs.L.£™i. » to Gen a Staff uniform^) 
The distinctive features of the Gen, Staff uniform 
was ivii.de red pipings on the trouser seams« 

** ( Ioppose „ > , the nMuseums n,) 
Gen a Haider was very interested in broadening the 
cultural and historical activities of OQ.u V, but 
did not Bant to be saddled with the Army Museums 
throughout the country,, 

* (OQu V? y_> b) Ruth Groener»_)
 
Daughter of Gen, Groenarv. Probably refers to papers
 
of late Gen- G.roen&r;German Defense Minister under
 
tne Weimar Republic,
 

- -
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p.,, 160 

p. 160 

p* 162 

p, 162 

P. 163 

P. ±6h 

p, 164 

p« 166 

P. 167 

p:« 168 

* (Stapfi i,,itemote- *3cntrol by QbdMo )
 
Probably a ijiistake for "ObdL", Comnaander~in-

Chief of the Air Force; 

** (yon Ziehlberg-: ..., Osterode,,)« 
Locality in East Prus'sia finis refers to pro8 

spective location of GHq for the Eastern campaign, 

\u25a0* b) a .,. e Concrete tunnels a )
 
The gUxis were pulled into concrete tunnels
 
after firing.
 

28 cm railway heavy gun, 

* 
•	 (Demonstrations , „ a disregards our actual 

problem a j 
I^e^.^ that fire would Have to be delivered from 
the landing-craft up to the moment they touched 
bottom* 

- :119 j: -!L_-o _j a.mrxi:jjn.3_t:. 3_oxi carriers 0 ) 
* (l°_]l»ITl ?-a 

A Fier.oh y armoi-ed amaiur;it"ion carrier greatly 
resembling a small tank* Dropped ammunition 
as itpassed by firing positions* 

** (ZPE.^leiffenbergg_ a) 0 ? "Se eloe we '%)0 

Code, for invasion of England » 

-«- (Bogatsch? c Method: f effective only 2 minutes,).v fl 

There is an unexplained contradiction between this 
statement and the one followingo 

* (2330 Dingier., a) . „ from Seventh Armd/ Div« )
 
Seventh Armd, Div. is Rommel' 1s.c He kept a staff
 
of photographers busy for himself.
 

* (17450	 
* 

Iw bno orig^asl •'1.-ii'^ f :r 3.» .o^rrootorl to jroS^l
 
Probably slip of the pen^
"1745"* 

-
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Pfi*9" *\u25a0 (Hejms WeniJfeMriJ Frank, 
Probably the' sheM of the Government-General, 

-*. J. 

Pt 173 * (VQn Stuelpnageli a) * «. new directive from Fuschl, 
1,e0,"I ,eo," from Ribbentrop* Fuschl was Ribbentrop's 
Chateau near Salzburg, 

p. 174 
* ( 20)2 0 ) Romania! , <, »ifHungarians start off again*) 

•\u25a0I.e.j to invade Romania 0 

py 174 
** \u25a0( Wagners- »« 9 Army Supply Sec«) 

The two main functions had expanded to a point, where 
separate Departments had to be established for each. 

*" 
P. 175 ( b) Romania s « « o 12^ men » ) 

The 200 men* in the oil plants are anti-sabotage 
specialists, probably from the Canaris organization, 

I}l,	 No explanation could be offered for the 2© men 
outside Romania* tl 

P. 175 \u25a0 ( c) c c Jews is on in the Easto) 
I,eOi. in the -G-Governmen-b"- Generals 

-P* 176 * -(®tfc'» '» « w^fi..\u25a0^ c.®3I âr 3T charge*,) 
11 "Ausstovsc" Granaten dcs Granatwerfers, die als 
Brennzuender 'wirken., 11 

p. I^6 fftsteri3k -omitted, ) {Weinknecht.; Administrative- Crdera? ) 
Orders covering supply, traffic, 
evacuation, administration of occupied 
territories and other details of 
operations concerning the Gen Qu 
Service Are the counterpart of 
Operational Orders, 

A 

p. 180 * (yon Ziehlberg; , uniform for Arendts*.)«
 
Footnote canceled c
 

- -
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p. 181 

* (Buhlet .'«• ,_<s,), Reorganization of Truck Clms 9 )8 

Since supply fraills had a fixed number of cars,

distribution Would be handled more efficiently

if capacity of Truck Clms a were adjusted to train
 
capacity*
 
Note to a),. Concentration around industrial
 
cen&ers, co.e o.ga^ Magdeburg, Suhl 5 etc. .
 

** 
p* 181 (lC'O@ » , c) Langemarck celebration» )\u0084 

1In memory of the herp-'Sc action of some Companies 
composed exclusively of volunteer university students 
in the battles at Langemarck (Belgium) in the first 
months of World War I* 

*** 
p,. 181	 (OQ.u IV;.. Transylvania*)\u25a0» 

;1,e»,. in ceding "t-o Hungary. the province -of Transyl
vania annexed in 1918#-. .-'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 

p* 182 *•:	 (Warners * ', 2) Administration,) 
Footnote .canceled* .-..\u25a0• 

\u25a0p. 183 * (Br-uns'Q / 
. German Mil. Attache in,Spain * 

p* 133 
**" \u25a0(\u25a0 a* by common effort at Gißfcaltaro) 

I.8 e Cj> regaining. Gibraltar is conceived as an all-
Spanish effort^ a national goal ? uniting all classes* 

p* 183 •.\u25a0*»#	 (Wahler) 
German, Milo Attach^ in Romania^ 

p* 184 *	 (Lt» Col. Becker;. 0tt0,,)» \u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0 \u0084 

Plenipotentiary German General in Slovakia \u2666 

* 
p* 185	 (2100 yon Ziehlberg: Falkenstern affair*.) 

Refers, to irregularities in the Gen #. Staff 
funds for grants in aid a 

p» 165	 (Hoth? o (mght. be .u.^pd Jji Pofliania)j)c 0 

Stever was :Hoth is la officer-„ . 

p* 18? '*\u25a0"'*' - (Gercke % , a a b) Reich Railroads reluct ant_ about 
accepting the, latter aT -The French and Belgian rolling stock was turned over 
in compensation for Reichsbahn rolling stock destroyed-while on loan to Army,	 . 

--
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P. IS7 -x (, c), »n ... a Nor;the,4gterh,,Lihe* ) 
The line separating Alsace—Lorraine from France, 
to keep the French element among the refugees 
from returning to this territory* 

p. 187 ** ( c) -Belgian,-) 
Black Line; see p. 138, note •#«, 

' 

p. 188 * (IQCOO Roechridht-V a) .<, »'. Sulppes not suitable.) 
Mourmelon— le-^Cxrand and Suippes, two localities ...southeast of Reims o . 

p. 189 
* (1200(1200 .G-en Bogatsch , « ,>" over "English coast. ) 

Obtained an excellent film of the English in
vasion coast, . . 

"^ 
P. 189 (O°u- I~ Op,. Sec,. . -. . Cavalry, yes or no.) 

I.c,A should the Cavalry Div» be retained? 
Had not proved itself. Was eventually mechanized,, 
in first year of Russian campaign. 

p 8 189 (Asterisk,..omit tecu <).	 (iqss'r Situation in North Africa^) : \u0084) 

Normal ti-oop contingent in North 
Africa, was 8 Infa Divs*, and some 
Cavalry., During the war new troops 
were raised in North- Africa^ reaching-
a total of .13' Divs 9 at the time of the 
Armistice* Cav«Divs o 

/$ 
The 3s were not 

Divss as such ,but. spahis months in Bn« 
strength, which added up to 3g Divsd 

p* 19© *'( £° ) -; «...'\u25a0> balance and adjust.) 
To. improvise and organize to offset losses suffered 
in crossing and landing. 

P. .191 
* (Third, paragraph:./,* Ninth Army. 

Calais has to give up cross-Channel' lift to > Boulogne, 
\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0_\u25a0 .. to make up for its restricted 

loading facilities,, See p» 190,. 

\u25a0P»' 191	 (.. B? .;.-> » Put^orJ 
airborne

*, 

Divo trained for special tasks. in England, 
Should be used- over very wide area* not as a compact 
Div. 

*** ' 
p* 191 .L^.^.._44_i_MCiithofenJ 

I«.e« Support by airborne troops. 

-
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P* 193 
* (The Fuehrer, 4 ,

* ,>, in the political field,) 
"Political11 in this instance means "foreign 
relations'* & 

*" 
p.* 195	 (Jeschonneck: .> c „ Railroad, Arty;. spurs o ) 

Railway guns must have .a system of tracks so as 
to be able- to fire in several directions. The 
lay-out resembling \an outspread hand ("Klaue") 
is very conspicuous from the air and attracts 'bombers. 

* p. 196 (Beier;,\u25a0\u25a0 Cof S s MIU District igj 
Wartheland. roughly coinciding with the Polish 
Province of Poznan* ... 

,'\u25a0**\u25a0p. 196 (Thoma? 0 c ft Transfer- of an unqualified officer, .»\u25a0 

-
\u25a0•	 without prior consultation^ ; \ '.'\u25a0•-\u25a0 

1c,e s_, Thoma complains that he was not first- consulted. 

p. 196 '*** (yon: Sod enstern^ „ « b) c « from 5 plus 2 on,) 
»SiF stands for !iSiyart l!. 

p, 196 \u25a0\u25a0'#	 (yon Etzdorfg 
A 

* Spanish .Came.roonsg) 
This probably refers to the small Spanish Colony 
in that area,, -known, a S Fernando Po. ... 

* (North- Africa; 'Comparison betweenP.. 197	 Be Gaulle . and_ _Yo_rck»_)
This' is a historical illusion "to. the Prussian General 
Torck (later	 Count Yorck yon Wartenburg), who' went 
over to.tHe Russians after their victory over. Napoleon 
in 1a1.2. while Prussia was still officially an 

•	 :Fraa«e .- . \u25a0 ,w 

** 
\u2666,P* 197	 (Gen 0 8uh1e: ...» c) Personnel! shift s«) / 

\u25a0Personnel. Was to be shifted between Fifth and 
Sixth Drafts to equalize ages within each |group» 

p. 19$ * (Pen. Brand * 
4 
, « undercutting of base,) 

Method of firing at base of cliff to cause collapse. 
of slope j facilitating approach of tanks, (Wqs used 
to cross the'/Q-berb Can&l in Belgium, ... 
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p* 199 
* (Bogatsch: g j «, a) Herbert ferries ready 0 ) 

Heavjr ferrie^ for AAA in oross-Charinel fleets. 
Used Herbert bridging equipment -(see p*ls3>note *.)« 

"\u25a0** »\u25a0\u25a0pi 199	 (yon G-reiffehber^;' .« « c) »\u2666 AHQ *F<o 
Norway and Holland were planned as bases for., 
diversionary maneuvers against the English East 
Coast "Herb.streise" was the code for these'0 

•	 v 
\u25a0maneuvers^	 

• 
\u0084 

* 
PV 200	 ('Gen. Mueller;V c .„.'> Gen -ZibaVp) 

He would no longer be Gen. Qu^ but Gen* z,b»lT* (General 
on special' a ssignment . responsible for maintenance of 
discipline^ counters-espionage ;. and legal matters in 

\u25a0the -field Army)* He was directly responsible "to ObdH» 

** p. 2©o	 (Evening; Supper with Sugen 'H»)
\u0084 

A cousin of Gen, Halder S; .\u25a0' 

p, 200 -*^»- (Colt Foe rrsch; « >, >, (taking the broad view 
I
'

re.e^ problems, are to be viewed not from the' tactical 
point pf view of the lower echelon commander, but 
rather from the irLgher level where successes and 

\u25a0reverses are viewed in terms of their efforts on.\ 
entire operations and campaigns .» -. 

-
p,# 2©@ # (Conference wj.th ObdH t a >'. » question of counter 

measures oj 

This 'was a serious problem^ as AAA had been with
drawn by the Air Force* 

p-. .201 *\u25a0:\u25a0	 (Long.-diatance talk wlt-h yon Ti;'apeXskirch; 
§®SP.:L.I. Paragraphs -. 3 0 work,together with Gen. Staff.)r,. 

I«e e^ the -Romanian Gen» Staff.	 . ' 

. 

"p. 202 \u25a0''*	 (Liss; r;r; o 0-. Organization of French transitional Army:.) 
The 200 ,.006 men Army allowed to France under the 
Armistice as a stage in reducing its strength to 
the level authorized. 

' 
\u25a0p« 202 .\u25a0**	 (ferriing^^o _» on organizational .and miXitary-~pallt)ical

" 
' ' matters, ) 

Possibly connected with Romania and Bulgaria* 
\u25a0 

* 
p* 204	 (Sixth paragraph s _ The western bank of the Meuse, river.» ) 

Should be !iMarne river"•' 
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p, 2®5 * (QOu Ii» » Reorganization of Thirteenth piva complete d„)' 
\u25a0footnote cancfeleda . ". 

' 

. 

\u25a0.> . .\u25a0;• i-,.i^ 

p, 206 * ( Kummersdprf »\u25a0) 
Artillery Proving Ground. 

** p, ,208 (Chem* Warfare Chief {\u25a0\u25a0 a) Captured Adams'ite smoke 
composition,. ) 
Smudge potsof a ground—persistent gas » 

p* 208 4Bf (Sg.flg. M ĉeHer «> o *a) » for cowardice ft.)
\u25a0.M. 

prosecutionI.«e#'^ of the Bn* CQ« 

P. 209 
* (.Chief QP{, Sec, so » Britaini o « (one Ge schwa der), ) 

Footnote canceled* See Glossary* , 

* (®Qu- IV? Dakar; 

PrusseT"*) 
"To work for (the benefit of) the King of Prussia, 11. 
An-18th century. -slogan^ coined during a diplomatic 
srisis in -he time of Frederick the Great* 

p. 210 - » a ' " a 
: 

&' "Travailler pour le roi.de' 

\u25a0p. 210 
** (Dakar f6 a over the Rif \u0084)\u25a0\ 

The mountain range separating French and Spanish Morocco » 

\u25a0 
\u25a0p* 211 \u25a0* (Speiael i 0 *. for administrative work,) 

"Neig'oiig der ZivilverWaltung .zu ministerieller Taetig
keit« H I6I 6e Wi

, to take upon itself the function of policy 
making instead of carrying out the orders or directives 
of the occupying power> 

p. 213 
* (Top: b) Procedure for. "Gr§§n Line">):-. 

The demarcation line between h. Occupied and Vichy-
France, 

p* 214 * (2t)l.J^il££±ls2k£.-.^,..£:. Dc part erne nts in the North of France, ) 
I<-e 6, the Depart ements Pas de' Calais and dv Nord f 

(see pa .138, note *) 

"P* 21A 
** Wth paragraph; ..from, fehe west coast across .the 

continent to the 
B

east' coast » ) .. From former German" South West Africa to former: German 

- East Africa,-
IV/17 



*
 $•- 215	 (QQhIS-'-a) /^.:wioh training for "Winter Manual" a ) 
Instruction! ;£or troop training during -winter 
(contained directives for preparation of Russian 
campaign) »	 

\ 

** (OQu Ip, 215 ;•, y\u0084\u25a0<\u25a0 d) a \u0084 change ,over lo .organizln, 
supply on. Corps basis?) Cx . \u25a0 

Only Diva and Army had such an organization* 

' 
p,. 215 

'***	 (ObdHs, a)a) \u25a0»' c v -Staelpnagel,,/. vffn	 Vienna..) 
ftto yon>n St»St» .. (a(a cousin of Heinrich yon St. _, .former 

-OQu !•)., Gonmander of Vienna Mil*/District. 
/ 

* 
p. a 6. (OQii- IVg a) oa' (oil district > corset stay)*) 

German' units were to bolster up Romanian units 
in the event of'a war- .with Russia (act as "corset 
stays"). .(Army slang.) \ . 

v \u25a0 

p./ 216' **.	 '(yon Ziehl'ljcrg; »»a) » >> ._" Askania Werke" „') 
The actual purpose of the construction work on 
GHq was camouflaged under the fiction that the 
buildings were destined for a new plant of the 

Werke",Berlin instrument firm t!Askania 

p* 216 *»*	 (yon Ziehlberg? a) -
\u25a0, 0 )• 

Jaelo*. Locality 'in Galieia (Poland)'* \u25a0 

Spala- Locality near iliinsk^ 

p.. 219 •-*	 '(yon Etzdorf i > ,'9 only by a gigantic frauds) 
Ln this sentence yon Etzdorf was quoting .either 

'Ribben br op or Hitler, 

*	 " i 

.p.;, 22©	 :(Gen* Oti:... \u25a0\u25a0*,- "Sturm-Kpn^ Instead of "Schuetzen-Kpn,.") 
"Assault Cos.", later "Grenadier Co.s-* u vihstead of 
"Rifle Cos;.".. The Armd. Biv. thoughtri.flemtn of the 

'\u25a0of himself as sSmething more daring than an-. ;r-. 
ordinary foot soldier.. He needed a more formidable 
designation^ in keeping with clanking and truculent 

\u25a0tanks* ' :-\u25a0.-\u25a0\u25a0'• -.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0' - . 
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p«. 223 
A study:' deil||i| :witji transport Questions and .' the 

. possibiiitiefibf "a landing on' the North African -
\u25a0.	 Coast* x f: \u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0 

** * '* Pi 223	 !JLiss b)'-a »' Scapini^s tripn ) 
Scapini was a blind leader of the French war 
veterans and became Minister of Prisoner of War 
Matters,. In tfrat' capacity he visited FW camps 
in Germany* 

P* 223 ***(Puhle; on reshuffling of motor vehicles,) . 
The object was reducing the 'number of vehicle t^rpes 
in any given unibj the goal^ units with single 
types of vehicles (reinrassige Einheiten)* TThe 
mvititude of vehicle types complicated maintenance 
ard .repair in a critical degree.. 

P*'22,3 (Buhle; 
ft 

„ Activat-ion of special rehabilitation units.^ ) 
11S&ndertruppe zum Zwecke der Bewaehrung l1* Probably, 
the "Bewaehrungsbataillon" (Rehabilitation 8n,),, a 

.. penal unit for soldiers whose court, martial .sentence 
his been suspended . to give them an- opportunity to 
redeem themselves at the front a Different from the 
''Feldsooderbataillon" (Special Field Bn» 5 see VI-, &h; 
VIIj3)) a pjinislvnent unit proper* 

*" p:. 225	 (l9Q..Jz£ZJdj^Ls^®££3¥l-. paragraph? , (lraq etc o j»)o sets 
• .	 Russia was to be won over by the prospect' o| 

gaining IraO; which would' (in addition to the 
oil w@ils} have fulfilled hor age-old desire- for
a warm-water port on the ooean,. 

p*<- 226 (Asterisk omitted,)- (Wagner? a) „ , » Earls.,.) 
Goering wanted Air Force personnel to be 
free of any restrictions ;in.buying, up. 
the things that could be bad in French 
stores a,,' Gen, Haider wanted regulations 
that would' enable Germans without sol
dier eonneetions' to get some of these 
goods* 

-
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p, 22? # (Thiele;% « .. b)' Illegal Transmitter Locating Gol)' 

p* 22? 

p. 227 

p«- 227 

p^ 228 

p. 228 

p. 229 

P* 229 

p. 229 

5 

r"Sc'hw'arz sender XpB 

** (Dr a \Btseheit c )
 
A political confident of Gen. Haider , He was
 
Syndicus (legal adviser) of the Berlin Foreign
 

\u25a0 \u25a0Press Assn# ".	 
' 

. 

*-?(-* (Gen fl von
'

Stuelpnagel
' 

« » ,b) „ * French' Transition 
, Army-,) 
Footnote canceled* 

#	 (Cte.ry'.von Stuelpnagel \u25a0* »\u25a0 „ c) a « 0 Succession by
 
Mieth not acceptable ) .
a 

yon Stuelpnagel wanted to leave. Armistice Commission 
'

I.and proposed. Mieth as his successor. (see also p,229) 

*~ (G-ercke -g 'fr * Otto 'program* )
 
First, mention of code' for railroad program in
 
preparation for Russian campaign*
 

** (Gerckeg «. a Ooal^ sugar beets, potatoes^)
 
Gen» Staff planning must take into account the
 

\u25a0normal transport needs of the economy (coal) as 
\u25a0weil as the- additional requirements at harvest 
time (sugar beets ;potatoes) c The requirements 
for "Ott-on must be brought in harmony with these > 
and' vice "versa-* ... 

*~ (Heusinger-Reinhard 9 9 b) a <> Terrain for training,) 
The Gibraltar task force needed a training ground re~ 
.pr educing as closely as possible the conditions, they 
would encounter at Gibraltar* 

** (Fellgiebel-Thiele ;, » T.Take down of lines in France. ) 
Lines put up in'the war c 

*** (yon 2qehlberg;-» » Personnel .changes contingent on 
' "Seeloewe".) '\u25a0" . 

' 

Ire,, on the. cancellation of "Seeloewe"j, which was 
\u25a0anno'inced on that daya ;
 

The original plans for Seeloew-e submitted -by the
 
•Gen,- Staff always .nstehe^ by Mavy counter

nrccosa].3 th.?t off-3'ce'- less than what was' called 
-•jfor.by •tb.e.ae plans- "l^hen Gen s . Staff readjusted " 

lv-t s.'ecliiCgttio^G .to lit the Nary't?: contributign,,-
tlie Na.T;; found th'-j.t it oould not \u25a0-.-;ive- gis'iiiuch t........ t j 

as -or-dviLousxy- proriised^ "jtnd thai, went or?: untilt 
plans for invasion were postponed indefinitely» 

-
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-P.	 23© *.. (.Topr a ».„ least, desirable solution,,) ..-.. 
This would have 'been the- sanfe'as "Military 
Administration" but with the emphasis, on OKMT 
instead of the OKH'o 

\u25a0 

p* 230 
** ('Geru Stb o ,Vet a )' 

Footnote; canceled* . See Glossary. 

c 

a 

I 

-
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*
 
p* 231	 (-

» but '\u25a0 tip "Fortress Eng « Bns ,) 
Gen* Haider w;as opposed to such specialization 
as he was against over specialization throughout 
the Army* Such troops would be idle most of the time* 

* (p. 232 Geru Pet ze1^ „.,,.«..... . Mil^ /District X£t») 
%rtheland, see. note \u25a0&,p, 196^ 

P. 235 
* ( c.) k,) Mariampol,,) 

Germany wanted to buy Mariampol from Russia. 

'* 
p.	 236 ( b) Assault ArtyO 

Guns' on self-propelled mounts (SPI). 

p* 237 
* (Ochsnerg" "Composition N".) 

A poison gas. .' 

** 
c,P.	 237 .(Ct'tg. d) Personnel matters; Peacetime Ar. 

doctors to. the front,,) '. 
\u25a0I»e., the surgeons""^ x,k£ yppaveklMglMmy* ,. 

*** 
p* 237	 (Cf;b i„.\u25a0*.'\u25a0*\u25a0&) o .Miffed trains.,)t 

Ia e5e 5 for serious and light ca sualtie s » 

p o 23S * I~t.a^e See-ret ary E&ndtner 3•» „ ,Dankwart s > ) 
Pfundtner was "State Secretary in: the Ministry of 

\u25a0
 

\u25a0
\u25a0the Interior o 
•Dankwart s was one of his officials 

who was temporarily assigned to Gen Qu f s office-* 
Very active in administration of occupied countries.. 

p., 23S 
**(Reinharit; s . c Condition reports,) 

Periodical reports on condition of Divs.*-^ especially
 
regarding materiel shortages*
 
Correction:: 1mot, Ren. Co.,- (instead of Bn,-).
 

-
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P. 239 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0* (General" Intend anfc KLefeey^giS ) 
Chief Administrative Officer bive Officer*. Under 1 Gen Ou/ 

p* 239 '\u25a0** (Gen* Kelt-el «« c titular promotions 0 
Promotions conferring; on officers (mainly \u25a0 re
activated after retire.me.nt) a: higher, rank without 
increase in pay. 

p.: 239 
***	 (Gen. Keltel. . >«,"£:" officers«)" 

(stipple	 to 
be confused with officers of the Ersatzheer (Replace
ment Army), S-Cf ficers were retired company officers 
who .(with the consent of the Allied Military Commission) 
could be used in office and administrative positions 
in the 10^,000 men Army* They wore no uniforms and 
had status of civilian employees,, In addition to their 
regular pension they received, only a small stipend* 
InWorld War IIthey put on uniform and were placed 
in jobs which required no up-to-date field officer 
training. Promotion of regular Army officers was not 
impaired by seniority whose status 

"E"ME" standsstands forfor "Ergaenzung"."Ergaenzung ( supplement ) and is not 

of E-Gfficers^ 
called for different considerations. 

* 
p. 240 (Heiisinger; .»... d) Thirteen special Ketten. ) 

A -".Kettle" consists of three aircraft* 

* 
P. 241	 ( f) Gibraltar? ',« „ within our time schedule^) 

The time '"lapse between -Felix and target date 
for 3arbaros,sa (May), iia e»^ four months*. 

p. 241 **\u25a0	 (f) Gibraltar; » VWeakness of "Seeloe we » :-planning,) 
\u25a0• "Should bebe "Felix" (code(code forfor operationoperation againstagainst'Should ''Felix'1
 

Gibraltar) o
 

*^ 
p* 241	 (Geru Brand; a , attacks on convoys »,) 

Enemy- convoys' .'in the Channel. 

-
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pi 242 
*	 (Gercke; , o „ armored Diesel .cars 0-) 

The ligh'^'-armorert rocomoti" ves were to- be detached 
in the combat zone,, where the heavily-armored 

.Diesel cars would take over* 

p. 242 
**	 (yon dem Borne ('Gen, Staff OffQ,,) 

The	 la Officer (see Glossary) is often referred 
Officer.,to as the Gen. Staff 

p. 242 .*** (Jodl.) 
Jodl .jr*/ not Alfred Jodl., Chief of Armed- Forces 
Operations Staff, OKW, 

P* 242 # (Gen o We eke -s a t. » _now under OKH controls ) 
Security Zone in Slovakia r A German-controlled zone 

c on the Moravian— Slovak border, to protect the Pro— 
fcectorate to the east» 

R< 

p.* 243 •* (RQport	 by Gen a Kuebler; * Besangon area*,)a 
Met the conditions for a training area for the 
Gibraltar operation. (Geological formations.) 

p# 243 ** (fieusingers b) / « lla Sections ,) 
Footnote canceled, 

1 pt 243 *»«*	 (NoonsFareTv:,.- llancheon for .Rcehricht )0 

Footnote canceled. 

p. 243 #	 (leusj-nger; » .. B Government General as Milo District o ) 
Mil3 District in the sense of the' peacetime Corps 
Area (Wehrkreis), .•\u25a0... 

* 
p. 244 (Gen,, Felber ;. , C of S of AGp«) 

AGp, -G. 

P.	 245 ( 3f). Lake Chad.) 
I.c«, a strip of French Africa from Tunisia to Lake 
Ghad 5.n Central Africa^ embracing portions of Sahara 
and Equatorial. Africa, 

p. 246 *\u25a0 Sfik-i^.^.^_?romm *. ;; „ reinfor,ced- Jaeger Bnns) 
Inf0 Bns c "witn special equipment "tor fighting 
inhillcountry* 

-
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P. 249 
* (Brand, vepottß as Jiis successor.* )v

Not the Chief "Arty* Officer* 

pi 249 '**.. (Evening; jGrand-Venemy) 
A famous restaurant near Fontainebleau* 

P. 25© 
* (Top line; » 9 for introducing all-officers sent 

ia_Gibraltgr with scouting m±ssions c ) 
The German "elnfuehren n translated as* introducing" 
could also mean "briefing.. 

* (Maiier Lake „)p. 251 
Lake in East Prussia between Angerburg and^oetzen. 

i 

-
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>\u25a0\u25a0 

P»l 

p.X. 

p. 2 

p. 3 

P. 3 

p \u2666 4 

p.;5 

p.5 

\u25a0Onlesibh ( VOLUME V. ) 

The Cljief of the .army General Staff. 

First iintry; 51 October 1940. 
Last Entry: 22 February 1941. 

'" *̂' "'^ "^ '-,? •^'sH'fvMfr"& ? "&~'t ~&~&"&"*?"'«' 7^\u25a0\u25a0''<\u25a0 *'*""'«"""'«" 

* (yon Ziehlbbrg;: ijaurat; Henne.,. )

""'Baurat"; 'J-'itle of a high-ranking"
 Civil -^n^ineer~in the 0-erman Ed,oivil Service. 

** (Heusinger, >.. "gas explosion" )
G-ermanV" Schlagende Wetter, '^the fire damp
(ne thane) explosion of coal mines* -an explosive 
gas was?be introduced into the galleries of 
the Q-ibraltar "Rodk". and then set off to 
demolish them. 

' * (Bufaie-s* > ,"b)o.B^our
~ 

weqJfe gftg.~~%o •
Si^htieentjb.;

~~~~~~' 

•\u25a0' '-^irmcLV ..'Ply. : ).'\u25a0">" 
JL o e~, notrTull strength*strength*Jke~~ not^full 

* ( Q:Q,u iV:^uzzings- from the Reich Chancellery.(En^elQT^
 
One of hitler's aides, who sometimes came,
 
with inside information, The German word
 
used here is "Nebengeraeusche 11 (buzzings).
 

**' ( 
:ahc.yXeopoia, .. )
 

King of the Belgians.
 

"* (X6OQ.. ;\u25a0 .1. )..v. .( Stej-nbauer j,) 

* (Max.. Gerti and Huth). 
kjop and Mrs, Max Leyherr and Ruth yon Kobe. 

(Two daughters and a son-in-law. ) 

** (5 November transitional Army ) o 

France was to have a transitional Army of 
200,000 men, as an intermediate step between 
the larger peacetime army and the army allowed 
her under the terms of the Armistice. 

-
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P. 6 
* (5. ). < * .Air deleftse, .Bfervics? 

IoIo c., British Si* Warning system 

; . ; i,ek , 2uritey in Europe, from Bulgarla o:-Ed» 

P.V	 
* (3.0..o internees in Switzerland will "be returned),, 

Civilian internees in Switzerland, (Note is-— 
incomplete, Ed* ) 

-p.? (Asterisk omifced. ) (iiin^el .̂.. ) . 
f'.$ , Instructions from Fuehrer, brought by 
Engel, an aide o 

m 

p.8. 
\u25a0" 

\u25a0¥17 .is..:§' \u25a0":"\u25a0 O 

V.p.ii 
* CtJlejc: .,.,-. .ck..;"Chord. 11 posit ion; )

v"German \ ri t>ehnenstellung, translated here as 
chord (of a segment), i.e. > the line of 
fortification, forms a straight line, not 
following the curvature of the frontier. 

P.11 
** (°Qlo • Qchsner«, a;. o Mortar-fired Adarnsite shells. } 

\u25a0 T^u~s^toss¥se*c^¥e^^ 
Haider. thought they were fired from mortars. 

p.I<O 
* ( jfauiir*: We discuss the manner in which the
 

work of the G-eneral Staff* *... should be'
 
presented).
 
I6I 6 c., for a history of the . War.

- V/.:2 



p*l3 
* (^jflpfri&ian,tankEU l(u.. &reen, color patch ;) 

To be worn on the uniform collar. 

pVI3 

p.13 

p.14 

p. 14 
: 

p%-14 

P.14 

P.U 

pfisp f i5 

P.15 

P. 15 

Civs,Hifiemen of the Armd. did not want to 
wear the white collar patch of ordinary 
Infantry* 

,1\.. .. ft~projec tiles). 
' ** (ghlfeldfr: '. 

Roechling projectiles" (super -long AG shells). 

*** (J acob»...c) SS, xierlper't and LZ bridge equip

-
Super heavy (SS), heavy (Herbert) and light 
sectional (LZ), bridging equipment. 

\u25a0*. (OQ,u 1,:-. ...Definite ofrjec'tives.)
 
they should now concentrate on firm
 

planning .for matters which up to then were
 
more or less theoretical projects.
 

*'*\u25a0 (Major &elfle,rer?«
Major George Seiderer, sori"-in-law c
 

(Asterisk omitted)" ( ,,4) )
o a tto 

G-erman Command, ii c«, the Commander ofa 

of Bulgaria'sGerman troops in the event 
participa tion. 

*** (fMcke) 
3Ti^i.i Operations Staff, 

# -( %t teryGn c1senau ). 
1 cano ei*eE» \u25a0''

\u25a0 ijdo tnote .\u25a0 

tf: (.(xercKe:. ;. ,aL v.ilsfcanla). . ;.. :
 
Code for Eastern G-KqJXcf. vol^lV, p. 213
 

\u25a0** (q-eroke*( q-eroke* h) Trainr, ..,, cannot go to the 21) m 

For lack of locomotives. 

*'** i&evQ&e*i).».this mea:ns a very long march),-v ?{ .( l^ev-,...:;%0; ,the. - - aout hern borde r of Bulgaria*;\u25a0 . : 

j 

*&/i&\r*
 



P-16 
* (10 Nofrl », * *j.HOK,, 3&cL»..&-&elting)» 

Rohowsky and Barbq yon two 
relatives by marriage. 

:*: ' 

p*l7 
* (Eleventh Armd ftDi.^o »«;„\u25a0„ Sehwel&nlt z ) Q 

..\u25a0"'. .^or time 
' 

"being to Bcliweicanitz troop- trainliig 
center v Sile sia )* 

**X" 
Pol? (Missions for Hans en and, for- Bulgaria). 

.f 
Hansen to Hoinania v 

*** (Qol (®en aPol7"' o G-en. obst, ) Straus^ ..,-;oto
' 

cover 
. \u25a0 

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.'\u25a0 Foerste"r)o ';. . :.\u25a0 _. ... . / ..\u25a0 
I,c,- , to protect against Hitler's 
hostility, .. 

18 (Astei*is3£ omitted), (G-en Q,u c \u0084' Organization ofPcP c 
"Supply Bistrict b'1) 

o 

..:. 
"YS^'sb rgung sbe f.lrke !iror Home Bupply Bas 3s, 
groupings of supply depcU.j and workshops for 
individual Annies 0 

* 
p.18 \u25a0Cjj'en i&tP .^wlil be static) 

I,q , not loaded on trains,,
0 

* ; ;p.19 ffibrtugais 0....5- -0-S. ) 
3 I-nf;, no u.av* , and 3 Arty,, Regts. 

* (0rgn Seo #J 
,.d) Alert groups).P.20 " 

"^Bereitschaf tsgrUppen \u25a0, whlcl; are kept on 
employement rest,alert for earlier than the 

if they should be needed, 

* (gen. _ Mueller; <... ,XXXIXCorps),P. 21 
\u25a0^uebler 1 s. Corps, training for G-ibraltar 
operSitmon. 

' 
®- 22 

* (Greece .-> culprit in -Italy and Q-ermany a 
) 

r 

launching interpretaX^c, \u25a0, for the of false 
tion of situation,, : .. \u25a0. ; ;\u25a0\u25a0'. 

r-Y/4,-«
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-

P-. 24 

P. 26 

P*27 

p.29 

i 

P* 32 

p.32 

p. 35 

i5.37 

Pv33 

p# 36 

f

* (Keitelj,.,f) Si Officer's Corps),*****
 
See .IV, p, 239, note 

* (b)c )
 
'±'he Dardanelles.
 

* (Heuslrißer 1)/;. ,:FeUx)a 

Code for Gibraltar operation,, 

* ( d~)..., Forschu ngs ~ Institut« ) 
Also kno'virn as HeibkhsfoirscUungsaHit;, a telephone 
line-1a'pping organization,a tion, set up by C3-o ering 
and kept under his exclusive control throughout k 

-*-* 

\u25a0\u2666' (guhiet. .,',,..of the twelfth Draft), 
gohidl*I.,ec.ft,. theythey willwill receivereceive fullfull complement of 

trucks, 

; -
\u25a0 

*# ( b)
a ...Shi rd Draft)

o . . 
: _ ]*„c, ,one personnel^ 3try., as cadre. 

(iksterisk omitted) (11QQ 
9., a oanari$ 0...Etsoheit '\u25a0) , legal consultant to important 

foreign newspapers in Berlin, belonged to the 
1938 opposition against Hitler. 

/ 

* ( h) -i-run bridge, no decision yet).
 
This -weak bridge would have to be strengthened
 
for any military rail transports into Spain.
** 

fny work of that nature would immediately be 
correctly interpreted by enemy agents, and 
therefore had to be put off to the last 
moment. 

* '( b) Hq for *»rmd» 
Question whether they should be given same 
status as Army Hqs, or remain subordinate 
to A±?my Hqs* '^he first alternative was not . adopted before fall 1941, and then only 
for two \u25a0Armd. uroups; 

" 
see VII, 112 for first 

mentioft. of the new status*
** (Kinzel*.. « , flemanas are puti-.aisMe,^

We give them aaa and can ignore the rest of 
their demands* 

*rV/5
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SJ'ze, * (RomaniaRomania,! .. \u0084 
j3JP. 39 \u2666 . .. »t of, his .Staff. ) 

Mi11t.n r*xr M1nsi <S \Military Miesibn tib Romania. 

p. 39 
** (Juettner), 

0 of S of Lutze, Chief of the B A (Brown3Tdrts) 

*** (Juettner; ,d).., )D.39 .Feldherrnhalle
"\u25a0"*"

Sii unit. 

\p,40 
* (G-eneral LJLer...». »Q;...n0Mueller:. ..^0),.. no replacementsreplacements cancan

be found forr armamentarmament wor&eriTTworkers 
"" 

o 

armament workers were .furloughed back into 
/ their factories,, 

p,41 
* (&.rckes.. 

ft
,.. cLkirln^. of railroad bridges inFrance,, . 

Tn.stallation of demolition charges in recon
structed bridge s c 

P..45 fitzdorf v
,.,blame on the Jinny, ) 

The Italian policy makers tried to' shift all 
blame for the military reverses in Albania 
on the G-enerals. 

p/41? *\u25a0. (Heusln^er^ .yiraiandl../leinkel planes, .,for~~~ ' - ' ' 

\u25a0 four Armd, Pivs 07~ . : j 
G'en, . meaningHaider could .not reconstruct, .. the: \u0084 ..of this entry. 

** (Gibraltar;,.. ....gae
 
Of. p,l, note
 

p.4- ** explosion),, 

_.
 
\
 

* 
\u25a0 

\u25a0P. 48 ( &eru Brahd i.\..- » Must be taken from our flank ).; ;I~eT^.: -,-from.. the Channel- Coast ,defense a*.;--&&* 

** ( \u25a0p.48 c ).^Vfl&ntfr Section) 
Cartographic Section, r- Ed* 

p*49 ( f ). .riuntzln^er -Warlinonti Against 
vthrough Sahara, i * 

To forestall British and Free-French attacks 
, on Dakar 6 

T';7:^T/i57^7/.-r-:^. 

http:cLkirln^.of


* .(HeUeih^er, Jo&l)P*5D 
odl jr«, a General in the M't. troops.-- Ed» 

P,50 (asterisk omitted) (1800.,.. t!Marita l( ) 
. The qode for the mgiroh into Bulgaria,, —Ed. 

p. 50 
** ("Otto program"). 

Preliminary to "^arbaroesa.",- the code for the 
invasion of hussia. iicLl 

\u25a0'\u25a0•?* :<~f» \u25a0— 

p.;^ 
* (ObdHs...a) M	 60) 

61,5Probably the cm KarlHowitzer.' --Edi:.. 

P. 57 
** ( fillerslebenh 

Artillery Proving G-round near Magdeburg. -Kd, 

'-I

* ( d),. ,Af.tila)cP. 61 
Occupation of Vichy*-France. 

** 
p.»61 (bJ^j^my operational .plan
 

1.c., for VUtilaTT
1^
 

p. 61 
*** ( .b). . . T Sec. 'Foreign .Amies) 

Probably Section foreign Armies West. 

(< ) * (' h)"Zone Of connuni cat ions Hungary.PV6S 
nungary becomes Com Zone of the German 
\u25a0"•rmy. 

~-v7y\* 



* (Night, flight .training at BrieghP> 66 
flying School illSilesia c 

p. 66 **•".'.t.sCki- IVc Oestermann),, 
\u25a0Uhief of the Finnish Gen. Staff 

pe 66 #* (Beleaee of colonial experts,
' 

)-
. 1.c..'., from PW Garspa o : ,' 

P*67 (Asterisk omitted) (HeuslngerJ b) c, dS .)
I,e 9 ; Se'Vdnteenth Army takes over in ths .East," 
Twelfth Army Hq Is assigned to "Marital 

* 
po6Bp o 68 (G-ercksS a) o .,(a'iJ luast two weeks.).,, 

'J'lie itart cf tlie Hn.ssian oan-ptiign will be 
delayed al> leaat two weeks*, 

/ 

"* 
\ 

Po?l (^alvela a < ,c offensive to the Southeast ) 
The plan for an offensive against Leningrad,
through the area _bet-ween Lake Ladoga and Lake 
Onega , based on Finland,, 

p o ?2 # (yon R&benavu "Aug meinem Leben" ) 
-Correction Jt-%0 1 

seineni:ijQ'beri'Pr~^Qn Rabenau f a 
biography of 0en c yon Seeckt, the founder 
of G-ermany !s post--war>.riiiy <> 

r;V/p--./-.
 



P..77 

Ps? 3
 

P,73
 

\u25a0p. 73 

p. 76 

P/*;76. 

P»7S 

p. 77 

p., 78 

P*7B 

* (100 skis), ;..Pair 
& small number, Mt probably only for patrols* 

** ,( c)...Chen.illettesh 
u'renoh track-laying armored ammunition carriers. 

*** ( f), c 
Juiicial authority? (Ho* ) )c 

Twenty-second Divo, grained for- air. landings* 
Was now under Air Force tactical controls 

— 
Vi~y;.—. 

(asterisk omitted) (Heroine rich.,.n Business
') '• '\u25a0procedure^
 

Correct- ions 
;iOeschaef tsgang" , chain of command,'


Map section was then directly under &cn9 Haider,

but a change was desirable,,
 

(Asterisk oni11ed) (.^.usinger 
ft » o a )

., f.as a pre^

caution., )
 
•C fle v

, "by way of a conservative estimate. 

* 
, (Heusirjger., > « . . • b).- - - P^ool^n^)
Road construction had always been trated as 
a local affair; which precluded large-scale 
and unified planning,, Coordination under Tranep.
Chief desirable* 

* (yon ZiehTberg* „.,..., Canteen girls ),
 
In G-Hq.
 

** -CHadkeg.,,o, <He S se, )
 
A writer and pr°tegee of ObdK, .employed by

him on propaganda tasks^
 

—^> 

•* ( G-e roke
' ,. , „.a ) „ ,,hx^at zi bridge ) 

J; 

Sectional railroad bridge for rapid construc
tion, . 

"** - - ) •(^;en Qus (with Baent soh . and );
Herbert Wagner, in' 'Pransp* Section, not G-e.n, 
"Wagner, G-en Qufr 

\u25a0»« 

.»_r- \u25a0 .^._» \u0084» 

- ~ V/ 9 
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\ 

p.79 

po 80 

p*Bo 

•p. 8.0 

P,.B^ 

p.82 

pcB2p c 82 

p*.B2 

p*B£ 

p. 83 

p.83 

/ 

* (Lsytaerrs?.." ' B ami1y ot,Gen, -dald 6r c- 2c n- 1n-1aw 5 Maj„ 
Leyherr. 

* ( "Field Replacement Bng a „ „.,Chief of &rmy
Equipment)

\u25a0BdE. . 

— 
**~( Peacetime organiz-at ion, »..Inspector of Trains r:g 

Ing &i8o d"e slte&C.TT . 
Footno1;e oancsiedo 

\u25a0) 

*'** (Mil. District Vl4-.t)r 

Silesia* 

IDJ,->aia) * (yon Thoma°o '
 
I:ocallty *n x ran as.
 

>*f< jfey.-'Qkei,.». .53 trains. 
Xe.', j per day o 

\u25a0*** ( £chsner*-, , hea,vy howitzer* & )c 

M 6C~ 0fo p. '57, note o \u25a0. 

*H;( Kurow).
 
Xn Poland
 

# ( Paulus* cv) »., « -going on. leave )o) o
 

footnote canceled.
 

* (Q3&L v °^« ,..Movement and Party ) a\u25a0> 

canceled,Foot note 

** ( d) Uthmann)
 
\u25a0M£l';:-. AttaciJi" ,for; Scan&ltia-tflan countrle s>
 

-Y/1O
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poB6p o 86 

p. 86 

poB6p o 86 

p,87 

P.87 

peB7p e 87 

p.88 

p,BB 

(( 0Qu	 11 16 „...»a decide *s pay?,, 
was not computed by weeks, but by t-en~-day 

** (	 b? cl> oHq at 
Locality in Romania.- summer residence of the. 

•King	 of Romania,, 

*** (Qp. , (Hussion Invasion) )Scoi r
' 

»t 

\u25a0 
\u25a0?n Bessarabia^ 

* 
( _2J_-312i? Briesen's theories,. yest -.firing under 

yon "Byiesen had developed-, new patterns of 
infantry, firea thtories were to be tested 

u-ande'r supervision'' of G-en 0 Ott (^nf,Chief )0) 0 

* ( 1V?.,,. "b) Hein^ichgc )OQu
'i)lien&¥ Ohief of .the; Finnish General Staff^ 
replacj1ng st cvman no 

*** 
f«.«> b ) co.as of 1 February 1941 )(•yp_H	 Altenetadt^ deportation to the Lublin : reservation""^ 

"T*>. 

* (•vo_n_Ziehlberg 5 
?,. >. books, , o Frederick the

it was the custom on the birthday of Frederick 
the to make presents of book 3to G-en 0 

Staff officers in recognition of services 
rendered. \ 

** (Soe_ring_.asaaBsinatecL in Bucharest. ) 
i-iajor'in tlie^ermani^n^ §"taff, v/as assassinat
ed by a G-resk in Bucharest on that day* 

y/ ii 

:/, 

). 

A 



* 
,1 

Uiffiit tlybntil.t*. Ketten. )p» 89 ' 
\ 

a "Ketce 1 donslits of three- aircraft. The
Do 17 .^robabljr is Do 217. EEcd c 

89 
** t^ufclnger; b)	 )Pc	 . Minister Benzer. 

Political adviser
c„

to List, 

***
p o 89 

'(Fun 0k,,. ) 
:x: Designated by OKH as

;

G-erman Gommander inx"

Libya,, 

P.	 89 # (10 February, )
To leave on that date* 

P» 39 ##	 (iCglfleer. 
|
) 

Footnote canceled. 

p* 89 rrfrff	 ( "Marita l!s / o . . bridge construction. }
following diplomatic representations 

)
by Russia

OKH T^as directed to clear with o!i¥ before 
starting any bridge const ruction- on; Danube* 

p. -90 
Left his posu "as Om, IT[ /Incoming OQu IV IgU

* 
P. :91 (\u0084'£)\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a03-IQ' traina -are require ct__)

Snt rj
'

pould nnt \u25a0b e re const ruqt;ed „ 

(BuhleipV;'9l •'\u0084;\u25a0\u25a0"*"*;	 puhlei ... (Bridges 20 tons possible, ) 
jiintry could not be reconstructed,, 

\u25a0-\u25a0 V /'l2> 



Po 92 
* ( c ) G-erpke... )
 

Uerok^-'s pei?3d*i£.£ troubles
 ::el^zL:i^ to his 
first marriage* 

\u25a0( 0^- IV;,. „,. oa) Viol;*-ino^., 
fofo t

Another name for Fxipet marshes, which were 
an important;, factor in the planning for the
initial operations in 

,\ 

p092p o 92;;^* c ).a ..400 1nterprete ya r 
) 

Signal Service, for radio intelligence* 

p. 92 # (. ;bl0.,,>o.,,>yß&iVbaffo se;a 
uoda for the Russian operation appears' 

here for t.b.3 firat time, aupplantirfg ''Otto". 
Orig.ina.ted eometiire in December, 1940 ;after 
Moiotov 

':s visit to Bsrlin, • 

p ft 92 mi '(^^^Jl^^SM^^i—^^^^Jp^^l 
BOOtli Hegjc £p;.^ sp^ol&l mi3sic ddi •( ?s«:b c T,,- )'\u25a0;" \u25a0:""^°^ /\u25a0OunuajicLc "ype3-rairi^cL and ; some 

pe 92^# (^^li_-I_o_^l^nn^}b_liime » 
Code for the oampaigr: in North Africa. 

* 
( , oord)

w n rPv93:'- ;: 
Afternoon. ..c }

M-ajor- yon Hobe, a son- in—law* 

,Ketteru .. )p095p o 95 
* ( gogatsch* ... \u0084 

\u25a0oano^led,footnote 

* 
P096 (_goestrlng a

) 

Mil£ Attache" in 0 

\u25a0 p. 96 **( Roesalngl. . 
iiiil- Attache in the Baltic States and Finland.

***
v

t 

p096p o 96
 
Mil, Attache' in Bulgaria.
 

-
ap.96 # ( .. ; -8peQiaX ;&cnnan units r \u25a0;. ,, ',},

\u0084 

Probably the Cd of Hegt. Brandenburg mentioned 
pe. 92 . —Ed..,on 

-
V/ 15 

V 
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p.99 
* ( Otts. ,.Brie-sen exercised.) 

See p»87, -note % 

' 
pVioo * (Buhle ,..,c). "Aipenvellchen" ). 

Unidentified 'operation,, 

\u25a0 
\u25a0 

* ( f)^/Rennt,ler"),P.IQ2 
Probably OKW theater In northern. Norway. 

p*lo3 
* ( c) Eight-wire overhead line. ) 

Another explanation suggested for "achtf aches"
 vGestaenge was telegraph-poles with 8
insulators,,"" 

•— • faibya)p.104 
* ( Commander 

Tl3e fc j.ilaha be r der deutscher. Heerestruppen 
in J-1-Vby-i.u- J. t.t \u25a0:,!-. •;\u25a0 c.t Eoanel, 
he was under CKH control, but such control 
wag ineffective., 

PaOLOS 
* -(Q-en fl Leeb, ., . , ..Pennants for automobiles.. ) 

Only troop commanders were entitled to 
them ;but Rear Services wanted them, too. 

* ( af1...-.glovaiv.,, hp.109 JL -— 
Philippopel, in Bulgaria, Ed* 

\u25a0 

0,. c >.p*.
;uB 

* ( &en 4MI a) AQp, D ), 
AGp D, the -operational term for Milo Commander 
France o-lev see Glossary,, 

V;« .,£i.ght Army in Poland.)rP.US 
*"* ( QQ-u 

Afcaclt on manner in which Blaskowitz con
ducted operation in Poland* He always 
remained under a cloud* 

(Asterisk omit'Ged) (0950, .„ .;)P.112 
Hevival of custom as "Bartoarossa" approaches. 

V/ 14
 



P»1I2I 

\u25a0PoXW 

p*ll3 

poll4p o114 

p."11.4 

PTTK 

$>-\u0084116 

*(*.,.. . fcre-1 gn currency restri c i;ioh ) 
3


German troopy in Romania were not to use
 
Romanian money „ 

** ( Lt... Gen, o^^lua^Bu^ly_Jll^fl
CG of Supply Troops, T'hxc; is not 

i 

a function 
of Gen Qu, who is .1 ri, the Gen, Staff t 

*"*\u25a0* (yon Zieh.iber-g , of \u25a0 

na states ~~ the la in the
Division,r o 

: 
The question was whether the 0p o offc at
Divc level should be given G of S status, (Has 

\u25a0it only iV'on Corps upward, ) 

*\u25a0\u25a0 (bqhsnerf o -. .b).chA new V ;\u25a0, ;

Hi)o ir ls designation- ' for Rocket Projectors--
\u25a0 

\u25a0v -.-sd, ; •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 ..-\u25a0\u25a0' .. 
* 

: (Buhle \u25a0'• o c ,»',in charge of Ibs )"* "•Ses Glossary •. / 

( SS ftries ). 
S (Schwer- Heavy) or bS (U'eberschwer -Super

heavy) were joint developments of Army and 
Havy for "Seeloewe", Consistsddof two pon
toon-like, covered craft, to which a deck 
was hinged, Gould be used in rough seas
vsurf) and up to wind velocity 5O5 Each craft

had an engine. Very popular with 
O

troops and 
supply service. Could be loaded on railroad
fiatcars and on flatbed trailers* 
Another type used was the lfSybel *'errylf, 
named after the manufacturer of an aircraft 
engine „ At the outbreak of the war, Sybel \u25a0 

had a large number of these engines on hand 
from a canceled export order, and proposed 
it through Udet (Air Force) as a marine 
engine,, The idea was accepted, and engines 
with aerial propellers were mounted on 
deoks fastened rigidly across pairs of old-
type open pontoons /-^'he Army did not like 
this type (noisy, high fuel consumption,
no;>-section_al construction, but Goer ing
pushed it Manufacture was discontinuedr 

and the' ferry disappeared when the supply
of engines was exhausted o 

' 

* 
r^—
 

( ôrn^-nff Conference' Second convoy)

le. , of German troops and supplies to 
Libyao 

t 

'\u25a0~..«.V/ 15 



p.118 

p.118 

p. 120 

p.120 

p.121 

p.121 

* (Heusln^er^o .oft) Highway) 
Possibly the ancient invasion route through the 
Shipka Pass in Bulgaria,,
(Impassable before end of February because 
of snow, ) 

** (^adke ; a), ».Oberkriegrsverwaltungsrat;..- P o 

nigh-ranking civilian-employee' in &en Qu 
Section c 

* (G-en. Brand..*.. Ml) 
35.5 cm Heavy How. 

-*"-* (Morning conf.».» Abwehr) 
The OKW Gounter-intelligenc-e organization, 
headed by Admiral Canaris* 

* (-8uh1e0.d ).,..,. Chief Armored Troops Officer),
 
Footnote canceled^
 

** (Ma.ior Military G-oyer'flmerit ). 
Should be (Poland ) 
Milc G-overnment was the World 'War I

& 

designation* 

-- V/16 
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FOOTNOTES TO YOL. VI 
«r* 

p- 3' 

4P 

•P- 4 

P. 7 

P- 7 

P 8 

P 9 

p. 9 

\u25a0 

* (f.) ... is "being watched,) .
 
By German Intelligence.
 

;* (OMH ... 3.) 110 Renault.)
 
French Arty. Prime Movers.- . '.
 \u25a0 

** (Leyherr family.) 
\u25a01.c., visit by family of M. Leyharr,- son-in-law. 

-
'* (Bogatsch: a) Ajr Support Hq Staff ...>..) 

. Koluft Sta"b Kommandeur der Luftkraefte. In charge of 
Air Force elements attache'!, to Ground Forces. (Ren., AAA), 
usually at Army level. Abolished after 1942, when Air 
Force took control also of Ben. missions. 
,"signal sommunications" (llachrichtenverbindung) might
 
refer also to channeling of Intelligence reports,
 
b) "AirForce" should read "Air Sleet" (l-uftflotte)*
-the territorial air command. 3d. 

* (Bogatsch i.e. 505.)c) ... 22-24. 
Should read: We have specif ied '50_JBns.
 
Received 31 mixed Bns« requested /^figure missing 

- Sd_j./

(received 60-80^ of total requested.)
 
11 light Bns.; requested 22-24 (received 50$ of total
 
requested.)
 

* 
(Fellgie"bel; .... Seehausdienst.)
 
"Chi—Ueberwachung" could be a reference to the OKW digests
— 
of all intercepted press and radio reports. "Sorider
dienst- Seehaus" was an organization of the German Foreign 
Office for the purpose of monitoring foreign broadcasts. 

*CZI.. Weise.)
 

Hubert VTeise, General of AAA*
 

\u25a0(Asterisk omitted) 
' 

(Buhle: \u0084..) 
800th Rogt. is Regt. Brandenburg, an organization trained 
for sabotage and commando- type actions* Th® Eegt. was 
here proposed as a highly mobile riot -squad, as it were. 
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* yp. 10 
Code of a. study dealing with., a possible French uprising 
against occupation 1 forces. 

* (c)I*4 on. the "Mountain.**P*	 1.c., Berghof, Hitler's mountain villa at Obersal 2berg. 
Ed. 

* 
\u25a0P* 17	 (c) ... T.ofoten raid.) 
The British commando raid on the £/>foten islands in-Northern Norway. Ed. 

\u25a0** (Brand: b) ,\ citadel)'P* 1? 
' 

"X Battery".. The reference is- to heavy siege guns. ~Ed 

— 
' 

f	 T-4 ,-** 

,P* 18;' \u25a0\u25a0: \u25a0\u25a0* B Dro.ie 
Eoechling projectile. Uamed after the industrialist 
who had promoted development of this super-long shell 
with folding fins. Very effective against, concrete 
and armor plate . 

— 
i. 

19 
* (Gen- Ott ... kneeling position for aiming etc.)P-

Befers to the reintroduction of the kneeling position 
in firing, to increase stability for the rifle. 

20 
* iHdusinggr propaganda show.)P« 

1.c., po do actual work on frontline positions only and 
. leave' rear positions (which would have only defensive 

y	 character and so would not "be needed.) in the talking
 
stage. Yet, both troops and -officers were to be -en
couraged t5 believe •••ohat all preparations wore for .
 
defensive purposes only." . .
 

P 33 (Asterisk omitted) (Wagner & 

"Command Posts" of Cren Qu. "Befehlsstelle n should' 
rather be translated by "Forward Gen Qu Hq". Cheso 
Hq^s were instituted to make the top' command of the 
Supply Organization more flexible.' 

I 
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\u25a0/\u25a0 

*\u25a0P» 24	 (Wagner a) -.. Delivery of the cruiser 
Sale of S.S. Luetzow was part of the commercial deal 
"between Germany and the TJ.S.S.R. Rumor had it that the 
design of the cruiser was faulty.

' 

—
 
-»*• ,— .*. 

* 
P* 25 (Operations 5ec .;...« Seventeenth Army-... Mountains ,.. 

I*e., the. West Beskid range on the northern edge of• the 
Carpathian Mts. 

P 25 
* (Bottom of page; Zeppelin, 

Code for GHq_ at Zos'sen, outside Berlin*' Had the largest 
signal center of any Army installation. 

P- 26 
* .(Bus chenhage n: Solvaer .) 

Gen. Haider could not reconstruct this entry. 

* 
P.	 27 (Barbarossa: 50% cannot "be taken out of Horway.) 

1.c., for operation "Sil"berfuchs' T, the campaign in 
Forthern Pinland, to seize Murmansk. 

p. 27 
** (Personnel . "furlough personnel".) 

To avoid the hazardous transfer "by sea, these troops were 
to "be shipped through' Sweden, which had granted transit 

\u25a0privileges for personnel going on furlough. . 

P* 39 /* (5. -in Oreat RtissiaV 
Russia, proper, as distinct 'from, the "Ukraine and Whi;be 
Russia* 

30 (Asterisk omitted). (W&gixeTi... .» cP. 
Gen. Haider suggested that the reference to OKW Rear Area > 

an unusual term, might "be to Finland, which "was an OE¥ 
theater of operations. 
It does not appear unlikely,however f that the reference 
might "be to OKW intentions in Rear Areas of the Russian 
front (see p. 29, 5, Rear Areas; ). Wagner, whose . 
function as Gen Q,u comprized also administration of 
occupied territories, would have to know a"bout . them.*- Ed. 

arc).£• 32 
* (Gen. Rommel on the "base line of the 

ftMan wird nicht auf der Sehne .... angreifen koesnen." 
The line from AgedaMa to Totiruk, forming the "baseline 
of the arc—shaped coastline of Cyrenaica. 

--
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* 
P- 33 . ((Koon; )... State Secretary- of the \u25a0Foreign Office .) 

Ernst yon tfeizsaec.ker. 

P 33 .\u25a0** iGeorge. 
G-eorg Seiderer, one of. Gen-. Haider' s sons- in*-law. 

34 
* (Paulus^Heusingefr-BQrk (not Beck) :.. a) .. light troops.)P» 

Interme diary units "be twe en .1nf. and Mt. iinits . 

37 .	 Date, line;P.	 (Omission) 27 March 1941. 
(To "be inserted "between "noonif and "From 0930. ,) 

37 (Asterisk omitted) (1300-1430; ... .aP 
List!s right wing, deployed on the Bulgarian "border for 
invasion of G-reece, was leaning on the Yugoslav "border, 
directly north of the TTugoslav—G-reek border. With 
Yugoslavia's entry into the war. List1s mission was 
facilitated in that he was enabled to strike into G-reece 
through a small corner' of Yugoslavia. (;?hat is, his rigkt 
wing helped his right wing, i.e.,, himself, get' into 

vGreece.) ' 
/. 

(13Q0 ~ 1430: .....b 
Driving a. wedge through southern Yugoslavia, would 
prevent a link-up of Yugoslav, and Greek forces.. 

p. 40 (Asterisk omitted) (80gat5ch, .....) . 
Army Air Commander " ' '

(should be Air Support Commander 
Koluft.) 9 . .	 . 
Group Air Commander (also Air Support Commander, but only 
MG-ru.fl "«- G-ruppe nf1iegerkommandeur ,.a littlc lower in rank 
than "Koluft".) \u25a0 

P• * (flagner ....... Merk'1s organisation . ) 
Jlrnst Merk, Deputy G-en Q,u in Eo'mania. 

(Asterisk omitted)	 ('Wagner.P» 41 . 
"Operation 25." Code for the operation against Yugoslavia. 
(Entry should have had separate li^ne. Is not connected 
with "Administrative Orders", which refer to "Barbarossa* 1.) 
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PV 44 
* (Conference, with, OMB Iron Gate* 

The name of the narrow gorge of the Danube near- Ors ova; 
Blockage of this passage would have interrupted the 
steady flow of vital oil "barge convoys from the Romanian; 

oil fields. \u25a0 

•p. 45 (Asterisk omitted) (Qen« Brandt-.\u2666 .... c) ., .«), 
E 3 is a 24 em. gun with high muzzle velocity. 

p. 47 - *	 (OQ.u 1T..., a), Jaeger -Bn. 27 idea.),. 
\u25a0 

:	 Finnish! formation created "by Ludendorff in. 2916/17, , under 
G-erman command. 

p.* 4? 
** .(..oqu 17... c) Bircher, Danniker 

Swiss Army officers, who were very close to German G-e'n. 
Staff. 

*** 
P.	 47 COQ.U 1V..:. d) ... Gen. Marras.) 

.Gen. '. Marrag. Italian Mil.Attache*, 

p. 47 #	 -(Keito c) ,'.{Keitol \u0084.» E~office,rg») 
Footnote canceled. See IT, 239, note ***. 

p. 51 (Asterisk omitted) ,(HeusjLnge ill.) 
See footnote p. 44. 

p. 52 (Asterisk omitte^i) c .) 
' Should read: Have Eeinhardt and Vietinghoff launch 

attack ahead of schedule. ("Vorverlegen R.. und "VV..11)\u25ba 

(\u25a0Heusinger 2.)......\u25a0».,.. 

It could not "be. recalled whether flZusammen"b inden Xiist" 
indicated that Xiist should keep his forces together, or 
whether there was an intention to make Listfs operation 
tie in with;operation "by 22nd AB piv. and the £aratroop 
tbgt. at Plovdiv. 

* 
P* 53 i(Heus inger; 1.)..,.. Ag-ram*.) 

Zagreli, the capital of Croatia. Hungary, feeling 
technically "bound by a Treaty of Friendship -with the 
Yugoslav State, insisted her .soldiers could set, foot 
on Yugoslav territory only after that State had ceased. 
to exist With the creation of a Croat nationalState.-Sd. 

~ ~
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P 54 
* (Schttchard \u0084 *.* Wj.es"ba&en; ) 

r,e*» Coirtmigsion set lip at fies'badgn*the Armd^tice 

p. 54 •. **\u25a0 (Heu&inger: ..-.\u25a0... ?/>) Sixteenth aegt.*

?ara troop Eegt. 

4» 

p.. .55; * (Morning reports: Operation trori Sate. .. ) 
An airborne operation to prevent /blocking oi* the xlyox 
passage. See note *,Vp«44., 

" 
#v 56 Mil.DifltrVVHl). :"/ ..' \ ,'.\u25a0 

* (Heusinger/. ... cV. , Ml^. Dietr.Ylll).. ':-'"
 
Silesia.
 

\u25a0 \u25a0'\u25a0 i "\u25a0 . ' 

..p. 56 .•*»•-(-.. .Mil. Distr. -IV, 

Saxony* 

:\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0*\u25a0 Ct>.-Mil.Distr. Till)P. 5? ; 
' -•Upper and. iower Auistria.tria. .: . • 

/\u25a0 .' ...\u25a0\u25a0•.\u25a0_. 

p, 57 ,\u25a0>* (Mil Sistr. VIII) 
•\u25a0\u25a0 

i Silesia 
" 

•\u25a0'\u25a0•'\u0084 

V* 57 
***(Mil. Distr.lV) 

Saxony; 

# (Mil. Sis tr. 11l) >P* 57 
33 ran&entmyg. 

\u25a0# (d)... Mil>.Distr. 'XVlll).P-'57 gyni).' >: 

Tyrol. 

p. 57 ##(MIJ,.--P3str'. I), 
East Prussia. 

_
4 -

p, 58 (Asterisks omitted) ,(iQ 'Waffen SS - Polancf..) 
The 1939 incidents complained of Tdjt.. the Arftiy. 

p. 58 .(Asterisk omitted) Iprg. 5ec.,... Estimated Feeder ...... 
Mobile Div» was a projected new type of Div., inter

mediate "between a mot. and a conventional Inf.Diyfc (e ;rg * ' 
• '\u25a0\u25a0:.- A

1 mot. Eegt.) :\u25a0 
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p. 59 \u25a0<* (Keus inger,: ...... IDo 3.7 Groui 
Probably 80. 217 K~2, a bomber.- Ed. 
The "Groups" referred to here are "Gruppen" (see Glossary.-) 

p. 59 
** (Paulus:.... "HaifischO 

Code for deception measures maintained after can<>cQlation 
of HSeeloewe" (invasion of England.) 

p. 59 \u25a0**.* («. tobdH... tleskaeb.) , 

Other. name of Skoplje. Already reported taken, might "be 
mistake for Klsh.~ Ed. 

Academy,)p. 60 
* (Maria *• Theresia 

Military Academy/ founded by the Empress Maria There sia. 

- Begt.)p. 61 .. 
* (.Hetisinger? ». h).:. Band, Do '\u25a0 Projector -

Six-barreied* rocket projectoi's, 15 em cali"ber. Ed 

p. 61 (Asterisk omitted) (Wagae ri G-reek Army... » ) 
\u0084 

The shorthand entry read for Army was not quite clear, 
and Gren. Haider had no direct recollection of the 
conversation* However, such a,policy as regards the Greek 
Amy would have* been entirely justified inasmuch as the 
German Army was impressed by the effective G-reek resistance 

\u25a0 \u25a0to the Italians. . . . 
? 

' 

P. 63 
* (Conf. ObdH.... S,).Transfer 60th Div. ) 

Was stationed in East Bulgaria for political reasons( 
(as a means of pressure against Turkey.) 

p. 64 *\u25a0 .(Wagner: T ... b) Ccnstanza; One ship can sail.*)' 
Eefers to shii^im: of sup-plies for List through 
the Bosporus* . '. 

** p. 64 (List needs nothing for Kavala..). 

Port in Greek Thrace, where supplies could have been 
received by sea via Bosporus. 

* 
p. 65 :Ivoii Gr.Qiffeinbe.vg... British still frave artillery ;ln 

-
\u25a0area^y ; ; . . 

Xve,, fighting is still hard. 

-
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p. 66 
* (irmingard.) 

G-en. Haider's daughter, married to Maj*. G-oerg Seiderer, 
one of the instructors at the Maria Theresia Academy 
at WienejvHeustadt . 

* 
P- 70	 (Ope ration .5 ill)erfuchs .) 

Footnote canceled. 

p. 70 **(Conference with ObdH; . Airborne Dry.... once it is
„)landed inAfrica:
 

If not dropped over the "battle area, it would need motor
 
transport of other unlos to get to- the front.
 

p. 74 v 
* (Conf crence with 0MH..... Ie.) 

The Ie Officer is in charge of transmission of reports 
apart from enemy intelligence. 

** 
p.. 74 (yon G-laise. .>.. to keep; out Italian instructors. 

Because of the unpopularity of the Italians in Croatia. 

t4: **.* (Wagner: .... "flying start".P-
The offensive is launched "before deployment of all Divs. 
in the assembly area has "been completed. The DjLvs.. ar-

' 

riving after opening of the attack are fed directly into 
the .offensive. . 'Shis method requires-, a very adaptable 
suiDply machinery. 

;p. 76 (Asterisk omitted) (yon Ziehlberg; .... > » Organization 
' 
of 

.training	 in Gen. Staff. ...) . 
'" ' 

The usual career of the Gen. Staff officer after comple
tion of the requisite schools begins as Ib officer at 
Div.i, followed by a similar, top at Corps or higher f If 
he shows himself good he goes back to Div. as la 
officer, and from there to higher posts r. e.g. Cof S. The 
culmination of any G-en. Staff officer's career is a com
mand post in the field (Biv. and up )'• 

P. 77 
* (Dr. Handloser. 

Surgeon G-eneral. 

*	 (Zeippelin.P» 31 
footnote canceled. 

]s. 81 '• ** ( Ge.org 'S.ejderer .) 
Footnote canceled. 
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p. 83 
*	 (Sending airborne troops «.. )** 

See p. 70, note . 

* 
p. 84 7,:) 900th Brigade.) 

A Training Brig, sent to front to gather first- hand 
experience » 

** 
p.	 84 (8.) Special Field Bns.**) 

Penal units. Sentences were actually Served in them, 
instead of in. prison, . Different from Rehabilitation 
Bns.j in which a man rehabilitated himself, and which 
therefore carried a lighter moral stigma. 

*** (a.) Emergency -Service.')p. 84 Technical 
!tTechnische ITothilfe" (Te-Uoj . An' organization started 
shortly after World War Ifor the object of; operating 
vital services in case of Leftist strikes. Later became 
part of the Nazi Party system. 

p» 86 
' * (Wagner. .... Forward fen Q.ii Hqs. ) 

Footnote canceled. 

** 
p. 86 (b)... additional 10 -000 cubic meterT 

10 million liter, roughly 2.5 million gallons. 

* p. 87	 (Greece? Embarkation of enemy troops ' British,troops f not Greek. 

** 
p. 87 (Operation "Morkur11 -.) 

The operation against Crete. 

*	 — p. 88 Jcllgiebel: a) short wave sets.)** 
Monitoring companies as relays-* ) 

Footnote canceled. (Explanation incorporated in text.) 
The signals were in the codes of the Army G-ps . in order 
to enable	 these Hq_s to listen in* 

*** p. 88 (Buhlet Foreign Legicoiaires for Africa.,) 
G-ermahs from the former French Foreign Legion. 
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p. 80 
*	 (Brennecke: straight into the country. V«\u25a0 ... Push ahead 

Befers to the mission of AGp. Horth in the impending
-Russian offensive.
 

AGp. Uorth was. instructed to push straight on Leningrad
 
and not seek flank protection- on the Baltic* In the
 
subsequent campaign, this plan was followed and A&p. .
 

.Ho.rth was	 at Leningrad long "before Estonia was cleared. 

** 
P« 89	 (Wagner (G-en Q.tt) «•-,. Corps Headquarters '{.reduced^? 

"Eoeheres Kommando !r. Corps of lower establishment, 
lacking some of the usual Corps troops. 

p.. 89 
*** (Heuaingert land march*... a) .elements 

Wheeled vehicles of Armd.units use roads in redeployment 
Tracked vehicles, are transported by rail to save tracks-. 

\	 . \u25a0 

P-89 #(Mil. District XVII) 
Upper arid Lower Austria. 

P-.89 ##(Mil. District 111 
Brandenburg. 

p. 90 *\u25a0 C..3.)'OKH Monitoring Cos.) . 
See 

** (Should be Intercepting C0..)p. 88, note 

p. 90 
** (yon Ziehlberg. .. Salmuth/Q-reif fenberg/Joertsch) 

Salmuth gets an Army Corps. Greiffenberg takes 
Salmuth's place, Poertsch G-reiffenberg 1 s , 

* (Fuehrer: ...~b) .. Ploesti)p. SI 
Center of the • Romanian oil district. 

p. 91 
** (..b).« Cernavoda 

Site the important Danube bridge in the Dobrudsha. 

" P.. 92 \u25a0.*	 (O( Ob dH.:.. wi11 talk to Fuehrer ) t0 
Yon BrauchltSch did not want Goering (Obdlj/havo toTSplete 
control of disposition and employment of Ground, forces 
assigned to that mission. 

-
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* 
p. 93 M,) 

Suggested improvements for 1941 

** 
p. 93 Order to Paulusr) 

The German word "Befehl" was not weir chosen here. It is 
rather an emphatic reminder of what CKS thought "best for 
the operations in Africa. Being a plan for that theater— 
it is directed more to Rommel than to Paulus. Bommel 
formally, was still under OKE at the time (see 3 May)Tmt 

1OK}!also was heard. Tlie result was confusion. 

* 
p* 94 Eadker ... Tiedemann - SS.) 

Tiedemann had sharply critized the conduct of the SS- in 
the invasion. of Holland \u2666 Ihe SS was sending; reports. 
directly to the Fuehrer and claimed all credit for 
itself. 

** 
p. 94 Case Mieth» 

Mieth, who was indiscreet in his talk a"bout Hitler was 
denounced "by a reserve officer present at the time* (See 
entry 10 March, l?4l* Badke:.... p.20) From that time 
on, Hitler, quite characteristically, would make spiteful 
remarks whenever Mieth 1s name was mentioned, without 
ever. saying clearly what he had against him. 

*** 
p. 94	 (Heuerberg Wichung incident) 

\u25a0G-en. 'Haider could. no>t 'reconstruct the incident. 

P.*' 94 \u25a0•#	 (OQ.u. IV. Return . date of -oilr attack) 

1..e.i the scheduled date for the invasion of Eussiaj 
the Japanese Attache was returning. via Russia. 

p. 94 ## (..5.) Bor district 
Bor copper mines. 

* 
p. 96	 (..ObdH.. of OMB.)official order 

1.c., the instructions outlined on p,93. 
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p.. 97 *\u25a0	 (16( 16 Divs. unallocated 
Bemain • very far in the rear . 

** 
P> 97".	 (S 3C-2 

Two behind the other two. 

« 
p. 97 ***.(b) implementation orders 

J^ootnotG canceled.* 

p. 97 (As terisk omi t ted) . (Paulus „..) 
Itwas very difficult to keep any sort of. check on 
Bommel. Beckless, if successful, he went in for the . 
spectacular and neglected such pedestrian functions 
as looking after his supply lines, etc. Allmeans to 
control him failed « After he had managed to. shake off 
the. CKH, he tagged' along, with the' 001 

and_ when he 
tired of that, he began to deal, "directly with the 
Italians, playing Mussolini against Hitler. 

P.. 98 \u25a0*	 (^est: .. », our move.Jrients to the West). 
The "Haifisch" deception operation. 

p, 98 **\u25a0	 (Southeast' .... in the Bartat .) 

Wholesale . stealing . 
*** (Salmutli,.. d) taking of XXX Corps)p. 98	 ov^r** 

See p. 90,	 note 

P.» ?9 
*	 (Bnhle: ..., Siege Chin units T partially mobile). 

With- not enough traction for all pieces, a traction pool 
furnished transport when needed,. 

Paragraph c) probably refers only to G-Hq. troops-. 

' 
P. 9S 

** (Gapt. Loyker... c) to that post.) 
The txme~consuming coastal route to.Benghasi tied up 

, '•"\u25a0 much-needed shipping, but while Malta was under British 
control it wag impossible to cut across to Benghasi from°	 • 

\u25a0• 
\u25a0Sicily, .	 

' 

\u25a0_.	 . 

*** (asp. 99 result of waterfront explosismg 
Explosion of an ammunition ship, which, damaged harbor 
installations..

" 
.P* #	 (grumpelt OQ.u 2) 

OQ,U: (SuppXy Officer) Second Army. 

p.. 99 #^ .(.-* -.« » show enorinoug__rapaos,ty«,) 
1.c., a vast appetite for "booty and insatiable hunger for 
spare parts and tools, which they keep losing continuous, 
ly. He cannot keep control of his own supplies. 
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* 
p. 100 (EhlfGld.... will weaken the West for about three 

weeks)'. , ... 
1.c.., until the arrival of new Artillery. 

* 
p. 101 (d) Bordeaux Supply base for "Isabella" 

Code for defense measures against an Allied invasion 
of Spain. . . ,. 

* 
p. 102 .(Bogat.sch! .:.»d). ., 9 Me 111-. (Twin-«engine fighters.)-

Messorsehmitt 111. , 
' . 

* (Mueller.. .. death sentences., during operations)p. 103 
Death sentences formerly had to "be confirmed "by ObdH. 
Bequirements of operations called for relaxation of 
rule so that CGs of Armies and Army Gps. (supreme 
judicial authorities) could decide. 

.)p. 104 . * (OQ.ri IV.. a)... for propaganda purposes 
In India. 

p. 105 .* G-en. Bunle'; h the tk^rd, Btrys.) 
1.c., personnel only. 

* 
p. 107 .(Wagner.,'. :

.d).. Advance .Su-pply Point sygtem) 
"Stuetspunkteystem" , Forward supply "bases within the 
zone of operations shorten supply hauls for troops and 
so enable them: to advance faster. If supplies do not 
follow quickly enough, troops start requisitioning, 
which is wasteful of time for a force on the move, or 
develop a tendency not to move too far away from the 
nearest sirpply point. 

* 
p. 108 "b) Political instructions for Greece. 

On, relations to the Italians and the German- Italian 
\u25a0demarcation line.. , 
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p, 3.09 
* U\ -.'\u25a0'••\u25a0' B* is reioorte Ilsh and Saloniki.) 

Report that Bulgarians started requisitioning of rol
ling.stock. 

*'* 
p, 109	 (n) ...usj.ng 4,.800 tracks.*,. . IV) 

In view of the chronic shortage of trucks, it appeared 
more appropriate for Air Force to transfer the Div.-

\u25a0 •
\u25a0by.air* . . . . . 

*** (a)p. 109 Clomorings „.. grow more urgent) 
Supply difficulties were used by, theft' as an ali"bi for 
the Tobruk defeat. \u25a0 

* 
p. 110 (surf "boats without motors.) 

Used for supply along coast. 

p. 110 .\u25a0**	 .(Buhlo: .. .a) foreign. Legion. 
2 Bns. composed of former G-erman members of French 
foreign -Legion. 

p* 110 
*** (yon Eiehlberg, \i) S-pecial aide for Propaganda) 

("Heferent z."b.V. H). Propaganda for the Array, inv/hich 
yon Brauchitsch took an intense interest* > 

P* 113-
* ,(yon %iohlbe rg...Bhler t.) 

la, Africa Corps. 

** .(Q-en. Brand > 

—*^ Kl2,guns )p.. 113 -•* \u25a0£ 5 and 
Being railroad guns, they used up too much rail 
trackage . 

p. 113*** ,(d) H •projectiles. 
Footnote canceled. 

-
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p. 114 (Badke;... . .b) Strength through. Jo?; 

The.lazi recreational organization. 

** (ObdHp. 114 with... 
ObdE took someone along when going to the Fuehrer to 
report, Gen. Haider intended to note down with whom and 
afterwards must have forgotten to. 

p. 114 
*** (fen. Lceb;....Exchange., .. 

Exchange of conventional for tapered-bore tubes. 

P« H4 #	 (Svbel forryi forAAA.) 
There wore two types 'of ferries used by the Army: S or 
SS, and Sybel ferries. 
S. (Schwer, heavy) and SS (Ueberschwer, super-heavy) 
ferrics 1 were a joint Army-l^vy devel-opment for Seeloewe, . 
to servo as landing craft. They consisted of "two
 
covered, ponton-like craft, with individual power plants,
 
to which a deck was hinged. Gould "be used in rough seas
 
(surf) up to wind velocity 5* Were very popular with
 
troops and "supply services. Could "be loaded on KR.
 
flafccars and flatbed trailers.
 
Sybel ferries were named after a manufa.cturer of a small
 
aircraft engine* At outbreak of the war, the Sybel _
 
concern had a large quantity of these engines on hand, 
from a canceled export order, and proposed the type to 

\u25a0G-en. Uaet as a marine engine. The idea was accepted 
and. the1 engines, with aerial propellers, were mounted _ 
on decks struck across two conventional open pontons. 
Army did not 4 like the type (noisy, high fuel consumption, 
rigid construction of ferries) but G-oering pushed their 
use. Manufacture of Sybel ferries was discontinued when 

s"&PPIys"&PPly of engines ran out. 

(Storagep. 114 ## of ammunition 
Possibly refers 

'

to special conditions' prevailing inhot 
climates, reducing the effectiveness of ammunition, 
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p. 115 

p. 115 

p. 115 

p. 115 

p. 115 

p. 116 

* (Dieher,3nfurth)
 
Army Training Ground.
 

** (Oct. 1941)
 
Date when available in quantity.
 

(Buhle (First line. Omission 
List of Divs. Showing res-pec tiVe level of readiness. 

(Asterisk omitted) (Report from 22nd A3 Div. ) 

Haider was opposed to any kind of over-specializa*

tion. Specialized troops just sat around doing nothing 
against the time when they would be needed, and devel
oping the attributes of primadonnas. He would havo had 
all Divs. trained, in the elements of air transport 
loading and unloading. 

***(8uh1e:,.... Replacement Reserve II) 
World War Iterm here used by Haider in talk with Buhle, 
another World War veteran ? Brsatzreserve Iconsisted 
of trained men over a certain age. Ersatz reserve II 
were all untrained men not yet called to the colors. 

(Asterisk omitted) (Conference with ObdH.... g.) ,
 
One of the attempted compromise solutions for the
 
situation created by Rommel 1s unwillingness to
 
cooperate with OXH. "Deutscher Chef" 'could not be
 
put over Rommel since he was -Rommel's junior,, but
 
as a trusted OKH man, he was to "advise IT the Italian 
Chief of Staff a His other function would be, to 
shake "up and take control of the supply organization 
and rear services so flagrantly neglected by Rommel 
despite their vital importance for him so far. from-

his home base. 
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p.. 118 
* (4.) ... President of the British;.Veterans Assn.:) 

This is a mistake dole to confii&iori of names* fflb.G 
President of the British legion at that time was Sir 

\u25a0,•\u25a0' Hamilton. 
- 3;l.	 „ \u25a0 

\u25a0lan 

"b)	 far forward)p. 118- \u25a0**	 (1230,.,. must not follow*... too 
- ', Would interfere with troop movements. 

*** 
p. 118 (~b) Ho c-0-ton truck columns on secondary roads 

Would choke secondary roads. 

p. 118 . # (a)Armdt' Groups -are echelonned in great depth.) 
Several days' marches deep. 

p. 118 # (X hoggish hoarding "by Units 
tolerated., thoughA certain amount of hoarding was	 it 

contrary to- regulations'. However, the \u25a0practice devel
oped, to proportions where some units had serious 
shortages "because others put away too many "silent v. 
reserves". 

* 
p.* 119	 (yon Z* c) G-ause to "be promoted -to G-eneral.) 

On 'becoming G-erman Chief of Staff attached to 
Italian Gen. Staff. 

p. 119 .** d)... opala and Heichshof .) 
Eeichshofj Germanised name .of .Ezeszow, a town in 
southern Poland. 

*** 
p. 119 Askania 

Code -for GHq. in East, Prussia. 

p. 119 # (Klo'enne 
Industrialist. Bulgarian Consul General in Berlin. 

•' p. 119 '# (Me and Up, .t>lanee:Q 
Messerschmitt and Heinkel. 

was .,v 
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* 
p. 120 (Mines... 15 T p66,"''3,MiiieB 

Anti-personnel mine* 

* 
p. 122	 (Heusjnger? d) „. we canno,t move their ground elements 

I.c. ? trains^workshop units, etc* The situation is 
different if the Div. should revert to Army control.. 

** p.:.122	 x2Cos to AG-p, North. 
Kegt. Brandenburg (800th) assigned for protection of 
Hqs\ 

P » 1(jO	 (o) Evacuation of '60. ©C10 children. 
\u25a0'From. East Prussia in the event of Russian air raids. 

*\u25a0* (Adenauer .p. 123 
Brother of the well-known Mayor of Cologne, and Center 
Party leader. 

***	 " 
p. 123 ( "Yeilchenre clout e .) 

Title of. a musipal comedy. 

p. 123 # (G-en Q,u.' <.. missions, requested. .. must "be refused.) 
According to G-en. Haider, these SS police units wanted. 
to "be as far forward as possible in order tc he first 
in place when police action was called 'for* Since 
they forced themselves into the scheduled road move-^ 

ments, their requests came under the purview- of Army Hq_s 

* (Conf..p. 124	 with O"bdH. ... c) Hanstein's out-of- turn promo^'' 'denied.)\u25a0tion . • 

Jootnote canceled. 

** 
p. 124 Heusinger. . a comraand .set-^UD in Bomania. 

I.e. the question of the status, of the German Training 
units in relation to Antonescu as C in C of Romanian 
Army. 

p. 124 
*** (1500 ~ 1730 .... Kleist/Zeitzler.) 

Zeitzler was Kleist's G of S. 
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p. 125 (Asterisk omitted) (feghlei .* A 

"Panzer Ersatz Div.11 hot' a "Conventional Army term * 
Was pro"ba"bly coined "by ihihle with tank repair centers, 
where Armd.DiTs o were refitted between the Yugoslav 
and the campaign.Russian 

* (yon Tl-iomag .Traffic control.)p- 126 
The important question- for Armd. Dive. 'as to who had 

ypriority to _pass whom. . 

p. 136 
** (yon Etzdorf. .. Supply line via Toulon (?l)J 

In.view of the- difficulties of maintaining the flow 
of supplies to Africa, not the least, of which was the 
limited capacity of the Brenner railroad line, it 
would have "been highly desirable to secure Toulon as 
a shipping "base, ? \ indicates Gen, Haider's mournful 
realization that nothing would come of .:he plan. . 

p. 126 
*** (Papen protests against his mission* 

Entry could not "be reconstructed. 

* 
p. 12V (Col.. Ochsner;>. Safety regulations for Rocket Projector 

Troops .) -.. \u25a0 

They were too complicated for troops, which -resented 
them as slowing down loading, 'etc* 

** (Ossoaviachinup. 12? 
A Russian peacetime organization to promote air
mindedness and interest .in "parachute jumping. The 
organization had jump training towers in several 
cities. .. 

p. 127 
*** (Heusinger... la) ... AGp. South.) 

This would require sending German troops. to Hungary, 
which were more urgently needed.t o concentrate weight 
in AGp. South, \u25a0 

- -
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* (Mip. 128 (Wagner:r:... "b) SO- ton track co S. 
Belong to Army Hqs. : 

** (,p. 128. .SO-tor. truck columns- -.) 
Under Gen. Q,tu 

* 
&** (Se.n. Paulus.)p. 129 

Mistaken translation . Should read 
"I instruct him that in placing the reserves, account 
must "be taken of the fact that the West-Bast railroads 
might have to be used all at the same time (die moeg
licherweise gleichzeitig notwendige Belegung der West
Ost"bahnJ !) Beserve s tfe.tre to "be placed so that they could 
"be moved east rapidly; accordingly they were, to "be 
strategically distributed to avoid mutual interference 
of the movements when all lines of the west-east system 
had to "be used to their fullest. 

p. 129 
*** (Morning conference :..... 1,328 men. ) 

Losses	 were reported in the order of thP. difficulty of 
their replacement. Tanks were theharo.sst to replace. 

~^ 
I 

(Asterisk omitted)p, 130	 (Ma,i. Schildkne cht ...) 
.	 Oxie rational reserves are the reserves which, e.g., 

an Army Gp. willuse to influence a large operational 
plan. 

' , , 

Strategic reserves are unallocated reserves far in the 
roar of a country, which will "be assigned to one of 
several operating elements (Army G-ps.) according to 

! \u25a0need.	 . 
' 

* (Buhle; c)... for "Halfiseh 11)P-. 131 
Transfer of this unit to the.lormandy fo: exercises 
was part of the deception maintained after cancellation 
of Seeloewe in the fall of 1940. The loc 1population 
was	 expected to, pass on information to Ec.Jand that' rrbig things were doing here 1 and Sq help g,intain a 
state of continuous nervousness. 

* 
P- 122	 (lOO~l?,OO. , Ride to Bei-ohshof .,) 

The Germanized name of Hzeszow, in souther .Poland. 

-
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-d. 134 

p. 134 

p. 135 

p. 136 

p. 136 

p. 137 

p, 138 

P« 138 

v. 138 

* (Italy.-.,.- lOQ.OpQjkate tb^/shfoped "by rail) ,
 
From Romania. .
 

** (OQai IV- \u25a0 .... Training.,. .. in Syria . 
Le.,,' Training of German detachments "by French 
instructors wibh knowledge and .experience of warfare 
in that Dart of the Hear East.. . 
Gen. Haider was not. sure whether these plans .were 
proposals or agreements.. 

* (fen, Buhle: „.. -;bJLi.-X-Jll 
Hq_s , later to "be placed under a lieich Commissar (for 
Lithuania* White Russia, "Ukraine and. one. more for the 
Caucasus.) The Barbarossa T>lan envisaged these territories 
as. independent regions, in which the Wehrmaoht Bofehls
ha"ber (Armed Forces Commanders) would act as diplomatic-
political representatives. 

* (it. Col. Badke: .... S5 .. Belch. .. across Germany. ) 
As a propaganda tour,. 

** 
(Lt..Col. Badke: .. a) ..(religious orders\u0084. 

Eefers to the wholesale closing of religious institu
tions going on at that time. 

*(Stieff;0,. .. the.,-, Italians .... * looking after the count r;
 
The occupied country was supposed to "be administered
 
jointly. .
 

(.Asterisk omitted) (yon Bermith - Buerker) 
Security Divs , Command understands that Div. must "be 
"broken into Bns. for effective action against partisans et< 
These direction "beams were essential in desert warfare; 

where owing to the lack of cover, tanks had to attack in 
smoke "blankets.' 

* (Keitel... influx of E officers.)
 
Footnote canceled,
 

** (&en. Wagner; Railroad tractors. 
"Schienenschlep-perJ 1 The traction unit of a truck 
trailer train that could "be used also on railroad tracks. 
They were put to use wherever abandoned rolling stock was 
found (locomotives were usually either gone or damaged )• 
Even hauls as short of 50 km, as "between two demolitions.., 
were considered economical' for transloading from and to 
trucks. These tractors were very useful also in taking 
sections of trains across improvised bridges which would-not have supported locomotives. 

-
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-„..p. 139 
* (Heusingert . "b) "HarptJ.et 

Code for deception on coast M South Norway, directed 
against East coast of England, 

* 
p. 142 (Morning? ...... "ideal situation" .) 

West-em GsGs ofof .S,.S, idleidle atat thethe \,ime, given assignmentWestern time, wwere 
ofof .wowoikingiking outout oldold projectproject ofof .\u25a0 developing the "idealanan ;dev 
vehicle", supplysupply ofof the "ideal Division"vehicle" , i.c,i.c, thethe vehiclevehicle 
incorporatingincorporating allall wisheswishes ofof thethe troo;troops, for the "ideal 
situation",, -i»e Army. 1situation", i..e cc thethe timetime whenwhen Army would have all the 
fundsfunds theythey wantedwanted andand wouldwould notnot havehave to skimp. 

\u0084\u0084pp.. 14S142 
**** (ffellgiehel(ffellgiehel ;;.......... .Signal.Signal communication.....' throughcomiminxcati< 

den,,)ByeBye den,. 

andand Northern '.Norway,,TelecommunicationsTelecommunications toto FinlandFinland "fio: 

— 
j. 

\u2666.p, 14314-3	 (Ifavyi.c. .. \u2666 « cover ofof diversionary maneuvers 
FootnoteFootnote canceled.canceled. 

p» **	 (ifavyi.c. > underunder cover, divers ioiia: . 

p.p. 143143 
**** (8uh1e:..,.(Buhle:... la)	 set-ii-ph) HewHew BalkansBalkans set-U-p .... eupplement on 

political, function.) 
lootnote canceled,. 

* 
p. 144 c) Questions relating to Army officials . 

Re-opening of the question of assimilation to military 
rank and status. 

** 
p. 144 (Heusinger: ... f) 'Hungary: ... "before B t>lus 5.). 

B stands for target date of "Barlsa-rpesa" . 

*** p. 144 (...can "be sent to Presov 
Locality in.Slovakia, 

\u25a0*	 Hungarp. 145 The link "between Romania and 
''Romania" is probably a mistake. Is.more likely to 
mean "Seventeenth Army". 

* 
p. 146 Keitel...«"b) X.. take care also of the southeastern 

QTieration. 
Refers to the offensive between Lake Ladoga and Lake 
Onega. 
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p. 147 

p. 147 

p* 147 

P* 148 

P• .150 

pP 151 

73. 151 

p. 151 

p. 151. 

(yon Kobe * (By air to front L, .^Warsaw 1 

\u25a0Maj » Cord yon Hobe» a son-*in*-law. 

"
** (The imposing vastness * Tuchfuehlung" 
Hluchfuehlung% literally, keeping in close touch, with 
the next, man so as to touch, the cloth of his uniform., 

Keeping that sort of contact meant that there wore no 
gaps in the front that could not "be swept "by interlocking 
fire "In "Barbarossa", gaps of 8 to 10 km, were0 

permissible^ 'Less in wooded eotintry; \u25a0« Divisions \u25a0weroHe" 
"bo kept. . together as operational units, regardless 
of resulting gaps „ 

-***(All the work of. de cade s ). ; 
I.e. since tlie end of World War Ia . . 

. 
* (Heusinger:.,.. 3,) "Haifl-seh II")
 

Uew phase. of "Halfisch" , the deception maintained on
 
the Hbrmandy coast (see p o 131.)
 

* (OQ.u I: a) De net)t ion measures ... Possibly August.
 
To mask movements of reserves from the West to the East-.
 

(Asterisk omitted) (G-en. ITonrad: >.. Uniformity....
 
OKE insisted on getting the actual aerial photographs,
 
not the interpretations by Air 7orce, Valid results 
depended to some extent on coordination of interpreta
tion and mutual supplementation of ground and air 
observations o "But G-oering thought he knew everything." 

(Asterisk omitted) .(G-ercke? .d)».. ...Construction* «) 
It wag thought that the war in Russia would be all but 
concluded by next fall, in which case Turkey might come 
over to G-ermany 1 s Bide. This railroad bridge in 
Turkish Thrace. (Adrianopel) near Bulgarian border, would 
then be an important link. - " 
See also 1! SHiture -plans: b)I1 v.199 Ed. 

(Asterisk omitted) (G-ercke: c) -.« ..
 
"Inspection der Eisenbahntrufpen" existed before the
-war but lost out in importance to "Bedeis" Bef©his — 
haber der Eisenbahntrup-pen (Commander of Railway Troops) 
which was in charge of field operations. Restoration 
became necessary when activation of new Railway Troops 
and many other organizational and training matters 
required the full-time attention of a ZI-Kg..—V Brig.Hq_s 
were needed for control of new Railway Regts* 

* (&en Q.u:..., Southeast")rArmd» Forces Commander
 
"Wehrmachts-Bef ehlshaber Suedost !t
 

(See p. 89 (Wagner, den Qu) . )
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p. 152 

p. 152 

p6p 1526 

p . 152 

p. 152 

p. 153 

p, 153 

p. 153 

p. 153 

p. 153 

* /Op -.Sec..? ,* a) '».. Sece-ption.-Hg^'! assemb!? y arid transfer 

to fronts ) . ,[''::. •\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \ \u25a0\u25a0' . \u25a0 

w£usla&egruppe .n A temporary fitt $£ Army. Cpi*ps status, . , 

acting as "recention committee" fdt \u25a0fte&hly arriving Divs 
in unloading areas . Looks after "billetting, feeding and 
additional training until Divs, are sent up to .front* • 

Sometimes the ,Hq. "becomes a Corps Hq_ (reduced), going up 
with the troops. ThP- three phases are: Unloading, asseiu. 

ly and transfer to front c 

-
\u0084 

** (Tabruk.' . Pa 1 .a Dlv.) ~ name of an Italian Amid. Di~ 
*** (Homanial... ..., Dismantling of/.,trA.c,ks on railroad "bridge.) 

£'ro"ba'bXy the "brikige at Oernavoda, which would "he needed 
.'for motorized novenents,, 

1$ (-"Romania; 
«..„ Badio commuriioation with iTavy>) 

G-ermany and the 'German Navy in the Black Sea and 
Coastal Defense units, difficulties resulted fro?r- the 
difference of. codes,. . . . 

J

(Asterisk omitted) . C QQ.u IV .... Poe ition of Attaches
t

..... 
Sphere of action of Oeneraele in (Bulgaria s 

linlandy etc.) had to "be kept strictly" anart from that of 
Attaches, The. "German G-eneraly „..o form the Liaison 
in oporational matters- "giving out" r while Attaches, 
furnishing the home office with information on war 
potentials etc.. of the guest nation, were chiefly 
"taking in". 

(Asterisk omitted.). (Top of -pages Political questions..) 
Gen, Haider s following Clausewitz' doctrine, wanted to 
concentrate all efforts on eliminating the Russian armed 
forces as a factor. OK¥? on the contrary, was more inter* 
ested in obtaining control of the rich resources of the ' 
Ukraine and evenutally pushed the campaign toward the. 
"battle of Kiev,, The resulting loss of time -and the diver 
ion .of Armies into that area, allowed the Russians to 
reform and hold Moscow. 

* ,( OQ,u 1;...-, He ggenre iner„.. „ 

Lt..Col. or Colt, Acted as interpreter at Bommol's Hq_. 

** (Buhle: .. .c) SneoiaT Tolunteers)Bn»"Irak~ 
A specially trained group that- would carry the war to 
that area in "Lawrence of Arabia" fashion. 

*** (Conf. with OMH; a) Proclamation,.,. ., Must set forth n ê 
reasons. 
I-e.j for the attack on Russia. 

Last line should read: Radio ....... shifts of Hq_s.
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* ** 
p. .154 & 630 ~ 1830 ..Li-tWk'aM&i'GSii* Minefields V)

; 

\u25a0Askania,. near Mailer see (-ke<s -pill®). The threat . 
was not ,an actual one,, aM && the inateri&i and tha 
work that went into protective minefields' appeared 
sheer waste* 

*** 
p. 154 (ffarbfilm,- ffoto 

Hame -of a firm. 

p. 154 # (Koppenber 
A neighbor ? who liked to drop in fc: "inside informa
tion'1. 
G-erti Leyherr,	 one of Gen. Haider's daughters. 

* 
p. 155 Jaco"b? vill"be moved to Gernavoda.\u25a0». 

As a second, "bridge at this important site, (see. pp. 
91 and 152.) 

" 
\u25a0 

** -(Buhl-j>-t- .... c) \u25a0....)p. 155 — 
Married men would not be returned to the theater.
 
Two per cent to ZI: i.e., 40 per cent of ,all furlough
 
personnel; other 60 -per cent in Africa.
 

•p.	 155 (Asterisk omitted) (Btihle1; d)... .) . 
150,000 looks like an excessive figure for attrition 
losses, but itmight have been a deliberately-
pessimistic estimate. 

p. 155 (Asterisk omitted) (Buhle: >...) 
900th Brig, would be. security force for QHq 
(Askania).. 

* 
p. 156 (Situation conference;.. Mil.District. I
 

East Prussia.
 

* 
p. 157	 (Heusinger; a.).,, ...area west of Augustow*)— 'Locality near Bialystok. More concern about GHq_. 

** 
p.. 157	 (Romania;... Hq of Romanian Third Army steps down.) 

Comes under German control. 

p. 157 . 
' (Asterisk omitted) ( In the evening.... political tenor 

Being the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, one 
would have expected a proclamation kept on a more 
military level on the eve of so momentous a campaign. 

-
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Ii\u25a0p. 158	 
* (Sit. c.;iif. a) Codeword
 
' 

The start signal for: ''Bari^ldssa'!* i
 

**	 (c( ep. 158 will go to Arvs .
 
Troop Training Center in East Prussia.
 

p.. 158 (Asterisk omitted) (Gen, yon Kirchhelm; "b). «. \u0084.'c) ..,)\u25a0 
"b) G-en o Epp5 of the Colonial League, dedicated to 

the recovery of German overseas colonies, had 
sxDonsored this organization to assemble and tradii 
special personnel for the re-acquired colonies. 
Such projects had to "be dropped for the time "being. 

c)	 Rommel vs. yon Kirchheim; fundamentally, Rommel vs. 
everybody. 

/ 

p. 159 (Asterisk omitted) (Wagner- Baentsch; . a) «... adjustments.. 
"b) -Overseas Staff.. ) 

a) In case of -trouble let some troop transports drop out 
in favor of supply. 

c) "Hoimatsta"b .Ue'bersee" . An OKW attempt to supply a 
solution for Rommel's largely self-inflicted 
logistical problems . 

* 
p. 159 (Wagner* >. . f) Test mobilization of

1TResurrection 
columns" -was a. full success 
"Auforstehungskolonnen" v someone 1 s whimsical designation 
for the columns' of conscripted privately*-owne& Trench 
truck's to serve as a transportation pool in event of 
"Attila" (occupation of Vichy France) . 

**	 — p. 159 (Heusinger: "h) IIEuce .... (to operate on the Balkan -.i » 

A prestige offer. Commitment was considered on 
Romanian front (Balkans). 

-
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p. 165 \u25a0* (to 

In this 
,c ori.^i 

way' only one 
,n of operation ased 

prqng of the pincer was 
on Homan: 
left. 

\ a 

p. 165 
** (1400. .. \u25a0 

'"Askania" 
"by car to new ,GE 

near Angerburg. 

p. 165 ***.'(Development of the situation;...,. That* s very goodl 
In view of the desire to destroy the Russian armed 
forces west of the Dniepr, Gen* Haider welcomes the 
enemy* s stand. 

v 

p. 166 
* (Situation;..... cress the Dvina in iffupper reaches.) 

The- drawback would "be. the great detour. The advantage 
fcko greater ease of crossing % river near its source, 

p. 167 
* 

(Gercke:. Change of railroad track... 
Conversion from the wider Russian to 
rDad ga.uge. . 

as 
the-

planned) 
G-erman rail

' 

p. 167 
** (1530 ObdH.... h)... in the Crimea) 

Because of Italian aspii-ations to the Black Sea. 

p. 169 oanceled 

p. 169 (Asterisk omitted) ( Review of the situation... 
Exceptionally, G-en. Haider roads the. situation map 
from north to south «. Usually the entries begin with 
the southernmost unit in the sector of AG-p. South, 
and then pass on. to Center and North (from right 
to left,) - Ed, 
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p.171 
*( finish G-en c Qequist c. ,ffrfurth) 

Sen* Waldemar iiirfurth, Chief of G-e.rman Mil. 
Mission' in 

\ 

p.173 
* ( AAGop o South,, ......The conveyor belt system 

would be negeee-^ry hereV 
\u25a0& contincus flow of new Divs M on a conveyor 
belt, as it were. 

p.173 
** (AGp., Center, Behind them , )\u0084,\u0084 

e »^ east of these Russian forces. 

J? ,174 
* (yon ZlehXbergo .. ,..Clauslus affair)' 

«• row with his CO.; fteplacement needed. 

p.175' (asterisk onitted) (Evening reports ... 
Moscow...,operational High OommandTT 

D 

ifhis would indicate that Moscow now has a 
clearer picture of the front and can 
substitute centralized direction for the 
uncoordinated reactions of field commands 
surprised by the attack. 

p«177 
* (^en, jiimer:... , o^aezlo) 

Chief, Op, Sec, in the Hungarian G-en. Staff. 
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p. 178 
* (Heusinger, Grrolmann, Koerner. ;;. day route) 

'The country between the and Dvina 
' 

rivers, the only gap in the belt of major 
rivers protecting Moscow a * 

pol7Bp o178	 (Asterisk omitted ) (evening; reports. . «t« .South 
penetration beyond the Hcryn river. \.J

t 

0Should read *.mi&. Gp ihas ordered relentless 
thrust (ruecksichtsloses

c 

Durchstossen) beyond
the noryn river 0.., ,#c 

"Huecksichtslos" here is not ruthlesness, 
but rather relentless perseverance in -attain
ing the objective, i,e., to keep moving with
out regard to enemy centers of resistance left 
behind one's back,. The i-n-f. follow-up will 
take care of this enemy. 

p.178 (Asterisk omitted) ( %lly report s y.«.South. .„ 
. \u25a0+,*.\u25a0,\u25a0 > strategic disengagement) 
Should read* ...., > and not indications of an 
operational, let alone strategic withdrawal. 

Operational withdrawal: withdrawal is on the 
own initiative, to organize a new front.' Troops 
must disengage quickly to regain operational 
freedom on a line further to the rear. 

Strategic withdrawal .abandoning: of very large 
areas, e.g» * the entire South of Kussia, to 
concentrate on the defense of other parts of 
the country, considered of more vital import
ance,, 

p*l79 
* (1100. ,/.. undeip this Porps Kg. )
 

Because these two D3,vs., were located more
 
favorably for this purpose.
 

";c"^ 
p.179 (Q-en., Wagner,, ... c) ... State Secretary
 

Backe )
 
in the -^eich Ministry of Food, 

* -(gsterisk omitted..) (&eltel OKV< ) 
u^	 11"Hooket Launchers should read "R bridging 

equiDment" (H-G-e rae t ) The correct designation 
is vjM (Roth-vVagner) G-eraet", a heavy rail
road" bridging equipment. Eleventh Army., 
deployed behind the Prutii river, and still 
inactive, would need much of the scarce 
bridging equipment, which meanwhile might be 
needed on the active fronts. 

* 
p.lBO (&en. Buhle* c ) in view of changed conditions) 

I.e. in the. course of the offensive Army %),3 
had already moved, outside the territory of the 
G-overnment- General, where it was also in charge 
of the static military establishment. 
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p.182 
* (2nd paragr. .....eastern part of Polesia) 
i1i1he region of the:J;?

v

y»ipet nict^shes. 

£>\u2666!&$ ***(Enemy Intelligence* :..'. ..Rositten) 
Shis Hqsltten is in Latvia (-^ezekne), The liigh
(Army Gp. ) Hq had. disappeared some days earlier. 

P.185 ~*(Spain. « 'Member tow)
«\u25a0 

"j-'roop Sehter near Warsaw, 

(asterisk omitted) (Top.186 celebrate.... lower Staff)
'^nterstab", the NCO clerks of the G-Hq. 

P.187 
* (top line;, with combat forces ,) 

1.c. , not just reconnaissance forces 

**
\u25a0 )

P.18? 
' ( Afternoon. ..visit by the Fuehrer, to the camp
 
i.e., OKK Hq .
 

p,190 (Asterisk omitced) (In AGp. Center. ... the hand 
supplies.- ) 
2he term used here is "^andliof fer" (hand lug
gage) a term coined by G-en, Haider to dis
tinguish smaller truck Clms o carrying a few 
days 1 supplies and moving with the combat 
troops, from the "Passagiergut "( the heavy 

< 

luggage sent by express), y the complete carried 
isuue of supplies which follows in bounds. 

p.190 
* (b) Fuel situation. ..\ .beglnnlnp; 6 July. )
 

Start of a new offensive.
 

** (Q-en e von vval&auf,...of air strength)p.190 
against Leningrad./ Omitted in the translation,— 

iid. 
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p.191 

P.191 

P.191 

P. 192 

3?. 192 

p.193 

p.195 

p.196 

* (Col, yon /.iehlberg: ...... Decorations. ., * 

10 tJuly and 1 august)
 
Possibly Mstoric dates. Shey were target
 
da^es for distribution of decorations throu
ghout the entire Army.
 

** (In AQp, North i- uorps should better not move 
(gijkf. to the East. )
 

The enemy was trying to-divert. it in that
 
direction.
 

(asterisk omitteeU (Evening reports. ...Approve 

date* ......)' " 
Should read: "Date is approved. There were . 
divergences between ObdH, who wanted to go 
easy, and &en. nalder, i who wanted to move in 
the direction of Moscow as quickly as possible* 

-* ( top: by the old Russo Estonian frontier. ) 
I.e. before Russian annexation of the Baltic 
States in 1959, 

** (ffieia yon Leeb.-. .,b),. . fro move up 
XXIiICorps. «. ) 
G-Kq Reserve. The principle followed was to 
let the command most likely to need rein-
fore emants do the moving of G-Hq Reserves to 
the front. Being interested in getting these 
reinforcements, the command would overcome 
any obstacles. in getting them in back of the-

ifrontline. 

paragraph. This for 
* (Fourth accounts 

his Passivity. )'
 
Footnote canceled.
 

** (Fourth line' "in,pursuit" ) 
The Hungarian report is quoted ironcally. It 
was no "pursuit" of a enemy that the' Hungar &~ 
Lans had beaten; the enemy just withdrew* 

' * C&nemy Intelligence, 3rd paragraph: .... in the 
space of two weeks. ) 

G-en. Haider explained this sentence meant only 
that the forces of the first Bussian mobiliza
tion wave had been destroyed within two weeks 
from the opening of the war. 

* 
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pel99p e 199 

p. 200 

p.200 

po2oop o 200 

po2olp o 201 

p0202p 202o 

* (Bottom line*,..,.by grdupg concentrated at 
tHe croasings.T
 
17 e« Pvina river willnot be held, by a
 
continuous enenmy line.
 

* (yolo Ochsner i... .Do Pro .lector )' 
lfDo i! Six-barreled Rocket Projectors. 
Heavy docket in.JL94I, 380 or 320 mm 
rockets fired from their shipping orates. Thg 
necessary elevation .is given by a tilted 
frame om which the crated; rockets rest o 

.** (Wagner a.)., . .J3y 
B 

TQ)" 
Bevollmaechtiigter 'transport fizier 
Plenypotentiary transport Officer, the represent 
ative of the transport (^ercke) at 4i?ißy
%>. or Army.level. 

**\u25a0* (c),. '.Center?- Armor within close distanceo

from Moscow) 
I; coe o , that much fuel, and in the case of 
Infantry all the general supplies could be 
delivered to enable these troops to reach the 
named Moscow looks like a long distance, but 
may be correct due to the fact that the road 
net in sector of AGp.. Center was relatively 
good* • 

* ( in North,.... as far as 
Should read* Hoeppn#r, "beating off attacks 
against his flank, has pushed" as far as Ostrov, 
just north of the Dvina river. 

* s... .a) »..the last Regt )
o 

i'he second of the L'iv.itwo-Regt.Dlv. ) 
is diverted while in transit. 

--
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* 
p,203	 jWa^ner... o? ,B v i'Q ) 

footnote canceled 

**Ijuhles o. ,. a,).,, .organization provedp0203p o 203 has 
;unworkable 

co,e oIeI c 
, the combination of horses and motorized 

". equipments 'i-'he Cav.Div. was a hobby of Ob&H. 
•it became	 s.n Armd, Div. in 3.942. 

p., 203 .\u25a0***	 (b), 
0 o Suitable for new missions (. «..on 

Balk&na eto « k7TT7 
G-en o Haider was thinking over possibilities 
just in case Hitler suddenly wanted to start 
a new war somewhere on the globe.'. Anatolia' 
was mentioned a few days earlier, see p.197,/ 

P« 203 #	 (d) Chenille ttes.. -. ) 
'lracked armored ammunition carriers o 

p0203p o 203 irif	 (eh,Q Jr.,,-.\ supplySUPPJ installations have been 
•4lxeJ2ted( } ).iverte&L )) 

frobably to the Murmansk front. 

$QSOS (Asterisk omifced) ( G-en. Qtt,.. ,Inf9 Supply.. 
\u25a0 \u25a0Clms, \u25a0» . . .). Err-on bous . . _ — 

Erroneous translation ilnfanterie Kolonnen
innovation : ammunition like thatc 

of Artillery Anot a Supply Olms. ) 

p.207 
'*	 (^veninpc situation South: ln 

I.c. , the	 Romanian fronts 
>(>

p9207p 9 207 
** (Souths .,.;,. inside the, enemy positions)
 

The line on the old Russian border.
 

\u25a0 p.207 
*** (Finland:... . only the last Regt. )
 

I.ea
, only the second riegt o was diverted.


(of. p, 202, note. ) 

p c 207 #	 ( Situation; South;-. ... far to the 3outh(roa&
 
conditions'*
lons'* )) )) 
Hre roads really so bad that Ciorps must spread 
itself over such a wide area'? Armor should be 
kept together. 1 

.p. 207 ##	 (...west of Minsk). 
"Minsk11 

is wrong* In the absence of a sltua
tion map the mistake could not. be corrected. 
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p. 208 

Po 209 

Pa 212 

p. 214 

p0214p o 214 

p. 214 

oper^tjloiv east,\u0084 

* ( -Summary s- «, .north-south *" of 
:\u25a0the )_ . I \ 

J 

"J-'his-' refers to the possibilities of coop era
venteruentertion between A^ps.- ans South in this 

eventuality. \u25a0\u25a0Center- would- help South, which 
had baen checked In its advance by the Dniepr 
river,. 

(Asterisk omitted) (25QQ 
O
,
;O f'inner rlng;,;" eaa , 

\u25a0"outer ring" „0 
) . ]\B . \u25a0.. 

3?hese are not encircling rings in the same 
sonse as in the battle of ;©ialo3tok P The 
question here is whether ffie . operation should 
be limited to slicing off a small area' by an 
Anhor-Inf team, or be given maximum scope*0 

* (5) .. «, .«b) battle, at Smolensk)
it was assumed ,that a crushing defeat in that 
'battle would dispose of organized opposition 
all the way to trie Wolga river. Anna, thrust 
then T/ould destroy the remaining war industries 
east of the V/olga c 

* (Situations South .',,., on- both sides of 
MogileyJ.
 

1.c., one Russian JJiv. on each side of
 
Hogilev c 

~ii.;d

6 

9a 

"** ( Seyenteen'Gh „.. Stalin line.... ) 
i^ot the real Stalin- tine. Any time a line 
of prepared positions was breached, the 
field commands reported a breakthrough of 
the "Stalin Line". 

* ** 
:-^enteri..«- from the direction of Nevel. ) 
footnote canceled.—- heading "North11 

should have been several lines earlier, 
preceding "Also yon Leeb 1 s right wing,...I! 

The right wing of AGp t. North is here reported 
on under "Center" because its operation has
bearing on Third Armd o G-p. (Hoth) of AGp.
Center, 
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p. 215 

D.216 

p. 816 

p.218 

p.219 

P.526 

p,228 

p £2§4 

\ 

* (Radio Intelligence, ,,.. ( from north to south. ) )
"from north to south" Is mentioned specifically 
because this is- a reversal of the customary 
order of notation (from south to north). The 
notation is consistent with usual prattm©^,
however^ in that it is from right to lefto 

"s** 

"* (G-en o Buhle' -. ...-«. "Rehabilita-tlon 3ns a )__
Longei- sentences were served in llPenaT Bns, l! 

poBp o84 s note."**" .A penal unit for soldiers whose 
court martial, sentence has been suspendet 
to give them an opportunity to redeem them
selves at the front. Different from "Special 

\u25a0Field" Bns<> , where actual sentences were ' 
served, see p.B4 . ;o 

(Asterisk (AG-p,, »*omitted. ) North..» « Porkhov 

Pog probably should read Log (6 km M of Strugi-
Krassnije) 

*. (Centers ... At SMlov. Eleventh)
 
Possibly Twelfth and Seventh Armd. Divs,
 

* (Situation^ 
? 

line),.. South. .« Stalin 
This desegnation was indiscriminately applied 
to all sorts of fortified lines. 

* (h) Karl if0n,.... ) 
80 cm &vno Hange 51,400-- yds. weight of project
ile (AC) 16,540 lbs. Ed c 

* ( Sixth Paragraph:, ..Passed" ~~on verbation to 
A-Gp', South)
 
InIn orderorder tot dissociate himself from the order-

and to indicate that he could not assume 
responsibility for %t 3 &en. Haider would 
pass it on with the opening phrase "The Fueh

\u25a0 

rer has ordered,...." Since it implied 
critism, \u25a0 this form of transmittal was later 
prohibited. 
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P. 236 

p*23B 

p,238 

p0239p o 239 

p. 239 

d.241 

P0241P O 241 

p. 248 

p 248 

D.247 

*h** (\u25a0gouthj..>>oSavJ!WikiAfe lt ).; 
An SS ~DIv. \u0084 inSe up mo' s filfcyn&fn§oaxid}.ni^xah, 

\u25a0SrKB-cHlandsSlemls'ix. 

*' (fen. Jacobs from Belgrade„....,..b). .material ' 
, c ) Lanninger. . ..\u25a0. 

Footnotes canceled. 

(Asterisk emitted. ) . (lCyenlng o.... ) 
Correction: Both Reinhardt and yon Manstein 
commanded Armd^ Corps, not Dive* 

#(&£H*_^yepnecke. « >, rushed off to
!
the west) 

1.c.,- into Estonia, which was not yet entirely 
• 

\u25a0in Gunman -hands* . v 
, 

(Asterisk omitDed,, ) (Situation: South)
 
.1.c., on the western bank of the Pniestr,
 
which makes a wide turn
 c 

* (G-en>_ju-hle° a )>.... including Second and 
Fifth in the total.
 
These two Diys. existed already, but needed
 
much new materiel 

(Asterisk omitted. ) 

Correction. Should 

# Qlh -• y-uPPQ^ 

after the Balkans- Campaign* 

d)
 
read "Heavy Backet Launchers!
 

Should fee "Dniepr", 

'**\u25a0 ( , . transloadlog; at Var^nn )
<.\u0084 

\u25a0•Locality in "Slovakia, but identity uncertain. 

-* (A~&p rJorths ... The "eastern front")
a 

AG-p/ North also had a "western front", facing 
Estonia. 
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* (G-en,	 Warner. ....'&).,,.»...: ."ffjanM-Sr, instrumentp0248p o 248 
signature, )receives	 : 

G-en o Haider sign a fotf'Qb&H, who is at AG-p. 
North, (Performance of functions which normally—are in ObdHßs province is usually noted in the 
Diaryo 

•Ed o ) 

enemy 
: 

(from north 
to BouthT	 

~* 

(See cf«	 note p. 215) 

po 251	 
* (c) I) Observed ~movements ' 

p. 253 (Asterisk omitted) (Col. L155,.....,.a) 
Correction*, «... that the units are still brigs. 

1)1v3„,v3 „,and not, , 

p0256p o 256	 
* (2e Q A special organization under Balk) 

ArmcL Forces Chief in OKH 
(Correction :.-., .for checking.'. ..)\u25a0 

p. 256 (Asterisk omitted) (G-en, Wagner. ... a) 
Correction *... . .native food stocks 

- following points «p.260	 
* (J( J stress the ah.., XXXV 

Corps^l 
ihe organization is not a full Cc-ps, but a 
"Hoeheres Kommando", i.e., a Hq of Corps 
status with fewer special troops than the 
usual complement of a first-line Co|?ps Hq. 
When acting merely as an Hq, this type of 
organization is referred to throughtou the 
translation as "Corps Hq (reduced)^. In the 

" field, with combat troops attached, it is more 
convenient to refer to it as Corps* Reichenau 
was given Corps because therethis incomplete — 
were no other reserves available. Ed. 

p0261p o 261	 ('-asterisk omitted) (development of the situa
tloru .-. ,,the eastern front yon Kluge J s Army

0.. )\u25a0)
 \u25a0 

In the wide envelopment, yon Kluge 's Army has 
a western front, facing the rear of the enemy 
fronting west, and an eastern front* 

* 
p0261p o 261 '(development ;of' the situation:. (Second ffaragr: ) 

.-. .a damper on all higher" Hqs. ) 
1.c., Army and Army Gp«,Hqs ; and 0KH# 
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* 
pe 2G2	 k \u00843) .Splitting: ,M,AJrmd a ! 

ti is turned overover tri Rr: 1 

Sixtn. Army,, for the teftle* of Kiev, which 
G-en 0 Haider .opposed* . 
illCorps flioti id M^ried. to Beichenau s 

* 
to 'AGp. Center,.-. . Strauss )P0 263	 ( QbdH >rent 

The intended meaning is "in general direction 
of Stalingrad^ Second Army (yon take,c 

the right wing of Ninth Army to its north, 
while Ninth Army (Strauss), its own left wing, 
assumes command of right wing of A$po North 
(yon Leeb) 

o 
(Yon Leeb !s left, wing is an error 

in the original),- Ed 0 

p«264 #	 ( Second paragr, c .».,.. have been reached ) 
(iThis refers to the objective c c, , the high 

ground of Smolensk) set forth in c:he Initial 
Invasion,,directive	 for the 

p0 264 
** ( Center*.-. second series of battles) 

From the Beresina. river to the line now reached*. 

7v 

* *	 l,266 G~en, Wagner „ .,. *.b)o c . for yon s new pcrou 
yon Kluge \Foarth Army) Assumes control of 
elements of Second and Ninth Armies for invest
ment of Smolensk. 

6 

* 
\u25a0p. 267 (Evening situation* .. „. a ..pockets I
 

) "„.«..also
(Omission in.translation:	 many guns 
captured, "\u25a0\u25a0 

* (&eru ,„.,b),... .will be returned to the~~	 ~~id 268	 ' " ~ 
z~T7 
To be brought to full strength. 
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* 
\u0084.Po 269 11150I 1150 1600. a )... ,by_ j^^j^_^o2!l!?sl2lL)

Contact between units is not* absolutely
essential, especially if depth can be maiik* 
tamed See p.147, note**o 

***• .(a,  ,pc269p c 269 '), .need for clear-cut' disposition by
) " sectors
 
read;
o o Should need for clear-cut allocations

(i.c*, of supply) by (front) sectors* 

pe269p e 269 \u25a0*** (b) , .especially In North and South.)fa c 

The "resources ior developing opportunities" 
are the reserves and special troops available 
to Army GGop Hqs ;which are to make the mosto 

of the initiative held by their troops,, In
both i^orth and South, there are openings for 
exploitation with these reserves/ 

p»269 (Asterisk omitted, ) ( jhe_Agpo C s c f S Ipriefly 
comments ., „.. ) . . . 

~^^ 

objectivesThe given at the outset of the 
.campaign are nearly reached. Thought must be 
given now to the continuance of the operation,
in order to avoid an operational vacuum when 
these goals are achieved,, 

p* 271 
* (ObdH calls- up x-cn Bock) 

OM"w had to cail.up. because G-en c Haider did 
not want i-o be in any way identified with the 
new project. 

p. 271-
** (furkeyi, lr Oauoasia and Turkestan) 

Slip of the pen for !:Kurdistari n 
c 

p5272p s 272 
* ( Q-en, Konrado .. a a), . .is critical of the Army)

Croer.ing always echoed Hitler's' critism of the 
Army, when progress was slow*' 

-
p0272p o 272 (^sterisK omitted) (1800 2015 ao ,vl.)

Hitler did not have the patience to let any*
thing come to fruition that by its nature 
required a slower development. 

*** (p„272 5') 
Of_P as soon as ready. ) 

G-en o balder considered such a frontal advance 
senseless, because Moscow was defended ~by a 
whole series of fortified lines, one behind 
the other* .;

*** (No' hurry )c)pe272p e 272 c 

that, thisThe implication was was not an import 
ant front, so that-Bock could take his- time,. 

-
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* 
p.273 (jjecQQd ..life*&fL^ibfila purely tactical 

character } .. ". 
Here is the ori|fte of Hitler1s obsession not 
to yield an inch of ground even after holding 
a position no longer gave any advantage. He-
thought he could thus disrupt the enemy Vs 
operational designs just as. similar tactics on 
the part of the Russians disrupted the German 
plans,
 

\u25a0at the beginning of the war Hitler was afraid
 
the Hussian s might withdraw and so escape des-^
 
truction, now he was annoyed because they did
 
not budge*
 

P0275 
* jG-gn,, Buhle* a ),.... 0n Sixteenth Armdc Divo ) 

Velikie Luki a few days before. 

**•p."275 (c)... to the Staff of the armored Troops Chief) 
One of the "Arms Chiefs" in 0KHo 

]p».g76 
* (Evening:. .».,A-Gp Center,, . <, ..guarded by parti— 

sans) 

This method had the lourpose of compelling the 
G-ermans to halt to open fire, and so pinning 
them down for a time<v 

.neavy. Rofled Launchers) * (Colv,uq±.c Qchsner., ...., Heavy ijauncners/ 

Footnote canceled.
p0278p o 278	 ucusner^ ... floaea 

** 
P.27S (Fellgiebel» o-« ..Cipher operations procedure) 

I.e.j when code should or should not be used.. 

p. 278 
*** (Lt>- Col. BKiLQtt*. ..». .Directives, not orders j ) 

:i^rmd.	 Orp, 3 protests against being given
(iorders" wants only broad "directives 11 ,(i.c. 
indication of objective, with details of 
execution left to its own- judgment). 

-
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p. 279 
* (e)...N' pth^.j 4,fdr .imedlate needs; . ; 

1.c., "the |lriandkof3cer""*Thand supplies). See-~~ ' 

note on pc 190 M. .0~~-M.o 

p. 279-
** (ec) Immobilization of trailers.;)c 

Trucks were not powered to pull trailers (one 
or two) on roads turned into bigs by heavy 
downpours. 

p. 279:
*** (Center^, )c 

Footnote canceled* 

p. 279 # (0ol Brelth,.,.Traffic,..control)
B 

To keep unauthorized vehicles off certain roads* 

p. 280 
* (a). «... ..cooking kettles. .. ) 

a critical item,, because of the glycerine 
filling between the two jackets, which had 
to be replenished from time to time while 
in use, This glycerine bath, on the double-
boiler principle, prevented burning of food 
in the kettles, the contents of which could 
not be stirred while the kitchen was rolling. 

their \u25a0g«282 
* (Center:...;, from Sectors. .) 

For rehabilitation* 

'**' 
p. 282 (c)...for the period of rehabilitation)• 

1.c., their ground personnel. 

p.. 283 
* (Mfi.ior Meyer-Rides. ... .from Libya)— 

Probably should' be Syria, £&„ 

a 

p, 284 
* (Evening situations On the fiastern front. .) 

1.c., the eastern front behind the Uman , 
pocket. ; 
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* 
p. 285 'Jlie movement of the. Inf.- Ply. ) 

Poo mate, canceled. 

** 
? a ) )P..285- ( Radke 0,.c Bas le order«e r« . 

On handling of secret material. 

p.286 
* ( Second' line ?«...'. finally closed, ) 

See pp.3o, 49, 58, 76, 94. 

* 
p. 288 (ffnd of volume VI without date i- ) 

Possibly 25 July 1941. ~~Edo 

p. 288 l^ ( fore sighted .supply i) 
Equipment of troops with smoke ammunition 
is not a matter of changing basic issues 
(organisation),, She necessary orders must 
be given to the Supply Chief ample . time # 

-
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.TO.VO&-,FOOTNOTES VII 
.— 

p. 1 ,\u25a0 

* (2.)... on left wjag.)its extreme 
Footnote canceled. 

p. 3 . 
* (South: .... Eleventh Army.) 

Entered separately in this tabulation, "because it 
operates from sutrnly "base in Romania. 

** 
p. 3. (a) West; ..... for an amnesty) 

For French civilians , 

P* 3 
***(c) The crime rate is down 

Among soldiers \u2666 

# (c) Special Field Bn.)£• 3 
Penal units, see Vol. VI, p.84 note**, Ed* 

p. 5 ( Asterisk omitted) Evening situation. *. Center? ...... eastern 
front.)flank.. \u25a0.« eastern
 

The envelopment east of Smolensk*
 

0 : 28)p..6 
* (GHq, Reserves: 

All Gfiq. reserves allotted, none available any more, as 
against the enemies 28 reserves Divs., which can "be 
committed on any part of the front. 

P« 6 
** ( Center: ... .are ~b; ne; a "bridge across the Dniep 

To the southern I>ahk of the river. 

\u25a0p» 7 
* (East:... Coo-nerat ion with the Economics Organization) 

11 Reich agency concerned with 
planning of economic exploitation of prospective occupied 

_terri.torie.s. . . . _in the east 4..in corner; tion with p;rp.curin^; raM 
.material ani lo<x&-J:xiT~.bte&JZ&rSLa,& &TI3P& loj;cG.s_a. _r»_ Id^.„ 

p. ,8 * (c)(c) QuartersQuarters . kitchen kettles
 
See VoiU -VI p. 380 (footnote)
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* 
p. 9 /.Gen . Gratis e »... of ,a :oonffis tent personnel policy.) 

To "be careful whom he takjes into his Staff, so as to 
xhave' a strong idro~o£H : group, . , 

p. 11 
* .(First ftiragr. ... the, Armd. Diva 

At the weakest part of jany ring $ncloaing the -pocket, 
i.e., where the link up is made in the east. 

** p. 11 (Center? .. on his eastern front . 
1.c., the sector of his Army Gp f east of Smolensk, 

•\u2666•» 

p. 12 
* (Sodqnsterni 4. .. "pressure coming from the west.) 

Compare preceding page, note *: The Armd* Gp, on the 
eastern end Of the pocket was naturally subjected to 
heavy pressure from the enemy trying to 'break out east
ward• 

P« 14 *\u25a0	 (Sixth line: . The Smrvoly -Area) 
Correction: The Home .Det>ot (Versorgungs'bezirk) offered 
eighteen ammunition trains. ... ten ammunition trains*... 
lost in Marshalling Area (SammelgeMet ) (Warsaw *• 

Frankfurt/ Oder) .... 
Sammolge'biet (fershalling Area) is the railroact net 
where supplies are kept loaded in trains subject to 
"call" from front SuimLy agencies* 

** p• 14	 (5.).,.. Gen Q,u {See. l) 
The original reads Gen Qu (l)j probably means &ruppe I 
of the Gen Q,u Section,, Planning arid Organization of-

supply in the field. Ed. 

* 
p. 18 Second line;' Hohenzollernstrasse) 

~Gen. Halders priva te add.r e s s in Berlln» Ed , 

** p. 18 (QQ,u IVo lJ Bansai) 
Japanoso Mil.Attache in Berlin* 

*** (OQ.u- IV. 2.) ... Just)P* 18 
German Mil,Attache in Bucharest. 
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* (Gen. Brand;..... X 3 En.p. 19 
24 cm, range 41, 0i1. yds o 

p. 22 \u25a0* Third Par . "between the frontier and Minsk. 
1.c., railroad traffic has "been restored on this 
section of the line. 

* 
p. 24	 (Center:,.... This willhave to "be settled by OEH 

orde rI 
This was strictly an Army GGop o command matter, "but 
Guderian did very much what he wanted and the matter 
had to "be enforced "by a top echelon order. 

tellers)p. 24 
** (yon Ziehlberg; ...... internal 

I.e., within the Gen. Staff about decorations and also 
Dolitics. 

*** 
p. 24 ...his full confidence in my "policies 

Adding bhe advice not to let himself "be deflected 
from his clear line "by what was going on. 

-p. 25 
* (~L7O0 n.. -b) ».. operational objective,) 

Gen» Haider's ODnosition to any major operation against 
the ICorosten Group, as wanted "by Hitler, (see p.20, 2. ) 

* (Fourth: .line; . .. GHq	 trains.)p.	 26 Reserve of 125 
1.c., trains kept loaded with stnrplies, ammunitions etc* 

** 
P.	 26 (Td) safety margin) 

Silent reserves and conservative estimates. 

p. 31 
* (yon Bock, on phone; .... offensive with, limited 

objectives) 
"Kleine Loesung" „ 

* (2c)	 )to. 32	 Boetticher's -
G-erman Mil.Attache in Washington. Ed. 
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p» 33 
* (Major Pis torius ...o Schubert's G-rou; 

A Combat \u25a0Team made up of elements of AGp.'s Center 
and Forth. 

P 36 
* (Second paragraph;.,, are separated "by natural obstacles 

(marshes 
"Capability for modifying the situation"" means iaGre? 
Possibilities for.'.regrorroing forces. 

p. 37 *(\u2666) Supplies; 3 day reserve on hand 
All this applies to ammunition. 

** 
P 37	 (c) ¥ikolayev: .., „ are reported already moving northward 

I<,e., to push eastward again since there is no enemy lef 
to cut off in the south. 

p» 39 *. (Situation: In South. «, . The same old story againI.*.. 

useless, 

was "bound to arrive too late to catch the enemy* who 
had always an escape route open to the east. 

This Armd* drive from the north was since it 

39 
** (2.)... "Bridgehead/,,.,.)P 

A salient in the frontline. 

33 (Asterifik (Situation.... old story again.)P 
It is too late to accomplish anything by moving south. 
Should have moved eastward in the direction in which 
the enemy was fleeing. 

P 
*	 (it.Col, yon .Kahlden; r... „ Artillery emplacements40	 are a 

•problem.) 
*Water table to close to surface 

P 40 .** (G-en. Wagner...,. Organization Todt IIprogram.) 
Second echelor. of Todt organization, working in the 
areas farther to the rear. 

_ 
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~~ p- 42 x (Noteworthy; pro pagahd a in enemy territory. 
Refers to the work of the Propaganda Section of ObdH in 
Ukraine (Hesse, see 111, p 64; Note ***,V, ps 77,** 
note and ?I, p/ 20.). 

P» 42	 (Situation: Center: The costly *-*fighting,) 
Costly for both sides. 

p, 44	 (North: .. They -want to take Third mot. B>iv. out c. _o_c " 
The original has "30th mot* Diy3 No such unit existed, 

Confusion' tue* to" fact that 30th Inf.-, Div,-: operated in 
the adjoining sector,

P* 4& (Asterisk omitted,,) (Third line from top ) 
Correction* Read: "Scheduled 11 for "balanced supply 
movement s"o 

-* 
\u25a0p* 46 Keltel c 0 \u0084 a) ?> 3 the r?number of Division 

Commanders o o_ 2. is steadily mounting c, )
 
The two main factors were nervous strain and incompetence
 

p. A 6-'"'* ( c) o „ Naples to SJUirmarisk. ) 
I.e. Personnel Divc was in contact with all theaters 
of operations and so had its finger on the pulse of 
general opinion,, 

po kl 
* (fhird line from top.) 

The tracks would be ruined «, 

p. 48	 (Evening Situation: o North: ,Narva "Bottleneck", )0 

A narrow corridor from the main front to Narva. 

p. 49 
* (Wagner « c 2«) . o c hoarding of supplies^) 

The old complaint about toe many "silent reserves"* 
causing shortages in some units and generally disrupting 
planned allocation* 

p« 51 (Situation: o \u0084 North: , ,Third mot» Djv>) 
See p. Uki note

? 

\u25a0*. 
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* 
p 54	 (Col. Metz . . „ G-erman communities „) 

The G-erman settlements in the Ukraine had "been 
decimated "by the 1923 famine and the countryside 
had "begfet to revert to its original steppe character. 

* (Norths Corps .)
 
The way the Roman numeral is written in the original
 
may easily "be misread for L (50) .
 

V* 55 JSTorthi . . InI

** (Badke: ,P» 55	 .. fr) . Free Oott>w. )Hadke: .. "b) 
Reference to the foreign volunteer legions which were 
then in the planning stage „ 

P- 56 (Asterisk omitted:) (Situations Souths . . Romanian Border 
Div,)-Ho explanation could be obtained . Ed. 

* 
p. 59 (Fuehrer Directive . , ,WFSTL ,) 

1.c.,, Wehrmachts Jluehrungs-sta"b—Landesverteidigung.J1uehrungs-sta"b— Landesverteidigung.
(Armed Forces Operations Staff.) (See Glossary.) 

a 

60 (Asterisk omitted?) (?,. lines g/4)P 
Correction, "zu einer konzentrischen 
Operation" actually means "for a con
vergent drive". 

P. 61 (Asterisk omit ted o (Afternoon . . spent in conferences. .) 
conferences (Aussprachen) were of 

a more formal character, dealing with 
„"basic issues 

* 
P* 61	 (Fifth paragraph . . remaining in the offensive.) 

I*e., defensive warfare is impracticable on this front. 

** 
p. 61	 (Evening situation; . . Center; . . against the 

1.,e. 
s the part of the front of Center facing oast-

Other parts of this projecting sector were facing north 
and. south and oven west, "because of the enemy pocket. 

D 
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(Asterisk omitted?) (Conference	 ,_J"P. 62 .wj.th Gen. Obst. Guderian 
G-en. Haider, yon Bock and other high-ranking generals 
opposed a ma. jot ba.ttle at Kiev* which loomed so large 
in Hitler's mmdc Even Guderian was against it "because 
Moscow was a much more attractive objective, amd it was 
hoped that Hitle-5 might listen to him. 

* 
P» S3	 (&0&... Buhlef, .. d) "Service Companies 11 .) 

Germans ''Betreuungskompanien.'"' 

*' 
P» 66	 (Capt. in the Sen^_§taff .) 

Beck introduced in the G-en. Staff Corps the distinction 
between" in (im) the Gen o Staff" and nof (dcs) the en. 
Staff "„ An "in" officer was- one who worked in the Gen. 
Staff proper, an "of" officer was one with Gen. Staff 
training assigned to a troop unit* The distinction was 
never widely adopted. 

** (Gen....WagnerP 66 ,. .f) Shifting of ammunition stocks .) 
Stocks left over from the French campaign. 

* 
P- 71	 l^irst paragraph,: The final decision is up to ITourih 

Army.) 
Le,, "Suck—passing "by yon Bock* 

** 
\u25a0 

P- 71	 (Gen. Buhle; ..... >d) Russian 7,6g cm Gun.) 
A Krupp design sold to Russia after being rejected by 

:the G-erman.Army Ordnaace Office, 'The Russians demon
strated the effectiveness of the gun against the German 

\u25a0Army, which then accepted it for its i>T 'Artillery. 

*** 
p. 71	 ( g) Proncli Legion.) 

Composed of Jf-'rench volunteers, sponsored by the "Vichy 
G-overnmcnt • 

* 
P.	 73 . (.General yon Wal&au . . a:t i^-'borne ope rat ions on the 

Crimea i-s vetoed.) 
By Goering as Commander- in-Chief of the Air 

- * 
p. 79	 (loon;, . . fallfall ofof Viborg.) 

Gen. Oehq.uist was the former Commander of the fortress oil 
Viipuri ("Viborg). ceded to Russia after the Russ o-3ftn.nl sh 
war 39/40. 

-
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p. 81 (Asterisk omitted:) (£ast, entry under 2 Sep. ) 
Brother	 of one of Gen. Obst. Haider's 
sons-in-law. 

** 
p. 81 (Col. Toussaint . . . Hungarian Guard O 

For' tho Danube. 

*** p.Bl (Casualties;, . . 31 August.) 
Date pro"ba"bly wrong, possi"bly mistake for 21 August, 

* 
P« 82	 ("Visit to AG-p, 'ilorth, .. , characteristics of Army Gp.

lorth.) 
I.Go, of its C in Cj. yon Lee"b. 

* 
p. 82	 (Situation;(Situation; » Orde: is issued. ..)\u0084.. Order 

OKH is directed to order Gudorian "back. 

** 
p. 82 (. .on the northern "bank of the Diiiepr.) — 

Here, tho far "bank of the meandering river. Ed. 

* (.Gen.	 decoration.)p».83 Foitel . .3.^ r . Intermediate 
Between Iron Gross First Class and Knight's Cross. 
This was the :tGerman Cross" (in gold or silver) . 
Its appearance gaia rise to thr* Army slang "Spiogoloi" ' 
(Fried Egg). 

* 
P* 87	 (AGp. Qontert . . its opposite number, Kl.oist>) 

I.e. Armd. Gp. 1, in AGrp. South, forming the other 
\u25a0prong of tho drive. 

* . (Own	 ~ (lOOJ) .)P- 94 oporational airplanes .. 336 
Gon. Haider could not explain the figures. 

* 
P« 96	 fSicgo warfare > , G-eschwadcr *. )
 

Sec Glossary*
 

* 
p. 99. (Operational situationi . ..eastorn front of AGp. Center 

See p. 61, note**. The area around Yelnya. 

** 
p. 99 (Local attacks i,n western direction.) 

I.oM Hussian attacks. 
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* 
p. 100 

tho 
action, ,,Zone 

"big offensive against-
\u0084) 

Moscow ("Teifun") » 
sco .p. 134. . Ed.3d. 

**
 
p. 100 ffien. Paulus? ... Armd. Corps Beiahardt .)T 

1.c., XXXXI Corps. Gen. Haider often' referred to units 
"by name if he know the Commander well. This sometimes 
may cause confusion with the Combat Teams or Groups 
of Div. or Corps strength put together for special • 

purposes, which were officially designated "by tho name 
~ of the Commander. Ed. 

* 
\u2666p. 102 (Evening situation: . eastern central front.) 

I,e >.-df AGp. Center, see notes p. 61 and 99. 

* 
p. 104 (Evening situation; South; .. the encircling ring has 

now Idoen closed.)
 
1.c., the ring around Kiev.
 

**
 (. .p. 104 from the outside?.) 
1.c., from the east. 

*** 
p. 104 (.4. . . turn to his new mission. )

1

In the direction of Tula. 

(jfforths _ _ the Heva,)p. 104 # s i. . west of 
1.c., on the western tank of the leva river. 

*
 
p. 105 ( Gen. .Foilgiebel . .. c) . . "between AG-ps ,South and 

Center.)
 
1.c., telephone connection "between the two ,A.Gps.
 
oast of the Dniepr.
 

*
 (Situation: 
\u2666p. 106 . . a) . southwardl from the Dniopr.) 

With the Dniet>r swinging sharply to the west in the-
area, the southern Dank is the far "bank. Ed.Ed. 

**
 
p. 106 (s) , . like Miliard halls.) 

1.c., they "bounce off one side and then "butt against 
tho opposite side,, 

***
 p. 106 (Housinger/Stieff ; . , for operation Teifun.) 
Code for the Mg fall offensive against Moscow,* 
see p. 100, note and p. 134 sqq. 
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p,f 3.6$ (yon Sodenstorn ... He would like to get rid of them.;
'" 

x ~~" 

Primadonnas, publicity-minded, and generally not 
popul--^ with.the Army. 

** ' 
p. 107. (G-en Qu a) . .,Afrp. Rear Aroas.) ; 

\u25a0;.-,,. How turned, over to OE'iV administration; therefore\u0084 

the mention "ofSafeguarding of our (i»e. OKH) interests/ 

***
 (. . with the. Reich Marshal.)p.
* IQ.^'" ' :r Reich

t

Marshal G-o^ririg,' as head of "the Four Year 
-Plan Authority* -Ed. 

* 
; 

p." t&t' #**(. :gCbd^y s^o ck:s; 
An iron reserve. l~r 

———— — — — __ —
 — " _.— ~—, ——• 
\u0084, ..7 

_—— 

p.. 108 (Asterisk omitted:) (Schedule of arrivals Hevol. . ) 
-

'\u25a0 : : \u25a0 ©if units transferred from Iforth to 
Center for the "big fall offensive 

\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0"_... It" ". . against Moscow.\u0084" ;--';--' 
\u25a0P • i-ivi 'v k J;sai 

' 

\u25a0-;-; \u0084-\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0" —: — 
'\u25a0"Xi^ilr i— 

"'\u25a03?: *. _'(-lf^fe-J--sfei:r^h)- second •paragraph; . . cave— ins. .. .)> JO9 
•E6ard;'b'ecL:sn%:6»llapsed under the weight of tanks. 

**' 
p. Ie? (&!?ii_.Sii_^)^ _.,._.:i/ :.;:_-_\u25a0

i*
 
p. 110 \p\ t>roup--Kleiat .) 

IMd-^-*:G^oa,^ f--;s:Sfe iaV 

|>.* ip :^%* |-&raup; V^r;Gliderian^c > 

' 
\u25a0 .. 

' 

fArfed/Gp; 2. 
{;
'~'^Ed. 

" ' * 

*
vP * T("j'7* ' -

\u25a0-' \u25a0{" 

p. 11l »(-3Tir^t parag-ra-ph: . . G-roiiT) Mackensen.) 
A com"bat Team. -3d." 

~~""~ _.«.•.-.— 

**
 (Center 
\u25a0p. 11l and.. Forth: . . Center . . ) ;

' Li-;c: rP' 1.G., the cnomy facing AGp. Center. Ed. 

p. ill (Asterisk omjttedi ) tßogatsch-Kin^ei : , .a) . . operation-;- * " ' -
'P \u25a0\u25a0 il: \u25a0 

' 
::;f;;:l: defense 1inc. .) r : 

TVey, a" Bfefeiise^ lihe of more than tac
tical significance, one that has "bearir^ 

!'?.. on the defense plan for a theater. 

\. -
 -
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* (Situation 
\u25a0.p. 112 . . of the encirclement ..l 

1.c., the moment when the encircling ring is sealed. 
The friendly troops are fewest there and the enemy 
usually throws his weight against that weak link. 

** p. 112 (Seventh paragraph? . . IXIXL Corps Hq_.) 
footnote canceled,. 

* 
p. 113 (Gen. Buhi.ei . . "b) Hot—weather equipment. 

d) S%low-f.vxm.BTG.*) 
~b) Also for Southern Russia, 

d) Iron runners to which wheels of horse-drawn 
vehicles are clamped, converting these vehicles to 
sleds. 

** 
p. 113 (Gen. Wagner . t 

c) . .Gauleiter -Koch. )-
Reich Commissar for the Ukraine. 

* (Evening ~ Schmidt.)p. 115 Situations . Norths « Groun 
LeM the -XMLSCmot. Corps. ti 

* 
p. 116 (Situations; South „ . "Defensive opposition".') 

In quotes "because Gen. Haider did not "believe the 
report correct; it seemed to him that the enomy was 
really attacking t 

** 
p. 116 (. . Taking out of Dj-ys. for Glide rian . « ) 

For his drive on Tula within the framework of tho big 
fall offensive against Moscow* With the ring around 
the pocket consolidated, they were no longer needed, there 

* 
p. 117 (Gqii.. Wagner. . b) . . OKW order.) 

1.c., OKW must issue the order because OKH lacked 
jurisdiction a"bout those areas,, 

* -' p. 119 (Gen.. Jg.co"bt . . b) Sybel ferries. a great success.) 
Perhaps mistake for '? nS or SS~ferries", since Sybel 
ferries were generally unpopular. 
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p. 12$ *. (Evening Situation* . ffortbj Corps Schmidt .)\u0084 

footnote canceled, 

** p. ISO (\u25a0 c) . . ,"Col. vfuthmann .) 
0 of 3 t 

'

Sixteenth Army * 

* **** 
\u25a0\u25a0"rJET T3S S** ""!>?* 

* (
' 

1.)p« 121 1.V .. . f) . >. HehaTfc 11 i.tation SnJ\u0084 

Probationary unit, see vol. VI, p. 216, note*. 

**" 
p. 121 ( ?-) Heichshof.)

..\u25a0-.,. 

&Grn!anized name of Rzoszow in Southern Boland. 

* 
p. 124 C.OQ& ,IV * . Spe ftiaX Staff ?.) 

J probably s tands for Jelmy. 

** 
p. 126 (Col. Hcmsingert .. c) * "between j.t and Scventognth. Army-y) 

Footnote canceled, > 

* p. 127 (Top linei, Oross-checkoA tabulations*) 
Comparison with older observations', corroborated by 
PW statements . 

1** p. 127 ( b).. > Oav. Dj.v. (Teheran), ) 
23ithor"stationed at -Teheran? or "coming from Teheran 1.' • 

* 
p. 129 (in South . . . over the Samara.) 

River northwest of Dnyopropetrovsk. Ed. 

** 
p. 129 (Situation^ Southt . . against -enemy artillery.) 

Kloist,in a- surprise thrust, carried penetration as 
far as the Artillery positions. 

* 
P, 133 (Gen. Wagner; .Military Administration employees.,)\u0084 

G-gii. Haider was against bringing up this perennial 
question (assimilation to military status), which ho 
wanted shelved for good. 

** 
p. 133 (.Pol. S>opoff> . , Col, of the Sen, Staff Knosoh. .) 

footnote canceled. 

-
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p, 135 

p.' 137 

pi. 138 

p»140 

p. 140 

\u25a0P. 141 
and 

p. 141 

p. 142 

p. 142 

*. •(Afternoon, '... . dii. Itiehalf of Croerdelor.)« 

G-oerdclcr* s name %4 writton in shorthand, as 
precaution, see Editor's Foreword. Count Ijehndorf 
was well chosen a^r an emissary since he lived on an 
estate nearly and 'do could make this visit look 
just a neighborly i;One. His son was arrested in 
connection with the events of S© July* 1944, and executed 

* (Evening situati.ofii.. ."brought forward to the front.) 
This was "an indication that the enemy intended to make 
a stand. • 

* 
\u25a0(60th "birthday of ObdH . . (lutze) . .)
 

C of S of the SA (Brownshirts) # 
+* Ed.
 

* ( Q-V » • HHS>eiiergau'bor tt,)
 
Code for a very silent reserve of BdS, which did not
 
necessarily appear in periodic reports , "but could "be
 
produced when the "impossible" was demanded.
 

** (. » . for their rapj.d mobilization^)
 
By public notice or postcard.
 

*—y 

* * (Situation:** . . Souths . K].elsft s Fanzo r Army. .)\u0084 

Armd. G-p* 1 £.and 2) had been raised to the status 
of full Armies. Armd. Gi% 3 and 4 were elevated 
some months later. 

*\u25a0** (. . the lagging- elejrmnt s. . )
the i ~ Ed,5*9.^ nf. attached to Armd. Gp. 2. 

* (Armd. (k>. 4)
 
Hoeppner' s G-roup.# Ed.
 

** (Armd. Gp,,' Zl
 
Hothrs G-roup. Ed.
 

- -
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p. 146 

pi146 

p, 146 

p. 146 

p. 148 

p. 149 

p, 149 

p. 149 

p, 149 

p. 150 

p* 150 

* (->- under, two Air Fleets.)\u0084 

Air Force command arrnr^ximately equivalent to Ground 
Army,forces 

** (. . Bomber Gteu -pen T 
) 

See Glossary, 

*** ( Ken. Staffolij) 
Sop Glossary, 

(d) . , Systems "Punkal".)"Punkal".)# ems "Hell""Hell" andand
 
1.c., night interception with the aid of apsrchlightd
 

-("Hell" ~ "bright) or electronic devices ("Dunkcl11 

dark). System !1He12," was eventually discarded. 

* (^4 Divs.)or conversion to
 
An. intermediate form between Inf. and Mt. -Div,
 

* (Second . for disabled soldiers >).Benefits 
Was to "be given -oro-minenco in -prnpaganda (Radko's 
department), since tr^nps were -narticularly interested 
in this question (e,g., also occupational retraining, etc*) 

** (Yon Bo'cM . . "S-neciaa Communiqu^ .'o 
" 

This may refer to a "special communiq,u6 l! 

(iflfchrmacht- communique) ,in which yon Bock felt
 
slighted, or yon Bock may have thought it was time
 
to got one out to show the impressive progress of
 
the offensive.
 

*** (Son. Wagner . . a) Ifoiel.i Monthly requirements • 90,000.) 
Probably 30,00© tone. 

# (Q-on. Wagner: >.gV f . SO, OOO -prisoners .)
 

thaf number,
21iis figure seems too kig^*since of 
prisoners v/ould just make a Div. It might mean 1Bn» 
of gu.ards. -. Ed. 

* (10 Orfto"ber . . Thoroughbred et^llion.) 
Mentioned "by G-on. Harder in eelf-derision "because 
he considered his accident a fitting punishment for 
a man of hi? age unwise enough to mount such a horse. 

** (Fort, Boyen^ 
An obsolete fort in the East Prussiiaa fortifications 
zone converted into an Army hospital. 

- -
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V- 151 

p. 152 

p. 154 

p. 154 

p..*- 154 

p* 154. 

p. 155 

p, 155 

p. 156 

p*r 156 

*	 ' 
(Seco nd line; 1 . Some energetic >t-Dersuading tf .)
 
Gen. Halter deliberately uses a horseman* s
 
expression ("vorwaertstreibende Hilfen"* embracing spurs,


• thigh Tires sure) ; to irroly a combination of 
sharp 6.rier and gentle .persuasion. 

s. 

* (.L t.\u25a0 Go1,. SegueX in Chief Inland.) 
-

\u25a0A Section of the General Armed. Forces Office

(AWA see Glossary), waiktca^iKg
?	 liaison between 

- \u25a0"OKW and civilian agencies in 2:l* ,	 . 

* (001. Heusj/nger: a.) > V atriking: efficiency >) 
fhe 6hoice of egtahlishing a line that can /be lieId 
with majEimum economy of fo.r,ces>. or one thai; offars 
the "best : jump-off l>ase for next year's operations. 

** ( . . through Gen. Staff channels^) +*.\u25a0 

1.c,, the Cs of S of Army G-ps, and Armies, so that 
they too: could make their suggestions. :" 

*** ( ."bV "Jagdkommando s n,)
 
Anti-partisan units with great mobility and special
— 
toughness. . Ed. '.' ... 

#	 (lit. Col. I-anghaeusert ', > la' assignmant in 292ri<l Biv.) 

A Liaison Officer was no longer needed in AGp. Hbrth 
where the situation had "become static. 

* 
\u25a0(Col. Balck . . .Armored forces Chief.)
 

German: "General der schnellen Truppen", one of
 
the Arms Chiefs /(see Glossary under 0%&).
 

** (Gen. .Vagner' ~. . >-^ Grain Threshing drive. 15 Dec.
 
tbqS Jan.)
 
In the -T&raine, to save the 1941 crop, Population
 
was; gone. The plan called for six to eight Divs«
 

\u25a0Two or three were finally assigned. , ;\u25a0 

* ( I^l— '..'\u25a0. b) ... . Expeditions.)*.

JProm this base it was planned to send out expeditions 
to destroy the Russian armament industry in tll^Ural
region. 

' 

. ": : 

( -o) -	 of Russia.)
\u2666.** r the confines 

X*c. no ope rations in Iran cop Afghanis tan * 

-
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p. 15? (Schwatlo—G-es terfliru?.)
 

OKH Press Relations officer^ see ?^ p, 136.
 

p. 159., * JLU Gol. aeb-b. ;> 
t 
sick -G& Seeon^ Army.) 

In.the absence of :$"b&H., Gen. 
' 

Haider -had 
to deal with this matte r>, which was the exclusive 
province of O"bdH... 

p* 16Q \u25a0* (Situation? , .he does not- let us look over his 
shcruldersy) 
There were no longer any G-on. Staff Liaison Officers 

"Since they were needed in OKH, Army Gp., too, sjould 

not find out what he was doing. 

,p* 160 
** 

\u25a0 (Point a) * + 
yon Bock meapt 

unwarranted. 
this, as a 

.) 
reproach^ which was 

p;. 165' 
• \u25a0 

' 
*• (Evening slfru.atio.nt V.. enemy thntsts with artillory 

support,) . .-:. *. b.g G.igiiificant 
Ihis fact is specifically noted/, "because the onamy 
in this Sector had shortly before lost his artillery 

* 

p. 168 • * (Wagner . .KSKK. ..) 
' 

. . 
\u25a0\u25a0JDho National Socialist -Motor Corps (i%tionalsoziali
stisches Kraftfahrer Korps) had fuhctionod as Motor 
Transport Auxiliary since the Polish Carpaign. 

p.. 169 
* (Armd, Gru 3 .-. are 

This sector is "being 
being relieved.) 

taken over -."by Inf* Diys. 
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p.. 173 (Mlnis^oje4.^,rPlr^:tQiu.)

Ministerial Director, High-ranking civil servant 
in a ministry (horc the Ministry of Pood), imme
diately'"below State Secretary, 

-
Ed. 

\u25a0p.. 173 

p.. 173 

** 

*•** 

(IsesJlO 
Rich, agricultural district in Yugoslavia, north 
of Belgrade, with many G-crman settlors and under 
direct 'felgan administration, sec TI, p. 95. 

$\-M& 

'<£, 

( /word illegible/.) 
Perhaps nDarr£ 11 (Minister of Food)* In that case 
entry should read: Darro's food -program.

\u25a0p» 174 
* CGoiu Bogatsch-; ..\u2666 to ZenvQliii*) 

OKH Hq Zos sen near Berlib, The portion of his 
staff wa.6 not needed at the' front during winter. 

JU: 175 ~* (jjonoralo'bersta'bsarzt .) 
Medical Corps ©fficer of the rank ofaLt. G-en. 

~ E'4r 

p. 176/ 
* (Bottom, lilies February 

Should be "1942" d 
194^...) 

/ p.- 178 
* (,Col,-yon Be rnuth \u25a0\u25a0>.\u25a0> 

Troop- 'training Gent er 
. Baumho 1dor.) 

in the Palatinate.. Ed. 

p. 180 . -* (3.400 ~ 1660 Arys.) 
Artillery training ground 
Ah-gerburg . * Ed. in Eaa.t- Prussia, 

. 
near 
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p».182 

p\u25a0•- 182 

p. 182 

pi 183 

p, 183 

•—• 

p. 184 

p. 185 

p. 194 

P. 194 

p. 198 

Pi 199 

'* HeusingortOo 
5br archival; pulpo&es/in

'
connection with the

'

writing of 
tho history of . fhe wai4*4 * .;' \u25a0..-..' : . , . 

** (Entries in~^chrr3aes,so,.;
 
Wchrpass is the military record in "booklet form which
 
every malo &erife,n of military ago had to possess. All 
data connected wjLth hj^s military life and training vere-. 
antored* mcl.the "battles and campaign^., for which a 
standard nomenclature was needed* During active military 
service, tho Wohrpass was turned in for^thc SoidlDuch,— or 
paylDOok, which also contained all pertinent data. Ed 

*** 1-(iit-.001. Badke » a) .. .Baoenau* s religious wrtingrs. ) 
Tho ,OQa T had very deep religious interests. . 

* 
\u25a0\u25a0 (&on« Wagner . . .Army Motorization Staffs.) ' 

, '.-.-.\u25a0 
ltHcoresmotorisierungSstae'be !T. are agencies of tho Gen 
Q,u, charge <3L with keeping a- close eye on the truck situa^

t-ion in the Army, make suggestions to relieve the tight 
situation, etc. 

\u25a0** (30-ttom:,;line;. '. y cotrrnulso ry de1ivory quo tas .) r 

Porced req_uis ition. 

* (Situation conference.) 
footnote canceXed,' 

* (ffifth paragraph: . .' a road across Lake Ladoga*)
Ed,I.ef

, across the ice of the lake* 

* (. k) ..,» 15 rn~(k3B.B .(qi.,goP)4
 
Ed..
The figures indicate range in meters. 

** 
:	 ( l)Oaucasian Legion.) 

A formation of anti^Soviet Caucasians. 

* (fien. von.Guendell,) 
?• Commandant of GHq_. 

* (AG-p. Korth: . .. east of %he JiTevaJ-'
 
Ehe figure "8© n arrears unreasonaDly high..
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yP*:.2*3 * (1230 Gron, Kc-itel^. \u2666 a)a .' > in capacity of rrivsiser.)\u2666\u25a0 

Gen #. Haider .agreed that as an exception to the, rule /he
could ro ->heai in the matter, but should only act as 
an adviser, not press the natter. 

* ;̂p**2o3; . '(Gen, Gerkce a) (coal ani water).,).:> 
Qhar|gir}g t]ie gauj?e pf Russian tracks did. not solve all 
problems of operation, Wate.3?''p!imps amd coaling points 
were much farther apar^^ thani on western railroads, as 

\u25a0Russian engines were built for longer t?uns» '. ; '\u25a0'.',' 

P» 203 \u25a0*#* (Speed is indicated by bridges. 
I»e B>i6ad rating of bribes,,-''-/ Trains must slow, down 
to a. walk in going overv improvised bridge s t It is, 
however, not	 so much the weight of the cars as that 
of the locomotive, which is the limitinr factor. 
Also some^- bridges 1 were so weak that trains had to 

\u25a0 

\u0084be put across in sections,	 "•.\u25a0-•-\u25a0\u25a0 

'"%" 

p, 20A * (yon \u25a0Leebi » M .^neJct to 223rd Div.,,)m 

I*e, attack through the sect 9r of .291st Div», ad-
of 223rd Div,joining .that	 • / ; . 

p.. 205 *\u25a0	 (-Afternoon, Report to Fuehrer': •*')•.Norway ; » \u2666(U.S, )V ) 
•I*e*y as- a precaution aSainst a possible landing . 

attempt forces*by \u25a0\u25a0U.S. 

p» 2©7. '\u25a0*	 (Gen« Gercke? t
,

ft no cause for anxiety.) '. 
20% bf the engines could not be kept in going. order 
at the. prevailing low temper ature% and French and 

; . . Belgian locoiaotives froze ,in even before the German did. 

-
p.* 209 \u25a0.\u25a0-(Asterisk omitted.;) (Par, 20.2 O . > unsatisfactory ,,set-up \u2666) 

\u25a0Being .' w'ithj but not of, the Army, the 
Rcn» Staffeln were not treated too' well 

\u25a0by Army Supply, .md, while being of,. 
they were riot with, the. Air Force which, 
not getting anything out of them for : . 
itself, thought the Army ouefct to take 
care of them. 

p.	 21t *\u25a0.-• (Col, yon Bernuth: . » d) Indicator shells*) 
"Deutgeschosse" : Shells containing a charge producing 

colored smoke on detonation to indicate tarsret areas, 
e,.g,, to aircraft* 

-
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\u25a0p*	 211 
\ 

p«:	 212 
\ 

p#	 212 

P.	 213 

p,	 .215 

p,	 216 

p«	 216 

p.	 216 

p.	 216, 

p,	 216 

P."	 217 

,y^fSit vat ion, thjrd par agr aph i «-traffic in a
 
Western iirecitionTf
 
Might also be troop ,transports^ which would
 
\u25a0.indicate/that' previous movements in an eastern 
direction were not evacuations but rather took 
out. relieved 'troops *\u0084 

' 

. ; 

s

(Asterisk omitted,) (Llat zky-Kinzel; c ,."Interpretation 
\u25a0 Group" rry 

To evaluate and digest individual-
reports* > ; '.V' V- ,'-: \ . 

.*	 (Gen*-.Buhle , » c) Mobile Divs.)
 
This term comprizes i-oth Armd« and mot, Divs*
 

'*. (Situations . « .» North; »\u2666: (reconnaissance),,) .
 
"Kronstadt area" refers '/jrp the mainland south of
 

, Kronstadt (ingermanland), :
 

;*\u25a0•	 ( £»)' Armd. Gp« 4.'. ,: )
 
According to the situation map this should be
 
"!Ariai# 

:-Qp,. 31.3I -:Ed»
.
* (Top 'line* Ground Forces Liaison at.ObdL»)
 

"General des' Heeres 11 (not, necessarily a General) •
 
THis position- in the. Air Force was analogous to .
 
that	 of the "Arms Chiefs" in -QKH "(see Glossary under 

okh)«: 

..\u25a0#*\u25a0 (Gen., vßuhlet'«vBuhlet' « »f) « » Army Artillery Coinmaniers-^) 
Before that, there ''had been onljr Corps Artillery 
Commanders, :./'.'. .•••..\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 

..* 4Bf ( c), ) -' Letters ,q) sod d), missins,\u25a0 Ed^ 

#:	 ( c Transnistria,.)
 
The territory between Bniestr and Bug* Ed. .
 

## (*"f).• » police records, ), 
German uAbtransport ipG© uebelbeleumundeter Franzosen.y! 1 

r-M* 

*	 " 

,*, . (Cent er :. «. » Burslcffly0 )
 
Locality not found on sit uat ibn map or otherwise
 
4 j wi-ii>4 La '\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'\u25a0' • . ••*\u25a0 .i\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0 

: 
\u25a0identified. -

;ill/ so :
:
-:



M 

P.	 219 *\u25a0 : (Q^fr--^gJJfej; ,f:;;>:; t -^axl /gperaiions of Army,)
 
The Reich^pJ^l|^as- obstreperous, /considered


-
\u25a0'\u25a0itself- a pupel^coiTirriercial concern* / . 

'v* 222 * (o°^ Is «\u25a0'« > the fatter for reorcanization.) 
1.c., not for loss replacement bat for reorgan
ization of GrQimd Forces A^ia^ion preparatory 
to ape rations next sprin.e:# 

p# 222 \u25a0**	 ( b) Apparently one movement each» . .. ) 
1,.e.j scheduled movement of la whole Div. (50-69 trains). ,) 

P^;223 * (123® Brennecke ,. a Fuel supply rot thrcup;h>) 
1.c., to troops, which could fuel up their 

' with them,.vehicles and retreat	 .. 

p» 224 .\u25a0\u25a0:**\u25a0	 (I3©O Sodenstern .,. \u0084 enemy pressure .) 
The Div, was taken back from a salient to a. 

straight! line because Hitler insisted on. freeing 
s^me Bns. 

f 
p. 22A **\u25a0	 (1320 a)132a \u25a0\u25a0«\u25a0\u25a0«, 

Two waves of new activations. ) 

P.	 224 \u25a0\u25a0;* **\u25a0 ( * • * mixed Signal Cc« )
 
Radio and wire.
 

P. 224	 (V • ..Gross, B.'-irn, -Ifl.ava,-Wattern, Neuhammer. ) 
•Troop training centers. Ed. . V '-. 

\ 
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*. 

#\u25a0p* 225	 (-ilJ^2ini^.t ) 
Men,en occup4'f|oi}|| deferment status and the last 
gleanings from.; £h§:;*Replacement Army* . . 

r *-*p., 225	 (b). . . domestic economy .. . trucks,) 
and *##- Llany of the deferred men were key workers in the 

critical automobile industry. 
* 

p. 225 # (133® « \u2666 > ,c-.;nfejrence with the Fuehrer.) 
1.c., Goerin-? will, speak to the Fuehrer ab-ut it* 

p» 225 ##	 (yon Ziehlber.g:: .', . New Year proclamation*) 
I.c, draft ine- of proclamation tr troops. 

P» 225 ##	 (O^u I:t \u2666 in administrative matters^)
 
Supply, materiel, personnel, etc.
 

' 
p. 226 \u25a0* (Situat ion;. » South :V , » reinf orceme nt s« ) 

General reinforcements, i.-e,^ construction trocps, 
\u25a0matv3riel, . :\u25a0 . x	 . \u0084 

** p. 226 (North; . a Ladoga front,)
 
Southern shore of Lake Ladoga* Ed.
 

--. 

- * (Top: m-. .replacements for the front.)p. 229
 
To get NCO 'replacements for. the front.
 

** p.	 229 (b) ,Jagd Koinmandos.) 
Raiding Bns» for.special 'raiding and mopping-up 
purposes and anti-parachutist, work,.; thus mainly 

<committed against partisans. Sd» 
•'\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0 

\u25a0 \ 

p. 229 \u25a0.***( q)-. y', Will let us kn^w about them # j 
\; I«e»y Fromm willfind out, "when these units would 

be available* 

P* 22^ 
' 

#	 (d) ,;s Operir) 
It should be remembered however that these are open 
trucks^ a drawback -at that time of the year. 

\u25a0\ p. 229 M (_£ TA/hich Field Army does riot want.)\u2666 

Because, of age. , 

p« 229 \u25a0';'.### ( Gen, Ge.rcke; a), » »• Kjeinmann.)
 
Railroad specialist.
 

-
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\u25a0¥\u25a0P. 230	 ( b) » » » sounds rather listless,) 
Fellgiebel (Signals) monitored radio traffic 
between Army etc, Hqs and units to supervise 
radio discipline* OKH received reports. 

p. 231 *	 (Gen Matzky: b) . 70° longitude])c 3 \u0084 « 
Boundary between respective spheres of interest 
runs through western Siberia (approximately-
Tobolsk) and	 Iran, Ed.Ed. 

*•p. 232	 (Brennecke; v of the lf>gogrsdQr" >)0 

The narrow strip on east bank	 east ofof the Neva> 
Leningrad held by the Germans* 

"* 
P.	 233 (1309 o \u25a0> i. Carry on the functions, 0 ») 

Ipet> ,Gen, Staff functions* 

** 
P. 233	 (» » administrative part ;,) 

I«e«,that	 part of ObdH's functions which normally 
War Minister,would be carried be a 

"*** ( 1,)p« 233 a, ,o and cannot be created „) 
Itis German tactical doctrine in drawing up- plans for' 
an offensive	 not to. consider sear pouiitlfinG. 

.•(.\u25a0 Troops react negatively if they know 
that rear positions have been prepared* Itmakes 
them feel the command does not expect success. 

P« 233 #	 (*e threats to the flanks,) 
Hitler thought such threats	 did not matter* 

P.	 233 ## ( d) „ .,must be transferred by sea a ) 
So as not to tax the overburdened railroads* 

- -
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p. 234 # ( s>) Denmark » „ ». territorial basis ») 
The new organization of the garrison need not have 
the structure of a Division* 

** p# 234	 ( Center; ,. > over railroad embankment, ) 
German: n Feind fuehrt Verstaerkune auf Bahndamm 
heran," Theoretically this could also mean: 
"against the railroad embankment '% but the map 
suggests the above translation,, -. Ed, 

p<, 234 *-*•*	 (Field Marshal von.KLuge , \u0084 . Enemy in L.govaj) 
Footnote canceled* 

* 
p. 235 (Situation conference: ,

# no prepared positions\u2666 

in the rear*)
 
Footnote canceled « ,
 

P. 236 * (Situation, third paragraphs » » Odoyev 0 )
Not located on 1*300,000 situation map« Ed» 

P. 236 ** (Fourth, paragraph;
~ 6 \u25a0> » The Commanding Generals.) 

1.c., Corps CGs, Ed. 

p. 237 
* (Dispatching of officers , y > self -confidence, ) 

To get them to understand the situation* OKH 
cannot- help because :>f lack of transportation. 

"**"* p. 237 (22 December . «, » hollow^charge projectiles^ ) 
Hitler had reserved the decision on their release for 
combat use to himself, since he feared copying by the 

enemy. 

"* 
p* 23^	 (Center: » ,defensive successes,, „) 

German: n Abwehrerfolge M » Means that the enemy has 
gained no operational success and was beaten back 
with heavy loss. If friendly forces pass to counter 
attack^ a "Vorteidigungserf'-VLg ll may grow out of it. 
The two terms -are often used very loosely. 

\u2666 

** 
P.	 238 ((Heusin.ger » » » yon Hobe,) 

Footnote canceled* 

- ~ 
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*~ 
P. 239 (w-any telephone	 conversations > . Second Panzer Army,) 

yon Klule was simultaneously Army Gp* C in C and 
CmC of his old Fourth Armyc His thinking was 
still concentrated on Fourth Army,, 

P.	 239 (Asterisk omitted,) (Hq XXIV and Hq 216 Inf. 
Should read: » Troops of XXIV Corps 

Hq of 23.6th Inf. Div,under 

p* 241 * (Situation; * ,» extension to the west possible,) 
Because Seventeenth Army has its front facing north. 

* (Gen.	 a) 60 shell -proofs,)yp» 22+2	 Jacobs » o » 
Larger structures put together from pre-fabricated 
sections; reinforced concrete beams,, 

**. ( .» labor detachments.,)p. 242 *' 

Forced labor formations. 

p» 2A3 
* ( b) , , „ would take seven weeks.) 

I,e«j in case the West Wall should be needed again.. 

p. 244 * (Third paragraph; \u0084 , Foerster. has been relieved,) 
Riohthofen, an Air Force General; who was always 
very critical about the effectualness of Ground 
Forces Commanders, was put in command of an Army 
Corps on Gen s Haider'© insistence, to show how he 

\u25a0would do it* He did not last long *in his new command. 

** (OQ^ I? * (Instruct ifi^al Pamphlet), )P« 244	 « 
QQu I,in charge of operations, had to see to it 
that tactical experiences were speedily applied 
everywhere on the front. 

,,p. 244 **** (30 December a operational situation^) 
I,e0; a situation that may affect the entire 
southern theater* 

* (Gen, Wagner „ from paper mill.)p» 245
' 

« » » 
A factory near Leningrad, 

--
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p. 247 

p. 247 

p. 247 

p. 247 

p. 249 

p. 250 

ij 

p. 250 

\u2666(Asterisk omitted.) (First paragraph; . "Koenigsb erg 
position"
 

Any kind of rear, position was tat>oo to- Hitler, He
 
prohibited even theoretical consideration of such
 
alternatives. Hq. Ninth Army, like most other Hqs,
 
however, potential linesconsidered several of re
sistance in the rear. Although such discussions were 
kept to a very small circle at top level, the idea 
had spread' throughout Ninth Army that such positions 
actually existed. With increasing enemy pressure, 
unit commanders gave the order to fall "back on one of 
these non-existent defense line and so created a very 
eLiffiicult cacti cal situation. 
One of these lines had somehow "been given the name 
"Koenigsherg position", and Hitler junroed to the con-
elusion that it was all yon Brauchitsch 1 s fault (he 
was gone two weeks at the time) and let go at him in a 
frenzy of rage, merely "because yon Brauchtisoh 
had at one time "been commandant of the Portress of 
Koenigsberg. 

Gen. Foersjjer (cf. p. 244) was involved in this retreat. 

of confidence.)
 
I,e,,in Hitler.
 

* (Fifth paragraph; . . . loss 

** JZ January ... 30 ~belo*r freezing.)-
<** 21° Fahrenheit. Ed. 

*** (Bottom line; 42 degrees of frost.)--4#> Fahrenheit . E<3.» 

* (OQjiJIL "New Vest Wall'O
 
The Wall on the Atlantic Coast.
 

rf" 
* (B. January . . . -to protect the su-pply road.)
 

The road Eoslavl Yukhnov . The Fuehrer was in
 
fine form when he could strain his ingenuity on
 
such little makeshifts.
 

** ( .» o * with all legal consequences I) 
Hoepioner was associated with the Generals who prepared
the pre-Munich overthrow of Hitler (1938) . G-en. Haider 
believes that Hitler had a fair idea of the entire cast 
of the show, "but had no tangible evidence for action 
against them. Hoop-oner wap one of the men whom Hitler 
singled out for vicious remarks on every occasion, and 
now that he gave him the opportunity, Hitler came down 
on him as hard as he could. Following the events of 
20 July 1944, Hoeprmer was tried and hanged. 

-
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* 
p. 251 (l@ Janua Fourth-Panzer Army.) 

id. 251 

p. 254 

p. 254 

p. 255 

p. 255 

p. 255 

p. 256 

p. 257 

Formerly Armd. Gp.. 4 Ed. 

** — (l Second Army,)2Janua. . Southy v . takinggri&i averv yjV*i ~^w^^^«. ***y.».; 

From AGp. Center. Ed. 

* 
Wagner; . of AG-t). Center.)C&en. . . retreat 

1.c., if and when the need should arise. Ho thing of 
this planning was to come to Hitler's ears* 

** (aoetla, Say.) 
Probably one of the gloomiest days of that winter. 
The Cs in C about that time w§re almos t..unanimous _lr 

in their desire to abandon the Russian front and 
fall "back to the Darkest pessim
ism was intensified by a book on the retreat from 
Russia in 1812, by Gen. Coulaincourt, which had just 
b§en put out be a garis publisher. The copies of the 
book passed from h and to hand, were avidly read and 
had devastating -psychological effects. Its circula
tion was finally prohibited. Gen. Haider, for whom 
the Russian winter wae a family tradition through the 
diary of an ancestor who had survived the retreat, 
was well aware of the hardships suffered, but realized 
that giving up the ground conquered at such great cost 
was no solution and more lives would have to bo paid 
for recapture the following spring. 

* (Bonin . in Gold.)
\u2666 German Gross
 

The '^Fried Eggn, see p',B3, note*, Bonin was
 
the first to receive it.
 

** 
v!8January . . .. yon BBoerk r who nreceived, his briefi 
yon Bock took over the command of AGp. South after 
Reichenau' s collapse. 

*** (.Col. Ehlfeidt, . « . "Do" Rooket Projector Bns.)
 
His idea that the development of Arty, lay in tho
 
field of Do" projectors.
 

* (Situation. . . . linked with Kharkov.) 
1.c., an inference made from intercepted radio 

traffic. Actually the offensive was further south. 

* (20( 20 January i . . Bounrfa.ry ga/p.)
 
On boundary of AG-ps. Center and Forth. See 19 January


m: 
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p, 258 

p. 259 

3^3,P-

p. 262 

p. 265 

p. 269 

p. 263 

* ( ..the, We ,he Eas IXJ 
The question mark denotes that the availability 
of these Divs, is uncertain. 

* (Gen. Wagner . ,.Report on V; 
Vyazma contained large supply dumps. Evacuation 
had to "be prepared beforeh'ini against* *.„# general. 

/retreat. 

* ((t£iu Jacoli .-..^-..*^,oJi.---&.e..J[igJailaL-3 
Buildings and other structures, as well as, e.g., 
fruit trees, in German fortress areas were subject 
to special legislation, whereby they could be razed 
on the approach of the enemy, s© as not to.'obstruct thef&ejd of fire or afford cover to the enemy. 

* 
Conors tab sarzt Dr.. Sohrei'ber) , -Ober&tabsarzt is equivalent toMajor, Msa.Corps. Ed. 

(Asterisk omitted.) (Situation: 
There is a marked decrease in diary entries since the 
resignation of yon Brauchitsch (ObdH) in Dec, 1941,'
which continues, .with some exceptions in spring and summer,
1942, to the end of (Jen. Haider's official career in Sepl,
1942. It was now his function to come to the daily
Fuehrer situation conferences, and what notes he needed
for them he put on loose sheets of paper werewhich later
destroyed. 
Hotes on (Jan, Haider 1 s situation reports during that
period can be found in G-en. Jodl's Diary. - Ed. 

(ifej-:.Pistoring »...._A_lnvestigation on Kaufmann and 
on ffoerst or.)
 
Tlais case- was connected 'with the affair of the non
existent "Koenigsberg" position. (See p. 247.)
 

* (-?£&-JJ2l£ajL^^^^^ 
The first cluster on Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross. 

Ed. 
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* 
p, 264	 ( 3 ffebruar . Bugch .and ..von Kuechler.) 

$usch was. G Army/ •*- Ed.in .0 S-^xtoenth 
*j^ 

T3. 3d	 ; 

,\u25a0p. 265- (Asterisk' omit ted.) (-Gen., Beusinger . mud period.') 
.When the deep snow on Bus's ian. :roads melts and turns 
.to slush and the water, has ; not yet draiined pff, 
locomotion between two&sg is !all but iirror.actiGa.ble, 
Any sqrt of outdoor activity, in villages is suspended. 
That is- the time, after the real' winter is over, when 
the Russian peasants must hole up for;'.as 161% as two to 
four weeks,.	 . 

* 
\u25a0p. 266	 (Gapt. Wagner naval, situation.) 

Review of the situation in Atlantik and Mediterranean. 

** 
p, 266	 (Sjtuationi . . .to gain momentum.) 

Af-.^er "being stopped ~bj snowstorms on the previous 
day (q..?») . 

*** •p» 256	 (QQuf It.' . . . "Eheingold I{ l)ivso 
See p. 225, note *. . . 

\ 

*' 
n.	 27© C.Topy » . small -party.) —
 

G-erman: rrkleihe Herrengosellschaft 11 , Ed..
 

p. 270 
** -(lrt.; 001. Haas: . \u25a0»>» >. Keefr. Qros s Aeut scfaland .)-"Was to "he expanded to a Div. Ed. 

\ 

*** 
p,.270	 (Bottom.: . . .: Spon^ck 1 s dea.th sentence.) 

Gciik Count Snoneck,. who' had withdrawn' the 46th 
Div. from the Kerch peninsula on 29 Pec, (See p.243 ). 

The sentence was later commuted to . imprisonment in 
a fortress, in Southern Germany, where he was murdered 
in the great Hclean-up" that followed the 20 July,- 1944 

* 
•p. 271 (1,7(1,7 •February ". . Leib.s-tand.arto .) 

SS Adolf Hitler, then, a mot... Piv. Ed." 

** 
p. 271 (.18 Pobruary :. . .dense concentrations of enemy (?,3 Jcbl ) A 

Omission: Should be "enemy Cay An attack was antic ii>~-
atcd. for 23 Job ,, the- "Day of the. Red Army", Ed. 

\u0084)p. 271 
***	 '(19 Jolprtiary . . Qstashkov 

By	 tlie Russians. The line was "behind the enemy front. 
Ed. 
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* 
p. 272	 (Capt. Weygold Yery iirrpress ivc:«) 

The twq ?TSe|iaiiih.Q3:sisP and "CMoiscnau 11 

sugg@s?|pl|^ ran ,%& British gauntlet in the 
Channel and -reached t]q.esi£ :h§im§ . "base . Id* 

** 
£* 272	 (Major Weller (Q,u Rome) J
 

Chief of German Supply Hq_ in Rome, controlling
 
supply and- troop mqTinents^o-Haples .on
 
to North Africa.
 

*** p, 273 (yon Ziehlberg * . . "by reorganization of 0E8..) 

Gen. Haider had always signed "i.A." '(in Auftrag, 
\u25a0by order, i.e., of Ot)dH) and continued to do so after 
yon Brauchitsch had left. He thought it improper 
that Keitel, in OKW, should send him instructions, etc. , 
without any such qualification, as if these instruc— 
tio'ns came .directly, from fhim and :not. from the Fuehrer . 
The issue was settled "by-.Keitel using his own 
letterheads, not OKMls. 

G-en. .
 
Against the Caucasus. Ed.
 

p.27 # (&en. HeuslngerHeusinger «/ Southeastern operation.)

p.- 272 ## (State Secretary Kleinmamu) 
Hitlor gave State Secretary Kleinmann a date "by which . 
the 1 

unsatisfactory railroad transport situation would 
have to "be cleared up or he would turn him over to the 
G-estauo, adding ominously Mand you know what that means w 

_ 
» 

\u25a0p. 273 .*	 (23 %'bruary V .!. "fortress Demyansk".) 
The area around Demy^nsk "became a:fortress under 
siege by the Sus.sians. 

\u25a0p \u2666 274 *\u25a0	 (S4 ffefrraary . .paradoxically quiet day.)
' 

, (iermani "auffaXlend. . .") Russians liad tho . 
troops .and the opportunities, "but did _not undertake 

i anything. (There should "be no emphasis under quiet 
\u25a0day.) ~ Ed.- ." ;- .'	 : 

p. 274 . *.* (in the Izyiim:-pocket. .-. > -ores sure to the nortliO
 
Inside the. -pendulous sac on' the west "bank of the
-Volkhov. Ed, 

' * 
p. 275 

"	 

(Gen,. Herrlein \u25a0. . . Inf. Chief to OMH.)
'	 ' 

\u25a0 Should "be »OKH W \ J- . 8&..-
' 

. ',.' 
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p. 276 

p, 276 

p. 276 

p. 276 

p. 276 

p. 276 

p. 276 

p. 277 

p, 277 

p. 278 

p. 278 

* 
\u25a0(Maj. ZoflleV.. . G-grman Detachments *)
 

G-drman: Deutsche 
'

Kommando-^ 1!-,' i.e'ij' tile
 
Demonstration units 'detached, .to- the 3£o man lan Army.
 

** 
\u2666(^Maj. yon Below: .-. -Army.). Arms Schools' .) 

G-erman:/ 'Htfaffenschulen der ponderwaffen". Sondcr
waffen.were branches of . thfip Army ;other than Inf.. 

*** (Minis torialdirigentDankitfar-lsi-^ 
High	 ranking civir servant in Ministry, directly 
below Ministorialdir ioe p. 173, note 

*. ~ Ed 

:\u25a0.#	 (28 February . . , from "both sides. )
 
I.c, out of Sevastopol and 

!

from the Kerch front i £d»
 

#	 (* .' . weaker ones against %1.)
 
XICorps , fronting

:the Izyuin bulge. Ed.
 

##	 (. western wing of XXIIICorps.) 
The liussian, breakthrough ;\u25a0 on| the' "boundary of AG-ps . Center 
and.Horth in January- had gut very far to ,-tho south 

' 
, . 

behind, the front, of AGrp. Center. ..This bulge roughly 
resembled Capo Cod Say, with the sectors of Armd. Gp. 3 
and &inth Army forming the. shape Sf -Capo Cod. On such 

\u25a0a map, XXIIICorr>s (linth Army) would be holding the '..-' 
area of Provincetown, fronting north, west and south-

\u25a0	 \u25a0
(with another Corps to its east). EeL 

' 

(Asterisk should "Oak*#	 be after ' leaves' 1.) 
\u25a0 ;See	 p-« 263, note .*. . 

* \u25a0\u25a0' (l. March 1942 . . .>n .the' eastern front. . .) . ; 
There was also- a small western front on this salient.. ~Ed 

** (2( 2 March, third paragraph! corridor to IICorps.) 
The	 Corps was isolated, v Ed. 

/ 

* (Gren. Bran; Karl G-un ) 
The (Hammer) siege howitzer. Two models, 54 cm an<p, 

~ * 61.5 cm caliber* "Used against fortifications. Ed. 
G-on. Haider, who came from the Artillery (the traditional;',' 
arm	 of his family since the 16th century) , considered ;: 

;these and othe? su-ner-heavy guns wasteful toys. 
' 

The. : 
fuehrer, however, who rated^himself, among other firsts, : 
as "the world's greatest Artillery specialist^ (eclipsing* 

,on expensive .ho isemakers,. .\u25a0\u25a0also Napoleon), doted these	 . 

** (Col, yon Ziehlberg: . .Kommandogru-open yon Seydlitz an 4 
Combat Teams of more than Div, strength, :given the 
mission to open a corridor from Staraya Hussa to 
IICorps, surrounded In-the "fortress" Pemyansk. 

/ 
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p., 279 

p. 279 

p. 380 

p. 280 

» 

p. 281 
\u25a0: ... 

p. 281 

p. 282 

p. 282 

p. 282 

p. 283 

p. 28v3 

* 

** 

* 

** 

* 
. 

•. 

**
 

*
 

**
 

***
 

*'
 

**
 
; 

Div.)(Sen} Keite Oom-Qlaitits alsout tlio Personnel
 
G-on. Haider was dissatisfied.
 

(.&en v Gferpke. . . . Will.)
 

\u25a0Col.. Will,
' -Oo of the Bailroad Troops

' 
in
' 

the field
 
(Bodeis) . Ed. 

; : 

nsi 

(Second paragraph; o fferfeive Army.)
 
I.e r, the maximum strength that could "bo given it.
 

(G-eii.( G-eii. Zorn . . . in IIOorfos;. sector.)
 
To protect southern flank' of Seydlitz, attacking* south
 
of Lake Ilinen.
 

(9 March >\u25a0 V . western fro'ni? of:-Mnth Armv.fo
 
Cf, p. 276 note ##.. . 

'
 

? 

(10( 10 March' \u0084'» * .G-eorg S^idlfre-r*|
 
One of Ged. Halvder 1 s sons-in-ltiw.
 

. .)(ihiohrer conferenQe .. immediate impressions. 
His attention "became a"bsor"bed "by any mdinor attack/ 
of the Russians, and in the process he lost sight of 
the great t)icture and. what his reaction to that pin
prick might mean for the overfall situation. 

/ 

( 
\u2666 » .western fr^nt of 3Sfin'th Army.) 

Of. p» 276r note '###. •'•,•'.' 
\ 

(.. . . to o of decisioal)much freedom 
In keeping with his \neurotic Dersonality^ Hitler some
times would drop a decision into someone alse'slap, 
who. then could "be -"blamed in case of failure. 

QEW.)(Col, .ThlelQ . . » On ,transfer to 

A signal communications specialist entrusted with the 
delicate task of protecting G-en. Haider 1 s telppliones
against tapping "by"political agencies.; . Togo.^ter with 
his, Chief, Gen, Fellgielpel, he was killed after the- ' 
20 July, 19A4. . \u25a0•".,\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0:.. 

(jjOn/Brantj Dora (fan.) 
80 cm range- yards, weigat of projectile:Gun» 51^40© 
16,5-1:0 pounds. Also \knowm as wG-ustav :?r. -r-; Ed. 
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p*...584.: 

p> 285 

p. 285. 

p* 285 

p, 286 

p. 28? 

£•387 

p. 287 

p, 287 

p. 288 

p. 288 

* '(ssn.Jaeo^-, 
F rate of fuel oongumptio-n ,) 

They were 1kept cuVbile' to "bo committed wherever needed. 

* (6Q,u I.. ,warfare in the East,.) 
This was no longer warfare of Armies, "but 
warfaie, causing relatively heavy losses P 

cussion' of problems^ to "b^ coped with when 
would turn the forests into "bogs. 

** (vofe Kuecliler . >-. Volkhov ~breach,) 

» guerilla 
. Also dis-
spring weather 

-She -narrow access to the pendulous sac in this secto r. Ed. 

*** (ZornVs seetor^) 

Zorn protected the 'south flank of Seydlitz i'nrhts attack 
from Staraya Bussa toy relieve t)einyansk. 

-*• 
-?\u25a0 

* (Col. -Pet ere,,.- . * B-yffQ,) 
\u25a0See Glossary* -:\u25a0 . 

* Major Leyherr) . 
-*A son-in-law. Sd» 

* CMarj,- yon Ho"be.)
 
Another son-in-law. ApDOinted la in G-rossdcutschland
 
DiV., which G-en* Haider considered a critical post
 
with respect to possible- "Dolitical developments,
 

* (gg March . .\u25a0» 

Islands in Grulf of Jinland. Troops came from OKW 
floater, flnl%md«. ** Id. 

*\u25a0 (Sen,,. Lt..Mael^e,* Vj. » .outside the JtrnffO 
HaJiis in 4he Army would go with, their grievances not 
through channels, "but directly to- the Party. 

"" * (G-on.( G-on.Heusinger > .. 5iegfried Tt )\u2666 

Code for assembly f>r operation ttßlau n (the 194§ 
summer offens ive). 

* (gts( gt5 March" . Oenter ». . (Btro.ply roaiT 

The front here Vas right at the vital supply road 
Hoslavl tiikhnov.- Ed. 
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* 
p. 289 (G-en. Bogatsch Turning over "business..,) 

G-en. Lohmann was the new Air Force representative.-
at OKE. Ed.Ed. 

** 
p. 289 (Reich Lafrnr leader Hjerl.) 

Former teacher of war history at the War Academy; 
also G-en. Haider studied, imder him. Had personality 
difficulties in the Army and so, at an early date, 
looked to the Party for a more suitable field of 
activities . 

* 
p. 290	 (28 March ""bridge".)our 

A thin "barrier pushed across the 'bottleneck access- Ed,Ed,to the sac. 

** 
p. 290 (. .most talkative "besides.) 

He was continuously on the phone, talking, to G-en. Haider f 

*** 
p. 290 (29(29 MarchMarch . . . against, the "corridor".) 

Between IIand X Gonos, see p. 285, note **. 

p. 290 $	 (.Gen. - - disciplining.)
\u2666Schmun&t? 

\u25a0.Geru .Schmundt apnroached G-en. Haider^ vith the argument 
that, as an outsider, Hitler was denied the confidence 
of the Officers 1 Corps, and suggested that it would "be 
"beneficial all around ifhe were to go to the various 
Hq_s to "sell" the luehrer* 

p, 290 #	 (Col.. Ehlfeldtir.r:.-... Assault "badge .) 
'£he Artillery considered itself entitled to it just 
as much as the.; frontline Inf. man. 

* 
yon Witzleben.)p. 291 (30 F&rch ... 

Relieved, of his post as Mil. Commander France » yon 

Ruhdstedt 'took his place. 

** 
p. 291 (31 March . . . "Brueckenschlag ff.) 

A simultaneous drive northward from Rzhev and south
ward from Demyansk, to pinch off" the "big "bulge "between 
AGps, Center and Uorth* (i.e., "striking a "bridge" 
from Province town to Gloucester, cf v. 276, note ### .) 

*** 
p. 291 ( 

Against partisans Cay.and the Russian Corp« Belev.- Ed. 

P.	 291 $ ( *'..*.HeergSfe^hsnhiiKf'iinhrfi-^^ ' 

charge of all horse-drawn--^<s;ir!iav^ «- Js&*p^_ 
j~ 
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* 
p. 292 (Gen., Heusinger. . . Command set-up.) 

In each of the successive phases of "Siegfried" 
( "Blau1*), as the three, offensive groups were launching 
their part of the larger operation, there was to "be 
a different commander. ..The signal network had to "be 
planned accordingly. 

** Kinzel-G-ehlen.)p. 292 (yon Ziehl'ber^i . . .Exchange 
G-ehlen, a very at>le G-en. Staff Officer, "became 
the new Chief of Section Foreign Armies iSast. 

* 
p. 293	 (5( 5 April . G-en, Herrlein . . . Pre-military training. ) 

Refers to revival of the rold plan to have the SA 
(Brownshirts) take charge of pre-military training. 

\u2666 

* 
p- 294	 (yon Ziehrberg* . . * Decorations on 20 April.)-
Hitler1s "birthday. Ed. 

** 
p., 294	 (Lt« Col. Christ. . . on technical developments.) 

In all technical developments the G-en, Staff would 
only specify what it needed, leaving the rest to 
the Ordnance Office. under B£E (see Glossary .Tinder 1!) 
Christ, who just came in now from Org. Sec. ,proposed 
to put development projects directly under G-en. Staff, 
Such a change was undesirable. 

*** 
p. 394	 (8 April . . yon Seydlltz 1 attack. .) — 

At Staraya Eussa, see 18 March, etc. EeL 

* i>. 295	 (Situation ... . situation at Pogostye . . moro diffi
cult.)
 
Pogostye, an important road and railroad junction,
 
had to "be held at all cost.
 

* p. 296	 (llApril . .. orders for operation ~ 
The great summer offensive against the Don. c^» 

-
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*
 
p. ..297 ( OO.u I. . .» Anti-partisail Jagdkommandos .) 

Bns. trained f^r fighting partisans. Ed. 

** p. 297 (cQ,u I.3-, . Assault Bns.) 
Same as "Schockbat&illone" in World War I. Gen. Haider 
did not like them -"because of their "primadonna" 
attitude, which made them unavailable "between special 
assignments . 

*** 
p. 297 (Lt. Col. Christ . . . new Hq AGp. South.) 

AGp. South was to "be split into two new Gps., a 
southern and a northern,, designated respectively "A" 
(Caucasus) and T!Btt (Don, Stalingrad). 

p. 297 # (yon Zlehrberg' . . Liaison Officer from Org. Sec. .) 
Christ was not the right man for the jo"b. 

\u2666 

p. 297 #if (Count Stauffenberg ... troops of its own*) 
So that they would not always have to ask for them 
from Gen. Haider. 

p. 297 ## (Average d_ai_lv_ casualties . . ..3,478 (58).) 

The figures inparenthesis refer to officers. 
A comparison with the casualty reports indicates 
that the last line should read: 3,402 (73). This 
is interesting, for the mounting officer casualty rate* 

Ed. 

p. 298 (Asterisk omitted.) (Gen- Brand . . .Artillery tactics.) 
Correction! "Employment of Artillery." (German: 

I?Artillerie~Kampffuehrung!f) The meaning here is: What-are appropriate Artillery targets ? Ed. 

* P. 298 (Col, yon Zjehrberg . > . &&>» A.^ ~Mission in Caucasus. Ed. 
/ 

** p. 298 Jtl6 >April. » . ,Russian -,Thirty.third Army.)~ Was .encircled after the Battle.of Vyazma. Ed. 

* 
p. 299 (Reich Labor Service Leader Hjerl . . incorporation 

into Army.)
 
ay AAA,
E.g., Guard, etc", unit®. Retained their -distinctive uniform and organizational indent ity, Ed* 
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* 
p. 300	 (20 April .*. &erman red-letter d attack* )-

On the Fuehrer's birthday. Ed.Ed 

** p. 300 (The gap ..) 
Between IIand X Corps. Ed. 

*** 
p. 300	 (yon Ziehrberg . . collection.'), archive 

The official unit war diaries of the Polish Campaign 
were stored in a wooden structure in Potsdam, pending 
construction of permanent storage space in the War 
Archives. Second copies could be obtained because the 
units, contrary to regulations, had kept two copies 
during the campaign with a view to having one for them
selves. 
It was suggested at the time that there might have been 
foul play on the Dart of tho..se close to the Party, who' 
wanted to write history with a s-necial slant. 
Hitler had war diaries abolished in 1942, undoubtedly 
out of a desire better to control the facts on which 
writing of the history of thw war would have to be based 

* 
p. 301	 (21 Aprjl ... Bos toy and Yelets.)..between 

~On the Don front* Ed.Ed. 

** 
p. 301 (G-en. Wagner . .Administrative Orders for Trßlau TO 

The G-en Q,u!s counterpart of the operational order. 

*** pv 301	 (G-en.( G-en. Mat.zkyt ffLegions".) 
foreign contigents. 

* 
p. 302 (23_Apxil__._._CoJU Pj^Jfoelflel.) 

In Germany, the doctor Vf.tle becomes an. integral 
part of the name. There were a number of higher \u25a0 

officers who had acquired degrees while attending 
universities as part of their official duties to-become specialists in some particular field. Ed. 

* p. 303	 (Lt. Col,.MuellerrHillebrand . . . for AQp_^ Forth.)
Would	 be needed in this_ sector "because of the marshy 
terrain. 
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(Asterisk omitted*} (29 April TlrttltgttfeaOp* 304 \u0084« 

0M ©ffiues. 

* (k '^xchange-Tel .")p. 304	 „. \u0084.
Exchange Telegraph, a news agency	 Ha.*in Moscow. 

**•-( . \u25a0,> 

The reading of the shorthand for "Hcserwe sen Abt.tf is 
not Ed. 

p. 304	 Polit. Liaison Sea.) 

certain, ,-*'\u25a0 

* 
p. 305 ,( '. 4 May .. . . Baroness Dyker.) 

Gen. Haider ls hostess at Godesberg in 1940 (cf.IV 47.) 

called at GHq_ in her capacity as high official of the 
\u25a0Ger s&,&•Bed Gross*. 

* 
p* 306	 (.6 May . . , corridor in Sixteenth ArnyY. 

~The G-erman corridor "betwee^n IIand X Corps* Ed. 

** 
p. 306	 (&e&. Qeterkamp . ... civilian employees .) 

The ever*recurrent question of their assimilation 
to military rank and their treatment in the Army*. 

* 
p. 307 CISOO G-eneral Schell . . . economy.) 

I.c*, .of the German economy for the war effort. 

** 
p. 307 (jj.t. Col. MuelLeiv-Hillerrand . *. tanlt deyolopments.) 

/ . -Tanks V and VI. 

*** p.	 307 (General Zprn '. . .on the nr-rthern_...front_._) 
Foot no t.e canceled . 

*	 * 
p. 308	 (10. May . -. ,in Vandel s.ector,).	 s 

The thin skin over the enemy sac "behind the front 
~ of his sector, see p. 290,. note.*. Ed.' 

p. 308 I** (General O~bersta"bs yeterinaer Schtilze..,) 
Mag. Gen. .;.( V©t. Corps j. Ed. 

-
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V •*p.. 30.9.	 (Gen. Mueller «\u25a0' > ... reconnaissance of 
"

Italian border .)\u0084 
>:( Oorrec tioni- Col.' HtLeller.) G-en. Haider knew that the 

Italians were Wilding fortifications alon.g their . ;. 
"border \u25a0 with Germany. : Although any spying on the Ally 
was strictly forbidden, he :h.ad the fortifications sur-veyed, from,.the German side with very efficient long

\u25a0range optical ins truments. \ . , '".- r < .'\u25a0 

\u25a0' ** p. .309 
!i (i.t. Col. Muelleiv>HilIle'brand. , .. AT Guns-.) 

.Therg' was not enough to go around, as. many had "been 
lost during winter', Haw the question was, which. 
units should get the new -guns* 

' 

. 

***	 " 
p. 309 (BottomL . . > operation "ffriflepic-u.3 .) 

Code for' the operation to liquidate the Izyum 'salient-prior to launching	 M."BlaW". Ed. , 
t 

* •p.	 (Top; Pro f. ffontaine.) . . -
Major General ("Vet. Cores).. Ed. 

** 
p. 310 (Prof. Handloser.) 

Major General (Med^ Corps) Ed. 

*** (Col,p> 310 yon Zjlehlberg . , *JHaff assistants .) 
German: 'JlUehr^er-Gehilfen^. Graduates of the War-
Academy ». who were on vro"ba tion for six months....... 
to on,©/ year "before acceptance in the Gen. Staff.' -

•\u25a0
 
\u0084
 \u0084

Corps,. . . . . . . 

* (At noon .	 . Third Honved Arm^-.)p. 311	 > 

Hungarian Ee serve -^-rmy, corresponding to German 
wliandwehwIiandwehr ?f  (se^ Glossary) T- Ed. 

** 
p. 311 (\u25a0lBOO 

» /. \u25a0.' •"•Ghristoi-^horus" vehicle ,>) .' , ; 

Hew trucks. Were brought; to the front,by- road 
because there was not, enough rail transportation. for 
them. Preparations had to be -made for this by setting 
up filling- stations, 

'

repair sh^ps,etc. on the route 
of march.;	 / \ \u25a0\u25a0 

D * 
p» 313	 (Lt. Col. Chemical Warfare: Muellers-Hill eb rand 

Troops at.OCTL) " 
\u25a0Ge rman:§c n,eral der. Hebeltruripc. Sd.! 

* 
p... 314	 /\u25a0Gceri. Bogj^ts'eh .> .Air ffaggge Spryice Area. ) 

GermanT tkreis".. 
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-\u25a0p. 315 *: (.Soli. :%hlfeldt y . >,tngermanland.) ; /
The area on '/the mainland south of Krons tacit 

'**\u25a0'p. 315 COen. Jaco£ -v . .-fi161.):

p. 316 

S-

p* 316 

p. 319 

p. 319 

p". 320 

p. 320 

p. 321 

I>.e.;, for. trucks, on construction jots for the 
Atlantic Wall. 

* 
, (.24. May . . . Oav» Corps Belov. ) 

The'llrst Guard Cay. Corps,, led by a very enter
prising and skillful commander, "broke through the 
German lines, was cut off later* and worked with 
partisans around Telnya and Dorogobuzh. Xiarge elements 
managed t^ evade encirclement by moving south (still 
\u25a0behind the G-erman lines), merged with other partisan 
groups, and finally escaped. 

** ( outside.)
\u25a0\u25a0»-;- » Artillery ac-tivlty from the 

\u25a0The front of AGp. Center in this area, betweeii the 
regular -Buss ian forces and the CaV> Corps had a 

' 
\u25a0' -

depth of only 20 kman (l2miles) « -*\±a mixes ) «, Ed. 

* 
:Qol-. .Mg.elleivHllleT3ra.ncl.. ,(.o Armcl., Jjyg v) .) 

Footnote cancel ed» 
(t»,-t> ?Eillerrand .«. .(.concerning 

**' (fien. , duringJMat.zk; Luring thethe o-peratoperation.)
 
fren. Haider did not want to "be "bothered "by them
 
during, the Mg offensive. \u25a0'\u25a0'..-.'\u25a0
 

* (30( 30 Kay .. .'\u25a0> . "by releasing, YolGhanek'*)
 
Owing to the favorable tactical sittlation, yon Bock
 
proposed to start the operation "before tHe
 
opening of "Blau"., and obtained the IPuehrer 1 s agreement.
 

** (31...May ... t .'^Erika ScnneiseO . , 
A "Schneise" is a very straight lane .kciot open in 
forests to indicate border lines and. facilitate care and \u25a0 

e2DDloitat,io,n. . The breached- front of Wandel's Combat .G-p. 
tfhich was. TDeriodically closed, ran parallel with such a ' 
lane, -named "-Brika1 for identification' purjposes . 

» 

>t 

* (Lt. Col. Pistorius . ..Anton- Ilona , . .'AGp. P.) 
'{Anton",a modification of the "Attila" plan (oocupation

Vichy France).!^ cooperation with Italian forces. 
"Ilonalf, a modification of the ?-"lsabella" operation to 
counter a British landing in Portugal. The ports of Bilbao 
and Santander- would be seized to forestall the British 
and troops would move to 'the S-panish— Portuguese border. 
TIAGp.Dn. There was only a Military Command France, (since 
Prance was no active theater) ,but in respect to possible 
military operations, organization was synonimous" the with 

i AGp, D. .  40 r.VII/ 
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p. Z22 

p. 322 

p. 323 

p, 324 

\u25a0p. 324 

« 

p. 324 

p. 324 

p. 326 

p. 327 

p» 32? 

?, 

* (xi> Coi... jais .;;. es]l3
 
"Serkule s^ Ax>rojected Italian operation to seize Malta.
 

*\u2666 (Hungarian &Q£~. JJI zaa zy (S( Seco nd ,Bureau) ,) 
' 

&-3 Section. Ed .' ; r̂ ['..' ..V Ed.	 \u25a0/'. 

* fH-GUslngflr . ./. nmnn.t yet be estMatect.)
\u0084 

In "Blaun (see "o, 296 note *) three groups we-rjs . 
to at.tack; successively.. The time intervals "between 
the attacks had "bearing on ririority for transportation 

" 
l 

\u25a0\u25a0of Wplacements.	 ; 

j.; .*	 (Callers i..* Iat 
Eight Armd. P'iv»^ 

G-en. Haider could not r61116111136rr 61116111136 r .the narrje after the 
caller had' left*. 

** (/Col, /yon Zlehlr'berg; . . . fnr the Pueliror.')
 
The Fuehrer had assigned this mission to a protege^

,x
 

who was to write the history of the war for him.
 
001. Scherff, a' Gen; Staff officer, and 'capable writer, 
was given the mission of writing the history, of the war 
as a personal glorification of the fuehrer* &en. Haider 
protested against this reversal of previous arrangements. 
iCf. p. 300, note ***.„) 

*'* ;< (llJune, Situation ha.ve es caned south.)
L

I-.©,	 into a sort of no-man's land behind the G-erman line. 

. # (Col. EhlfeMtt .,.possibilities.)
 
.The transfer of Artillery to the Ijeningrad-Krons tacit
 
front after completion ,of the siege of Seva,stop^l>
 

* (it. Col. Oromei )
 
A confidant of G-en. Haider-.
 

/ 

* 
--	 .)(l5J.une... . "boundary of AG-ps South > »\u2666 

Should "be and Korth . ;."\u2666 M"Center"	 »* 

* 
.	 (16 June . . . is rather embarrassing. ) 

More, of a 'liability tha.n an asset. 

-
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*
 
p. 328 (Gen, yon Greiffenberg . . . %o change -plans .) 

I.e., as situation indicates. There should be no rigid 
plan and leaders should "be able to take advantage of 
new opportunities. 

** 
p. 328 (l_7 In North.-) 

The Velizh "Docket was German and moreover in AGp. 
Center territory. *robably the Volkhov pocket was 
meant . Ed. 

* 
p. 329 (Gen. Keitel . .. court of honor cases )

f

Footnote canceled. 

** 
p. 329 . (Cron. Woehler . . .'Deception moasttre^,) 

nßlaun.nBlaun. CenterTo cover will do as if it were 
to launch an offensive. 

* 
p* 330 (Top: . . Peenemuenie.)\u0084 -Experimental station for "V-weapons. Ed. 

* p. 331 (21 June . . . Major Eeichel . . . is cload.) 
The "body of the officer was not found, "but the 
condition of the plane left no doubt about his fate. 

* 
p. 334 (Afternoon; .. . . at the Vorwerk.) 

Quarters formerly occupied "by yon Bratichitsch, now a 
YIP house, 

* 
p. 335 'yon Kluge ... Operation "Seydlitz".) 

Called after a popular song on Frederick the Great's 
famous Cavalry General ("Seydlitz aus den JBusch". . )\u2666 
The objective was cleaning out the bulge west of Ninth 
A™FJ 

* 
P» 335 (yon Kluge .. . starting middle of August,)

The references to place names indicate operations 
\u25a0planned to capture the areas. The Ostashkov operation 
by AGp.CenterJ.n cooperation with AGp. Iforth, which woul 
push south from Demyansk, was planned to liquidate the 

Russian penetration on the AGp. boundary. (Cf. pp. 276 and 
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- s hintcrland.,.)p. 336 (Asterisk omitted.) (Situa t.ion .- finemy T 

G-erman: "..I1 in der Tiefo . . ."i.e., 
operational reserves far to the rear. 
Heserves "aus der Tiefe" would not "be 
the .a? ncern of the Gen. Staff, as that 
would refer to tactical reserves direct!-
in "back of the front. Ed. ; 

* 
p- 336	 (OQ.uI .. * for the military periodicals .) 

The Gen. Staff Quarterly, and the wMilitaerwochen-
WLatt". The latter had deteriorated and Gen. Haider 
wanted influence on the editorial policy to raise its 
level. 

** ..,	 Ninth Army,)p. 336	 (29 June, Situation 
(sco p. 335 note*)West of Hinth Army, in the great sac 

Bdr 

* 
p, 338	 ( 3_J___ . along the 'bottleneck;.) 

Probably the narrow foothold east of tho ifeva,
 
anchored on Schluessel"burg»
 
(2.) Erratum: Po gostye must "be disposed of.. . .).E' 1..
 

** p» 338	 (Volkhov bridgehead,)
 
At Eirishi.
 

* 
p. 339 (2 July . , Situation , . a little to the east.')
 

1.c., the pressure riies with the advance and so
 
hits the wing on its flank.
 

* 
p. 340 (Assignment of missions . . . to the front;.)
 

By the Gen. Staff, as observers. The 1942 Array was
 
an entirely new Army after the losses and changes of
 
the preceding winter, and the Gen. Staff had to find 
out directly what it was worth. 

* 
T>, 342	 (ffh-irfl paragraph ; . . ITjkolayevka ... .). Hike:

In order to avoid confusion it should be noted that th. s 
ITikolayevka is a suburb of Alexeyevka on the lower 
Tikhaya Sosna and not. the likolayevka sone 60 Ten' west/— 
j)uaVBouth of	 KoTi Oafcol. Ed. 

** ( .p. 342 . . 8 July 0000 hours.)
 
These organizations were taken over from AGp. A to
 
form yon Back's new AG-p. South.
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* ,p. 343 (Fourth paragraph? . concern for the West .) 
Because of the -nossfbility of a British invasion. 

** 
p. 343 (Bottom; . . &en. Staff -personnel matters.) 

1.c., the Gen- Staff officers in his command » 

Gen. Haider thought he had. too many yes-men around. 

* 
p. 344 (7( 7 July 1942. Situation: Azov.) 

I.c* AGp» A, which operate! on the sac of Azov. 

p* 344 (Asterisk omitted.) (South . . . We&fths . . . ) 
Armee-Gruppe We3!ihs. Hot an Army Group (Heerosgnrope) 
"but an intermediate command echelon interposed when 
the number of units "becomes too large for Army Gp... 
to handle* Armee— Gruppe Wedehs formed the northern 
anchor of the southern front, where it juttted out 
so as to form also a front facing northj hero., permanent 
positions had "been prepared "by Jaco'lo* Weichs also had 
an offensive mission (Voronezh).. His command also com
prized non— G-erman trccps . - Ud... 

* 
p. 345 (North; Attacks against our corridor.) 

Between IIaM X Corps. 

** „ 
\u2666p. 345 (G-en. O"bst. ffromm . three Re-placement Divs.) 

Obsolete term* Refers to new activation witii replace
ment elements. 

* 
p. 346 Cln__Genter . . gradually melting away.) 

Many Russians made their way through the German lines 
and joined partisan groups,.. 

** p. 346 te.:,-..C01,.^o n Altlt ens tedt . of the Crimea.) 
May refer to a planned evacuation of the population.. 

p. 348 
A friend of G-en. Haider, then a Coi.in Org. Sec. 

* (Situationp. 349 conference . .with all its consequences ,)-Hefers to iPride ricuts .11. A change in all top posts 
would only create confusion and delays. 
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* 
p. 351 (15 July,... in the South. 

The asterisk refers to Ruoff —(following sentence). 
His command was Seventeenth Army. Ed. 

p, 351 
** (Lt. Col. Mueller- Hildebrand: 3.7 cm AT Gun.) 

With the increasing thickness of armor on Russian 
tanks this AT weapons was now obsolete, Recommenda
tion was made to use it as Inf.Gun. 

*** (How, 42 or 43.)p. 351 
Available lists show no such Howitzer. Possibly the-

8.8 cm AT gun is referred to here. Ed 

p. 351 (Asterisk omitted) (16 July .... Cartro Fritz 
"Lager Fritz;, a section of Askania, the G-Hq.. 

a »...p. 353 
* (Lt.Ool. Ehrenhaus Guard Bn.) 

This Bn.. changed frequently 9 since the Bns ., "being 
crack units, were sent "back to the front. 

p. 353 
** (l8Ju1y. .... Center,, ... Fourth Army Sector.) 

a,For long stretch the road closely paralleled the-
southern front of Fourth Army. Ed. 

*** 
p. 353 (At the situation conf erence. » ,. his most lordly order)' 

Gen. Haider ironically s-peaks of "allerhoechster Befehl ( 

•» 
the attribute denoting the most exalted quality of an 
order given "by royalty. 

* 
p. 354 (18 July end: (" dry front" 

Voronezh to Kursk., a sector of the front without 
water "barriers. -Ed. 

p. 354 
** (19 July, Situation 97th Jaeger Div.) 

First degree of the transition from Inf.Div. to Mt. 
Div. "Light Div." are the second degree, are there
fore nearer to Mt. Divs. Similar in organization 
and mode of employment to the Mt. Div., "but has— 
more motor transport for use in level country. Ed. 
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* 
p. 356 (20 July,.., North... at Uritsk. 

In thq southwestern outskirts' of Leningrad, 15 km 
from Renter of city. 

' 

** p. 356 CCo3 r .-'Badke; classified matter.) 

Protection of classified matters against spying "by 
Party,; 

p. 356 
*** (Col, yon Ziehl"berg%.., (Th^re are two,) 

They were to "be combined into one "because oj)eration 
of two w&s wasteful of food. 

* trip".)p. 357 (Center; ... "Southeast 
Of the "big bulge north of Smolensk. Ed. 

\p. 358 *(Puehrer situation conference.... against the G-en. Staff. 
1.c., G-eiu Haider himself. Hitler? s rage on that day 
exceeded, anything experienced "before and took such 
forms that Jo til and Keitel felt constrained' to etepTin 
to calm him down. 

machinery 

1.c., Hitler is uncapa"ble of grasping that his constant 
interference ie throwing everything into disorder. 

p. 358 
** (... command and its' possibilities . 

p. 359 
* .(Second paragraph; ... defensive . successes . 

German nAbwehrerfolg i!, see p* 238, note *. 

P- 360 
* (S( Situat ion.... Mot. enough fuel.) 

1.c., the German troops were short of fuel. 

p. 
** (Lack of fuel and360 ammunition .1


The same .
 

~ P • 361 
* (Goii.Herrleinr Glamo riz ing of Infantr; 

To make Inf. more attractive to volunteers, who 
preferred everything else, "but especially Armor and 
the Air Force. 
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X 

p*i363 /.* AGp. 8,.. >; (hj.ll, ''bastionl^l 
A prominent topographical feature north of Stalin
grad. .«* Ed.- . 

* 
of Sixth Army); \u25a0p. 363	 corner -- . .fA&p, Center	 ...... ---—•

\u25a0 ,'\u25a0..'• ,^Qp|note Qa-nQ-eipA/' 

* 
p. 369	 (Phone talks.. . .transportation situation) 

t •"G-rossdeutschiand" was to go to ..France no transporta
available.-.;tion was 

* 
p. 365	 (Lt. Col Mueller-- Hillebrand;-...cleaving \u25a0."behind its 

packs ) . 
To speed up the pursuit. 

* 
p, 365	 (.1 -August,. f\u25a0: to Kuo^fs advance
 

Seventeenth Army,.-r- Ed.
 

* 
p. .365 (Callers-:....( Callers-: .... Chief of^?ield Transportation .) 

G-ercke'-S Section. The term is the one used, in World 
War I. Its Wit IIequivalent was Chief of .Railroad 
Transport. . ... '\u25a0.\u25a0.\u25a0 

* p. 365 . OKH officers 
Only the officers having to do with, operations in 
OKH belonged to ;the G-en. Staff Corps. 

p* 366. . 
* (G-cn. Eeitel> ...... yqehrer ls personal staff.) 

1.c., to advise ,the fuehrer on an-noint.men.ts and 
promotions. He knew only those who forced themselves* 
to his: attention, and his right-hand man, ICeitel(OKW) , 
whose career had "been confined to offices, had no 
large circle of acquaintances in 'the Army-. Moreover, 
Hitler was distrustful of the -professional officer 
class and wanted ?l Volksofficiere lT, officers from the 
common neo-ple.. • 

p». 366 
* ("ffuehrer situation conference „«,... "standards of 

honor" 
•..of the Officers Corps, especially %n the selection 
of marriage partness, a subject on which very rigid 
standards were observed. 
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* 
p. 36? (..Cdntery. .y..!Schmidt -1.s Group .) 

Second Panzer Army. Ed. 

-
' 

p* 368 
* (Situation;.... Ruoff.v) o\u25a0 , 

Array.Should "be Fourth Pa.ns.er 
, 

.£>d. 

: ** (Center .,.....	 :p. 368 :f CCenter ....... lihthlihth Army)Army) 
Hinth.Hinth ArrayArmy frontfront ploughthough nownow -more rasiniscent ofmore rasin the 

(cf. pf 276, ***) 
. . • stillstill iiadhad western,western, northern and eastern front *-*Ed 

CoCo tentintentin peninsula-peninsula- (( CherlDourg)Cherbourg) (c note 
\u25a0 aa norther 

**** (G-Qn,.( G-Qn, .. Matafcy^ ............ ..	
/ 

p # 368	 1G-en, Matzfcy^ TurkTurk BnsBns ..) 
Bus.Bus. mademade upup ofof ex*ex*SoSoViet--Viet P¥&-PW&-,,mosmostly of Turkestan 
anclancl CaucasusCaucasus origin.origin. Ed.Ed. 

p, 368 t "(G-en. Wagoner* <.. ot>.' Section.) 

The operations assumed major proportions, far exceeding 
the scope of more police actions. 

p. 369 *(6 August.. >. Situation \u25a0..'. .west ."bank. ») 
Maikop is west of the upper ZulDanriver, -r Ed 

i—
< <*• 

\u25a0\u25a0\u2666V* Z^O	 (Lt.Col.. Boehm.>.. yon Schenkendorff 1 s, Div. 
Anti-Partisan specialist in AGp.. Center. 

P» 370 . *(8 August.,.. "Schlingpflanze". 
* 

Operation' not identified.. Plan was abandoned.' -Ed. 

p. 370 
** (G-en. Koes tritig .in the Caucasus 

Koestring- had "been Attache' in Moscow and traveled 
much in Eu'ssiav 

p. 370 (Asterisk omitted) (Conference at Fuehrer Hq.....>.". Wirfael— 
wind",...).
 
Operation projected to wipe out the Sukhinichi salient
 
by a, drive from the south by Second Panzer Army.,
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*
 (Cordp. 37? comes i 
Cord yon Hobe,- la, G-rossdeutschland. Had already left 
for Trance where '/{fop ~'iv. was to follow him. 

p. .377 *•*	 (it/Col. Maeliai^HOle'brand Inf. Pivs. having only 
\u25a0 \u25a0
 

\u25a0
six Bns») . \u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0. :'.:'. ;\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0 . 
"With, difficulties 1 in replacing combat casualties steadi 
ly increasing, a change became necessary in the "basic 
organization of the Division. It first the triangular 
structure was retained, with Regts. reduced to two Bns. 
As the war	 took an ever growing toll of experienced 
Eegtl. Commanders f it proved necessary to cut the Div.
to two Kegts. of ,3 Bns. each. It is an axiom that a 
good Eegtl. Commander can make up for 'indifferent

' 
Bn. 

\u25a0Commanders, and vice versa, 
However,- this situation was aggravated by the shortage 
of Bn. Commanders which had been "bad ever since the 
sudden over-expansion of the G-erman Army (viewed as a 
danger "by all responsible officers), when all capable, 
older officers moved into the higher command posts and 
newcomers to field rank did not have the time to gather 
the necessary experience. 

p* 373 • \u25a0*.	 (Col. Ham-pe. ..... activities of the Technical Troops;. ) 
A military technical service for rebuilding factories 
in occupied territories; had also oil production 
specialists,- who would ssoh be needed in the Caucasus 
oil region. ,	 / 

p. 373 
* (Situation .... Third ArnuUDiv.) 

Should be Third Panzer Army. ~ Ed 

p f 376 \u25a0*\u25a0	 (Sifiiat ion V;.,« Salmath » ,.. attacks west and s outh of 
Voronezh.) . ; 

Should, be east instead of west. ~ Ed 
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p» 378-379 (Asterisk omitted) (it. Col. Merz yon Quiffnheim (his 
full WiJ 

One of the first victims of the, ;beta.'-iati6h fbr the 
20 July, 1940. 

p. 378/379 * (19 August ...... expanding his bridgehead.) 
Over the Don* 

p. 378/379 * (Gen» for summer.)Herrlein. ... training projects 
Should ,"be "winter". 

p. 378/379 
* (21 August.... slow crossing of the Caucasus « 

On an earlier occasion, when Gen, Haider tried to 
point out the difficulties of operations in. the 
Caucasus (which rises : to 18,526 ft* in Mt 6 Elbrus)." 
Hitler ccnt©mtuously replied: .You and your 
Caucasus', 3?or all you make it out it isnr.t anything 'big
ger than the G-riin^waldl'(The SrunewaJd is a pleasant 
wooded area within the city limits of Berlin,, very-
flat. 

- Ed.) . 

p. 380 
*' (Situation. .. Mount Elbrus .)« 

Highest peak	 of the Caucasus and of Europe (1.8,5 26 ft.) 

p. 380. (Asterisk omitted) (At the fuehrer Hq..-. diluted. .\u2666. to 
a codbaining action. 
1.c., the Fuehrer reinterprets his original intentions. 

i? 

of horses-.)p. 3«1 
* (Gen. B/l.umentrltt and Maj. Lav... care 

For lack of facilities and ca.re f horses were lost at 
a rate of 1,5 00 a day during the winter. Someone had 
to "be given the responsibility and power to prevent 
the recurrence of such a disaster in >the coming 
winter. 

* 
P- 384	 (57 August, last entry..... AGp. Supply, Chiefs . 

From Gen. Qu control. 

** 
p» 384	 (Bottom line:... has been, discontinued 

Too light as an AT weapon and unsuiteo. as Inf.Gun. 
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p. 38& 

p. 385 

p. 386 

p. .389 

p. 390 

to. 3.92 

p. 392 

p. 392 

* ("jj.t;. Col*- Brand « ,T
;}\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u0084.'. 

intended,Diedl in the explosion of the bomb for
 
Hitler on 20 July 1944.
 

* f Last .entry of 58 August of the Ground.>. Command ' 
•

\u25a0 \u25a0•Forces) ; ' 

. 
Richthcfen, an Air Force General, who had Gearing's 
and Hitler's ear, was again ranting against the 
Army. 

\u25a0"**\u25a0 

in the bottleneck) *' ( Situation.... Nortiu «> «\u25a0
 

!Ehe narrow/touching Lake Ladoga at Schluesselburg.
 
corridor
 

(Asterisk omitted) (Situation;... thrown away jlnto 
that de fensiye effort.) 

!Ehe German verb used is "eingebuttert" which is 
.equivalent .to- "thrown down the rathole". In situa
tions provoking such language, the Army often spoke° 
also of ver-Modeln" or 1 which would 
be "fouling up a la Model,, or, a la Rommel 11. 

* (. -8 Septembe o take it back» 
List had convinced Jodl that it would be folly 

,to try to ge t~over the Caucasus 

* (Fuehrer order on war of. defense .). 
While the Russians had begun to loam from tho Germans 
how to conduct large operations, Hitler also had 
learnt a lesson. He had seen how Russian stubborn
ness in not giving up ground had upset the tine table 
of some well-conceived operations. That he believed to b< 
the epitome of -defensive' warfare >and so he intended to 
prohibit any yielding, for &xiy reason* whatsoever* Gen, 

Haider refused to issue such an order, whereupon Hitler' ' 
•Wrote it himself. 

** (12 Sep solution.)"Central" 
Decision between two plans for the main effort against 
Stalingrad. Either from the central fronts Sixth 
Army, or from the southern wing: fourth Panzer Army. 
Sixth Army' was eventually assigned to the task. 

***(Afternoon*.*, appointment of a new OMB.) 
;Correction! ObdH should read C in C (after List's
 

removal.) Hitler took over for the time being.
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*
 
p* 393 G-ehe imrat Sauerb ruch 

Famous surgeon; Head of the Charite Hospital in 
-

\u25a0Berlin. . 

** p. 393 (Col. Ton Ziehlb erg;:\u25a0;\u25a0?' Chang ing; 0f,,, the Guard.") 
(Mussolini's' phrase,); yon Ziehrberg, the Gon # Staff 
personnel chief proposed that th© entire inner circle 
should resign when Gren» Haider left. Gen, Holder 
declined.. 

/ 

p« 393.*** (G-ea. Kress .,. 99th Jaeger Eegt \u25a0. ) 
Footnote canceled. 

«-^. 

p. 396 *, (G-en. SerrjLeiii. ; glamorize Infantry.)
(Cf. p. 361, note.) . 

* (?,4 September Idea.)p* 397 with in the 
Footnote canceled* 

/ 

\ 
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* 
p* 398 within frhe :"Armd.Gto.? V 

Gen. Haider Ijajj^s the negative stand on that point* 

** (...understood	 "by Moltke?)p. 398 
An order states time, place, direction, strength and 
other details concerning a plan. It would "be ibottor 

to give directives "broadly outlining the plan, 
general objectives, and resources, and leaving the 
rest to the "best judgment of the appointed commander. 

*** (effectsp. 398	 of actions. 
Throughout ,G-en. Haider was preaching to higher echelon 
commanders that, e.g., a penetration in a single ,Div. 
sector, tactically a setback, need not necessarily 

have an adverse effect on the over-all operation; as 
long as it could "be contained, it might1 even react to 
one 1s advantage as itdrew away enemy forces, The 

»	 commander must not allow himself to "become nervous and 
view the situation with the eyes of e.g., the Bn» 

/

Commander whose position has "been overrun. 

p* 398 (Asterisk omitted) (Use .psychology in leadership.) 
G-en. Haider decried the mechanical \u25a0approach in 
official/relationships, "based exclusively on organiza
tional hierarchy, \u25a0Organization is a two-way relation- •ship/ in which "both parties give and tbeuko. The: .. 
psychological needs forming its foundation must be 
recognized and used to best advantage..' 

* 
P.	 399 (April 15. \u0084-. .' back to Armed 'Forces .)
 

Had been loaned to domestic edonomy.
 

' p. 40Q 
** (Hoyember.... 3. 135) 

As Gren. Haldor r^stiines' writing in his Diary oh
i 

xqgover
ing the use. of his-;right .hand following hjls accident 
on 10 Oct, 1941, he computes the calender to establish 
tho jDlaoe of the day in the consecutive order of days

' 
since the 22 June, 1941 <> .' "-.. 

< 

) 
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